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SO

CORNELIUS VANDERBILT.

jR.

Overnight
...a

SUCCESS/

Orange Life Savers

. . .

cooling

. . .

refresh-

ing. ..brimming with delightful, juicy
flavor... like the fruit itself.

Their ex-

and quality have made them
sensation
the overwhelming

cellence

a sales

. . .

choice of millions ... overnight.

On

Everybody's Tongue

Lemon Life Savers. ..tangy..,
thirst

-

quenching

. . .

piquant

to the taste... rare... goldenclear. . . these delectahle drops
...in

the famous Life Saver

shape. ..fairly melt the instant they touch the tongue.

Lime

Life Savers ... clear

as emerald... the flavor
actually flows

from these

delicious fruit rings.
. . .

Buy Lime, Lemon,

Orange... and the in-

'Sj'v

creasingly popular

Grape Life Savers.

All

candy products

having the

distinctive

shape

of

Life

Savers

are

manufactured

by

Life

havers.

Inc.

—
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ACK LONDON'S greatest story given

life and voice.
Human passions in
the rav/ battling to a stupendous climax

as a brave boy, a wayv/ard girl and a
sea-captain meet their destiny
on a sealing ship v/here man-made
laws ore laughed to scorn! An out-

demon

standing cast including MILTON SILLS,
Jane Keith and Raymond Hackett.
Directed by ALFRED SANTELL,

CROM

a shabby shop on the East
Side she fought her way to pov/er

and luxury as the greatest modiste
Fifth Avenue.
Calculating and
crafty, she was never beaten till she
opposed her son's love for a penniless girL IRENE RICH in the great role
of her career; H. B. WARNER magon

suave financier who
buy the son's sweetheart;

nificent as the
tries

to

RAYMOND HACKETT

as the boy.
Directed by Guthrie McClintic.

nUBE GOLDBERG— you know Rube—

V

comedy cartoonist specializing in
nuttyinventions
has turned his talents
to the talking screen with riotous re-

—

sults. Stay away from Soup to Nuts if
you can't stand mirthquakes. Here's a
new kind of flesh and blood comedy
seven reels of goofy entertainmentwith
a dash of song, introducing to the
screen Ted Healey and his racketeers.
Also Frances McCoy, Lucile Brown,
Stanley Smith and Charles Winninger.
Story,dialog and gags by Rube Goldberg. Directed by Benjamin StolofT.

Your favorite entertainment
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TODAY THE WORLD'S GREATEST ENTERTAINMENT
IS FOUND ON THE TALKING SCREEN!
-

At popular prices for

"The Spoilers"

the whole family!
The

biggest value your

today

is

an

Edwin Carewe Production

money buys

entertainment on the talk-

ing, singing screen!

You

hear sparkling musical
plays, the

see

hits,

with

and

Gary Cooper

great

work of the most famous

writers, foremost

By

music composers.

Varied, colorful, stimulating entertainment that pleases all tastes and
every member of the family!

The

cost is so

low you shouldn't

miss a single opportunity to see every

Paramount Picture

that

comes your

way. Today, as for 18 years. Para-

mount is

the greatest

tainment.

name in

—

name always

to ''the best

show

in

your guide
town ! "
as

RICHARD ARLEN
in

A

FOLLOW

"The Law Rides West"

With Rosita Moreno, Eugene Pallette,
Mitzi Green and
Junior Durkin. All
action, all outdoors
romance starring
Richard Arlen.

Adapted from the

novel "Spanish

Acres" by Hal
Evarts. Directed by

Otto Brower and

Edwin Knopf.

strength and splendor!
story of love, hate
conflict that you will never forget!

and

THRU"

enter-

better theatres play
regularly and often

REX BEACH

Also in the cast are Kay Johnson, Betty
Compson, William Boyd and Harry Green.
Rex Beach's dynamic drama of the Alaska*
gold rush on the talking screen in all its

The

Paramount
use the

17^

CHARLES ROGERS

NANCY CARROLL
Zelma O'Neal and Jack Haley. Paramount's
all talking, all

musical, all Technicolor adap-

tation of the sensational musical comedy
success that ran 54 weeks on Broadway.

Charles
Rogers and Nancy Carroll in a bright, spar
kling story of youth and love and golf
with
catchy tunes and laughs galore. On the screen,
"Follow Thru" has the same zip and pep, the

same youthful exuberance that made the
stage production

such a

hit.

By De

Sylva,

Brown, Henderson and Laurence Schwab. Directed by Laurence Schwab and Lloyd Corrigan.

A SCHWAB & MANDEL

PRODUCTION

PARAMOUNT PUBLIX CORPORATION, ADOLPH ZUKOR,

PRES.

TUNE

IN!

Hear great entertainment and the latest
news of Paramount Pictures on the air in
the Paramount Publix Radio Hour, each
Saturday night, 10-11 P. M., Eastern Daylight Saving Time over the nation-wide
Columbia Broadcasting System.

PARAMOUNT BUILDING, NEW YORK

—
Silver Screen

ONE fiatif tfiui kettl milliom
Ineatklefs .... Uke ONE ^tcL wfio

Qke

could htin^

il io vivid life

.

.

.

'ELASCO'S epic story of the
strangest gamble a woman ever made. Strangest stakes ever left
to the fate of cards. Strangest climax in show history as the 'golden
And cheats to win!
for love
girl' gambles the one time in her life

—

Twelve

—

brought to you with the

stirring situations all

artistry,

charm and compelling beauty of

ANN HARDING
Sgirl^/j^golden west
JAMES RENNIE

•

JiujeJon ike J>iai^ ly

^

HARRY BANNISTER
DAVI D B ELASCO

TO^^^

JOHN FRANCIS DILLON p^oduci I O yt.

A FIRST NATIONAL

AND VITAPHONE PRODUCTION

"Viiaphone"is the registered iradcmark of TJie Viiaphonc Corporation

November

1930
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The Most Ambitious Picture
Undertaking^ Since Ben Hur!
PLAYED
great
all its

against a background of tropical danger

book

that thrilled the world has

come

to

life

romance. The ivory coast of Africa, the jungle, a ruby worth a king's

ransom,

a

awakening

white orphan
for this girl

girl

worshipped

and her English

as

a goddess, love's

lover, their thrilling

escape from tha natives and the terrors of the jungle!

VAN DYCK
SHADOWS IN
THE SOUTH SEAS."

Directed by

W.

S.

who made "WHITE

talking production

From

and primitive passion, the
with all its adventure and

the

.

.

.

An

all-

the greatest thrill picture ever shown!

famous novel hy Trader Horn and Ethelreda Lewis

METRO-GOLDWYN'More Stars Than There Are

in

Heaven'

Harry Carey

Duncan Renaldo
Edwina Booth

!

Silver Screen

Getting

Down

Beauty Advice on the Care

to

r^ACES

marylee

»

»

STARTING

to

write in a

new

magazine,
ing

write

to

new group

start-

on

them

advising

a

for

of girls,

seems to
pretty important

beauty,

me

to get

it

down

don't
(I'll

write about that next

By

month.)
don't

that

I

mean

really

features.

mean

I

the quality

the
of your skin,
you love to
skin

touch

Mary Brian

Exquisite

is

Fair

skin

In

many

You may

have a
your skin

more than skin deep.

and sweet-voiced but if
nobody will notice

lovely figure, be graceful
is

—

and no
with lovely skin
can be plain and unlovely skin

IS beauty.
isn't

be

can

without

girl

of

noticed.

ways beauty

re-touch.

girl

beautiful

enough to master the skin
She knows a perfect
game.
wise

complexion is the basis
beauty for every girl.

and

No

a star

greasy, sallow, dry or full of blemishes,

your good points.
Preparing for this first issue of Silver
Screen I've been out in Hollywood, learning all the things the girls of the movies
can teach us about beauty.
And most of them do know all about
They understand just how to wear
beauty.
their hair,

and

to stand

things.

the

just

(I

stars

—

how
all

dress,

to

to

doing

for

us

—doing

what

definable

—

quality,

that

made people

let's

in private life can.

girl

get

down

to faces!

big thing to realize is that your face isn't just
something pasted on the outside of your head and that you
can occasionally give it a dash of lotion or cold cream, or a

The

bit of

first

genuine

Your
So many

face

care,

your
—seem

girls

we

and expect it
complexion

—

to

remain

flawless.

is

a

part

of your

take, the exercise

let's

consider oily skins.

For very oily skins, cleansing and a non-fatty diet are
Good soap and water are indisespecially important.
pensable. Take at least one tub bath a day, if possible, with
warm water and a good pure soap. Treat your skin gently.
Don't use harsh washclothes but use your soft ones firmly.

Dry

the face and the whole body vigorously.

When

thoroughly clean, use an
There are many very excellent
ones on sale, or you may create one for yourself at home,
by wiping your face lightly with fresh pads of cotton, dipped
For your daytime cleansing stick to liquid
in witch hazel.

an oily skin

is

clean,

astringent or skin freshener.

cleansers.
it

comes

What's

to diet, don't

.s^^^-'

Your Worry?

overindulge in pastries, oily

overweight.^

have on beauty problems.

No problem

too big or too small for her from adyou on the best colors to wear to

vising

your whole figure.
Simply address her in care of Silver
Screen, 45 West 45th St., New York,
enclosing a stamped, addressed envelope.

change

black-heads or coarse pores or dry as the reading of the minAnd certainly if a young star, with
utes of a club meeting.
all her fame and glamour, can't get away with such care-

Remember

some

and such.
Simple,
except

in

isn't

cases

it?

of

Yet
ex-

treme blackheads or large
pores, you will find this
regime sufficient to give
you skin loveliness.

way
daytime half.

eat

of these things, of course,
but be moderate. Drink
four
least
at
water
glasses a day. And consume all the green things
you can, salad, vegetables

Finally

seek

cream or

candy,

You may

—

Mary Lee will be glad to reply by personal letter to any inquiries you may

them out and watch them; while some of
them were less scintilating but more loving, each and every
one of them had perfect skin.
No movie girl can last who has skin all spotted with

eat,

—

foods,

to

body.

we

and the weariness, the joys

butter.

how

food

to overlook the fact that the

and the unhappiness, all affect the quality of our skin.
Some of us have
Decide, first, what your skin type is.
very oily skin, given to blackheads and coarse pores. Others
have very dry skin, sensitive to weather, wrinkling distressOthers have basically dry skin with oil
ingly, chapping.
around the nose, chin and forehead. Some oily skins
spots
have little patches of dryness around the eyes. This month

When

is

and reformers and moralists have
that is, making us
tried to do for ages
improve ourselves and be better, more
charming people.) Yet while some of them
had more of that subtle sparkle, that in-

preachers,

—

walk

those necessary, delightful
if all of us realize what

wonder
are

how

So

the sleep

to faces

By that I
mean make-up.

no

lessness,

in

— don't go

your skin

the hours you sleep.

restorative, of the skin as well as of the

half

care, the

Sleep

is

a

body and nerves.

go to bed with a clean face.
you want personal advice on skin care, blackheads and
such ills, write me, won't you?
See you next month.
Good-bye.
So, pul-leze,
If

November 1930
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Costume
Jewelry
One way

to

spend

that $3 you save
Costume jewelry

is

merely one

suggestion for spending that

$3 you save by using Listerine
Tooth Paste instead of tooth
pastes in the 50c class.

Wcomen,
sternest judges of tooth paste
acclaim this modern one at 25c
Listerine

Tooth

Paste

has

passed

the

greatest test that can be put to a dentifrice.

Tried by more than 2,000,000 American
women, the most critical buyers in the
world when beauty and health are involved,

it

has

ceptance.

won

their enthusiastic ac-

Old favorites

have been discarded

at a

high price

in favor of the

new

one at 25c.
In order to win such approval, Listerine
Tooth Paste had to establish gentleness

The makers

of Listerine Tooth Paste

recommend

Pro-pby-lac-tic

Tooth Brushes

and absolute safety in actual use. It did
so
on millions of teeth of varying degrees of hardness
and never was precious
enamel harmed.
It
had to show quick and thorough
cleansing.
Not merely front and back of
the teeth, but between them. It had to
disclose ability to remove stains, discoloration, and unsightly tartar, quickly,

—

—

And show power to preserve
the lovely natural lustre of sound beauti-

certainly.

Millions now comment on
performs these tasks.

ful teeth.

ably

it

The
sells

fact

that

Listerine

Tooth

how
Paste

for 25c the large tube, effecting

an

average saving of $3 per year per person
over tooth pastes in the 50c class, is
another point worth remembering.

Get a tube of Listerine Tooth Paste toUse it a month, judge it by results
only.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St.
Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

day.

Silver Screen
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W. Wynne

Dr. Shirley

Commissioner of Health of New York City

says:

Colgate's

most

is

efficient cleanser
RESPONSIBLE
-

Dr. Shirley

York

for the health of six million Americans,

W. Wynne,

Health Commissioner of

City, examined reports of laboratory

Colgate's with other prominent dentifrices

tests

—and of

examined, he singles out Colgate's Ribbon Dental

His approval

"the most effective cleanser."
impressive.

Interested as he

health, Dr.

Wynne

made

those
as

undeniably

a careful study of the

He examined

difference in dentifrices.

all

Cream

in all branches of public

is

recently

is

New

comparing

tests

made by some

of America's greatest analytical chemists.

Dr. Wynne's conclusion

based on the recent research

is

of such eminent authorities as Dr. Hardee Chambliss,
of the School of Sciences, Catholic University
of America, Washington, D. C.

Hawk, M.

B.

;

Dr. Philip

Yale, Ph.D., Columbia;

S.,

Jerome Alexander, B. S., M.S., internationally famous among consulting chemists and
chemical engineers Dr. H. H. Bunzell, Ph.D.,
;

University of Chicago, and

others, retained to

make analytical tests and report

their findings.

Dean

Dr.
"The

Wynne

says:

sole function of

a dentifrice

is to

thoroughly

cleanse the teeth and gums. To be an effective
cleanser a dentifrice must have low surface tension in solution. Low surface tension is. fherefore,
the true scientific indication of cleansing
on the part of a dentifrice in actual use.

"I have

examined

power

the reports of laboratory tests

by eminent chemists who have compared
Colgate's with other prominent dentifrices and I
find that Colgate's rates the lowest surface ten-

made

All agree that Colgate's

of

penetrating foam.

its

flushes out the decaying

between

lodge

cleanses

with

the

tooth

supreme because

This active agent

food

teeth.

completely —

sluggish

is

in a
pastes

particles

Colgate's

way

which
thus

impossible

most
examined because it

sion. This meatts that Colgate's is the

effi-

cient cleanser of those

gets

into the crevices

between the

and flooding away decaying

teeth, thus

foods.

"

removing

which merely

polish the outer surfaces of the teeth.

SHIRLEY W. WYNNE,

M.

D.

,

Dr. P. H.

Commissioner of Health, New York City; M. D.,
Columbia University; Member American Medical

The

—
—

important but the
has held
the price
Colgate leadership for 30 years.
price

guality

is

— not

Association; Prof. Preventive Medicine, N. Y.
Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital; Prof. Public
Health, Fordham School of Sociology and Social
Service; Recognized internationally as an authority
on matters of Public Health.

November 1930
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Suzanne Vidor must be
two half

For, not only has she

quite

a quandary.

sisters at

Daddy King

in

Vidor's establishment, but now she has another half-sister
at her mother's and Jascha Heifetz's house. On September
eighth, Florence Vidor Heifetz's newest daughter arrived and
only a few months ago, the second daughter of Eleanor

Boardman Vidor was

Barbara, in the presence of only a few close friends and
the mother of the bride.
Afterwards, the couple drove up the coast for a short
honeymoon before returning to Hollywood and work.

O

I

born.

Hollywood, land of

a

thousand wonders, nothing

is

impossible.

/^LD

Man

lately,

Among

Stork has been flying overtime in Hollj^ood

anyhow.

young Irving Thalberg,
Norma Shearer; and
there's a new baby at the home of "Skeet" and Pauline
Mason Gallagher, and of Olga Baclanova and Nicholas
Jr.,

the

recent

arrivals

are

whose fond maternal parent

An assistant director rushed into a coffee shop and ordered "a cup of coffee and a piece of apple pie."
"I'm sorry but we're all out of apple pie," said the waitress.

"Then fake

is

"TJOLORES COSTELLO BARRYMORE, who

shot back the assistant director.

—

HE Brown

Derby Cafe where the cinema famous, infamous and near-famous hang out for lunch and dinner
is owned and operated by Herbert Somborn, second husband of Gloria Swanson, and father of Baby Gloria.
Wallace Beery, Gloria's first husband, is one of his best
customers.
Quite often they engage in gay conversation.
But they do not talk of Glorious Gloria.
I

Soussanin.

it,"

—
arrived sev-

eral months ago, had her birthmark removed.
It was
only a small circular spot on her scalp, but Barrymores
must be perfect!

As TO

the expected visitors, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Montgomery, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Morris and Mr. and
Mrs. Bryant Washburn are all anxiously waiting.

/^NE

of Hollywood's swiftest, suddenest romances was
culminated in early September when Margaret De Mille
and Bernard Fineman were married at Tucson, Arizona,
where both were visiting and cooing.
Margaret De Mille is the daughter of William De Mille,
and a niece of Cecil (Bathtub) De Mille. Bernie Fineman,
an associate producer for M-G-M, was once husband to
Evelyn Brent and for a while was rumored engaged to
Greta Nissen.

NOT

an imperious motion picture queen, but a rather
frightened young girl was the Dolores Del Rio who
became the bride of Cedric Gibbons, art director.
Their marriage came as a distinct surprise to their many
friends, and was culmination of a whirlwind romance.

/^ENE MARKEY,
to be a

movie

scenarist,

actor,

who is handsome enough
many heart flutcerings in

causes

Hollywood.
He was the big shot with Ina Claire until she suddenly
married John Gilbert.
Then he kept Irene Delroy from getting lonely, but cut
that out.
(Maybe Miss Delroy's New York boy friend has
something to do with that).
And now Gene has been showing a fondness for Gloria
Swanson's society.
Hollywood's a great town for a gallant man.
'T"' HERE'S another

Mary Pickford now!
In August, Jack Pickford was married to Mary Mulhern. Follies beauty, now trying her luck in pictures.
Jack has been married twice before. His first wife was
the exquisite Olive
ten

years

ago.

Thomas, who committed suicide in Paris
he married Marilyn Miller, from

Later,

whom

And Mr.

he was divorced, in 1927.
Since that time, he has been rumored engaged to several prominent young actresses, among them Bebe Daniels.
It was also thought that he might re-wed Marilyn.

ago.

two years

the death of hei first husband, Jaime Del Rio,
Dolores has been reported engaged on several occasions.
Since

Gibbons' name has been linked with that of more
than one prominent actress, since his divorce several years

The ceremony was performed

in the old

Mission

at

Santa

The new Mary Pickford
old, slim

and a

is

a

little

blue-eyed brunette, twentytaller than Jack.

\ConUnHed on page 35]

Silver Screen

HOLL Y WOOD
Why the son of America's

oldest aristocracy

new aristoc-

prefers the

of Cinemaland.

racy

and wealth, driven

to

a

Some were

persecution.

among

new

land by ambition or unjust
seeking a new chance
others had braved the perils of

miscreants,

strangers, while still
wild country in quest of forgetfulness.
All were workers. There were no idle hands among the
empire builders.
So with Hollywood.
Gathered from every part of the world have come men
and women of talent, of industry, of genius.
And as with those first colonists, there were those whose
conspicuous ability designated them the natural leaders,

a

whose

personalities set

know

I

that

them

apart

from

many books have been

all

others.

written and sold on

bad manners of Hollywood. Their general inference
has been that all parties are orgies and that no dinner of
more than three courses is ever served for fear that the
guests wouldn't know what to do with the silver.
the

Well, both of these implications are equally absurd. The
orgy report has been circulated just as much of Newport
and of what the yellow newspapers call Fifth Avenue "mansions." But, just as I've never seen an "orgy" at the homes
of the friends of my childhood, so I've never seen an orgy

Born to the most exclusive set of ISew YorWs
Four Hundred, young Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.,
prefers the society of those who tvork and dream.

in the

HOLLYWOOD!

Follywood!
Funny how ideas are formed how symbols stick.
Years ago, when I beHeved everything I heard, I
conceived the idea that Hollywood, that mushroom growth
on the West Coast, was a modern Babylon.

Then

I

went

to

—

Hollywood!

with cozy bungalows and gracious homes, exuding an air of charm and
and culture. A rather sleepy, prosaic small
hospitality
town, more concerned with the baby next door than the

And found

quiet, tree-shaded streets lined

—

price of gin.

Instead of a jazz-mad crowd of thrill-seekers, I found a
populace of interesting workers, intent on their careers, with
And the time they did have for relittle time for play.
creation was devoted to simple amusements, to small, congenial gatherings of friends who were drawn together by
mutual interests rather than by a forced grouping resulting

from the accident of birth. As is the case in the society
to which I was born.
Naturally, as Hollywood has grown and its wealth increased, society has lost some of that earlier spontaneity.
And in a most reIt has assumed an aspect of formality.
markable way.

It

is

in

its

first

generation, yet

it

has the

homes of Hollywood.

the ads

that portray

gentleman who dropped the
than the gentleman involved.

as

fish

as

for the silver

—

well,

laughing loudly at the
fork are in worse taste

You can violate many so-called "manners" and be a most
amusing person none the less. And you can be utterly correct, yet so dull you can't even hire people to come to your
For years the social leader of New York society
parties.
was a terrible, old dragon who insulted people right and
But she was a power and a personality and so she
left.
got away with it.
So it is in Hollywood and only a first-generation snob
would overlook genius to note from which side of the
spoon the soup was sipped.
And as to the state of mind of the movie capital! Some
years ago while publishing newspapers in California, I
learned that my largest, steadiest, home-delivered circulation
lay in the heart of Hollywood. And while my circulation
tables elsewhere rose and fell, they remained nearly stationary there.

tried to

I

publish clean newspapers;

that

is

to

organs that deleted sensationalism, printing facts as
they occurred and not thoughts of others who knew as little
of the unhappiness market as they did of the stock exchange.
say,

Hollywood appreciated those digested

facts

and for nearly

kept there the largest home delivered circulation west of Chicago.
Which defines more clearly than argument the general

grace and poise of an old-world civilization.
can easily compare the social structure of Hollywood
The founders
to that of the first aristocracy of this country.

three years

of our present mythical "four hundred" were a hardy and
heterogeneous lot. Some had come from homes of culture

social

We

And

the party

of

its

I

attitude
leaders.

of

Hollywood, and

reflects

the personality

November 1930
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SOCIETY
By her innate dignity and unassuming bearing Mary Pickford has long held her position as the supreme arbiter of
things social in Hollywood. Her outlook on life is certainly
a good deal more advanced than that of many a fashionable
matron on Fifth Avenue, who can criticize extensively at
the expense of all others.
And Miss Pickford's husband, Douglas Fairbanks, is a
goodly king, combining as he does a lusty love of life with
These two are the guiding spirits
in an exclusive circle which includes Charles Chaplin (when
he is not figuring too prominently in the public print) Bebe
Daniels, Dolores Del Rio, the Harold Lloyds and a few
a disciplined intelligence.

,

ether select souls.
Entree to this group
to the

cinema

capital,

for

the ambition of every
it

is

newcomer

the real royalty of the pic-

When Lord and Lady Louis Mountbatten, relaof the Prince of Wales, visited Hollywood, it was at
Pickfair that they made their home. And a cousin of King
ture colony.

tives

Alfonso of Spain was a distinguished guest there at another time. Such personages may choose their companions at
will. The fact that they go again and again to visit Mary
and Doug proves how genuine is their admiration.
And you may rest assured that no more gracious, welldirected hospitality was ever extended to visting royalty
than that of Pickfair, whose lord and lady are of
the self-made aristocracy of one generation.
I have attended receptions given by New York's
most rock-ribbed inner circles, for the Prince of
Wales, functions honoring Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh, parties for ambassadors and debutantes
yet never have I seen a healthier, less con-

Cornelius
Vanderbilt, jr.

reign.
And what
more charming hos-

can you imagine
than Loretta Young,
v/ho as Mrs. Grant
tess

Withers
over

home
is

By

presides
her
bride's
with a strange-

mature dignity?
course, in Hollywood as in New
York, San Francisco,
Chicago and almost
ly

Of

every large city, there
is the gayer or "circus set" whose fun
a

is

little

wno

livelier,

more
and are in-

entertam

lavishly

Mary Pickford is much
more advanced than the
average society woman.

—

trained

spirit

of welcome

than

that

prevailing

in

Hollywood.

Avenue has no
more charming hostess

I particularly like the spacious home of Pauline
Frederick which is the rendezvous for people of note
from all over the world, who find stimulation and
inspiration in the conversation of Miss Frederick's

Fifth

than the very beautiful
Pauline Frederick.

guests.

For

among

the

screen

stars

there

is

an uncon-

scious atmosphere of doing the right thing because

it

the natural, inherent thing to do. Which, after
all, is the essence of breeding, rather than the stilted
is

following of a code because one was told to do so.
Another delightful home is that of Conrad and Ruth
Helms Nagel, where a feeling of simplicity and informality

terested in sports.

In

group are such

this

people

Lilyan

as

Tashman

and Edmund Lowe, Jack
Dempsey, Joseph M.
Schenck and Constance Bennett.
are

among

ulars"
to

who

Agua

They

the "reg-

journey

Caliente for

and to
Barbara
for
the polo games, just
as devotees of these
the

races

Santa

sports

Gary Cooper epitomizes the gallantries of the early West.
Ronald Colntan is a thoroughbred and a romantic.

in

the

East

convene at Saratoga,
Belmont and Meadowbrook.
Then, too, Holly\_Contit7ued on
page 56]

Mr. Vanderbilt thinks Mrs.
Grant Withers perfectly delightful. And who can blame

him

for

about

this lovely

that
way
Young thing?

feeling
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Young Woman of Manhattan
When

By

Claudette

Colbert

conies

on

screen

the

men
men

stare,

wo-

and
little
children
cry "gimme.'^
She's a hit and

Radie
Harris

glare

—

how.

FIFTY

Million Frenchmen can't be wrong.
explains Claudette Colbert.
I hate people who boast BUT
Claudette
is a personal friend of mine and if you don't
think I'm boasting you're cuh-razy!
have
I
broken bread with her (it really was filet de sole
Marguery) over the luncheon table at the Ritz.
I have visited her so often at her apartment in
the west Seventies that the doorman thinks I'm

Which

a

—

collector.

bill

have

I

walked

Avenue with her while men

women

proval,

children cried,

Now

at

Claudette
gratin

glared

envy

their

"Daddy buy me

down

the

their

ap-

stared

and

sacreing

little

that!"

the risk of losing such friendship, I
an interview with her.
Claudette

It

tion.

going to gush worse than

When I first met Claudette
(she was playing in "Tin Pan
Alley" at the Republic Theatre at
the time) my first reaction was
to regret all the superlatives I
had squandered on other actresses in the past. Words set
down in black and white to the effect that Greta Garbo is
the
actress utterly without pose
that Janet Gaynor
actress minus an inflated ego
is the
that Lois
Moran is the
actress entirely unaffected.
.

.

.

.

.

.

ONLY

Only

a fool puts his thoughts

that Claudette Colbert

is

the

on paper.

ONLY

I

know now

actress completely de-

void of pose, conceit and affectation.
She never tries to impress people. She is far too clever
to know how.
Consequently everyone who meets her becomes her press agent free of charge. She doesn't know
a single dramatic reviewer and has never received anything
but "rave notices."
She has never thrown a party for the
press or "played politics" in anyway.
Read some of her

—

interviews

if

you want

to

know what

the magazine chat-

terers think of her.

Her
It's

figure

is

modern maiden's prayer.
hold against her.
While I stare a
slices of cucumber woefully in the face,

the answer to the

the only thing

grapefruit and five

I

calory.

Claudette,

wasn't until this year that Claudette

began to consider the screen at all, although ever since she made her first picture, "For the Love of Mike" with Ben
Lyon several years ago (I'll
NEVER be forgiven for re-

"Old Faithful."

ONLY
ONLY

single

was it said, "Heaven will protect the
woiking goil.''"

gushing interviews even more than she
does pungent smells, blatant jazz and indigeshates

is

a

however, isn't half as much interestecl
in her figure (103 lbs. including the
potatoes) as she is in the one she receives
from Paramount - Publix each
week as compensation
for
being
such a swell actress.
She has made
only four pictures to date and has already struck enough gold to treat herself to a six month's trip around the
world with a brand new apartment
waiting for her upon her return. Who

arn writing

This interview

can gorge on potatoes au
and matron glace without mas-

viving that memory!) producers have been hot on her
trail.

It

was Monta Bell who

won

her over to playing the feminine lead in "The
Hole in the Wall" last Spring. She was doing a stage play
at the time and tried it out merely as a talkie experiment.
She loathed herself in it, but was unanimously alone in her
opinion.
Paramount thought so well of her that she was
wanted immediately for "Gentlemen of the Press."
She
turned it down in favor of Eugene O'Neill and the Theatre
Guild.
Last autumn when she was the only excuse for "See
finally

Naples and Die," she was again approached by Paramount.
This time she was asked to play the lead in "Th^ Lady Lies."
Her play was closing there wasn't a new one that she

—

liked in sight

... so she accepted.

Claudette weren't already so famous, this would be a
"And so overnight. Fame."
With the release of "The Lady Lies," fans all over the
country took one look at Claudette and said, "And where
If

swell place to insert the subtitle,

have

YOU

been

all

our lives?"

latives out of mothballs.

Clau-

Critics

took their super-

{Continued on page 59}
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Alma
Talley

America's

Boy Friend
Describes his
Ideal Girl
Friend.
Romeo Rogers on

his

balcony. All those girls

—

want Buddy
ichich
one does Buddy want?

BUDDY'S Feminine Fancy
T
HE BEST

gather

gag

the

dressing

of

month

under

his

room

the

one

window

and

about

the

around

stage

press

agent

who

wanted

is

to

Griffith's

door, shouting,

bill

"We

forth-

coming

Hundreds

Abraham

agent,

would

flappers

house

the

thing

get
into

any-

if

ever

a fair idea of

movie

feels

about

how
Rogers.

In Hollywood they call Buddy "Americ.is Boy Friend."
They call him, "The Darling of the Debs." They call him
up but they never call him down for he's the big boy bless-

mg

still

world

Buddy

of the box-office, the Peter Panic of pictures.

Wherever Buddy goes, there the girls go after him. They
go in mobs to see Buddy in a picture, any picture. When
he makes a personal appearance, the flappers flap on their
faces before the theatre where he is playing.
They faint.
They stop traffic. They stand, in the sun, in the rain. They

of

wanting Buddy, but
whom does Buddy want?
He's

would.
Which gives you

the

Bud-

thousands of girls
all over the world,
all of them wanting Buddy.
All
of
them

"Buddy" Lincoln.
That, said the press
the

want

dy."

Lincoln

picture as

the

sions haunt his boyish day-dreams.'

would he like to be his Missus?
I made up my mind to be a girl scout and

known Buddy

forever

—or

a

bachelor.

What girlish
What kind of a

at least since

find out.

vi-

miss

Lve

he graduated from

the Paramount School in 1926 and first faced a skeptical
public in "Fascinating Youth."
Lve seen all his pictures since, "Wings," "My Best Girl,"
"Young Eagles," "Safety in Numbers," "Heads Up" and

many
to

others,

Buddy.

and we're

still

So I put the question
{^Continued on page 64]

friends.
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Why CHAPLIN Wont
Would

any other

gamble

tor

an

for

By
ac-

Speed

Kendall

a million
ideal?

talk.
others
Charlie stays silent or
he won't play.

Let

IS a little over four

ITyears

since an icono-

made

first

on

a

appearance

its

motion picture

set.

time

the

Up

that

to

since he

microphone

the

called

being absolutely unique
is the only star who
is determinedly holding out
against the otherwise comthe
to
abdication
plete
still

gadget

little

clastic

talkies.

had produced one

screen

Other personalities have

afternoon
over the

captured and enthralled
the imagination of the
world, Rudy of the blessed

Yet

The

intel-

""The

Now
could

his

in

or

weep

experience,

flat

ment

of

at

in

observing,

his

the
the

will;

moemoat

—

the ability to
create in the observer the deep
emotion of the creator.
His career has been absolutely

unique.
in

Hollywood

art

in

may

be.

entirely
is
Charlie
sincere in his present attitude
and he isn't ashamed of his
own sincerity. His feeling is

he

that silent movies

and

is

that reason

he
is

is

art.

— and

prepared to

his

fight

resistance.
it

were an

art

that dialogue in pictures

threatens that

whether the
or marble or

music or acting

Today

about his

But

art,

oils

a

matter what the inner

feelings

Charlie had known
the moment of creating.
is

to

no one save Chaplin

talk

—no

tions

And that
medium be

of

today is something
generally Jested about, a flippant gesture, an amused grin

ludicrous

make

making

acting

Chaplin alone
pants,
has been able to make
any person anywhere,
laugh

art,"

refuse

Hollywood and get away with
Movie
It is not done.
it.

Ever since the first
he paddled across

and

success-

an

talkie."

time

screen

is

"I

the

classify

after

shoes

picture

Charlie.

said

boundaries.

the

making of a

silent

ful

week around
world, knowing no

the

older,

the

to

Street backers.

fifteen years old, playing

week

The whole produc-

more spacious days of movies
before supervisors and Wall

and

ten

films

of

micro-

of

batteries

belonged

tion

deathless, reissue after reissue

There were no
of light, no

batteries

phones.

been

have

"City

of

sets lay strangely quiet

demon
demon

moron, by
and their
Only Chaplin
elders.
pictures have been equally good in Tokio or ToChaplin
Only
peka.

comedies

million-dollar

in the sun.

children

little

his

Lights."

and

lectual

slanted low
where he was

production

silent

Chaplin's fame was and
still IS greater than theirs.
Only Chaplin has been

proclaimed alike by

sets

light

finishing

the current,

Garbo.

glamorous

to

talk

to

Charlie about his silence on a
day in late summer when the

Chaplin.

memory and

went down

I

authentic genius, Charlie

actively

And for
onlyNor
fight.

that

one

Charlie

with

nonbacking
Lights"

of
is

""City

on which he stands either to
win greatly or to lose heavily.
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By staying silent is Charlie the wisest
guy in Hollywood or the most foolish?

What

Charlie likes

a small set, his

company, and
scene from

quiet.

A

Lights"

word

If "City Lights" fails, I think it will hit Chaplin harder than
anything in his life has ever hit him.

watched the talking picture situation since it began,"
said.
"Talkies have had a tremendous vogue but I
believe their popularity is waning.
The box-office statements sustain me in this.
Only one out of every fifteen
productions has been accepted by the public.
"Since talkies began I've made it a rule to go, nearly every
night, to a theatre that was wired for sound, and study the
film shown and the way the audience reacted to it.
And
from that study I firmly believe that in a short time sixty
"I've

CharHe

percent of the producers will revert to non-dialogue pictures.
"Even before talkies, the public was becoming more and

What Charlie

— blazing

hates

lights,

lis-

tening mikes, crowds,
noise.

It's

killing

and
making money.

art, says Charlie,

not

in

—

own

"City-

with

not

nine

a

reels.

more

critical.
Surfeited with the average program, they had
begun shopping for their entertainment.
"Then along came the talkie. It was a novelty something new.
It saved the day for the producers.
People
swarmed into the theatres charmed with this new toy. But
the old game of follow the leader started up among the
producers again.
Because one firm had made a successful
screen revue, everybody started making screen revues
and
most of them weren't successful. Somebody made a good
Broadway picture.
The copyists immediately made more
Broadway pictures. Came Alibi' a hit of the underworld
type. Followed more carbon copies of Alibi.' It was all
new and strange and different. [^Continued on page 57}

—
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Cinderella
Up-To-Date
MooK

R.

S.

Claire

Luce created her

own

personality and

made all of her dreams
come true.

Claire Luce, Fox's newest
find, the golden girl
ivas

MORE

years ago than either of us likes to remember
Joseph Santley was playing in the second of the
Music Box Revues. After the theatre one evening

we dropped

into a night club together.

dump

Heavy silk hangings hung
of a place.
limply against the walls. The air reeked of stale cigarettes
and cheap liquor. People with tired eyes were determinedThe atmosphere was one of unreality
ly making whoopee.
It

was

a

and tawdriness.
Suddenly the lights dimmed. A spotlight threw its glare
on the postage-stamp clearance in the centre of the floor. A
girl attired mostly in feathers came out and began to dance.
She wasn't beautiful in the accepted sense of the word but
She looked as
there was something haunting about her.
though she belonged in a moonlit garden.
"What becomes of girls like that.?" I demanded of Joe.
"After they get through at these places where do they go?"
"She's
"Somebody'll give this girl a chance," Joe said.

—

"Afraid

gone

girl at Fox's

straight

And

she

we

sat in his office.

up from
is,

most poignant

answered.

"I've got to interview a

—and

for

there.

behind
is,

stories

She's a swell yarn."

the

usual

of

recital

in Claire Luce's history,

of a

struggle

upward

I

a

girl's

one of the
have ever

in Syracuse, New York, but shortly
Her parents
her family moved to Rochester.
were not congenial. She grew up in an atmosphere of discord and squalor
an atmosphere which for people who have
not been through that particular hell is difficult to understand.
Her environment made her shy and retiring unsure of

Claire

Luce was born

herself
as

I

Claire Luce

heard.

directors.

one day

—

theatrical start, there

thereafter

?" he suggested

can't,"

who
little

I haven't an idea who
Did you ever hear of her?"
she is.
"That's the girl we saw dancing at the night club that
"Shortly after we saw her
night on Broadway," Joe said.
she got a chance in "Dear Me' doing a specialty number
The next I heard of her she did a
with Oscar Shaw.
specialty dance with Charles King in 'The Palm Beach Girl.'
Ziegfeld produced the show and I staged a couple of the
numbers.
She also did an impersonation of Lenore Ulric
in 'Lulu Belle' in the show.
That was the first time she
really showed promise of anything out of the ordinary. She's

new

got something."
She came out and danced once more after that and we
called it a night and forgot about her.
Time passed and I came to California. So did Joe, evolving from a musical comedy star into one of Pathe's ace

"Lunch

I

once a poor
drudge.

—

—

and inhibited with dreams.

She never associated with

girls

\Co)itiii//eJ

on page 62}
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SOFT-KNIITED brown and

beige tweed

tke sfjorts dress selected by

every day wear.

1 lie

sli()()ers

I

lyams lor

brown velvet bow around

neck matcbes ber vagabond
and kid

used for

is

Leila

and bei^c

tbe enisemble. ^^itb

it

on tbe newest winter

lines.

and occasions, tbe entire

bat,

(^ull-on

sbe wears

gloves comj^lete

a laliin

Suitable lor

tni tfit

tlie

and brown suede

coat

all

made

weatbers

can be duf)licated lor

not over two bundrcd dollars, includin;^ accessories.

On

tbe of)j50site f>a^e Miss

Similar fiumjDS of

a

Hyams

matcbing sbade and

tbe day or evening. Fifty dollars will do

cbooses
a

a

dark blue

flat

crepe ^oivn,

closely fitted turban comf)lete a

it all.

Next montb

—

made on

tbe

costume correct

new

fitted lines.

lor any

exclusive Cbristmas clotbes (josed by

bour

Mary

ol

Brian.

Chidnoff

CHASE Kas brouglit

TLK.A

screen.

can

SKe

even be

course

is

a

a

so mucli

trifle -riscjue

and get away

witli

new kind
tlie

of smartness

soJjKisticated

at

times

it.

Slie

s

only

lady
in

to

tlie

tliat

slic

jiictures,

ol

under contract to Pox,

but was loaned to be one of ''Tbe Best Peofjle

..

From Starvation
To Stardom
»

»

a Close-up—on the opposite

page— of

a gen-

tleman and an actor—

Robert Montgomery
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AN INTERVIEW "By

SCOTLAND,

BARBARA TANNER

Ire-

lunch
and
Robert evolved
philosophy which

breakfast,

land and England
got
together
to
produce Robert Montgomery. Belfast was the

dinner,

abode of his immediate
Bob himforefathers.
self came from Brooklyn, New York.
Skep-

a

the

him through. It
was, roughly, this: that
carried

dream

ishly

—

as

calls

he sheepit
must

—

never

be relinquished.
That a person bearing
tics may take train there
the shining burden of
and give a look at
any definite idea or amMontgomery Place.
bition must never allow
In the days before
it
to be smirched by
movies and aeroplanes
discouragement if he
and chocolate
sodas,
ever wants to use it. An
Bob's grandfather was
intelligent person, workthe most respected and
ing intelligently toward
gentleman
hated
in
a specific
goal,
need
As the tragic young coward in "Tfte Big House" Robert MontBrooklyn. He was, acnever be discouraged if
gomery scored his greatest hit. But he prefers playing comedy.
cording
to
popular
he but have a little of the
ideas, a heathen and a
mountain-moving brand
madman. He was, according to Bob, a grand guy. He
of faith. Thus Mr. Montgomery. Such an ideal sounds
feared neither God nor man and loved life.
On Christmas very young but p.s., he got the goal, didn't he? And his
and Thanksgiving he brought his horses into the diningfaith moved managers, didn't it? Well?
room and fed them there with gusty ceremony.
Bob commenced to get his breaks, after the final disRobert (M-G-M) Montgomery claims, with honest pride,
comfort of having, due to economic depression, to work as
to be descended from a long line of Montgomerys who
an extra in a Grace George show a few months after he
were horse-thieves or who did nothing, but both with inhad risen to her juvenile lead in a previous play that failed
finite grace.
One of his ancestors bumped off a King of before reaching Broadway. Fast on the heels of this last
France in a tourney.
They all lived with energy, aplomb
test of a sturdy spirit, a silver lining spread itself for Bob.
and great relish. If Bob runs true to Montgomery form,
good notices rising
I'oles came with increasing rapidity
he will have amassed a fortune at forty and at fifty be
salary.
poor again. And still blithe.
In a play called "Possession," he was so good that the
His parents, he says, were swell. His childhood, happy.
movies reached out a hand Louis B. Mayer's and grabbed
He was never spanked in his life, which he construes as a him off.
warning to parents to smack their children lest they grow
Arriving in Hollywood with the first contingent of stage
up to be movie actors.
importations, Bob was received with cold shoulders, lifted
Ten years ago, Robert's effervescent spirits sickened of eyebrows and the cut direct. Our Western inhospitality to
the limitations of school.
A song of high hope in his players from the New York theatre was then at its height.
skinny, adolescent bosom and his brow knit with the proBob, for several weeks, found the studio gateman the nicest
fundity of his purpose. Bob settled down to write the great
person in California because he would at least say "goodAmerican novel. He wrote a good deal. The great Amermorning" to a fellow.
ican novel never quite reached conclusion, but several short
The only confrere to be civil to him was Eddie Nugent,
stories did.
When they were duly returned by editors, Bob a fellow actor on the same lot. Eddie, himself too intelretired from literature.
ligent to share the hysterical prejudice, took Bob under his
It then being important for him to earn his living, he
wing and helped him over the toughest spots of adjustcast about for an entertaining means.
With sure Montment to the strange, new medium. Result, they are still
gomery instinct for the precarious, he decided on the stage.
close friends and sing each other's praises.
For three years, he starved. Gracefully, one is sure, and
When Bob's first option reared its head, he was joyous
with an air. For he wasn't good at getting jobs. Well?nd as good as on an eastbound train. He was lousy on
mannered and rather shy, his formality gave managers named
the screen; it was obvious that socially he was offensive on
Moskowitz the sensation of being high-hatted. Thus, roles
the lot -what could that mean but that his presence was no
that fell his way were few and far between. When they
longer required? In his elation he was already, mentally,
did come, they were almost certain to be in shows that
throwing his arms around Grand Central Station, N. Y.
bloomed quickly and died.
Then M-G-M exercised their option and retained him.
When an occasional dinner invitation provided the first
He is a corking good actor. Genuine talent always wins
food he had glimpsed in a couple of days, Robert would
and Bob's co-workers soon began speaking of him and to
feign surfeit from a heavy tea and wave the viands aside.
him. So, Bob likes Hollywood better now, but will always
This, in case his hosts might sense that if he ate, it was
be prey to a chronic nostalgia for New York.
because he was famished and a failure. Which would have
He doesn't like movies as they are. Except for the money,
been gross misunderstanding all around, since Robert himhe prefers the stage to the screen. Working on the stage,
self knew that he wasn't.
is, he says, like an expert game of tennis; working in picDuring this time when hope served, more than once, as
tures, like batting a tennis ball
[Coiiliii/ied on page 55}
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The Story
Signing

of

Fox Pact
Janet Gaynor s back at

work. Here's the low-

down on what

the rumpus.

all

The most
co-starring

AM

the controversy.
Perhaps even those most concerned
never saw the situation in its true light
the battle of a lone
man against a giant machine. The hopeless struggle of
Lydell Peck, a loyal and devoted husband, to take his place
alongside his wife, to aid her and guide

influential threat of all
the possible
of Charlie Farrell and Maureen

O'Sullivan.

I

—

Janet didn't like this picture a

very happy over

my new

all

bit.

—

her.

pic-

Man Who Came Back.'
It affords me a great dramatic opportunity.
And I am also enthusiastic
over plans for my future stories."
ture,

In

And

"The

selves with

Sheehan

as celebrities

either

the

dustry,

ranged them-

place beside his wife.

know

that.

He

felt that

her

was more creative than his, that
she had more to give to the world. He
determined to make his life part of hers.

He

loved her so!

Finding his niche in the scenario department of another studio, he watched
his beautiful girl-wife's work with a
newly-awakened perception of pictures
and their values.
And he began to
wish to lend to her the knowledge he
had absorbed, to strengthen and support

—

her eminence.
As it happens, though, no one recognized the factor which really caused

much

career

food, "there's a reason."
There were those who felt that Janet
was justified in her strike that she had

responsible for

just so

"When he married Janet Gaynor, he
was a prosperous young attorney of
Oakland, Cal.
He gave up his remunerative law practice without a murmur and came to Hollywood to take his

factions.

man and company

where husbands are

Lydell Peck did not

For when a girl who has never
evidenced any symptoms of the wellknown artistic temperament, suddenly
walks away from her studio and refuses
to work, like ads for a certain breakfast-

to the

unintentionally,

excess baggage.

Gaynor or Fox-

been forced to do stories unsuited to
her talents, that she had been overworked, and that her salary was comparatively one of the lowest in Hollywood. And there were others who saw
in her behavior only rank ingratitude

quite

help his wife. In fact, it is expected of
him. But not in the motion picture in-

thrilled

armed camp

Lydell,

was the cause of all the trouble!
In
any other walk of life, a husband can

but chastened voice,
Janet Gaynor thus confirms the settlement of her feud with the Fox Company.
A feud fraught with misunderstanding and heartbreak on both sides
and which has been the principal topic
of discussion in Hollywood for the past
six months.
In fact, the movie colony
had come to resemble somewhat an
a

caused

her.

A

The

Young Lydell Peck, who thought
a latv career small price to pay
for marrying Janet Gaynor.

He

ivanted to help her in her work,
to

protect

her.

don't do such

But

husbands

things in

wood.

Holly-

labor of love.

picture Janet had made before her marriage was "Sunny Side Up,"
a musical comedy scarce worthy of the
last

sympathetic dramatic talent of the
actress.

But

it

was

over the country.

a box-office

little

wow

all

So the studio decided

to repeat.

Immediately upon

her

return

from

!

•
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Behind
the

the

Gaynor-

of Peace
By

Kay Wilson

her honeymoon, she began another musical comedy,
Charlie and Janet, the team who found fame and fortune to"High Society Blues." She hated it.
gether, before husbands and contracts began to complicate
"When I read the script of 'High Society Blues,'
matters. They're reunited in "The Man Who Came Back."
I knew it wasn't for me," Janet says.
"And if Mr.
Sheehan, who has always been my confidante and advisor,
productions of their biggest star, for both her sake and their
had been in Hollywood, I never would have made it. But
own. Not even to please a husband
he was in New York at the time and so against my better
Besides, you can readily see that it would never do for
judgment, I played it.
them to set such a precedent as to allow the husband of one
"I can't begin to tell you how unhappy I was all during
of their women stars to take full charge of her productions,
the making of that picture.
I kept losing weight every day
be he ever so capable. For from that time on, every married
until finally I went down to ninety pounds. Then I saw the
woman on the lot would demand the same privilege before
'rushes.'
I left for Honolulu the next day and felt as if I
signing on the dotted line.
never wanted to make another picture again as long as I
While Janet was in Honolulu, the studio

—

lived

went ahead with

!"

Of

was her advisor during this troublous
natural than that he should wish to step
in and protect his wife from all unpleasantness, all worry?
I
think any man would have felt the same under the cirtime.

plans for "Lihom."
It's true that they sent for her, and
that she refused to return in time to do the part
but it's
also true that she was a sick girl.
Losing a pound a day
its

course, Lydell

What more

cumstances.

So the two youngsters evolved

plan to save the whole
be
allowed to supervise Janet's pictures!
Thus, she would be
saved all responsibility, while assured that her interests
would never suffer! And he would be near her all the time,
able to advise and help her!
But they failed to consider that the motion picture in-

They would suggest

situation.

dustry

is

a

business

—and

like

a

to the studio that Lydell

all

businesses,

a coolly cal-

Then the machine began to work.
possible that Janet and Lydell blundered in presenting their well-meant plan. It's probable that they went about
it
too hot-headedly.
The Fox studio says they did. The
culating machine.
It's

studio declares Lydell

demanded he

tures, pick the stories

and

demand

supervise

select the cast.

as well as quite a job.

all

Janet's pic-

Which

is

quite a

—

At any rate, the studio didn't like it and the machinery
was set in motion at its task of changing a star's mind.
Now, remember, the studio had nothing against young
Mr. Peck.
In fact, they liked him.
He was a most

—

presentable, satisfactory prince consort.

But, and here is the
he must remain, doomed always to play
stars' husbands in Hollywood.

point, prince consort

the role allotted

For, despite their admiration for him, they could not
overlook the fact that he was comparatively inexperienced in
picture-making.
They could not afford to gamble on the

—

—

go on forever another month of such a strain and a
nervous breakdown would have resulted.
So, Rose Hobart was assigned the role originally intended
can't

for Janet.
Finally, Janet had stayed away as long as possible.
She
returned to Hollywood, a little older, a little browner, with
a puzzled, hurt look in the depths of her dark eyes, and
went down to the sea. She and Lydell took a house at Playa del Rey and for the first time in her life, she relaxed.

Ever since she started working, from the days as a clerk in a
San Francisco shoe store, to the days of her stardom, she had
had few moments of leisure. Che needed a rest.
But while Janet relaxed, the studio stayed very much on
the job.
"Liliom" went forward rapidly. The part opposite

—

Charlie Farrell was a great one
and, refusing it was the
one mistake in little Gaynor's campaign. She really shouldn't have walked out on a role like that!

The

studio

took Janet off the payroll.
They sent out
Miss Gaynor's contract had three
years to run. If she didn't work for them, she couldn't work
for anyone.
They announced eighteen pictures planned
with no mention of Miss Gaynor in them.
They talked,
loud enough to be overheard, about co-starring Charlie Farrell rnd Maureen O'SulIivan.
And the deadlock continued,
with Winnie Sheehan in far away New York smiling quietjudicious

statements.

—

ly in his

And

wise Irish way.

Janet continued to spend
neath the almost tropic sun— Ian-

long,

indolent hours be[Coiitinued on p^ige 56}
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KID

The

Even

GENIUS
V*--

|j /

CAN'T
SPOIL
By

Margaret Reid
iine aplomb he devoted himself to
luncheon and to conversation. He has
none of the clumsy shyness of the
awkward age. Without being in anyway smarty or a "prodigy," he is quite
at ease in any company.

He

is

returning to the screen, via
"Tom Sawyer."

Paramount, in

he

I'm starting a whole

new

section of

His

now

fifteen.

"I
funny," he observed thoughtfully.
But at the
call boys that are twelve and thirteen 'kids.'
same time I'm not grown-up myself. It feels it feels
funny," he concluded helplessly.
Jackie returned to his chocolate malted milk and took a
hearty draught that left a slight moustache of foam on his
upper lip. Deftly removing it with his tongue, he continued.
"It

feels

sort of

—

disclosing

He

to.

is

eyes

It's

shone

are the

with

brown

eyes of

now aware and

teeth of a size that

brown

as a berry

from

Jackie's first

He was

luncheon

in

the Paramount commis-

the cynosure of attention.

It

was the

first

time in several years that he had been glimpsed by many of
Obviously, they were curious, staring at him
those present.
in search of the heartbreakingly wistful baby whom Chaplin

had discovered.
Jackie was completely unaware of

their

interest.

With

His

need some growing up
daily swimming and so

sturdy as to escape the angles of adolescence.
The waitress brought his sandwich. With marked distaste, Jackie opened it and removed the lettuce.

—

sandwich not a salad," he remarked largely.
gentleman waved to him across the room.
"Hallo, Mike," Jackie called, gesticulating and grinning.
"He's swell."
"That's Mike Levee," he explained.
Levee it was who produced Jackie's pictures when he became a star after "The Kid." And to Levee is due the
"I like a

A

that nothing

was

"The Kid,"

is

Agua
It

enthusiasm.

thoughtful.

credit for Jackie's present return to the screen.

sary.

going ex-

same limpid, sweet and

"Do you like dog races? Do you know that a greyhound's stride is twenty-six feet.-* I have one. A Catholic
priest gave him to me and he races him for me down at
Caliente."

like

fun."

indeterminate as yet, the nose
still retaining a bit of the vagueness
of childhood, the wide, merry mouth
face

new
as

everything's so different

talkies.
It's

intelligent

but

said.

And

life.

They

profoundest of platitudes is that time really does
Jackie Coogan, the beloved baby of the "Kidi' is

though

as

now, with

fly.

work

at

feel

ploring.

THE

back

"I

my

Jackie Coogan's coming back as ^^Tom Sawyer." At fifteen Jackie's
a millionaire, a trouper, and a regular guy.

being

nice

"It's

again,"

from work when his parents decided
must interefere with his schooling, took him
away from studio circles. It was several years after Mr.
Levee had last seen the little boy who was his favorite star,
that, a few weeks ago, his secretary announced a Jack
Coogan who wished to see him about advertising space in
And in walked a boy in long
the Loyola College paper.
trousers, the earnest advertising manager of his school paper.
There was a demonstrative reunion, \_Co)!tiiii/ed on page 60}
Jackie's retirement
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»

»

WHY

Can 't The
IT GIRL
Keep Her

MEN?
'Bj/

AT THE

moment

the thing to do

knock Clara Bow.

Let's

is

ly

woman

present clutches her husband
or suddenly decides it's time to go home.

more

tight-

Off the screen Clara has reigned in the hearts of many
She had been engaged and engaged.
She has admitted her hungering for a home and family.
Yet no man
has led her to the altar.
Why has her every real-life romance flared but for a
moment, then sputtered and died, leaving her with a broken
heart, puzzled and wounded, hiding her hurt with a new

men.

burst of seeming

Why
Of

Laura Benham

the

sex

screen
trium-

phant, but off
screen, tvhy won't
Clara's

beaux stay

tied?

—

—

every

«

s/ie's

been making an idiot of herself in
That's beyond argument. Let's
admit her bad taste in letting the report get
out of her settlement with a doctor's wife
over the doctor's affections. Let's admit her
worse taste in following this immediately
by going to New \ ork to visit Harry Richman to the tune of a thousand cameras.
It's all true, but I think Clara should be
sobbed over rather than scolded. For she's
not bold nor brazen. The wildness, the boldness in her comes not from hardness but
hunger from the hunger that is the hardest
of all to bear
heart hunger.
On the screen Clara Bow is the epitomization of sex run wild
a girl upon whose entrance into a

room

«

On

to

admit she has

the papers.

—

«

abandon

?

can't the "It" girl get her

course, Clara has sent

many

man?

—

out of her

"Why

life.

he stop loving me?" little "Miss BrokenHearted" writes to the "Advice to the Lovelorn" column
did

hometown paper. And just as surely, Clara Bow can
question the fate which has given her everything but love.
From her earliest babyhood, Clara's life has been a groping for understanding and sympathy, an upward struggle
fraught with hardship and adversity.
She has had to conof her

suitors away, as has every

To every woman, at some time or other, there come
men whom she likes, whom she admires, whom she nearly
loves
but who fail to kindle the divine spark.
So with Clara. All those who loved her have not found
their way to her heart.
Though it probably hurt her more
girl.

—

than

it did them, to tell them so.
But several men have moved her deeply.

one occasion in her life, Clara has teetered perilously on the
brink of matrimony. 'Why has she always drawn back.'
What greedy fate has wrested from her warm, eager
fingers the love she was so close to realizing.''
Coursing across her path have been Gilbert Roland, Victor Fleming, Gary Cooper, Dr. Earl Pearson and Harry
Richman. All but one, single at the time of her attachment
all but one, "eligible."
Yet one by one, they have passed

On more

than

tend with every conceivable obstacle, from a haif-maniacal
mother who oftimes threatened her life, to a shiftless fatlicr
who, rumor has it, is paid seventy-five dollars a week by the
studio merely to keep away.
\Continued on page 58]
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THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF THE TRUE

J,

The
WHEN

HOLLYWOOD

that Jeremy Tyler was
Hollywood was interested
Jeremy Tyler was one of
but scarcely surprised.
the town's handsomest boys, a pet and a darling, with a marvelous contract on the Mercedes lot and a handsome future.
Kate Conway Hollywood knew nothing about or pracand cared less. She didn't belong in the
tically nothing
She was out from Broadway and wasn't on the
first place.
screen.
By no stretch of avocado trees could she be called
beautiful.
Nor was she young. And a wife like that in
Hollywood rates about as much attention and sympathy as a
it

was announced

leaving Kate Conway,

—

At two in the morning Jerry
ment and found Kate standing
"I've come to

all

—

horse around a busy filling station.
A little later Jeremy did leave home and proceeded to
run around with some of the town's most fatal and expensive
blondes.
He made a couple of pictures for Mercedes, which
weren't quite as good as they had been expected to be, but

which got by, and people accepted him as one of the many
lads on the Gold Coast, married but not working at it.

pleasantly

on the make, good on

parties

and generally charm-

ing.

Then the talkie bomb broke changing the whole map of
Hollywood. Jerry's contract held because he had stage exHe was perperience and knew how to handle his voice.
fectly safe professionally but what got Hollywood whispering was that in the time when everybody was being upset
and acting wild, Jerry went back to his wife.
The Hays office hadn't
It wasn't a phoney reconciliation.
gotten after him and there weren't any old-home photographs of Jerry and Kate in the papers.
But you could tell the reconciliation was real. Something
came back into both their faces which had been absent for
Something showed in Jerry's work that had been
a year.

—

—

that
a certain depth, a certain sensitiveness
lacking before
indefinable asset that the camera catches and which transforms a player from just an actor to an integral personality.

And Kate?
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LOVE STORIES OF HOLLYWOOD

Illustrations

by
R. F. Schabelitz

ivalked into
there.

bachelor apart-

his

"Hello, Jerry," said Kate,

take you home."

INSIDE
Well, for the first time Hollywood became aware of Kate.
began wondering what she had. Jerry was a popular boy
and the girls didn't particularly want to give him up. In a
spot packed with the strangest love stories in the
world,
It

they tried to understand this one.
They sought whys and
whereforss but being Hollywood, they naturally overlooked
the simplest reason, which

was the answer

to

it

all.

To tell you about it, I have to go back to the story of Kate
Conway from the beginning.
I knew Kate better than any
one in Hollywood and like
all men and no women who knew
her, I was terrifically fond
of her.

If she had ever given me a tumble I would
have
been in love with her, but from the day when she
first hit

the Broadway show of which I was the
press agent, I was a
kind of favorite dog with her. You know— she
occasional-

y patted

me

as

passed.

When

she was tired or blue she
liked me around.
She trusted me for errands and she accepted my devotion.
And I was just about as important to
I

The

Kate Conway who
learned what actors love.

her

life

flowers

story of

as the Society for the Preservation

of Local Wild-

Herbert Hoover.
But one man was important to her and she was important
to him.
He was Douglas Vachell, by far the most important
actor-manager on Broadway.
One day at a try-out he discovered Kate. The rest of us
hadn't noticeJ her for there was nothing particularly
outstanding about her. A girl of average height and slim,
the
only things you observed in her, on second glance,
were
unusually large grey eyes and a mop of yellow brown
hair
which she wore pinned in a heavy knot on the back of her
neck.
That set off her head, which was round and lovely.
Otherwise we would have all passed her up except
is

to

for

Vachell.

We respected Vachell's opinions and we had a reason.
For Vachell had picked up three or four equally
unknowns
Myrna Thomas, Betty Peterson, Gloribel Lee, and made
personalities of them, and if he were to nick
un this

—
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unknown Conway
stellar

to

material,

and turn her Into
seem impossible

girl

didn't

it

hold her.

He

hired Jeremy for the

role.

The

us.

Vachell picked Kate Conway and he taught
her to act. And their relationship might
have been similar to Vachell's with Betty
Peterson and Gloribel and Myrna except that
this time Vachell fell in love. He was middle
aged and experienced and he should have
known better but he loved Kate Conway with
a madness that was at once both touching

and pathetic

to

see.

She didn't love him. That was just as plain.
She liked him. She respected him. In rehearsals she was very definitely, very sincerely, the pupil at the feet of the master. She
accepted Vachell's caresses and returned them
when she had to, but she was visibly as un-

touched by them, and as exquisite, as crystal
untouched by the warmth of the woman that
wears it.
Don't ask me why this attitude
should have driven Vachell to an infatuation

was

that

ability to

practically

don't pretend to understand the workings of the
human heart. Love is a cruel, dark beast at
best and this love was twisting and torturing Vachell as nothing had ever tortured him
before.
Perhaps it was that women usually
loved him, for he was a forceful, fascinating
animal.
Perhaps it was Kate's very imperturbability
I don't know.
Whatever it was,
it practically killed Vachell, and all the time
insanity.

I

—

in

and discover.
Kate and Jeremy went into

it,

playing

it

to

He went over their performances agam
and again, in his jealousy unconsciously
changing and refining their work till it glit-

the hilt. Jerry was playing the idealistic boy,
suffering the pangs of first love.
Kate was
the girl, slowly awakening to the things she
had lost.
They went into the scene and
their voices fairly sang the words.
For they
were not two actors- in a scene. They were
man and woman talking to each other.
Jerry was making his own avowals to the

tered brilliantly.

girl

Those two behaved marvelously.
They
were both in love and they both knew it

pleading with him, pleading with him to
understand.
The audience as a person leaned forward
to catch every word, every gesture.
It's
wierd how an audience gets things like that
but that whole house knew, instantly, that
this wasn't acting.
Out in the wings Vachell
stood, waiting his cue, his face set and bitter.
Then Kate held out her arms to Jeremy, from
the chaise longue where she was lying.
He

rehearsals were, for an on-looker like
me, perfectly swell. The air was as tense as
midnight in a haunted house.
Vachell
quarreled constantly with Jerry, with Kate.
Neither of them could read a line to suit

him.

but they hadn't said a word to each other.
Vachell was always present, watching them.
But when they played their one long love
scene together, they weren't acting.
All the
dammed-up love they had for one another
came out as they read those speeches. True
to the rehearsal tradition, they didn't put in
the kisses and the caresses the roles called
for.
But, inevitably, their heads came close
even in the most formal rehearsal, and a
strand of Kate's hair would occasionally brush
against Jerry's cheek or she would feel the
warmth of his breath on her throat. And
at those moments the printed scripts they
held would tremble in their hands and from
somewhere out in the auditorium Vachell
would bellow at them for a vowel they had
swallowed or an "ing" they had elided.
The house was packed the opening night.

who was Kate Conway.

And Kate was

threw his long, slim, boy's body beside her.
Their mouths met and the whole theatre was
still
as they went to heaven against one
another's lips.

The
three.

kiss

held for a minute, for two, for
kiss was Vachell's cue but he

That

stood in the wings as though riveted there
forever, staring, staring at those two on that
stage before him.
From the auditorium rose
that laugh that means the hysterical snapping of nerves. Answering laughs rose and

Kate went on

as though Vachell were a
particularly nice bottle of wine which she
desired only to sip and not to drink.
But maybe because I was fond of her, or
perhaps because she occasionally gave me her
confidence, I saw a little behind the magnificent mask she wore for the public.
I saw
what the others overlooked that she wanted

—

be an actress, a great actress, and that
nothing outside of that mattered to her.
to

Artists

are like

thing hard

to

that

make

—

the

real

artists.

It's

a

world understand.

They

actually have no real selves, in the
sense of you and you and me.
When the
bright flame hits them
the bright flame of

ambition and dreams

Only
them

their

—

dream

—
—

real selves die.
are important to
they search for and ocmusic, or paint, or as in

their

selves

the selves
casionally find in
the case of Kate Conway, in acting.
And they are safe, those artists, until
something in real life, so much bigger than
dreams that it can not be ignored, hits them.
Then they become human, and as ordinary,
if you like, as the rest of us, and feel as we
feel and get a sense of right and wrong.
But it's harder on them than on us when it
strikes them, because we've been prepared for

But they
all
our lives and expect it.
it
haven't been so, and in order to gain thev
must also lose, and the struggle of it all
lays them low.
It struck Kate the fourth season she was
And
playing as Vachell's leading woman.
the form it took was Jeremy Tyler.
Their show that year was very simply
titled "Devotion" and the story concerned a
young girl, the elderly man who had loved
her for years without benefit of clergy, and
the boy she was to meet and fall in love
Vachell, of course, was to play the
with.
older lover and Kate the girl.
The only problem was to find the proper

if

we

starve to death

Vm

going to marry Kate" Jerry announced.

A

few whispers had leaked out, of course,
The stage story
and the critics sat ready.
was close enough to the real story to fascinate
It's always that possibility of human
accident that holds an audience tense.
The first act went beautifully. The ap-

them.

juvenile.

Jeremy Tyler was sent up to
Vachell's apartment to read the part and
one look and Kate Conway turned from be-

Then

ing an actress into being a living, breathing

woman.
Love may be blind but jealousy isn't.
Vachell heard the change in her voice with
He saw the
the very first words she spoke.
difference in her face and felt the difference
in her embrace, which changed from being
But
merely passive to definitely impatient.
he was too enamored to let her go, and he

was too vain not

'Even

to

gamble on

his

own

was just right, neither too little,
which would mean a frost, nor too much,
which would mean the critics were trying
to make up in sympathy what they lacked in
plause

enthusiasm.

The

first

scene

of

the

second

which was Kate's and Vachell's, went
The air smoldered a little besmoothly.
tween them but I doubt if that could be
Then came the
noticed from the front.
second scene, which was Kate's and Jeremy's,
the love scene which Vachell had to come
act,

Vachell turned fiercely on the stage manager,
standing beside him.
"Ring down," he commanded.
"But, Mr. Vachell," stammered the man.
"Ring down, you fool." Vachell growled.

"Ring down or

I'll

knock you down."

strode in on them then and he was
merciless.
Outside, on the opposite side of the curtain, we could hear the audience departing.
There was laughter and there was grumbling,
for the taxicabs and the limousines hadn't
should have beat it for the
I
arrived yet.

He

I knew the story would be
around town in a half hour and I
wouldn't have left the theatre for a fortune,
\_Continiied on page 52}

newspapers, but
all
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More Movietown

Topics

[^Continued from page 11]

just ups and walks out on
Wally the other day.
Wally doesn't want to talk,

once had Ina Claire
PATHE
(Mrs. John Gilbert) under

girl,

contract as a star, but they

Mary

agreed to disagree and the
agreement was torn up.
Ina appeared in "Rebound"
on the stage in Los Angeles,
hoping that some picture company would buy it for the
finally

One

talkies.

of

them did

—

Ann Harding

was Pathe, but

and the screen villain
has hopes of a reconciliation.

Mary
the

lot

of

Her

it

didn't

actors

for

actors

most

She
examined
by
numerous
specialists
and given a clean

was

slate.
And Universal is backing
her to the limit, giving her two
grand new pictures, after she
finished "Outside the Law."

From present indications, Lina
Basquette is going to keep on
living without either her baby
or Peverell Marley.
She failed in her recent attempt to end her life with
poison, and has also failed in
her efforts to win the custody

Se-

Missouri, just won't take

favorite

its

son,

Jack

Lately, as a result

story concerning narcotics.

—carrying

home-towns,

one long

buy

and notoriety.

only sizes from 14 to 18.

Like

career has been

of spite work on the part of an
ex-maid, she was involved in a

open a hat store in Hollywood

dalia,

Nolan really deserves
"The Hard Luck Girl."

struggle against adverse criticism

Austin cars because they can't get
their heads in.
Which reminds us that
Charlie Judels has promised to
exclusively

title,

is

to be starred.

A

hasn't started divorce pro-

ceedings,

Oakie,

seriously.

On a recent visit back there,
according
"Variety"
to
Jack
greeted his
old friends and
enemies in his usual energetic

Currently, cornered, by Cupi
Above, Jack and the new Mary
Pickford; at right Mr. and Mrs.
Cedric Gibbons (Dolores Del Rio)
and left, Mr. and Mrs. iVi/s
(Vivian Duncan) Asther,

The town
"You look

fashion.
freckles.

"Say,
rust

listen,"

loafer

made

a

few cracks about

like a speckled

retorted

Jack,

Jack's

hen," he said.

"These freckles are simply

from my iron will!"

Al Christie takes a great pride in the small patio directly
outside of his office at the Metropolitan studios.

He

recently

became

It

was

He

let

Mrs.

one morning

a miniature golf fiend so

his scenario staff presented

him with

a golf course.

laid out in his pet patio!
out one yell and disappeared into his

all

Wallace Beery, nee Mary Gillman,

office.

former

extra

of her child
husband.

from Harry Warner,

brother

of

her

And now Peverell Marley, the young husband for
she gave up her baby, has just divorced her.

first

whom

Just when Hollywood was getting all excited over the
"romance" of Josef von Sternberg, lately divorced, and his
provocative foreign discovery, Marlene Dietrich, word leaks
out that the lady has a husband back in Germany.
Of course, a few months in Hollywood may remedy that.
It does do things to foreign gals.
Maria Corda divorced Alexander Korda after a short residence in the cinema capital.

—

!
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The "Sunny"
tween

the

guys

ness

Miller.
Bill

is

It's

Seiter

girl

at

be-

happiMarilyn

two

Director
her left.

Right, Jerome Kern ivho
writes Marilyn's songs.

Two talented girls who
know how to get along,
Lois Moran and
little
mother,
her manager as

her

beautiful

who

is

tvelL

The Universal zoo

Camilla Horn and her balland-chain came to a parting
of their ways.

So

who knows what

Modern movies have no
need for trained animals, so

the

the

future will bring Marlene!

eighteen-year-old

lection
all

Natalie

was

name

quite a

for herself in

pictures

when

cumbed

to

she

col-

of birds and beasts

Its
abolished.
has been
keeper, Charles Murphy, is
returning to the grease paint
from whence he came. In

come back!
who
Kingston,
make
to
beginning

They

no

is

more!

"Spell

suc-

of

the

Circus"

he

of

will devote the talents here-

domesticity, has returned to

tofore used for placating
wild animals to appeasing
the wrath of movie directors.

her

the

lure

love.

first

the
of
one
She has
featured roles in "Her Wed-

ding

Night,"

which

Clara "IT" Bow's

Freddie Fox, assistant

is

Broadway-ites go to Hollytvood and meet.
Director Edgar Sebvyn explains the mike to star
June Walker in the presence of much local talent.

Two

Staggering into a Holly-

wood cafe a drunk
manded aspirin for a

desize

Lotti, being a vamp
won't admit anything.

"find."

ten headache.

Betty Boyd, voluptuous vamp and one-time Wampas babystar, is "that way" about Lane Chandler.
But what's a poor actor to do when a big producer like
Mack Sennett tries to cut him out.' 'SX^ith Rolls-Royce and

gardenias as inducement?
At present, Betty is dividing her favors.

Eddie Cantor

is

one person who has profited from the

recent stock market crash.
He has just sold a screen idea, based

on the comic

side

of stock market plunging, to Universal, for $25,000.
he received $10,000 from M-G-M for "Caught Short."

And

Rudy Vallee may have
Just an old Hollywood custom!
There's a hamburger stand near every

Velez
cat

and dog hospital

One can have a bite to eat while the favorite poodle
having his fleas removed.
Trunks have a special significance to Frank Fay, stage
and Hollywood's favorite master-of -ceremonies.
For
arrives

if

is

star,

an array of packed trunks greets him when he
in the evening, he knows he has some ex-

home

Fay,

better

known

as

Barbara

Stanwyck,

—
—

has

more than her share of the artistic temper ament. And
whenever she gets mad at Frank, she packs her trunks and
She never does, however Frank always
threatens to leave.
manages to fix things up.

isn't

a million feminine fans, but

Lupe

one of them.

other night at the Roosevelt Hotel, Lupe was introwell-known vaudeville performer.
Joe was delighted at meeting the little Mexican cyclone
and proceeded to try to make a good impression by asking

The

duced

to Joe Friscoe,

solicitously about the welfare of her "brother

He

plaining to do.

Mrs.

di-

and brother-in-law of
associate
Zanuck,
Darryl
producer, says his weakness
Loder, Viennese
Lotti
is
rector

latest.

is

still

trying to find

someone who can

Rudy."
translate into

English what Lupe said.
His impression is that she doesn't care for Mr. Vallee.

Another unfinished story of Heartbreak Town
For months pretty Ruth Boyd, a tiny blonde from 'way
down South, had struggled for a foothold in movieland.
Finally one day while "making the rounds" of the independent studios she was picked for her first part. It was
her big chance!

Yola D'Avril, snappy Parisian actress, and Eddie Ward,
song writer, have been making eyes at each other.

She was the first person to arrive at the studio next morning.
Eagerly she waited the director's signal. The cameras started.

—
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"Oh," she said, after greetings had been exchanged, "I
want you to play a part in my next picture!"
"Fm afraid I can't, Mary," said the friend, "Fve retired."
"Aw, come on!" urged Miss Nolan, "Be a support!"

Tom Mix is right back where he started over fifteen years
ago in the circus.
Only, instead of the $11 per week he drew down in those
days, his salary now is somewhere in the neighborhood of
$11,000 weekly.
And while Tom is hitting the sawdust ring, his popular
wife Victoria, is being squired to Hollywood festivities by
Ernie Pegano, erstwhile gagman and scenario writer.

—

And

they can't blame

After

many

it

on Hollywood!

years of marital happiness, Charles

and Clara

Grant Ray have come to the parting of the ways.
And it didn't happen in movieland.
During the years of the Rays' residence in the cinema
capital, when Ray was one of the most popular juveniles in

Young
is Noah Beery, Jr.
here discussing his first part with director John Adolphi, You'll see him in First
National Pictures,
Another rising son

Noah

is

Ruth fell to the floor!
She was rushed to the hospital, and while she was operated on for appendicitis, another girl was playing her part.

A certain prominent motion picture producer invited a
famous author to a preview of his latest epic, held in one
of the suburban picture houses.
At the conclusion, the producer asked his guest what he
thought of
"I think
I

it.

it's

very good," replied the author.
"The thing
it were those expansive mountain scenes

liked best about

on the new wide

film."

"Listen to you," said the producer, "I sent a $10 cameraman up to the mountains for those scenes. They weren't

expansive

We

at

keep track of Phillips Holmes' romances.
was Mary Brian.
Then Helen Twelvetrees seemed to occupy his heart.
Next Mary Lawlor took the centre of the stage.
First

just can't
it

And now

it's

Mary Brian

again.

Filmdom sometimes play strange tricks
Six years ago when "The Dressmaker From Paris," starring Leatrice Joy, was shown upon the screens of the country,

The

To get a new slant on football, the big game
sequences from "College Lovers'' ivere directed
from atop a huge camera crane.

all."

Fates of

.

.

.

movie fans and critics alike predicted a great future for
Dorothy Seastrom who appeared in a small part.
Last March Dorothy died ... no press notices in the
papers that once heralded her
just a funeral notice in a
small paper in Dallas; Texas where she died.
Hollywood didn't even know Dorothy had passed away.
The Paramount picture won Dorothy a contract with First
.

.

.

National.

Her whole life centered around
She worked day and night.

the one ambition

—

to

be

god of love perched serenely over their doorthey plunged into adversity, when all their
savings were swept away through unwise investments, Clara
and Charlie managed to weather the storm together.

pictures, the

way. Even

when

But lately things haven't been going so well.
Charles has tried unsuccessfully to stage a comeback on
Broadway and though they deny rumors of an impending
divorce, Charles and Clara are living in different apartments,
and admit that they have separated for good.

Who

says position doesn't count

During the three or four years that she was an extra girl,
Jean Harlow was just another blonde in Hollywood.
Then, Howard Hughes gave her the lead in "Hell's
Angels," and she was skyrocketed to fame.
Now, Jean Harlow is the most popular girl in the movie
colony, the last word in sex appeal.

a star.

And

then, she found herself in a very weakened condiand was forced to ask studio executives for a leave of
absence. The leave was granted.
On a doctor's examination
it was found that Dorothy had weak lungs.
Several months in the Pottenger sanitarium seemed to
improve her health. Then back to the studio but all in
vain.
She broke down again

Hollywood

—where

the

first

hundred yeahs are the

hardest.

tion

—

.

.

.

A
A

girl just can't

certain

actor friend recently.

director,

whose engagement

to

red-headed actress had just been announced, was
called to New York suddenly.
About a week later feeling lonely, she decided to call him.
a beautiful

The
Mary Nolan met an old

be sure

prominent movie

ly that

hotel clerk in

New York

Mr. So-and-So wasn't

in

informed the actress politebut that his wife was.
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN— Untied

MADAME SATAN—M G-M

Artists

tenderness and strength yet a moving restraint,
D. W. Griffith brings Abraham Lincoln to living,
breathing reality. Not for a moment does he falter.
Rarely gripping are the scenes of Lincoln's early romance.
The Civil War scenes are handled as only Griffith could
and are exalting and thrilling, both pictorially and emotion-

(^ECIL DE MILLE, M-G-M's prime

impresario of bathrooms, has gone slapstick!
His latest epic, "Madame
Satan," contains everything but a custard pie.
It's the old
story about the cold wife, Kay Johnson, the jazz baby,
Lillian Roth, and the stepping spouse, Reginald Denny.
You'll enjoy this especially the spectacular ball on a Zeppelin.

ally.

Walter Huston touches perfection in the title role, while
as Ann and Kay Hammond as Mary Todd give

Una Merkle

splendid performances.

It's

very great.

SILVER SCREEN'S

PLAYBOY OF PARIS—Paramount
/""HEVALIER,

^

that

boy of the boulevard, is
gay writer with whom all the

devastating

his most magnetic self as a
girls fall in love. In fact they fight

over him. The fun is
and furious and French. Frances Dee, the latest discover)', is clever and Stuart Erwin puts over some grand
comedy. A beautiful way to spend the evening.
fast

MONTE CARLO— Paramount
^i^GAIN

that master of subtlety, Lubitsch, takes a slender
story and makes it interesting. It's one of those themes
about a wilful countess who runs away from a marriage-ofstate only to fall in love with a hairdresser.
When she
finds that he isn't a hairdresser
well, see for yourself.
Jeanctte MacDonald and Jack Buchanan arc the leads.

—

LOVE IN THE
"pOR

ROUGH—M-G-M

who

golf and golfers who love!
An amusing
little musical yarn of romance on the links.
Robert
Montgomery is ingratiating as the poor boy and Dorothy
Jordan is adorable as the heiress. Benny Rubin furnishes
lots of comedy, a little too conspicuously, but you'll laugh
every minute. And there are some catchy tunes.
lovers

ANYBODY'S

WOMAN—

Paramount
theme redeemed by the acting of Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brook. The story of a burlesque queen

An

OLD

who marries an aristocrat while he is in his cups. Paul
Lukas plays, and plays well, the man who would take Ruthie
out of it all honorably, of course. But true love triumphs.
Slow-moving but effective. Miss Chatterton is beautiful.

—
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LILIOM—Foa:

HER

/^HARLIE FARRELL,

doing his best talkie work to date,
plays a Hungarian carnival barker who is loved by two
women, a sinner and a saint. He marries the saint, beats
her, dies, goes to heaven and is redeemed. This strange
and daring story is beautifully handled by Director Frank

^

Borzage.

Much

too good to miss.

REVIEWING STAND

WHOOPEE— t/«//e<i

Artists

A CARBON

copy of a Ziegfeld show, with all the girls,
the color, the lights and the pageantry, plus Eddie
Cantor and lively tunes. It would cost you five dollars in
the flesh on Broadway.
You'll get it for much less, but
you'll miss the glow of reality
and it isn't talkie stuff
really.
A good musical that should have been great.

—

ANIMAL CRACKmS— Paramount

/^OOFY

mad and

the four
Marx Brothers return to the screen in "Animal Crackers."
The title doesn't mean a thing. Neither does the
plot. Lillian Roth is in it, some good tunes and most hilarious dialogue but the Marx boys are the whole show. If you
like absolutely insane humor
and we do see this.

and crazy

and

—

marvelous,

—

MAN—Paths

"D ASED on the tawdry old ballad of "Frankie and Johnnie,"
"Her Man," has been made into one of the finest talkies
ever.

—

What a cast It has and what performances they give
Helen Twelvetrees as Frankie and Ricardo Cortez, staging
a great come-back as Johnnie, the man who done her wrong;
Philips Holmes, just a heart-breaker as the man who leads
Frankie to better things.
Add one of the greatest fight
sequences ever

screened.

Go

yourself,

but don't take the

children.

THE RAP—M-G-M

OOD

two-reel comedians, when they make full length
features often flop, but not so Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy in their first feature length production, "The Rap."
It's a burlesque on "The Big House," and if you don't believe that can be funny, go and see what a mistake you've
made. The children will fall for this hard. It's a scream.

CALL OF THE VIJSH—M G-M

"DY

personality and a truly magnificent voice Ramon NoHe plays a
varro saves a trite story from mediocrity.
light-hearted troubadour who finds his soul through love for
You'll enjoy
the little convent-bred girl. Dorothy Jordan.
the love scenes between these two, which have a rare poetic
charm. Miss Jordan improves with every performance.
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S

..evfe)

I

L

I

BILLY THE

DOUGHBOYS—M-G-Af
TOO

bad for the Army when Buster Keaton enlists
by mistake his own. He almost wins the war, singlehanded, for Germany. In fact, the only reason he and Cliff
Edwards survive is because they're too dumb to kill. Sally
Eilers furnishes sex-appeal, and how! If you like unsubtle
comedy, you'll go for this!

TT'S

VER SCREEN'S

—

and ready epic of the west is this saga of
the life of Billy, the Kid, youthful desperado who terrorized the pioneer Oklahoma country. Johnny Mack Brown
plays Billy, and though some liberties have been taken with
real history, the picture is convincing.
Kay Johnson is the
girl-friend and Wallace Beery almost steals the picture.

mCK—

ATOBY

Warner Brothers
MOBY
DICK," which was made as a silent

VIENNESE NIGHTS— Warner
several years

ago and called "The Sea Beast," comes to talkies with
John Barrymore again playing the leading role. It's the
same stirring tale of old whaling days made even more
graphic with sound and vastly superior. Barrymore is grand
and Joan Bennett, in the part Dolores Costello did originally, is beautifully quaint. The whole film is swell.

OLD ENGLISH— Warner
A

THE

A

"must see"

list.

T AID

in romantic old Vienna, this has

Brothers

much

of the lilting

"Maytime." Alexander Gray is a gallant Captain of the Guard, Vivienne Segal is the sweet young lass,
and Walter Pidgeon the handsome band-master. There you
have the eternal triangle, even in those picturesque days.
Charming music by Sigmund Romberg and Oscar Hammerstein II place this above the average.
spirit of

THE SPOILERS—P.;n/wo//w/

Brothers

lovable, cantankerous old rapscallion. Old EngHe
lish, George Arliss gives a flawless performance.
has led a life of impeccable honesty until his eightieth year.
Then misfortune augurs ill for his grandchildren. So, he
pulls his first shady transaction, and as a result, pays the
great production.
Put this on your
supreme penalty.

S

KID—M-G-M

A ROUGH

IpHE

SPOILERS," epic of the silent days, has been reborn to a new triumph. This time Gary Cooper and
William Boyd are the combatants, and Bett\' Compson and
Kay Johnson furnish the love interest. The spirit of the
Alaska gold rush has been thrillingly captured by Director
Carewe. You'll get a thrill.
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REVIEWING

REMOTE CONTROL—M-G-M
A MYSTERY yarn with a radio background,

ST

has

everything from jewel robberies to weird murders to
and frighten you.
William Haines is his usual
smart-aleck self, and right good he is, too. Mary Doran is
the heroine, while Charlie King and Polly Moran furnish
excellent bits of comedy. There are lots of big laughs.

hectic havoc of an Englishman and two visitors
from the land of the spree. The setting is an ultra modiste
Fifi Dorsay,
shop where love flies in on wings of mirth.
Yola D'Avril and Sandra Ravel are the girls, Reginald Denny
is the Englishman.
It's elegant fun.

-s^^"

GOD—Paramount

J^ERE'S

a rip-roaring adventure story, laid under the sea.
Richard Arlen is a deep-sea diver whom the natives
of one of those far off islands believe a god, and Fay Wray
is his lady fair.
wild yarn, but so entertainingly handled
that you'll eat it up.
Watch Robert Gleckler. He's good.

A

EAST
mademoiselles,

make

"p

AST

WEST"

IS

WEST— {7««ewu/

comes

—

to the sound screen
this time
with Lupe Velez in the Ming Toy role originally played
Talmadge.
It's all about a little Chinese girl
by Constance
who falls in love with an Amelican boy, played by Lew
Ayres.
Lupe isn't very Chinese but elaborate settings and
expert direction make it pleasing entertainment.

IS

GOOD NEWS— M-G-M

DIXIANA— RKO
T^ESPITE

—

I

THE SEA
this

amuse

THREE FRENCH GIRLS—
r^HARMAINE, Diane and Madelon, fatal

AND

lavish presentation, "Dixiana" misses being
Orleans,
a good picture.
In a setting of 1848
Bebe Daniels plays a circus performer who falls in love with
a wealthy landowner, only to be rejected by his family.
Her voice is delightful while Everett Marshall, as her lover,
sings nobly.
Still, there's little to recommend.
its

New

'T^HE

favor of higher education, "Good
farce.
Rcssic I.ovc is a
zippy jaz7. baby, \\ hile Stanley Smith .\nd Mary Law lor furMary's charming. The musical numbers
nish the romance.
"The Varsity
are good even if you've heard them all.
Drag" is done snappily by its originator, Zelma O'NeaL
latest

News,"

is

argument
a

fast,

in

collegiate

.

.

.
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Hollywood's

Most Beautiful
Extra Girl
SILVER SCREEN
Jane Arden

we

also

out

set

beautiful extra girl

—and

Hollywood's

find

most

is!

name and when we found her,
why most girls go back home.

her

is

to

here she

found the answer

to

Her

career is explanation enough, and is typical of the
and careers of the hundreds of girls who have come
from all over the world to Hollywood, responding to its
lure, like moths to the flame.
For not only is Jane Hollywood's most beautiful extra
girl
she is Hollywood's most successful. She worked more
days last year than any other extra girl in pictures. Yet
her earnings totalled only $2,429, or an average of $40.80
lives

—

week.

a

To earn this, Jane had to possess more than beauty. She
had to have youth, talent, education, and the willingness
to work untiringly, uncomplainingly.
She had to be an
expert swimmer, a graceful dancer, a proficient horsewoman,
apt at tennis and golf
and she had to maintain a $3,000

—

wardrobe!
Jane worked two hundred and twenty-five days last year
and such work! Difficult days on outdoor locations.
Tedious hours on stuffy sound-stages, with nerves stretched
taut over endless delays.
Indigestible meals eaten hastily

—

from paste-board boxes. Taking chances, dangerous, risky
chances with a smile. All for forty dollars a week.
what a good stenographer could command anywhere.
week for always looking her best, always being
game, never being tired, always ready to work, anywhere
anytime, and each night facing the problem of where the
next day's pay check is coming from, an eternal cycle of
hope, fear and struggle.
Just

Forty a

That's the

life of Hollywood's most beautiful extra.
do you wonder why most girls go back home?

Now

ACT...,.

5?,

BLONDE

X

1

EARC.E...

BE.'VUTIFUL

Above, exquisite Jane Arden as she appears on the set,
ready for the day's shooting. Below, the front and back
of Jane's card, as listed with Central Casting. These
coldly statistical cards are what kill the dreams of ntosi
extras. Personal charm, the soft flattery of pretty eyes
these no longer can be brought to the director's attention. The little card goes instead. The things that count
are talent and youth, the things that win are merit

—

and courage.
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Anita

Page
arresting

one

of

Anita Page,

tKose

intriguing

Sfjanisk blondes, discovered

by

M-G-M.

more

oi

her

You'll
in

Nurse".

see

"War

Gary
Cooper
Tke

answer to

wKy

Coofaer,

tKe

Oary

gentleman

from

[seriormances
bieture.

H

is

^irls

^aunt

west!

youn^

Montana, wKose

imjjrove

witli

latest

"Morocco

is

tor [""aramount.

every

Joan Crawford. ..John Mack Brovn
A^^^E

LL bet Joan

Jr.,

taken.

wken

And

Crawford was tKinking of Doug,

tKis

scene

from

"Great

Day" was

no doubt Joknny Mack Brown's mind

was dwelling on

liis

{iretty

love scenes in tke movies!

wife

Cornelia.

Suck

are

be fascinated by this
luxurious, inexpensive Beauty Bath

You

will

that gives
MERELY

dissolve half a

the tub, iaathe

your favorite

soap— and

able effect on your

package

of LIMIT

but

absorbs perspiration

Starch from corn
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WHEN

three years ago Lon Chaney was first prevailed upon
long silence regarding the story of his life, I
was the fortunate interviewer to whom he gave his history.
I had the privilege of many long interviews with him and through
those meetings I came to know Lon for the gallant and generous
to break his

His was one of the strangest figures in a town where the unthe

is

rule.

Born the son of deaf and dumb parents,
struggle over environment and handicaps.

He

a role in

reached the fifth grade
After that he had

wage

He

and

his

life

was one long

rings made of invisible hairpins under the lids of his eyes
to secure the eerie effect he
wanted. It was agonizing but
Lon endured it to give careless audiences a passing thrill.
He was called the mystery
man of the inovies but there
was no mystery about him save
tljat of a noble and truly simple sou! in a town dedicated

earning.
did anything and every-

He was
He

thing.
sible

as

it

decorator.

a

guide

up

was, impos-

seems, an interior

He was

a

stage

hand, a prop boy, an actor in
the days when barnstorming
meant murky opera houses in
impossible
sleepy
villages,
on
cold,
overnight
jumps
draughty trains, and near star-

and bombast.
as he had lived,
quietly and without whimperglitter

to

He

movies.
He played all kinds of bits
cowboys, policemen, thugs,
anything to get a day's check

—

fatally

but his work lives
Lon Chaney was a great
artist and a greater man.

Death,

for three dollars and the hope
that the check wouldn't bounce

on.

it.

S.

A

sease had

engagement
with a Los Angeles stock company turned his mind toward
fortunate

back when he tried to cash
It wasn't until William

died

incurable dithreatened him for
only a matter
It was
years.
of time, but the end came,
mercifully, a little sooner than
h.id been expected.
The Man of a Thous.uul
Faces has donned the NLisk of
ing.

vation.

A

anybody noticed him.

four loves. His art, his vacation home in the high Sierras,
and his devoted wife. Those were his life. He asked nothing
more and repulsed anything else.
What he
His work he loved with a consuming passion.
watched him once don a
I
suffered for it is unbelievable.
make-up where he had to put

the task of

start

Pike's Peak.

that

his son

in school.
to leave

"Riddle

"The Miracle Man" clinched him as a star.
Stardom did not affect him. The plaudits of the crowd reached
him too late in life to disturb him. To praise of his acting he
had one invariable answer, "Aw, g'wan, it wasn't anything."
Eventually,

He had

person he was.
usual

Hart gave him

Dwan"

The Chaney funeral

at

Glendale, Cal.

—

R.

W.

"
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thought Kate might need me.
"You know, I suppose," Vachell was saying to Jeremy, "what this woman has been
any^'ay.

I

me?"
The boy went white but he
ground.
"I know Broadway," he
to

stood

his

said, "so
can guess the terms you've tried to get."
"You know she knows nothing but -what
I've taught her, has nothing but what I've
given her?
Do you know that I can keep
you both off Broadway forever and that I
will do it?
That you'JI be out of work, both
of you, and penniless?"
"I don't know that," said Jeremy, "but it
doesn't matter.
I'm asking her right now to
marry me tonight, if she will."
'Vachell swung around on Kate, who was
standing upstage, speechless, her eyes wide
and the make-up standing off her white face
as dreadfully as blood on snow.
"And you," said Vachell.
"May I tell
you what you are?"
He proceeded to tell her and "Vachell was
an educated man.
He knew every word in
the English language that could be supposed
to hurt her most cruelly and damn her most
completely.
He used several ~o^f them and
she took them, with her head up and her
eyes closed, but they struck her as visibly as
though they had been thongs beating against
her skin.
Then Jeremy spoke quietly. "I'm sorry,
Kate," he said.
"He's an old man but I
shall have to do this" and then he shot out
his fist, connected it perfectly with Vachell's
jaw and laid him out cold.
I went out with them and acted as witness in the little Connecticut town where we
finally found a justice of the peace who was
still
up, and willing to perform a marriage ceremony.
1

—

Now

though the things that happen on
Boulevard are hot news on
Broadway, the truth doesn't hold in the other
direction.
All Broadway might murder itself and Hollywood wouldn't care.
"When I left Broadway, the clamor of that

Hollywood

Vachell
ears.

first

night was still ringing in
lovers had retired

The wedded

my
to

somewhere up in New Hampshire and
decided to go west and proposition Ike

bliss
I

Leven, President of Mercedes films, for a job.
Ike and I were old friends. I knew that
I could get some kind of a job with him.
Kate had solemnly promised to write but
nearly a year went by before I heard from
her.
It was a very short note.
"Do you suppose you could get anything
for Jerry
in
the movies?"
Kate wrote.
"Vachell's boycott has worked.
"We can
neither of us get anything. Our money is
nearly gone. I've nothing for pictures bur
you know how handsome Jerry is. I'm sure
he'd make a hit."
Of course, Kate had always used less words
than an Indian but I knew from the shortness of that note that things weren't quite
p^erfect.
So I unearthed a profile of Jerry
and took it down to Ike.
"Here's a new juvenile come straight from
Broadway to glorify Mercedes productions,"
I
told him.
Now I'd never taken Jerry seriously. He

"Make

it

a

hundred.

no

go

I'll

higher.

come for that. They all do."
I knew when Ike couldn't be pushed so I
went out and wired Jerry. Five days later
I was down in Los Angeles waiting for the
Overland Limited to come in.
Jerry bounded off first. He ivas a handsome lad. Country life had agreed with him,
too. He was bronzed and straight shouldered
and just enough heavier, and watching him,
He'll

with Ike Leven's statement in mind, I noticed
that passing feminine eyes did light on him
and having lighted, stuck.
"That," said I to myself, "is what is
called sex appeal" but just then I stopped
thinking about anything because Kate had

come

off the train.

She had on a home-made dress. Does that
tell you?
If it doesn't, my words will have
to dry up right here, for nothing shouted
at me so plainly what had happened to Kate
in that year.
Kate Conway, a Broadway
leading woman, gowned in a tslue and white
printed silk that she had visibly run up by
ear on a sewing machine in an old farmhouse.
I

came forward

bags.

to

Jerry got to

grab a couple of their

me

first.

pumped

I

his

hand. Then I stopped to get a close-up
of Kate.
She didn't have on a shade of

make-up.
"Train came in so fast you didn't have
time to powder the old nose?" I kidded
her thinking of the 63 hours from Chicago.
She didn't come back at me. Instead she
looked up at the male profile beside us.
"Jerry hates make-up," she said.
I went weak in the knees.
Kate had lost
her sense of humor. So this was what love
did.
I steered them out.
"This battered chariot
will tote you to your future home," I said.
"You'll like it, Kate. It's a little house up
in one of the Canyons, all by itself in a
grove of eucalyptus while outside the door

some

saint

planted

acacia

bushes

that

get

you drunk on perfume in March and April."
"I hope it's got a good kitchen," Kate
said.
"I can cook now.
It's swell."
Jerry began talking then so I put my
mind on my driving. He said things about
Broadway, about his art. about what he
thought of movies, more about his art. We
got at the little house finally and I cleared

liim

seventy-five dollars."

"Don't break your heart," I said. "He's
got a wife. Besides that guy can act."
""Whether he can or can't makes no difference with a face like that," Ike said.

was

I

to

take

him

week

to

when

meet Ike

knew they
off his screen tests, I went up
Kate.
She was busy sweeping.
"Listen," I said. "That husband of yours
a

later

I

were running
to

visit

going to be a hit. I have it straight
from the front office. He's going to be a hit
and this town is full of wicked women who
take candy from children, money from millionaires and husbands from wives."
"Do tell," said Kate. "Do you think blue
is

hangings would be nicest against that north
light over there?"
"I wouldn't know a blue hanging from a
green one," I said, "and I wouldn't be interested if I did. I am here merely as an

ambassador of fidelity trying to warn you to
keep the home fires burning."
"Love makes a pretty good fuel," said
Kate.

"Love mixed with something else," I said.
"Love and lipstick, love and leisure, love
and
"But I suppose
"Lyricism," said Kate.
you never heard of that."
"Do you call that broom lyric," I demanded, "or that high light on your nose?"
"I call them being honest," said Kate.

—

Women
"Getting back to fundamentals.
seldom get the chance to love completely,
without reservation. I I know now what
He loved me. I
Vachell went through.
didn't love him. I was just something arti-

—

Now

ficial.

No

I

want

No

pretense.

to

be

acting.

real,

real,
I

just

real.

want

to

serve Jerry and live for him. I want to make
him a great actor. That's my career now."
"We're all pretending," I said. "We ar:
You're a
acting, all the time.
all of us
You weren't
personality,
Kate Conway.
meant to spend your days sweeping your
husband's kitchen. He's going to be a hit,
which means he's going to be flattered beyond all male endurance. He'll see his face
in the papers of the world and his head will
grow to match the size of his close-ups and
the first thing you'll know all you'll be doing
Let me help you,
is sweeping up the pieces.
Tell me what I can do."
Kitty.
""!fou can get in that battered car of yours,"
Kate said, "and you can ride down the hill
and not ride up again."
Everything went all right until the first
night of Alarcia Charlmon's picture, "The
Customary Sin." Jerry was in the featured
billing and as such was the lion of the
So Ike gave it a
occasion, after Marcia.
Carthay Circle opening with all the sunlight

thing

and,

standing

carefully

hidden,

I

what it would do to her.
I knew she had come out with the typical
Broadway attitude to Hollywood. She thought
of Hollywood as a funny place and of the

Ike's eye.

He's got
I'll give

About

watched

was the guy Kate was in love with, as far
I was concerned.
But I marked the gleam

"Yess," said Ike. "He iss good.
woman power. Tel! him to come.

fast.

arc, megaphone introduction, and roped off
And Jerrj' brought
crowds of fans stuff.
Kate to the opening.
was her first appearance at such a
It

as
in

out

the next day.

Marie Prevost and her
decorative

girh.

Peggy

sister
is

an

are both
interior

decorator while Marie decorates anything in which she appears. Her latest
is ''War mirse" at M-G-M.

to

see

movies as the step-children of the older art
of the theatre. She came to the opening as
she would have come to a Broadway opening,
expecting to be inconspicuous in the crowd.
She wore a gown of black satin, straight
and slim, and a wrap of silver cloth with a
silver fox collar. It was an outfit that would
have been \ery correct on Broadway but beside the fireworks of a Hollywood first night,
in the midst of the ermine, the diamonds,
the orchids and the peroxide of the Camera
Coast, it made Kate look merely dull and
unimaginative.
They started up the path to the theatre
entrance, she and Terr>'.
Jerry stopped to
l^Coiuimwd oil piige 54]
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Janet gaynor
the beloved

little

Fox

star

whose charm

is so irresistible in the close-up, says:
"Lux Toilet Soap is wonderful for keeping skin

smooth and

soft."

'tliz

Screen stars must captivate
millions

when

close-up
screen.

is

flashed

YOU must

ical Eyes,

on

the

bly!

pass Crit-

CLOSE TO

YOU

complexion

spells

AN EXQUISITE
romance! A

people love the close-up! How
beautiful smooth skin closely revealed
in a flood of light draws them irresisti-

How

the revealing

is

star,

45 important Hollywood

direc-

the watchful eyes of millions
are no more critical than the eyes
that look at you. His eyes are your
close-up test. The instant appeal of
lovely skin is all important, whether
you are winning the heart of millions

-or

of

light is

YOUR

close-up

That

test.

Broadway, too, the lovely stage
about

stars are just as enthusiastic

the
that

511 of the 521 important ac-

tresses in

And

YOUR

On

skin so alluringly
lovely that it can pass the cruel test of
the close-up is a necessity for any
tors will tell you.

Under searching

skin lovely to close, eager eyes?

Soap for

Hollywood use Lux Toilet
been made

their skin. It has

the official soap for

all

studio dress-

ing rooms.

care

exquisite

this

fragrant,

white soap gives their skin, and it is
in the dressing rooms of 71 of New
York's 74 legitimate theaters.
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the screen
England, in Germany
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secret of the envied American starsj

—

Use Lux Toilet Soap for the closeup complexion every girl wants. You
will love the admiration of close.
adoring eyes.

ONE.

So well do the radiant screen stars
who hold the world
breathless with

their

charm

Anita Page

this.

adorable M.
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speak into a microphone and a fan whispered
in a hoarse voice, "You'd don't suppose that

There

do introduce

tiful,

cried,

me

my

"Jerry,

dear

to

beau-

Mrs.

little

Tyler."

Kate Conway dear little Mrs. Tyler. I
could have broken Marcia's beautiful young
jaw. I waited for Jerry to do it for me,
but instead I saw him look at Kate and
flush. In the same sickening moment I realized that Jerry was ashamed of Kate Conway
as his wife, ashamed of her in her simple
gown. And by the answering flush that sud-

denly

colored

Kate's

face,

saw

I

that

she

own

Are men more shallow than women? Some

woman

is

it

when

that

a

man

marries a superior

woman

Kate Conway he will rarely be content
until he changes her? Kate had fallen in love
with Jerry Tyler. She wanted to please him
and so when that dumb cluck had talked, to
her about abandoning make-up and making
him a little home, she had gone to it. Yet,
he got embarrassed when a dizzy blonde like
Marcia came along and patronized her.
puzzled about it and inadvertently, I
I
stumbled into Kate and Jerry at the back
of the house during the last half of the
final reel, Jerry's brows were knit and they
were leaving and he said, "It's a filthy break,
but Kate's developed a terrific headache";
when a few weeks later I met Jerry at
Marcia Charlmon's having tea all alone;
when I bumped into him at Catalina with
like

Elsbeth

Lee,

I

knew

Hollywood

the

virus

was working.
I was heavy

at heart thinking of Kate
probably would have done something
actively if the first reports of the Jolson
talkies hadn't begun coming back to the
Camera Coast, thereby upsetting everything.
In the midst of this I heard Jeremy Tyler
had left Kate and set up a bachelor apartment. It was delightfully referred to as a

and

I

marital vacation. I wanted to talk to Kate
but the memory of how she had dismissed
me the last time I tried to butt in rankled
Besides in some strange way
in my mind.
So
I trusted Kate to look out for herself.
I let things drift until one day right in the
midst of our hectic attempt to find a woman
to play the lead in "A Sailor's Wife," Miss
Conway was announced wanting to see me.
rushed across the lot and out to the
I
front gate and there was Kate smiling at
York Kate in a slim golden
me, a very
beige dress and a tight little toque, in sables,
and with her lovely mouth generously coated

New

with scarlet lip rouge.
"Oh, Kate," I said, very

a private office?" asked
Kate. "I want to talk to you there."
I walked her back across the lot to my

please,"

said

Kate

carefully

ensconced o\i the only chair.
"For once you'll have to do the talking,"
I

said.

"Okay," said Kate.

"I've

"A Sailor's "Wife."
introduce me to your Mr.

part

in

Levin or whatever his name

come

for

that

want you to
Ike Luven or

I

is."

acting?" I cried. "It's wonderbut why why now?"
It's grand,
ful.
"Love," said Kate.
"Love?" I queried.
Kate smiled. I think I have never seen
such a beautiful expression on any woman's

"Back

to

Footnotes on the future or the sandals
a girl will ivear in 1980 according to
"Just Imagine." But you can wear them
noiv and he smart.

—

and

after

Conway was

the
the

me

after the
a

key

preview

to

want you

I

apartment,"

Jerry's

Kate demanded.
"I suppose you think I'd rob a bank for
you if you asked me to."
"Well, you would, wouldn't you?" asked
Kate.
"Yes,'-'

I

said.

There was everything in that smile of
tenderness and compassion and hope
and resignation. She suddenly leaned forward and put her little hands in mine,

"All right," said Kate. "Get me that key."
The night after the preview Kate came
Her eyes
in on me. She looked exquisite.
were wide and her color was high.
"I'm scared," she said. "Come with me."

beautifully gloved little hands.
"Dear friend," said Kate.

selves

face.

hers,

Twin

"Quit," I said.
do whatever you
"I'll
want."
"Yes," said Kate, "I know you will but
I treat you very badly but I
I mean that
know I can come to you when I'm in trouble,
and perhaps that's what friendship really
means. Anyway, listen. I love Jeremy Tyler.
never knew before what love could be
I
all giving and no demanding. I have changed
so deeply inside since loving Jerry that I
wanted to show it externally. I've never
known such happiness as just working for
Jerry, of doing silly things like making his
bed and picking up his funny old socks and
ties. But that was stupid of me. You see, my
He was in
dear, Jerry married an actress.
love with an actress. And so an actress I
shall be, not that rather pathetic person who
wanted to be all real and sincere and hor-

—

dull."
"But Jerry's

ribly

months

—why
—

"You need

been gone from you two
have you waited this long?"
the breaks

in

love

much

as

Kate said. "This role in
Sailor's "Wife is a fat one and I'm too showbusiness wise not to know there's nobody
as

a

in

out here

career,"

now who

unless I can."
"Suppose Ike does

can play

"But Kate," I said.
you a test for it,

give

it

and

suppose

you

get it. She's an old part. She's got grown
children. You'll have to look like a hag."
And then Kate gave me the answer that
proved how much she belonged to the traof great drama.
I care what she
"She's a great
Kate.

"What do
asked

looks like?"
acting part,

she?"
took Kate to meet Ike. In one glance
those two understood each other. Kate demanded no terms except that they give her a
test. In fifty feet of that test she had knocked
them cold and the lot was hers. In the silent
days she wouldn't have got a look-in but
in sound she was magificent.
The picture went into the work the next
that
week. Kate made only one demand
her sets be screened in from observers. Then
she asked me to tell her when Jerry was
on the lot, so that she wouldn't run into
him. Otherwise she said nothing.
Hollywood doesn't have to wait for a picisn't
I

little

get

to

dition

brilliantly.

"Have you got

coop.
"Cigarette,

"The night

really

happy with a man she can't be proud of.
Well, that same bird might just a:s well have
Yet why is
pointed it out about men, too.

rushes

"They will," I said.
There was a pause.

soul.

bird once pointed out that no

daily

Kate.

had sensed his humiliation and was dying
within her

the

most talked-about woman on the Coast. But
she kept to herself.
I
asked her no questions until she said,
"Will Jerry go to our preview?"
"All Hollywood will go," I said.
"Jerry's all I'm interested in," Kate said.
"He'll be there," I said. "His own picture wasn't so forte you know.
He'll be
keen to see yours."
"Will the preview tell if I'm good?"
"The studio knows you're a wow now."
"But I want everybody to know," said

dame's his wife, do you," and Marcia Charl-

mon swept up and

are

week's shooting Kate

first

—

ture

to

be released to

know

if

it's

a

hit.

conspirators,

we

stealthily

let

our-

into Jerry's bachelor apartment.
"You go into the other room," commanded
Kate. "I'm going to wait here for him if
takes all night."
it

Midnight came and went, and one and
two o'clock before I heard the scraping of

Then I heard Jerry's
a key in the lock.
amazed, "Kate" and heard Kate's cool lovely
voice answering, "Hello, Jerry."
"What are you doing here," Jerry demanded but his voice was soft.
"I
"You're my husband," said Kate.
nearly lost you because I was a fool. I was
so in love with you I forgot to be charming. And Jerry, I forgot how completely I
was how completely I am an actress."
"You are an actress," said Jerry. "I've
just seen your picture. You were glorious."

—

—

"Yes," said Kate simply, "but it was really
revenge stuff. I had to prove to you
that I'm a better trouper than your Marcia
whatever her name is." "But because I'm
an actress oh, Jerry, I have to play parts
just

—

And all I was doing, when
went around sweeping and dusting and
being drab, was playing a part the young
housewife. And you're an actoi, Jerry, and
when you began to be a hit out here, you
had to play the part of the young-philandererall

the

time.

I

—

about-town.
just too

Result, vour pictures have been

hammy. You come back

to

me and

both be good, really we will."
"Don't
"Oh, Kate, Kate," said Jerry.
you know you're going to be the biggest
star in pictures, and I've been such a tramp?
I am mad about you when you're like this
and I hated the sight of you in gingham
and flat shoes. But darling, I should love
you no matter what and you shouldn't love
me no matter what."
we'll

"and I'd rather
to me."
There was a yety, very long pause and
I
then I heard their voices once more.
looked out of Jerry's bedroom and saw them
huddled together in a big wing chair.
"Oh, darling,"
Terry leaned over her.
he said, looking deep into her eyes, "we're
not acting now, are we'"
Kate sighed luxuriously. "We probably
"I do, though," said Kate,
kiss me than talk

have you

are,"

said

again and

Kate,
isn't it

"but we're acting together
swell?"

.
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FROM STARVATION TO
STARDOM
\Continued jrom page 27]
wall.
He would rather do high
comedy than any other type of work, for
which reason his favorite role thus far is his
brief contribution to "The Divorcee." This,

against

a

despite his conspicuous success as the tragic

young coward in "The Big House."
He is one of our best-looking young men,
but doesn't throw his personality around.
Even people who don't like actors, like Bob.
He has a keen intelligence and a sharp wit.

He knows how

Acting, being his
to live.
than his art, doesn't weigh
He would rather make
unduly upon him.
good pictures than bad ones, but his life
He plays excellent
doesn't hinge upon it.
He is a
tennis, fair golf and crafty bridge.
trade

rather

licensed pilot as to flying and is a promising
polo player.
He is also learning to rope
steers, no one knows exactly why.
He is the life of a party because he always
His humor is the
has such a good time.
cagey sort that doesn't lean on wise-cracks.
He is at once subtle and boisterous.
Apparently candid, he has the instinctive
reserve of the well-bred about his actual
self.
Particularly for publication does he
guard his privacy. His marriage, his home,
his personal life are his own and will become public property only over the dead body
good taste, which will
of his inherent

probably die only

He

likes

when Bob

Don Byrne

above

does.
all

authors and

"Messer Marco Polo" is his bible.
years he has carried page 69 of it

—the

For
in

his

Pope's advice to young Marco
Polo being Bob's own creed.
His pet hate is bad acting and he hopes
that, if he ever does much of it, some one
will shoot him
and not with a camera. He
doesn't see how stars can give out more
than five interviews, having by then told
-one their own and four
five life-storiesthey have heard about.
He does charming,
thoughtful things for people, using underHe
hand methods to avoid being thanked.
is given
to fairly infrequent moods and is
hot-tempered on occasion.
He's a swell guy and a credit to the clan
wallet

*
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HOLLYWOOD
[Continued

wood

ji

quota of bachelors and maidens
and June Collyer is to the younger crowd
what Mary Pickford is to the older its
leader.
When Prince George of England,
third son of the King, visited the Gold Coast
last winter, June was his dining-and-dancing
partner. Mary Brian is another popular member of this crowd.

—

has

its

—

Of the men, Ronald Colman to me is a
thoroughbred if there ever were one; a gentleman of fine culture, whose romance is his
active being.
And I especially like Gary
Cooper, who epitomizes the gallantries of
western America in its earliest days.
At
home on his ranch, Gary is the same silent,
strength-and-tenderness sort of chap we find
him in his pictures. And don't think for one
moment that William Haines is the wisecracking smart-aleck in real life that he is
on the screen. Instead, he is a scion of an
old Southern family, with a brilliant mind
and manners above reproach.
think Hollywood society is
I
delightful in the world and the
most basically sound. Because position in
Hollywood is dependent upon the individual,
not on the
and that individual's ability

All in
the most

all,

—

flirls

{Continued

YOU like to draw?

your
your

into

talent,

make

natural

Commercial Art

Develop

the most of

ability

—

a field

!

Get
where

not a handicap,
and where you are paid as much
as a man of equal ability.

youth

is

an

asset,

Federal Students Are Successful
Many Federal Students and grad-

—

—

are
girls as well as men
uates
making $2,000, $4,000, $5,000 and

—

$6,000 yearly
Art is a vital part

—

Learn
routine

Many

at

Home

spend

your

in Spare
time

gets
that
worlc
students
Federal

And as her little
guorous, carefree hours.
body grew more tanned, her mind acquired a
new maturity. She got a better slant on the
Lying there in the warm
and compromise.
sand, she learned tolerance
Granted that she still wanted Lydell to
he would be able to
supervise her pictures
make her path so much easier. But Janet
began to realize that regardless of whether
or not she could have her own way, there
was a job of ivork to be done! She came to
know that an artist cannot pick up a career

whole

situation.

—

—

and

some much more.
of modern business

set

it

down

at will

—

it

is

too closely a

part of herself.
About that time,

Winfield Sheehan reYork. He and Janet met.
They were still friends. The quarrel had
just_ a star
never been one of personalities
and the machine. So negotiations with the
studio were soon under way. The sun began
to poke his head through the storm-clouds.
turned from

millions of dollars are paid yearly
for illustrations and designs.

Why

13]

amassed by a preceding generation.
For background in society, that is, the
number of generations from such to such, is
wealth

not always indicative of breeding.

certainly

have never yet been to a representative
gathering of prominent motion picture people where there was anything like the amount
of drinking, flirting and risque conversation,
that takes place in the so-called smart sets
of every large and small town throughout
America.
I

that when some of my friends
they are going to accuse me of
being prejudiced, of glossing over the foibles
of movieland, because of my personal liking
for its people. But that is not the case.

Oh,

read

know

I

this

am

absolutely sincere in what I say. I
to be born of one of the oldest
families in America. And because of that, I
have been thrown with the so-called society
families of New York and every other ciry
in which I have lived. I have known intimately
I

happened

leaders of this country and Europe.
repeat, emphatically, that Hollywood
Society is equal, if not a shade superior, to
any other in the world
social

And

I

THE STORY BEHIND THE SIGNING OF THE
GAYNOR-FOX PACT OF PEACE

DoWell in

Do

SOCIETY

om page

New

—

Time

wearisome
you nowhere?
quickly
have
in

fr ot7i

page 29}

Several conferences followed, with the result that Janet is going back to work.

known that she didn't gain all
those who know Hollywood's
"littlest rebel" say she didn't lose all of them.
And though she won't talk about her new
arrangement with the studio, she's a mighty
While

it

is

her points,

happy

now.

right

little girl

"I'm

just like a race-horse, straining at the

bit to get onto the track again," she shyly
"I'm so glad everything's all setadmitted.

tled

— though

right

I

from the

knew
first.

it would come out all
We're bound to have a

my studio and I. The
course of true love never does run smooth,
few disagreements,
you know!"
And Fox?
"Janet's

As

superb!" says

for Lydell

Fox proudly.

—he

Peck

doesn't say

thing.
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WHY CHAPLIN WON'T
TALK
\jZontinued from page 17]

shadow

you had watched for
was sufficient thrill,
The newbut now all that is passed.
Talking pictures must
ness has worn off.
prove thennselves of worth entirely on the
strength of their using dialogue and on that
The
basis, I claim they have not succeeded.
net result has been to make audiences shop
more than ever for entertainment.

To hear

a

suddenly

years

that

speak

"In contrast, is 'City Lights.'
It
ceedingly enthusiastic about it.

am

I

is

ex-

truly a

motion picture, as motion pictures should be,
conI
which means motion and no talk.
it is seen, sixty percent of the productions thereafter will revert

fidently believe that after

non-dialogue.
that I don't mean pictures without
Sound effects,
sound and synchronization.
and music synchronization are good. Neither
retards action. It is only dialogue that does

to

"By

that.

"Besides, if producers would speak frankthat
through the
they would confess
one-hundred percent talkies
adoption
of
they have placed themselves in an exceedingly limited market.
To face the world market
for pictures that used to exist, a producer
must invest almost more than he can get
back on his pictures."
"I don't quite understand that," I said.
Chaplin gazed at me for a moment. "It's
"Talkies mean the
like this," he explained.
bringing to Hollywood of entire companies of
players from foreign lands to make foreign
versions that entail great added expense. An
entirely new version must be made for the
ly,

French, another for the German, still another
for the Italian and so on around the world.
In silent pictures the majority, if not all, of
the scenes shot for the American version were

good everywhere.
"Besides, talkies mean, or have meant to
adaptations of stage plays to movie
technique.
To my mind a good talking picture made from a good stage play is inferior to the original, while a good silent
picture with all its permissable elaboration of
date,

the

same stage success

Chaplin

smiled.

is

superior."

hope

"I

I'm

not

pre-

judiced," he said, "but having seen so many
talkies I still maintain it would be the most

of my life to depart from pantomime to talk since between the two there is
I
must repeat
no comparison whatsoever.
that I think the one an art and the other
foolish

move

something so formless you can't name

"The new vogue
thing and that

"The news

is

good for
the news reel.
is

idea

reel

is

it.

just

marvelous.

one

Every Woman Should
"DEAUTIFUL HAIR—with

D

thing that is a record, if a true one, is very
dramatic indeed and new events, being facts,
are the most dramatic things on the screen.
It gives every one an opportunity to see what
is
going on in the world, even though it
may transpire in a foreign land and news of
it come in a foreign
tongue.
Even though
every audience can not understand the language, it knows, at least, it is seeing something real, something that is not fictitious.
And to make people accept reality is, as we
all know, the greatest art in the world."

all

that

he

tells

— hotcha-cha!

is.

Watch

And
for

does he

him!

tell

important

in
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—
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MEN

self-confident

{Continued from page 31]

And through all the terrific struggle, one
small girl pitted against a giant industry,
she has had to fight alone.
There has been
no one to whom Clara Bow could return in
the evening for sympathy and encouragement.
Many a girl would have been content with
a half-portion love even though it fell far
short of her ideal.
But not Clara Bow.
She thought she had found true love when
she met Gilbert Roland.
It was during the
making of "Mantrap," in which she began
to taste the sweets of first success.
Roland,
too, had just made his first step toward fame.

For a while the two youngsters shared
others' hopes and dreams.
They became engaged. Then, Clara was sent to San
Antonio with the "Wings" company.
each

Twenty miles away Victor Fleming was
"The Rough Riders." So a zealous

directing
publicity

department conceived the idea of
announcing the "]T" girl's engagement to
Fleming.

Moments

that Matter:

when you

your arms to pin back

.

.

.

raise

—

a stray lock and your dress is sleeveless
When the tiny lamp on a "table for two"
.

.

.

shines full on your bare fore-arm
when
you cross your knees and realize suddenly
that your sheer hose are so transparent
.

.

.

.

.

.

You can meet such moments with nonchalance

if

your skin shows no trace of ugly

superfluous hair.

The most

modern way to keep
your under-arms, fore-arms and legs free of
pleasant

fuzzy growth

to use

is

DEL-A-TONIE
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Hair-remover*

JT'hite

Easy to use as cold cream,
Del-a-tone actually removes hair safely in three
minutes or less. This snowy
white, faintly fragrant cream
.

your skin [ Jnr^- ^
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*Perfected through our exclusive formula.
r>el-a-tone Cream or Powder—
at drus and department stores.
Or sent prepaid in U. S. in plain
wrapper, SI. Money back If
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with

infuriated

wires

—broken-

wires.

Clara did what she could to explain matters, but a real rift had developed.

Soon afterward, Gilbert Roland was signed
Norma Talmadge.

to play the lead opposite

He

has never again come into Clara's

life.

Then Gary met

out.

I
J

mutinous-eyed

Clara, once more alone, dyed her hair a
brighter red, drove her car a little faster.
And went down to the beach where she
could watch the eternal sea wondering.

—
—

Much

has been said about Clara's ill-fated
romance with Earl Pearson much has been
written.
In reality, it is a tragic little
episode, such as might happen to any of us.
But, because it happened to Clara Bow, the
spotlight has been turned on it unmercifully.

Clara went to the hospital to have her appendix removed.
While there, she was attended by a young interne. Dr. Pearson.
Their relation of doctor and patient soon
developed into a real friendship.
But Dr.
Pearson was married. Despite their very real
to each other, they realized the
of their case.
They decided never
to see each other again.
Pearson went to
Germany for further study. And Clara Bow
attraction
futility

met Harry Richman.
There is little doubt

that Harry, a shrewd
business man fully realized the publicity
value of an engagement to Clara Bow. But
there is also little doubt that he felt for her
a genuine affection. Richman, more than any
other, gave Clara the tangible evidences of
love. He showered upon her the many attentions which all women love and about which
Hollywood men know so little. He was the
perfect fiance. Mis was none of the good-natured, careless camaraderie to which she was

—\^

1929 sales

—

r

of Del-a-tone

Cream reached a record

\]V
''n\
^\.\\

volitme—four times
oreater than any previovsyear. Superi-

Lately, much has happened to Clara Bow.
She has seen Pearson and Richman again.
Dr. Pearson Clara saw in Dallas. Under
guise of a rest, she recently visited the Texas
city,
and those who know her best insist
that it was not love which drew her. That
it was
merely to reassure herself that her
feeling for him was dead.
That when she

him away, she

sent

Trial
Offer
V-'llVJ.

Miss Mildrrd Hadley. The Dclntone Comonny
Dept. 1410 Uclatone UldB.. 23;l E. Onturio St.. Chicago,
cape Bend me in plain wrapper prepaid, Rencrous

and Harry Richman, no one knows.
But
when she had been in the city only a few
days, Harry went to Buffalo to a prize-fight.
Which would seem to write finis to that.
Bringing us to Rex Bell.
is

opposite

the
the

young Westerner who played
"IT" girl in "True to the

Navy."

III.
j

trial

closed that chapter.

After leaving Dallas, Clara went to New
York.
What transpired there between her

He
r

sullen,

Evelyn Brent.

'

.

.

the public gaze with poise. ^""0" "dor.
Send coupon below for generous trial tube.

-

wires,

her

this time, she was cast in "Children
Divorce."
Opposite her was
Gary
Cooper. Their meeting was a blinding, dazzling conflagranon which soon burnt itself

—

Use Del-a-tonefordainti- ^'^moval of unaer-arm batr
ness— itwillenableyoutomeet lessens perspi-

^

hearted

deluged

About

of

But, his very facility in the art of making
love bespoke long training
and easy forgetfulness.
Even before Richman left Hollywood whispers hinted that all was not well
with Clara's romance and after his return to
New York, the murmurs increased.

soft.

'^-f

He

—

accustomed.

hair- remover, leaves

satiny smooth

Nothing loath to garner some harmless
headlines, Clara consented.
The wires carried the story, and next morning Roland's
breakfast was ruined by the news.

During this time there was one friend who
stood by her Victor Fleming, the innocent
cause of her unhappiness.
He was an older
man, of deep compassion. Who knows but
that Clara felt she might find love in his
tender understanding.^ But, neither was that to
be.
Suddenly, Clara saw no more of Fleming.
Neither would discuss it, but Clara
became a litde gayer, a litde noisier.

,

|

Simple and youthful, he is a little
Clara's interest in him.
And mixed
with his very human ardor is a quality of
worship and reverence for her which is

awed by

hound
will

to soothe her tired spirit.
Maybe he
be the one to bring fulfillment to the

hungry heart of the
has

little

given everything but

girl

to
love.

whom

life

a

!

—

!

!
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YOUNG WOMAN OF
MANHATTAN

a Million People

Half

[Continued from page 14}

have learned: music this easy way

dette was so tickled with the unexpected
plaudits heaped upon her that she celebrated
by treating herself to a diamond bracelet.

Paramount celebrated by annexing her serfor one year at the guh-randest salary
with the stipulation that her stage work was
vices

not to be interrupted.
Of course, the fact that she could confine
with the exception of
all
her pictures
"Manslaughter" to the East, influenced her
not a little.
You see, New York holds a
great attraction for her.
His name is Norman Foster.
She eloped with him three
years ago when he was male lead in "The
Barker" and he's been the "head man" ever
You movie fans had the chance of
since.
making his acquaintance in "Young Man of
Manhattan" in which he played the title
role opposite Claudette.
He has the bluest
eyes I've ever seen but when he read the
that
script and counted
the love scenes

—

Richard Arlen was scheduled for, he felt that
"charity begins at home"
and went hot

fasyasAr^'C

foot after the role himself.
P. S.
He got the job.

over half a million deYES,
over
lighted men and women

Norman hates the social racket even more
than Claudette, so they lead the quietest kind

the world have learned
this quick, easy way.

away from the stage and screen. They
have a few intimate friends Miguel CovarRose Rolanda, the
rubias, the caricaturist
dancer
Henri Bataille, the French playwright whom they entertain quietly at home.
Norman doesn't dance and Claudette won't
with any other partner, so they are never
seen at the popular rendezvous around town
of life

—

—

—

When

they dine in public, it is usually at
Claudette likes its
the Lafayette because
French atmosphere or at the Hotel Plaza
because Norman likes its comfortable chairs.
On the one occasion when Claudette and
lunched at the Ritz, I was amused to
I
see how disappointed the head waiter was
when she deliberately chose an inconspicuous
table and sat with her back to the raised
All
lorgnettes of the "Celebrity Hunters."
were so obligingly "on
the other stars

parade

!"

Claudette's

closest

pal
song,

her mother.
but that's only

is

a theme
because you don't know Madame Colbert.
She is Claudette twenty years from now
beautiful woman whose youthful figure and

Sounds

like

—

big, black eyes are offset

grown white.

by

Just

day

all

hair,

prematurely

Monsieur Colbert, whose

pic-

uncannily resemble Ronald Colman
years
ago so
in expression, died several
Madame Colbert makes her home with
Claudette.
She worships this only daughter
of hers, and yet she is not the doting parent
who prattles incessantly about "my child"
and carries clippings about her stuffed in her
In short, she is the sort of
pocketbook.
mother you wouldn't mind sitting in on your
interview.
She never does.
Claudette first decorated the sidewalks of
New York in 1913, when accompanied by
her mother, father and brother, Jean, she
arrived from her native Paris.
She was seven
years old then and couldn't speak a word of
English.
A public school education has robbed her of even the slightest vestige of an
accent
not a single "mais oui" or an "ooh
la la" has been retained for publicity purposes.
Indeed, she is so thoroughly American now that it is only when you hear her
jabbering away with her maids at home or
with Chevalier in the French version of "The
Big Pond" that you realize her foreign
tures so

—

birth.

Like all French children of the upper class,
she was raised according to the strictest code.
She was never allowed to go out unchaperoned until she was eighteen and then

a

The

it.

am

"I

!

well

it is

Don't miss
times

favorite
surprise
all

C.

in the Englanguage.
will
I
give the U. S.
School
of
Music my
best
aproval." A.
P.
B., Clinton, N. C.

too,

—

can do

Many
lion

Ukulele
Cornet

Trombone

Harp

Piccolo

half

mil-

know one

note

of

didn't

this

Guitar

Hawaiian

—

From

the very start you are playing real tunes perfectly by note. You
simply can't go wrong, for every step,
from beginning to end, is right before
your eyes in print and picture. First

how

a picture slioxvs

do a thing, then
you how, then you do
to

And almost
yourself and hear it.
before you know it you are playing
it

your favorite pieces
classics.

make

it

No

—

private

clearer.

T.ittle

jazz,

earnest about
the crowd of
be a "big hit"
you really do
your favorite
instrument, to become a perfcjrmer whose services will be

German

—

—

demand fill out and mail
the convenient coupon asking
for our Free Booklet and Free
Demonstration Lesson. These

in

explain our wonderful method fully and
show how easily and quickly you can
learn to play at little expense. The booklet

also

will

tell

>ou about the amazing

new Automatic Finger Control.
ments are supplied when needed
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your

New York
free

Own Home,"

could
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students of

City.
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with introduction b

Crime. Free IXmonsir.ition Lesson .mo
am
I
of your easy payment pl.in.
the following course:

"instrT".

N.ime

methods.

City.

iioii

City.

— plenty

That's why
acconiplishtncnt.
School of Music get ahead
the U.
three times as fast as
twice as fast
those who study old-fashioned, plodding

—

If you are in
wanting to join
entertainers and
at any party
if
want to play

ballads,

teacher

theory

Mandolin

Accordian
Voice and Speech
Culture
Harmony and
Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger
Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5String or Tenor)

—

told

Free Booklet and
Demonstration Lesson

'Cello
Steel Guitar

Italian and

ment.
Best of all they
music
found
learning
amazingly easy. No monotonous hours of exercises
no tedious scales no expensive
teachers. This simplified method made
learning music as easy as A-B-C

you are

I

now

Start

Sight Singing
Piano Accordian

from another yet in half
the usual time they learned
to play their favorite instru-

—

ularity

Pick Your Course
Organ

and

your

Enjoy the popyou have been missing.
Get your share of the musician's
pleasure
and
profit

always

Violin
Clarinet
Flute
Seixophone

play

to

instrument

everywhere.

lish

Piano

more good

now

—

any clearer

nezv modern method perfected by the U. S. School
of Music! And what these
people have done, YOU,

big

friends.
Change from a wallflower to
the center of attraction. Music
is the best thing to offer at a
party musicians
are
invited

They could not be made

Surely this is convincing
proof of the success of the

anj^

Learn

!

your

"I have found the lessons
very
interesting
and exceedingly easy.

some instrument.

surprisingly low

fees to private teachers.

as simads in the
various mi-gazines say,
'Easy as A-B-C.
I
don't see how anyone
could
go wrong with
it."—J. W., Asheville,

N.

is

own home — without paying

method

your

—

of teaching
ple as your

thousands are daily enjoying the pleasure and popularity of being able to play

cost

you choose. And remember, you
are studying right in your

getting on extra

u'ltli

spare time each
enjoy every min-

—and you

averaging only a few cents a day— and the
price is the same for whatever instrument

SUCCESS

—

of your

little

needed

ute of

music,

Half a million— 500,000
what a gigantic orchestra
they would make Some are
playing on the stage, others
orchestras,
and many
in

is
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State.
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MONEY— Spare-Time or

Make BIG

—

with Hawaiian Guitar
Full -Time
Be the life of every party— be paid big for
spare-time hours! Dances parties,
pay REAL CASH for the
>t melodious music of the Hawaiian
can make $25 a week and up
tar.
extra; or $65 to $100 aweek full-time pay
»3ttas--all

YOU

[oMusicaIKnowIedgeNeeded;Learn
Quick Right at Home in 1 to 3 Monihs
My easy method explains everything.
"o hard practice, no tnesome
'scales" to learn. You play real
tunes from the very hrst! And in
only 1 to 3 short months you can

learned

a

actually be playlnK/or pay. I 11
prove it to you without cost:
get my FRtiE Boolt below)

ew chords

when

1

was asked

to play at a dance.
Received sixteen
dollars (S16) for
one night's play-

A.Prutzr
Lekighton
"Only qu

way throu(
courseand

all

playinK 3 evei
a week, s p]
time, for $10

i

-J.krulichi, U
cheuer.Ont..Co

"Have mad
most S200 wii
Hawaiian GuitQi
spare-time.

-John B.
lin.

McM

Cadets Alu

she became engaged to the first boy she ever
kissed because she thought Emily Post ex
pected it of her.
It was always her ambition to become an
artist.
She has already accomplished it on
stage and screen but not on canvas as yet.
Her visit to the Isle of Bailee this summer
will be for the purpose of devoting all her
leisure to her oils.
It is still her ambition to
specialize in portrait work someday.
Strangely enough, she had never entertained any thought of a stage career.
She
was precipitated into it by the happy expedient of meeting Anne Morrison at tea.
Miss Morrison was about to produce her
and offered
play, "The Wild Westcotts"
Claudette three lines in it, "just as a lark."
So Claudette accepted them "pour le sport."
But from the very first smell of greasepaint,
wanted to
she knew that she had
be an actress
Because her father so heartily disapproved
of this sudden turn of events, Claudette
promised him that if she didn't establish a
name for herself within five years, she
would abandon all thought of a stage career.
It was the easiest promise she ever had to
Within three years she had scored
keep.
overnight sensation in "The Barker."
lan
It is a matter of record that she has been
giving repeat performances ever since.

—

ALWAYS

If genius is "the infinite capacity for taking pains" then Claudette Colbert is a
genius
indisputably.
I have never met another actress who is quite so sincere about
her work
so constantly striving for im-

—

—

provement.
I had the privilege of attending
of one of her pictures with her.
She gave a beautiful performance.
That I
have yet to see her give a bad one is beside
the point.
When she left the theatre she
was so besieged by worshipping fans that it
required the protection of the police to escort her to her car.
Was her chest expansion
visibly increased by all this flattering attention?
Not by a long shot! The entire way
home she worried for fear that she wasn't
as good as she might have been
that
perhaps she wasn't suited to the part
that certain scenes could have been played

Recently,

a pre-view

.

.

.

.

.

.

differently.

laughed

at

know

that

her unnecessary worries and
it is this very lack of smug
self-complacency that has given Claudette the
enviable position she now holds.
At the ripe, old age of twenty four, she is
considered one of the most outstanding
I

yet

I

on the American stage and

actresses

screen.
beautiful, successful, rich, happily
married and very, very sane about life. That's

Young,

What

Claudette Colbert.

a girl!
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train

you at home, quickly
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learn: how Isendyoa

everythingyou need.
Clip the coupon and
send It today. NOWI

although Levee was busy with work on the
"Tom Sawyer."
production
of
pending
It
Then, like a bolt, the idea struck him.
was one of those absurd coincidences so

country in the world.
What I'd do," he
continued in a worldly, practical tone the
quick transitions of the very young, "is make
some city my headquarters and travel out in

Here
gratifying to fatalists.
and logical "Tom Sawyer."

was the only

different directions

He

"I'm not the domestic sort," he added un"I don't believe in this marryexpectedly.
ing when you're young and settling down.
I'm thirty. I've
I won't get married until
made up my mind."
And in the next breath
"Have you read 'The Motor Boys?'
My tutor never let
They're keen books.
me read them because they were 'trash,'
and I used to smuggle them and read them

Coogan pere and mere

MAIL

fMOWf

Hawaiian Studios

New
100

Yorl<
Fiftli

Avenue,

New York

<

City.

Without obMeation. send me FREE
to Learn Hawaiian Guitar." with facta on how I can make
Bid MONEY,.spare-time or full-time.

Book'" How

let

He

also

Loyola

paper.
It

226-110
Academy of Music,

to

persuaded
Jackie do the

picture during the summer holidays.
bought advertising space in the

A. F. Bloch, President,

|

i

i

|
,

is

Jackie's idea of the perfect vacation.

studio and is consumingly
fascinated by all the new mechanics of picAnd he has the whole-souled
ture-making.
devotion of the born actor to his profession.

He

adores

the

"Will you want

when you grow up

do other things, too,
Jackie?"

to

ARTISTIC ENLARGEMENTS
SIZE 16x20 INCHES
(or smaller

if

desired)

FROM ANY PHOTO
snapshot, tintype, etc.

only

98

each

Send as many pictures as you
wi3h — of Mother, Dad, Baby or
Friend, landscape or pet animals. You can have full figure,
bust or proup or any part of a

High grade LIFELIKE
reproductions guaranteed.
Regular $5.00 Value.

firoup.

f^lWPM
^MlVbPI

—

A beautiful
Highly Glazed

Hand Painted MINIATURE

reproduced from your photo will also be given with
each enlargement ordered.
SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail us photo (any size) and in a
week you will receive tne beautiful enlargement and miniature. Pay postman 98c plus postage or send one dollar with
order and we pay postage. Your original photo will be returned
unharmed. Money back if not delighted. Take advantage of
this AMAZING OFFEE and send photo today— DO IT NOW.

ALTON ART STUDIOS,
Lal<e Street

Chicago,

!

I

I

III.

Dept.

70.

130 W. 42nd street

New

Yorl< City

onlarffemontB from enclosed
PIcaBO Bond
photo. 1 will pay postman 98c plus poBtano for
each enlarfrement and miniature. ( If $1 .UO cawh
for each enlurdcment IB cneloaed with thia order,
wo pay postase.)

Check Size
Wanted
16x20in.
10x16 in.

—

from

there."

—

Now I read them all the time," he
proud to have discarded at least one

in bed.
finished,

when

of the shackles of childhood.
"What other books do you like, Jackie?"
Only below sixteen can one find a conAs
sistent procession of surprises.

the divine
a baby
spark that glowed in his wise, gentle baby
eyes and convinced Chaplin that here was
It is the
the rare jewel, pristine genius.

think Alice-in-Wonderland is a swell
read it over again all the time.
I
when I read it first I thought it
It's funny
was just a fairy-tale, but every time I read

flame of pure artistry in him, artistry far
superseding the acquired varnish of "talent,"

kinds of things that

"I
"No," he replied almost reverently.
want to act."
In this fleeting moment, was revealed the

just

5707 w.

30]

EX-

spark that

he was

made Jackie
more than

little

ageless

even

—

him from "prodigies." He
He
has no tricks, no consciousness of self.
good
is
a normal, very likeable boy with
manners and an inherently sweet and affectionate disposition— and all the alternately
maddening and ridiculous qualities of lively

that distinguishes

"I

book.

it

I

—

Why

something new.

find

there's

—

mean two

all

things
about
government and people and everything. It's
!"
sure wonderful
Also, Howard Pyle's Book of Pirates is
on the table by his bed, so as to be close
And Kipling's "Kim" is so dear
at hand.

him

to

that

he wants

terribly to

make

a pic-

adolescence.

ture of

For all his native intelligence and quick,
charming mind, he is just an average boy.
Except for that vivid flame which places him
among the chosen. Perhaps some day he may
are
take on the so-called eccentricities which
granted to geniuses by an indulgent world_
of
But, at present, he illustrates the wisdom
that,
parents, who have seen to it
his
and
primarily, he was happy, well-instructed

He likes school tremendously, except
geometry.
He is, according to his teachers,
one of those receptive pupils who occur so
an avid, bright mind that is a joy
rarely

superbly healthy.

"Of course, it's not a
from," he explains.
language that anyone really speaks any more.
But," challengingIt's just a base language.
ly, "you give me any English word and I'll

llxl4in.
SxlOin.

"Of
in

his

I'd like to

and

was a usual boy again
want to travel, too.
make maybe three pictures a year

course," Jackie
eagerness, "I

travel in between.

I'd like to see every

it.

—

to teach.

and

He

German and
his

Studying

Latin,

the

French,

latter

is,

Italian,

strangely,

favorite.

"It's

tell

especially partial to histor)'

is

languages.

nice

know where words come

to

vou where

it

comes from

in

Latin.

It

—

"

.

!
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would probably help you with your writing,"
he added with polite and grave solicitude,
"to

know where words come from

When

in Latin."

and his father toured Europe
about a year ago with a singing, talking and
dancing act, they played the sketch in three
languages.
Jackie likes Europe.
"In Frankfort they have the biggest airThe landing field is two
port in the world.
hundred acres and there's a runway a quarter
of a
there

and every

long

mile

planes

!"

—

coming

Zoom
he illustrated
and going out.
with a hand that held a piece of sandwich
and his eyes sparkled in ecstatic memory of
"zoom

that fine

Mr. Albert
Millet
of

NEW YORK
won
Prize

minutes

fifteen

Junkers

big

great

are

in

As

THIRD PRIZE IN MARLBORO AMATEUR COPY CONTEST

he

a*:^

with this
advertisement

!"

that man

likes records
gathers that, at present, he considers "classical music" a trifle sissy.
"I took the piano for a while," he said,
adding after a slight pause, "and then some
one found out and made me take it back."
He laughed delightedly and slapped his

knee with

returned from a week-end at
How did he like it?
"It isn't much fun for me around the
You see I don't drink or gamble,"
hotel.
"But down at the
he explained modestly.
tracks where they race the dogs it's great.
And there are swell trails in the hills, so I
And swimming in the pool is
ride a lot.
But I guess I like the dog races best.
fun.
You can have your horse races give me a
dog race any time. That's clean racing. You
'fix'

make such funny faces, Mamma?"

isn't

making

He

faces, Frankie.

moistening his cigarette to keep

it

is

from

sticking to his lips."

"But why does he cough, Mamma? And spit?"
"Be quiet dear. He got the end of his
cigarette wet. And he doesn't like to chew

just

Caliente.

—

can't

"He

relish.

He had

Agua

ao^^^^^^^^^^

"Why

he likes a good band and he
But one
music.
of organ

to music,

tobacco."

"Look

Mamma,

do gentlemen use rouge?"
"No, Frankie, that red spot is blood! The
poor man tore his lip when he moved
his cigarette. It's too

(For other prize winners watch magazines
and newspapers.)

tell

bad somebody doesn't

him about Marlboro's Ivory Tips!"

those."

There followed a long, eager and
dissertation
on
dog
entertaining

Which switched suddenly

really
races.

the astonishing
and marvelous fine points of tennis as
One of
played by his pal. Bill Tilden.
Jackie's dearest treasures is the ball, autographed, with which Tilden won the Davis
Cup in 1926. And, as abruptly returning
to

why take chances
with cheap cigarettes?
Enjoy Marlboro a
cigarette for those
....

who can

afford 20c
for the best.

MARLBOI
Plain or Ivory Tipped:

No

Differ ena; in Price

business,
Jackie remarked that "Tom
Sawyer" should be a very good picture.
"Junior Durkin is "Huck Finn.' He's a
And little Mitzi Green is wonderfine actor.
And John Cromwell's
She's in it too.
ful.
our director and it's such a keen story
the words tumbled out and lost themselves

to

—

in enthusiasm.

Jackie's prime idol is still Chaplin, whom
His arm affectionately around
he worships.
Pat,

solemn

his

little

joined us, Jackie tried to
tion

Chaplin.

to

"He's

—

he's so

—

brother who had
express his devo-

there's

him,"
eloquent with

nobody

like

he finished lamely, his eyes
And
the great feeling he couldn't voice.
again in those eyes was a glimpse of that
mysterious thing which makes this particular
adolescent very special.

Fuscinating^
SPARKLING, fascinating eyes and the allure
of youth can be yours.
Just use Katherine Mac

Donald's Lash Cosmetic.
It makes lashes appear
long and luxuriant yet
you do not look made up.

JetneneLoff-UniverBBl

Sh-h-h

Absolutely waterproof.
Leaves lashes soft and
natural,

moSt toilet
counters or $1

(a secret!)

you've a pet wonder about
your favorite movie star, shoot it
lot,

knows

all

the
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around a

answers

make your

to

If

to Sally Forth. Sally gets

Not a soul will know just what you have done to
hair so lovely! Certainly nobody would
dream that a single shampooing could add such beauty
—such delightful lustre— such exquisite soft tones!

goods
direct

Katherine Mac
Donald at Hollywood

ASK HER ANOTHER

lWATE.R.PR.OOn

to

knows.

She'll give

down on
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want

anything.

your

dress

45th

and

people,

she

all

you the lowSimply ad-

questions

to

Sally

Screen,

45

West

Silver

St.,

tells

New York

City.

If

you

a personal reply, enclose a

self-addressed,

A secret indeed — a beauty specialist's secret! But
you may share it, too! Just one Golden Glint Shampoo* will show you the way! At your dealers', 25c,
or send for free sample
*(Nole: Do not confuse this with other shampoos
that merely cleanse. Golden Glint Shampoo in
addition to cleansing, gives your hair a "tiny-tint"
•^a -wee little bit not much hardly perceptible.
But how it does bring out the true beauty of
your own individual shade of hair!)
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CINDERELLA UP TO DATE
[Continued from page 18}

Most of them had gorgeous hairribbons and lovely clothes.
Claire dressed
mostly in boy's trousers.
The girls spoke
casually of trips to Paris and London. Right
there, Claire's first ambition was born.
She
made up her mind that some day she, too,
at school.

would go

to

Probably

Paris

and have lovely

was

it

learning

clothes.

age

that

at

ghe me 10 days
TO PROVE

how

needlessly cruel girls can be thai
has given her the sweetness and tolerance
that enfolds her like a benediction today.
just

CAN

I

MAKE YOU

When she was thirteen her parents were
divorced.
Claire was adopted by a friend
of her mother's
Florence Colebrook Powers.

—

FOR EYES OF

YOUTH

Mrs. Powers was the head of the Denishawn School of Dancing in Rochester and
she began teaching the youthful Claire the
rhythm of motion. That fired Claire with
the ambition of one increasing purpose; an
ambition to become a great dancer so great
that she would see her name on Broadway

—

Dull, tired, bloodshot eyes

can be made to look and feel
much younger by a few applications of Murine. It clears
them up, brings back their
sparkle,

and causes them
and invigorated.

to

feel fresh

15,000 beauty ex-

perts recommend its daily
use. 60c at drug and depart-

ment stores. Try

electric

lights

as

tall

herself.

as

A

few lessons and she started to work. A
Rochester cafe owner saw her, engaged her,
had a special costume made that revealed
her young child's figure and started her out
as a sort of utility employee.
She sold
cigarettes, checked hats,
thing that came her way.

passed

rolls

'What a

—any-

life for a

Kellermann

pounds do you want to take off?

How

inches do you want \o reduce your neck, bust,
waist, hips, arms, legs, calves?^ In just 10 days you
can have the proof that my personal methods will irive
you a slender, graceful figure. It was through these
methods that I developed
"the body beautiful" and
won fame as "the world's
most perfectly formed woman." And by these same
^dflttS^^I have kept my
weight and figure without
change of one pound or one
inch for ever fifteen years.
40,000 women of every
weight, age and condition
of life have been benefited
by these methods. Xo need

methods

^

now

for you to fear obesity
any part of the body.
Graceful posture and poise
come with this ne^^' figure
in

The formula of a veteran
eye specialist. Murine positively contains no belladonna
or other injurious ingredients.
More than

in

—Annette
many
HOW
many

it!

thirteen year old

Suddenly Claire sickened of it.
She left
the restaurant and went to work in the film
laboratories of the Eastman Kodak Company.
She worked in the dark rooms. It was still
dark in the morning when she went into
them it was dark in the evening when she

—

came

out.

What dreaming kid
She went back to the
restaurant.
While she had worked for the
Kodak Company she continued her dancing at
night.
When working in the restaurant she
But always no
studied during the day.
matter where she worked, no matter how
She couldn't stand
could have stood it?

it.

—

how

nor

late,

tired she

self to practice

O/ie drop per

CORN

was

—she forced

her-

her dancing.

When she was fifteen a Russian Opca
troupe came to" Rochester.
When they left
town Claire ran away and joined them as a
ballerina.

Her

which are extraordinarily large
widened as she told me of it. "I
suppose it was a terrible thing to do but
Mrs.
why should I have stayed there?
Powers was wonderful to me but I had no
childhood no
I
had
no
real
home.
realized that my
I
clothes
no friends.
dancing was my only chance of ever getting
away and the only way I could ever hope to
capitalize on my dancing was by getting be-

and

eyes,

blue,

—

—

you
too

acquire.
Health
—will
health, that will glow

rosy complexion free
from sallowness, wrinkles,
pimples, "fag lines." Pep
and energy that will make
life worth living! Your whole
system will be cleansed of
impurities.
Constipation
and other ailments contriliuting to your present
in a

hb^^^Kf

.
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B^^^^^^~^
^^^^^^^ —

condition will be corrected.
And it's fun this quick
easy way. Spend only 15

minutes with
methods daily.

my
I

special

allow you

plenty of delicious, satisfying foods, but they produce energy instead of fat. I
use no drugs or pills; prescribe no starvation diets.
You owe it to yourself to learn about my tested methods.
1 invite you to send for a free copy of my book,
"The Body Beautiful." But please act at once. Mail the
coupon below or write.
Address, Annette Kellermann,
Inc., Suite S811. 225 West 39th Street, New York City.

ANNETTE KELLERMANlC^InT, "suite""""
West

225

39th Street,

"

New York

City.
Dear Miss Kellermann: I want to lose
pounds.
Send me your booklet. "The Body Beautiful." Requesting it does not obligate me in any way.

Name
Address
City

State

Have Pretty Round
Face and NecW

—

I stayed with the opera
hind the footlights.
a short time and then people in
Rochester traced me and had me brought

company
back."

Well-meaning, those people, undoubtedly,
but they brought her back to the restaurant
Back went tlie
and the revealing costume.
off fixed smile on lips that must have ached
Pain stops.
with the effort of keeping it there.
/^NE drop of this amazing liquid and soon sometimes
think it must have been those years of
I
any corn or callus shrivels up and loosens.
constant smiling at things she loathed that
Peel it off with youi fingers like dead skin.
gives her such a wistful look today and
Don't risk dangerous paring. Removes the
makes you think, when she smiles, of heartwhole corn. Acts instantly, like a local anaesbreak.
thetic, to stop pain while it works. Doctors
A few months more of the restaurant and
approve it.

Results bUMIlIlTEEII
Miss
N e\-.

,

Corns come

Satisfaction guaranteed. Works alike on
corn or calUis old or new, hard or soft.
'

—

departed again
York the savings of
thirty hard round iron
Claire

any

—

a

"GETS-IT

belt.

—

She had read

this

her

men
in

time
vivid

— tucked
a

New

for
lifetime

away

theatrical

in

trade

World's
paper that Ed Wynne was casting the road
Fastest Way company of "The Perfect Fool."

Gonzales
of
Reno,
"T have used

w rites

:

Tiffciny Tissue Builder only
tu o weeks and already it

has filled out my sunken
cl eeks and removed wearied.
\\ urn -out
lines that woman
dreads.
I
used to look so
old
for niy
age, but now
am proud of my appearance.
ncco.nplisl
\

iHirself.

Simply
I'U^li

>i<e

more

You, too, should be able tn
wonderful results for
such
tiresome
exercise
necessar>'.
the Tiffany Builder method to denisf

flesh.

Results guaranteed or your money promptly refunded if you are not delighted after 4 weeks'
Price $3 prepaid.
Scud check, money
use.
If
you prefer, send no
order, or currency.
money but deposit $.1 plus tew cents postage with
postman when he dcli \ ors il

TIFFANY LABORATORIES,
1113 Hanna Bldg,

INC.

Cleveland, O.
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She sat up all night in a day coach, afraid
to spend her money on a Pullman.
In New
York she found the theatre even before she

than any royalty abroad.
He had never had to work in his life and
he wanted to take Claire away with him to
make up for all the years of sordid drudgery
she had put in before she met him.
But
Claire still
had that third ambition to
achieve.
So she went on dancing.
Arthur Hopkins saw her and asked if she
would like to play the feminine lead in the
London production of "Burlesque"
the
part that Barbara Stanwyck played in New
York and that Nancy Carroll played in the
movies.
'Would she?

—

looked for a place to sleep.
The director
noticed her
who wouldn't?
gave her a
chance to do a few kicks and pirouettes and

—

—

engaged her.
Three weeks of endless rehearsals during
which time she eked out an existence on
what was left of her thirty dollars and the
company left town on a tour. Most of the
booking consisted of split weeks. Five days
later she and her room-mate were fired
They had missed the train on which the
company left town and although they caught
the next train and arrived in ample time for
the first appearance, they found their places
had been filled.
The girls wept copiously on each other's
shoulders and the management of the "Perfect Fool" was forced to pay their transportation back to New York.
Claire hit town in the morning, heard of
an opening in the chorus of "Little Jesse
James," applied for it and faced her first
New York audience that same night.
A chorus girl's salary isn't luxurious, no
matter what the story books say.
Claire
needed more money.
So she started working in night clubs
the Casa Lopez
Texas
Guinan's.
At one time she was working

—

—

So presently Mr. and Mrs. Clifford 'WarSmith departed for London and Mrs.
Smith played Bonnie for six months while
Mr. Smith applauded and beamed with
ren

pride.

But there was still that sign on Broadway
she had set herself to earn. So when
"Burlesque" closed, Claire and Clifford came
back.
Al 'Woods sent for her and offered
that

her a part in "Scarlet Pages."
"Is there any singing or dancing in it?"

demanded Claire. She now had a desire to
show people that could act as well as dance.
"Not a single kick, sweetheart," Al answered and for the next few months she appeared six nights and two matinees a week
as the girl on trial for patricide.
The engagement ended with a nervous
breakdown for Claire. She had been on the
stage for years but she had spent most of

—

simultaneously in three night clubs after her
evening performance at the theatre.
"I don't know now how I did it," she said
quite simply.
"At the time it seemed
quite matter of fact because I knew I had to.
Often it was four o'clock in the morning
before I had a chance to go on and do my
number. I'd get home as soon as I could
and get to bed, but I had to be up around
noon again so I could get my dancing lesson in before the night performance.
The
matinee days were the worst for they meant
tw'o performances at the theatre, three at the
night clubs and dancing lesson besides."

About this time John Murray Anderson
saw her, sent for her and offered her a part
in the last of the Music Box Revues.
She
did a specialty dance.
But when the show
closed its New York run and went on tour,
Claire was missing.
She had achieved the
first of her three ambitions.
She was Paris
bound.
A French theatrical agent had arranged a
number for her in one of the big revues in
Paris.
One night the great Mistinguette was
ill.
Claire went on in her place.
She was
a riot and her star began to ascend in the
theatrical sky.
Instead of sitting back and
relaxing after that Claire worked and studied
the harder
not only dancing but languages
anything that might be of help to her.
She had perfected her dancing.
She now

—

—

started

perfecting herself.

was while she was playing in Paris that
Ziegfeld saw her.
Claire came home with a
It

three year contract as premiere danseuse of
the Follies.

And that was when the second of her
Cinderella dreams was realized for she met
the Prince
and married him. He hadn't a
kingdom he hadn't even a title but he
had everything that really mattered in Claire's
life and he was a prince among men.
For
the first time someone really loved her.
His
name was Clifford 'Warren Smith and he
came from one of the Back Bay families of

—
—

Boston

—an

—

aristocracy

more

impregnable

'1

the time dancing.
part she didn't

'When she got a dramatic
know how to act it she
could only live it.
And night after night
she went into actual hysterics on the stage.
When she recovered Fox signed her for
pictures and she is making her debut in
their nretentious film of prison life
"Up

—

—

The River."
"The things

that

me

have happened to

don't seem real any more," she said dreamily.
"When I go home at night and my husband meets me and we sit there together, it
seems as though all those old horrors must

have happened
pose they have

to

someone

left

their

else.
Yet I supmarks on me in

—

my" character.
I
don't regret anything I've
ever gone through.
Everything is grist for
the mill and if hardships don't teach you'
anything else, they teach you tolerance and
forbearance.
And how to take the bitter
with the sweet."

"Are you happy now?" I asked suddenly.
There was no particular reason for the question except that once you come to know her,
nothing on earth seems quite so important as
that Claire should be happy.

"Happy?"

she echoed while her eyes
"happier than I ever dreamed I
could be.
"We've been married two years
and are more in love today than we've ever
been.
I've met my prince, I've been to
Paris and I've at last got a start towards
that electric sign
only now with the movies,
I suppose it will
have to be a twenty-four

REMOVES
.

.

HAIR
Magic

as if by

Imagine the joy of having Satin-Smooth
Skin free from the Blemish of Hair.

—

so easy when you use the delicately
perfumed, liquid De Miracle. You Can
Actually Wash Away Unwanted Hair!
It is

misted,

—

sheet poster" instead."

sign and the twenty-four sheet poster
with her name in letters as high as herself

seem

to

me

I'll

relatively

unimportant.

remember her

the girl
night club

as

But

who

languorously in a
with
waving about her who looked as
though she belonged in moonlit gardens
and who later married the prince and lived
happily forever after.
feathers

De

Miracle and rinse with clear warm
You can see the hairs dissolve.

water.
IT

SOUNDS LIKE MAGIC

ACTLY

WHAT

—

LOVE AND HISSES
Silver Screen is your magazine— we want to voice your opinions
as well as our own
we re offermg prizes for the three best letters every month about plays and
players
Letters will be judged purely on merit. So, tell
us what you think about pictures, the stars you love and the stars you hate.
Keep the letters short— not more than
200 words, please, and sign your real name and address.

!

YET THAT

IS

EX-

HAPPENS.

No razors, no pastes, no waxes, no powders
to mix.

The

always
danced

Just sponge the unsightly growth with

The

hair is washed away, quickly,
not only that but De Miracle
retards the reappearance of hair, and positively will not coarsen the growth.
safely

— and

so important to have hair-free skin
under sheer-silk stockings, when you wear
evening dress, or bathing suit. Every fastidious woman must use De Miracle and it
is the "only" liquid depilatory you can buy!
It is

—

Sold everywhere: 60jf, $1.00 and $2.00. If
you have any difficulty obtaining it, order
from us, enclosing $L00. De Miracle,Dept.
L-1 , 138 W. 14th Street, New York City.

bo,
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Prize

$15.00

Second Prize.

.$10.00

Third Prize.

.$5.00
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Your search

BUDDY'S FEMININE

for the

Right Face Powder

Ended!

IS

Sneaking of Girls-^

FANCY
{Continued jrom page 15}

"What kind of girl would you like to
be Mrs. Buddy?" I asked.
Buddy was

in

dressing

his

room

at

the

New York, Paramount, relaxing
between numbers, wearing a dark blue dressing gown and the famous Rogers smile,
drinking a lemonade and listening to that
Brooklyn,

chorus outside the window, shouting,

"We

want Buddy."
don't

"I

Buddy

said,

know what
which was

kind of girl

I

like,"

certainly a nice, safe

answer.

"Blonde or brunette " I prodded.
"When I'm going with a blonde," said
Buddy, "I think I like light hair best. But

HERE are 3 face POWDERS
FOR THE 3 SKIN TYPES

A

new

—

awaiting you a new
adventure in loveliness. For now you
obtain a face
powder made
especially for your type of skin.
thrill is

can

Beauty experts say that your skin is
one of three types oily, dry or nor-

—

mal. So Plough has created three face
a powder for each type.

powders

—
—know

Today

the thrill of using
the face powder made just for you.
See how it brings fineness and smoothness of texture; how it changes dull,
sallow skin to radiant clearness and

makes your complexion look so fresh,
so youthful. You will be amazed! No
longer will you be bothered with
"shiny" nose and constant repowder-

You

be surprised to find out
that any powder could be so marvel-

ing.

will

when I'm rushing

a brunette,

both.

Buddy and Claire went everywhere. Claire
got out of her marriage with Bert Lytell.
Would she get into another with Buddy
Rogers?
Nobody knew till Buddy began
going with Mary Brian.
Mary is sweet, soft, shy, appealing.

Mary is the college boy's favorite.
And
Buddy was once a college boy himself. That
went on for quite some time but when
spring and Maytime came around. Buddy beblonde and two

FOR

DRY SKIN—Choose

Plough's

"Favorite Bouquet" Face Powder, light
texture, in the square box, 30c.

—
Choose Plough's
Powder,
medium

FOR NORMAL SKIN
"Exquisite"
texture,

in

Face

the round

box,

50c.

Each of Plough's Face Powders comes
in White, Flesh, Pink, Brunette and
Sun- Tan tints and is sensibly priced
wherever beauty creations are

sold.

you are not certain as to which
Plough Face Powder you should buy,
write
Peggy Martin, Beauty Consultant,
Plough, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.,
specifying the tint you want and you
If

receive free test packages
three different powders.

will

of the

Buddy has stopped

said

Buddy.

girl

who

Collyer.

is

But then
coloring matters much,"
"It's the personality.
I like a

lively

rather quiet myself.

—

I

perhaps because I'm
like a girl who can

"I'd want my wife to be interested in
music," said Buddy. "It would be terrible if
she didn't share my greatest enthusiasm. Besides, how else could she stand my practicing

the

stands

November

10th.

—

The glory of lustrous hair may be yours
through the use of Hennafoam, the shampoo
that contains a pinch of henna. Buy a bottle
at your dealer's or send 10c for a generous
sample to Dept. 1 1-A, the Hennafoam Corporation, 511 V. 42nd St.. New York City.

under HAftRVRESER
the Worlds GreatestBan/oistmm^
The

Famous

(I was so dumb I thought baritone was a
tone of voice, but it seems you not only sing
in it, but play on it.
It's used in small town
bands.)

like

Her

to

be a

musician,"

said

Her to play in pictures. I'd
certainly want Her to have a career of her
own. Girls who work are usually more interesting.
I'd want Her to be intelligent.
"I'd like

But not too

Her

a

intelligent.

After

all,

I

want Buddy," came the chorus of
below.
Buddy wanted a girl
who worked. And the girls who worked
couldn't be there, in mid afternoon, shouting, "We want Buddy."

down

"I'd

Her

like

Buddy.

books, but

I

be fond of reading,"
haven't much time for
like to hear about them."
"I

to

widely

BE POPULAR— MAKE MONEY

At heme, parties, or week-end gatherings, the banjo
player has many friends. Also the banjo is vitally essential in the dance orchestra of today.
Banjoists make
big money.
Learn more about this inexpensive course.

my FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Send for
148

West

Banjo Studio No. 40
New York, N. Y.

46th Street,

HOME
Send yonrname and aodresa for free booklet givins interestinff invital facts nbont Advertising-. Fiodout how wejr-tnparo
yoa at home, in your spare time, for the opportunitiea open in this
fascinating basmeaa. Practical work. No text boobs. Old oatablished school. Successful g-raduatea everywhere. Joat tho plan yoa
formation and

have always wanted. Write today.

No obligation.

PACE -DAVIS SCHOOL OF ADVERTISING
Dept.

417S~),

3601 Michigan Ave.,

-

Cliicago, U.

S. A.

have to

"We

said

the

an amazingly simple Banjo Course by mail
which anyone, even without musical talent, can
master at home in a few spare hours.
Positions,
fingering and chords thoroughly illustrated and explamed.
Students and Professionals heartily endorse
tins Simplified Home Method.
Costs only a few cents
day.
Special Banjos for Students.

little."

Pointing to his head, he grinned that fagrin which makes brunettes as dizzy as
blondes.
girls

Leader
of
Broadcasted

CLICQUOT CLUB ESKIMOS
offers

still

is

mous

Do you want to get in on it? Watch
for the announcement in the December
issue of Silver Screen on all news-

—

"Ifind that sparkling hail hair that catches
the lights of the theatre
is an invaluable
addition to feminine beauty. In casting my
productions, I always keep this in mind."

learning the saxophone. He
plays the trombone, the trumpet, and drums
quite well, and something called a baritone.

fool

THE HIGHEST RATE EVER
PAID WRITERS

"glorification of the American girl"
has received international recognition, says:

HARRY RESER,

saxophone?"

Buddy

Flo Ziegfeld

whose

There
with a

make me laugh."
"Like Mary Brian," I said, trying to fancy
Mary shaking hands with a joke.
From below came the chorus, "We want
Buddy."
Not knowing, those girls as they
Stood there, which of them Buddy wanted.

"I'd

CREATED BY PLOUGH
NEW YORK MEMPHIS SAN FRANCISCO

—June moment

for the
brunettes.

think

don't

"I

Buddy.

3 FACE POWDERS

prefer

I checked back on Buddy's girls.
There
was Claire Windsor. When Buddy was a
lad in Olathe, Kansas, Claire Windsor was
the girl of his dreams.
When he went to
Hollywood, surrounded by publicity and a
new high yaller top coat, he had only two
ambitions.
One was to meet success. The
other was to meet Claire Windsor.
He met

this delight.

Plough's
"Incense of Flowers'* Face Powder,
heavy texture, in the oval box, 75 c.

I

too.

gan thinking of June

FOR OILY SKIN— Choose

think

Buddy should have gone into the diplomatic service.
He'd have been a hit there,

ously soft, so clinging, so fragrantly
And the new beauty that
you'll see in your mirror will add to

perfumed.

I

brunettes."

IS

HOLLYWOOD'S SUPREMACY THREATENED.'
Paramount

is

moving much

duction activity to

New

of

its

pro-

York. In Paris,
studios are making movies in fourteen
languages. RKO is producing in London.
Will all this help or hinder Hollywood?
Read the answer in the December issue
of SiLVHR Screen in a brilliantly written article by Dorothy Herzog.

—

——

—
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BLEACH
YOUR SKIN
Make

"What kind

of books?"

"Current

stuff.

but

don't."

sics,

I

I

ought

said.

I

like the clas-

to

Freckles

"Should you want Her to have domestic
tastes?"

said.

I

"Not important," said Buddy. "I'd enjoy
being able to have the housework done for
Her."

it

Blossom-White

He

could do that, of course, but Buddy
not rich.
His Paramount School contract
does not expire until December, and then
there's a three year option.
Buddy, the gold
mine for the box-office, is only mining silver
for himself.
is

"I'd like Her to be sympathetic. Understanding.
Only a little jealous," he said.

—

I'm
not
really
jealous,
myself
just
enough.
And I don't see why, after marriage, she shouldn't go out with another
man if she wanted to, while I went with an"

—this guaranteed cream
lightens skin 4 or 5 shades

marriage.

"How

Why
Why
Now,

suffer the humiliation of a dark skin?
endure freckles, pimples, blackheads:'
with this new discovery of science,

every woman may make her skin clear, smooth
and 4 or 5 shades whiter. And do it almost

about smoking?"

Buddy looked at the cigarette I was lightBuddy is very, very polite.
"Don't mind me," I said, "I'm not try-

SUUntan*s

ing to marry you."
his

REMOVES

Nor

Golden Peacock Bleach Creme ^vill solve
your problems. Simply smooth a thin film of
"No smoking.
No drinking," I said,
-this delicately scented cream on your skin to- thinking
of Party Girls I have known.
night before retiring. Tomorrow you'll see the "Should she be a good dancer?" Back in
h's
change. Freckles will have faded. Pimples Paramount School days, Buddy had
taught
will be going. Blackheads wiU be gone. Your me to
Charleston.
Buddy dances very well.
skin will be whiter in three or four treat"I don't care much about dancing," said
ments it will be 4 or 5 shades whiter. And
Buddy. "I suppose that's because I had ray
you'll be lovely with a youthful skin glow.
Golden Peacock is safe it cannot harm own orchestra and used to play for college
even the most delicate skin. It soothes as it dances instead of dancing myself."
"Do you like girls to be tall, or little?"
bleaches. Buy a jar at your favorite toiletry
counter today. Try it tonight and for 5 days.
"Litde," said Buddy.
"And slim. But
If it fails to produce results, we'll refund your I like them athletic.
I love to play golf.
money. We are sure of it; we guarantee it.
If she didn't golf, how could I make her
believe I was really on the links all that

—

"And

47

Aurora, 111., U. S. A.
Beauty Dept. Send free booklet — Tells why
freckles how to remove them.

—

Name
AddressState.

City
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exquisite perfume in the world!
$2.50 for bottle
$12 an ounce
containing 30 drops.
Rieger's Flower Drops are the most refined
of all perfumes. Made from the essence of
flowers, without alcohol.

—

ROMANIA

»

Reduce
Hips

I

S7nd

for

"Who would

SAMPLE

or stamps) for a trial bottle.
PAUL RIEGER CO. [Since 1S72]
San Francisco, Calif.
152 First Street,
(silver

FRECKLES, PIMPLES,
J
BLACKHEADS, ENLARGED
PORES, WRINKLES, PITS, SCARS, PUFFS

Acne condition of back and shoulders
Peel Paste gives new life and youth

Wonder

to aging faces

No failure. No redness afterwards,

Price $5

theatre

It

is

Dept.

28

Los Angeles,

Calif.

f

not

was an ice-cream cone.

JUgs*"

only the girls

isn't

who

like

All that adulation,

all

'

Buddy.

From outside, the chorus rose, "We want
Buddy went to the window and
Buddy."
waved, jigging in his excitement. He adores
that milling con-

"It's

like

a

want Buddy," came the chorus. How
of all that crowd were like the
Buddy wanted?

,

"rfisSBiBKlst.-

Exerts

a

massage

constant gcnthat;
breaks

down

-

-,w>

'^

It

-^1*

the fat cells, moulds
away flabby flesh and reand hips
duces waist
often from 2 to 4 inches
in 10 days. Made of finest
live,
quality,
fresh,
pure
Plantation Rubber by the
famous Goodrich KuI)t)LT Co.
comfort;il)Ie.
Cool,
lieht
some models weigh as littlo
(garters inas 9!joimces
cluded)
full
of liny holes
to let skin breathe.

—

FREE ILLUSTRATED

lUlOKLET
for
with full details about this marvelous girdle, also
of our 5-day trial offer and money-hack
li.trt iculars
No oltligation. Tiist fill out and ni.iil
Kii,ir,intee.
rouiinn helow to fVrfolnslrc, Inc., Dept. tilt, 41 East
fl'riil SIrcct, Ncif Yorl; Citil.
Write today

"We

i

many
|
girl
|

|

girls

Slim.

Small.

Athletic.

Witty.

Intel-

A non-smoking, nonMusical.
ligent.
drinking girl with a career. That's the kind
of girl he'd want for Mrs. Buddy Rogers.

I

7th

tie

from the management," he
"This is from me and
the man who drives the ice-cream wagon."
"This

"If

W.

on.
I

said over and over.

And
527

n ondcrful new
Reducing GirMakes you loolc slimdle.
mer the instant you put it
with the
Perfolastic

would," said Buddy.

I

wonderful," he said,
small boy with a new steam engine.

1

I

shy.

fusion.

PASTE

your menage?"

door-man came in. DeferenBearing a large bundle wrapped
in newspaper.

it.

ome Treatment

in

it

hope

"I

&

PEEIv

be boss

said.

The

The aristocrat of perfumes)
ecoA single drop lasts a week. Hence very
nomical. Never anything like this before!

often 2 to 4 inches
in 10 days
easily —
"VOU can do

"Brown."

tial,

f

Send only 20c

^^^

# ,"

think girls look better in sports
Trim, tailored, chic.
I don't like
fussy clothes, nor big hats. But I like bright
" he glanced politecolors.
Reds, greens
ly
to
see
what color I was wearing,

Perfume!

Sells at

THE S<\t4

STILLMAN COMPANY,
you have

clothes.

The most

WHITENS

1

time?

BLEACH CREME

New

jh.

FRECKLES

FULL OZ. JAR

—

Golden Peacock

Cream

Freckle

politeness.

"I wouldn't want her to smoke.
drink.
I don't drink myself."

overnight, too.

If you use
Bleach Cream
you need no other product than Stillman's
Freckle Cream. The most wonderful Bleach
science can produce. At all drug stores.

I said.

ing.

Buddy gulped down

'kin?

Stillman'sFreckle Cream bleaches them out while
you sleep. Leaves the skin soft and white — the
complexion fresh, clear and natural. For 37
years thousands of users have endorsed it. So
easy to use. The first jar proves its magic worth.

The modern girl seemed Buddy's ideal.
The girl with intelligence. The girl who
works.
The girl who has other dates after

almost overnight

a

or

other girl."

if
I

he

find

finds her?

her,"

said

PERFOLASTIC.
41

INC., Dept. 4411

East 42nd Street, New York City.
Without obligation please send me

FREE

liOOK-

T.F.T dcscrihing and illustrating the new Perfolastic
Cirdlc. also particulars oi your 5-day trial olTer.

Name
Adtlress

Buddy, "even then,

don't want to get married."

City

State
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HIS being
and

the very

first

number of Silver Screen, we probably should go solemn
Cinema and What is Art and such.

talk about the Future of the

But we

can't

do

it

now and we doubt

The

only platform Silver

we

ever will be able to.
If you never
wouldn't surprise us a bit.

if

Screen,

see anything about Art in Silver

Screen has

it

is

to

come out

in favor of light lines

and

cheers.

Somebody

is always trying to slay us by asking if the movie fan is intelligent.
by that "we" is meant all the people who went into the making of this
magazine wouldn't know, since we are all such movie fans ourselves. And even if
we did know, we wouldn't care.
The movies seem to us the most fascinating things on earth and the people engaged in making them the most fascinating humans ever born. Even as we write
this, news comes fluttering down on our desk
Adolphe Menjou has refused an offer to direct at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
tempting, says Adolphe, but right now he'd rather act
Emmett Flynn, who
fell for that ole davil bottle, is returning to Fox as a scenario writer ... he promises
to be drier than a blotter
Patsy Ruth Miller is trying to get a foothold in talkies
and the divine Garbo's next is to be
by appearing on the stage in "Rebound"

We— and

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

"Inspiration"

called

.

.

.

.

Grant 'Withers is to be starred in "God's Gift to Women" at Warner Brothers
sounds like hot stuff for cool evenings
"Luxury" which was to have featured H. B. Warner has been postponed at Fox's
E. B. Derr, president of
Pathe claims pie-throwing tactics in comedies will stage a come-back
Fox and
a smaller company both plan to make "East Lynne" though Liberty has the best
title
Ex-Flame
Winnie Sheehan alone knows what Fox will call theirs
it will probably be like "Liliom"
they had title trouble with that one
They
called it "A Devil With Women"
."Carnival Love"
and several others until
they decided to call it "Liliom" which has been its title all along
They're having trouble with the "New Moon" at M-G-M
seems to be a
half moon despite Lawrence Tibbett's being the man in it
Somebody has suggested that Howard Hughes, the big bankroll boy of "Hell's Angels" buy out Paramount, M-G-M, Universal and a couple of others to be sure of getting the original
cast of the book "Queer People"
James Murray has been sentenced to county
jail in Los Angeles for six months
wet stuff
just a swell guy with no
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sense

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

There's a rumor that Bill Hart will return to Westerns for M-G-M
George
Bancroft is the lucky man who next rates Kay Francis as a leading woman
They've
postponed Dolores Del Rio's "Dove" at United Artists
Dolores had ptomaine
poisoning
Eddie Quillan, with brother John and sister Marie is going to make
a vaudeville tour
Ricardo Cortez is playing the Barrymore role in Moby Dick
in the German version ... no, he doesn't play Moby
that's the whale
Such news items as these seem to us infinitely more colorful than anything an
editor thinks about. To us there is nothing more interesting than a fact and no fact
so thrilling as a fact about Hollywood.
Colorful, romantic, fascinating news about the most interesting people on earth
the people of the movies ... of such
news will Silver Screen be made and we
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

hope you

like

it.

Editor.
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In dieting for the fashionable

figure, be sure your diet is well balanced unth

a regular supply of roughage

Wcomen
who
commdnd
eyes

dll

charm— only

Poise, grace,

such words as

these describe the lithe slimness of the

modern, outdoor girl.
Eyes sparkling and clear— skin that
glows with natural color a figure gracefully rounded
such attractiveness is de-

—

—

sired

by

nothing
surely

and

millions

Proper diet

is

of

is

first

possible to most!

importance. For

steals health and beauty more
than sluggish digestion and poor

elimination.

Starving
tive figure!

not the

way

to

enough

this "bulk."

girls

are

why

millions of

eating Kellogg's

All-Bran daily
tening.

win an

Eat well-balanced foods

"bulk" to keep the system
clean. Most diets today lack
is

But

of taking

.

1 1 is

not fat-

does insure

attrac'

— and be

pills

and drugs that are

often habit-forming and dangerous.
Kellogg's

is

certain to include

That

instead

blood-builder.

Iron

is

Are Dieting

ruddy cheeks and cherry
Kellogg's

It

Reduce"

contains helpful and sane counsel.

lips.

All-Bran can be

many tempting
ways, without adding many
served

to

rouge for

nature's

in

admire beauty and
figures slim

fitness

and

and fashionable

menus and table of foods
It is free upon request.

Women who

who want

to keep

will find the suggested
for dieting invaluable.

Soaked in
with milk, in clear

calories to the diet.
fruit juices,

soups, on salads.

Cook

it

in

regular elimination, sweep-

ing out the poisons that so
often cause illness and loss

Always ask
All-Bran

of health and beauty.

green

Eat this delicious cereal

"Keep Healthy While Tou

All-Bran also helps protect
by providing iron, the

against dietary anemia

bran muffins, breads, omelets. Endorsed by doctors.

it

SEND FOR THE BOOKLET

—

for the original

Kelloc-.t.

in the rcd-and-

package

— made

Kellogg in Battle Creek.

Company

Dept. SC-ia, Battle Creek, Mich.
Please send me a free copy of your booklet,
"Keep Healthy While You Are Dieting to Reduce.

by
Address.

Fa vorites
the long run,

In

favorites are

favorites because they're a better

horse, or a better cigarette.
can't

,

.

.

You

win purses with plow-horses

nor experienced smokers with

anything short of the best. That's

why Camels
est,

made of the

mellowest tobaccos

buy.
go,

are

.

.

.

choic-

money can

That's why, wherever

Camels are odds-on

you

favorites.

CIGARSTTBS
1930, R.

J. Ri-J iiolds

Tobacco

Co.,

Winston-Salem, N. C.
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"—if an Italian recommended

it— I knew

could ask for

I

nothing better/"
.... Writes Mrs. Fox

Corn Products Refining Company,

New York

means small items of importance. Perhaps

City

^ that

a salad

oil,

Mazola is

I

I

had

— with

was in a fruit store and was
some cans of Mazola on

see

their shelves.

Knowing

that the

men were

I said to the manyou have cans of Mazola
on your shelves and no olive oil? I know
very well that all good Italians never
!"
would use anything but the best olive oil

all

Italians in this store,

ager

— "How

"Why, we use Mazola

all

Here is our favorite French Dressing
and I believe that a French Dressing is
the best test of

oil:

>2 teaspoon

I

paprika

teaspoon
salt

4 tablespoons
vinegar

8

tablespoons

Mazola

This

is

delicious

and tomato

on either lettuce

salad, water-cress or

cole slaw.

the time,"

waving his hands to
aid his explanation and to add to his
enthusiasm. "No more olive oil — this
Mazola is very, very fine. You try it
sometime!"
So I did. I tried it then— for if an
Itahan recommended it and with such
whole-hearted enthusiasm, I knew that I
could ask for nothing better and I can't

—

—

more economical, more timesaving and more space-saving — by no
is

very true,

is it

said the fruitman,

It

it is

I

certainly with-

out an equal. For several years
used olive oil for salad dressings
no particularly unusual results.

One day
amazed to

laughable, but

do not like salad dressing made
with olive oil any more!

Gentlemen:

As

it is

far

Very sincerely,

Fox
jyo Chestnut Hill Avenue
Mrs. Walter

S.

Brookline, Mass.

is one of the many prowomen who have discov-

Mrs. Fox
gressive

IDA BAILEY ALLEN'S
famous book "The Mod-

ered that Mazola equals the finest

—

ern

imported oils in every respect
yet costs about half as much.

— the

Foods"

con-

tains nearly 300 new,
helpful recipes. Write for
your copy today. (See
coupon.)

For purity quality and
flavor

Method of Preparing

Delightful

,

world affords

no finer oilfor salads than

Mazola,

CORN PRODUCTS REFINING
Dept.S.S.-12, P.O.
New York City

Box

CO.

171, Trinity Station

10c (stamps or coin). Kindly send
of "The Modern Method of Preparing Delightful Foods."

Enclosed

me my copy
NameAddress-

Town
State

PRINTED IN

U. S. A.,

BY ART COLOR PRINTING COMPANY, DUNIiLLEN,
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From

a Broadway music store to the swankiest hotel
in Havana . . . Winnie Lightner and Irene Delroy as
amateur gold diggers . . . leaving a trail of roaring

laughs behind them.

With the most gorgeous gowns ever seen in one picture,
the funniest horse race ever run on any turf, and FULL
COLOR to add zest and sparkle to this greatest of all
laugh pictures, THE LIFE OF THE PARTY hits the
high spot record for all time entertainment.
"Vitaphone" is the registered trademark of The Vitaphone
Corporation.

Color scenes by the Technicolor Process,

CRO^^^'

'

W
D'RECTEDAy ROY DEL RUTH
WARNER BROS, s VITAPHONE PICTURE*
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S

FUNMAKERS
om

the footlights
Many

of the stage's most

popular stars join veteran
screen comics to

make

this

a greater year of laughs

through

.

• •

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD ... TOM PATRICOLA...
BUSTER and JOHN WEST... stage favorites who have made
and many more are now bringing their
fun to the screen for you to enjoy. For now that the talking
scteen makes the spoken word as well as action a source of fun,
Educational is picking from the best stageland has to ofiFer.
millions laugh... these

And

these stars, added to EducationaVs famous

company of

LLOYD HAMILTON, ANDY
CLYDE, JOHNNY HINES and DAPHNE POLLARD,
veteran screen comics such as

wherare making picture programs funnier and more amusing
inthat
and
ever EducationaVs Talking Comedies are shown—
cludes most of the country's leading theatres.

For the best laughs you
have had in months see
Charlotte Greenwood
in

"lOVE YOUR
NEIGHBOR'*
A TUXEDO COMEDY

Buster West and

John West
in
•*

•THE SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

A VANITY COMEDY

Tom I'atrieola
INC.

W. IIAMMONS, President

Executive Offices: 1501 Broadway,

New York

I

DON'T GIVE UP"
in

"SI,

SI,SENOR"

A!V IDEAL

COMEDY

Silver

Screen

By

Mary

Lee

Cosmetics for Christ-

mas should be among
those presents

BEAUTY

SERVICE.

advice on how to improve your
skin or your hair, on how to brighten your
eyes, make your figure more perfect, or gen-

Do you want

erally pep up your whole appearance? Mary
Lee will be delighted to reply by personal
letter to any beauty problems that are bothering you. Address Miss Lee at Silver Screen,
45 West 45th Street, New York City, enclos-

ing a stamped, addressed envelope.

A moment

of reflection before a

good mirror

an idea for clever Christmas shopping.

What

will give

you many

compacts, lipsticks and other glorifiers?

MEANT

to write about make-up this month, but
got ready to pour forth a poem about lip
rouge and eye shadow, it struck me that this is the
month you'll be planning your Christmas presents. So
being nothing if not a girl who likes to be helpful Td
like to suggest
how about giving gifts of beauty for
Christmas?
There are so many simply swell things on the beauty
market that you can give for the price of the usual
pair of stockings.
I
don't pretend to have sampled
all the powders, rouges, perfumes and such, but here
are just a few things I've come across lately that I think
just as

I

—

delightful.

—

—

Houbigant has a new compact simply a lamb in the
most charming gold case in modern design filled with
their swell compact powder and rouge, and a very neat
lipstick.
The trick of their powder, you know, is that
it hasn't got starch in it as most compact powders have.
It's compressed in shape and result is that when you put
it on it doesn't cake. You can get this compact for
$2.50,
or you can get a smart gift box containing Houbigant's
perfume and Bois Dormant (Enchanted Woodland) with
race powder and triple compact in the same fragrance
for $8.00.
Or, a smaller box with perfume and a single
compact for $3.50, which ought to scratch a few feminine
relatives off your shopping list.
Coty, as always, has a grand line of Christmas stuff.
a little velvet lined box containing two of their

They have

very nicest perfumes in quarter ounce sizes
Also, a perand a metal case for $3.00.
fectly grand Coty set for a man consisting
of shaving cream, talcum powder, shaving
lotion and hair lotion in a perfectly luscious blue box
for only $2.50.
Boy friends, who have used this set-up, tell me these
preparations are scented and perfumed in a way that
doesn't offend the delicate male nose.
Coty's also have a triple compact, trim and square in a
little suede case that's a pet.
$3-50 for this.
The nicest perfume line I've come across lately is the
Gabilla Perfumes. This nose has done a lot of experimenting in its day, but if it has ever struck anything more lovely
than Gabilla Perfume odors it doesn't know it. They
have got one called "Mimosa" that knocked me for a row
of handkerchiefs
It is sweet and lasting and, believe it
or not, you can get it in a half ounce size for $2.50. They've
also got a "Sweet Pea" at the same price, that's very
subtle.
You can spend more, of course, or, if you don't
like being a subtle darling, try some of their blends
the
ones I like best are "Mon Cheri" and the "Foolish Virgin." This latter is just as sassy as its name and is made
to order for blondes.
Of course, all the larger cosmetic houses such as the
famous Madame Rubenstein, Elizabeth Arden and Dorothy
Gray are putting out the most doggy packages of their
various preparations and you can spend anything from
$5 to $100 on these and if you have got a male pal who
feels indulgent, you might lead him by a counter displaying these. I don't have to recommend those. Everybody

girl doesn't love

new

—

knows

they're excellent.

[Continued on page 64]
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AMKY WOMilNl
They are the principal users of
million acclaim the

this great

way

it

protects precious

Two

25^ dentifrice,

beautifies teeth

—

enamel
When

it

comes to the matter of teeth, and keeping

them sound and

beautiful, a

woman's

a

crank— the

worst kind of a crank, as any dentist will

tell

you.

a remarkable tribute to the quality and
cranky
results of Listerine Tooth Paste that women
women are its principal users. More than 2
It

is

—

—

them have rejected other dentifrices in
made by the makers of Listerine.
They like its gentle but thorough action. They

million of

favor of this one

way it gets around and in between teeth
and sweeps out decay. They like the way it erases
They say it protects
tartar and discoloration.
precious enamel. The brilliance and luster it imlike the

The fresh
mouth — like

parts to the teeth.
it

leaves in the

feeling of exhilaration

Listerine itself.

Incidentally, that $3 they save
of tooth pastes in the 50i class,

by using

may

be

it

instead

— and

is—

applied to buying a couple of pairs of silk hose.

We urge you to try Listerine Tooth Paste. Buy a
tube today. Compare it with any paste at any
price.
Be guided by results alone. We'll wager
that you will immediately be won to this up-todate dentifrice, which has delighted more than
4,000,000 people. Lambert Pharmacal Company,
St. Louis, Missouri, U. S. A.

Listerine

Tooth

Paste

25^^
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Screen

Forth
JgROWN

.i-

Eyes: Yes, Gary Cooper
was born in Montana. He's
two inches tall, and has blue
eyes and dark brown hair.
From all

•

^

six feet

he likes brunettes, as his
have been Clara Bow, Evelyn Brent,
and the hot tamale, Lupe Velez. And
Lupe seems bound to stay, as their romance is one of the warmest
in Hollywood.

^^^NNA FROM Sai'annah: Amos and

Andy are appearing in their first
RKO, called "Check and Double
And they got double checks for

picture for

Check."

In fact, what they got for one
it.
would almost break the U. S. Mint.
two boys who won when they took the

indications

doing

girls

picture

Just

Richards:
Came the "Golden Dawn"—
Vivienne Segal was the luscious bit of femininity
the Warner Brothers picture of that name. She can warble a
'"alter

So you're another one of those jazz babies!
Don't you know that long skirts changed all that?
Now it's the thing to do to be dignified. I'm sure Buddy would
like you that way! The Rogers lad is six feet tall, has dark brown
curly hair and a cunning smile.
His last picture was "Heads Up."
He's single and lives in Beverly Hills with his family.
roTSY'ToTsv:

in

mean tune,

^URious:
I

elopement

I don't think Ronald Colman is too
day and time, it's a relief to meet a
His first picture was "The
quiet and conservative.

JUST A Dreamer: No,
reserved.

man who is
White Sister,"

In this

opposite Lillian Gish.

CuNBONNET SuE

Janet

:

with Fox and

is

hard

Back," opposite Charlie Farrell.

good

Charlie and Virginia Valli are

friends.

^^^NN Agram: Whotta

life!
You girls are never satisfied.
Kay's a vamp, you want her to be good and if she's
The delectable
good, you want her to be passion's little flower.
Miss Francis is a stunning brunette, five feet, five inches tall, and
has dark brown hair and seductive grey eyes.

If

—

And do I sally? Of course, I spend all my time
running from New York to Hollywood, just to find out
the answers to your questions.
At the present writing, Janet is still happily married to Lydell
Peck, and says she intends to remain so. And Lilyan Tashman
and Edmund Lowe are still one of Hollywood's happiest couples.
JPriscilla:

So,

all is

quiet

on the Western Front.

TJ'airbreadth Harry: Ruth Chatterton wore a blonde
wig, and did not have her hair dyed for her role in
"Anybody's Woman." The unfaithful wife was played by
Juliette Compton, and very grand, too, since you bring that up.

"Popularity Plus: Mary Brian and
June Collyer are two of the most
Both for
engaged girls in Hollywood.
and several of the
pictures and for dates
gallant boys wish they could engage them

—

for

matrimony.

chalterer of Hollywood, Sally
Forth, will be glad to answer any
questions you have about movies
or stars or both. Write Sally at
Silver Screen, 45 West 45th Street,

The

New York

City.

enclose a
dressed envelope.

replies

For personal
stamped ad-

Yes,

I

know

was one of the

— and

Loretta Young and Grant Withers—
persons to talk to them after their

first

they are certainly in love with each other.
Loretta is a tall, slim semi-blonde, with blue eyes and a winning
weigh of no pounds. The Withers reside scrappily, pardon me,
it's still happily, for them, in a simple Uttle eight-room apartment
in dear old

Gaynor has made up her quarrel
at work on "The Man Who Came

can't she?

Hollywood.

You're right, Hollywood has gone domestic,
The favorite parties are baby showers,
and the favorite topic of discussion is matrimony. Look at
the recent marriages
Bebe and Ben, Nils and Vivian, Dolores
and Cedric, Jack Pickford and Mary Mulhern, and so on. The
only engaged couples left are Gary and Lupe, Jimmy and Merna,
Alice and Cy, and Kathryn and Wesley.
And any or all of them
may have taken the fatal step before this is printed.
"^^/"hc-it:

and

how!

—

oney: What! No sugar! Why,
honey, don't you want to live
up to your name? Ginger Rogers is your
type, you say
but remember, even ginger
tastes better when sweetened.
Ginger's
in
last role was
"Queen High," and Stanley
Smith was the fair 'haired boy opposite her.

—

9
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A CERTAIN
a

Hollywood director, after grinding out
just ordinary program fare, finally came through with
fine picture, and was immediately sent for by a leading

star to direct her next film.
Greatly elated, the director

*

went to the head of his
His
studio to ask permission to do the star's picture.
request was flatly refused.
"But why?" pleaded the persistant director.
"Why? I'll tell you why," the producer retorted.
"Because I wouldn't do that star any favors. She gives
the swellest parties in Hollywood and has she ever once

my

invited

daughter, Annabelle?"
*

*

new five-year contract with First
is preparing for a new play on
Dorothy
National, while
Broadway. Which in itself is an ironical thing.
When they were married, Dorothy was in pictures,
while Jim was to the theatre born and bred. Now, via
talkies, Jim is sitting pretty in films and Dot is struggling
for a foothold

signed a

behind the footlights.
*

*

*

TV/TARIAN SPITZER and Harlan Thompson,

scenario

writers extraordinary, have a wire-haired terrier
named 'Option. Asked why the pup was thus christened,
Marian explained, "Because he is never exercised."
'

'

'

*

*

*

GOOD

fortune hovers close about the curly head of
Charles Buddy Rogers. The lad who three years ago
was getting $60 a week, and glad of it, from Paramount,
has recently been given a new contract which calls for
$1500 a week, with a fat raise every option time.
America's Boy-Friend is costing Paramount plenty,
He packs 'em in at the box-oflice.
but he's worth it.
*

*

of Lorelei

*

'T*HERE

is

*

is

*

no chance of a reconciliation between Mr. and

own

state-

ments.
rift.

off,

just

*

*

complete! Ruth Taylor,
-'
the blonde that gentlemen prefer, is awaiting a visit
Ruth was married about
from that old bird Stork.
a year ago to Paul Zuckermann, millionaire New York
broker, after a whirlwind romance.

'X'HE domestication

Mrs. Edward Sutherland, according to their
*

romance between Dorothy Gish and James Rennie
THE
despite denials of the
seems definitely

Jim has

From now on, William of the incandescents will be
called Bill Boyd, while William of the footlights retains
the dignified moniker, William Boyd.

*

'X'HANK goodness, we've got the Boyds in hand at last!
The long-drawn-out controversy between William
(Stage) Boyd and William (Screen) Boyd, both rightful
owners of their respective names, has been settled.

Mrs. Sutherland, nee Ethel Kenyon, has gone back to
the New York stage, while Eddie is back in the romantic
free-lancing business.

Eddie was once sweet on May McAvoy, later married
Margery Daw, and much later married Louise Brooks.
*

*

*

"^O one has

any respect for royalty these days!
'^ Ernst Lubitsch and Hans Kraley chose a party given
by Mary and Doug for the scene of their adventure in
fisticuffs, and at the exclusive Embassy Club, too.
It seems that Kraley is now the big moment in the
former Mrs. Lubitsch's life, and at the party, he went so
former spouse of the beautiful German
According to all observers, Ernst contained himself as befits a director and a gentleman for quite some, but
even his patience had its limits.
Round one was fought in the ball-room, after which the
combatants retired to an outer hall and continued the
fracas, until Douglas, himself, lent a restraining hand.
Oh, well, boys will be boys!
far as to taunt the
frau.

*

*

.*

T ILA LEE has found the silver lining in the clouds that
have surrounded her so long. She is to marry John
Farrow, writer, as soon as her divorce decree from James
Kirkwood becomes
which threatened

final.

This culminates a long romance

to break when Lila was sent to
Arizona for her health. However, ail's well that end's
iCoiitnii/cd on pnn^c 32)
well, and Lila's well.

•
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YOU

Can Manufacture
Stars

are

made

in

not born but

Hollywood and

you can increase your own
voltage by following in
their courses
her coiffure was never at all disarranged.
we learn rule one, which is: Find the most becoming
shade for your hair, get a good make-up and always be wellto

see that

So,

groomed.

When

Miss Banky returned from her honeymoon trip
Hungary, she was fat. Across her shoulders, she was

to

undeniably what

is

referred to as a "fine, big girl."

The

minor lords of the Goldwyn cabbage patch exchanged
glances for several weeks while production on her forthcoming picture, "The Awakening" was held up. Who

was going to tell her?
Then they saw Miss Banky coming down the hallway to
Goldwyn's inner office, her head held high in the noblest
Ethel Barrymore manner.
Them was harsh words they had that afternoon, for
Miss Banky was seen to leave the Goldwyn office with red
eyelids and a manner that off-stage or on, could easily be
identified as downcast.

But
weeks

it

worked, whatever

later

when

Goodwyn

the picture began,

told

Two

her.

Vilma was down to

weight.
In

"The Awakening" she was ethereally

beautiful.

So, lesson two seems to be: Stay slim!

Only the
To

get herself a public was Evelyn Laye's "Bitter Sweet"
Noiv boy, ivhere are those bitters?
job.

—

WOULD you

—

like to be a personality
tender, deep
and subtle or flashing, beautiful and devastating?
There's no experience necessary. Just go to
Hollywood or if you can't go to Hollywood, go

—

to the movies.
There, either in Hollywood or at the movies, personalities are manufactured before your eyes.
For if
you think that the stars you see are the stars as they
started, you're as
inaccurate as was the Republican
Party when it talked about prosperity.
Take the case of a Columbus like Samuel Goldwyn.

Sam

is one of the best astronomers in Hollywood and" he
picks winners almost all the time.
Sam picked Vilma
Banky, Ronald Colman, Lily Damita, Evelyn Laye,

Eleanor Hunt and Walter Byron all while they were
unknown and except for Byron, each pick has succeeded.
Yet he changed every one of them, too, and you can
learn your personality lessons from him.
Consider Vilma Banky.
When Vilma came to America, her hair was a flat
brown. The silky brightness of gold came at the suggestion of Goldwyn, who also initiated his Hungarian
rhapsody into the new and strange mysteries of the manicure.
And during her screen career. Miss Banky was
attended constantly by one of the Westmore brothers,
hair-dressers de luxe, who followed her from set to set

last lesson

Goldwyn

tried

to teach

Banky

failed.

When sound roared in, foreign accents became a liability.
For weeks language teachers, piloted by Sidney Howard,
hovered between the Banky-La Rocque household and the
Goldwyn paymaster's window. But the accent remained
and the pay checks left.
Which means that voices count!
Most successful of any of the Goldwyn "finds" to date
is Ronald Colman.
Goldwyn had never seen him in person when Colman
was first signed, six years ago. The engagement was
engineered by cable through Jack Crosby.
After Crosby
put over the Colman deal, he felt he had done enough
for the good of the world so he became a broker's clerk
a "customer's man," that is.

—

Goldwyn wanted to make Colman a "romantic perHe wasn't allowed to smile. Actually he

sonality."

has a nice, quiet sense of humor.
Colman always felt that the prohibited smile also
prohibited something important in his inner nature, but
in the silent era there was never a still of Colman that
wasn't solemn.
He wasn't allowed to talk in "The Rescue." Satisfactory tests had been completed, talking sequences had
been prepared with Director Herbert Brenon.
But just
when they were about to begin shooting on the picture,
Goldwyn called a halt. "Let it wait for 'Bulldog
"

Drummond.'
It

did, and

that he

was

when Ronnie found his voice, he also proved
right in wishing to be more human.

.
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PERSONALITY

- -

By

Barbara Tanner
He rose to new heights of popularity and regained the
ground he was slowly losing in the old silents. Tiie
warmer, living, breathing Colman has proven another
It is. Be yourself.
point in the cultivation of personality.
Which brings us to Lily Damita.
Goldwyn engaged or tried to engage her the first
time he saw Lily, in a Paris restaurant. Lily thought
Sam was kidding so she laughed at him. She broke
Sam nearly
three dates and kept him waiting hours.

—

—

went

By

doing

the

unexpected, Lily

Damita

won

fame

in such a
whirl that she's

still

a dizzy
blonde.

crazy.

she arrived in New York, a stranger, she found
the papers already in receipt of statements and opinions
Arthur Brisbane commented on what
of and from Lily.
she thought of American men; the New York Times
editorialized on her clothes.
Peggy Hopkins Joyce had a
Thirtygreat newspaper quarrel all primed for her.
eight photographers went down the bay to meet her.
Did Sam's tumultuous reception stop Lily?
No. She expected it. And the succeeding one in

When

Hollywood.
Lily has a definite, sharply defined
personality. Her speech, her carriage,
her manner, her clothes there is
nothing about her that is not peculiar
and personal to Lily. She is not of a
type
she is a type of her own.
Yet a lesson may be gleaned from

—

—

Lily.

In her first picture, the natural
thing would have been to cast her
in a part that exactly matched her
brilliant, exotic personality.
Sam
did the opposite.
He made the
hoydenish, hell-raising Lily the staid

}} hoops,
my
people made

detu-,

"W
The
the

voice
smile

among the right
Hunt make

Eleanor

Iioopee."

with
tvon

new

fans for
Ronald Colman.

and statuesque Mrs. Travcrs of "The Rescue."
Thus Lily became established as an actress. Later, in
"The Bridge of San Luis Rey" and "The Cock-Eyed
World," she let herself go she was Lily. But it was by
doing the unexpected and casting her as a lady that Sam
established his new "find" with American audiences.
Which gives us Kitle Five: Do the niie.xpected
Another Goldwyn protegee was Walter Byron, only
ill-fated one of the lot.
Byron was engaged on recommendation of Ronald
Colman, who snubbed him ever after.

—

One
ture

—touch
and

of na-

one

touch of hair dye
—
made the tvhole

norld keen to see
Vilma Banky,

Byron came to Hollywood

He

did

very well

in

that

to plav in

and

"The Awakening."

(Continued

on page

5^)
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How
,

to

Make

Screen

MEN

By
And if one campaign doesn't work, just help
yourself to another.
I started with Betty Compson.
Betty has been enchanting screen heroes for some time, and just to prove that she
can do it in real Ufe she had Hugh Trevor looking hearts
and flowers. But Betty corrected me when I asked her to
break down and confess her secret.
"It isn't a question of making men fall in love with
you, but more a question of doing all possible to keep
them
falling in love with you.
"If a woman is naturally attractive, men are going
to fall in love with her. She need do nothing about
it; in fact, there is nothing she can do about it.
"Certain men will always be attracted to certain
women. This is the law of nature. If a woman dons a
mask of frivolity, drinks, smokes and is daring with
her person, she will attract a type of man entirely different from those she would draw to her if she remained modest and charming. So, the question of
making men fall in love with a woman depends entirely on the kind of men that women want to have
fall in love with them.
"My advice to a girl
who is trying to inman
in
a
terest
herself is to study his

fun.

Marquis Busby

NOT

Dorothy
all rides

like

Sebastian

upsets

by declaring

women

men

with brains.

As modern

as the

spigots

on a DeMille bathtub are
Mary Duncan's views.

likes

cater

and dislikes and
Most
to them.

men

like to be flattered,
not necessarily by words
of praise but by feeling

Dorothy Lee's no bigger
than a minute but she has
big

Let

romantic

that the woman is trying to do things to
Be sweet,
please him.

ideas.

modest, unselfish and
thoughtful. It may take
longer to interest a man
this way but once he is

Kay Francis arch her

eyebrows and male freedom does a fadeout.

WHEN

he will reinterested."
takeKay Francis.

interested,
•

main

Now

Lottie Wart-on-the-face, the belle of
the stone age, looked out of her cave on the
bulging biceps of Harry-axe-in-hand, the village
strong man, she wondered how in Sam Hill she could
make him fall in love with her.
Women have been wanting men to fall in love with them
ever since Adam lost that rib. People now live in duplex
apartments instead of caves, and all you have to do to get
ice is turn on the electricity, but women are still looking
for the love secret.
Lucrezia Borgia scared h?r men into capitulating; and
George Sand worked on the old mother complex. With
Bernhardt it was the magic fire in her soul, and Lorelei
All the great enchantresses of
just had to sing to them.
legend and history had their recipes.
Now that Hollywood is turning out romances for all
the world, it is high time that the cinematic village
turned out a reliable love formula, guaranteed to leave the
boys lashed to the mast, and yelling for help.
The feminine screen stars, ninety percent more efficient
at getting their man than the Canadian Mounted Police,
are willing to help out by contributing their secrets.
But they guarantee nothing. Anyway it's good, clean
little

Any man would

take

Kay Francis. You'd think Kay would
worked out and put on ice. Kay is so

have the problem all
In pictures
cool and poised.

all she has to do is arch her
eyebrows and they have to call out the Army, Navy and
But her
the Boy Scouts to keep men away from her.
press agent was worried when I told him what I wanted
to ask Kay.
"You're going to ask Kay that?" he asked, amazed.
"She just freezes up when you want to know something

like that."

Well, Kay didn't actually do the freezing number, but
she did laugh.
"How can there be any rules about love?" she wanted
"It is a matter of different personalities, ento know.
vironment, lots of things. There is one thing, though,
as long as a woman is really in love with a man she
should try to be what he wants her to be. If she's in
If she isn't it won't
love with him that will be easy.
make any difference. In that case he'll probably care,
regardless!"
"How about clothes?" I asked. Kay is one of the best

women in Hollywood.
"Men don't know much about

dressed

clothes," she replied

December
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Fall

in

Love

^

The Love

^

^

Secrets of

promptly. "They know if you look well. That is all.
Women don't take such pains with clothes merely to appeal

Hollywood's Sirens

partly to
to men. They do it partly from personal pride, and
make other women go home and send for the modiste."

women

While we are in the department of best dressed
on Lilyan Tashman is in order. Lilyan is the other
Lilyan, in
official "best dressed woman" in Hollywood.
sound adsome
had
pajamas,
lounge
a pair of sumptuous
vice on this love business.
"Be a good listener when you are with the man you want
a call

Let him talk about himself. Men love to talk
Laugh heartily at his jokes, even if you
themselves.
about
can tell them better than he, and if you've heard them a
dozen times. Make him think he's a great fellow. Be a
Ask his advice.
clinging vine where he is concerned.
'The real trick isn't in making a man fall in love with you.
to attract.

'

The important thing is keeping a man in love with you after
you get him. That takes brains. You've got to make yourself indispensible. Do little things for him that other people won't do. Sympathize with him. And, above all, keep
him guessing. Men don't like to be too sure of a woman."
Since Lilyan and Edmund Lowe are the happiest of
married people her advice should carry weight. Incidentally, Lilyan won't do pictures that will keep her away
from Eddie for too long.
"I always say," she philosophizes, "that absence makes
the heart grow fonder for somebody else."
it
If you're looking for some positive information

—

won't do you much good to talk to Marlene Dietrich,
Marlene is the exotic star from Berlin, now under
long term contract to Paramount. You'll see her with
Gary Cooper in "Morocco."
"How to make men fall in love with you is a destiny that cannot be achieved by formula," beautiful
Marlene said. "To attract a man is one thing; to
make him what you call 'fall in love with you' is

either.

tian left

Alabama

to

become

a glistening screen fixture,

generous with her wisdom.
"Subtle flattery is the greatest weapon a woman can
possess," opines little Alabam'. "It works with all men.
The conceited ones are the easiest to convince. And no
man has an inferiority complex so great that you can't
make him believe that he's a great guy.
"At heart, every woman is an actress, but if she acts too
consciously in this love game, sooner or later she stumbles
over her cues. Then it is too bad. Men may be insincere,

and she

is

but they hate it in a woman.
"No matter what people say about men being afraid
of intelligent women, I think the quality a man most
admires in woman is her mind. If a man is brilliant he
If he isn't he feels
respects a good brain in a woman.
that her intelligence will help him.
"If all else fails in getting your man you can always feed

him."

From a sanatorium in a California valley, where she is
recovering from a long illness, Lila Lee wrote me
Lila hasn't
her answer to this momentous question.
had much to do but
think recently and her
words are worthy of

a

(Condnued on page 65)

quite another. If attraction of the heart rather than
of the mind were a routine matter then love making,
all over the world, would be bleak and uninspiring.
A physical conquest can be planned. To induce reciprocal love is not a matter for premeditation.
"Any woman can attract a man, just as any man
can attract a woman, by being considerate, as charming as possible, attentive, pleasant, unobtrusive,
sympathetic and understanding. But love? That

passion must come from the objective side; it cannot
be controlled subjectively."
La Dietrich's advice is erudite enough to do
credit to any university
Personally,
president.

mixed up in
that objective and sub-

I'm

all

ParaDietrich,
Marlene
mount's import, goes highhroiv on love topics.

Go slow,
Compson

—notadvises

Deity

that Belly
ever goes slow herself.

jective business.
It

girl

a

southern

know

the love

takes
to

According to
thoje books you read

game.

southern girls have
nothing to do but sit
on columned verandas,
smell the magnolia
blossoms, and flirt with
hot-blooded Dixie
swains. Dorothy Sebas-

Lila Lee's recipe for making them fall is worthy of
a philosopher.

Re indrspensihle but keep

him guessing,

cautions

smart Lilyan Tashman.
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Two
who

First-

Refuse to
By Allan

been said of her. So much has been promised.
Already the word has been noised about that she is a
second Garbo. Her brow and eyes suggest the Swedish
star.
The eyes are heavy-lidded, a trifle slumbrous. If
you are looking for other resemblances in her face you
will also see a startling likeness to the late Jeanne Eagels.
Yet, Marlene Dietrich does not deserve the odium of comparison. As Marlene Dietrich, herself, she is one of the

most interesting girls to come to Hollywood in many a
About her is the glamorous aura of genius.
Not long ago the edict was issued from the studio
that Marlene could no longer be interviewed.
'Uh-huh,"
snorted the brothers and sisters of the press, "they're
day.

'

trying to steal Garbo's thunder."
Garbo will not be
interviewed either. But Marlene is sincere in her wishes.
"Why should people wish to interview me?" she asks.
"Every star has the same story. They struggle for success.
They sacrifice. Sometimes they suffer, and then
perhaps the goal is achieved. That is my story, too.
When I first came to America I was interviewed. What
more can be said of me now?
"I have been criticized for talking of my little daughter
in Berlin.
If I cannot talk about her I have nothing to
tell of my life.
I began to live when she came.
She is my
life.
If I must not talk of her I would rather not talk
at all."

Something new
liant

actress

in imports,

who

offers

Marlene Dietrich is a brilher great gift humbly.

ways she
a great deal
Garbo. That
IN many
Hollywood way of labeling new discovery. This
like

is

a
strange, kaleidoscopic

is

a

movie town

is

distrustful

of

Seople who give promise of being definite personalities,
'it can only say "she's another Garbo," or, "she's another Clara Bow" there is a general sigh of relief.
"There," Hollywood breathes, triumphantly, "we've
got her catalogued."
Marlene Dietrich is that amazing thing, a Hollywood
sensation, and, as yet, she hasn't had a picture released.
No one, save for a few executives, has seen her first film.
Rumors have leaked through the Paramount studio gates
that this German "girl is destined for the crown of
Perhaps no first picture in several years
greatness.
is being awaited as eagerly as "Morocco," in which
Marlene appears opposite Gary Cooper. So much has

She has the power of winning friends. Her sweetness,
her graciousness, and her complete lack of temperament
are amazing.
It must seem so to Paramount, the studio
which has seen Pola Negri sweep in with the airs of an
empress, and has known the almost childish pride of Emil
Jannings.
"Morocco," filmed largely on the California desert,
gave Marlene her first taste of American picture experience. As it sometimes happens on the desert, there was a
spell of biting, cold weather.
During one scene she had
to walk away from the camera for a distance of half a
mile, stumbling bare-footed through the cold sand. For
some reason the whistle did not sound for her to turn
back. She kept trudging on and on, shivering with the
cold.
Finally she fell unconscious. Never once did she
turn back to see if she had missed the call. That might
have spoiled the scene.
She is humble, and humility is usually lacking in a
person who has already tasted the elixir of fame. This
spirit deference may be accounted for by the fact that she is
a woman and a German.
Girls of her birth are taught
that man is lord and master. A woman is meant to bear
sons, and obey the word of man.
During the location trip she dressed in a rude tent.
It had no floor, and only the roughest of furnishings.
There wasn't a mirror. Marlene, herself, sought out a
property man. It never occurred to her to make a scene,
or send her maid on the errand.
"I know I am nobody," she told the man, "and I don't
wish to trouble you, but couldn't I please have a mirror
in

my

tent?"

At another time she was detained and was
lunch

call.

When

she finally

late for the
{Continued on page 63)
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RATE Girls
BE Seconds
Jordan
may

be rude to point, but

if

the exotic Marlene

ITDietrich, over there on the opposite page, looks
like Garbo and the late Jeanne Eagels, little
HollySally Starr resembles at least four people.
wood has discovered that she looks like Clara
Bow, Janet Gaynor, Nancy Carroll and Vera ReyThat's quite a bit to accomplish in such a
nolds.

small parcel of femininity.

She may look like them, but Sally is as distinct a
personality as you would find in a thousand mile
walk if you ever feel up to it, and haven't much
to do before breakfast anyway.
Sally is one of the cutest little numbers to kick her
way out of a Scandals chorus into a movie contract.
She is pretty and as pert and as lively as the proverShe has the
bial armless man with the hives.
Bow personality with a soft pedal on it, and anyone with a Bow personality is going to get some
place, even if it is only the newspaper bannerlines.

—

And

'Sally

has

ambition.

She's

Ambition with talent and chorus

always had it.
girl shrewdness

Look what it
a go-get-'em combination.
accomplished for Ruth Chatterton, Ina Claire,
Marion Davies and Dorothy Mackaill. They all
You're going
started by kicking, one-two-three.
Miss
original
the
She's
Sally.
of
more
to hear
is

Personality of 1930.
Good, old Pittsburg,

hard

by

the

Baltimore

Another Bow? Not Sally Starr, whose past held many
"Scandals" but whose future knows only promise.

and

Sally's natal city.

Ohio, and Pennsylvania railroads, is
"And if you ask me if I come 'clean' from Pittsburgh
she admonished.
I'll throw something at you, s'help me,"
At fourteen, after one year of high school, she went
on the stage. Her schooling since then has been largely
confined to backstage classrooms. You learn a lot there,
too.

"I've always been stage-struck," she admitted, as she
"I had a girl friend in New York
who wrote and said she thought she could get me a job.
on a half fare
I traveled from Pittsburgh to New York
You see, I wasn't quite fourteen and very small.
ticket.

reached for a Lucky.

wore my hair in curls down to my waist. Whenever
the conductor came through I looked scared to death,
and I didn't say a word on the whole trip. I clutched
my ticket in my hand and by the time it was collected he
couldn't tell whether I was going to New York or OklaI

Every once
homa City. The printing was all worn
in a while I went into the ladies' room and talked to
myself, just to see if I still had a voice.
I put up my
"T grew up overnight in New York.
When
hair, wore high heels and bought long dresses.
they tried me out for the chorus they could hardly keep
me from going through all the dances I knew. That was
a case where ignorance was bliss. I'd be scared pink now."
Her first show was with Ted Lewis. From there she
off.

went into the Scandals, which she helped enliven for
There was another long engagement in
three years.
"Lemaire's Affairs," and then she signed with a Paramount-Publix act which toured to the coast.
possibilities
It was Gus Edwards who first saw screen

She was given a test and considerable encourin Sally.
agement. The encouragement was so strong that she
Her hopes were dashed to
quit her job in the show.
the ground when Harry Rapf, an executive at M-G-M
said she showed promise, but there was nothing in sight
for her at the present.
She was ready to go

"back home and broke," when
Metro sent for her and gave her the leading feminin; role
She signed a five year contract
in "So This Is College."
with options. The rub came in on those options. For
the first three months she watched her step. When the
next nine months option was taken up she "went Hollywood."
"I thought Sally Starr was set from then on," she
admitted. "I went to a lot of parties, and I allowed myThe option wasn't renewed at
self to put on weight.
the end of the year. Then I took stock of myself. I was
trying to be the

life

of every party.

I

tried to sell

myself

to everyone I met, thinking that was the way you got
along in pictures. I went to parties where I was bored
stiff just because I thought I had to go."
kind, but perhaps not too tactful friend, told S.illv

A

that p^'ople must have said she was cute, and that she
was working too hard to live up to it.
She sent for her father and
Sally did an about-face.
mother, and her brother and sister. She took a house
She quit
and began retrieving her vanishing career.
She started to cake off the pounds.
running around.
She is nine pounds lighter than when she w.is under

contract to M-G-M.
"I have a good reducing system, too," she laughed.
(Continued on pcige 64)
"I have a husky sixteen year old
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Conrad Nagel and
Screen's

Silver

Go

Girl-Friend

Tripping in a Big
City

CONRAD
been to

NAGEL

seven years.
all

hadn't

New York

of five since

It
I

for

had been

last

visited

Broadway. So, two hicks from
Hollywood, we set out to see the
big town together! To go places
and do things!
"Where shall we go first?" I
queried, with pleasant visions of
Central
Park
the
expensive
Casino and the Ritz crossing my
mind.
After all, I was going
sightseeing with a movie star!
But Conrad answered that we would start at the
Aquarium.
"I've never been to the Aquarium," he admitted.
"And I've always wanted to. Since living in Hollywood,
I've made quite a study of fish and I'd like nothing
better than to see a horse-fish of which I've read lately."
Well, after all, how many girls have seen a horse-fish? It
ivas

an opportunity!

We

down among

the skyscrapers in one of
New York taxicabs and drew up finally
where Manhattan meets the sea. There was a circular
building there.
"This must be the place," I remarked brilliantly.
It was.
And Conrad told me some history. The
Aquarium originally was an opera house and as such
was the scene of Jenny Lind's first concert in this country.
And believe it or not, my little cabbages, tickets to that
concert cost exactly ten hard, round iron men each! But
rattled
those typical

you can get in free now.
However, getting down to fish, Conrad and I entered
the "big pond" to the plaudits of two little boys, who
pointing, asked their mother, "Mama, is that lady
Polly Moran?"
After this recognition, we sauntered toward the circular cases which line the walls and contain every known
kind and form of marine life, from caviar to Moby Dick.
"Just tell me how the evolutionists can explain this!"

Conrad murmured over and over.
Eventually we arrived at the case containing the elusive
sea-horse, a fish about two inches long, with the head
of a horse, the epidermis of an alligator and the tail of a
scorpion. Conrad was delighted to find that stuffed seahorses could be purchased at the manager's office and made
great haste to acquire several varieties to take to his little
girl. He offered to buy me one. I am a little girl, too, but
somehow or other, I didn't have a yen for a sea-horse.
After wandering about the corridors for several hours,
we came out. I thought of Sherry's or Pierre's. But
instead, we hailed a taxi and went to visit the new
Chrysler Building, to get a nice view of New York.
The Chrysler Building is, while I write this, the
But as the Empire State
tallest building in the world.
will be completed any moment now and Eiffel Tower is
adding a steel spire, don't take this too seriously.

We looked down at all New York. What a sight! But
Conrad, loyal son-of-Hollywood, brought me down to
earth (figuratively, and not over the side of the building)
by saying, "Oh,
York's

all

New

right, but

I

do miss Malibu

certainly

beach!"

We came down and
went to lunch at the
Ambassador on Park
Avenue. That was
And while we

grand.

were eating, an orchestra

played soft melodies

which reminded Conrad
of the perfect harmony
of his life.
"I have

many

in-

he vouchsafed.

terests,"

,

of my principal
pleasures is organizing.
I
like to form committees or even just be

"One

—

on committees.

Of

course, that takes up a
great deal of my time

but I find
while.

it

well worth

"Aside from that, I
I
have few hobbies.
like tennis and swimming and lately have
become interested in fitting up a workshop like
Rod LaRocque's.

"You know. Rod
a

perfectly

has
equipped

Conrad

and yours truly
dnzed from visitina
the Chrysler Tower, center

slightly

of the skyscrapers above.

tool-shop", he went on.
"And he is working on an invention which may make
him many times a millionaire. It's a little gadget for
answering the telephone and taking messages when no
one is at home.
"I've watched him do so much of that kind of work
that I've become interested in it mvself,"
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By

Laura
Benham

willingness to adopt a thought-

sensible attitude
make compromises.
"Why, marriage is just like

ful,
and

After a

Conrad paused here and looked thoughtful.

moment he went
"But

on.

there's one big regret in

my

life.

don't

That

is thitt I

know how

to play

the piano. Why, my
father taught in a conservatory and could have
given me every musical
advantage. But, because
like most boys I complained about practicing, I was allowed to
abandon it after a few
lessons.

"Now, I'd give anything to be able to play.
And I'm going to see to
it that my daughter is an
accomplished musician.
"For when she is
grown and goes either
Hanging heavy over Conrad's head. Park Avenue
on the stage or in pictvhere the swells dwell and
tures, if she comes home
we ate our luncheon.
in the evening tired and
weary, she can sit down
at her piano, let her fingers wander idly over the keys,
and give herself a spiritual bath!"
Conrad takes the rearing of his little daughter seriously.
And matrimony

scientifically.

"Just lately Mrs. Nagel and I have settled a couple
of questions that have been irritating us for years.
"She had a habit that got on my nerves and I had one
that drove her nearly mad. So, we compromised.
"Her habit was never to be able to decide what she
wanted to order in a restaurant. And mine was the
absolute refusal to eat spinach.
"Now, you know if you're trying to bring up a child
successfully, it doesn't do to allow her to turn down any
good, healthful, food. But how could you expect to force
a child to eat something which her father rejected?
"So, Ruth and I agreed to 'reform'. From now on, she
is to order within five minutes after entering a restaurant.

And I'm
"And

to eat anything that is on my plate.
that's the secret of a successful marriage.

to

any other expensive, intricate
machine. How many men would
expect an automobile to run
without gasoline or oil? Well,
no man should expect marriage
to endure without the same
amount of attention and pouring
oil on the troubled waters that
he would readily accord any
other mechanism.
"Both Mrs. Nagel and myself have tried always to
bring a sense of fair-play and compromise into our relations—and that's why I feel that our marriage can really
be called successful."
Having thus delivered himself, Conrad decided that it
was time for us to be on our way. Our next stop was a
draw between Grant's Tomb and the Museum of Natural
History. The Museum won which was probably just
as well as I had planned to give a Rebel yell while in
Grant's Tomb.
"I'm especially interested in the African exhibits

—

brought back by Roy Chapman Andrews," Mr. Nagel informed me. "Let's look for them first."
Making our way through the labyrinth of hallways,
we finally came to the mammoth elephants bagged
Conrad
(does one bag elephants?) by Mr. Andrews.
explained how the animals were reconstructed for preservation to the enjoyment of two spinster ladies, who
recognized the movie star and hung on his every word.

—

the elephants we went to see the big whale.
Conrad knew all about
occupied an entire room.
whales, too.
"Do you know that one of the most valuable parts of
a whale is the diseased intestine? That's what is used in
making fine perfumes. In fact, it's the base of all good
perfume and it's very hard to get. Whenever ships come
upon dead whales, the first thing they go after is the
disintegrating intestine, which is worth a great deal."
Having learned about whales from Conrad, we went to
visit the gorillas. I was a little upset by the resemblance
So I suggested our
of one of them to our office-boy.

From

It

departure.

Mr. Nagel was not loath to leave, because he was tired,
We paused to look at some
but not downhearted.
marine exhibits and then scampered out.
"I was in the
"I love the ocean," Conrad explained.
Navy during the War. I was attached to the staff of one
of the Commanders here in New York but I always hoped
to go to sea."
We had expected to bring the da\- to a triumphant
conclusion by going to a movie. But there weren't an\'
movies we liked and anyway, I've been to a movie. So
too

—

—

we
The

parted.
Well, sightseeing's a great

life if

your

feet

don't weaken!

!
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Silver Screen wants a slogan, something that expresses what these chorus kids express, youth, pep and beauty
spirit of Hollywood.

very

$500
FOR FIVE WORDS
A
hundred
FIVEThat's

Contest for Everybody
RULES OF CONTEST

dollars for five words!

what Silver Screen

going to pay
for a slogan that will stand for everything we are
and everything we hope to be

Five

little

words

— or even

is

ScREENLAND is "America's Smart Screen Magazine."

We

"The National

want an equally descriptive slogan
Screen.

for

SILVER

We want it to stand for youth, for gaiety, for chic.
We want it to stand for fun and entertainment. And we
want it to stand for information, accurate information,
about pictures and picture people. In short, we want it
to stand for Hollywood and all the romance that Holly-

wood

typifies.

Use your

Stimulate your imagination. $500
for five words. Or $500 for four, or even three words,
if they can express the youthful, peppy personality of
brains.

Silver Screen.

will

be a prize of $500 for the slogan selected.

In case the winning slogan has been submitted by
full award will be given
to each person.
2.

3.

calls itself

There

more than one contestant, the

less.

That's four words.

Photoplay needs six. It
Guide to Motion Pictures."

1.

Slogan must not be over five words, but can be

less.

4. The judges will be a committee of members of
Silver Screen's staff. Their decision will be final.
No relatives or members of the household of anyone

connected with this publication can submit slogans.
the contest is open to everyone, every-

Otherwise,
where.
5.

Contest

closes

on midnight of January

Silver Screen assumes no

responsibility for

10th.

manu-

scripts submitted, but the editors will be very glad to
answer any questions regarding the contest.
6.

Send your slogans to "Slogan Editor," SILVER

Screen. 45 West 45th

St.,

New York

City.
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Illustrated by

FRANK GODWIN

Swiftly

Nevada moved.

There

ivas

floor

ivith

a spurt of
flame and Jimmy MacCray toppled to the
a

bullet

through his shoulder.

got brains, sweetheart. What do you want to get into
this racket for?"
"Because I can act," said Nevada. "I know I can. I
can ride, too, and swim, but I wouldn't say much about
my dancing, on account of I've lived in the country most
And I'm only seventeen, too, even if I do
all my life.
look a little older because I'm kinda tall and thin. You
give me a break, brother, and I'll keep you in homemade
pies for the rest of your life."
"You win," said Tim, "but how you knew that I'm a

bum

bachelor and live in a

boarding house

is

beyond

such as they hadn't tasted since they left home and mother.
And in return they gave Nevada work. Lots of work.
She got the work that other girls begged for with
tears in their eyes, and paid for with their youth and
beauty.

But

it

was not

all

generosity, either.

The kid could

She wasn't setting the world on fire, but she was
somewhere and she was happy. She was somebody, she was Nevada Dolan. And every once in a while
they gave her a bit, letting her ride far info the sunset or
some such thing and occasionally she got a closeup with

troupe.
getting

—

—

the star.

"You

just

Nevada, and

told

me

I

had brains, didn't you?" said
was in the movies with a

after that she

bang.
Well, maybe it's because Hollywood is so full of cheap
boudoirs, of purchased kisses and passion covered with
of kids with hungry hearts and hungrier
dollar signs
stomachs, giving the only thing they've got for a day^s
work. But somehow this goofy stunt of Nevada Dolan's
stood out. She wouldn't give what the other kids gave
But she had
she was as straight and regular as her name.
her own way of paying. She would feed any guy on the
and what a cook that girl was! It got to be a habit
lot

—

—

all the grips and props and electricians and assistant
directors to drift up to her place nights. She had a tiny
shack up in Laurel Canyon, where rents were cheap, and
in her small dining room a heterogeneous crowd set their

of

teeth into

meat stews, chocolate cake and

fried chicken.

Then she met Jimmy MacCray.

—

That's the chance that every woman takes in life
chance of meeting a Jimmy MacCray. Well, Nevada met
Jimmy, and took upon herself the burden of his life, as
well as her own.

Now Jimmy wasn't the handsomest man in Hollywood — hut he had something more than looks. This
before the days of Elinor Glyn and "It," but the
And
quality he had was pure sex-appeal, nevertheless.
he had no more feeling than a set of false teeth.
He had drifted into Hollywood at the wheel of an
expensive foreign car, and when he decided to stay, his
employers were forced to engage another chauffeur for
their return trip to Chicago.
Then began his career as itinerant actor, prop man,
Those were the things he did for a
assistant director.
(Cntiti>iii(d on page 54^
living, but the thing he really

was

:

"

:
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Man About

Young
folks— so
HOWDY,
wood, where one

Hollywood

this is Holly-

Brown

eats in

Derby cafes, buys coffee cakes
Windmill bakeries, plays miniature golf in backgrounds
of Alaska and Japan, rides on sidewalks in Bantam cars
and often takes the host's wife home, or vice versa.
in

*

Hollywood was
forgot to bury

*

laid out

*

by the early

settlers,

but they

*

*

A

telephone operator at the Paramount studio got a
radio with gum coupons.
She's now chewing on an automobile.
*

can't

tell

Sign on the corner of Western Avenue and Beverly
Boulevard
This lot will positively not be used as a miniature golf
course. A first class cafe will be erected immediately.
Laugh that one off.
*

*

*

it.

*

Jack Warner

Screen

is

*

*

raising a mustache.

whether he looks
*

just as
*

The

trouble

is

you

funny, or funnier.

—

"Sin Takes a Holiday"
*

*
is

*

Polly Moran called the Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer studio
the other day to say she would be a few hours late.
"Where are you?" asked a studio executive.
"Down at the Los Angeles Tent and Awning Com-

pany," replied Polly, "having a brassiere

*

*

Ladies of the cinema have started on another fad of
reducing.
Funny thing, but most women with truck
bodies have runabout ideas.

New Hollywood
It

off

slogan

makes

on

a whale of a difference
a sardine income.

when you

try to

show-

The question and answer department:
"I'm very sorry to inform you, Agnes, but Rin-Tin-Tin
has retired from the movies to run an exclusive flea circus.

There's a Scotch actor in the talkies
his nose to save the

wear and

tear

who speaks through

on his

false teeth.

fitted."

Kay Francis says: Cecil B. DeMille's stage at MetroGoldwyn-Mayer is known as "The Land of Nod."
*

*

*

not a story about Hollywood.
*

*

*

One of the bright young things around cinemaland
brought her car into a garage and said something was the
matter it putt-putted.
Probably parked it in front of a minature golf course.
*

The trouble with the college kids of Hollywood is:
they get eighty behind a steering wheel, but never on an
examination paper.

*

Business men base success on co-operation; musical
producers on the fact that the chorus is always kicking.

Carl Laemmle, Sr., has a very large chicken ranch on
the outskirts of Hollywood. This is the old man's hobby
it is now on a paying basis.
In case Universal makes a couple of bad pictures, maybe
the supervisors can start peddling eggs from house to

and

house.
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IS

SHE

THE COMING
GREAT
STAR?

CARROLL seems
NANCY
youth, charm, acting

to

have everything— beauty,

three years ago,
ability and luck,
totally unknown, she was selected to play the Irish Rose
She clicked. She did several unimportant
of the famous Abie.
Came talkies. She clicked again. More unimnorrant
pictures.
pictures and then "The Devil's Holiday," a small production
she's created
that Nancy made great by her performance.
the miracle again in "Laughter." Watch this girl. She's showing more promise than any girl on the screen.

Now

—
32
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More Movietown

Screen

Topics
{Continued from page 9)

had

romance with Fannie Brice before
she married song-writer Billy Rose, is having
a slight

Mary

heart failure over

Philbin, ex-Universal

star.

Big Boy is of the bashful class, and when
he holds Mary's hand under the dinner table,
it's a large evening for him.
*

Mary Doran,

*

pretty

vf

M-G-M

actress, is caus-

ing the pulse to jump for Edwin Gelsey, story
chief of the Universal studio.

Edwin
nature.

It

red-headed, but quite calm
looks like a heavy romance.

is

*

*

of

*

Alyce McCormick, crimson-haired actress,
former love-bird in the heart of Billy Joy,
Leatrice's brother and movie agent, has joined
the Joy

company

as a peddler of players.

Alyce found jobs were few and far between,

A Hollywood actor looking hard at his book. But it isn't a gag. Jean
Hersholt really reads and has a library of early Shakespeare editions
that

make

collectors envious.

CLARENCE

BROWN, director, ex-husband of Ona
Wilson and recently fiance of Dorothy Sebastian, has
been doing the romantic free-lancing businessmeaning that his heart is twittering from dame to dame.
The

latest flame

and Polly
P.

is

Sally Blane, sister of Loretta

Young

Ann Young.

G. Wodehouse, inimitable British humorist,

contract to
per week.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

is

He

doesn't like working in a studio. Really. It's a lot of
bally rot and all that sort of thing. Really.
Studio executives fixed P. G. up with a garden in
the film plant. It was an old set on the back lot. The
first day, P. G. sat in this studio-constructed garden
and

worked. He had his rocking-chair. He always works
in a rocking chair. And he had his typewriter. He was
in his garden.

After P. G. completed work the
day, a strolling prop man found
the typewriter and took it back to
the prop room. P. G. came to work
the next day, but said nothing about
the typewriter being gone.
He just
sat in the garden.
On the second night the rocking
chair disappeared, probably by the
same means. On the third day, P. G.
had nothing left but the garden
so he went home to work, and there
first

he works

in

own garden.

—

P.

his

G.

happy
with
$2500 a week from
Hollywood.
is

*

*

*

G u n n ''Big
Boy" Williams,
i

who is said

to have

A charming

duugh-

ter
who models
after her mother is

Frances

Rich.
That's Irene's head
in her hands, while

Irene

herself

and

daughter Jane are
watching.

is

now selling other actors to the studios.

Martha Mattox, character
and got herself a
do the same.

job.

actress, tried this

Maybe Alyce

can

Cupid and the stork are two of the busiest birds in
Cinemaland
Ruth Clifford, wife of James Cornelius, Beverly Hills
real estate man, is the mother of a son
a future real estate

—

salesman.
By the time he grows up, Los Angeles will probably
be ready for another boom.

under

to the tune of $2500

P. G. simply adores a garden to work in.
He must
have a garden with flowers. He simply must! Really.

happy

so she

*

*

*

Bobby Agnew, one of

the few really promising juveniles
of the silent picture days, can't connect in the talkies at
It's really a shame. Bobby is an awfully clever lad.
Recently he has been appearing on the stage in the
prologue of "Hell's Angels" at Grauman's Chinese
all.

theatre in

Hollywood.
*

*

*

Arthur Rankin is another chap who is having a run
of very tough luck. He's worked about two weeks since
last

January.

.

.
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His last big part was in "Submarine." He enacted one
of the most convincing death scenes ever put on the screen.

James Home, director

erty

Hal Roach studio, opened
Glendale in a rather ultra

in

He had "Our Gang" and Laurel and Hardy in person.
Charley Chase was master of ceremonies. Police reserves
were called to take care of the crowd. He's doing a great
business since.
*

*

Charles FranCoe, fiction

cis

and scenario
writer, was fishing for sword-

one of the best looking chaps in
It's just one of those

Hollywood, but he can't get a break.

things that even the wise-babies can't explain.
LeRoy is married to Rita Carewe, daughter of Edwin
Carewe, the director and producer.
During the recent slump in Heart Break Town, LeRoy
took to selling radios for autos. He made good and has
been promoted to assistant sales manager.
*

*

*

extra man and professional
dancer, got his big chance as a partner to Julanne Johnson,
former screen leading woman, who has gone back to the

Danny Dowling, handsome

stage.

pair

rehearsal.

An

i

recently,

x-ray

examination

Danny

that

disclosed

will

not be able to dance again.
That's what you call a tough break.
*

*

large denizen of

the deep almost
pulled him overboard.

The battle
resulted in
Charley getting
bad bruises and
a

fractured

knee.

small part in "The Third Alarm."
Some years ago, Charlotte was a star, and Rex was only a
struggling extra man trying to get a break. Once they
were very much in love, and it seems strange to see them
working on the same lot and not speaking.
*

*

Francis X. Bushman, one of the early film

made

stars,

his stage comeback recently in
Hollywood in

play

a

called

"Thin Ice."
Aileen Pringle,

M-G-M

former

who

star,

having

is

diffi-

culty getting
started

the
co-

in

talkies,

is

with
Bushman.
Judging from

featured

play

is

well

named.

M

Joseph
Schenck,

boss

the

United

Artists

studio,

of

»

yachting
friend

Vnder the jewels of her ring, Jean
Arthur conceals a tiny flask of perAh, these Hollywood gals.
fume.

with
wifey,

—

What they don't think of or with!
Jobyna Ralston,
came to the
rescue and rushed Charley to shore and medical aid.
Just our Dick, a hero in real as well as reel

has been granted a permit to
drill ror oil

On

a^_,,^

banta Mon
l^'^
»ca beach prop,

•

:^f.

life.

*

Years ago, when Ruth Roland was the feminine daredevil of the Pathe serials, Andrew Waldron was a fairly
well known player. He appeared in many of the chapterplays, including "Reckless Chances" and "The Hills of
Missing Men."
Since then, Andy has had bad luck. He is a poor man
while Ruth is rich one of the wealthiest women in
But Ruth hasn't forgotten the old days, or Andy.
pictures.
Ruth is as big-hearted as she is happy. She gave Andy
tenancy in a bungalow court which she owns, and she
never fails to visit the old man to cheer him up.
There's a real girl for you.

—

*

*

*

Hollywood's most temperamental actress, Jetta Goudal,
The brave
is going to be married soon, so rumor says.
and daring gentleman is Harold Grieve, well-known
interior decorator.

Miss Goudal's screen career has been nothing if not
on which she worked were always electrically
charged and tense. And the climax of her tempestuous
career came when she won a judgment against Pathe for
$31,000, following which she retired.
Since that time, she has dabbled more or less in interior
decorating and it was through that mutual interest that
she met Grieve.
hectic. Sets

*

:|:

press

the local

notices, the

Silver Screen's favorite aclor, Oscar,
the laugh hound of "All Quiet on
the Canine Front." Personally we'd
gladly lead a dog's life if we got
Oscar's pay check.

Dick Ar-

who was

*

*

Charlotte Merriam, former wife of Rex Lease, Tiffany
star, was engaged by the studio the other day to play a

*

when

an unusually

len,

were being featured at a big San Francisco
hotel and were becoming the social rage as perfect ballroom dancers. They were engaged to open at the Roosevelt
Hotel in Hollywood, but Danny fell one day during

The

near Catan a Island

fish

*

1

is

ron tage

at the

a miniature golf course
fashion.

LeRoy Mason

f

Oils well that
ends well.

*

of Alma Rubens and Ricardo
the storms of adversity, has
gone down in smooth waters.
During all the months of Alma's valiant battle with
drugs, Ricardo stood staunchly by, a bulwark of strength.
But now, with the battle won. Alma is suing for divorce.
However, it is understood to be by mutual agreement.

The matrimonial bark
Cortez, which weathered

Jim Cruze

is

nothing

if

not broad-minded.

who

He

signed

recently divorced him, for the lead
in his latest picture "Discontent". And he smiles approval
on Hugh Trevor, Betty's current consolation, when the
handsome young leading man visits the set to escort the

Betty Compson,

erstwhile Mrs. Cruze home.
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Is

IS

HoLLYWOOD^S
Supremacy
Thr eatene dl

Hollywood's supremacy threatened?
It is sad to report, but I can't dodge
it.
Our Hollywood-ites no longer

talkies.

By

Dorothy

rule the silver screen. Al Jolson's "Jazz
Singer," the pioneer outloud, clanged a
menace to the international dominance
of American films that is growing to an
alarming thunder.
The sway of Hollywood personalities
appears to be limited now to the United States and its
colonies and, to a lesser extent, to England and the

Herzog

British colonies.
I got this with a thud when I visited Paramount's
Joinville studio. Here, they make originals and re-make
the stories produced in Paramount's Hollywood studio.
They shoot talkies in fourteen languages: French, Spanish,

Portugese, German, Hungarian, Czech, Swedish, Polish,
Italian, Roumanian, Croat, (for the Serbs, Croats, and
Jugo-Slavs) and Dutch.
What Hollywood is to Los Angeles, the slumbrous
village of Joinville-on-the-Seine is to Paris. The similarity, however, ends with the geographical attachment.
Paris is indifferent to the cinema, to those engaged in it,
and to the millions of dollars invested in it. To them,
the motion picture is a plump, vulgarly rich industry,
precipitated into international prominence and controlled

by American

enterprise.

The French

Likeas a whole tolerated silent pictures.
wise, as a whole, they will have none of the American

Even vivacious Italians have their quiet moments. "La
Voce del Ciiore" company ("Sarah and Son" in English)
pauses between shots to give lis an inside slant on how
Italians

make

Screen

talkies in France.

It

would be

easier to sell ice-

cream at the North or South Pole than
American talkies on the Continent. One
little theatre in Paris, alone, is the exception. The Pantheon, on the left Bank,
offers a talkie haven to homesick tourists.
Indeed, with the advent of talkies,
the latent jealousy inspired by Holly-

wood's
face.

Hollywood

film rule has boiled to the surpersonalities mean nothing to foreign

screens unless they speak the native languages.
And how
do? I'll name, for the French contingent, Maurice

many

Chevalier, Adolphe Menjou, Claudette Colbert, Jetta
Goudal, Elise Bartlett, and you name the rest. There
aren't many Germans left on the Coast. Joseph Schildkraut, I think, stands alone.
Antonio Moreno, Gilbert
Roland, Don Alvarado, Dolores Del Rio, Lupe Velez,
speak Spanish. Victor Varconi and Paul Lukas speak
Hungarian.
But there are few who remain who have
duo-talkie value to producers.
More than once, since coming to Paris, I have recalled
the early talkie days when Hollywood table chatter
speculated how the outlouds would affect the American
careers of Greta Garbo, Nils Asther, Emil Jannings,
Conrad Veidt, Lya de Putti, Lily Damita, Paul Lukas,
and the rest of the foreign colony. I wager you that regardless what the talkies did to them, what foreign
countries have done to U. S. talkies has been more than
drastic retaliation.

Yes, they have studio parties in France, too. But look how
than our old Holly wod custom is this sylvan
luncheon at the Paramount Joinville Studio given for
members of the French press.

much simpler
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You

hear these thoughts expressed with trembling
Hollywood, New York, and Paris. You hear
them from English film men, too. The English resent
the American accent on the screen.
Ronald Colman,
Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook, William Austin, and a few
other names, perhaps, are very popular in England,
but our rank and file of stars receive no smiles in Great
fear in

Britain.

But

let's

get back to Joinville.

The studio

sits atop a hill overlooking the peace and
beauty of the winding Seine. There is the inevitable
gateman, of course. Strange as it may seem, he was
pleasant and agreeable.
Once inside, we see familiar sights: stages, carpenter
shops, laboratories, dressing-rooms, laborers digging,
electricians shoving lights from one stage to another,

players

walking

to

a

set

carrying

make-up

cases,

We

look for star bungalows on the order
Norma
of
Ramon Novarro's, Norma Shearer's,
Players dress in rooms
Talmadge's.
There are none.
and like it.
etc.

Fritz Deliiis proves that "The Lady Lies" in German, too.
Claudette Colbert played the delectable heroine in the
American version. Notice the fetv lights used, as compared
to our hundreds turned on every scene.

the studio is a modern tower of Babel. One's
with a gibber of noises. I listened, aghast. It
was very interesting, but all I could visualize was a large
crepe band settling like black fate upon the autocratic

Why,

ears ring

capital of

American picture making.

I listened to a well known film executive
confess that he would give his right arm and half his
fortune if he could kick the talkies into the ash-can. He
meant what he said, for one hand rested on his pocketveteran stage producer like David Belasco is
book!
quoted in an interview as saying he would invest his

Recently

A

money and his time in silent pictures were he a younger
man. He is pessimistic about the future of the talkies
and the survival of talkie personalities. He bases his
opinion not on the international financial havoc caused
by each country demanding films in their native
tongue but on the quality (or lack of it) of the current
at Marcelle Chantal and we decided to learn
French. She appears in the foreign version of "Sarah and
Son," playing Ruth Chatterton s role and thereby cutting
down Ruth's public.

One look

talkies.

There was more to wonder about in Joinville. Months
ago, Ruth Chatterton starred in "Sarah and Son." Paramount's Joinville studio has remade this same story in
In each
French, Polish, Italian, German, and Spanish.
instance, native directors megaphoned the film.
selected their casts from their own country.
Chatterton won't be seen in these countries.

actors will.
What is the significance of this?

They
Ruth
Local

similarly, being of brick over steel and lined with rock
When Paramount
to make them sound proof.
purchased this property three months ago, there were

wool
Devastating, simply

Ruth's popularity has been automatically
devastating.
halved.
So has her box-office field. Her pictures still
cost as much to produce but their earning capacity can
You can
never be the same under existing conditions.
figure what this will ultimately mean to Miss Chatterton
and her $5000 or so weekly salary.
I speak of Ruth only because her picture, "Sarah and
Son," was running the production gamut at the JoinvilleLeague-of-Nations' lot. What is true of her is true of
the entire roster of Hollywood players.
Producers have battled high salaries since the days
Mary Pickford set the pace. They have always lost.
The public elevated unknowns to stardom and producers
Now, it
found themselves paying for the promotion.
looks as though they will win the high salary battle.
Picture salaries will eventually revert to normalcy,
$1500 and $2500 being top. In winning, however, producers lose, for insofar as the American player's box
office range is limited, just so far is the producer's income
depleted.

The stages are smaller than those in Hollywood.
They rise to no impressive heights, but they are built

two stages. Now, there are six.
The electrical and sound equipment was brought
We see the
from New York at tremendous expense.
A camera
familiar sunlight arcs and "boxed" cameras.
After duty is
costs approximately $8000 in America.
paid to the customs officials here, the same camera in
That is 250,000 francs and when
France costs $10,000.
you stop to consider that 250,000 francs in this country
a sizeable fortune that enables a Frenchman to realize
to retire to a small farm and wile
his fondest dream
away his days as he chooses you know what that
amount of money means in France. Think of it. The
price of one movie camera would whirl a Frenchman to
is

—

At

Utopia!
too.

.

.

that,

it

—

would

start

me

well on the way,

.

lunched with Dimitri Buchowetski in the studio cafe.
He megaphoned "Midnight
recall his name.
Sun" and sundry Hollywood pictures in the silent days.
Later, he transferred his efforts to Wall Street, amassed
{Continued on page 57)
a fortune, and cleared out
I

You must
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Leading

Lady
Aged
Nineteen
By

Margaret Reid
She's Marguerite Churchill,

A Starlet of Genuine Charm
Marguerite loves acting, books and throwing knives in the back yard.

afraid this

is

mouth, absurdly white teeth

going to be
Nor-

I'M
awfully hard for you.

girls

mal people make pretty dull
What can you possibly
me?"
The speaker was Marguerite

just

awfully different,"

It

only accidental that she

is

Only nineteen,
she might very well be. Except
for a fate that made her an actress
instead.

That happened when Marguerite

was

one had ever been on the
stage in our family," she said;
"but my father owned and operated theatres and I had always

wanted to act. When I was eleven,
father died. And it was necessary
that I decide to do something

some
some

day

"So

sunny dining-room of the sunny,
Churchill house,
the other
sunny, comfortable little houses
on this pleasant street in Beverly
Hills.
The street is on the other
side of Wilshire Boulevard from
the
"show places".
Just as
Marguerite is on the other side
of the road from the show-offs of
her trade.
Marguerite is pretty with a
fresh, wholesome beauty.
Her
long hair is a rich auburn, as are
her eyebrows and lashes. Gentle
brown eyes, a delicate nose and

we

—mother

myself for
of earning a

and

I

—de-

cided on the stage."
After that. Marguerite could
hold her ambition for only two
She went to the Profesyears.
sional Children's School in New
York and into a production,
"Why Not", and no one suspected
that the leading ingenue was only
It was
thirteen years of age.
Marguerite's first appearance, but
she gave a good performance.
Beginning in leading roles.
Marguerite's inevitable appren-

cast of this interview thus
introduced sat at luncheon in the

is

— prepare
means

definite

living.

I

The

comfortable

eleven.

"No

said.

which

should look like and seldom

isn't a schoolgirl.

Churchill.
"On these occasions," said
Marguerite, "I'd give anything
But I'm just
to be picturesque.
painfully average."
"Well,"'
said
Marguerite's
mother, "It may make her less
dashing copy, but it does make
her a lot pleasanter to live with.
I'm sure I don't know what I'd
do with one of those human fireworks in the house."
"As a matter of fact, normalcy
doesn't necessarily make dull

—

all

do.

reading.
say about

copy

—

the accoutrements of what school-

little

just like all

—

was not accomplished
the "walk-on" sector.
This period occurred, not in obscurity, but in the celebrated
ticeship

among

Saje in the arms of love and Jolin
ayne. Marguerite plays the pioneer

IT

heroine of "The Big Trail."

Theatre

{Continued on page 58)
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THE SINGING JEWEL
By

KAY
Wilson

Stanley Smith

is

the newest type

of

movie hero

He's got a voice.
He's good as gold.
He looks safe but
this Smith guy is a
real

menace

to

feminine hearts.

PARAMOUNT has such nice boys!
The kind

that look safe but are the real menace to
feminine hearts.
Who typify every mother's son and
every girl's sv^^eetheart but whose eyes hint that w^ith a
little encouragement they could be the third side in any-

—

body's triangle.
Like Buddy Rogers, Gary Cooper, Richard Arlen, Neil
Hamilton, Phillips Holmes.
And now there's Stanley
Smith, newest member of the dashing group. And one of
the busiest. In fact, he is a leading candidate for the transcontinental commutation record, so often has he trekked
back and forth between the eastern and western Paramount
studios.

At

present, he just completed the lead opposite Clam
Bow in "Love Among the Millionaires" and is in the East
to play Romeo to Ginger Rogers in "Manhattan Mary."
Tall, with curly blond hair and opaque blue eyes, Stanley

Smith might well be the cream in any girl's coffee. But
instead of a weakness for the dangerous sex, Stanley confesses that his career is

the lodestar of his

And he has another claim
in his own home town!

life.

to distinction

—he made good

For though he was born in Kansas City, he was reared in
the film capital and it was in the Hollywood High School
that he received his first dramatic training. And it is in the
same town that he has made every one of his steps to
success.

When I saw Stanley he was
had

just arrived in

playing in the East.

in his usual

New York

and was

high

all

spirits.

He

excited about

"I've always loved the stage and pictures," he began.
I was just a kid going to school in Kansas, other
kids in the neighborhood and myself rigged up a marionette theater in which we put on all kinds of shows. Our
mothers dressed little dolls for us to use for actors and we
finally got so we were pretty good at manipulating

"When

them.
"Then,

when
move

grammar school, mother and I
Hollywood. My father still lives in the
east. It was the climate which attracted mother (Chamber
of Commerce, please take note,) but the movies were my
suppressed desire. You see, I had already determined that
decided to

I

finished

to

somehow or other I was going to be an actor.
"So when I entered high school I joined all the dramatic
and spent as much time and monev
societies and glee clubs

—

could in going to shows and movies.
'During summer vacations I got any kind of studio work
I could
office boy, 'prop man', anything just to get inside
the sacred gates. Why, one of the biggest moments of my
life was when I landed the job to handle Elliot Dexter's
fan mail!"
Stanley chuckled as he recalled those not so far distant
days when the desire to play opposite such stars as Clara
Bow and Nancy Carroll seemed an almost fantastic
dream.
He has an engaging, bovish laugh wliich belies his stem
efforts to appear the verv earnest man of the world. For the
first impression he creates is one of slight! y-blas.'' worldThe real Stanley Smith, a delightfully simple,
liness.
straightforward lad, is buried beneath (Continual on page 60^
as

I

'

—

—
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WHAT A WIDOW— United

Artists

WHATway

a surprise!
Gloria Swanson goes slapstick in a
in this odyssey of a young widow who sets

big
out to see the world.
her interests at heart

amiable

Owen Moore

is her attorney who has
own, while Lew Cody plays an
Complications ensue, but gorgeous

—

his

inebriate.
Gloria, with her nightie trailing, manages to
thing out in her naive way. RATING: Good.

straighten

THE BIG TRAIL—Fo;c

MAJESTIC

WAY FOR A SAILOR—M-G-M
JOHN GILBERT answers his critics—and how!

In

"Way

in quality, epic in scope, "The Big Trail" is
a vast and gripping monument to the early Empire
Builders. The story is completely simple, but every American will thrill to this great document of the conquest of a
new land. The terrific struggle with the elements and the
Indians is simply and sincerely told, with an all-compelling
himianness dominating the entire production. John Wayne,
a newcomer, and Marguerite Churchill, give splendid performances as the pioneer lovers, and the rest of the cast contribute flawless characterizations.
RATING: Excellent.

for a Sailor" Gilbert's voice and acting are great.
He plays a tough tar constantly "on the make" for a
hard-hearted Hannah, played by Lelia Hyams. But, he's a
glutton for punishment. Wally Beery is great in a featured role but Jim TuUy, the writer, is terrible and should
stick to his pen.
RATING: Excellent.

CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK—Radio

HERE
waited

—

the laughingest hit of the season
the longof Amos 'n Andy.
Heretofore, radio and stage stars have been disappointing
to movie fans
but not Amos 'n Andy. They've clicked
is

comedy

—

THE OFFICE WlVE—ff arner

Brothers

secretaries
probably be out of jobs the
ALLdaypretty the
boss' wife sees "The Office Wife."
that
will

after
It's
picture.
Dorothy Mackaill is Lewis Stone's secretary, who wins his love from a frivolous wife played by
Natalie Moorhead. Honest and accurate and grandly acted.
So be sure to see this one. RATING: Excellent.

kind of

a

and then some!
The story, merely a background for gags, brings in all
the famous characters used on the air. There is never a
dull moment.
Amos 'n Andy are wows and the cast headed by Irene
Rich and Sue Carol is expert. The Duke Ellington Band
provides knockout musical numbers.
"Check and Double Check" is a hit and a big one.

RATING:

—

Excellent.

—

—
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Reviewing
Stand
ILLICIT

Warner Brothers
drama done very

an ultra-modern society
HERE
phisticatedly and daringly.
is

so-

Everything about the production has been expertly done
Barbara Stanwyck rises to
cast, direction and treatment.
new dramatic heights as the girl dead set against marriage,
while James Rennie as the man who desires wedlock is great.

—

MOROCCO

MARLENE

The

lines of the picture are grand.

A

CLEVER

RATING:

Excellent.

Paramount

DIETRICH, newest

of foreign importations,

advance promises and rises to superb histrionic heights in "Morocco," a story of the Foreign Legion.
She plays a beautiful lady in distress, marooned in iviorocco,
who marries Adolph Menjou, a millionaire, and then falls
who can blame her for that?
in love with Gary Cooper
Gary himself does the best work of his career as the romantic Legionaire, and Menjou is suave and sophisticated.
Settings of rare beauty and interesting treatment distinguish
this film, which you can't afford to miss.
justifies all

—

RATING:

Excellent

KISMET—First
script,

good

National

direction,

a

lavish production

and a grand characterization by Otis Skinner make
this a picture worth seeing. As Hajj, the Beggar of Bagdad,
he commits all sorts of gay rascalities. He's the whole show.
Incidental love interest is supplied nicely by Loretia
Young and David Manners and the supporting cast is great.
You'll enjoy "Kismet"— it's different. RATING: Good.

MOTHER'S
the
THIS
"Mother's Cry"

CRY— First

National

real mother love story of the talkies.
is a fine, intelligent, dramatic story of
one a genius, one quite rothe mother of four children
mantic, one domestic and of course one a black sheep. And
just as you expect, she loves the black sheep best.
The acting is often superlative and the direction is defirst

is

serving of

much

—

praise.
a newcomer, wins her right to

stardom
through a magnificent performance. Edward Woods, Helen
Chandler, Evelyn Knapp, Sidney Blackmer and Pat O'Malley complete a perfect cast.
"Mother's Cry" is sob stuff sanely done.

Dorothy Peterson,

RATING:

Excellent

HER WEDDING NIGHT— Paramount

GET

out your adjerlives and use them onco more on
In "Her Wedding Night" Clara is the
Clara Bow.
She plays an
slim, smouldering gal of her early pictures.

—

who pets married I)y mistake to two men, Ralph
Forbes and Skeet Gallagher, and falls in love with one of
them. Charles Ruggles is a swell comic. RATING: Excellent.

actress

—
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JUST IMAGINE—fo«
imagine yourself fifty years from now. Just imagine
being on Mars. That's the locale of this unusual talkie.
^"'^
future of thrills and laughter— and how!
v\ Brendel
D®^*"
El
plays a stowaway to Mars, and Maureen O'SulGarrick are the lovers in this goofy picture,
u^"u^"which
will make you shiver with excitement and giggle
with
joy. Different, but you'll enjoy it. RATING:
Good.

JUST

THE GORILLA—First

ANOTHER

repeater.

friend "The Gorilla" has
finally emerged from the sound studios.
It has become a burlesque on the usual run of mystery plays, and is
hilariously funny.
Joe Friscoe (of vaudeville fame) and Harry Gribbon play
the dumb detectives. Lila Lee is charming as the girl and

Walter Pidgeon

is

her young man.

RATING:

Good.

SCREEN'S

VER

THE HOT HEIRESS—First

National
musical comedy, yes but don't turn away
this one is good.
"The Hot Heiress" is a funny and romantic mixture about

a society bud and an iron riveter.

Ona Munson, a newcomer, is great and Ben Lyon, giving
an excellent performance, displays considerable vocal talent.
Good gags and fun. You'll like this. RATING: Good.

THE LADY SURRENDERS— f/nit;ers«Z
done. A dissatisfied

of heavy drama splendidly
ABIT
wife writes a novel about her

husband's faults. Under
a nom de plume, of course. The trouble begins when he
reads the book and insists on an audience with the author
to present the husband's point of view.
Two newcomers,
Genevieve Tobin and Rose Hobart, play the women with
Conrad Nagel playing the husband. RATING: Good.

SCOTLAND YARD—Fo*
'TVESPITE

—'

a

hackneyed

plot, this is fairly entertaining.

the old gag about the injured crook,

who by means

—

ANOTHER

National

Our old

Silver Screen

HEADS UP—/' ardinoiint
It's

of

plastic surgery, is given a new face, that of a banker.
He
assumes his new role with one eye on the banker's money
and the other on his pretty wife. And the wife, Joan Bennett, finds the gay deceiver fascinating! RATING: Fair.

the
BUT
Rogers plays

on the up about this! Buddy
a young naval officer, trying to elude the
matchmaking mother of Margaret Breen. Helen Kane is a
boopa-doop sweetie, and Victor Moore does a nut comedian
title is all that's

well, but the story

ebullient

self,

is

just too ancient.
Buddy
RATING: Fair.

however.

is

his usual
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REVIEWING

DIVORCE AMONG FRIENDS—F/rst

ST

DOORWAY

National

THIS

rings the martial, pardon us, marital doorbell. If
you're married you'll squirm in your seat
and laugh
heartily. And if you're not married, you'll learn a few real
things about wedlock
and laugh heartily.

—

—

It's clever, satirical comedy about a discontented husband
and wife, played by James Hall and Irene Delroy, with
Moorhead as the menace. RATING: Good.

Natalie

A

THE SANTA FE TRAIL—Paramount
WESTERN as is a Western, with all the thrilling

in-

gredients of a swell picture. The locale is Spanish
Acres, a grazing land for cattle, and there is much intrigue,
a villain, a beautiful senorita and the gallant hero. Richard
Arlen is excellent while the heroine is a newcomer, Rosila
Moreno.
Mitzi Green and Eugene Palette provide real

comedy.

RATING: Good.

THE THOROUGHBRED— ri#fl/iy
'X'HIS marks

the return of Wesley Barry, famous freckle-1- faced
kid of the silent days. It's one of those racing
stories of a young jockey who wins the stable owner's daughter, situation Number Two from
the old hokum bucket.
Nancy Dover tries hard to be a heroine. Young Barry
IS all right. It's very
mild entertainent. RATING: Fair.

you
IFthis.

HELL—

THE
TO
)? arners
can stand another gangster story, you may go for
It's all about a young racketeer, played by Lew

Ayres, who tries to quit the game.
Lew seems miscast,
while Dorothy Mathews, a newcomer, is too inexperienced
for a leading role.
Robert Elliot and James Cagney give
the best performances in the film.
You can take it or
leave it
it won't make much difference.
Rating:
Poor.

—

RADIO

THE SILVER HORDE—Karfio
PICTURES spent much money and

time in an
effort to secure an epic of the great outdoors, intermingled raw drama, and salmon fisheries.
The result is too bad. A terribly mediocre story which,
despite some good acting, proves to be a sad affair.
Evelyn Brent tries hard to save it but it was too tough
a job.

RATING:

Poor.

THE BOUDOIR DIPLOMAT— l/«/,;er.W
too bad that such a charming play as "The Command
ITtoisLove"
sliould be turned into
a

crude farce with briplu
A young diplomat
strives to reform and

lines butchered beyond recognition.
whose escapades are decidelv risque,
can'l.

That was the idea, but the picture muddles

Mary Duncan

tries hard,

but in vain.

it

all.

RATING:

Poor.

—
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FIRST PRIZE
Philadelphia, Pa.

BELIEVE

must be

hundreds of
have two eyes,
a nose and a mouth
but that's all they are.
They don't comprise a face, one of those fatal
faces that launch a thousand ships. I've a figure,
but beautiful clothes neither help it nor hinder
it.
Just an average girl, that's all.
Now I'm
twenty and some day I hope to meet the right
boy, and that we fall in love and marry and five
1

other American

—

SECOND PRIZE
Chicago,

lU.

AS A

teacher of English, in second year
high school, I used to have trouble
most of them about
getting my young pupils
Then sudto read certain fine books.
sixteen
I asked various
denly inspiration struck me.

—

—

they went to movies and found out
from individual students who their favorite
After that it was easy selling. I
stars were.
classes if

would suggest, "If you were a casting director
and wanted to find a romantic part for Ronald
Colman, would you select Ivanhoe?" Or, "Do
you think Garbo would make a good Juliet?"
The reading has gone like wildfire ever since and
the suggestions my pupils have brought in would
have done good to a worried scenario editor's
heart.

Anna

Snell

HELP FOR HAINES

—

Mr. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, won't you

my

plea

and give

Billy

Lillian

THIS

GARBO GIRL

Joe

A

please

HISS

lY

ClarX

THIRD PRIZE
Alberta, Canada
you ever gone into a moving
picture theatre tired and discouraged,
the worries in the world weighing on

"pjAVE

with all
your shoulders?

all

Watson

FOR GRETA
just

a

tall,

story

love

unfolded

on every other day.
Thank heaven for the magic carpet of

Lansing, Mich.
To
the rave about Garbo?

she's

And

there in the darkness as a
before your eyes,
suddenly you felt rested and your troubles appeared in their true, trivial light? That's what
the movies mean to me.
I live way out on a farm and can only drive
into town once a week.
But that one night on
which I see a movie gives me the courage to carry

tender

awkward

pictures.

Mrs. Alton Johnson

HE-MAN COOPER
Boise, Idaho

T

WANT

to put in a

word

for the

good

old Westerns, and especially for Gary
What is an English Society drama
Cooper.

of Ronald Colmans and CHve Brooks compared to real men in real American drama? That
tall young gentleman is a typical example of the
romance and daring of the old West, and he's a
I like to see Fay Wray play opposite
swell guy.

full

him, too.

Donald Westcou

girl

who

EXTRAS
Portland, Ore.

"VOUR

Arnold

Duluth, Minn.
'J^HE Garbo picture on your first cover
was wonderful! I'm glad to see you're
starting your magazine right.
I think Greta is
the greatest actress the screen has ever known and
when she walks across the room oh, boy! I
don't think I'll ever marry, because I know I'll
never be able to find a girl as wonderful as my idol.
Come on, you Garbo fans, let's get together
and give three cheers for Greta!

me

LESS

I

happily ever after.
But I can go to the movies! I go and see the
divine Garbo, the flashing Joan Crawford, the
cunning, dramatic Nancy Carroll, the smart, vivid
Norma Shearer. I go every evening and every
evening I'm another movie girl, having a marvelous
dramatic time against marvelous backgrounds.
And because I can be all those girls, I think Ufe's
wonderful.

some good pictures?
Bett>i

like

—

Toledo, Ohio
T ET me say something about my favorite,
William Haines. That boy's a swell
only he never gets a chance to act. Why
actor
isn't he given better pictures instead of different
Oh,
versions of the same old smart-aleck gag?
hear

girls.

on the Hollywood extra
girl who worked the most in the year is
if more
a splendid move in the right direction,
article

magazines would tell the truth about the difiiculties of an actor's life, there would be fewer
And in the same issue was
stage-struck girls.
the death notice of one of the girls who had finally
made the way toward success Dorothy Seastrom.
More power to Silver Screen and its young,
forward ideas.
Catherine Edwards

—

A RAVE FOR RONNIE
Memphis, Tenn.
'P'HANK heaven and Sam Goldwyn,
for Ronald Colman.
He's a prince of
actors, and a regular guy, too.
Since talkies have
come, he has improved a hundred percent.

wouldn't attract a second glance in this
town. But just because she won't talk to anybody, people think she's grand!
Personally, I'm for the sweet, simple type of
screen heroine, like June CoUyer, Fay Wray and

Mary Brian. Those are the girls who make
going to pictures worth while.
They stand for
goodness and purity and the world would be
beLter off if it paid less attention to the other kind
of women, the vamps like Garbo.
James White

Wilmington, Del.

TVTHAT
kid

can anyone see in Buddy
Rogers? He's nothing but a callow
He
happens to have nice curly hair.

who

man, like George Bancroft, my favorite.
And I don't think he is a very good musician.
He should stick to acting, and Rudy Vallee should
isn't a

stick to his music!

Marv Dunn
'T^HIS is a real fan department
Love on one side and Hisses on
the other. Write what you think about
pictures
you've seen and players
you've heard
and don't pull your
punches.
Three prizes each month

—

for letters not longer than 200 words.
$15 First Prize; |lO Second and $5

Third.
Dolores Dale

ROUGH ON ROGERS

NOT OKAY FOR OAKIE
Omaha, Neb.
'T'ELL me, how can anyone like that
guy. Jack Oakie, to laugh at?

If you'll

watch him closely, you'll see that he never plays
He's always
any part but that of Jack Oakie.
the same.

I

hate him.

Gladys Adayns

HF.

Alrl

-sinjiin^
s

because

who

j^uvr

.starlet,

fair

luiJienci's

now knocking

Jeanette

not onlv

a

lu

tkcin
lias

w

trill;

lor

liurrah.s

lyric

Jf.ANNF.1TF.

tones

in

but

'"^

M.AcI )oN.\Ln,

lonte

sucli

Carlo.

lovely
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Maylie

lyric
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Helena RuDinstein

.

sets tlie faskion

in \^nities for igsi
Here

the newest, smartest Cosmetic Jewelry

is

— created

by the world's foremost beauty
All that constitutes the perfect ac'

specialist.

and the ideal gift, are harmonized
most exquisite masterpieces

cessory

these

. .

.

.

DISTINCTION .. UTILITY.
.

.

.

in

.

BEAUTY.

In these, her newest cosmetic creations, the

genius of Helena

1931 Double Compact
Unusually chic is this square black and
gold striped vanity, containing compact rouge and compact powder in the
fashionable

and

inimitable

Rubinstein tones and quality.
cessory
all

which adapts

itself

Helena

An

She has

heights.

ac-

smartly to

costumes. 2.50

and

Rubinstein attains

new

perfected powders, rouges

which mirror nature itself
coloring becomes your very own. And

lipsticks

their

1931 Loose Powder

Elegance and originality mark

a

that they are fashion prophecies

and

Soon you

for afternoon

Riviera

.

.

leak-proof compartment,

a

or evening. 3.50

Palm Beach and on the

out at
.

patented

Red Geranium or Red Raspberry
indelible lipstick. The ideal accessory

see these irresistible vanities

will

this

vanity in 24 karat gold finish. Contains
loose powder (Natural and Rachel) in

she sends them forth in containers so smart

flashing

— Lipstick Vanity

Indeed

no exaggeration

it is

to pre-

dict that they will be as chic in 1933 as they

are in 193 1

Choose these fascinating bijoux. As accesso'
ries they complement each costume. As gifts,
they compliment both giver and recipient.
Beauty deserves these creations of beauty!

The New Enchante
Striking examples of

^

Vanities

modern

design,

and vermilion, containing loose powder and compact or cream
rouge. The leak-proof powder compartment holds a generous quantity of
powder in Natural and Rachel. Rouge in
Red Geranium or Red Raspberry. 3.00
in black, silver

"ig

Valaze Nail

Groom

"ig

Three

in

1931 Triple Vanity

New

Tints

Red Geranium and Red Raspberry;
conservative Shell Pink. Three gleaming, lasting
Chic, exotic

nail enamels, i.oo

each (with a remover 1.75)

Persian Eye Black

— the

super- Mascara.

It

stays

on!

i.oo,

1.50

Compelling charm and astonishing
value await you in this modish vanity
in 24 karat striped gold finish with
touches of vermilion and black. Holds
compact powder and rouge. And there's
a lipstick hidden in the hinge! An irresistible piece

of cosmetic jewelry. 3.50

Modernistic Powder or Rouge Compact
tiny square modernistic vanity holds a generous quantity of powder or rouge in the inimitable

This

Helena Rubinstein quality and

tones. 1.25

Magic Make-Up Vanity
Unquestionably the season's smartest
and most original vanity. A complete
overnight or week-end make-up case
easily carried in your purse! Contains
loose powder in a patented leak-proof
compartment, cream rouge for cheeks
and lips, eye shadow, and a cosmetic
innovation
mascara in crayon form!
AH encased in an exquisite, full-mir-

The Nerf Red -Tangerine
Brilliant in tone, soft

te.vcuie

— the

lipstick ot \outh. Indelible! 1.2^. 3.50

The New Red -'l aiigcriiic Rouge
This clear, vivid tone enkindles the
whole face. Creme onlv. i.oo to "5.00

—

rored

m

Lipstick

Helena Rubinstein's cosmetic creations

Iielena riiLinstein

vanity in 24 karat gold striped
finish with delicate touches of black

PARIS

and vermilion. 5.00

PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO

8 East 57th Street,
•

•

New York

BOSTON

DETROIT

London
TORONTO

arc

obtainable

at

the

better

shops.

Qualified assistants will guide \ou in

choosing resultful pi ep.uations
your home bcautv care

tor

Gifts to inspire pride

i
./arm,
Wo

friendly, colorful

leather

Beautiful color-toned leathers

ond durable
humidors,

Made

billfolds,

made

making the

.

.

trade-mark, prove

gifts

men

ideal, sincere

into smartly designed

cigarette cases and lighters,

toilet sets, etc., for

this fine leather

.

.

.

.

for

Christmas and the

New

Year.

and tailored handbags and underarms for women,

'<ey cases,

with the

to inspire pride.

gift

Meeker-

You'll find

merchandise at your Jeweler's, the better

Department and Drug Stores, and

at the Leather Gift Shop.

THE MEEKER COMPANY,

Inc.,

Joplin,Mo

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF STEERHIDE

PRODUCTS

IN

THE UNITED STATES
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.
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.
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A glorious fragrance, like notking else
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tkose rose -colored dreams,
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Seventeen!
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worn
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.
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.
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.
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compact. A. Face Powder
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Dusting Powder
that
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.

.
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.
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,

.

.

.

makes your hatk luxurious.
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.

Talcum.
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.

A
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Water

Toilet
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so refreshing.
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.

.

.
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way
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correct

solid or
.

.

to scent

.

the

one

s

lingerie.

Pictured at the left are
Seventeen Perfume, Seventeen Sachet, and Seventeen

Free Powder.
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Barrymore
Barbecue

No, we don't mean

ham

—

roast-

preview
of the romantic, laughing
ing a

just a

comedy based on the
Barrymore legend of "The
Royal Family." Ina Claire,
Mary Brian, Frederic
March and Henrietta

Crosman

play

(That's

there are, there

all

any more.)

aren't
When
Royal

the four.

the prodigal son returns to the
Family a big scene is had

by

all.

Julie (below) tries to persuade herself that a good match won't kill the
divine spark.

The actress-mother (Ina Claire) pleads with her daughter
(Mary Brian) to choose the royal road to romance
instead of the rough road to fame.

is

Broadway, and

in

for

—

which her muuagcr says
her heart, Julie thinks it the best

Julie tries to act for the best

Broadway,

too.
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YOU CAN MANUFACTURE PERSONALITY
[Continued frojn page 11]

seemed about to
held for him.

live

up to the expectations

But talking pictures were beginning to

come in and Goldwyn loaned Byron to
von Stroheim for the lead opposite Gloria
Swanson in "Queen Kelly".
Byron, still a stranger and a newcomer,
with only "The Awakening" to his credit,
spent months on that masterpiece. He

drew

his salary

later the picture

screen actor as far as casting

still a silent

directors

every week but a year
was scrapped. Byron was

were concerned.

Which shows that keeping
light

wrong

the

Don

counts.

position.

t let

in the spotthings place you in

Keep your

Thus

keep the center of the stage.

head,

and

lesson six.

One of the newest of Goldwyn's disand
coveries is Evelyn Laye, blonde
beautiful.
Goldwyn

saw her

years ago
London. He
Nothing
discussed a contract with her.
came of it, but with the advent of singin?
pictures, she was the first person of whom
Sam thought. Following "Bulldog Drummond", Goldwyn visited London and saw
in

first

"Madam Pompadour"

five

in

her again, this time in "New Moon".
They signed a contract for her first American picture.

With Miss Laye, Goldwyn was dealing
with another problem. She was a trained
But
artist and he was sure of her ability.
the problem was to put her over with
American movie audiences.
he suggested that she do a stage
here first.

So,

show

"Bitter

In

Sweet",

Evelyn

knocked

Broadway for the well-known loop, and
then was ready for her picture debut.
She has just completed "Escapade"
and those who have seen parts of it say
it

is

a

wow.

Proving that even if you ve got something,
Which is rule seven.
you have to put it over.
Finally, there's Eleanor Hunt, who made
her movie debut in "Whoopee".

Hundreds of girls were being interviewed
both New York and Hollywood for the
There was a constant procession of
part.
nondescript young ladies into the Goldwyn
New York office which proved disrupting
In
to the work of the entire company.
in

—

the arrival of several of the
young ladies interrupted a convivial conference and conversation tea going on in
He disthe office of the casting director.
engaged himself, came out to look at the
applicants and without even a second
glance, dismissed them all.

A

Two days later one of the young ladies,
Eleanor Hunt, was engaged for the part.
She was one of those who had been dismissed without even a second mention.
Goldwyji himself selected her,
sight unseen, on recommendation of Eddie
Cantor and John Harkrider, two personal
But

friends.

girl with (I winning weigh and two good reasons for it!
selected as the perfect chorus girl, by Pearl Eaton, R

Bernice Graves teas
dance director.

K O

particular,

Thus,
them
charm.
keep

rule

—

Finally,

cepting
friends

eight

is:

they help in

all

of

Make
any

friends

and

career, even one of

Goldwyn's

Howard).

Colman

Evelyn

—

all

of

Laye,

them

Lily

have

Damita,
been

the

warmest kind of intimates.
stars,

ex-

Banky, have been very close
of
Mrs.
Goldwyn (Frances

So,

one unfailing rule

is:

Keep in right

with the boss' wife!

The Most Permanent

Star in

Hollywood

He"s been before the public for thirteen years. He's had productions good,
liad and fairish. Talkies came
and left him triumphant. Who? Richard Barihelniess. Read the secret of Dick's success in next month's SILVER SCREEN.
It's one yon can use for your o\\\\ career.

—
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A

Screen Test for

MAKE-UP

Color Harmony
BERNICE CLAIRE and ALTER
PIDGEON, hi a preview of /si National's Technicolor production,

"The Toast of

Photographed in projection
room at Technicolor Studios, Hollywood.
the Legion" .,

.

Max Factor and Technicolor's Color
Control Staff, studying and approving
the ravishing beauty of Bernice Claire as
emphasized by Max Factor with makeup in correct color harmony to blend
with her own individual complexion colorings. The effect is like an artist's masterpiece.. .no other make-up in the world
Now
is created in this amazing way.
you may have the secret.

Jack Holden

DuRENCEAU

F. J.

Max Factor

Van Halle

Louise

Make-up

Waoner

tfL

,

Color Harmony
Make-up Genius

Factor, Hollywood's

will bring you such amazing beauty.

WHAT And what

color face powder?

stick?

What

What
how will

color rouge?

color eye-shadow.

.

.

and

become

to

a

my

a very part

color lip-

,

new charm?

Why
.

.

trust

.

.

.

you may have the personal advice of Max
Factor, Hollywood's Genius of Make-Up, creator
of cosmetics for the screen stars and studios.
.

.

though you were

Just as

Max

a

.

.

screen star

.

.

Makc-Up which

will

.

color

allure ot

to

of the Starr.

.

"

Make-Vp

today

is

Make-Up

your Society

an

art,

in color

harmony proves that yon are a

and

.

waster of the

Clwnkr

art.''

I

of

.

some

living

.

Sl.irs

and SluJiuS

Suitniin)

is

Max

in

Hollywood.

.

Mm F.iceor_M.ix

ANALYSIS

1

F.iccor Studios,

enclose loc (coin or stamps)

and handling.

I

CONIPLLXION
TigM

COLOR LASHtS
I

ll|C,7_
Factor's.

e igjo Mjx

.

to cover cost of postage

HOLLYWOOD

Commmi

to

Hollywood, Olif. 17-12-32
Dear Sir: Send mc a coinplimciitary copy of your 48 p.igc book, "The Nt-a An
an.ilysis and make-up color harmony
11/ Sodcty Mdl-c-Up", personal complexion

Mr.

jdiart.

malc-up incluJing Technicolor used by Hollywood Screen
(Los Aiigiitt

glorious color

.

r" MAIL FOR YOUR COMPLEXION
|

bring

.

,

Factor's is used exclusively in all the big motion
picture studios, by Technicolor, and by Hollywood's stars. Mail the coupon immediately.

-writes:

MAX FACTOR'S Socielj MAKE-UP
<'Costttc/ics

make-up

beauty to

I

all

other

beauty gift.

harmony revolutionized make-up

1

or

and no

.

screen star type of unrivaled beauty, you can well imagine the magic
power it holds. And the complete make-up ensemble is perfect in
for Max Factor's discovery of cosmetic
color harmony balance

out the hidden fascination of your natural beauty

96%

.

.

.

quisites of Society

.

and emphasize the alluring magnetism of your personality.

BERNICE CLAIRE,

create for you an ensemble in powmake-up
der, rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow and the daily re.

RELEASED TO YOU

NOW

Make-Vp."

Factor will chart your color harmony in
.

.

.

asking

just for the

and

Make- Up

So whatever your complexion colorings, whatever your variation
of type in blonde, brunette, redhead or brownctte
discover the one way to double your beauty,
LILA LEE, says: " Whether fur
discover Hollywood's make-up secret.
screen or street wear, I always find
And remember that no other make-up will
greater satisfaction in Max Factor's
bring you such amazing beauty... for only Max

teally

.

Within your reach

glamour and

such cjucstions so important

when make-up can
chance or guess?
be a magic beautifier.
.

.

each
Each cosmetic produced by Max Factor
tone ... is like the masterpiece of an artist. Created

they look

of skin tone and texture? Will they detract

natural beauty or will tln.y add the

Hollywood's

Genius, using eyeshadow to emphasize the
depth and lustre of her eyes.

Mail coupon for priceless

together in the make-up ensemble? Will they clash in color or will
they harmonize? Will they blend with my complexion colorings or
will they not? Will they be ol" such exquisite fineness and softness as

from

.

other cosmetics in the zvorU created in this amazing zvay

No

First National star,

Created to Living Screen Star Types by

THE MAGIC BEAUTIFIER ...
Max

LILA LEE,
Max Factor,

F.i.ttir

—

.
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CAKE AND CARTRIDGES

HAVE YOUR PICTURE
ON YOUR

Writing Paper
New —Individual —Distinctive.

This writ-

paper

expresses your personality.
of the thrill your sweetheart, relaand dearest friends will get when
you write them on this new paper. 24
sheets and 24 envelopes.
Find grade
ing

Think
tives

Hammermill Bond paper— ripple

finish
ladies in

Fold-over sheets for
White, Blue or Buff full size flat sheets
for men in white only.
Photoscript is a
mile^ ahead of monograms and printed
used.

—

stationery.

Send your best print or negative, we
enlarge or reduce the head and shoulders
as required and reproduce on every letter
sheet. Your picture returned unharmed.
Any clear picture will do snap shot
or portrait. Send your picture with $1.98
or pay postman $2.15 on delivery.

—

THE PHOTOSCRIPT COMPANY

Dept.

121, 6333

Germantown Ave.,

Phila.

[Continued frotn page 54]

Nevada knew there was something amiss
as soon as she saw Jimmy that morning.
In fact, she had a fairly good idea of what
was coming she'd been waiting for it.
She had made up her mind that if Jimmy
started something that day, she would

fully laid

shoot off the fireworks herself. For she
had heard about that little black-headed
Mexican girl who had been making such a
play for him for the past month, and she
also knew that Jimmy had been receptive.
Such liberties didn't enter into Nevada's
scheme of love, but she had decided to wait

"Yes," said Jimmy.
"And you think you're going to?" asked
Nevada.
"Yes," said Jimmy.
"You're not," said Nevada.

—

a reasonable length of

bring the subject up.
for

time for Jimmy to
She was prepared

him, and how!

after they had finished their
breakfast, a strangely silent meal, fraught
with suspense and tenseness, Jimmy innocently suggested: "Let's drive up past
Malibu this afternoon, and then come
home by way of Darnton Cafe.
can
stop there for dinner and drive home by
moonlight." His Irish good humor demanded that he put a dashing touch to
what he intended to be the end of a delightful romance.

Well,

We

Nevada considered for a moment. Then,
"Ail right," she said, and went to get her

surface nJunkli

coat.

REMOVE

Ugly Mask
Often in 3 Days

NEW

SKIN

—

fresh,
clear, youthful, lies just
the surface of your old

beneath

Remove- your

outer

freckles,

))Iemishes,

outer skin.
with its
skin mask,
pores,
large
pimples,
and age simply, safely,

—

coarseness
liquid,
quickly, with an amazing
BEAUTY IS JUST UNDERNEATH
Simply apply this clear, wonder-working
liquid,
leave on 3 days, then presto! off
comes your old, faded, worn out, blemished,
useless outer skin. Your dazzling new beauty
of

s-igns

NEW

—

amaze you,

will

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER

WRITE
V

, ,

,

.

,

I
IviJUAl

Send only $1,00 for liberal bottle
of "Mystic Skin" with full directions by return mail, in plain
Take advantage of this big offer

—

wrapper.
write AT ONCE.
COLEE (Dept. SS-12), 799 Broadway,

New York

FRECkLES

'i

,

.

""WW,

T^move

this

,

ugly rnQsk^

simply fade out these homely, rusty-brown spots
with Othine double strength, sold at drug and
department stores under guarantee of money back
if Othine does not remove every last freckle and
give you a lovely, milk white complexion.

OTHINE
DOUBLE STRENGTH

When she came back, she had on her
heaviest coat, and clutched a bag tightly
in her hands.
Without another word, they went out to
the car, a long low racing model which
Nevada had bought and which Jimmy
used

Regardless of the frame of mind, the
drive through Beverly Boulevard to the
beach, and up along the strand to Malibu
is calculated to create romance in any one.
Even Jimmy must have had a twinge of
regret as he contemplated ending this
pleasant alliance.
But he remained firm
in his resolve.

After the pleasantly indolent drive, they
reached Darnton Cafe perched high on a
hilltop, with all the world and sea and
sky spread out to view.
They had a leisurely meal and then
Jimmy got down to business.
"Nevada, I hate to tell you this," he
began. "You're a beautiful girl and I'm
mad about you. You're going to be a
big star some day while I shall never
amount to anything. So, I think we
should break off our beautiful friendship.
I'm vain enough to believe if I asked you
to marry me that you'd do it, but, darling,
I'm not the marrying kind. I don't want
to get married to you or anybody else.
I had a dose of that once and it cramped
my technique."
He waited a minute, watching Nevada,
but she went calmly on eating salad,
saying nothing.
"I know this isn't a nice thing to tell a
beautiful girl when you've been the first
and only man in her life," Jimmy continued after a bit. "You've been a marvelous girl, but that's the way I feel about
marriage and I can't help it."
He looked at Nevada again but she still

nothing
"I'm not the marrying kind," he

said

re-

peated lamely.

Nevada

finished her salad.

She care-

down her fork, very correctly,
on the side of her plate. She touched the
napkin to her lovely lips and then sat back
smiling.
"So, you think you

Nevada

want

to leave,"

said finally.

Jimmy
ing

it

bridled a little. She'd been taknicely till then, much more quietly

than he had dreamed, and he was willing
to be nice, too. But he hated being dictated to by women. That wasn't his role.
"How are you going to stop me?" de-

manded Jimmy.
Nevada moved

swiftly.

In an instant

she opened the bag she had been carrying,
and then something flashed in her hand.
There was a spurt of flame and Jimmy's
startled cry as he toppled to the floor
with a bullet through his shoulder.
It threw the place in a panic but Nevada
stayed cakn.
Waiters rushed up, diners
rushed up, and Dick Hardwick, who did
the publicity at Nevada's studio, rushed
up.
He was the only person who could
get at her.

"My
papers

God, Nevada,"
.

.

.

what'll

I

"The
What'U I

said Dick.

say?

do ... ?
"Get a doctor and a minister," said
Nevada.
"It's only a flesh wound and
he'll snap out of it all right.
That faint
he's in now is from sheer fright.
The
minister is what we fix the papers with."
Then she knelt down by Jimmy's side
took his head in her lap, carefully splashed
some water in his face and turned to the
rest of the room.
"Go on back to your dinner," dictated
Nevada calmly. "It was just a lover's
quarrel and there'll be no more fireworks."
Well, they were all Hollywood people
in the room and used to anything, so they
left swiftly if apprehensively and in a
couple of minutes Dick returned, with the
doctor and the minisrer as directed.
While the doctor staunched Jimmy's

wound Jimmy returned to consciousness
to see Nevada and the gentleman of the
cloth standing over him.
"Who's that?" asked Jimmy weakly.
"That's the minister come to many
us," said Nevada.
"But my divorce," murmured Jimmy.
"I looked that up," said Nevada. "It's
It was final."
"But I don't want to get married," persisted Jimmy.
"I don't want to get rough, either,"
said Nevada, "but ..." Her hand moved

all right.

handbag.
"Wait," said Jimmy. "You win." He
looked up suddenly and grinned at her
and all the humor and tenderness that
made women fall for him suddenly came
into his face.
"Nevada, you win. I'm
in the direction of her

beginning to realize what a swell girl
Start your parson reading his
are.
lines.
I'll
marry you and maybe my
life will be monogamous but it won't be
monotonous. You're really swell, darling."
"Sure 1 am," said Nevada, "and I'm a
damned good shot, too."
just

you

—
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HOLLYWOOD'S
SUPREMACY

TreJur

announces

A STUNNING
NEW COMPACT

[Continued from page 351
crash.
He's here,
year's
before last
now, directing a German version of "The
Letter." It has already been made as a
French talkie, an actress from the Corned ie
Francaise enacting the late Jeanne Eagels'
role.

designed in Paris

I was introduced to the German actress
portraying this role. She knew no English;
The interview was a susI, no German.
tained giggle. You've got to be a linguistic
expert to get along on a Joinville set.
Buchowetski juggles three languages to
He speaks English to his
get results.
American technical staff, French to the
electricians and props, German to the

players.

"How do your ears stand the confusion?"
he chuckled.
with static,"
I
"They're buzzing
admitted.
After which we strolled from the set,
down a graveled walk, and to the cafe.
Three Turkish actresses sat at the table
in front of us. To my right sat two Spanish
actors. Across the way, a group of Hungarians and French.
The food was darn good, far superior
to the studio cafes I dared in Hollywood
from time to time. The chief difference,
though, was the liquor. Name your own
and order. Anything from beer to chamcompromised with red wine.
I
pagne.

Anyway,

that's

my

story.

asked Buchowetski about picture production at Joinville. He was enthusiastic.
I

He went

Germany

to select his cast.
players can be selected
through agents located in the capitals of
Europe. His production schedule is three
In

other

to

cases,

He

has eveiything
Beautiful cooperation.

weeks.

are higher, for the majority of the actors
appear on the stage. If they desert a play
they must be remunerated accordingly.
Salaries drop during the spring and sumlittle

competition with

[Continued on next

page"]

A COOK'S TOUR
OF HOLLYWOOD

smart.
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its

enamel
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by

a

broad

You'll be fascinated

black band.

by the clever way

Already

combination

color

striking

brilliant

alto-

It's

You'll adore

gether different.

he wants.

Film salaries, here, compare favorably
with those of Hollywood leading men and
women, but you don't hear cf any approaching the weekly stipend of Richard Barthelmess or Joan Crawford or Harold
The extras receive a hundred
Lloyd.
If they wear evening
francs ($4) a day.
clothes, they receive double this. It stands
to reason, though, that with these Joinpictures costing several hundred
ville
thousand dollars and released in only
ONE country and its colonies, salaries
must be held to a minimum.
During the autumn and winter, they

mer, there being
the stage.
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they eat and where and
how? Next month Silver Screen
will not only tell you your star's
favorite dish, but will give you the
recipe for

it.

Watch
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I
was amazed to discover that the
fashion department here cannot compare
with those in Hollywood.
Clothes in

American pictures are a distinct feature.
Here, however, in the heart of a city hailed
as the Mecca of fashion, Paramount's
studio has a very modest style department.

The

players dress nicely, but they lack the
smartness and ultra-ness of our players.
Curious, isn't it?
The interest of Paris writers in the Joinville venture is so slight that it almost
isn't. The fact that employment is given to
more than 300 French men and women
means nothing. There is no unemployment in France.
The Paris Herald, however, evinces
genial interest in film people— if they hail

from Hollywood. Dorothy Mackaill received a story and a picture page. Norma
Talmadge and Gilbert Roland avoided
interviews. Norma was here to rest. She
spent most of her time with Ruby deRemer
at Ruby's chateau in Antibes. Later, she

GROJV^
Grow

Eyelashes
and Eyebrows like this
in 30 days

Yes,

most marvelous discovery has been made—
THE
way to make eyelashes and eyebrows actually

toured Spain in her Rolls Royce roadster
shipped from Hollywood. Lily Damita's
return to her home town was rewarded in

Marion Da vies crossed from a
sojourn at her castle in England en route
to Vichy where she took the cure. Lrene

print.

Now if you want long, curling, sillcen lashes,
you can have them and beautiful, wonderful eye-

grow.

—

I

—

are the sole judge.

Proved Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt
Over ten thousand women have tried my amazing
discovery, proved that eyes can now be fringed with
long, curling natural lashes, and the eyebrows made
intense, strong silken linesi Read what a few of
them say. I have made oath before a notary public

that these letters are voluntary and genuine. From
Mile. Hefflefinger, 240 W. "B" St., Carlisle, Pa.:
"I certainly am delighted ... I notice the greatest
difference . . . people I come in contact with remark
how long and silky my eyelashes appear." From
Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., W. Phila.,
eyebrows and
Pa.: "I am greatly pleased.
lashes are beautiful now." From Frances Raviart,
R. D. No. 2, Box 179, Jeanette, Penn.: "Your eyelash and eyebrow beautifier is simply marvelous."
From Pearl Provo, 2954 Taylor St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.: "I have been using your eyebrow and
eyelash Method. It is surely wonderful." From
Miss Flora J. Corriveau, 8 Pinette Ave., Biddeford,
Me.: "I am more than pleased with your Method.
eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."

My

My

Results Noticeable in a Week
In one week sometimes in a day or two you
notice the effect. The eyelashes become more beautiful
like a silken fringe. The darling little upward
curl shows itself. The eyebrows become sleek and
tractable with a noticeable appearance of growth
and thickness. You will have the thrill of a lifetime—know that you can have eyelashes and eyebrows as beautiful as any you ever saw.
Remember ... in 30 days I guarantee results that
will not only delight, but amaze. If you are not
absolutely and entirely satisfied, your money will

—

—

—

—

—

be returned promptly. I mean just that no quibble,
no strings. Introductory price $1.95. Later the
price will be regularly $5.00.^—

Stockholm to play a second lead in a
Swedish talkie. Those who remember him
say he reminded them of his famous

He has the same, wise, sleepy eyes,
the same facial contour, and is slim and tall.
One sees many handsome Latins strolling
around the lot. The feminine faction, for
the most part, is a bit too buxom for
American films.
But the men flash the
sex appeal reminiscent of a Rudolph
Valentino, a young Antonio Moreno, even
a Maurice Chevalier. Most of them, I was
intrigued to learn, aspire to get to Hollysister.

wood. The Golden Capital, where romance,
fame, and fortune go hand in hand (when
they go!) is the realization of their dreams.
But the talkies have put it beyond their
reach perhaps, forever.

—

LEADING LADY—AGED NINETEEN

brows.

say to you in plain English that no matter how
scant the eyelashes and eyebrows, I will increase
their lengtli and thickness in 30 days
or not accept
a single penny. No "ifs," "ands," or "maybes." It
is new growth, startling results, or no pay. And you

Bordoni got a paragraphical hand upon
her arrival and departure.
Hollywood still has its glamour, despite
the talkie menace to its world wide
prominence.
Joinville has its studio.
Yet there are a few personalities at JoinThe
ville reminiscent of Hollywood.
vivacious and darkly beautiful Marcelle
Chantel, for instance, has appeared in
She
several French Paramount outlouds.
is
married to a wealthy Englishman.
Greta Garbo's brother was brought from

[Continued from page 36

—

i

—and

Guild School when she was fourteen and
she and her mother had determined that
che would have the finest training avail-

wood

able.

remarkable thing about her

'This was not," she proclaimed decisively, "a dramatic school in the usual
sense. I always resent it a bit when people
think it's one of those places where ama-

still

teurs are 'taught

how

to act.'

It

is

for

professionals only, people who have been
on the stage a year or so and whom the
Guild board consider worth polishing up."
Marguerite, it developed, was especially

worth the Guild's effort. The first year
she won the Winthrop Ames scholarship
The next
of a thousand dollars tuition.
year she walked off with the Otto Kahn
scholarship of

two thousand.

Thus, at sixteen, honor pupil of the
aristocratic Guild, Marguerite's apprenticeship was concluded with flying colors
and Broadway saluted its youngest Jeading-lady.

"House of Shadows," "The Small
Timer," "The Alimoniacs," "Skidding,"
"Night Hostess" and "The Wild Man of
Borneo," came before Winfield Sheehan's
attention was called to Miss Churchill.
A few weeks later. Marguerite, her mother
and her grandmother were settled in Holly

Marguerite's future settled by
means of a long-term contract with Fox.
Yet after this meteoric career, the most
is

that she

haven't been brought up by my
for nothing," she cast an affectionate smile at the pretty head-of-the-table.
"I was taught th.tt it's vulgar and stupid
so I've never felt
to lose yoiur self-control
"I

mother

—

toward orgies of temperament. I
was taught the value of simplicity and
balance and dignity so I've never let my
profession become an excuse for losing
any of them. It may be more exciting to
develop a lot of eccentricities and tempers,
but it would only bore me so I don't."
inclined

—

—

"No

eccentricities.

Marguerite?"

her

"I'm afraid you're
concealing something!"
Marguerite laughed sheepishly.
"I throw knives in the back-yard.
That's what mother means," she admitted
and then explained hastily.
"When we were up in Wyoming, making 'The Big Trail', they had an Indian to
teach the boys in the picture how to throw
knives at targets, you know. And when
well, I was homesick
I got back I was
for the great outdoors, so I put up a target

mother interposed.

—

—

Grower will be sent C. O. D. or you can send
with order. If money accompanies order
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unaffected as a person.

WHO'S YOUR FAVORITE STAR?
Each month Silver Screen will publish a ''request interview."
So name your favorites, tell us what you'd like to know about them
and a story on the star who gets the most votes will appear in
Address your vote to Sally Forth, Silver
the next issue.
St., N. Y. C.
45th
West
Screen, 45

—
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and every day I go
and throw knives at it."
'What do you mean homesick for the
great outdoors? You, a New York girl!"
the

in

back-yard

athletic

—

know," she

"I

cried

thought

I

. .

"that's

eagerly,

should feel. And
The mounat first it did overwhelm me.
tains were so high, the plains were so vast,

how

just

^OW

I

But after a
everything was so solitary.
couple of weeks, it was like paradise.
The enormity of everything didn't make
me uncomfortable any more it just made
me feel I could really breathe. We were
there five months and I hated to leave."

—

try Kleenex

{

Handkerchiefs

for

It is softer,

Mrs. Churchill smiled indulgently and
murmured something about Zane Grey
having a lot to account for. Her daughter

more

OFFICE WORKERS

hygienic.

Ideal for colds, hay fever.

laughed.

"Mother thinks I'm quite mad.

We're

—

and she can't conceive of
a city family
any of us going country. Some day I'm
going to take her up there. Then she'll

YOU know what Kleenex
soft,

women

dainty

are using to

see."

Partly accountable for this enthusiasm
is the glamour of "The Big Trail" itself.
A picturization of the early pioneer treks
into the new lands of the west, it is done
on a vaster scale than any of its predecessors.
It is less concerned, Marguerite says
with individual plot the little story that

—

tissues

But did you

know that Kleenex is
among progressive

ing handkerchiefs

Kleenex

is

so

much more

sanitary.

soft.

my

favorite

picture.

I

adored

doing the plucky, pioneer woman. Mother
thinks I looked too plain but how could
anyone believe a pretty, tidy plainswomanV
I didn't wear a bit of make-up and I made
no attempt to adorn this woman who was
crossing angry, unknown country in an
ox-cart. You can't compromise on a thing

—

like

that

— either

you make her

a

.

those

rapidly replac-

people

You

?

use

it

just

it.

"I'm sure it's going to be great. We
were all so keen on it and Mr. Walsh knew
so well just what he wanted and how to

"It's

.

Cold germs are discarded too,
about in an unsanitary handcarried
instead of being
kerchief, to reinfea the user and infea others.
once, then discard

tissue that touches your face

—

.

smart and beautiful

remove cold cream.

always appears so insignificant in a treatment of a mammoth idea such as this
than with the more abstract epic of a
courageous people and their battle with
a new, untamed world.

get it. It was a teitific task, I can't begin
to tell you how tremendous, but you can
get some idea from the fact that the location alone took five months and Mr.
Walsh is a fast worker, too.

Tissues are

that

find-

Kleenex invaluable for handkerchiefs, for applying makeup, for towels, and for removing creams after the daytime
cleansing treatment which every
complexion should have.

And Kleenex

is

infinitely

more comfortable. Every
is soft, dry, gentle and

absorbent.

Kleenex is the size of a handkerchief. It's very
Each tissue comes from the box immaculately
clean and fresh.

You
age

at

MOTHERS

have discovered
Kleenex makes perfect
handkerchiefs for children.
What if it's lost? ...the cost
not worth figuring. And
is
no more washing of
think

that

can buy Kleenex in a large or small size pack-

any drug, dry goods or department

The coupon below

will

store.

bring you a generous

—

sample, absolutely free.

grimy

Kleenex Company, Chicago,

m

little

handkerchiefs.

Illinois.

k

'

'

cute,

musical-comedy pioneer or you make her
And I tried awfully hard ro do the
real.
do hope it works," she finished
latter.
I

earnestly.

This picture was the occasion of her
"gala premiere," since "The Big
Trail" opened at Grauman's well-known
Chinese Theatre. Was she thrilled?
first

"Oh,

was

FOR COLDS AND HAY

of course," she adafter you boil it
milted
down, what does a big picture opening
amount to? You wear your best dress and
a very grand corsage, and they announce
it

quietly,

fun,

FEVER. Other people

"but

your arrival over the radio and you sweep
in.
And then what? Then you just sit
There's certainly nothing for you to do
all that finished with the last retakes
It's all done
so where's the big kick?"

j

"1

KLEENEX COMPANY,

—

no boredom simply the
is
natural reaction of a player bred on open
ing nights in the theatre.
this

Chicago,
Please send
of charge.

"Now

there," Marguerite's eyes glowed
reminiscence, "is a real thrill!
Th
telegrams arriving every minute, your
dressing-room so full of flowers you can't
find your grease paint, people cluttering

in

I

ace to those about you.

FREE TRIAL PACKAGE

—

And

appreci-

Kleenex during
colds instead of the germ- filed
handkerchief, which is a men-

ate your use of

in
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three lovely lints. Colors are guar-

Street

Kleenex comes

in

while,
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anteed safe and pure.
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FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Write today

for
details about this marvelous girdle, also
of our 5-day trial offer and money-back
No obligation. Just fill out and mail
coupon Ijelnw to Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 4412, 41 East
42nd Street, New York City.

with

full

particulars
guarantee.

the halls, everyone shaking with that
last-minute panic.
And you are acutely
conscious that beyond the curtain is a

crowded house waiting for you to do
something.
You're on your mettle
keyed up as never before nor afterwards.
Ah, that' s a thrill!"

"Then," I sai-d,- "for actual satisfaction
you prefer the stage?"
"No, not particularly," Marguerite disregarded the accepted attitude.
"The
openings are more gratifying, but they
form a very small element in the ordinary
routine. As for the work itself, I've never
been able to discover this great difference
between the two mediums. A pjrt is a
part, a performance a performance, wherever you're working.
The screen is no
more difficult than the stage. I think
that's just a theory people have built up
to make acting for the camera mysterious

and amazing."
Marguerite, certainly, has no desire to
In her woik, yes, but not
in the mechanics of it.
Her modesty,
which extends to interviews and a sincere
discomfort at monopolizing the conversation, is a sane and intelligent sense of

amaze anyone.

values.

Giddiness

this very

young

is

not to be found in

girl

She dresses in unobtrusive good taste.
She is an expert horsewoman and rides
nearly every day.
She was born on
Christmas Day, a catastrophe depriving
her of an extra celebration for which
she still holds her mother to account. She
lived for some time, as a child, in Buenos
Aires and remembers it as an enchanted
city which will be her first destination
when she travels. She has two canary
birds and a bowl of goldfish.
She reads
biographies and plays, but has no time for
fiction.
An accomplished pianist, she
adores good music as opposed to jazz
and attends the Bowl concerts during the
summer and the opera and Philharmonic
during the winter. She has a little Chrysler sedan, chauffeurless, in which she and
her mother and her grandmother go for
long drives.
She thinks California is
beautiful, but the canyons of New York

—

—

more exciting to her.
you have a weakness for thoroughly
nice girls (and Russell Gleason has one for
this
particular nice girl),
watch for
are

still

If

Marguerite Churchill's pictures and get a
thoroughly good performance thrown in.

PERFOLASTIC,
41

INC., Dept 4412
East 42nd Street, New York City.

Without obligation please send me FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic
Girdle, also particulars of your 5-day trial offer.

THE SINGING JEWEL

Name.

[Continued from page 37]
City.

State.

a shell of superficial sophistication.

Which,

think, he has donned because he has been
hurt. Somewhere along the trail to success,
he has been made to suffer. Youth is easily
wounded and Stanley is very young. So, he
now protects his inner feelings with a not
unpleasant savoir faire which, however,
fails to deceive anyone.
"Our High School Dramatic Club staged
several operettas like 'The Chimes of Normandy' and 'Pirate of Pence,' in which I
managed to sing the leading roles," he went
on. "Then, we got ambitious.
"We gave the first performance of anv
kind ever held in the Hollywood Bowl! It
was Shakespeare's 'Twelfth Night' and in it
I played the Jester.
As there is no music
in that play we dug up some old English
folk-tunes for me to sing.
"At that time there were no seats in the
Bowl and everyone had to bring his own
camp-stool. You can imagine how proud
we were to sell seven thousand tickets at
twenty-five cents apiece!"
After he graduated from high school
Stanley went into business not because he
abandoned his ambition to become an
actor, but because he was faced with the
necessity of earning a living.
And he
couldn't do that in pictures then!
"I tried to get work as an extra," he explained, "but with very little luck. Though
I

—
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THE PRONUNCIPHONE INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4179, Chicago

—

Elliott Dexter had allowed me to work in
several of his pictures when I was taking
care of his fan mail, I hadn't had much

experience.
"I went from casting office to casting
office. And that does something to one
it
is the most depressing thing in the world.
You meet so many old people looking for

—

make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in Modern

Photography, and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 4179, 36U1 Michigan Ave.

Chicago. U. S. A.

work! Why, you ahnost wish they could
have the very job you are trying to land,

even though you

know you

need

it

badly

yourself!"
So, Stanley went into business. He got
a job as assistant to the designer of custommade bodies for the Los Angeles Cadillac
Agency and was well on his way toward

becoming
into the

The

a capitalist

when he crashed back

work he

loved.
graduating class of

Hollywood High

School was putting on its Commencement
performance "Robin Hood" and 'Robin
Hood himself got sick. So, for the first time
in the history of the school, an "old grad"
was called back to take part in a show!
They sent for Stanley Smith, who had
always been the school's favorite actor,
anyway. And he covered himself with
glory and applause.
So much glory, in fact, that Lenore Ulric
who was in the audience, suggested to
David Belasco that he offer such a person-

—

able, nice

—

young man, the

"Kiki," in which she was

juvenile lead in
just

planning an

appearance.

"Of

course,

my mother was very much
my giving up what

upset at the idea of

looked like a promising business future for
the uncertainties of an actor's life. She did
all she could to dissuade me and it is only
lately that she has come to feel that it was

wise move.
"After I finished in 'Kiki' I went into
stock in Omaha and Houston, finally coming back to Los Angeles to play in 'The
Royal Family,' with Fredric March."
Just about the time that Stanley came
back to Hollywood, motion picture proa

ducers became "voice-conscious."
Life and worries being what they are, the
boy who several years before had peritioned
casting directors for extra work, suddenly
found himself receiving attractive offers

[ContiiiKcd on page 61]
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MARLENE, THE
EXOTIC

Look 20 Years Younger
Instantly'.'

{Continued from page 14]

arrived all the coffee had been consumed.
To get more involved a drive of several
She was cold and she asked if
miles.

someone wouldn't bring her the coffee.
No one did, and she never complained nor
mentioned it again. Most actresses would
have howled to heaven and had their way
The
if it required a walk over hot bricks.
next day she bought a thermos bottle for
ten dollars and brought her own coffee.
Her generosity is almost a fault. One
has only to mention a perfume she uses to
As a matter of fact the
receive a bottle.
faint scent which one detects about her is
not a perfume, it is a hair-dressing lotion.
of the women in the studio admired a
photograph frame in her home. Two or
three days later Marlene said to her

One

"I have been to twenty shops and I
cannot find another frame like the one
you admired. Perhaps some day I will
find another."

forgotten all about the frame, or the fact
she had even admired it.

Marlene is beautiful, yes. There is a
glamour about her. She has that indefinamakes
tantalizing quality which
ble,
Garbo so fascinating. Her hair is reddishgold, and she has blue eyes. Her skin is
magnificently flawless. The only makeup
she wears off the screen is rice powder,
and occasionally a slight touch of lip
She can scarcely get accustomed
rouge.
to the fact that American women wear
such heavy makeup. In Germany it would

be considered bad taste. She is tall, five
feet, five inches, and judging by American
standards, she is perhaps a trifle overweight. But she is truly feminine. Best
of all she has perfect physical health.
There isn't a nerve in her body. Like
most Germans she is fond of eating, but
Occasionally
she controls her appetite.
she goes on a gastronomical orgy. Clothes
intrigue her, or mean nothing at all. She
appears extremely smart on one occasion
and positively dowdy on another. American department stores fascinate her.
"Hollywood is very pretty," she says,
"but people grow old here not outside,

__Jfe.,i^

_

The woman was aghast, having promptly
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Marvelous New Invenfion Worn Under
Hair Transforms Your Appearance
Immediately

NO

need now
your face

for

face

surgical

lifting.

beginning to sag, your
eyes look tired, or wrinkles are forming about
nose or mouth, a simple little device worn
under the hair will malie a marvelous change
the moment you put it on.
Absolutely guaranteed to please you in every way
and to accomplish these amazing results or }Our money
If

The sagging muscles

are taught to support them-

l-.yes

t

in

all

—

book that tells
an intcrcslinK
about this new invention, perfected by Susanna

plain envelope

you

little

All
Illustrated with actual photographs.
correspondence treated with the strictest confidence.

Cocroft.

Grace-Mildred Culture Co., Dept. 712
132-136

is

refunded:
1.

Rests and Brisih ens the

West 43rd

New York

St.,

City

Grace-Mildred Culture Co.,
132-135 West 43rd St., Dept. 712

New York

City.
mc,

Please send
the folder,
De:ice."

and

free

IVonderful

New

without obligation
Health and Beauty

selves.

The lines from nose to mouth, and about the
2.
mouth and eyes, are lijted out cf their creases.
3.
The eyes look young and resud.
4.
The face immediately takes on a brighter and
more youthful expression.

Send
No

obligation.

Name
.Address

for Free Booklet

We

will

be glad to send you free

State

City

—

but inside.

It is all

work."

She leads a lonely life. She knew few
people when she arrived, and the mere
fact that she had countrymen in the cinema
colony did not mean that she should like
them immediately. At night she stays
in her simple home in Beverly Hills and
listens to the radio, or plays the piano or
She is accomplished musically far
violin.
beyond the average. During her student
days in Weimar she expected to becom;
Over-practicing dea concert violiniste.
veloped a seririus injury to her hand, and
during the months she could not touch
her violin she turned to a study of the
stage. She found she loved the footlights
more. Her voice once heard is never forgotten. It has a haunting quality similar
to Helen Morgan's. Yet, if you compliment her she says "ach, I cannot sing."
Her greatest happiness comes when she

—

phones her daughter in Berlin. It is an
expensive pleasure and she can only afford

M
1

!n, Civil Service ^pert,
SCH OOL. 7412 Wiener Bldg.. Rocheeter, N
me w thont obliKHtion, your free book "11

PoBitioi

Beautiful Complexion
IN

LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES

pages of radio bargains. New 1931 Screen
Grid, all-electric, A. C. Sets in beautiful Consoles— also battery operated sets. Write today.
168

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
DEPT.

711 W. LAKE ST.
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OF FACE AND NECK CAN

BE OBTAINED ONLY

to indulge in it once or twice a month.
"I am becoming so used to silence here,"
she sighed, "that I'm afraid that when I
go back to Berlin my friends will think I

am dumb."
It was a great disappointment to her
that she must make a second picture before
she can visit Germany. The new film will
be based on the life of Mata Hari, that
strange woman spy who tangled the
diplomatic threads of a whole continent.
Incidentally, it is said that Garbo will

also do a story based on the experiences ot
Mata Hari. Comparisons will then become inevitable.
If Marlene Dietrich can be persuaded to
remain on the American screen perhaps
Garbo for the first time will find a genuine
rival.
But there can be no half way
measure for Marlene. She will be a great
success or a failure, and failure hardly
seems the fate of this brilliant girl who
has so much to offer, and who offers it so

humbly.

SALLY OF THE SCANDALS
[Continued from page 15]

brother

THESE MUSCLES

IF

ARE KEPT NATURAL

and he goes over me with a

beats Sylvia's system.
very small masseuse who
p.icks the wallop of a Missouri mule in
her hands.) When you're with Sylvia she
doesn't pay any attention when you yell
brother stops when he's
for help.
killing me."

rolling pin.
(Sylvia is a

It

My

regTu.s.p.o.

From Metro she moved over

is the first and only genuine Method
protected by the U. S. LAW, teaching correct Face muscle firming by

illustrated

Charts

in

combination with

the famous Rejuvenator

the

first

thrilled

thousands with even

Thousands who

application.

through Sagging Contours,
Flabby Muscles, Acne, Large
Pores, Coarse Skin and Ageing Appearance of Face and Neck in general.

suffered
Lines,

Ortosan 5'in'One is different from any
cream in existence which no Imitation
ever has approached. Created in Germany and perfected during a period of
over twenty-five years,

owned

exclusively

a secret

formula

by

Wme
Ionise Herniance
Famous
Europetin Scientist

known

charming Insti62 W. 57th St., to a chosen group
of the most fastidious women of Society
and the Stage who gladly have paid
thousands of dollars for her extraordinary method of Face Muscle finning without Surgery or Injection.

On

comedy.

the opening day she was

scared to death. In one scene she had to
drink a cup of tea.
"I tried three times before I could get
that cup up to my lips," she confessed.

"The way the cup shook you would have

for three pictures.

thought

doop

she isn't working her idea; of a
really swell time is going to the movies.
She likes to leave home in the morning,
riding into Los Angeles on a double-deck
bus.
She has lunch by herself, and goes

girl ever since

she was hailed as a

second Clara Bow.

y in 'One
which has

to Pathe
She has also done a
picture at Columbia. She liked "Love of
Lil," at Columbia, for she had a chance
Most of the
to do some serious work.
studios have considered her just a boop-a-

to the theater in Hollywood.
It is the
first time she has ever appeared back of the
footlights in anything except musical

"I like to work in smaller studios, anyway. At the big studios some executive
is
always jumping out of corners and
scaring you to death."

She will never forget the first time she
heard on a studio set the words "strike
That's electricians' lingo
the broad."
and has to do with a certain kind of light.
Sally, coming from the chorus, thought
"broad" had an entirely different referShe actually dodged the first few
ence.
times.

During the usual early

fall lull in the
appearing with
Charlotte Greenwood in a stage production of "Parlor, Bedroom and Bath."
She thinks it is good experience for her,
and movie producers do occasionally go

studios,

she

has

been

I

was holding

a

tambourine."

When

She
to two or three motion pictures.
returns home with the comfortable feeling
of a day well spent.
She would walk a
mile to see Ruth Chatterton or Ann
Harding, and she prefers dramatic pictures.
she doesn't like comedies
very much, although she has a lively sense
Perhaps that is the
of humor herself.
reason she doesn't like them.
Sally is just five feet-two with high
heeled shoes, and she weighs 109 pounds.
She'll never be satisfied until she gets
down to 105, although she doesn't want
to lose the "curves." There are no heavy
The newspaper
romances in her life.
stories that Eddie Quillan and she were
"that way" just happened to be publicity.
She does, however, display considerable
interest in one Fred Scott, the Pathe actor
with the beautiful tenor voice.
Surprisingly,

for years at her

tute,

MAKE A TEST TONIGHT AT YOUR HOME
$C nn Muscle Training
«f aUU
of

Fr EE

Chart with every jar
Ortosan 5-in-One. At all

Department and better Drug
Stores— S2.50,S4.50 and $7.00;
or send
to

money

order direct

Mme. Hermance.

_
I
I

,

ORTOSAN COMPANY,
62 West 57th St., New
Please send me your

Enclosed find S
jars of 5-in-One.

Inc.,
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GIFTS OF

BEAUTY

[Continued fro?n page 6]

Yardley,

the

English

lavendei

firm,

always remember old people at Christmas
time. A grandmother package of Yardley's
lavender smelling salts, sachet and soaps
would be dandy if grandmother ij
traditional.

Thrifty buying at a good cosmetic
department will accomplish miracles.
There is the new Armand Symphonic
powder that has an underlying tone that
actually docs become all skins and is only
And do you know that
$1.00 the box.
you can get little cotton pads already cut
and put up in cute organdie holders for a
Girls who use liquid
mere fifty cents?
cleansers will be crazy about that. Or, do
you ever think about what a thrill a large
hunk of imported soap can give? Another

cover this. A little shopping
your local drug store will surprise you.

fifty cents will

in

Christmas

is

a simply grand time for

It does something to all of us.
beauty.
We all begin to glow just from sheer excite-

ment and think
usual about
fellow.

a

little

bit

more than

the happiness of the other

If
These are very casual suggestions.
you want anv personal advice on the things
I have seen about the shops do write in
to me I'll he only too glad to help you
and I really will write that piece on 'MakeUp' mext month.
MERRY CHRISTMAS to every one ol
you and may you look ravishing enough
under the mistletoe to wreck several homes.

—

—
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HOW TO MAKE MEN

FALL IN LOVE

[Continued from page 13]

philsopher of ancient Greece or Rome.
"How to make men fall in love with
you?
"By never attempting to understand
them but making them believe you do.
"Getting a quick impression of them

better than having a woman
mould her life to his."
There's a viewpoint as modern as the
really likes

HawaiianGmtai'

it

De Mille bathtub.
you're not the type for such a strenu- to our Students
ous life you'd better skip Dorothy Lee's
ThisHawaiianGuitarexadvice. Dorothy is perhaps the youngest pert and professor wants
the opportunity to welcome you
their
contributed
of the girls who have
as a student so you will quickly
learn how to play Hawaiian Guitar
wisdom, but then this is the day of youth, —
yes, you will be able to play just
like the native Hawaiians. To get
legitimate or otherwise.
you started and help your musical
"I'm still very young and I can't speak success which will bring you popukirity, you will receive a beautifrom the standpoint of long experience ful Hawaiian Guitar, the same
as the one pictured, when yoa
companbut I have learned that a spirit of
enroll. Our short cut merhod
ionship develops rapidly into mutual ad- of instruction will enable
you to play a piece almiration. If I meet a man who is a lover most from the first
of outdoors and we constantly play to- lesson. Rush coupon
for full particulars together, it is only a question of time until day and we will rea Hawaiiao
we are very close friends. Close friend- serve
Guitar for you.
ship can easily develop into something
greater."
Dorothy keeps her popularity by meeting her boy friends on an equal basis. She
plays a fast game of tennis, a swell game
of golf, and swims like a fish. In fact, it
takes a pretty good man to keep up with
spigots on a
If

although Dorothy is no larger than a
minute.
You can't say her plan doesn't work.
Dorothy's engaged.
There are some hardened, old cynics who
will tell you that any stenographer has a
movie star licked forty ways from Sunday when it comes to knowledge of men.
I wouldn't be surprised, for when they get
their men, they keep them which is more
than can be said of many a star.
And, if you've noticed not one star said
anything about a cozy firelit room, sentiher,

Following in dad's footsteps, Ruth
Mix will appear in "Red Fork
Range," a rip-roaring Western.

Learn to
Play Quickly
With our short cut method
of instruction you will quickly
learn how to play Hawaiian Guitar
which will bring you popularity and social
^

You learn to play from notes. If you
neverhadanymusicaltraining.youwillquickly
get on, because our experts have perfected a coarse of
which is as simple as learning A.B.C's.
instruction
home

BuccesB.

PICTUREand PHONOGRAPH RECORD
MFTHfin i-n^i
FA^Y We don't depend upon
iiibinvu

printed lessons only for

your success, but we furnish pictures of
our professors playing, diagrams, charts
and phonograph records for each lesson.
This practically brings our professors from
our studio to your home and enables you to

listen to their playing just aa if they were actually In front of you. To prove this la easy, we
will send you your first lesson free.

and then catering to their whims, though
still remaining independent.
"By always being as natural as possible
and never whining or complaining. Some
men may like clinging vines, but never the
whiner.

RUSH COUPON —Send No Money

So positive are we that you will become one of our students, we
will send free without obligation, our first lesson. Also receive
our free bi(r book which irives particulars about our course.
Write for your free book and your free lesson today,

HAWAIIAN STUDIO No. 226-120
of New York Academy of Music

100 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Please rush your free book, "How to Learn Hawaiia
Guitar" and my first lesson. Also reserve a Hawaiiai
Guitar for me. This oblieatea rae in no way whatever.

"Men love having you discuss business
problems with them and like your placing
confidence in them. I always go to them

Nnn

for business advice."
Lila believes that clothes do play an important part. She tries to look as smart as
possible always with the idea foremost

Book on Law Free

—

that the garment must be becoming and
feminine. She is convinced that men detect the wrong accent in apparel instantly,
although they could never tell just what
or where the wrong key is.
"All in all," she says, "it is not so
much what we do to attract men; it is
doing the things that you instinctively
feel and like."
Now, after all these beautiful screen
girls have been pretty well agreed that a
woman's best bet is to be charming,
agreeable and sympathetic with the male

rite today for this new booU. It tells you how
a law training will shorten your road to success. It also carries a vital and inspiring message to every ambitious man. Find out about
the opportunities that await the taw trained man.
Find out how you can learn law ritrht In your owa

home. NoobllKations.Thoho<xktH absolutely Free.
"^^^^'^^^

Write Today-rBT.loT«.°
American Correspondence School of Law
3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 41 79, Chicago, Ilk
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mental music on the radio and a good

grab their husbands.
"Men like to be seen

divan, snuggle-up-style. Hollywood may
turn out romances for all the world, but

women,"
And
ity.

grandma knew something about
coo.
At least that is how it looks
mere male.

ficing.

with striking
she said. "It pleases their vandon't be too unselfish and sacri-

Think

of yourself,

too.

A man

Qlllllar

WOMDEM

prey, along comes wild Mary Duncan, one
of filmland's arch sorceresses, to upset the
apple-cart.
Mary is a man's woman. Men like to
When she
talk to her, be seen with her.
enters a room w i ves ust sort of instinctively
j

'

Da.
^ay

New

worlds to conquer! Dorothy
Knapp, Broadway's boast, has
turned her talents on HoUyivood.
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FELLOW

editor looked over the first issue of Silver Screen.
"What no
trends?" he asked as he laid it down.
"No 'Whither is the Movie Going?' no 'What
is Happening to the New Geniuses of the Cinema?'
no 'Trend toward Mystery
Productions' or 'The Non-Starring System,' no trends at all?"
"Not a trend," we said. "Last month we declared ourself off Art in the Motion
Picture as a bothersome subject for Silver Screen and herewith we announce
ourself as off trends."
The truth is we really don't care where the movies are going, or how fast they get
there, as long as they continue to amuse us.
Just as long as movies can give us
beautiful girls like Joan Bennett, seemingly too fragile for ordinary existence, who
stuns us by being a divorcee and the mother of a young daughter and announcing
herself at twenty as "being through with this love business"
just as long as they
present us with drama like Jack Gilbert's long struggle for recognition, then his
stardom, his success, and finally all he's worked for threatened through a funny
little dinkus called the microphone ... as long as movies provide visions like the
utterly feminine Garbo with her baritone voice, or the child-like appearing Nancy
Carroll with her emotional acting genius
well, as long as that keeps up with all
its fairy story quality, its romance, its tragedy and its laughter, the movies get our
support.
Stuffy people can worry about trends and go needle hunting in movie haystacks

—

.

.

for

highbrow impulses, but

all

we ask

is

.

.

.

.

amusement.

Currently on Broadway there

is a smash hit called "Once In a Lifetime."
It is a
comedy on Hollywood and it pans the life out of Movietown. It portrays
the producers as morons and the stars as incompetents and ends with a stirring plea
for more intelligence out where the films begin.
It's really a swell show and packed with laughs.
Movie people in New York
for a holiday go to it and eat it up.
The New York papers praise them for being

satiric

broadminded.
Well, why not?
Out of seventy-eight legitimate theatres in New York, only thirty are open now
at the height of the season.
On Broadway proper not a theatre remains that isn't
playing movies. The dramas are housed on the side streets, since they can't afford
the rent a real Broadway theatre demands.
A house like the Hudson, which used to
be fought over, has now been dark for five months. Nobody wants it. The great
Broadway staj^s are absent acting before the camera.
Why shouldn't the Hollywood folk be broadminded over Broadway knocks?
The joke's not on them.
*

Comes

*

*

from a reader: "I hope you won't devote all your pages to the
younger Hollywood group, charming as they are. Do dwell a little on those artists
both men and women who have left the glowing twenties and by doing so have
gained an experience both in life and art that makes their work compelling."

We

a letter

shall.

Silver Screen is keen for youth. Youth is always news. But news is not always
youth. Ruth Chatterton, Marie Dressier, Irene Rich, Will Rogers, George Arliss,
Otis Skinner none of them is very young, but they bring us the artistry of experience, the agelessness of constantly developing personalities.
We may be wrong but we think that's wonderful and very worth writing about.

—

Editor
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In an amazing way, Tangee changes color as
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whatever your complexion.

you put it on

own natural coloring,

and blends perfectly with your

the one lipstick for

It is
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color so

And

seems a very part of you.

Tangee

is

indelible and leaves

no

coating or greasy smear.

artificial

^

come

see the color

lovely, so natural that

Unlike other lipsticks, Tangee has
base, soothing

and healing to the

lips

cream

a solidified
.
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.

yet

is

firm in

consistency and outlasts several of the usual lipsticks.
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Cream, a foundation cream, protects the skin, $1.00.
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Woma n
the South
Wouldn't you

like to

see her? Dix-

iana, star of Cayetano's Circus

"most

woman

beautiful

the

in

South!" Played by alluring Bebe

Daniels— brought
BEBE DANIEIS

Wheeler

in

"DIXIANA"

—with Everett Marshall, Metropolitan Opera baritone.

and Woolsey, Dorothy

Lee, Joe

Cavvthorne and Jobyna

vivid life

by the modern miracle

Howland.

of Technicolor.

SOME OF THE TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTIONS
BRIDE

OF THE REGIMENT,

Dorothy Mackail!

THRU,

(First

with Charles

with Vivienne Segal

Nationol); DIXIANA, with

Nancy

Rogers and

Walter Woolf and Vivienne Segal

(Caddo), Technicolor Sequences;
Corpentier and Joe

E.

(First

Carroll

(Warner

National); BRIGHT LIGHTS, with

Bebe Daniels (Radio
(Paramount);

Bros.);

HELL'S

FOLLCW
GOLDEN DAWN, with

ANGELS,

all-star

Sequences;

her eyes and a flush

on her cheek

— has

given

new

warmth and meaning

to her

glance and gesture.

All the stars

every

HOLD EVERYTHING, with Winnie lightner, Georges
Bros.); KING OF JAZZ, starring Paul Whiteman

Brown (Warner

GIRL, starring Marion Davies (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor

MARCH OF

WOMAN

in

cast

(Universal);THETOASTOFTHE LEGION, with BerniceCloire, Walter Pidgeon and Edward
Horfon (First National); SONG OF THE FLAME, with Bernice Claire and
Alexander Gray (First National); SWEET KITTY BELLAIRS, all-star cast (Warner Bros.);
Sequences; THE

put a light

Technicolor has

Pictures);

Everett

THE FLORADORA

to fascinating,

TIME, all-star cast (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer), Technicolor

HUNGRY,

with

Sidney Blackmer and

Lila

Lee

(First

National).

shine brighter

in

Technicolor.

24 Hours

With Garbo

worUs

vnosi

Tamous

in an amazing way, Tangee changes
you put it on
and blends
perfectly with your individual complexion
whether blonde, brunette
or titian.
For Tangee brings out
Nature's own color.
color as

.

.

.

—

TangGe Lipsticl', $1. Also the same
marvelous color principle in Eouge
Compact, 75c
Creme Rouge, $1.
Face Powder, blended to match the
natural skin tones, $1. Night Cream,
both cleanses and nourishes, $1. Day
Cream, a foundation cream, protects
the skin, $1. Cosmetic, a new "mascara," will not smart, $1.
.

Lips of Tangee ... no trace of grease
or pigment
nothing except a lovely
glow so beautiful, so natural that it
seems a part of your own Hps. For
Tangee is waterproof and permanent.
.

—

.

.

Tangee THEATRICAL,
a special dark shade of Tangee Lip-

New!
stick,

.

.

.

for professional

and evening

.

.

SEND 20c FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
(Six items in miniature

and "The Art of Mafce-Up")

The George W. Luft
417 Fifth Avenue

Co.,

Dept.

S. S. 1

New York

New laws for love... the sky swarming with
'planes... a giant rocket shot to Mars...
El

Brendel a riotous stowaway... LooLoo,
of Mars, throwing a sky party for

Queen

the rocketeers. JUST

IMAGINE Broadway in

1980
New York

gone

futuristic... a

towering

and
what fashions in dress... JUST IMAGINE
an amazing spectacular musical production
with story and song by those masters of

tangle of pinnacles, viaducts,bridges.

. .

marvelous entertainment,

DeSYLVA,

BROWN

AND HENDERSON
and an extraordinary

EL

cast, including

BRENDEL

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN
MARJORIE WHITE

JOHN GARRICK
FRAN K ALB ERTSON

Dances staged by Seymour
Directed by

eiHiBiipiiii
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Felix

DAVID BUTLER

Columbia Has The Best Directors
^ssurina YouThe

Best Pictures/
FRANK CAPRA

for

DIRIGIBLE
With JACK

HOLT and RALPH GRAVES

Meet

From

Lieut. Commander Frank Weed's great story. Mr. Copra directed
"Roin or Shine," "Flight," "Subrharlne," "Ladies of Leisure," etc>

HOWARD HAWKS

for

THE CRIMINAL CODE

Miss
Columbia

From the sensational New York Stage hit by Martin Flavin
and
winner of the Theatre Club Trophy as the best play of the year. Mr.
.

Hawks

directed "The

Dawn

Patrol,"

"The Air Circus" and

JOHN BLYSTONE

.

.

others.

for

TOL'ABLE DAVID
Your demands bring Joseph Hergesheimer's immortal screen
the motion

picture theatre

director of

"So

as a talking picture.

This

is

classic to

Mr. BIystone

London" and many other

is

the

hits.

LESLEY BETH STOREY

ARIZONA

of Brooklyn, N. Y., winner in

Written for the screen by Jules Furthman from Augustus Thomas' greatest

ond a

outdoor play. To be produced on on epic scale. Mr. Fleming directed

She was the selection of the

VICTOR FLEMING

"The Virginian,"

for

"Common Clay" and

Columbia's great nation-wide
search for "Miss Columbia."

She has been awarded a
week's contract

New Movie and

others.

$250.00

at

free trip to Hollywood.

allied

magazines.

JOHN ROBERTSON

MADONNA

t'^,;

With EVELYN

Runners up for honors as Miss

for

all of whom have
been awarded Majestic

Columbia,

streets

BRENT

Radios, were: Dorothy Dawes,

Brooklyn, N.

Y.,

nominated by

Film Fun,- Dorothy Brown, Des

An adaptation

of

W.

B.

Maxwell's wonderful novel, "The Ragged Mes-

senger." Mr. Robertson directed Mary Pickford and Richard Barthelmess
in

many

of their outstanding successes.

Moines,

la.,

Fla.,

Motion Picture Magazine;

Donna

LIONEL

BARRYMORE

A GREAT PICTURE
With
BARBARA STANWYCK

(Watch

announcement of title.) The greatest star find of years in a
smashing drama mode from a tremendous story. Mr. Barrymore directed
"The Rogue Song," "Madame X" gnd many others.
for
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when these pictures

will

Barton, Tulsa, Okla.,

Motion

for

be shown. ||

Screen Romonces,-

Jean Eckler, West Palm Beach,

Martin,
6oo(c,-

nia,

Picture

Classic;

New York, N.Y.,

Vera

Screen

Bernice Maiwald, Loco-

N.

Stories;

H.,

Motion

Picture

Meta Diane Neuburg,

Tuckohoe, N.

Y.,

Mercedes Janet

Photoplay;

Rice,

Banning,

Go., Screenland.
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Making Up
for Beauty
Your Face Makes Your
Fortune and Make-up

Makes Your Face

By

Mary

Lee
Even before she gets

nothing quite so
THERE'S
modern world as make-up.

A
and make

marvelous in the whole

good make-up can make the plainest

girl

lovely

And

it's

really

a lovely girl simply ravishing.

—

—

A

—

FREE BEAUTY

JUST

problem

on any beauty

— skin, hair, eyes,

the best colors to wear, the
little tricks of

personality.

Send her a stamped, addressed envelope for personal replies. Miss Lee's
address is in care of SILVER
SCREEN, 45 West 45th St.,
New York.

good

is

skin

—not

neces-

but at least
not blotchy and full of ugly
pores and blackheads.
sarily

If

you

perfect

you remember, I wrote
a
few months ago

about the care of the skin.
you've forgotten, just
write me personally and
(If

I'll

advise you direct.)

Of

most modern

out of bed, Clara Bow
augments her beauty
clear skins since we
with a clever make-up
are all getting so sensible about
diet, exercise and real cleanliness.
So, just assuming that your skin is good, I'll
leap right into explaining how to get yourself the right
cosmetic colors.
There are now about eight different shades of powder

have

so very, very easy to have a good make-up once you have
learned the rules.
I see them everywhere
the charming girls who are
wall-flowers just because they neglect this final touch of
beauty. I see girls who should be the big hit at the college
prom, who should be deluged with tea and dinner dates,
who should be dancing to gay music every night of their
charming young lives, but who aren't, just because they
lack the finishing touch of personality. And to such girls I
always want to say "But, my dear, haven't you a mirror
and a good strong light, two clever hands and a few extra
dollars?"
For that's all any girl needs to make herself
look beautiful.
few dollars invested in the right
cosmetics, a little care in application, a bit of impersonal
study of the face and cheerio, the battle's won.
Truly I know what I'm talking about for I've seen
many a girl change the whole course of her life by the
selection of the right shade of powder.
That's one of the important things of make-up
getting yourself the right
shades of powder, rouge,
write Mary Lee.
lipstick.
eyeshadow and
She will be glad to
The second important one

advise you

course,

girls

do

fair,

and six shades of rouge in most beauty lines. So it is
quite simple to get exactly what you want. To determine
vour powder tint, try the shades out on the skin of the
inner arm, just below the elbow, or on your chest just
below your average neckline. Here the skin retains its

and if your powder matches so exactly that
doesn't show, it will prove delightfully flattering.
Eyeshadow is pretty generally chosen incorrectly. Here
is the rule for that: Don't match the shade of your eyes.
Match the shade of the shadows under your eyes.
Then liprouge that most important of all make-up
aids.
Have it one shade lighter not darker than the
natural color of your lips. If you've naturally very, very
pale lips don't make the mistake of tinting them dark red.
Make them pink, the lovely, soft pink of a young tea rose.
Cheek rouge and paste rouge is really much the best,
lasting longer, coming in better shades and better on the
skin should be very close to the shade of the liprouge,
a little brighter rather than darker.
Now isn't that simple, really? There are the individual
problems of girls who are ash-blondes, of dark brunettes,
of red-heads. But those are problems of how to put the
make-up on. Space forbids my writing of that this
month, but I will tell you how next month. But the
choice of colors remains the same for all types.
You
must match your basic skin, lips and under-eye shades.
Your face may make your fortune but your Make-up
makes your face. Select your right colors and write me
if I can help you with them.
Or be darlings and read this
column next month when I'll tell you how to apply them.
truest shades

it

—

—

—

—

—

Silver Screen

Ihe greatest love story ever told
Old Vienna— ^ay, ckarmin^— capital
inspiration of artists

Tkrou^k

its

of glorious

and tke kome

Old

times, rick witk

new

tke

in

life

of

more beautiful
Viennese

its

enduring keauty.

today.

on

as

Nights"

is

Beauty tkat never

forever, eack

growing

tke lon^ years pass.
the

original

was written

and

Vitaphone"

is

the registered trademark

is

{ilmed entirely

of

The Vitaphone Corporation

A

WARNER

VITAPHONE
for

January 1931

especially

BROS.&
(Pcctu^^

for
in

the

of

creation

SigmunJ Romberg and Oscar Hammerstein

*

anJ youtk!

of love

rememkrance. .. mirrored a^ain

dies; love tkat lives

It

romance; tke

eventful years eckoes tke story of a ^reat love

tkat enrickes eack generation witk

II.

Vitaphone

Technicolor.

I

—

—

is a real fan
THIS
on one side and

department

— Love

Hisses on the other.
Write what you think about pictures
you've seen and players you've heard
and don't pull your punches. Three
prizes each month for letters not longer
than 200 vt'ords. $15 First Prize; $10
Second and $5 Third.

Winners

Prize
FIRST PRIZE
ALL QUIET ON THE

SECOND PRIZE

THIRD PRIZE

WESTERN FRONT

'WHOOPS!

DIMMING STARS

WHAT

Washington, D. C.
a picture!

Not

of happiness and glory,

but of misery and injustice and maHce!
the scourge and shame of war are to be banished, we must declare ourselves superior to
physical combat. Mothers must cease permitting
their sons to play with toy soldiers, pistols and the
If

like.

the mothers who are primarily to blame
pestilence that has paraded the earth,

It is

for this

bUghted blood of young
not manly to fight and deify war.
For the sake of humanity, let us. Mothers and all,
defend our inahenable privilege to worship the
right, thereby abolishing the dark wastefulness
and sin of war.
lesson has been taught to millions through a
picture Uke "All Quiet". Let us remember that
right, when it is understood, supported and
demonstrated, is a stepping-stone to progress
and permanent peace.
Mrs. Dorothy Caton
leaving in

manhood.

tracks the

its

It is

A

Ludlow, Ky.

BELIEVE

or not, I want to thank the producers for putting all those violent and unholy
noises in sound pictures.
Many a mother has
to take her young brood to the pictures or stay
home. (I have five youngsters, and don't I know
it?)
And you know how children dote on Indian
warwhoops, dynamite explosions, train whistles
and screaming sirens.
Sound effects have captured the child's interest
and imagination to such an extent he will sit
through a whole picture without asking more than
half a dozen questions and there are no subtitles
to be read aloud to him.
Screen noises may be just another headache to
grown-ups, but the children love them.
mothers suggest that one matinee daily be
devoted exclusively to the younger generation.
sign might be hung out reading, "Children's
Hour, with Bigger and Better Noises for the
Kiddies.
Put on your earmuffs, Mother, bring
the youngsters, and enjoy yourself."
it

We

A

Brooklyn, N. Y.
producers wake up and give
Joan Crawford, Clara Bow, Buddy Rogers
and some other favorites a good story once in a
while?
Jeanette MacDonald gets "Let's Go Native"
and some other smash hits, while they give Clara
Bow "Love Among the Millionaires," a story so
Then
old that it should have retired long ago.
Miss Bow's popularity wanes and after a few
more rotten pictures we never hear of her again.
Joan Crawford has the most loyal set of fans.
Whether the picture is good or bad, the theatre is
packed when a Crawford picture is shown. I
suppose that's what the producers count on, but
may go to see
such things won't last forever.
a picture because our favorite star is in it, but we

WHY

don't the

We

just
is

won't

just

sit

worn

Evelyn Kamivier

'WELL,

Mrs. Anna Rohan

MORE CHAPLIN

-WHAT,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

CHAPLIN'S stand

to continue producing silent
pictures is quite laudable in his case, since
he is essentially a pantomimist, but most of the
other players' talents do not run along that line.
Charhe stands alone as our one great pantomimist.
The talkies have brought us a fine array of acting

and a new and intelligent technique, and I
one hope that the producers will not, as
Chaplin predicts in the November Sil\ er Screen,
talent
for

return to the old-fashioned silents.
ChapHn asserts that speech interrupts the
action.
In the first talkies when speech was a
novelty it was permitted to interfere with the
unfolding of the plot, but this fault is a thing of
the past. Subtitles
in the continuity.

now would come

as a break

have developed the art of many of
our former silent stars and have brought us several
talented stage players, whose presence on the

The

screen

talkies

guarantees

intelligent

performances.

Imagine silencing the charming Chevalier!
(The
I'm for the talkies 99-44-100 per cent.
remaining fraction is for Charlie's "City Lights.")
D. H. Chapman

8

I

WENT

NOT A

to see Gloria

Swanson

in

"What

a

Widow."

Paderewski playing jazz. John Singer Sargent
drawing cartoons, that was what it seemed like
to me.

Gloria

playing farce

—

Swanson has passed the
she has grown up.

stage of

What must she be trying to prove to herself?
That she can be funny? Granted. That it will
make box-ofEce returns? Yes, indeed. But why?
Surely she could have gotten a story to fit her
talents.
What a pity such wasted talent all
that money spent on such drivel. Even her voice
reflected the lightness and insincerity of the part.
She could do a lady from any of Edith Wharton's
books.
does she stick to modern stuff?

—

for a Uttle love.

Ramon Novarro

— of course!

NOT?

I

love the movies.

certainly can't sing.

Now when

John Boles or Lawrence Tibbett
them

—

why not let
sings that's a different story
do the singing and the rest just talk?
Beatrice

IS

What

a delightful,

witty picture his latest is.
But such a title!
Surely no one needs to be lured in to hear Ramon
sing.
He is not a jazz type, so why a jazz title?
For real, genuine comedy he is unequalled and
also for good looks, charm and something just a
little finer in him that seeps through in every
picture he makes.
Lorraine Benedict

I.

McKechnie

THIS A FAN?

—

Why

And now

WHY

Oakland, Calif.
But why, oh why
do the producers insist on Buddy Rogers and
Nancy Carroll singing? Both of them are cute,
but Buddy is too much of a mama's boy. They

GEE!

'WIDO'W?

through any picture whose plot

threadbare.

Hightstown, N.
grand.
movies
THE
Herbert Hoover's
are

How

nice!

J.

We can hear

real voice in the newsreel!

The movies always make people patient when
they are discontented, especially the comedies.
I believe it would be good to have longer pictures.
We usually go to the theatre at two P. M. We
come out at four o'clock. It would be a good thing
if we could go to the theatre at twelve M. (noon)
and come out at eight o'clock in the evening.
During all those hours we could laugh, be thrilled,
entertained and hear the real voices of our favorites
and other famous persons.
Steven Schermer

Silver Screen

T)Al^m,blacksheep
oj the family, gangster, killer

own

of his

sister.

MOTHERS CRY—

Helplessly

my children so different?— All different from each other— all different from MEP^

""Why are

A

mother dreams about her children. She plans ... bill
destiny disposes. Four children, four lives
one a builder
one a destroyer
one a wife
one an unwed mother.
Hers the pain
and the joy. Yours the opportunity to see
the most daring, true-to-life story of the talking screen.

—
It

—

—

—

—

might be the life story of your neighbor, your dearest
mother
or perhaps
even your own!

—

friend, your

—

A FIRST NATIONAL
I'

for

ilnphone"

is llip

rcgislcrril iradi

January 1931

mnrh
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The Vilnphone Corporation.

&VITAPHONE(:^/ftow

The World

War

as Seen Through the
Eyes of our Girls Who Lived, Loved

and Suffered on the Western Front!
For the

first

time!

The frank, daring, adventurous
The wonder and

story of our girls at the front!

beauty of love that blossoms even in the carnage
of war! Here is Drama, stark, gripping, spectacular. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, producers of "The
Big Parade," have again pioneered into a hitherto
untouched phase of human relationship in the
World War. Based on the famous anonymous
novel of that name.

MONTGOMERY

ROBERT

ROBERT AMES
Anita Page

JUNE WALKER

Marie Prevost

Zasu

Pitts

Continuity by

Directed by

Becky Gardiner
Dialogue by

Edgar Selwyn

Becky Gardiner and Joe Farnham

METRO-GO
10

YN-MAYER
"More

Stars

Than There Are
S

I

L

\-

in

E R

Heaven"

Screen

—

Silver Screen's

Movietown Topics

A RTHUR GREVILLE COLLINS, producer of "Death
Takes A Holiday" on a Los Angeles stage, sought

/-\

^

Milton Sills for the title role shortly before the
sudden death.
Just one of the ironical things of Hollywood.

actor's

A CERTAIN movie mama,

parent of a star known for
her various amours, was complaining about her
darling offspring.
"Why, even when she was a little girl, she was always
running away from the convent," she bewailed.
"Of course," retorted a Bright Young Thing. "She
was running to a monastery!"

COMEBODY

got Harold Lloyd's Great Dane, Leo, a
prize-winning dog, for the small sum of two dollars
the price of a dog license.
Some months ago, Harold was forced to give Leo to a
friend in Pasadena because neighbors in Beverly Hills
complained about Leo's howling at night. The friend
eventually turned the canine over to the city pound.
Finally, Leo
his pride and confidence gone
was
offered to anybody who would pay the two dollar fee.

^

—

TACK OAKIE

isn't the only actor who has been hit by
Chicago racketeers for "charity" benefits. Jack was
lucky, however, and got away without any damage to
his bank account.
J

Murray was

Charlie
Charles

"Buddy"

Europe with his M.a
It's

—Rogers
and

really quite

has gone vacationing

to

they're going first class, too.

an

event in

Buddy

s

life.

somewhat exclusively

a hunch

What

—

he played valet to

of not so nice cows on a cattle boat.

a

difference

W/ILLIAM BAKEWELL

^

is

said to

and

Mary Pickford danced
many times the other

together at the Embassy Club

Doug Fairbanks was busy with a
unknown to the picture colony.

night.

a few years make.

"KTEWS went

hit pretty strong, but

have angled out. Harry Richman and several others
have contributed, however.

The

last time he went to Europe, during his school days,
he traveled

—

dark-haired

siren, quite

to gossip round Hollywood recently that
June Marlowe, ingenue, had a husband secretly
wed and all that sort of thing.
But it was all a fooler. June was being sued for something and the local reporters thought her brother, Amor,
was the hubby.
June isn't married and hasn't any ideas on the subject.

Ann

—

—

TIGRIS KENYON,

wife of the late Milton Sills, was so
grief-stricken over the star's death that it was impossible for her to keep her engagement at a local theatre

^

Christy has been fox-trotting at popular night

clubs with Leo M.orrison, booking-agent.

No

G ENE

romance

—just free-lancing.

MARKEY,

handsome scenario

took

writer,

Gloria Swanson out dancing the other night.

TOHN ROCHE had Julia
J

Dressier

came along

as

Faye

at the opera

—but

Marie

chaperon.

for a vocal concert.

Hollywood's
Doris'
cancelled.
for

for

had expected to turn out en masse
but the engagement was definitely

elite

debut,

January 1931

"LJEDDA HOPPER,

clever actress,

went places

to see

things with John Charles Thomas, opera star, while
he visited Los Angeles.
[Continued on page 34]
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GARBO!
To the public she
which

is

a

glamourous

shrouded
a framework on
figure

in mystery.
To the press she is
to hang wild flights of journalistic fancy.

Garbo! If all the stories written about her were laid
end to end they would reach from Hollywood back to her
.

native Stockholm with enough stray adjectives
to fill the Grand Canyon.

left

over

Out in the great open
spaces where Greta sun
bathes, protected by the
tiny canvas box in the
foreground and the thick
hedge. Where the hedge
ends is a deep valley

I
was in Hollywood.
Garbo was in Hollywood.
and I cerIf I was human
so was Greta.
tainly am
She existed and had her

—

being.

When

—

She could be seen.
these

bright

ideas

'

Yet no two
keeps, her

stories are alike.

own

counsel and

much

Why?

Because Garbo

of the time her

me, I got the big brain
wave. Somehow, some way, I would stick by Garbo'
all
all twenty-four hours of it
side for a whole day
twenty-four hours when I was observing her but she
didn't know she was being observed and find out how
she spent just one typical day of her lovely, glamourous
hit

own

company.

Now I, in common with some twenty million other
movie fans, had thought about Garbo, dreamed about her,
wondered about the 'hidden facts of her life. And also I,
like some hundred other writers, was dying to get a story
on her that might reveal some of the facts about her
show the world the real Greta.

—

—

—

—

life.

—

wasn't an easy stunt but oh, what a thrill!
I thought
chose a Saturday night and a Sunday.
Greta would be free then, away from the studio and her
It
I

art,

most thoroughly

herself.

And

a lucky chance I found out one
that Greta goes often to
salient fact
a little theatre in the Mexican quarter

by

—

of Los Angeles, a theatre run by the
Yale Puppeteers. I learned that on
my particular Saturday there was to
be an act burlesqueing Hollywood and
Garbo and I gambled that Garbo
might go to witness it gambled and

—

won.
The theatre

on Olvera

is

Street, a

colorful segment of the angelic city,
only a block long and barred to vehicles.

It is

more

like a marketplace

the heart of old Mexico than a
thoroughfare in the center of one of
in

America's largest cities.
Next door to the theatre is a subterranean cafe the Casa de la Golon-

—

drina.

The menu

is

entirely

Mexican

who

dine there are
interested in their food, not in sightseeing. It seemed to me just the type

and the people

Here
after

and
12

the house where dwells the world's most soughta gracious, simple, spacious house, quiet
full of sunlight, reflecting the spirit of its owner
is

woman,

of place where Garbo might choose to
eat before attending the puppet show.
So I started my quest there.

Silver Screen

—

Garbo
A Marvelous —and Exclusive

— Piece

of

Reporting that

Reveals—Through a Typical

Day

in

Her

Life

—the Simple

Pleasure Loving Qirl
the Real

I

was

is

Twenty-four hours with Garbo prove that she is
not a recluse. She adores friends but she has the
reserve natural to a woman of refinement

Qarho

The show

took no chances.

at seven I

Who

didn't start

till

nine but

my

in the little cafe, seated alone with
hat
eyes, at a table that overlooked
over

my
pulled down
every corner of the room. I stalled over my dinner, lingered over my coffee. Seven-thirty came, eight o'clock,
I was just deciding this was my unlucky
eight-fifteen.
day when the door opened and a man and a girl entered
quietly.

my

breath in excitement. It was Garbo! I
while she and her escort selected a table.
Garbo
It was the one next to mine, not four feet away.
was dressed as no other girl in Hollywood would have
been dressed a grey suit, severely tailored, a man's grey
shirt, a navy blue tie with white dots, a heavy grey topcoat and a dark blue beret with no hair showing from
beneath it. Her pale, lovely face had a luminous quality
and she was quietly very gay.
I dragged my fascinated eyes away from her to her
tall man and slim, with an ironical mouth.
escort
a.
Garbo was speaking to him in German but I decided that
he wasn't German. Suddenly I recognized him Jacques
Feyder, the French director, who made "The Kiss,"
Garbo's last silent picture.
They began to eat. Greta had enchilada de la tapiata,
a kind of Mexican pancake, dry and served with salad.
She finished it and ordered a
second dish this time enchilada with a highly flavored chili sauce. Afterward
she drank black coffee and
I

caught

sat breathless

—

—

Greta's no more built her house on sand
than she has her career. It's solidly entrenched
on a high cliff with a heavy railing all around

—

smoked

a denicotinized cig-

A

arette.

flower

woman

came by the table with her
of blossoms. Feypurchased a gardenia

little tray

der

and with a gallant gesture

A

lonely driveway on a lone-

ly road, a

mail box painted

sombre dark blue and bearing no name but I dis-

—

covered, nevertheless, that
here lay the entrance to

Garbo's

for

home

January 1931
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——

—
Adrian's shop, next door.
Adrian is the
costume designer at M-G-M and I begin to
feel scared
scared that my prey will slip

—

away from me through some underground
passage sacred to ladies of mystery.
But I go around in front of the shop and
paste my nose against the glass of the door.
Inside I see Garbo going from one object to
another in the small shop, animatedly. She
is gay and interested.
Suddenly she spies a
huge, fantastic monkey with a body of white
fur and a comic red corduroy face.
She
stands delightedly while Adrian shows her

how

the arms and legs move.
pleased as a child.

She

is

as

Meantime, a crowd has collected outside
the patio.
With that genius peculiar to
crowds, they have sensed a celebrity near-by

— their

greatest celebrity.
lingers in the shop until they

But
have

Garbo
all

gone

except me. It is eleven when
suddenly, much to my relief,
Adrian, Garbo and Feyder come
out and stroll up and down the
street.
Adrian is showing her
the sights of the miniature

exotic, sophisticate, siren
Garbo is also a careful Swedish
housewife, who walks to the

Star,

grocery and inspects the food she's
going to eat. This is the store

village.

handed
at

it

She

to Garbo.

him and pinned

it

At eleven-twenty-five Garbo

smiled
to the

and Feyder enter Garbo's Lincoln limousine and the colored

lapel of her coat.

At nine sharp she and Feyder left
they had come and
walked next door to the Teatro
Torrito. They sat down in the third
row from the back of the tiny house
and I slipped into the row just

chauffeur starts

off.

Garbo

in

as quietly as

Lincoln and me in a Ford!
I pray my poor Lizzie will be
equal to the task and set out
in hot pursuit.
I follow the
big car so closely that I almost

behind them. I pinched myself to
be sure I am awake and sitting so

bump

my

close to

a

idol.

sketch Garbo is
study her face
and am amazed by two things
first, that she is even more beauthan on,
screen
tiful
off the
and younger and second, that
make-up,
light
wears
a
she

During the

first

quietly amused.

I

—

Where

into

it

at several inter-

West, toward Hollywood, through Hollywood and
Beverly Hills on out to the sea.
As we approach Santa Monica,
the
chase
grows exciting.
sections.

—

luckiest creature in the world Greta's
kitten, of no particular ancestry, who
goes in and out of her house at will

The

Garbo

lives

Santa Monica

somewhere

—but where?

in

And

the colorless, drab,
talked so much
about? This off-screen Garbo is a lovely woman, wearing
just enough make-up to accentuate her beauty.
The Hollywood sketch comes on. A puppet of George

and liprouge.

mascara

homely

Arliss

the

girl

writers

fan

is

have

and one of Aimee Semple MacPherson make their

appearance.
Christie.

A

Then the Garbo puppet,
hush

dressed as

on the small audience

falls

—by

Anna

now

every one in the house knows that Garbo is present.
They glance at her surreptitiously to see how she will
But Garbo has seen it
re-act to the puppet of herself.
many times before. She chuckles throatily at the verse
spoken by the little figure particularly at the last lines:

—

Dat old

devil sea

is

a devil

maybe

but he was an angel to me.
With photography misty I did Anna Christie
and see what O'Neill did for me!
If I should decide to go back home
I could buy a half interest in Stockholm;
I live life as I please with the world at my knees
Singing "Skoal!" to dat old devil sea!

At the

line

about Stockholm Garbo laughs out loud

—

and looks up at Feyder, smiling.
a good, hearty laugh
They are plainly very good, understanding friends.
At ten o'clock the curtain goes down on the final
sketch. Garbo and Feyder slip through a side door into
14

Greta's garden where she plays witli lier kittens,
hidden from prying eyes (not mine) by thick
trees. Note the medicine ball which she tosses

Silver Screen

—
discover where,

after I

what am

I

going to do about

it?

Suddenly the big car slows down and turns sharply into
driveway thickly surrounded by trees. I make a note of
the address and hastily survey the place. It is entirely
surrounded by tall spruce trees, standing black in the blue
of a California night. Not a glimpse of the house can be
seen from the street. It is just the sort of place Garbo
would choose. A fortress as impenetrable and hidden
Feyder departs alone
as she is herself. She disappears
midnight arrives .
a

—

—

I settle

down

for a nocturnal vigil.

I begin to investigate my
surroundings.
I am in the vicinity of Brentwood, an
exclusive community halfway between Santa Monica and
Sawtelle. I wander about a bit and learn things. About
five blocks from the Garbo menage is the small, open
market where Garbo herself comes after the fresh fruit
and vegetables she loves, and the black Concord grapes
for which she has a weakness.
Here, too, is the drugstore to which she walks often, in the late afternoon.
On such occasions she is always alone, clad in top-coat,
beret and dark glasses.
The proprietor tells me that
she always goes straight to the magazine rack and buys
all the new fan magazines
but that the clerks never
speak to her unless she addresses them first. Her purchases
in the drug-store seldom come to more than a dollar
or two and she always pays cash, refusing to open an
account.
By this time, the morning is advanced enough for me to
return to my post outside the Garbo residence. The place
is just as mysterious in the daytime as at night.
There
is no name on the mailbox.
The thick wall of trees veils
the house completely. On the east side a vacant lot, on
the west another house, completely shut off by the same
closely-planted trees. West of that, another vacant lot.
I cross the lot on the east side of the house, hoping to
get a view from the back but a sheer cliff faces me.
Garbo's garden ends at the cliff's edge and an iron railing
runs along the brink. But, just between the last tree in
the impenetrable wall of foliage, and the beginning of
the railing is a tiny clear space, not more than two feet
square. With a sudden burst of courage, I gain a precarious footage somewhere between earth and heaven, and,
standing on this spot at peril to life and limb, I can see
over a waist-high hedge at last, a clear view of Garbo's
house.
A two-story white Spanish house, with red-tiled roof.
Rambling and larger than I had expected, but not pretentious. Typical of Garbo, who not only has a simple
home, but runs it economically, keeping only three
servants, a cook, a gardener and a chauffeur. Her bills for
food average only sixty dollars a month, although both
the cook and gardener live in. Besides buying in Brentwood, Garbo also goes into Los Angeles to get meat at
Wreden's, a wholesale market. [Continued on page 58]

Only

a little after daybreak,

—

—

might have angered a less great woman but
watched Garbo laugh heartily at sight
of this puppet burlesqueing her and "Anna
Christie" at the little Mexican theater
It

I

—

The man who guards Garbo — Officer William
Bray of the Santa Monica police — in front
of Garbo's estate which is a part of his beat

is the unfrequented Rockingham Road which Greta walks, hands in her
greatcoat pockets, with so swinging a stride I could scarcely keep up with her

Here

for

January 1931
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Highball

The

Hamlet
Charles H.uggleSy
the Screen^s Best

Drunk,

is

turning into a Perfect lady

By

M

a r

q u

1

Busby

s

Here's the bottle baby,

PERHAPS

a lot of people will just lav

to the evils of
for him, for after
it

drink, and say it was good enough
being one of the funniest drunks who ever hiccoughed
his way to fame, Charles Ruggles has turned into a female
impersonator. The next time you see him he will be the
sweetest old lady who ever trotted across the, screen, none

other than
Aunt."

"Charley's

It's a relief

to Ruggles.

For a while it looked for
all
the world as if he
would go through life
with a gin bottle in his
hand, and a permanent
"bun" on his shoulders.
In "Charley's Aunt,"
which the Christies are
reviving

for
1931 consumption, he does try
to take a drink but he
never quite
downs it.

many a slip, you
know. He's glad to climb
on the wagon and train
with
Volstead
for
a
There's

while.
"There's

mo-

in

peril

notony," he said, patting
the gray curls he wears in
his role.
"People laughed
at me in 'Gentlemen of
the Press' when I had
too
also

much

to drink.

laughed

at

'The Lady Lies.'

They

me

in

There

is

Charlie as Charley's Aunt
in the new talkie version
of the old comedy. A sweet
old lady, sweet and low

16

always

danger in trying to
make people laugh at the same
thing over and over again.
"I sort of had twinges of
fear

when

I

SSria^ghfeTio'^the
and'mofsture to
jjie

throat

saw the manu-

Man of Manhattan.' You know, I could smell gin before I turned a
page. I bid fair to become the most consistent drunk in
the history of the screen. It wasn't that I thought for a
moment that I was giving Young America bad ideas, and
luring them up to the cocktail shaker. I was just afraid
that the public would quit laughing at Charlie Ruggles if
he didn't sober up. It's pretty tough when people don't
laugh at a comedian. It upsets him no end."
So there are no hangovers in "Charley's Aunt."
The role gives the good natured Ruggles a chance to
pioneer in talking pictures. He will be the first female impersonator to try a falsetto on the screen. Of course, Lon
Chaney appeared as an old lady in "The Unholy Three,"
but only for a few scenes. Ruggles wears skirts, and at
least tries to be a perfect lady through most of the picture.
He does forget once in a while and lifts his skirts a bit
higher than any nice old lady would consider proper. But
in that wig, the smug black, rustly silk dress, and the
perky little bonnet, you'd never suspect his heinous past.
It isn't an easy role.
It was all very well for Julian Eltinge
to be a dashing femme in the silent regime, but it is something else when a healthy bass has to sound and look
scripts of

'Roadhouse Nights' and 'Young

soprano.
If you're old enough to remember, and if you'll admit
it if you do, you haven't forgotten Syd Chaplin as Charley's Aunt in the days when you could sleep through a
"Charley's Aunt," for that
picture if you didn't like it.
matter, has been a theatrical standby for two or three
generations. Even Ruggles has essayed the role once before, several years ago when he was playing in stock.
"Do you know," he said, "there is even a 'Charley's

Aunt' Club in England? There are several thousand
members, all of them having played the show profes[Continued on page 63
sionally at one time or another.
'
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She Uses Her Head
Which is
Tashman
a chorus

woman

the real reason

why

Lilyan

has evolved from being just

girl to the

most distinguished

in the movies

TASHMAN has
LILYAN married
five years,

Ever since she was graduated from Girls'
High, in Brooklyn, and dodged the
teachers' training at Hunter College, overlooking the broad Hudson, "Tash" has
been lugging that "different" label
and it's never been excess baggage.
In 1920, when she burgeoned as
one of the fairest of the Flo Ziegfeld
blooms, she was already established
as "that unusual Tashman girl".
And now, with a standardized
Hollywood looking askance, she is

been

^

not contemplate
does
either separation or divorce,
and loves her husband. And
what's more to the point, he
loves her.

She isn't impressed by great
names, but hnds satisfaction
in personalities.

It isn't

who

you are but what, that counts
with Lilyan.

"different" because she was the first
to wear pajamas for anything
beside sleeping; because she de-

She doesn't diet.
She discusses neither clothes
nor people who wear them.
twenty-five
spends
She
thousand dollars a year being
"the best dressed woman in
Hollywood," and employs a

signed her own home; because
she put an all-white bedroom in
it to make her wake up feeling
cheerful; because her taste runs
to black automobiles when
most players want lots of
color and brass and "gingerbread" on them; because she thinks, contrary
to accepted Beverly Hills
standards, that flowers are
better home surroundings
than swimming pools and
\Continucd on page 63]

Parisian representative to see
that her personality is fitted
as well as her person.
She dines in her garden each
night.
She won't sign a contract
because she wants to pick her

plays and her parts.
She writes much of her own
dialogue.
She often "speaks out of
turn" to those in high places,

employing pithy

Edward Churchill

truths.

other words, she says
what she wants when she
wants, and makes 'em like it.
She has the largest collection of
first editions in the film colony,
her favorite being "Vanity Fair"
In

by Thackeray.
She goes where she wants to go,
does what she wants to do and,

All stories of Lilyan

must include Eddie
Lowe, her husband,
whom she has made
supremely happy in
a

town where most

marriages are just
one long war

in short, acts herself.
These are just a few of the rea-

why Lilyan, who has fascinated Edmund Lowe, her
husband, for half a decade, and motion picture audiences
for a longer tim.e than that, is regarded as "different".
She admits being responsible for bringing many innoShe confesses
vations to Filmdom and fostering them.
being a step ahead in clothes, in styles, in trends and in
But she also claims that she can't help herself.
ideas.
This woman, who has uncovered a melodious talking
and singing voice for the speaking film, has built an amazing success on her unconscious, unassuming "difference"
from other players. She, as a free-lance, is so in demand
that she is doing two pictures at a time on different lots.
sons

for

January 1931

One

is her ability to
Here are Eddie and Lilyan at the beach
with George O'Brien and Mrs. Eddie Sutherland.
Notice that even at play, Lilyan dresses smartly

of Tash's success secrets

play.
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Hell's

MARTEST

Angel

]ean Harlow,
a Cinema Sinner,
is

Perfectly Heavenly

aura
Jean, vamping

EITHER
been

Jean Harlow has
''

,

,

'til

i"}^^^^

^^^f"
s
ring film, "Hell

grievously
rnisAngels." Ben Lyon is
understood or she has
^.^e willing victim
done an about-face and decided
For when the
to be human.
platinum blonde star of "Hell's Angels" first blazed a
sexy trail across the cinema sky, she was frequently interviewed and quoted to her invariable disadvantage.
According to most of the articles about her, she was just
another dizzy blonde, to put it kindly.
So, I delayed going to see her as long as I could
dreaded a long session devoted to "I live only for my
with a capital "A", and stuff such as that. But,
Art"
finally, after Howard Hughes, the millionaire producer
of "Hell's Angels" took over part of United Artists and
the plans that were being made for Jean with that outfit,
convinced me that the girl must have something, I
decided to see for myself but, even so, I expected to find
at best a polite nit-wit, with perhaps a dash of scarlet.
Instead, I found one of the most beautiful girls in the
A
world, breathtakingly lovely, startlingly young.
charming, cultured girl with a sane, sincere outlook on
and a sense of humor for good measure. No affectalife
no trace of the superficial sophistication I
tion, no pose
had expected, but an unaivare, babyish quality. It was
almost as if she had played the torrid love scenes of "Hell's
Angels" without realizing their import. At least, that's
the way she impressed me and I think it was real.
Stardom in one single picture has meant little to Jean

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Harlow.

To most

picture players screen success

means

The
not only glory and adulation, but having things.
rewards of film fame are pretty clothes, a pleasant home,
expensive motors. But to wide-eyed Jean, a picture career
meant at first sacrificing these things. She was born to
wealth and to work in pictures has given up an inheritance far greater than anything she can ever hope to earn.
That's why she can't get excited about it all.
"When I first went to Hollywood I had never even
thought of going in pictures," she told me. "You see,
I had run away from school and married Bud McGrew,
and we moved to Hollywood to live and play."
One look at Jean and you'd know that what followed
was inevitable. A girl of her distinctive beauty had no
more chance of staying out of camera range than a turkey
has of living at Thanksgiving. Her looks are of the kind
that poems are made of once you have seen her, you

—

—

can not forget her.

"But though we lived near the studios, we had no
them—my life was centered around my
home and my husband," she continued. "We had a fewfriends connected with the industry, though, so naturally
heard a lot about pictures and picture people.
"Then, suddenly I woke up one day and found myself
contact with

in pictures, too!"

of hangover was that?" I asked.
"What
the kind you think," Jean responded.
it.
realized
I
before
pictures
in
I
was
that
was
meant
One [Continued on page 61]
"It happened like this.

"What kind
"Not
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A Calendar
Movie

SUN.

MON.

+

i-

4

5

11

12
19

18
25
.1.

26

TUE.

WED.

THU.

+

6
13

20
27
+

7

14
21

15
22

28 29

Stars for

1931

HURRELL

JANUARY

1931

of

1931
FRI.

SAT.

2
9

3

16
23
30

10
17

24
31

• 3

is
the month when everything is
new and fresh, so naturally a movie calendar
must start with William Haines, the freshest guy

JANUARY

ever faced a camera. But just as January
down after New Year's and Bill's birthday,
so Bill settles down after working hours, a quiet
gentleman of cultured tastes.

who

settles

FEBRUARY

1931
SUN.

MON.

TUE.

WED.

THU.

1

3

4

5

8
15

10
17

11

1931
FRI.

6
13

SAT.

7

14

18

24

25

26

20
27

21

22

16
23

12
19

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

28

f 3

+

T^EBRUARY and Ronald Colman—
• cold February which broods under
the cloak of winter yet flashes an occasional smiling day hinting of the
warmth of spring like Ronnie, its
star, born on the ninth, cool, reserved
Ronnie with his unexpected, devastating charm.

—

ALEXANDER

npEMPESTUOUS

March,

^ the month

of the maddest
moods, of clear, wind-swept
beauty, of storm and triumph. What personality in
the whole galaxy of stars could
suit it so well as that gloriously changeable, vivid girl,

Joan Crawford? The twentyis

MON.

TUE.

MARCH

1931
SUN.
1

8
15
22

2
9

29
+

birthday.

Joan's

third

+

WED.

1931

TMU.

FRI.

SAT.

6
13

14

3

4

5

10
17

11

12
19

7

18
25

20

21

24

26

27

28

31

+

+

+

+

+

f f

APRIL

1931
SUN.

+

5
12
19
26
+

1

WEO.

MON.

+

+

6

7

13

14

20

21

27

28

*

+

15
22
29

©

1

TMU.

rm.

931
SAT.

2

3

4

9
16
23
30

10
17
24

11

18
25

+

+

• 3

WIOl'.

WOUI.P

and May— Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks —as close

APRIL

on the calendar as

in private life.
of the laughter and the tears
born on April 8th, Doug on
May 23rd.

SUN.

MON.

TUt.

WED.

THU.

+

+

+

+

+

3

4

5

10
17

11

12
19

Mary

24

was

31

18
25
-!•

26

6
13
20
27

7

14
21

28

fRI.

1

8
15
22
29

SAT.

2

9

f • 3

—

JUNE

1931
SUN.

MON.

7

28

8
15
22
29

2
9
16
23
30

+

+

+

1

14
21

TtE.

WED.

1931
THU.

FRI.

SAT.

19

3

4

6

10
17

11

24

18
25

26

13
20
27

+

+

+

f f 3

TUNE, the first month of
summer, when all outof-doors calls, when it's

^

good just to be

alive

and

greet the sun. Who better
to stand for June than the

blond and bonny
Bill's first

tered

Bill

Boyd?

grin was regis-

on June

fifth.

4

THOM.\S

JULY

—

midsummer

—

sparkle and fireworks
hot days, langorous nights
a definite,
individual

—

month, July.

William

Powell takes its bows. Bill
that very definite gentleman and very individual
and fine actor. The twentyninth is the date for the
pride of the Powell clan.

JULY

1931
SUN.

MON.

TUE.

WED.

6
13

7

8

14

15

J,

5

12
19
26

1

20
27
+

21

28
-!•

THU.

fRI.

SAT.

2

3

4

9
16
23
30

10
17

11

#

24

18
25

31

f

DYAR

AUGUST

1931
iiuuuiai.

A UGUST,

passionate, glowing, promising,
dotted with vacation days, with unusual, exciting moments. August, as sophisticated in its
charm as Norma Shearer, its tenth-day star,
brilliant Norma, the woman of the world, beautiful, poised and intelligent.

1931

StN.

MON.

TUE.

WED.

THU.

•1-

+

+

+

+

+

6
13

7

2

4

5

11

9
16
23

17

18

12
19

24

25

26

30

31

+

'5

20
27

#

FRI.

SAT.

1

21

8
15
22

28

29

14
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BULL

CEPFEMBER, when a new subtlety comes into the air, when
^-^

one

heart

Whose

transported beyond the commonplace even while the
bit with the weight of its own wisdom.
month could this be but the mysterious Garbo's?
The Greta day? The eighteenth.
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saddened a
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/^GTOBER,

the month of Hallowe'en and witches, October
dancing over the hills, dressing sedate green trees in leaves of red,
turning old pumpkins into glowing Jack-o-Lanterns. On October
sixth came Janet Gaynor, child of
genius, to bewitch the world.

XTOVEMBER,

wise, quiet Noa month of mellowness and the full richness of
harvest, touched with a golden
glow of romance that never
leaves the imagination quite
free again.
On the fifteenth,
Lewis Stone of the courtly
manners, suavely represents it.

^ vember,

-'-
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DECEMBER

1931

r"\ECEMBER isn't a month but

mood — December

a

dominated by Christmas day

— holly

packages in red wrappings,
laughter of little children. December

gifts

and misand the

is all

things to

tletoe,

all

hearts

like versatile, lovely,

Ruth Ghatterton,

born on Christmas Eve.
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a

Fredric

is

a Lion with

the Public hut

among His

Admiring Friends He's Affectionately Called

March Lamb

rhe

63^

FREDRIC MARCH
easiest actor I

the
have ever

interviewed.

I

Rad

is

1

6

H arris

him

was swell
knows the
difference between real money
and movie money now.

times before I could get a story.
And is that easy, I ask you?
A painstaking exactness for
the truth makes me admit that

am

not always so

—

interviews but
Freddie, you see, happens to be

my

ten favorite actors.
liked nothing else about
Fredric March, his grand sense
If I

of

humor would be

sufficient.

Rabelaisian or even the
least bit "Jack Oakie" but
ranges from the gentle subtlety
of P. G. Wodehouse to the
sublime madness of the Four
It isn't

Marx
made

him anywhere, he always hails
him as "Old Rope Gave Way!"
Following a stock engagement at the Elitch Gardens in
Denver a red letter event in
his life, for it was there he met

—

He would have

Bros.

swell gag man for
Instead, he
Louis the XIV.
regales his wife with four good
laughs every morning before
a

lovely Florence Eldridge, the
present Mrs. March he went
to Los Angeles to play the
role of "Tony Cavendish" in
the road company of "The

—

breakfast.

He never makes a noise like
an actor. And certainly doesn't
Were you to
look like one.
meet him, strolling up the
Avenue, you might mistake
him for a member of the Racquet and Tennis Club, but
He
hardly for a "Lamb."
started

his

career

as

it

He

at
a
casting
Registering
agency, he was immediately
sent to David Belasco in response to a call for extras in
the stage production "Deburau."
In the prologue, he
"doubled" for Victor Hugo.
In the second act, he was an
old man with one line to speak,
"the rope gave way." To this
day, whenever Belasco meets

EARNEST

my

about

snappy farewell dinner.

experience.

had to

have luncheon with him six

I

a

Freddie claims

Royal Family." Jesse Lasky
was just one of the many producers who saw his performance and put in a bid for his
services. Which explains why
he is now a gentleman of
"Paramount" importance.

Co-incidentally

banker

enough,

Freddie has just completed a
talkie version of "The Royal
Fredric March's a new kind of hero
Family" at the Paramount New
regular guy, who started his career as a
Having witYork studios.
banker and who still looks the part even
nessed a great many of the
act
it
if he doesn't
scenes, I don't have to be a
He
consin, August 31, 1897.
stage gazer to predict that
doesn' t look a day older than 33.
when the picture is released, he will not only wrap it up
His real name is Frederick Bickel, which, for obvious
and take it home but also clinch his rights to stardom.
reasons he immediately changed to the family name of
Although he has been on the screen only a comparaMarcher. Later, he abbreviated it to Fredric March to
tively short time, he has had more leading ladies than
conserve on electrical bill expenses and because 12 is his
Bow, Brian, Moore, Chatterton,
Henry the VIII.
lucky number.
Everyone calls him Freddie except his
Harding, Astor, Colbert, Carroll, and Claire— blondes,
wife
she calls him "Lambie."
brunettes and titians beautiful, temperamental, charmAlthough he had always had a hankering for the stage,
ing, his personality is attune to them all. It is this ability
he never confessed it to anyone not even his diary.
to "get along" with people that has been such an asset
Instead, he specialized in banking at the University of
to him in his professional life and has won for him the
Wisconsin and won a scholarship to the National City
Bank of New York. A few months' work assured him reputation of being a "swell guy!"
that he would much rather starve as an actor than grow
Just at present, Freddie is playing opposite Claudette

and

looks the part.
A biographical check-up of
Freddie's "early life" reveals
the following facts.
He was born in Racine, Wisstill

—

—

.

.

.

—

fat as a

bank

president, so he resigned.

.

.

—

.

No

one tendered

Colbert again in a comedy-drama [Coiithiued on

page 65]
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W HAT

the

A Famous Astrologist Surveys
the 1931 Sky

and

Tells

What

Lies in Store for the Seven

Qreat Stars whose Futures are

Most

in

Doubt

past year has been
THIS
who like variety, but

a good one for movie fans
certainly has played merry
mike with the motion picture stars! Where once a
galaxy of old favorites twinkled serenely, we have a
Milky Way of luminaries that doesn't look the same from
one month to the next. What does 1931 hold for them?
Seven stars in particular have been affected by the
events of the last year seven stars now great, yet whose
fate hangs in the balance.
Which seven?
Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson, John Gilbert, Clara
Bow, Greta Garbo, Norma Shearer and Douglas Fairit

—

banks, Jr.
Will Mary Pickford's stubborn efforts to retrieve her
public be successful?
Is Gloria Swanson going to win through to the happiness she deserves?
Is Clara Bow going to be able to hold the admiration cf
her fans in the face of the present adverse criticism?
What about John Gilbert, that gallant gentleman, to
whom the microphone has been so unkind? Has he a
chance to come back?
The fate of these four is pretty much in the balance

During the new year, water, women and words
threaten Clara Bow-do-deo-do, the Brooklyn
bonfire, born on the 29th of July

now.
As for Greta Garbo, she comes into everything, anyway.
I wanted to know whether she has swept into the Movie
Heavens to stay. Or is she just a comet ... a brilliant
just

visitor that bursts into vision clad in mysterious beauty

and departs as abruptly into obscurity?
And, finally, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Norma
Shearer. Norma is off the screen just now playing mother
to her young son, but she will return.
Both she and
Young Doug seem to have everything. Can such fortune
possibly last? These were the things I wanted to know.
In New York there is a young astrologist, Mrs. Charles
R. Wells, a beloved pupil of the internationally famous
Evangeline Adams. Mrs. Wells makes the casting of a
horoscope no spooky magic in a dimly-lit room reeking
She approaches her profession with the
with incense.
same tvpically modern clear-sightedness and intelligent comprehension
Saturn is unfriendly
that has given us our successful movie
and there's a strange
stars.
So I felt that she was par.

.

.

forecast for the men in
Pickford's
life

Mary
28

well fitted to give a sympathetic reading of them.

ticularly

Silver Screen

s TARS F
rORECA
th e S TARS
Now, Mrs.

Wells is not especially a movie fan. To her,
I gave her were just names.
She read their
horoscopes with the same detachment that she would
read my horoscope, or yours. I was curious to see what
she would find, because I knew it would be a personal
reading ... a valuation of those actors and actresses
as people
not as the famous folk they have become.
We first discussed John Gilbert. Jack's date is July
10th. I wondered why she chose him first, but when she
had finished, I knew. His chart had shown her a strong
personality, a man of courage and boundless endurance,
a man born with great potentialities. But a man strangely
dogged by Fate. The interesting thing about his horoscope, to an astrologist, is the way the man has risen above
the great names

.

.

.

Jack Gilbert, born on July 10th, is under the sway
of two bad planets for next year. Except for. one
thing, the futute looks dark

for

January 1931

Marquis Henri

is

no swansong

for

Swanson,

prophesies Mrs. Wells, above. Glorious Gloria's
greatest love lies before her

29

You

Perhaps

can Learn

Your

Own

Future through the Forecast

for these Stars

makes them peculiarly vulnerable to unhappiness.
Jack must expect emotional upsets this year.
"In fact, this is just an all-around dismal time for
him. Yet, from it, he will draw the experience, the
hardening which is to take him on to bigger things
later on. He is a real artist, wrapped up in his work.
He has much to give pictures, we will hope they
continue co hold him. He has a 'lucky chart,' with
the potentialities which may well bring him back in
a big way
whether in pictures or outside them.
This bad phase is only temporary. Jack is too much
Captain of his soul to bow under the 'bludgeonings
of fate.'
This man through?
Most certainly
he is not!"
From Jack we turned to Gloria Swanson. Gloria
was born March 27th. It looked to me as if Gloria
had definitely emerged from her recent slump. Her
film "The Trespasser" was not only a fine bit of
work, but it was a box-office riot as well.
And
.

.

.

.

"What

a

Widow"

.

.

pleased most of the fans.

Mrs. Wells confirmed this:
"That same mischief-making planet, Uranus, got
in
a little dirty work
on Gloria, too,
but

has

it

now.

moved on

Gloria's Sun

are in Aries.

to

better

aspects

and her Mercury

That means that she

and
has both
persistency
the
courage to dig herself out of unGloria
favorable situations.
nscshcv head. It's that mental
in Scorpio, the most
of all signs for
Garbo, the most intense of

Venus

quality [Continued on ^age 60]

intense

Read what

stars.

all

it

promises for her

Young Doug Fairbanks, a
December ninth lad, under
the

the discouragements which
would have given a weaker
character every excuse to say
... "I give up."

happy,

Sagittarius

lucky

—

yet

sign of
there's

danger ahead

While I listened, I began to
have a better understanding of

why

Gilbert public has

the

re-

mained loyal to him. Fine artist that
.he has had the worst possible
he is
luck in pictures this last year. One or two
bad pictures with most actors and it's all
over. But not for the Gilbert admirers. They seem
to have sensed that quality of courage, of refusal to acand they love him for it. When you
cept defeat
meet a Gilbert fan, you meet a genuine enthusiast.
Jack's handsome, sensitive face came before me as
.

.

.

.

.

Mrs. Wells spoke:
"John Gilbert certainly is not through. But he's
going to need every bit of courage he's got, to get
through this next year. He is in the darkest period
of his whole career right now. Both of those hardluck planets, Saturn and Uranus, are adverse to his
whole chart and that means trouble, plenty of it.
He should watch his financial affairs, contracts
especially

"He
him

must have

critical

towards

He does
and when

the heart.
lightly,
love, it

careful attention.

has his Venus in Mercury, which makes
affairs of

not love
does

he.

is with the passionintense
his
depths of
ate
Such men know love
nature.
as it is not given to many
men to know. But it also

30

Norma

Shearer,
child of the Sun,

has

everything,

and will have still
more since the
very stars are
fighting

for

her

Silver Sckeen

Young-Man-About-HoUywood

H

here

ELLO, folks— well,

and Hans Kraly on opening night.

we

are in the land of watered-

Jimmy

milk and honeys.

S

TARR

*

One
asks

Y-Lightning Ranch in Arizona.
The real western cowboys are
to figure out Arthur's

whoopee

still

trying

yell in

Jewish

why

All right,

:

*
.

.

,
readers writes in and
Al Jolson makes pictures

my

"Big Boy."

like

Arthur Caesar, Hollywood's homeliest
scenario writer, spent several days on the

of

I'll bite

—

-ivhyl

No doubt "Farewell to Arms" as a motion
picture will have a scene of Venus de Milo.

dialect.

Arthur also
the rope.

The

tried to lasso a steer, but lost
steer ate

*

^Hfe

it.

drove
their car through one of the miniature golf
damage.
courses the other night, causing considerable
Ah, a hole in one.

Some

intoxicated

cinema youths

*

Al Boasberg, a big funny man of Heart Break Town,
system in
says one studio features the double credit
relative.
the scenario department— one writer and one
*

I'm sorry I said Lew Cody's fox
They were collies.
*

*

terrier

had chow puppies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Mayfair Club, cinemaland's most exclusive social
center, will probably be a flop this year.
Not one fight between a director and writer— such as
the Embassy, rival social club, had between Ernst Lubitsch

for

January 1931

fifth

to

reel—but no one noticed the

so the studio officials decided to leave
That' s great direction!

it

show

the

difference,

out.

Business

allowed to

is

so

sell

bad in Hollywood the stores are not
more than four feet of rope to any one

person.

Hedda Hopper was being shown a new home in Beverly
The boudoir was the pride and joy of the owner,

pointed out the unusually large bed.
do you like the Bed?" inquired the host.
"Bed?" questioned Hedda, noting the size. "That's
not a bed it's a battleground!"

who
film.

This month's funniest gesture:
Alice White attending the opera.
*

hysterical.

The operator had neglected

Hills.

Efe Asher, associate producer at Universal, recently
broke his ankle.
He probably kicked a supervisor in the heart.
*

became quite
1

*

No wonder the producers had to turn to the wide
So many actors have the big-head.
*

*

*

*

*

^^^1
^^^

*

A new picture was previewed, and immediately after the showing the director

"How

—

*

Any man who
more than

*

*

actually enjoys himself in a

Tuxedo

is

eligible for society.
*

*

*

running on a par with
Cinema bootleggers are
Wall Street brokers.
With every drink they give you a seat on the curb.

now

*

*

*

The Hollywood banks are thinking of printing checks
on hard rubber so they won't bounce so high.
31

Greatest Star

The

in

Hollywood

Richard Barthelmess^ Best
Friend Explains Dick^s Extraordinary Thirteen-year Success

Henry

By Joseph

Steele

THIRTEEN years ago

a young actor of twenty-two turned
of $4,000 a week and accepted a job at $500.
He was on the threshold of
a famous star.
his life and career.
He needed money. Yet he declined a salary
that would even today fever the brains of old-line stars.
That young man was Richard Semler Barthelmess, familiar
throughout the world for unfathomable eyes and a crooked smile.
At twenty-two he decided that it meant more to his future ^and
he took that future very, very seriously to get a two-year contract
with David Wark GrifEth and get the invaluable training that
maestro could give him, than to take the immediate though shortlived, big salary of $4,000 a week as Hope Hampton's leading man.
The fact that Barthelmess stands today at the height of his career
indicates that his decision thirteen years ago might have had some
sense to it. And that attitude has dictated his career ever since.
Dick proves, as conclusively as anyone in the world, that
When you examine it closely you begin
success really is no secret.
to find the reason.
Mighty few are the actors and when I say actors I use it in-

down an offer
He was not

—

—

Now

—
—

who, having achieved some emuclusively, taking in actresses
Mighty few are the
nence, manage to maintain their position.
actors who achieve any eminence by their own plan or aim.

An actor is an idol and
chiefly

a

symbol, partly created by his public, but

wrought by the actor

mean anything any more.
and the

himself.

Even

a decent profile doesn't

For proof there are Jannings, Bancroft

like.

meagre hours upon the stage and then are heard
no more. Like the wind they come and like the wind they go!
But Dick has withstood the blinding glare of the spotlight for
thirteen years and lost not one figurative candlepower. Thirteen
years ago he made "Broken Blossoms," ten years ago "Tol'able
David," four years ago "The Patent-Leather Kid" and recently

They

strut their

"The Dawn Patrol." And his star has steadily brightened rather
than diminished.
That first job he took at $500 a week was in competition, too.
Against him he had the sanctified Rodolpho with the real prize
the role of the dreaming Chinaman in "Broken Blossoms." What
might have happened to screen history if Valentino had got that
part no one can possibly say.
Thirteen years of success and today this
Barthelmess has his feet set squarely at the

—

Most

stars last for five

Dick Barthelmess has lasted tor
thirtee,n and today his
years.

latest

picture,

Patrol",

is

gest

of

hit

"Dawn

the bigthe

year

q£ ^ business that rates as the most
precarious in the world.
While he has
r
f
j
t'een at the top, fortunes have been made
'i^"^
lost; reputations have dazzled and
faded; companies have changed names and
personalities; Stars (Co)iti)u/ed on page ^9)
,

i

Silver

i

Screen

That's ivhat

Looks,

Leading Ladies
heautifiil

yrics

MacDonald)

an dL e2s
JEANETTE MACDONALD

ordered a vegetable plate

luncheon.

"Not a vegetarian, however," she said. "Just the
proud possessor of a stomach with nerves. That's certainly a romantic little item for My Public."
The delectable queen of "The Love Parade" and the
countess of "Monte Carlo" was the prettiest woman in
the Hotel Ambassador's Spanish Room a very pretty
woman with a determined chin.
"Yes, I do like my own way," she explained, "but I
seldom get it at the studio, anyhow. So when I get it
at home, I take advantage of it."
"Monte Carlo" is, quite logically, her favorite picture
to date. Yet she wants to do drama.
"Just for a couple of pictures, I'd like to give up subtlety
and wring some hearts. I'm ever so slightly tired of playing parts starting on top of the world with a title and
I'm human enough to want a part
a bad disposition.
where I struggle and struggle, so people will sympathize
with me."
Such a rash departure for a lady already proven a comedienne is difficult. Jeanette is quite aware of this, but

—

—

—

not worried.
"I've been marvellously lucky.

for
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The

right things have

By

{like

Jeanette

are

made

of

Margaret Reid

happened at just the right time. Some indulgent fate, or
whatever you want to call it, seems to have looked after
my interests from the very first."
The "very first" was in Philadelphia, her birthplace.
Her ancestry covers thoroughly the British Isles, producing in her a mixture of English, Scotch, Irish and
Welsh.
just enough Dutch blood in me to explain
murder of the King's English when I get excited,"
Jeanette said. "There's a little bit of Dutch in almost
every good Philadelphian, and you never can be sure
that an 'already yet' won't escape you in moments

"With

my

of stress."

Of good, sturdy Presbyterian stock, it was the church
that brought Jeanette into the theatre.
"When I was three, I sang the "Glory Song" at the
Sunday School Bazaar.

That was

my

debut."

three and a half, her sister was taking
dancing lessons. On one afternoon, there was no one with
whom to leave Jeanette, the baby. So Mrs. MacDonald

When

she

was

rook her along when she accompanied Blossom to dancing
school.
Jeanette, who must have been one of those taffy-haired,
blue-eyed, pink-and-white confections [Continued on page 62]
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ChidiwjJ

The answer to what's become of Sally.
The cute Miss Phipps is now on Broadway
playing a baby star in the burlesque on
Hollywood called "Once in a Lifetime".
Sally had no stage experience but the managers after one look hired her regardless.

And

Sally

wowed them
p. <r A.

Two

actresses playing themselves
Joan Bennett and Bessie Love at the first
winter dance of the Mayfair Club which
yearly marks the beginning of Hollywood's
social season. Blonde Joan's smart tiered
dress is of purple velvet while the little Love
wears white satin

VfARSHALL NEILAN

is being sued by Pat Powers,
former partner of the director, for $11,881 on a per-

^

sonal note.

Mickey hasn't worked much during the past
and

it's

rather doubtful
*

if

he has

assets to that

year,

amount.

*

*

Anything can happen in cinemaland.
Studios often report small losses
lamps and other
articles are stolen from sets
but the officials of the
Tec-Art Studios really became quite excited when they
learned a piano had been taken from the lot.
The burglars probably had an ear for music.

—

—

*

*

little

T5EBE DANIELS and Ben Lyon, Hollywood's

newest
newlyweds, have just about given up the thought of
ever having any pets. At least, they're terribly disgusted
with the idea.
A pet pooch developed rabies and had to be killed, and
Bebe's maid was bitten by a kitten.
The whole household was in an uproar for a week.

*

*

A LL

the racket men aren't in Chicago.
A lad, posing as a famous jockey, took plenty of
dough away from some of the wise film folk by pulling
the oldest race-track racket in the world.
Alberca Vaughn went for plenty of jack, while Jack
Oakie was tipped off in time and is still off the sucker list.
The phoney jockey claimed to have certain races fixed
and let his clients win the first time, but always got them
on the comeback.

34

"DETER

the
characters

*

*

one of Hollywood's strange
around the boulevard, played
The Well Dressed Hermit Shouldn't

Hermit,

who wander

the star role in "What
the other day.
A couple of cops spied Peter in his scanty, health
wardrobe and ran him in.
Peter has promised not to
shock the modest denizens of the film village in the

Wear"

future.

Silver Screen

i

Town
from page

Topics

11]

c- .1.

Welcome, stranger. After two years abroad
Anna May Wong comes back but only to
Anna May,
America, not Hollywood.
playing on the London stage, made such a
hit Broadway cabled her and she's come

—

back to supply the seductive. Oriental note
in a big New York production
!.

A.

Gloria Swanson appeared at the Mayfair
Club dance on the arm of a Mr. J. R. T.
Ryan, whose other name is not the Marquis
de la Falaise de la Coudray. But lookit the
look Gloria's giving this Ryan gent and

remember

she's just filed suit for divorce.

Now do you

suppose

.

.

.

from the exclusive Mayfair dances.
Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, who
usually occupy the royal chairs of King and Queen of

Social notes

TESS WILLARD, former world's heavyweight champion,
who has been quite successful in Hollywood real
estate, has opened one of the most elaborate meat markets

.

many
*

at

It

*

*

.

.

.

.

.

.

Charlie Chaplin had Marion Davies
was quite nonchalant the whole evening.
Winnie Sheehan planted Lois Moran on his
Bill Haines did funny
arm for the royal affair.

tentions.
.

.

.

.

tvho

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

seems the studio failed to make a

Thus

a

law

*

"CRANK ALBERTSON'S
pretty Virginia Shelley,
United Artists Studio.

January 1931

*

full

payment on

suit for $7000.
*

a-flutter over
all
is
baby-voiced dancer at the

heart

.

.

dances with Bebe Daniels.

.

.

*

STRAUSS, famous composer, has a big mad on

Oscar's contract.

for,

of the screen luminaries.

quite fancy.

r^SCAR
^

.

.

on the Coast.
His patrons include
It's

.

.

Madame le
were not -present.
occasion,
Marqtiise de Coudray (Gloria Stvanso7i) reigned inGlorious Gloria's hubby. Monsieur le
stead.
Marquis Henri, frolicked about ivith lovely Constance
he smothered her with orchids and atBennett
the

.

J

.

Douglas

GILDA GREY, who

*

.

.

*

started a feminine

movement

all

her own, and divorced wife of Gil Boag, producer,

is

couple
in Hollywood on a vacation— and she's having a
of romances on the side.
One is H. H. Van Loan, scenarist and playwright,
who is having marital difficulties. He's a onetime pal of
Marjorie Rambeau.
Number Two is Arthur Letts, Jr., department store owner
{Continued on page 56]
with a very large bank account.
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Price

of

Realism-

human
LIFE

"Such Scenes Are Dangerous." It was in filming
a shot like this that Director Kenneth Hawks
and nine other men plunged to their fiery deaths

Grim, icy-fingered,
DEATH!
To some comes on the

relentless.

—

of battle a hero's
farewell.
For others the final chapter is written
in the annals of progress
the march of industry. A mine
caves in and takes its toll of human life a railroad spans
an empire and exacts its tribute in broken lives.
Heroes
all!
And a nation pays them homage.
Yet there are others, gallant, unsung heroes, who write
the story of their heroism in their life's blood.
The
valorous men and women who risk their lives for the shadowy seconds which bring you thrills daredevils of the
it

field

—

—

—

silver screen.

Almost every picture of more than average scope has
of bravery and daring on the part of those who
helped in its creation. The producers do not wish this
:

_

its tale

and do all they can to guard against it. They are not to
be blamed. Epics of the war and of the air, of the cattle
country, of the frozen north to film them requires hundreds of extras, droves of horses and cattle, tons of dynamite, thousands of blank cartridges, squadrons of airplanes.
It is inevitable that human lives are sacrificed
in the mammoth achievements.
The story has been told of the lives lost during the
making of "Noah's Ark" of the frightful plane crash
that sent ten men plunging to oblivion during the filming
of "Such Men Are Dangerous" (it was in this accident
that Kenneth Hawks, husband of Mary Astor, lost his
life).
Everyone knows by now that $4,000,000 was not
the sole cost of "Hell's Angels." Several of Mr. Hughes'
airplanes were piloted by Death!

—

—

The

explosions in "The Painted Desert" were carefully planned and
every care was taken by the producers to remove the element
Yet, things went wrong two men lost their lives
of danger.

—

Silver Screen

'

•

Despite precautions of

producers the

unknown

Hero-Extras

of

y

Holly-

wood gamble with
dan8:er

—and

lose!

By Allan Jordan
During the

last

few months three new

epics

of the screen have made this fatal accounting:
seven men killed and over a hundred hurt in
accidents or stricken by illness in the course of
Remember,
their work before the cameras.
this covers only three pictures, out of the
dozens that were being made during that
period.

There

—

may have

been

— and undoubt-

Three

men lost their lives during production of "Hell's Angels",

Howard Hughes'

$4,000,000

air

spectacle.

One was

killed

during actual execution of a hazardous bomber-crash, the
other two in transporting planes from one location to another

edly were other casualties.
Two of the deaths mentioned above occurred
during the production of 'The Painted Desert,
a mining story recently screened by Parhe. The
director, Howard Higgin, the star, Bill Boyd,
and a troupe of extras, cameramen, prop boys
and technicians were sent into the magnificent
Painted Desert country to get authentic backgrounds. The big scene of the entire picture
was the blowing-up of a mine. Two tons of
dynamite were planted in the top of a hill and
it was planned to set off the dangerous explosive in five charges.
But only three of those charges went off
for with the third charge, all hell broke loose
on the Painted Desert. Someone had underestimated the force of the charge an entire
and two
hilltop went crashing through space
men, a sound technician and a truck driver
were blown into eternity. A third, the oper'

'

—

—
—

ator of the controls, was badly injured. Forty
others, among them the director, suffered injuries ranging from slight cuts and bruises to
severe wounds.
In the midst of the chaos that followed, it
was discovered that there was no doctor near.

One had been brought from Hollywood with
the company, but, in true motion picture
fashion, had departed before the day of the

hazardous scene.
"Fighting Caravans" had its death-list,
Five lives on the red side of the ledger.
too.
A unit including Gary Cooper, Lily Damita,
and three hundred extras was sent into the
mountains above Sonora Pass. The troupe
pitched camp at a " jumping-off" place called
Dardanelles, an altitude of six thousand feet.
There were a few shacks for the stars and
featured players, but most of the company
was quartered in tents. It was only October
and no snow was anticipated.
But a freak blizzard [Continued on page 62]
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and
false move, such as catching their heels in a tie,
Jean Arthur and Robert Armstrong would never have fin-

One

ished "Danger Lights," the

RKO

epic of railroad building

Sil ver

s creen
ALONG CAME
YOUTH

Once again

s

Stuart Erwin, dumb-look-

proves himself a star,
stealing "Along Came Youth" from
such a favorite as Buddy Rogers.
Rating: GOOD
Stuart, as a near-sighted horse-trainer,
lands in Europe wi th his penniless master. Buddy. Buddy,
as an ordinary chef, is taken to be the owner of a large estate.
Along comes a swe 11 girl Frances Dee and you know the
rest. Good fun.
ing

comic,

Paramount

—

—

"Min and Bill" is a dramatic yarn
of a self-sacrificing wharf rat's motherM.-G.-M.
love for a nameless waif whom
she loves enough to kill for and also
Rating: SPLENDID
the love of another derelict for her.
Into this heavy stuff come many moments of grand comedy
supplied by those grand performers, Marie Dressier and
Wallace Beery. Marie Dressier is marvelous. So is Beery
and the whole cast. See this.

MIN

and BILL

—

"Father's Son" is a decidedly differFATHER'S SON
ent picture and it has been done inFirst National
telligently; with much understanding
on the part of the director and players.
Rating: GOOD
A small boy is misunderstood!^ by his
father, and eventually causes a breach between his father and
mother. But it is through the same little boy's reasoning-out
of the situation that they are reunited.
Lewis Stone and
Irene Rich are the parents, Leon Janney, the boy.

—

SEE AMERICA
THIRST

Baby-Faced Harry Langdon and SadFaced Slim Summer ville put on their
^^^^ burlesque manner and make fun
Universal
of the Chicago racketeers and their
Rating: GOOD
gang wars. The picture is without
Goofy
an ounce of reason, but it's continuously funny.

—

gags, wise-cracks all crazy, but hilarious, nevertheless.
Bessie Love, Mitchell Lewis, Matthew Bctz, Stanley Fields,
make up the excellent supporting cast.
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TOM SAWYER
Paramount
EXCELLENT

Oh, what a swell picture

Sawyer"

this

is!

For

the grown-ups. "Tom
so human, so natural.

the kids and

all

is

All the humor of Mark Twain's book
is present
whimsical ideas and all
those lovely, thrilling things that happen to kids, living adventure with their own ideas on romance. Jackie Coogan is
better than ever. Junior Durkin, Mitzi Green and the whole
cast contribute splendid performances.
Rating:

—

Silver Screen

Reviewing
Stand
Movie fans will have a new star to
rave over after they see "Indiscretion", Evelyn Laye, English musical
United Artists
comedy luminary, who here makes
Rating: GOOD
her American debut. A trite plotthat of the little flower girl in the rough cabaret who is
purer than suspected— is redeemed by the bright dialogue and
refreshing performances of Leon Errol, John Boles and the
hum.
lovely Miss Laye. There are some catchy tunes for you to

INDISCRETION

A LADY'S MORALS
M.-G.-M.
EXCELLENT

Rating:

There have been few really worthwhile musical films. This is one. It
is a beautiful piece of work. Charming
romance, combined with the lovely
voice of Grace Moore, opera star, who

really can act as well as sing magnificently. The story concerns the Swedish Nightingale, Jenny Lind, her world fame,
and her simple love for a poor composer. Wallace Beery and

Reginald Denny supply the comedy.

Mark up another

hit for Will Rogers,

America's supreme humorist. "LightLIGHTNIN'
nin" easily wins its right to be called
Fox
All the whimsical charm
excellent.
Rating: EXCELLENT
that Frank Bacon gave the stage show
makes you
has been preserved, added to by Will Rogers. He
laugh and weep at the story of the lovable ne'er-do-well,
several
Lightnin' Bill, who saves his own marriage as well as
others. The whole cast is grand, too.

for

January 1931

An amusing, homey little story about
a hen-pecked father, who fosters his
little daughter's romance so that she
First National
have the happiness he has lost.
may
GOOD
Rating:
It is done with laughter and a wealth
Loretta Young and
of sympathy and beautifully played.
while
Grant Withers (Mr. and Mrs. in real life) are the lovers,
entertamO. P. Heggie is outstanding as the father. Quiet
ment but worth-while.

TOO YOUNG
TO MARRY

THE LIFE OF
THE PARTY

Winnie Lightner is a grand clown.
Anythinggoes with her, and that's just

the kind of a story she has here in
this wild yarn about two little gold
Rating: GOOD
She
diggers and how they work.
works hard and puts over her especial brand of personality in
grand fashion. All Technicolor this. A new clown, Charles

Warner's

Buttcrworth,

is

extemely funny and Irene Delroy makes a

pretty heroine.
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Harold Lloyd is still a funny man in
he is not the consistent
Paramount
comic of the silents. 'Feet First", the
Rating: FAIR
story of a struggling shoe clerk, who
takes a personality course and gets in
comphcations, including love, is largely an audible version of
"Safety Last" vi^ith the exciting thrills pepped up,
yet on the
whole, the picture is pretty mild fun. Barbara Kent makes
a
charming heroine. Wise-cracks aren't right for Harold.

FEET FIRST

talkies, but

'

LAUGHTER

This might have been

another

just

picture but fine acting, brilliant diaParamount
logue and clever direction have
Rating: EXCELLENT
turned it into one of those lovely,
romantic films you can't forget. Nancy
Carroll plays a chorus girl who marries for money and then
finds she can't do without laughter.
Fredric March is the
young lover and he almost steals the production despite
Nancy's vivid performance.

WAR NURSE
M.-G.-M.

With a great story showing the
woman's side of the war and a great
cast headed by Robert Montgomery,

Anita Page, Robert Ames and June
Walker, something glorious should
have emerged from "War Nurse." Instead there is too
much plot and too much movie suffering which can probably
be blamed on bad direction.
What value this has comes from
Rating:

FAIR

the sincere acting of the cast.
,
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You'll probably like "Derelict" because it's terribly thrilling in a different locale. There are some marvelous
Paramount
Rating: GOOD
ship scenes and an exciting collision.
And, of course, there are villains sneering revenge on a sweet young thing who must be saved by
the hero.
George Bancroft gives a different performance,
that of a man who displays great moral courage, and Jessie
Royce Landis, a new leading lady, is clever.

DERELICT

DU BARRY
United Artists
Rating: FAIR

As the

little

milliner

who became

monarch's mistress, but

a

lost her life

Norma Talmadge gives us a
vivid DuBarry.
But she lacks the
subtle wickedness one has come to

for love.

associate with the role.

William Farnum

is

handsome

as

Louis Xy, but Conrad Nagel's portrayal of DuBarry's lover is
too stolid. Settings of glamourous beauty help to make this
interesting.

A

dual role in the talkies is still a
novelty, but there is no legitimate
excuse for slowness and lack of
spontaneity. That's what is wrong
with "Broth ers.
The story shows

BROTHERS
Columbia
POOR

Rating:

the

effect of

environment on two brothers—one brought up

in wealth, the other in poverty— the one good, the
other bad,
who fall in love with the same girl. Bert Lytell does his

best to put

it

over.

Silver Screen

REVIEWING STAND

SWEETHEARTS
ON PARADE
Columbia-RKO

a bath-tub demona good enough idea for a

AUce White
strator
farce

is

—to

as

say nothing about demon-

It. "Sweethearts on
Parade", suggested by the song of
that title, is a rather nonchalant mixture of working gals,
sailors, Marines and a wealthy villain, with some vigorous
hip-wiggling
fistic battles, some comedy by Marie Prevost,
by Miss White and nice hero work by Lloyd Hughes.

Rating:

FAIR

strating Alice's

"The

Cat

Creeps"

was

a

much

CAT CREEPS better mystery-thriller in the silent
days as "The Cat and the Canary."
Universal
The story still remains the sinister one
Rating: POOR.
of a girl nearly frightened into insanity by scheming adventurers. A good cast— Helen Twelvetrees, Neil Hamilton, Raymond Hackett, Lilyan Tashman,
Jean Hersholt and Blanche Frederic! is wasted. "The
Cat Creeps" into a very sad affair.

THE

—

VIRTUOUS SIN
Paramount
Rating:

GOOD

The story of a young wife's struggle to
win over a stern Russian general, who
has commanded that her husband be
Fate plays
shot, by vamping him.

against her and she falls in love with
These are the splendid situations of
'The Virtuous Sin" weakened by inferior handling, but Kay
Francis plays the wife, and Walter Huston, the general,

her intended victim.

which

for

helps.

January 1931

THE GIRL OF
THE GOLDEN
WEST
First National
Rating: GOOD

You

can't stop a fine actress.
usually the sensitive

Ann

sophisticate, here turns in a fine performance of a primitive girl of early

Harding,

America. The story is wildest melodrama—the tale of the girl saloon-keeper who falls in love
and
with a highwayman, fights with the sheriff over his life,
it worth
eventually wins. But Ann and James Rennie make
seeing especially for "Western" fans.

is the same old Spanish-California story the bandit-hero robs the
rich to give to the poor. Richard

This

ADIOS
jFir*^

National

—

Barthelmess, however, does add some
glamour to such a role because he is a
thrillsincere and earnest actor. There happens to be a very
and
ing cattle stampede which provides the exciting moments
Mary Astor adds another good performance to her already

Rating: FAIR.

long

list.

But Dick Barthelmess deserves better material.

One

EXTRAVAGANCE
Tiffany
Rating:

GOOD

itely

of those domestic things, defin-

feminine with

which

will hit

and husbands.

—

many moments

home

at young wives
The theme is ancient

a woman's love for clothes and the
husband who doesn't earn enough money. Ah, don't forget
the wealthy villain-about-town. He's there, yes sir! Jameson
Thomas, English actor, makes his debut and June CoUyer and
Lloyd Hughes do nicely.
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$500
FOR
FIVE

WORDS

This

puzzling

Young person

is

lovely Loretta engaged in a slogan
hunt for Silver Screen. "I wonder," muses Loretta, "if I could
call it

'My Playtime Passion' and
hundred smackers?"

get those five

A

Contest for Everybody

AST month SILVER SCREEN

started

its

RULES OF CONTEST

big

Slogan Contest.

Five hundred dollars for

five little

words, or

1.

There

will

be a prize of $500 for the slogan selected.

four, or less.

The

slogans are pouring

What

ScREENLAND'S

it?

slogan

is

"America's Smart Screen

Magazine."

We

need something

What's the slogan

SILVER SCREEN?

We want a slogan that will express the spirit of our
magazine, which is the spirit of Hollywood, too. Words
that will epitomize the gay impudence, scintillating
brilliance, real intelligence and youthful romance that
is the motion picture industry.
That's what we want
to express.

This

is

your magazine and

subtitle for

it.

Remember,
or less!
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Make
five

it

hundred

up to you to choose a
snappy and different.

it's

short,

dollars

for

five

more than one contestant, the

3.

Slogan must not be over five words, but can be

less.

4. The judges will be a committee of members of
Silver Screen's staff. Their decision will be final.
No relatives or members of the household of anyone

like that to describe us.

for

In case the winning slogan has been submitted by
full award will be given
to each person.
2.

yours?

SCREEN mean to you? How
What slogan would you use?

does SILVER

would you describe

What about

in.

words

connected with this publication can submit slogans.
Otherwise, the contest is open to everyone, everywhere.
5. Contest closes on
midnight of January 10th.
Silver Screen assumes no responsibility for manu-

but the editors will be very glad to
answer any questions regarding the contest.

scripts submitted,

6.

Send your slogans to "Slogan Editor," SILVER
St., New York City.

Screen, 45 West 45th

Laura
La Plante
^

Presents

An
Ideal

Winter

Wardrobe
the

for

Smart and

Thrifty Qirl

FASHIONS PHOTOGRAPHED
EXCLUSIVELY FOR
SILVER SCREEN
BY REBELE STUDIO
for her very dressed-up dates, this darling black velvet suit, a bit expensive but good for
ages. In three pieces, it has a white wool lace blouse
and is trimmed with pure white, shaved lapin, with
acute beret and scarf to match. Complete, $135.00.

Laura selects

Would You

Like Copies of haura!\

Just write Louise
Bonney, Silver
SCREEN'S Fashion Editor, 45 West 45th
Street,

New York

stamped,

City,

and

enclose

self -addressed envelope.

If a dash of wickedness is
news in sports clothes, this

deserves

a
front
page.
jersey in black,
green, red or blue, the twopiece dress has a Peter Pannish air in its pique collar
and cuffs. The pert hat
with dashing feather comes
in the same shades. Dress,

Chanel

$55.00.

Hat, $17.50.

A demure

coat in a dashing
hunter's green, with
stunning nutria collar and
cuffs and very chic belt.
color,

Now

that the mode is to
be devastatingly feminine
again, Laura wears this
romantic white satin eve-

ning gown with its coy little
cap sleeves and very long
skirt. Or you can have it in
pastel shades, $39.50.

The beret is of striped soliel,
very smart for all seasons.
Coat

$98.50.

Hat

$15.00.

a

ostumes as

Shown on TheseFages?

Or, if you merely want advice on how to
dress more smartly, what colors to wear,
or any other fashion problem, Miss
Bonney will be glad to help you.

Oh, what a difference
between this and most
black and white dinner
dresses! You may wear
it

late

afternoons

evenings,

if

you

or

like.

Of soft black ninon
with flattering white
yoke and white fur
trimming. $75.00.

you want to be nonchalant,
this nubby tweed coat in
brown, yellow and white
mixture with its gay, wraparound collar and very trick
cuffs. Good for several winIf

don

ters,

price

$79.50.

All

tumes courtesy Best

&

cos-

Co.

Just a front view
of the hat on the
opposite page and
a cute view of
charming Laura.

CINDERELLA

story, male version. Roy Radabaugh, a talented
but obscure young art student, wandered unknown into Hollywood. Columbia, hunting a "Tol'able David," saw him, changed
his name to Richard Cromwell and handed him the leading role.

only thing Paramount could discover that could say "neigh"
THELily
Damita was a horse, so they cast the flower of France in
to

"Fighting Caravans," a Western full of four-footed stars and one
six-foot one, Gary Cooper. They expect a real box-office stampede.

AS slumbrous and

mysterious as the Dark Lady
the brunette Evelyn Brent
pursues her independent way, playing only parts
that please her. You'll see her next as "The
Madonna of the Streets" for Columbia Pictures.
of the Sonnets,

A
to

LASS

of a different coloring,

the platinum

blonde Miriam Hopkins leapt from Broadway
Astoria to be the best of "The Best People" for

Paramount. She's a different young thing, this
Hopkins gal, and her debut is worth the watching.

"OIN TAKES A HOLIDAY"
to be quite

a

and

celebration

there seems
beautiful

when

Constance Bennett and debonair Kenneth Mcfall deep in the arms of love and Pathe.

Kenna

HE

Is

the

Second Chaney?
IS

NAME

is

Bela Lugosi.

Like the beloved Lon, he is a man of mystery
Jl
and a master of make-up.
JL
Lon
He is working in movies at Universal, where
Browning, the
Tod
directed
by
being
worked,
Chaney
pictures.
man who directed nearly all of Lon's greatest
undead
an
of
that
is
"Dracula,"
role,
His great
part, that
vampire who lives on the blood of humans, a
Chaney.
had he lived, would inevitably have gone to
picture ot
Lugosi, when first approached to make a
"Dracula"— he had played it on the stage— refused.
No one could be
Tests of other players were made.
this superportray
effectively
could
discovered who
four weeks.
natural character. Finally Lugosi signed for
cameras, he completed his work in one
Before the
Again like Lon— an artist
day.
and does it quietly and quickly.

who knows
_

his

)ob

.

appearance does he differ. He is six teet
of a niystic.
one in height, with the dreamy, strange face
quality.
His deep-set eyes have a peculiar fascinating
Lugosi
May
him.
after
lives
art
his
Lon is gone but
made so thoroughly
be worthy of following in the path he

Only

in

_

his

own.
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Outstrips anything that has
The
#/

talkies'

great spectacle !"'-mo ion

first

Pctu e Magazine

Deserves to be witnessed and applauded

in

NEW YORK TELEGRAM:
''Howard Hughes has

produced an aviation
spectacle the like of
which has not previously

been seen on the screen
. . .

breath'^taking and

thrilling

beyond de-

scription/'

A

dramatic scene during the now-historical
Zeppelin sequence of "Hell's Angels"

BOSTON POST: "It

is

a masterly achievement, the greatest

spectacle the screen has yet seen.

be anti-climaxes. You

All

other air-films would

be enthralled by the magnificent
photography and held spell-bound by the sensational stunts
will

of the flying circus."

LOS ANGELES EXPRESS: "An achievement
will

in picture

drama

stand for a long time to come as a model to aim at

realm of spectacle."

in

that

the

Silver Screen for January 1931
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before!''— Detroit Times

^^Surpasses anything else that has

every picture- house

in

the

been

done!^^~ Evening

worW—

Theatre Magazine

CINCINNATI COMMERCIALTRIBUNE: "Iron nerves

went to smash and strong
hearts become of no use
at

all

during the Cincin-

nati screening of 'Hell's

Angels'.

More power

to

Howard Hughes, who
and

directed the picture

who

spent

of

millions

dollars in making
amazing epic of the

this

air."

Actual scene from "He//'s Angels" showing giant

Zeppelin featured

in

the picture

DETROIT NEWS: "All aerial accomplishments of past movies
Everyone
fade away by comparison with 'Hell's Angels'.

who

and stood three deep
the thrill of his and her movie
sat

SEATTLE STAR:

"A

in

the rear of the house got

life-time."

production which can never be duplicated.

Stands alone as the greatest of air pictures."

MOTION

PICTURE CLASSIC: "The most stupendous thing of

kind ever filmed. Tops them

all."

its

Post

——

—
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Sally
The chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth, will
be glad to answer any questions you have
about movies or stars or both. Write Sally
at Silver Screen, 45 West 45th Street, New
York City. For personal replies enclose a
stamped addressed envelope.
Another Lew Ayres booster! The

ELLEN:

He

lad certainly gets the girls.

two years

old and

is five

is

twenty-

feet nine inches

tall.
You can see him now in "East is West"
and "The Doorway to Hell", neither of which
is so hot, or you can wait until his next picture,
which will be "Mississippi."

As

for girl friends.

Now

aren't

Lew

plays the

field.

you curious, wanting to know

all

of Nancy Carroll's beauty secrets? Her hair
isn't really curly but it has a soft wave which
lends itself to finger waving. At present she's
letting it grow and it's just shoulder length.
That's the most popular length nowadays.

SeRAFINA NERVA: Why,
writing's swell, Serafina.

And

I think your
the only thing

about your questions is that I promised Nancy
Carroll I wouldn't tell all the things I know.
However, Nancy's real name is Nancy La Hiff,
and shure and she's Irish, mum. She's been married about seven years and has a darling little girl
five

named Patricia. The Catholic
Nancy at mass regularly, but as to
why Serafina, don't you know you must

IN ELL AND EV; And why do you want to
know if Buddy Rogers typewrites? Were you
thinking of hiring him for your secretary? Well,
Buddy has a Httle portable typewriter which
he operates on the hunt-and-peck system. But
don't offer him a job
he's got a good one.
His next picture, "Along Came Youth", is
being made on the West Coast. Too bad, too
bad, the East doesn't get a break.
I'm sorry I can't give you his home address
I'm not allowed!

—

Friend

ANTHONY:

Whotta

question,

whotta question!
So you want to get in pictures. You and
fifty milhon others.
Well, here's the first bit of
advice—graduate from High School, then go on to
college if you can, and by that time you'll probably be so wise you'll laugh at acting as a career.
Then, write me again and I'll tell you how to
crash the gates
that is, the outer gates at the
Sante Fe Station.

—

years old

Church

finds

her age,
never ask a lady

how

old she

Juliet

Don't believe all you hear about love
Hollywood. Lots and lots of couples have
found a very real happiness there. Look at
:

in

is?

Nancy's pictures with Buddy Rogers have
been "Abie's Irish Rose", "Close Harmony",
"Illusion", and "Follow Thru".
As to Buddy, he's American and proud of it
and he's twenty-five years old.
Getting down to little Janet Gaynor, her real
name is Laura Gaynor and she was born in
Philadelphia
which makes her American, too,
girls' are about printing
of their shoes. Both Nancy and Janet
made me promise not to tell, but I'd guess at
their wearing about threes.
But I won't even
guess publicly about the size I wear.

size

zine.

I

:

like

I'm so glad you Hke our
it,

new

MiTTIE PORTER C:

so limited that she has to divide

can

too!

Little EVA:

Yes, Gloria and her Marquis
have finally split. The divorce suit was filed in
October. Just another case of a career and
matrimony not mixing. Which proves that the
movie stars don't find happiness often, for all
their fame and money.
Take Gloria, she's
been married three times, and yet she is one of
the loneliest women in the world.

That

—

in a business

You'll get a chance to see Marlene
"Morocco" opposite Gary Cooper.
will be her first American picture.
:

Despite

RKO

their denials,

all

and Josef von Sternberg

may be only

rather think she

I

each other. It
though.
Marlene

like

friendship,

claims to be devoted to her

in

Germany

about

five feet

husband

— but where have we heard that before?

Marian

WEIGEL: Yes, the Montgomery
lad played opposite Joan Crawford in "Untamed". And he was swell, wasn't he? Every
woman in Hollywood is twittering over him

SuRE-FIRE: June CoUyer

is

inches tall, and very slim. Her hair isn't
naturally curly
but what's a permanent wave
five

included.

Joan Crawford, Sue Carol, Anita Page and
Brian have secretaries, but I don't know
them. I'm that important I just talk to the

—

between friends?

And

you can rest assured
commotion among the
weaker (meaning male) sex, whenever she en-

Mary

that she creates quite a

players themselves.

loop?

best she

it as

Dietrich in

obtain a picture of Lowell Sherman, just
write to
Studios, 780 Gower St., Hollywood, and enclose a quarter.

known

you know

among the many.

Alice
maga-

As to the glamourous Garbo, she's still heartwhole and keeping quiet.
Marilyn "Sunny" Miller has had two flings
at matrimony.
First with Frank Carter, a
dancer, 'way back in the dim, dark ages, and
second with Jack Pickford, who recently married
Mary Mulhern. Marilyn, though, has gotten
no further than the engagement stage with
anyone else.
At present she's appearing on
Broadway in "Smiles", Ziegfeld's new show.
And is she knocking New York for the well-

course,

That's what love does to one!

To

me

Of

Joan Crawford's a mighty busy young lady,
what with starring in "Within the Law", and
keeping house for Doug, Jr., so, she probably
hasn't gotten around to answering your letter
yet, or sending you a picture. But I think you'll
get it eventually. Just don't lose hope.
As to becoming more intimate with Norma
Shearer, that is quite a problem. And I'm afraid
nothing can be done about it. For no matter
how much a movie star might like to meet and
know her admirers personally, her time is

under conway. But Gary
Cooper has a long-term option on her time after
studio hours.
That's really one of the big
romances of Hollywood. Lupe has become lots
quieter since going with the silent Cooper
gentleman, while Gary has gone Mexican, and
how! He eats Mexican food, drinks Mexican
beverages, and puts chih sauce on his beans.

it?

Pansy

played oppo-

Cooper in"TheSpoilers",the lucky girls.

Fast company: Lupe Velez is

And you know how

the

Compson and Kay Johnson

tract to Universal

—

doesn't

Betty
site Gary

Interviewer:
pose is your

"And

Roman

I supplunge.'"

this,

ters a

room.

The

biggest

totsies in real

vamps aren't always the hotsyanyway.

life,

—

Star:
"Dear me no That's
just the horse trough."

Lilyan Tashman and Edmund
oh, well, name them yourself.

Lowe.

Look

at

Grace Moore's first picture is "A Lady's
Morals", based on the life of Jenny Lind, the
famous songstress.

Desperate desmond: Viima Banky
and Rod LaRocque are appearing on Broadway at
present, so you won't be able to see them soon in
a movie.

—

Vilma has never stood alone her only very
were those with Ronald Colman. And after all, Ronald is Ronald. Need we
successful pictures

say more? He's

my

weakness, for one.
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THE

TRIBUTE TO
AMERICAN BEAUTY

ARE

A

girl developed today's
standards of beauty: the rounded slimness of glowing health. And the new

The American
styles

— from

trim, revealing sports togs
gowns are a tribute

—

to clinging evening
to that beauty!

Yet even the most active girl of today
must count calories at times to keep the
slenderness

so

to

necessary

look

well.

But unwise dieting may do far more
harm than good. Diets which lack roughage (and most reducing diets do) frequently cause improper elimination. Poisons accumulate in the system causing
pimples, wrinkles, sallow skins, headaches,

—

dizziness

and even serious

This Danger may

illness.

be avoided by

simply including Kellogg's All-Bran in
an adequate reducing diet. All-Bran
isn't fattening. It provides the roughage
your system must have to keep clean,
regular and healthy. It also adds iron,
which brings color to the cheeks and
helps prevent dietary anemia.

Try this pleasant ready-to-eat cereal
instead of dangerous pills and drugs.
You'll enjoy the many ways you can
serve it: as a cereal, sprinkled over salads,
cooked into muffins and breads.
Ask for Kellogg's— the
Bran. Recommended by

original Alldietitians. In

red-and-green package.
Kellogg in Battle Creek.

the

Made by

over
You'll enjoy Kellogg's Slumber Music, broadcast
and associated stations every Sunday evening.

WJZ

SEN D FOR TOE BOOKLET
Keep Healthy
Are Dieting
contains

helpful

to

While You
Reduce"

counsel.

Women

who admire beauty and fitness and
who want to keep figures fashionable will find the suRRested menus
and table of foods
invaluable.

for

reducing diets

It is free.

"KEE P HEALTHY WHILE YOU ARE DfETlXG
TO REDUCE."

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. D-1, Battle Creek, Mich.
booklet,
Please send me a tree copy of your
"Keep Healthy While You Are Dieting to Reduce.

Na m e
Address

.

—

'
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More Movietown Topics
[Continued from page 35]

pRANK MAYO

was arrested the other
night for sleeping on somebody's lawn

in

Hollywood.
Frank Mayo, the

was embarrassed

actor,

when his friends
him beds to sleep in.

considerably
offering

The Frank Mayo

in

called up,

was not the

jail

actor.
*

*

*

Arthur Caesar' s idea of a press agent
the guy who cackles when somebody
lays an egg.

In his speech of thanks for the

shown him, the French

honor

gave special
mention of gratitude to B. P. Schulberg
and Jesse Lasky.
When asked why he hadn't included
M. C. Levee, studio business manager,
Maurice replied simply: "I did not thank
him because he has done nothing for me
to thank him for."

And

star

that's that.

EROY MASON,

T

Rita Carewe's hubby,
acting

who is in the business (besides
now and then on the screen) of
-L^

selling

radios and automobiles, got himself in
jail trying to do a favor for Gary Cooper.
It seems that Gary, interested in one of
the radios for his car, had parked said
machine in a no-parking zone near LeRoy's shop. Upon seeing a cop writing
out a ticket while they were in the store,

LeRoy rushed out and started to give well
known deacon of the law an argument

is

which eventually was resented.
One word led to another and LeRoy
was finally led to the Beverly Hills jail

—

RAMON
his

NOVARRO

plays rough with

back and getting fresh.
After twenty-four hours, LeRoy learned
he had only saved Gary from getting a
for talking

women.

While kidding around at Lawrence Tibbett's house one Sunday afternoon, Ramon
and Elsie Janis got to pushing and wrestling with each other.
Finally, Elsie got Ramon down on the
floor and sat on his chest.
Ramon, still
kidding, gave a sudden lurch and threw

ticket.

.

*

*

Bryant Washburn

Elsie to the floor, putting her shoulder out
of place.

He' s the proud papa of a seven-

pound baby

She didn't know about the slight injury
until the next morning when her shoulder
pained her.
Yes, they're still friends but not on

girl.

Chester Morris and Robert
are acting likewise.

They are baby

—

wrestling terms.
*

*

Montgomery

girls' fathers, also.

*

*

*

passing out

is

the cigars.

*

TOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT was sued by a
J local film publication for payment on

RENEE ADOREE

has returned to the
sanitarium at Prescott, Arizona, for a
complete rest and care of her delicate lungs.
She is there under the name of Mrs. Gill.
Lila Lee is at the same place, registered
under the name of Mrs. Appel, endeavoring
to regain her health also.

He

advertising space.

lost.

May McAvoy,

sued by the same publication, won because said magazine failed to
publish the correct picture.
*

*

*

A/flLDRED VAN DORN,

cunning

little

newcomer

GLORIA SW ANSON'S

titled

Marquis Henri, blames

hubby, the

Hollywood

for causing their divorce, claiming that the
cinema village is no place to be married.

Norma Shearer making her
appearance since the birth
of her son, to be proclaimed as
giving the finest performance of the
year in "The Divorcee" and to reHere's

*

to the talkies, is getting
along right nicely in a romantic way.
She's been dining with Lloyd Corrigan. Paramount director, on one night
and with Edwin Justus Mayer, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer writer and director, on the
next evening.

first

Kawlinson

Herbert

Credit

with

this

one.

Clara

Bow was swimming

this

summer

in front of her M.alibu Beach bungalow.
As she came out of the water, her wet

bathing suit revealing her It, That,
These and Those, she saw an old man
standing in front of her cottage.
"Hello, Grandpa," piped up Clara.

"How

old are

Grandpa
'

answered,

ceive first prize of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
George Arliss got first

award among the male actors and
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
was called 1930's best picture

*

*

ADRIENNE DORE,

beauty contest
winner and leading lady in Christie
comedies, is getting all hot and bothered
about Vernon Rickard, local musical
comedy and radio tenor.
*

took

—dammit.'' Clara

one look at

'

Eighty

*

and

*

RUMORS

are going the rounds that
Mack Sennett, confirmed bachelor,
would listen to the wedding bells peal

Viola Dana,
girl

TEANETTE LOFF, pretty light-haired
j actress, got her liberty bond at a local
court and is now free to marry again.
Her current heart, Walter O'Keefe, song
writer, is now doing ditties in New York.

and walk down that well known aisle
with Marjorie Beebe, his favorite star.

*

+

*

in

love,

is

Hollywood' s unluckiest
married to Jimmy

noiv

Thompson, professional golfer.
Cinemaland looks on and tvonders.
is thirty-six and Jimmy is quite a

Hayden

Maurice

Chevalier departed

vacation in Paris he was tendered a dinner at the Hollywood Roosevelt
Hotel.

Talbot,

Fox

writer,

is

being

Vi is called unlucky because her first
hubby, John Collins, director, died of the
"flu." She IV as engaged to marry Omar
when

he

was

killed

—

on the eve of their announcement.
Her
second husband, Maurice "Lefty" Flynn,

sued for divorce.
Nope, no actress was mentioned as co-

football

respondent.

good

Something unusual in Hollywood.

Vi
bit

younger.

Locklear, aviator,

for a

*

*

youV

*

BEFORE

*

star,

was

liquid refreshments.
little scout.

Viola, and lots of

much

too

fond of

Vi, herself, is a
Here's luck this time,

it.

—
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QUAIilFY

FOR THE OPPOBTUIVITY
TO WIN $05«.00

The hounds have
about to
hunt
THE
been unleashed and are impatient to pick up the
start.

is

pack are two dogs exactly
size, pose, markings on
the legs, bodies, heads and tails. How well developed are your powers of observation? How quick is
your eye? Can you find the twin dogs? It will cost
you nothing to try for the Grand Prizes which will
be awarded according to the contestants' standings
when the final decision is made.
scent.
alike

Somewhere

57

in the

—identical to the eye in

If you can find the twin dogs send the numbers
together with your name and address. Six thousand
dollars to be paid in 10 equal first prizes. Each one

).00 or a brand new Chevrolet, 2-door sedan, the
model pictured above, with many extra prizes of
$50.00 each you can win one by being prompt
making a total first prize of $650.00 cash if you prefer. In addition to the first prizes there are dozens
of other well chosen prizes which will be given to the

—

winners in this unique "advertising-to-the-public"
program. Duplicate prizes will be awarded in case
of ties. Solutions will not be accepted from persons
living in Chicago, Illinois, or outside of the U. S. A.
Mail your answer today.
J.

Room 290,

54 West

F.

Illinois Street,

LARSON,

Chicago, Illinois

—

—
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24 Hours with Garbo
{Covfniued from page 15)

On closer inspection,

the atmosphere of her
surroundings takes on a different aspect
one of dignity and reserve but not necessarily of mystery.
A wide lawn surrounds the house, but
at this early morning hour, it is deserted
and silent. A heavy medicine ball lies on
the grass.
And an empty parrot cage.
There is a rustle. I jump. A black and
white cat strolls leisurely into view, followed by a small coal-black kitten.
Hastily I snap some pictures and clamber
down from my dangerous perch.

—

—

/^ARBO

is

nowhere to be seen so

I

de-

cide to go and see the neighbors. Their
house is only a few feet from Garbo's, but
completely screened by foliage. My visit
reveals only one thing Garbo's neighbors have never met her nor exchanged a
single word with her.
I seem to know
more about her after one evening of research than the people who had lived
beside her for months.
I returned to my vantage point.
This
time through a small gap in the tree-wall
I can see a figure lying on the grass in a
patch of sunshine. It is Garbo. She is
curled up under an old robe with only her
bare legs visible.
She talks to the cats.
She sings in a deep pleasant voice a German
song Schubert's Serenade. At twelve the
cook comes out, bringing luncheon on a

—

—

Garbo speaks to her in English
asking for some Swedish bread!
They
talk for a moment gesturing toward the
empty cage. They are bewailing the fact
that the parrot has flown away. Both are
despondent, but Garbo especially feels the
loss.
For she loves all sorts of birds and
animals, and is apt to take her whole crew
of pets with her when she goes away for a
week or two. When her kittens were at a
veterinary hospital she went to see them
every day.
Leaving Garbo to eat her luncheon in
solitude, I take up my post across the
Hours of waiting. Being Sunday,
street.
she prolongs her solitary sun-bath.
At
last she goes in the house and before long
a lone figure emerges from the heavily
shadowed driveway. She wears a polo
coat and the inevitable beret, a white
tray.

—

and blue navy jacket and heavy flatheeled shoes. She walks vigorously and
so fast that I have difficulty in keeping up
skirt

with her, even at a discreet distance.
back streets, down into the
canyon behind her home, then into the
hills on the other side she plunges, with
me fast on her heels. At last she doubles
back and toward the ocean, winding up
finally at a house in a side street very near
the sea.
The mailbox tells me that it is
the home of Viertel, the director. Mrs.
Viertel, a German, played Marie Dressler's

Through

part in the German version of Anna
Christie and coached Garbo in the language. They are close friends, and when
she is not working, Garbo goes almost
every day to the Viertels, and almost as
often to the Feyders. Those two families
are her closest friends, and she is gay and
sociable when she is with them.
About four-thirty the entire Viertel
family, including a crew of youngsters,

emerges

They

from

the

house

with Garbo.

into a Buick sedan. Garbo
drives. She's an erratic chauffeur and the
cab which I hastily summon (having left
my own Lizzie parked before her house)
has difficulty following her devious route.
all pile

But finally we end up at the Feyder home
in Brentwood, some four miles away.
By this time I was quite proficient at
looking over fences, so with a paean of
praise for Spanish patios, where all is
open for the world to see, I manage to
find a place from which I can view the

Feyder

festivities.

The entire French colony seems to have
gathered there among others I recognized
Mirande, the writer, Gregore, the actor,

—

and Andre Luguet and his wife. The place
alive with children.
There are three
small Feyders and several small Luguets.
Garbo comes into the patio, beret in
hand.
Her hair hangs almost straight to
her shoulders, parted on one side as she
wore it in "Anna Christie," and without
any attempt at coiffure.
But she still
wears a light make-up like that of the
is

night before.

She talks to the children and plays with
them. Obviously she loves them and they
adore her. Then she talks to Feyder about

the picture she is soon to begin and seems
anxious about her work. Contrary to the
accepted opinion, she adores her work and
has no desire to give it up. And before
each new picture, she is as nervous as an
amateur. After each picture is completed,
she is certain that she has given a bad
performance and talks of leaving the
screen.
When the picture is a success
as it always is!
she decides to try once
more! And because she is so engrossed in
her work, she loves to talk about it even
during her hours of relaxation.
Finally, she turns from Feyder, and
leaning on the back of a chair, engages in
conversation with Mirande.
She is gay,
laughing, full of life not at all the sombre
melancholy figure I had expected her to be.
The patio is alive with laughter and con-

—

—

versation.

Garbo stays just an hour. Then takes
her departure alone. No one tries to stop
her or to insist upon going with her.
All seem to take it as a matter of course
that she should leave suddenly and by herself.
They understand her desire to be
alone.

Again she strides along the quiet roads
and back streets. She seems to know every
stone she walks alone from two to three
hours every day either early in the morning or late in the afternoon whether she

—

—

is

working or

THERE
cept

is

for

not.

no sign of
the

tall

life

anywhere, ex-

solitary

figure

of

Garbo.
She turns up the driveway, dark
and gloomy now that the sun has set.
It is my last sight of her for the day.
There is no sound from the house and
there are lights only in the bedroom and
kitchen.
Apparently she is having her
dinner in bed, just as she frequently does
when she is working.
If
is eight-thirty.
The golden moon
hangs low in the cloudless California sky.
The air is sweet with the scent of blossoms
drifting down from distant hills. I watch
the big house and see the lights being
extinguished one by one.
Then everywhere there is silence and peace. The
garden lies quiet.

Garbo

Was Sweden ever like this? Here is the view of distant
mountains and fertile valley which greets Greta on awaking

is

asleep.

—

—

!
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The

Greatest Star in Hollywood
[Continued from page 32]

have sky-rocketed and vanished into the
limbo of forgotten things.
Pickford cuts her curls, Clara

Bow

plays

Hamlet
complex, Colleen Moore leaves Hollywood
for the stage, ad infinatum, world without
Harry Langdon gets

hearts,

Unquestionably Dick's early training
and education influenced his beginnings
and that foundation has proven of solid
When considering
and lasting quality.
the why and wherefore of Barthelmess'
long and successful career it is well to

No man

ever
Heredity and
really gets away from it.
environment do make the man, no matter

what

skeptics

may

say.

and tem-

Unquestionably his artistic
peramental heritage are vital factors in his
work. From his mother he has inherited
the fire and brilliance that mark his inHis moody aspect and his
terpretations.
deep, unforgettable eyes are hers.
While he was growing up, Richard

Barthelmess spent many hours standing
behind wings during the production of a
play. Many more hours he sat and gazed
dreamily at the experienced actor in a
Often he went to see a John
studio.
Barrymore play and spent his visit not to
enjoy the show so much as to study the

famous Barrymore technique.
He had left Trinity College before his
His mind was definitely set
senior year.
that acting was to be his life-work. There
was nothing of the stage-struck youth
He had deabout his early attitude.
liberately chosen the stage because he
thought it a good money-making business.
With this state of mind he set out to
learn all

he could about acting and the

drama.

Today, after thirteen years, he is one of
few actors who can sit in story conferences
and argue stories just as readily as an
author, who can discuss directorial points
with the greatest of directors. The fact is

that Richard Barthelmess is one actor who
not directed; I have never seen a director
presume to tell him how a scene should be
played. If anything, I have seen him sugis

that such-and-such a
thing be done, which invariably resulted
in a superlative scene for which the director received critical encomiums upon the
gest

to

directors

were at

all

possible to touch the one
success, I should say

vital secret of his

mean the
I
that it was "thought".
mechanism of actual thinking. He thinks
things out.

remember an incident that will serve
example of what I mean. It
happened during the making of "The
Noose", generally conceded one of his
I

as an excellent

finest characterizations.

Director John Francis Dillon outlined
the action of the scene to the principals
and Barthelmess. Then he suggested that

Barthelmess looked
they go through it.
puzzled a minute and said, "^eH^ what
am I thinking of in this scene?"
Again the director repeated the business
of the scene, but Barthelmess interrupted:
"You don't understand. Jack. What I
want to know is what is going on in my

mind when

I

do these things?

or seven years ago
been possible to have

SIX

it

would not have

"Dawn

Patrol".
Barthelmess was not ripe for such work.
His public were not prepared for it. They
demanded the wistful boy of "Tol'able
a

The constantly suffering boy
won him his early following, which

timeliness.

He makes

it

a business to see the latest

Now Can Pace the
I

annual banquet of our Association
THE
the industry present
the biggest men
Chairman called
—and witliout warning themind
went blank
on me to speak—and my
in

I

half rose, bowed awlcwardly and mumbled, "I'm afraid you'll have to excuse me
to-day," and dropped back in my chair.
I

have
—when a few words wouldsimple
could have made a
If
speech — giving my opinion of trade
conditions in a concise, witty, interesting
Speechless

that

little

following he has held so staunchly.
But time changes all things. Barthelmess knows that, and thinks about it. The
thing he would not have attempted five
years ago he dares today and with un-

—

qualified success.

Today, with maturity of mind and body,
with more sophisticated audiences to appeal to, with an altered public attitude,
he is not afraid to delineate a prize-fighter
or a gangster or a hardboiled, unsympathetic seaman.
Another thing about this Barthelmess.
He has sense enough to know that his pictures are known as Barthelmess productions, therefore anything of merit in his
pictures will redound to his credit. Therefore, if a leading woman or a male support
gives a great performance or comes near
stealing the picture, the credit
final analysis, to the star who

too.

There

was

Bill

Powell

is,

in the

made the
come near

And men,
in

"The

Ernest Torrence in
Bright Shawl",
"Tol'able David", and only recently Doug
Fairbanks, Jr., and Neil Hamilton in
"The Dawn Patrol".

What happened?

Nothing except that

such excellencies of acting and performance
are expected in Barthelmess productions
and such expectations are box-office
which, in terms of groceries and transAtlantic suites spells a flock of comfort in
one's old age.

Richard Barthelmess is even now looking
ahead and dreaming of the things he
would like to do. And when the time is
ripe, he will.

largest Audience

Without ATrace of Stage Fright!

made me

Dozens of leading ladies have
stealing Barthelmess pictures.

an inveterate reader. He is
is
unique in that he not only boasts a
large library but also knows what is in the
books he owns. In addition, he reads the
These two
best and latest magazines.
points, coupled with his semi-annual visits
to New York, his periodic globe-trotting and his general interest in public
affairs, give him a breadth of view and
an up-to-dateness highly important in
business that depends largely on its
a

But

David".

picture.

DICK

.MeaAFewHbrds
Would Have Made Me

What am

thinking about? If I knovv_ that, the
acting will take care of itself."
That's the Barthelmess formula.

to end, from the purchase of a story to the final cutting, Barthelmess is interested and has a sure hand
No phase of it esin its development.

capes his interest and concern.

Speechless

I

release of the picture.

From beginning

L

If it

a

end, amen.

remember that foundation.

pictures, believing that it is of inestimable
value to him to know what type of pictures
are succeeding and what are not.

I

I

way, I know I would have been made for life
And then a week later like magic I discovered
how to overcome my stage-fright and I was amazed

—

to learn that I actually had a natural gift for
public speaking. With the aid of a splendid new.
home study method I rapidly developed this gift
until, in a ridiculously short time. I was able to face
giant audiences without a trace of stage-fright.
This remarkable training has made me a self-conalmost overnight.
fident aggressive talker
* * *

—

—

There is no trick, no mystery about becoming a
a brilliant, easy,
You, too, can conquer
fluent conversationalist.
and bashself-consciousness
stage-fright,
timidity,
fulness, winning advancement in salary, popularan
through
success.
Now.
and
standing,
ity, social
powerful and convincing speaker

—

amazing new home study training you can quickly
shape yourself into an outstanding influential
speaker able to dominate one man or five thousand^
Send for This Amazing FREE Booklet
This new method of training is fully described in
to Work Wonders
a very interesting booklet.
With Words, now being sent to everyone mailing the
coupon below. In it you are told how this new easy
method will enable you to conquer stage-fright, selfconsciousness, timidity, bashfulness and fear. Thousands have sent for this booklet and are unstinting
in their praise of it.
jvJq^
You are told how

How

Sent

you can bring out
and develop your
"hidden
priceless
knack" the natural gift

—within you. FREE
You

can obtain your copy absolutely FREE by sending
the coupon.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Dept. 4171
.3601

'

I

I

I
I

Michigan

Ave.,

Chicago, Illinois

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTK,
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4171, Chicatto,
Send me FREE and without obligation

Name
Address

j

City
I

my

copy of your inspiring booklet. How to Work
Wonders With Words, and full information
regarding your Course in Effective Speaking.

I

I

111.

State

'

ScREEN/orjANUARY
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the Stars Forecast for the Stars
[Continued from page 30]

that has given us those magnificent characterizations of hers. And it was brains
that enabled her to come back as she has.
"Gloria Swanson's greatest happiness is
yet before her.
She is coming under
aspects which will bring her the big love
of her life, an affair that will make the
others pale into insignificance.
"One of the fine things about this chart
is that it shows a person not afraid to
strike out in new paths. The Sun in Aries,
makes Gloria the pioneer type ready to
have a go at the unknown and the untried.
If it turns out a mistake, she is ready to
scrap everything and begin over again."
"Yes, Gloria's bad time is over. She's
on the up-grade now, with new successes
and happiness waiting for her in the future.
The stars show that she would do well to
stick to emotional roles and not go in too
heavily for comedy.
But whatever she
does we can expect to have many more of
the typically well-thought-out, beautifully
artistic

Swanson

films."

now about that blond enigma from
AND
the land of the Midnight Sun.

I

thought to myself "Here's where I find out
all about the only Garbo." Garbo's birthday is September 18th. But what I heard
only added to my bewilderment. For the
first thing Mrs. Wells said was "This is by
all odds the most deeply and truly emo-

rious,

subtle

planet

badly placed

is

Her wisest plan

to take every precaution
to keep out of trouble, for once in, it would
be like trying to grope her way out of a fog.
She should especially watch the women
in close contact with her. They are bad
medicine for Clara. And she must be careful about her health. If she wants to stay
is

well and fit, she should be strictly temperate in all health habits, watch her
diet and exercise and seldom over-indulge."
One would expect the "It" girl to have
an intensely emotional chart, but Mrs.
Wells says this isn't so.
"Clara has a rather lovely, little-girl
idealism, but she takes love affairs lightly
not often experiencing a deep feeling.
"There is a special warning to Clara for
this year. Watch out for water! And that
doesn't mean ocean voyages or fishing trips
only. She might slip in the tub!"
So take care Clara
keep away from
women, water and the press.
Now what about that other youngster
who has come to the front so rapidly this
last year
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.?
His birthday is December 9th.
If ever
the stars seemed to smile on a person, they
are smiling on Young Doug. A beautiful,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tional of all these charts. Garbo has her
Venus in Scorpio, the intensest of the signs
And that's the girl, who, at the onset
of her career in Hollywood, when her
dramatic future was hanging in the balance, calmly said "I go home now."
"Greta is a strongly Virgo person.
Most of her planets are in Virgo. And
. '

Virgo

.

.

figures so largely in Clara

Bow's new year,
any too well placed in Mary's chart
either.
In Mary's case, it seems to mean
isn't

that the

men

near her will cause her sorthey do, no one but Mary will
know it! She keeps her heart-aches to
herself.
But she can console herself with

row.

But

if

TOURING

this talk with Mrs. Wells, I'd
-L^ heard so much about those troublemakers Saturn and Uranus, that I asked her
if they never had a good effect on people.
"But of course they do!" she said. "'The
chart of Norma Shearer born August 10th
is a fine example of what they can do in a
constructive way. She not only has Saturn
where he can't hurt her, but she also has
Uranus in a friendly aspect to her Sun.
"Norma's horoscope, with these two
powerful planets in good aspects, is in

contrast to John Gilbert's chart.
He is
suffering from their bad influences, while
Norma receives only their pleasantest
vibrations.
In fact, right now Norma
Shearer truly has the stars fighting for her.
"One very interesting thing in her horoscope ... is that the position and aspects of
her Sun give everyone around her the wish
to help
and that's especially true of

volcano hidden under
and peaceful woodland. It
would take much to move her, but once
the real thing comes, there will be fireworks.
Her Mercury is in Virgo, and
while her Scorpio Venus gives her depths,
like a

sailing fields

Mercury so placed means that she has the
counter-balance of an excellent mentality.
There may be fireworks, but the outside
a

.

.

.

men."

world will know little about them.
"Greta Garbo is building for an even
greater fame than she has won so far.

Love, happmess, a baby boy, a firm fan
following that has waited patiently for
her return to the screen beautiful Norma
has the rewards of her years of hard work.
"Thank you, Mrs. Wells," I said as I
prepared to go.
"Now can you tell me
what's ahead for us movie fans?"
She laughed
"That's a pretty big
order, isn't it?" she said.
"But I can tell
you that we've seen about the last of these
dismal films that insist on the darker side
of life.
Next year, the stars say, is going

—

And

there are indications that she will be
kinder to her adoring following. This coming year, she will do even bigger films
than ever before, and finer work."
Speaking of publicity, I learned that
little Clara Bow may have promised to be
good, but it doesn't look as if she would
keep that promise. This present year she
must watch her step.
Mrs. Wells said: "Neptune, that myste-

.

the knowledge that this is the most emodisturbing time she will ever
have. Once over, she can be certain such
circumstances won't reoccur."

the critical, fundamentally 'Feeton-the-ground' sign.
That's where she
gets that marvellous poise, that indifferent
exterior masking the emotional depths
underneath. And what depths! It is the
reflection of those subterranean fires we
catch glimpses of in the smouldering
Anna Christie and the passionate woman of
'Romance.' That's not only acting, it's
the brief surging up of the intensest forces
a woman can know. It's the real Greta
that comes to us on the screen no matter
how she may control it in her life.
is

devoted wife, fine pictures that have already made him one of our most popular
stars, health, wealth and happiness.
Mrs. Wells said that Doug is now in the
best period of his whole life
and that
it was going to continue for some time.
No trouble ahead for Doug Jr., but greater
opportunities to develop his artistic gifts,
to enjoy life, to love and be loved by Joan.
He should seize every chance, conserve his
money. In short, he should build firmly
now, while the planets are in such splendid helping aspects.
Then I asked Mrs. Wells about Doug's
step-mother, Mary Pickford.
Stars may
come and stars may, and certainly do, gobut Mary Pickford is Mary Pickford.
It looks like a critical time for her.
"It is a critical time," Mrs. Wells said:
"Mary has felt the need to work, to express
herself, but it won't be easy.
Her very
ambition may carry her into endeavors
not suited to her, and she will, have
to work harder than she ever has before, and not reap the rewards such work
should bring.
"It's a very contradictory and unsatisfactory state of affairs.
Neptune, who

tionally

is

"She

in

Clara's horoscope. She was born July 29th,
and that means a peculiar time ahead.
She may find herself surrounded by unfavorable conditions that she can't fight.

—

Marjorie White will
never put on dog just because

Little

she's a hit but when Margie
sees a bunch of snuggle puppies she just can't resist 'em

—

to be a return to romance young love,
beauty, are coming back to the screen."

•
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Smartest Angel

Hell's

[Continued from page 18]

day

went with a friend of mine, Lucille
Fox Studio, where she was to
on some costumes for a small bit. I
I

Lee, to the
try

had intended waiting for her in the car,
but curiosity prompted me to go in. I had
never been in a studio and rather wanted
to see 'what made the wheels go 'round'.
"As we walked in, we passed the casting
director, who called Lucille back and
asked if I were in pictures, and if not, why
not? So, she introduced me to him and he
gave me a note to Dave Allen, of Central
Casting Bureau, through whom all the
casting in Hollywood is done.
"I wasn't interested but accepted the
note as the most graceful way out of the
interview never expecting to use it.
"But Lucille went home with me that
night and it so happened that several other
friends dropped in. And she told them all
about it to their very great amusement."
Jean looked ravishing as she talked.
She was wearing a bright green wool
dress, sheer mesh hose and demure green

—

—

pumps. Her hair was waved softly back
from her face and two huge pearls weighted
down her small, pink ears.
"In fact, every one thought the idea of
my trying to act such a huge joke that I
began to get mad," she explained. "So,
when one of the boys bet me five hundred
dollars that I wouldn't take my note to
Dave Allen and register with Central, I
took him up on it.
"Next day I won the money but in fear
and trembling, you may be sure. I talked
to Mr. Allen for about two hours and he
said they would call me soon.
"So, in a day or so I got a call to be
at Paramount at nine the next morning

—

—ten

It turned out that
dollars a day.
the picture was 'Moran of the Marines',
with Richard Dix and Ruth Elder. And
I was given one little bit with Miss Elder.
"A few days later the casting director

from Hal Roach Studios was looking at
some of the scenes with Fred Datig, Para-

mount

director.

casting

Result,

was

I

by the Roach Studios.
"My first work there was a second lead
and then a lead with Bryant Washburn and
Edna Murphy. Then I was given a five-

called

year contract."

the form of an
then Fate,
AND
rather
hand —
grandfather, took

irate

in

or

a

a

unpleasant disagreements are.
up your contract!'
"I did, and peace was restored."
For seven months after that, Jean never
And then her marset foot in a studio.
riage crashed.
To occupy her mind, she
knew that she must work. And her
thoughts turned naturally to pictures.
"As soon as he knew Bud and I had
separated, Grandfather insisted that I

you

just tear

go back to Kansas City. I didn't want to
do that. I knew that I could never earn
as much as grandfather would leave me,
but disinherited or not, I determined I
was going to work and in pictures."
So, with her head held high, Jean set
out to capture her waiting laurels.
"My first call was at Paramount again,"
she resumed. "A bit with Clara Bow in
'The Saturday Night Kid'. And that
break influenced my whole future.
"For Jimmy Hall played opposite Clara
in that film and a few weeks later I was
over at Metropolitan Studio looking for
work in a Christie Comedy when I ran

—

|ERE'S the newest aid to eye

—

Lashpac (patent
beauty
applied for). In a dainty enameled metal compact you get
mascara in stick form and a tiny
brush. Simply moisten end of
mascara and apply direct to
lashes. Brush is used only

him and Ben Lyon.
"They were just beginning the talking

into

to separate hairs after
application. Use Lashpac any time, anywhere.

sequences of 'Hell's Angels', and I asked
their leading lady.
And
then the bright idea struck them of introducing me to Mr. Hughes as a prospect."
As you know, Jean got the part and has
been signed by Mr. Hughes on a five-year

them who was

Not, however, at a figure to

contract.

equal the inheritance she has given up.
But she thinks her job a fair exchange.
"I think every woman should have
some kind of work of course, if she has
children, that's a career in itself. But unless she has a living interest like that, the
average woman is so dull.
"Why, there's so much in life to be
interested in," Jean waxed enthusiastic.
"So many good books, good plays, good
And through a career a woman
music.
finds a greater appreciation of them all."
"But do you think even a career can
make a woman's life complete without
love?" I hated to be tactless in the face
of Jean's matrimonial mishap, but she

—

seemed so casually to have relegated
romance to another sphere.
"Complete, no," she responded. "But
happy, yes. We can learn to value the
sunlight on a clear day, the feel of the

Keep your lashes

ing. At beauty shops, drug
and department stores, $1.00.
Refills,

For Jean's telephone rang furiously about

two o'clock one morning and she drowsily
an irascible male
grandparent, who had suddenly gone to
the movies, telling her that she would

answered

it

to

hear

have either to get out of pictures or out
of the family.

money went.

At

And

least,

as

as there

far

was

as

a

his

good

Jean slept no more that night.
Morning brought the resolve that between a career-with-prospects and a cool
half-million, she'd choose the latter.
So she went to Mr. Roach and in words
of one syllable explained matters to him.
"He was lovely about it," Jean said.
"Of course, he could get hundreds of girls
to play leads in comedies, so I really meant
nothing to him. And he understood that.
He told me, 'I have a family myself and I
it,
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That's a way she has, this Jean Harlow.
She convinces you of anything she wants
you to believe no matter what you had
expected.
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always compromise with life."
Philosophic words those. The fire she
has felt has not left Jean untouched.
"Don't you think you will ever fall in
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Looks, Lyrics and Legs
\Continued from page 33]

you

just

tracted

have to pick up and fondle,

at-

the

dancing-teacher's attention.
And when Lubitsch's leading-lady-to-be
sang for her, she sensed the embryonic
talent. And so, on every occasion when
the dancing-school broke out in a recital,
Jeanette supplied
variety
with little
songs.
When she was fourteen and her older
sister, Blossom, was in New York crashing
the stage via Ned Wayburn's Revue, Jeanette begged and pleaded until her parents
granted her two weeks in New York.
Visiting her sister, her first move was to
demand a job of Ned Wayburn. Wayburn,
who has a penchant for making discoveries, saw the rich promise in the cocky
little kid, and made her second understudy.
"It must have been my guardian angel
who saw to it that I started young so
young that I still thought I was great.
few years later, when I knew what it

—

A

was

all

I'd not

—

about what
have been so

I

was

all

about,

self-confident.

But

was completely convinced
that it wouldn't take more than two years
to bring New York to my feet."
Mr. and Mrs. MacDonald, eager for
at the time,

I

their daughters to follow their

but

own

desires

watchful parents none the less,
moved to New York and established a
still

home

for them there. The fourteen-yearold Jeanette went to school in the mornings, arrived at the theatre after lunch,
did her lessons in Wayburn's office between
intervals of rehearsing, and went home to
a normal family life.
When the Wayburn revue closed, Jeanette had no idea of suspending operations
with it. With a neat list of managers she
set

about looking for a

her business by a

After several unsuccessful calls, she
turned to Charles Dillingham. Trying to
find his office at the theatre, she was asked

The

in the box-office.

Dillingham show. After he and various amused secretaries had made way, she
actually was admitted to the producer's
in a

office.

Relating to him her past achievements
and future desires, she was not surprised
when he said that there happened to be a
vacancy in the chorus of a show opening
in three days.

"But

I

I

highly pleased.
This show, "Night Boat", was her last
appearance in the chorus, however.
In her next job
which was "Irene"
she had a small part.
That is the way
things happen to Jeanette. And through
the next few years, things continued to
happen, creating for her a steady ascent
toward a contract as prima donna of
Shubert shows, from which she was
plucked by Paramount.
'Tt's been phenomenal good fortune,
the way opportunities have dovetailed.
Although, naturally, it wasn't just one
grand succession of sunny days.
There were the inevitable periods of no

—

—

Universal

her

tested

work and no money. My father's money
had been sadly depleted. Once, when I
hadn't worked for six months, money was
actively needed. But things worked out.
recently, the thorns necessary to

the rose-bed were furnished by the Shuberts.
Under contract to them, Jeanette
was given vehicles of tawdry quality.

Price of Realism

for

Magnolia

in

"Show Boat" and Paramount for "Nothing
But the Truth." Both companies made
high bids for her service, but the brothers
Shubert were obdurate.
"Yet there again, the right things happened, although I was miserable at the
time.
Both 'Show Boat' and 'Nothing
But the Truth' were flops, and if I had
gotten either I'd have flopped, too."
Ernst

Lubitsch,

Love Parade," was

don't want to be just a chorusmust make progress. I want to
understudy the prima donna, too."
After a brief tryout, Dillingham agreed.
"Then," Jeanette added firmly, "I must
have more money."
Indulgently, Dillingham offered an extra
five dollars a week.
"Very well," said the practical Jeanette,
girl.

More

job.

man

With lifted chin, she explained that she
was an actress come to gee an engagement

preparing
in

for

New York

"The

in search

of a Queen. After testing just about every
singing beauty in town he was still un-

He finally ordered out all the
old tests in the files of the Long Island
Studio. Among them was the one Jeanette
satisfied.

had made and Lubitsch cried out that here
was his Queen.
Today Jeanette travels elegantly in a
Cord town-car, but is seldom seen about
town. During a picture, she goes home
and goes to bed. Between pictures, she
goes to neighborhood movies.
"I'm one of those people who just can't
dissipate.
A single, mild cocktail and I
have a terrible hangover next day. Two
or three evenings of staying out late and
partying and I start to lose weight."
Yet she has a lot of play to catch up on
some day. Since she was fourteen work
has consumed all her time.
"Sometimes I think that all I want is to
drop everything for six months and have
an orgy of doing nothing. But in this
business hay is to be made only when the
sun shines and you daren't slow up.
"I have a beau, she added almost shyly.
"A particularly nice one. He's not asso'

'

ciated with pictures either."

Working hard and living quietly, this
platinum-voiced charmer, who will shortly
appear in drama or know the reason why,
may have, as she claims, a guardian angel.
What better berth for any angel?

—Human Lives

[Continued frotn page 37]

descended on the camp like a white doom.
Two carpenters from Sonora who had been
called in to help pitch camp were anxious
to get home to their families. Despite
the threatening weather, they started
down the mountain in a car, mistook a
yielding bank of snow for the road, and
pitched over a cliff.
Their wives and
children never saw them again.
The camp was buried and under the
weight of the white blanket many of the
tents caved in.
The sleeping occupants
were forced into the storm, and halffrozen and bewildered, wandered for many

moments before finding shelter in some of
the more hardy structures.
As soon as
was humanly possible everyone was removed to Sonora.
But the hours of
exposure had worked havoc.
Grippe,
flu, and pneumonia stalked through the

hundred were told to charge down a stony
not to reason why. In the

hillside, theirs

was

satisfied.

Dangerous

as it

stumbled over the loose stones and their
riders could not handle them.
One man
fell off and broke his leg, another smashed

was. Bob refused to have a double.
Another scene in the same picture shows
a train emerging from a tunnel while
Armstrong and Miss Arthur stand on the
track in front.
If Armstrong's foot had

his nose, a third split his chin.

slipped

Nine men were taken to the hospital as
the result of that one day's shooting.
Three of them died. Art and realism
must be served.
The record of "Danger Lights," the
RKO railroad special, is clean by Divine

Too, the camermen took some serious
risks in order to get effective photography.
Many running scenes were taken from a
platform suspended from one side of the
big engine.
The three men clung there
while the train roared along at fifty and
sixty miles an hour. Once they had to go
through a tunnel where there was only a
two-inch clearance.
They made it all
right but three lives were endangered.
It's the same story with every produc-

hectic

scramble,

some

of

the

horses

—

—

Providence, it seems. For many dangerous
chances were taken by the entire company,
including Robert Armstrong and Jean
Arthur, the leads. Yet no one was

camp.

hurt.
In one shot Robert Armstrong climbed
out of the cab of a giant locomotive and
hung suspended in space for three minutes

On the same location, some scenes were
taken of Indians riding bareback.
Five
hundred extras were employed many of
them natives of Sonora who had never
'aced a camera before.
Not all were
experienced riders.
But when the five

the engine running wild about
miles an hour.
His action was
supposedly to put out a hot-box with a
hose, but the first two "takes" were unsuccessful, and he had to go through the
gruelling scene three times before the

—

director

with

thirty

—well,

it

didn't.

—

tion.

for

Human

the

lives are offered as fodder

thrill-mill,

and heroes die un-

honored and unsung.
Theirs not the laurel wreaths awarded
and valor no flag-draped
bier is escorted to a flowered resting-place
often the setting sun sends its final ray
upon an unmarked grave that of the
Unknown Hero-Extra of Hollywood.

achievement

—

—

—

"

:
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The Highball Hamlet
[Continued from fage 16]

assemblage in this day and time.
Strangely enough, young Ruggles played

Once a year they meet to perpetuate the
of the play, and they stage burlesque versions. One year they give it as a
lurid melodrama, and the next year as a
pantomine re-named "Babes in the Woods'.

memory

character roles and old men for eight years
before he donned the make-up of a stage
juvenile.
After a preliminary training

well known in England as 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin' was in this country two
generations ago. I don't dare to change a
It

is

as

Charlie crashed

on the Coast

Broadway with numerous

During the silent days of the
he appeared with Lenore Ulric,
Elsie Janis, Agnes Ayres and Cyril Maude.
He believed then that the stage was his

successes.

screen

word."
Actually, some hundred "musts" were
included before the Christies received the
talking rights to this familiar farce. The
pseudo aunt must wear gray curls, a certain kind of gown with a lace fichu, and
she must wear the familiar cap. Charley's
Aunt, when she appears in the 1931
phonoplay, will wear an almost exact
replica of the gown worn by a Charley's
Aunt during the Splendid Eighties. But
things like that can't stop a highball

Hamlet.
Ruggles is one of the few Los Angeles
born players to achieve fame on the screen.
A friend of his youthful days painted
in such glorious colors the romance of
life behind the footlights that he abandoned his plans of becoming a doctor. He
secured a small role in "The Admirable
Crichton," hurdling the ranks of supers
right into the cast. Pill boxes never had
a chance after that. He played at the old
Alcazar in San Francisco, and at the Belasco
and Morosco theaters in Los Angeles.
Those were the golden days of the California theater, days when Lewis Stone,
Marjorie Rambeau, Blanche Bates, John
Barrymore, Laurette Taylor, Charlotte
Greenwood, and so many others were
climbing to fame.
At one time, when he played at the old
Belasco, Hobart Bosworth was stage
manager; Herbert Rawlinson was the
assistant; Victor Schertzinger, the Paramount director, was the orchestra leader,

were Lewis Stone, Kathlyn
and
Williams, Bessie Barriscale, and Lenore
That would be an expensive
Ulric.
in the cast

infant screen let out
chirp did he feel a renewal of in-

Only when the

forte.
its first

terest.

Paramount literally took him out of the
bedroom and turned him loose on a gin
bottle, for he appeared in most of the A. H.
Woods Broadway hits. You know, those
things where the wrong people invariably
got tucked into bed with assorted sleeping
partners.

"I'm glad to be back
said.

"After

all, it is

in California,"

my

home, and

I

he
can

be with my family."
Perhaps it isn't generally known, but
Charlie is a brother of Wesley Ruggles,
the director. He spent most of the summer at Wes's cottage at Malibu, the
swanky Hollywood beach where the stars
get sunburned and into other uncomfortFor some reason or
able predicaments.
other, and Charlie can't give a reason, he
But he still has his boxing
isn't married.
and handball games when things get too
He held the handball championship
dull.
of the Los Angeles Athletic Club for several
You have to be good to do that.
years.
Strange, but the subject of alcohol does

seem to continue to crop up in this expose,
however, as an added observance, innumerable fans have written in asking for
a cinematic drinking bout between Marie
Dressier and Charles.
He
Charlie is quite modest about it.
thinks Marie would drink him under the
But
table and get all the laughs, too.

maybe
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FREE to our readers.
Artificial FRENCH DIAMONDS are full 24 facet cut and
comare of such radiant beauty that even experts have
mented at their likeness to the genuine.
* . t-K
i
unusual offer only to get Artificial
We are making this intothehandsof
friends.
appreciative
FRENCH DIAMONDS
stamps or coin (to
Slip your name and address and 10c
right off to
cover cost of handling) in an envelope and get it
will reach you by
us Your artificial FRENCH DIAMOND
return mail fully prepaid.
gems, exclusive of ring,

m

IF

YOU WANT ONE FOR A FRIEND ALSO, ENCLOSE
EXTRA-ONLY TWO TO THE SAME ADDRESS

10c

COMPANY
CRYSTAL DIAMOND
Fourth Av enue, New York
Dept.
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"

AdvaDCC Royalty Payments,
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Actually, she
exceptionally well-educated, because she
loves music and literature, and because she
looks on both her career and her marriage
as integral parts of her daily life.
Of course, "Tash" has been a mad-cap.
is

There's no doubt about that, if you want
to check up on the files of the daily tabNot, however, because she has
loids.
defied conventions, but because she isn't
standardized.

from other homes.
Outside, it's Spanish and gardeny, and
inside it's Italian and cool.
Her life is different from other lives.
She detests bridge and an incessantly
She eats foods which
clanging radio.
would make average appetites fold up un-

Her home

is

different

arrange

other
(Hollywood's an autocracy.)
tion

in

court

in

any

kingdom.

free

Past ex-

We revise, compose,
Copyrights.

music and secnrt

—

1676

Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

Price includes round trip
ocean passage, transportation at:
liotels,

she says about herself:
next picture, 'Lilli'.
"I can't sing, but that cfoesn't matter.
Who in pictures can?
"I don't want a long-time contract. I
don't want any contract. Not only do I
want to act in plays I like and parts I
like, but I want my freedom. If Eddie and
I want to go to Europe or Africa or Alaska,
I don't want some producer waving a conout of

tract in

my

my

face, telling

home.
"I'm not going to

me

I

have to stay

slave.

Life's

too

short."

This

is

especially intriguing

Write

lor

Irco

AVIATION
Information.

short.

Of the powers-that-bc, 'Tash" murmurs
"I'm not impressed by anyone who is
as a 'great person', in films or out
of them. I might fmd a stocking salesman
more interesting.

booklet.

Eu-

"£244'

j

FREE

Send us your name and address for full information
regarding the Aviation and Airplane business. Find
out about the many great opportunities now open and
how we prepare you at home, during spare time, to
qualify. Our new book "Opportunities in the Airplane
Industry" also sent free if you answer at once.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
Dept.

4 179

3601 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

HlewTyres^
—
—

LIFE

STORY

when one

considers that every other player in Hollywood is angling for a contract and pleads,
not that life is short, but that one's starring

known

ope.

_ tips.

THE TRAVEL GUILD, Inc.
ISO North MIchiEan, ChlcaEO
S21 FiHh Avenue. New York

it all

in

meals, sightseeing and

Itineraries to every country in
'

"I'm singing

life is

for

Our modern method guarantees approval.
Write Today Newcomer Associates.

i

'

der the first course.
In polyglot Filmdom a bid to "Tash's"
home is about as important as a presenta-

work

he's just being gallant.

And

golf-links.

different because she

Words or Music

perience unnecessary.

[Continued from -page 17]

is

eipUinedin oar Free inttroc-

examination and advice.

'

and miniature

Talking-Picture Song requitemenU,
,„,|y

tive book. Writeri of
for »ongs may submit their

She Uses Her Head
tennis courts

Artificial

FRENCH DIAMOND

The

Luckiest

Boy

in Hollyxvood

Tells 1-iow he ^ot that way.
Bei',innin^ in the February
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Rupture No Longer

My

Spoils

Fun

"Now that I am rid of my
rupture and do not wear
a truss, I enjoy dancing
again. There are many
things I now do that I
could not even attempt
before, also my work is a
pleasure instead of a

She likes variety.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Bromfield, Sydney
Howard, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hornblow, Paul Bern, Mr. and Mrs. Lionel
Barrymore, Elsie Ferguson, Jack Gilbert,
Mary Duncan, Kay Francis, Ernst Lubitsch, such, with the best known screen
personages, are her friends.
"Tash" has a refreshingly different slant
on husbands, marriages and such.
"First of all," she says, "fall in love.
get acquainted with your man! Yes,
him. Cater to his likes and dislikes. Forget about yourself.

Then

task. To look at me now,
no one would believe that
I ever was crippled by a

"If, after putting him under a magnifying glass, you still love him, marry him
quick.
"If you don't love him, leave him with a

rupture."
This is the way people
write us after ridding
themselves of rupture
by using STUART'S

People who divorce at the drop of the hat,
or the break of a dish, are quitters.
I
don't like quitters.
"He's the nicest thing," she says of her
husband.
"Millions think of him as a
hard-boiled Marine, but he's different."
She describes him as "docile," "naive"
and "adorable".
She has helped him a great deal. She
wrote much of his dialogue for "In Old
Arizona", and did some for herself in
"The Cat Creeps".

Hobby? Of

says.

smile.

In an effort to be polite,

'The smile business works wonderfully.
All my former suitors are my staunchest

cigarette.

friends."

clares.

'

ADHESIFPLAPAOPADS. Stacks of

course.

She collects hands. Sculptured hands.
She has a dozen, and would have more,
but they are hard to find.
"Their symmetry fascinates me," she

you

offer a

"Thanks, but

I don't smoke," she deDifferent again, what with a great
cloud of feminine cigarette smoke rising

sworn to endorse-

ITER

ments report success
— without delay from work.
The PLAPAO-PADS are designed

^ cause it has been exceptionally happy.
To those who have seen the sleek blonde

over Hollywood.
Religion? Certainly.
"Do unto others as you'd like to be done

vampire luring men to their dooms;
wrecking homes and otherwise appearing
both fascinating and hateful, this may be

business."

to

nature in closing the hernial opening
so the rupture can't come down. When
this is accomplished, mechanical support
will no longer be needed. The PLAPAOPADS cling to the body without straps,
buckles or springs. Easy to apply comparatively inexpensive and comfortable.
Convince yourself by actually testing
"PLAPAO". SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail the coupon below and secure a free
test of the remedial factor "PLAPAO"
the muscle rejuvenator.
assist

—

has been different, be-

surprising.

"Eddie and

get along wonderfully,"

"We

have the same friends, one of the
secrets of successful marriage.
both
like horseback riding, our principal di-

We

version.

"We
all sorts

Plapao Laboratories, Inc.
St. Louis,

Mo.

Send me FREE Trial Plapao and 48-pag'e book
on Rupture. No charge for this now or later.

"Never

and

gossip

mind your own

Miss Tashman afraid that some real
vampire will come along and steal her
husband, just as she, in reel life, has stolen
the husbands of others?
"I ask the most attractive women I
Is

I

she says.

sense of

f

life

life

know

fight delightfully well.

We

we

men

parties because pretty women
I like men around."

—and

say

But we're
never harbor
both have a

of outlandish things.

We

my

to

attract

friends after the squall.
a grudge.
Fortunately,

Testof Factor"PLAPflO"

350 Stuart Bldg.,

married

-»

humor.

"We love the opera. We enjoy shopping together, particularly for foods. We
like to read."
No petty differences are going to crash
the Lowe-Tashman romance, says "Tash".
"Everyone seems to be talking divorce,
and I hope I don't hear it mentioned again.

"COR

prospective home- wreckers, she
adds this information.
"Eddie's too busy with contracts right
now to be bothered. Next year, to be on
the safe side, I'm taking him to Europe.

Try and

find us."

And what about
"Two,

if

you

children?

please.

"And, just to be
have twins."

—

This Tashman

different, I'd like to

girl

—she uses her

AHrJ^esa
_

Startling Watch Values
YOUR CHOICE ^^^^^...^^ly $Q79

Thi3 dainty wriat watch
or handsome gent'a model.

'

'

^'

Richly engraved lifetime case
jeweled movement, tested and ad
justed.

Send no Money

ery pay only

$3.79

— on

del

plus postage

If not delighted, return in 48 hi

and money refunded.

KING-HILL COMPANY, Desk SS
IPS N. Talman ftve., Chicago, Illinois

OLD COINS
Large Spring

selling catalog of coins for
sale, free to collectors only. Catalog quoting prices paid for coins, ten cents.

William Hesslein
101

H- Tremont

Boston, Mass.

St.,

SuperfluoujHAIRallGONE
Mahler method, which

kills

the

hair root, prevents hair from
growing again. Use it privately
in your home.
We Teach Beauty Culture
Send today 3 red stamps for
Free Booklet
D.

J.

Mahler Co., 3-B Mahler Park, Providence, R.

I.

THE HOLLYWOOD VENUS
IN

FEBRUARY

Silver Screen
are revealed the beauty secrets of the most
beautiful girls in the world.

dumb

Golden rule days for the
these famous little stars love
their lessons? Like mud! Still their teacher, Mrs. Fern Carter, lets
them bring Pete, the pup, right into the studio classroom which helps
Here's schooldays, schooldays,

famous youngsters

of

Our Gang.

old

And do

—

head.

Silver Screen for January 1931

The March Lamb
[Continued from page 27]

tentatively titled, "Strictly Business".
When he came East last July to appear

with Nancy Carroll

in

"Laughter", he

expected to return to Hollywood immediately following completion of the picture.
But, alas, for such optimism! The scheduled two months have already stretched
into four with the end nowhere in sight.
In the meantime, their two homes in
California—a recently completed beach
home at Laguna and a Spanish bungalow
in Beverly Hills, have been loaned to
friends, who are keeping the home fires

HOW OBSERVING ARE YOU

burning until their return.

SINCE

their arrival in

New York,

Flor-

ence and Freddie have had six different
apartments, but now they are permanently
ensconced at one of the swankier hostelries
on the Avenue. Here they entertain most
charmingly at informal dinner parties,
their guests including celebrities of the
social, literary and theatrical worlds. As
in Hollywood an air of hospitality and
good fellowship pervades their home.
Both the Marches have retained their
inherent love of the theatre. Contractural
obligations won't permit Freddie to make
even a temporary return to the stage, so
he must get his thrills vicariously by being
an inveterate "first nighter". Florence,
on the other hand, has been able to satisfy
her desire for an audience again and is
making her return debut in a play called,

"An

Affair of State".

Freddie declares that one of the reasons
he is so happily married is because he
doesn't play bridge. If he can't trump his
wife's ace, he can't possibly quarrel with
He thinks it much more fun and
her.
to while away his leisure
infinitely safer
hours picking out the typographical errors

—

in the

—

newspapers.

He
Another hobby of his is tennis.
can lick most men all hollow but when he
contests a feminine runner-up, the score
is invariably "love" on both sides.

HE

IS like a little child in his desire to
please people. Recently, Florence cele-

brated her birthday and Freddie had all her
friends shop with him for the feminine
"doodabs" she would like best. When she
promptly went into ecstasies over all of
them, he was as delighted as a little boy
with a pound of candy.
He hasn't the conventional list of actor's
superstitions but that doesn't prevent him

from keeping

a tiny pair of his wife's

baby

gloves in his dressing-room all the time as
a good luck symbol.
His hates are few and not very vehement.
They include New York traffic, highly inefficient efficiency, doping out what to put

week-end case, a "loud" wardrobe
and bromides (seltzer and otherwise).
He adores old people and children. And
is waiting patiently for the day when he
in a

Florence can anticipate their first
"blessed event".
In the meantime, he has a Persian cat,
two love birds, a Lincoln sport model,
three homes, a charming wife and stardom
just around the corner. His "Alma Mater"
should be proud. He certainly has lived
up to her theme song, "On, 'Wisconsin!"

and

$7320.00

In Prizes

the most unusual advertisingr offer ever presented to the
TN what is perhapsgoing
to award dozens of bounteous prizes totahng over
1 public we are
the Packard Sedan shown
t7 SOO 00 in value. The first prize is $2,085.00 (or
prize of $415.00 to be added to the hrst prize
additional
an
is
there
and
below)

"'Vslhe'TuaMcaaZ^o"
difficult test of

opportunity to win this $2,500.00 we present this
is absolutely no charge to you for trying for
according to the contestants standings when

observation. There

these prizes which

will be given

the final decision is made.
of two courageous
Here is the test. Pictured above is the Vikmg ship are
stationed among
brothers Eric the Fearless, and Olaf, the Stalwart. They
same as those ol
the
sides
the
over
plainly
showing
shields
the crew, their
tha
distinguished from the others
others of the fiery band. They can be
In battle they would be at the head
their shields are the only two exactly alike.
their
shields,
them now just by
r.f thpiV h-md firfiting fiercely, but can you find
shields look different at first
which arridendcalfn every 'detail? All of the identical in design, in size and
are
glance, yet the shields of these two brothers
.

.

m

shields send the num'''Look"'ca7efuny."lf you think you have found the twin.
Duplicate prizes will be awarded
bers of them on a post card or in a letter
persons living outside U. b. A.
from
accepted
not
be
will
Answers
ties.
cas- of
500 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
W. GENZ, Dept.
or in Chicago.

m
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attack of anti-stardom,
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which

a great relief to us.

The movie producers go through

this periodically. They announce that
dead and that big pictures with nameless casts will be put
forth instead. Come a flock of films called "The Big Branch" or "The Giant Gulch"
or some such and the public goes flocking down the street to see the much less ex-

the star system

is

pensive picture of a beloved star.

The answer is that
make it our own for

we can capture the personality revealed and
But you can't borrow the personality of a wide
prairie or of a lone pine and even if you could, why should you? When the interest
in personalities is dead, all romance, all glamour, all happiness will be dead also.
in a starring picture

a little hour.

Meet the Family: Speaking
each month one of
Harriet Parsons,

its writers,

who

youngest contributor

—

of personalities Silver Screen begs to introduce
all

of

whom

it

fondly believes great

did that grand job of reporting on

stuff".

Garbo in this issue is our
Murmurs the beautiful

you'll see her in these pages monthly.

Harriet

'

"Began
Company.

my

career at the age of six as child star for old Essanay Film

Soon became apparent that acting was not

my

forte.

When

eight years old decided to follow in footsteps of my writing mother,
Louella O. Parsons. Wrote story about girl who eloped with red-haired
man. Was promptly advised by family and friends to return to the screen.
Nothing daunted, continued my pursuit of the literary muse. When ten,
helped win the war by writing patriotic speeches. The war over, wrote my
first fan story at the age of twelve
an interview with the four-year-old son of
George Beban, then a big star, for Photoplay Magazine. For this received the
unprecedented sum of $15- Attended Wellesley College and while a sophomore there did a Boston movie column for the Neiv York Mornhig Telegraph
at space (and cut) rates.
After graduation attempted to offset effects of
college education by becoming a scenario writer at M-G-M. Fled to New
York after eight months to regain sanity. On the staff of Photoplay Magazine for a year and a half.
Writing from Hollywood at the present time."
(Editor's note: And very well, too.)

—

The

—

youth and a sense of humor in articles, in pictures even in our
we want Silver Screen to be made of, always. And if any
young writers are hiding about with great big ideas about movies and magazines
spirit of

writers.

That's what

the editor

would be very glad indeed

to hear

66

from them.

yake ikese

easu

steps to

INSTANT
Jovelimess
purchasing
Maybelline Eye Shadow, select
Blue for all shades of blue and

Brown for hazel and
brown eyes; Black for dark brown
and violet eyes. Green may be

gray eyes;

colors
and is especially effective for
in
Encased
evening wear.
an adorably dainty gold

used with eyes of

all

finished vanity, at 75c.

loveliness with these
Millions of women instantly gain added charm and
They use May bell me
preparations.
Maybelline
easy-to-use
three delightful,
their eyes and to add a subtle,
Eye Shadow to accentuate the depth of color of
Black, Brown, Blue, and Green.
refined note of charming allure. Four colors
Then— they use Maybelline Eyelash Darkener to instantly make their lashes
make their eyes appear
appear dark, long, and beautifully luxuriant— to
:

are two forms of
brilliant and bewitchingly inviting. There
the waterproof Liquid;
and
form
Solid
Darkener:
Eyelash
Maybelline
either in Black or Brown.

larger

more

Maybelline Eyebrotu Pencil to artisthird and final step is a touch with
this pencil. It is the clean, indelike
You will
tically shape the brows.

The

structible type,

in

Black and Brown.

Begin with the Eye
^oz^'.
and finish with the Eyebrow
Darkener,
Eyelash
the
with
follow
Shadow
observe with
Then from the height of your new found beauty,
Pencil
results. This radiant transformation
delightful
such
attain
you
what ease
them.
using genuine Maybelline products. Insist upon
is achieved only by

Take

Maybelline preparations
n:\ay be obtained at all
toiletgoods counters.
MaybellineCo.,Chicago.

EYELASH

and may be had

DARKENER

these three easy steps to instant loveliness

BYE

SHADOW

V

EYHUROW

PENCIL

..
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Mint leaves
. • .

that Cooling Taste

A mortar and pestle

.

.

.crushing mint

leaves. ..drops of cooling peppermint
. . .

purest of sugars

. . .

. . .

tons of pressure

china hard rings of sweetness

. .

I

Pep-O-Mint LIFE SAVERS ... millions upon millions of them a day.
After eating .
digestion

grant

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

after

smoking

sweeten

refreshing

. . .

breath

. . .

.

.

.

aid
fra-

appetizing . .

Pep-o-mint, Wint-o-green, Cl-o-ve,
Lic-o-rice,

Cinn-o-mon and

Vi-o-let.

Also Orange, Lemon, Lime, Grape
Life Savers .. .just like the fruit

itself.
I'

All

candy products

having the distinctive

shape ot

Life Savers

are

manufactured by Life

Savers,

Inc.
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Apply Tangee
great fame

.

.

.

to your lips,

you Blonde one of

you Beauty of the

titian hair

you sparkling eyed Brunette! At

special

dark shade of

Tangee Lipstick for professional and evening use.
Lipstick, $1. The same
Rouge Compact, 73c .. Creme Rouge, $1. Tangee
Face Powder, soft and clinging, blended to match your
natural skin tones, $1. Tangee Night Cream, for both
cleansing and nourishing, $1. Tangee Day Cream, to
protect the skin and as a powder base, $1. Tangee
Cosmetic, a new "mascara," does not smart the eyes, used

marvelous color principle

Tangee
in

.

.

nothing

first

seems to happen. Then slowly, into your

lips

Nature's

own

comes the rose-blush color that

New! Tangee Theatrical, a

.

glow of
For

perfect health

this is the

on your

lips to

is

... of

lovely youth!

magic of Tangee

... it

changes

blend with your

own

natural

.

coloring,

no matter what your individual com-

plexion!

And

should you want more color, a

second application will give the desired

effect.

also for tinting the hair, $1.

Tangee never gives an artificial greasy madeup

look.

manent.
base,

It

is

natural, non-drying

And Tangee

and per-

has a solidified cream

one that soothes, softens and

protects.

SEND 20< FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
Containing miniature LipstIcK, two Rouges, Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make-up."

The George W. Luft
Name.

Co., Dept.

SS8C 417

Fifth Avenue,

N. Y.
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NOW
you can
have the

VOICE
you want!

100% Improvement
Guaranteed
No

matter how hopeless your case may seem— send for free Voice Book. Discloses
startling voice facts that may save you hundreds of dollars. Tells all about mar-

SILENT Method of Voice Training. Increases Range. Improves
Banish huskiness— hoarseness. 100 per cent improvement guaranteed
or money back. Mail coupon at once for free book
the greatest voice book
ever written
sent FREE _ with no
obligation!
Mail Coupon for Free Voice Book

velous new
quality.

—

No

matter

how

hopeless your

may seem — send at
FREE Voice Book,

case

once for

Mail Coupon Now/
19*2 Sunnyside Ave., Chicago
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Perfect Voice Institute, Dept. 70-32
X9>S Sunnyside Ave., Cliicago
Please send me FREE and without oblifration. Prof.
new book, "Physical Voice Culture "

am most
Weak Voice

which

1

I

Feuchtlnger's

have checked subject

Singing

Stammering

Speaking

1931

Address
City

in

interested.

Name
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—

—
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you read the installment of Lew

Ayres'

Stand
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Coogan has made
himself a multi-millionaire. Davey Lee has
seen his name in the bright lights.
Lucky
sensation.

article,
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went stepping out with Phillips Holmes
recently.
Phil took her to dinner, the
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"Holmes, Sweet Holmes."
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Question

The Hollywood Venus
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have paid for their
It is, in our opinion,
Mark's best piece of writing and we think
ycu'U find a real message in it.
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If I

Busby,

the heart throb stops in telling of the
exorbitant price some of the screen's

all

little

^

'

Marquis

pitiful,

Joan Crawford and Gary Cooper on a Great Subject

The Young'Man'About'Hollywood

month

Next

usually writes with a sly humor, pulls out

Artiste

Hollywood's Rules for Love

PRICE THEY PAY FOR FAME.
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Star

Brilliant

Story of th\s

particularly

It

amazing

town where everyone

right out and tells
visors, directors

Lew
is

in

continues
an amazing
that

Lew,

whispers, talks

what he thinks of super-

and such.
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Babes in the Woods, Claudia Dell and Evelyn Knapp
The Clown with the Laughing Heart, Joe E. Brown
England's Gift to the Movies, Dorothy Mackaill
A Flirtation for Two, Ronald Colman and Myrna Loy
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'

,

Returning in Triumph, Esther Ralston
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'
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'
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Fighting Irishman, Charles Bickford
Bad Man, Simply Perfect, Chester Morris
Paramount's Beautiful Blonde, Carole Lombard
Gentleman of Mexico, Ramon Novarro
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20
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'
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TT ISN'T YOUR AGE
i —IT'S

THAT COUNTS

WHAT YOU CAN

DO.

That's the provocative title that one of
our older stars uses on his story in next
month's issue. No, we won't tell you which
one.
But shoot ten cents on the tenth of
next month and see. You'll find the article
more than worth it.

Of course. Lots of them.
peach of a one with Ralph Forbes on his
come-back, for instance, and a grand talk
Also more rules for
with Grace Moore.
love from Hollywood, where they know
Interviews?

A

Plus also Jimmy Starr's YoungMan- About-HoUy wood; Mary Lee, writing

about love.
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NEW PHOTOGRAPHS!

Really

SILVER SCREEN.

quite the most thrilling ones we've run yet.

Copyright 1930.

news stands February

All in the

March Silvhr Screen, on
loth.

all

Movie

girls

have

make-up experts to
glorify them but by
reading the rules
below you can be-

come an
your

expert in

old

home

boudoir

ow
GOOD

make-up

is

By

often sup-

posed to be a secret.
It's no more a secret than a
good disposition is a secret. Both take
a little work but both are just dandy
things to have.
Last month, as I hope you'll remember, I told you how to select the right
colors for your most becoming cosmetics
and promised that this month I'd tell
you how to put them on. (If any of
you missed the first article just write
me and I'll advise you personally.)
Nothing, of course, so quickly turns
you from a plain, drab girl into a real
beauty as putting on make-up correctly.
To be just a little wonder you must
make a thorough study of your face

and contours.

Make-

to

Rouge, correctly placed,

can do more to change the shape of
your face than any plastic surgeon. If
your face is too broad or too full, apply
rouge high on your cheeks and shade

Mary

BEAUTY FOR
THE ASKING
Mary Lee

will be glad to

advise you on

problem

in

If

6

any beauty

— skin, hair, eyes,

the best colors to wear, the
little tricks of

personality.

Send her a stamped, addressed envelope, for personal replies. Miss Lee's
address is in care of
Silver Screen, 45 West
45th Street, New York.

^^^^^^^^^^

toward your nose.
your face is thin, place the rouge on your cheeks and
shade it away from your nose toward your ears, bur don't
let it touch the hollows in your face as it will only accentuate them.
If your face is too long apply rouge high on your
cheek bones and shade it upward toward your temples.
If you've got dimples put a tiny touch of rouge on them
and they will be more charming.
Don't rouge high cheek bones. Put a little color beneath them and their prominence will disappear.
If your face is oval simply apply the rouge at the spots
where your natural color comes.
it

Lee

^u^^^^

But whatever shape your face is,
always apply your rouge with an upward and outward motion shading it
carefully so that it doesn't leave sharp
outlines, for nothing is worse than that.

As

who

has studied lots of
the real secret of a good
make-up is to use a paste rouge under
your powder and a little dry rouge on
top of it. I have tried this method for
a long time and I've never had it fail
me yet. And it makes for a make-up
that doesn't vanish with the first dance.
I don't suppose I have to tell you to
make-up under hard bright lights for
evening and in sunlight for daytime
beauty.
That's just as imperative as
water to flowers. And also, do wrap a
clean, soft towel around your hair so
it won't get all powdery and so that
a girl

faces, to

me

see
your face without any
shadows or softness.
Start with your face absolutely clean.

you'll

If you're dry skinned rub in a little cold
cream so that the paste rouge will apply easily. Naturally, if you're oily skinned you wouldn't need to do this.
Then put on your paste rouge as I've told you above.
Next rouge your mouth and please be careful to see that
your lip rouge is one shade lighter not darker, than the
natural color of your lips.
If you've got a small mouth, rouge it to the corners.
If you have a thin mouth, accentuate the centers of your
upper and lower lips slightly. If your mouth is too large
make up the center of your lips only. Full lips should be
very lightly made up. But whatever you do don't make
your mouth look artificial. All \Continued on -page 55]
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in
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?
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modern

marriage or daring adventures in

W^kat

tke real
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attitude

sacred convention of marriage
frankly

one

and

girl's

fearlessly,

tke

?

triitli

atout

tkis

toward

tke

once

ILLICIT "

true-to- life

tells,

story

of

amazinA adventures in tke dangerous

featuring
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THIS
on one

real fan department
Love
side and Hisses on the other.
Write what you think about pictures
is

you've seen and players you've heard
and don't pull your punches. Three
prizes each month for letters not longer
than 200 words. $15 First Prize; $10
Second and $5 Third.

Winners

Prize

SECOND PRIZE

FIRST PRIZE
New

I

OFTEN

the over-burdened souls
live more in the shadow than in the light.

afford the harassed,

who
I

York City.
read of the temporary relief movies

have had similar experiences, but

speak of the "extension

I

wish to

work" of cheer that the

movies make possible through the movie-magazines.
I can see my favorite star in the theatre
perhaps once a month. But, thanks to the movie
magazines in general and Silver Screen in particular, I am able to have the face of that star before
me always and to learn facts of his life which
enable me to understand the depths of his acting.

—

On

those thirty other nights of the

find the almost hfe-size portrait of

my

month

I

star instills

the necessary courage and pervades my room
with the glamour and spiritual communion that
is every bit as important to life as food, clothes
and a dwelling.
Ph^lIis-Marie Arthur
in

me

THIRD PRIZE

St. Louis,

WHY

Mo.

upon making these
over, such as "The

the producers insist

old mystery thrillers
Gorilla" and "Phantom of the Opera", etc., I
certainly cannot understand. Pictures like these,
while popular when first produced, were certainly no super-specials and as the screen is a
medium which should advance, there is very
little reason for the dusting-off of such antiques.
The people of today want to see something inteUigent and artistically acted.
I realize that while
you possibly cannot have pictures such as "All
Quiet on the Western Front" every day, you may
at least see others which are not so insipid as

Up" and "Dangerous Nan McGrew."
So here's hoping that we will see more pictures
hke "Old English", "Anybody's Woman" and
"Manslaughter", the latter while being a remake
deserves the distinction because of its excellent
material and the superb acting.

M.

Brewer.

TALKIE PRAISE
Kansas City,
talkies

sonalities.

has been written and remarked by many
people that the talkies have pushed out those with
nothing but personahty. On the contrary!
or brilliant personahty is the prime
likable
It

A

requisite of a star.

True, they must have some acting talent or
tricks to perform, but they aren't all good ones.
Some sing some dance perhaps indifferently
well, but, whether good or indifferent, it's the
For injolly old personality that puts it over.
stance, if Maurice Chevalier didn't have the personahty he has, his voice alone would never carry
him to great heights. But, how everyone loves
to see him!

—

—

Ethel

HERE'S

Mo.

Pierce

HISS

FOR CLARA

Cranston, R. I.
ever said she was good?
V/hy, she's just like a big, wild, woolly thing
from Africa who thinks she's the most highly honored person that ever entered the movies. How
any one could fall in love with her is beyond me,
yet such things are accomplished.
Commy Shore

CLARA

8

BOW, who

Then there's that awfully
pickled Charles Ruggles. Clara

she patterns her

life after

Doris

L.

is

generally
his latest

And

of course

them

must not forget the

I

—Wally

arch-thief

He

decided that
"The Big House" was his oyster, and proceeded
More recently, he
to open it with great skill.
of

nearly

all

Beery.

swamped John

Gilbert in

"Way

for

a

with the help of that precious concertina,
which he was at such pains to keep dry in the
midst of the worst storm in movie history.
I'm for the picture stealers. Please don't anyone make them stars that would spoil everything!
G. Kenison
Sailor",

111.

I thank the stars for one great service
they render the little working girls of the
world who manipulate a typewriter for their
It isn't the
eighteen per week, or a little more?
romance and glamour alone that helps so much as
the splendid ideas of charm, refinement and
beauty which they convey. How much we can
learn from such lovable girls as Janet Gaynor,
Mary Brian, Anita Page and Joan Crawford.
Certainly any girl can be happy and have many

if

nice,

Bow

victim.

MAY

friends

—

—

'WISE GIRL
Springfield,

her favorites.
Per\inton

TO THE ELDERS
Montclair, N.

BEFORE

J.

me to say
that I'm not going to hand anybody the
grand-slam. Constructive criticism is one thing,
but downright ridicule and barbed epithets hurt
I

start this letter just allow

rather than help.
Don't think I have anything against the younger
set, because I haven't, and I realize there are a lot
of real actors and actresses among them, and
recognize them as t,uch. But I prefer those of the
old school.
I get more real satisfaction

and pleasure out of
seeing the suave and polished Clive Brook, playing opposite a finished artist like Ruth Chatterton,

TALKIE HISSES

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

is

Pen Argyle, Pa.

than anything

absolutely

"William Powell, dashing and handsome,
with a leading lady like Kay Francis.
Then there are the Barrymores, Fairbanks,
Costellos and Bennetts, all superlative exponents
of the art of motion pictures.
Taken as a whole, the favorites of years past
are still favorites, as the box-ofSce receipts show.
So, let's hear from any other of the fans who
And let us
feel as I do about the above stars.

right!

After you enjoy
some wonderful talkies, after all is said and done,
the talkie with its ready-made music cannot hold
a candle to the silent picture with its organ or
Bring

A

A

real en-

silent screen
Better acting and more charming per-

ever did.

There are
on the loose and they are
walking blithely away with pictures right under
the noses of some of the biggest stars. And before
I go any farther I must mention Marie Dressier as a
She came as near giving the
perfect example.
great Garbo a run for her money in "Anna
Christie" as anyone ever has or probably ever w"ilL
She bolstered up poor Rudy Vallee in his one
attempt at motion picture art.
for the picture stealers!

several grand ones

"Heads

Esther

have brought much more
THE
tertainment to the public than the

Newtonville, Mass.

HURRAH

back

the

silents!

orchestra in the pit.
What, I ask you, is more glorious than to see a
lovely romance unfold on the silent screen and at
the same time thrill to the wonderful music supplied by a hving orchestra right before your eyes.

That's recreation.

That's relaxation. That's

life!

J. WiisiO, Jr.,

else

I

know

of.

Or

hope that these and other stars of the old school

may continue

to shine brightly.

Lauren C. Rej

Silver Screen

MARY ASTOR
MARIAN NIXON

FRED KOHLER
JAMES RENNIE
Based upan the story "Adios**
by Lanivr

and Virginia
Screen Vers'

liartlett

Stivers Bartlett.

by Bradley Kin^

A FRANK LLOYD
the registered trademark

A FIRST NATIONAL
for

February 1931

of The Vitaphonc Corporation,

PRODUCTION
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IMAGINE THEM TOGETHER
IN ONE PICTURE! The most
amazing combination
famous

world

of

stars ever brought to the screenli

Lawrence

IBBETT
aad Grace

MCX)RE

N THE YEAR'S TOWERING TALKIE ACHIEVEMENT

NEW
ADOLPH MENJOU
and Roland Young
Every producer in motion

pic-

tures tried to get this prize stage
sensation, M'G-M brings it to
you with all the thrills that made
it

for

Broadway's wonder show
more than a year. Great stars

—
—
—

—

dramatic story
superb action
soul stirring love scenes
glorious voices. Don't miss it!
BooFc and Lyrics by OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN, 2nd, FRANK MANDEL and

LAURENCE SCHWAB.

SIQMUND ROMBERQ.
JACK CONWAY.

Music by
Directed by

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
"More

10

Stars

Than There Are

in.

Heaven''

Silver Screen

'

RUMOR
DAME
phoning

and all her little sisters have been
the folks that the Lawrence Tibbetts
aren't hitting it off in proper married fashion.
Lawrence sings a heavy song of denial and so does the
Mrs. ^but she's visiting Paris, and they do get divorces
in France.

—

*

*

*

OUELLA PARSONS

tells the best Garbo story of
seems they wanted to get new pictures of
Garbo on the M-G-M lot and their most diplomatic
press agent was assigned to the task.
"But," remonstrated Miss Garbo, "You already have
hundreds of pictures of me. Why should you want more?'
"Well," said the diplomatic press agent, "all of your
best pictures have been used by Paramount to exploit
Marlene Deitrich."
"All right," said Garbo, "I'll come."

T

all.

It

*

*

*

nrHREE

years ago Colleen Moore was sitting on the
top of the world. She had popularity, fame, adulation, and love.
Voted the most popular feminine star
by the exhibitors of the country, beloved by many friends,
happily married to a man she adored and who adored her.
Today, Colleen is ill in a sanitarium in Battle Creek,
Michigan. She is out of pictures, a victim of the microphone. A fickle public has turned thumbs down on her
gallant effort to "come back" via the stage. And John
McCormick, her recently divorced husband, whom,
rumor has it she still loves, has announced his imminent
marriage to another woman.

The world looks on and wonders.
Miss Moore married McCormick in 1923, when she
was first getting a foothold in pictures and when he was
just

for

branching from publicity

February 1931

into

managerial

fields.

They scaled the heights together, Colleen the actress,
McCormick the brilliant producer and executive.
They were pointed out as one of Hollywood's truly
congenial couples.

Gradually it became obvious that things were not
going so well in the Moore-McCormick menage. And
one morning a startled public learned that divorce papers
had been filed.
An ironical twist is that Mae Clarke, the future Mrs.
McCormick, stage and screen actress, usually portrays
the deserted wife in her films. In real life she recently
divorced Lew Brice, brother of Fannie, on grounds of
gambling and incompatibility.
*

*

*

VTOW

we know what makes romance on the screen!
Nothing but the seductive little cigarette, my dears.
Paramount has decreed that its up-and-coming young
hero, Freddie March, must eschew stogies in the future,
'^

in favor of the graceful substitute for a sweet.
according to Variety is romance that is Art!

—

OBERT
D
•-^

Z.

LEONARD,

That,

rotund, eminent, and highly

"The Divorcee", was stopped
the other day on the "lot" by Cecil De Mille.
De Mille handed him a faded program, discovered in
research for "The Squaw Man", which will be his next
successful director of

talkie.
It

scheduled the cast of a stock performance of "The
Stanley in the male lead. Way,
down, in a lost list of "Jim Carston's cowpunchers",

Squaw Man", with Forrest

way

was the name, "Robert Z. Leonard".
"Ah," commented the portly Mr. Leonard, "That
was in the days when horses didn't mind it when they
saw me coming."
[Corithtued on page 32]
in pica type,
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Two

Years

Ago

—Friend-

F enniless and
Unknown. Today a Star,
less,

Feted

and Adored. Here,

in His

Own

Words, Are

Revealed those Qualities
of

Courage and Stamina

that

have

Qone

into

Creating Hollywood's
most

Amazing Young
Actor

WAS

born

in

Minneapolis on December

28, 1908.

My

parents happened to be living there at the time with
my grandmother out on Thirty-fourth Street.
grandmother spoiled me, like all grandmothers
do, I guess.
She is quite an accomplished musician and
spent a lot of time trying to teach me to play the piano.
She succeeded in instilling a love of music and sense of

My

harmony

in me.

themselves,
to

The piano

even

We

then

I

felt

the need for expression of some sort.

—

have crises in our lives but the approach the
build-up to them, is so gradual that when we reach the
No matter what
the crisis it doesn't seem like one.
tragedy is impending, there are unimportant and irrelevant things going on, happening to you at the same
all

time, that rob the situation of

its

lessons

however, never came

much.

Somehow it's gotten about that
can play almost any musical instrument, but I can't.
I
learned to
strum a banjo and guitar well
enough to land jobs in orchestras
but I'd never cause Paderewski any
worry.
Yet this musical background is
what started me on a career and
kept me going when things were

their
case,

12

dreams were

not enough.
I didn't dare
anyone about

—

tell

my

ambition. My
nickname

1

in

those

days was "Fats"
because
my face
looked like a full

was born in Minneapolis with a face like a
moon and an intense desire, after my tenth
birthday, to be an actor

full

moon.
said

If
I
had
anything about

going into the

started to school there.
1 was bitten bv
the movie
all happened.
At the time,
1

bug! I can't tell you how it
reasons didn't matter, but as I look back

emotional
In my

climaxes.

was about eight years
parents were divorced.
There was no scandal of any sort
they just didn't get on.
The
court played mother a dirty trick
and awarded me to her.
Eventually she re-married. She
felt if she could get away from
Minneapolis and its painful memories her life would be happier. So
I

I

that's why I went
into pictures. Some
people are satisfied
simply to dream

I

we moved to San Diego and
Then, when was about ten,

possibly

should say in me.
At any rate, I think

pretty black.

When
my

or

us,

[

old

dramatic value.
But acting such
situations out fills
some inner need in

it

seems as though

polite

movies

I'd

have been "guyed

and kidded beyond

endurance.
Probably wishing
I had a half-brother and half-sister.
CO safeguard them from my baleful influence, mother and

Silver Screen

—

—

Life
as told to S.

my

stepfather shipped

when

was

I

me

R.

Mook

off to the University of

Arizona

There were a bunch
I got into the college orchestra.
of us in that orchestra who felt that school was more or
We wanted to see Life. We thirsted
less a waste of time.
for adventure. We were sick of doing the same old things.
Anyhow, we organour

ized

band,

left

own

moment our engagement

at the Plantation came to an end.
had nothing before us, so we disbanded.
I was right where movies are made.
I knew I wanted
But I didn't know how to go about it.
to get in them.
The thought of going up to a casting director and asking
for work sent cold chills through me.
I couldn't do it.
But I hung
around
Hollywood and
Los

We

sixteen.

little

and

school

drifted
down toward
the border.
Our first
engagement was in Mexico in a place called
Agua Prieta.
From there we drifted

Dear Kiss Waterbury.:
Just to OK the attached Installment of

"lly

Life" and to say that It is entirely accurate.

—

all

—

express my appreciation and thank you for the

—

sham
just

men who came
to

drink

—or

in came
gamble

The girls who
them were
there to get the men to
spend their money on

or love.

worked

in

—

—
—

drinks on gambling on love. The men were a hard lot
but the girls were harder.
I was seventeen and soon I hadn't an illusion left in the
world. Maybe that's been a good thing for me. If you
have ideals and lose them it causes heartache.
After a time the work petered out so we disbanded and I
went back to San Diego and my family. I worked around
there for awhile

—sometimes in orchestras,

sometimes at

other jobs. But at seventeen, with the experiences of a
man of thirty who has lived hard, I had outgrown the
boys I knew, though I didn't realize it. I only knew that
I didn't find them congenial any more.
Our viewpoint

and outlook on

life

was

different.

—

While I was still drifting working in one of the San
Diego hotels, Henry (Hank) Halstead and his orchestra
arrived to play a dinner engagement and a late engagement. To us in San Diego he was as important as Whiteman or Olson to some Eastern city. One night his banjoist got drunk and I filled in for him.
Halstead liked my
work and gave me the place regularly and I went to Los
Angeles with him.
We had an engagement at the Plantation. And it was
during the daytime of this engagement that we made, I
think, the first Vitaphone records of a jazz orchestra.
But Warner Brothers were so hard up at the time they
told us we'd have to wait for our money, and just at that

for

February

I

am

193

1

had

little

I

it.

about
and another
chap and I were living
together. We were both
I

fifty

—

—

knew about

best wishes and kindest regards,

no pretense
The
cold reality.

how

shows vou

perfectly swell "break" you're giving me,
V;ith

—

could and would introduce me around. That

Incidentally, this gives me a chance to

over the southwest
down to other border
towns Mexicali, Nogales, El Centre, Tia
Juana. You see life in
those places without
any of its trappings. No

Angeles trying to get
into another orchestra,
hoping in that way some
director would see me
or that I'd meet someone in pictures who

saved

dollars

out of work for three
or four months
and
we lived on that fifty
and what little he had.
My mother kept writing me to come home.
But I hung on, thinking of that seventy dollars coming from Warner Brothers for those Vitaphone
records and thinking, "I'll get something tomorrow sure."
Finally we were down to fifteen cents a day for the two
of us. We lived on apples and buns and things like that
things we could get a lot of for the money.
It sounds theatrical but it's a fact that the day we
hadn't a cent left I got my seventy bucks. We'd planned
long before I got it how long we could make it last, but
when we got our hands on it do you know what we did?
We blew it all in in two days. We ate until we couldn't
swallow, we had a couple of dates and a swell time generally.

had

my wreck

of a car from the time I had worked
I woke up the third morning and
realized I was broke again, with no more chance of getting
work than I'd had right along, I got so disgusted I got into
the car and drove home to San Diego.
I never should
I still

When

in the orchestra.

have done that.

When
give up.

I

got
If

there I realized how weak I'd been to
really set your heart on a thing I think

down

you

you should stick to your purpose at any and all costs.
I was never happy at home that time because always in
the back of my mind was the thought that I had no business being there
I should be in Los Angeles.
I had no trouble getting work in San Diego
it's my
home and I can always get work there. I played in the

—

—
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—

I am, second from the left in the
lower row of our barnstorming jazz band.
When we drifted into the cheap cafes of the
Mexican border towns, they called me Baby
Face. I let them talk. I was only seventeen but I hadn't an illusion left in the world

Here
orchestra in the Coronado and
U.S. Grant Hotels.

Then Hank Halstead reorganized his orchestra and phoned
me.
So I came back to Los
We
Angeles and joined him.
opened the Beverly Wilshire Hotel. But business was not
so hot and they decided, after a month or so, to dispense
with the music.
Hank got us booked in Detroit, playing the Addison
Hotel. What an engagement! Every night in the week
from 6:45 P. M. to 2:00 A. M. and not a night off. We
were there about four months and the only night we had
off during that entire time was the night before we left.
That engagement decided me more firmly than ever. I
wanted to go into pictures and get out of orchestra work.

HAD

been getting $120 a week in Detroit and I had
saved three or four hundred. I came back to Los Angeles
with a definite plan in my mind. I got a job with Ray
West's orchestra at El Patio. Then I spent every cent of
my savings on clothes. I wanted a wardrobe. Well, I
got it.
The mornings were spent in canvassing the studios, the
nights in playing in the orchestra.
The job lasted a month and then the band broke up.
West wanted me to go on another job with him out
I had saved up a little more
of town but I wouldn't.
money and it seemed to me it was then or never that I
was to break into the movies.
I was determined to make my money last as long as
possible and got a room with a private family. By that
time I had become fairly well-known around Los Angeles
and had a lot of jobs offered me to play in bands.
Isn't it funny? A year before I had almost starved to
death trying to get work in orchestras and had put the
movies in the back of my mind. Then, when I decided to
let the orchestras go and concentrate on crashing the
movies I had a lot of jobs offered me, playing. That's
the wav it goes, I guess.
l^inally, I goaded myself to the point of going around to
I just went and looked on for several
the casting offices.
days to see how they went about it. Beyond a few musicians I didn't know a soul in Hollywood. Not a person in

T

—

—

The
X4

Story of a

Modern Boy

—

to put me wise
not
even an extra.
found applicants always
I
went into the outer office and

pictures

wrote on

a

little

card:

"Mr.

So-and-So to see Mr. Blank."
The first studio I went to was Paramount. I got into
Mr. Datig's office after a time. He was the casting director. He was very nice and told me I'd be good in pictures
and they would give me a test. I went out with my head
As far as I was concerned the battle was
in the clouds.

was

over. I

My

as

good as
was

in pictures.

to sit back and wait for the call
going fast, so I went
around to several other studios. The casting directors
were all very nice and told me I ought to be good in pictures, but none of those studios were doing much so they
didn't hold out much hope for a test at the time.
The family I was living with didn't charge me much for

inclination

my

for

test

but

my money was

my room and board and when my money
it

mount up with

ran out they let
the understanding that I'd pay them

soon as I got work.
All during the time I was trying to break into pictures
from the time I left Ray West's orchestra for almost a
I used to go to
year, even after I finally got a contract
bed every night at ten o'clock. And during that entire
year I never had a single date. I felt I must have plenty
of sleep so I'd look my best in the morning when I started
making the rounds of the casting offices.
I even cut out drinking coffee and tea and wouldn't touch
anything stronger than milk or water. It seems silly now,
but I have never been so much in earnest about anything
in my life as I was about getting into the movies and nothing was too small nor too irrelevant for me to consider its
as

—

bearing on

my

future.

T FELT I ought to have exercise to keep fit. But I couldn't
^ play tennis or golf because I had no money.
So every
afternoon about five o'clock I'd go over to Fairfax High
School and run around the track for a mile or so. All that

was the effort.
One afternoon when

cost

things were about as black as they
wandered into the Roosevelt Hotel. They were
[Continued on page 60]
having their Saturday tea dance
get

I

Who Won Success in the World's Most Magic City
SilverScreen

—

—

'

"

esurrection
of

LUPE
One

Awakened
Little
to

Lupe, reel one. Note her
calm beauty

Has

Qreat Role
the

Mexican

Her

Own

Wild
Qirl

Qenius

Lupe,

later,

with beauty

replaced by emotion

By
the hoyden!
the clown!
Lupe, the laughing,
the seductive, the enticing!
The Lupe Velez of other days, strumming a ukelele in
Charlie Chase comedies.
Charming Lupe, who captivated Doug Fairbanks and a
million others with her antics in "The Gaucho".
This was the Lupe Velez I expected to see when I wandered onto Stage 19 at Universal City to see the bassovoiced, dynamic Edwin Carewe run her through a complete assortment of emotions in "Resurrection", to him
the play of plays.
What, I reasoned, could have made Carewe, one of the
most astute of all directors, choose the temperamental,
clowning, uncontrolled and uncontrollable little Lupe
for one of the greatest and most trying of all dramatic
parts?

How

could the wild little Mexican, with her Mexican
accent and her Latin mannerisms, handle such a role?
I found Carewe pleading with Lupe on the darkened
stage. I lounged back in the shadows and they were unaware of my presence.

"Now, Lupe
you can

rest

once more. Once
—was Carewe's
plea.
just

more, and then

"

—

February 1931

.f.
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more

—

*

And then Lupe,

the former

hoyden of the screen, in the deep, hoarse contralto of the
woman whose life she lives, repeated her lines
"Give me music I want to dance I want to forget
There was a catch in the voice. I studied the small,
strained face.
Lupe Velez was crying! Tears streamed
down her cheeks. She was unmindful of them. She
went to her director.
"I know now, Eddie. I can do it. I tvill do it."
An hour later, seizing a few moments of precious rest,
she said to me:
"I don't care whether or not I end up in a sanitarium,
as long as I can make good in this part. I don't care if it
kills me."
Her voice told the story of nights and days of tremen-

—

—

—

dous physical and mental exertion.
"What's happened to you?" I asked. "I thought I was
going to see a comic and here you are, crying your eyes
out, as if you were attending a funeral.
You're not the
old Lupe."

"Have you

read 'Resurrection'?" she countered.

nodded an affirmative.
"Well, if you were a woman, you'd understand better.
The truth is that I can't think of Katusha Maslova without crying. I used to have to force myself to cry when
the occasion demanded.
Now, I picture Maslova and
I

There was a tremendous kick there in the dim light
watching the gray-haired director, who has memorized
the immortal part of Katusha Maslova who has lived
in his mind the life of the peasant girl who gave herself
to a prince, who became a woman of the streets and who
finally said farewell to her lover and marched into Siberia,
a broken woman.
There also was a thrill in watching the gray-faced
Lupe Velez as this Maslova, a scar across her cheek,
cotton stockings on her legs, ragged slippers on her feet
and the gray, shoddy cloak from a Russian prison hiding
the contours of her slim, young body.

for

Here was not the Lupe I knew!
..Qj^^g ^^^^^ Lupe— just once

U
Edward v>
Churchill
a u r ^L U

E»E,Lupe,

that's all

I

need.
cared for any part I've had before.

"Fve never

Not

even that wild one I played with Doug Fairbanks in 'The
Gaucho'. Those other parts were easy.
They didn't
affect me.
I was myself.
Now, Fm Maslova. I'm suffering terrific agony.
I've been hurting inside for weeks.
And yet, with all the hurt, I love what I'm doing."
She smiled wistfully.
[Continued on page 59]
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Hollywood's
Joan Crawford"^
The Bride
Woman

Does Every

Yearn

for

Romance?

Joan Crawford Expresses the

Eternal Feminine

Wish and

Women

Tells

Love

in

What

Men

and being tender.
The understanding man may
sympathize with your little trials. He knows what
you face, but how much more it means if a little
It
tenderness is mixed with that understanding.
gives you courage to go on when you think you are
at the breaking point.
"Women need more tenderness today than ever
before.
A generation ago they were so busy with
the things that went to make their every-day life.
large families. They cooked and washed
and sewed. "They wanted tenderness, of course, but
they were too busy really to yearn for it. Today
women have more time. They are more independent
Now
of the things that tied them to the hom^e.
they need those little attentions if the happiest
relations between a man and woman are to continue through the years.
"When we were in school we learned that cleanliPerhaps as a child I
ness was next to godliness.
doubted it, but now I know that it is true. In a
man cleanliness is a greater quality than any physical
beauty or charm he may possess. A woman admires
the well-groomed man. He doesn't have to be manicured
every day and he doesn't have to be fussy about his
clothes, but he should always be neat. The linen should
be spotless and the scarf tied carefully. The English men
know how to achieve that the effect of being carelessly

They had

.

'IRST of
a

p:

all

woman

and above everything

else in the

world,

Without that
woman may pity the weak-

loves manliness in a man.

there cannot be love. A
She may even believe she loves him, but deep down
in her heart she knows that pity is a poor relation to love.
"I don't think that I am a clinging vine. I have had
to make my own way in the world, but I like to feel that
I want him to be
a man can take care of me if necessary.
I want him
a bulwark of strength if the occasion arises.
to be strong, but tender; brave but gentle.
"Tenderness is a wonderful quality in a man. There's

ling.

such a lot of difference between just being understanding

16

—

well-groomed.
"I know that a woman who is not careful about her
own appearance cannot expect neatness in a man. But a
woman who keeps

powder
nose
[Cont.

is

her
on
not likely

on

page 56]

By

M

a r

q u

1

s

Rules

Love

for

Gary Cooper^
T/ie Bachelor
Do

head.

the Qualities

Men

Intelligence

Love Vary

Deeply from those

for that matter.

Women

a

I can
excuse the upstage air in

Adore?

Qary Cooper

woman more

thinks

I

anyone.

Learn

quality

viewpoint on what a

looks for in a woman has
changed to some extent during the
years I have been in pictures. I think,
instead, of the qualities I admire in

man

women who make

their living

admirable in

a

by acting

woman who makes

neatness

is

anything

Bn

U

else.

mixed

in.

A

humor.

lot of pitfalls will

be avoided.
A sense of humor
helps to keep your feet on the
ground and your head out of the

more important

matter how
slovenly a man may be in his appearance,
She
he expects a woman to be neat.
doesn't have to be dressed in the height
of fashion or spend a fortune on her clothes, but he does
expect an air of smartness. The woman who never forgets
that doesn't run much risk of losing her man.
"Sometimes I think it is impossible for anyone to keep
a sane, normal viewpoint in the
motion picture business.
For
x}sx2.x. reason, all the more, I adc 1^ \r
U. o
mire a woman who has a level
y

than

lot

has a priceless gift
I've heard
many times that this quality is
rare in a woman. I don't believe
A sense of humor can be femit.
inine as well as masculine.
Any
friendship or romance will last
twice as long if a little humor is

her living by stenography, or a girl who
There are certain
doesn't work at all.
things that every man looks for in a

woman.
"To me,

in

a

"A woman

in a sense of

But, at that, the finest
for the films.
qualities in a successful actress would be
just as

have

of respect for the woman
doesn't lose sight
of true values and who
takes all the adulation
and fame with a grain of salt.
"I love intelligence in a woman.
I have always hated the ga-ga
girls.
They're a pain in the neck
for me. Once or twice I have encountered sweetness so genuine
and real in a woman that I've
never thought that she was no
mental giant. There are girls who
don't exactly scintillate, and yet
they aren't ga-ga.

Women and
Love from Him

my

I

who

about

PERHAPS

readily

can in a man.
You expect a man to be
stronger, but it is a dis-

than

agreeable

they Do,

is

mighty important in
Hollywood.
It comes
in pretty handy no matter where you are living,

No

clouds.

"Every man looks

for

certain womanly qualities in a woman.
He
wants her to be a home-

maker,
they're
live in a

even if
married

after

they

one-room apart-

1
their meals at the corner delicatessen.
admire the domestic side of a woman and I don't believe
1
I have ever known a woman who didn't possess it.
have known girls who have worked \Co)itinucd on page 56]

ment and take
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Jimmy
Starr

-Hollywood

H

OWDY,

folks

—well,

make-believe.
believe

here we are in the land of
In fact, everybody's on the make

—

me.

I don't like to talk about the office force, but Harriet
Parsons, who writes interviews and things for this magazine, has been galloping around places withEdward Woods,
handsome juvenile of the screen.

The star of a big studio went to a hospital and the
publicity director announced that the visit was for an
appendicitis operation.
Folks remembered it was her third this year.
The press agent isn't with us any more.

Re-vamping an old gag.
Like Grant (Withers) took Loretta (Young).
I

see

by the

city papers that Alice

Brady had her leg

in

a cast.
Ye gods, another leg show'.

One actor in Hollywood gave all the film critics cigarette
lighters for Christmas.
They were filled with anti-knock gasoline.

A young society matron got a big laugh at a dinner
party in Hollywood the other night.
She said quite seriously to her butler:
"James, dear, please pass the potatoes."

Oh,

Heavens!

Maybe I'm

an Edison or a Marconi,

knows?
At least, I've turned inventor.
I've found a great saving for motion picture

who

—

girls
blushes numerous!
Robert Montgomery's dressing room at
the color motif of Nile Green.
Don t you turn something or other ivith envyl

M-G-M

has

studios.

Option paint!

This option paint is to be used for printing names on
It automatically disappears after six
doors in studios.
months, thus saving the cost of a man to remove the names
of players, directors and writers who are no longer with
the studio.
Official report:

All bets have been paid off by the losers who wagered
that Clara Bow would marry Harry Richman.

18

Zion Myers and Jules White, directors of the dog comewere forced to stop production the other day.

dies,

Their star had the mange!

Hollywood isn't a sleepy town, but forty winks from an
extra girl to a studio boss are apt to make her a star over
night.

shes on
Two
most promising

skis, or a luscious pair of Warner Bros.'
starlets.
The blonde beautiful is

Claudia Dell, a graduate of Dr. Ziegfeld's Academy nowglorifying "Fifty Million Frenchmen." Her girl friend is
Evelyn Knapp, one of the sweet things that make "Mothers Cry."
Why are these babes in the woods? Just

hunting a cameraman

ALEXANDER

A DARK

haired boy and a blonde Myrna Loy, or, in
other words, Ronald Colman in "Devil to Pay"
and the lissome Miss Loy in a blonde wig, both flirting
for dear life and Samuel Goldwyn. And everything goea
just dandy until Loretta Young walks into the picture!

i

|

,

|

J

MlTRREl.L

"PORGIVE us but we can't help saying that this is our
idea of a perfect Page. Anita doesn't really have to
create a racket to make the world stop and listen not
so long as she shows such pretty ah- drumsticks
as revealed here.
Her next picture?
"Reducing"

—

—

IIUKRELL

SHE

has the quality no other screen
blonde possesses, this Hyams girl; a
quality of poise, character and good breeding. Leila again plays opposite John Gilbert
in "Gentleman's Fate," Jack being the
gentleman and I^ila, the fatality

I

—

!

A Bad Girl Makes Good
Hitherto Unrevealed Facts

Devastating

the

Who

volcanic
looks
SHE
Etna during an eruption.

as

as

calm

as

Kay Franas

By

a Siren and

Radie Harris

Becoming Better and Better

Is

is

as

Started

as a lake

on

and denims then as she does in her
silks and satins now.

Mt.

And

After almost two years of hapthere was a rift in the
Kay sailed for
marital lute.
Europe and a divorce. She spent
the next few months exploring
England, France, Holland and
Belgium. Few of Kay's friends
know that she was entertained

a clear

piness,

day.

She looks like a brunette Peggy
And doesn't even own a

Joyce.

diamond

bracelet.

She looks like the daughter of a
thousand earls. And was born in

Oklahoma City.
Her name is Kay Francis.
It was during the first talkie boom
that Kay took the trek west to find
gold in them thar microphones.
She's

Hollywood's

been

by

interviewer has ever heard the
story. It is part of Kay's modesty
that she doesn't like to publicize
anything that might be associated
with 'putting on the dog" It was
just by mere chance that I happened to hear about the time she

ultimate

'

Men swoon when
room and women sidle

.

she enters a
To Kay,
close to learn the recipe.
Life has always
it is no novelty.

dined with Queen Wilhemina in
the Royal Palace at The Hague and
when she found herself confronted
with the problem of deciding
which knives and forks to use out
of the vast array at her plate, she
solved it by asking the Queen

been like that!

Long before she ever dreamed of
becoming a "moom pitcher" star,
Kay, without lifting a single eyebrow or exposing a bare knee,
vamped more men than Theda Bara

herself!

"kiss-me-my-fool" hey-dey.
Kay, herself, has never been too
But when she does
susceptible.

in her

it

a

isn't

plunge— it's

Returning home to America,
Kay encountered a very bad crossing. One night during a particu-

a

heavy storm she remained
up on deck. Leaning against the
larly

nose-dive

Her

first

"heart" was the young

rail,

name she now
lights— Dwight
emblazons
She met him shortly after
Francis.

man whose

last

sea

in electric

she had graduated from Miss Fuller's
School at Ossining. It was a case of
love at first sight that culminated in
a large wedding at the very swanky

Thomas' Church in New York.
Although he was heir to the

St.

Francis millions,

all his

rich relatives

were very much alive, so Dwight
took his bride to Pittsfield, Massachusetts, where realtors told him
that two could live as cheaply as

Kay went domestic in a Big
Way and so help my Aunt Sophrosia,
loved it! She did all her own house-

one.

—

including the cooking and
laundry and the residents of Pittsfield will vouch for the fact that she
looked as beautiful in her ginghams

work

—

crowned heads everywhere.

No

gasp ever since.

"fall",

About

Married and
divorced

beshe was
twenty, wise in
ways of
t he
the world, Kay
created a new
type,
screen
the delightful

fore

sophisticate

looking out

at the

below and the

fathomless

limitless

sky

above, she suddenly felt free
indomitable, self-confident. Then
and there she decided to become
an actress. Ten days later she was
playing on Broadway in the modern clothes version of "Hamlet".
True, she had often thought
about going on the stage before,
but her mother, Katherine Clinton, a former vaudeville and
repertory player, had been so
strenuous in her objections that
she had turned to other vocations
instead secretarial and modelling
being included among the list.
Kay loves to tell the story of her
She regaled
first day as a model.
me with it when I lunched with

—

her

\Co7itinued on page 57]
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"

If I

Had

M

y

Does Fame, Fortune, or Love Loom
Largest as One Looks Back? The
Things Norma Talmadge Wishes

—and

for Will Surprise You
Reveal a New Norma to

had

my life to live
women as they

—

over again
All
leave the twenties think that
thought. Perhaps all men think it, too. I'm not
sure about them but I am sure about the women.
With a sigh they say it "if I had my life to live over
again." And there's usually a touch of sadness about it.
But it has seemed to me there was one group of women
who ought never to have that thought have it with any
regret, I mean. Those women are, of course, the stars of
Hollywood. They get so much out of life. It doesn't
seem as though they could recall any way of living by
which they could get more.
Take Norma Talmadge. Norma has had beauty, wealth,
fame, a career, adulation from both the public and the
critics, a long and successful marriage, a charming life.
I
have known Norma for years, ever since her
earliest days in Brooklyn when she was just a struggling
actress trying to get along. I've watched her throughout
her career. I've been with her when mobs stopped the
Yet never
traffic in the streets to catch a glimpse of her.
once have I seen her put on the tall millinery.
Recently she has returned from Europe and a long, leisurely holiday and while she dallied in New York I went
I

IF

—

—

up to
It

call

was

on

her.
tea-time.

against the

28

window

Outside a rainy twilight pressed
Far below on Madison Ave-

panes.

You

nue a tangle of motors slithered on the shiny, black pavement, their golden lights blobs in the mist, their bass and
treble horns sounding warnings and protestations.
Inside, it was all perfume and luxury. A maid moved
quietly about the hotel drawing-room, filling dishes
with pistachio nuts, bonbons and cheese crackers, arrangNorma 's friends
ing deep red roses in a silver bowl.
know they are welcome around six, in that interlude between the activities of the day and the pleasures of the
Which means trailing ivory satin and lace
evening.
gowns, such as Norma was wearing.
"If I had my life to live over again. ..."
Norma turned the slender stem of her glass between
her fingers. It caught the glow from a lamp and the wine
in the fragile bowl became alive with little golden darts.
"Hadn't I better say what I hope I would do? I mean,
doesn't Fate always upset your calculations? Looking
back I'm sure of it. I'm probably a Fatalist. That's why
That's why
I'm so impressed with certain incidents.

them so.
"Take my meeting with my husband. I'd been working ve,ry hard for months and had begun to feel it. It was
my director who suggested I run down to Long Beach for
I'd never been to Long Beach and never
a week-end.
would have thought of going there. But at his suggestion I proceeded to pack my bags. Joe Schenck was at the
I

stress

Silver Screen

—

Life
same

hotel.

Mutual

to

..."

shrugged. "You
can dismiss such things as

purely coincidental,

givts the

.

.

answer

to

Every Woman^s Question

of course, but I'm not so

am

ver

Norma Talmadge

Norma

sure

O

friends

introduced us one evening
at dinner.

Live

in an interview with

want diamonds enough to
go after them even if the
ground on the further side
of a stream glittered with
their light. And if by some
chance they were given a
handful of them, I doubt
that they would do more

.

was

unmistakable sincerity and earnestness in her voice when she

There

Adel

W^hitely

spoke.
"If I had my life to live over again," she went on.
"I hope I would do only those things I really wanted to do,
All of
utterly regardless of tvhat the ivorld thought about them.
us grow up accepting certain things as desirable. Therefore we take it for granted that we want those things.
With it all to do over again I would like really to make up
my mind what I wanted to do, where I wanted to go, what
possessions I honestly desired.
"By way of example," Norma continued, "when a
The idea of
girl and boy become engaged there's a ring.
It's sentiIt's symbolic.
the ring itself is beautiful.
mental. It's grand. But the world expects that ring to
be a diamond. Therefore, just about nine hundred and
ninety-nine girls out of one thousand if not the entire
thousand think they want a diamond ring. They would
And the nine hundred
feel badly if they didn't get it.
and ninety-nine boys engaged to those girls arrange for
that diamond one way or another.
"But if those same people never had seen nor heard of
diamonds I doubt that more than ten of those girls would

—

than say 'Aren't they bright
and pretty' and then throw
them down the way we do
with a handful of seashells.
"A few, of course, might really be attracted enough to
but
the fiery sparkle to go after them and keep them
only a few
"No wonder the lords of industry wax rich on us. We
think we want the kind of house our friends think is a
Twelve months after we have
right kind of house.
bought a car we decide we must have another car, green
instead of blue, with a stork instead of an eagle for a
radiator cap, upholstered in beige instead of pearl gray
"Sometimes we really do become aware of our stupidity
for a fleeting minute. Then we murmur something about
the engine of the car beginning to need overhauling and
But
insist it is economy in the long run to turn it in.
honestly, it's because we want the latest thing, that thing
the world stamps ivith its unqualified approval, that we turn

Fletcher

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in the old bus.

order to earn

Certainly we make slaves of ourselves
money enough to live this way.

same thing

at the

in

do the same thing and to
like a lot of blind
same time
.

.

.

[Continued on page 64]

she had her life to live over again, Norma would spend more cvoninfts like
recent one in Paris, at luxurious dinners amid laughinfi friends.
Grouped around Norma you'll see Gilbert Roland, Rosie Dolly and Natalie
Talmadge Keaton with her husband, Buster Keaton
this

February 1931

.

"We spend our lives running to
get the
sheep.

If

for

.
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Antique and Modern "IT", Venus and Clara Bow

Sue

Carol,

pocket

Loretta Young swims and dances
to maintain her slender form

a

Venus

HOLLYWOOD
1/

Ancient Venus

Came to Hollywood
She Wouldnt Be
So Chesty— and the
Qirls

Would Teach

Her a
to
Perfect face, perfect form,
perfect girl, Joan Crawford,
within quarter of an inch
of Venus' measurements

30

New Weigh

Figure

—How

ANY

girl of today would shoot you
on sight if you suggested that her
X V. lines and curves approached those of
the Venus de Milo. Yet Venus was some gal
in her day. She was a big girl but for many
and many a century her classic measurements
were the answer to a lover's prayer. As recently as a decade ago the highest compliment you could pay a woman was to tell her
that she could double for the Venus de Milo.
But heaven help the cavalier who utters those
benighted words today!
For the last few years have worked havoc
with classic standards of pulchritude. When
the boyish form came in Venus went out.
And although 1930 with its lengthened skirts
and trailing fashions in women's dress
brought a hue and cry of "back to femi-

t-X

ninity", the slim boyish figure still holds
sway. True, curves are no longer a disgrace
but they are not the fulsome curves of the
good old days.
Hollywood has had much to do with this
altered standard of beautv. Notwithstanding
the new qualifications for stardom since the
talkies, the public still demands that its
feminine stars have lovely figures and look

—
to

Eat and Be Slim

Silver Screen

—

Dorothy Mackaill is a bit
the Greek ideal

taller

than

Marilyn

Miller's legs
entitle her to glory

Connie Bennett, within
a half inch of

but

Venus,

weighing

Venus

only ninetyeight

By
well in their clothes. The Joan Crawfords,
Carrolls and Constance Bennetts are
the Venuses of today. And the methods that
these girls use to keep their figures are ardu-

H

a r r

e

t

o n

s

i

Nancy

P

a r s

ously pursued by women everywhere from
Medicine Hat to 42nd Street, New York.
Sisters under the skin are all that the phrase implies, in this day
and time. Movies have made the whole world kin, and the cinema
lady and Judy O'Grady take the same setting-up exercises and use
the same diet menus.
Would you like to know the measurements of the new Venus
the Hollywood Venus? Your correspondent scoured the studios and
selected a. representative list of thirty-six well-known film players
in order to get these statistics for you. These were the girls I chose:
Claudia Dell, Sue Carol, Loretta Young, Marilyn Miller, Ann Harding, Joan Crawford, Sharon Lynn, Norma Shearer, Leila Hyams,
Marlene Dietrich, Jean Arthur, Kay Francis, Evelyn Knapp, Dorothy
Lee, Dorothy Mackaill, Lola Lane, Constance Bennett, Janet Gaynor,
Dixie Lee, Greta Garbo, Anita Page, Frances Dee, Carole
Lombard, Mary Brian, Bebe Daniels, Rita LaRoy, Lila Lee,
arguerite
Evelyn Brent, Helen Twelvetrees, Marguerite Churchill,
Churchill,
a
Joyce Compton, Marion Davies, Fay Wray, June Collyer,

M

Carroll, Clara Bow. Important girls, beautiful girls,
of them. And after enough mathematics to wear out
Einstein came to this conclusion: The perfect Hollywood
figure of today, deduced by averaging the measurements of
[Continued on page 62]
these thirty-six players, is as follows

Nancy
all

:
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tall

Venus,

five

and a half,
one hundred
n n e t e e n
pounds

six

i

More Movie
[

Here's

little Dorothy Lee of
with her brand new (and
first and only) husband, Jimmie
Fidler.
Jimmie was Dorothy's
press agent

Just proving a comedian can have her heart throb
moments, Polly Moran poses with her young son,
John Moran. John goes to military school and is
he proud of his mother? Gee, whiskers, you can

RKO

bet your movie tickets he

'jpHERE'S a Czarina of the movies now!
On November 27, Will Hays, supreme arbiter
motion picture industry, was married to Mrs.
Herron Stutesman,

widow

of the
Jessie

of the former United States

Minister to Bolivia.

The ceremony took

place at the

home

of the bride's
brother in Edgemore, Md., and was marked by simplicity
and quiet. The guests were limited to members of the

immediate

families.

This is Hays' second marriage, too. He was granted
a divorce from Helen Thomas Hays in June, 1929, on
charges of incompatibility and was granted custody of
William Hays, Jr., at that time.

TTNITED ARTISTS,

battling with Fox-West Coast in
break the latter's "theatre monopoly"
on the West Coast, has announced its intention of building its own chain of theatres.
Under direction of Joseph M. Schenck, head of the project. United Artists will construct twenty-five theatres
up and down the coast at an approximate cost of $150,000

an

effort to

each.
In his defy, hurled into the faces of Fox executives,
Schenck is said to have announced that "United Artists
would show their pictures all over the country if they
had to run them in tents."

To which Winnie Sheehan
see a tent

cerned way.
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genially replied, "I'd like to

wired for sound."

Continued

And went on

his uncon-

is!

"K/fETRO'S bad boy, Charles Bickford, has rebelled once
too often. He and the company that gave him his
big chance have come to a parting of the ways, by mutual
agreement.

Ever since Cecil De Mille picked Bickford, then unto motion picture audiences, and gave him the
lead in "Dynamite", Charlie has been one of the most
discontented, disgruntled souls in Hollywood.
He is a
good actor, but not quite as good as he seems to think
he is.
His last role, that of the hero of "The Passion Flower",
pleased him not at all, and he was loud in his complaints.

known

Result, the severence of his contract.

At

last the loug-ex-pected

Tom Mix

divorce is

an

actuality!

Victoria filed divorce papers on Decenjber 12, thus
numerous rutnors that have been current for

settling the

the past several years.

UOPE HAMPTON,

ex-film star, who turned to opera,
recently visited Honolulu and upon arriving at the
island resort found that she could not bring her pet Pom,
Pouzy, ashore.
Her personal maid had to stay aboard with the hound
while Hope saw the sights,
Pouzy was so mad he almost bit the captain not to
mention how the maid felt!
,

—

Silver Screen

—
J

.

Town

Topics

from page 11]

Remember

Mrs. Fairbanks looks with amazement at Mr. D. Fairbanks at her right and Mr. Edward Everett Horton all
dressed up in their Sunday clothes. Mary is spending
most of her time in pajamas before the "Kiki camera
but did you ever see her looking younger and lovelier?

by

at last Gloria's gone and done it!
WoJf!" on the
After numerous cries of "Wolf!
divorce subject, she finally filed papers against Henri,
the Marquis de la Falaise de la Coudray, and on November
6 received her interlocutory decree.

^

The

Little

Hollywood Bird

of

Gossip

re-ports

that

Kex Lease, recently the hubby of Charlotte Merriam, is
Whoopee'
all hot and bothered over Eleanor Hunt, of
'

'

'

best news in years is that Thomas Meighan, beloved veteran of the films, is coming back to his fans.
He has been signed by Fox for one of the leading roles
in "Young Sinners", which goes into production soon.
He will play an Irish prize-fighter-trainer— a roughneck
who makes men of rich mens' sons. Won't that be grand?
And he has also agreed to play in one of Janet Gaynor's
forthcoming films, the title to be selected later.

talkies, Virginia wisely sailed

abroad, and here she is returning
with a grand English accent

'

"Vy/ELL,

Virginia Lee Corbin ?

Her career tepiporarily halted

QPEAKING

of Pola Negri, a loaf of bread and jug of
wine might have been enough for Omar, bur it takes a
chateau in France and a movie theatre to please her.
The one-time flaming torch of the cinema was planning
to spend the remainder of the winter in Southern France,
and was having her troubles in locating a villa.
Finally, however, her search seemed almost ended
she found a simple little thirty-room house which looked
as if it would fill her needs.
But, "Voila!" there was no motion picture theatre in
the vicinity! LaNegri continued her search.

""THE

Sally O'Neil filed a voh/ntary bankruptcy petition,
listing $4'i,S20 in bills as liabilities.

W

ell, when movie folk get in debt, they get in debt in
a big way.

*

r~!lLORIA

SWANSON

celebrity to
bonds recently.

A RT

and Pola Negri are on the up-and-up again.
After several years devoted more or less to domesticity and Prince Serge Mdivani, during which time there
were countless reports of a rift. La Negri has at last taken
the definite step and has won her freedom.
In leaving the court, Pola announced: "I am glad at
the prospect of being free again and able to ^resume my
former life devoting myself solely to my Art."
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gain

*

*

wasn't the only motion picture
her freedom from matrimonial

Two

other couples proved successfuUv to the judgeth.it
in the door, love flew out the window.
Walter Catlett, film comedian, was divorced by Zanetta
W. Catlett on charges of neglect, intoxication, crueltv,
and associating with other women.
And Mrs. Alice Glazer was granted a divorce from
Benjamin Glazer, senario writer, on chargfs of mental

when money came

cruelty.

[Continued on page 52
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Qhicken,
Southern S^yle
Being the Delectable

Dorothy Jordan

of

Dixie

John Byron

By

much
THERE'S
about Dorothy

Southern charm but no Southern languor
Jordan. She's about as listless as Douglas
Fairbanks.
Please don't misunderstand.
She doesn't chin
herself on chandeliers and she wouldn't dream of jumping over a
grand piano. She's a Southern lady for a' that, suh, but she has
all the liveliness of a more frigid clime.
This diminutive beauty is a native of Clarksville, Tennessee.
She isn't a bit hurt if you look vague when she mentions her home
town. However, with a note of pride, she will explain that
Clarksville isn't a village at all. Why, it has 12,000 people. She
can even find it on the map if you've got a map around handy.
And the city, yes CITY, is very conservative. People who moved
there twenty years ago are still looked upon as newcomers. Although she doesn't say so, you know that the best people sort
of hold off on these new arrivals, just waiting until they have been
around a couple more decades.
"I still feel like a newcomer in Hollywood," she laughed. "You
see, I have only been here for two years."
Imagine! In Southern California you're an old settler after the
In two years you're a native son or daughter and can
first year.
speak with authority on all the new real estate developments.
At twenty Dorothy is regarded as one of the most promising
starlets on the M-G-M lot. In the printed biographies which the
studio publicity departments issue as a handy guide to hard-working interviewers she is described as "the epitome of the American
girl at her sweetest and best." Those are strong words, but maybe
they're right.

Who are we to contradict?

Dorothy has been leading lady to Ramon Novarro in "Devil
May Care", "In Gay Madrid" and "Call of the Flesh". That
means that Ramon likes to have her around, giving just the right
note of delectable femininity to his pictures. She has just finished
the ingenue role in "Min and Bill" with Marie Dressier.
There

more nice roles bobbing up with surprising regularity.
But back to Clarksville and magnolia blossoms, and shady

are

tall, snowy pillars.
Maybe Clarksville doesn't
of these things but they're the correct properties for
below the Mason and Dixon line. Ask any
song-writer.
Dorothy, however, had no inDorothy Jordan's
tention of spending the rest of her life in that
the demure love, natmosphere. She saw her name in electric
terest of M-G-M s
j-j
r
tj
j
tu
-i
uBroadvvay.
The rfamilv
didn t think
^'S^\^
best films now, but
much
or
her
ambition
at
first, but she kept
jisfgjj
once
she

verandas with

have

all

•

was

a

Broadway

chorus

girl!

i

insisting.

"They

finally

had

[Continued on fage 63]

Silver Screen

s uccess
and
Charles
Farrell
Four Years of Fame Have

Changed a Laughing Boy

A Hollywood

hero, Charlie's
at
heart.
Bachelor of arts,
he keeps his own counsel.
People may guess at a lost
romance in his life but
Charlie will never tell them

a real

Into a Serious Artist

By

Kenneth Moore

think you might say that
pausing
WITHOUT
than any
had changed
Charles
to

star in

less

Farrell

To

the casual observer he seems the
same friendly Charlie of four or five years ago. He doesn't
You still see him driving down the
look any older.
boulevard in his Ford usually exceeding the speed limit,

Hollywood.

—

by the way.
But Charles Farrell

HAS

— not

changed.

The

years have

so much an outward change,
but inward. If you observe closely you can see it. Fame
doesn't let people off without exacting a price.
It was
I remember the first time I ever met Charlie.
soon after he had finished "Old Ironsides". For the first
time in his life success had come in a modest way. He
was pleased as punch that he had finally arrived. It had
been a long, uphill battle for him and there were plenty

wrought

a difference

of days when he wondered where the next meal was coming from. At that time he seemed like a happy college
boy, gay, irresponsible or at least as irresponsible as a
well-brought-up boy from Cape Cod could possibly be.
It is a different Charlie who has just stepped into the

—

dramatic assignment of "The Man Who Came Back",
the picture which will again present the favorite starring
duo of Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor. There isn't so
much of the boy left in Charlie. He's more the man now.
He's serious. There aren't so many parties in his life.
When he works he scarcely goes out at all. He hasn't
found stardom one great bed of roses by any means.
What has happened to this young man during the four

for
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New Englander

years he has co-starred with the gentle, wistful Janet

Gaynor?

was "Seventh Heaven". Of all the
opening nights in the Hollywood theatres, the
premiere ot that beautiful drama is the most unforgettable.
Janet and Charlie were almost unknown five minutes before that picture flashed on the screen of the Carthay Circle
Theatre. Five minutes after the closing scene they were
world famous.
One of the most famous women in the world was
heard to say as she left the theatre that evening -"Ah, if
I could only experience again what that boy and girl have
First of all there

brilliant

—

known

tonight."

That experience and the success changed Charlie. It
wasn't unnatural, for it came with such breath-taking suddenness. It is long enough in the past now to say that he
become a bit hard to handle around the studio.
His next picture was "The Red Dance", which Raoul
Walsh directed. Charlie and Raoul did not get along the
best in the world. Walsh has never been one to be overwhelmed by the greatness of a star. The picture wasn't
too good. Charlie lost some of the high opinions of himself. Ever since he has been able to wear his old hat.
His friends have never had to complain that he was upstage.
He is not conceited when it comes to his accomplishments. He is thoroughly agreed with the more than
slightly caustic comment of critics on "Fazil". He knows
that he cannot be a sheik. But success was his, nevertheless.

Success, the all-conquering,

[Continued on page 65]
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A

tailored

maid-man

of "Morocco".

Marlene

Dietrich proves that sex-appeal can triumph
even in a boiled shirt and a dinner coat

Suiting
thy name
woman" may mean something
VANITY,
the rest of the world but in Hollywood, that's just a
in

is

—

flock of words
and words that don't mean a thing.
For the female of the species may be more deadly than the
male but in Hollywood, at least, she's no better dressed.
The lads who cause feminine hearts to miss their beats and
make weak women weaker, know their sartorial symphonies
and how!
Notched lapels, circular skirts on overcoats, doublebreasted vests, fancy buckles on trousers these and more are
familiar jargon to the well-dressed young-men-about-HoUywood. And suits are purchased not in ones and twos, but by

—

—

the dozen.

Solomon in all his glory was never arrayed like one of these
he-mannequins of the celluloid.
If you don't believe me, just go
to Watson and Son, the firm that
brought a new kind of tailoring
No serge blues for Buddy
That's what
to Hollywood.
Rogers.
As prize heI learned about my screen
did
and
mannequin of Hollywood,
heroes from them.
Buddy runs to bright
I

—

colors

and fuzzy

fabrics

Take "Buddy"

Rogers,

for

Silver Screen

a

Arthur Lake took a couple of
blonde honeys under each arm in
this, would all three be sugar-coated?
If

The answer to a tailor's prayer, Robert Montgomery of the broad
shoulders and the generous pocketbook. Bob goes in for everything from sack suits to cutaways and boy, how he wears 'em!

—

The

Thing

First

Order

to

Do

in

Dress Like a

to

Hollywood Hero

Is

Roh

to

a Bank
(You take him, I don't want him.) What
Lilyan Tashman is to the feminine quota of the movie
colony, Buddy is to the masculine contingent.
When
Buddy appears in a new suit, the other boys take one
instance.

look ana start fighting.
Personally, I've always thought Buddy's clothes the
limit.
But Mr. Watson, head of the firm which bears his
name, vetoed the idea and assured me that my taste might
have been good in 1920, but hasn't improved with age.
Buddy's clothes, it seems, are the last word. And to
prove it, he showed me several pictures of him in various
men's fashions magazines. I apologized.
"Speak of the devil " anyway, while I was talking to
Mr. Watson about Buddy, in walked that young gentleman himself, to order a new wardrobe, for his glorious adventure in Europe.
His first selection was a gray Newmarket overcoat
style which has taken Hollywood by storm. It is doublebreasted, cut full at the shoulders and fitted snugly into

—

—
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By
the waist.

where the
very

A

Allan
seam runs

all

skirt of the coat

is

]ord

a

n

the way around the waist,
attached, the skirt being cut

full.

When

the overcoat was chosen, he ordered a doublebreasted navy-blue serge, a double-breasted dinner jacket,
a dark gray silver-striped worsted and a single-breasted
black sack suit.
Buddy's taste runs to very soft materials: vicunas and
llama cloths.
In addition to the suits mentioned, he
ordered three or four suits of those cloths a brown (a
shade to which he's very partial), a gray and a dark blue.
Ail single-breasted and with
(Continued on page 58)
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Sil ver

creen
THE RIGHT
TO LOVE
Rating: GOOD
Paramount

s

Ruth Chatterton plays two generations,
mother and daughter, both of them

women who demand

"the right to love"

—which means here to love well but not

For the mother, such
conventionally.
love has meant both heartbreak and beauty. She tries to teach
her daughter greater wisdom. It is a moving story which Ruth
Paul
Chatterton plays with her tear-compelling artistry.
Lukas is the man, but the picture is all Chatterton.

SIN TAKES A
HOLIDAY
Rating: GREAT

hard-working
with her
He's in love with anfrivolous boss.
Other girl but he doesn't want to marry
Pathe
her. So he marries Connie instead, then
sends her to Europe alone. Connie gets herself some clothes
and manners and the fun begins. Such is the plot, but the
picture is so perfectly cast, played, staged and spoken you'll
love every word of it and beg for more.
Lovely Connie Bennett

stenographer

who

Oh, what a

thriller

is

is

a

in love

'

THE CRIMINAL
CODE
Rating: GREAT
Columbia

one of the best pictures of the
has everything drama, susBased on the old
tenderness.
Mosaic law of "an eye for an eye", it
moves smoothly to great emotional

Here

is

year!
pense,

It

—

heights. Walter Huston is the relentless prosecuting attorney,
and Phillips Holmes and Constance Cummings supply the love
interest. The horrible side of prison-life is startlingly presented,
and direction of Howard Hawks is flawless. See this one!

THE PASSION
FLOWER
Rating: GOOD

Our

old friend,

The Eternal

Triangle,

is

This time, Charles Bickford is the big heart-throb and tears man
who divides his favors between two such
M.-G.-M.
high-powered sirens as Kay Francis and
Kav Johnson. The latter is the faithful, hard-working wife,
and Miss Francis is her sirenic cousin who turns out to have a
heart of gold that saves everyone's honor. Swell entertainment, and strictly believable.

38

with us again.

THE BAT
WHISPERS
Rating: GREAT

this

is.

Take a

haunted house with sliding panels, lights
that go out, voices that shriek, bank

abscond, innocents who get
accused and the shadow of the Bat over
Add simply elegant direction by Roland West,
everything.
beautiful settings, a great cast headed by the immaculate
Chester Morris and fair Una Merkle and the whole is one of the
most exciting movies in many a month.
United Artists

tellers that

Silver Screen

R eviewm
—

Another flaming youth expose and not
as good as some.
When Lois Moran
vows to be true and sends Phillips

THE DANCERS
Rating:

FAIR

Holmes away to make

Fox

his fortune, she

garbed in purest white.
But after
Walter Byron and gin take a holiday with her, she goes in
for black nighties the badge of her blame. However, when
Phil returns, he still prefers slightly scarlet Lois to the more
earthy and interesting Mae Clarke, so all ends well.
is

—

This

not alone the story of one lad,
it
is
a throbbingly
human document of the native mountaineer of his simple emotions, feuds,
is

TOL'ABLE DAVID David Kinemon,
Rating:

GREAT

Columbia

—

kinships.
his first screen appearance,

Richard

Cromwell,

making

magnificent in his portrayal of
the gentle mountain lad caught in the web of circumstances,
though he lacks the ruggedness with which Barthelmess imbued the silent role. You'll enjoy this.
is

THE DEVIL
TO PAY

Here is a picture oh, so light, amusing
and unimportant, full of fine direction
beautiful settings, with Ronald ColRating: GOOD
TCinn playing one of those fatal, irreVnited Artists
sponsible Englishmen who gets all mixed
up in love. Loretta Young's the only girl and Myrna Loy's
the charmer.
Ronnie and Frederick Kerr give performances
worth going miles to see. The dialogue is utterly delightful.
Just for pure entertainment, go see this.
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FAST AND
LOOSE

Regulation plot number ninety-eight is
handled so amusingly that one forgets it
has a long, white beard. It's all about
Rating:
wilA children of wealth, Miriam
Paramount
Hopkins, an enchanting newcomer from
the stage, and Henry Wadsworth, who fall in love with Charles
Starrett and Carole Lombard, poor, proud and industrious. Of
course, the wealthy parents try to stop the works, but we said
the youngsters were in love, didn't we?

GOOD

THE LOTTERY
BRIDE

Even Jeanette MacDonald's lovely, lyric
voice cannot save this from mediocrity-

POOR

Laid in the picturesque locale of NorvfO-y, it's one of those inane musical
comedy things about a mammoth lottery,
the prize of which is the beautiful Jeanette. A flock of icebergs
lend color, but are cold
just like the picture. Joe E Brown
does his best to amuse, as does ZaSu Pitts— but even a swell
cast can't achieve the impossible.

Rating:

United Artists

—
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THE PRINCESS
AND THE
PLUMBER

Youthful romance in a mythical king-

dom.

Maureen O'Sullivan

a lonely

is

to marry the
Kemper.
But,
Charlie Farrell comes along from faraway America and upsets the best-laid plans. He's a wealthy
young engineer but Maureen mistakes him for a plumber.
Things look dark then, but love finds a way. Charlie and
Maureen are likable, but not as good as Farrell-Gaynor.

Rating:

GOOD

little

princess

wicked

Baron

destined

Von

Jeanette MacDonald is a temperamental
opera singer who always gets what she
wants. Reggie Denny is a hard-boiled
Rating:
burglar who yearns to sing.
Jeanette
Fox
falls in love with him, marries him and
tries to make a gentleman of him.
There is a conflict of wills
and they learn about marriage from each other. It's all pretty
foolish but light and gay enough to be good fun and Jeanette
looks very lovely in negligee.

OH, FOR A

MAN

GOOD

THE BLUE
ANGEL

Alas and alack, here's Emil Jannings in
his first talkie role in English
but it's
the same old Jannings plot. Once more
Rating:
Emil, as a worthy German, falls into the
UFA.
clutches of a siren and descends to the
gutter.
Marlene Dietrich is the siren, not so lovely as she
was in "Morocco" but very interesting, neverthele*. The
whole production is heavy and talkies have advanced since
it was made.
Decidedly not for children.

GOOD

40
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HOOK, LINE
AND SINKER

This

is a wild Wheeler and Woolsey
with Bert and Robert as a pair of
funny men who run a broken-down hotel
Rating: FAIR
RKO
because they're in love with pretty
Dorothy Lee. Dottie's film mother and
a lot of underworld characters enter the plot. Everything gets
muddled but love wins. Not too good dialogue and not so good
for the stars.
You'll get laughs, but it ought to be much
better, if these boys are to stay stars.

farce

THE COHENS
AND KELLYS

Mr. Cohen and Mr. Kelly, with their
nagging wives, are in a different locale
IN AFRICA
Africa, where the monkey-shines are best.
Rating: GOOD
Charley Murray and George Sidney make
Universal
the most of their thrilling adventures in
the land of wild animals, wilder native girls and trick camera
shots. Kate Price and Vera Gordon are the wives again, while
Frank Davis, a jungle guide, is plenty himaorous. Not art, but
perfectly grand for hearty laughs.

One

FREE LOVE

of those domestic

things

full

of

household battles done rather well
by Genevieve Tobin and Conrad Nagel.
Rating: GOOD
The direction by Hobart Henley is good.
Universal
He shows an understanding of human
beings and his handling of the trials and tribulations of a husband and wife is particularly praiseworthy.
ZaSu Pitts, Slim
Summerville, Monroe Owsley and Ilka Chase supply the
comedy. You'll like this even if you are married or not.
little

—

Silver Screen

REVIEWING STAND

FOLLOW THE

And what

LEADER

actor,

a leader!

Ed Wynn,

itinerant

waiter and what-you-wiU, accidentally finds himself the leader of a
Rating:
gang of gunmen. Ginger Rogers is the
Paramount
pure, pulchritudinous protegee of the
gang and they elect to make a Broadway star of her. The fun
is fast and furious, but it's strictly of the stage variety, which
means long, uninterrupted speeches by Mr. Wynn and an unreal
atmosphere throughout. Stanley Smith makes a nice hero.

GOOD

Jack Oakie is a big favorite but he will
need better material than this if he is
to continue to cause lines at the boxoffice.
Paramount
Jack plays a gob in love with
Lillian Roth.
Of course, her parents
disapprove. Jack is offered a couple of millions if he will stay
in the Navy for a year. You can imagine the rest! Jack performs his usual antics in his usual way bur it's all nretty wet
and a weak cast doesn't help it any.

SEA LEGS
Rating: FAIR

THE GREAT

MEADOW
Rating:

M-G-M

FAIR

Another epic of the pioneers, tins tmie
of the hardy folk who followed Daniel
Boone into primitive Kentucky. Johnny
Mack Brown and Gavin Gordon wage
the usual contest for the favors of Eleanor

Boardman, who marks her return to the screen with a very
good performance. But, pioneer stuff is getting rather tiresome we've had too much of it. It won't make much difference whether you see this version or not.

—
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THE UTAH

Yes, Suh! From away out west, where
are movie actors and the doubles
do most of the hard riding. This is
Rating:
just another outdoor picture with the
Tiffany
hero falsely suspected while the rascally
villain tries to steal the gal and the sheriff plans arrests.
Rex Lease is not the chap for chaps and big hero stuff.
It's all
Dorothy Sebastian works hard but unavailingly.
pretty commonplace unless you just must have a "Western"-

KID

—

men

POOR

SCARLET
PAGES

This marks Elsie Eerguson's first appearance on the talking screen and she gives
a swell performance.
But the plot
Rating: FAIR
creaks.
It's one of those Madame X
First National
themes this time the mother is defending her child in the court of justice. Miss Ferguson is the
brilliant woman attorney, called to defend Marian Nixon,
who killed to protect her honor. Of course, she discovers her
client's identity and there's a family reunion in the end.

—

a,; \\c went to press,
wc saw tills
thrilling, dramatic picture that should

Just

PAID
Rating:

M-G-M

GREAT

rate a page on sheer merit.
silent days,

it

was filmed

as

Once, in

"Within the

Law", but don't let that stop you.
Joan Crawford, and a splendid cast, make something new,
touching, tlirilling and beautiful of the storv of a girl falsely
accused of stealing, who serves her time, then uses her wits to
beat society, till love gives her understanding.
See this.
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A Movie^Fan's Crossword Puzzle
Al m a

By

29

Tall ey

Down

89 Across

DOWN

ACROSS
1

A drama.

5

M'G'M

10
14

actress

The way
last

Amos'

name.

The leading man.
Alumnus (slang)

18

Choice seat

19

To
To

10

—

in theatre.

state.

—

also

descriptive

of

33

34 Grace Moore's
2.5

Rubbish.

A

To

5

Hero

6

Movie

who made

hit

A

Nancy

N

Dressier can do

How

87 Solo in musical

to

Among

the
from Clara.
Juvenile

in

stole

"Love

Millionaires"

"Tanned

Legs."

ago.

To depend.
What an actor

To

27

How

to

59

One

32

does at meal

a

Hollywood

prove that you did

"War

Nurse."

A
A

forbidden drink.
California fruit product.

63

What

a Jack

Oakie

film

makes

feel.

state

34 Mrs. John

goes around the heroine.

65 The, in Spanish.

67

What

68

What

actors try to make for
themselves.

heroine

of

Monk

69

What

Hollywood

72

To

entreat.

73

A

Heavenly

Saunders.

74

A

75

Danish actor.

— body.

A rodent.
A German

37 Natural mineral.

76 Heroine

38 Scenery accessories.
42 Something censors frown on.

78

What no

correctly?

to

a talkie does.

71 Something used
scrap book.

35 Over.

43

represents

hero.

actress

wants to

All right— turn

to

What

of

in

— and

male

a

star's

Hollywood

star.

"Jesse

James."

a star fears to be.

80 Kind of role some players

be.

44 Gilbert Roland's real name.

it

61

contradict.

The

of "Those Three French

62 Player of Stella Dallas' daughter.

29 Star in "Sea God."

Otherwise.

Describing

52 Mrs. Robert Leonard.

60
in-

"The Big Parade."
Commanded.
Star of "The Trespasser."
Mexican male star.

36

time.
92,

Angels."
villain's

weather.

90 Actress imported from Sweden

some years

taking a

12 Heroine in

17

hear

Girls."

the

you

film.

who

gal

feels

"Hell's

16 Villain in

bear.

56 Garbo's yes.

an actor

11 Describing

15

bug

theme songs.

from way back.

10 Actor in

14

blonde's hair.

(Want

9

13

star's

54 Ourselves.

Consumed.

take while resting.

Gaucho."

42

"General

"The Divorcee."
Heroine in "Big Boy."
Something an actor Hkes

The

A

"Broadway Babies."

villain

signing

in

47 Edge of heroine's gown.
50 Something you need to

tentions.
in

Star in

Carroll picture.

47
48 Conjunction.
49 Juvenile in "Music Master."
51 Mrs. Grant Withers.
53 "Girl of the Shrine" in "The

tamale

to a picture.

What

an English actor drinks
with whiskey.
44 Star of "The Veiled Woman,"
imported by Fox from South
America.

villain.

Scotch caps.

—

in

8

Crack."

in

"Sweetie."
as hero loves heroine.
man in "Speakeasy."
39 Period of time.
40 "Mother's boy" in "What
Price Glory?"
41 What every extra hopes to do.
35 To love
38 Leading

movie

The hot

What Marie

46

keep secret.

yes man's favorite word.

screen test.

of juvenile in "Speak'
easy."

A

a

Clara

Initials

first film role.

Prophetic sign.

Actor

made

that

stars

used

contracts.

7 Rodent.

Conjunction.

30 Kind of future stars wish for.
31 The final fade-out.
32 Preposition.

42

What some

famous.

26 Mrs. Edmund Lowe.
28 The famous crooner.

33

3

Word

45 Something

film.

4

Pronoun

once used in subtitle to
denote time lapse.

Story of

Preposition.
An actor's favorite word.

Conjunction.

some movie plots.
a2 Genus of olives.

1

2 Heroine of "Speakeasy."

blemish.
Charity.
Possessive pronoun.

stimulate.

11 Crippled

hopes to go.

a player

partner.

83

To

like.

steep.

85 Last

page 55.)

name of many

players.

M ARIAN

iNIXON

Glorifies —
Clothes

Who

is

All

for

Short

the

and Sweet

models courtesy of

Little

Qirl

the

Deb Shop, Russek's, New

York, and photographed
clusively

for

ex-

Silver Screen

by Rebele Studios

Here's the smart solution
for the little girl who
wants a big, woolly coat
but doesn't want to look
chunky. In green, brown,
black, blue or red tweed, it
has a smart buttoned collar and a narrow belt.
And even the price is tiny,
$25.00

ii

Would You hike

to

D res,

Being one of the littlest leading women in
movies fthough a big, very fine actress) Marian
Nixon went shopping with Louise Bonney,
SILVER SCREEN'S fashion editor, to choose
smart, inexpensive clothes for small girls

4

You don't have to be tall to be
exotic. You can go Russian in this
bloused two-piece dress. In beige
and brown, in red and black or
black and white, blue and black,
palest turquoise and darker, or in
greens, the sleeve and neck banding match the dark skirt, $22

Dull black diminishes
but shiny black
highlighted
like this
figures,

satin

makes you appear

taller.

Note the cute
and matching

little vest

cuffs

on

this

tailored

model, $29.50

Contrast this evening dress with
the one across the page. This in
white crepe and tulle, or all the best
pastel evening shades, is cut on
clever lines that give the figure
both height and slenderness, $25.00

Marion says she

likes

dress because it
knows a trick or two.
Of gunmetal lame in
white, rose and green,
it can be worn for very
dressy afternoon paras witness the
ties,
this

the peplum of the white velvet
bodice of this gown were cut
square, a short girl couldn't wear
But because it is rounded and
it.
because of the charming length of
the black velvet skirt, it gives one
height and slenderness, $55.00
If

standing portrait. But
snap off its long

—

and it becomes
an evening gown Clever

sleeves

.

for $49.50?

THIS and
ONtwo
young

the opposite pagerpeople with good

habits. In this

comer Mr. Chester

Morris, Broadway's blessing on the
talkies.
He started with a great
"Alibi".
He murdered them in
"The Big House". He just about
ruined Norma Shearer's life in
"The Divorcee" and now in "Th«'
Bat Whispers", he's slaying them

THIS corner, Miss Carole
INLombard,
one of theloveliestfairhaired children of Hollywood.
Carole figured first in a Sennett
bathing suit. A wave of popularity
carried her right into a contract
with Pathe. Next she was featured
by Fox and now old Papa Paramount prefers her. Her most recent picture is "Fast and Loose"

I

REQUEST- -Ramon Novarro. Since the days
BY1922
when Rex Ingram told the beloved Rudy
in

Valentino that he could pick an unknown extra and
a star of him, Ramon has been triumphant,
since he was the extra chosen. A great star of the
silent movies, sound has made him even more pop.ular, thanks to the beauty of his glorious voice

make

H er

She Thanks

Lucky Stars
Dorothy Arzner is the Movies^

Only

Woman

Shes Never

Director

Had a

and

Failure

By

Dora
Albert

CHATTERTON like a skilled musician who
RUTH
when inspired knows what strings to play; she can
is

consciously play on certain emotions of her audiClara Bow is at her best when she acts spontaneence.
ously, at her worst when she has to repeat a scene over
ki.

and over.
These are the views of Dorothy Arzner, Paramount's
only woman director and for that matter the only woman
director of the talkies. She says she tries to live her life
utterly without reactions.
interested in.

Positive action

is

all

she

is

was Dorothy Arzner who directed "The Wild Party",
"Sarah and Son", and "Anybody's Woman". She has
directed Ruth Chatterton, Clara Bow and, in the days
before the talkies, Esther Ralston and Nancy Carroll.
She has also worked with such general favorites as Fredric
It

March.
"Fredric March," she said, "is a very sincere worker,
very natural and very much of a man. I believe he feels
the emotion he portrays, which is most unusual for a man!
"Unlike some actors, he does not stand aloof from his
He has great
part. He really gives himself to his work.
freedom of movement and no inhibitions. If he has to
shout, he shouts. If he has to run up and down stairs, he
runs.
But he doesn't fall in love with the women to
whom he makes love in the films. He is in love with his
own wife, Florence Eldridge."
Of the women stars Dorothy Arzner confesses that she
particularly enjoys directing Ruth Chatterton.
"She knows her business. She is a skilled technician.

She knows what instruments to play on in order
to awaken emotional response.

"Sometimes, of course,
it is

impossible for the ac-

tress to

know

just

what

action she will get.

Ruth Chatterton
body's

Woman'

re-

When

in 'Anyplayed the

Here's

the

handsome
making

Dorothy Arzner

the handsome Richard
Arlen do his stuff. Dorothy
started as a film cu tter and
climbed unaided to her
present eminent spot in
movieland.
She won't
talk about herself but
she'll rave about the stars
she has guided to success

scenes where she had to get
Clive Brook to come out of
his drunken spell, we believed these scenes were farce,
and that the pathos of the situation would not come
Ruth Chatterton's audiences saw something
through.
more in these scenes than just comedy. There were tears
very close to the laughter.
"It is sometimes said that women are more emotional
than men. I think that men players are more restrained,
but it is a natural restraint.
"I should like to direct some of the men stars, particuHe would be fun. I suppose
larly Maurice Chevalier.
the reason I am always given women stars to handle is
because that's a man's idea of what a woman's work in
pictures should be.
"Most of the pictures I have done have been pictures
of feminine appeal. I thought that 'Sarah and Son' would
appeal chiefly to women because of its theme, but more
men than women personally told me that they liked the
I asked them what they \Contnwed on page 61]
picture.
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More Movietown Topics
[Continued from page 33]

'"PHAT

old

doing his
victims

bird

Lina

are

Propinquity has been
This rime his
Basquette and Harry

srufF again!

Richman, both of whom you might describe as on the rebound.
Harry, recovering from his publicityengagement to Clara Bow, was playing in
his night club in New York, when little
Lina came out of the West to put on a speShe, too, was
cialty dance in the club.
just recuperating from a wrecked romance,
having recently received her interlocutory
decree of divorce from Peverell Marley.
Soon, Lina and Harry found they liked
working together so well they'd try playing together. Now they're both on fire!

Norma

Shearer

in front of

a

left her car

store in

The gaunt young gentleman from Montana has been working so consistently that
the long hours and heat of the lights have
taken their toll. So, he has been withdrawn from the cast of "Dishonored",
in which he was scheduled to appear
opposite the sultry Marlene Dietrich, and
has been ordered to rest until he is fully
recovered.

Harry Langdon tnay be funny to a lot of
was just a pain in the neck
to one Los Angeles man.
Said man is suing Harry for S5192 damages in an auto crash.

people, but he

standing out

Hollywood

u-hile she

went shopping.

When Norma

returned from the little

orgy of spending some of hubby' s money,
she found all of her automobile tires had
been stolen.

^

"DUMORS!

Rumors! Rumors!

This time it's Ann Harding who is
subject for the gossip mart. Whispers are
going around Hollywood that the blonde
goddess is not satisfied with the roles being
allotted her by Pathe, and is unwilling to
continue with her contract.
However, the company is unwilling to
release her, and has announced its intention
of taking up her next option this month.
-'-^

Robert Warwick, stage and screen star,
making his comeback in the fihtis,

-who is

has been taking Ha^el Mills, extra girl
around places football games and such.

'"The

infantile

proud

Vivian Duncan will be

mamma

laritv

with broken health.

a

industrious

Doesn't sh"" look sweet sixteen? Well, she has a son
age;
she's
that
nearly
played mother to many a
star and she knows more
about dressing smartly than
six ordinary women. Who
Hedda Hopper
is
she?

alone.
*

*

*

STORM clouds which have long hovered
around the head of Dolores Del Rio
are at last beginning to clear.
The beautiful Mexican actress was
stricken with a serious kidney ailment
soon after her marriage to Cedric Gibbons.
For a time her life was despaired of, but
she finally underwent an operation, from
which she is recovering rapidly.
*

Thelma Todd,
the latest screen
luminary to pay the price of popuis

The

Hollywood stork is hovering over the
Duncan-Asther domicile, and the advent
of an heir is expected around April 1.
Meanwhile, Rosetta, the other half of
the world-famous Duncan Sisters team, is
planning to go into a musical comedy

—

r^ARY COOPER

soon.

*

lovely

Russian

Jr., who arrived on December 11, are doing nicely, thank you.

Ruth and Paul,

*

*

*

*

light-haired ac-

Numa,

the dangerous-looking but trained

Ivan
Harvey

lion, ti'ho

has appeared in more films than

tress, continues to keep the hearts of

Lebedejf,

one gentleman who prefers
blondes more than ever now!
Paul Zuckerman, husband of the mostpreferred Ruth Taylor, is the proud paternal parent of a handsome young son.

THERE'S

actor,

and

Preister, insurance agent, all agog.

any

Gay

other animal, died recently at Charley

Lion Farm.
was 16 years old and had earned
during a ten-year period in pictures, something like $75,000 for Mr. Gay.
s

Numa

These two don't
care

who makes

our laws so long
as they can write
our songs. Who
are they? No less
than Otto Harbach, (with the
straw hat) and

JANIS, the "sweetheart of the
A. E. F." survived the World War
She entertained the
without a scratch.
boys with bullets whizzing about her
head and never felt a knock.

ELSIE

—

have written the
slickest tunes in
the world. (And

But Hollywood is something else again.
And Elsie's been having rather a hectic
time of it.
She was just recovering from a sprained
back received in a friendly tussle with
Ramon Novarro, when she was bitten by
a monkey, a member of the John Ford

incidentally

company.

Jerome Kein,who

made themselves
millions.)

Elsie 'started to feed

him some peanuts

turned without warning
and bit her severely on the leg and hand.
There was a doctor close at hand and her
wounds were dressed immediately.

when suddenly he

—
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FIND THE TWIN TOWERS
QUALIFY FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
TO WIN $3700.00
AN

illustrious

Chicago

artist presents

below

dream

his

conception of the coming Chicago Centennial World's
Fair. When he had completed his drawing, to his surprise
he found he had drawn two of the towers exactly alike
TOWERS. There are well over two
IDENTICAL
k

TWIN

do2;en

towers here.

two towers
alike

—

exactly alike in

quick

is

your eye?

Be careful now.

—

Many

or buildings

only
of them look alike. But
among those numbered are exactly

si2;e,

shape, width and design.

Can you

It will

find the

not obligate you in any way,

or cost you anything to try for the Grand Prizes
which will be awarded according to the contestants' standings
If

you can

ARTIST'S

when

find the

How

TWIN TOWERS?

the

final

decision

is

bers together with your

to qualify for

—

with an extra prize of $850.00 you can
by being prompt making a total first prize of
$3700.00 cash if you prefer. In addition to the first prize
there are dozens of other well-chosen prizes which will be
paid as

win

first prize,

—

this

given to the winners in this unique "advertising-to-thepublic" program. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
Solutions will not be accepted
in case of ties.
from persons living in Chicago, or outside of the

U.

S.

A.

Mail your answer today.

M.

made,

twin towers, send the num'

name and address

these prizes. Twenty-eight hundred, fifty dollars, or a brand
new 90 h.p. airplane, and actual flymg instruction to be

Room

6a, 54

West

J.

.

MATHER

Illinois

St.,

Chicago,

Illinois.

CONCEPTION OF CHICAGO CENTENNIAL WORLD'S FAIR
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By

Sally Forth
The chatterer

of Hollywood, Sally Forth, will
be glad to answer any questions you have
about movies or stars or both. Write Sally
at Silver Screen, 45 West 45th Street, New
York City. For personal replies enclose a
stamped addressed envelope.

CURIOUS:

There's at least one in every
Yes, I mean you. Curious.
Constance, Joan and Barbara Bennett
are all the daughters of Richard Bennett, one of
the deans of the American drama. And they all
magazine.

have personality plus.
Constance is the oldest, next comes Barbara,
the brunette, who is married to Morton Downey, and youngest is Joan. Joan always carries
a lorgnette, not to be Ritzy, but because she is
near-sighted.

enacted the same part in the original stage
production. Glenn Tryon was the hoofer, and
also

Merna Kennedy,

Franklin
born

in

March

the

girl.

DAVIS:

Gloria

Swanson was

Chicago some thirty-odd years ago, on

Her

picture was "Elvira
Farina" (no relation to the breakfast-food), and
was produced by the old Essanay Company.
Then, glorious Gloria went down to the sea in
bathing-girl comedies, and later became dramatic
for Paramount.
Her first films under her con27.

first

GaRBO-ITE: Yes, Greta seems to be the
most popular gal in pictures today. Who says
mystery doesn't pay? She's really a most remarkable woman, the way she has been able
to do what she wants even in Hollywood,
where people are supposed to do the accepted

tract with that organization
were "Don't
Change Your Husband", and "Male and Female", in which she aided in the glorification of
the great American bathtub. "The Trespasser"
was her first talking picture.

thing.

Gloria

Her next picture has

a swell

title,

"Inspira-

I've never looked over

her

made out her income

something

tells

me she's

able to

shoulder

when

tax returns, but
buy all the shoes

tion."

she needs.

NlNGA:

Renee Adoree was born on a circus-lot in LiUe,
France, on Sept. i, 1901. Poor Renee is still in
the sanitarium, fighting a game battle for her
health.
don't you write to her at M-G-M?
I'm sure she'd adore to hear from her fans.

Thanks for all your kind words.
We'll try to keep up the good work.
James Rennie is about thirty-two years old,
and is a little over six feet tall. Sounds good,
doesn't it? You can see him next in "Adios",
with Richard Barthelmess, and then he's going
After which, there's a
to be "Broadminded".
possibility that he may do "Captain Blood",
from Sabatini's well-known novel.
Lillian Roth has left Paramount.
There's
lots of gossip about temperament, but I wouldn't

Why

XlDDLE

Now

-DE- WINKS:
I
ask you, is it
nice to ask a lady her age? Even though I am a
good friend of Joan's, I'd hate to be so er-er-

want to say Lil gets mad or anything. Her last
picture for them was "Sea Legs"
and you see
legs plenty in it!

—

"VC^EARY WILLIE: Are
favorite star?
I

Hke 'em

that

all,

you asking me

human!
in

Mexico

E. Jackson,

who

Clara Bow!
She honestly and
one of the sweetest, most generoushearted kids in the world
but all she gets is
bad publicity. Her hair is naturally dark brown
but she has dyed it red for picture purposes it
photographs better that way. As to her private
life, she really lives very quietly and goes out
very little. She probably attends fewer Hollywood parties than any other star of her im-

—

—

portance in pictures.
Here are the pictures Clara Bow appeared in
before she became "IT": "Beyond the Rainbow", "Down to the Sea in Ships", "Maytime",
"Black Oxen", "Kiss
Again", "Poisoned
Paradise",
"Free to Love", "The Lawful
Cheater", "My Lady's Lips", "Capital Punishment", "Eve's Lover", "This Woman", "Wine",
"The Primrose Path", "Daughter of Pleasure",
"Two Can Play", "The Two Gates", "The
Adventurous Sex", "My Lady of Whims",
"The Keeper of the Bees", "The Scarlet West",
"The Ancient Mariner", "The Best Bad Man",
"Black Lightning", "Parisian Love", "The
Plastic
Age", "Empty Hearts", "Helen's
Babies", "The Great Sensation", "Dancing

Me

working on
Lee is still in the
she's making a game

And
girl,

picture since
is

Lila

Kathryn Crawford has been in
some time under contract
to Universal, from which company she was
borrowed by Paramount for her role in "Safety
in Numbers".
At present she's free-lancing,
but her last Universal pictures were "King of
"The Climax", "Hideout", "Senor
Jazz",
Americano", and "Mountain Justice".
As to Lew Ayres, you can find out all about
him in his hfe-story, which begins in this issue.
Everybody wants to know about Lew, he's that

Emmie LOU: Yes, there are lots of Southern-

way" was played by Thomas

Man Who Came

little

is

pictures for quite

ers in pictures.

role of the detective in "Broad-

Poor

truly

LiLA KOHN:

and doesn't go in for
Just between us, I think
he hkes little Dorothy Jordan more than he
admits.
She's played opposite him in his last
three pictures, you know.

The

just completed "The

—

social affairs.

B:

she's

Back", in which her old partner, Charlie Farrell, appears opposite.

fight!

section of Los Angeles

Don

HILL: No, Janet Caynor has
the screen for the stage.
At present

left

"Kiki" right now.
sanitarium
poor

—and

Dorothy Sebastian is just one of
many.
But Dot's a great gill.
She's never
seemed to get the breaks she deserves, but
always gives a flawless performance. And who
knows what's around the corner for her?
At one time she was engaged to Clarence
Brown, Garbo's favorite director, but that's been
cold for some time.
Now he's sweet on Sally
Blane and Dot's big moment is Bill Boyd, Elinor
Fair's ex.
You need an almanac to get around
in Hollywood.

not

Mary Pickford hasn't made a
"The Taming of the Shrew", but

my

he's really as nice off the screen as on. He lives
with his many brothers and sisters in a quiet

many

Dorothy

Mothers", "The Runaway", "Mantrap", "Kid
Boots", and then she made "It".

Boy, boy, do I sound that dumb?
especially the handsome ones. I'm

Ramon Navarro was born

forward! But her press agent tells me that she's
twenty-two. And you can believe it or not?
There's no doubt about it, the gal is going to stay
at the top.
Just wait until you see her latest
picture, "Paid". It's a wow!

—

popular.

Miss curiosity of Wisconsin: Mary

—

Buddy Rogers are not engaged ^just
That's what they tell me, and
they ought to know. And the same is true of
Virginia Valli and CharHe Farrell
but 1 have my
doubts about them. Whenever Charlie goes away
Brian and

good

I

In her next picture Marie Dressier
tells the truth about Reducing.
The best thing, says Marie, is to
give up all meal order business

friends.

—

he leaves his Packard and his boat in Virginia's
and that looks heart throbbing to me.
Greta Garbo is a mere infant of twenty-five,
despite her wise and thrilling looks.

care

—

Silver Screen for February

How To Make-Up
[Continued from page 6]

the glory of a woman like Garbo is in
that grand, generous mouth which she
makes up so completely that it gives her
character and personality, and that is
in modern beauty
than a baby doll look.
We're all finding out that personality is
the big thing, and very right we are, too.
a

d

is

o

d

1

1

make-up that makes you interesting,

rather than merely pretty,

55

To those who think
Learning Music is hard-

much more important

And

1931

J

smarter right

>

<
'

*

'

now.
After making up your mouth put a little
touch of eyeshadow over your eyelids.
If your eyes are far apart put a touch of
eyeshadow at the inner corners of each
If they are close together do the
eye.
opposite.

When

done slap on your powTake your nice
clean powder puff, dip it into your powder
and slap it on to your face. This is much
better than rubbing it in. You'll seem to
have too much on but brush it off with a

der.

I

all this is

mean

soft skin

just that.

brush or a piece of cotton.

Take

off your final powder from your eyelashes
and eyebrows give them a little touch of
mascara, accentuate the hidden paste
rouge with a little dry rouge put a little
fresh lipstick on your mouth and you're
all ready. Take the towel from your head,
fluff out your hair, look in the glass and
you'll see a girl who is still yourself but
looking particularly lovely, since all your
hidden beauty has been brought forth for
the world to admire and love.

—

—

word of caution and then I'm
ONE
month. No matter
through for
final

PERHAPS
lessons
It isn't

is

you are, always be sure to remove your make-up before retiring. It is
tired

work of a moment or two to take
make-up, particularly if you use cold
cream or liquid cleansers, but oh, the
difference it makes to your skin in the
morning. And a good skin first, last and
always is the basis for a flattering aponly the
off

pearance.

answer to your many
requests I'll write on Reducing menus,
diets, exercises and little tricks that will
help you to slenderness.

Next month

HERE'S

in

—

HOW YOU SHOULD

HAVE WORKED THE

taking a dose of medicine.

any longer!

far as you're concerned, the old days
of long practice hours with their horrid
scales, hard-work exercises, and expensive
personal teacher fees are over and done

with.
You have no alibis whiatsoever for not making
your start toward musical good times noit;!
For, through a method that removes the boredom and extravagance from music lessons, you
can now learn to play your favorite instrument
entirely at home
without a private teacher in
half the usual time
at a fraction of the usual

——

—

cost.

Just imagine ... a method that has made the
reading and playing of music so downright simple
that you don't have to know one note from anotfier
to begin.

ON PAGE

New

Friends

— Better Times

always listening to others play has almost
spoiled the pleasure of music for you
if learning music has always been one of those neverto-come-true dreams, let the time-proven and
tested home-study method of the U. S. School
of Music come to your rescue.
Don't be afraid to begin your lessons at once.
If

—

Over 600,000 people learned to play this modern way and found it easy as A-B-C.
Forget
that old-fashioned idea that you need special
"talent."
Just read the list of instruments ii
the panel, decide which one you want to play,
and the U. S. School will do the rest. And bear
in mind, no matter which instrument you choose^
the cost in each case will average the same jusE
a fev/ cents a day.

—

—

Do you wonder

that this remarkable way of
learning music has already been vouched for by
over 600,000 people in all parts of the world?

Send for Our Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

Easy As Can Be

illustrated Free Book and our
Demonstration Lesson explain all about
rem.arkable method.
They prove just how
anyone can learn to play his favorite instrument
by tiote in almost no time and for just a fractioji
of what old slow methods cost. The booklet wilt
also tell you about the amazing new Automalk
Finger Control.
Act NOW. Clip and mail this coupon today,
and the fascinating Free Book and Free Demonstration Lesson will be sent to you at once.
No obligation.
Instruments
supplied
whe:t
needed, casli or credit.
U. S. School of Music,,
1192 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

Our wonderful

Free

The lessons come to you by mail from the famous U. S. Scliool of Music. They consist of complete printed instructions, diagrams, and all the
music you need. You study with a smile. One
week you are learning a dreamy waltz the next
you are mastering a stirring march. As the lessons continue they prove easier and easier, por

—

instead of just scales
you are always learning to play by actual
notes
the favorites
that formerly you

PICK YOUR

INSTRUMENT
Violin
Clarinet

only

Organ
Ukulele

Flute

in hot water.
you are told

Piano

Cornet

Trombol
Piccolo

liste7ied

And

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

'Cello
Guitar
Steel Guitar
Hawaiia
Sight Singirig
Piano Accordion
Italian and German
Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture

Harmony and

Composition
Drums and Traps
AutomaticFingerControI
Banjo (Plectrum,
S-String or Tenor)
Juniors* Piano Course

to.

First

how a
done. Then
a picture ihows you
tliin,'^

is

how, then you do

Soon

when

say "please
play something," you

friends

is

New York

City.

me your free book, "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Please send

Crane, Free Demonstration Lesson and particulars
your easy payment plan. I am interested in the
lowing course:

Have You
Instrument?

Name

can surprise and
entertain them with
iiistru-

Ideas

City.

Mme Adele
$$

—

what

S.
1192 Brunswick Building,

your

For Silent and Talking Pictures
Accepted in any form for revision, criticism,
copyright and submission to studios
Not a school no courses or books to
sell.
You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
are

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

U.

pleasing melodies on

$$ Photoplay

ideas

it

yourself and hear it.
No private teacher
could make it clearer
or easier.

42:

of successful writers.

this

you're never

your favorite

PUZZLE

—

ment. You'll find yourself in the spotlight popular
everywhere. Life at last will have its silver
lining and lonely hours will vanish as you play
the "blues" away.

As

this

how

you think that taking music
like

Original plots and
Plots acwanted.

cepted in any form. .Send for free booklet giving full details.

WONDEH
PASTE
PEEL
Home
1-Day

Treotment for

rreckles, pimples, blackheads,

enlarged pores, wrinkles,
scars, pufFs.

pits,

Acne condition

of

back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste give;
new life and youth to aging faces. B No foil
ure, no rednesscfterwcrds.B Price $5,

Universal Scenario Company
(Establislu-d 1917)

504 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista

Hollywood, Calu'ornia

^^ I'AI

llOliNIA

ol
fol-

.
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HOLLYWOOD'S RULES FOR LOVE
JOAN CRAWFORD
[Continued from page 16]

to find another woman's powder on her
husband's coat lapeL That coat, too, will
always be clean and in press, and his
shoes shined.

"I love thoughtfulness in a man. Every
woman is pleased with little attentions.
They mean so much and they take so little

Intelligence is a vital necessity, not a mere
I have tfie greatest relovable quality.
spect in the world for keen intelligence, a

well-rounded, broad viewpoint on life.
I love a sense of humor in anyone, particularly in a man. I know that the man with

humor makes a far better
companion than the man without it.
a sense of

life's

time and effort from a man. When you
dine out with a man he should see that the
dinner is properly served and that you are
seated comfortably where you can see or
as you like best. In other words,
be seen
really think what will please you before
considering what will please him.

"Consideration for others is a wonderful
quality in a man. It is bound to endear him
to women. That quality becomes doubly
important after marriage. I have never
forgotten a time when I returned from the

mania for
want to be

working that day and I knew he had
planned on going to a party that night.

—

"Speaking candidly,
those

little

I

have

attentions.

I

a

am

I
not a show-off.
imagine I am like every other woman.
Supposing I come downstairs to meet a
man with whom I am dining. I am wear-

but

noticed,

new gown and I had hoped to please
Then he doesn't notice it at all and

ing a

him.
I

I

feel that sickening sense of disappoint-

There's nothing to be done unless
back on that last resort the half-injest and all-in-earnest remark, T guess you
But,
don't think I look well tonight'.
no matter what he says then, the edge has
been taken away from the evening.
"If men only know, or more important
still, if they could only remember, how
important those little things are to a

ment.
I

—

fall

woman.
"For some reason

I

am

mentioning

in-

rather far down the line.
not a case of 'last shall be least'.

telligence

But

it is

studio, dead tired.

I

Douglas hadn't been

tried to get dressed.

He knew how

ex-

hausted I was and he insisted that we
We put on old
cancel our engagement.
clothes and drove down to the beach for
I don't think that either of us
dinner.
have ever had a better time. Naturally,
it is a poor rule that doesn't work both
ways. A man has every right to expect
consideration from a woman.
"I have told you what I love in a man.
There are three things that I hate, too.
I can't endure rudeness, surliness and a bad,
uncontrolled temper.
"Don't think that I object to a little

honest temperament in a man. I wouldn't
care for one who was incapable of genuine
anger. There are times when a man has
reason to be moody and maybe just a
However,
I don't mind.
little bit cross.
he doesn't have to be surly about it.

"There are qualities I admire in all the
stars on the M-G-M lot, something
outstanding in each that I have found
worthwhile. You get to know and understand people when you work with them
for several weeks on a picture.
"In Ramon Novarro I find courtesy, unfailing and completely natural, and those
little attentions which I have said I liked.
Ramon admires your gown. He helps
you on with your coat and he picks up
your gloves.
"With John Gilbert it is his magnificent
It is so overwhelming that it
vitality.
passes on to you. I have worked with him
Sometimes I have been ready
in pictures.
to drop after long, exhausting scenes, yet,
when I worked with Jack, the wornout
I felt vital, too.
nerves were all gone.
And everyone around him feels the same.

men

"A
humor

marvelous,

— that

irrepressible

sense

of

William Haines' greatest
quality. I think he would find something
to laugh at if the whole world fell about
And, as I have said, a sense of
him.

humor

is

I like the small
a great thing.
woman
too.
is in Bill,

is

No

boy that

objects to the boy in a man. She may not
like it if the boyishness becomes childishness. I don't believe I would
"What are the things I admire most in

Douglas, my husband? It wouldn't be
take him as an example. But, you
know, I believe I have unconsciously been
telling you what I love in Douglas instead
of what I admire in men in general."

fair to

GARY COOPER
[Continued from page 17]

from morning until late at night, bur their
pride and interest in their home was none
the less because they were absent from it
so much.
"I like a good disposition in a woman.
That
I don't exactly mean a placid one.
would get dull after a time. A little temperament is all right if it is mixed with a
I have never known
little common sense.
one-hundred-percent
a woman with a
I'm not sure that I
perfect disposition.
would be interested if I did meet her. You
have to have a little variety in this life.
Spice,

you know.

"Perhaps, since I am not exactly the
life of every party myself, I admire vivacity
in a

woman.

I

like to see liveliness, vital-

and the ability to keep people interested
in what she is saying or doing.
"Naturally, every man loves beauty in a
woman. Beauty has a universal appeal,
but every man is not looking solely for
beauty. In a way, the extremely beautiful
So much more is
girl is handicapped.
expected of her. Equal perfection is demanded of her in intelligence and disposiIsn't it true that people associate
tion.
beauty and dumbness?
"Rather than beauty I would want a
ity

who would be a comrade, one who
would enjoy the things I like. I guess
what I mean is that hard-working word
If beauty went along
'compatibility'.
with this greater quality, I wouldn't
actually object, you understand.

girl

SOME DAY
wood.
get

I

I

want to leave Holly-

like ranch

away from people and

Even now

I

life.

I

like to

live in the open.

seldom go to

parties.

If I

marry, under those conditions, you see I
will have to find compatibility in the girl.
She will have to like other things than the
society of many people. Little niceties of
city civilization couldn't mean everything
in the world to her.
"Most women place greater stress on
society than most men. I don't object to
Everyone is gregarious to some exit.
tent.

But social ambition and uncontrolled

desire for gaiety is not what I most admire
There's a lot of difference
in a woman.
between enjoying friends and just a futile

seeking for noise and crowds.
"I do admire a woman with the ability
to meet all kinds of people. I admire ease
of

manner

in

anybody.

The

ideal

woman

should be able at least to appear at

home

the finest drawing-room and in the
mountaineer.
of
a
cabin
And to make those around her comfortin

one -room

able, too.

"I don't imagine
plete frankness in a

many men expect comwoman. She is supposed

to be complex and hard to understand. I
do look for faithfulness and honesty. If
you can't have that, what chance has any
relationship?

"Thoughtfulness and unselfishness are
great things in a woman. Every woman
expects those things in a man, and it

works both ways.
"Perhaps

it isn't

particularly admirable,

like to be babied once in a while.
Every man likes being
Sure, I admit it.

but

I

would hate to say that I would
I would expect the
thoughtfulness that means the maternal
quality in woman.
"I don't say that what I would love in
a woman is what every other man would
babied.

I

expect to be babied, but

Certain qualities are admired by
love.
everyone, but some men would place
more stress on one thing, others on an
entirely different quality. And it's a good
thing that this is so. Otherwise, a few
girls" would be entirely too popular."

—
Silver Screen for February

A Bad Girl Makes
[Cor.

not very long ago.
"I had been spending

in

the

check in on my new job. Everything went very smoothly all day and I
was just congratulating myself on my
quick adaptability when six dresses were
Of
reported missing from the racks.
course, no one accused me BUT ... I
in time to

was a new girl ... I had arrived that
the evidence
morning with a valise
was all against me. If I had stolen the
.

entire

looked

store

—more

couldn't

I

guilty.

I

.

have

felt

— nor

was so embar-

never went back. I'm sure to this
day they suspect me of 'taking ways'.
Right about this time Kay fell in love
again. This time with Allan Ryan, Jr.,
of the Social Register Ryans.
They berassed

I

came engaged and Kay flashed a solitaire
large enough to illuminate Madison Square
But Allan and his family objected to Kay's continuing her career. And
Kay was just beginning to become really
Garden.

it.
Besides, she knew that
she could never stand the boredom of a
Park Avenue macron's life.
So she returned the ring (which is not according to
Lorelei Lee a'tall, a'tall!) and took up
bachelor girl quarters with her two
friends,
Lois Long, the present Mrs.
Peter Arno and Katherine Swan, now
on the scenario staff of Paramount Pic-

interested in

tures.

They didn't live in Greenwich Village
but they were poor and struggling "artists"
just the same
their combined earnings
just managing to meet the monthly rent.
Lois and "Swannie" were always trying to
marry Kay off to a dozen or more of
the millionaires who wore off the welcome
on her doormat every night. Neither of
tbem had much confidence in her acting
ability and felt that with her beauty, a
brilliant marriage was her metier.
All this happened B. T. (before talkies)
so pictures never occurred to any of them.
Long before, Kay had taken a silent test
for the vamp role in "SorroAvs of Satan".
She wore a blonde wig. The result was
enough to make Kay vow that she would
never appear on the screen again. Instead,
she went to Cincinnati and joined Stuart
Walker's stock company, the kindergarten of all first-grade players.
After serving a rigid apprenticeship of
two seasons, Kay returned to Broadway
and appeared in "Crime" with Kay Johnson, Chester Morris and James Rennie
and in "Elmer, the Great", wicli Walter
Huston.

—

TT WAS

during the run of this piaj

i;hat

Paramount was combing the town for
someone to play the female menace in
"Gentlemen of the Press". Kay was approached for a

test.

She turned

it

down

no uncertain, terms. Her
unfailing memory recalled all too vividly
the nightmare of her first test! Paramount
pleaded and cajoled and Kay hedged with
all
sorts
of
excuses broken
ankles,
sprained ribs and even housemaid's knee.
It was Walter Huston's persuasive powers
that finally won her over.
She appeared
in polite, albeit

—

57
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-inued from page 27]

week-end
visiting friends at Southampton and arrived in town early Monday morning just

.

Good

1931

"Gentlemen of the Press", vamping

with sound.

When Kay first went to Hollywood, she
was determined to save her money. She
rented a small bungalow in Beverly Hills.
A colored maid, Ida, was her only accessory.
Other actresses returned to Broadway
flat broke.
Not Kay! In less than a year
she had saved a tidy sum. She still lives
in the same bungalow and still has the
same maid, although her living expenses
have since been increased by one yellow
Ford coupe, called "Rabbit" because it
goes in leaps and bounds; two Persian
cats,
"Mitzi" and "Tibs"; a canary
named "Napoleon"; a Boston Bull christened

"Caesar";

a

wire-haired

as the

Seven Vestal Virgins.

ALTHOUGH

she has the reputation of
being one of the best-dressed women in
Hollywood, Kay doesn't spend half her
salary on her wardrobe. She never makes
an "entrance" and yet, when she enters a
room, she is immediately the cynosure of
all eyes.
Everything she does is effortless

—with

no striving

for effect.

Shoes are her greatest hobby. At the
census there were more than 75 pair.
She doesn't own any diamonds and never
wears anything in silver and platinum.
Despite her brunette beauty, she claims
she is a "golden" girl.
Although she is on every host and
hostess list in Hollywood, she doesn't
go in for a continual round of parties.
She has a small group of friends, the John
Cromwells (Kay Johnson), the Arthur
Hornblows, the Louis Bromfields, the
Edmund Lowes, with whom she likes to
dine informally.
She adores music. When she was a child
it was her mother's fondest hope that she
would be a genius at the piano. Kay
wanted to be a trapeze artist and wear
pink tights. Both have since recuperated
from their respective disappointments.
last

Kay now occupies a box at the Hollywood
Bowl during the summer months and at
the opera during the season. Her escort
on these musical evenings is usually Mrs.
MacKenna's little boy, Kenneth.
Kay's cup would be overbrimming now
if she could only see New York again.
She hasn't been back for almost two
years and no anodyne but a return trip
She is hoping
will cure her nostalgia
that in a very imminent future she will
be allowed to make a picture at the
Paramount New York Studios
and
then, excuse her dust!
.

.

Say

It

As entrancing as your

as

lipstick,

Phantom
"Brow" and "Eye Shadow" will work
wonders with 3-our eyes make them

important

as

your

rouge,

add

mystery

—

appear

larger,

to

their

beauty, Increase their sparkle, make
them "say things." Instantly, with
these new, different beauty helps, you
will find a new delight in being your
loveliest self.

Pearly blonde, dreamy brunette and
the maid with coppery curls, find in
Phantom Eye Cosmetics the true accent
Fashion
of their individual charm.
even under the
business
sports
exacting requirements of the screen,
Phantom Eye Shadow delights with its
subtle and romantic shadowing effect.
Phantom Brow lends new life and lustre
to the lashes, lends new interest to the
most expressive features of the face.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

BLONDE OR
BRUNETTE
Because they harmonize
with every type of beauty,

Phantom
have

Eye
the

set

Cosmetics
fashion

of

New

York,
Hollywood and Paris. Mary
Philbin and Marion Nixon,
whose pictures are shown
here, as well as Alice White,
Loretta Young and scores
mai^e-up

of

in

other

film

Phantom

stars,

Eye

find

Cosmetics

expressive of
personal loveliness.

truly

their

MAKE THEM YOURS
For business smartness or party fascination,
choose Phantom Red Cosmetics today. In regular sizes, Phantom Brow, brown or black, is
Phantom
available in liquid or mascara cake.
Eye Shadow, brown or blue-gray, is in paste or in
stick form..

All

Phantom Red

Cosmetics are sold
leading toilet
goods counters.
For dainty 10c sizes,
use the coupon.
at

.

Many of Kay's friends, however, have
crossed the desert sands to help assuage
her homesickness.
They report that she
sweet, unspoiled,
is still the same Kay
unaffected, evidencing no traces of "going
This, in the nature of
Hollywood."
Popularity and
things, is not surprising.
adulation have ilways been hers and her
grand sense of humor would never allow
her to take herself too seriously. In other
words, she doesn't think she is important.
Which, really, is the most important
thing about her.

—

Your Eyes

Let

terrier

whose godfather is William Powell and
whose name is "Snifter"; and seven fish

known

BROW^EYE SHADOW

I
'

I

I
I

I

CARLYLE LABORATORIES,
Dept. 242,
67 Fifth Ave.,

—

.'Vddress.
I

|

•

|
j

Name.

I

I

10

Send at 10c each
I enclose. .. .cents.
vanity sizes of the following Phantom Eye
Kroun
Black
Cosmetics: Brow Liquid
Blue-Cray
Brmvn
Eye Shadow

I

I

Inc.

New York

'
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Suiting the Boys
[Continued from page 37]

notched lapels that roll all the way down;
and all modestly priced between $175 and
$200 each.
And, by the way. Buddy's clothes all
have natural shoulders now no padding
nor stuffing of any sort.

—

It's a great day for his tailor when
Robert Montgomery comes along. For an
order for six or eight suits at one crack
means nothing in his young life.
His latest sartorial orgy resulted in a
complete fall wardrobe even including a
cutaway and striped trousers for church
and formal day wear. As if a day is ever
formal in Hollywood!
After the cutaway. Bob cast his eyes
upon flannels and was lost. He ordered
four suits of that material, a dark blue, a
all doublelight blue, a brown and a gray

—

—

—

breasted.

so slender," Mr. Watson exnearly always make his coats
double-breasted because they make him
look heavier. And he has his trousers cut

"Bob

modern

giris

moke money
!

decorators, fabric designers, show card
modern girls ore making
writers,
good money in art. Manufacturers
of wall paper, furniture, draperies,
dress fabrics, jewelry, kitchenware
base their success today on color
and design. Girls trained in art are
needed. Fine incomes are possible.
Through the Federal School of
Illustrating you can learn the principles
of modern design at home.
More
than fifty famous artists contribute
exclusive lessons to the Federal Course

As fashion

illustrators, interior

—

illustrating, cartooning, lettering,
designing, etc. Many Federal students
are now earning from $2500 to
others even more.
$6000 a year
in

—

Test Your Talent Free

Our Free Art
From
your drawing

talent.

it

ortists will

ability.

judge

Send today

Chart and our Free Book,
"a Road To Bigger Things."

for this Test

FEDERAL SCHOOL
OF ILLUSTRATING
2941

Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Federal School of Illustrating
2341 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minn.
Please

"A Road

send me free book,
To Bigger Things," and

Standard Art

OccupationAddress-

Test.

and always has a buckle put on
of the waistband so he can
tighten them that way and doesn't have
to wear either a belt or suspenders.
"It's very seldom we get a chance to fit
Bob's clothes in our shop," Mr. Watson
very
each

full

side

went on. "He works so constantly that
usually we have to take the works out to
the studio and try them on him between
shots. Lots of times they've held up production until we got through trying on his
clothes."
There was a large portrait of Basil
Rathbone displayed prominently over Mr.
Watson's desk, so when the original sauntered in, no one had to hiss "attendez"
at

me.

Mr. Rathbone ordered

a double-breasted

dark gray flannel with a light

stripe,

two

brown Harris tweeds, a double-breasted
one
light blue worsted, two blue serges

—

single and one double-breasted, a dark blue
full dress suit, a dinner suit, a light cream-

colored camel's hair overcoat and a blue
guardsman's overcoat.
"That guy shouldn't need any clothes
for the next five years," I murmured resentfully to Mr. Watson, as Mr. Rathbone
strolled out.

Test finds out your

our

is

"we

plained,

"You

think so?" was the answer. "Take

a look at this."

And he showed me the ledger-sheet bearing Mr. Rathbone's name and believe
it or not, during the one year he was in
Hollywood, Mr. Rathbone paid into the
coffers of Watson and Son over $7,000 for
suits and overcoats alone. Not to mention
his purchases of sundry shirts, hats and
shoes from the other Hollywood haber-

—

dasheries.

While still more or less in the coma induced by Mr. Rathbone's extravagances, a
soft

"Gut efening"

in

a feminine voice

announced the sultry Marlene Dietrich, accompanied by the ever-present Josef von
Sternberg. She went into a fitting-room
alone, and presently emerged in the fulldress suit which she had ordered for use in
"Morocco". Incidentally, you who have
seen the picture know that she can wear a
dress suit with more aplomb than the
average male.

Frau Dietrich and "Von" had hardly
closed ths door behind them when Arthur
Lake bounded in to have a tuck taken in
the sleeves of a new camel's hair overcoat

he had just bought. When he bends over
he looks like some woolly animal and I'm
quite sure he'll be shot for a bear when the
hunting season opens.
The coat is large enough to keep Arthur
and a couple of his friends warm at the
same time. But whether the extra coverage is for boy or girl friends he doesn't
say.
However, I have recollections of
Arthur's preference for blondes.
He ordered a couple of new suits while
waiting for the coat to be altered. In
curious contrast to the parts he plays,
Arthur invariably selects neat, conservative clothes and will have nothing tricky
about them. Which makes me think that
sisters are occasionally of some use in the
the world they can be so critical!
Arthur recently had a dark overcoat
made to wear with his evening clothes
but he has never had it on because he's

—

afraid it's too extreme.

And then there's Rod La Rocque, who
has more suits than any other man in
Hollywood. One day before he left for
New York to begin rehearsals for the stage
play he and his wife, Vikna Banky, are
doing, he came in to Mr. Watson's fashion
emporium looking not angry but terribly,
terribly hurt.

"Look, here," he said. "I'm not enwith the way my clothes
look on the screen
tirely satisfied

.

'

gasped. If there is one man in town
who has the reputation of never making a
I

Rod.
"What's the trouble?" he was asked.

sartorial error, it's

"I'll tell you," Rod explained.
"They
look great on me in the flesh but on the
screen every wrinkle is magnified to two or

three times its actual size. Let's see if we
can work out something a little different."
"Suppose you let us make you up one
suit according to our own ideas," Watson
"Something, perhaps, not
fils suggested.
so typically English, which will give you
plenty of room and yet do away with
those wrinkles around the arms."
Mr. La Rocque agreed and the suit was
rushed through in two days. When it was
delivered Rod had a screen test made of
himself in it.
Next morning his valet
arrived with his entire wardrobe to be
remodeled along the lines of the new suit.
The alteration bill was somewhere in the
neighborhood of $500.00.
investigations had been very pleasant so far but one morning I received an
invitation to accompany the Watsons out
to Lawrence Tibbett's at six in the mornMr. Tibbett had gone from "The
ing.
New Moon" to work on "The Southerner" without a day's interim, and there had
been no chance to order new clothes.
Mrs. Tibbett proved that she was the
one wife in a lifetime by being up at that
ungodly hour to see the job well-done.
She hovered solicitously about and chatted
cheerfully with Lawrence to take his mind
off the tedious business of standing still

My

—

—

while one suit after another was pinned
and basted.

.

.
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Warner Baxter

is

another

who

weave and a double-breasted
with an invisible hair-

ringbone

looks

But beyond disto his fashion laurels.
covering that he likes light shades of blue,
tan and brown worsteds, and has his clothes
cut to fit snugly, I found no royal road to
elegance in his tastes. I suppose it's not a
it's just
case of clothes making the man
how he wears 'em.
More given to frills and foibles is Hugh
Trevor, who oozes about Hollywood in a
camel's hair overcoat that set him back
$295. At one sitting (or do I mean fitting?)
Hugh gave the Watsons an order for a
double-breasted gray flannel with pleated
trousers, a four-piece suit of a sort of
single-breasted,
changeable gaberdine,
with a belted back and inverted pleats,
the whole thing hand-stitched, a cafe-aulait single-breasted flannel with a her-

—
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electric blue flannel
stripe.

Neil Hamilton, Frank Albertson, RayHackett, Cliff (Ukelele Ike) Edwards, David Manners, Robert Armstrong
and Harry Bannister (husband of the beeyu-ti-ful Ann Harding), all wear about the
same type of clothes the sort a successful

mond

—

any American city might
Nothing extreme in the patterns
nothing exotic in the cut just the

business
choose.

—

man

in

quiet simplicity of tailoring
inherent good taste.

—
that

milyou
qhe mem days
TO PROVE

denotes

CAN

I

MAKE YOU

And there's another way in which most
of our screen Lotharios are brothers under
the skin to the rest of male America. Those
who are married usually wear ties selected
by their wives. Need we say more?

Annette Kellermann

The

U OVV
you

Resurrection of Lupe

—
—

your

—a story of suffering,

tragedy, sordidness

and poverty. Lupe says you have to suffer
before you can be a clown and her life
proves her statement.

Lupe

relates:

"At fourteen
Mexican

I

went to work.

I

was

a

My

father, a colonel in the
army, was killed during a revolu-

shop-girl.

My

mother was an obscure opera
There were three sisters and a
We lived in a small town, San
brother.
Luis Potosi, two days' travel from Mexico

tion.

singer.

City.

"One day I shook the dust of that little
town from my feet, turned toward Mexico
City, and said:

" 'Here

I

like me'.

am, world.

—

You've got to

—

twenty six years later she is
repeating the same words in her mind.
Lupe, dramatic actress and ex-clown, after
years of struggle and privation, has an
inferiority complex of the first water.
Today,

at

This feeling of inferiority, particularly
as far as her work is concerned, colors her
life in the face of the fact that she has
found love, riches and a home in the capital of filmdom.
I had learned, before seeing her, that

Carewe had selected six women whom he
believed could do the part, but was not
They had the handicap of imsatisfied.
proving on the work of Dolores Del Rio
who, playing opposite Rod La Rocque,

made the

silent version of "Resurrection"

a triumph.

Furthermore, Carewe literally battled
Lupe to make her take the role. Reluctantly, she capitulated.

"I was frightened. I thought the part
was too big for me," she told me. "I
thought of Dolores and came to the con-

Then Carewe began going over her
with her. As she absorbed the character
of Maslova, she forgot about herself and
her fear fell away from her. In its place
came the deep, sympathetic understanding
of the woman whom she was to portray.
Carewe worked with her day after day,
drilling into her the meaning of the work
which she was to undertake.

One

of the problems she faced in the pic-

was the changing of her voice three
times mechanical problems which were

—

to her. No cigarettes and plenty of
concentration produced the voice of the
pure, unsophisticated girl who lives in the
first phases of "Resurrection".
Next, she was forced to change the tone
and timbre of her voice so that she portrayed a woman of the streets, without
hope, without regard for anything or anyone, trying to forget the unhappiness she
knew following the death of the baby of
the man she loved more than all else in the
world.
Shooting began after she had realized
that she and Maslova had become one.
"After that, it was not acting," she
said, "it was a matter of living again the
life which Maslova had led."
At rest, she is calm, tranquil, these days.
Her face is quiet and shows little trace of
Usually, she almost mumbles
emotion.
her lines. After she has done so several
times, she casts aside her "rehearsal perHer
sonality" and becomes Maslova.
Her voice changes. Her
face changes.
whole body and personality change.
Before leaving Lupe and Carewe and
Universal City I saw the rushes of the picture, had a chance to compare the voluptuous Lupe of other days, toasted for her
clowning, but crying behind her laughter,
to the wistful wisp of a Mexican girl who
stands so close to fame.
And I saw her as a little girl of fourteen,
leaving her home, lifting her arms to the
heavens and saying:
You've got to
"Here I am, world.
left

like
I

why Edwin

Carewe, the

astute director, was able to strip her of
one personality and give her another for

"Resurrection".

legs,

waist,
calves?

days you can

have the proof that my
personal methods will give
you a slender, graceful
It

figure.

was

through

these methods that

I

de-

veloped "the body beautiand won fame as
ful"
"tlie world's most perfectly

formed woman."

And

these same methods

l>y

I

have kept my weight and
figure without change of
one pound or one inch
for over ten years.

40,000 women of every
weight, age and condition
of life have been benefited
by those methods. No need
now for yon to fear obesity
n any part of the body
Graceful
posture
and
poise come with this new
figure
you will acquire.
Health, too health that
will glow in a rosy complexion free from sallowwrinkles,
pimples,
ness,
Pep and en"fag lines."
ergy that will make life
i

—

worth living! Your whole
system will be cleansed of
Constipation

impurities.

and

other ailments contributing to your present
condition will be corrected.
And it's fun this quick, easy way.

Spend only 15
my special methods daily. I allow you
plenty of delicious, satisfying foods, but they produce
energy instead of fat. 1 use no drugs or pills; prescribe
no starvation diets.
You owe it to yourself to learn about my tested
methods. I invite you to send for a free copy of my
book. "The Body Beautiful." But please act at once.
Mail the coupon below or write.
Address, Annette
Kellermann, Inc., Suite 922, 225 West 39th Street, New
minutes with

York

City.

Annette Kellermann, Inc., Suite 922,
225 West 39th Street, New York City.
Dear Miss Kellermann: I want to Jose
pounds.
Send me your booklet, "The Body Beautiful. "
Requesting

it

does not obligate

me

in

any way.

Name
City-

-State-
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The next

me."
realized then

to
bust,

neck,

hips, arms,
In just 10

lines

take
inches
reduce

to

want

you

do

clusion that I couldn't possibly achieve
the heights she had reached. I thought
I would be an anti-climax."

ture

want

How many

off?

{Continued from page 15]

"People think I'm sick. I used to laugh
and fool around on the set and off. But,
now I'm sad. I used to have fun at night,
when work was done, but now I go to bed
exhausted."
I might have thought that Lupe was
posing and exaggerating her devotion to
her art even dramatizing herself as she
talked if I hadn't seen her in the dim
light of the deserted stage an hour before,
with the tears streaming down her cheeks.
I might be inclined to laugh at the little
hoyden who suddenly turned dramatic
actress if I hadn't known her early history

many pounds do

issue of
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My

1

Life— Lew Ay res
\Continued from page 14]

and

looked in the door at the dancers.
awfully pretty girl smiled at me.
She was with an elderly lady. I've noticed girls are usually brave about flirting
a little when they think they're safe and
you can't get to them. But she was too
I

An

pretty to let things go so easily so I walked
in and straight over to her, greeted her as
though we were old friends and asked her
to dance.
Ivan Kahn, the agent, saw us dancing together.
He recognized her as an actress
(although I didn't know who she was)
and thought because I was dancing with
her I must be an actor. He stopped me on
the way out and asked me to come up to
his office to see him. When I got up there
the next Monday he told me he would

handle my career.
"Surely," I thought, "nothing but blue
skies from now on.
I've got an agent.
Let him do the worrying. He'll get me

work."
But he couldn't.
After stringing me
along for a couple of months, Mr. Datig
sent for me and arranged for my test. Mary
Brian worked with me in it.
The next day Ivan and I went over to
see how it had turned out.
Mr. Datig
looked at me and laughed.
"You'd be
damned good in a Christie comedy," he
said.

"Why— why,

I

didn't

it

turn out good?"

stammered.

Good and

"Good?

Next

rotten.

When

I

talked to you I thought you had something,
but you mugged so in front of that camera
it would take years to straighten you out."

And he laughed

gotten one of them. And I didn't "break
up" in either the first or second "take".
I went right straight through with the
action.
I was broken-hearted and that laugh of
Fred Datig's simply crucified me.
Yet,
I suppose it was what I needed for it cured
me of mugging. I've never cut a face at a

camera

since.

Meanwhile nothing happened and my
board bill kept mounting up. When I was
with the orchestra I had accumulated
about a thousand dollars' worth of instruments and everyone of them was in
hock. The only thing I had left to pawn
was my wardrobe and I wouldn't part
with even a necktie. I'd have starved
That was my stock in trade.
Ivan went out to see Paul Bern at Pathe
about me, as he heard they were putting
on some juveniles. Mr. Bern promised to
^
have a test made of me.
But more time passed and nothing happened. The family I was living with decided they couldn't carry me any longer
and rented my room. I packed up my
clothes and put my trunks in the back of
first.

month you

car.
I hadn't an idea where I was going to sleep that night as I hadn't a dollar
to make a deposit on a room.
Just as I was leaving the house Ivan
phoned and told me to go out to Pathe:
they were going to make my test.
I went on out with my trunks still in
the back of my old wreck and made the
test.

Edmund Goulding, who

.

Silver Screen's

Big Slogan
Contest
the
you
WERE
contest which
in

10th?

What

big Silver Screen slogan
closed at midnight January

—

a contest it was offering $500 for five
words, or for a sub-title for our young

magazine.

The slogans have poured in by the tens of
thousands, not only from every stale in the
United Stales, but from every country in the
world.
It's been thrilling and exciting sitting
here every day watching them coming in
hundreds and hundreds of them in each mail.
Very few contestants sent in only one slogan.
One interested reader sent in 169 all in one mail!
But now the fun begins for the judges. They
are working day and night going through the
vast number of slogans that have been submitted
to find just exactly the right one.
Watch Silver Screen on the newsstands
the 101 h of each month for further announcements. And thank you all, from the bottom of my
heart for your co-operation and interest.
R.

W.

later di-

rected Gloria Swanson in 'The Trespasser'
and Nancy Carroll in 'The Devil's Holiday' directed me that day.
1 don't know why, but I was so sure
they were going to sign me that I borrowed
five dollars on the strength of my hunch
and went to a little hotel that night. Next
day they did give me a contract.
The papers ran a couple of pictures of me
announcing that Pathe had signed me and
I got five fan letters.
I answered them all
and sent the first one a large photograph
autographed 'To my first fan'.
She lived
in Long Beach and sent me back a photo
of herself autographed 'From your first

That photograph still hangs on my
living-room wall.
My Pathe contract wasn't to start until
January first. It was about the middle of
December then so I went home for Christmas. I was riding high.
fan'.

A
was

bona

fide

contract and fan mail.

I

thought
every thing was going to be glorious. For
my peace of mind, it was well that I
'in

pictures'

couldn't foresee

at

what

last!

I

lay ahead.

go from poverty to his final triumph with Lew Ayres—from his disappointments to his first
Garho
v....
and the lead in "All Quiet on the Western Front", told in Lew's own fearless manDon't miss this exciting installment in the March SILVER Screen, on the newsstands February 10th.

great chance with
....

little

again.

went in to see the test and it was pretty
awful. The only thing that consoled me
was that the director had told me about a
thousand things to do and I hadn't forI

my

—

—
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She Thanks Her Lucky

Stars

[Continued from page 51]

liked about it and almost invariably they
said it was the little boy. Men like boys

they were completely the work of another

anyway.
more sentimental than women,

'The Wild Party' was a poor picture.
at the time was very
unsatisfactory.
We had to take the same
scenes over and over and over again. Now
Clara Bow works best when she works
spontaneously. When four o'clock in the
afternoon came and she was limp from
doing the same thing over a dozen times,
you can imagine what happened.
'Sarah and Son' was a good picture,"
she said, "but there wasn't anything
wonderful about it. The end was badly
motivated.
"If I were doing the thing over the way
it should be done, I'd try to find some
better explanation of why the boy knew
his own mother as soon as he awoke to

in pictures,
"Men are

but

women like sentimental pictures better
men do. Women like great human

than

stories that treat of the life

they know.

As a rule they do not care for picture: of
the underworld, because

it is

a stratum of

with which most women have had no
But most men have brushed
contacts.
against the underworld in one way or another and their imagination is more open
life

Pictures like
of this kind.
'Underworld', 'Journey's End', and 'Gentlemen of the Press' are essentially man

to pictures

pictures.

"But pictures that are most successful
must strike major notes. 'Sarah and Son'
dealt with the universal theme of mother
love. 1 liked it personally because it was
I was
the human document of Sarah.
interested in Sarah as a human
rather than just as a mother.

being

love.
most universal theme of
THE
used in almost
why
That
all is

it is

is

all

pictures.

"Because pictures strike these universal
movie fans have sometimes been
described as having little intelligence.
The
Personally 1 think that's libelous.
people who attend movies know what
they want better than the people who
make them.
"If you find something really good, the
mass will like it. None will be led astray
notes,

consults its tastes. We are all sufficiently alike so that if a director considers
what appeals to him as a human being

who

when he isn't being snobbishly arty, he'll
get what appeals to other human beings.
pictures have ever failed.
"Talking pictures are more interesting
to direct than silent pictures because they
bring you closer to the mind of the player.
But silent pictures were more difficult to
direct because it is hard to tell a story en-

Few good

tirely in

pantomime.

"I never try to impose on the stars. I
direct my vision of how a part should be
played. First I let them interpret a scene
as they themselves think it should be portrayed.
They act the scene out without

This is called walking
interruption.
through a scene. Then changes are made
necessary.
yet directing is compromise.
The director has her own vision of just
exactly how everything should be done.
Ideally the director is like the conductor
of an orchestra and all the players work in
if

—

"And

perfect

harmony.

"I've been told that there is a good deal
of jealousy on the movie lots but I have
never seen it. I have never looked for it."
We talked next about the pictures which
herself has directed. She
as impersonally as though

Dorothy Arzner
criticized

them

person.

The sound apparatus

consciousness.
"I knew it would go over all right because people were terribly anxious to see
those two get together and didn't care
how it was done. But the end comes
almost too quickly.
If I were doing it
over and doing it right, I'd develop better
water scenes and make the ending more
plausible."

Dorothy Arzner has even less affection
"Anybody's Woman", though she ad-

for
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mits liking the character of the burlesque
queen played by Ruth Chatterton. "But
the story was not developed well. I never
cared for it from the beginning.
"Players sometimes complain of the
poor parts that are given to them. That's
Players draw toward themnonsense.
selves exactly the parts that represent the
kind of thing that they have become in
pictures.
Poor parts gravitate toward
poor players. If a part is poor, it is because a player has made it poor. A player
can make anything out of his part that is
in himself.
A director cannot draw anything out of a player that is not in him.

ASHFUU
"'Shame od you!" Are you ncrvotts,
smbarraased ia company of the other
sex'^ 'Stoff being shii of strangera. Coaquerl he terrible/far of yoursuperiora.
Be clieerful and confident of your
future! Your fiiulta easily overct>ino
BO you can enjoy life to the fulleut.
Send 25c. for this amazing book.

RICHARD BLACKSTONE
New York

B-502, Flatiron Bide.

,

Some

directors are merely better than
others at drawing out certain potential
abilities that are in the stars they direct."

THOUGH she did not, of course, say so,
Dorothy Arzner is the kind of director
can get the most out of a player.

who

Since Clara Bow has been directed by
others, her star seems to be setting. Miss
Arzner, even in "The Wild Party", brought
out the pathos that is in Clara.
Miss Arzner, nevertheless, will not attempt to explain why she has been so
successful as a director, when every other
woman who has tried to direct, with the
possible exception of Lois Weber, who is
now out of pictures, has been a flop. But
it is the writer's opinion that Miss Arzner
has clicked where the others have failed
because she possesses a combination of
shrewdness and imagination to a degree
not yet attained by any other woman who
has ever penetrated behind the scenes in
the picture world.

BLONDE
HAIR
need never darken
if you

best of the Hollywood Insider's
love stories will appear in the
March Silvkr Scrken the story of a girl
who loved wisely and well. Watch for it.

—
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The Hollywood Venus
[Continued from -page 31]

Hollywood Venus
Height 5'4"

Weight 115

lbs.

intention of being that way again.
She
uses all the known methods diet, exer-

and has her heaviest meal at noonday.
She never uses cream, sugar or butter and

Weight 135

cise

to keep her weight
her contours perfect.
She hasn't touched bread, butter or
potatoes in 434 years! And that, believe
you us, takes courage. And she never
eats breakfast.
When she first gets up
she has a big glass of water. Then, just
before she goes on the set she has a cup
of very hot coffee but she only takes a sip
or two. For luncheon she usually eats a
salad and bran in some form. One of her

rarely indulges in bread or potatoes.
Leila Hyams and Anita Page follow no
rigid diet, but eat moderately and avoid

lbs.

Bust

34^"

35)'2"

Hips

1234"
l^i"

Calf

3734"
133^"
8"

Bust
Hips

33K"

Calf

Ankle

Height 5'4"

Original Venus

Ankle

The list, of course, contained some startling contrasts. It included tall svelte Kay
Francis, who topped the others with her
5'7".
In spite of her height, however,
Kay's bust and hips are close to the ideal,
measuring 33 and 35. Then there were
tiny Janet Gaynor and Dorothy Lee, the
former 5 feet and the latter 5'1" and both

And Garbo
weighing only 98 pounds.
and Marlene Dietrich, both distinctly
different in type from the average screen
beauty, taller and heavier and built along
more generous lines.
The Venus de Milo, you'll remember,
had what we might call womanly hips.
They measured three inches more than her
chest. But on our list of modern Venuses
we find several whose hips measiure the
same or within an inch of their busts

—

—

the boyish type of figure. Among these
are Joan Crawford, Lila Lee, Lola Lane,
Bebe Daniels, Dorothy Mackaill, Marilyn
Miller, Sharon Lynn, Dixie Lee, Marion
Davies, Carole Lombard.
Out of our list of thirty-six the measurements of beautiful, blonde Constance Bennett most closely approximate those of the
composite Venus. Connie doesn't deviate
more than half an inch from any of the
measurements but she weighs only 98
Put on ten or fifteen pounds,
pounds.
Connie, and you'll be a strong contender
for the throne of the new Olympus.
Helen Twelvetrees and Sue Carol run
close to the ideal, but both have a
little too much girth around the legs.
Dorothy Mackaill is another who almost
meets the requirements just a little tall
and the tape measure stretches a little
too far around the chest and calves. Nancy
Carroll loses out on hips and calves.

and massage

down and

favorite salads

give the

laurel

Joan's
height is exactly that of Venus. And her
weight is only 5 pounds below the mark
Her
110 versus Constance Bennett's 98.
ankle 734 and her calf 12 the same as
la Bennett's and very close to the new
Venus, as you can see. Now Joan has an
unusual figure in that her bust and hip
measurements both 37 sound alarming.
However, in reality it is her unusually
broad back and shoulders which add the
extra inches to the chest. She has a small
waist 2434 and the symmetry of bust
and hips gives her a boyish straightness.
A beautifully proportioned figure and as
lovely a pair of legs as you will find

—

—

—

—

—

anywhere.
Now perhaps you'd like to know how
they do it. What is the secret of keeping
a gorgeous figure once it has been achieved?
No one in Hollywood works more zealously to preserve a perfect shape than
Joan Crawford. Joan used to be a little
on the side of plumpness and she has no

a

raw

carrot salad

with

—

JOAN

takes frequent massages especially when working.
They relax her
and also reduce any part of her that has
taken on weight. She does not go in for

the exceedingly strenuous type of massage,
however, relying rather on dancing,
tennis and swimming to keep her slim

Marion Davies and Sue Carol
do the same. Dorothy Mackaill eats a
light luncheon and a good husky dinnerdesserts.

but avoids rich foods like the plague.
Carole Lombard sticks to cooked vegetables, broiled meat and fish, and avoids
starches., Mary Brian cuts out pastry and
Marlene Dietrich stays away from bread
and sweets. Garbo eats everything.
Bebe Daniels has a sensible point of
view.
She thinks that dieting is risky
and prefers to keep down her weight and
keep fit by exercise. Bebe's figure is one
of the most enviable in Hollywood, so
her system must work.
Most of the Hollywood Venuses rely
on. exercise to keep them svelte. Swimming is the favorite sport in sunny southern

By Request
AYRES won the most
LEW
votes in Silver Screen's
call

for

"request

interviews"

and so, all for being obliging.
Silver Screen in this issue
starts Lew's life story. For news
of your favorite, write in, stating whom you'd like stories
about and we'll do the rest.

and above all work. No girl who works
hard and as continually as Joan Crawford has to worry much about fat.
For dinner Joan eats anything she wants
with the exception of those dreaded
bugbears, bread, butter and potatoes.
She eats meat only once a day with her
as

—

—

Besides this she has vegetables,
dinner.
salad and thinning desserts.
Not many of the film stars are as consistent in their dieting as Joan, but most
of them watch their food carefully. Lola
Lane swears by fruit juices and vegetables.
She avoids heavy foods and when on a
picture goes on a liquid diet of fruit
Once a
juices, thin soups and celery.
week she indulges herself in a heavy
dinner with all the trimmings, including
potatoes.
And she always drinks a glass

lemon juice before lunch and dinner
Evelyn
because it shrinks the tummy.
Brent lives on vegetables and fruits when
Fish and fowl are inshe is working.
Between pictures
cluded but no meat.
Evelyn eats sparingly at morning and night

of

—

— where

all sports are delightful
of access.
Joan Crawford,
Dorothy Mackaill, Garbo, Marion Davies,
Anita Page, Jean Arthur, Rita LaRoy
and Leila Hyams all swear by it. Ten
out of our list of 36, name riding as one
of the best methods of enjoying oneself
Among them are
and keeping thin.
Garbo, Evelyn Brent, Jean Arthur and
Mary Brian. Joan Crawford, Lola Lane,
Sue Carol, Dorothy Lee, Marion Davies,
Leila Hyams and Garbo all play tennis
(Garbo, you'll obas often as possible.

California
and easy

may

serve,

—

the

is

cottage cheese and French dressing. She
also likes hearts of lettuce with French
dressing flavored with roquefort cheese.
Or 4 slices of canned pineapple with a
tiny bit of cottage cheese and French
dressing.
She never has any liquid with
her luncheon except when she has a cup
of strained chicken broth. Then she eats
nothing else except the broth. While she
is on the set she likes to munch on a big
hard green apple or a good solid orange.
That keeps her from getting hungry,
and is healthful and non-fattening.

—

we'd
ONwreath whole
to Joan Crawford.

—

—

takes

eat everything in

sight,

more consistent and strenuous

but
exer-

than almost any other woman in
Joan Crawford, Loretta Young,
Marilyn Miller, Marion Davies and
Evelyn Knapp go in for dancing in a big
way.
Professional dancers like Marilyn
often find that they need no other form of
reducing.
Loretta Young, Claudia Dell
and Frances Dee do setting-up exercises
religiously.
It's not so much fun, but it
Rita LaRoy and Anita
does the work.
Page are the only two to advocate golf
and they are neither of them among the
Golf is a little
slimmest of our sirens.
too leisurely for the girls who are determined to see the pounds melt away
Garbo, Evelyn Knapp, Lola
quickly.
Lane and Dorothy Lee are firm exponents
cise

films).

of brisk walking as .an aid to a graceful
figure.

QOME
aid

Joan,

of the girls favor massage as an
to or a substitute for exercise.
Carole
we've already mentioned.

Lombard, Ann Harding, Dorothy Mackaill, Norma Shearer have all felt Sylvia's
educated and merciless fingers with excellent results.

So if your mirror displays the hefty
hips and womanly bust of the Venus de
Milo instead of the streamlines of the
new Hollywood \'enus you'd better get
out that old motheaten bathing suit and
tennis racket and put a padlock on the
icebox.
Get out your tape measure and
see how close you come to those 1931
Maybe sheer envy will
measurements.
melt off a few pounds!

,•
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NAME THESE

Chicken, Southern Style

MOVIE

[Continued from page 34]

to give in," she explained. "'I think they
said I could go to New York so that they
could get a little rest."

So the
to

little

New York

miss from Dixie came up
and enrolled at Sargent

of Dramatic Arts. She was told
that dramatic roles were her particular
forte, but she also studied singing and
dancing. When she accepted her first job
in the chorus at the Capitol Theatre her

Academy

instructors

were

horrified.

"Well, anyway," Dorothy told them,
"chorus girls get paid and they seem to
eat regularly."

She continued to get paid. She drew
a weekly salary check for a one-tworhree-kick, in the chorus of "The Garrick
In
Gaieties," and "Twinkle Twinkle".
"Funny Face" she had a chance to step
out of the chorus and do a bit and in
"Treasure Girl" she had a better oppor-

But

it

was good experience:

"I had a good many weeks on that
"It came at a very
picture," she said.
good time. I learned to accustom myself
to the camera. I began to feel at home in
When I
the atmosphere of the studio.
wasn't working I watched Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks in their scenes.
They were very
I learned a great deal.
nice to me, too, in the matter of pubThat, also, was valuable at the
licity.
time."
From United Artists she went to M-G-M,
one of those beautiful contract things

—

five years

with nice

They're hazel and helong to a beautiful First
National Pictures star who once adorned Ziegfeld's stage shows- She''s 5 ft., 5 in. tall^ weighs
112 pounds and has blonde hair. Name below*

no need now to
have dull eyes

raises in salary.

That career of hers is a serious matter.
She doesn't go around to night clubs and
Hollywood parties. In fact she goes out
Fancy a Southern beauty
very little.
There are plenty
without lots of beaux.
of boys who would gladly contribute
their services but she doesn't have time.

Clarksville, Tenin one place, anyway.
nessee, proclaimed its faith in its favorite
daughter by hoisting twenty-four sheets

sister is attending a women's college in
Claremont, about forty miles from Los
Angeles, and can come home for weekends.
She's one of the tiniest leading women
only five-feet-two, and she
in pictures
weighs exactly 98 pounds. Her eyes are
gray. Oh, an awfully nice shade of gray.
And you should hear her when she forgets
It's
herself and talks purest Tennessee.

over town announcing, "Dorothy
all
Jordan in 'Black Magic' ". Just as some
months later Ramon Novarro's starring
picture was billed all over town as "Dorothy Jordan in 'Devil May Care'," with
Ramon Novarro in small type some
several lines below.
By that time a new shipment of theat-

EYES!

hopefuls had arrived on the Fox lot.
Dorothy took her makeup box and moved
over to United Artists for the role of
Bianca in "The Taming of the Shrew".
Most of Dorothy was on the cutting-room
floor when the picture was finally released.

rical

However, "Treasure Girl" was
One night it
not long for thii world.
folded its tent and silently stole away.
By that time the great revolution was
on in Hollywood. The infant screen had
It was talking.
grown up overnight.
Producers were scurrying about New York
with wild eyes and hair standing on end.
Almost anyone who knew the difference
between a proscenium arch and the head
usher was shipped immediately to Hollywood. Dorothy was discovered by a Fox
scout and given a ticket to the Coast.
Her debut in the canned drama was not
too conspicuous. No one actually lighted
She played in
bonfires on the housetops.
something pretty harrowing called "Black
However, it was appreciated
Magic".

tunity.
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course, there is that handsome young
aviator who sends her orchids every day.
But on the whole, she's too busy with her
singing lessons and her studies.
While she was making " In Gay Madrid

Of

'

'

Production was
Dorothy's father died.
held up to allow her to go to Clarksville
for the funeral and when she returned to
Hollywood, her mother came with her.
They live in a pleasant house at one of the
beaches, [Playa del Rey. Dorothy's younger

to let dull, bloodshot
eyes mar your appearance when
an application or two of harmless
Murine will make them bright
and clear again. It dissolves the
dust-laden film of mucus that
causes eyes to look dull, and

It's foolish

up any blood«
shot condition resulting

quickly clears

from over-use, late hours,
crying or outdoor exposure. 60c at drug and department

Try

stores.

* Dorothy

it!

Mackaill

—

enough to make you buy

a

one-way

ticket

to Dixie.
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Remember the days when a star was delighted to have a canvas stool to sit on?
And now look —here's Marion Davies reclining at ease on the set with nothing
to do but learn her part,

look beautiful and act

like a genius.

Ho,

hum

FREE BOOKLET.

Anita Institute, B-96 Anita BIdg.,

Newark, N.J.
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Rupture No Longer

If I

Had My

Life to Live

Over Again

\Conttnned from page 29]

My

;poils

Fun

"Those who get most things and do
most things, we call successful. Those
who get the fewest things and do the

"Now that I am rid of my
rupture and do not wear
a truss, I enjoy dancing
again. Tiiere are many
things I now do that I
could not even attempt
before, also my work is a
pleasure instead of a

fewest things, we call failures. Naturally,
if anyone spends his whole life going after
something without ever getting it, he is a
failure.
But the first people aren't such
successes. The truest success, to my mind,
is that rare bird who sits down and honestly decides what he wants to do with his
life, what he wants to possess
who
isn't hoodwinked into a false superficial

task. To look at me now,
no one would believe that
I ever was crippled by a
rupture."
This is the way people

.

.

.

existence.

write us after ridding
themselves of rupture
by using STUART'S

"The worst part of it all," Norma went
on earnestly, "is that it isn't only in ma-

ADHESIFPLAPAO-

think of the places I've gone because they
were the places one was supposed to go.

PADS. Stacks

terial things that

of

sworn

to endorsements report success
without delay from work.
The PLAPAO-PADS are designed to
assist nature in closing the hernial opening
so the rupture can't come down. When
this is accomplished, mechanical support
will no longer be needed. The PLAPAOPADS cling to the body without straps,
buckles or springs. Easy to apply comparatively inexpensive and comfortable.
Convince yourself by actually testing
"PLAPAO". SEND NO MONEY. Just
mail the coupon below and secure a free
test of the remedial factor "PLAPAO"
the muscle rejuvenator.

—

—

Test of Factor "PLAPAO"

FREE.
J--

— MAIL COUPON BELOW TO DAy

IPlapao Laboratories,
J
I

WHY,
through

When

like this.

I've actually given

up walking

life

would undoubtedly become

impossible.
"I'd keep

that wise old warning of
Emerson's hanging over my bed
over
my desk ... in my kitchen if I were a
housewife, or in my dressing-room if I
were in pictures 'Be careful what you set
your heart on for you will surely get it'."
The telephone rang. The first guests
were announced from downstairs. Ethel,

—

I

Add ress

J

jrt CornerY)wr Ficlures-Aibuni
•f

where yoa can keep tbem Bat 9 and

gown?"

Norma nodded. Then she turned to me
with a dreamy smile.
"They remind me," she said, "of when
I thought
I was sixteen and very poor.
how wonderful it would be to go out at
night to the smart places, in a very sophisticated black gown, with emeralds on
my fingers. After I'd achieved them, I
discovered there were things I wanted
more. Vacations in Africa, for instance
lazy mornings like those I had last
month in an old Spanish garden originally
planted by the Moors, a garden that was
up on the Alhambra Hill and from which
I looked down on sleepy Granada
time to
months at my beach house
read funny books about astrology, because
I am impressed with the idea that the stars
influence our destinies. And the long holidays this sort of thing demand mean fewer
pictures and less income.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

think I've taken a stride in the
right direction, in taking more leisure
at the sacrifice of having less money. I'm
accepting simpler emotional values, friendships and such. It's all very pleasant
But I'll never be able to attain the life I
hope I would attain if I had it all to do over
again.
"Oh, wouldn't it be grand to go back to
sixteen with the knowledge it has taken
.with
me thirty-odd years to acquire
knowing mythe blinders off my eyes
self so much better as a human being that
I'd know the kind of life that would make
me happiest regardless of what the world
convinced that the only
might think
really important thing is to do what you
want to do when you want to do it, pro.

.

.

.

.

.

vided you never hurt anyone any more
than you can help."

"/\ri Corners"!^ Colors
I

are on eale at Photo Supply and
Albnm countera everywhere. They
are the only Quick, Easy, Artietic,
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Are YouAlwaysExcited? Fatigued? Worried?
I
'
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Constipation, indigestion,
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cold sweats, dizzy spells and sex weakness are caused by
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how
Learn
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sick
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Sell Confidence.

Send 25 cents for
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Very Brief Reviews
You'll find them in the March Silvfr
Screen, in addition to our regular Reviewing Stand. These will be reviews
of pictures already covered at length in
these pages, and now reduced to a sentence that tells you whether or not we
Read Silver
advise you seeing them.
Scri'en's reviews and learn how to spend

How would you

your movie money.

or

go traveling—stage coach, antique railroad
In making "Danger Lights" they got all
three types of go-get- theres on the lot at once, just for the fun of it.
like to

modern locomotive?

.

.

'

j

.

.

eojoy tbem always.

Styles

.

.

.

1DO

.

.

I

I

the thick pine woods at
Juan les-Pins to get all dressed-up for a stupid luncheon when I was leaving in just a
few days and it might be years before I'd
feel the velvet softness of those needles
under my feet again or know the hush of
that lovely place.
"What if it was considered a great social
function, that luncheon.
I should have
realized I would be happier in the pine
woods and stayed there.
"I hope if I had my life to live over
again that I wouldn't want to do things
that defied society. I appreciate the fact
that with so many of us living together on
this old planet that it's up to everyone of
us to stick to the rules of the game.

Otherwise,

Inc.

350 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Send me FREE Trial Plapao and 48-pag'e book
on Rupture. No charge for this now or later.

we are

the maid, came in with a velvet case
containing Norma's famous emeralds.
"Will you wear these tonight, Miss
Norma?" she asked, "with the black
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Success and Charles Farrell
[Continued from page 35]
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1

LOOK YEARS

YOUNGER
Amazing youth

the all-consuming, was the
change Charles Farrell.

Romance changed him,

first

thing to

For a long
time Charlie and Janet have been eyed by
the curious and asked by the more bold if
they were in love. Janet's marriage, instead of dispelling the rumors, only inThose who know
tensified the interest.
them best have said that the two have
never been in love with each other at the
same time. There must have been a time
when Charlie loved Janet. There must
have been a time when Janet loved Charlie.
No one knows what thoughts were in
Charlie's mind when Janet married young
At least
Lydell Peck of San Francisco.
Their
their friendship is unchanged.
too.

professional careers continue to be parallel
Charlie's most successful pictures
roads.
have been with Janet. His love scenes
with Rose Hobart in "Liliom" did not

They might have had Janet
convince.
been the fragile little heroine. No one in
the world was more delighted than Charlie
when Janet returned to the Fox fold.
So romance, too, has brought a change
At least his manner has become
in him.
much more mature in the last year or two.
It is as if he had put play-times behind
him. He works harder than ever, now.
It has been frequently reported that he
would wed Virginia Valli, but there has
never been an authentic engagement anVirginia, with her calm
nouncement.
poise, her air of the woman of the world,
They have
naturally appeals to him.
been the best of friends and Charlie has
learned to value the friendship of a woman.
Once he said: "Virginia has kept me
from many pitfalls that I might have
stumbled into."
After a long stay in New York Virginia
The engageis returning to Hollywood.
ment rumors, of course, will be renewed.
Newspapers must print something on dull
days. But Charlie is growing into a pretty
He's approaching
confirmed bachelor.
Women may regard that as the
thirty.
most fascinating time in life for a man, but
he is also more difficult to snare then.
His bachelorhood is a pleasant thing.
He owns a picturesque Cape Cod cottage
on the shores of a little lake near Holly-

He had to have a special permit
to build a house of this type in a neighborhood where Spanish architecture abounds,
but he wanted a home that would echo
His
the atmosphere of his boyhood.
mother lives with him. Last year she
came out to spend the Christmas holidays
and Charlie wouldn't let her go back. She
understands him better than anyone else
Not many people realize
in the world.
that Charlie is tremendously sensitive.
New England reserve prevents him from
showing that side of his nature to the
His mother understands.
public.
Almost any evening, while he is working, you will find Charlie at home. When
he returns from the studio he takes a steam
bath in his really quite elaborate steam
room he has fitted adjoining his bedroom.
After dinner he likes to put on pajamas
and a dressing-gown, and throw himself
full length on the floor in front of the firewood.

place in the living-room. He enjoys reading but usually he must study lines for the
next day.
He does not memorize too
rapidly but he makes a thorough job of it.
Every morning, bright and early, he
rows on the lake. When he has time he
takes a sun bath. He likes to have breakfast with his mother on his little porch.
There are many, many acquaintances in
the life of this handsome young bachelor.

Every one in Hollywood likes him but he
has few close friends. The Arlens, Richard
and Jobyna, are neighbors and old friends.
Dick and Charlie were pals in their extra
days and it was Charlie who introduced
Dick to Jobyna. However, his best friend
is perhaps Guinn "Big Boy" Williams.
When he built his house he added an extra-

room

of

thousands

lingers with

women who have

learned the magic of

Kremola. This marvelous cream keeps
skin young, freshly white, free from dark
spots, age lines, and other unlovely de-

There is nothing else like it. Your
box will show you that. Ask your
druggist for Kremola. If it fails to enliven your skin to a new, youthful, crystal-clear
loveliness your money will

fects.
first

be refunded.
Should your druggist be out send
name, address and one dollar for new
introductory box a fuU month's supply,
postpaid, to Dr. C. H. Berry Co.,
Dept. 205, 2975 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. Then see new youth return.

—

•

KREMOLA

—

"Guinn's room".
There have been a good many girl friends,
Charlie has been seen many times
too.
with Carmelita Geraghty.
Carmelita
plays a fine game of tennis and golf. She
dances well and above all, she is intelliNot long ago Charlie took Anita
gent.
Page to Buddy Rogers' party.
At the
opening of "The Big Trail", at Grauman's
Chinese Theatre, Julanne Johnstone was
And he has taken
the lady of his choice.
out Mary Duncan and Lois Moran.
He says he likes girls who can play tennis
and golf; who like to dance without mak-

ing a life-work of it; who can discuss
books; that don't get too sentimental.
Strange, that last, for Charles Farrell is a
sentimentalist if ever there were one. He
does not like girls who make a determined
effort to parade their education.
His greatest joy and pride is his fortyfoot yawl, "Flying Cloud". That's Cape
Cod coming to the fore again. Whenever
he has time away from the studio he goes
cruising along the southern coast. Sometimes he goes alone with only the man he
keeps on his boat. Then he doesn't have
to speak a word if he doesn't wish. Kenneth MacKenna, another yachting enthusiast, frequently goes along. Occasionally Janet and Lydell Peck go on a cruise
The three are the best of
with him.
Charlie is frequently a dinner
friends.
guest in the home of the Pecks.
They
would go out together more often but it
results in too much talk.
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he drives around Hollywood he

He prefers that to his
takes his Ford.
Packard. Long after his meteoric success
in "Seventh Heaven" he continued to
drive the disreputable flivver of his extra
It couldn't have been worth fifty
days.
dollars except as a museum piece.
There is no doubt that Charlie is a wellto-do young man. He has the thrifty nature of the New Englander. His home is
all paid for, and he has invested shrewdly.
There is nothing of the spendthrift about
him but neither is he "close". When he
He patronizes
buys, he buys the best.
one of the best tailors in Hollywood, although he cares very little for clothes.
Four years of fame in Hollywood have
not left Charlie unchanged. He has grown
mentally and professionally.
However,
Charlie's fans must have grown with him.
They are more loyal than ever.

free
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Dorothy
cast

for
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ScRi:i;N, will

who wrote

Emerson,
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on What
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January Silver

in
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write
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Watch and
March Silver Screen, on sale

like
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February loth.

favorite!

This month I've had
I've met an
unknown who I think, given a fair
break, is going to be somebody of importance.
I've conquered a strong aversion, or had it
conquered for me. And I've seen a feature film
which made me keener than ever about talkies.

LIFE

can be grand.

^ three unexpected

pleasures.

The unknown was Elissa Landi, a strangely
beautiful girl, part Venetian, part English, now
under contract to Fox. I talked to her just five
minutes at one of those crowded press teas but
even that short time was enough to persuade
me of her intelligence, her passionate absorbtion in her art and her very real sensitiveness.

Grace
Moore

She has had only one part in America,
the heroine in the stage version of "A Farewell
to Arms", a failure of the early Broadway
season.
But even in a play that lasted only a
few nights, she was a sensation. It remains to
be seen what Hollywood will do with her.

Anyway,

it's exciting meeting newcomers at the starts of their careers, hoping they'll
up to their promise. This girl, incidentally, can not only read but write. She's
author of two novels, both published in England, where they're fussy about books.

live

The aversion was Grace Moore. For no reason I had the most violent prejudice
against her. I didn't even like her photographs when they cam.e into my office. That was
until I saw "Jenny Lind" or "A Lady's Morals", as M-G-M will persist in calling it.
Well, after seeing Miss Moore in that picture, I take off my best winter hat to her. I'll
even give her the darned thing if she wants it. Coming out of the spoiled darling atmosphere of the opera, she has come forth simple, direct and perfectly lovely.
There is a
freshness about her, like the first lilacs of early spring. She's a new type to talkies, and I
hope she makes more of them.

The movie was "Sin Takes

Holiday". Nothing epic about it, no 25,000 horses or
no big stuff. It is just entertainm.ent, a movie with an
amusing and at times touching story, smart dialogue and comedy playing by Constance
Bennett, Kenneth MacKenna, Basil Rathbone in fact, the whole cast that would make
35,000 cows.

No

a

battle-scenes,

—

the average

—

Broadway production look gaga.

The argument has always been that only the speaking stage could do light, sophisticated comedy, that only stage actors could play it. People who still believe that had
better go to "Sin Takes a Holiday" and give a look. They might also remember that
audiences in most cities throughout the country will see this' for about thirty-five cents a
ticker, where a similar stage play would cost at least three-fifty, or ten times that.
All
of which may be a slight answer to "What's Wrong With the Theatre".

A

kind reader writes in to say that Silver Screen is a friendly magazine and murmurs
actually seem to like Hollywood and the stars. Lady,' we thank you. Silver
Screen would rather be called friendly than any thing else in the world. Will you, or
any other reader, call upon us if we can serve you in any wav?
that

we

As for liking Hollywood and the stars, we're for the whole movie world, from stars
to supervisors, and if that makes us just one of twenty million movie fans, we think we're
in grand company.

Editor.
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— so

your mirror

will

lustre

essential to the

Four delightful preparations for

of beautiful hair.

Jo-cur hlot

waves

natural-looking

soft,

simple steps

difference

brings

vitality

charm

alluring

Beauty Aids, your hair can have the silken

of Jo-cur

show you

the

home

amazing

Treatment corrects scalp ailments and

your

Shampoo

Jo-cur

hair.

Concentrate,

a luxuriously fragrant liquid that cleanses the hair thoroughly, brings

and leaves your

out the tiny hidden lights

Wave-Set

Jo-cur

your hair

sets

lasting

waves, tool Jo-cur

wave.

Try them today

can give Jo-cur Results"
at

your druggist's

#

CURRAN

Miss

J.

LABORATORIES,

natural-looking

brings out the

f

J.

—

first

INC.,

t

Jo-cur Beauty Aids

t

10c

Larger sizes

25c

50c

o cur
-

e aiutiLj/liLid s
far the Haiir
IB

prize winner

4 8 5

*

#

waves —

beauty of every

At most 5-and-lO cent stores.
r

Claire Squier, Plainfield, N.

to finger-wave

easy

— "Only
remember

J
*

beautiful,

Brilliantine

— and

f

in

hair

in

the 1930 Jo-cur Beautiful Hair Contest.

East

133rd

Street,

NEW YORK

m
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FOR THE MODERX GIRL
LoRETTA Young, beautiful First National screen
modern girl in the attractive new

star, typifies the

modes, which are delightfully feminine, yet designed
the outdoor, radiantly healthy girl of today.

for

Dame Fashion
dress has

or in fruit juices.

has created flatter-

ing styles for the

modern

girl.

All-Bran

become a subtle revelation of

gracefully rounded curves. Gowns swirl,
and suggest the figure they adorn.
cling

Unless the diet contains iron and roughage,

anemia and improper elimination

and

Yet, as always, Fashion smiles upon
some, frowns upon others. Those whose

may

develop. Poisons seep through a

age.

—

contours are a little too full must diet
... or fail to achieve distinction in
these entrancing new clothes.
Every girl knows that reducing diets
may be dangerous may destroy the

—

very beauty they are trying to brmg.

breads,

fins,

Each

weakened body. Headaches and dizziness are frequent. Complexions lose
and
their color. Eyes look tired
.

.

.

beauty fades.

How

pathetic

.

.

.

when

this loss of

so unnecessary. Just add one
delicious ready-to-eat cereal to your

beauty

is

reducing diet: Kellogg's All-Bran.
Two tablespoonfuls daily will furnish sufficient roughage to guarantee proper elimination

and

also to

help prevent dietary anemia. How
much better to use this natural

food

with

than
pills

to

abuse your system

and drugs. All-Bran

recommended by

is

will

and

Look

Made

You'll enjoy

WJZ

into bran mufetc.

Kellogg's

not fattening. It provides

which helps bring roses to cheeks
lips.

and

for the

red-and-green packin Battle Creek.

by Kellogg

Kellogg's Slumber Music, broadcast oyer
stations every Sunday evening.

associated

FOR THE BOOKLET

SElSt*

"Keep Healthy While You Are Dietinglo Reduce"
beauty
It contains helpful counsel. Women who admire
and

fitness

will

find

reducing

and who want

to

keep figures fashionable

the suggested menus and table of foods for
is
free upon request.
It
diets invaluable.

KELLOGC; COMPANY,

Dept. D-2

Battle Creek, Michigan

Please send me a tree copy of your booklet,
"Keep Healthy While You .Are Dieting to

Reduce."

dietitians.

enjoy the improved texof this appetizing
nut-sweet cereal. Try it with milk

You

ture

iron,

is

Cook

omelets,

Siinie-

taste

.iitdress-

HOW

THEY

SUARD THEIR
i

HEALTH

The

Girl

WOOD

!

worldi 7ms.
YOUR

search for the elusive lipstick of just the

right shade

For Tangee blends with

over!

is

every type perfectly.

a lipstick of infinite shades,

It is

depending upon your own complexion. Apply

Tangee and
Tangee
tains

is

see

its

entirely unlike

any other

you apply

it

to

your

lips

.

.

.

it

takes

Theatrical, a special dark shade of
Tangee Lipstick for professional and evening use.

Tangee

Lipstick, |1. The same marvelous color principle in
Rouge Compact, 75c
Creme Rouge, $1. Tangee Face
Powder, soft and clinging, blended to match your natural skin
tones, $1. Tangee Night Cream, for both cleansing and
nourishing, $1. Tangee Day Cream, to protect the skin and
as a powder base, $1. Tangee Cosmetic, a new "mascara,"
.

marvelous change of color

no pigment. Magically

New! Tangee

lipstick. It

con-

on color

after

and blends with your own

.

.

does not smart the eyes, used also for tinting the hair, $1.

natural, individual coloring whether

you are dark or

fair or Titian-haired.

Tangee
color.

And

It is

leaves no greasy smear of glaring, flashy

non-drying, non-greasy, and permanent!

because of

its

unique solidified cream base

actually soothes, softens
-I—I-
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SEND

2
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(Six items in miniature

Address
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it

protects!
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FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

The George W. Luft
Name

and

and "The Art of Make-Up")

Co., Dept.

SS9C, 417

Fifth Avenue,

N. Y.

—

!

at

home without

a teacher, in

time and

Vz

the usual

V2

the usual cost?

Over 600,000 men and women have

Truly, the U. S. School method has
all the difficulty, boredom, and
extravagance from music lessons.

removed

learned to play their favorite instruments
the U. S. School of Music way

That's a record of which we're
record that proves,
mighty proud!
better than any words, how thorough,

Fun

A

how

how modern

easy,

method

this

famous

is.

You can quickly learn
Just think!
directly from
to play any instrument
and at an average cost of
the notes
only a few cents a day.

—

—

You study
tice as much

in

your

own home, prac

or as little as you please.
Yet almost before you realize it you
are playing real tunes and melodies
not dull scales, as with old-fashioned

—

come to you. Amateur orchestras offer
you wonderful afternoons and evenings.
And you meet the kind of people you
have always wanted to know.
Never before have you had such a chance as
become a musician a really good player

—

this to

Like Playing a

and

the music
simply can't go wrong.

structions, diagrams,

No

teacher

could

private

make

As

the

lessons

tinue they

become

and

it

clearer.

easier.

coneasier

For instead

of just scales you learn
to play by actual notes
the favorites that formerly you've only listened
You can't imagine
to.
what fun it is, until
you've started!

"I

INSTRUMENT
Violin
Clarinet

Flute

Trombone
Piccolo

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

'Cello
Guitar
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing
Piano Accordion

Italian

Voice

and German

Accordion
Speech Culture
Drums and Traps

and

Harmony and Composition
Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum,
5-String or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

Automatic

Silver Screen for April

it

George C.
Maine.

PICK YOUR
Piano
^Organ
Ukulele
Cornet

excellent progress on the 'cello
all to your easy lessons," writes

am making
owe

of

12th
lesson and can already play
simple
pieces,"
says
Ethel
Harnishfeger, Fort Wayne, Ind.
"I }{new nothing about music

when

I

—

Booklet and Demonstration
Lesson FREE!

—

The whole interesting story about the U. 8.
School course cannot be told on this page.
booklet has been printed, "Music Lessons in

A

Your Own Home," that explains this famous
method in detail, and is yours free for the asking.

With

it will be sent a Free Demonstration Lesson,
which proves how delightfully quick and easy
how thoroitgh this modern method is.

—

you really want to learn to play at home
without a teacher in one-half the usual
time
and at one-third the usual cost by all
means send for the Free Booklet and Free Dem-

—

If

—

—

—

U.

S.

Bldg.,

if

desired

— cash

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,
New York.

obligation.

or credit.)

1194 Brunswick

Belfast,

am now on my

"I

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1194 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Please send
in

me your

Own Home."

Your

book, "Music Lessons
with introduction by Dr.

free

Lesson and
Franlc Crane, Free Demonstration
I am inparticulars of your easy payment plan.
terested in the following course:

started."

Hayc you

have completed only 20
lessons and can play almost any
l{ind of music I wish.
"I

.

Instrument?.

My

friends are astonished," writes
B. Blake, of Harrisburg,

Turner

Name.

.

111.

And

C. C. Mittlestadt, of
says, "I have

Address

•

Mora, Minn.,
been playing
for

1931

Lauer

You, too, can learn to master the piano, violin,
saxophone any instrument you prefer
this quick, easy way! For every single thing you
need to know is explained in detail.
And the
explanation is always practical.
Little theory
plenty of accomplishment. That's why students
of the U. S. School course get ahead twice as fast
as those who study by old-fashioned plodding
methods.
'cello,

onstration Lesson
(Instrument supplied

Here's Proof!

— and

learned to play from your easy lessons."

AT ONCE. No

all

you need. You
Then a
First you are told what to do.
picture shows you how to do it. Then
you do it yourself and
it.

—

instrument
without the
your favorite
deadly drudging and prohibitive expense that
were such drawbacks before. At last you can
start right in and get somewhere, quickly, cheaply,
thoroughly.

on

Game

The lessons come to you by mail.
They consist of complete printed in-

any

—Popularity

You'll never know what real fun and
good times are until you've learned to
play some musical instrument.
For
music is a joy-building tonic a sure
cure for the "'blues. " If you can play,
you are always in demand, sought after,
sure of a good time. Many invitations

methods.

hear

—

.

several

band
now.
I

in the brass

months

City

3

riAR
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kow

cLeuer are ijour

tijes ?

(Qualify. .forTsazEs o/$i2,500.oo
.

gyOOK

j

Dim

sharp!

visions of six of our greatest pres-

idents are carefully hidden in this picture.

CAN YOU

FIND THREE OR MORE OF THEM? They

are so

vague as to be actually lost to the sight of all but
the sharpest and cleverest eyes. As a test of your eligibility
to win the highest prize of three thousand six hundred dollars, we ask that you find at least three of them. There is
no other cost but a little time and postage. To see them,
it may be necessary for you to turn this picture upside
down or sideways, so scrutinize it closely from every possible angle. They may be on the dome of the capitol itself,
in the clouds, lurking near the pillars,

most anywhere.

We

want

among the

trees, or

you are sincerely
interested in our product. This twelve thousand five hundred dollars worth of prizes will be given and every one
of the fifteen big prize winners will receive a beautiful

new automobile

or

its full

to find out

value in cash.

if

The

smallest prize

Silver Screen for April 1931

you can win

is $495.00 and the largest $3,600.00.
On
simple evidence of promptness, the first prize winner will
receive $2,000.00 cash as an extra reward just for being
quick! Think of that. Now look sharp! Can you see at
least three visions of the hidden presidents?
If your eyes
are clever enough to find three or more of them, cut out
only the faces and send to me with your name and address.
Someone who has sharp, clever eyes to qualify and is quick,
can win three thousand six hundred dollars.
It might as
well be you. If you pass this test, are quick and make the
prize winning standing, this offer will bring you a prize of
three thousand six hundred dollars in cash. Duplicate prizes
will be paid in case of ties. Answers can be accepted only
from persons living in the U. S. A. outside of Chicago.

F.

Dept.

122

LANGE,
37

Free Prize Director,

W. Van

Buren Street,

Chictgo,

III.
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H air
DANDRUFF,
falling

Ugly

o

aism

ecrets
be our mothers' nightly rite.
Brushing their hair was as
much a matter of beauty routine with them as our cold
creaming our faces is with us.
But too many of us now neglect
We are afraid
this brushing.
of losing our waves, or we are
tired, or we don't see the sense
Well, there is
in it anyway.

ness,
dullness.

i 1 i

hair,
little

words,

those, that I see too frequently
in my correspondence.
There seem to be two ex-

tremes of attitude about having
lovely hair.
Some girls seem to regard it
as
a great, dark mystery.
Others act as though it were
as easy to raise a head of beautiful hair as it is to raise a cloud

sense,

cared-for

look badly

if

face

truly.

It brings out the
or too dry.
natural gloss of the hair, and
As
it helps to keep it clean.
far as brushing out a marcel
or water wave is concerned, it
may make the wave straighten
out a bit sooner than you like,
but on the other hand, a wave
stays less and less in hair that

will

is

it

honestly is yours for the asking, or
rather the wanting.
Two things you must have. Health
Now, isn't that
and a hairbrush.
simple? Seriously, it is amazing how
many girls overlook the influence of
locks, curly or
their health on their
If you have been overotherwise.
indulging, in food or in parties, in things
that make your blood sluggish and

and

and vigorous. It prevents hair
from becoming either too oily

the hair above

is lusterless and disordered.
Yet a neglected face will never
be apparent if the hair around it is shinThe
ing and becomingly arranged.
It
picture.
a
to
frame
a
like
hair is
makes a bad picture look good and a
good picture look better.
So, why not have beautiful hair? It

really

brushing keeps the
circulation of the scalp healthy

of dust.
Well, there's no particular
secret about it, but neither is
it a lead-pipe cinch.
The face
Hair is beauty,
The eyes
ages. The skin ages
But the hair,
grow tired.
given proper care, remains
The most
beautiful always.
perfectly

girls,

Sufficient

By

Mary
Mary Lee

will

problem

Lee

be glad to

on any beauty

— skin, hair, eyes,

the best colors to wear, the
little tricks of

It

is

how it will repay you.
There are two schools of thought on
shampooing. I belong to the one which
believes you should not wash the hair
too often. For oily scalps every ten days
to two weeks should be enough, I
think.
For dry scalps, every third
week, always implying, of course, that
you have brushed your hair daily meanwhile. But do use pure soap. An olive
oil soap is excellent for dry hair, a pure
castile for oily. There are on the marbe amazed

BEAUTY FOR
THE ASKING
advise you

growing unhealthy.

better to have healthy, straight
hair than a dull elaborately dressed
coiffure.
So please do brush your hair
You will
at least five minutes daily.

personality.

Send her a stamped, ad-

ket, too, liquid

shampoos that

are very

and you will find these easier to
dressed envelope, for peruse than cake soap. Tar soap is better
sonal replies. Miss Lee's
for brunettes, as it has a slight drying
address is in care of
SILVER SCREEN, 45 West
tendency. When you do use cake soap
45th Street, New York.
for shampooing, it is best to make a
]cIIy of the soap by melting it in a little
water and adding a pinch of borax.
This prevents your getting hits of soap
on your scalp which do not rinse off
daily exercise, if you want to make
of lemon juice in the final rinsing
easily.
A
tablespoon
you
Then
its
title.
to
up
live
your "crowning glory"
water will cut the soap curds and assure you that the hair
must use your hairbrush. (No, not like an angry parent.
Do rinse it out carefully, and if it is possible,
is clean.
Use it for one hundred strokes dailv, at least, from your
dry your hair by hand, out in the sunlight, and avoid
scalp to the very ends of your hair.)
Now I can hear a lot of you saying, "But Miss Lee, those terrible hot drying lamps at the average hair-

your body tired, your hair will show it
by becoming dull and thin. If you
have been worrying, your scalp will
tighten up, and your hair get dry and
that affliction, dandruff, will probably
set in. So you must keep yourself wellj
eat the right food get your eight hours'^
nightly sleep and your twenty minutes'

——

fine

—

;

since the advent of the bob, we all take more care of our
get it waved every week or so;
hair than ever before.
shampooed every ten to twenty days. Isn't that better
care than girls used to give their heads?"

We

Well, it is in one way. But we have lost something,
Take that matter
too, in the rise of the beauty shop.
That used to
instance.
for
strokes,
brush
hundred
of the

dresser's.

Good health, careful brushing, complete cleanliness.
These are the things you need for hair beauty. I am sorrv
I haven't space to give you definite advice here on dandruff
and advanced hair troubles, but if you will write me personally I'll give you advice on those by mail. I'll be glad
to tell you how to dress your hair, too.

Silver Screen

70 Show that Thrilled Broadway for Two Seasons
Now Bigger, Grander, Funnier on the Vitaphone Screen

The

— and most of the original Broadway Stars are in
Why

it!

do Americans go to Paris? To taste the wine?
To meet the girls? To see the shows? Perhaps
but especially to find out just what it is that fifty
million Frenchmen can't be wrong about!
Here's your chance to learn the secrets of
la vie Parisien without crossing the ocean

—

and getting your

feet wet.

»

»

»

»
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on one side and Hisses on the other.
Write what you think about pictures
you've seen and players you've heard
and don't pull your punches. Three
prizes each month for letters not longer
than 200 words. $15 First Prize; flO
Second and $5 Third.

Prize

SECOND PRIZE

FIRST PRIZE
Richmond, Va.

I

HAVE recently seen Joan Crawford in "Paid.'"

While I thought she was superb, and have for
a long time considered her a great artist, to me she
looked like a physical wreck. Do the stars really
to resemble human hatdon't go in for excessive fat,
but I do think there is nothing more lovely than
There
a well-rounded, delicately-molded figure.
is something gruesome when bones appear to be

consider

it

Of

racks?

beautiful

course,

I

merely covered over with skin.
Excessive dieting, exercising, massaging, etc.,
are the causes of many of our stars being broken
in health. There are Lila Lee and Renee Adoree,

now

in

sanitariums,

fighting

regain

to

their

What

an awful price to pay for fame
and how unnecessary! It is needless to say that
if one eats proper food, his resistance against
strength.

disease

is

much

Winners

greater.

Wl

my own

peace of mind, I would like to know why
the newsreel won't give us a little more variety.
Something else besides football, baseball games,
airplanes taking off and ships being christened.
I have
seen and heard Sir Thomas Lipton
make the same talk no less than four times. Als3
it is not an uncommon occurrence that two showhouses feature a different newsreel with identically the same scenes.
And yet, this is a big
world and things are constantly happening that
are just as interesting and educational to the
public as those above mentioned.
I think it could be made a feature to anticipate,
not dread. And to hush comments such as these;
"All right, let's go, we've seen everything but
the newsreel and that's just the same old thing!"

Helen Misenhimer

We

don't wish our screen friends to sacrifice
their ALL for art. Knowing a star to be healthy,
and thereby happy, makes the portrayal much
must take care of our stars;
more enjoyable.

We

we

need

them

—they

mean

color,

romance,

dreams!

Fanny

Lichtenfeld

STARS WITH FOUR EYES
Seattle,

Wash.

LOOK about

you the next time you attend a
movie and note that the greater number of
the audience are wearing glasses and hating it.
Dear stars! We be-spectacled mortals would
like to know how you get by without them.
We'd love you all the more for the knowing.
You can't all be blessed with eyes of sharp.

'Taint reasonable.
shooter perfection.
Tell us, please, how to achieve some degree
of smartness with these "off-the-face" hats
minus a wisp of hair to relieve the severity, and
not beget the effect of Pierce Arrow headlights.
How to avoid that sinking feeling, when, all
dolled up for party, feeUng like one of Patou's
pet models, then on with the glasses and oS with
the grand effect!
Misery loves company, so how about an acknowledgement that some of you luminaries are
in the same boat?

Ardyce

8

L.

Addington

THIRD PRIZE

Texas
are given the best of entertainment on
the feature and comedy pictures, but for
El Paso,

FOR MUSICALS

"The Love Parade" and
no ordinary musicals. They
are directed with such charm and acted with
such finesse that they are a joy to see and hear.
I
say, let's have more musicals, but of the
Ernst Lubitsch-Maurice Chevalier type!
But

pictures

like

are

Pearl

if

C. T. Rogers

DIETRICH VERSUS GARBO

a

Of course, there are many reasons why audiThe most important
ences dislike musicals.
reason is that there are so few good ones. When
William Austin, Jack Oakie, Kay Francis and
James Hall are given big singing parts in "Let's
Go Native," while Jeanette MacDonald's glorious soprano is wasted on two cheap blues songs,
one really can't help staying away from the musicinema. And isn't it too ricidulous, in the same
picture, when four moving men who are about to
dispossess Miss MacDonald of her piano, stop
long enough for her to sing, and for them to join
in the chorus?
It is this sort of thing which
makes the fans swear off singles.
"Monte Carlo"

—

he was a star in silent pictures, he
all that in talkies for you.
The
editor and general public must admit "never
before have movies been so good."
There is no chance of convincing really expert
faultfinders that they are wrong.
But if you are
a movie fan and enjoy pictures, there is absolutely no excuse for knocking the sound pictures.
Romance, love, comedy and adventure flashed
on the screen with sound make one glad that one
is living in these modern days.
If you have a
sense of humor and can laugh, see "A Hollywood
Theme Song" and you'll forget there ever was a

Novarro

has surpassed

York City

theme song," say you.
Well, here's somebody who does!
I
would much rather see a good musical than the
best of dramas. I go to the movies, not to weep,
not to have my heart-strings torn, but to enjoy
myself. Of course, I like drama, too, but give me
"The Love Parade" and "Monte Carlo" and I'll
throw away the heavy histrionics.
loves

introduction proves that silent pictures can never
replace them.
No other invention has a right to
challenge them.
For instance, take Ramon

silent picture.

New

NOBODY

Wilmington, N. C.
you remember the first talking picture
you heard and saw and when you returned
home the tales of this wonderful invention you
told? The success of sound pictures since their

DO

A.

KaUm

San Francisco,

THREE

cheers

newcomer

for

from

the

flashing,

Germany

Calif.

fascinating

— Marlene

Diet-

my

estimation she does not rival Greta
Garbo she far surpasses her! She is alluring,
beautiful, can act and sing and has a charming
rich!

In

—

accent.

Her work

in

"Morocco" and

"The

Blue Angel" deserves endless praise.
I should like
to see her picture brightening
the cover of the next issue of Silver Screen and
find a story of her life adding to the value of this
great movie magazine!
Forrest

J.

Ac/jerman

NOT TOO SWEET
Larchmont, N. Y.
the rave about Garbo
ALLwho
not only surpasses

is

for a great actress

those sweet, simple
things like June Collyer, Fay Wray and Mary
Brian in beauty, but also in talent.
When I go to the movies I want to see something different from the everyday person
want to see an actress who can display her talent,
.

—

not a silly, simpering girl, and to see that actress,
I go to see the glorious, e.xotic Greta.

Ann Brown

Silver Screen

Y

.

A

Booth Tarkington comedydrama tor the whole family
from sonny to grandpa.

LEWIS STONE

SOS

IRENE RICH

LEON J ANNE

JOHN HALLIDAY

BENNETT

MICKEY
And a

lot

of great kiddies
m

LEWIS

From the story "Old Fathers and
Young Sons", by Booth Tarkington.
Directed by

WILLIAM BEAUDINE

"Vitaphone^* is the registered trademarh
of The Vitaphone Corporation,

S

TONE

you're the tind of father who got more fun than the kids did
out of the electric train you bought them for Christmas . . .

If

If you're the

kind of mother who believes that boys will be boys

iRENERicH

If you're the kind of sister
kid brother . . .
If

beis

you're the kind of brother
when you were a kid . . .

who has

who

.

.

demon

a

remem.

still

Beg, borrow, or steal all the kids you can get hold
of and take them to see this picture. You'll have the
time of your life!

"Let's all go to

the movies."

A

FIRST

for April 1931

'I

know what
wanna

see."

I

"Hey,get a move
on. Fatly!"

"Where you

all
a-goin' so fast?"

"We're

all

gonna see
Son!"

Father's

NATIONAL ScV'TAPHONE PICTURE

—

ASK ME

ANOTHER
By Sally Forth
The

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally
Forth, will be glad to answer any
questions you have about movies or
stars or both. Write Sally at Silver
Screen, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City.
For personal replies enclose a
stamped addressed envelope.

BANDY'MANDY:

l/nxnxcxlixttje

That's

up and

step right

call

me

right,

Sally!

just

Joan

glorious auburn hair. And
or not, the tresses wave naturally.
gals have all the luck, don't they?

Crawford has
believe

Some

it

"Great Day" was scheduled to be Joan's
it was postponed
and she
made "Paid" instead. That's the talkie version
of "Within the Law," and it's swell. I saw it
next picture, but

the other day, and my eyes have been red ever
since, I cried that much.
I've never sold a story to a producer, so I
wouldn't know just what the fatal touch is
however, I'll warn you, it's almost impossible
to crash through with an original.

tke
to

make your

skin smootk and soft

—

Linit
it

Beauty Batk

leaves

an

invisikle

Elsie Janis, the Sweetheart of the A. E. F.,
was one of the most hrilUant entertainers of a
few years ago. She was in vaudeville, and did
more to win the war than any other one person

—she

k§kt "coating" of Linit so tkat Justing witk talcum or usin^

sang to the boys over there while the
around her head.

bullets whizzed

Now,

a

wnitener

skin

w ill

ke

Tke

unnecessary.

tk in

coating

it

•

is

spreaJ evenly and witkout excess

is

to

get

so li^kt

Ramon

Novarro, he's still heart-whole
and fancy-free but have you ever noticed the
way he looks at that cute Dorothy Jordan? Of
course, I wouldn't gossip
to

—

cannot possikly stop tke normal functioning of tke pores.
•

•

•

•

Xo

T.RAN:
enjoy tkis Jeli^ktful Beauty Batk, merely

dissolve kalf a package or

more

of Linit in

your tuk

— katke

as

Yes, Lillian Roth played Hu guette irj
"The Vagabond King" and the poor little

—

thing died in the end. Too bad!
Well, I wouldn't want to say that Clara dyes
her hair, but she did have it "touched up" in

"Her Wedding Night."

usual, usin§ your favorite soap,
rival tke

Doctors

mend

wko

specialize

in skin

starck from corn (tke

so

and tken

feel

your skin!

smootkness and softness of a kaky's.

super-sensitive skin of

IS

who want

things exactly right.

As

of Linit tkat

she's technical advisor to various smart

motion picture producers,

•

•

•

•

•

liked

it,

though,

That

favorite picture-stealer, Mitzi Green, is
hectic love-Hfe on the screens of the

having a
country
Coogan's
immortal

at present.
She plays Jackie
sweetheart in "Tom Sawyer," that
novel of kid-dom.

just

treatment, generally recom-

main

ingredient in Linit) for tke

youn^ kakies.

your

I

didn't you?

It will

D.lANE D.:

But, keep

iMOGENE

G rocep

What sweet

nothings you say,
it.
The song Bert
Lytell played in "Brothers" was "I'm Dreaming." And it was swelegant, wasn't it?
Norma Shearer's next picture is slated to be
"Strangers May Kiss," with Bob Montgomery as
her leading man.
After that she'll make "A
Free Soul."
Diane.

it

up,

ROSS:

I

like

Thanks

for all the kind

words, both for myself and Ann.
ding's a swell actress

and

Miss Har-

a beautiful girl

— and

She's under concan write to her there, and

as nice as she is good-looking.

tract to Pathe, so you
enclose a quarter, for her picture.

Just WAYNE:

You're perfectly right— lots
wanted to know about Lew
you no doubt have found out by
we started his life-story in the Febru

and lots of
Ayres. So,

Tlie Latliway to a
so£t,
lU

smootK skin

this time,

girls

as

ary issue of Silver Screen.
He's under contract to Universal, and was
loaned to the other studios for the pictures you
nientioned.

Silver Screen

Silver S creen s

AT LAST

CHARLES

IT

HAS COME TRUE

FARRELL

and Virginia Valli are married.
Silver Screen got the news from Charlie himself
just as we went to press, and it is all very romantic.
It happened at twenty minutes before one o'clock on
the night of February 14th, at a minister's cottage in
Yonkers, New York.
There were onlv three witnesses:
Alice Joyce was with
Virginia, and Al Scott and
Carlton Hoekstra were with Charlie.
The reason for the hour was that Charlie and Virginia
.wanted to be married Friday, but remembered it was the
13th. So they waited for midnight and Saint Valentine's
day.

This

Yes, he's an incubator baby.
Mrs. Harold Lloyd,
formerly Mildred Davis of screen fame, is doing well.

YV/HEN

Connie Bennett was divorced from Phil Plant,
she got a million cold in alimony.
She swore
she'd earn another million by her own efforts.
She
seems to be well on the way toward doing so. During her

from Pathe she'll make two picWarner Brothers, getting $30,000 a week for her
work. She'll work six hours a day, six days a week,
which means that she'll be paid $800 an hour. Not bad
ten weeks' "vacation"

tures for

for a
is

Charlie's

first

Virginia who is one of the nicest girls in Hollywood, was
divorced a long time ago from Demmy Lamson.
They sailed the following Tuesday for a honeymoon
abroad, after which Charlie returns to Fox for more
starring pictures which will probably not be opposite a
little red-haired girl named Gaynor.
*

*

*

IT'S a boy at the Harold Lloyds. The stork brought him
two months before he was expected.
He has been named Harold Lloyd, Jr., in honor of his
famous father.
Six years ago, just before his daughter, Gloria, was born,
Harold Lloyd bought a string of beads for the lad he was
expecting and inscribed them "Harold Lloyd, Jr." The
boy turned out to be a girl.
Now the dream of years has come true. A few hours
after his newborn son arrived, the proud father tiptoed into
the Good Samaritan Hospital with the string of beads in
his hand and clasped them around the new baby's neck.
There will now be three children in the Lloyd household, Mildred Gloria, Peggy, an adopted daughter, and
the new heir to his father's honors.

for April 1931

wage

slave!

marriage and Virginia's second.

Now

last curtain has fallen for Alma Rubens.
that those dark, sorrowing eyes are closed at last,
there will be many who will say, "Oh, the pity of it!"
But those who know what life meant for Alma Rubens
will not sorrow because the quiet fluttering of death's
wings brought peace to her at last.
Drugs brought her no beautiful dreams only dark
oblivion. All her life she fought the spell they had over
her.
Her marriage to Ricardo Cortez went on the rocks.
Estranged from her husband, sick in body and soul, she
fought a losing fight.
Movie fans treasured in memory the wonderful per-

'T'HE

—

in "Humoresque." They wanted
comeback as stirring as a triumphal

formance she had given
to see her

make

a

march. But it was not to be.
She fell ill of pneumonia. She fought a game fight
against it, not because she wanted to live, but because all
her life she had been called upon to fight against the things
that held out hope of oblivion.
In spite of fame, in spite of beauty, life had only one
[Continued on page 32]
gift for her— Death.
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TKe Most
Mary Brian

She's

and She's Qot

What

Takes

It

M arquis

By

Busby

that any girl
SAYING
intelligent, popular,

is the most beautiful,
best dressed, funniest (or

what have you

to offer?) in

Hollywood

is

just

courting calamity, that's all. Jealousy is not exactly an unknown quantity in this city of gorgeous
stucco fronts and unpainted pine backs.
There is
always someone fairly itching to contest someone
else's place in the industry.
If I should come out boldly and state that Lilyan
Tashman was the best dressed woman in pictures,
I should fully expect to get a tarantula in the mail
from Norma Shearer, Natalie Moorhead, or Constance Bennett.
If I should place the crown of beauty on the neat
locks of, say, Loretta Young, I'd expect a tarand-feather party from militant admirers of Garbo,
Corinne Griffith, Dolores Del Rio and all the rest of
the celluloid beauties.
Making an absolute statement of this sort is like
waving your pa's red flannel undershirt in front of
a he-man cow.
If you feel reckless, say it quick,
and run like well, run fast. That's just what I'm
going to do. I'm young yet and there's a lot I want
to see before I die.
I'm going to name the most popular girl in

—

Hollywood.
It's

Mary

Now

Brian.

That statement

is

try

made

and catch me.
a thorough and

after

honest canvass of the movie village. I've read society
I feel like a walking edition of the
I've talked to more people than a
Tammany political candidate. Mary, the pride and
joy of the sovereign state of Texas, romps in at the
head of the field.
She has been
She gets the most invitations.
rumored engaged more times than Peggy Hopkins
Joyce and Henry VIII. The boys like her. The
She's a good
girls like her.
Babies cry for her.
listener, and she has learned the art of being an
interesting conversationalist.
She is sweet and
modest and as famous as the Atlantic Ocean. She's
the most popular girl in Hollywood.
June Collyer, having many of the pleasing qualities which make Mary so well liked in the social
sets of the Colony, runs a close second. She is nosed
out by being a bit too poised and dignified. A lot
of the youngsters like Anita Page, but Anita's
mamma is always Johnny-on-the-spot. No girl can

columns until
Blue Book.

Mary Brian, Hollywood's Glad Girl. Boys
Movie producers cry
like her.
Girls like her.
for her. She's at home at Pickfair or in a hot
Here's

dog wagon.

And her
girl

12

She has brains.
would make any
Read this and learn

She has beauty.

secret of popularity

a success anywhere.

Silver Screen

Popular Girl

m
Hollywood
be a social wow with a chaperone hovering in the background. Constance Bennett goes about a great deal with
the ultra-sophisticated set. The coldness of the Bennett
girls prevents them from receiving any widespread social
acclaim. Mary Duncan, Margaret Livingston and Aileen
Pringle are popular with the men, but just ask the gals.
Joan Crawford has trimmed down her circle until it
Greta
consists chiefly of one Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

Garbo is just a rumor as far as Hollywood society is concerned, and Clara Bow entertains football teams.
No, Mary Brian is the answer to "Who Is the Most
Popular Girl In Hollywood?" If she lived in New York,
New Orleans or San Francisco she would be the reigning
debutante of the season. She's got what it takes.
Mary Brian's popularity is not confined to any one set
It is not even confined to picture
in the picture colony.
people. She says herself that she is a free-lance. Mary is
the belle of the Sigma Chi dances on the campus of the
She caused more
University of Southern California.
havoc as guest of honor at the dance given for the Notre
Dame football team than the Army and Northwestern
elevens combined. She goes to teas and luncheons where
only girls are invited. She knows how to award a cup to
the best dancing couple, or to the healthiest baby.
Pickfair, the lordly mansion of Doug and Mary, sitting
atop its own exclusive hill, is the admitted social stronghold of Hollywood. To be invited there is "arriving"
with a flourish into the ranks of the best people, m'deah.
Mary has a prominent place near the top of the Pickfair
"must" list. She is a frequent guest at Mary Pickford's
beach house, and she goes often with the first family of
filmdom to the Mayfair dinner dances.
A member of the executive board of Mayfair tells me
that Mary goes to those elegant whoopee affairs in more
Sometimes
different parties than anybody in Hollywood.
she is with the Schulbergs, the royal nabob of Paramount's
Sometimes she is with Charles (exwestern studios.
Sometimes she is with Arthur and
Baddy) Rogers.
Florence Lake, William Bakewell, and young Mr. and

Mrs. Tom Ince.
Mary's boy friends have been legion. She has been
rumored engaged to Charles Rogers, Rudy Vallee, Phil
Holmes, "Biff" Hoffman, the Stanford football star, and
Arthur Lake
several others who have slipped my mind.
and Billy Bakewell were noted to be "that way" about
Mary, but they were much too young to be taken seriously.
Right now Jack Oakie seems to have the inside track.
Since he has been stepping out with Mary, he gets all
spruced up like old man Hart Schaffner Marx himself. I
used to think that all Jack had in his personal wardrobe
was a pair of dirty white flannels [Continued on fage 58]
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1

Mary has been engaged a dozen times but right
now Jack Oakie, above, seems to be head man.
Still Mary goes to openings with JoeMankiewicz,
a mere writer, as illustrated in the ermine-andgardenia grouping. In fact, the only time Mary's
ever alone is when she's posing for pictures
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The

TRUTH

The Lowdoivn on Your
the Stars, the

Names

of

Letters to

the Stars

Who Qet the Most Letters, the Stars
Who Ansiver the Most, and the
Stars Who Don't Answer at All
Buddy Rogers averages about two thousand
letters a month.
Clara Bow received the
tiniest letter, addressed merely to "It". Mary

themselves and referring those of a general nature
George Arliss, too, is meticulous
about acknowledging his mail and frequently pens replies
letters

to their secretaries.

Brian got one with only her picture on it (the
did the rest).
Louise Fazenda
answers and keeps every letter sent her
post-office

MAIL

FAN

a funny thing

is

— to

some

stars,

himself.

James Gleason, without a doubt, has the most unique
it's

a

Yet,
treasure; to others, one of life's nuisances.
everyone in pictures, from bit player to dazzling
star, receives a certain quota of letters.
Writing to one's favorites has long been the leading
indoor sport of America and about every other place on
earth. Letters swirl into Hollywood in one long stream,
never letting up. In fact, if all the money expended on
paper, envelopes and stamps were totalled, the result
would more than keep Al Capone in machine guns for

the rest of his

You

all

Fact!
that the players

life.

know

volume of mail employ

secretaries.

who

receive a large

But a few of you

have the impression that said secretaries never let a single
That
letter you write to your favorites get to them.
isn't so.

Joan Crawford's secretary reads her mail and turns over
Joan every letter she thinks she would enjoy reading.
Joan personally answers many of the letters. Norma
to

It is delivered to her
Shearer reads all her own mail.
home and she reads the letters at her leisure, answering
many personally and referring the others to her secretary
for answering.
Marie Dressier, Robert Montgomery, Anita Page, John
Mack Brown, Lewis Stone and Conrad Nagel read personally their entire stacks of fan mail, answering numerous

14

method of answering fan mail.
his secretary in between swims

He

dictates the notes to

in the pool in his garden.

This gives him a chance, so he says, to think up good
replies as he does a high dive or the Australian crawl.
Sue Carol, Nick Stuart, Ramon Novarro, George
O'Brien, Richard Arlen, Estelle Taylor, Louise Dresser,
Richard Dix, Ruth Roland, Ben Bard, Dorothy Lee,
Stanley Smith and Jack Oakie are others who take a keen
interest in their mail and answer many letters personally.
In the amount of letters she receives per month, Clara
Bow leads Hollywood. More than a million persons all
over the world have written her! She has been getting
on an average 15,000 to 25,000 letters every month since
she made her first starring success in "It." Postal clerks
handle Clara's mail just as they would handle mail for a
Her 700 or so letters a day arrive at the
small town.
studio in neat bundles with printed labels furnished by
the post-office department.
The Bow's nearest competitor is Garbo. She receives
And, contrary to printed
slightly less mail than Clara.
In
reports, she does not completely ignore her mail.

much of it. "The letters are delivered to her
dressing room and piled on a huge desk until she can find
She NE^"ER does answer a
time to look them over.
Her mail is
letter, but she really enjoys reading them.
largely from married women who ask her about men and
life, marriage and love, and who try to discover the secrets

fact, she reads

Silver Screen

ABOUT FAN
MAIL
B

y

Gordon

Silver

and mystery. She also receives many letters
from young girls and from fans of both sexes who admire
her more or less impersonally.
J
For five years Ramon Novarro has held the fan mail
record for men, his weekly average being slightly over
4,000 letters. These come from all classes from romantic
youth and from serious maturity. He gets much mail from
religiously devout persons who have read of his devotion

Jimmie Gleason dictates replies to fan mail
while swimming. Bob Montgomery is one of
the leading mail men of movietown. The
post-office, quite properly, delivered a letter
addressed to "The Virginian" to Gary Cooper.
Warner Baxter writes replies to all his fans

of her allure

—

to his church.
Fan mail of the players varies considerably with the
After the release of a particularly good
parts they play.
picture, the mail of the star and players will jump by
leaps and bounds for a few months as the film
various sections of the country.

is

shown

in

amazing examples of sudden rise in popuevidenced by the receipt of fan mail is the case
of Robert Montgomery. From a totally unknown player
less than two years ago when he made his first screen
appearance in "So This Is College?" Bob's mail has increased until today he is second only to Novarro in the
number of letters received.
Fan mail is a fairly accurate gauge of popularity. Yet
it does not always seriously affect a player's position.
This is borne out by the fact that John Barrymore, Dolores
Costello, Marian Nixon, Charles Chaplin and Tom Mix
pay practically no attention to their mail, yet they are all
successful. Arthur Lake, David Rollins and several young
players seldom send a picture or answer a letter unless a

One

of the

larity as

quarter and a stamp are enclosed.
On the other hand, there are cases where fan mail has
affected a player's position materially. Mary Brian might
not have been the popular player she is today if it hadn't
j

or

April 1931

been for her fans. Why? Because Paramount was just
about to let her go without renewing her contract when
officials noticed the huge increase in her mail.
P.S. Mary stayed on, signing a new contract at a very
substantial raise in salary!
few players save every fan letter they get.
Louise Fazenda laughs when she says she has never
thrown away even one letter! But it's a serious thing so

A

"housing"

—

her attic is filled with
is concerned
boxes, shelves and packages of them!
The interesting thing is that Louise answers all and some
of them run into eight pages. Her correspondence extends
One girl who wrote to her for years
all over the world.
came to Hollywood one summer and Louise took her with
her to Alaska on a vacation! Her Christmas card list of
500 is comprised almost entirely of fans who have been
writing to her and receiving letters from her for half a
dozen years. Louise has no set time for writing. Usually,
she takes a box of letters to the studio where she is working and answers them on the set between scenes or in her
dressing room. In her home she has a small oflice fitted up
with a typewriter and supplies. She spends many evenings
here, getting caught up with her correspondence.
Carmel Myers keeps all her mail, too. In fact, she says
she thinks it very bad luck to throw away as much as one
fan letter! Carmel answers most of [Continued on page 60]

far as

letters

— stacks,
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women

JLyon

t

Understand

Th emseives
Qeorge Bancroft Lectures

and

By

Likes

—

—

the Ladies

Dora Albert

WOMEN

understand men a darn sight better than
they understand themselves.
At least, that's what George Bancroft says,
and he ought to know, for he's been knocking around
the world ever since the age of two months when a baby
was needed by the Forepaugh Stock Company of Philadelphia and he got the job.
When he was fourteen he joined the navy and saw the
world and he's been around the globe three times since.
So he knows the laws of human nature.
But when I asked him about the things women should
know about men, he protested.

"Why, I'm a babe in arms in my knowledge of men
compared to what every woman knows. When women
go out into the world, their only protection

is

their

knowledge of human beings, particularly of men.
only they understood themselves as well as
they understand men!"
"Well, what is it," I asked, "that
women don't understand about them-

If

selves?"

George Bancroft leaned back
his chair in his dressing room,
his huge brow wrinkled in

thought.

in

He's a big burly man with leonine shoulders, but a
kindly gentle manner. Though on the screen he's a tough,
hard-boiled guy, in actuality he's as soft-boiled as a shirt
that's just come out of the wash. He's got friendly blue
When he talks about
eyes and rather nice brown hair.
himself at all, he shows that he has no illusions about his
personal beauty.
He's fond of calling himself "that
homely mug." Men whom he likes he addresses as
"honey boy;" women he calls 'dear" but in a vague sort
of way.

His mind works faster than his tongue. He's one of
your big silent men, who probably finds it painfully hard
Interviewers find it hard to follow
to express himself.
him. He's essentially the kind of man who does things
rather than the kind who talks about them. But when
he does speak, almost everything he says is colored by a
deep vein of sentiment.
"One thing some women don't understand about themselves," he said, "is that they ought not to bat their
heads against a stone wall in trying to win a man. Often
a

tries to get the fellow who is not for her when
the time there's some nice fellow who loves her
and is sincere but to whom she won't pay any atten'But no,' she says stubbornly, 'this other
tion.
guy doesn't love me. Well, I'll show him!
I'll make him pay some attention to me.'
The woman who tries to win the wrong
man, according to George Bancroft, is
in much the same position as the
Emma, in the play
heroine,
"Paid in Full."

woman
all

"There were two men," he
to

Here's Mrs. Bancroft
with George. She looks
as though she under-

stood

a lot of
things, including

"who made love
Emma. One was a big
homely guy like me

explained,

but

with

soul.

on

a nice
{Continued
page
64]

the Big Boy

himself
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She Packs

A Wallop
Dorothy Lee Has Muscled

Her

Way

Stardom

Into
"Well,"

I

began, "did you have a

nice rest?"

"Oh, it was all right," she answered.
"I rode horseback, and
played tennis and golf for four days.
It was pretty dull, though, so I came

By

home."

John Byron

And that, as a preventative for an
attack of appendicitis, is as original
a treatment as one can imagine. However, the appendix is still an integral
part of Dorothy, and not among her
doctor's souvenirs.
This small, and anything but ineffectual, youngster of nineteen is one
of the few stars claiming Los Angeles
as the home town.
She is an only
child, and her playmates were all
boys. She had to make good at those
rough and ready games of male
adolescents
or stay at home and
twiddle her thumbs. And she didn't
care about thumb-twiddling.
When she was entering her 'teens
she was able to chin herself goodness
knows how many times; she could
climb trees like Ingagi, "skin-thecat," throw a baseball as well as any
boy, and run like Charley Paddock.
I don't know, but maybe she could
even spit through her teeth. Do you
suppose for a moment that Greta
Garbo or Norma Shearer could do any
of those things?

reaches the
LEE
DOROTHY
foot mark, but she picked
just

five

up a football and booted it to
the roof of one of the sound stages on
the Radio Pictures lor.
Howard Jones, who turns out
championship football teams at the
University of Southern California,
scratched his head in puzzled wonder.
He might have said something that
would have expressed his astonishment, but then there was a lady
present.
Old-fashioned courtesy does
pop up once in a while, even in Hollywood.
Booting the

stuffin' out of a pigskin
beginning of Dorothy
Lee's accomplishments.
There is
more energy in that small, dainty
package than in a truck-load of dynamite.
Lm convinced that Dorothy
could start the day in company with
six strapping fellows, and by noon an
ambulance would be carting them off

just

is

the

There are marks remaining from

Dorothy would just
be getting "warmed up" and comto a rest

home.

plaining of the lack of exercise.
If she puts half as much energy
in her motion picture career that she
does in her athletic pursuits she will
be the greatest star on the screen. I'd
like to see Ruth Chatterton boot a
football.

When Dorothy

a gay deceiver, little
Dorothy Lee. She looks young
and weak. She's actually five
feet and ninety pounds of concentrated dynamite and does
she get what she wants, does
she.' Ask RKO who's starring her

She's

"Assorted
Nuts" in support of those funny
fellows, Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey, her doctor informed her
that her appendix should be removed. He told her if she
went away and had a complete rest for two weeks the
operation might possibly be avoided.
I

finished

saw Dorothy when she had returned from Palm Springs,

and the

rest cure.

for April 1931

—

that active childhood.
Once, while
she was "skinning-the-cat," she fell
on her nose. The fall not only altered
the shape of that member (it's really
most provocative now), but she has a
bump on her tongue as well.

She likes tennis, golf, swimming,
and dancing, but her
is lacrosse.
There is
nothing pink-tea about lacrosse, and
Dorothy was once a member of a
championship team. She still has the
newspaper stories, with a picture of
riding, hiking
favorite sport

one of the games. You can't see Dorothy very plainly,
since some hefty damsel appears to have sat down for a
good rest. There's nothing wrong in that, only she
seems to be sitting on Dorothy. However, Dorothy was
[Continued on pa^e 55]
tlic star of the team according to
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will be wider-brimmed this
spring but just as "off-the-face"
as ever. Helen illustrates in a
hat of black and white straw

Hats

is the new pompadore
print on black moire. It has
a short bolero jacket and a big
bow at the back of the neck

This gown

Helen's a rhapsody in
blue in this evening
gown of blue pastel
crepe with a short
matching coat bordered in bluefox. This

evening ensemble
effect

is

very

chic

This revealing hat is
of black shiny rough
straw with a scarlet

pompon

nestled close
Helen's left ear
as its only trimming
to

ELEN

Ti WELVETREES

Goes Shopping on Fifth Avenue
(//

18

was at the very swagger Bergdorf -Goodman shop,

i}

you must know)

—

i
Clarence Sinclair Bt

RETA

Garbo
/^NE month we went
we

to press without a picture or a story of Garbo. And the letters
got!
We herewith apologize. We didn't

it.
We think Garbo is the greatest,
grandest, most transcendental actress in the
whole world, and just to prove it we give you
this picture of Our Weakness as she really is

mean

a

charming young girl with laughing eyes, but
whose genius will not let her rest

HELEN
T

W

E L

VE T R
and

E E S

ROB E RT AMES
DOESN'T Helen Twelvetrees look
and seductive as
the red-headed good girl
who loved the wrong men ? That's
Robert Ames manhandling her and
beautiful

Millie,

i

and Helen register
bad moments. It's wise
[of little Helen to shake off that
"second Gish" label. Pure frail
together he

some

big,

Lillian

never played scenes like this

I

Bachrach

give him a boiledBuddy lately
ABOUT all Paramount has done for ourback
from Europe, sitting on top of
is

ROGERS

shirt first name. But here's the lad,
hope he gets down to some good work and
the world or is it a wicker table?
that he gets some pictures with a dash of plot thrown in. No "Hamlets,"
thank you, but a real part for a swell guy who's there with the personality

—

We

—

Hurrell

seen Ramon Novarro as the romantic hero who wins women
with his fervent love making. But here is the off-screen Ramon
a boy who in spite of blazing eyes and romantic mien cares more for
the love game in tennis than for the love game in life. No wonder he causes
so much heartache among the womon in his newest picture, "Daybreak!"

^T^OU have
'•

—

RAMON
NOVARRO

BEN LYON
and

BEBE DANIELS
where love
INisHOLLYWOOD
an interlude and marriage a dangerous pastime,

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon
are

happy exceptions. The

only time these newlyweds
separate is when they have
to play in different pictures.

Bebe is now working on
"Maltese Falcon," and Ben
will cause Gloria Swanson
to

be

oh,

so

"Indiscreet"
Fryer

RUTH
CHATTERTON
WAITING

on the

among the
studio

(that's

grips

slang

set,

back

and props,
for

knicli-

Ruth Chatterton stands,
and lovely. And why not?

knacks)

poised
After "Unfaithful" and three
other pictures for Paramount,
she'll go to Warner's at a colossal
salary. Ruth has more than youth,
which can fade, more than beauty,
which can perish she has talent
which "time cannot wither nor
custom stale"

—

a

PORTRAIT
of a

STAR

RISING
Sure,

it's

Nancy

Carroll,

the Qrandest Irish Qirl

Who

Ever

Came from a

French and Dutch Family

By
POPPIES in a

— dancing
tj
-q
eyes and an aweJxadie ilarris
some dignity —
medley of Gershwin
—syncopated — that's Nancy Carroll, star of "Laughter."
bowl

^

Her hair is red. Pure and unadulterated.
She looks more Irish than anyone to be found in the
Yet her real
length and breadth of the Emerald Isle.
name is LaHifF, of French and Dutch extraction.
'Tis said she could
Tenth Avenue quickened her.
She could. And
cross it quicker than any kid her age.
still

does.

She is like a dynamo. So is her baby, aged five. If
you want her to weep, talk about Patricia. If you want
her inspired, talk about her husband, Jack Kirkland. He
No one knows it better than
is a writer and a clever one.
Nancy.
Acting comes as easy to her as breathing. Give her
two pages of lines two minutes before a scene and she
knows them verbatim. She knows, too, just how she
wants to play the scene and just what she wants to wear
playing

it.

on the wrong side of her, she will
If
to Go Places and Do Things.
that leads to a higher official being cross with her, she
will tell him to go Further Places and do More Things.
If the entire organization rise on their legs to try and crush
the Carroll spirit to bring her in line and they haveshe has been known to stand outside the studio and invite
it to go even Further Places and do even More Things.
One wardrobe mistress adores her. The rest maintain
a discreet silence. They make her frocks one way and she
calmly tears them and has them remade the way she wants.
The wastebaskets in every wardrobe room are full of
garments torn to shreds by Nancy Carroll not torn vioIf a director gets

flare

up and

tell

him

—

—

but quietly, patiently as she explains what she
wants. Invariably, she gets it because, invariably, she
And when she is right, she is righter than anyis right.
thing you can find!
She is a book for all moods, but whatever the mood,
you can be sure it has steam. In her depressions, she hides
like a cat who has hurt itself. In her gaiety, she sparkles
like Burgundy and is more scintillating than a Lonsdale
epigram. Her husband, who has lived with her for six
lently,

know her any better now
than the day he married her. He adds that he has never
been bored for a single moment.
She has always been indefatigable in her ambition to
succeed. When she was forced to leave school at an early
age to earn her own living, not once did she flounder in a
sea of indecision. Instead, she adopted as her motto that
little nursery jingle, "Good, better, best
never let it
years, confesses that he doesn't

jade

—

—
— until the good better and the better best." Which
explains why she has excelled in everything she has ever
undertaken — stenographer, chorus
reporter, actress,
rest

is

girl,

Were she to abandon her career towife and mother.
morrow she could start fertilizing the Sahara Desert and
succeed at it!
She agrees with Aurelius that "all is ephemeral fame
and the famous as well."
So she doesn't spend her
weekly salary check on pink-stuccoed bungalows, greentiled swimming pools, silver-plated limousines and all the
other accoutrements of a successful star.
She knows that at the present moment, she is riding
the crest of the wave. She knows, too, the instability of

—

Her name gleams high in electrics now.
a screen career.
In five years, the fuse may blow out. And Nancy believes
in preparedness.
She is gathering her shekels while she may. Some day,
in a not too distant future, she wants to satisfy her tremendous yen for traveling. Then, Patsy must have the education and some of the luxuries that Nancy was deprived of
And her parents. Daddy and Mother
in her childhood.
LaHifF, must always be taken care of.
So Nancy, wise with the wisdom of youth, saves her
money.
Until last Spring,

mount Studios
little

in

when

New

she

was

transferred to the Para-

York, she lived

house, chosen for

in

an unpretentious

accessibility to the studio.
shared one car a second-hand
its

—

She and husband Jack
Cadillac and employed one maid. Now that she is to
remain in the East for a year, she has leased a furnished
apartment overlooking Central Park, chosen for its accessibility to the studio for Nancy and Jack and to the car-

—

ousels for Patsy.

The second-hand Cadillac has

since been replaced by
brand new one of shining blue to match Nancy's
a Christmas gift from her doting husband.
And
eyes
the maid of all work has an assistant [Coiitiiined on page 56]
a

—

—
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woo
And Silver Screen
Presents the First Inter-

view with the Most
Important Babies in the

World, Qathered Hot

From Their Cradles

WHEN

editor of

the

magazine

this

signed
of interviewing
new babies in

Eleanor I said briskly, "Well,
Eleanor what do you think?
I'm coming up to interview
your baby."
"Oh, no you're not!" said
Eleanor. "My baby's not for
publication.
I'm a selfish
person and I think it's bad

—

as-

me

the task
all the famous

Hollywood
was completely unnerved.

I
I

know about as much about
new babies as I do about in-

My

only
tegral calculus.
qualification for the story was
the fact that

once was

I

publicity for me."
With the Norma ShearerIrving Thalberg baby and the

a

baby myself.

Robert Montgom^ery arrival

After all, even the cleverest
questioning won't get any
more out of a four months' old

I ran into two more snags.
This business of withholding
babies from publication seems
to be a Hollywood cult. The
angle being that it ruins a

infant than a few "goos" and
"gahs," and maybe in excep"glubsxk."
tional cases a

star's

remembered the
heroic tale of the "Message
to Garcia" and slogans like
"The presses must go on"
and I went forth to battle.
However,

Well,

I

picked the Eleanor

Boardman-King Vidor baby
(irst

because

mama

and papa and

I

know
I

its

thought

maybe they'd break me in
The first time I saw
easy.
28

drawing power

in ro-

mantic roles if the fans hear
too much about the home and
kiddies.
Personally I think
the fans want to know about

I

Dolores

Ethel

Mae Barrymore

(above) aged
Princess of
The reclin-

months, is the Crown
the Royal Family of Broadway.
ing Russian is the son of Olga Baclanova
nine

the

home

ites

even

or

two

asked

A

life

if it

—but

me

of their favorincludes a baby

then

nobody

for advice!

little

detective

elicited the information

work
that

young Miss Montgomery

is

Silver Screen

p uts

on

H eirs

months and one week old, named Martha Bryan,
My acquaintance with Master Irving
and very cute.
Thalberg, Jr., aged five months, is limited to a miniature
on his father's watch-chain. The picture reveals him as
an appealing mite with black hair and dark blue eyes.
Somewhat disheartened at the attitude of Hollywood
papas and mamas, I telephoned Skeets Gallagher's wife,
Pauline. "I suppose your baby isn't open for inspection,"
three

I

said pessimistically.

"Why not?" answered Pauline
him. Come up any time."
Richard Gallagher, Jr., alias
"the Duke," is a diplomat. He
grabbed hold of my finger and
His
smiled ingratiatingly.
manner indicated that I was
quite the most intriguing person who had ever entered his
horizon. Just as I was preening
myself on my unusual way with
babies, Pauline remarked tact"The Duke is always
lessly,
fascinated by any new person."
The Duke is five months old
and something of a sheik. He
has blue eyes, blonde hair with
reddish tint, a gay manner
and a cherubic disposition. He

'We're not ashamed of

By

Harriet
Parsons

a miniature blue polo coat, very tailored

and sporting,
and a pair of Mandarin pajamas with pants about two
inches long. The Duke likes the coat but he thinks the
pajamas are a little bit nancy.
Young Gallagher visits the doctor once a month to have
He's being brought up scientifically,
his diet adjusted.
but his jolly nurse doesn't bend over backwards about it.
She trots the Duke all over the house with her and even
takes him down to the garage and lets him sit in the car.
He's something of a sensation seeker and his latest thrill
is motoring
even though the

—

standing still. A great
kid, the Duke. And a marvelous judge of people.
Well,
didn't he like
Now with Mary Elizabeth
Ann Brown, Joe E. Brown's
car

is

brand new offspring, I didn't
get by so well.
It was plain
to be seen that the young lady
wasn't glad to see me.
She
was just about to embark on
her afternoon airing in a highpowered baby carriage equipped
with elegant springs and a
brake, \C0nti7med on 'page 54]

a

received

me

in a pair of

white

rompers with a becoming collar
and a little colored embroidery

— just

enough to be decorative
but not effeminate. There was
also a pocket.
He has a very
complete wardrobe, including

i

or
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Mary
doesn't

Elizabeth
look like

Ann

Brown

her

daddy,
a break

Joe E. Brown, which
for

Mary

Elizabeth.

is

But

she's

Richard
got his grand grin.
Gallagher, Jr., alias "The Duke,"
is five months old and already a
sheik. The other two people in
the picture are merely his parents

Frank Albertson exercises on the beach.
Garbo swims. Eddie Lowe punches the bag

Pep

is

Health
DOWN
SETHollywood

as it is in a beautiful sub-tropical clime,

appears soft and languorous. You'd
think that beauty and health came for the asking in
that environment.
People shouldn't have to diet and
exercise to retain that reputation for beauty which has
made the film capital famous the world over.
But there is no place under the shining sun where people

more careful of their health. There is no place where
such drastic steps are taken to retain strong constitutions,
good figures, and the clear brain which gees with the
are

human machine when it's in good working order. The
stars work harder than professional athletes to keep fit,
and as a result Hollywood is so healthy that it annoys the
doctors.
But to keep that way, the stars have to be trained like
college football players. These stars work terribly long
hours under terrific pressure. I have known cases where
companies have worked sixteen and eighteen hours at a
time. Delicate looking girls wear a string of beads and a
pleasant smile when the temperature is below freezing,
and heavy fur coats when the pavements are blistering.
Hollywood work is a constant strain on the mind, the
nerves and the body. The average person would break
under the demands made on these so-called "pampered
But the darlings don't dare
darlings" of screendom.
break.

You see, competition is great in Hollywood. The industry moves at a lightning speed, moves, and laggards
Brutal it may be, but the weaker ones
are left behind.
are sacrificed. This is a big business, and there's no more
30

sentiment to

mining

it

Personality*
is

Beauty,

than there is in making farm tractors or
stars have to keep their health, or

The

coal.

they are passed by.
How do they do it?
Hollywood is a colony of health cultists who can't
devote much time to physical exercise. The stars have
no more time for that than stenographers or clerks. They
don't waste the time they do have, however. In addition
to simple exercises most of the stars follow a diet. Not a
That craze cf
rigid, extreme diet, but a careful one.
harrrful diet, which sw«pt the movie coast in 1929 leaving plenty of acidosis in its wake, has died down.
Joan Crawford's figure is much admired. A short time
ago. Silver Screen elected her as the Hollywood Ventis.
Every morning when~Joan arises she skips the rope for
She has orange juice for breakfast, and
fifteen minutes.
a cup of hot coffee later when she arrives at the studio.
She never touches starches or sweets. When she has the
time, she swims and takes long walks.
Joan spends long, gruelling hours at the studio. When
she returns home in the evening she often has to take
dancing lessons or learn lines for a new picture. That
routine, day in and day out, would put most girls in the
She knows how to
hospital. Joan has radiant health.
take care of

it.

Both Norma Shearer and Ruth Chatterton supplement
thirty
their program of exercises with daily massages
minutes of it, after they have finished a day at the studios.
Ruth likes to
It relaxes the body and quiets the nerves.

—

play golf and tennis, but that frequently has to be sacri-

Silver Screen

Their Health

By

Allan
Jordan

Janet Gaynor plays ball. Norma Shearer s
a water baby. Ramon Novarro plays tennis

Hon ywood^s Health
Practices

Prove

It

during production. Norma is an enthusiastic swimmer, and she takes a dip in her pool almost every day.
There is nothing exacting about the diets of these
stars.
Norma eats her heaviest meal in the middle of the
day. She has a very light breakfast and luncheon.
Ruth Chatterton works on a schedule of two diets. Diet
number one, for production days, includes a substantial
breakfast, and non-protein luncheons and dinners.
In
between picture periods she eats what she likes, excluding
pastries and concentrated starches.
Not such difficult
health formulas, but sensible. Anyone can follow them.
Greta Garbo and Janet Gaynor are firm believers in the
strong, life-giving rays of Old Sol.
Both of these stars
take sun baths every day.. Garbo walks miles, and also
rides horseback. Janet lives at the beach and goes in for
swimming and handball. The Swedish star naturally has
a strong body, but Janet Gaynor is very delicate.
She
must take every measure to guard her health. People see
very little of her at any time, and almost never while she
And, of course, I have i'lways
is working on a picture.
insisted that Garbo is just a rumor. You tiever see her. At
any rate, both of these stars get plenty of sleep.
Naturally, the men stars go in for more active physical
exercise. The women have to be more careful.
A muscular woman is not an object of romance.
But a man has
got to have 'em or the flappers don't get the required
number of heart palps.
George O'Brien, for instance, doesn't have time to be
sick.
Most men could probably have a body like his, if
they would only follow his daily formula. It takes willficed

f

or
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power, and it most certainly wouldn't do for a lazy man.
He is out of bed by five o'clock in the morning, and he
runs, walks and sprints for an hour. George says the rays
of the early morning sun are the most beneficial.
After
that he has a rubdown and a shower. Then breakfast
If he isn t working he usually has several rounds of
boxing, and often he drops in at the Hollywood Athletic
Club for rope skipping, bag punching and general calisthenics.

George is a magnificent swimmer, and since he lives at
Malibu Beach the year round, he has plenty of time for

—

one of the greatest exercises for developing a
symmetrical body.
Charles Farrell goes rowing on Taluca Lake, in front
of bis house, every morning and follows that by a sun
bath.
In the evening he takes a steam bath and a rubdown. While Charlie is out rowing, his next door neighbor, Richard Arlen, puts on his track "scanties" and
sprints through the Walnut groves. Jobyna Ralston Arlen
does considerable bicycle riding, ofd-fashioned
but
this sport

healthful.
Many of the male stars have fully equipped gymnasiums
right in their homes. Charles Rogers works" out on the
parallel bars, wall-exerciser, and with a rowing machine.
George Bancroft keeps a trainer who regulates the health
of the whole Bancroft family. For concentrated exercise
George takes an imaginary canter on a mechanical horse.
Buster Keaton has a gymnasium at the studio, and he
finds that tumbling keeps his muscles in good condition.
Of course, Douglas Fairbanks [Continued on page 60]
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More Movie
[

Continued

This scene in "The Virtuous Sin" made
everything Oh, Kay, with Kenneth MacKenna. And it probably was all right by
Miss Francis for she and Ken are now Mr.
and Mrs. and oh, so very, very happy.
Whisper it— Ken's the third Mr. Francis

A TRAGEDY

Town-

in Heartbreak

John Johnson, vaudeville actor in his
fifties, was trying the talking picture racket with
success.

early
little

—

it might
Finally, he was called for a job one day
have been his big chance.
While he was waiting for a street car to take him to
the studio he dropped dead from heart failure.

Acms. p.

Kay Francis is Mrs.JVIacin Hollywood.
Kenna now. They met in "Virtuous Sin" and

HEARTS

.

Chevalier. "Well, look at me."
But why shouldn't Maurice be gay, with a
big movie contract, a big radio broadcast
contract and an increasingly big public?

.

All Hollywood is
to be yearning for her all over again.
a-tiptoe waiting to see if those two will come together
Though John's betrothed to Mae Clarke, it's
again.
confidentially whispered that he'll never get a license to

wed

her.

Evelyn Laye got a divorce from Sonnie Hale, British
actor, naming Jessie Matthews, an actress appearing in
the same production as her husband, as co-respondent.
Immediately after the divorce Sonnie Hale up and married
Add perils of love in the jungle. Mrs.
little Jessie.
wants
to collect $50,000 balmoney from
Renaldo
Susette
Edwina ("Trader Horn") Booth, who gave her husband
love, she claims. Edwina says she gave him nothing but
Estelle
advice. She told him to go back to his wife.
Taylor says she will oppose any attempt on Jack Dempsey's part to get into the movies, as she believes husband
and wife ought to have separate careers. Her marriage is
very much a'-la-Hurst, with meetings every so often and
many vacations for both husband and wife. That's
.

.

.

.

.

who

played in "Big

32

Money"

.

.

recently.

T OM MIX

will have to pay $90,000 damages to Zack
T. Miller, circus owner, who claims that the cowboy
actor promised to go with the 101 Ranch circus which
Miller runs. The award was made by a court in Erie, Pa.
Tom Mix says he will appeal the verdict. Tom is a heavy
loser these days. First he lost his horse, then his wife, and

now

his

money.

Hunt/ej Gordon, once a -popilar leading man, went
some months ago, but didn't

into the silk hose business

do so

ivell.

He' s

broke'.

*

.

Paul Whiteman, "King
their recipe for wedded bliss.
of Jazz," and his wife, Vanda Hoff, are plotting a divorce.
His heart is said to be throbbing for Margaret Livingston,
.

A.

Madame

A
were married at Avalon, Santa Catalina Island.
week-end aboard Kenneth's yacht was their honeymoon,
Now that
for they both had to hurry back to work.
he's divorced from Colleen Moore, John McCormick seems
.

b-

"Did you ever see a happy Frog?" asked
Chevalier as he returned from Europe with

*

*

Hollywood, where even the
"The Film Daily" lets us in
have ears.
on this one. Harry Bannister bragged about how well
He said she was so
his wife, Ann Harding, could cook.
The cook
swell he'd probably "have to fire the cook.
heard and got on her high horse. She quit. And now
Ann Harding realizes that there really is a servant problem in Hollywood.

DON'T

talk too loud in

walls

Silver Screen

Town Topics
from page 11]

The

fresh part of the "Skippy" troupe, Mr.
Jackie Searl, who was such a hit in "Finn

and Hattie" and "Tom. Sawyer." "Skippy"
is
going to be an all-kid production,
with Mr. Searl, Mitzi Green, Jackie Cooper,
babj' brother, Robert

and Jackie Coogan's

YW'ORK

on "Svengali" was held up because John
Barrymore was ill. He suffered from jungle fever
this fall.
Everything the Barrymores do is picturesque.
Even when they fall ill it's never an ordinary illness.

^AYLOR HOLMES

was in an uproar the other day.
lazy water pipes broke while everyone was
out of the house and, well you've seen these comic

Some

plumbing
Well, pretty blonde Josephine is un-Dunn
these days and here's the cause of it all.
His name is Clyde E. Greathouse; he's a

Los Angeles oil operator and he and little
Jo signed each other up for life early in
January. At least, we hope it's for life

—

situations.

Taylor's house resembled a Mack Sennett study in
water.
Some valuable manuscripts were ruined.

^STHER RALSTON

J^ENNETH HARLAN

is

domg

double

duty

—during

the daylight hours he appears in pictures and bv
night he runs his Pom Pom Night Club which is featuring
a slightly undressed chorus.
The tourists are going for the idea in a big way.

Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike') has finally got his
marital touhUs settled and Lloyd Hamilton, whose exbetter half was asking $27,000 back alimony, finally

agreed

to

take $15,000

and

be

happy.

'T'HIS is a story of how tears came at last to the eves of
Jack Oakie.
It was during the filming of Oakie's "The Gang Buster."

A

tear gas

bomb was used
And how!

in police raid sequences.

was making a grand comeback
on the screen, but no motion picture producer can
tempt her now. She's following Norma Shearer's example
in temporarily retiring from the screen.
The stork is
pretty busy right now, but he's promised to pay Esther
Ralston (Mrs. George Webb) a visit in June. Esther and
George will make a trip abroad in the meanwhile.

William "Buster"
are

going

ifiance

William (Stage) Boyd is taking Addie McPhail,
comedy leading lady, around toiun and to theaters and
things.
*

QORDON
Frances McCoy, petite

Fox actress, will hear the
with Chuck Howard, son of a
wealthy Netv York merchant.
bells ring out

for Ai^RiL 1931

and Marie Prevost
If s an old ro-

—probably just re-blossoming for spring.

Oakie wept.

wedding

Collier, Jr.,

around together again.

KAHN,

*

*

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

writer,

parked his car in front of his home, stepped out on
the sidewalk and faced a nice, shiny six-shooter.
He walked right back into the house— but minus Iiis
cash and watch.
[Continued on page 52]
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BURN'UP

rhe

By the

Holly woo
Insider
lUustration
by

OSCAR HOWARD

10VE

has caused a lot of

funny things to happen
since

this

silly

old

world got itself started way
back in the Garden of Eden.
Wars and murders and oneminute-to-play-goals-for-dearIn ye
old-Hillcrest.
olden times before knighthood withered on the stalk
a man stricken with love would start a seven year war
with Troy, or batter down a few of King Arthur's turrets,
or go for a boat ride with Cleopatra. But I never heard
of love causing a residential section to burn down before.
But that's the Hollywood way of it blaze or nothing
and this is a Hollywood love story.
I guess you read in the papers about the six homes of
i

...

—

burning at one fell swoop at Ferguson's
Beach. I bet you read with interest the description of
Dolores Delight's pajamas as she dashed from her flaming
boudoir and then thought no more about it.
But what a thrilling story there was back of that fire!
No one seemed to know exactly how it started. Six
mounds of ashes the price of a woman's honor. But after
all what's a few houses compared to the indomitable spirit
of a girl who defied life to break her? Let's do a cut-back.
I first met Julie Crandall (Julie O'Neill she was then)
in Mike's Hot Spot up in Harlem, which is one of the
places in New York where you most certainly don't
want to meet anyone. Of all the low dives well, it's
the kind of place where they do the "tease" dance. You
can just imagine what kind of riffraff wanders in there.
At that time I was a reporter on a New York newspaper
and wanted to see Types so I could write a book. That's
as good an excuse as any I can give for dropping in at
Mike's Hot Spot.
The hardest looking dames in the world can be found
in that honky tonk. Not a one of them looked as if she'd
ever had a mother. But one night in that gang I saw
the sweetest looking kid I've ever seen— and I've
six

movie

stars

—

—

—
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seen

Mary

Pickford

and Jackie Coogan.
She looked about
eighteen (I learned
later that she was

and there
wasn't an awkward
sixteen)

movement

to

entire body,

though

was easy

to see

it

her

never had a
dancing lesson. A
^
nice kid from the
country, you'd think
looking at her fresh
oh, bov
graceful body, but when you looked at her eyes
what a shock! They were the eyes of a woman of thirtv
who knows toe well the pitiless cruelty of life, who has
In those large green-gray
felt the cold kiss of poverty.
eyes of Julie Crandall you could read strange stories
but I guess I was the only one in the Hot Spot that night
who looked at Julie's eyes.
As I watched her go through the routine of a dance I
felt that the air was being polluted by something unclean.
And sure enough there was Al Shoeman sitting at the
table next to mine and gazing at that poor kid as a cat
does at a bird. There was a lot of dirty gossip going the
rounds about Al Shoeman and his racket. He makes his
living peddling moving pictures but not the kind you
she'd

_

f:

—

—

—

are ever likely to see.
Mike did his own serving in rliose days before Park

Silver Screen
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MOTHER in the Series of Hollywood'

s

True Love

Stories,

Which

y^

^j^^

Proves that a

Qood

Can

Fire

Burn up Lots
of

Things

—

Including a
QirVs Past

lashes as she languidly traced the red
checks on the table cloth.
"You're too pretty for this dump.
Why don't you get out? Need the

dough?"

"What do you
that one day

think?" she said in a firm husky voice

would

thrill millions of fans.

what the public wants," Al said,
peering at her with his snake eyes.
"How would vou
like to make some easy money
say five hundred dollars?
With half a grand you could put some good food into that
body, buy yourself some swell clothes, and crash the
gate into the front row of any chorus in this town. How
"I think you've got

—

"I've got a sura bootleg
movie," cried Lucille La Varr to
prise,

the crowd.

And

beautiful Julie

Crandall, her
agonized eyes on

the

man

loved,
white

she

turned
and

still,

facing ruin

Avenue

started trekking to Harlem. As he passed AI's
heard Al say, "Robbing cradles now, eh, Mike?
Where'd you get her?" And he nodded toward Julie.
"That big-mouthed Flora saved her from the river or
the gas jet and brought her here. She's too frail for this
game. She'll crack."
Al smiled in a way that made me want to slug him.
"Send her over to me, Mike, when the show's over."
A few minutes later Julie came over to AI's table.
"Mike said you wanted to see me," she said in a dull,
table

I

listless voice.

"Sure, girlie.

Sit

down.

All

washed

up, eh?"

"Yeah."
"Tried to

about it, girlie?"
"I'm through with show business," she said dull v.
"I've fought and struggled to get some place.
But it's
no use. I'm sunk, see? All I want is to get out of this
city
to the country where the air is fresh
and the
trees are green
and I can start life all over again." She
broke off suddenly and laughed harshly. "I didn't mean
to tell you that. It's none of your business."
"O.K., baby," Al said. "It's all right with me if you
don't want to be Ziegfeld's next star. But five hundred
dollars will get you back to the cornfields or cotton patches
or wherever you aim to go, faster than the pickings in this
honky tonk." He shifted his chair closer to hers. "Now
listen. I'm an exporter. Here's my card. In this narrowminded, bigoted country there is no appreciation of Art,

—

so

make motion

for April 1931

—

pictures

—

for

foreign

—

release.

See?

Come to my studio tomorrow at ten. Until then
He drained his highball, gave her what might be

called

I

and left.
I had been listening in on that whole conversation.
I
hated to see that poor starved kid get caught in the coils
of Al Shoeman. But what could I do? I didn't have any
a smile,

money but

didn't you?"
"Yeah." Julie seemed not to take the least interest
in the man at her side. Her eyes were veiled by her long
kill yourself,

—

—

I had a lot of good advice
which nobodv
wanted, including Julie Crandall. I usually minded mv
own business except when it was newspaper business, but on
my way to the door I stopped for a second at Julie's table.
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"I'd like to give you a tip," 1 said. "Keep away from
that snake. He's poison to girls like you."
She didn't even look up. She continued to trace designs
on that red-checked table cloth.
Well, shoemakers'
children shouldn't throw stones
and newspaper reporters
shouldn't bake cakes so I ambled on.

—

T

—

DIDN'T
but

I

see Julie Crandall again for nearly two years
certainly heard enough about her. She spent the

five hundred dollars from her "art work" with Shoeman
for clothes; then she got a job in a chorus where she didn't

need them. Quickly she became a featured dancer and got
rave notices in all the papers. Blase New Yorkers were
fascinated by her eager, charming vitality and her high
spirits of youth.
She was unspoiled, fresh and desirable,
and she put her whole soul into everything she did
whether she liked it or not.
There was nothing half-way about Julie Crandall.
Her Charleston was the "meanest" New York has ever
seen. Of course, all the scions of the Best Families started
sending in their cards accompanied by orchids, ermine
wraps, diamond bracelets, and other little trifles, but
according to rumour she didn't specialize she played
the whole field.
As I read in the New York papers (I had become an
invaluable yes-man with Superlative Films in Hollywood)
of the gay goings on of Julie Crandall I could hardly
believe that she was the same little sick kitten that I
had seen in Mike's Hot Spot. The kid was certainly
getting the breaks.
And then the Big Boss on a visit to New York signed
her up for a part in a Superlative picture and Julie Crandall came to Hollywood. Say, did her eyes go over swell
in the test they gave her! They made her seem aloof,
mysterious and sublimely beautiful they gave you that
stained glass window feeling which you get when you
hear Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
But Superlative in
its usual manner overlooked those eyes and focussed on
They were exquisite legs, I admit, but I
Julie's legs.
insisted then
and time has proven me a wise guy that
there was more to Julie than a "jazz baby."
Superlative began twenty-four sheeting the kid around

—

—

—

—

—

"

the world and Julie lived up to her publicity. She plunged
into the helter skelter gaiety of Hollywood. Men went
mad about her and she was seen in every dazzling spot in
town with at least a dozen escorts. There was gossip
plenty of it, too.
Julie had been in Hollywood six months before we
met. Heaven knows I didn't want to meet her then, but
the Big Boss had wished the dirty work off on me. She
met me at the door herself and invited me into the sitting
room where cocktails were waiting.
"Don't look so tragic," she said gaily. "I'm quite a
collector of hard knocks. But do get it over with. Is it
true that I'm going to be fired?"
"No," I thundered. "Who starred that rumour?"
"Well, according to my informants, the esteemed president of Superlative Pictures started it himself. It seems
that this morning he was thinking out loud, and his dear
little secretary happened to overhear him, and she just
happened to mention it to my maid, warning her not to
tell a soul, of course, and within the hour six of my best
friends called up to console me."
"Too bad the dear little secretary didn't listen in on
the entire conversation," I growled.
"The honest-togoodness facts are these: After the release of your next
picture you're going to be made a star, for Superlative
has decided that it needs a great dramatic actress
you're elected. BUT if you don't slow down and get off
the roller coaster Superlative may change its mind. See?
In other words the Big Boss is going to make you exclusive
and you've got to quit dancing on everybody's table.
You've got to get remote and your dear public mustn't
see you doing the Black Bottom with every mug who
comes along. They've got to think of you as wandering
lonely and aloof by the murmuring sea. It may be hard

AND

at first

—

"LJARD?

Hard?" Julie laughed hysterically.

"Why,

the one thing I've alwavs wanted to do. All
my life I've forced myself to be that awful 'life of the
party' because it was expected of me.
I hate parties, I
despise people, I loathe cocktails I want to be alone
I've always wanted to be alone
[Continued on -page 62]
it's

—
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Domestic and Exported Love

you rather have a French or American hero make love to you? Robert Montgomery
WOULD
gazes at Constance Bennett in that worshipping, wistful way in the American version of the
"Easiest

Damita
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Way," but Andre Burgere in the French version asks no questions but seizes lovely Lily
The American humbly pleads for love; the Frenchman takes it boldly

in his arms.

Silver Screen
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Q^r. ^inderella
He's Richard Cromwell of

Overnight

Fame Who

Has Knocked
for

the Qirls

a Loop

By

Caroline Dune a n

THE

Horatio Alger fable from "Rags to
Riches" is the interviewer's stock story.
One is constantly writing of the Janet
Gaynors, Charlie Farrells, Lois Morans, Barbara Stanwycks, who have skyrocketed from
obscurity to overnight Fame.

Richard
David)

has
but

not

(Tol'able

Cromwell
only

—

IT

That
that
Something which

appeals to the maAnd yet, nowhere in screen annals is there
ternal
instinct.
recorded a tale as amazing as that of Richard
And
lads
with
Cromwell, young star of "Tol'able David."
go far
When Harry Cohn, president of Columbia
Pictures, decided to remake "Tol'able David"
as a talking picture, he knew that the job of
finding someone to equal Richard Barthelmess' classic
He was born in Los Angeles, Jan. 8, 1910, between
five and six o'clock of a Saturday morning.
portrayal would be difficult. But just how difficult, he
And has
never inconvenienced his mother since.
wasn't to realize until he had taken tests of every juvenile
from Hollywood to New York and found none of them
When he was eight years old, his father died, leaving a
satisfactory.
young widow to carry on the burden of supporting five
Finally, in desperation, he decided to give
the role to an unknown.
growing youngsters. She moved her brood to Long
Roy Radabaugh, a twenty year old artist, living in Beach, a seaside resort forty miles from Hollywood, and
Hollywood and starving for a livelihood in the fictional
secured a job as a typist. Dick contributed his share to
manner of all artists, heard about this unusual opportunity
the family coffers by sundry odd jobs, which included
and applied for the part.
"Tol'able David" was his
concocting "chocolate luxuros" and "cherry delights"
favorite story
behind a soda fountain and peddling his artistic, albeit
he had always wanted to be an actor
and the other fifty reasons don't matter.
uncommercial, handiwork.
Everyone was as astounded as Roy when the coveted
When he was fifteen years old, he decided to move to
role was entrusted to him.
Other obscure players who
Hollywood and attend the Chouinard Art School, where
were suddenly starred have all of them served a previous
he could study this thing called Art in a Big Way. Because
apprenticeship of some sort extra, property boy, script
he couldn't afford to pay the tuition and there were no
clerk
something. Roy Radabaugh had NEVER set foot
scholarships left, he induced Madam Chouinard to let
inside a studio in any capacity.
He was as new as to- him work his way through. Since Dick has the sort of
morrow's newspaper, as fresh as a last coat of paint on
face that every mother could love, how could she refuse
a suburban house.
him?
No sooner had he been assigned the part than his name
P.S.
She didn't.
was changed to Richard Cromwell. No sooner had he
Then began Dick's first big adventure living on his
finished the picture than his new name went up in electric
own. He hunted around until he found a room inexpensive
lights and he was presented with a five-year contract
enough and sufficiently large to be converted into two
with regular raises of salary and all that.
one for sleeping quarters and the other for his workshop.
Who said, "and so overnight Fame" is a sub-title?
He thought if he painted enough, he might eventually
"Tol'able David" recently had its world premiere at the
paint his way into a movie studio. For greater than Dick's
Mayfair Theatre in New York.
And to celebrate the ambition to become a great artist was his desire to be a
event, "Dick" was sent East on a series of personal apgreater actor.
But Dick's first and only attempt at hispearances.
Not only was it his first glimpse of the Big trionics had occurred during his high school days when he
City, but also the first time he had ever been outside the
played the title role in a Junior class production of
state of California.
"Ivanhoe." Dick made his own costume and it consisted
When I dined with him in his suite at the Hotel St. of a union suit with chicken rings tacked on and bedroom
slippers encased in silver paper.
Moritz, my food remained untouched as I "ate up" the
Dick's performance was
amazing facts that had uprooted him from the crowd.
masterly until the end of the second [Coiit 'niucd on p,iz>' 58]
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Sil ver

s creen
Here
with

s

Africa as you have dreamed of ir,
jungles, its wild animals, its
wilder people, and its unbelievable
beauty.
Here, too, is action human
M-G-M
beings in thrilling adventures; animals
in death combat.
There is a story, of a white girl rescued by
a trader and a young hero, from the savages.
Harry Carey,
Duncan Renaldo, Edwina Booth and the native, Mutia, are all
splendid.
It's thrilling.
It's "different."
Don't miss it.

TRADER HORN
Rating: GREAT

is

its

—

Cimarron is one of the finest talkies
ever produced.
It
is
a magnificient
portrayal of early America, magnificently produced, finely photographed
RKO
and gorgeously acted.
It's a gigantic
story of the empire builders and a hero, Yancey Cravat, who
was a real pioneer, a passionate lover, a brave fighter and
Richard Dix comes back with a bang.
a born adventurer.
He's superb. So is the rest of the cast. You must see this.

CIMARRON
Rating: GREAT

DANCE, FOOLS,

DANCE

GOOD

Dancing Daughter Joan Crawford goes
melodramatic in a big way and becomes

—

yeh, it's an underworld plot but done smartly. The dad
of two rich youngsters, Joan and William
Bakewell, dies, leaving them penniless. Joan goes to work on
a newspaper but kid brother becomes a bootlegger
and then
the drama begins.
It's all thrilling and very exciting.
Clark
Gable makes a marvelous villain and Joan and Billy are grand.

Rating:

a real suspense sister

M-G-M

—

THE GANG
BUSTER

Paramount has at last done right by
Jack Oakie and given him a real story.
He's another sap this time an accident
Rating: GOOD
insurance salesman who wanders into
Paramount
gangland. In the underworld. Jack
blunders into saving the girl, her father and several others
from bullets. He also breaks up desperate gangs all in the
dumb Oakie manner. It's a sweet burlesque on the usual
gangster stuff and it's fairly good entertainment.

—

—
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A

girl who has been the inspiration of
She loves utterly.
Paris falls in love.
Sacrificing her career, her home, her
Rating:
Finally she
friends, is nothing to her.
M-G-M
loves sufficiently to give up even the
man himself. Garbo is great in this. It is all her picture
and she has never been more beautiful or tragic. But it fails
a bit for this very reason.
You don't believe even Bob Montgomery could have resisted her. It's depressing

INSPIRATION

GOOD

Silver Screen

R eviewmg
Stand
GENTLEMAN'S
FATE

Jack Gilbert
js

a

in a

gangster story.

Jack

young man about town who suJ-

GOOD

denly finds that he is the younger son of
^ racketeering family.
The girl he
loves marries another man and he joins
his family's gang.
Comes "the pay-off" and it's a tragic one.
Gilbert fans can go for this, for Jack does his finest work since
his Garbo days.
Besides, there's Louis Wolheim, Anita Page
and Leila Hyams, all honeys. They work well together.

Rating:

M-G-M

CITY LIGHTS
Rating:

GOOD

United Artists
ing.

A

It's far

There

only one Chaplin.
There
and sobs that only he
can create.
But considering the time,
money and comedy genius that have
are

is

laughs

—

—

gone into this, the result is disappointbelow "Shoulder Arms" or "The Gold Rush."

a blind flower girl, who believes him a millionThat's the story. The gags are sure-fire, fast and funny.
Charlie is great but the film isn't.

tramp loves

aire.

—

Tolstoy's great story of love, sin and
regeneration has been brought to the
talking screen with dignity and power.
Rating:
You probably remember the story from
Universal
the old silent days that of the peasant
girl loved and deserted by an officer. Lupe Velez gives the best
performance of her career a beautiful, genuine portrayal.
John Boles is splendid and so is Nance O'Neil.
Credit to
Director Edwin Carewe, too.
All in all, worth seeing again.

RESURRECTION

GOOD

—

—

for

April 1931

MANY A SLIP
Rating: GOOD

Modern youth must have its fling
and what actually happens during the
high moments of youthful passion has

portrayed in "Many A Slip."
an awfully delicate theme the
intimate love affairs of a boy and girl.
But here it's been
handled well and some clever comedy added, too. Lew Ayres
and Joan Bennett are the two lovers, while Slim Summerville
and Virginia Sales contribute most of the fun. You'll enjoy ic.
Universal

been

—

It's

THE DAWN

Here's another wild western story of
galloping hoofs and brave men who
figlit for their women in a big way.
Rating: FAIR
Buck Jones does the typical outdoor
Columbia
hero stuff, hard riding and fast shooting.
It's the old story of the hero as a sheriff who must arrest his
sweetheart's brother for murder but it docs manage to be
convincing and exciting at times. Miriam Seegar is the swee:heart and very nice, too. The children will like this.

TRAIL

—
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SILVER SCREEN'S

FIGHTING
CARAVANS
Rating: GOOD
Paramount

A

mild carbon copy of "The Covered
with dialogue and sound
added, but with the novelty and the

Wagon,"

missing.
It's a big production,
and well
photographed
beautifully
enough acted, but since the action is kept around the two old
scouts, Ernest Torrence and TuUy Marshall, rather than around
thrills

Gary Cooper and Lily Damita, the love

interest,

it's

good

only for an evening's entertainment, and not great.

America's Sweetheart playing a Parisian
chorus gal is rather unusual, but she
Rating: GOOD
For our Mary returns to
surprises you.
United Artists
her first acting love and is grand as a
As Kiki, Mary
slapstick comedienne.
gets kicked out of a show for wrecking it and then tries to
vamp the producer away from his ex-wife. The way Mary
does it is no less than a riot. Reginald Denny's good as the
producer, and Phil Te.id is clever.

This is naughty, but censor-proof entertainment, a fast and furious farce with
double meanings and everything else.
Rating:
Pathe
Edward Everett Horton plays a hubby
with a wild streak, who hires a near
likeness to double for him to fool his mother-in-law, so he
can go playing. Everything is swell until the wife comes
home unexpectedly and likes his double. Laura La Plante,
Esther Ralston and Patsy Ruth Miller are the lovely ladies.

GOOD

40

—

Two

Mitzi Green and Jackie
comedy. It's the
Rating: GOOD
story of Mr. and Mrs. Haddock Abroad
Paramount
which Donald Ogden Stewart authored
with many wise-cracks. Finn (that's
the old man) has made a lot of money and thinks it would
be a grand idea to take his family on a trip he does, and
how! Leon Errol and ZaSu Pitts are mama and papa and
little kids,

Searl, steal this swell

—

it's all

KIKI

LONELY WIVES

FINN AND
HATTIE

great for the children.

DON'T BET ON

WOMEN
Rating:

GOOD

Fox

very strong-minded gentleman who
claims women must be led makes a
bet with a well known hot-shot with
the ladies that the latter can't kiss his
wife within forty-eight hours. Things
Clever
for the hubby and all concerned.

A

get pretty warm
acting and direction make this highly amusing and sophistiEdmund Lowe, Jeanette MacDonald
cated entertainment.
and Roland Young all do splendid v.
I

PARLOR, MHO-

ROOM AND BATH
Rating: GOOD

lont; ume lor jusc
We've been waiting
such a comedy from that frozen-faced
comic, Buster Keaton. Imagine Buster
.i

M-G-M

with a false reputation as a great lover
and what would happen if several pasThat's what happens to Bashful
sionate ladies went after him.
Pretty girls get into their undies and then the husband
Buster.
It's all fast and furious and an
of one walks in on Buster.
outstanding fun film you shouldn't miss.

Silver Screen

—

REVIEWING STAND

THE EASIEST
Rating:

GOOD

M-G-M

Hurrah

for Constance Bennett!

Given

a very old story, of the poor girl who
wanted pretty things and got them plus
a very rich man but minus a wedding
ring, Connie brings a fine sincerirv to

the whole picture and makes a touching love story of what
might have been just another movie. Adolphe Menjou is his
suave self as the man about town
and Robert Montgomery
is the man Connie loves.
Can you blame herV

—

REWIND OFFICE

DOORS
Rating:

GOOD

Radio Pictures

Here's another yarn of just how imporjanj
young secretaries are to the
boss in one way or another.
This one
concerns the lovable, capable stenographer who is running the business,

—

—

but the boss doesn't realize it or, just how pretty she is,
He's engaged to the banker's daughter until a financial
crash comes, and then he wakes up to several things. Marv
Astor is lovely and Robert Ames is good as the boss.
either.

Although Raquel Torres gives the

ALOHA
Rating:
Tiffany

performance of her career,
"Aloha" has been so cheaply made
that the merit of her work is stolen by

trite

direction.

The

theme

is

"The

Bird ol Paradise" modernized.
A native girl marries the only
son of a shipping magnate. Naturally, her entrance into
society is quite a shock. A hateful sister-in-law causes trouble
which eventually leads to tragedy. Ben Lyon is nice as the boy.

j or

April 1931

Mythical kingdoms provide an excellent
background when one wants to poke
Rating: FAIR
fun at European royalty titled folk
Tiffany
^^ho have considerable trouble with
their marriages and manners.
An actor
is hired to impersonate a Prince and make love to a Princess
a gal who makes things rather exciting for her suitors.
It's
charmingly risque at moments but nevertheless, fair cinematic
entertainment. Neil Hamilton and Una Merkel are the lovers.

—

Good old "East Lynne," one of the most
famous of the ancient melodramas,
comes to the talkie screen and proves
Fox
to be one of the finest of the season.
Ann Harding is lovely as the heroine,
who is constantly nagged and finally driven from home by
her husband's sister.
She learns the tragedy of illicit love.
Besides Ann's beautiful portrayal, there is Conrad Nagel acting his best, and Clive Brook who is grand as the lover.

EAST LYNNE

Rating:

GREAT

best

dramatic

FAIR

THE COiMMAND
PERFORMANCE

So'^.I^^.J^^.V^.f^^

FRENCHMEN
Rating: GOOD

Warner Brothers

team of Olscn and Joiinson,
couple of loose nuts, run not in Pansa Paris that no one ever saw; but that
doesn't make any difference. This pair
Tli'if i^oofy

^

are hired as detectives to watch a young
earn his living as a tourist guide (it's all on a bet) and
win a certain young lady's heart. Goofy but funny. It's
filmed in Technicolor, and has a few musical numbers.
The
story'il remind you of Wheeler and Woolsey's antics.

man
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A MoviE'Fan's Crossword Puzzle
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By

Talley

Down

10

83 Across

DOWN

ACROSS
favorite magazine,

Your
ij

A banner.

15

Decorated with carvings.

What

21

To

22

What you

23,

What

M-G-M

lion.

Bow's current boy

must tA';e
57 Something actresses
care of.

you use

Irish

seeing

slippery

62

What
What

a scenario tells.

a Northwest Mountie
does to his man.
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What

73

Once more.
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75 Describing a
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Marie

Dressler's side-kick.

57

Rudy
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ham actor's clothes.

A sea

8
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as

say to theatre talkers.
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What you
run
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A

50
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52
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13 Where a film
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A cure.
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A

59
65

star's

illusions.

hair tonic.
sophisticated
of
player

Article.

To

it

66
68

correctly?

show-off
Like that."

"Follow

in

A caustic.
A

companion

girl's

the

at

To

A

Uke

satiate,

tiresome

a

movie.
small stream.

How

a

heroine

talks

her

to

sweetheart.

69

What some

71

A French priest.

72

What you do

73

entreat.

The

jazz

love scenes are.
at

a

funny

picture.

34 Star of "The Florodora Girl."
Fu
Dr.
Mysterious
35 "The
Manchu."
36 The Bombay girl in "Girl in

41

—not

from.

baby
Through."

30 Gloria's Ex.
33

should walk

to in your theatre.

theatre.

movies may do to a

31

and

Rita"

57 Full of stones (obsolete).

keeps her

star

—

Girl."

Ends."

53 Stormed, like an annoyed actor.

baton.
9
10 Player of dumb Swedes,
Star in "Scarlet Pages."

87 Started in movies.

{Want

duck.
ancient king,

A

kind of lamp used in making
movies.

74 Sticky sweet

in

All right

does

in

"Men Are

like

some

77 Before.
78 The kind of movies that make
cry.

80 Concerning.
81 The elder (abbreviation).
83 Part of the verb to be.
84 Article.

—

stuff,

love scenes (slang).

you

38 Behold.
40 What a ritzy star
taking her bath.

85 Heroine in "Four Sons."

86

49

6 Heroine in "The Bad Man."
7

Week

"Rio
of
48 Star
"Dixiana."

Every Port."

8j Star of "Illicit."

Hot

kind of wood.

42

A valley.
A German star.

82 Bone.

Rhythm."

44

in,

79 Breakers.

43 Conjunction.

A

an actor drives around

76 Musical instruments.

died last year.

man

4

Back."

article.

20 Preposition.
28 A tenor from Kansas City.

67 Highest point.

70

42 Leading

French

women.

65 For.

"True to
JO Player of Grogan in
the Navy."

47 Hero in "Three

"On Your

3

"The Florodora

46 Fanny in

valuables.

fish.

A famous Pickford role.
A worm.

}9 Star

2 Star in

61 Preposition.
in

hopes her husband

n

Rose's boy friend.

60 Describing some movie villiins

Cj

The well-known

The

tem-

a

in

a star

as a film star.

are.

58

who

friend.

56 Vilma Banky's husband.

movies.

29

51

do.

54 Leading Lady in "Big Boy."

film cutters do.

25 Something

27

What Will Hays makes stars
To discover.

5

utter.

24 Something aroused
peramental star.

26

50

53 Clara

screen stars earn.

What

won't do.

48

17 Part of verb to be.

18

1

Actor related to Barry mores.

45;

turn to page 57.)

J

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
^LL

that this boy's got

is in this one picturehis clever, impudent eyes, his
laughing
mouth, his upthrust chin. Unknown a year
ago,
his fan mail this year makes the
postman stagger'
And after following "The Easiest Way"

in

nie Bennett he'll be starred all by his

with Con-

handsome self
Hurrell

Hurrell

The cause of much gayety in "Let Us Be Gay," the girl
drove the "Doughboys" mad and lent her tender wistful beauty to
"Reducing." Ziegfeld calls her the most beautiful brunette in Hollywood.
And he's some picker! She wears Hoot Gibson's wedding ring, has seen twentytwo birthdays, can act as well as look pretty and is under contract to M-G-M

ADORABLE Sally!

/\

E

I

L,

L E

L,

R

1

S

Duncan

A NOTHER

beautiful brunette. She sat in a corner and pulled out a plum,
did little Irene Dunne. It turned out to be one of the biggest plums of
the year— the part of Sabra in "Cimarron." She's the Little Woman for whom
Richard Dix dared all. And now RKO with fingers crossed is looking for new
worlds for Irene to conquer. You will see her next in "Bachelor Apartment"

IRENE

DUNNE

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS,

Jr.

IRST NATIONAL'S fair-haired boy
as he'd like to look in the role he'd
love to play "L'Aiglon" or maybe it's
Romeo. Anyway, it's a handsome picture of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., who has
just been awarded the most curious
contract ever signed in Hollywood.
He'll be art director, costume designer,
foreign supervisor, scenario writer,
director and star, all at once! And at
night he can tack up shelves about the
home of Mrs. Joan Crawford Fairbanks

—

Fryer

Thomas

LAURA
LA PLANTE

'T^ ALKIES didn't do right by Laura La Plante, but she being a canny lass
stayed away after she had finished her Universal contract until she could
get the role she wanted. She's found it at last in "Lonely Wives, " in which she
and Patsy Ruth Miller will provide plenty ofJaughs. In private life she's anything but a lonely wife, for Director William Sieter is a devoted husband

girl who came back.
Dark-haired, vivid, a blazing new personality for
the movies, you saw her in "Liliom" and "A Lady Surrenders." But she
had salary trouble with Universal and in a huff returned to Broadway. Rose
and Universal have patched up their differences and Rose returned, only to be
loaned to First National for "Chances." Very complicated, but Rose is back

'TpHE

A

W LLIAM
I

POWELL

and

CAROLE LOMBARD
OW they do

say that his fervent kiss isn't
William Powell is reported
"that way" about Carole Lombard and the
beauteous Lombard appears to be registering
that here's a Will with a way about him that
she likes very much. You'll see these two
together in "Gentlemen of the Streets"
-'-

^

all acting.

Richee

(Above) Harry Richloved publicity.

man

Gilbert Roland
didn't understand

LARA EOW

has given beauty and
vivacity to the world.
But life
has returned to her nothing but
heartache and sorrow.
When Elinor
Glyn (above) named Clara the "IT" girl
it should have meant triumph and
joy
for her. Instead it marked the beginning
of her unhappiness. She was very young
then, all vivid flame and beauty. Sincere
and generous herself, she thought that all
those she met were moved by the same
impulses.
She gave without stint her
money, her talent, her love. Men loved
her, only to disappoint her.
Even her
father, whom she set up in business, failed
her and married her secretary. Then she
pinned her faith on a girl, Daisy Devoe.
Daisy was her pal. The recent Devoe
trial showed how that trust was treated.
Clara, the "IT" girl! Pitv her, for her
lonely heart, and her need for true friends.
I

Victor Fleming,

who

was too mature. (Below) Rex Bell, Clara
Bow's

present

beau

—

Aimr, P.

Daisy Devoe with her boy friend, Al Mathes

&•

A.

Acme.

Clara's

first love,

her dad, Robert

P

Bow
51

6- 4.

—

!
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TEST VOUR

ART
ABILITV

{Continued from page 331

GILDA GREY

is all

Brent in June,

LUPE VELEZ

FREE

4

More Movietown Topics
set to

'tis

marry George

whispered around.

says she isn't married to

Gary Cooper, and explains that the
wedding ring on her finger is her mother's.
Well, maybe.

Sue Carol lost her hull pup tvhkh
Nick Stuart, gave her as a

her hubby,

birthday present.
She advertised a large reward for the
pup' s return but all in vain.

real story behind Doug Fairbanks's
THE
sudden trip to the Orient has just come

out.

your
is
opportunity to
find out how much talent

J-JERE

Our

you have.

Doug
JJ

simple,

Questionnaire
tests your natural sense

scientific

of design,
proportion,
color, perspective, etc. It

may show you the way to
a bigger future

—a

real

career.

Federal Graduates

Are Successful
Many

Federal School
students and graduates

making

are

$2,000, $4,000, $5,000
The Federal
$6,000 yearly.
School is recognized everywhere by

His Majesty the King of Siam wrote
a letter asking him to visit his

country, to be the royal guest, and to
a picture in Siam. For making this
picture he will receive a million dollars
Doug will
possibly in Siamese money.
shoot big game on the side probably with

make

Bankhead,

a camera;
*

*

Hollywood, Helene
TWO
bad
and Dolores Costello are getting
sisters

in

drawings.

Learn Commercial Art
at

like to draw,
of talent, the

you

tributed exclusive, illustrated lessons to the
Federal Course. No previous training is
You will receive personal, indineeded.
vidual criticism on your work.

Send

TODAY for

Questionnaire

mail the coupon, stating
fill out and
your age and occupation.
There is no cost or obli-

Charlie Chaplin is reaping
millions on "City Lights," (they had
to use tear bombs to keep the crowds
away at the Los Angeles premiere) his
brother, Sydney Chaplin, is facing a petition for bankruptcy in London.

TANET GAYNOR

is

resting at

Palm

Springs, California, while recovering
from her recent operation for appendicitis.
And in the meanwhile Charles Farrell is
making a trip to Europe alone. She
and Charlie Farrell were to be teamed to-

—

gether again in "Merely Mary Ann,"
but his European trip may change all that.

School,
Minneapolis, Minn.

174 Federal Schools Bldg.,

Send me your analysis
cost

or

Address.

made up his
Metro-Goldwyn-

Present
.Occupation.

flickers

if

"New York

of other
she makes good
lots

"Skippy," which will be based on the
popular comic strip of that name.

HAINES is not above running an antique shop and doing a
He
little interior decorating on the side.
must be good at it, for Joan Crawford has
just given him a contract to decorate two
of the rooms in her new home. Another
amusing bit of personal gossip about Bill
is that he's just learning social dancing for
Whenever he gets a free
the first time.
moment he practices dance steps on the set.

SOME

young women got the thrill of
life when a handsome young
stranger claiming to be Reginald Denny
dated them up for the evening. But he
didn't keep the dates! The real Reginald
Denny is quite upset, for the impostor not
their

only carries on his flirtations in Denny's
name, but also borrows money, cashes
checks, and collects cash in advance for
personal appearances which he promises
to make and never does.

absurd, it's playing the part of a romantic,
But M-G-M has found
passionate hero.
a part more to his liking in "The Squaw
Man" and he's back on its payroll after

you ever hear of a superstitious
DIDScot?
Well, Ernest Torrence has worn

some stormy

the same overcoat for fifteen years.

scenes.

in musical comedies
the United States in 1915, Torrence
purchased the coat. When it passed out of
dress use, he retained it for rehearsals

While appearing

questionnaire without

obligation.

Nnyne

Age

CHARLES BICKFORD has

with
differences
Mayer. He was furious because of the
role he had to play in "Passion Flower."
If there's anything Bickford regards as

C/of CbmineicialDesi^nin^

plus

J

Just

gation to you.

to star in

Lady,"

WILLIAM

WHILE

Home

an almost sure indicaFederal Course will
quickly develop your ability to earn money.
Ivlany nationally known artists have conIf

tion

home

a

They'd like to be friends, bur
whenever they meet, Lowell Sherman,
who's wedded to the fair Helene, and John
Barrymore, who's devoted to his wife
break.

Dolores, snarl at each other over their
teacups. It takes all the tact and diplomacy
the two sisters possess to keep a semblance
of peace in the family.

American

the

who became

the greatest
star in London. Now Paramount has brought her
girl

*

and

employers of artists and by buyers
Big prices are paid for
of art work.

Will she be a sensation in
Tallulah
talkies?
She's

—

in

COOGAN

made such a hit in
TACKIE
J "Tom Sawyer" that Paramount has
signed him up for a series of pictures that
will make the children flock to the theaters.
In addition, it has signed up his younger
brother, Robert, for the role of Sooky in

wore

and

later

his

screen

He has
time.

used

outdoors while making
in "Tol'able David."
in every picture since that
it

debut
it

—
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THE ^EW STYLES
ARE ALLURING-BUT

It's no secret that the new clothes demand
good looks. There's no secret about any-

We

thing, in fact!
stand revealed in bathing
suits; in trim sports togs or backless gowns.

Never has a good

figure

meant

so

A figure slender — yet softly rounded.

much.

For every girl who possesses such a figure,
there are thousands dieting to gain the
rounded slimness they'd give the world to
have. And so many lose the very beauty
they are trying to achieve! For most reducing diets lack sufficient roughage.

The

result

is

improper

elimination.

Poisons clog up the system and take a
terrible toll of youth and beauty.

This Danger can be avoided by including one delightful food in an adequate
reducing diet: Kellogg's All-Bran, a nonfattening, ready-to-eat cereal. All-Bran
provides the roughage necessary to keep
the system regular.

A

great aid to beauty. It also contains

which puts color in cheeks and Hps
and helps prevent dietary anemia.

iron,

There are so many ways

to enjoy Kelthat you'll welcome the
new interest it brings to your reducing
menus. Try it with milk as a ready-to-eat
cereal. Cook it into omelets
or bake it
in bran muffins or bran bread.
logg's

All-Bran

—

Be sure you get the red-and-green packRecommended by dietitians. Made by

age.

Kellogg in Battle Creek.

•

•

•

You'll enjoy Kellogg's Slumber Music, broadcast
over wjz and associated stations of the N. B. C.
every Sunday evening from 10.30 to 11.00 {Eastern standard time).

SEND FOR THE BOOKLET
"THE MODERN FIGURE''
It contains helpful

and sane counsel regarding

the modern styles and how to achieve the figure
best suited to them. You will find the suggested
menus and table of foods for reducing diets invaluable. It is free upon request.

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept.D-4, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send me a free copy of your booklet,
The new styles as worn by Dorothy Jordan, beautiful Metro-Gotdwyn-Maycr player. " To be
feminine in a bathing suit wear a pastel shaded suit" advises Dorothy Jordan. For an informal ''supper"-hour engagement Miss Jordan wears a modernized pattern in chocolatebrown chiffon combined with a silk Chantilly lace yoke. Miss Jordan wears a bouffant type
frock for evening affairs, combining flesh-pink satin with flounce of silk Chantilly lace.

—

"The Modern Figure."

Name
Address-

—

—
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Make

Spring Styles

Hollywood Puts on Heirs
{Continued from page 19]

IJouthforms

and was openly annoyed

at having her
routine disturbed.
When Nurse Wilkinson took off her bonnet to show me her
fuzz of fawn-colored hair she expressed
her opinion of the press in no uncertain
terms. She's a well-built youngster with
Looks like her
great round cheeks.
mother, fortunately and I don't think Joe
will resent my saying that! But when she
smiles although her mouth is tiny
Brown
there's a trace of the famous

a Necessity

—

—

grin.

Four months' old Mary Elizabeth Ann
has a private bedroom and bath. There's
a combined bathtub and dressing table,
very tricky, and a wardrobe full of dainty
to these Hollywood
a pink silk coat and
a becoming bonnet with little pleats
around the face. Also, fortunately, a bib.
She takes sun baths every day, like the

dresses.

infants!

Some class
Mary wore

him

being brought up
sanely but not fanatically. Nurse Wilkinson believes in letting both a baby and a
baby's family have some fun once in a
while.

Duke, and

like

is

'"The Duke had vamped me pretty com^ pletely,but my subjugation was cinched
when I met Roberta Katharine Washburn.

Now

Round Out Your Form

Make

Beautiful

It

Today's styles clearly define the bust. Style
have doomed the ill-fitting, flattening, presstissue-destroying brassieres, and have given
women a new charm and beauty with the bust line.
YouTHFORMS are the one support that serves
two purposes holding your bust in correct position
and giving you that infinite charm of youth.
Youthform's secret is in the elastic band
which goes around the body, and the beautiful first
quality pink Van Raalte's Swamee Silk forms which
hold the busts in shape, removing all weight from
them. Doctors and physical culture experts are
artists
ing,

—

sagging
correct
to
Youthforms
Thousands praise Youthforms daily
busts.
for they are comfortable, restful, enjoyable to wear.
Not sold in stores because they are made to your
Order direct.
individual measure.
indorsing

MAIL COUPON TODAY
W.. Atlanta. Ga. SS
for which eend
Enclosed find (check. M. O.. or cash) $
Youthforms, size around body just under bust
me
Standard
in.
in., size around body across center of bust

YouTBFORM

Co.,

loO Forsytli

St..

S.

color pink.

Nal

I

Slate.

City

Be BUre
I

Write

L

—

to take

meaeurements accurately next ti
25 styles. Youthforms, Corsets. Girdlel

tor tree cataloe.

All

made

to indi-

~.

\

Rewards
If you

are interested—

— to develop
the
vely
public or
in

eflecti

ability to speak
in everyday

—

conversation to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read

Howto Work Wonders With Words
now sent free.
This new bookIet,"recently published, points the

road that thou-

sands have followed to increase
quickly their earning power
popularity.
It a\so expTaina

new,

ciisy

home study

mclliod. be-

come an outstanding speaker and conquer staKC
timidity

and fear. To read

this booklet will

JrlKlit,

prove to bo

evening well spent.
,,
Simply send name and address and this valuable

jin

,

booklet will beseut atoiice.

and

how you can, by a

,

free

No obligation.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
Chicago, Illinois

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept.

4174.

I really ought to give "Bobbie" a
bad notice because she slept all through
the interview. Her daddy, Bryant Washburn, turned her upside down and her
pretty mother propped her hopefully up
but Bobbie never
in a corner of the couch
She smiled a most
blinked an eyelash.
with eyes tightly shut
irresistible smile
and went right on sleeping. She's only

—

—
old — but

she's a young lady
weeks
with purpose. Her hair is long and black
and her eyelashes are phenomenal. Her
eyes (I had to take second hand information on this point!) are blue, turning
brown. And she loolcs amazingly like her
Roberta's a very good looking
father.
baby I have to admit it even though she
snubbed me.
something of a problem interIt's
viewing Master Nicholas Soussanin, Jr.
His mother, Olga Baclanova, who in
silent days was the high-powered vamp
of the Paramount lot, and his daddy, who
used to be so grand in the Menjou pictures,
are Russian, and speak to him in their
native tongue. His nurse is German and
But he was
spreckens Deutsch-to him.
very gracious about it when I addressed
him in English. He's a husky lad and I
wouldn't have wanted him to take a disHe has lovely clear skin, his
like to me.
mot' w-r's coloring blue eyes and blonde
He has
hair and his father's features.
the Russian temperament, restless and
volatile, but with it a marvelous disposiThe young man is a lover of music
tion.
and when his mother sings to him he sings
back lustily if a bit tunelessly. He wore

ten

—

—

—

Cynthia

months

Morris

Susan

is

only

old, but she has a sense of

three

humor

When her handsome daddy, Chester
Morris, told her that I was an interviewer, she winked at me.
Cynthia's a
wee scrap but she's right there with the
personality. Her eyes are blue and her hair
is darkish. It's pretty hard to tell whom she
looks like right now but she can't go
wrong either way. She has a big brother.
Brooks, aged two and a half, towheaded
and a regular guy. Chester and Sue, his
attractive, blonde, half-pint wife, were
playing nursemaid the day I went to call.
They were knee-deep in babies and loving
Chester, who usually portrays young
it.
men without hearts or morals on the

—

—

—

remember what a lad he was in
"The Divorcee?" is the most confirmed

screen

—

man in Hollywood.
It took me three weeks to

family

track down the
Stepin Fetchit heir.
The lackadaisical
chocolate-colored Stepin for all his overnight success in "Hearts in Dixie" and
his equally overnight obscurity due to
too much something or other is about the
most elusive lad who ever hoved onto the
Hollywood horizon. I finally located the
baby in a bright green stucco apartment
house in the colored section of Los Angeles.
There was a holy medal over the front

door and no one answered my knock.
Around in the back yard I tripped over
a lone pickanniny in a go-cart.
Mrs.
Fetchit answered the back door, ushered
me into the living room with considerable
aplomb, and brought in a tiny chocolate
bundle. It's four months and two weeks
old and its name is Joseph Jema jo Perry
Perry being Stepin's real name. "Jemajo" is
a combination of Jesus, Mary and Joseph.
Stepin, you see, is a Catholic and wants
his first-born to be a priest.
The baby is
definitely a brunette and looks like his
talented
but
ill-advised
papa.
Mrs.
Fetchit or rather Mrs. Perry is almost
white and has long corkscrew curls and a
lot of dignity.
Stepin wasn't present. He

—

rarely

—

is.

FROM

Stepin's

1

took

a

long jump up

in

the world, into the real cream of babies,
if you don't mind my talking that way.
I went to visit the baby who's had some
five generations of stage ancestors and some
two generations of screen folks and all of
them pretty smart and handsome.
I
mean, of course. Miss Dolores Ethel Mae

—

Barrymore.
Miss Dolores Ethel Mae Barrymore,
aged nine months, had just returned
from a yachting trip. She has a crop of
blonde hair, like her beautiful mother's,
but turning dark. Blue eyes. She's very
active but a good baby. She's kept to a

—

—

And by the way, in
possible.
spite of his linguistic training, he speaks
the same language as any other five

very strict schedule but her parents are
allowed to play with her and do. She
hasn't developed enough of a profile to
talk about just yet
but with John for a
father, Lionel for an uncle and Ethel for
an aunt the odds are pretty heavy that
she'll be a Barrymore rather than a CosWhat an actress she ought to be!
tello.
Interviewing babies has turned me into
a linguist.
I can talk seven varieties of
baby talk now and how that does help

months' old baby.

a girl to get along in

the conventional dialers (three different
pairs during my visit^>, a little sleeveless
shirt and a soft fine flannel jacket, emHas a nurse, but
broidered in blue.

Baclanova likes to look

whenever

after

him

herself

—

—

—

Hollywood!
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Wallop

[Continued from page 17]

She's a swell player.
the sports writers.
For some strange reason it is the firm
belief of all casting directors that no native
of Los Angeles or Hollywood has the

Although
dramatic ability.
slightest
Dorothy haunted the old FBO studio
She
gates, she was never given a chance.
had to go back to New York to make
good.
She had a successful engagement in
"Hello Yourself," which entertained New
York theater-goers two or three seasons
Bert Glennon, a radio director, was
past.
casting "Syncopation." He saw Dorothy
and engaged her for a bit in his picture.
Before the production was completed the
She
bit had developed into quite a role.
was one of the hits of the show.

Dorothy rang the old success bell again
amazing star-making

in "Rio Rita," that
vehicle.

It is quite likely that Dorothy will atHer next
tain stardom during 1931.
picture virtually gives her the stellar role.
Tt will be one of those collegiate things,

good story. I wouldn't
Dorothy made the last
minute touchdown for dear old Siwash.
She could do it, and still be lively enough
to reign that night at the college prom.
With all the exercise Dorothy takes you
would expect her to be muscled like the
and she says
be

it is

surprised

a

if

When you specify Kotex
you are sure of soft sanitary protection

puh-lenty
She's
blacksmith.
village
strong even if she only weighs 103 pounds
She's
in a Mack Sennett bathing suit.
also as feminine as a Park Avenue debutante, reared in a cut-glass hot house. And
just as attractive!

Just a few months ago she gave up the
state of single blessedness for James Fidler,
a young Hollywood publicist. They have

charming Spanish house at Taluca
Lake, not far from the homes of Charles
Farrell and Richard and Jobyna Arlen.
Dorothy had a grand time furnishing the

Because Kotex absorbs correctly,

built a

She selected the furniture, the
house.
A
china, the glassware and the silver.
woman is a woman for a' that.
In the living room there is a grand piano
in one corner, and in another is a shining
She received it for Christmas,
bicycle.
and she is so proud of it that as yet she
can't bear to leave it outside.

The house

is

finished, but the grounds
There will be a big

are not completed.

it

gives comfort and a feeling

of perfect safety for hours.
spent
HOURS
hours
the

at

at

at

an

office

desk

!

a bridge table other

The
enic

why

they prefer Kotex. Buy it at any
drug, dry goods or department store.

;

theatre, at the opera;

Simply ask for Kotex.

Kotex Company, Chicago.

The problem of sanitary

mote and more comthe modern woman extends

protection becomes
plicated as

her varied interests. For she refuses to
recognize physical handicaps which once
Kotex has
limited her opportunities.
made such handicaps a thing of the past.

i

1

%
1

up by a ping-pong court.
just about the uncrowned
champ of ping-pong in Hollywood.
When I tried to get around to the trivial
business of interviewing, Dorothy suggested we go horseback riding. So I know
now what perpetual motion means. It's
Dorothy Lee. She's a swell girl, and com
well

taken

is

high-hat manners,
lacking
pletely
posturing and temperament.
And she's going to get some place. Any
girl that can "skin-the-cat" can climb a
mere ladder of success. Shucks, that's not
in

a trick for her.

—a

Kotex feature

—

J

i

1

Lateral absorption

IN HOSPITALS ...

I

ere

Dorothy

Kotex are already
women. That is

of

familiar to millions of

the
back of the grounds is a spacious playroom. Barbecue suppers can be held out
there, and there is enough room for dancRight now the floor space is fairly
ing.

swimming pool and a tennis court,
summer scorches the posies again. In

softness, the security, the hygi-

qualities

2

The Kotex absorbent is the

Not merely an

appar-

1

ent softness, that soon packs into chafing
hardness. But a delicate, lasting softness,

g
p

Ko/CA: /$ 50^.

..

3 Can he tvorn on

for delicate, lasting comfort.

I

4

precaution need he taken to wear

Wear

on either
There is
side with equal protection.
never any likelihood of embarrassment
from lurong adjustment.
special way.

it

Kotex, because of its hygienic supetiby hospitals where the

ority, is specified

most rigorous sanitary care is taken. They
not
even use its filler (Cellucotton
absorbent wadding) for surgical
cotton
which is the highest possible
cases

—

—
.

.

tribute to

.

its

safety,

j
1
=
1

of the

I
i

No

ma-

85%

terial used by surgeons in
country's leading hospitals.

Absorbs laterally away from the center
and away from the surface. This makes

Kotex a

identical

No

either side with
embarrassment.

|

equal comfort.

Disposable

.

instantly, completely,

g

.

.

g

Regular Kotex— 45c for 12

Kotex Super-Size— 65c

for 12

Brings neif ideals of sanitary comfort! Woven
to fit by an entirely new patented process.
Firm yet light; «.ill not curl; perfect-fitting,

(U.S. Patent No. 1770741)

KOTe X

,
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They Used

Portrait of a Rising Star
[Continued from page 27]

Say

to

now —Nancy's

French maid.

she has any pet extravagance, it is
being generous to her family. When her
parents celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary last year, it was Nancy who
treated them to a trip through the Panama
If

"Hello

Canal and a month's
When her younger

sister,

Me Now

as a chorus girl

than she

is

didn't cost her half as much.

The

story of a

go bargain hunting then

woman who found

out-of-the-way places.

the way out

WEIGHED

"I

167 pounds less than four months
I weigh only 138
pounds. Yet
I always ate plenty of good, satisfying foods.
I
didn't roll on the floor or wear hot, sticl<y rubber
garments, or take drugs or pills or give myself exhausting sweat baths.
"My figure is just what I want it to be. I can
wear tlie latest styles now. And I'm stronger and
healthier.
I
keep house, play, or dance without
getting tired.
My heart and lungs are fine. My
complexion is clear.
I feel just like a new woman.
"And it was all easy. I just followed Annette
Kellermann's
simple.
sensible
methods. You
know that Miss Kellermann has not changed her
weight by an ounce in over 16 years.
Her methods
of reducing are approved by physicians.
I know
what Miss Kellermann has done for me my
weight has gone down nearly 30 pounds.
If you
want to reduce safely and to grow stronger and
healthier while you reduce, simply write for Miss
Kellermann's free book. 'The Body Beautiful.'
She will give you advice on reducing that is worth
I

Today

ago.

—

—

more than you

realize."

***?(;*
Miss Kellermann will be glad to send you, free, a
copy of her book. "The Body Beautiful." She will also
tell about her method of reduction
a sane, sensible,
scientific way that takes off your weight and at the
same time increases your energy and strength. Simply
send the coupon below or write a letter. There is no
obligation.
Annette Kellermann, (Suite 924), 225 West

—

39th Street,

New

in

Now,

now and

it

She could
all

sorts

of

she finds it
incumbent upon herself to patronize the
more exclusive couturieres where she is
fawned over by an alarming array of
gushing salesladies. Which explains why
she postpones buying any new clothes until
the old ones are worn out.
Her face, being what it is, no one ever
looks below the neckline.
So it really
doesn't matter!
She isn't a "yes" girl. Nor has she a
one-track mind. She will argue a point,
but is the first to acknowledge her own
defeat. She is absolutely frank and aboveboard. She either likes you or she doesn't.
There is no beating about the bush.
It was my privilege to give Nancy her
first interview when she came to New York
four years ago to attend the premiere of
"Abie's Irish Rose." We hit it off right
away and I flatter myself that we have
been friends ever since.

No, Nancy isn't high hat. It is just
that she has read Emerson's "Essay on
Friendship" and isn't too gullible about it!
As for that other question, "Has Nancy
changed?' I want to answer as indignantly
as Nancy herself, "Of course, she has!" If
all that has happened to her within the
past six years marriage, motherhood and a
'

—

career— hasn t changed her, then everything
she has accomplished has been in vain.
One can't keep spurting ahead as fast as
Nancy has and remain in the same place.
And while we are on the subject of
rumors, this should be as good a time as
'

any to refute a great many unfair statements that have gone the rounds concerning Nancy and her baby, Patricia.

As the only representative of the

who

me,

entirely

Ci^

without

"The Body Beautiful."
Weight Reducing.

I

am

your new

cost,

particularly

in-

terested in

City

...State-

-

PHOTOS

ENLARGED
Size

Same

16x20

inches

price for full

length or bust fori
groups, landscap*
pet animals, etc.
enlargements of a
7>art of gronp p:
ture. Safe return of your

98

own

original photo guaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY
Jastmail phuto or snapshot<any
size) and within a week you will
receive your beautiful life-liko
enlargementsize 16x20 in. guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman
98c plus posUge or send $1.00
with order and we pay postage.

Special Free Offers
enlargement we will send Free
a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of photo sent. Take advantage notv of this amazing
offer — send your photo today.

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY

900 W. Lake St.,

Dept. D-1351,Chicaeo,

III.

ASHFUU
"Shame on youl" Are yoa nervotia,
embarraaaed in company of the other
BOX? Stop being ahy of utranecra. Con-

'

guertheterriblo/carofyniirauperiora.
Be cheerful and confident of your
futurel Your faults easily overcome
you can enjoy lifo to the fullest.
S9nd 2Sc. for this amazing book.

o

RICHARD BLACKSTONE
'

B-504, Flatiron BidR.

N. Y. C.

,

press

has ever seen Patricia Kirkland "in
person," I can vouch for the fact that she
is the most normal, healthy and happy
five-year-old that I have ever seen. And
there is absolutely no doubt in my mind

924)

West 39th Street, New York
Dear Miss Kellermann:
225

Kindly send

was

York.

Annette Kellermann, (Suite

book,

Elsie,

seriously ill this winter, it was Nancy who
enlisted the best of medical attention.
Unlike most girls of her youth and
beauty, clothes are no hobby of hers. She
has to fuss about them too much on the
screen to bother about them off.
She
claims that she used to be far better-dressed

Fahy
Look at

visit in California.

People are constantly asking me whether
true that Nancy is "high hat." And
my answer always is that if she is, I have
never seen any evidences of it.
It is true that she may not turn somersaults when she receives a phone call from
Minnie Glutz, who used to live next door
to her on Tenth Avenue. But Nancy had
never played with her as a child. Why
then, should she express any undue emotion at the prospect of seeing her again?
Or Johnnie Fitz, who once knew a fortysecond cousin of hers? Or any of the other
sycophants who are only too eager to
renew her acquaintance now that she is a
celebrity, but who would ignore her just
as quickly if she weren't?
it is

Something very fine in silk stockings, or a still that came true. In
"The Easiest Way," Connie Bennett was cast as a model. They took
a scene of lovely Constance posing for a hosiery advertisement.
It was so good the Phoenix Company bought it and you'll soon see
it advertising their stockings on billboards throughout the country
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that it is Nancy's and Jack's steadfast
determination to keep her out of the public
eye that has brought this about.
"She is entirely unconscious of herself
now," Nancy explained as we walked in
the park, with Pat blazing a trail ahead in
"She plays with the
search of carousels.
other children and has a grand time. But
if her pictures had been published in every
newspaper and magazine, she would be
recognized immediately everywhere she
went stared at and labelled, 'Nancy Car-

—
worse— she
roll's

But what is infinitely
would become conscious of

little girl.'

and me.
"She had her first experience of this the
other day. I had taken her to the Museum
of Natural History, and as we came out
several people recognized me and started to
herself

follow us down the street. When Patsy
noticed them, she looked at me in the
most astonished manner and asked,
'Mummy, are those people following us?'
"Although she has seen me on the stage
at the Paramount Theatre, she is too young
I'm just like
to realize what it means.

anybody

when

else's

'Mummy' now

(especially

on the carousels with her!) and
that is the way 1 want her to think about
me for a long, long time.
"As for all these stupid rumors that
have been circulated to the effect that I
hide her from public view because I feel
I

ride

disillusioning to the fans to know I
we had better change
the subject or my fighting Irish will begin
it

is

have a child, well,

to manifest itself!"

At the present writing, Nancy has just
completed her second picture with Edmund
Goulding. Nancy believes in Goulding.
Perhaps because she is the kind of girl who
always knows what is good for her.
When Goulding parted from Gloria
Swanson as director recently, he took
"Devil's Holiday," the story he had in
mind for her, and demanded Carroll. And
Nancy was overjoyed at the demand
because she had just finished "Sweetie."
And Nancy's "Sweetie" days are over.
She says so. And when she says a thing,

use Kleenex
and know my complexion's

usually true.
It may be the luck of the Irish or the
Dutch or the French or whatever LaHifF
means. But Nancy knows what she wants,
goes after it, and gets it.

SUCCESSFUL

it

is

I

.

.

.

beauty culture inevitably must start with super-clean-

liness.

their

Yet many women fail
and greatest duty

first

—

in

the

very

in this
to

their

cleansing

They attempt to remove both
cleansing cream and dirt
process

HOW YOU

SHOULD
HAVE WORKED THE

PUZZLE

ON PAGE

42:

99

'Why cold cream should always
be removed with Kleenex
a beauty talk with one of the
loveliest actresses of the screen.

complexions

HERE'S

safe

!

with a greasy, bacterialaden "cold cream cloth"
or a half-soiled, unabsor-

And

bent towel.

then

wonder why blackheads
threaten

grow

.

large

.

Beautiful
stage

.

why

pores

and relaxed.

women of the

and screen have

dis-

covered that nothing cleans like Kleenex.
Kleenex
the delicate, powerfully absorbent tissues that attract dirt like a magnet.
.

.

.

One of the
users

is

loveliest of famous Kleenex
Marian Nixon, Miss Nixon un-

derstands the importance of cleansing.
"I shouldn't feel my face was clean un-

used Kleenex to

less I

re-

"Occasionally I see girls
invite skin trouble by ignoring recognized methods. This has always

move

seemed absurd to me.
When there's one right

and cold
cream cloths ? These methods are inefficient and unsanitary, often leaving a
residue of powder and fine

way, why take chances'/
I use Kleenex, and know
my complexion's safe."

MARIAN NIXON

the cleansing cream,"

she says.

"Why

take chances with

half-clean towels

dirt in the pores."

Ask

Kleenex at any drug, dry goods
or department store. It comes in three
sizes
25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00.
Prices are the same in Canada.
for

—

KLEENEX COMPANY.
Chicago,

111.

Lake Michigan Building,
Please send a free supply ot Kleenex.

Name
lit

Use for Colds -in Place of Handkerchiefs

Streets

Kleenex prevents constant self-infection from germIt is used once, then discarded.

City^
In Canada, address: }iO Bay

filled handkerchiefs.

name

plainly

JState_
Street,

Toronto, Out.
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Be The Man Behind The Gamera
GOOD PAY-

NOW

Prepare

position as

Cameraman,
'

(

)

(

)

Projectionist,
Photographer, or
"Still"
Snlonrlid
Photo-Finisher.

FREE

how we

train

(

)

fascinating

opportunities,

work.

Motion Picture

Book

..^

/

tells

you and help

tions.

Send

for

'^^.......^^W

NOW.

it

a

-,
,

our graduates secure posi-

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept.

AD-515

10 West 33rd

New

St.

york, N. Y.

Hair
Face
Lips
Chin

OFF

once looked like this. Ugly hair
unloved . discouraged.
on face
Depilatories,
Nothing helped.
Then I disrazors
failed.
waxes, liquids . . even
covered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
and
love with
beauty
Thousands
have
won
worked!
the secret. My FREE Book, "Getting Rid of All Ugly.
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial
offer. No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette,
109 W. Austin Avenue, Dept. 701, Chicago.
I

lln Inmtott
vniovea

. . .

. .

,

_

C'jClajh^eauJiJicr

i

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant fringe of love-

"

liness.
.,-'«««?;

liance

1

,J%^

Lends sparkling^ brlland shadowy, invit-

i"g depth to the eyes. Ths
easiest eyelash beautifier to
apply . . Perfectly harmless.
Uscdby thousands.Tryit. Solid or watv-rproof Liquid Maybdline. Black or Brown, 75c
at all toilet goods counters.
MAYBELLINE CO.. CHICAGO
.

'

HAVE SHAPELY LIMBS
OR SLENDER ANKLES

$6

.

.

pair

.

.

pair ^5,

Relieve swelling or varicose veins and reduce

your limbs with Dr.

WALTER'S

famous med-

icated (flesh colored) gum rubber hose.
/
Worn ne.-:t to the skin they fit like a glove
/
and you can see the improvement at onee.
/ >
For over 25 years they have helped thou/
sands of people, and are worn all over
J?i I
the world. Send ankle and calf measure. Pay by check or money order (no ^Ji^i /
cash) or pay postman.

Dr.

JEANNE
389

S.

M.

Fifth Ave.,

.

J

Frances Dee made a remark which speaks
pretty well for the feminine side of the

At
I have known Mary for a long time.
one time you might have said she was
"sweet," and that would have been about
You can still say that, but now Mary
all.
has a keen wit and can hold her own in
any conversation. She can even return
Jack Oakie's bon mots with ten per cent

argument.

interest.

"I was in a party with Mary at the
Roosevelt," she said. "During the evening
I realized suddenly that she was entertaining the whole party and leading the conversation. I didn't resent it for a moment
that another girl held the spotlight of
attention. I don't believe any of the other
girls felt any twinges of jealousy."
That's quite a confession, and quite a

is frequently without honor
country. Many a popular girl
shows another side of her nature to her
There isn't a man or woman in
family.
the Paramount studio who wouldn't walk
She's the
a mile to do Mary a favor.
department.
publicity
of the
darling
There isn't an actor or actress on the lot

and an ancient sweat-shirt. This is just
to be whispered about, but a certain English royal personage, visiting the Pickfair
boarding house for indigent nobles, gave
Mary an awfully brisk rush.

Mary.
And now, what makes Mary the most
popular girl in Hollywood?
First of all, she's a lady, and that's
something unusual in itself.
Ladies sort of went out of date with
bustles and tandem bicycles. Mary knows
tribute to

AJvaiice Royalty Paymcnls,
New Talking-Picture Song reqairemenls,
explained in oar Free instructive book. Writers of Words or Music
for songs may sobmit their work for free
examination and advice. Past ex-

'tt7JSL

I

perience unnecessary.

arrange

We revise, compose,

music and secure

Copyrights.

Our modern method guarantees approval.
VVrffe Today Newcomer Associates.

—

1676.0 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

Mme Adele

WONDER.
PASTE
PEEL
Home
Treatment for
l^Day
freckles, pimples, blackheads,
enlarged pores, wrinkles,

pits,

Acne condition

of
back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste gives
new life and youth to aging faces. No fail-

scars, puffs.

ure, no redness afterwards.

DEPT. 40

1005 BRACK SHOPS

own

will speak a harsh word of her.
Gary Cooper, Charles Rogers and Richard

who

Arlen are
that

Lupe

all

delighted

when they

are told

will be their leading woman.
Velez, who frequently disapproves of

Mary

in the world, but she is completely lacking
in conceit. Her sweetness is natural, and
not turned on and off like the hot water
faucet.

with the

She has consideration and understanding
The sun does not rise and set
for others.

climbs on up the ladder of
Every day she wins new friends.
fame.
She goes to beach suppers and eats hot
dogs covered with sand. She attends proms
with the collegiates. She sits down to
formal dinners at Pickfair with the great
names of the old and new worlds. And
she has just as good a time at one place as

how

to wisecrack, but she neither drinks,

smokes or tells stories about travelling men
and the farmer's daughter.
She is one of the most famous young girls

for the exclusive benefit of Mary Brian.
Then there are those matters of secon-

dary importance.

She dances well and she

dresses well.
She will ride in a cut

town

down Ford

or a

A

gold digger to
Mary is still a bewhiskered gent in Nevada
and not an ermine coat stuffed with a
blonde.
And she has improved herself since she
came into pictures as the wistful Wendy in
"Peter Pan."

Rolls Royce

car.

plaints

So,

fans.

Mary

the other.
She's the most popular girl in Hollywood. That's my story and I'll stick to it.
If anyone wants to dispute me I've left
on a vacation trip to the Thousand Islands,
and I'm staying a week on each one.

WALTER

IsoNc REouiREMEHTsI

j

prophet

New York

^ TAl VIur;°DirTlinF<
„|IAlKIN(i V\UmV>\
I

A

in his

Gary's leading women, never has any comif Mary is the girl to be kissed in the
Lupe, in case you
final romantic clinch.
don't know, is not of an unsuspecting
nature. Mary has been on the Paramount
payroll longer than any other player. She
has outlasted the flaming Pola Negri, the
magnificent Jannings, Bebe Daniels, Evelyn
Brent, Neil Hamilton, James Hall and
many others. That attests her popularity

SONG WRITERS
^

Hollywood

in

[Continued frotn page 13]

a well-paid

for
)

(

Most Popular Girl

WORK

FASCINATING

I

Price $5.

Mr. Cinderella
[Continued from page 37]

when he forgot a line. And the
only word he could think of was "dammit!" Which may explain why he now
decided to keep on painting.
During his attendance at art school, Dick
became acquainted \vith Anna Q. Nilsson.
She was the first actress he had ever met
and his hero %vorship of her is something he
Anna Q.
will retain the rest of his life.
introduced him to the film colony, who,
enchanted by his ingenuousness, became

act climax

patrons of his art.
In the midst of this brief reign of pros-

Dick heard through a friend of his
Columbia search for "Tol'able
David."
He stayed up all night, trying not to
perity,

of

the

think of his screen te.-;t in the morning.
Singularly enough, he wasn't the least bit
nervous at the crucial moment but he

perspired so from the unaccustomed klieg
lights that you could hardly see his face.
All during the making of the picture, his
one desire was to please John Blystone, the
director, and justify the confidence placed
in

him by Harry Cohn.

How, you

ask, has he reacted to all this
And my answer
unprecedented success?
is, like a little boy who has had a dozen
rides on a merry-go-round and hasn't yet
been able to catch the ring.
It will be years before Dick will re
cuperate from the emotional strain of the
past few months.
His introduction to New York outBarnumed anything that old P. T. did in
the hey-dey of Madison Square Garden.
(And don't forget it was the first time he
had ever been further away from Los
Anseles than San Pedro.) From the time

—
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he arrived in Chicago and was rushed to
finest tailleurs for a complete new
wardrobe (he had never worn a hat or
owned a tuxedo before) until he was
greeted in New York by an entourage _of
Columbia escorts who paraded him up
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DANDRUFF

only
untidy-it s OFFENSIVi!

the

Stop

Broadway

like a circus display, his life
a non-stop series of personal appearances, radio broadcasts and interviews.

It

is riof

NOWl

was

You can stop

that unsightly danc'ruff
ruining the beauty of your hair
quickly easily at home. Jo-cur Hot

With People, People, People everywhere
charging down on him like the charge of

—

the Light Brigade.

Oil Treatment

that

During his visit in New York, Harry
Cohn, who adores Dick like his own child,

He was

issued the strictest orders.

away from night
liquids and women.

kept

orders

—

elasticity to the hair itself!

On the woman problem, Harry Cohn
need have no fear. Dick appeals to the
maternal instinct.
Although he has already received thousands of fan letters,
none of them have been mash notes of the
"dream lover" sort but all of them have
been profuse with advice on his future

Jo

a luxuriously lathering
s/iompoo.

—

of

whom

now

esconced in his
Hollywood home. The greatest source of
satisfaction his contract has brought him
is the knowledge that his mother will
never have to work again and his twelveyear-old sister (whose only reaction when
she learned that Dick was in pictures
was, "Oooh, goody! Now, maybe I can
meet "Our Gang!") and his other sister
and brother can share the benefits of
are

his success.

Home
$$ Photoplay

broiled in it, he is liable to become more
of a recluse than ever, only mingling with
old friends, hesitating to make new ones.
But he will never "go Hollywood;" of
that I'm sure.
If he ever does, I have extracted a promise that I can shoot him on the slightest

know

of successful writers.

ideas

what

are

promise.
besides,
life

I

line'

is

Original plots and
wanted.
Plots ac-

cepted in any form.
let

giving

Send

for free book-

details.

full

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)
Bldg,, Western and Sierra Vista

Hollywood, California

—

Study

Accountancy Training
Accountants who know their work

command

responsible positions and
good incomes. And the need for
trained accountants is growing.
About 10,000 Certified Public Accountants in U. S. and many thousands more executive accountants.

Many

train

earn $5,000 to $20,000.

|

We

you thoroughly at home in your

spare time tor C. P. A. examinations
or executive accounting positions.
Previous bookkeeping knowledge unnecessary-we prepare you from ground This TnTit-r' I
up. Our training is supervised by Wm. R„„fc
* *
B. Castenholz. A. M.. C. P. A., assisted
by staff of C. P. A. 3. Lowcost easy terms. Write for valuable free 64-page book describing opportunities in accounting fleld and telling how you may enter it successfully.
|

rKtyt^l

—

_

LA SALLE CXTEMSION UniVERSITV

Dept. 4420-H

Chicago

Best Instruction Ever Offered The"

American Public. Send 20c
lesson or

^1.98

for

for first

complete course.

Money back after 5 days if nor satisfied.
TAP AND CLOG Ma,k X for thr
coune dtiirtj.
BALLROOM
j
)

DANCEOCRAPH DANCE
555 Sutter

St.,

ART,

Good and
Good for You.

Inc.

San Francisco, Cdlilornia

No Joke
To Be Deaf
^EveryDeaSPersonKnowsThat
Georffo I'. Wny mudo hirii-tuil' hojir. after boinn
deaf for 25_ycars. with Artllicial Ear Dramii-hia
niKht. Thoy stopped
aea and rlngliiK

he will never have to keep his
He's much too sane a kid and,
noticed that he has a very long

$$

—

evidence.
I

Ideas

For Silent and Talking Pictures
Accepted in any form for revision, criticism,
copyright and submission to studios
Not a school no courses or books to
sell.
You may be just as capalDle of
writing acceptable stories as thousands

504 Meyer

He has no intention of relegating his
painting to an inglorious background
only now it will be his avocation. He can
paint the things he wants to paint, not the
things that sell the quickest.
From all present indications, Dick shows
absolutely no evidence of the possibility
of his success spoiling him.
But there is
the danger that he may be termed "high
hat" because, hating the limelight as he
docs, he will never become part of the
passing show.
Fearing to become em-

cur

-

* E nt i rely different.
After wetting your tiair,
a spoonful will give you

Greta Garbo (whom he has never met) and
"Katja," a young player on the RKO lot.
When Dick first splurged forth with a
Ford car, he called it "Garbo" after his
"divine woman."
Recently, however,
"Garbo" has suffered several mishaps,
and realizing that anything less than perfect would hardly become the name of
such a glamorous creature, he has changed
it to "Dvorak" (the name of her double!)
He threatens not to marry for a long time
to come (there's that career to think
about first!) but when he does, it must be
someone who possesses charm, grace and
intellect
to say nothing of the Garbo

ily, all

Foliov/ the

for the Hair

Of course, Dick, being a>normal twentyyear-old, is not entirely immune. Just at
present his affections are divided between

with his fam-

to rid

iBieaiuiq/JiLids

career.

lives

way

Hot Oil Treatment with delicately fragrant jo-cur Shampoo Concentrate.*
This easy Jo-cur home treatment brings
out the true beauty of your hair and
eaves your hair so easy to wave.

were

carried out to the letter.

For the present he

the surest

—

to be

sex appeal.

—

is
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clubs, pre-Volstead

His

is

3

^tTy c
.

invlniblo

nfortablo.

and

Noon

Write for hia true

ytor;

Also booklet

00 UcafDCHu, Addrcaa

GEORGE
1434 Iloirmaii Uuililinn

1^

Artificial

P.

Ear Drum

WAY,UatrolC.
INC.

Mloblsnn

.

Price Includes round trip
can passaKe. transportation al>ro..
lotfls.

nieals, slRhtsoeinR

and

tips

Itineraries to every country in Eu' .|.o.
Write for rr<H5 l>nokl|.|. "KLMr"

THE TRAVEL GUILD, Inc.
ISO North MIchiBan. Chlcacro
S21 FIHh Avatnus, New York
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The Truth About Fan Mail

Reduce
Hips

[Continued from page 15]

often 2 to 4 inches

days

in 10

easily —
can do
You
with the wonderful new
it

Perfolastic Reducing Girdle. Makes you look slimmer the instant you put it
on. Exerts a constant gentle massage that breaks
down the fat cells, moulds
away flabby flesh and reduces waist and hips
often from 2 to 4 inches
in 10 days. Made of finest
quality, fresh, live, pure
Plantation Rubber by the
famous Goodrich Rubber Co.
liglit
comfortable,
Cool,
some models weigh as little
as 9yz ounces (garters intiny holes
full of
eluded)
to let skin breathe.

'

'

"

—

^y.^

for
with full details about this marvelous girdle, also
particulars of our 10-day trial offer and money-back
Just fill out and mail
guarantee. No obligation.
coupon below to Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 444, 41 East
42nd Street, New York City.

PERFOLASTIC.

INC..

Dept.

444.

East 42nd Street, New York City.
Without obligation jilease send me FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating the new Perfolastic
41

Girdle, also particulars of your 10-day

trial

offer.

State

learn all the modern dancea-the latest
steps, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzes,

You can

smart Collegiate Steps, and popular Society St"—
at home. easily and quickly. New chartmethod
makes dancing a3 simple aa A-B-0. No music
or partner required. Don't be a wallflower.
Learn to dance. Complete course— 285 pages,
64 illustrations, sent on 5 Days' Free Trial.
Equals $20 00 course. Send no money. Fay
postman only $1 98. plus postage uo()n arrival.
Money back if not delighted. Catalog Free.

the

recognized

clerk

picture

and scribbled the Paramount studio address
beneath it. Within an hour it was put
Dozens of similar
into Mary's mailbag.
letters, bearing pictures, have been reGary Cooper has had
ceived by others.
scores of letters addressed merely,

"The

"GOD KNOWS

Learn to Dance
Tango

post-office

A letter inVirginian, Hollywood."
scribed "For Hollywood's Best Dancer"
was quickly dispatched to Joan Crawford!
Imagine Al Jolson's surprise when he was
handed a letter bearing his picture with
WHERE!"
the address
It was mailed by a fan in Pennsylvania.
Another time, owing to the ingenuity of
addressed
letter
a
authorities,
.postal

Name.

City

It
in St. Louis last March.
promptly came to Hollywood, where a

mailed

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

Write today

her mail by hand. What a painstaking gal!
One of
Stars get loads of queer letters.
the "odd" ones was a hollowed-out corn
cob in which an Iowa gent enclosed his
photograph and a love letter, "so it
wouldn't be hurt in the mail," and sent
He had rolled the photo
it to Clara Bow.
tightly, and when it arrived it was so
hopelessly cracked and torn that Clara will
never know exactly what her bucolic
admirer looks like!
All sorts of other unusual mail lands in
the postal employees
If
Hollywood.
weren't such good movie fans, many
hundreds of these "freak" letters would
soon find themselves in the dead letter
As it is, they somehow manage to
office.
reach their intended owners. For instance,
an envelope on which was pasted a tiny
picture of Mary Brian, but no address, was

"13-1-13-13-25-Hollywood" was delivSomeone in Rhode Island
ered to him.
thought up this code, which deciphered,
says
,

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 No. Clark St.. Dept. C

,

100.

"Mammy."

Al also owns the largest piece of fan
mail ever delivered in Hollywood. It is a
postal card ten feet long and four feet six
inches wide and carries a greeting from
fans in Greensboro, North Carolina.
Clara Bow boasts the smallest letter.
It is the exact size of a postage stamp and
addressed to "IT, Hollywood, California."
The fan pasted a two hundred word letter
to the back of the tiny letter, hoping, no
doubt, that the novelty would win an
answer. It did, too, by the way!
The following "don'ts" are good ones to
keep in mind when writing to stars:
Don't ask for money. Don't ask for
Don't
help in getting into pictures.
movie folks are
criticize too strongly
only human and they like to be praised
once in a while. Don't write a long letter
to a player and then end up by asking him,
no, not for his picture, but a picture of
someone with whom he recently played
A fan did this, by the way,
in a picture!
asking him for a photo of
to El Brendel
Fifi Dorsay!
Don't ask for clothes or costumes worn

—

—

A Montana

in films.

girl

"fan" wrote to

Claudia Dell, Warner Bros, starlet, asking
Claudia to send her some of her old
clothes. Claudia wrote back, "Sorry, but
I'm wearing them myself!"
After all's said and done, notwithstanding the enormous cost of taking care of
mail, most stars do appreciate the
It is
worth-while letters they receive.

fan

their only

way

toward them

—

of knowing
their work

if

how you
is

feel

really being

a personal letter your
upon, well, a really sincere
letter, written naturally and interestingly,
At any rate, here's
should merit one.
hoping for you!

applauded.
heart

is

If it's

set

-j,^^^
Chicago

NO CRAY HAIR

of gray, faded,
bleached or streaked hair. Tint it easily
and instantly to its natural shade, from
Just
lightest blond to deepest black.
comb through harmless, odorless Brown-

Avoid the embarrassment

At all dealnrs.J 'iOc.
GMarMi,l.;c.il rc-Hull.s.
Or siMid 1(J.. lor Iri.il bottle.
KentonPha;macalCo..Dept.GG-1,BrownatoneBlile.
Covington, Ky. Canadian Address: Vfindsor, Ont.

How They Guard

Their Health

[Continued from page 31]

atone.

BROWNATONE
SupQrfluoujHAIRallGONE

program of

which kills the
Mahler
hair root, prevents hair from growing
in your home.
privately
Use
it
again.

method,

We Teach
Send today
D.

J.

Beauty Culture

red stamps
Booklet

3

MAHLER

for

Free

CO., 494-B Mahler ParU, Providence, R.

your

own home.

successful 28 years.
nothing to wipe off.

I.

Simple easy method
medicine, no freaso,

No

Results where needed-Arms, Lees. Neck, Bosom, ANY part. Send
Four Uram
10c for Full Information and a Big
Box (note the size) of my PEERLESS WONDER
CREAM.the original All-in-one Cream, REmember
HOT

IOc

^

I^T
^

it

now.

coin or send stamps, but do
MADAME WILLIAMS. CLK-3 Bullalo, H. ».

50c.

Wrap

BUNIONS
/voiv

Dissolved

Pnin stops almost Instantly!
'

'I'lien

lastinj!

relief. FairyfootKradiiallydi.ssiilvcspainful, URly bunions. Knablcs you to wear
cumboi siime a|iplismaller shoes.
ances. Nomessysulves. Used siiet'ess-

No

N fully on .f^OO, 0(1(1 fi'cl. Wrile for
y
trinl treutment absolutely FREE'
Falryfoot Products Co., Chicago, III.

1223 S.Wabash

has one of the most completely equipped
Atprivate gymnasiums in the country.
tached is a swimming pool, a complete
steam room and rubbing room, and even
Doug has an elaborate
a barber's chair.

Ave., Dept.

694

exercises,

and

as

you know,

he has the lithe, supple body of an athlete
However, I've got to tell a
of twenty.
funny story about Doug.
He was telling a writer about his health
"secrets." In the morning he did this and
that. In the afternoon that and the other.
"I'm never sick," he boasted, and the
writer believed him. "I never take a drop
of medicine."
Just then the writer's eyes fell on a
popular family remedy for an unpopular,
familiar ailment.
time.

Doug saw

it

at the

same

courts.

he

They

said,

are

Mary Duncan
"Tennis

is

is

a firm believer in

a

splendid

it.

conditioner,"

she told me." "Even a busy working girl
should be able to crowd in a few games
every week. The stretching alone is most
It gives you a new outlook on
beneficial.
life."
I

have never forgotten how Lois Moran
was nothing like dancing
keep the body in trim. Dancing strips

insisted that there
to

Lois practiced what
she preached, and she is a healthy, poised
Bert Wheeler and
girl if I ever saw one.
olf all surplus fat.

recovering himself
beautifully, "my trainer takes that."
Richard Dix is another believer in daily
calisthenics, a brisk walk and a cold
shower. James Gleason plays polo, as does
Kenneth MacKenna and
Will Rogers.
Humphrey Bogart are regular customers of
the Hollywood Athletic Club squash

"Oh,"

Powell,
Ramon Novarro, William
Richard Barthelmess, Clive Brook, Victor McLaglen, and several other male
stars, play a great deal of tennis to keep
the doctor away. Warner Baxter wrestles
two or three times a week.
A good many of the feminine players
are staunch followers of the tennis game.

"champeen"

players.

Robert Woolsey both practise up on their
stage dance routines every morning and
George O'Brien likes to
every evening.
dance also. He believes it makes one light
on one's feet. There is a chance for a

pun there, but maybe I shouldn't ask
also light on one's partner's.

if

it's
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a serious

her life. She eats sensibly, and
gets seven hours sleep a night.
She is
never our late two nights in succession.
Edna May Oliver, who gives such a
funny characterization in "Cimarron,"
has an equally funny rule for health. She
warbles in the bathtub, vocalizing up and
down the scales. It makes her perspire,
her lungs begin to expand, and she breathes
in the fresh ozone.
This is just hearsay,
illness in

I'll

have you know

You won't

find

many hypochondriacs

Hollywood. The studio life is too
crowded with work to allow much time
off for taking pulses, and "coddling"
in

headaches and various complaints. The
have to keep well. They know
that illness might postpone a picture and
cost the company thousands of dollars.
And, also, what worries them more, some
healthier specimen might step in and get
stars just

the role.

Jannings used to be very solicitious of his

own

He

health.

carried his

individual

medicine kit around with him, and had a
pill for about everything.
'That is an
unusual incident and it belongs to a more
leisurely era of

Clara

Bow

motion

pictures.

not exactly inclined to
minimize her aches, but she is not a crank
or a hypochondriac.
There are many cases where players are
not naturally of rugged health. By exercising a little care, however, they are
able to meet the rigorous life of a motion
picture favorite. Helen Chandler is a very
frail girl, but she knows how to conserve
her strength. Sunday she spends in bed.
After she returns from the studio she has
her dinner in bed. She lives at the beach
where she can have plenty of bracing salt
air,

and

is

moderate

seaside

Helen thinks her recipe is best.
If Helen must spend her Sundays in absolute relaxation, Robert Montgomery is
can't say.

exactly the opposite. Bob gets up at the
crack of dawn and takes a swim. During
the day he usually gets in a couple of
games of tennis, a canter on horseback,
and nine holes of golf. He is completely
worn out at the end of the day, as you
might imagine, but he says it keeps him in
fine form during the week.

Most

the studios have completely
equipped hospitals right on the lot. They
are seldom used except in cases of accident.
Pills and patent medicines aren't
popular with players.
They follow the
modern up-to-date method of protecting
health by careful eating and exercise.
Physical breakdowns are not unknown
in Hollywood, but usually they come as a
result of too much "whoopee" in addition
to an acting career. The players who really
guard their health seldom collapse.
Most important of all, as practically
every player will tell you, is the necessity
of a proper amount of sleep.
Very few
stars will go out in the evening when they
are working the next day.
They reserve
of

their playtime for

they
of

know how

between pictures. Then
to play, and make the best

it.

When

health is gone, looks go. When
health and looks are gone those nice, fat
movie pay-envelopes stop coming in.
And every star wants to keep a strong

bank balance.

$7250.00

exercise.

Whether or not a more rigorous system of
exercise might build up Helen's endurance,
I

A Remarkable
The

Will Be Paid in 30 Prizes
AS A SPECIAL REWARD for prompt-

great Niagara, rushing over the rocks,
leaping over the precipice, falling over one

hundred feet, is one of the Seven Wonders
World. As the heavy mist lifts, queer
forms are created, some of which look very
of the

much

like the faces of beautiful girls.

CAN YOU FIND 4 OR MORE FACES
HIDDEN IN THE MIST? It requires

sharp eyes, as most of the faces are dim. As
a test of your patience and your skill to
qualify for the opportunity to win the Big
First Prize of $3000.00, we ask you to FIND
4 FACES. It may be necessary to turn the
page around or even upside down, but
search carefully. Make no mistake.
$7250.00 will positively be paid in Grand
Prizes including 5 Big 4-Door Sedans, or
cash in place of automobiles if preferred.

DIABETES
[Para-Insulin Tablets]
now

relieved without rigorous dietiny:andwithouttheuse
of the dread hypodermic needle!
Inaoloid. an amazing new German preparation, contains inBulin-bearinggubstancein tablet form.eaKy to takeas aspirin.
Insoloid Tablets constitute a
marked step towards permanent relief and prolongation of
life. Insoloid Tablets must not
be confused with various"diab?te9 remedies"ofrered by spectacular advertising. They are
unique.
.

.

.

particularsof this remark-

new German formula toNo obligation. Send your
name and address, and a
will follow.

Address:

Dept. 177.

of

AMERICA,

Duplicate prizes will be paid in case of
This offer is to persons living in the
48 states, but excludes persons living in
Chicago and the two Kansas Cities. There
is no obligation on your part.
IT'S NOT
ties.

NECESSARY TO SPEND ONE PENNY
to

win a big cash

L.

M. STONE,
Dept.

130,

prize.

W. Adams
CHICAGO, ILL.

Mgr., 844

St.,

QUICK SKIN

WHITENER
coaxes dark skin to velvety-white loveScience knows of no quicker way.
Women everj^where use this marvelous
whitener. Get a box of Kremola at any
drug store. If it doesn't whiten your skin
to a new lovely texture, free "from all
defects, your money will be refunded.
There is nothing else Uke it.
If your druggist is out send name,
address and one dollar for new-size introductorv box to Dr. C. H. Berry Co.,
Dept. 205, 2975 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago. You will be delighted.

day.

INSUROL CO.

IF YOU WANT TO WIN FIRST
PRIZE, find at least 4 faces, mark a circle

around each, and rush your answer to me
at once to qualify for this Grand Opportunity to win. Someone will positively win
$3000.00. It may be you.

liness.

able,

prompt reply

ness, $1200.00 will be paid the First Prize
Winner for quick action.

With speed that will amaze you Kjemola

Why suffer longer? Write for
full

Test

Inc.

991 Broad St., Bridgeport, Conn.

•KREMOLA

—

—
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The Burn-Up
[Continued from page 36]

ARE THESE?

think I can do
Will you give
me a helping hand once in a while?"
"I've always wanted to, since that night
when Al Shoeman spoke to you in Mike's
Hot Spot," I said.
Everything isn't bad in Hollywood, not
by a long sight. I watched Julie grow
She learned beauty. She took
mentally.
care of her health.
She learned how to
dress and how to get the most from 'the
money she earned. It all had its effect.
She was getting ready for something. She
didn't know what but life has a habit
of handing you things when you're ready
it

one of First National Pictures'
stars. This youthful beauty is
inches tall, weighs 100 pounds, and has
blue eyes and light brown hair. Name below*.
Only

18, yet she's

most popular

5 ft.,

31/2

end eye
this
When

strain

left you with tired,
aching eyes, simply apply a

for them
and what it handed Julie was
Jack Pennington.
One day at the studio Julie met him
and if ever I saw love at first sight that

set.

They took one look and

it

was

all

—

ft
1

M/fe^t your favorite
IfMovie star^^^

an eastern studio to make a picture.
Jack seemed to forget he had ever known
He was lost in love of Julie, and
her.
Julie must have been lost in love of him,
for when the kids had barely known each
other three weeks they up and married
and started out in a second hand car for a
honeymoon in the Canadian Rockies.
It would all have been sweet and pretty
except that everybody wondered what
Lucille would do when she returned to
Hollywood. She was not the type to

withdraw

gracefully.

Lucille loved scenes.

in her own selfish way she loved Jack
While Hollywood waited,
Pennington.
eager for the fireworks, I worried about
Julie. I didn't want life to hurt her again.
And then to confirm my worries, I got a
letter from an old buddy of mine in New

And

or Rinal photos of your lavorite stars. 8>8e
8 I 10. Blodsy prints, 25c ea.;h, 5 for $1.00, Your
tavorite acenea from any of the recent photo
plavs, 25c each, 12 fjr 12.50. Positively the finest
chlainable anywhere. We have the largest collection of movie photos in the country. Just niime
the etftr or Bcenes you waot- Remit by monej
order or U. S 2c etanips.
all

Cit

Beautiful Complexion

15 DAYS

IN

two

with that.
Only there was a "dark lady," Lucille
La Varr, in Jack's life. He did not want
her there; but he was such a gentleman and
such a kid that he didn't know what to do
about it or her. He was half engaged to
her.
Fate, just at that moment, sent the
dark and stormy Lucille La Varr to

Young

Studio 314-A
New York

those

in

use Murine after motoring
and other outdoor exposure
to soothe away the irritation
caused by sun, wind and
dust. 60c at drug and department stores. Try it soon!

9th Avenue

Why,

it!

Despite his youth Jack Pennington was
considered one of Hollywood's best actors.
He was a serious chap and liked to read
and study and the new Julie just fell right

fresh and rested, and will look
just as fine as they feel! Also

BRAM STUDIO

mean?

decided.

few drops of harmless Murine.
Almost immediately they'll feel

Millions of Bottles Used Yearly

I

kids fairly fell
into each other's arms right there on the

reading, sewing or office

*Loretta

a big star,

—

was

work has

630

—be

—

way

quick

Do you

Oh, I'm happy.

York which left no doubt in my mind
what Lucille would do. I prayed that
But as I read the postscript
I was wrong.
as to

to that letter

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheads,
whiteheads, red apots, enlaiKed pores, oily skin
1 can give you a comend other bteinishes.
plexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream.
I do it in a few daya. My
No cosmetics, lotions.
method is differpnt.
Balves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandapres,
masks, vapor sprays, maaaaire, rollers or other

I felt

a strange presentiment.

few pages were typical newspaper gossip and then

The

first

Am

No diet, no fasting. Nothing to
Cannot injure the most delicate akin.
Send for my Free Booklet. Yoa are not obliSend no money. JuBt get the facta.
e:at«.*d.
Implements.
take.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 3441, Chicago

iL^^JlCHAPE
Nose Adjuster

Anita

—

^
I

,

-

jcL^Jiggg

~~y-^

/

flesh and carquickly, safely,
tilage
painlessly, while you
Lasting results.
sleep.
Doctors praise it. Gold

shapes

,

Medal Winner. 87,000
users.

Write for

BOOKLET

f/ijEfi

Rr«t?!llVfflS<
Anita Institute, D-96 Anita BIdg., Newark, N.J.
.

"Went to the Press Photographers
Ball the other night and who should
I run into but our old pet aversion Al
Shoeman, flashing diamonds on every
finger.
He was plastered and shooting his mouth off like nobody's
business.
I couldn't make any too
much sense out of his babbling but it
seems that he is sticking Julie Crandall
for plenty blackmail for an art movie
that he took of her when she was a
nobody. It's only a dancing film but
one without veils, and with Julie's
name that's enough. She's bought up
all the prints (hence the diamonds),
but he refuses to sell her the master

film.

He

says the second reel of that

keep him endowed for

film will

life.

Charming

fellow.
Well, cheerio.

Dick.

La Varr was with him.
Can't you do something about murdering that dame?"
P. S. Lucille

WELL,

Lucille La Varr returned from
the East just about the same time that
Julie and Jack returned from their honey-

moon camping

trip.
Lucille announced
that she was giving a reception in honor
of "dear, sweet Julie" and "darling Jack."
The last thing in the world that Julie

and Jack wanted to do was to go to Lucille's
pirty, but Jack with his gentle disposition

want to hurt her feelings (he was
young enough to believe she had them),
so Julie was forced to accept the invitation.
No one in Hollywood was fooled for

didn't

one minute by Lucille's purring. Everyone knew that before the evening was over
there would be some kind of fireworks,
and as much as they detested the temperamental Lucille La Varr, their sense of
drama was too strong to let them stay
away.
Lucille
I arrived with Julie and Jack.
gurgled over them. She loudly informed
them that she had brought them a special
present from New York and weren't they
going to be surprised?
Julie was very beautiful that night, with
all the tremulous beauty of a woman who
She was all in white with only
is loved.
her tawny skin and her golden hair to
give her color.
Jack was boyish and
proud and dignified the strange mixture
of the young bridegroom who has an
adoring wife.
Even Hollywood paused for a moment

—

of them

sight

at

— two
—

children of ro-

mance, two of its finest actors. But then
the gin came round and the moment of

The same old gossip
tenderness passed.
began, the same old drinking, the same
old dancing and
"Everybody take seats," Lucille shrilled
above the music. "I have a treat in store
for you moving pictures." There was a
"Bootgroan.
Lucille laughed loudly.
leg pictures," she said.

—

THEN

—

There was

a

mad scramble

for

seats.

In the rear of the room a screen was
disclosed and a movie machine was adThe lights were turned out and
justed.
alert, avidly watching the
seated myself on a divan next to
I wanted to be near in case she
Julie.
needed me. Jack sat on her left.
When Lucille had uttered that one

everyone sat
screen.

I

word "bootleg"

Julie had gone as white
looked like Marie Antoinhead
ette on her way to the guillotine
high, chin up unquenchable courage
and the end was only a matter
to the end
as death

— she
—

of

—

—

moments now.

As the machine began to click away I
her body grow taut beside me sympathetically I covered her hand with mine

—

felt

and found

it

shadows her

—

cold as ice in those gray
face shone out like a death

mask. She forced herself to watch that
with a proud smile on her lips, for she

film

knew

that Lucille was gloatingly follow-

—

——

a
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ing her every movemenr, however slight.
The first reel did not betray Julie's secret.
It would be found in the second.
What an
eternity of agony she must have lived
through while that film was unwinding
itself her hopes, her ambitions, her career,
and now, her love
Tomorrow she was to
have been the greatest dramatic actress
on the screen instead, tomorrow she
would be disgraced, humiliated, an outcast.
But what did a career matter it
was Jack's love she wanted, Jack's trust

"Every Swallow
Brings Relief"
Dr. Taft's Asthmalene still is
the standard remedy for Asthma
and Bronchitis after sixty years. Relief is prompt
and effective. Guaranteed harmless. Used by thousands all over the country. Send 50c for generous
trial bottle if your druggist can not supply you.

—

—

.

—

B. S. McKEAN, Inc., Dept. 60
Park Ave. at 130 St., NewYork City

—

in her.

The

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
Absorb

all

blemishes and discolorations by regularly using

pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as directed.
Fine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck off, until all
defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan, freckles and large
pores have disappeared. Skin is beautifully clear, soft and
velvety, and fare looks years younger. Mercolized

Wax

brings out the hidden beauty. To quickly reduce wrinkand other age lines, use this face lotion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxolite and 1 half pint witch hazel. At drug stores
les

Gbm Hair Pencil

^natantly changes GRAY HAIR to Natural color.
Only method known to keep gray away from
Roots, Temples and Parting. Cannot be
^
^detected. Will not fade or wash off.
Delights both men and women.
^^It's
v^vi Limited num^.^,.,^^^^M^^jmi!ijEi ber Given to
^
Sendforit Now ^^''•l^^^H^^n quickly introduce. Juat
No obligation
^^^^^^"^send name and address.
JUELDENN. 1434 N. Wells Street,J)ept. 675, Chicago, ill.

had only a few moments
heard J ick rise from his
seat.
I wanted to cry out to him not to
leave Julie she couldn't face what she
had to face alone. But no one noticed
him. All eyes were glued to that film
wondering waiting
But something
to run

first reel

when

I

—

—

—

.

Jack's stealthy movements attracted
my attention and held it. Slowly his long
in

arm reached out

GROW^

to a nearby table and with

the easy grace of a pickpocket his fingers
closed about a reel of film.
heart started pounding.
Quickly
Jack slid the reel into a waste paper basket
and with perfect nonchalance, as if the
whole course of events bored him exceedingly, he dropped his lighted cigarette
into the basket, as reel one still had three
seconds to go.

Yes,

My

Back

in his seat

Eyelashes
and Eyebrows like this
in 30 days
—

'T'HE most marvelous discovery has been made
•- way to make eyelashes
and eyebrows actually

again by Julie's side

the

STARS

Jack cried out, "I smell smoke. Something's burning."
There was then a
flash, curls of smoke
and flames. And
pandemonium, as the saying goes, reigned.
I caught Julie just as she fainted and
carried her to safety on the beach far
away from those seething flames. "Oh,
Jack, Jack," she kept moaning.
"Oh,
Jack, that was so long before I met you.
If I had known I'd meet anyone like you.
But I needed the money so Oh, Jack."
I wrapped her in my coat and hurried
back to get Jack, but he was playing the
innocent boy and saving Lucille's goldfish.

Proposed

good

You may know what
your boy friend said
when he asked you to
be the one and only
girl in his life — but
wouldn't

you

hke

to

know what Douglas
Fairbanks,

Jr.

said

to

Joan Crawford; what
Eddie Hillman said to
Marion Nixon; what Ben
Lyon said to Bebe
Daniels? The fatal
words of those young
men and other young
men about Hollywood
you'll find in the May
issue of Silver Screen,
on sale on all newsstands April tenth.

—

Proved Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt
Over ten thousand women have tried my amazing
discovery, proved that eyes can

T

STAYED

at

New

a

safe

now be

fringed with

long, curling natural lashes, and the eyebrows made
intense, strong silken lines
Read what a few of
them say. I have made oath before a notary public
that these letters are voluntary and genuine. From
Mile. Hefflefinger, 240 W. "B" St., Carlisle, Pa.:
"I certainly
delighted ... I notice the greatest
difference . . . people I come in contact with remark
how long and silky
eyelashes appear." From
Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., \V. Phila.,
Pa.: "I
greatly pleased.
eyebrows and
lashes are beautiful now." From Frances Raviart,
R. D. No. 2, Box 179, Jeanette, Penn.: "Your eyelash and eyebrow beautifier is simply marvelous."
From Pearl Provo, 2954 Taylor St., N. E., MinneI

am

my

breeze was blowing and—
well, you've read the newspaper account
of that fire. I really haven't enjoyed anything so much since the Sherry-Netherland
in

—

—

stiff

Tower burned

if

brows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how
scant the eyelashes and eyebrows, I will increase
their length and thickness in 30 days
or not accept
a single penny. No "ifs," "ands," or "maybes." It
is new growth, startling results, or no pay. And
you
are the sole judge.

—

A

Now

you want long, curling, silken lashe?,
you can have them and beautiful, wonderful eye-

grow.

—

How

Grow

My

am

Minn.: "I have been using your eyebrow and
eyelash Method. It is surely wonderful." From
Miss Flora J. Corriveau, 8 Pinette Ave., Biddeford,
Me.: "I am more than pleased with your Method.
eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."
apolis,

York.
distance,

where

My

I

could watch the blaze and watch Julie,
until I saw Jack go down to her. I wanted
to be sure she was quite safe.
And she
was.
I found her held tightly in
Jack's
»-

arms and sobbing

as if her heart

would

break.

"You— knew—all— the— time?"

Results Noticeable in a

—

heard

I

"Sure," Jack said. "But what has anything you did before you knew me got to
do with me? It's you I love, Julie, today's
you, and you wouldn't be today's you if
there hadn't been a yesterday, darling
Julie. We all make mistakes
sometimes.
Whatever you were— nothing matters now
but that you keep on loving me, and
if I
was the guy to burn up your
past
well, who could have aone it

—

—

—

^

Grower will be sent C. O. D. or you can scud
money with order. If money accompanies order
postage will be prepaid.

LUCILLE YOUNG,

—

6554 Lucille YounK niiilding. CliicaEO. 111.
Send inc your now discovery for Rrowintj eyelashes and eyebrows.
If not absolutely
and
entirely satisfied. I will return it wilhin 30 days
and you will return inv money wilhoul (I'lestion.
Price C. O. D. is Sl -<'5 iibis few cents ijostagc.
If money sent with order price is $1.95 and postage IS prepaid.
State whether money enclosed or you want
order C. O.

better?"
I

know when
back

to

three's a

the

crowd so

—

—

—

her say.

ried

Week

In one week sometimes in a day or two you
notice the effect. The eyelashes become more beautiful
like a silken fringe. The darling little upward
curl shows itself. The eyebrows become sleek and
tractable
with a noticeable appearance of growth
and thickness. You will have tlie thrill of a lifetime know that you can have eyelashes and eyebrows as beautiful as any you ever saw.
Remember ... in 30 days I guarantee results that
will not only delight, but amaze. If you are not
absolutely and entirely satisfied, your money will
be returned promptly. I mean just that no quibble,
no strings. Introductory price $1.95. Later the
price will be regularly $5.00.
S5.00.

I

hur-

fireworks.

Dolores
Delight's little Boo Boo had scorched its
tail and she (the star, not the dog) needed
a strong pair of manly arms.
Yes, love has caused a lot of funny
things to happen in Hollywood.
But
then it's a great town and love's a great
emotion.

D

I
I

St.

Addres9_

City
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Women

Rupture No Longer

My

Spoils

[Continued from page 16]

Fun

"Now that I am rid of my
rupture and do not wear
a truss, I enjoy dancing
again. There are many
things I now do that I
could not even attempt
before, also my work is a
pleasure instead of a
task. To look at me now,
no one would believe that
I ever was crippled by a
rupture."
This is the way people
write us after ridding
themselves of rupture
by using STUART'S

sworn to endorsements report success
without delay from work.
The PLAPAO-PADS are designed

—

to

nature inclosing the hernial opening
so the rupture can't come down. When
this is accomplished, mechanical support
will no longer be needed. The PLAPAOcling to the body without straps,
buckles or springs. Easy to apply— comparatively inexpensive and comfortable.

assist

PADS

actually testing

"PLAPAO". SEND NO MONEY.

Just

mail the coupon below and secure a free
test of the remedial factor "PLAPAO"
the muscle rejuvenator.
Test of Factor "PLAPAO"

—

FREE /

— MAIL COUPON

this

BELjO\«'

have a wonderful knowledge
But if a
of the psychology of men.
woman's going to insist on marrying the
wrong man or is going to try to win a
man who isn't attracted by her, she's using
all her knowledge to the wrong end.
"Why should you, for instance, try to
marry a homely, awkward guy like me
when all the time there's a nice boy like
that (darting a wild glance around the
room and picking on a fellow scribe I'd
never seen before) waiting to marry you?"

George was evidently being metaphorical, I didn't try to explain that I
had no intentions of trying to take him

SINCE

from his wife and child.
Bancroft, you know, has been married
for sixteen years and has a daughter almost

who

is

attending school

But he doesn't pull the
old line about working only for the sake
of his wife and kiddie.
"In my most recent picture 'Scandal
Sheet' I play the part of a newspaper man
who works himself up to the position of
He couldn't have
managing editor.
helped doing what he did. The smell of

TO DAy

Name-

Hollywood.

was in his blood.
same way with acting. It's in
printer's ink

„

!

IS

MISERY

A. 0. LE0NAR3, Inc., Suite 985. 70 5th Ave.,

make

Hew York

Are You AlwaysExcited? Fatigued? Worried?

Flatiron Bldg.,

^

N.Y.C

M^NEYF/iRYQU
L AT HAME
_

little

difference.

boots on,"

It's

been that

way

ally, the interesting

It

home making display cards. No
instruct you, furnish comcanvassing.
plete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.

We

The MBNHENITT COMPANY, Limited
252 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

the public

is

ever since.
successful profession-

thing about him

is

the

practical psychology which
has enabled him to make a success of marWhen a Hollywood marriage lasts
riage.
sixteen years, there may be a great love

knowledge of

behind

it

wrong man.

He

chuckled.
"Well, women are sometimes prone to
pan other women," he said. "But a man
never pans a woman. (Oh, don't they!)
Do you know why men never criticize
women? Because their mothers, sisters
and sweethearts are women. (Oh, George,
how could you! Don't you know that
you're supposed to be hard-boiled and that
is

mushy

sentimentality?)

"Recently I was asked to be present at
some high school dedication ceremonies.
As the young girls walked by swinging
glorious

their

athletic

thought that never

in the

young bodies, I
world had I seen

The thought struck me
was the coming generation of
mothers. The great majority of men think

such

fine soldiers.

that this

women are superb, and while
women may admire them, they do not
realize as fully as men do how important

that such

they are to the world.

me they
TOprogress.
We

are a splendid example of
are emerging from the

The new generation
young women have the fine traits of
our motihers combined with the frankness
and directness of the flapper. Out of the
flapper era they have taken the gold but
They are honest
left the dross behind.
era of flapperhood.

of

but not immodest; sophisticated and naive
same time. They enjoy life but they
have found that good times come in other
forms than in a cocktail shaker.
"When I see the type of young women
we are developing as the future mothers
of the race, I feel proud to have seen this
Progress is coming not a
generation.
step at a time, but two, four, six, eight

at the

"Women must

A

future.

which makes the star. George was third
mention person in the picture "Underworld," in which Evelyn Brent and Clive
Brook were mentioned first. Then suddenly the public began raving about BanBillboards and exhibitors' placards
croft.
were torn down almost overnight; and
when new ones were put up, lo and behold,
George Bancroft's name led all the resc.
While he has been

I asked Bancroft what else women sometimes fail to understand about themselves
besides their tendency to go after the

steps at a time.

my

but there's also sure to be

1

S.liver

a

keen

great

tendency to "live

learn to think

of

o

the

many women have a
too much in the past.

woman

falls in love with a man,
ask him what he used to be and
whom he loved before he met her. These
things do not matter and they cannot

When
she

a

may

It is what a man is,
chan'ge true love.
not what he was, that counts. The present
and the future are all that matter."

"Of course," added Bancroft

in a

quick

"I am not speaking of all women
when I point out where some women fail.
But these are the very ones I'd like to help.
"What these women do not understand
about themselves is that they only make
themselves miserable by groping in the
dark places of the past; they do not understand how to treat each other; and they
do not understand that when they try to
win a man who does not and cannot love
them, it is not love which spurs them on
aside,

but wounded v.nnirv."

knowledge of human nature.

time at
YOU ran cam good money in spareselling
or

i~rm

man's

for

Gloomy? Pessimistic? Constipation, indieestion,
cold sweats, dizzy spells and sex weakness are caused bv NERVE
EXHAUSTION. Drugs, tonics and medicines cannot help
weak, sick nerveet I.earn how to reirain Viuor. Calmness and
Send 25 cents tor this amazing book.
Self Confidence.
N-504

blood.
"I hope to die with
George added.

the

It's

a

George may, it is said, leave Paramount
Warner Bros., but he feels companies

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventor who was himsel f deaf.

Many

RICHARD BLACKSTONE

of herself.

in

350 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Send me FREE Trial Plapao and 48-page book
on Rapture. No charge for this now or later.

DEAFNESS

Bancroft himself attributes the success
of his marriage to his wife.

thirteen years old

Plapao Laboratories, Inc.

Address

The other fellow, Joe Brooks, had a slick
Well,
tongue and that was about all.
Emma fell for Joe and married him.
"Now Emma understood Joe and knew
What she
he wasn't good for much.
It was
didn't understand was herself.
only after she'd been won by Joe's slick
tongue and married him that she realized
that the homely guy really loved her and
At the end of the
that she loved him.
play some hope was held out that those
two who really were the right mates for
each other would be united.
"Emma didn't fail in her understanding
of men.
She failed in her understanding

"Women

ADHESIFPLAPAOPADS. Stacks of

Convince yourself by

Don't Understand Themselves

bcreen

for

May on

saieApriiio
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fSG uests...

'for this

Seven thousand eight
hundred dollars in prizes
will be given in

new
first

our unique

advertising campaign.

The

prize will be $1785.00 cash (or

the Studebaker eight-cylinder Sedan shown
and there is an additional prize of
$7i5'-oo to be added to the first prize on the proof of promptness.

to the right)

There

absolutely no charge to you for trying for the prizes, which
with the contestants' standings when the
decision is made. Can you pass this difficult test of observation?
is

will be given in accordance
final

Here is the test. The picture above portrays a young woman
awaiting the arrival of her guests. Unknown to her, eight of them are
already there.
Their faces are concealed in the foliage around the
"

door.

Can you

Look

find

them?

you can find the faces of five or more of the
guests who are present, lose no time but mark them with a cross, tear
out the picture and send it. Duplicate prizes will be given in case
of

ties

carefully.

If

and the prizes

Answers

will

all

be given free of all charge and prepaid.
from persons living outside U. S. A.

will not be accepted

or in Chicago.

T. A.
Dept. 10,

HUGHES

500 North Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

OPPORTUNITY
TO Wl N ^XbOO?'
Studebaker 8
Sedan
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CHARLIE
CHAPLIN

movie business
a bad business
THIS arrived
that big thought
is

in

which

to

make

prophecies.

"City Lights."

after seeing Chaplin's

at

I

first issue of Silver Screen last October, Charlie, talking against
"I am exceedingly enthusiastic about 'City Lights.' It is truly a
motion picture as motion pictures should be, which means motion and no talk. I
confidently believe that after it is seen, sixty percent of the productions thereafter
will revert to non-dialogue."

In the

talkies, said,

Well, this writer, speaking just for herself, was bitterly disappointed. "City
Lights" seemed to her one of the weakest and least brilliant pictures Chaplin has
ever made. It has its moments of supreme artistry. It has its hilarious laughs. It
has no dialogue, and you don't particularly care, since it has no story, either. But
to me, it has as much force against the thriving talkies as an old lady in a buggy
shaking an angry fist at a passing Rolls Royce.
Chaplin is an artist. He knows his technique. With the exception of "The
Circus," he has been off the screen for six years. It is interesting to observe in "City
Lights" that he has not slipped back from his high position. But it is sad to note,
though, his use of sure-fire gags and shopworn pathos; sad to feel that, despite his
expenditure of much time and two million dollars on this production, neither has
he progressed.
Harriet Parsons writes in to say that any star who has not been approached by
in their recent raids on the personalities of other studies, is practically
a social outcast in Hollywood.

Warner Bros,

Which reminds me of another prophecy.
Nearly a year ago it was early in June to be exact
story on box-office pictures.

—

—

I

gathered material for a

Among other executives I talked to an official at Warner Bros. He was a very
sincere gentleman and this was what he said:
"Warner Bros.' most successful picture of last season was 'Gold Diggers of Broadway.'
Judging by the success of that
film, and several other of our money makers, we have decided to do away with all
stars, save Barrymore and Arliss.
The tendency of Warners' in the future will be in
favor of films with fine productions and good stories, rather than toward those where
all the emphasis is put upon the star."

Not
Powell,

—

quite a year ago and now Warners' have hired Ruth Chatterton, William
Francis, and Constance Bennett at salaries that make you dizzy.

Kay

For myself, the more

But

I

would

like to

There can't be too many to suit me.
the Warners' change their minds.

stars the merrier.

know what made

Yes, a dangerous business, this, in

So
I'll

art

I'll

bet

make
I

which

to

make

prophecies.

one.

get a thousand letters from ardent Chaplinites

when I see it.
To which my answer

like about ten

is

—

it

takes

thousand more made

who

tell

me

I

don't

know

of people to make a world and
look like Greta Garbo.

all sorts

who

I'd

Editor.
|
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WHAT ABOUT TRADER HORN?

WHAT ABOUT TRADER HORN?

WHAT ABOUT TRADER HORN?
The world has been waiting

impatiently while

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER has

been pouring

men, money and genius into the creation of
greatest motion picture! AT LAST—

its

pleted and has heen

FILMED IN
THE WILDS
OF AFRICA
Based on
the famous novel
by TRADER HORN &
ETHELREDA LEWIS

aimed greater than
THE BIG PARADE^'
than ''BEN HUR/'
in fact

"THE GREATEST

ADVENTURE
PICTURE OF
ALL TIME!"

^GOLDWYN^
See

it

at your favorite theatre

METRO

i

MAYER

All 'Talking Picture

J

All

candy products having

the distinctive

shape

of life Savers

are manufactured by

Life

Savers,

Inc.

GARBQ
is

the

IB

WORLD'?
LOVE
IS

IDEAL<

ISSUE 600,000 copies!

Another great role- another blazing
triumph for the winner of the 1930
best

performance award

NORMA

SHEA
TRANGERS

MAY

This IS the statue
awardicd to Norma

Shearer by the
Academy of Motion

Picture

Arts

and Sciences, for
her performance in
"The Divorcee,"
the best given bv
any actress during
1930.

—

accepted love
faced life fearlessly
she believed
because
it—
found
she
where

SHE

woman could "kiss and forget" even as a
man does. But heartbreak and cruel disillu'

a

sionment lay between her and ultimate hapman in all the world
If you enjoyed Norma
Shearer in "The Divorcee"— don't miss her
in this dramatic picture based on Ursula
piness with the one
whom she did love

Robert Montgomery

Norma
success

who helped

make her great
"The Divorcee" is

Shearer
in

again seen with her.

Parrott's sensational novel.

with ROBERT

NEIL

HAMILTON
and

To him
,sode

MONTGOMERY
MARJORIE RAMBEAU

IRENE RICH
Directed by

it

— to

was

her, a

just

another epi-

dream she could

GEORGE FITZMAURICE

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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_

"
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"Ursula Parrott, author of "The
Divorcee" has written another

STAR

0^*-^^'^'^
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Fooot

for foot of film,

minute

for minute of your time, you'll
get more fun and

more entertain-

ment from one of EducationaVs
comedy or novelty short subjects
than from almost anything else
on the program. They're packed

playing, too.

you

to see

illustrated

ing

now

It

may be time

for

one of the comedies
above. They're show-

in the country's best

And you can count on
any one of them to make a good
theatres.

show

better.

with action. They're jammed with
laughs, or thrills or both. So, no

—

matter what feature pictures are
showing in your neighborhood,
find out what short subjects are
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

INC.

E.
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Beautiful, alluring
"Vitaphone" is the registered trademark
of The Vitaphone Corporation,

LEWIS STONE

JOAN BLONDELL

lier,

({{<:'

surrounded by men, yet always lonely;

sLowered ty luxuries, yet unliappy

BEN LYON

DORA MACY'S

— love

and marriage

offered

but always tke dark shadow of ker past to come between

ker and kappiness!

Dora Macy,

eckoed to kaunt ker!

tke

^irl

wkose missteps forever

You kave

read ker famous story wkick

not

Now

NATALIE MOORHEAD

tke

Screen adaptation and dialogue
by diaries Kenyon

witk tke glamorous Bebe Daniels, playing tke part of a modern

Directed by

ROY DEL RUTH

6iri

autkoress

dared

wkom men

si^n.

remembered

—

•

but

see

women

it

brou^kt

to

can never forget!
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life

5

—

Exercises

for

eaucmg
Red
By

simple and it's so hard to convince people of
Convince them of what? Just this. Too much
food and too little exercise make fat. Less food and

IT'S
it.

SO

more exercise make slenderness. That's all there is to it
unless you are one of the few people who are overweight
due to glandular difRculties.
as you may
I wrote you a couple of months ago
remember about diets for reducing. If you don't re-

—

—

member, just drop me a line and I'll send you the menus
by mail. And I also promised you that later on I'd give
you reducing exercises. So here I am, being a good girl
and living up to the promise.
Now before any of you can start bewildering me by
announcing that you've heard that exercising makes
people gain weight, I'll answer that. Exercise does make
people gain weight but only in cases where they are
underweight. Exercise sounds like a bore, I know. It
sounds like spinach in the diet, and lots of sleep, and all
those things which are so good for you and so seemingly

—

monotonous.
Yet exercise,

I know what I'm talkis grand.
eight hours a day in an office and get
I get cross and I eat too
just as tired as the rest of you.
much every once in a while, but I have discovered that

ing about.

I

really,

work

how tired, how cross, or how stuffed with hot
fudge sundaes I may be, a half hour's workout in a gymnasium, or a good swim, or even a long, quick walk
no matter

makes me
Exercise

feel all
is

new

a great

again.

thing for everyone, but

it

is

prac-

tically imperative for any one who is overweight.
So here are some exercises, several of which I practice
all of which I know to be medically correct
and beneficial not only for your health but your beauty.
And they will take weight off. Positively!

myself, and

First, the bicycle exercise. Particularly good for heavy
thighs and hips. Lie flat on your back on the floor, arms

6

Mary Lee

at the sides. Bend the knees and bring them back against
the chest. Then pedal an imaginary bicycle, right leg,
Rest and repeat
left leg, right leg, left leg, twelve times.
in three more groups of twelve pedals each. (Incidentally,
riding a real bicycle is excellent for reducing the legs.)
Second, the airplane exercise. Stand erect. Raise arms
Then
to shoulder height and extend in a horizontal line.
twisting the trunk of the body, touch your right toe with
your left hand, without bending the elbow, and keep the
right hand and arm in the air above your head. Reverse,
with right hand to left toe. Repeat four times. Rest and
repeat, alternating right and left, three times in groups of
five toe touchings.
Third. Flexions. To do these, lie flat on the back and
if you are serious about reducing you really ought to have
a regular exercise mat for this work. You can buy them
in the better sporting goods shops or you can easily make
yourself one, since it is just
a matter of makmg a long
pillow, about six feet by
three, and you'll find it a

—

very special gift to your
beauty besides a smart thing
to

own. But

to get back to

the flexions. Lying flat on
your back, bend your arms
so that the elbows are close
to your sides and your
hands are in fists against
both shoulders. Bend the
right leg at the knee and
bring it back against the
At the same time
chest.
stretch left arm above the
head as far as possible, keep-

ing

[Continued on page 65]

POSTAGE
STAMP BEAUTY
If

you're trying to get slim
way), if you

(or stay that

want

clearer skin, or loveor brighter eyes

lier hair,

or a more becoming makeup, just add a two-cent
stamp to a self-addressed
envelope, tell Mary Lee
your troubles and she'll
send you her personal ad-

Address Miss Mary
Silver Screen, 45
West 45th St., New York
vice.

Lee,

THi:

HOT

HEIRESS
at
^

would you do with

who was an

a lover

expert at slinging rivets but

who bungled

his forks at the Ritz?

*

r

Suppose you were a Park Avenue debiitaute
and some husky brute of an ironworker was mean enough to spoil your
if;;^

BEN LYON

.

.

.

ONA MUNSON

beauty sleep by pounding rivets right outside your bedroom window

WALTER PIDGEON

.

TOM DUGAN,

and then you saw he was big and strong and handsome

aud
Oh! h)ok out
he's falling — falling in love with you!
See what charming Ona Munson does when Park and Third Avenues

INEZ COURTNl.Y

.

.

Music and Lyrics by
Richard Kodgcru aud Lurenz Harl

CLaUeNCE BADGER

meet!

Vitaphone"' is the refxistered trade'
mark of 1 It e Vi t a p h o n e Cv rp.

rising

Directed by
"

A

FIRST

Silver Scrj;i;N

.

.

.

—

Original Story by Herbert Fields

It's

her newest, biggest part

young

an<l

you're going to like this

star.
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'HIS is a real fan department Love
on one side and Hisses on the other.
Write what you thinlt about pictures
you've seen and players you've heard
and don't pull your punches. Three
prizes each month for letters not longer
than 200 words.
$15 First Prize; $10
Second and $5 Third.

THIRD PRIZE

FIRST PRIZE
Omaha, Neb.
'^S^^E

WENT to the movies,

the girl friend and

ALMA RUBENS' DEATH

Washington, D. C.
LATELY I've been hearing and reading a lot
about the so-called "Dietrich-Garbo rivalry. All of my friends are talking about Marlene
and Greta, but no two of them seem to come to
the same conclusion. They are either entirely in
favor of one or the other.
I've always been attracted by the cold virginity and passion of Greta, but Marlene charms
me with her capacity for whimsical tenderness.
She has lived; she has held a child of her own in
her arms. Life to her is Reality! Greta shuts out
the w-orld and love.
Competition should urge one to greater effort.
There are still unsounded depths in Greta! May

Washington, D. C.

pERMIT me to express my regret at the passing
of

'

The

feature picture was just starting.
dear! You don't mean it!" gushed the
matronly femme in front. "She didn't re-a-l-ly?
Of course, I knew she had gone with him some,

"My

—

but to actually ma-r-ry him!

The girl friend and
"Gosh!" It was

I

Well
moved back four rows.

a

shrill falsetto behind.
he'd say I gotta work overtime the night I gotta heavy date an' me dashin'
all over town lunch hour tryin' to fin' a dress to
wear an' now I don't get the chance an' you
oughta see it, raspberry color
The girl friend and I found seats in the side

"Wouldn't

ja

know

—

she

now

section.

"Made it in ninety today with a par three on
the third," came a bass from the right. "Say,
did you have any radio stocks? What
"Don't you think it's wonderful," said the
on our way out, "to be able to hear
the voices of our favorite movie stars?"
"I don't

them

yet.

know," I sighed. "I haven't heard
Maybe, when something is invented

to muffle the audience,

I'll

be able to!"
E. C.

Whe an
I

WHEN

Pittsburgh, Pa.

one hears of an eighteen year old
one instantly conceives a vision of a
slender, lovely young thing. Never a deformed,
crippled girl, 'fess up now, does one? It used to
seem cruel and unfair to be left out of parties and
picnics and things like that. But that was before
they built a theatre around the corner.
So now I just slip into a darkened seat and my
imagination does the rest. For the lovely heroine up there isn't Joan Crawford or Anita Page,
no sir, it's I.
Then after the show, somehow I don't mind
the stares and whispers of strangers, because they
wouldn't stare at Mary Brian. Stare, yes, but
with envy, not pity. And I, yes I, am Mary Brian
returning home from a canoe ride.
I wouldn't want to think of what life would
be without the escape movies give me.
So, from the bottom of my heart, I say sincerely, "Thank You, Thank You," to everyone connected with the movies from the producers down to the prop boy.
girl,

Ami O'Connor
8

rather a pity that her

worst. She had taken the high-road to happiness,
snatched at the bright spots in life, only to find
them bubbles; she gave only a few characterizations to the screen, but those few are remembered for the excellent work she put into them.
All the hopelessness of her own future found its
expression in those haunting, seeking eyes.
It is my hope that in eternity she has found
her place in the sun!

Kay Yarborough

bring them forth!
Evangeline Bocks tahler

WITH LOVE TO CLARA
Glens Falls, N. Y.
I READ in your otherwise unsullied columns a
slam for Clara Bow by Commy Shore. Perhaps
he, she, or it has seen Clara in one of her less
fortunate efforts; or he, she, or it is just well
uh, uh
If the gentlemen of the fourth estate would devote less exclusive footage to Clara's peccadillos

Woodhaven, N. Y.
was fed

I BET Mary Dunn of Wilmington, Del.,

lemons when she was small. Boy! she is sour!
Buddy Rogers is not callow. Anyone w-ho saw
him in person and did not get a thrill when he
came out on the stage must be as hard as nails!

He

has everything a girl desires: looks, voice,
personality, acting ability, and he is a musician
and can sing. He is adorable.

And

and more to

SECOND PRIZE

It s

BUDDY'S GOT FRIENDS

—

girl friend

Alma Rubens.

great, dark eyes, always reflecting an unfathomed sadness, should have closed upon life at its

real achievements, perhaps she could
escape the "It" label.
You cannot expect a
sculptor to create a thing of beauty from a block
of shale. Neither should you expect Clara Bow

to

redeem herself from a

trite

and sometimes

as far as

can't expect

him

Rudy

Vallee

weeks. But
suppose Wilmington, Del., never saw either
in person, so what else could be
expected?

Buddy or Rudy

Adelaide Geis

Also, Clara is not woolly. When
well photographed she is vividly beautiful. The
only slams I have for Clara are salaams. (More
darn pun!)

A FAN'S PRAYERS

Brayton Lewis

do the producers keep on putting John
Gilbert in the "talkies" and inflict him

upon the public?

LET'S
2.

Louisville, Kv.

WHY

We

always applaud anvone

trying to stage a "comeback," but the producers hurt themselves, their business and do
Gilbert a great injustice.
He has shown conclusively that he belongs in
the "silents" and he should team up with Charlie

Chaplin and Tom Mix and make "silents" altogether. For all the press agents and his loyal
friends can never give him a talking and recording voice and "talkie" technique.
Perr y M. Shy

concerned, vou

I

tripe story.

SHALL GILBERT BE SILENCED?

is

to be an actor in six

have:

1.

Brooklyn, i^'. Y.
of Garbo.
Legs from Marlene

More and More

More Songs and
Dietrich.

3.

More combined

efforts

from Lubitsch and

Chevalier.
4.
5.

More Holidays from Ann Harding.
More Laughter from Nancv Carroll.

But—
1. No
2. No
3. No
4. No

more Aeroplane stories.
more Rogers' inane pictures.
more singing by people who can't.
more highly advertised high-powered
divorces.

5.

No more

iirticles

by Lilyan Tashman on

"How

To Keep A Husband."
Kay Harrison

Silver Screen
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TWICE AS EASY
become a popular

to

a

—

musician this simple

\

home - study way
the very thought of harsh-sounding
DOES
scales — compulsory practice and impa-

put a damper on your ambition
become a popular musician?
With such excuses as "It takes too long"

tient teachers

to

—
—

—

"I don't know the first
"It costs too much"
thing about music" are you alibiing yourself
right out of good times and a highly enjoyable

attainment?

You're the Boss
You'd take up music in a minute, wouldn't
you if you thought there was a way of
learning that made every lesson easy that
allowed you to study when, where and as
much or little as you please that encouraged
rapid progress that did not cost too much?
All right. Such a method is far from being imaginary.
It is so real that inside of a few short months

—

—

—

—

you can learn to play your favorite instrument.
Without
Without taking lessons from a teacher!
paying expensive fees! Without any tiresome technique or dry-as-dust exercises to struggle through!

Thank

School of Music for the utter
remarkable system.
It removed
completely the difficulty, boredom and extravagance
from music lessons.
It made possible the reading
and playing of music from print and picture instrucbegin
your
musical career you don't
tion.
Now to
even have to know "do" from "re" or a sharp from
a flat. Isn't that good news?
the U.

simplicity

of

S.

this

What Could Be

Easier?

Your own home is your studio. The lessons come
They consist of complete printed
to you by mail.
and all the music you need
instructions, diagrams
without extra charge.
.

A

sheet of music

is

never have to guess
what's right or wrong
you know! First you
are told how a thing
is done.
Then a pic-

—

ture shows

you how,

then you do it yourself
and hear it.
Small

wonder

it's
twice as
easy as old-fashioned
private teacher method.

.

.

not a riddle to you.

You

What Instrument
For You?
Piano

Organ

Violin
Clarinet

Ukulele

Flute

Cornet
Piccolo

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Guitar

'Cello

Trombone

Hawaiian Steel Guitar

Play Your
Favorites

Italian

Instead of just
scales you are
ing real tunes

actual

notes

play-

from

— right

from the very first
lesson on.
Sooner
than you realize you

for

Sight Singing
Piano Accordion

May 1931

and German

Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture

Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum,
5-String or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

will

be bringing cheer to the folks at

home with your

playing. Gradually
you gain confidence and professional
expression. Then parties, popularity,
orchestra work follow in short order.
You'll know how good it feels to be
out of the wallflower class and into
the whirl of things to be able to
provide musical enjoyment for others
whenever you are called upon.

—

Don't be afraid to begin your lessons at once. Over six hundred thousand people learned to play this modern
way and found it easy as A-B-C.
Forget that old-fashioned idea that
you need special "talent." Just read
the list of instruments in the panel,
decide which one you want to play,
and the U. S. School will do the
rest.
And bear in mind no matter
which instnunent yo\i choo.se, the
cost in each case will average the
same just a few cents a day.

—

—

Free

instrument in half the time and for
j ust a fraction of what old slow methods
cost.
If

you

—

play

if

really want
friends,

new

learn to
times,
increased into

good

popularity, and
to you
take this opportunity to make your dreams come
true.
Now! Sign the coupon and
send it before it's too late. Instruments supplied when needed, cash
or credit.
U. S. School of Music,
1195 Brunswick Bldg., New York
City.
social

come appeal

U.

S.

—

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

1195 Brunswick Building,

New York

City.

Please send me your free book, "Mueio
Lessons in Your Own Home, with introduction by Dr. Frank Crane. Free Demonstration
Lesson and particulars of your easy payment
plan. I am interested in tlie following course:
"

Book and

Demonstration Lesson
Have you above InBtrumcnt?

Our wonderful illustrated Free
Book and Free Demonstration Lessons explain

about this remarkThey prove jvist how

all

able method.
anyone can learn to play his favorite

fj^me
Address
City

State

—
9

."

—

.

oopeei

BACHELOR
FATHER
GREAT (M-G-M)

Marion Davies, with
Ralph Forbes as her
leading man, makes the
most of this farce about
the illegitimate daughter whose irascible English
father offers her a home.

—

CAPTAIN

A

rollicking, fantastic
comedy about a staid

APPLEJACK

GOOD

Englishman who

(Warners)

finds

adventure among buccaneers. John Halliday and Mary Brian perform
nicely, but this isn't a super-special.

»

—

CHARLEY'S

With Charlie Ruggles

AUNT
GOOD (Columbia)

playing the part of the

aunt, this old comedy
whole cast is good.

is

COLLEGE
LOVERS
FAIR

helpful lad who poses
friend's
as
his
best
funnier than ever. The

A
a

(Warners)

college picture with
football game but

DEPARTMENT

TALKIES
TABLOID
in

you

who

falls

man

Foster.

—

.

<^._.

ONLY SAPS

This causes smiles but
few belly laughs. Leon

WORK
GOOD

(Paramount)

Errol of the collapsible
knees plays a lovable
crook who gets the hero, Richard Arlen, into
Mary Brian is the heroine.
difficulties.
.

A

swell picture for the
public that likes West-

GREAT (Pathe)

erns.

who

a second which

in

Clara Bow deserves better than this.
Just a
mediocre story about
the innocent usherette
in love with a crook, played by Nor-

PAINTED
DESERT

(Reviewlets of pictures previously reviewed at length that
tell

NO

LIMIT
FAIR (Paramount)

Bill
daughter.
head the cast.

—

are the best films to see or to
stay away from. Use these as
your guide to entertainment.)

GOOD

(Fox)

only Jack Whiting.

CAESAR

COSTELLO
CASE

POOR

(Sonoart)

takes five reels to find out

cop
killed him.

the Irish

who

FAIR

An

WARNING
GOOD (Fox)

love.
is

•

ME

AGAIN
(First

who

out-of-door picture
that the children will

George O'Brien

Nat.)

fast-shooting

the

young hero and George Brent the

FAIR

Edward G. Robinson
(First

Nat.)

A

is

KISS

Realistic gangster film.

GREAT
very poor mystery
yarn about a murdered
gangster. Tom Moore

villain.

— #—
"Shades

of Victor
Herbert!" whispered
on
our left.
the lady
Beroice

swell voice, but the story's so
help it much.

Claire

weak

has

a

the cast can't

LION

AND

Not exactly keyed
adult intelligence.

about some low English crooks who misa member of another gang

take a nobleman for
and "put him on the spot."

10

to

splendid

a

per-

Young

of the rise and downfall of a gangster.

Doug

Fairbanks

is

grand, too.

MAN TO
MAN
FAIR

This moves too slowly.
It's about a sensitive

(Warners)

boy

who

father
Phillips

Hyams,

Holmes gives

learns that his

is

a

jailbird.

a fine performance as the

golf.

He

She takes
takes

a

holiday and finds out what's happening on the
links. Tommy Clifford is grand as her caddie.

—

REACHING FOR
THE MOON

GOOD (United Artists)
breezy and peppy as
Daniels.

Douglas Fairbanks, Sr.,
comes back in modern
clothes as the wizard of
Wall Street. He's quite
he makes love to Bcbe

REDUCING

GOOD

Marie Dressier and
Moran in a hi-

(M-G-M)

Polly

boy.

larious farce about a
beauty parlor owned by Polly. One long laugh.
Anita Page and Sally Eilers help out the love

MAN WHO

interest.

This isn't the best that
the Gay nor-Farrell team
can do, but go, anyway, just to see Janet
and Charlie together again, even though they're

CAME BACK
GOOD (Fox)
a bit miscast.

It's

gives

formance in this story

.

THE LAMB
POOR (.Columbia)

neglects

his wife, Leila

up

LITTLE

—

Edmund Lowe
for business.

The whole campus
adores the heroine, Marian Nixon, but she loves

about a boy

Boyd and Helen Twelvetrees

PART-TIME
WIFE

without a touchdown.

It's

loves his enemy's

NEW
MOON
GOOD (M-G-M)

— —
ter

GREAT
formance.

.<«>.

The

ROYAL FAMILY
OF BROADWAY

story doesn't mat-

when you can hear

Lawrence Tibbett and

Grace

Moore

Grace Moore plays a gorgeous princess
one, and Tibbett a Russian lieutenant.

Ina Claire

is

simply
good.

amazing

per-

^.<^n

SUNNY
FAIR
girl,

set

and stagey.
Marilyn Miller is airy
and graceful as a circus
doesn't come up to the standard
Stilted

(First Nat.)

sing.
in this

Sophisticated satire on
the Barrymores. FredMarch gives a
ric

(Paramount)

but this

by "Sally."

[Continued on page 80]
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Not Mere Reprints!
Please bear in mind that every book listed on this page is a
We have distributed many millions of
popular copyright.
classical reprints, but now we are ready to offer the public
Every book listed on
a great library of popular copyrights.
literary property.
exclusive
You cannot get
is
our
page
this
Considering that they are POPULAR
them in any other form.
COPYRIGHTS the price of 2 books for $1 is an unbeAll books set in type that is easily read.
lievable bargain!

20 books for $1

^AKE YOUR PICK of the books

this page at the rate of
absolutely guarantee that every book you order from this announcement is a popular copyright that cannot be purchased elsewhere.
We have become famous for reprints of the classics, but now we enter

listed

on

'

And we

the field of popular
copyrights m a big way!

^j^l PAY THE POSTAGE
To Any Address in the World!
14 30

14 What Every Girl Should

Know

1

19 Story of Nietzsche's Philoso-

Durant

phy.

25 Rhyming Dictionary
39 Story of Aristotle's PhilosoDurant
phy.
42 Origin of Human Race
53 Insects and Men Instinct "S's.
Reason. Clarence Darrow.
56 Dictionary of U. S. Slang
5 8 Tales from Decameron,
;

Choose Popular Copyrights

at 20

Boccaccio
72 Color of Life and Love
7 4 Physiology of Sex Life
82 Common Faults in English
83 Evolution of Marriage
87 Nature of Love
91 Manhood: Facts of Life
92 Hypnotism Explained
9 7 Self-contradictions of Bible

BOOKS for $X
89

9
9

Mr. E. Haldeman-Julius has
chosen more Best Sellers than
any editor in the history of
printing.
His goal is the
sale of a billion books. Will
he reach this objective ? Look
over the list of Popular Copyevery book
rights he edited
and judge for
on this page

——

yourself.

raphy
439 My 12 Y'ears in a Monas-

McCabe

tery.

440 Baseball; How to Play.
446 Psychology of Religion
447 Auto-Suggestion How It
:

Works
449 Auto-Suggestion and Health
4

52 Diet, of Scientific Terms
Made Plain

467 Evolution

47 3 Lives of Chorus Girls

475 Develop Sense of Humor
479 How N. Y. Girls Live
488 How .Not to be a Wall-Flower
491 Psychology for Beginners
493 Novel Discoveries in Science
501 How to Tie All Kinds of
Knots
503 Short History of Civil War
5 09 Are We Machines? Clarence

Darrow
518

How

52

Death and

4

529
53 6

Its

Problems
4

556 Hints on Eti(iuette
55

7

Is the

Moon

a

Dead World?

603 The Electron Theory
606 How to Play Chess
609 Are the Planets Inhabited?
62 7 Short History of the Jews
629 Handbook of Legal Forms
637 German-English Dictionary
639 4,000 Most Essential English

64 4
64 5

Words

Women Who
Confidential

Lived for Love
Chats with

Wives
Sexual Rejuvenation
653 Wliat Boys Should Know
65 4 What Young Men Should
64 8

Know
What Young Women
Should Know
65 6 What Married Men Should
Know
657 What Married Women
Should Know
65 5

658 Toasts for all Occasions
661 Neurotic America and the
Sex Impulse
679 Chemistry for Beginners
6S1 Spelling Self Taught
682 Grammar Self Taught
683 Punctuation Self Taught
687 U. S. Con.stitution
688 Teeth and .Mouth Hygiene
659 Woman's Sexual Life
69

Man's Sexual Life

691 Child's Sexual Life
696 How to Pronounce Proper

Names

86
87

8

10 09

pronounced
03 Physiology Self Taught
70 4 Facts About Palmistry
7 05 100 Professions for Women
710 Botany for Beginners
715 Auction Bridge for
Beginners
717 Alodern Sexual Morality
72 4 Burbank Funeral Oration.
72 6

Judge Lindsey
Facts About Venereal
Diseases

727 Ps.vchology of Affections
73
Mistresses of Today
731 Mental Differences of Men
and Women
73 4 Book of Useful Phrases
759 How to Conquer Stupidity
76 7 Facts About Astrology
768 Best Jokes About Lawyers
7 73 Good Habits and How to

Form Them
775 First Aid for Investors
777 Riddle of Human Behavior
781 Catholicism and Sex
7 82 Psycho-Analysis: Mind and
Body
784 Association Tests in PsychoAnalysis
789 Digest of U. S. Marriage
and Divorce Laws
800 Sex in Psycho- Analysis
801 A Rapid Calculator
804 Freud on Sleep and Sexual

Dreams

Make Candy

to

Woman the Criminal
Wliat Women Beyond
Should Know

Sex Symbolism. Fielding
Is Life Worth Living?

810
815
816
817
819

Scandals of Paris Life
Diet, of Familiar Quotations
Shakespearean Quotations

Her Burning Secret

Book of Strange Murders
Jnkes About Married Life
82
821 Improve Your Vocabulary
82 2 Rhetoric Self Taught
853 English Composition Self

Taught
835 Handbook

of Useful Tables
841 Future of Religion.
842 Best Jokes of 1925
843 Can You Control Conduct?

Clarence Darrow
845 Facts to Know About Fortune Telling
8 46 Womanhood: Pacts of Life
847 How to Plav Card Games
85
Bad Habits and How to

Break Them
851 Bible Mvths and Legends
853 How to Know the Songbirds
855 How to Write Letters
856 Arithmetic Self Taught,
1
85 7 Arithmetic Self Taught.
2
85 S Psychology of Leadership
802 German Self Taught
864 Chats With Husbands
86 9 Best Jokes of 192 7
872 Manual Parliamentary Law
876 Curiosities of Mathematics
877 French Cooking for
Amateurs
879 Best Jokes About Preachers
8 82 Psychology of Character
Building
883 Debate on Capital Punish-

Mankind Progressing?
Clarence Darrow
to

Be Happy Though

Married
Rational Sex Ethics
Book of Popular Jokes
Cleopatra and Her Loves.
Harmony Self Taught
How to Talk and Debate
Art of Kissing
The Art of Courtship
How to Play the Piano
Recipes Home Cooking
Latin Self Taught

988
995
997
999
1000 Wonders of Radium
1003 How to Think Logically
1
4 How to Save Money
1005 How to Enjoy Orchestra
Music
1006 Children's Games
Revolt Against Religion.
1 007
100

697 4.000 Words Often Mis7

Sorrow

2

1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1018
102

Origin of Religion. McCabe
Typewriting Self Taught
Amateur Magic Tricks
French-English Dictionary
Best Negro Jokes
Best Irish Jokes
Best American Jokes
Comic Dialect Poems
Humorous Limericks
Why I Am an Infidel.
Luther Burbank

1021 Italian Self Taught
1023 Popular Recitations
1030 World's Great Religions
10 49

How

to

Sing

1051 Cause and Nature

Sections

1056 Devil's Dictionary.
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Sally Forth
'THE

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,
will be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.

But she's scolded if she ansvvers questions
about religion and she can't give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
into the movies. Write Sally at SILVER

XY

Z: So you've sent your questions to fifty
magazines, no less! You wouldn't tell a
There
little white lie, now, would you?
aren't that many movie magazines in existence.
Ralph Forbes was born in London, England,
on September 30, 1901. He is an only child. He
was educated at Denstone College, England. He
I'm
•is even better looking off screen than on.
sorry, but I don't know whether or not he served
in the

World War.

KAREN

half as pretty as the

were only
picture you drew of me!
Anna Q. Nilsson is well again. But 1 don't
think she'd want me to give her age. She's been
away from the screen for two years.
Mary Pickford is thirty-seven, Connie Bennett
If 1

:

twenty-five.

Constance Bennett's latest picture

BUDDY

"The

COOK;

Joe E. Brown was born July
Kenneth MacKenna was born
1899. Kenneth and Kay Francis are

1892.

28,

August

now

is

Way."

Easiest

19,

married.

glad you realized I couldn't answer you in the next issue,
however much I'd like to. Renee isn't playing
in any picture at the present time- She's ill in a
sanitarium at Prescott, Arizona. She was divorced from Tom Moore in 1925.
Renee is five feet one and weighs 107 pounds.
Before she made "The Big Parade," she made
•

"Women Who

Give," "Excuse Me,"

"Man

word that her

She looks at the world out ot
and only when she is startled does

half-shut lids
she fully open her eyes.

Cute

little

The effect is devastating.
Dorothy Lee is nineteen.

BILL FERRIN: Anita Page's real name is Anita
Pomarcs.

She

lives

Hollywood.
Anita is twenty years
August 4, I9I0.

with her parents
old,

in

having been born

a

all.

Her latest picture is "The Easiest Way,"
which Connie Bennett stars. She'll also appear
"Gentleman's Fate," with John Gilbert.

CURIOUS BERTHA:

in

in

Charles Rogers has a

younger brother, Bruce,
Charles "Buddy."

who

always called

That's what started the nick-

name.
Lillian

Roth

is

clever

comedienne,

she

New

York, she received

was dying. She was terribly hurt, but she went on with her act.
I
think that shows that if she ever had any temfiance

perament, she has conquered

INDIANA
les,

May

:

it.

Dorothy Lee was born

in

Los Ange-

23,1911.

Dorothy Jordan is five feet two and weighs 98
Her eyes aren't blue at all they're
gray.
But maybe they look blue in certain

—

pounds.
lights.

She isn't married. She leads a very quiet and
sheltered life, and doesn't go out much o' nights.
Her hair is a golden blonde.
And right here and now let's spike the rumor
that she's cross-eyed. Her eyes don't photograph
as beautifully as they should, because one is a
little lighter blue in shade than the other, but

and

Maid," and a few others.
Johnny Hincs is a free lance and works very

being

to

showed that she possessed tremendous dramatic
possibilities in "The Vagabond King."
When Paramount let her go, the company said
it liked Lillian's work but not her temperament.
Recently when Lillian was playing in vaudeville at the Palace in

and beautiful.

that's

RENEE ADOREE FAN: I'm so

addition

45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

SCREEN,

going to make a few shorts.

she ever gets a good enough offer, I think she'll
come back to the screen for feature work. In
If

irregularly.

Anita Page

is

five feet

two and weighs 118

pounds.

Mary Brian's height is the same as Anita's but
she weighs only 105 pounds.

MARLENE: Lew Ayres has appeared in seven
pictures

since

he got a

"bit"

part

in

"Sophomore." His first big chance was in
"The Kiss" with Greta Garbo.
Charles Farrell's real name is just that, but
Janet Gaynor was christened Laura Gainer.

PEEKING

PETER: Marilyn Miller is engaged
Michael Farmer, but if you ask me for the
lowdown on it all, I think one engagement
more or less doesn't mean a thing in Marilyn's
to

life.

Previous to her marriage with Jack Pickford
she was married to Frank Carter, who died in
1920.

The only way you can reach Marilyn is by
writing to her at Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank,

Robert Montgomery is married to
Elizabeth Allen, and their cute little
daughter is named Martha Bryan.
Bob's going to appear next with Norma

GINGER:

Shearer in "Strangers

May

California.

ANXIOUS

BELLA: Phillips Holmes is the son
of Taylor Holmes, of stage fame, and what
could be more American than that?
Phil is 21 and is six feet in height.

Kiss."

SWEDISH NIGHTINGALE:

What, another

Garbo! For me there's only one. Not that
I do; but
I don't admire Marlene Dietrich.
Garbo's my first and greatest love.
Marlene Dietrich was born in Berlin, Germany
on December 27. She doesn't give the year.
She's a gorgeous blonde with red-gold hair and

JENNIE: Una

Merkel is 23 years old, blonde,
and has a rich Southern drawl. She was born
in',Covington, Kentucky, but received her education in Philadelphia schools. She made a hit on
the New York stage in "Coquette."
Her big chance in pictures came as the result of
chance, fate, or what have you? Three \ ears ago
she took a silent picture test, but nothing came
of it. Then when D. W. Griffith wanted someone for the feminine lead in "Abraham Lincoln,"
he took one look at the test and called for Una.
Her latest role in pictures is in "Don't Bet On
Women," with Jeanette MacDonald.

blue eyes.
She attended a private school at Weimar. Her
parents thought she'd be an excellent musician,
but they didn't dream that she'd be a great acShe took singing lessons and studied the
tress.
She would never have started on her
violin.
stage career if it hadn't been for an accident.
She injured her left hand and that forced her to

give up her violin lessons for six months. During
that time she entered Max Reinhardt's school of
the drama.

BRIGHT EYES: Mary

Brian isn't married, but
Her next picture,
"Gun Smoke," is with Richard Arlen.
Buddy Rogers reads as much of his fan mail as
it

isn't for lack of suitors.

he possibly can.

Greta Garbo's eyes are blue and very strange
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BLONDIE OF CANADA: Yes,
Do you remember Victor Seathe director of Garbo
and Gish in the old silent days?
He's back in his native Sweden

doesn't deny

acting in their silent films

Smith.

strom,

Ruth Mix, who

appears in "Red Fork Range," is the daughter of Tom Mix.
Doug Fairbanks, Jr., is the son of Beth Sully.
Marv Pickford is thirty-seven years old, and
it.

Lawrence Tibbett's wife

is

Grace Mackcy

Silver Screen
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cA Challenge

We

to

Keen Observation!-

Present This Original Test For

An

Opportunity

To Win $700.00 Cask
No sport of today surpasses in thrills or skill the
chariot races of ancient Greece and Rome.
And in
those pompous days, not even the return of a victorious
general created a greater stir, for often the contenders
in these famous races were national heroes, famed as
wfarriors.
The excited populace crowded to witness
the spectacle of these great drivers matching their skill,
risking life and
wits and daring in the arena below
limb as they guided their horses through perilous openings or rounded a sharp curve without slackening their
Their horses responded quickly seemed to
speed.
catch the spirit of the race, for they were chosen with
care and trained to amazing perfection.

—

—

Now in the illustration above, which pictures one of
these great races, a surprising thing has happened. Just
at the moment the artist chose to picture the horses, he
caught full or partial views of them which appear to
be alike. In fact, at first glance, comparing what you
can see of the different horses, many of them appear to
be identical. But, just as the drivers of old needed a
keen eye to see the opportunity to speed through an
for

May 1931

opening

to victory, so must you have a keen eye to find
the only two horses, of the twelve pictured above,
which are exactly alike.
Of all the horses shown either in full or in parttwo, and only two, are identical in every visible detail
in harness, ornaments, markings, position of legs and
head, etc. Will you be successful in finding them ? That's
the test. Duplicate prizes will be paid in case of ties.
There are Ten First Prizes Ten new 1931 Chevrolet
Sedans or Ten prizes of $600.00 each and several extra
prizes of $100.00 besides for being prompt, making ten
total cash prizes of $700.00 each.
total of $7940.00
will be paid to the winners selected by their grades
when the final decision in this friend-making-prize distribution is made. No answers accepted from persons
living outside U. S. A. or in Chicago. No obligation.
So look closely and if you think you have found the
only two identical horses, just mail their numbers
promptly by letter or by card to

—

A

W.

Room

229

C.

DTLBERG,

Pul)licity Director,

N. Dearborn Street, Chicago,

Illinois
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Silver Screen

seems to be trouble brewing on the Gary
And you can have
Cooper-Lupe Velez horizon.
going around about
rumors
the
your own choice of

HERE

T
them.

whispers says that Gary and Lupe are just
step more than
a settled married couple, havmg taken the
Yuma.
town,
desert
little
two years ago in that
and
Other whispers hiss that the romance is all over
gentleman
well-known
very
a
that Lupe has a new love,
about Hollywood.
Lupe denies both stories and Gary never says anything

One

set of

anyway.

Hollywood as to how Virginia
Farrell-Jobyna RalstonCharles
Valli will fit into the
Richard Arlen family. Charlie and Dick were the closest

SPECULATION

is rife

in

them. When
of pals as extras and stardom didn't separate
Dick got married, Joby stepped in and darned sox for both
comboys, and ever since the three have been inseparable
the question is whether Virginia will fit
panions. Now
into the combine and
separate two somes.

make

it

a foresome, or

two very

has been making
Big Trail
he has been going for Virginia Cherrill, of "City Lights
fame, also in a big way.
But it seems there used to be a little Spanish girl in
whom John was interested. And it seems she has the usual
her machete,
fiery Spanish disposition and is sharpening
love. They
lost
avenging
in
use
you
weapon
or whatever
in 'The
'

.

is

quite worried.

Movietown was rocked to its foundations the other
day when Edna Best walked out of "Cheri-Beri,"
girl
Gilbert's next picture. And what a reason the

ALL
John

<

back in
gave! She said she was lonesome for her husband
New York and that a career or a contract counted as
nothing when it came to being separated from him. Fancy

for

May 1931

most English and most

attractive.

has lately visited even Silver Screen. Our
Harriet Parsons is going to be a June bride and
played the
the very lucky lad is Edward Woods, who

LOVE
J

own

hysterical

boy

CLARA

in

"Mother's Cry."

BOW'S

troubles

with her former

secretary,

Daisy DeVoe, are over. Daisy,'found guilty of theft,
was sentenced to five years, eighteen months of which she
After that,
will actually have to serve in the county jail.

was found
she will be released on probation. The day she
letter bega
write
to
sickbed
a
of
out
guilty, Clara arose
of
ging inercy for the girl who had been found unworthy
us.
ask
you
act,
if
generous
pretty
a
was
her trust. Which
private
Wetherby
Mrs. Henry
KAY HAMMOND,
the "gahs" and "goos" of a
now
B.

fifth,

weighing seven pounds.

the days
CARR, who
MARY
many touching performances
in

mother

in

listening to

baby son, born on February

^

boy who
SINCE John Wayne,,"the former property
good in a big way,

^

shall,

life, is

clicked

do say that handsome John

cameras!
an old-fashioned lass like that lost among the
Edna held up production for a couple of days but she s
husbeen forgiven. The promise is that her very charming
band will shortly be signed up, too. He's Herbert Mar-

who would

have

of silent films, gave

as a poverty-stricken
to be sent over the hills to the

poor-house, is now really poverty-stricken and bankrupt.
Her only assets are a wedding ring and a few personal behuslongings. She has been trying to support her invalid
calls
few
been
have
there
but
children,
six
her
band and
don't seem to
for her since talkies came in. Her children
get the breaks, either.

was because she signed a new contract with
MAYBE
Warners', ormaybe not, but Paramount wanted togive
it

Francis a role as a maid. The idea probably made her
Kay produced a doctor's certificate to show why
[Continued on page 42]
play in the picture.
couldn't
she

Kay
ill,

for
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"Why

GARBO

IS

the

^cience
VieXvs the Qlorious Qreta

and

Discovers

Man

She Loves (the Last

One

Yow'd

the Secret of

that

Suspect)

the

is

Her Charm

WHEN

the editor of this magazine first asked me
psychological interpretation of Greta
Garbo, I felt that, not knowing the lady personally nor having had the privilege of actually "psychoanalyzing" her, the task would be a difficult one, if not,
indeed, a job quite impossible.
"But," insisted the editor, "nobody really understands
Garbo. Her few intimate friends adore her but are baffled
by her. We all know she is a great artist. We
know that off screen she is without affectation.
But that doesn't explain why this tall, lanky
Swedish girl has changed the hairdress and the
manner of a million other worshipping girls. It
doesn't explain why this woman who lives alone,
who has had no scandal attached to her name, is
still regarded as a great siren.
She breaks all the
accepted rules of beauty and charm.
Tons of
printed words have been written about her. But
has not science perhaps in this case the court of
last appeal
some sort of an explanation to offer
as to why Garbo is the world's love ideal?"
I had to confess that this moody, aloof, shy, indifferent yet insistently glamorous and winning personality
withal did constitute a challenge to that science of
the mind which seeks to probe deeply into the "whys"
and "wherefores" of human conduct and bring to light
to the light of consciousness
the subtle and repressed
mechanisms lurking in the unconscious part of individuals.
And the longer I pondered the problem the clearer the
possible, nay probable, solution became. I could see that,
considered from the psychoanalytical angle, Greta Garbo's
unusual reactions at once were understandable. And so,
like Einstein, who propounded a theory of the universe
without being able to check it up, I have evolved a psychological theory which seeks to make plain the "whv
of
Garbo while at the same time showing the reasons for
her unprecedented popularity.
for

a

—

—

—

—

—

"

Garbo,
Garbo's appeal

not sex appeal,
says Dr. Bisch.
It is her lonely
search for the perfect love that
brings all humanity to her feet

16

is

I

believe,

is

harboring a powerful father complex.

Admit this and the mist of uncertainty and contradiction
which surrounds her personality at once lifts.
Now science knows that every girl has a father complex
whether she wills

it

or not, and that the strength of this

Silver Screen

—

Love

World's
father attraction determines
what kind of a man she falls in

Louis E, Bisch, M»D., Ph. D.

love with and marries, if, indeed, she falls in love and marries at all.

ending, would not the natural explanation be that he did not fulfill her father complex strivings?
Jack is not at all the paternal
type. There is too much "little

boy"

In other words, since the
father is the first male a girl
becomes acquainted with, there
are implanted in her mind ideals
of the opposite sex which are

in

him

for that.

Alongside a strong father

fixa-

tion there usually exists in such
types what is called a colorful

"family romance." By this is
meant not only a powerful love,

dominated by the concept of the
Kindness, understanding
and affection, for instance, displayed by the father, would be-

as such, for one's

father.

own

family,

but also a tendency to want to
be with them always, to miss
them when absent, and a desire
to help them and elevate them
in every way possible.
For corroboration of these tendencies in Garbo we have only

come the qualities of character
which would invariably rouse
love in a daughter whenever she
met these qualities in a stranger.
Such a girl, meeting a man
who showed these traits pro-

to remember how generally homesick she is and how, to this day,

nouncedly, could not help but
fall in love with him.
Now then, suppose no such
man with these special outstanding traits came along? Then she

would remain cold

Ideal

after four years of

she

Hollywood,

retains there all the earof a foreigner.
And behas there ever been a

still

marks
sides,

to any suitor

daughter more eager than she

no matter what other fine qualities he might possess. And, furthermore, should the father be a
most exceptional man, the daugh-

to make the folks at home comfortable and so, in a measure,
overcome the memory of the pri-

consequence finding it exceedingly difficult to duplicate

they are said to have endured

vations and even poverty

ter in

together?
In Greta

his particular traits of character,

such a young lady would most
certainly be doomed to spinsterhood.
To be sure, no girl actually
and consciously realizes these
hidden love motives. Not only
that, every man she meets be-

Dr. Bisch is one of America's most
famous psychologists. He has "ana-

comes

lyzed"

—

a possibility
that is, a
possibility so far as displaying,
on better acquaintance, the dom-

many

of this country's greatest

people and his writings are widely
syndicated. Read what this man has
to say of the world's greatest siren

inating traits which, alone, can
hold her sex interest.
We do, of course, know for a
fact that Greta Gustafsson's
father died when she was only
fourteen years of age. Just the years, you will admit
those highly emotionalized years of adolescence when a
girl's ideal of her father can fairly run riot.
In other
words, Garbo's hero her father was snatched away
before she had had time to check up on it, as it were,
to discover that he had faults, too, like other men.
And
so she was left with a highly idealized memory of him.
No doubt, he soon became a sort of dream hero a man who
never, never could really be duplicated again in actual life.
Garbo's feeling of gratitude to Mauritz Stiller, the
director who "discovered" her and brought her to this
country a man much older than she must surely be
interpreted as a duplicated father affection. And concerning her romance with John Gilbert and its unsatisfactory

—

—

—

—

—

—

j

or
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which

—

——————^—

Garbo we

find

many

things in one.
Some say it is
her inscrutability that charms.
To others it is her repression.
There are those who find a certain naivete, a kind of sweet innocence in her portrayals. Still
others see her as a bewildered
adolescent like themselves. Often she is considered a vamp.
And one woman I know, suggested that to her Garbo was the
perfect mother type although she
had never seen her hold a baby.
Yes, there are many facets

to Garbo's personality.
And
that is the secret of her universal appeal.
In her various film appearances she presents many different sides.
And therefore any woman, no matter what her own
father complex may be, can readily identify herself with
the actress and experience the same emotions as Garbo
herself portrays on the screen.
If Garbo did not have a strong father complex, she
probably could not be so multi-sided.
And it it were
conscious to her in its entirety she probably could not stir
up these many moods in her beholders through sheer acting talent.
For if this greatest actress of the screen is anything at
all she is natural.
Her movement and facial expression
come almost without biddmg. [Continued on page 80]
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Reflecting

the

Hollywood
is Silver Screen's prize winning slogan.
Selected from the more than one hundred thousand
slogans submitted. Silver Screen's judges chose this five
word slogan as most nearly epitomizing the spirit of this

That

magazine.
Silver Screen, reflecting the magic of Hollywood.
Don't you think yourself it has a nice sound?
The slogan was submitted by Mrs. Ina E. Barres of 354
Hollenbeck St., Rochester, New York.
We called Mrs. Barres by long distance telephone to inShe could hardly talk
form her of her good fortune.
But she told us this much. She is a housefor joy.
wife and her husband is a ladies' tailor. They have two
children, a girl and a boy, and the family dream has always
been to own a little home in the suburbs of Rochester.
That's what the prize money will go for buying a plot
of land on which to build the dream house. Charming,
Mrs. Barres also told us this contest was the
isn't it?
first one she had ever entered, and promised to have her
picture taken to run in our June issue.
Now, as to the contest itself. It began, as you know,
in our December, or second issue. Entries came not only
from every state in the United States, but from every
country in the world. They came by letter, by
telephone, by wire, and by cable. The contest
closed midnight, January 10th, 1931There were scarcely any contestants satisfied
with sending in one mere slogan. The average
person sent three or four. Some ambitious souls
went as high as eight hundred apiece.

—

The quality

of

them

all

was surprisingly

fine.

There were, of course, some pets. There was
the reader who called Silver Screen "Her

Bedtime Passion." Another one said, "Hollywood Has
the Best Shaped Legs," which is a fact, but not a slogan.
Another called us "The It That Glyn Forgot," but we
had a notion he was kidding us slightly; and there was
the fan who said we were a Boop-poop-a-doop magazine,
which isn't so bad after all.
All in all, it was a grand contest. It was interesting to
note which slogans appeared most often. There were about
ten thousand that called us "The Mirror of Hollywood."
It

was

also interesting to see

how Hollywood's

favorite

noun, passion, has got about. Besides the Bedtime Passion,
there were lots of other kinds.

The judges were forced, necessarily, in order to be fair,
to exclude slogans that mentioned the names of other publications. They eliminated also all slang phrases, vivid as
they are, just because they might be "old hat" in a year or
so. But even with all these "kills" the final choice had to
be made from some three hundred most excellent subtitles.
There was one, "The Magazine of Youth and Beauty,"
that the judges favored very much but out it had to go
because it was a word too long.
The editor of this magazine and the judges want to take
this occasion to thank all the people who entered the conYou were all pretty wondertest.
ful and the spirit of fair play you
apprerevealed was thrilling.
respect
ciate your interest.

—

We
We

your intelligence.

And we

are

deeply grateful for your support.
We offer our congratulations to
Mrs. Barres, the winner. And to
all the others, we salute you and
say, "Better luck next time."

Girl
ho
wno

love

1

L au
Little
Renee Adoree who loved

much

too

is

now

life

is

beguiling

weary hours in a sanitarium
at Prescott, Arizona

THE

story of the candle

ten

many, many years

ago, but every so often

it

The end came for her with only one friend,
ZaSu Pitts, representing the love she had
of her
fame, when she panicked
us in "The Big Parade"

Each of them loved life and laughter too well.
But it is to Renee Adoree that those Hollywoodians who
pause occasionally in the mad rush of life in the town of
today giving thought.

Renee, a wasted

shadow of the once vivacious girl who won our hearts in
"The Big Parade," is paying the price of her gaiety on a
white cot in a Prescott, Arizona, sanitarium, a cot made
possible to her by the generosity of Marion Davies.
Renee is penniless.
have deserted her.

Her "playmates" of better days

The flame of her life is flickering.
When Wally Reid first came into fame he was young,
handsome, robust. The light of his personality shone like
a million candles rolled into one.
And there was welcome
written upon every beam. Reckless abandon was his chief
enemy. Life was fast and swift for Wally, and as the days
flew past, he steadied jumpy nerves with stronger wine and
madder music. The more rapidly life went, the faster
Wally lived to keep pace with it until that fatal day
when the friendly arms of a hospital closed upon him,

—

never to open again.
Barbara La Marr had stepped suddenly from the shadows
of obscurity into the brilliant glare of fame. Her idea of
life was living.
The days might be made for working, but
the nights were for love and laughter and music and wine.
She often said, "One loves to live only because one lives
to love."
j

r
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died striving to find.
Then there was Mabel Normand gay
little Mabel, who couldn't stand solitude.
She was a nervous, high-strung girl who
could see no reason for resting when a whirl with a gay
throng pepped her up as much as did eight hours of sleep.
But the time soon came when she was alone with doctors
and nurses. The night she died, the old crowd were all at
a merry party and laughingly autographed one of her old
photos to tell her she wasn't forgotten!
Renee Adoree should have closed her door against the
pleasure swarms. She didn't, though
and they clustered
about her, taking her strength.
Renee didn't mind. She loved them. She fed them
hilarity in its most advanced form.
No night was ever
long enough to cover one of Renee's parties. They were
the gaudy, fantastic screen that robbed her memory of an
unloved babyhood. Thev wiped out the bitterness of circus life, the stinging whip of a dancing master, the loss of
a father, four years of war, waiting on street corners in a
cold London fog, black coffee in railroad stations, two
marriages that failed, stardom that never was reached,
money she earned but never received.
They were the tinsel that shone like gold the stimulant
that kept the little actress on her feet long after her lungs

Renee at the height

figures.

are

another

Bob Moak

bobs

new

—

celluloid

just

By

fable in HollyIt becomes the story of
the darlings of fame flying too
close to the bright flames of
desire, and getting their wings
The first great story of that kind was
that of Wallace Reid. There have been
others since Barbara La Marr, Mabel
Normand, and Alma Rubens, all tragic
a

now

Hollywood Soh Story

and the moths was writ-

up as
wood!

Renee Adoree

—

—

—

had failed her!
But they also obscured her view of the future. Never
once did she see the doors of the sanitarium yawning.
Fits of coughing shook her frail shoulders and hemorrhages caused her to rush out of sight lest Ramon Novarro
[Continued on page 65]
or someone else working with her
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^hat Darned
That^s

What

Called Billy

Fool, Bakewell
By

His Friends

—But Oh, How

Wrong They Were!
BAKEWELL has a square jaw.
BILLY
Billy Bakewell has everything which

supposed

go with a square jaw.
me: "I don't owe a thing to myself. Whatbecome in motion pictures, I owe to my friends.

said to

ever

I

They

are the ones

who

put

me

across."
This didn't sound right to me. I told him so.
"My friends said that I was a darned fool and a lot of
other things when I left military school and started hanging around studios," he continued. "They said I hadn't a
chance. They told me that I ought to get over a lot of silly
ideas and go to work for a living.
I gazed at Billy Bakewell's jaw and he didn't have to
tell me any more. I understood him perfectly. Just enough
determination lurking behind pale blue eyes to take the
discouraging attitude of his friends to mean "I dare you!"
Just enough nerve in his make up, to reply, in the face of
hundred to one odds: "I take that dare!"
Five years ago it was when his friends scoffed. Billy was
seventeen.
he is twenty-two.
The friends are beginning to say: 'T knew him several

Now

when he wasn't so tall and went to school."
glad to have them begin this "knew him when
business. Anyone would be. But it doesn't turn his head.
And, furthermore, those who urged him not to go into

years ago
is

to

He

Edward Churchill

Bill

—

is

motion pictures

'

are still his friends.

He still is the friend of those who laughed.
And he's nice to his new friends, too.
You'd like Billy. He has a "heavy" handshake. He

has

a wide, generous smile. He's always glad to see you. He
likes to have you interested in his work. If you should

say: "I didn't like you in such-and-such a picture because
of this or that," he'd listen intently. He'd ask you why,

and what, and how. Next time, he'd do

it

differently.

the "learningest" person I know. He grabs onto
suggestions and ideas, whether they come from directors,
admirers or critics. He studies those players he knows to
be capable. He sees every picture he thinks is worth-while,
and studies it to find out why it is a success.
At twenty-two, he's still going to school the school of
experience.
When his friends told him he ought to "get out and
work," they apparently thought that acting in motion
pictures didn't entail anything more than drawing a pay
check.
Billy never had that idea.
He knew that it was a highly competitive profession.
Anyone who knows that there are 17,000 persons registered for extra work at Central Casting Bureau doesn't
have to be a genius to realize this.
And Billy has worked to get to the top.
A little more than four years ago he was an
extra. Just a kid, carrying Raymond Griffith's
train in a coronation scene.
That was his
Billy

is

—

An

opportunity which came to him
and weeks of hanging around this
and that studio, watching and waiting and
hoping for even a chance to get before a
camera. Work? Just waiting is work, when
you are young and eager and ambitious.
Few youngsters have determination enough to take rebuff
start.

after days

weeks at a time.
hit his stride, he went
ahead rapidly. He was the young
king and, at the same time, his evil
after rebuff for

Once he

twin brother,

with

in

"The Iron Mask"

Doug Fair[Continued on page 73]

his personal idol,

banks.

Billy Bakewell has a square
jaw.
Billy Bakewell is

twenty-two.
Five years
ago his friends said he
couldn't make good. He

showed them!
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.

^he Real J oan
WHENEVER
up

By

a harassed editor

hard
for good copy, she
(or he) sends out an S. O. S.
for an interview with Joan Crawford.
is

Rad

1

e

is invariably the same is
beside the point. The titles always manage to be different
e.g.: "The Resurrection of Joan Crawford"
"A Dancing Girl Reforms"
"How Love Transformed a Butter-

That the story

—

—

—

In other words, Joan s
for a writer's holiday.
ating.

up

past

is

And

it's

constantly being dug
getting a trifle nause-

I never knew Lucille Le Sueur. I never knew Joan Crawford when she was a "dancing daughter." But I do know
her now. And it is of this Joan that I am going to write,
a Joan whom I respect as an artist, admire as a person, and

value as a friend.
During the past year, Joan Crawford has made more
rapid strides than any other actress in her field. With
"Untamed," her first talking picture, she showed promise
of a ripening maturity
a richer development.
With
"Paid," she fulfilled that promise by rising to such dramatic heights that hard-boiled critics anointed her in
superlatives and a doting public went wildly ecstatic.

—

"Young Doug's

influence," said 1' homme qui sait.
"Undoubtedly," was Mother Grundy's retort.
To deny that Joan's marriage to Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

has benefited her work would be almost as foolish as confirming a Clara Bow engagement rumor.
But Douglas
doesn't deserve all the credit. Nor does he want it.
Before Joan met Douglas, she had already climbed the
ladder to success on rungs pronged with the usual obstacles attendant upon Fame and Fortune.
An indomitable
will, an overwhelming courage and a driving ambition had
carried her there. With three such "props" to fall back on,

for

May 1931

ford
C rawror

she couldn't help but succeed. Douglas's love was the final incentive.
happier now than she has ever
r t" i S
J-J
been in her life. But she is not content.
Because she knows that contentment
And she would much rather travel
stultifies ambition.

than arrive.
She takes neither her career nor her marriage for granted
Both are her "life work." Being an extremist, she is indefatigable in everything she undertakes. She even boils an
egg with passion.
She is known as the best trouper on the M-G-M lot.
Never late. Never temperamental. Never unreliable. She
doesn't take any credit for good behavior.
"It wouldn't do me the least bit of good to start any
fireworks," she explains. "No one would pay the least bit
of attention to me. You see, everyone at the studio remembers me 'When' so that now if I begin to assert my-

—

am

dismissed with a patronizing, 'There, there,
little girl, run away and play.
Musn't bother big, important picture executives!' It was only after my family
physician warned the studio that he would not be responsible for my health if I continued to work sixteen
hours a day that I was permitted an eight hour schedule.
She and Douglas are at different studios during the dav
but they always share their work together at night. Cueing each other on lines. Engaging in lengthy discussions of
characterization.
Accepting and vetoing suggestions.
Business and pleasure combined.
They enjoyed playing together in "Our Modern Maidens," but they don't think they will do a repeat. As Joan
says: "It makes the audience conscious of us instead of our
characterizations. When Douglas makes love to me, immediately they begin to wt)nder whether that is the way
he kisses me at home. Were he to act {Continued on pcige 72]
self,

I

'
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c

ow v^astm
What

Qualities

irectors

Are

Needed To Help You
Succeed In the Movies ?

And Have You
Them? Read

Qot

This,

and See What a Casting Director

Think

of

Would

You

Three studios turned Lew Ayres
down. And now he's one of our

Karen iViorley has that certain
Something. She's the girl who
commits suicide in "Inspiration"

most popular actors

DO

Meet Fred Datig, for eighteen years a casting king, and
YOU think and act originally, or do you think
for the past several years the guider of the destinies of
and act like a thousand other persons?
Do you attract attention as you walk along the Paramount players. Next to him, folks, is Dan Kelly,
who presides at Columbia, and who, before that, ruled
you overlooked by those who pass?
or
are
street,
First National. The third czar is Benny Thau, who has
Is your voice low and resonant?
Do you please those with whom you come in contact? held the throne at Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for more than a
year. We also have the pleasure of the company of Rufus
Does your personality thrill?
Have you "It"?
LeMaire, who picked stage
No, this is not a game. That
casts for years and who now
The
is, not exactly a game.
decides who shall work at
questions are based on casting
CASTING DIRECTORS
HERE'S
Warner-First National Studios.
problems, and they are designed
MOVIE ASPIRANTS.
FEEL
Lastly, we have Rex Bailey,
to measure you for motion
"If your face and your thoughts are like the
who started as an extra, but
If you are different
pictures.
thoughts of a thousand others, get out of the inwho nov/ is ruler at Radio
from other people, if you have
dustry and stay out." Fred Datig, casting director,
Pictures Studio.
a good voice, if you are attracParamount-Publix West Coast Studios.
Each one of these men will
tive to your own and the oppopersonality. Your
with
voice
must
have
a
"You
with you. He'll explain
talk
in
chance
site sex, you have a
Dan Kelly,
voice will make or break you."
his business, and how he manpictures.
Columbia Pictures.
ages it. But, before we start,
you can

HOW

ABOUT

Provided, of course,
attract attention at the right
moment, that you have either a

natural or a trained ability to
act, and that a casting director
has a part which will fit you.
He's the
Casting director?
czar of the industry as far as
I
the players are concerned.
there are a dozen
say "he"
full-fledged czars ruling those
inner kingdoms, the studios of

—

"You must have youth, attractiveness, appeal
and an ability to interpret
emotions." Benny Thau, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

for the opposite sex,

"You need a number of attributes, as well as
good posture, facial expression, and character
which, blended, make what we call personality."
Rufus LeMaire, Warner-First National Studios.
which lifts an
which radiates
which others
which transcends the physical
notice and feel." Rex Bailey, Radio Pictures.

that something
extra out of the extra class . . .

"You need

Hollywood.
I have talked with

five of the
"big shots," trying to find out two things. The first is
how much chance the average person has of making a sucThe second is to find out
cessful motion picture actor.

how those who have made good have accomplished their
purpose.
hold
I take pleasure in introducing five of those who
the fates of the stars, the future stars, and the stars of the
past in their hands.
22
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there is an interesting point of
a general nature which we
must bring out. Lew Ayres,
adjudged the most popular
actor of today in a recent newspaper contest, and author of his

which appeared in
Screen, was turned
down when he asked for small
parts in three of the above

life

story

Silver

studios

Lew had

a

part

with the Garbo

in

"The

Metro.
Tests were made of him before and after this picture and
he finally was rejected as having no possibilities! Rufus
LeMaire claims that he recommended Ayres to Columbia
but that he was turned down. Rex Bailey didn't see a
Universal snapped him up, raised
possibility in Ayres.
him to $750 a week and, a few weeks ago, kited his salary
to $2,250 a week. While the star war was on, Warner
Brothers offered him $100,000 for six pictures!
Kiss'

'

at

Silver Screen

ndrews

Norma

Shearer had

from the

start.

But

possibilities
it

berg to discover

to

So much for Lew.
show you what

a

took Thal-

them

Millions have bright eyes and curly
hair,

but Johnny

something

Mack Brown had

else

— personality

Mr. Datig.
You're
the customers what
makes you pick them, confess your
mistakes, and give us instances to
All right,
Tell

berg, also there, didn't like her. I
hired her each morning and Thalberg fired her each night.
This
procedure continued until Thalberg

back up your arguments.
Mr. Datig speaking:

"Any man

or

went with Metro, and she became

woman who

a star."

is

willing to wait for a call from
Central Casting Bureau and who is
willing to work a few days out of
the year hasn't the spark which is
needed by an actor.
The player
who succeeds is the one who,
through sheer force of his or her
personality, attracts the attention
of the casting director."
That's saying plenty.
Here's
more.
"If you look, act and think like
a thousand other persons, you
haven't a chance in motion pictures.
We need personality, originality

It took Chevalier to discover Frances
Dee. Luck played a big part. He
saw her in a studio restaurant

including Fay. The situation
looked bad. Then, I flashed a profile and a full face view of Miss
Carroll.

'That's the girl!' gasped Miss
'She has a perfect Irish
face.'
And so Nancy Carroll became a motion picture star. Even
photographs reveal personality.

Nichols.

the extras. They had personality,
which made them click immediately. Those who haven't it never

And, sometimes, people who have
plenty of personality do not register

it.

folfive

executives studied him carefully.
"Laura La Plante was a find of
f

or
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on the screen."
Just a chance Datig happened to
drag out those pictures.
"Jack Oakie," continues Datig,
"was given the part of a villam
Thar
a Western picture by Fox.
company couldn't see anything
it

"Gary Cooper crashed into the
front ranks
at
Paramount not
through my efforts alone, but
lowing a conference in which

Here's a good one. Nancy Cartoday, doesn't know exactly
how she got into motion pictures.
Here's the lowdowri.
"Miss Carroll was playing on the
stage in Los Angeles," confides
Datig.
"Anne Nichols, aiding us
in selecting the cast for the motion
picture version, personally saw
every eligible actress in Hollywood.
We offered her Fay Wray. She
turned down each and every one,
roll,

and individuality. Ifhere are 17,000 extras clamoring for a chance in
motion pictures, but not more than
a score now anywhere near the top
have graduated from the ranks of

will have

Carroll's personality registered even in a photograph. That's
how she got her big chance

mine. I hired her because I saw
that 'hidden spark' which makes an
actor or actress. I was with Universal at the time.
Irving Thal-

Just wanted
big gamble

it is.

first.

Nancy

Laura La Plante was discovered by
Casting Director Fred Datig, who
saw that "hidden spark" in her

m
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funny about him. Paramount saw behind his whiskers
and caught a glint of mischief in his eye. You see what
has happened."
For some reason, Datig confides, Universal was unable
to see the charm and winsomeness of Janet Gaynor. She
played small parts over at Universal City. But someone
with insight at Fox saw
possibilities and signed
her.

wrote beneath the slogan,

to

Dan

Kelly.

Now, we

her,

A

and the

in

knew

the blonde and
beautiful Miss Ralston
was a Paramount star,
drawing one of the biggest salaries up to that
date.

Norma

was about

mediocre."
That's a fresh slant.
It explains the passing
of many "beautiful"
people from the screen,
and the appearance of

Shearer

to take the

count at Metro when
Thalberg stepped in and
decided she had possibilities.
She had at
one time been advised to
A director discovered
get out of pictures.
Marian Nixon when she
Thalberg teamed her
offered to teach dance
steps right on the set
with Gilbert, and now
she has reached the
highest point in her
career with "The Divorcee" and "Strangers May Kiss."
Datig says that some stars have personality but lose it.
He cites many examples, and proves his point. And, in
final illustration of the difference between an extra and an
actor, he tells this one:
"Some years ago an actor I call him that but he wasn't
used to send calendars to all the casting directors. I was
among those he honored. The calendar contained his
picture, his name, and the slogan, 'For Forty Years a
Trouper.' One day a fresh extra came into my office and

—

—

cannot take

these people unless their
voice, too, has personality.
lifeless voice
will kill the best pantomimist in the world.
On the other hand, a
voice will make a success of someone who, in
other respects, is only

let out. Paramount saw
the makings of an ac-

thing everyone

Let's hear from him.
Kelly points out:
"Since the advent of
talking pictures, a new
factor has entered our
used to
business.

We

at UniShe finally was

tress

Yet.'

accept people with
screen personality.

woman

first

Not An Actor

—

And now

Later, she clicked

versal.

—And

He

didn't have that particular, peculiar,
spark which makes a real player. He never would have
And there are thousands just like him. I advise these
it.
thousands to get out of motion pictures and stay out."
Ironic, but true.

with the public. Another star made famous
Esther Ralston was a
stunt

'

Esther Ralston was a
stunt woman till Paramount discovered her
and she became a star

fresh

talent

which

is

not possessed of beauty
but of pleasing personality.

And what
ality,

is

person-

Mr. Kelly?

"Beauty is something you look at. Personalitv is
something you watch."
Kelly, by the way, is famous for this definition. Now,
to cases.

"Loretta Young got into motion pictures in a most
peculiar way I mean as a star, of course. She and her
sister, Sally Blane, used to work as extras and bit players
at the old First National studios.
"We were doing a picture with Colleen Moore. Sallv
was supposed to do a bit. Sally [Continued on page 78]

—

Silver Screen

Scoops
Again!
HERE

are

the

first

pictures

Charlie ChapHn's next

of

lead-

ing woman. Charlie discovered her
during his London visit and considers her his greatest dramatic find.

She was
is Sari Maritza.
born in China, where her father
was a prominent business man.
Sari (you pronounce it Sharee) has
been twice around the world, speaks
German and
French,
English,
Chinese, and has appeared in British

Her name

pictures.
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Everybody's

Path er

C on lessor
Revealing the

Lewis Stone,
to

Unknown

Who Listens

Other Feople^s Troubles

and

Tries

to

Help

WIS STONE

is a bit embarrassed at being everybody's father confessor. It worries him a little, too.
He's just an actor, he insists, like any other actor.
On the screen he plays whatever parts come his way.
Villains, heroes, comedy. It's all the same to him. That's
his job. As far as his off-screen self is concerned, he's an
ordinary, normal human being just like the rest of us.
He eats what everyone else eats, sleeps on the same kind
of bed. He's just a man who had a childhood like anyone
else's, he says. Who happened to drift into acting instead

IE

^

of business or a profession; lived a certain number of years,
had a certain number of experiences that we all have, and
thinks and feels and acts just like anyone else.
That's what Lewis himself believes.
Yet his fans refuse to believe a word of it. They see
else entirely in him.
actors realize that the public builds up a personality for them, out of the roles they play; a sort of type,
or average, of all th.eir pictures. Mary Pickford might be
a drunken brute who beat her poor defenseless little husband, and we'd still insist that, at heart, she was a sweet

something

Few

and girlish child. Bill Haines might be a scholarly connoisseur of art— he is, in fact but still we will always
think of him as a wisecracker. And Lewis Stone's fans
write him letter after letter telling him that he is, for
them, the ideal gentleman, the poised man-of-the-world;
grave, distinguished, elegant.
Men old enough to be his brother write him letters beginning, "Dear Dad." That may be simply because his
hair is prematurely grey. But women, too, tell him their
most intimate troubles. "I am sure a man of your experience will be able to show me a way out," they begin.
"One of my women friends saw Harold out with a blonde
last Saturday night. I am heartbroken. Shall I begin a flirtation with some other man, and
IB-CIc
'V
try to make Harold jealous?

—

T

B

for

May
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1

J

Please tell
do.
You

me what to
know about

Lewis Stone

,

is

reserved

and

retiring. He says he is just an
actor. But his fans, under-

such things."

standing him better than he
children!
Chilunderstands himself, reveal
dren by the hundreds
their hearts to him
write Lewis Stone. Their
letters, more than the
others, bring a lump to your throat. "My papa whipped
me when I did not do anything wrong. He would not
believe me. If you were my papa, you would not hurt me
all the time like my papa does."
"Dear Mr. Stone," one sixteen-year-old lad wrote, in a
misspelt scrawl, "I work from seven a. m. to five p. m. in a
cement factory. I have weak lungs, and the air here is full
of dust, and I am pretty sick and am getting sicker all the
time. Have you any odd jobs that a willing boy of 16 can
do for you? I would like to work for you, Mr. Stone."
And Mr. Stone is a little shamefaced, a little puzzled by

And

all this.

"Am

He would like to laugh it off, and he can't.
I getting venerable?" he asks. For this is the great terror of all
actors: that they are growing old! "People act as though
I'm their grandfather. They think I look like a banker,
and so they write me and ask me how they should invest
their money. I look like a business man, and so they ask
me for business advice. Some fan writer who got hard up
for material a while ago said in print that my hobby was

A few

days later a woman wrote me asking me
always advice! I guess I'm
supposed to know almost everything. And I don't. I
don't know as much as the people that write to me."
Fans write to Greta Garbo to make passionate love to
her. They write to Buddy Rogers to tell him how cute he
is.
To Betty Compson, to try
to sell her things. They write
-^^^'^ Stone to ask him fcr
mechanics.

how

J

3.

to repair her clock!
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i

S
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—

help.
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Ruby

Taylor's boy friend.

51

5

What

they use to take movies.

52

Hays bars

12 Something Will

in

54

16 Something stars do
change houses.

A

18

Gary Cooper's

19

Where Eve

David W.

when they

Griffith picture.
girl friend.

lived.

22
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What you

63

65

is

John Gilbert?

like in

a romantic

worst.

29 To accomplish.

42 Indignant (colloquial).

they strive for in football

5

To

insist

upon.

What stars
To think.

say they live

for.

70

To

32 Abbreviation of area.

"Kiss

Me

Again."

MacDonald's brother

7

Glenn Hunter's famous

8

What

9

A

"The Lottery Bride."
39 Dorothy Sebastian's home state.
44 What a broke actor

is in.

like our stars to act.

in

"Truth About Youth."

47 To disfigure.
SO

To mock.

11

commonest pos-

77 Famous producer,

now deceased.

not

America Thirst.

"Seven Faces."

15

A

24

What

25

A

they run in underworld

28

A

screen tests.

preliminary to a film contract.
the heroine

is

to the hero.

33

temperamental

84 Turned

to bone.

—

answer

as of brandy.

star's

diamond.

What

}'0u

— and

stars

— wear

67 Implied.

star's frequent

70 Regan in "Scandal Sheet."
71

Leers.

72 Twostars with butasinglenamc.

pride of the O'Malley's.

What

78 Note in Guido's scale.
81 Best

scenarios stri\

in

known German him com-

pany.

e for.

36 Grant Withers' role
Pay."

86 To remain.
87 Small draught

The

— like a

upon marrving.

34 Wrath.

82 Garbo's former flame.

Clay."

65 Mahomet's adopted son.

66

flaming Colleen.

mood.

in

"Common

A

62 Caustics.

31 Yes.

The way one should not look

"Inspira-

Mexican male star.
56 Actor with a collapsible knee.
57 Dominion.
58 Spat (the kind you wear).
60 Garbo's great gift.
53

61 Shines

films.

81

thrill in

tion."
52 Star in

27 Joan Crawford's lunch.

79 To soak.

What

(in water,

Speaks.

12 Co-star in "See

14 Poisonous tree.
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85 Clara Bow's most famous pos-

37 Star of "The Divorcee "(initials).

isn't in this issue.

next month.)
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49 Garbo's big
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46 Player

small

13 Star in

76 Hollywood's

role.

when

a player says

74 Saltpeter.
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How we

47 More indignant (colloquial).
48 Near.

hair!).

brought from
America by Fox.

solos.

wood.

car-

getting his lines.

steal.

39 Article.

43 Something they drink in Holly-

Something Charlie Chaplin

6 Amid.

session.

38 Jeanette

hot place.

4 Dispatched.

73 Actress

films.

45

A

69 Hindu queen.

who expects the

26 Someone

in

3

babies say in the micro

64 Heroine in "The Silver Horde."

film.

Hero

40 Load.
41 Prima donna's

55 Affirmed.

68

To snoop.
Whose husband

33

Leading male role in "Millie."
Something our fashion pages
tell you about.

59 Fumbles.

20 Conjunction.

What
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ries.

17

30

started every star.

an orchestra leader uses.

phone.

films.
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What
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—and a brand new puzzle —

will he printed

THERE'S
running

no sense
it

in this

just for its

picture.

It

doesn't

breath-taking loveliness.

tell

A

you anything.
beautiful

girl,

We're

a slender

tree with tiny, yellow-green leaves, a blue sky with great, white clouds.

Youth and beauty

in

springtinne.

The

girl?

That exquisite Edwina Booth

BARRYMORE'S
^'SVENCALI''
HERE

John

is

critics

Barrynrsore's

answer to the

who have accused him

of be-

ing too careful of his distinguished profile.

He's grown a beard on

and

who

his

make-up as the

willed a girl

it

for "Svengali"

sinister

into greatness,

hypnotist

one of

is

Across

these marvels at which he excels.

the page

is

little

Marian Marsh as

looking out over the roofs of Paris,

and dreaming.
glamorous

with

Trilby,

demure

The whole production is
Old World charm and

promises to be one of Warner Bros, finest

I

MAURICE
CHEVALIER

THEY
same
picture,

Parade."

we do not believe
same everything that made him

say he has changed, but
grin, the

"The Smiling Lieutenant,"
For he

is

it.

—

will

bring

For are there not here the

ah, that Chevalierl

His new

back the Chevalier of "The Love

here reunited with that prince of directors, Ernst Lubitsch

FOX'S foreign

excitement, Elissa Landi,

will

make her debut

in

"Body and Soul."

Of mixed English and Italian ancestry, she has that exotic quality. But for all
we hope she isn't launched as a "second Garbo". There is only one. Be-

that,

sides, Elissa looks

too individual to be a carbon copy, even of our greatest actress.

FEW

of the "royal line of stars" remain, but

neither heartache nor

Swanson.

bad

pictures stop Gloria

She has stamina as

well as beauty, in-

telligence as well as personality.

Widow" and forgive
"Obey That Impulse,"

a

her best,

and

rises

Forget

her, for in her

new

"What
picture,

with Ben Lyon she gives us

to great dramatic heights
MIEHLE

JOAN
BENNETT
FRAGILE

and beautiful she

is,

I
with her

golden hair and her green eyes.

came

breaking love

affair,

her wistful beauty.
with

She

to Hollywood at the end of a heart-

Lew Ayres

in

and conquered

it

with

She recently appeared

"Many

A

secret of her pathetic appeal

Slip."
is

The

explained

by Harriet Parsons on the opposite page

DUNCAN

Own Worst
E nemy

Her
•

Joan Bennett is Victor over

Everything

except Herself

By Harriet

You WOULD

Parson

expect a girl like Joan Bennett to be

happy.

You would think that a girl who has as much
has ought never to know anything but bliss.
Women yearn for beauty. They yearn for money. For
fame, youth, a home, a child, a career. Most of them feel
that if they could have only one of those things, quite
positively have them and not merely dream of them, they
as she

let the rest go by.
Joan Bennett has every one of them. She doesn't have to
compromise.
From the point of view of a career Joan Bennett's two
She
years in Hollywood have been one long birthday.
has played opposite the biggest stars in the business—

could

Colman, Barrymore, Arliss. Effortlessly she has stepped
from triumph 'to triumph. Wealth and fame have tumbled
into her lap. Her future fortune is assured through a new
long-term contract with Fox.
Her young beauty is as frailly exquisite as a bit of
Venetian glass. She lives in luxury and has a young

whom

she adores.
You might think the girl was to be envied.
The truth is that she is to be pitied. She has pretty
much everything life has to offer— and it doesn't do her
much good. Little Joan has conquered the world but she
hasn't conquered herself. And as was pointed out hun-

daughter,

dreds and hundreds of years ago, what shall it profit a
person to gain the whole world and lose his soul? Joan
hasn't lost her soul in any spectacular way but neither
has she found it. She has won most of the things she has
gone after, and yet the greatest battle of her life lies ahead
and she must beof her. She is her own worst enemy

—

—

come

friends

with

herself.

won her first headHeadlines are the accolade of the Bennett family.
Making the front page is equivalent to winning your
spurs with them. It's a sort of Bennett coming of age, a
proving that you are a true member of the clan. Not
that the spectacular Richard, or the glamourous Constance,
Being
or the dark-browed Barbara do it intentionally.
good front page copy is simply a Bennett birthright.
Joan, at sixteen, married the young son of an American
Joan was barely sixteen when she

lines.

millionaire in London.

No

one was very surprised. Their

almost
kid romance had been flourishing spectacularly for
completing her edua year. Joan, a child of fifteen, was
Versailles when
cation at an exclusive finishing school in
Fox. Fell
she met and fell in love with John Martin
that
recklessness
and
abandon
complete
love with all the
greatest fault.
is her greatest charm— and
Every week Joan would fly to
It was a mad romance.
London by plane just to spend a few hours with the boy
was filling all her thoughts. Puppy love you may

m

who

mark on young Joan. Her philosophy
disillusion and heartbreak that
is still embittered by the
were John Martin Fox's legacy to her.
For their marriage was short-lived. The birth of a

call

it— but

it left

a

daughter, Adrienne, and the death of her husband's love
were more or less simultaneous events for Joan. Perhaps
the role of
the boy had never pictured his child-wife in
At any
youth.
their
simply
was
it
Perhaps
a mother.
And Joan,
later.
rate there was a divorce a few months
had dreamed of a love that was to endure forever

who

and ever, was broken-hearted.
support.
She wasn't yet eighteen. She had her child to
for either
She had to rebuild her life. She had no training
of those things. But she did both of them.
Her father was putting on the stage version of Jarnewas
gan " He offered his youngest daughter a part. It
Joan had never been on
a big part and a difficult one.
But she snatched at the opportunitv
the stage before.
gratefully and went gamely to work.
intensity got
She clicked at once. Her youthful, tragic
across the footlights.

Sam Goldwyn, who knows

talent

when he sees it, witnessed her performance and offered
in "Bulldog
her the leading role opposite Ronald Colman
pictures
into
entrance
auspicious
an
Drummond." Such
might have proved Joan's hnish if she had not had the
(Contini/ed on page 76)
courage and the talent to rise to
35
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lilionaires

Do You Know the Millionaires of the
Colony? Do You Know Who Lost Fortunes in the Wall Street Crash? Do
You Know Who the Newly Rich Stars
Are?

Here Are All the Answers

HOLLYWOOD, most intense city in the world,
a rich place
—possibly the richest city per
capita
the world.
is

in
Millions are made here
and, likewise, millions are spent. Once in
a while a million or more is saved by some star. The
huge salaries that many of them get are for the most
part invested wisely and well so wisely and so well
in some cases that they grow and grow until they
grow into millions.

every

week

—

This wasn't always true, of course.
Hollywood
used to be Bohemia, with personalities who had
sprung into fame overnight, flinging golden dollars to
the high winds of Heaven.
But those days are gone. Even madcap Clara Bow
saves today.
The modern farseeing film player realizes that success is a thing that can't last forever and saves against
the day when he will be old at thirty-five and probably

without work.
First,

who

is

none?

The answer

the richest star in Hollywood, barring

—

is
Harold Lloyd! Everyone in Hollyseems to agree on that. Ask Will Hays' western
office!
Ask the studios! Ask press agents! Ask
stars-about-town! Ask anyone!
They all concede
that he is the real top-notcher.
As some of you know, some years ago Harold tossed
up a coin to decide whether to come to Hollywood or
go elsewhere. Hollywood won and he came westward. Landing in the film mecca with less than five
dollars in his pocket, he soon got a job as an extra at
Universal at three dollars a day. After working as an
extra for some time, he joined forces with Hal Roach
and started making comedies, earning forty dollars a
week for about five years. Then he started producing
and, as you all know, became world famous.
Nine years ago, Lloyd brought his uncle, William

wood

Frazer, to Hollywood to become general manager of
the Harold Lloyd Corporation. Frazer, who studied
finance and economics at Stanford and Cornell, proved

himself such a shrewd investor, buying up valuable
and gilt-edged bonds, that today Harold
Lloyd has a fortune of something like $12,000,000!
His real luxury is expressed in his magnificent Benedict
Canyon home which is about the size of Buckingham
Palace, and which cost over a million dollars.
Curiously enough, with all his wealth, Lloyd
doesn't care so much for money and his tastes are rereal estate

markably simple.

"Of
for

36

course, I'm glad

my family's sake,"

I have money, particularly
Harold readily admitted, "and

Silver Screen

of the

M

ovies

By

Gordon

R. Silver

it can buy many things and give one
advantages. Yet, I don't worship the almighty
dollar the w^ay some do. In fact, I know I could be
quite happy with much less than I have now give me
I

realize that

many

—

on comfortably and I'm sure I'd
do very nicely. I know I am supposed to be a very rich
man, but beyond the fact that I know I have several
just

enough to

million,

worth!

live

I don't exactly
Personally, my

me— my

know
money

just

how much

doesn't

I

am

mean such

a

family means a million times
more than all the money on earth!"
Next to Lloyd, in the matter of wealth, comes
Charles Chaplin with approximately $7,000,000, all of
which he made in pictures. Charlie, in all probability,
would be giving Harold Lloyd a close race for first
honors if Uncle Sam's income tax people hadn't
camped on his doorstep a few years ago and stayed
camped there until they got the $1,600,000 extra income tax that they insisted he owed them! Besides
that, it cost him a cool million to part with his former
wife, Lita Gray Chaplin. After those little bills were
paid, the Chaplin fortune dwindled down to a mere
seven million. Poor Charlie!
The richest woman in the colony is Mary Pickford! Mary started saving early, and in 1918 had her
Today, she has about $5,000,000
first half-million.
safely invested in banks, stocks, bonds, real estate and
various business concerns. She is, perhaps, the best
business woman in the picture game and her foresight
As someone once remarked, if Mary had
is uncannv.
started life selling peanuts, she would have cornered
the world's supply in less than six months'
Doug has a snug fortune, too about a million less
than Mary. However, when one has four million,
another million doesn't matter so very much!
On a par with Fairbanks' wealth is the wealth of
Ruth Roland. Down on Wilshire Boulevard, near
Fairfax, a huge electric sign, "Roland Square," revolves night and day, marking the Roland business
headquarters. As you may know, Ruth owns property
on nearly everv large boulevard and is always buying
and selling her holdings are really enormous. As the
value of land goes up and down, so does the Roland
Some people estimate it at times to be as
fortune.
much as six or seven million. However, at this time,
$4,000,000 is a safe, conservative estimate.
All of Will Rogers' activities have brought practical blessings to Will and his family. It is reckoned
by those who know that his fortune is well beyond
Will is
the $3,000,000 mark and rapidly growing.
known to have a great income he writes for over
200 newspapers and report says he earns $25,000 for a
week's work before the camera but he is known also
for his ability to hang on to it. His thrift is a sort of
byword in the colony. Yet, when he or his family
page 74]
want a thing, he buys it. His [Continued
terrible lot to

—

—

—

—
—
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Do You Understand The Art of Living? You
Can Learn Many Lessons from Ralph Forhes

AG

entleman

o

/C ontrasts

By
FORBES married to
RALPH
Ruth
Ruth Chatterton.
is

M

a r

q u

i

s

B

U

S

understandable person he is today.
He has always been likeable.

had met Ralph before, but reI visited him in his home.
I
suppose you never know an
Englishman until you see him on
I

cently

the

Ralph

as

the

it does fit into this story.
There's another saying that
can subscribe to most heartily

When I saw them, Ralph and
Ruth were going to have a holiday together for the

Ruth's

first

Handsome Ralph Forbes

looks as
British as the Parliament Building,
but the blood of Italy, France and
Scotland flows through his veins

Ralph

He is of Italian, French and Scotch descent, although he was born in England. His darkish-fair hair
and the blue eyes come from his Northern Italian ancestry.
But England, somehow, has stamped him for her own.
Like most Englishmen he is hard to know "right off."
I have had several sets of impressions of him.
There was one time when I thought him pretty high
hat. I first met him soon after he had made "Beau Geste."
38

-friends

were

in the little

upstairs drawing room grouped
about a roaring fireplace. Hunting prints hung on the walls.
Ruth and her guests were having

Forbes.
In spite of the fact that this young man appears as
British as the Parliament Building (he's much more decorative), the blood of England does not flow through his
veins.

time in

—

hospital

is

first

The next day they
were going to New York just
for a month or so.
Ralph and I stood in his "gun
room" and talked. Several of
several years.

because he looked so
David Windsor, the

person just because he

I

an Englishman's home is a bit of
merrie old England, whether it be
on the African veldt, by the,
eternal Ganges, or overlooking a
palm lined California garden in
Beverly Hills.

it.

attracted attention
much like
Prince of
Wales and idol of Britain. After
his earlier motion picture triumphs, he attracted attention on
He is an interesting
his own.

grounds. His home is
I read that some place,

and

Once, while on a hunting exhe actually performed
a minor operation on his guide.
They were miles from a hospital,
and delay might have been fatal.
So Ralph took it upon himself to
perform the operation. I'll bet a
good panama hat that he loved it.
I'll bet another panama that the
guide was scared to death; but
both the patient and the surgeon

have

home

his castle.

pedition,

"nicely,"

few

blame

Since that time, success hasn't
at the same fever
pitch.
Maybe that has made
Ralph the more balanced and more

a cabinet, fairly glitsurgical instruments.
hadn't been an actor, he

bulletins

a bit,

always remained

would have been a surgeon. And
probably a very good one.

did

If it

feet.

him.
There aren't
many who can turn a deaf ear to
the plaudits of fame.

bedroom is
tering with
he

The world was at his
all went to his head
can

Chatterton comes pretty
close to being the "first laciy" of
the cinema. But no one has called
Ralph, Mr. Ruth Chatterton.
He looks like the immaculate,
handsome hero of a Lonsdale
drawing room play, but he is an
ardent hunter and fisherman. And
I don't mean "society" hunting
either, but the real rough stuff,
sleeping on the ground and eating
beans out of the can.
He seems the last person in the
world who would be interested
in anything gruesome, yet medicine and surgery are his hobbies.
In a little alcove adjoining his

If

y

tea.

Ralph and Ruth, after a period
of separation, are very happy together again. They lead a charmThey entertain
ing sort of life.
at small dinners, and prefer the
society of interesting people rather than merely the
famous people.
Their home has the appearance of permanency in a
town where so few things have that quality. It is beauYou know that things
tifully furnished and decorated.
were not purchased in sets ("suites" in the better furni-

Ralph and Ruth have bought each
they liked them, not because they were exAs a matter of fact, they are
pensive or fashionable.
undoubtedly both.
\Co7itinued on fage 67j
have an idea that Ralph is
I
ture emporiums).
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The Private
Life of

Mitzi Green
Some
a

Inside Secrets

Little Qirl

Qood
By

in

a

About

Who Made
Big Way

Dora Albert

MITZI GREEN

loves spinach chopped up fine with
But she never drinks milk.
it.
Filet mignon,
She enjoys a hearty dinner.
roast beef, lamb and baked potatoes are among her favorite
foods.
In Hollywood she goes to bed every evening at 8.30.
When she was doing the "Sante Fe Trail" she was up every
a little garlic in

morning

at six.

she was making personal appearances in New
York, she could not get to bed before midnight, but she

When

never got out of it before eleven or half past eleven the
next morning.
In school she excels in spelling and reading. She loves
spelling and cannot be tripped even by words like "lugubrious" and "idiosyncrasy."
In arithmetic she is below the standard of her other subjects. The chances are that she could not compute her own
salary.

In the movies she receives a
salary of over a thousand dollars
a week and the amount paid for
her vaudeville appearances is
about three times that.
All Mitzi Green's success has
been attained in the space of a

Mitzi

Green,

who

plays
spoiled brats,
is herself unten,

spoiled by
fame

over a year, for August 13 marked the anniversary
of her first year in pictures. But Mitzi has been a little
trouper since she was about seven. Ever since she was a
small child she has been interested in watching people
and giving her impressions of them. She saw Moran
and Mack when they were on the same stage bill as her
mother and father and gave her first imitation of them at a
benefit performance. This was such a success that Charles
Freeman of
arranged to use her as a headliner on an
Interstate Circuit.
"She started at a nominal salary," Mitzi Green's
mother, Rosie Green of the former vaudeville troupe of
Keno and Green, told me.
"What was it?" I asked. Even famous financiers have
started at salaries of five and ten dollars a week.
"A hundred dollars a week," said Mrs. Green. "Isn't
that amusing?"
Mitzi appeared only intermittently in vaudeville, for in
many cities children are not permitted to perform. But
one day she appeared in vaudeville on the coast and was
discovered by some movie scouts who were looking for a
child to play a rather precocious part in "The Marriage
little

RKO

'

Playground.

Paramount never expected Mitzi Green
a flash in the pan.

But she confounded

all

more than
expectations by

to be

stealing picture after picture.
In all her pictures so far, with the exception of the
[Continued on page 79]
demure part she played in "Tom
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\}iow Hollywood
In Wooing
The Most
the

Use

Beautiful Qirls in

World Hollywood Lads

New

Methods hut

the

Same Old Language About
Love and

Lydell Peck fell in love with Janet
Gaynor in an Oakland theatre. Janet
was on the screen in "Seventh Heaven."
Lydell used the telegraph for his courting

Me and You

THE

whole wide world loves a lover, particularly a
In fact, whenever one of Hollywood's
favored sons woos and wins his "chosen one," all
fandom sits up and takes notice. Each and every fan is
tremendously interested. And more than a few exclaim,
"I wonder just how he proposed what he said to her!
Gosh, I'd like to know!"
screen lover.

_

—

Now,

strictly speaking, proposals are rather private
(they are meant to be heard, to be sure, but not, as
a rule, to be read about!); but, somehow, all of us have
that little human weakness curiosity. So, I set out to
learn how certain members of Hollywood's masculine set
"popped" the all-important question and just how it was
taken by the one on the receiving end.
I asked Eddie Lowe first.
Edmund Lowe does things with a peculiar directness.
It is common knowledge in the him capital that when he
walks into a store, he goes directly to the counter which
handles what he is after, buys it without any fuss and
leaves as directly as he came in.
Ed saw Lilyan Tashman on the stage in the Follies. He
at once fell in love with her. Later, she saw him on the
stage and she was immediately attracted. When they were
introduced a few days later, they
were at once aware that they had
Eddie Hillman found
a mutual fondness for each other.
that absence didn't
They went together for several
make little Marian
weeks; then Lowe was called to
Nixon's heart grow
the West Coast to enter pictures.
Instead she
fonder.
Lilyan later went to California
practically forgot him,
with her sister to visit Eddie. A
for another man. Eddie
couple of days after her arrival, he
getting
used an airplane
affairs

—

back to her and changing her mind for her

40

said to her:

"I

LOVE YOU! California is a
Silver Screen

1

L overs p ropose
G race

1

m

p

s

o n

been team mates in vaudeville and in stage productions
over a period of five years before they were married
about six years ago. Their marriage came about "just
naturally," says El. One day he whispered:
"I love
you, Flo. I feel certain that some day Fll be a real
success and make lots of money. Will you share my
future, dear?"
Flo's whisper was a "yes" and they stole away from
families and friends for the ceremony in a suburb of
Philadelphia and were married by a justice of the peace.
His office, by the way, was over the town fire-engine
house. El says that they had no sooner been pronounced
man and wife than the fire gong rang, causing a regular
riot.
But it was a real fire not a celebration of their
marriage!

—

A mutual interest in airplanes attracted Ken Maynard
and Mary Deper, the girl who later became his wife. Ken
was playing in a circus in a mid-west town when she first
saw him. Between performances [Continued on page 68]

Jimmie

Fidler, being a press agent, thought
dozen stunts a day for winning little
Dorothy Lee's heart. He wired. He phoned.
His florist bill nearly broke the bank

of a

great place to live. I feel certain that both you and I can
make a lot of money and be far happier here than anywhere
else in the world. Will you marry me?"
And Lilyan said "Yes." Without hesitation, too, for
Lilyan is as direct and straightforward about things as

Edmund.
Eddie Tierney, big time vaudeville

star

and

now

di-

rector of many of the dances you see in Fox pictures, proposed to Marjorie White as they were motoring along the
old Boston Post road from
York enroute to Con-

New

"Let's get married, you and me, kid!" Eddie
suddenly said. Marjorie accepted. They stopped at a night
club where Eddie happened to know the orchestra leader.
He was so happy over his good luck he told the musician,
who in turn told the manager. An engagement party was
promptly staged and a good time was had by all, so
necticut.

—

"Margie" says.
There was no gushing proposal at all in the Bebe
Daniels-Ben Lyon romance. Bebe and Ben had been the
very best of friends for a long time. They had been seen
together so often their engagement did not come as a
surprise. But to this day, they both insist that they do
not know just how it happened as a matter of fact
it
They both
just sort of was.

little

—

understood and they both agreed
that they should marry when they
did.
Ben merely murmured one
day:
"Bebe, why don't we marry!
We both know we love each
other!"

Bebe answered by setting the
date!

El
j

or

Ben Lyon had been engaged many times. So
had Bebe Daniels. They
decided they weren't
the marrying kind,
either one of them.
Then they met and Dan
Cupid sent a hurry-up
call for

Brendel

and Flo Burt had

May 1931

wedding

rings.

Bebe set the date
41
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More Movie
[Continued
Withers and Loretta Young have quarwe're hoping against hope that
they make it up
Charles Farrell and

relled, but

.

.

.

to Italy on their
honeymoon. Charlie said that he and Virginia would go on to Egypt and sail eastward around the world after spending
several weeks in Italy. But that, of course,

Virginia

Valli

sailed

only in case there's no sudden hurry-up
from the studio. For when an actor
is called to work, he has to sacrifice everyPolly
thing, even his honeymoon
Ann Young, Loretta's sister, has heart
flutterings over Houston Brauck, robust
scenario writer
Viola Dana has definitely retired from the screen and is living
in Denver, Colorado, with her new hubby,
is

call

.

Remember
She's

Enid

Bennett?

coming out

of her re-

.

tirement as Mrs. Fred Niblo.
Her babies are growing up
one's five and the other's
three now. So Enid wants to
return to her career and you '11
see her soon in "Skippy" for

Jimmy Thompson,

.

.

professional golfer

.

.

.

Gilda Gray hasn't succumbed to talkies as
yet, but she does admit her heart is beating
extra fast for George Brent,

Paramount

handsome actor

who

has been appearing in several films
Murrel Finley, said to be one
for Fox
of the most beautiful girls in the world,
married Edward Cronjager, cameraman for
Kenneth Harlan, who
Richard Dix
runs a night club and appears in pictures by
day, has separated from his second wife,
Doris Hilda Booth.
It appears as if it's for keeps, too.
He was once Marie Prevost's husband,
.

HEARTS

.

.

HOLLYWOOD.

After
IN
evasions, Ina Claire at last admits her separation from John Gilbert.
They have taken homes fifteen miles apart
from each other, she at Santa Monica, he
at Malibu Beach. The inside story is that
she told him what she thought of his

many

.

.

.

.

.

you remember.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

was given a riotous reception in little old London
town. So riotous in fact that he had difficulty in escaping the crowds that followed
him everywhere. Finally he ducked into
a tiny

two-by-four candy store.

The woman owning the store shivered as
she saw Chaplin sneak in and close the door
stealthily behind him. It
of a holdup.

had

all

the marks

was hysterical," she

said later, "but
asked for some nougat
I wrapped up a shilling's worth.
Then I
rushed out from behind the counter and
insisted that the door be opened."
Outside a huge crowd was waiting. You
can imagine the timorous little woman's
consternation when Chaplin's companion
hissed in her ear, "You have lost a big
order," while someone in the crowd told
her that the man was Charlie Chaplin.

"I

when

the

little

man

.

WHEN

—

luck turns in Hollywood, it
can be very cruel.
Take Colleen Moore. Her luck has been
pretty bad lately. First came her divorce.
Then her movie career ended. She tried a
play and that failed. Big misfortunes, but
even the little ones haven't neglected her.
For instance, recently, she went to the
premiere of "Trader Horn" in Los Angeles^
and lost a $1,500 diamond bracelet.

talkies.

Ronald Colman quietly got a divorce
from his wife, Thelma Ray, from whom
he's been living apart for quite some time.
She was in England, he in Hollywood.
Now just recently, as you know, Evelyn
Laye got a divorce from Sonnie Hale. And
Evelyn Laye and Ronald Colman are said
to

way" about each

"that

be

other.

Ronald never seemed to care much about
getting a divorce before, even though it
was an open secret that he and his wife had
not been able to get along.

And now

Holly-

wondering why he should suddenly have sought his freedom, unless he
and the fair Evelyn are plotting a
wedding.
Douglas McLean, former film star, was
recently married to Lorraine Eddy, the
Paul Whitestage and screen actress
man, who made "King of Jazz," got his
divorce from Vanda HofF, just as we pre-

wood

is

.

.

.

She will get $600 a week alimony.
married for less
Marilyn Miller is engaged to Michael
Farmer. But she goes places with Hugo
Lederer, Marion Davies' nephew, and tells
her girl friends she's cuh-razy about him
and would just adore being altar-bound
with him. So the reporters went to see
Michael Farmer and asked him what he
thought of that and would the engagement continue.
"Why not?" countered
Michael. And Marilyn Miller, asked about
it, laughed and said, "Fll surprise you all.
One of these days Fm going to marry Fred
Astaire." And now everybody's wondering whether Marilyn meant it or was just
Thelma Todd, the blonde
spoofing
menace, and T. Sully, the broker, are saydicted.

Many women have

.

ing

it

.

.

.

.

with engagement rings
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.

.
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Grant

The clown comes home. The

lonely figure greets the rich, or in
other words, Charlie Chaplin had a grand time in England, as this
picture shows. He visited Shaw, and Lady Astor, and the Prime
Minister. And crowds of adoring fellow countrymen greeted him
wherever he went. It was a deserved tribute to genius

Silver Screen

—

-

Town
from

Topics

15]
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PORTABLE

dressing rooms as gifts are
Hollywood at this moment.
First it was Marion Davies who presented
Now Joan Crawone to Marie Dressier.
the rage in

Doug

ford surprised

Fairbanks,

Jr.

movable bungalow which includes
ing room, a bed and a frigidaire.

with

Here' s our nomination for the goofiest
of the month. Don t blame us for it.

fun

from " M.otion Picture Daily."
me a sentence with the

Teacher: Give

word "vainglorious" in

it.

Student: I love to go to the movies vainglorious Swanson appears.

—

.

THERE

certain people

are

who

seem

to attract trouble just as inevitably as
magnets attract iron. Clara Bow is one
such person. Through no fault of her own
she attracts scandal, gossip and heart-

another person who
seems unable to escape from the blows of
misfortune.
As Imogene Wilson she became involved in a scandal when she was
badly treated by the man she loved. She
staged a comeback under the name of
Mary Nolan. But she lost her contract.
She moved from the home she had leased.
She was accused of removing an Oriental
rug from her furnished room. It all turned
out to be a mistake. The janitor or some-

Mary Nolan

break.

is

one like that had sent .the rug to the
But now Mary Nolan is in hot
Her former cook and her
water again.
former maid are suing her for back pay.
cleaners.

a

a dress-

>—"#"—

It comes

.

.

•

— —

DID

you know that
Marion Davies plays the piano?
Joan Crawford never wears make-up

when

she is photographed?
Robert Montgomery likes to play with
tools and machinery, just as Buster Keaton does?
Besides being a football celebrity and
film player, John Mack Brown has another
accomplishment? He can pitch hay.
A monster sphinx, used in Cecil B. De
Mille's

picture,

ments,"

is

now

"The

used to

Ten

Command-

mark the entrance

of a golf club?

WITH
moon,

Charlie Farrell on his honeythe Fox people have been
having a tough time finding a leading man
for Janet Gaynor. First they chose Thomas
Meighan to play opposite her in "Daddy
Long Legs," her next picture; but he was
scheduled to make a picture with Jeanette
MacDonald at just about the same time,
so after a good deal of thought they selected Warner Baxter as Janet Gaynor's
next leading man. Now Janet is ill once
more and everything has stopped.

Doesn't little Robert Coogan
look just as Jackie used to
look in his Chaplin days?
And do you suppose Robert
will be able to keep up Jackie's
record ? Besides being a
multi-millionaire, Jackie's
just signed with Paramount
for $7,500 a week

STARS

and others like plain names so
that they'll be remembered, but Marion
A
Jackson, Pathe-RKO writer, doesn't.
woman called her up and asked her if she
was Marion Jackson. She was quick to
reply she was "I guess you're not the one
I want," was the reply.
"I don't recognize
your voice. The one I want is a bootlegger
and ran off with my husband." There are
several Marion Jacksons listed in the Los
Angeles phone directory.
William Haines ivas recently robbed of
100 one dollar bills containing the autographs of many different celebrities. Now
he is wondering whether he tvas robbed for
his money or whether some autograph
hunter got wind of his famous collection.

Yes, sir, that's

"—"<»"—

our baby. Silver
Screen. And what

JOHN BARRYMORE

is

Jimmy

doing to

Hall
Jim-

it?

my's buying

it

at a

"News-O-Mat,"
which

is

just Holly-

wood's newest way

shopping for its
magazines.
You
drop in the price
and get your fav-

of

orite reading

ter.

'

Mats"

mat-

'News - O

gas stations.
SILVER SCREEN was
one of eight magazines chosen from

the national

ones for this honor.
Are we flattered?
We're telling the
world we are

Now

records.

ZaSu

May 1931

Pitts goes right on adopting one

child after another. She has one of her own;
she adopted the son of Barbara La Marr;
and according to Sidney Skolsky, she recently adopted four more children.

— —
.v«>

BUSTER KEATON
arc big

and Cliff Edwards
phonograph men now. They

got togctiier and made a scries of comic
records that arc much in demand in the
screen colony. Of course, they're privately
circulated and not on the market. Buster
plays the ukulele and Edwards sings in

them.
j o.r

EDWARDS

has one of those new
radios installed in his automobile.
when he wants to impress a new
friend, he takes him (or her) out for a
drive after telephoning a local broadcasting station with requests for his own

LIFE

are located

in the Los Angeles

all

has completed
"Svengali" and now he and his wife
Dolores and their little daughter Dolores
Ethel Mae are once more aboard the Infanta and heading towards the bright
waters of the Southern Pacific.

[Continued on page 60]
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ilver

creen's
Ruth Chatterton

carries this

whole pro-

UNFAITHFUL

duction, ably assisted by Paul Lukas.
The plot isn't so much but Ruth will
Rating:
make you take it and like it. She plays
Paramount
an idealistic wife who pretends to be unfaithful to hide her husband's escapades and keep up appearances. Then she falls in love. Tragedy stalks, but the ending is
happy. There is nice direction by John Cromwell and the star

GOOD

is

her usual grand

self.

STRANGERS MAY

Here is perfect entertainment, and a great
dramatic love story. A very modern girl
falls completely in love with a foreign
Rating: GREAT
She goes with him
correspondent.
M-G-M
wherever he is sent, regardless of conBut when he finally confesses to her that he is
ventions.
married, she leaves, and tries to forget him in a wild life on the
The ending is courageous and delightfully surContinent.

KISS

A TAILOR MADE

MAN

Rating:

GOOD

M-G-M

If

William Haines' smart aleck business

was beginning to bore you, you'll be glad
to see this picture in which he goes back
to the fine acting of which he's so capable.
Bill plays a lowly pants presser with amthrough good tailoring and sheer nerve to a

prising.

Norma

Shearer

is

at her finest.

So, too, are

Bob

Montgomery and Neil Hamilton.

bition who rises
position of importance.

dialogue.

He falls in love and gets in money
running a store with his own original ideas. Nice
Joseph Cawthorn, Billy himself, and Dorothy

Jordan are

fine.

difficulties

MEN CALL

A quiet and sober picture of married life,
of a husband who has one afternoon of
unfaithfulness, and a loving young wife
who tries to escape heartbreak by playing
M-G-M
The philanderer turns
the same game.
out to be an idealist instead of a villain, and love begins conquering all. Slow paced but effective for adult entertainment.
Leila Hyams, Adolphe Menjou and Norman Foster form the

IT LOVE
Rating: GOOD

triangle.
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Menjou almost

steals the picture.

plot is old but Marlenc Dietrich and
Director Von Sternberg make it fresh and
It concerns the disillusioned
exciting.
Rating:
woman spy, who trades love for military
Paramount
secrets. She meets the one man, of course,
and then her real courage asserts itself. La Dietrich lives up to
her publicity. She's glowing and vivid and tremendously dramatic. Victor McLaglen is" the lover. The action drags at
times, but the star's personality makes it worth seeing.

The

DISHONORED

GOOD

Silver Screen

Reviewing
Stand
What

a charming music-drama this is,
packed with romance, humor, glorious
singing and beauty! The "black sheep"
son of a Southern family comes home to
M-G-M
discover his smug brother has married a
fovely girl and is making her bitterly unhappy. The prodigal
sets out to help the girl and finds regeneration through love.
Settings, performances and dialogue all contribute to the charm
of this story. The music is incidental but delightful. Lawrence

THE PRODIGAL
Rating: GREAT

Tibbett

TEN CENTS
A DANCE

is worth seeing for Barbara Stanwyck's acting alone. She makes a living.
vital person of a dance hall hostess who
Rating: GOOD
gives up a wealthy admirer for a poor
Columbia
man. The plot is the same as in Claudette
Colbert's picture, "Honor Among Lovers." After Barbara has
made many sacrifices for her worthless husband, he accuses her

bara's

the

star.

This

of unfaithfulness.

sympathetic

is

role,

Monroe Owsley makes the

best of his unas Bar-

and Ricardo Cortez has his moments

HONOR AMONG
LOVERS
Rating: GOOD
Paramount

wealthy admirer.

Beautitully staged, directed and acted,
this just misses being first rate, chiefly
because neither the hero nor heroine
Seem as nice as they should be. The story
concerns a young business man, who loves

won't marry her. The girl weds an adoring
conquer Wall Street for her, and fails. Then
the lover-employer comes back. Claudette Colbert and Fredric
March do their best. Monroe Owsley, as usual, plays the
his secretary, but
clerk,

who

tries to

weakling.

MAN OF THE
WORLD
Rating: GREAT
Paramount

This is one of Bill Powell's best pictures
and a gem of fashionable sophistication.
A debonair gentleman, owner and puhlisher of a scandal sheet, preys

upon

so-

ciety, to give its stories to the world.

Then love comes along and the inevitable

conflict

between

You'll like the way Bill solves it. Besides the star's outstanding performance, there are two other fine ones by Wynne
Gibson and Carole Lombard. A gallant picture. Don't miss it.
ideals.

for

May

1931

BACHELOR
APARTMENT
Rating: FAIR

RKO

You know how it is with heartless philanderers when they meet the girl who resists their wiles?
You know how they
fall

and

fall

until

they begin offering

wedding rings? That's the pattern of this
one, but Lowell Sherman gives such a charming performance as
the man who has women all over the place you forgive the
triteness of the plot. The nice girl is Irene Dunne, and one of
the loving and losing ladies is Mae Murray, who's just grand.

45

S

I

L

Once upon a time there was a very handsome doctor, married to a charming little
girl who ran away because she was
Rating: FAIR
and fell straight into love with
jealous
f-Q^
another M.D. Comes the time when the
husband must save the lover's life, which he does, and the girl-

DOCTORS' WIVES

—

bride learns a great big lesson. A splendid cast has been wasted
on this. Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett, Cecilia Loftus and Victor Varconi do their best.

THREE GIRLS
LOST
Rating:

FAIR

The adventures of three girls in Chicago
make a nice story that hasn't been too
well produced. The girls room together,
One's a
but are very different types.
jazz baby, another a drab failure and the

Fox

Natuthird just a regular girl who tries to mother them all.
they get mixed up with love and the Chicago underworld.
The girls are Loretta Young, Joan Marsh, who is excellent as
the gold digger, and Joyce Compton. John Wayne plays hero.
rally

Look out

DRACULA

for chills chasing

your spine!

GOOD

human

"Dracula"

is

up and down

The
loose!
There are all

bat-like vampire.
weird noises, creaking doors and
a general atmosphere of spookiness. It's
rather gruesome this story of a man who is dead by day but
who lives on at night by fastening his lips on the throats of his

Rating:

sorts of

Universal

—

victims and draining their blood. Bela Lugosi plays the title
and Helen Chandler is the terrified heroine.

role well,
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VER SCREEN'S

Lew

UP FOR

Ayres

is

suffering again, this time

who is sent out to
get a story and falls in love with a womHe kills her
an older than himself.
Universal
lover and is sent up for murder. There is
a nice honest realism in this picture, but the dialogue and the
direction aren't up to standard. Lew acts with his usual intense
sincerity and Genevieve Tobin gives a subtle performance as
the woman. But Universal's finest star deserves better things.

MURDER
Rating:

as a

young

reporter,

FAIR

THE SEAS
BENEATH

What

an adventure story this

—
—

is!

It's a

wartime romance more romance than
war, thank you concerning the comRating: GOOD
mander of an American submarine and the
Fox
sister of a German U-Boat's commander,
There is much spy and loyalty action and perfectly thrilling
scenes of the battle at sea. The suspense keeps up to the very
last shot. There's a slick cast with George O'Brien and Marion
Lessing heading it. Youngsters will get a thrill.

This is no world beater by any means, but
it contains a number of laughs, and makes
The
a nice evening's entertainment.
Rating:
Broadway hit has been adapted to Jack
Paramount
He plays the sap
Oakie's personality.
who comes to New York to be a great song writer. No, you're
wrong, he doesn't make good. He falls for a vamp, but finally
realizes that he loves the nice girl (Frances Dee), who goes back
with him to Schenectady. The dialogue's amusing.

JUNE

MOON

GOOD

Silver Screen

REVIEWING STAND

Melodrama, comedy and love are

all

GUN SMOKE
Rating: GOOD

Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey all inBert,
volved in a mythical kingdom.
trying to make a hit with his girl's
Rating: FAIR
aunt, buys a kingdom and starts a revoRKO
Bob, meanwhile, has won the
lution.
kingdom in a crap game. The bomb meant to blow them both
up unearths oil instead and you can imagine the rest. Not as
funny as it ought to be, though Bert and Bob work hard. The
comedy cast also includes winsome Dorothy Lee.

THE SINGLE

jumbled interestingly together in this
It centers
small-town family story.
Rating: GOOD
around a selfish, charming sister who
Universal
tries not only to get her man, but all
the men in sight. She doesn't even stop at forgery. The disaster she causes finally touches her better impulses, and she
straightens affairs out in a dramatic manner. Conrad Nagel is
the leading man and a newcomer, Sidney Fox, the bad girl.

CRACKED NUTS

—

RANGO

Laid in the jungles of Sumatra, this would
deserve the rating "great" judged purely
as an educational film.
But the thin
thread of the story is not enough to hold
one's interest all the way through, and
thrilling only in spots. The most lovable char-

Rating: GOOD
Paramount
the picture

is

the baby ape, Rango, who is first kidnapped by humans
as a lesson to his greedy dad, and who afterwards meets up
with the deadliest peril of the jungle, the tiger.
acter

for

is

May 1931

—

Here's something new a Western with
underworld gangsters instead of wild
Indians as villains. This is out-and-out
hokum, but thrilling entertainment just
Paramount
the same. Racketeers appear in a little
Western town to lay low after an outburst of murderous gang
war. They take the town by force, but underestimate the
courage of the cowboys on the neighboring ranches. Richard
Arlen, Mary Brian, and William QStage) Boyd head the cast.

BAD SISTER

Kay Johnson's talents are wasted in this
cheap drama of sin and regeneration. The
production is bad; the photography
Rating: POOR
worse. Kay is absolutely unconvincing
Tiffany
as a drunken sinner who reforms, takes a
job in an office and marries her employer without telling him of
her past. Then from out of her past comes the menacing figure
of a man who says he will tell everything unless she gives herself to him. Bert Lytell is fair in his part.

SIN

THE LADY

Slowness of action alone is responsible
for this not quite making the grade of
It's an over-done plot,
better pictures.
Rating: FAIR
but good direction and excellent perforRHO
mances help it. The situation is that
of a young woman of the streets hired to lure an Englishman's
weak son from a "bad woman." She succeeds and you can
easily guess what happens after that. Betty Compson is quite
vivid as the girL Gilbert Emery and John Darrow are the men.

REFUSES

—
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eir

Most Vivid
Has

the

Kid Event You Remember

Most Influenced Your
as

The Big Moment

Much

Life as

of Their Child-

hood Has Quided These Movie Stars?

on that basis. ForeIf they know
forearmed.
what you're doing, it's human nature
for them to select the incidents that
show their character in the most favorable light.
Fredric March was one of my first
victims for this stunt.
His most vivid memory is of playing
with other boys on the banks of
Lake Michigan. "Pirates" was
the game played most frequently. They would also gather on
the bank to build little huts
They
from waste lumber.
would tunnel out caves and go
swimming on the inside of the
breakwaters.
On the Michigan side of the
lake the water gave land. On
the Wisconsin side where the
breakwaters ended, the waters
swept into the bank, taking
the land away. Nearby was a
cemetery with its old-fashioned
Over these the
tombstones.
waters swept, taking with
them everything in their path.
their personality

warned

Jean Harlow, even as a baby,
saw to it that she thrilled people
noticing

into

her.

The

prize

"shocker" of her kid days concerns a pony inside the home!

a game you can try on
HERE'S
your best friend, though
I

won't promise that he'll
remain your best friend after you
try

it.

Ask him what incident he remembers most vividly from childhood. Not his earliest memory or
most pleasant or unpleasant one,
but simply the most vivid one.
his

Here's the idea. If you recall any
incident from childhood in sharp
detail, you will in all likelihood be
revealing some trait in your char-

which has dominated your

acter
life.

One incident vividly recalled
may furnish the clue; but if you get
the story of
recalled

two

or three incidents

from childhood, they will

form themselves into a sort of pattern. Sometimes each incident will
reveal a different trait of character;
sometimes the same trait good or
bad will crop up again and again.

—

—

Try the stunt on yourself and
if it

isn't so.

Then

—

try

it

see

out on

your friends or if you prefer
enemies. Don't warn them beforehand that you're going to analyze
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It

is

was with

a sense of eerie fascina-

tion that the

the

young

banks saw

in mid-air.

lad playing on

coffins

suspended

The water had swept

away as it flooded the graves.
manv years this was one of the
most vivid memories Fredric March
these

For

with him.

carried

"Not because

I

was

particularly

morbid," he explains (though
pect he was), "but because

I

sus-

it

is

the sort of memory that lingers in a
boy's mind, just as the graveyards
and the cemeteries stand out vividly
in Tom Sawyer."

Though

this

is

Fredric's

vivid

most

memory,

another incident

recalled from

Ginger

Rogers

may appear dumb

— but

it's

acting.
little

only

Her

girlhood

gave her a mind
of her own

childhood gives
a better clue to
his character.

He was
ing

part

tak-

m

snows 1 ide

in

Silver Screen

Memories
By

Sylvia

Conrad

He steered his sled down a steep decline
when suddenly it veered off. Fred's ride ended
when his head came in contact with a tree. He

winter.

picked himself up

The

sled

was

shaken and trembling.
wreck and so was he. His

all

a total

head felt queer. He stumbled home unseeingly.
That night was one he had been counting on.
Fredric went to dancing school in those days,
and he had invited his best girl to a dance that

His memories prove that
Fredric March hates a
quitter and that nothing
can stop him from getting the thing he wants

evening.

He remembers being warned that it would be
him to remain at home. But he had

best for

spent weeks of anxious planning for
the dance. He made up his mind to
it through.
Half deliriously he dressed.
He
called on his best girl. At the party
he felt dizzy and faint, but he had
made up his mind not to quit.
The party began. He stumbled
through the grand march, but it was

see

through an effort of heroics. Then
he could stand no more. He recalls the sharp humiliation he experienced when he had to look for
a boy who would take his best

<

^/

girl

As a youngster, ClaudColbert wanted
people to sympathize
ette

with

her.

She

home.

"I felt like a warrior," he explained, "who has to quit in the
midst of battle."
That, I think, is the clue to why
Fredric March marches on. He hates a
quitter.
When once he puts his hand to
the wheel, he carries on. He gets what
he wants when he wants it because he's
absolutely pig-headed about sticking to a
thing he has once begun. Nothing can
stop him except an act of God. And he'll
try to defy even that.
As Fredric March is ruled by deter-

still

does

Chevalier

now
man.

a

is

rich

He

re-

members
principally
his povertystricken youth

mination and stick-to-it-iveness, soClaudette Colbert, who's a swell teaming mate
with Freddie, is ruled by sympathy.
That, at least, is what her most vividly
recalled memories of childhood revealed.
Sharply silhouetted in her mind is the
remembrance of how grief-stricken she

was when as a child of seven she saw her
mother and others who were near and dear to her upset by
tidings of a war between France and Germany. Onlv a
year before they had left their home in that bonnie country
of her birth, and now their relatives in France would be
called upon to serve in the war. Claudette did not even
understand all this. She had never heard the word "war"
before and did not know what it meant.
But she wept
because the shadow of it was enough to bring grief to
those she loved.
And Claudette Colbert has always been like that, giving
and desiring sympathy. When she was about fourteen or
fifteen years old, she was hurt in
[Continued on page 64]
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Sh
Conquered
Defeat
Marjorie

Ramheau

Tradition

Defies

and Stages a

Thrilling ''Comeback''

By
RAMBEAU originally came from CaliMARJORIE
fornia to achieve fame on Broadway. There was
scarcely an actress along the theatrical crossroads
York who didn't shiver at the name of Rambeau.
of
She
In those days they called her "The Yellow Peril."
herflame,
like
a
was
She
fame.
to
skyrocketed
literally
Titian hair, a glorious voice, ability, beauty, a
self, then.

New

presence that

was no

less

than

electric.

The gods had

tumbled their gifts at her feet.
Marjorie Rambeau was well on the way toward becomassured
ing the greatest actress in America. Her future was
sight
from
dropped
she
Then
limitations.
without
and
She
along the sparkling theatre marquees of Broadway.
went into vaudeville. She played in stock companies of
not as
the far West. Last year she entered motion pictures,
a star, but merely as a

woman

featured

in

a

She is fighting to
"come back." She is
fighting bravely and not
asking aid from anyone,
and it looks as though
she were going to win.
But, what happened to

cast.

Rambeau

in

the

time

that she

was

lost

from

Allan Jordan

But
it.
has suffered a decline. If she has, no one knows
tell the story
newspapers
in
headlines
and
theatrical gossip
and how
of an actress who mistook the tinsel for the gold,
hand.
profligate
with
a
chances
her
away
flung
she, herself,
But Marjorie does not tell you that.
now
She is making a determined effort to "come back'
a
on the Hollywood motion picture stages. She gave
gave
a poign^
She
Man."
"Her
performance
glorious
and Bill
ant portrayal of a waterfront woman in
and of a hard-boiled gold digger in "The Easiest Way."
Marjorie Rambeau was born in San Francisco forty years
of blood
ago of French and Irish parentage. It is a mixture
but the
other,
the
with
one
war,
at
which is constantly
world.
French-Irish usually accomplish things in this
says
Marjorie
and
Rambeaux,
was
Originally the name
when she is rich she will
Howresume the X.
ever, she doesn't think
that time will ever come.
No woman in Holly-

m

wood,

Broadway

crowded with drama
from birth to the presAt thirteen
ent day.

was leading lady of
stock company in
She played
Portland.
comedy, drama, and the
She even esclassics.
saved the role of Ca-

she

Why

50

or on

for that matter, has had
a more thrilling life,

did a brilsight?
liant career, once a meteor across the sky, fall

almost.into oblivion?
You will never discover the answer to
those questions from
Marjorie Rambeau. She
probably never for an
instant has admitted to
herself that her career

"Mm

a

mille,

years ago she was a "has-been.'* Today
Marjorie Rambeau is playing with Wallace Beery
Director
in "The Secret Six." That's Wally and
George Hill posing with her in this camera shot

Two

Dumas'

tragic

lady of the camillias.
threw
"I certainly
myself into the role,"
[Continued

on

page

62]
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Hollywood
Thieves
Steal All
the

Pictures

HURR

WALLACE BEERY
WALLACE
days.

M-G-M
steal

it

BEERY

has been stealing pictures ever since the old Sennett

He and Marie

Dressier being the worst thieves

sentenced them to play together

from each other.

The

result

in

a picture and told

was "Min and

Bill"

—the

in

Hollywood,

them

to try to

decision, a

draw

ANN HARDING
SHE

stole

wood

from the stage to the screen. Hollywant to see her conquer the

didn't

movies. She was an outsider, an invader. But she
She made audiences laugh.
star material.

was

She made them

made

And

cry.

"East Lynne."
so

now

she

is

She made "Holiday." She
She

stole people's hearts.

Hollywood's and Pathe's pet
DUNCAN

WATCH

out!

He's dangerous!

pictures right and

left.

He

For the past few years he's been stealing
could be locked up for grapd larceny

just

what he did to Maurice Chevalier's picture, "The Playboy of Paris." As the
sappy waiter he walked ofF with the show, and Chevalier grinned helplessly

for

STUART
N
R W
E

I

—

—

-

site thought:
in somehow —

"We'd squeeze you
if it

weren't for 'B.O.'"

Yet, to be polite.

She said:
'We'd give you a
so crowded."

lift if

Another invitation
all

. . .

PEOPLE

all agreed he was a nice chap.
But somehow they never had room for
him. The car was already filled. The bridge

table already arranged.

A

dance already

'

(Bodu Odor)
{Body

pleasant way to be safe. Wash and bathe
with Lifebuoy. Its creamy, abundant, antiseptic lather cleanses and purifies pores
ends every trace of "B.O."

—

promised.

Radiantly fresh complexions

Then one day he

discovered his trouble.

At once he adopted a
hody odor
simple precaution. Now he's welcome everywhere. He knows the easy way to keep per"B.O."

spiration odorless.

A
People won't
merely avoid

risk

tell

us.

last to realize his

we

all

run

us when we're guilty. They
The "B.O." offender is the
fault because we so quickly

become used to an ever-present odor. But
remember, pores give off a quart of odorcausing waste daily even in cool weather.

—

Why

weren't

lost

because of "B. O.
«/

we

risk offending?

It's

New!

Lifebuoy

Shaving Cream
New double -dense

Adopt

lather
soothes, labrieates and
pratectb ... ends tender
•pota that hnrt when joa
shave. At your €iruggiMt*a^

this easy

"A wonderful complexion soap!" say thousands of delighted women. Lifebuoy's deepcleansing lather gently frees clogged pores
of impurities
makes dull skins bloom with
healthy, radiant beauty. Its pleasant, extraclean scent that vanishes as you rinse
tells you Lifebuoy purifies.

—
—

Try Lifebuoy Free
you don't use Lifebuoy and want to try this delightful toilet soap, just send us your name and address.
By return mail you will receive one full-sized cake of
If

Lifebuoy free. Write today to Lever Brothers Co.,
Dept. 525, Cambridge, Mass.

Lifebuoy
HEALTH

-Stops

SOAP

body

•/

odor-

THIS

eighteen year old

had a

six

m;»rlo +hf»

girl

went out to Hollywood as

a writer

and

stole a

gained fame as the author of "School Girl." She
Having crashed the gates, she
weeks' contract to write scenarios.
most of it. You can read about her in the storv on the opposite page

star's contract.

She

first

Hollywood's

Newest
enius
Here's the
Startlingy

Low-down on that
Different

Discovery^

Blonde

Carman Barnes

Edward Churchill

By

thousand extras have futilely attempted to crash
FIFTY
years.
the golden gates of Hollywood during the past
five

Carman

Barnes, eighteen,

has

hit

stardom in

six

weeks.

Carman came to Hollywood with a six weeks' contract to
write original screen stories.
She landed at the Paramount-Publix West Coast Studios almost unheralded and started writing "Confessions of a Debutante." And then, before she had her typewriter uncovered,
they found her a personality. Result, she has a five year coneven though she never
tract, will be exploited and starred
has acted. She is Paramount's newest discovery.
Untold thousands have woven bright dreams into books
only to see them grow cold in attic-stored trunks.
Carman Barnes has written two novels, both of them

—

smashing

successes.

have sought, groped and hungered for that
chimera labeled fame and have ended with empty hands.
Carman Barnes has had her fill at a time when, for most of
Millions

us, life

And
which

is just beginning. They call her a genius.
yet she is normal, in spite of the abnormal situation in
she finds herself.

She admits it.
Because she is born of a poetess and an adventurer, one
might be led to think otherwise. Because she has been a
literary sensation, the belief is magnified. But she isn't. If

you want to know how
Carman's practical.

a genius acts, here

it is.

She's sensible.

She
She
She
She

has
has
has
has

worked hard.

been in love.
been a good girl and has gotten her lessons.
been a bad girl and she has disobeyed her parents.
She's had measles, scarlet fever, chicken pox and croup.
She hates heavy underwear.
All very normal.
Carman Barnes has a beautiful home and a bank account.
Not only that. She has something [Continued on page 70]

She started chumming with Fame at fourteen.

Now

at eighteen Paramount is starring her.
says: "I've liad the breaks. Fate has
pushed me along and I liope it keeps on pusliing.

Carman

All

I'm doing

is

following

my

nose"
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More Movietown Topics
[

H

AROLD LLOYD'S

baby

Continued from page 43
is

]

doing

Incidentally, he has received
fan mail than any other baby in the

well.

more
wide world. Mostly from mothers who've
also had to take care of incubator babies.

—

"<t>—

John Gilbert has parted with

the

smart

roadster so familiar to Holly woodites. The
star banished the machine for just that
reason.

"^«—

BILLY BAKEWELL is out to get Myron

was dancing

Billy

Selznick's scalp.

with Mary Pickford's cousin, Mrs. Verna
Chalif at the exclusive Embassy grill when
a hot tallow candle thrown by Mr. Selznick, the players' agent, hit Mrs. Chalif
square in the eye. Selznick says it was all
But as he once
just clean, innocent fun.
caused a similar "accident" to happen to
John Barrymore, thus ruining John's nice,
,

clean profile for the moment, Hollywood
is willing neither to forgive nor to forget.
.

Dolores Costello's comeback picture will
be "Passionate Sonata."

WE
now

JUpd

mmi

SAY AMERICAS GREAT

FASHIOM AUTHORITIES
"All Paris

is

creating

A

natural appearing make-up.

more

vivid slash

of red lips has no place in today's \ery feminine, individual mode. Avoid lipsticks

do not match your natural coloring."

that

HARPER'S

BAZAAR

says:

"The rouge and

which blend into the natural flesh
tones, fit most perfectly into the fashion
picture of 1931. This is precisely what the
do.

reported

the mar-

riage of the screen love Boyds. And
we have to report the divorce of the

the

They accentuate

—

DUNCAN

RENALDO,

the

Horn,"

romantic

recovering
from injuries suffered in an auto crash while
on his way home from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studio. In the year he spent in
the African wilds, Renaldo didn't receive a
lead in "Trader

is

scratch.
Believe it or not

—

Adolphe Menjou has worn

the

same

dress suit four years!

the actual skin tones, and are becoming alike
to the blonde, brunette or Titian."

AT LAST one man with courage
l\. come to Hollywood. Or maybe

Tangee, the world's most famous Lipstick,
$1. Non-Greasy! Natural! Permanent!

He's Cecil Beaton,
the British painter, who selected the most
beautiful women in the movies. Here's his

special dark
shade of Tangee Lipstick for professional
and evening use.

choice:

New! Tangee Theatrical, a

Same Tangee

Color Principle

has
it's

just a publicity sense.

miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,
Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make- up"
Tun George W. Lutt Co., DtPT. SS4

Containing

417 Fifth Avenue

Name

_

Address

New York

IT'S HARVEST time in Hollywood now.

Connie Bennett started it by talking
Warners' into paying her $30,000 a week.
Ruth Chatterton will get $350,000 a year.
Ann Harding, who was supposed to be the
most contented woman in Hollywood,
began to fret and worry when salaries skyrocketed upward and hers remained at a
meagre $1,200 a week. And so perhaps for
the first time in her life she rebelled, and
the result is that she is now getting about
$8,000 a week.

—

Marlene Dietrich; Because Michelangelo
alone could duplicate her.
Norma Shearer: Because she is a lovely
simple, country woman whom sophistication has not spoiled.
Greta Garbo: Because she is absolutely
mad; and being absolutely mad, is therefore'ethereal.

SEND 20c FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

Anita Page, one of the best
dressed girls in movies, illustrated the smart glove style
Gloves should
for summer.
not "fit" but be loose and
wrinkled about the wrists.
And to be chic, they should
be dark with light dresses
and light with dark ones

wrong Mr. Boyd.

lipstick

Tangee preparations

#•

It was the blonde Boyd,
stage Boyds.
Pathe-RKO player, who married Dorothy
Sebastian. The dark Boyd, Paramount featured player, got his divorce from Clara
Joel. And it's the dark Boyd whose apartment was recently raided for gambling
The newspapers, sad to say,
apparatus.
got all mixed up and printed the picture of

look natural

VOGUE says:

—

RECENTLY

Lilyan Tashman: Because she is a
Grecian goddess, deserving full marks for
her nose and hips; she has one of the most
divine forms in the world.
Marion Davies: Because she is the vitally
alive type of young American girl.
Ina Claire: Because she is in reality a
Marie Laurencin painting. She is a gorgeous almond, typifying the acme of
gaycty, laughter and youth.

John, screen comedian, had just
when a judge asked
him to pay $60 back alimony hut he didn t
go to jail this time, which was sort of a

Al

St.

ten cents in his pocket

—

relief.

had a moustache for
BUDDY ROGERS
but the fans didn't like

a short time,
so he obligingly shaved it off. Just about
the same time Fredric March returned
from the West Indies with a heavy beard.
it,

troubles never end but they begin all
over again.
And speaking of Buddy, he has been reduced from stardom to a featured player's
position in his next picture "The Lawyer's

Our

Secret."

[Continued on page Si]
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A wildly distraught playwright rushed
backstage.
"Everything is ruined," he sobbed.
"No one is paying any attention to my
play. Everyone is watching all the Mrs.
Macks."

From California Marjorie Ram beau
swept through the Broadway theatrical
She was an electric presence.
streets.
An audience "snapped to attention" when
she came on the stage. One success fol"Cheating
lowed another— "Kick-In,"
Cheaters," "Eyes of Youth," "The Goldfish," "Antonia," and many others.
There was no limit to her ambition. She
was known in the east and in the west.
She played all through the central states
during the coldest winter on record. She
put on boots and waded to the theatre
through piled snow drifts, and she endured the cold of thirty below zero.
But the whispering chorus had started
to work. They said that Rambeau was not
taking her career seriously that she was
riding for a fall. There were too many
Too
parties, and wine flowed too freely.
many managers were taking her to task.
Marjorie
Finally the climax came.
Rambeau was opening in a new play on
Broadway. She collapsed on the stage.

—

The curtain was rung down.

You

Marjorie explains it by saying that she
was seized with appendicitis, and that the
next day she went to the hospital.
Theatrical gossip attributed her
collapse to a very different reason.
Her career went into the descendency.
It wasn't helped by sensational stories in
the press of a nation. She was mentioned
in a divorce case, in an alienation of affection suit. It finally became obvious that
Perhaps.

Rambeau was through

as a

Broadway

for

feel at ease
Kotex is shaped to fit

star.

She came back to California where a
friendly audience always awaited her.
California is loyal to its own favorites.
Her pretext for leaving Broadway was that
a wave of "smutty" plays had engulfed the
She had never appeared in that
stage.

and she would never do it.
takes a brave woman, rather than a
foolish one, to refuse to admit defeat.
But Marjorie Rambeau did not even admit
the possibility of defeat.
No one can complain of her behavior on
the camera coast. She is at the studio as
It

She works long
hours without complaining. She has always taken what came her way, in plays
and roles, and given them the benefit of her
Then came her break in
performance.
talkies and the rebirth of a great artist.
Hollywood destroys many people, bur
it has given Marjorie Rambeau a new life
and a new point of view.
"I like to be out here," she said. "It's
all new to me, but I am working with
people I have known for years. I sometimes wonder, when I walk across a studio
lot, how on earth they can cast a play in
New York. It's an entirely different kind
of life for me.
Do you know there were
years and years when I scarcely saw sunlight? Now I wake up early in the morning, and it is wonderful to breathe the air
of a California morning."
About Marjorie Rambeau there clings
the air of a more glamourous age in the
theatre. She is a great personage, and you
don't forget it.
She is still an electric
personality, and she has not forgotten how
to

win people.

ivill

scientifically, giving more

sort of thing,

early as the gateman.

Kotex can be ivorn on

Then, too, Kotex absorbs

either side.

Adjust

possibility of embarrassment.

secure protection.

(you can, you

HEN

you realize how individual
a problem sanitary protection is,
you appreciate the fact that Kotex is so
made that you can adjust it to your
changing needs.
That, of course, is only one of the advantages of Kotex. It is shaped to fit inconspicuously under any frock, no matter

It

serve tvhh equal efficiency, ivith no
it

because of the layer

see,

construction) to meet changing require-

ments. Dispose of
it

anywhere.

it

quickly, easily.

Buy

Simply specify Kotex.

Kotex Company, Chicago,

Illinois.
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The Kotex absorbent

is

the identical
material used by surgeons in 85% of the
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times
dainty
—keeps one
more than ever
when
— not only
but during

I

country's leading hospitals.

j

is soft . . . Not merely an apparent softness, that soon packs into chafing
hardness. But a delicate, lasting softness.
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hours of use.
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close-fitting.
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It is
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Kotex stays

soft
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Kotex filler Cellucotton (not cotton) abtakes up five times its
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use

it
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is
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of our great hospitals

worn on
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Disposable,
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for all kinds of surgical dressings.

Kotex owes its unique dependability
and comfort to the fact that it absorbs
laterally, leaving the pad .soft and delicate despite its amazing efficiency, leaving
the sides unpenetrated, which prevents
chafing and irritation.

Brings neiv ideafs of sanitary comfort! Woven
to fit by an entirely ncu' patented process.

Firm

yet

lifiht;

will not curl; perfect-fitting.

(U. S. Patent No. 1770741)
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You and Your Man

Their Most Vivid Memories

Every smart woman knows that the
things that attract one man, drive away
another. Whether you are trying to win a
man
or trying to hold the love of the man
you have already won
you must use the
allurements that appeal to him
and

[Continued from page 49]

—

him

—

—

alone.

Science tells us that certain perfumes
appeal to certain types of men.
If your
sweetheart is gay and carefree, you should
use the kind of perfume that his temperament craves. If he is sober and thoughtful,
he responds to an entirely different kind of
perfume. There is no surer way to charm
the man you love than to use the particular
perfume that he cannot resist.
Check on the personality chart below the
qualities of your sweetheart, your husband
or your dream man and we will compound
a perfume to appeal to his particular personality.
Only the queens and princesses
of history, with the aid of their private
chemists have been able to apply this
secret of science to the art of love.
Send only $1.00 for a generous flacon of
the perfume your sweetheart would choose.

an automobile accident.
After the first
week of pain she felt gay and happy because all her friends and relatives came
to sympathize with her. Sympathy was
almost as dear to her as the breath of life.
After she could walk again she limped a
little.
She noticed people on the street
looking at her, and instead of wincing
under their pity, she cherished the "sweet
looks" they gave her. She even limped on
the street longer than was necessary, when
she was able to walk up the stairs without a limp.
(But on the street she
would be seen and people would feel sorry
for her.)

While she limped she had to wear high
pumps were the fashion. One
day she decided that she really must wear
pumps. That day she ceased limping and
bought a pair of brown pumps with high
heels But it was with regret that she sacrificed the sympathy that went with the limp.
Even today she works best when she is
directed with kindness and not with harshness. Perhaps that is why she enjoys working with Ernst Lubitsch, who is directing
Maurice Chevalier and Claudette Colbert
shoes, and

.

Margo De

ss-5
Vere, Personality Perfumer,
Register-Tribune Bldg., Des Moines, Iowa
I enclose $1.00 for which send me postage
prepaid a flacon of the particular perfume harmonizing with the qualities checked.
Gay
Carefree
Serious
Thoughtful
Timid
Shy
Impulsive
Cheerful

Moody

Romantic

Cold

Passionate

"The Smiling Lieutenant."

Other Qualities

in

My Name

While Chevalier's screen personality is
very pronounced, it is difficult to get at the
real person behind that famous knockout
grin.
Chevalier, I believe, is one of the
world's sad young men. He looks upon
his life as a succession of hard knocks, one
simply cancelling the other.
With his

Address
(Satisfaction

Guaranteed or your money back)

What Made

His

Hair Grow?
Read

Letter

His

the Answer

for

'*New hair came
immediately

almost

began
using
I
Kotalko, and kept on
growing. In a short time
I had a splendid head of
hair, which has been perfect ever since."
after

statement

This

by

H. A. Wild is but one
which volunof many
attest

tarily

that

hair

has stopped falling,
dandruff has been eUmior
new luxurinated,
ant hair growth has been
developed where the roots
were alive, after using

grand sense of humor he undoubtedly sees
the funny side of life, but it is rather significant that when he thinks back to his
early life, the incidents he remembers are
incidents of poverty and misery and of a
fate which played cruel pranks.

He remembers vividly certain incidents
from his life as a small-time artist in a small
town in France. He lived in bitter poverty
then.

His home was many miles distant from
the station to which he had to go on his
way to the theatre. But no matter what
the weather, he had to walk the entire
distance. He could not afford a cab.

KotalkoandKotalkoSoap.
Hair roots that remain
In the scalp long after the

surface hairs are lost, may
regain their original power
The process of hair
through proper encouragement.
growth depends on the nourishment the hair roots receive. Are yours getting all they need?
also report new hair growth. Many testimonials from men and women whose health obviously
aided the hair roots Into producing abundant hair, after
using Kotalko and Kotalko Soap.
Are your hair roots alive but dormant? If SO. Why
not use Kotalko and Kotalko Soap to stimulate them
Into growing new hair?

Women

Kotalko and Kotalko Soap are sold at drug
stores everywhere. Or you may write for sample to
Kotal Company, A-609, Station O, New York
.
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Screen

MONTH

ONEwithdaysnow.

the ground was piled high

It was storming bitterly.
Maurice Chevalier was due at the theatre.
Lugging a huge bag containing his changes
of costume, he had gone on foot four

miles to the station.

Suddenly he remembered having left
something at home something trivial but
tragically important to an actor
a comb.
If he had not been so poor, he could have
stopped at the nearest store and bought one.
But because of his poverty, he had to
walk back the four miles in the raging
storm to find the "leetle thing' that he had

—

—

'

forgotten.
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At another time when he was thirteen,
boy who was older than he, thinking that
it was an amusing prank to play on a
youngster, persuaded Maurice to drink
a

eight glasses of rum one after the other.
The boy had never touched liquor before.
He was due for a performance at the theatre.
He staggered in dead drunk and fell
on the floor. The show went on. Maurice

lay there dead to the world. The next day
he was dismissed, he who was so bitterly

poor.
I

think the reason the incident rankles so

Maurice Chevalier's memory is because
of the irony and the injustice of it he who
had never taken a drink to lose the job to

in

—

which he clung so pitifully, because an
older boy had chosen to have his fun at the
lad's expense.

Maurice Chevalier contribute to
DOES
the gayety of nations

because he finds
fun and laughter to make up for the misery
that he sees below the surface? He smiles
his famous grin, but when he looks back
upon his life, it is not with a smile but
with a shudder.
Not all our comedians, of course, are
smiling through their tears. There is adorable little Ginger Rogers, that cute little
"Cigarette me" girl in "Young Man of
Manhattan," the dumb bunny in "Honor
Among Lovers." If her heart is breaking,
she manages to' conceal it awfully well.
Hers is the lilting, carefree laughter of
youth.

She remembers little incidents like this.
Riding all by herself on a train taking her
from New York to Kansas City, where her
grandmother would take care of Ginger
during her mother's war work with the
Marine Corps. Ginger was only about
seven years old at the time and rejoiced in
her few hours of independence and selfreliance.
She has been beautifully cared
for all her life, but still she

is

a self-reliant

Her mother has seen to that.
Since Ginger was two years old she has let
little

body.

her pick

all

her

own

clothing in order that

Ginger might develop her own personality.
If Ginger nodded her head and said "I like
that" of any little velvet coat or pair of
shoes, they were bought for her, whether
her mother approved of Ginger's choice or
not.
As a result. Ginger, though she's
sweet and pliant, has a mind of her own.
Helen Twelvetrees remembers how when
she was a small girl she wanted to look like
the boy on the next block. She had long
blonde hair which her mother used to
twine over her fingers, until Helen's hair
fell in lovely curls.
The boy Helen was
fond of also had blonde hair, but it was
short. Helen worshipped him because he
could ride a bicycle and climb trees. In
order to pattern herself as

much

after her

hero as possible, she snipped off her curls.
Yet today she is one of our most feminine
stars.

there
Jean Harlow, who has
THEN
been accused of exhibitionism. When
is

she was a young girl her father gave her a
saddle horse. Her mother was at that time
entertaining seventy-five guests at her
country estate. Jean wanted them all to
see her pony. She ushered it in through the
door and led it up the stairs. The women
all shrieked, but Jean never turned
a
hair.
She had shown them her ponv,
and sufficient unto the day was the jov
thereof. That is still pretty much Jean's
attitude.

What do you make of
on your next party.

it all?

Try these

—
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Laughter
[Continued from page 19]

—

the "Call of the Flesh" her last
discover her secret and send her

in

picture

—

home.
Renee had one

friend,

however,

who was

not so blind as the others. When Dorothy
Sebastian learned of Renee's illness, she
rushed her to a sanitarium near Hollywood.
But Renee didn't like sanitariums.
People died there. Right in this very one,
Mabel Normand had passed on only a

few months before, and
lurking in its corners,
Renee waiting.

if

Death were
wouldn't

it

still

find

Within two weeks, she was back in
Hollywood, her light shining brightly
and the crowd once more gathering about
her.

The old trouble starred all over again,
and physicians refused to attend so wilful a
patient any longer. Six months in Arizona
would be the only way to save her.
Dorothy Sebastian didn't have the
money for so lengthy a cure. She wired
Marion Davies, who was in New York at
the time. Marion sent instructions to her
attorney and her physician.
After a month in Prescott, Renee again
barkened to the call. She had gained some
weight. She felt better. Why not a party?
Renee donned her clothes and returned to
Hollywood for one more union with the

—

crowd.

A

day or two

later, a nurse

—

took Renee

yibsorbent ...
to remove dangerous

and to bed. Once each
week now, that same nurse helps her to her
feet long enough to see what the scales say.
back to Prescott

That^s wliv Jean Harlow insists on

she weighs enough, she may return
to Hollywood, but it will take eight
months or more of extra good behavior,
and a year's quiet life after that.
Renee only smiles and sends word back
to Hollywood that she will give them another party within the month!

When

Kleenex

to

remove cold cream

She made one of the most
rapid climbs to stardom in all
Hollywood's amazing history!

—

Read her beauty advice to you.

Exercises for

Reducing
[Continued from page 6]

the fingers still folded into a fist.
Alternate, raising the left leg and the right
arm.
Do this vigorously twelve times.
Rest and repeat four times in groups of
twelve.
Fourth. The elbow twist for reducing
fatty chests. Sit erect, hands on the shoulders. Circle your bended arms around and
around ten times.
Rest and repeat ten

JEAN HARLOW,
ties, stresses

like other great beauthe supreme importance of

"These wonderful tissues are so sanitary in
themselves, and so absorbent to remove dangerous dirt!"

Towels unahsorbent
"So absorbent to remove dangerous dirt!"
The dirt that lurks deep in pores. The dirt
in which acne thrives. The dirt which harsh
cloths,

personally.

Goodby.

See

you next month.

unabsorbent towels, often slide right

cleanliness.

over.

"Whenever I see Kleenex on a woman's
dressing table, I know sbe understands
beauty care. Women who know nothing of
the scientific side of beauty often underemphasize the importance of strict cleanli-

This is the dirt Miss Harlow refers to. It's
the dirt Kleenex absorbs so quickly. Kleenex
blots up cleansing cream, and every particle
of grime comes, too. Every invisible fleck of
powder. Kleenex is so powerfully absorbent
that rubbing is unnecessary.

ness.

"They are still using unhygienic methods
of removing cleansing cream and make-up
methods which leave almost as many
.
impurities in the skin as before.
.

For handkerchiefs
Kleenex

is

rapidly

supplanting

handker-

.

"Too bad everyone doesn't understand
about Kleenex! " Miss Harlow continues.

chiefs for use during colds. It prevents self-

germ -filled handkerchiefs.
use Kleenex just once, then discard it.

infection from

You

Kleenex comes

times.

These four little exercises will take you
about fifteen minutes if you do them properly, but they will amaze you with their
beneficial results.
Don't expect results in
a week.
It took you longer than that to
get overweight, remember.
Lack of space forbids my giving you
more exercises here, but if after learning
these, you want new ones, won't you
write me? Fll be glad to send them to you

dirt''

%\.

Prices are the

and
At drug,

in packages at 25c, 50c

same

in Canada.

dry goods and department stores.
(.

.)

KLEENEX COMPANY,

SN

Lake Michigan Ruilding, Chicago,

111.

Please send a free supply of Kleenex.

Name
(i'lttimo

print nnmt! plainly)

Street

Use Kleenex for adjusting make-up as well as for removing creams and cosmetics. This dainty dressing room
accessory comes inyourfavoritepastel tint as wellas while.

City
In Canada, address: 330

Bay

.SircnI.

Toronto. Ont.

5
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"FAT

EMMA"
The Personal
Story of

Emma
"I

Courtney

never

will

forget

the

unhappy days when as a 'fat
was the butt of all my
They referred
friends' jokes.

girl' I

me as 'heavyweight,' 'Fat
Emma' and other odious

to

They

names.

never

friends were right, I was fat.
Almost every dress I put on
soon burst at the seams.
Carrying so much weight
tired my legs and weakened my ankles so I had

I found out that young
did not care for 'fatties.'
was anxious to reduce, but everyone warned me
against the ill effects that follow from the use of

I

'I

nostrums and violent exercising machines.

was desperate and didn't know what

to do.

"Then a kind friend told me of Miss Annette
Kellermann and her wonderful reducing methods.
Interested at once I wrote her and soon received her
fascinating book, 'The Body Beaulifiil,' and a lovely
personal letter, explaining her course in detail and
how I could easily reduce six to eight pounds a
month

—

In a
safely.
I followed her instructions.
I regained my youthful figure and have
ever since.
Life is once more worth living."

few months
kept

it

Simply write to Miss Kellermann for her new book,
will be told, without
obligation,
all
about her methods of reduction in a
the way that will increase
sane, sensible, beneficial way
your vitality and your strength, as it did Miss CourtSend the coupon today. Address Annette Kellerney's.
mann, Suite 92.5. 225 West 39th Street, New York City.

"The Body Beautiful," and you

—

ANNETTE KELLERMANN,

Suite 925
225 West 39th Street, New York City
Dear Miss Kellermann:
Kindly send me, entirely without cost, your new book.
I am particularly Interested
"The Body Beautiful."
in Weight Reducing.

Name
Address
State

City

mistook him for an actor one day, though
he had hardly been inside a theatre in his
life, and offered him a job. Lewis took the
part for the fun of it; and once he started

doesn't believe he is that sort of man at all.
And here is one of the most amazing
jokes of fate that has ever come to light,
in this town of jokes and fate called Hollywood! The fans are right. Lewis is wrong.
The fans knotv him better than he knows himself.
Once he was on a train going to New
York. A pretty girl kept walking up and
down the aisle, past his seat. Out of the
corner of his eye Lew noticed her, but he
thought nothing of it. Finally the girl
slipped into the seat beside him. She did
not have the faintest idea who he was
that was the funny part of it. And yet her
first words were: "You look like the one
person in the world who can give me the
parents won't let me
advice I need.
marry the boy I love. What shall I do?

acting, producers refused to let him stop.)
But the fact that he is a polished gentle-

Wait, the

way

away and

live

me
If

this.

men

2.5]

They seem to recognize in him a deep sympathy, a wisdom and kno'wledge of the
sadness and intricacy of life, that has come
Lewis
to him from wide experience.

ries

no energy left at the
end of the day. Although young and pretty,

'anti-fat'

{Continued from page

My

knew

how deep these jokes cut into
my feelings. But as I look
back, I am certain that my

'

May 1931

Everybody's Father Confessor

They Used to Call

Me

.

they want me to? Or run
with him, whether he mar-

or not?"

Now,

the point

is

just

Lewis Stone were the happy-go-

lucky, slightly hard-boiled personality he
thinks he is, he would have replied, "What
Do what you
difference does it make?

What's it to me?"
Did he say that? He did

please.

not. He spent
soberly,
three hours talking to the girl
giving her the same adwisely, kindly
vice that he would have given to a daughter of his own.
The incident might be multiplied by a
hundred; and still Lew himself doesn't
catch on. He is one of the best-loved per-

—

—

sons in Hollywood. Why does he imagine
he is asked to so many parties? Because he
always knows, so effortlessly, the right
things to say and do? Because he wears his
scrupulously tailored dinner-jacket with
such an air of distinction? Well, that may

For there are those in Hollywho know a
it or not
gentleman of standing when they see one.
A New Englander born and bred, from a
wealthy manufacturing family, coming as
a boy into contact with the dual polish of
Boston and New York, Lew had advantages from the start which many other
Hollywood folk missed. (You have probably read elsewhere that he went on the
stage by pure accident. A theatrical agent
be part of

wood

it.

— believe

—

not by any means the whole reason
Out here in Hollywood, meeting Lewis at occasional parties,
at the Embassy, or at the Brown Derby for
lunch, we all love him for just the same
reason that you do. Because, from somewhere deep inside him, from some recess of
his inner being so deeply buried that he
himself is unaware of it, there shines out a
radiant glow. A glow of rich kindliness, of
sympathy, of compassion. His quality of
savoir faire only adds to it.
Most of the letters that come to him ask
about problems of love and marriage.
Lewis has been married only twice, yet
people choose him for these soul-revealing
questions, rather than any one of several
players that have glided through the mariLewis Stone
tal mill half a dozen times.
has done a lot of thinking about the serious
side of this life of ours. That is what has
carved the deep lines in his face. That is
part of his glow.
"There are fewer divorces in Europe, because of their caste system, and the single"They plan
church influence," he says.
their marriages, over there. Here we decide we're in love and plunge into marriage
without waiting to find out if the emotion
we're experiencing is really love, or merely
a passing infatuation.
"But when you come right down to it,
even with all the foresight in the world,
marriage is still a gamble. There are more
chances to it than there are colors in the
rainbow. Two people, often almost total
strangers, promise to try to get along with
each other. Well, there's only one solution

man

is

for his popularity.

Mutual tolerance.
Mutual compromise. Love has no place for
pettiness or selfishness. We must be pre-

for a situation like that.

—

pared to give, give, give and never ask
for our back pay. In one way or another,
the reward will come of its own accord.
It won't come if we think about it."
And this is the secret of Lewis Stone,
which everyone but Lewis Stone has
known for a long, long time. He gives!
To him that giveth, shall be given

—
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nation's laws but they
dowriteits tunes. New-

comers to Hollywood
are George Gershwin
(at the piano) and his
brother, Ira, and Guy
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George the music
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YOU can have hair
as lovely
as this—

\Continued from page 38]

more interested in Ruth's career than he is
in his own.
Ruth has recently been the subject of
more conversation than any woman in
Her sudden switch from
Hollywood.
Paramount to Warner Brothers raised a

easily—
inexpensively

veritable tempest in the Hollywood teacup.
Ralph was right in the thick of the
battle, advising, and talking with Ruth.
It never seemed to occur to him that he
might jeopardize his own standing with
But if it had octhe powers that be.
curred to him, he would not have acted

OVELY

otherwise.
For there are things that are dearer to
him than his career. The success of his
wife.
The things that make life worth
living for him, the things that are in his
blood love of the outdoors, for instance.
Ralph has "stalled" off more than one
good role to go on a hunting trip. He
takes a sleeping bag, suf&cient camping
equipment and packs in, far into the high
He shoots mountain
Sierra countries.
lions, and occasionally, even a rattler.
He has a trophy, mounted and hanging
in the gun room, of the noisy end of a
rattlesnake.
He shot the snake between
his horse's front feet.
The snake was
coiled to strike. The horse was prepared

Ralph was more

efficient

of

gun room there is a big cabinet
of all sorts of firearms, and another case

of fishing tackle.

"Sometimes,

.

of

wooed and won Ruth Chatterton

in five

But he is still an English citizen.
"A good many people have asked me
why I don't take out American citizenship
papers," he said. "They say it will make
the income tax easier always that it will
make something easier for me. I don't
wish to become a citizen of this country
merely because from a mercenary standdays.

—

seems advisable. I want it to mean
something far greater than that."
America does seem very close to him. It
has since childhood.
His mother, the
beautiful Mary Forbes of the stage and
screen, has crossed the Atlantic many,
many times. While Ralph was in school in
England, his mother was touring America.
The boy with the blue eyes and the face
of the English society hero is a "different"
it

He knows how

sort of person.

He

is

a

And,

to get the

of contrasts.

should be told, too.
He is
much better looking off than on the
screen
even when he looks as well as he
does in "Beau Ideal" and "The Bachelor
Father," which happen to be his latest

—

pictures.

this

are trying to

— or

—

moderate salary find they can
save from $25 to $50 a year

— caring
cur'
•••Laura La Plonte, radiant film
star,

appearing

in

it

for their hair the Jo-

Way — at

too!

It's

home!

easy!

your hair looking

its

YOU

can do
And you can keep

the Pofhe'

feature, "Lonely Wives".

A

best

— always.

Complete Hair Beauty Treatment
for Less Than 10 Cents!

But
to believe,
You can actually give yourself — at
— same complete beauty treatment for your hair that you have been
accustomed to pay from one to five dollars
And you can do easily
quickly — for
than 10 cents! Jo-cur' Hot Oil Treatment gives new health
to your scalp — new
to your
Delicately scented Jo-cur' Shampoo

Hard

isn't

home

it?

it's

true!

ttie

for.

it

less

hair.

life

concentrate removes the dingy film of dust and dirt, and leaves your hair soft,
fluffy and easy to finger-wave.
Then a lovely, lasting wave with Jo-cur'
Waveset just as easy as combing your hair. And finally a touch of Jo-cur'

—

—

Brilliantine to bring out all

its

lustrous beauty.

Each of these marvelous preparations can be
used easily at home
each of them is composed
of the best materials money can buy, regardless of
price
and each of them can be obtained in generous sizes at most five and ten cent stores. 25c
sizes at your druggist's.

—

—

Economy is fashionable now!
At most 5 and 10c stores
25c sizes at your druggist's

life.

man

women who

supporting themselves on a

'

to live in California
Incidentally, Ralph is as great a booster
for the Golden State as the most rabid
native son.
He has never been back to
England since he came over with the
English stage play "Havoc"; and met,

best out of

un-

spend on

I

want

point

to

keep within a budget

think," he confessed, "I
would like to have a ranch back in those
mountains.
It is the paradise of the
hunter. I want to live in America always.
I

money

beauty treatments. Millions

than both

In that

women who have

imited

of them.
full

not the

is

screen and stage stars, or

—

to die.

hair

exclusive privilege of

1

o
-cur
J
far the Haiir
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How

Hollywood Lovers Propose
[Continued from page 41]

he would go to a nearby airport to
look over the planes and occasionally go

Mary Deper happened to be at
the airport at the same time on several ocThey met again in Hollywood
casions.
later when the cowboy star was making

for a ride.

Incidentally, he proposed while
they were up in the air over the film city
one afternoon. "I won't land until you
promise to be my wife!" laughed Ken. He
now owns his own plane and the two are
always air-vagabonding somewhere when
he is not working.
Lydell Peck proposed to Janet Gaynor by
wire from Oakland to the Fox studio in
Hollywood. "I love you!" he said. Then
he followed it up with another wire say"Will you marry me, sweetheart?"
ing:
And then before Janet had time to wire a
reply, he got her on long distance phone
and received his "yes." He fell in love with
the petite Fox star while sitting in a theatre in Oakland looking at her in "Seventh

pictures.

.

.

and now those

UGLY HAIRS
can never

grow again /
A

Written Guarantee assures the
permanent removal of unwanted hair

THOUSANDS ofwomen both here and abroad
now know
and beautiful

the joy of an alluringly smooth
from the re-

skin, forever free

growth of ugly unfeminine hair. Koremlu Cream
—the achievement of a noted French scientist
not only removes the hair for all time, but actually is most beneficial to the skin itself.
Koremlu is a delightfully fragrant cream. You
easily and quickly apply it to the skin, like
cold cream, and leave it on all night. Koremlu
may be used with positive effectiveness on the
face, legs, arms, underarm or any other part of
the body.

not to be confused with
temporary correctives that merely burn off the

Koremlu Cream

hair

and make

it

is

grow back

coarser.

Koremlu

is

a permanent cure. It removes the hairs by weakening the follicles that hold the hairs in the
roots, destroying them safely but surely.

Koremlu Cream, used regularly for a definite period as directed, is guaranteed by a signed,
money-back guarantee to achieve the permanent
results you have always hoped for— the complete
and lasting removal of superfluous hair.
Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of all
unwanted hair. Send the coupon today for our
booklet containing full details of the Koremlu

Cream method.
Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading department stores (ask them for booklet). If you find
that you cannot get Koremlu Cream in your
locality,

you may order

KOREMLU

direct

from

INC., 11 W. 42nd

St.,

us.

New York

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD
of permanent
hair removal
KOREMLU
New York,

Inc., 11

West 42nd

Heaven."
According to stories, Jimmie Fidler,
Hollywood's best-liked publicity man,
simply overwhelmed Dorothy Lee. Every
day and night, after he met her, Jimmie
sent a message, either by mail or telegraph.
He sent flowers and gifts. There were night
telegrams telling her good-night and morning telegrams telling her good-morning!
Despite all this, they decided to part company. They had become very fond of each
other and realized that they were falling
in love. But at that time Dorothy thought
she loved someone else and Jimmie was one

—

not
of the colony's staunchest bachelors
interested in marriage. So they decided to separate before it was too late.
Came the day before the parting and the

much

two were driving down Hollywood BouleJimmie said to Dorothy: "I'll go
to the beach house tonight and get
my swimming togs and move them to the
club." The beach house was the scene of
their Saturday and Sunday fun, where
Dorothy, her mother and her cousin spent
Jimmie generally spent
the week-end.

vard.

down

Saturday and Sunday with them.
Dorothy said nothing in answer to Jim's
last remark. Her silence caused him to look
at her. She didn't seem to be relishing the
idea of parting. He didn't like it himself

and said suddenly: "Gee, aren't we silly!
Here we've been having the most fun of our
Are we
lives and we're breaking it up.
being foolish or wise?"

And between them they agreed it v,as
very, very foolish, because the idea of separating had proved to them that they loved
each other. It was Jimmie who suddenly
shouted in "Midge's" ear: "Let's get
married, Midge! Let's announce our en-

Nancy

Si.

N. Y.

me booklet (in plain envelope) giving full
information about Koremlu Cream lor the guaranteed
removal of superfluous hair.

Kindly Bend

Name

^

.

AddreeB

-

And Dorothy

gagement right away!"
shouted right back: "Yes,

CarrolPs
Life Story.

let's

do, dear!"

The rest of the story is short. Jimmie
turned around and drove Dorothy home.
He kissed her at the door and jumped into
his car and drove to a jewelry store. There
he purchased the ring. But he didn't give
He saved it until the
it to her that day.
following Sunday, when Sue Carol, a guest
at the beach home, announced to the others
present that Dorothy had said "yes" to
Jimmie. And less than a month after that,
they were married.
Lucille Webster Gleason had just a little
two word proposal from Jim Gleason:
"Let's marry!" It was a whirlwind affair.
The minute they were introduced they were
in love. As they were both under age, their
mothers arranged the marriage. Theirs is
the rather unusual case of not a bit of
parental opposition on either side.
This is how they happened to m^eet.
Lucille Webster, then a little girl with
long curls, had accompanied her folks on a
trip to Oakland, where they happened to
stop at the hotel-home of the Gleasons.
Gleason, the elder, saw the girl with long
curls one day and asked her if she would
like to join their company, as they were in
Lucille, who had
need of an ingenue.

never had a bit of stage training, said
"Sure!" as though she were accepting
someone's kind invitation to have an ice

cream cone.

"From the moment I joined the company, all I heard was about their son, Jim.
He wasn't home at the time, having run
He was stationed
off to join the army.
in the Philippines, after successfully managing to look older than he really was.
"I heard so much about him that I decided
beforehand I should probably not like him
"But when he
at all!" laughed Lucille.
came home, I forgot all about my prearranged prejudice."
The two mothers accompanied their
children to the Oakland marriage license
bureau and arranged the preliminaries for
their marriage. They went to Portland on
their honeymoon and both found a chance
to enter a stock

company

there.

They

later

over the country, finally landing
in Hollywood, where they now make their
home with their only son, Russell.
Robert Armstrong was playing in "Is
Zat So?" in New York when he received a
little note of congratulation from a girl
who had just seen the comedy and liked
Bob's work particularly.
"Not a fan letter!" she insists today
when they reminisce on the incident which

toured

all

brought them together. The letter had
such a note of sincerity that Bob telephoned and asked if he might meet her.
They discovered that both
They met.
They swam. They played
liked sports.
tennis. They drove together when a matinee was over. They played golf. When the
first

It ranges from Ter\th Avenue,
Europe and Hollywood. It rises from
happy-go-lucky poverty to wealth and fame. It has romance
in her
and tears, fame and struggle. Nancy tells it to you
own words. Don't miss it. Starting in the June issue of
Silver Screen, on all news stands May tenth

IT'S packed with drama.

New

York

to

—

—
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to London, Bob wired to
a proposal. "I LOVE
WIFE?" it read.
BE
YOU. WILL
Jeanne Kent answered by taking the next
boat to England! They were married in

company went

New

York.

It

was

YOU

MY

London, with a brief honeymoon in Paris.
Mrs. Armstrong saw so many performances of "Is Zat So?" that she soon knew
all the lines and was given a part in the
cast.

Since

with Bob

coming to Hollywood to

live

and Jeanne appearing
frequently in stage productions they have
been looked upon as one of the colony's
happiest and best-mated couples.
Edward HiUman, Jr., of Chicago,
in pictures

—

—

learned that old proverbs can be mistaken.
"Absence makes the
in particular
he learned is all
heart grow fonder"

One

—

Eddie loved Marian Nixon and
wooed her with a vengeance. His ardor
won her over and she began to care for him
in a "big way."
Be ore he proposed, he
was called back to Chicago on business.
During his absence, a popular young director met Marian and liked her. They
went around together and became quite
fond of each other. In fact, the director
proposed, and Marian, thinking Eddie had

wrong!

forgotten her, accepted the director's ring
and the engagement was announced.
Marian felt, however, that she should inform Hillman of what she had done, so she
telephoned him to break the news. It was
like a thunderbolt to him, he now admits.
But Marian says he took it like a good
sport and asked her to offer the other man
his congratulations.
Twenty-four hours later Hillman arrived in Hollywood.
After talking to
Marian he had taken an aeroplane \Vest.
Boarding a taxi at the flying field, he was
whisked to Marian's front door.
"Oh,
honey, why didn't you wait for me?" he
exclaimed. "You know I dearly love you!
If you really love this other man, I wish
you all the happiness in the world, but if
you aren't sure, oh, darling, won't you
reconsider and marry me?"
Eddie must have been a good salesman or
probably it was Eddie that Marian loved
all the time.
Anyway, that day she and
Hillman became engaged; the other engagement was broken, and a wedding date
set.
It is common knowledge in Hollywood today that Marian and Eddie are one
extremely happy couple and that Ed
doesn't go on distance trips alone.
Joan Crawford was the first girl that
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., seriously "fell" for.
All Hollywood knew they liked each other
awfully well and so, all Hollywood just
sat back and waited. Finally, young Doug
decided to do the proposing act. However,
Doug in those days was very shy and when
the exquisite Joan bobbed up before him,
well, all his good intentions were dashed
to the ground— he simply COULD NOT
utter that proposal!
That night Joan's
'phone rang out lustily. "Er-er-a-a-ahem"
came Doug's voice over the wire. "Yes,
Dodo," answered Joan, "what is it you
want?" "Oh, er-could you-would vou-erer-ah!" "Why, Dodo, what on earth are
you trying to say?" laughed Joan. There
was a pause. Then, Doug's voice stam-

—

—

mered forth: "Darlingjoan, will you marry
me?" "Sure I will!" shouted Joan. And for
weeks and weeks after that, both of them
seemed to be walking on air. And from
what one gathers, they are today still walking on air and practically growing wings.
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KNOW THESE
FAMOUS EYES?

1931

Hollywood's Newest Genius
[Continued from page 59]

thousand extras, the audidn't click and the millions
who failed, didn't have. She has a mysterious quality which isn't "It." It's exotic, transparent and fascinating. Describe

which the

it?

fifty

who

thors

You should for she's one of Universal Pictures
greatest stars. This brown-eyed actress, who
wears 14 year size clothes, is now appearing in
a dramatic picture of Russian life. See below*.

May

Well,

it's

like a vagrant tune

from

far

away or a delicate perfume.
We'd better mark it down as "X." Anyway, it's there.
there because B. P. Schulberg,
It's
shrewd judge of box office values, and

refreshes eyes

other executives felt it.
In addition to this ''X," she has corncolored hair, almond-shaped eyes which
have a dark luminescence, delicately tinted
skin and a Swansonesque nose. She also
has a slim young body which takes clothes

after motoring

well.
Plus a sense of humor.
She'll play a leading role in her

Motoring causes eyes to tire and
burn; often makes them bloodshot. Relieve these annoying
after-effects by applying a few
drops of harmless Murine. In a
jiffy your eyes will feel fresh
and rested; soon the bloodshot
condition will disappear. Also
use Murine after golf and other
outdoor sports to offset eye irritation. 60c buys 60 applications at drug

and dept. stores.

*Lupe Velez in '^Resurrection"

worried and she isn't excited.
win, lose or break even," she pre"I hope I'll make good as a star.
dicts.
If I don't, I hke to write and I've always

She

Used Yearly!

Millions of Bottles

isn't

"I'll

wanted to

see

—
Europe

writing."

While Carman admits receiving good
marks in history and in English, which she
liked, she confesses that she can't add a
column of figures to save herself.
"I'm only bright along certain lines," is
her candid admission.
Other "certain lines" besides writing include painting, sculpture and music.
Carman was born in Chattanooga, TenShe was educated at Girls' Prenessee.
paratory School there. Three years ago, her
mother moved to Nashville and she atIn spite of her
tended Ward Belmont.
frequent illnesses, she succeeded in being
graduated just after her seventeenth birthday.
Two years ago, she was a school girl. A
year ago, she was an author living in New

York

City.
she's the toast of Hollywood.
Motion picture scouts "discovered" her

Now

All of which proves that she hasn't
started stretching her hat bands.
Of her talents and of her success perhaps

shortly after an adaptation of her book,
"School Girl," opened on Broadway.

you

collaborated
SHE
version.

say:

"Miraculous!"

"No, indeed," confesses Carman.
Carman believes firmly that her mother,
noted as a poetess under the name of
Dinantha Wells throughout the South,
and with a dozen other talents, and her
father, pioneer and adventurer who died
five

t/f?//>£>

own

story.

"The result was that I was home a great
deal of the time with my elders and I was
what you would call 'old for my age' as a
result. I read a great deal, and then started

years ago, contributed

much

to her

being.

to whatever equipment I might
have inherited were circumstances which
almost thrust writing on me and a keen
desire to create and to work," she told me.
"As a child, I was getting into scrapes
If I played in the rain, I'd
constantly.
catch cold. If I didn't take care of myself,
I'd get all sorts of childish diseases.

"Added

in writing the stage

"I can't tell you how I started writing,"
she told me. "I think I was about nine
years old when I first started putting words
on paper. At fourteen, I had completed
two short stories, one about a couple divorced because the husband couldn't drink

the wife's coffee.

"They were terrible. I didn't know anything about divorce.
"I decided that I'd better write about
something and somebody I understood. I
began studying my schoolmates and writing about them. "Then I clicked."
Carman doesn't get up in the middle of
the night and jot down inspirations. She
doesn't sigh and think heavily. She affects

Mme Adele
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40
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Here are the two who made "Strangers May Kiss" the
Of course, you recognize Norma
thrill-film it is.
Shearer, star, and George Fitzmaurice, director.
Doesn't Norma look more beautiful than ever?

'

.
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no peculiarities of dress, action or thought.
"I write a specified number of words a
"Sometimes I get
day," she explained.
tremendously interested and write more."
"You say you write about things you
I suggested.
"You write of
love
"I've been in love," she replied. "It's
all over now, however."

—

understand,"
'

This sounded interesting. I know it was
But that's as far as I got with

interesting.
it.

Carman doesn't

like to talk

about

it.

H/hy I ehanged to Marlboros

She won't say when, she won't say who,
she won't say why^ and she won't say
where.
"We were very much in love," she confessed.
"We were too young to marry.
We called it a day."
"All over?"
"All over."
We changed the subject.
"What about this acting business?" I
asked.
"I've never had any experience. I appeared in school plays, but that wasn't
acting. I like the idea of acting.
"However, there are some things about
it which I don't like. It hurts to have my
eyebrows plucked, and if my teeth have to
be straightened, I'm going to stick to
writing."

You'd

like

Carman's engaging frank-

ness about these things. She doesn't talk
of cars and yachts and parties, and she
doesn't boast. She's quite human enough
to admit of faults, physical and mental.

This characteristic goes to make up that
interesting thing labeled "X."
Carman and I met in her dressing room.
This didn't annoy her at all. She went
right on with the business of makeup and
hairdress. She is quite as much at home in

room

a dressing

as in a parlor.

Another one for "X."
My conversation with her revealed that
while she is not donning a cloak of egotism, she, on the other hand, is not a bit in
the fog about what has happened to her,
what is happening to her and what will
happen to her.
She realizes there is nothing permanent
about success, fame, money in the bank,
promises and Hollywood.
"I've had the breaks," she told me. "I
hope I'll keep on having them. Fate has
pushed me along and I hope it keeps on
pushing. All I'm doing is following my
nose."

Now,

in closing, a

few scattered

facts.

She likes swimming, horseback riding and
dancing. Her mother is her business manager. She is an only child. She was born
November 20, 1912. She likes the people
she has met here in Hollywood.
She thinks that she will marry and that
writing will "lighten her domesticity."
And this name. Carman. So great was
the rush on the part of Paramount to tell
the world of their "discovery" they
spelled it "Carmen," quite exotic. But she
wasn't christened in tribute to the flaming
Spaniard.
Actually, Carman's great-grandmother
was married three times. Carman was the
name of her third husband. Carman's parents liked

When Carman
i

.
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else?

— sort of wiggle.
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it.

Anything
Oh, yes.

X
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The Real Joan Crawford
{Continued from page 21]

COLOR LIPSTICK

LIFE

Recently, I accompanied her on a
shopping expedition. She bought quickly,
but conservatively, with a keen under-

nasty to me, they would quickly conclude
that he beat me in the privacy of our boudoir. An illusion is destroyed. And so, as
much as we love being together, we don't
think it's wise."
Both Mr. and Mrs. Fairbanks, Jr. are
getting terribly fed up with all the sentimental slosh that has been written about
them. "It's more gooey than a hot fudge
marshmallow sundae!" explained Douglas
as he planted a kiss on Joan's ready lips.
"W^ith such a complaint ringing in my
ears, how can I tell you of their sublime
happiness They are "Romeo and Juliet"
"Heloise and
"Pelleas and Melisande"

For your

lif

e

W

•

movie
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—
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standing of values. Negligees are her pet
extravagance. And she can't say "no" to

anything in blue.
Everything that her eyes see, her hands
can make. All of the curtains and hooked
rugs in her Brentwood Heights home were
sewed by her agile fingers.
Her home is run by a competent staff of
servants, but she supervises every detail
herself. It is of Spanish architecture, furn-

She and
ished in early American style.
now have their hearts set on an
old English manse, so "El Dodo" is up for
sale while they scout around for a site to
build on.
Joan is rabid about antiques. A hobby
She also
she shares with Billy Haines.
adores lettuce with thousand island dressing, Vermillion snails of abnormal length,
reading aloud, daily massage, changing the
color and style of her hair, Johnny Weaver's poems, green onions, and "Dodo."
She hates tall buildings, doctors, being
alone in the dark, fast driving, and speak-

—

!

Dorothy Mactaill, First National Star

robe.

Douglas

Abelard" rolled into one.
Joan's love for Douglas is her whole exHe speaks French fluently. She
istence.
is learning. He loves music. She attends all
the concerts at the Hollywood Bowl. He
writes but is appallingly lazy. She puts the
pad and pencil in his lap and eggs him on.
He likes potatoes au gratin. She hasn't
tasted potatoes in five years but she includes them on her dinner menu every
night. He wants to travel. It wears her

out but she would climb the Himalayas if
she thought it would make him happy.
Because of this genuine happiness, it
hurts them terribly whenever some idle
gossip-hound starts circulating the rumor
that they are no longer That Way. On June
3, 1931 they will celebrate their second
wedding anniversary. On June 3, 1981,
you are all invited to their golden one.
While I am on the subject of rumors, I
might just as well spike a few others that
seem to have gone the rounds over the
Despite all reports to the conteacups.
trary, Joan is on very friendly terms with

ing over the radio.
She has a strong maternal instinct.
Someday, she is going to take sabbatical
leave and have another Douglas. In the
meantime, she mothers every stray child
all sorts of

both young Doug's mother and father.
Accompanied by her doting husband, she
spends most of her week-ends at Pickfair
where her beauty and charm are a great
Doug, Sr. admires her imsocial asset.
Beth Whiting, young Doug's
mensely.
mother, adores her.
And another thing. She only talks "pig
latin" when she has something very special to say (such as telling Douglas how
she loves him) or when she is reminding him to tip the waiter.
She usually calls him "Douglas"—
"Dodo" occasionally "Doug" never. Her
favorite nickname for everyone else she

much
«

ial

—

-
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improve the shape of your nose by
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patented Model 25 Nose Shaper possesses, make results satisfactory and
lasting. Worn night or day. Over 100,000 users. Send for free book to
M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, Dept. 261, Binghamton, N. Y.

My

to

is "sweet."
She once weighed 150 pounds. Now her
figure is the answer to a modern maiden's
prayer. She exists on plain salads, draughts
of coffee and innumerable cigarettes. Once
at her own dinner party, I saw her eat
strawberry ice cream but it might have
been a mirage.
She is not extravagant about clothes,
though she boasts a voluminous ward-

likes
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Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 3451, Chicago

"^TOW

IS

GARBO
SUFFERING?

sight. She loves dolls and
toys and has such an enormous
collection that it requires a specially builtin sun porch to house them.
She is hyper-sensitive and consequently
easily depressed. When she is in this mood,
her tears spill forth like a gushing Niagara.
She claims that she is very shy and selfconscious but I have never seen any evidences of it. On the contrary, I have
always been struck by her complete

and animal in

it

why

poise.

She doesn't like or play the social racket,
although she and Douglas are on every
hostess's list in Hollywood. Occasionally,
they can be seen dining together in a small
group at the Hotel Roosevelt or Embassy
Club. When they entertain, it is usually in
the privacy of their own home. Ann Harding and Jessica Barthelmess are Joan's
closest friends.

She is always impressed by people who
have accomplished things and is open in
her admiration of them.
She is scrupulously thoughtful the kind

—

that never forgets a birthday or a letter of
condolence. And generous to a fault. She
would give you the shirt off her back if she
wore one.
And, oh yes, her one complaint is that
no one ever gives her correct age. It's

March
P. S.

23rd, 1908.
She hasn't any complaints!

can be told

— why

Garbo

she does not go to parties;

lives alone;

why

she has

and a child of the
sun. And it is told in the June issue of SILVER
Screen. An inside story on Hollywood's Most

become

practically a hermit

Fascinating Figure

—

—

—
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Fool,

venlLon

Bakewell
[Continued from page 20]

This role attracted attention

—

it

was

Tkat Baniskes Ckafin^ and

his

Discomfort from Women's Hygiene

first.

But, in spite of his rapid rise, there were
temporary setbacks. He was very proud of
the part in "On With the Show," opposite
Sally O'Neill. It wasn't much of a part,
but he was in the picture, and he worked
He "emoted" all over the place.
hard.
Came the preview. He had played his part

not wisely and TOO well, and had been
eliminated in the cutting room.
"That night almost blotted me out of
"I can
pictures forever," Billy told me.
chuckle about it now, but it was more
tragic than any part I've ever played on the
screen." But he kept going.
'Confidence in myself was a marvelous
support," he continued. "Looking back
on the days when I was just one of the
mob, I can realize just how much naive
faith

I

had

4

in myself.

"Millions think that acting in motion
pictures is easy. It is one of the hardest
businesses in the world, and no one knows
it any better than I do."
Billy must have had more than a naive
He has just
faith in himself, however.

completed a sensational part in "Daybreak," with Ramon Novarro. Prior to
this, he was outstanding in "All Quiet on
the Western Front," and in "Dance, Fools,
Dance." His greatest achievement, however, has just been scored.
He has been chosen to play the leading
role opposite Helen Twelvetrees in "The

He was so much in
Registered Woman."
demand that one producer borrowed him
from another.
Billy figuratively beats a straight, even
path right through Hollywood. He is one
of the younger generation who have left
high schools and colleges to fight their way

into success in motion pictures.

His bank account
sought out.

is

growing; he

is

being

He has plenty of time in which to take
advantage of opportunities which won't
help him as far as his career is concerned.
But he isn't taking that primrose high-

way.
There are

girl

friends

and parties and

dances, but the only things under his table
are feet. He doesn't smoke.
He grew up in military school and he has
an excellent carriage. Tennis, swimming,
and a workout daily under a special trainer
keep him as straight as an arrow.

He

is

mother

in a quiet section of

Hollywood.

asked Billy whether he got any satisfaction, these days, out of the chagrin of
his friends over the fact that he has been
stepping right along in his quest for fame.
"Don't you ever have a little fun kidding

them?"

I asked.
smiled. "I would get a lot of fun out

of kidding them,

if I

could," he replied.

only one trouble, however
Whenever I see the ones who scoffed, they
say, 'You've proved my judgment, Billy.
I always knew you'd make good.'
Too bad they didn't notice the jaw on
that darned fool, Bakewell.

"There

of tke
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Go today

any drug or department store.
Obtain a box of Veldown. Use six. Then
if j'ou don't feel that it is a Vast and Great
Improvement on any other pad you have
ever worn, return the box — and receive
your

full

to

purchase price back.

Veldown Company, Inc., 220 East 42nd
St., New York City. One of the Divisions of
the Irilcrnational
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It
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Millionaires of the

Freckles

{Continued from page 37]

120-acre ranch is a real show place and his
string of polo horses are the finest in the
land.

VANISH LIKE MAGIC

Marion Davies, Norma Talmadge, ColMoore, Marian Nixon, Richard Bar-

leen

thelmess,

Constance

Compson

are

all

Bennett

rated

and Betty

millionaires.

as

Jackie Coogan, also. He made his million
He still has
before he was nine years old
it and probably a good deal more, too.
Tom Mix is worth a million and a goodly
He has huge diapart is in diamonds.
monds in rings and scarf pins. He has
diamond-studded belts and a magnificent
wrist-watch set into an eleven carat diamond. In case any ambitious young burglar should happen to see this, I hasten to
add that he keeps them in a strong box at
the bank.
Close to being millionaires, if not quite
in that class, are Corinne Griffith, Laura La
Plante, Bebe Daniels, and Noah Beery.
Noah is said to have at least $900,000. His
famous 'Trout Club, way up in the mountains beyond Los Angeles, to which scores
of stars journev in the summertime, is alone
valued at $750,000!
!

REMOVE

those embarrassiiiE freckles.
Surprise your friends with a new
velvety soft, crystal clear complexion.
with Stillman's Freckle
You can
Cream.
It bleaches them out while
you sleep. Done so quickly and easily
—secretly too. The first jar proves its

—

At

magic worth.

all

drug

Stillman's
Freckle Cream
Removes Freckles

stores.

30

—Whitens

Skin

The Stillman Company,
Aurora,

III.,

U. S.

A

4

Beauty Dept. 20, send free
Tells why you have
how to remove them.

booklet.
freckles

I

—

I

J
$$ Photoplay

'

'
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Harold Lloyd

For Silent and Talking Pictures
school no courses or books to
sell.
You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
Plots acideas are what is wanted.
cepted in any form. Send for free booklet giving full details.

Ruth Roland
Will Rogers
Marion Davies

Norma Talmadge
Marian Nixon

Universal Scenario Company

Colleen

Meyer
Hollywood, California

Betty

LOVE CHARM

PERFUME

Perfume brings peculiar and subtle psychological reactions on the
human emotions. The enchantresses of oldCleopatra— DuBarry— understood this magic
power. Stars of screenland are inspired by realistic odeurs. Certainly a man's idea of a woman's
charm may easily be changed with the proper
perfume. That Love Charm is such we ask you to
prove to yourself. Send 10c for sample vial. Love
Charm Co., Dept. 100-E , 585 Kingsland, St. Louis, Mo.

LEG TROUBLES VANISH!
Don't sufTer any longer. The LIEPE
METHOD relieves and permanently beneflts Varicose Ulcers, Enlarged and Swollen
Veins, Eczema, etc., while you walk. A speeach case. 40 years of
BucccssIPralsed and endorsed by thousands.
cial prescription Jor

booklet "HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
rRPFI
rnCC; New
heal leg diseases at home" sent
today.

LIEPE METHODS INSTITUTE
29
3284 N. Green

Bay

Ave., Dept.

Milwaukee. Wis.

Price includes round trip
ocean passuKe, transportation abroad,
liotels, meals, siRlitseelnc an(i tips
Itineraries to every country in Va\roi)e, WrKe for free hooltlct. "K2 ir"
THE TRAVEL GUILD, Inc.

ISO North Michisan, Chicago
E21 Fifth Avenue. New York

Moore

Richard Barthelmess
Constance Bennett

(Established 1917)
Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista

FREE. Just BoDd Damo and address. Write

$12,000,000
7,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,500,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
1,750,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

Charles Chaplin
Marv Pickford
Douglas Fairbanks

Not a

French

'

'

comes to him and is added to what
he has already made in opera, another
extremely rich star's name will be placed

all this

on the rapidly growing list.
Runners up in wealth already number
such

players

as

Nancy

Charles

Rogers,

j

Those

Compson

who may

rich" include

be termed the '"newly

Ann Harding, Garbo, Chat-

Novarro,John Boles, Helen TwelveGeorge O'Brien, Joan Crawford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey. While none of these have
terton,
trees,

as yet "salted

away"

their

first

million,

it

on the road
Lois Moran,
to financial independence.
Estelle Taylor and Lawrence Tibbett might
is

safe to say that they are well

Lois
be classed in this category, too.
Moran, with the help of her mother, has
had for the past few years a steady stream
While others
of gold flowing her way.
were losing heavily in the stock market
crash, Lois was "cleaning up" a quarter of
a million! She even went so far as to make
$10,500 for her personal maid! Lois, with
this money, plus the money she's made in
pictures and the $60,000 left by her a relative, is undoubtedly one of the wealthiest
of the younger players.
Estelle Taylor has, due to clever investments, her own private fortune of a
t]uarter of a million safely laid

away.

As

Mrs. Jack Dempsey, she is, of course, rated
high up in the millionaire class.
Lawrence Tibbett is coming along nicely.

Mary

William
Powell, Maurice Chevalier, Robert Montgomery, Bessie Love, Anita Page, Lowell
Sherman and Clara Bow. The present for-

Brian,

Carroll, Irene Rich,

tunes of these celebrities, all of whom are
working and saving steadily, run all the
way from $75,000 to $250,000.
Clara Bow has a trust fund into which
every pay day goes exactly one half of her
check. This fund is reputed to be in excess
of $100,000. She has her home, too, which
is worth about half this sum, besides her
drawing account of several thousands at
the bank.
we come to those who lost out in
the January, 1930, stock market debacle.
Before that great crash, most of them enjoyed fairly huge fortunes. Al Jolson was.

Now

Approximate Fortunes of Some of Hollywood's Richest

Ideas $$

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism,
Copyriglit and submission to studios

50-1

He pocketed $75,000 for "The Rogue
Song, and it is said he will receive $100,000
for each of his next several pictures. When
too.

Jackie

Coogan

Tom Mix
Noah

Beery
Corinne Griffith
Laura La Plante
Bebe Daniels
William S. Hart

Norma

Shearer

H. B. Warner
Lois Moran
Sue Carol
Estelle Taylor

Virginia Valli

Stars

1,000,000
1,000,000
900,000
850,000
800,000
750,000
750,000
750,000
500,000
400,000
250,000
250,000
250,000

a doubt, the heaviest loser, having more than half a million swept away.
Richard Dix was probably the next heaviest loser. When he lost $50,000 on Bank of
Italy stock two and a half years ago, he
But when he
just grinned sheepishly.
"dropped" $250,000 in the Wall Street
slump well, there was not even an apology for a grin! He remarked: "I've got my
two cars left, my health, and fifty dollars
in the bank!" Gone was everything else.
However, in due time along came "Cimarron" and now Dix is back in the "big
money" class. He is saving most of his
salary check each week, and undoubtedly,
will soon have his second fortune.
John Gilbert, Evelyn Brent and Lew
Codv all lost staggering sums in the crash.

without

—

Edmund Lowe, too — Eddie "dropped"

$60,000, while his wife, Lilyan Tashman,
lost $30,000,
Helen Chandler lost every cent she possessed in the

Guarantee Trust

failure.

How-

married to the brilliant English writer, Cyril Hume, she isn't penniIn fact, she is making her fortune
less.
back again, as she is much in demand for
dramatic rtiles. She recently completed the
ever, as she

is

—

—

Silver Screen for
lead opposite

Ramon Novarro

in

"Day-

Bank

of

Hollywood
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Waist and Hips
Quickly Reduced

break" and is now playing the leading role
in "Salvation Nell."
Louise Dresser and Wallace Beery both
lost in the

—

failure

how many

thousands no one knows. Nils
Asther lost the $40,000 that he had deposited only two days before the crash!
Harry Langdon, always unlucky, lost
$30,000. Lew Cody, another who has always managed to have far more than his
share of bad luck, was stopped by a friend
the day after the failure and asked if he lost
anything.
"No, I didn't," he laughed,
"and I've been wondering all morning how
I actually managed to miss these two fail-

without dieting, drugs or exercises
lyl^AIST and

hips 2 to 4 inches smaller in 10 days.
^ ' That's what the new Perfolastic Reducing Girdle
has done for thousands of delighted women. We urge
you to try it, too at our risk.

"Oh, well. Lew, you can't corner
the bad luck!" replied the friend.

ures!"
all

Made

of finest quality, fresh, live Plantation Rubber
by the famous Goodrich Rubber Co., Perfolastic reduces
by automatic massage. With every breath you draw,

Plenty of players would today be on the
threshold of the millionaire class if the
coming of talkies hadn't suddenly deprived them of huge salaries. Irene Rich
is one who lost out first and then staged a
great comeback. Warners' declared she had
no speaking voice. I wouldn't say this if
she had not since proved the contrary to be
true.
So thoroughly, however, did Miss
Rich believe them at the time sound films
were first tried out, that she went into
vaudeville for a year to get voice training
and stage poise. Nowadays, she works all
the time and her salary is well past the two

every step you take,

its continuous gentle pressure breaks up
moulds away flabby flesh as an expert masseuse would.
Cool, comfortable, light some models weigh as little as 9^4

fat cells,

,i

Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 445
East 42nd Street, New York City.

|

41

4

|

Without oblieiation, plea.se send me FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating tlie new Perfolastic Girdle, also particulars of your 10-day trial offer.

|
I

Address

of those who lost out due to
further augmented by Madge
Bellamy, Claire Windsor, Olive Borden,
Monte Blue, Rod La Rocque, Tom Mix,
Adolphe Menjou, Esther Ralston, Emil
Jannings, Mary Astor, and Don Alvarado,
all of whom are now attempting more or
Mary Astor, in
less successful comebacks.
particular, has made a brilliant return and
is, I hear, shortly to be starred
by Radio
Pictures. John Gilbert, of course, lost in
popularity, but not so much in actual cash,
as he still had his contract with M-G-M
and was paid every week.
list

talkies

is

takes a wise movie star to
money in Hollywood these
days, but a wiser one to invest the money
safely so to bring it up into the million
dollar brigade.
all,

it

get into the big

But mustn't
feeling to be

it

be a grand and glorious

young and handsome; famous

and loved; full of Madame Glyn's "It" and
worth one million smackers?

j

State

City

I
I
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paper!

surpassed hers.
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Name

—

After

tiny holes to let skin breathe.

gives full details about this
marvelous girdle and particulars of our 10-day trial offer with
money-back guarantee that protects you from all risk. Send for
it today.
No obligation. Simply fill out coupon and mail to Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 445, 41. East 42nd Street, New York City.

Lew

THE

full of

him

this opportunity.
Since that
has worked in many films; his
salary is about $2,000 a week; and he is
much in demand for sophisticated, sometimes inebriated suave men-of-the-world
roles. Lew is a good actor and makes the
most of every line.
Elinor Fair, too, disappeared with the
advent of talkies. Today, she is about to
sign for the lead in one of the finest pictures of the year
a historical film, and will
undoubtedly stage a comeback, as she is
more beautiful than before and has a fine
voice. Much of the fault of her leaving the
screen was due to the domestic trouble between her and Bill (Screen) Boyd, her former husband, about whom she worried and
who for the time being killed her selfconfidence, because of his progress, which

time,

—

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

thousand mark.
For a while. Lew Cody was "licked."
Then he came back in "What a Widow,"
and he gives Gloria Swanson all credit for
giving

—

ounces (garters included)
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Her

iMARTLY
GROOMED

the occasion. As it was, the public and
the producers succumbed with flattering
The youngest Bennett's charm
rapidity.
and her rich voice were a piquant com-

1931 is smartly
groomed from head to
with

audacity

charming

a

her

own.

final

touch

all

She gives the

bination. She was a success literally overnight. And nothing has stopped her since
professionally.
So much for that side of her life.
comes the other side.
Joan settled herself in Hollywood in a
delightful home, established herself and

Now

to her sparkling features

with

a

Powder

Bird

Blue

sterilized
Puff.

COLUMBIA PLUSH

Own Worst Enemy
[Continued from page 35]

Miss
toe,

& PUFF CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"THE BEST AT

ANY PRICE"

NOW

back without question

if

Money

Price $S.OO Postpaid.

you are not entirely

satisfied.

MME. LEONE, Dept.S-1, 12 West St., Boston, Mass.
I

eru-loae $2.00.

Send me at once your new discovery

for

growing

beautiful eyelashes.

mutual friends when Joan

moment

huffily

have a

beautiful, healthy

again there was the time when
THEN
at
Carmen Pantages was seriously

young

girl

such as

could be.

to

separate party.

ill

jealousy entered a wild, fierce jealousy on
Joan's part that made her do anything
even to appearing ridiculous to assert her

—

that John didn't say the right things over

Don't envy other eves while this remarkable discovery ie within
your rpach. For YOU, too, can surpase them all with evee full of
expression and allurement. YOURS will be BETTER than the beet
you've admired.
Send
for Mme. Leone's Eyelash Grower and WATCH

their

is

Name

could be.

party together and the guests were invited.
It was decidedly embarrassing to

she

Address

the joy of lonz, dark hixurioue eyelashes and
eyebrows euch aa our amazing new discovery produces. No matter
how scant the growth, we Ruarantee. unconditionally, that within
two weeks' time Mme. Leone's Preparation will make them longer,
darker and more brilliantly beautiful than you ever imagined they

him.

They had an open fight on the eve of a
Mayfair dance. They had planned a big

No

hold on John.
There was the time that they quarreled
and Joan in a fit of temper departed by
plane for New York. John, who thought
she was sulking in her Hollywood home,
was considerably bewildered when she
telephoned him from New Mexico. Angry
as she was, she couldn't resist calling him
from the first stop to find out what he was
it must have been
Still angry
doing.

Every woman wants

wood and made up with

decided at the last

—

Z^W££KS

—

the telephone she went on to New York
and stayed exactly three days. While she
was there, she called John four or five
times a day with a magnificent disregard
for expense. Then she went back to Holly-

her young daughter. She gave out interviews saying she was "through with this
love business." But naturally she wasn't.

She met young John Considine, Jr., a
Hollywood looked on
film executive.
with amused and disapproving eyes. Disapproving, because it was said Joan
"took" John Considine from Carmen
Pantages, to whom he was engaged. It's
an open argument, of course, whether any
woman can "take" any man away from a
person he's really in love with, can "take"
him if he doesn't want to be "taken."
But certainly it did look as though John
loved the little Bennett deeply. And it
Only
looks as though she loves him.

[RESULTS IN A FEW DAYS.

—

—

Palm Springs and John went down to

see

Jealousy got the better of Joan and
she chartered a plane and followed him.
It was night and the flying territory between Hollywood and Palm Springs is not
the best in the world. They had to light
One can't help
flares at the landing field.
admiring Joan's pluck, traveling under
Arriving at the El
those conditions.
Mirador Hotel she made a considerable
commotion until she located John. He
succeeded in quieting her down. Joan admitted afterward rather pathetically
that she had been unreasonably jealous.
And she and Johnnie made up again.
her.

—

Yet in spite of all this childishness, Joan
deserves sympathy or perhaps just because of it. The fame of her family has
been, in a sense, a handicap. It has given
her from childhood an exaggerated sense
of her own importance a feeling that her
own sudden success has naturally augmented. People forget she forgets herhow young she is. Because she has
self
been married and divorced, because she has
a three year old child, because she is an
important figure in the talkies, they expect

—

—
—

—

State.

City

Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-

—

tilage
quickly, safely,
painlessly,
while you
sleep or work. Lasting
Doctors praise
results.
it.
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Write for

87,000 users.

FREE BOOKLET.
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It

in

YOU

can earn good
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money
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in

drawing

No

at
selling or
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We instruct you, furnish com-

plete outfit

and supply you with work.

Write to-day for free booklet.

The
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252 Dominion
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DEAFNESS

IS

Limited

O

MISERY

Many

people with defective hcarlnj;
and Head Noises enjoy convcrsacion,
go to Theatre and Church because thcv
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which

resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sIrHi.
No wires, batteries or head piece.

Thcv are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventor -who was himself deaf.
A. 0. LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 985.70 5th Ave.,

New York

pays to advertise
so
Hollywood,

pretty Lillian Bond
displays to the world
that she's a musical
marvel. Lillian took

an ordinary jersey
windbreakerandhad
these musical notes
printed all over it.
Clever?

—

!
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Silver Screen for
of her the maturity and wisdom of an experienced woman.
They forget she is
barely out of her teens, flowering, like
plants at Easter time, in a forced, hot-

house atmosphere.
Joan has had experience but she has
not yet assimilated it. Things have happened to her too fast. Her mental growth
has not kept pace with her emotional
Which means that her sense of
forcing.
values is not that of an adult.
It leaves Joan, then, an intense child,
guided by impulses. It is worth noting
that whenever she has a fit of temper she
flounces into a plane and rushes off into
the clouds. She does it both literally and
imaginatively leaves the world behind,
deserts reality. She has enough money to
have whatever she wants within her reach.
But if Joan did not have money or if this
were not the present day she couldn't

Stop

1931

77

/

I

—

Look!
Listen

—

—

—

escape by tearing off somewhere else.
She'd have to stay and take it on the chin,
which would be a good deal better for
her, spiritually.

She has an inherent love of speed, this
Bennett fledgling. She wants to fly and
There is nothing malicious or
fly fast.
mean in her nature. Her impulses are fine
and generous, even if they frequently af>pear foolish.
No one has ever gone to
Joan for aid financial or otherwise and
She is frank, outspoken,
been refused.
loyal and impetuous. And her very jealousy
proves that she would go through hell for
those she loves.
Joan loved John Fox. That is a factor
in her life that must always be taken into
account. He destroyed her faith in him,
and by inference, in other men. Being so
young, her lost illusions have made her
something of a cynic. And that is why
she is so ready to be hurt in her present
love. She has not yet learned that jealousy
and suspicion are swift destroyers of happiness.
Today she demands too much of
love.
She gives freely, but being still a
child, she expects people to return her
gifts with equal generosity.
And people,

—

—

—

particularly male people, seldom act that

way.

THERE

is

a reminiscent picture in

my

mind that helps me understand Joan
Bennett today, a picture of a spoiled, imperious and wretchedly unhappy youngster of thirteen at a girls'

summer camp

in

New

England. She wouldn't join in the
outdoor activities and healthful sports of
the group.
She was too proud to seek
friendships.
She walked about, looking
more as though she belonged in a drawing
room than in the woods. She was sophisticated beyond her years, to the bewilderment of her contemporaries and the
amusement of her elders. No one really
understood the pathos of the child, too

grown-up to play with the
iige,

girls of

her

own

too childish to mingle with mature

people.

Then, as now, because she didn't understand herself, Joan was her own worst
enemy.
She is still a little girl acting
grown-up, still a warm-hearted, generous,
impulsive child, who wants adult things
of the world without paying an adult

them.
hope she learns

price for

how to grow up, for
the youngest of the Bennetts will be the
finest of the Bennetts when she wins her
battle against herself.
I

Danger
Ahead fo

Clo ro Bow!
What

will happen to Hollywood's It and Fun Girl?
Clara's career survive?
Will the public continue to
applaud and support her pictures or will she be consigned to
oblivion with the other players whose unfortunate publicity
has wrecked their careers?

Can

—

—

That's what Hollywood
and the rest of the movie-mad
And you'll find a new angle on the Case
world
is asking.
of Clara Bow in the May issue of SCREENLAND.
newcomer to Hollywood, Sylvia Sidney from Broadway, stepped
into the dramatic role Clara was to have had opposite Gary
Cooper in "City Streets." New beauties are being groomed
for stardom
there are Clara Bow contenders on every side.
SCREENLAND warns the Red-Headed Riot to stop, look, and
listen
and tells why. You'll see all the reasons for caution in
the form of beautiful photographs of Clara's potential rivals
lovely girls who may be the Hollywood headliners of the future
in this May issue of The Smart Screen Magazine, on the
stands April first.

—

A

—

—

—

That's not
in

Clara's

the

It

As

all!

life,

in

You'll

meet Rex

Bell,

the current boy friend
how he won and held

a story in which he tells

Girl's regard.

well

as

such

features

as

Marie

Dressler's

Own

What Does Numerology

Story.

Foresee for Janet Gaynor? Confessions of a Hollywood Baby. Two rotogravure galleries of sweet
reviews
expert beauty
and hot pictures. The latest news
advice
All in the May issue of

—

—

SCREENLAND
On

sale at

all

news stands.

Get your copy today!

—
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Casting Directors Judge People
[Continued from page 24]

and Loretta look alike. Sally had another
call and sent Loretta to take her place.
Loretta showed that she had the delicate
Miss
'It' in the way she did her bit.
Moore saw her ability where the rest of us
had missed it. When it was called to our
Result:
attention,
we recognized it.
Loretta is a star today."
Poundage, loss of personality through
personal habits (for personality, from

Spring Sun and Winds Bring

Out Rusty Brown Spots. How
to Remove Easily

what I gather, is built up by one's
which in turn form character), and

This is the time to take special care of your
complexion if you wish it to look well the rest of
the year. Spring sun and wind bring out freckles
that will stay all summer unless removed now.
What your skin needs is Othine-double strength.
A few nights' use of this dainty white cream
will show you how easy it is to fade out those
ugly-brown spots and restore the natural beauty
of your skin.

Be sure to ask

for Othine-double strength at

any drug or department store. Money back if it
does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your skin soft, clear and beautiful.

habits,
general
temperament or "cussedness," have ruined
Kelly
countless motion picture careers.
named several who "went down the
chute" through these various factors and
failings.

Then he mentioned Marian Nixon.
Nine years ago she was working for Fox
Scott Dunlap, director,
as an extra.
wanted the girls on the set to dance.
Marian offered to teach them a few steps.
Dunlap took one look at her he hadn't
from
she
stepped
noticed her until
the ranks and began" pushing her along.

—

thought. Oat she went. She rang the bell
immediately.
Now, about Karen Morley, just coming
into her own on the film horizon. She got
one big break the kind every extra hopes
for but almost never gets.
"Karen Morley,'' confides Thau,

—

"walked

into

my

office at a

moment when

we

needed, in the worst way, a girl to play
opposite Lewis Stone in 'Inspiration,' a

Garbo

took one look at her,
and she was signed.
Her personality registered in an instant."
Mr. LeMaire, please.
"Personality is made up of the tone of
picture.

I

said, 'That's the girl,'

the voice, the expression of the eyes, the
hang of clothes, the carriage of the body,
and the life of the player. These factors
all go together to produce something
which an actor, instinctively, has the
ability to express. I can spot an actor the

moment

I

see

LeMaire

him."

is

busy these days scouting.

—

She

place in pictures
today.
""The difference between an extra and an
actor," explains Kelly, as our interview
closes, "is that an extra dresses a set, and
might just as well be a piece of furniture
or a drape, while the actor helps move the
story and attracts and holds the attention of

FACE LIFTING
Facial in your own home with
Superior Facial Mask. Removes
lines, blackheads, pimples, tones
Makes comsagging muscles.
plexion clear and youthful. Banishes

his audience.

wander to Metro.
"Johnny Mack Brown," says Benny
Thau, "came out here as a football player
on the Alabama team, and as a raw recruit
to pictures. He was gawky and awkward,
but his possibilities were seen. There was
something more in his make-up than bright

"That Tired Face."

Let's

SUPERIOR PRODUCTS CO.
Box 830

Buffalo, N. Y.

ASHFUU
•'Shame od you!" Are yoo
embarrassed/ia company of the other
sex? Stop being shy of straneera, CoQquertheterrible/earof your superiors.
Be cheerful and confident of your
futurel Your faults easily overcome
BO you can enjoy life to the fullest.
Send 25c. for tfiis amazing book*

RICHARD BLACKSTONE
B-505

Flatiron BIdg.

has an enviable

N. Y. C.

Song - Poem Writers
we compose music to your words we will
guarantee that the song will be accepted
for publication by a New York music publishing company. Mail your best songpoems to us today.
If

NATIONAL COMPOSING STUDIOS, 147,5
Broadway, Dept. 106, New York, N. Y.

and curly hair, for millions have
Look at him
those physical attributes.
today!"
We asked Thau what makes him pick
out a player from a mob.
"A girl or woman must be physically
attractive. She does not need to be beautiful.
She must, to be a leading woman,
express youth and have an appeal for the
opposite sex. She must have a voice which
will enable her to express laughter or sorrow at will. She must be able to interpret
emotions.
"A man, to play leads, must also be
physically attractive, but not necessarily
handsome, as in the old days. He must
have an appeal for women. He must be
eyes

virile

have

and clean cut. And he, too, must
interpret
ability
to
that same
'

ror

PLEASURE or PROFIT
\

iHHI^^^^Hl A fascinatiog' hobby or a profitable buL...^....

can now be yours. Prepare quickly at home
under the perBonal pruidance of leading estpertB in the (ino art of photojrrax)hy.

'

No

experience necessary. Full or spare time.
Many cam while learninpr. Our thorouRh
Btudio method also qualifies you to fill a well

payinp: position upon Rr^duation. Send coupon below at once for FKEE booklet. Op-

portunitics in

Modern

JPhotographu.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 4435
3601 Miclilgan Avenue
Srnd booklet, OpportunitieB in Modern /'huiooraphu- and
mation.

Name

Address
City

State

full infor-

Rosalie Roy, a mere extra, attracted instant attention, and
was made a contract player for Fox

He

has started a school at the WarnerNational Studios, which is training
He finds personality radiating
juveniles.
in young folks as well as old, and in children
as well as in grown-ups.
"The industry is always looking for new
First

We cannot get enough of it. We
can find plenty of persons but not plenty
of those who have that something one
needs to register for the millions."
Last, but not least. Rex Bailey.
What, Mr. Bailey, does a player have to
talent.

—

have which makes you sign him, or her, on

emotions.

the dotted line?

Metro, during the past year, has developed such players as Marjorie Rambeau,
who, in the middle of life, has revealed a
tremendous screen personality; Robert
Montgomery, who has developed his personality as he has "grown up", Marie
At the same
Dressier and Wally Beery.
before the time
time, Metro, in the past
of Thau
has made mistakes.
Sally Starr, the winsome brunette who
has made good in a big way with Eddie
Quillan at Pathe, was used mostly in pubHer contract
licity pictures at Metro.
expired, and she was not given a second

way. First of all, we
type of person for a certain
role. We must find that type. \\'e line up
those who meet physical qualifications.
Then we take the one who has the greatest

—

—

"Well,

want

it's this

a certain

— ah —er
Come, come, Mr. Bailey
"
— who has that something which
an extra out of the extra class — that
something which radiates — that some— that
thing which transcends the physical —
something which you notice and
lifts

feel

That answer's as good as any.
Have you that something?

—
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Private Life of Mitzi

79

Green

(Continued from page 39)

Sunday that we were playing four

Sawyer," Mitzi Green has played the same

last

precocious, sassy child.

years ago?"

"Mitzi isn't at all the type of child
you'd imagine from her pictures," her
'.'She plays these
mother assured me.
impertinent spoiled brats, but really she

About two years back in Mitzi Green's
she was turning somersaults on the
streets.
Her little silk underwear would
stick out.
She was also quarreling with

It isn't just I who say
but most of the people who know her.
'Her father and I handle all the business
arrangements for her work, and the fact
that she doesn't have to give any thought
to these saves her from becoming one of
these terribly self-sufficient and worldlywise stage youngsters."

her childhood sweetheart and his sister
because they took some of her candy without asking her for it.
But in vaudeville Mitzi Green had a
chance to become the grande dame. When
she was still very new to. the game she
wore for her stage appearances a little blue
She adored
dress with pleats and a cape.
the cape. She would take it off with the
air of a queen, and, handing it to her

isn't spoiled at all.

so,

'

even though Mitzi can be a child
playing with other children, most of
her sports are rather grown up. She swims,
rides horseback, adores miniature golf
(bane of the movies), and plays tennis.
She becomes interested in different games at
different times. Just now she is interested

STILL,

in bridge.

She cannot really understand children
tastes and interests remain the same

whose
all

the time.

On

a recent visit to

New

York she met some of her old playmates in
Flushing, Long Island, where her parents
have their New York home. One Sunday
played together. Mitzi frolicked
with the other children, but when she returned home, she remarked disconsolately,
'Do you know they played the same games

they

all

'

life,

"Take my wrap, please."
Mitzi in person looks very much like the
shadow image captured of Mitzi by the
screen.
But the screen cannot reveal
(except perhaps in color pictures) the nice
nut-brown shade of her skin or the changing color of her eyes. Seeing her on the
screen, you imagine she has dark brown
eyes, when they are really grey and someThey're
times, in certain lights, green.
much lighter in color than her mother's,
father, say,

whose eyes

are

brown.

ask whether Mitzi
any relation to Harry Green of
the movies. Of course, the answer is no,
but the funny thing about it is that Mitzi

People sometimes

Green

is

really has a brother

named Harry,

a six-

teen year old lad who goes to the Flushing
High School. When Mitzi used to go
trouping all over the country with her
father and mother, the children's grandmother took care of Harry.
In the old days Mrs. Green used to ask
her mother to see to it that Harry ate his
cereal.
But gradually she began to realize
that forcing a child to eat what was sup-

posedly good for him was really bad for
him. And Harry is a hearty eater and
didn't really need to be forced.

MITZI

benefits by this discovery on
the care and feeding of children.
"People sometimes ask me what I give
Mitzi to eat to make her look so healthy,"
"The truth is I never
said her mother.
She wouldn't
force her to eat anything.
be a good advertisement for the dairies, for
she doesn't drink any milk at all.

"When

she's

working and gets up very
no breakfast, ex-

early, she eats practically
cept, perhaps, a glass of

orange

juice.

But

she eats a nice lunch and loves her dinner.
Mitzi Green has many playmates among
children. She takes special delight in mentioning little Leon Janney, who played in
"Courage," for she wants him to get all
the publicity he can. She is really a generous child and if she gets the limelight it
is by reason of her ability and not because
of any desire to crowd out other people.

every
arette.

Gum

MAKES THE NEXT SMOKE TASTE BETTER
How good your smoke tastes after dinner
same way

after

ill

Wintcrgrecn favors.
!

It

's

you chew Beech -Nut Gum.

—

Alio

Spearmint and

the
It

stimulates your taste sense makes the next smoke
taste better, more enjoyable. Remember, always,
there's no gum quite so good as Beech -Nut.

Made by the makers of
Beech-Nut Fruit Drops and Mints
In the United States and Canada.

—

,
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Why

Garbo

Is

The World's Love

[Continued from page
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And always

Rewards

Ifyou are interested—

to develop the ability to speak
effectively in public or in everyday

—

conversation to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read

How to Work Wonders With Words
now sent free.
This new booklet/recently published, points the

road that thou-

sands nave followed to increase
quickly their earning power and
popularity.
It also explains

how you can. by

a

new, easy borne study method, be-

come an outstanding speaker and conquer stage fright
and lear. To read this booklet will prove to be
an evening wellspent.
Sim piy send' name and address and this valuable tree
tiinidity

booklet will be sent at once.

No

Chicago,

LOSE FAT
TO
Why

not get rid of your fat while you
take your bath? SansO Reducing
Bath Soap will wash your fat away.
Pleasant and healthful as your bath
itself. You can quickly be pounds
lighter and look years younger.
SansO costs nothing if it fails. Simply use it when you bathe if you
want to reduce and keep a smooth,
unwrinkled skin. Reduce any part
desired. Special price, three
size 60c cakes of SansO $1.25.

ing

loneliness

fans

call

—

her

found

full

Garbo then, it is plain, becomes a universal representation and embodiment of
the very strivings all her female audiences
are likewise groping for, together with her.
Even those who already have loved and
For marriage incan follow.
variably brings a measure of disillusionment in its wake, traits in a husband that
do not harmonize, after all, as was hoped
And so the
for, with the father complex.

Mild

entertainment,

with

—"#»—

UNDER

Don't bother with this

SUSPICION

if

POOR

there's another

mo-

It's all
town.
about the Northwest
Mounted, with J. Harold Murray as the
man unjustly suspected and Lois Moran as the

price fur full

98

(Fox)

vie in

heioine.

ALOHA

SEND NO MONEY
Justmailphoto or snapshottany

FAIR

size) and within a week you will
receive your beautiful life-like
enlargementsize 16x20 id. guar-

This is so cheaply made
and produced that Ra-

(Tiffany)

quel

Torres'

per-

fine

anteed fadeless. Pay postman
98c plus postage or send $1.00
with order and we pay postage.

formance cannot save it. She plays a native girl
whose love for a white man, played by Ben Lyon,

Special Free Offers

brings tragedy.

enlargement we

will send Free
a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of photo sent. Take advantage now of this amazing

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
Dept. £-1351, Chicago,

GOOD

III.

TINT GRAY HAIR

Tint unsightly, gray, faded or bleached
hair to its original color and beauty easily
From lightest blond to
and instantly.
Comb through harmless,
deepest black.

Used
odorless Brownatone.
At all
Guaranteed results.
Or send lOr- for trial bottle.

by millions.
dealers, 50c.

Ken'on Pharmacal Co.. Dept. GG-2, Brownatone Blitg.,
Canadian Address, Windsor, Qnt.
Covington, Ky.

SONGS

TALKING

PICTURES

Radio Broadcast and commercial usage bring big
Writers of WORDS or MUSIC should send
returns.
for FREE copy of 20-page instructive booklet giving
in
song writing. We
full details of opportunities
revise, arrange, secure U. S. Copyright, broadcast your
song over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Write
Today.
here
in
Hollywood.
Studios

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE
604

Meyer

BIdg.,

Western

&

Sierra Vista Arenue,

Hollywood,

Calif.

?
Are YouAlways Excited?Fatigued?Worried?

Gloomy? Pessimistic?

Constipation. intiiRcstioii.
cold sweats, di//.y sinlls and sex Wfak-nc^a arc caused by
Drues. Ionics and medicines cnnnal kelp
'

NERVE

EXHAUSTION.

weak,

nemesl
Conlidence.
sick

I.carn

Low

lo

retain

ViKor,

Calmness and

Send 25 cents for this amazing book.
RICHARD BLACKSTONE, N-505 Flatiron BIdg., N. Y. C.

Self

She

popular with men for similar
For to them she suggests possi-

is

romance
brought about by their own

bilities, possible ideals, possible

too,

all,

mother complexes.
For Garbo groping, searching Garbo
is

—them the ideal he has cher-

for each of

ished from childhood. To any man she
may be anything. And so, from the actual
parts she plays, they fill in the gaps in
their imagination and construct for themselves an ideal love to their own liking.

GANG

Jack Oakie

BUSTER

dent

as an acciinsurance sales-

man

blunders

GOOD

(Paramount)

boss, and sticks to him
Mary Astor and
through thick and thin.
Robert Ames are the principals.

CIMARRON

One

of the finest talkies

GREAT(Radio Pictures) ever produced.
gantic

story

America, and the empire builders.
a bang.

into

gangland. He's such a
sap they let him go, but he breaks up the gang.
Jean Arthur is the gal he loves.

—<^n—

GENTLEMAN'S
FATE
GOOD(M.G.M)

John Gilbert

in a tragic

gangster story is better
than he's been for a
long time. When the
girl he loves finds out he belongs to a racketeering family, she marries another man.

—

.#0

GOOD

Garbo

is

great in this.

(M-G-M)

But the picture isn't
convincing. Robert
Montgomery seems miscast as the cold and prudish hero who is supposed to be so attractive to
Garbo.

KIKI

Another

of

A

gi-

Richard Dix

The whole

Mary Pickford as a
(United Artists) slapstick
comedienne
does some good work,
with Reginald Denny as her leading man.
Mary's cast as the chorus girl who tries to vamp
the producer.
'—"%>

GOOD

LONELY

Our West Coast

WIVES
FAIR

we're not so keen on

scouts
rated this as good, but

(Pathc)

It's all

early
cast

is

right

if

you

it.

like

rough, old-fashioned comedy with all the stock
characters, and all the true and tried farce situations.

superb.

GRAY HAIR ANY SHADE

FOR

—

story about
the office secretary who
(Radio Pictures) falls in love with her

comes back with

BROWNATONE
TINTS

—'%>

BEHIND OFFICE
DOORS

offer — send your photo today.

St.,

with women.

INSPIRATION

own

original photo guaranteed.

900 W. Lake

married fan thinks back, becomes young
again, and seeks again through the person
of Garbo her love ideal.
But what about the men, you probably
Garbo is as popular with them as
say?

reasons.

it.

Loretta Young
FAIR (First Nat.)
playing the part of a
girl who falls in love
with her godfather, instead of the man her
guardians want her to marry.

16x20 inches

,

—

likely conditioned

TRUTH ABOUT
YOUTH

ENLARGED
,

which her many
but which is

of

mystery

by the fact
that she herself, quite unconsciously, is
seeking her father ideal and has not yet

more than

Rochester, N. Y.

length or bust form
groups, landscapes,
pet animals etc. or
enlargements of any
part of group picture. Safe return of your

all

7]

[Continued from page 10]

PHOTOS

Same

that haunting look
her, a kind of brood-

there

1

Ideal

Talkies in Tabloid

SANSO SALES COMPANY
Dept. 77

Size

is

wonderment about

married

obligation.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTEIllinois

3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4435,

of

—

.

CITY
LIGHTS

doesn't quite come
to expectations.
Artists)
GOOD (United
Chaplin as the tramp
who loves a blind
flower girl gives a good performance, but some of
It

his old silents

were even

MANY

A

story about the intimate love affairs of
GOOD (Universal)
a boy and girl, to which
some clever comedy has
been added. Lew Ayres and Joan Bennett arc

up

A

better.

the lovers.

SLIP

.

FIGHTING

A

carbon copy of "The
CARAVAN^
Covered Wagon," with
GOOD (Paramount) the big thrills missing.
Good for an evening's
entertainment, but not great. Gary Cooper and
Lilv

Damita

are the love interest.

PARLOR, BEDROOM

This

AND BATH
GOOD (M-G-M)

and furious,
with Buster Keaton as
It's

;

mad about because of
lover. Bedroom farce.

is

very rough fun.

fast

the lad the ladies are
his reputation as a great

^.<^.

FINN AND
HATTIE

GOOD (Paramount)

Finn takes his family
on a trip to Paris and
what happens there is
a riot.

Though ZaSu

Pitts is the mama and Leon Errol the papa,
Mitzi Green and Jackie Searl steal the story.

RESURRECTION

Lupe

GOOD (Universal)
Worth

a
as

the peasant girl loved
John Boles is splendid.
seeing again, even if you saw the silent

and deserted by an
film.

Velez gives
touching portrayal

artist.

" .
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More Movietown Topics
{Continued from page 60]

BEERY has purchased
WALLACE
up
truck, elaborately
a

fitted

small

hunting

for his

said, he

wood
n't let

trips.

It

wanted to use

premiere in
him.

it

was so pretty, he
to ride to a Holly-

— but Mrs.

Beery would-

Buster Keaton has a new idea in gar-

About his dressing room bungaloiv,
at the Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer studios next
to John Gilbert s, he has had planted, instead of shrubs and flotvers, corn, onions
dens.

and

other

A

"At

vegetables.

comedian says, " it

least,"

the

s different."

»—

HOLLYWOOD

taxi driver overheard
home of Ann

GROW-.

a plot to rob the lovely

off the police, thus
saving the pretty Pathe star a lot of trouble.
Said taxi driver now has an increased
bank account and a sentimentally autographed photo.

Harding and tipped

Another rare sight of Hollywood:
Robert Montgomery standing still.

most marvelous discovery has been made —
THE
way to make eyelashes and eyebrows actually

—

BELLE
tress

BENNETT, clever character acwho has been having a tough

time getting jobs of late, has taken to being
hostess at Grandma's Kitchen, a fried
chicken roadside cafe near Hollywood.

FRANCIS X. BUSHMAN,

one time sucand now a small
time vaudeville actor, one time a millionaire and now broke, has offered himself for
sale to any wealthy woman who wants
him.
"Right now I'm for sale to the woman
who will pay the most to marry me," he
said. "The only stipulation I make is that
she have enough money to support me in
the style to which I have been accustomed.
Are there any comers?
cessful screen actor,

young woman who
knows how to combine marriage
Here's

a

with a career, without sacrificing
her husband's happiness in the
least.

She's

Jobyna Ralston,

married to Dick Arlen. She's
appearing in that wild and wooly
melodrama, "Sheer Luck," with
Nick Stuart

'

#.—

THE

late

Fred Thomson,

cowboy

star,

a fortune of $200,000— to be divided between his mother and small son.
His wife, Frances Marion, noted scenarist, received nothing, the will explained,
because she was able to take care of herself
left

in financial matters.

DOROTHY

Grow

Eyelashes
and Eyebrows like this
in 30 days

Yes,

G. SILLS, daughter of the
late Milton Sills, may be a bride by
the time you read this. The man to whom
she has pledged her heart and hand is
Robert Swaze Way. The couple will make
their home in East Orange, New Jersey, a
long ways off from the cinema city.

Now if you want long, curling, silken laslies,
you can have them and beautiful, wonderful eye-

grow.

—

brows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how
scant the eyelaslies and eyebrows, I will increase
their lengtli and thickness in 30 days
or not accept
a single penny. No "ifs," "ands," or "maybes." It
is new growth, startling results, or no pay. And you
are the sole judge.

—

Proved Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt
Over ten thousand women have tried my amazing
discovery, proved that eyes can now be fringed with
long, curling natural lashes, and the eyebrows made
intense, strong silken linesl Read what a few of
them say. I have made oath before a notary public
that tliese letters are voluntary and genuine. From
Mile. HefHefinger, 240 W. "B" St., CarUsle, Pa.:
"I certainly am delighted ... I notice the greatest
difference ... people I come in contact with remarl^
how long and silky my eyelashes appear." From
Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., VV. Phila.,
eyebrows and
Pa.: "I am greatly plea,sed.
lashes are beautiful now." From Frances Raviart,
R. D. No. 2, Box 179, Jeanette, Penn.: "Your eyelash and eyebrow beautilier is simply marvelous."
From Pearl Provo, 2954 Taylor St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.: "I have been using your eyebrow and
eyelash Metliod. It is surely wonderful." From
Mi.ss Flora J. Corriveau, 8 Pinette Ave., Biddeford,
Me.: "I am more than pleased with your Method.
eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."

My

My

Results Noticeable in a

Week

—

—

In one weelc sometimes in a day oi two you
notice the effect. The eyelaslies become more beaulike a silken fringe. The darling little upward
tiful
C!irl shows itself. The eyebrows become sleek and
tractable
with a noticeable appearance of growth
and thickness. You will have the thrill of a life-

—

—

— know that you can have eyelashes and eyebrows as beautiful as any you ever saw.

time

Remember ... in 30 days I guarantee results that
only deliglit, but amaze. If you are not
absolutely and entirely satisfied, your money will
no quibble,
be returned promptly. I mean just tliat
no strings.
Introductory price $1.95. Later tlie
price will be regularly $5.00.
5
will not

—

^

00.^

Grower will be sent C. O. D. or you can send
with order. If money accompanies order
postage will be prepaid.

money

Dr. Albert Einstein

saw almost as many
stars in Hollywood
as he did in the
skies during his
American visit, and
he certainly got a
lot closer to them.
Here is Herr Professor visiting Richard Barthelmess and
f indingoutwhat puts
the talk in talkies
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Address-

City

money enclosed

lew rents postaRc.
Is

$1.95 and post-

or yoii

want order.
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I didn't care much for "Dishonored" as a picture.
"Kiki" is much better. But "Dishonored' is a good
show, due to Dietrich, and "Kiki" is disturbing.
Instead of laughing at "Kiki," as you should, you
are made sad for the girl starring in it, a mature
'

woman

DO

YOU notice how much farther the end of

magazine is from the front this
month? In other words, how much bigger
we are? And do you see that line on the
600,000 copies? And do you realize we are
this

—

cover
only seven months old this issue? And does this
swift growth make us proud? Does it? Boy!
We're proud, but we're humble about it just the
same. We know all this growth is due to readers,
no more and no less. So we thank you kindly.
You're just about the grandest bunch of readers any
magazine was ever blessed with, and as editor, I
wish I could thank every one of you personally.
And honestly, the thing that makes me happiest
is that this larger magazine makes it possible for us
to give you more for your money.

TRAGIC

Louis Wolheim is dead.
And this
seems to be the spot to speak about the silliness

—

of casting. Wolheim died to get a role that of
the managing editor in "The Front Page." They
told him he was too fat, and he dieted too vigorously.
Adolphe Menjou got the part. Now they say he
is
too sophisticated looking.
Are actors just
dummies with expressions or are they actors?

SPEAKING of acting, recently Mary Pickford and
Marlene Dietrich opened simultaneously on
Mary in "Kiki" and Marlene in "Dishonored." There wasn't a critic who didn't say
"Kiki" was a good picture, and practically none of
them liked the Dietrich film. And what's the
result? Marlene is standing them up in the aisles
and little Mary's film is having a terrible time surviving. Which shows what being a critic amounts to.

Broadway

—
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struggling against the obvious fact that
she isn't a little girl any longer.
"Dishonored" is terribly arty. Where it should
be simple, it is involved.
Where it should be
lighted, it is shadowy.
The story is so much
twaddle. But none of it matters because there is a
vivid, new personality dominating it. There is an
exciting quality about the Dietrich. I should like
to see her directed by someone besides V on Sternberg. Then it would be possible to judge her more
accurately.
private hunch is that the mute
inscrutability Von Sternberg gives his star is
phony.
That brooding quality is natural to
Garbo. I don't think it is to Dietrich.

My

YOU want to see a triumph of what a smart
IFgirl
can do to her own personality, go see Norma
Shearer in "Strangers May Kiss." It's a beautiful
production, but the fascinating quality is in Norma
herself.

Norma

Her voice
But what a lovely creature she has
made of herself She really ought to be an inspiration to girls all over the world. For she has made
herself smart.
She has learned how to wear
clothes. She knows how to carry her body. She is
scintillating.
Yet it wasn't so long ago that she
isn't

really isn't very beautiful.

very good.

!

was

just a struggling

living

by posing

youngster trying to make

a

for posters.

Of course, not all of us can have hairdressers
tagging us every moment, as Norma does. We
can't have expensive clothes designed exclusively
But it's because Norma and the
for our figures.
other stars give us the impulse toward these
things that life seems richer and sweeter for the
mere sight of them.
The movies themselves may be in their infancy
but they certainly do teach the world how to

—

— —

—

grow!

Editor.

|
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ine
This delicately perfumed cosmetic instantly makes the eyes appear larger
and intensely interesting! It deepens the color and imparts a wondertul
brilliance that vivifies the expression, at the same time giving new
loveliness to all the tones of the complexion.
Applied lightly for daytime use and with somewhat deeper shading
in the evening, the four colors of Maybelline Eye Shadow are most
effectively used as follows: Blue is to be used for all shades of blue
and gray eyes; Brown for hazel and brown eyes; Black for dark
brown and violet eyes. Green may be used with eyes of all colors and
is especially effective for evening wear. If you would make the most
of your appearance, a thrilling discovery awaits you in Maybelline Eye
Shadow. Incased in an adorably dainty gold-finished vanity at 75c.

MAYBELLINE

products

may be

purchased at

all toilet goods counters. Identify the genuine by the
Maybellinc Girl on the carton.

MAYBELLINE

CO., Chicago

d^aslies

l7-i.l}(ocar

c^Ooncjer

Lit

an d QllavUl;
&yel>roic

Neatly lincd,perfectl

—

formed eyebrows
every
wofiian desires them for
the added cxprc';sion they
lend. They arc notdilficu It CO acquire withth

new style
ible

indcstiuct-

Maybelline

l:.\c-

browPencil.\'t)u*II
likethis pencil

rising

you'llrevclinits

smoorhncss and

QilavUllne

—

Dark, luxuriant lashes are essential to feminine beauty and Maybelline
Eyelash Darkener is the choice of millions of women the world over.
A few simple brush strokes of either the Solid or Waterproof Liquid
form and the magic of Maybelline Eyelash Darkener is achieved instantly. This easily applied, perfectly harmless beauty aid, in Black or
Brown, will delight you, particularly when applied after Maybelline
Eye Shadow. Be sure to insist upon genuine Maybelline. Price 75c.

EYELASH DARKENER

EYIi

SHADOW

(0fislaiil d^eaiilijxers

for ike Oi;c

cleanliness
it'ssocasy to
use.

Colors

Black or
iirown,
35c.
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to blencL with

BASED on
ciple,

put

it

a
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uour compLeumi

marvelous color prin-

Tangee

changes

as

you

on — and blends perfectly

with your individual complexion,

whether blonde, brunette or

New!

Tangee THEATRICAL, a
dark shade of Tangee
Lipstick for professional and
special

titian.

evening

use.

Lipstick, %\. The same marvelous color principle in RoUGE

Tangee

For Tangee gives a natural glow

without thickness or substance
permanent, with never a trace of
grease or smear.

The

exact shade of

glow depends both upon how
much Tangee you apply and upon
this

your

own

lipsticks,

Tangee

—

it

not

lasts

twice as long!

SEND 20^ FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
ContaininK miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,
Powder, two Creams and The Art of Make-up"
'

Thh George W.Luft
Fifth

Name^
\.._

Address.

natural
rouges, $1.

Tangee Face Powder,
clinging, blended to
ural skin tones, $1-

Night Cream,
and nourishing,
protect

and

soft

and

match your

nat-

for both cleansing
Day Cream, to

$1.

the skin and as

a

powder

a new "mascara,"
does not smart the eyes, used also

only beautifies, but actually soothes,

417

all

Tangee Cosmetic,

has a solidified cream base

and

Creme Rouge — Most
permanent of

base, $1.

natural coloring!

Unlike other

heals

Compact, 75 c.

Avenue

Co., Dept. SS6

New York

for tinting the hair, $1.

TITAN STAR OF ^XiMARRON"^ SWEEPS TO NEW
HEIGHTS IN ANOTHER GREAT ACTING ROLE!

II

BORN TO THE RACKET
From the Tumultuous Panorama of Empire thatwas "Cimarron", RICHARD DIX returns to
new Triumphs as the Hero of REX BEACH'S Stirring Story "Big Brother". A Robin Hood
. .

Racketeer in the Fantastic Tapestry of New York's Underworld! Great Actor! Great Star!
The World will Cheer his Superb Portrayal of this Fearless Fighter and Courageous Lover!

Watch for this and other great RKO
RADIO PICTURES Now Playing: "White
Shoufcfers"with Jack Holt and MaryAstor;
"The No Girl", a Gorgeous Technicolor
Production.
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PICTURES

"Laugh and Get Rich" with Edna May
Oliver and Dorothy Lee; Wheeler and
Woolsey

in

"Cracked Nuts"; Lowell Sher-

man and Irene Dunne glamorous "Sabra"
(

of CIMARRON), in "Bachelor Apartment."
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Why

waste time

on old fashioned methods
.

.

to

when you can learn
play at home

without a teacher?

DON'T
of

let the thought of long years
tiresome practice scare you from
learning to play!
Don't let the thought
of an expensive private teacher keep you

from letting your dreams come true
For
you anyone can easily teach yourself to
play right in your own home, in your
spare time, and at only a fraction of what
old, slow methods cost
!

—

—

It's so easy !
Just look at that sketch on
the side.
The note in the first space is
always f. The note in the second space is
always a. The way to know the notes that
come in the four spaces is simply to remember that they spell face.

Now, isn't that simple?
You don't
have to know one note from another in
order to begin. For the U. S. School way
explains everything as you go along both
in print and picture
so that almost before
you know it, you are playing real times and

Easy as

—

—

A-B^C

melodies right from the notes.

You simply can't go wrong. First you
are told what to do, then the picture shows
you how to do it then you do it yourself
and hear it.
No private teacher could

—

make

it

any clearer.

Easy as A-B-C
No wonder

over 600,000

understand

Learning

!

it.

No

time is wasted on theories. Vou get
musical facts.
You get the real
meaning of musical notation, time, automatic finger control, harmony.
all

Easy as A-B-C

men and women

to play this easy way
For
this
famous course is based on sound,
fundamental musical principles highly simplified.
It's
not a "trick" or "stunt"
method.
You learn to play from notes,
just as the best musicians do.
You learn
to pick up any piece of music, read it, and

have learned

tasl<.

can
".asy

sic

will

If

music
you can

no
read

is

longer a difficult
the alphabet you

learn to play your favorite instrument
Just a few
months this delightfully

in

new way!

do the

And remember —no

rest.

matter which instrument you choose, the
cost in each case will average just the
same only a few cents a day.

—

the

You'll

regret having learned to
play.
For those who can entertain with
music at parties who can snap up things
with peppy numbers are always sought
after, always sure of a good time!
Start
noiv and surprise your friends

You'll find yourself studying the U. S.
School way with a smile. Your own home
is your studio. The lessons come to you by
mail.
They consist of complete
printed
instructions,
diagrams, all the music you
Learn to Play
need.
There are no dry-asInstr ument
dust exercises to struggle
Piano
Piccolo
Organ
through.
Instead, it's just
'Cello
Violin
Ukulele
like
playing a game you
Guitar
Clarinet
Mandolin
Flute
learn so fast!

ANY

—

Harp

Saxophone

Cornet

No Talent Needed
Forget

the old-fashioned
idea that you need "talent."
Just read the list of instruments in the panel, decide
which one you want to play
and the U. S. School of Mu-

Trombone
Drums and Traps

Piano Accordion
Sight Singing
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Banjo (Plectrum,
5-String or Tenor)
Voice and Speech Culture

and German
Accordion
Automatic
Finger
Control
Harmony and Composition
Juniors' Piano Course
Italian

SiLVER Screen for June
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Free Book and Demonstration Lesson
"Music

Lessons in Your
is an interestbook that is yours

Own Home"

ing little
for the asking.
With this
free book we will send you a
typical demonstration lesson
tliat
proves,
better
than
words, how quickly and easily
you can learn to play your
favorite instrument by note
in less tlian half the time
and at a fraction of the cost

—

of old,

slow

No

way.

methods

— the

U. S.

School

obligation.

—
you —

If you really want to play
if
friends, good times, social popularity,

new
and

increased income appeal to
clip and
mail
the
coupon
Instruments
supplied when needed, cash or credit. U. S.
MUSIC, 1196 Brunswick

NOW.

SCHOOL OF
Bldg.,

V.

S.

New

York.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

1196 Brunswick Bldg.,
sent!

me

plan.

I

New York

your

City

book. "Music
Lesions in Your Own Home." with introduction by Dr. Frank Crane.
Free Demonstration
Lesson and particulars of your easy
Please

payment

am

free

interested

in

lowing course:

Have you
Instrument?

Name
Address
City

State.

the

fol-

HAIR

Marguerite Churchthat a
ill believes
girl who casts a few

on her-

reflections

soon gets wise
to her own beauty

self

Your Finest
Accessory
You can change

not only

your appearance

hut your

whole personality

wear your hair

to

B

if

M

7

To—

a r y

you learn
correctly.

L

e e

BE

original, you must always be a little bit daring
and when you are a little bit daring you are al-

ways

a personality.
large sentence, believe it or not, brings me up to
the subject of how to dress your hair.
We began having a nice hair renaissance when the bob
along about 1920 to 1922. Up until
really got general
that time hair was either hair worn down, or hair worn
up. The only distinction it had was in its color and its
thickness. And most of the time, on most heads, it looked

Which

—

—

worth the working for.
The first thing to do, toward dressing your hair disIf you don't
tinctively, is to have clean, healthy hair.

know all the simple little rules for this, write me and I'll
Here I'll just repeat the
send them to you personally.
obvious ones.

bmmhhbbmmb a^M

BEAUTY FOR
THE ASKING

everybody had a bob. Then
everybody had a shingle. Then
came the permanents and there we

Mary Lee

will be glad to

rested.

advise you

on any beauty

First

There we rested

movie

stars

—but

didn't

there the

They

rest.

Keep

it

clean.

Brush

it

daily.

Keep your

brushes and combs spotless. Don't expose your
scalp to too great heat or cold. Don't let your

pretty awful, being quite untidy.

Then came the bobs and our
older sisters discovered the hairWaves became general.
dressers.
Scalp treatments became general.

—

respect for the girl who makes herself distinctive who
makes a real creation of herself than I have for almost
anyone. And the rewards such a girl reaps in party bids,
and heavy dates, and maybe real romance are jolly well

problem

—skin,

hair, eyes,

the best colors to wear, the
little tricks of

personality.

hair get burned either with hairdressers' irons
or the sun in the heavens.
The next thing is to consider the shape of your
face, the shape of your head, and the lines of
your whole figure. For, really, you must think
of your head in alignment with your body. It
isn't something separate floating off into space.
It is the final touch of perfection, the summit of
you, if you don't mind my putting it that way.
For that reason I don't feel that the first thing
about hair is to make it flattering to your face.
own personal hunch is that, first of all, it
ought to suit the line of your head. And remember what the Greek sculptors knew that the

learned more than the rest of us
Send her a stamped, adhad learned and they started, the
dressed envelope, for perpets, to show us things. They besonal replies. Miss Lee's
gan using their heads and the hair
address is in care of
Silver Screen, 45 West
upon them to express anything
most beautiful head is small and round. If you
45th Street, New York.
from love to the urge for an ice
have a large skull, then, don't wear your hair
cream soda. And was it fun!
Have your head thinned
fluffing out around it.
That tendency has reached the
out so that it lies close and flat. (Incidentally,
rest of us now. It has come to the
the smaller the head size, the taller you look.)
point where in a roomful of ten
If your head is long, shingle the head close at the back, or
smart women you will see ten different styles of hairwear it long on the neck, or wear it in a soft swirl, comdressing and the girl who goes just meekly along with
pletely around the base of the head. But don't stick little
the same old bob and wave is regarded as a very flat tire
curls out on it, or knots of hair. If you have a tiny, round
indeed.
head, the hair is charming brushed toward the front,
Honestly, I don't know of anything that can mark you
curling softly around the face, but kept plain and sleek
so distinctly as being a girl that knows things as the way

My

—

^

—

you

dress

your

hair.

Not

that it's easy
never is.

ality, acquired personality,

— but then personStill I

have more

at the back.

Long

or short hair all depends

{Continued on page 62]

Silver Screen

GEORGE

ff

THt MIlllONAIRt
modern role! A merry gentleman
of the old school who became a millionaire at 30, a semiinvalid at 40, and a playboy at fifty. His doctor thought the
pace was too swift for him
so he retired, but his idea of
George Arliss in

his first

—

the quiet

life

would put an ordinary man in the sanitarium!

See him in "The Millionaire" and you'll understand why
the great

army of

Based on "Idle Hands" by EARL DERR RIGGERS
Screen play by J. Josephson & Maude T. Powell
Dialogue by Booth Tarkington

Directed by

JOHN ADOLFI

"yitaphone"

is the registered trade-mark
of The Vitaphonc Corporation

Arliss fans is always

growing greater.

DAVID MANNERS

EVALYN KNAPP
JAMES CAGNEY

NOAH BEERY

IVAN

SIMPSON

A WARNER BROS & VITAPHONE PICTURE
for

June 1931
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a real fan department — Love
THIS
on one side and Hisses on the other.
is

Write what you think about pictures
you've seen and players you've heard
and don't pull your punches. Three
prizes each month for letters not longer
than 200 words.
$15 First Prize; $10
Second and $5 Third.

FIRST PRIZE
Baltimore,

Md.

"T^OES the movie industry have to reminisce

into
the past and unearth, for pictures, such unpleasant memories as the War? Was not this

savagery gruesome enough, while it lasted, without having to be reminded of it?
Such pictures as "All Quiet on the Western
Front" and "Hell's Angels," while showing
remarkable photography, etc., only remind us
of a most horrible incident which the whole

world wants to forget.
Laughter that's what we want. Life is depressing and serious enough, without having to
be reminded of its unpleasantness.
Ring down the curtain on War and Let Us Be
Mildred Reillj
Gay.

—

and then literally push them on the public?
What about giving more of our own boys and
girls a chance? They'd make some of the foreign
ones look ill.
Why Be so conceited about your profiles
John Barrymore, Doug Fairbanks, Jr.?
Why Not have more pictures of Miriam
Hopkins?
Why Don't the newspapers jump at the
chance to print something good and sweet about
Clara Bow, instead of trying to drag her name in
on all possible scandal? Give her a decent break.
Why Say that Marlene Dietrich was the
whole show? Without Gary Cooper, "Morocco"
would never have been the success it is. Think

—
—
—
—

now would

SECOND PRIZE
Honolulu, Hawaii.
psychology is intriguing.
Two years ago I drove from Honolulu to a
plantation town where there was a small theatre
with corrugated iron walls, dirt floor, and unThe audience mostly Filipainted benches.
pinos, who earned a dollar a day in the cane
was a tattered, ragged bunch, some wearfield
ing only their undershirts and slippers. They
spit, chattered, and wanted the hero to give the
villain the worst kind of beating.
Recently a new theatre, answering the call of
talkies, was built in that town. Last night I
drove down to see "All Quiet on the Western
Front." I found a beautiful theatre costing a
half million, reflecting the last word in mortar
The audience was mostly Filiachievement.
pinos. But they were dressed up; if some hadn't
coats on, at least they wore boiled shirts
and neckties. Nobody spit on the rugs. A solemn dignity pervaded as the picture unfolded
What amazed me was the discovery that
itself.

—

—

who

before craved action in the
fullest fistic sense, were, like me, saddened by
this grim picture of war. Some took out handAlma Au
kerchiefs to dry their eyes.

these Filipinos,

Ruth Chatterton hesitate so beMakes me think
in sentences?
Ann Shoemaker
forgetting her lines.

tween phrases
she's

/^ROWD

it?

Why —Does

A LOT OF LOVE, A LITTLE HISS
Gadsden, Ala.
disagree with your May first prize
winner that Joan Crawford is emaciated. I
also saw her in "Paid," and considered her as
near perfect as a woman could be, both in appearance and portrayal. She is a type unto herself,
and Heaven forbid that she become plump and

T

—
—
—

TXT'HY

Camden, N.

commonplace!
If only she and Robert Montgomery could be
cast together again, as in 'Our Blushing Brides.
in pictures, anyare made for each other
'

—

They
way.

And a word of praise for dear, dainty little
Of a type altogether different
Janet Gaynor.
from Joan, she fills to perfection her own niche
in the hearts of the public.
Now, Fve been real nice so far, but I can't
Can't something be
resist one little scratch!
done about Jack Oakie? You know, drown him
or something? If not, just keep him out of picpowder his
tures and the magazines, or
nose so it won't glisten so!
Mrs. A. L. Abies
.

.

STORY

TEW AYRES' life story is

Does Joan Crawford usually pose for
publicity with such a long face? Smile.
Why Rave so much over Phillips Holmes and
Lew Ayres? No personality.
Why Go abroad to find future actors and
actresses, give them a big publicity campaign,

8

LIFE

.

Roslindale, Mass.

J.

S.

O.

S.

MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCERS
Atlantic City, N.

J.

"n\ISCONTINUE racketeer gangland underworld
pictures stop Read enough in the press stop
Topic of every person's conversation stop Attend
movies for diversion see more criminals shooting
murders stop Then anticipate shooting someone
stop.
S. O. S.
Joan Crawford
Joan do not become another Eddie Cantor stop
Expressing your eyes in the same manner stop
Let your beautiful eyes be natural stop Eliminate
Alice West
banjo eyes stop.

UTTERLY

LEW AYRES'

THIRD PRIZE

croscopic in comparison. More power to him!
With Lew Ayres' battle to success as my inspiration, nothing can stop me now!
Silver Screen is to be congratulated upon
publishing the wonderful story of a truly great
Edward H. Vogel
young actor.

^ amazing document

I

the most thrilling and
have ever read. Noth-

ing better could be recommended for those who
are disheartened and ready to give up trying.
And I peak from experience. I was in the dregs
of despair before I read the article.
I was amazed that Lew was younger than I.
And yet, his hardships made my own seem mi-

THE CHANGE IN CHEVALIER
Long Beach,
T

ONCE

had

a

charming Russian

friend.

Cal.

Her

unstudied mannerisms, her delightfully careful English, and an innate quality of conduct
made her always admired.
In time her speech became slangy. She became
an ineffectual imitation of the modern flapper.
She defended herself by saying, "But I am becoming Americanized."
Does that explain the change in Maurice
Chevalier? In "Innocents of Paris" and "The
Love Parade" he was very French. French mannerisms, little shadings of speech and gesture.
Most of all the French spirit, that unmistakable
romantic flavor we expect in French novels,
French drama, French music. After that he beFor nuance he subcame "Americanized."
The genuine American spirit
stituted noise.
need offer no apologies, but exaggerated, unconvincing imitations compare poorly with such
splendid original types as Gary Cooper, Harold
Lloyd, and young Doug.
Too ardent an admiter to desert Chevalier, I
rush to his pictures. But with this differThree times I saw "Innocents of Paris,"
Recently one
four times "The Love Parade."
performance has been quite too much, and I've
left with a mixed feeling of disappointment and

still

ence.

pity.

Don't

let

them transform Monsieur Chevalier

into plain Mister!

Opal

M.

Doege

Silver Screen
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THE VOICE ON THE PHONE: "Listen, you!
This is a friend of yours, and I'm wising
you up. The finger's on youl They're goin' to
get you this time sure. Even a reporter can't
get

away with the stuffyou've been pulling."

THE REPORTER: ""What!

— say

They can't kill a reporter!

Why there's a mil-

lion readers behind
to

back

me

look here!

me and a million dollars

The ""Press " would bust this
open and all you cheap mobsters
up.

town ivide
would fall out through the cracks. They
can't kill a reporter, I tell you, they can't!"

RICHARD

R/UITHELMESS
FAY WRAY
REGIS TOOMEY
ROBERTby ROBERT
ELLIOTT
LORD

Adaptation
Dialogue by JOHN
John Francis

A

MONK SAUNDERS

D illon

Production

"Vitaphone" is the registered trademark of The Vitaphone Corporation

Dick Barthelmess plays a new role. A reporter
most dangerous secrets of gangland.
His paper paid him fifty dollars a week for
in on the

— but the underworld
grand for the news that never got

the "inside stuflf"
oflFered fifty

into print.

And then — his

best friend spilled

the story that he had never dared to write!

7he linger Points
A
/o)-
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ABLOID
(Reviewlets of pictures previously reviewed at length that
tell you in a second which are
the best films to see or to
stay away from. Use these as
your guide to entertainment.)

—

is SO cheaply made
produced that Raquel
Torres' fine performance

This

^'paV^
(Tiffany)

She plays a native girl whose
love for a white man, played by Ben Lyon,

cannot save

it.

brings tragedy.

BACHELOR
APARTMENT

Lowell Sherman's charming performance redeems
this
picture from utter

FAIR

(Radio Pictures)

He

triteness.

who falls
who resists

a

hard for Irene Dunne, a

philanderer
nice girl

plays

makes her comeback

his wiles.

one of

as

Mac Murray
the girls who

—^

isn't so nice.

SISTER

A

charming small

^^^^^Y ^^^^Y

(Universal)

town

^^ken

from

Booth Tarkington s The
Flirt." Contains melodrama, comedy and love.
Sidney Fox, a newcomer, is the bad sister who
doesn't stop at anything to get her man. Conrad
Nagel

is

the leading man.

Another story about the
secretary

''^GOOD

who

falls

with her boss, and
sticks
to
him through
Mary Astor and Robert Ames
in love

(Radio Pictures)

thick and thin.
are the principals.

.

CIMARRON

—

of the finest talkies
ever produced
A gigantic
(R^i^ Picture,)
story of early America,
and the empire builders.
Richard Dix comes back with a bang. The whole
cast is superb.

doesn't quite come up to
expectations.
Chaplin as
?l?n?S Artists)
the tramp who loves a
blind flower girl gives a good performance, but
some of his old silents were even better.
It

COMMAND

The

story of an actor hired
PERFORMANCE
to impersonate a Prince
FAIR
and make love to a Prin(Tiffany)
cess.
Mildly risqu6 at
times but not very exciting. Neil Hamilton and
Una Merkel are the lovers.

#

CRACKED NUTS

—

Wheeler,
Robert
Woolsey and Dorothy Lee
Bert

FAIR

{Radio Pictures)

in a story

kingdom.

Bert and
story amusing, but
isn't as

funny as

10

it

about a mythical

Bob work hard

somehow

ought to

be.

it

to

make

falls flat,

the

and

exciting underworld
y^rn. although it's not
quite as great a picture as

DAWN

TRAIL

FAIR
(Columbia)

Ti^R™"^

in

wild western story.

He's

A

triumph

for

Marlene

Dietrich, who makes a
rather trite spy story seem
fresh and exciting. The action drags at times,
but Marlene and Victor McLaglen cause you to
forgive everything.

A

splendid cast has been
wasted on this story of the
jealousy which doctors'

wives feel toward their husbands' patients.
Joan Bennett and Warner Baxter do what they
can with the shoddy story that's given them.

GOOD
(Fox)

ing

A

hot-shot with the ladies
bets that he can kiss another man's wife within
forty-eight hours. Amus-

entertainment with good work from EdJeanette MacDonald.

mund Lowe and

DRACULA

Good

entertainment for
who like chills
those
chasing up and down their
spine. Others might think this story horrible.
Bela Lugosi is excellent as the vampire who
lives by draining life and blood from his victims.
(L?n2Zal)

EASIEST

GOOD

WAY

Constance Bennett brings a

bear upon
a very old plot the story
of the girl who gives herself without wedlock
Robert Montto get the lovely things in life.
fine sincerity to

(MG-M)

gomery

is

—

grand in

EAST LYNNE

this.

A

portrayal by
helps make
this one of the finest of the
season. It's the old, old tragedy of illicit love,
with Conrad Nagel and Clivc Brook to make it
convincing.

GREAT
(Fox)

beautiful

Ann Harding

filmed

It's

and

has

in

a

few musical numbers.

FIGHTING

A carbon copy of "The
Covered Wagon," with
big

the

Good

thrills

for

an

missing.
evening's

entertainment, but not great. Gary Cooper and
Lily Damita are the love interest.

^INNAND
GOOD

Finn takes his family on a
P^is and what
happens there is a riot.

(Paramount)

Though ZaSu

(Paramount)

—

Paris.

Technicolor

typical

a

—

(Fox)

in

(Warners)

(Paramount)

Buck Jones

the sheriff who must arrest
his sweetheart's brother for murder. The children will like this.

GOOD

Olsen and Johnson, a perfectly goofy team, run riot

llUJ^}^}yUP^

CARAVANS
GOOD

lain, is a real discovery.

WOMEN

,<^._.

An

"Paid."
Joan Crawford
turns in a fine performance as a newspaper girl
whose brother becomes a bootlegger, but you
never see enough of Joan. Clark Gable, the vil-

DON'T BET ON

One

CITY LIGHTS

(M-G-M)

DOCTORS' WIVES
FAIR

^
BEHIND OFFICE

GOOD

DISHONORED

.

BAD

DANCE, FOOLS.

mama

Pitts

is

the

and Leon Errol the papa, Mitzi Green and

Jackie Searl steal the story.

GANG BUSTER
(Paramount)

Jack Oakie as an accident
insurance salesman blun-

ders into gangland.
He s
such a sap they let him go, but he breaks up the
gang. Jean Arthur is the gal he loves.

^
GENTLEMAN'S
^^GOOD

—

John Gilbert
gangster

in

story

a tragic
is

better

than he's been for a long
When the girl he
time.
loves finds out he belongs to a racketeering
family, she marries another man.

(M-G-M)

—

.#>.

GUN SMOKE

Richard Arlcn and Mary
Brian in a thrilling West?P—nt)
Underworld gangern.
There
sters instead of Indians arc the villains.
are some grand battles between the gangsters and
hokum,
but
enterOut-and-out
the cowboys.
taining just the same.

HONOR AMONG
LOVERS
GOOD

Beautifully staged, this is
a little above the average,
but misses being first rate,
(Paramount)
because Claudette Colbert
and Fredric March don't make the hero and
heroine appealing enough. It's the old story of
the girl who marries the wrong man.

INSPIRATION

GOOD

(M-G-M)

Garbo

But
is great in this.
the picture isn't convinc-

Robert Montgomery
ing.
seems miscast as the cold and prudish hero who
is supposed to be so attractive to Garbo.
[Continued on page 8oJ
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GIVE

I'LL

^;

SOMETHING TO

,

^

NOTHER

sure

victory

M-G-M lion! Take a
pictures which

for

YOU

REMEMBER
ME BY!

Leo, th

look at these great^

have recently come out of the

marvelous Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios.

we stopped

Even

if

walk

off

right here,

with 1931 honors.

Metro would

But there are

many, many more marvelous dramas, uproarious comedies, sensational hits

now

ing made, not only on the busy

M-G-M

lot,

but "on location" in

of the world.

You can

Goldwyn-Mayer
pictures that

you

many odd

be-

corners

always look to Metro-

for real entertainment in
will

never forget!

METRO
GOLDWYN
MAYER
for

June 1931
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By

ALLY

Forth

"yHE

INQUISITIVE LIZZIE:

Jack Buchanan,

who

played

opposite Jeanette MacDonald in
"Monte Carlo," has returned to the London

stage.

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,
will be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
But she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can't give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
into the movies.
Write Sally at SILVER
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped ad*

dressed envelope.

William Powell was married to Eileen Wilson
and has since been divorced from her, but for a'
that and a' that, he seems to be very much in
love with Carole Lombard.

ADMIRER FROM KANSAS: Janet

Gaynor

the beautiful dresses she
displays in her pictures. Most of them belong
to the studio for which she works, and are designed by its wardrobe department.

next picture will be with

Fredric March. It's tentatively called "Scarlet
Hours," but I shouldn't be a bit surprised if they
changed the title. The picture'll probably be a
humdinger, for it is being directed by Edmund
Goulding, who directed Nancy in "Devil's

Holiday."

Montgomery was

hero!
I could almost break down and weep about it,
but he is married. In almost every issue someone
asks me his wife's name. It's Elizabeth Allen,
!

!

I

together again

We

must wait

—not

with Charlie

until Charlie Farrell

back from his honeymoon before we

Jr., is his real

name.

You'll see him next in "Strangers May Kiss,"
Shearer's great picture. And then he'll

Norma

be starred in "Shipmates" and "The Man in
Possession." I can hardly wait, can you?

Janet Gaynor has red hair. Some
people call it auburn; but I've never been
able to see the difference between the two, have
you?
It isn't true that Janet Gaynor has left her
husband.
Nobody really knows whether Janet will ever

even

comes

find out for

sure.

Janet's health is much improved, but she's
a little firail since her operation.

/"jNLY MARY:

still

Greta Garbo's next picture

will probably be "Susan

Lennox."

Jean Arthur has appeared lately in "The
Gang Buster," as leading lady to Jack Oakie.
William Powell is thirty-eight years old.
You can find out all about Bob Montgomery in
my answer to "Question Box."
Two or three questions per person is just about
the right number, and when people ask me less
than that, I rush right off and write a letter to
them immediately, I'm so pleased.

T^ORIS R. Myrna Loy has titian
:

girl

Henry Montgomery,

Jeanette Loff

is five

feet

colored hair.

two and weighs

105 pounds.

Harry Richman has not made any pictures
On the Ritz." He was born in

since "Puttin'

Cincinnati.

ATARTHA:

No, Richard Cromwell

didn't

:

' '

asked so many
couldn't answer them
all in one issue.
Please be a good girl next time
and ask only two or three questions.
Clara Bow was taken out of "City Streets"
because she was quite ill, and the picture had to

month

Bob

born in Beacon, New York. All the girls
are gaga over him, and I'm no exception.
He
came to our of&ce recently, and we all worked
overtime just to catch a glimpse of him. Our

ATriNKS

QLONDIE OF CANADA: You
questions last

all

QUESTION BOX:

lucky
Carroll's

own

is

married to Lydell Peck, and Charles Farrell
has recently married Virginia Valli, so the future
of the Gaynor-Farrell team looks a bit uncertain.
It all depends on what Virginia Valli thinks
about it, says I. Maybe she won't want Charlie
to make love to little Janet, even in pictures.
If Gaynor and Farrell do play together again,
it'll probably be in "Merely Mary Ann," which
was postponed when Charlie went on his honey-

moon.
Nancy

She doesn't

play
Janet.

go on regardless. But she's feeling better now,
and has started work on "Kick In." Here's
hoping they give the little redhead a break!
She certainly deserves it.
Joan and Kathryn Crawford are not sisters.
Neil Hamilton is married to Elsa Whitner.
There are no little Hamiltons, so far as I know.

play in "Paid." It was Kent Douglass
who played opposite Joan Crawford.
Jack Oakie has blue eyes and light brown hair.

ENEE: Kent
man's son
lass

in

married, but he's
real

Douglass, who played the rich
"Paid," is really named DougI have no record of his being

Montgomery.

still

lowdown on him

so new to pictures that the
hasn't been published yet.

you sent him an especially interesting
and helpful letter, he'd answer you. You never
can tell till you try. I'll see what I can do about
Perhaps,

if

getting the m.agazine to publish his picture.

HELENE:

For a picture of Kenneth MacKenna, write to Fox Studios, Hollywood,

PEGGY:

Robert Ames is forty-two and is
married to Muriel Oakes.
The latest picture in which Wheeler and Woolsev are teamed together was going to be known
as "Assorted Nuts," but the title has since been
changed to "Cracked Nuts."

Maureen O'Sullivan's

latest

picture

is

enclosing a quarter.
real name is Leo Mielziner, Jr.
He
thirty-one years old, has blue eyes and light
brown hair, and is quite handsome. But don't
lose any sleep over him, for he's married to Kay
Francis, and we hope it's for keeps.

Kenneth's

is

"A

Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court."
Will Rogers, of course, plays the part of the
blundering Yankee.
Jack Oakie is twenty-seven years old; but
Armida doesn't give her age.

RIO AMHURST:
-

SAN RAE: Of course, some of the movie stars,

being only human, have freckles!
Joan
Crawford has some right under the tip of her
nose; and Nancy Carroll's arms sometimes get
freckled.
But the movie stars take such good
care of their complexions, that, freckles and all,
they really look beautiful. I'll tell you a secret,
San. I think a few freckles make a girl's face
look rather piquant and saucy, and add to her
beauty rather than detract from it, if she isn't
self-conscious about them.
But if you want to
learn how to keep your skin as lovely as that of
the movie stars, just read Mary Lee's column,
and learn about beauty from her!

Joan Crawford weighs 110 pounds, and Silver
ScREKN tliinks she's Hollywood's modern Venus.

12

Someone persuaded Will Rogers to leave
his rope and wad of chewing gum at
home and get all spruced up. This is
the first time he's ever dressed up for
any occasion. Could it be the influence
of Fifi Dorsay, who's appearing with
him in "Cure for the Blues"?

Mary

Brian has dark brown

hair.

Mary tries to answer as much of her fan mail as
she can, but she's so busy, she can't possibly
write a personal letter to everyone who writes
her. And how can I promise thzt you would be
one of the lucky ones to receive a letter?
Gary Cooper is twenty-nine years old.
Anita Page is twenty.
Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich have never
met, so far as I know.
Some of the stars, being quite human, are just
as superstitious as people in other walks of life.
A great many of them believe in numerology.
Freddie March changed his name from Frederic
to Fredric because he was told that his destinv
would be changed if he did this. I remember
when Carole Lombard was just plain Carol, but
she added an "e" to her first name because she
was told the new name would bring good luck.
And so it goes!

Silver Screen
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This offer

may never be repeated

10 Exquisite Toiletries
would cost you

that
Here

is one of the most amazing offers
ever made to American women. An offer
so remarkable that no retail merchant,
large or small, could hope to duplicate it.
Just think These are not sample packages.
They are all full-size packages exactly
the same size and exactly the same quality
as our regular store packages. But instead
of costing you $8.50 as they would if sold
thru stores, the Coupon brings them to you
for only 99 cents and a few cents postage.
!

—

We are

making a tremendous sacrifice in
Treatment and Makeup Packages to you for 99 cents, as you
can easily see from the suggested retail
prices for these identical Milaire Beauty
selling these Milaire

Preparations. We are doing this only because we know that once you try them

once you see for yourself what marvelous
values they are you will come back to
us again and again for Milaire Toiletries.

—

Coupon brings these
lO Preparations for
99i and postage
$1.00 Box Milaire Complexion Powder
— EveDing Shade. An exquisite powder, delightfully
perfumed and exceedingly adhesive.

$1.00 Box Milaire Complexion Powder

—Special Blend— Daylight Shade. This Special Blend
has been prepared especially for daytime use. It
is delicately perfumed and exceedingly adhesive.

$1.00 Jar Milaire Cleansing Cream
a beautiful, snowy white cream which

literally

melts

Copyright, 19

for

June 1931

at least

$8.50

into the skin, cleansing every pore of dirt and foreign matter, keeping the skin soft, firm and youthful
Daintily perfumed with Jasmine odor.
.

$1.00 Jar Milaire Waterproof Creme

Rouge — a

special blending of colors that harmonizes with any complexion Itis very adhesive,
s not affected by moisture and is very economical.
Comes in an attractive package convenient for
your purse.

if

sold separately

All 10 in the Treatment and
Make-up Package for a limited
time only for the Coupon and

i

$1.00 Milaire Skin Tonic and Freshener

—

In addition to its tonic effect, this splendid preparation is a mild astringent, which reduces the size of
enlarged pores, refines, refreshes the skin. Essential
when cleansing face and neck with cleansing cream.

Balm—

75c Milaire Frost
Lavender.
This
Milaire preparation will soften, bleach and beautify
your hands as nothing else can. It is splendid for
rough or chapped hands or face. You will be particularly impressed by its heavy, creamy consistency.
Note great improvement after second application.
75c Bottle Milaire Brilliantine. in reality
this is more than a Brilliantine. It is actually a permanent wave oil. You can use it freely after getting
your permanent wave. It will help to keep your
wave in longer and add loveliness to your hair.
You should always use a little after shampooing
the hair, as it imparts a beautiful lustre to the
hair, gives t life and elasticity and prevents i t from
becoming brittle Perfumed with Jasmine odor.
i

75c Milaire Cocoanut Oil Shampoo
which leaves the hair and scalp free
and dandruff. Free from any superneutral and harmless to the hair.

a great cleanser

from excess

oil

fluous alkalies

—

75c Bottle Milaire BathCrystals- make your

plus postage

Send No Money
Merely Mail Coupon

Coupon
For One Milaire Make-up Set
MILAIRE COMPANY,
1044 Irma Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
me one Milaire Treatment and Make - up
Package, containing the 10 regular store-size Milaire
Beauty Preparations, as described in this advertisement. I will pay the postman only 99 cents plus
postage upon delivery.

Send

bath a real delight because they stimulate the skin

and impart a delightful odor to the body and room.
You will be charmed by the beauty of this package
and the refreshing Geranium leaf odor.

50c Bottle Milaire Liquid Nail Enamel

—

mparts a beautiful, transparent, waterproof finish
to the nails. Contains j ust enough rose coloring to
give the nails that beautiful blush tint they should

Name
Street

I

have. One application lasts a
Will not crack or peel.
Milaire Co.

week or 10 days.

City
State
Silver Screen
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Hearts
throb-

will

Blood
race-

will

Eyes will fill
with tears!
THE

WORLD WAS TOO SMALL

Only Qod^s

Sky Was Big Enough
Mighty Drama

Limitless

For This

DIRIGSBLEI

!

Gigantic challenge to the elements

forged by the hand of

Man! Cleaving with

its

.

.

.

silver

sheath the forbidden world of hurricane rising above
the earth

. . .

and

in

the ears of the super-men spinning

treacherous helm comes the roar of motors like the

its

thunder of heaven defied ... a

the silver wings on their brave breasts
.

.

.

.
<t

or in one

moment

reminder that

sinister

mean

'^eogle'^

of flashing, blinding holocaust

''angel"

with

COLUMBIA'S
LEVIATHAN
OF THE

JACK HOLT
ALPH GRAVES

\

AIR!

and FAY
A
From
L'..

tlie

stary

Capra Productioif

by

Adaptation and Dialogue
by Jo Swerlins

Comdr. Frank Wilber Wead, U S N.

ASK YOUR THEATRE MANAGER WHEN
14

Franic

WRAY

IT

WILL BE

SHOWN
SiLVHR Screen

—
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THE

best story of the month concerns the meeting
of Tallulah Bankhead and Robert Montgomery.
Tallulah, Paramount's newest rage, while new
to movie fans, is quite a celebrity in her way. So when she
demanded that the handsome Mr. Montgomery be brought
to meet her immediately upon his arrival in New York, the
introduction was arranged.
Bob and his press agent called upon Miss Bankhead at
her hotel. Tallulah threw her arms about Bob and clasped
that astonished young man to her chest.
"My darling, my darling," she cried, "tell me about

Garbo."

—#

YOUNG Lew Ayres

is having a bad attack of success.
trouble started during the Warner star-grabbing
period. Warners' gave Lew a lot of big ideas with offers
of $75,000 a picture. Lew didn't take up their offers but is
now demanding $3,000 a week from Universal and refused
to make retakes on his last picture until his demands were
met.
Unknown two years ago, his present contract calls for
$600 a week, but Universal executives have given him
bonuses which make the salary actually $1,250 a week.
Hard to keep one's head with such figures whirling
about it but we hope Lew keeps his. It's too good a head
to be turned so easily.

The

—

GOOD NEWS!

Janet Gaynor has returned from her vacation at
Springs, healthy and happy, and is back on the Fox
lot shooting "Daddy Long Legs." Incidentally, Janet and
Lydell Peck seem happier right now than they have ap-

Palm

peared in months.

THERE

has been quite an epidemic of contract-lettingout in Hollywood lately. Sue Carol and Rolfe Harolde
are out at RKO, largely because parts couldn't be found
that just suited them.
John Wayne, proclaimed just about one of the greatest
natural actors in the world when he was discovered, a
property boy, on the Fox lot last year, has been let out by
that organization.
Both the films in which John appeared were failures.
Just why the flop of two such dull pictures as "The Big
Trail" and "Girls Demand Excitement" should prove
that John can't act is one of those things that only movie
supervisors seem to know about.

HOLLYWOOD'S favorite gag was
sending Daisy
she

was

We

DeVoe

work finally turned out all right.
With Virginia Cherrill at Fox's, this makes Chaplin

Harry's

only silent actor

for

left.

June 1931

the

Bow was

in jail.

it was just a gag.
Actually,
Clara has been very generous about the whole affair, and
Daisy has been released from jail, pending an appeal of her

—

case.

Harry was with Chaplin on "City Lights" for two and
a half years. In other words, he had never been in a talkie
studio and knew nothing about them until Christie signed
him for "Meet the Wife."
The first day on the set Harry's hands shook so the director asked him whom he was waving at. The second day
Harry went to Christie and asked him to let him out of
the picture. He said the little black dingus hanging over
his head got his goat. Christie refused to release him and

that Clara

copy of "Liberty" every week

suspicion, however,

AL CHRISTIE,

the comedy producer, tells the story of
^j- Harry Myers' reaction to the microphone.

a

TOM

SANTSCHI, one

of the real

veterans of

the

on April 9 at his home in Hollywood. Do
you remember his famous screen-fight with William
films, died

Farnum in the first silent
set a mark which other

version of "The Spoilers"? That
actors have been trying to live

up

—

to ever since.

DOLORES ETHEL MAE BARRYMORE
Warner

made

a visit

She watched her
mother, Dolores, in "The Passionate Sonata," for a while
and then had herself wheeled to the "Svengali" set to
watch her father. She fell asleep there just a bored
Barrymore.
[Continued on page 40]
to the

lot the other day.

—
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My

y of
Qrowing Up
School to

Qo

—Leaving
Work—

to

Qetting Into the Chorus

—Falling in Love—That^s
the First Chapter

my
I MADE
November
York
first

La

personal appearance in the

HifF

and Tenth Avenue, New
19th, 1905- It was a crowded
City,
house and I arrived early, which added greatly to the
The family doctor drove up in his
general confusion.
well-known buggy, so even the carriage trade was represented on that gala evening.
As soon as it was discovered that I was fat and red-headed and too healthy and normal to be interesting, the
La Hiffs simply went about their own business as before.
house

at Sixty-eighth Street

all, I was the seventh child, so you couldn't expect
to show much excitement. When I was in my teens
I learned that I was a seventh child of a seventh child and
I was sure that it meant something terribly thrilling, but
after consultation with various people who claimed to be

After

them

on speaking terms with the
that the

was informed
was a seventh
they told me, was

astral bodies I

charm only worked when

daughter of a seventh daughter.

I,

it

doomed

My

to obscurity.
mother and father are

French and Irish descent.
alone when she was only
told her that
over to get a

New York

both

Irish,

and

I

am

of

My mother came to New York

Somebody in Ireland
fifteen.
was paved with gold, so she came

good look. She didn't find any gold, but she
Tom La HifF, so she felt more than comher trouble. Mother is the kind of person

found handsome

pensated for
who fusses here and there and leaves things on the stove
to burn. I inherited these traits.

my earliest recollections is having my picture
Which, I guess, is as it should be. All the eight
La Hiffs were posed in front of an automobile that had
been parked at the curb. Still, being quite a baby, I was
Sort of a Rube Goldberg
hoisted to the radiator cap.
effect. Now that was a hot spot that had been selected for
me and I wiggled and wept. But did my fond brothers and
No. They bawled me out for
sisters take pity on me?
continuing to ruin the pictures. It was decided that I was
One

of

taken.

.

'

'camera-conscious
I remember well the marvellous times that we kids had
father took parenthood
at home in the evenings.
rather seriously and it never occurred to him to "spare the
rod." We had to obey all the rules. But don't get the
idea that father was an old grouch. Far from it. He was
a native son of Ireland and he could play any musical
'

NANCY CARROLL
She has the soul of an artist, the face of a
baby, and the heart of a gay young gypsy.
She has stretched out her hands toward
Start now
Hfe, laughing and eager.
this first enthralling chapter of her life

My

SiLVHR Screen

—

Life -'>^
As Told

Elizabeth

to

Wil son

instrument that came his way.
He knew every song an
Irishman had written, and he had us lisping through
Irish ballads and toddling into an Irish jig before we were
three years old.

He

instilled in us a love for Ireland.

Al-

though father only made $25 a week he kept his big
family organized and even took us to Jersey every summer
to avoid the city heat.
You'll have to admit he was a
marvellous manager.
By the time I was old enough to go to school, we had
moved to West Seventy-ninth Street and I was enrolled in
Public School No. 9 on West Eighty-second Street.
I
took a great interest in my lessons and found them easy. I
liked spelling and arithmetic, especially those examples
about the prowess of the man and the boy who were always painting and plastering. In time I became rather
fond of that man and boy.
Later I was sent to a parochial school from which I was
graduated with honors because my Irish jig was the best
in the school.
From practically my first day in school I
had decided to be a teacher. Nothing seemed grander to
me than to know everything and teach it to others. To be
a teacher was my childhood ambition
and when I realized
that it was a goal that I could never attain, it nearly broke
my heart. I received a scholarship from the parochial
school to Marymount Academy when I was twelve years
old.
I wanted more than anything in life to accept that,
but as all my sisters and brothers had gone to work as
soon as they had finished grammar school, it didn't seem
exactly sporting to me. My play days were over. It was
time for me to take my share of the family responsibil-

—

ities.

from my older sister, pinned my hair
up for the first time, dabbed on a bit of powder and rouge,
and went job hunting. And job hunting in New York at
that time was just as discouraging as it is today, and just
I

borrowed

a dress

Three

><>iiiig
I a
Hilfs all dressed up
in
their Sunday

clothes. That's
Terry at the left,
then comes Martin
and on the right is
Miss Nancy, all of
years old; (beNancy at confirmation time. She
was very devout
five

low)

:

and

still is

Well, there can be family life in the heart of a big city. Here's where the La Hiffs were raised— with no
sparing of the rod, either. Sixty-eighth Street and Tenth Avenue, New York, poor but clean

for
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—

What Love's Youn;4 Dream Looked
Down Upon —Pomander Walk, an exclusive little street off upper Broadway,

New

York.

Nancy and Jack couldn't
Walk itself but

—

afford to live in the

they hired an apartment with a nice
view of it

Love's

Young

was a chorus

Jack Kirkland,
the newspaper lad
who won Nancy's

in

wild Irish heart.

noblemen hung

The

around the stage
door and Nancy
had to fall for a

first night he
took her out he

had

to

money

borrow
from a

friend to pay
their

taxi

fare

as hard on the shoe leather. I told all the prospective employers that I was sixteen but they weren't the least impressed with my 'woman of the world' act and told me to
hurry home to grandmother before the wolf got me.
Finally, the National Coat and Suit Company condescended to put me on their payroll at eight dollars a week. But
they learned that I had lied about my age, so I only lasted
there two weeks. Then I was introduced to Wall Street
via the National Paper Bag Company, but they sent me
home when they found me crying one day. Then came the
National Veiling Company. They liked me and I liked
them, so there I stayed for four years.
When I was sixteen, "amateur nights" were all the rage
in New York.
A number of the neighborhood theatres
encouraged them. Press agents and even producers would
attend these amateur performances, always on the lookout
for new talent for their Broadway productions.
If your
act went over big on "amateur night," you were given ten
dollars and a week's engagement in a vaudeville house.
And always there was the chance that Mr. Ziegfeld's at'

'

18

Nancy when she

Dream himself

the

Show

girl

Passing
of 1923.

Millionaires

and

—

young writer
making

sixty-five

bucks a week!

tention might be called to you and you would be chosen to
join the gloriiied ones. But frankly, my sister Terry and I
weren't thinking much about Mr. Ziegfeld in those days.
We "tried out" simply because we loved it, and because
the ten dollars came in right handy as a supplement to. our

weekly

insult.

Street was
were keen to give

The Orpheum Theatre on East Eighty-sixth
having an amateur night.

Terry and

I

our act, which consisted of harmony, songs and dancing,
but we, alas, belonged to the despised West Side many
blocks removed from the East Side and never the twain
shall meet. But Buddy Carroll, a member of good standing in that neighborhood, generously offered to introduce
us as his sisters. And, borrowing a surname from him, I

—

became Nancy Carroll.
Things began to happen fast in my life after that. J. J.
Shubert caught our act one night and signed Terry and me
for the "Passing Show of 1923." We were afraid to tell
our parents that we had become "chorines," so we decided
to stall along until the last

[Continued on page 66]
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Ramon Novarro
Today
WAS

in 1921 that

ITNovarro

Ramon

started work on
It
his first motion picture.
was a version silent, of course

—

—

What

have nine years of stardom done

this

Mexican

idealist? Kerens the

to

answer

of Omar Khayyam's "Rubaiyat." It was Ramon's first chance and he must have been
has matured. He has married and re-married. He has a
pretty excited about it. But the production got tied up
growing daughter. But Ramon is still, after nine years of
in a lot of litigation and wasn't released for years. When
stardom, a child. He is still the dreamer, who walks alone.
it got out finally, they called it "A Lover's Oath."
His following still worships him to the extent of an unbeHe had to wait for Rex Ingram to give him his real lievable amount of passionate love letters delivered daily.
break. You probably remember the story. Rex, as temWhat, then, is happening to him now? What is he
peramental an Irishman as ever hit a movie lot, was havlike today?
ing trouble with Valentino, his bright particular star of
Well, if Ramon Novarro continues in his present frame
Valentino refused to work and Rex boasted
the moment.
of mind, there is going to be a great deal of wailing and
that he didn't need to, that he, Ingram, could pick out
gnashing of teeth on the part of the ladies of the nation.
any extra boy and make a star of him. The boy he picked
For Ramon has just about decided to trade his make-up
was Ramon Gil Samaniegos. That was in 1922. They
box for a megaphone. Not long ago he attended the openchanged his name to Novarro, his mother's maiden name,
ing of his first directorial effort a Spanish version of
and Ramon played the lead in "The Prisoner of Zenda."
"Call of the Flesh," his own recent starring vehicle. And
Now this review of his background, if you are a real the thrill of achievement which he experienced far exNovarro enthusiast, may seem silly to you. But it seems
ceeded any joy he has ever felt over his acting prowess.
important to me to put it in here if a
Ramon worked to make that
true appraisal of Ramon is to be reached.
picture a perfect thing, a creastory on Ramon Novarro is
For with the exception of Dick Barthtion which should satisfy his
Silver Screen s "request interelmess, he has been a successful picture
own exacting ideals. He worked
view" for this month.
Each month
star longer than any other actor now in
harder than he has ever worked
Silver Screen -wiW publish a request
Hollywood.
Like Dick, his pictures
before.
And if he decides delistory on the star who gets the most
always hold up at the box-ofRce. Like
nitcly to stay behind the camera
votes for that month. So tell us whom
Dick, he has made the difficult transition
from now on, you must not
you'd like to read about, and we'll do
from silence to talk without losing a
weep for the loss of Ramon, the
the rest. Send your vote to Sally Forth,
singlefan. But theretheresemblanceends.
actor.
Rather rejoice with
Silver Screen, 45 w. 45th St., n. y.
Dick, in the nicest meaning of the word,
Ramon, [Continued on page 78]
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Even a great star
like Joan Crawford is dependent
upon good pic-

William Haines

was a

box-office
blessing in 1929.
But in 1931?

tures

Gets Y(our
WHAT'S
Why

''Cimarron''
spelled "comeback' for Richard
'

Dix

all this

star-grabbing about, anyway?

should Warners' be willing to pay $7,500
a week to get Ruth Chatterton? Why should it be
ready to pay another colossal sum to grab William Powell

away from Paramount?
Is any human being's work worth $30,000 a week
the sum
Constance Bennett is getting for making two pictures for

—

Warner Brothers?
Richard Barthelmess is Old Reliable. All his
ies

mov-

make money

A couple of years ago the big movie magnates got together
and said that star salaries were going to go way, way downward. Some day in the near future, they predicted, the
biggest box-office stars in the business

would be glad

to

make $1,000 a week. Star names no longer meant much.
With the coming of talkies it would be the story that counted,
not the

star.

And what

has happened?
Pictures without star names
have virtually been drugs on the market, with very few
exceptions. Stars have gone merrily on and on.
When you go to see a picture, you say, "What's playing at
the nearest theatre? Ruth Chatterton in her latest picture?
any good? I love her. Let's go."
People have been saying that in
sufficient numbers so that Ruth is
worth $7,500 a week to Warners',
She isn't paid that much monev
because of her beauty.
She isn't
paid it because of her intelligence,
her scintillating wit.
That salary
isn't even handed to her because
she's a swell actress,
She gets it
because the public will pay and pay
to see her in a good picture.
If she
weren t good box-office, she could
be the best actress in the world, and
not a single picture company would
give a d n.

Is it

—

Silver Screen

Can Clara Bow
hold her loyal
army of fans
even in bad
productions?

M
But,
actress,

ovie

you may feel like saying, so long as she is
she would have to be good box-office.

ladeez and gentlemen,

An

M oney

is

a

good
That,

the bunk.

must have an intriguing personality. Otherwise she can act her darn head off ancf Mr. and Mrs. John
Public will only yawn.
Do you care about Garbo only because she is a magnificent actress? If it were not for her strange, elusive personality,
would she be GARBO, no matter how well she could act?
actress

Bow can be a splendid dramatic actress. Granted. But
her youth, her pep, her personality you love?
What about the critics? How much influence do they have?
The trouble with critics is that they tear a picture to pieces and
try to decide whether it's
logical or not.
They judge
The very modern Conit as art, and not as enterstance Bennett made
tainment.
millions with two very
old melodramas
The critics raved about
"With Byrd at the North
Pole," but the public found
Clara

isn't it

it

a monumental bore.
The critics panned "Com-

mon Clay," with Constance
it made strong
men weep and women bawl,

Bennett, but
[t

was one of the biggest box-

office

successes

ever

filmed,

and made the glamorous Constance Bennett a name to be
reckoned with.
It

You can't fool the public.
knows what it wants.

At one theatre in Minnewhere "Rango" was
shown recently, the sad com-

^^lll^llllllll^^
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mentary {Continued on page 76]
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Rob ert

M

ontgomerycx.
By

e

s

T

a

f

Tl (X

Ruth Waterbury

4^

the rush to interview Bob first.
I must admit that this Mont-

The Editor

gomery enthusiasm

new

Interviewing

my

something

is

never did see
The first time I

life.

I

"The Divorcee."
saw Bob was in "War Nurse."
I liked him, but that was all.
I

Breaks All the Rules

and Does a

in

followed that up with "Inspiration." That didn't go big with
I couldn't stand any man
even acting that way toward Garbo.

Little

Herself

You remember how

that guy

— the stiff-necked idiot.
But then

DITORS

E

I

And

Kiss."

saw "Strangers May
went just as Mont-

I

gomery goofy

supposed to sit
in back of desks and act
are

was

as

any flapper

in

second year High. I wanted to
find out about Bob after that.
I

important.
Editors are supposed to let other
people do the work and only come
in to take a bow when the credit is
being passed around.
At least so I've been told and

to discover how any male
so good-looking, so intelligent, so
altogether charming yet regular,
ever happened in Hollywood.
His press agent called up and
suggested that Mr. Montgomery
and I lunch together at the Algonquin, which, as you doubtless
know, is one of Broadway's favorite eating places.
"But there'll be crowds in
there," I demurred, in my most
demurr way. "We'll never get a
chance to talk."
"Oh, yes, you will," said the
"We'll get a nice
press agent.
quiet table in a far corner."
I waited in the lobby for them
A newspaper girl I
to appear.

wanted

my best to live up to it.
That is, until Robert Montgomery came to town. Then I nearly
murdered my best writers in
I've tried

knew hove near. "You're not
waiting for Bob Montgomery, by any
chance, are you?" she asked.
"No,"

I

said.

"Don't mind if I sit here and talk a
bit, do you?" she asked.
"N-no," I said.
A newspaper man came along. He
stopped to talk, too. He, too, asked if
I told
I expected Robert Montgomery.

him

A third
no, too, but he stayed.
friend appeared. She writes
[Continued on page 62]
for
The only subject which
bores Robert Montgomery
Robert Montgomery.
is

But when
anything
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lie

talks of

else, he's a

panic

Silver Screen
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Is

the Mystery

of the Viking

Venus Caused

E
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Awful
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Tragedy?
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a
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r

d
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GRETA GARBO

doomed?
Are there reasons behind the persistent reports,

this writing stronger

than ever, that she will

at

retire

within a year?
Is there a secret tragedy locked in her own life which
allows her, on the screen, to portray tragedy so well?
What is there so gray, so stark, so consuming, within
her that she is able to sway millions with the fire of her
emotion?
These questions are agitating filmdom. They are whipping to life the curiosity of Garbo fans the world over.
If medical science is correct, the fate of the great Garbo
is

sealed.

A physician attending her at intervals at a Santa Monica
hospital told

me

recently:

"Greta Garbo has pernicious anemia."
Perhaps this doesn't register with you.
Perhaps it
means nothing. Let me tell you about the disease.
First of all, think of Garbo as you have learned to know
her from her portrayals on the screen. Stark. Passionate.
Tempestuous. Tragic. At times, bitter. And, always, a
grayness lurking behind the color of her acting. Something foreboding, something sinister in her personality
and her art. Think of Anna Karenina and Anna Christie.
Second, think of the things you've read about her in

Garbo takes sun baths. Garbo has a diet,
Garbo moves, because trolleys run
near her home and disturb her rest. Garbo does not entertain and refuses to see visitors.
Garbo bars strangers
from her set. Garbo refuses to give the studio her telephone number or her address.
magazines.

carefully regulated.

She spends much of her time walking. She swims.
She conserves her strength between scenes. She evades
social obligations. She refuses to be interviewed.

Those

are the

known

/o>'JUNEl931

facts of her life.

There

newspaper headlines.
to her room at Miramar.
Garbo reported recuperating. Physician attending Garbo.
are, besides,

Garbo confined

That's the background for this story.
Here are the facts:
"Pernicious anemia usually results fatally within a few
years. It is seldom discovered until it is well under wayThe average patient lives from two to three years after
the condition becomes apparent. Victims, however, have
been known to live ten or twenty years under proper
treatment."
This statement was given me by one of Hollywood's
leading physicians.
"A careful diet is necessary. There is no actual cure for
the disease, however. It is said to have its origin in the
marrow of the bones and it is a matter of the production
of too few red corpuscles in the blood," the physician
continued.
"The patient gives all outward indications of perfect
health. Only those who do not see the patient often are
apt to note the progress of the disease.
"The cause or the disease is a mvsterv."
I asked the physician what he would recommend
in
case he was treating a patient.
"A diet of blood-building foods, particularly liver,"
he said. "I would order a certain amount of light exercise,
such as walking. I would ask my
{Continued on page 81]
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'What

M

Sh

K now Ab out

Id

en

omen
hey

Should Take

Women

into

Their Confidence and he

More Understanding

Says

Claudette Colbert
interested in the arts forget her work, is making a mistake.
His marriage is bound to fail. He will bore her with his
talk of stocks and bonds; she will bore him with her talk

of the theatre.
"It is also difficult for two people, both of whom are interested in their work in the arts, to make a go of their
marriage. They are likely to have such nervous temperaments that it is difficult for them to get along. Then, too,
it is harder for two people in the professions or arts to be
happy together over a period of years than if they had
nothing to do but to come home to each other. By dint of

Claudette Colbert's marriage to Norman
Foster is a gloriously happy one. But her
love of her husband doesn't make her think
all

men

are perfect!

trying, they can

make

must work twice

as

a success of their marriage,

hard to do

but they

so.

can be ideally happy only if he is mar^ried to a woman who is completely interested
An actress never is.
in him and his work.
"An actress or artist is never absolutely happy domesticShe can never forget her own work sufficiently to
ally.
become absorbed in her husband's interests to the exclusion

chief thing that men fail to understand about
the necessity of not taking them for granted. As
soon as a man marries, no matter how romantic he is, he
And
stops saying the things he said before marriage.
women resent that.
"The woman of today considers herself a person to be
reckoned with. Formerly, women married the men their

own.
"The domestic sort of person should never fall
with this type of woman.
"The business man who thinks he can make a

parents chose for them, and
thereafter lived no life of their
own. Their ideas did not
[Continued on page 72]
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in love

woman

women

.

is

As

Told

t

o

Silver Screen

Should

K

omen
now Ab

Men
hey

Know Men

Should

for the

Dreamers they are and Manage them Diplomatically

Says

John Boles

A

MAN

in love

is

simply

silly, reckless things.

a

He

grown-up boy.
is

in a state of

He does
suspended

heaven.

"Men are less fair — and sometimes less faithful — to
women than women are to men. Men are by nature polygamous, women by nature and inclination monogamous.
"Men are less tolerant than women.
"Women are ideals toward which men grope. If a man
has any qualities which make him worth living with, he
owes them to the splendid qualities in women which he
can only aspire to.
"The more I see of women, the less I know about them.
That is why it is so hard for me to tell women anything
about men because knowing so little about women, I
cannot compare them with men and tell how their natures

—

differ.

"Men,

I

think, are either dreamers, schemers or prac-

men.
"The dreamer

is

the hardest of

all

tical

is

very temperamental and idealistic. He
three types to live with. At the same
time he is the most loving
and the most affectionate,
"Dreamers are the hardest of all men to under-

S/^^
V>Onrad
ylvia

f

or
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John Boles is married to a non-professional,
which is completely in keeping with his
ideals. John thinks marriage is a complete
feminine career

Half the time they do not understand themselves.
in love they see only the idyllic side of their
romance. Love is a beautiful, idealistic dream to them
while they are courting.
"That makes it all the harder for them to adjust themselves to practical everyday things when the first glow of
romance must be exchanged for the more quiet companionship of marriage. But if they are half the husbands that
they are lovers, they will get along all right.
"The best way to win the dreamer is to be in tune with
the things he loves to do.
To iContiuucd <»i page 73j
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A Movie-Fan's Crossword Puzzle
Alma

By

Across

47.

67

6a

69

1

Historical period.

4

Famous tent-maker of

85

i86

89

90

stage

screen.

15 Dance step.
16 Ancient alphabetical character.
17 What actors do to their razors.
18 The United States of America
(abbreviation).
19 Locale of island pictures.
21 An insect.
22 Army officers (abbreviation).
23 Medicinal substance made from

seaweed.
24 Ze singing star from Paree.
Descriptive
of bad Hollywood
27
gin.

—as in a German

What you need

talkie.

to hear a

theme

song.

32 A kind of lettuce.
33 To insinuate.
35 To scatter.
37 One of "Our Dancing Daughters."

40

A Hollywood

gal's stock in
trade (abbreviation).
the
clown said in
41 What

his hair

won't become.
62 Descriptive of that

Lillian

Gish look.
63 Leading lady

44.

What a Spanish yes-man
You and I.
The

noise
party.

of

a

says.

64 Producer

(In response to

who made

bathing

A.M.

7 Concerning.
8 Exclamation.
9 The game Jack Oakie played in
"The Social Lion."

How

86 A Barbara Stanwyck film.
88 Where film stars often get
divorces.

What

sirens

do

with

their

hips.

90 Something you write to stars.
91 Again.

feel

about

Navy."
tions.

23 Soon.
25 One, indefinitely speaking.
26 Something a player hopes his
career won't be.

27

What

is

demanded of

a star

on

a personal appearance.
28 Edible tuber.
31 Abbreviation of area.

33 Part of verb to be.
34 French for Mrs.
35 The fish that made roe famous.
36 Something stars are forbidden
to be.

DOWN
1

What every producer
new picture.

your requests the puzzle answer

Across

38 A tower.
39 Like.
calls his

45 Persia.
46 Player

isn't in this issue.

in

47 A former De Mille actress.
48 Network of nerves.
49 A girl.
50 What stars do for their salaries.
51 How the hero outwits the
villain.

52

What

gobs in sea pictures use

swab the deck.
53 The film that made Chester
to

Morris famous.
55 Star who made her American
debut in "Body and Soul.
'

56

What

an actor considers his

work.
58 Level.
61 What an

Irishman

uses

for

fuel.

67 Something a snake hasn't got.
68 To confess.
69 Polish film star who became a
princess.

20 Describing the villain's inten-

70 Something the villain seeks.
71

A German

male

star.

72 Only.
73 Put this on an animal's tail
and even then you won't
catch him.
74 How stars look at the camera.
75
76

An Arabian noble.
What a star does for

publicity

portraits.

77 Former

De

leading

woman

for

Mille.

What you say after prayers. 79 Something romantic stars have
78

perfected,

80

To pack away.

87

The pronoun

Bow

"Wild Orchids."

The answer

next month.)

26

stars

What

'

83 Chevalier's word for friend.
84 To give forth.
85 A long stick.

most

prohibition.
a star hates to see in his
salary check.
12 The lead in "Dracula."
13 The Biblical boy who sold his
birthright.
14 The lads in "True to the
11

65 To exist.
66 Something to persuade you to
see a movie.
67 What hero and heroine hope
for in the final fade out.
74 Gay occasions.
81 First name of English male
star in Griffith's 'The White
Rose."
82 An extinct bird.

The

4 Spoken.
5 Star in "Seven Faces."
6 What stars raise in a game of
poker.

10

beauties famous.

89

24.

80

73

81-

kind of things stars
shouldn't do.
3 The state of Hollywood at 4
2

"Playboy of

Paris."

Hollywood

47 Virginia Valli's bridegroom.
50 What Will Hays wishes stars
wouldn't do.

in

Across

pi

And so forth.
What an actor hopes

59
60

37.

88

52 The star of "Helen of Troy."
54 Things added.
55 Magnolia in "Show Boat."
57 Actor who played recently in
"Alibi," "The Fall Guy,"

"Laugh, Clown, Laugh."
42
43

7S

77

87

"Mother's Cry."

What stars do to their houses
when they go on trips.

One

76

7?

74-

7J

85

\bz

8 Sue Carol's birthstone.

29
30

71

71

SI

ACROSS

12

7°

Across

55.

and

Talley

—and a brand

new

that

made La

famous.

puzzle

—

will be printed
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TALLULAH

BANKHEAD
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making Paramount's pulse beat

by way of London. She

is

since Dietrich, the dangerous.

rouges her toenails and

calls

faster.

She's a Southern

very different. Her

She has ash blonde

men "Ginks."

girl,

company regards
hair

out of

Alabama

her as the greatest

and blue eyes.

You'll see her first in "Tarnished

She
Lady"

JUNE,

the love month, the marriage month, the

month of honeymoons.
per, "I love
i

and

girl

June, when lovers whis-

you as no man has ever loved before"

voices answer, "Darling, darling."

more than

half true since there are as

love as there are sweethearts to share
bitter,

sophisticated

love

like

that

Montgomery and Norma Shearer
Kiss."

There

is

in

And

many
it.

it is

kinds of

There

is

between Bob

"Strangers

May

the forbidden hushed love between

and West as Conchita Montenegro and Leslie
Howard show in "Never the Twain Shall Meet." Yet
East

ever and always the sweetest love remains that of
youth in springtime, romance between the average
girl

and the average boy as

illustrated

by Constance

Bennett and Joel McCrea, across the page, in "Born
to Love." (And gossip says maybe there's more to
this love

scene than acting.)

HURRELL

CLARENCE SINCLAIR BULL

JOAN
CRAWFORD

YOU'VE seen pictures of this girl before and you'll see them again, for her popularity

is

grow-

deserved and Joan has "Paid,"
"Dance Fools Dance" and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., to prove it. She has two loves, her work
and her husband. She brings to both of them a touch of genius. She has just finished making "Girls Together" and is about to take a much needed vacation, probably in Europe
ing faster than love

in

the moonlight.

Such popularity

is

D ARRIE
1-^

He

said. "If

has so

you have charm, nothing

much charm

else matters."

That expresses Clive Brook.

do not resent his going on playing one suave gentleman after another, even while you feel he is capable of much finer work. He lives
quietly amid the glitter of Hollywood in a delightful house with a delightful wife and two
most delightful children.

that you

It

would be fun sometime, though, to see him

really

angry

JACK O AKI

HE

the

IS

star.

tirely his

first

E

genuine "talkie-made"

His brand of hunnor

own and he

gangsters to lovers.

en-

is

kids everything

from

After spoofing

all

now attacking
"Dude Ranch."

other types of drama, he's

the Wild

West

stuff in

The only thing Jack has ever taken seriously is a young thing named Mary Brian.
But then, can you blame him?
RICHEE

LORETTA YOUNG
SHE

has played heroines

since she

was four+een.

in

love ever

She

is

only

when she started her
own romance, it didn't go so well. She
is separated from husband Grant Withers
eighteen now.

But

and back home with mother.
Interesting to watch Loretta.

It

will

be

She has

glowing youth, beauty and real talent

SHE

has

made an

awful

liar

out of Hollywood which says only

youth and beauty can succeed.
lous

women

find

them

in

in

She's one of the most marvel-

the world and she has three rules for happiness. You'll

Marquis Busby's remarkable story on the opposite page

—

—

Not Your Age

It's

And
Marie

hut

What

)u

Can Do

Dressier^

a Qirl At

That Counts

Fifty ^ Eight,
Proves

It

By

Marquis

Busby

OF

COURSE "Anna

was Greta Garbo's

New

Christie"

picture
that drab O'Neill story of the
York waterfront. For the first

time the throaty voice of Garbo was
The
to be heard from the screen.
crowds came to see Greta. Yet, it was Marie Dressler's
performance which swept the country.
Marie as the comical, bedraggled, old Marthy made you
laugh, but her pathetic little shrug as she tried to throw off
the effects of too much Pilsner, tore at your heart. Her
portrayal was one of the great triumphs of motion pictures, and it made her a star. She is one of Hollywood's
great luminaries and she is 58 years old. And 28 is considered a ripe old age in the movie city.
Amazing, Marie's success at her age, and yet
should age be presented in such a tragic light?
The poets dip their pens in the bitter ink of tragedy when
they write of the autumn of life. There is a poignant sadness to autumn, but there is also charm, warmth and vivid-

Why

I've heard of the long corridor of the years, and it
sounds like a dull walk. Gertrude Atherton says the years
and there's nothing particularly
are great black oxen
intriguing about black oxen. Why should age be the relentless Juggernaut, crushing out the hopes of people? I
don't know, and Marie Dressier thinks it's all piffle. She
dismissed it with an airy wave of the hand, and asked me
if I had heard of Bernhardt, Melba, Paderewski, Luther
Burbank and Thomas Edison. They didn't give up when

ness.

—

they passed

is Marthy, Marie Dressler's
greatest part, in "Anna Christie,"
the picture which she practically
stole from the divine Garbo

Here

the

thirty

milestone.

Marie is the youngest person I
know, not even excepting Mirzi
Green. She lives each day with a
glorious zest for the living, and she's
about as doddering as a high school
co-ed. And, yet, Marie is approaching sixty, frank, happv
and unafraid of the great, black oxen. She hasn't had her
face lifted, and she doesn't try to act like Clara Bow. Mane
is young without trying.
"I'm still 58," she laughed, "and if you can add, you'll
old I'll be next year. Why, 57, of course. I
never feel or think that I am getting old. In the first
place it doesn't matter how old you are.
"If a person is young in heart and soul, he is young if he
made his debut at the Boston Tea Party. If he isn't, he is
old at twenty."
She doesn't believe that there is any particular trick to
staying young gracefully. It doesn't occur to her that she
has made an awful liar out of Hollywood. The producers
had been muttering for years that the fans wanted youthyouth— youth. Bright eyes, golden hair and puppy love.
Along comes Marie and scores one of the great hits of film
history. At 58 she is more popular than a dozen pretty
blonde creatures with trim ankles and saucer eyes.
"Naturally I'm glad that I can have a good job at my
age, and in such a glorious place as Southern California.
But'," she warned me, "I don't see any reason why any-

know how

body can't have

a

good job

at

58—

[Continued on page 74]
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Lucky
Hoif HoH^'ii^ood Discovered
the ISIew
sters

Crop of Young-

Which

Make

It Is

Trying

into the Stars of

Peggy Ross

TWENTY-FOUR

to

1935

and four boys ranging from the ages of
now under contract to the leading motion
They are being
picture studios as possible stars of tomorrow.
groomed to replace the Ruth Chattertons, the Clara Bows, the Ronald
Colmans and the George Bancrofts as the years move forward.
Behold the budding crop.
They're interesting.
Some are from convents and some are from Broadway. Some have
the dreams of childhood as the incentive to their careers, while others
Some
are stepping before a camera without preliminary thought.
girls

seventeen to twenty are

a friend of a friend who knew the right person. Some are
Some stare dumbly at popping questions.
They represent a typical cross-section of American life.

knew

animated.

Hollywood, starving for new names and new faces, has been
combing the nation for material. Today finds the film capital
faced with a serious problem a shortage of stars. I make this

i

—

I

statement in the face of the fact that there are hundreds of
thousands of youngsters in all parts of the world who are willing to join executives in any experimenting which might net
them from $100 to $400 a week and give them a chance to
smile benignly down from the screen on the folks of the

home town.
The problem, however,

old

lies

in the quantity of material,

not
but

Stage presence,
in the quality.
personality, ability and training,
figure in the selections which have
been made. Pretty faces and pretty
figures are only a part of the
Hollywood scheme of things.

went to see all twenty-eight
young hopefuls to find out
what they were like and I learned
I

of the

—

For example:
Of the gang twelve admit being
in love and sixteen deny having
any sentimental attachment for
a lot.

the opposite sex.
Two of the girls admit being

married secretly.

with one or
divorce predominating among the parents.
Twenty-one girls
admit liking petting.
Nineteen girls place
Joan

Twenty-two

both

Marsh
36

live

parents,

their

motion

picture

Yvonne

Pelletier

Silver Screen

Lillian

Bond

Twent
By

John

Auburn
They'll sacrifice marriage if necessary.
They would sacrifice their careers for it.
favor marriage.
Three believe in a mixture of marriage and a career.
The average length of time before the girls will consider marriage
at all is eight years.
The youngsters, most of them untried, are receiving from $100 to

career ahead of marriage.

Two

$400 a week.
under contract; Warner Brothersand a boy; Fox, four girls and a boy,
and is dropping a boy; Columbia has three girls and a boy; Metro
has three girls; Paramount, one girl; Universal, three girls; and
Pathe, one girl.
Well, let's look them over and find out how they broke in.
Robert Allen, former Dartmouth football player and airplane
salesman, lived next door to H. M. Warner in Mount Vernon, New
York. He "palled" with Lewis Warner, H. M.'s son. H. M. saw
Today he is
his picture possibilities and sent him to California.
studying in the Warner Brothers-First National dramatic school.
You'll see him in "The Reckless Hour" and "We Three." He looks
good.
Roberta Gale, now a featured player in Radio comedies, has been

Radio Pictures has

five girls

First National, five girls

in

Hollywood

since

May,

1929. She knew the mother
of Joseph Schnitzer, president of Radio Pictures, and
Schnitzer saw her possibilities.

She had studied

terior decorating at

in-

Miami

Her only experience was in high school
If she hadn't
dramatics.
known Mrs. Schnitzer she'd

University.

be in Miami. Another
of Radio's bets and one of
their best
is Arline Judge,
whose chief pride is that she
had flown fifty-two hours.
Her career is wild, although
she is only nineteen years old.
For a time she went with
Roger Wolfe Kahn, son of
still

—

—

Otto Kahn, financier. This
was after she ran away from

New Rochelle

/

(N.
,

Y.)

Pandro
Joan Castle

for

June 193

1

College.

,

Berman,

who assistsWilliam

Arline
Jud}»e
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H ow

to

Break Into

This article gives you

the

all the

M ovies

answers

Roxanne
Curtis

Anita
Louise

Constance

Cummings

Le Baron, in charge of Radio production, heard her
sing "Say Something Simple" in a Jack Donahue review
and Le Baron signed her. To date: "Bachelor Apartment,"
"American Tragedy" and "White Shoulders."

She scores in "Seed," John Boles' latest picture.
Sidney Fox is a fiery brunette who drives wide open, as
far as her career is concerned, and doesn't bother with

Louise, sixteen, (right name Anita Louise
Fruhman), has had a long career in motion pictures and
she is, to my mind, one of the best bets of the year. Ten
years ago she appeared in "The Music Master" and with
Reginald Denny in "What a Man." Her latest part is in
"The Woman Between." She was Helen Twelvetrees'

She went to Columbia Law School, got a job in a law
gave it up because it was too dull, and eventually
landed a job with a stock company at Johnstown, Pa. She
was a newspaper columnist at sixteen, and gave fervid
advice to the lovelorn. She tried to get into pictures before
going to Johnstown, failed, and on her return to New

daughter in "Millie" and played leads in "The Third
Alarm" and "Just Like Heaven." She is blonde, delicate
and Gishlike, and is chaperoned, wherever she goes, by a
devoted mother. Charles R. Rogers selected her from
eighty-two candidates for the role in "Millie" and gave
her a long-term contract.
Universal is betting just at present on Bette Davis,
twenty, and Sidney Fox, nineteen. Bette is a blonde.
She was born in Boston, received an assthetic education
which ended after she left Gushing Academy and became
She
the only woman life-guard at Agonquit, Maine.
studied under John Murray Anderson, worked with the
Cape Cod players for a week, resigned, became an usher in
the theatre, and finally
charged onto Broadway
with the Provincetown

York City landed in the lights. Junior Laemmle saw her
and a contract was the result. She has "Bad Sister" and
"Six Cylinder Love" to her credit.
Movie schools have always intrigued motion picture
producers. One or another always is starting an acting
school. Paramount had one several years ago and got
Buddy Rogers. Today the company fights shy of raw
material. Its only exception now is Carman Barnes, who,

Anita

Players.

brakes.
office,

at eighteen, will star in her

own production,

'

'Debutante.

She was a writer until a couple of months ago.
Pathe had a school three years ago, and produced
Stanley Smith, Lew Ayres, Russell Gleason, Jeanette Loff
and Marian Marsh, all of whom have made good. That
school is abandoned, too,
and the only existing
schools of note today are
\Cont!nii(d on page 64]

Universal signed

Mae
Gladys
Ford
38

her.

Madison

Loretta
Sayers

Rochelle

Hudson
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The erTRANGE

T ASE of

G avm
Hollywood Wished

on

All Kinds of Luck

And Qave

It

By

Him

—

Andrew
o n
H

To Him

i

—

"But I want the part
she has done for me and

Gordon looks

at

world with
bewildered eyes
and does not un-

the

derstand

fierce

had waged to reach the high places of
Gavin Gordon walked into the offices of an

battle he

filmdom

—

executive at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in Culver
City, where he has been under contract.
It was at the time that they were casting "Inspiration"
starring Greta Garbo.
He was not yet downed.

He had builded his house twice
swept away each time by gales of misfortune. He had stepped twice into this whirling maelstrom
called Hollywood, had been hurled to the peaks of success by the uncontrolled currents which bring both fame
and misfortune so quickly, and then hurled
away from them.
He had a certain philosophy. That philosophy was:
"You can do anything you want to
you can get anything you want to if
only to have

it

—

you'll only fight for it."

The executive looked up

at

him and

—

smiled.

"I wonder " Gavin faltered, "I wonder if you'll let me play a bit in the Garbo
picture. I don't care what it is. I don't
I
well,
want any pay for my work.

—

I—"
The

executive's smile

was replaced by

a frown.

know you

so well," he reyou'd gone a little nutty.
I could give you such a part, son, but it
wouldn't be fair to you or your future.
You've got a great opportunity for as big
or bigger parts than you've had already.
'*
Forget the small stuff

"If

I

didn't

plied, "I'd think

—

for

June 193

1

greatest chance

—

1

s

to know how much
appreciate it. She gave me

want Garbo

how

I

"No!"
Crestfallen,

He had made his
felt he owed so
But he wasn't discouraged. He isn't

Gordon

gallant gesture to the

much. He had

whipped by circumstances —circumstances
TWICE
because of the
which bordered on the
tragic

my

I

1

lost.

left

the room.

woman

to

whom

he

discouraged, and he won't be.
Ten years ago, Gavin Gordon worked on a railroad and
wanted to be an actor. After twelve years of adversity, he
played opposite Greta Garbo in "Romance." He had an
accident just before the picture started and after Garbo
held up the picture as long as she could for him, he worked
with his body wrapped in adhesive tape because he wanted
to justify her faith in him.
It is too bad that this quiet young man, who lives in a
little white bungalow with his older sister on one of the
silent avenues of Hollywood, has been branded a darling
[Continued on page 68]
of the gods. For while he has

Gavin's love scenes with Garbo

"Romance" were thrilling.
But now
Fame was his.
in

More Movie
Continued

is Bobby Jones teaching Dick Barthelmess to play golf or is Dick
teaching Bobby how to act? Either way, they're close pals. The emperor
Jones is in Hollywood making a series of shorts for Warner Bros., while Dick
is busy working on his next picture, "Spent Heroes" (which, incidentally,
wins our prize as goofiest title of the month)

Well,

The

Merry

Widow comes

back! And doesn't Mae Murray look just as delectable as
ever in this black lace scanty?
This is the way she appeared
in "Bachelor Apartment"
for RKO. Her reward is a
contract with that company

ALL

the gossip-hounds would have you

IN HOLLYWOOD:
Jack
Dempsey and Estelle Taylor used to
recommend vacations for both husband and
wife as making for marital bliss. But their
recipe didn't work in their case, anyway.
Jack Dempsey is trying to establish a residence in Reno, and Reno is the place where
they get divorces, you know. They were
married February

IILLIAN ROTH

HELEN

Gaynor

is

surprised everybody by
"The lucky
getting married recently.
man was William C. Scott, 22, son of a
Pittsburgh lumber magnate. The wedding
took place April 11, in Atlanta, Ga.

THE

him. She turned her attention to
leading man, Joel McCrea. They
would sit at the beach in the sun for hours,
and Joel would tell Connie to be sure to get
The Marquis didn't
a nice coat of tan.
think it was necessary for Connie to take
such a personal interest in her leading man.
A funny angle on the case is that the
Marquis, having been discarded by Connie, is becoming quite chummy again with
his ex-wife, Gloria Swanson.
interest in

her

new

40

DIXIE LEE and her radio-broadcasting
husband, Bing Crosby, recently decided that they had come to the parting of
the ways. But they have since made up,
and are ready to grin and bear it.

7, 1925.

Marquis de la Falaise and Connie
Bennett have quarreled. It seems that
as soon as the Marquis got his divorce
from Gloria Swanson, Connie began to lose

wrong, for the

instant Barbara heard that Morton was
And
ill, she headed straight for home.
now they're finding comfort in each other's

believe that Janet

_i

HEARTS

for once proved itself in the

about to
leave her husband. Yet, in spite of rumor,
she drops over to his studio for luncheon
whenever she has a spare moment.

l\.

IT'S

AN

open secret that Pola Negri and

Mae Murray were

never the best of pals,
not even when they became sisters-in-law.
Pola married Prince Serge Mdivani, while
Mae Murray was married to his brother.
Prince David Mdivani.
Now that Pola Negri has sued Prince
Serge for divorce, Mae Murray has wel-

comed Mary McCormic,
with open arms and
her in her

is

his future bride,

playing hostess to

Hollywood home.

BECAUSE

Barbara Bennett went to
Europe alone recently, there were
rumors of a coming separation between
Barbara and Morton Downey. But gossip

arms, and

it isn't

cold comfort either.

TWELVETREES has been
separated from Clark Twelvetrees for
quite some time, but her final decree of divorce wasn't granted until March 31. She
goes places with a new sweetheart, who
isn't known in Hollywood, and whom she
hasn't introduced round yet.

MIX was
TOM
marry
going

if he was
Mrs. Mabel Pelkey,
a divorcee who testified for him when he
was sued for breach of contract. "Me get
"The only
married! Naw," said Mix.

recently asked

to

woman
I

I

love

is

my ex-wife,

Victoria Ford.

want her back some day."

Mix

originally got her divorce from
the ground that he was a dangerous character, for he used to twirl guns
around the house. Just a little habit that
came from playing in too many Westerns,
probably.
At present Tom Mix is with the Sells-

Mrs.

Mix on

Floto circus.

name
NOLAN, whose
MARY
Imogene Wilson Robertson, ankled
real

is

altar recently with Wallace T.
Macrery, the broker. They were married in

up an

Silver Screen

Town
m page

fro

Topics
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Why young men

like to become directors. Eddie Goulding, who writes,
talks a bit better than almost any other male in movies, had a
birthday at the Eastern Paramount studios. The extra girls and Nancy
Carroll crowded around him and gave him this cake. (Of course, they never

directs

and

thought anything about being within camera range!)
Christ Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., on

Mary Nolan gave

28.

March

her age as 25;

SEEN TOGETHER:

Clarence Brown, the
and Mona Maris, the actress.
Anita Page and Carl Laemmle, Jr.
Jean Arthur and Frank Ross, a young

Mary Nolan

does not intend to retire
from the screen. She hopes to begin work
on a film, "Racketeers of New York."
After that she will probably go in for
vaudeville or go on the stage.

Her marriage marks the climax of a
thrilling and amazing career,
which has been full of ups and downs. Her
screen career as Imogene Wilson ended with
a national scandal in which she was involved with Frank Tinney. She made a
stirring comeback as Mary Nolan.
For
a long time her identity was kept a secret.
She was regarded as one of the most prom-

New

Yorker.
Powell and Carole Lombard.
Stanley Smith and Mary Lawlor.
Gloria Swanson and Gene Markey.

under contract to Universal.
Then came accusations, afterwards denied,
of her being a drug fiend. She had hardly
struggled out of this difficulty when she
was involved in new ones. She was temperamental, emotional. She quarreled with
Carl Laemmle, who controls the destinies
of Universal players. Finally, in a rage, he
refused to renew her contract. And so now
vaudeville. Her career has brought
her little happiness. The same thing is true
of her tempestuous love affairs.
Perhaps
with marriage will come peace and contentment, and even the fulfillment of a
career that was almost wrecked.
.

.

.

for

June 1931

smart

girl

can learn

Bill

HAVE

you noticed that all the young
screen stars are marrying into Wall

perfectly

ising stars

comedy girl on the Hal
Roach lot. Think how beautiful Jean is now and be encouraged as to what a lot a

director,

Macrery said he was 23.
Mary and Wallace met in Los Angeles a
year ago.

This, children, is that svelte
and blonde seductress, Jean
Harlow, when she was just a

Street this season?

There's Olive Borden, who was married
very quietly to Theodore Spector, a stockbroker, on March 28 in Harrison, New
York. Friends think they went to the
Pacific

Coast for their honeymoon.

Then there's Jeanette MacDonald who's
to become a bride the first week in June.
The lucky man is Robert G. Ritchie, New
York stockbroker. They've been engaged
for quite some time, having first met at a
party at the Mayfair Club in New York
three years ago.

MARILYN

MILLER

denies

3eing en-

gaged to Fred Astaire.
To be sure, he did send her a cablegram
reading, "I love you, Marilyn dear."
And she did reply, "Do you really mean
it,

my own?"

But according to Marilyn, they were
just rehearsing lines from a play.

romance between Wesley Ruggles,
THE
who directed "Cimarron," and Kathryn Crawford has cooled.
Arline Judge
seems to be taking Kathryn's place in the
director's affections.

LEASE, the actor, whose career
REX
^ was threatened when he was accused
of striking Vivian Duncan, has lived down
that incident and is now married to Eleanor
Hunt. The marriage took place on April 9

Las Vegas, Nevada.
Speaking of Vivian Duncan, she was told
by three specialists that it would be fatal
to her to have a child.
But she thought
motherhood worth taking the risk for, and
a daughter was born to her March 20 at
Wurzburg, Bavaria.
She's doing quite
nicely, and Nils Asther, her husband, is
at

deliglited.

MRS.

HAL ROACH,

formerly MargaNichols, screen aQtress, is suing
her husband for divorce. He's the motion
picture producer who specializes in comret

edies.

[Coiititiudl on

paie 60]
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cA nother

I^ove

Story of

(f^ovietown
by

The Holl y wooa
Insider

L ove
L
A
quiet in the courtroom
sinister quiet
fraught with the promise of scandal. Hundreds of
eyes feasted avidly on beautiful Sallie Shaw whose
head was sunk deep into the fur collar of her coat.
The intimate secrets of a star's private life and no way
to stop the revelations! The epitome of shame simply because a girl had dared to be herself and love honestly!
"Continue,Miss Jones," the judge said with a nod to the
girl in the chair.
"Well, the way Sallie threw her money away was something awful
Her bootlegger's bills were simply scandalous and she'd think nothing at all of losing several thouT7
HERE
was
TTjrrt)

•

When

that final love letter was read
the court, Sallie forgot everything
and just cried like a little child
that has broken her favorite doll

A

—

—

sand in one evening at poker or roulette. And the presents
she gave her boy friends!"
Miss Jones paused to suck in her breath.
"Say, I guess she had to give them presents. She
couldn't keep them any other way. But even with wrist
watches ana automobiles she couldn't keep them more
than a few weeks. Why, she even had to buy her own en-

gagement ring!"
There was a gasp of surprise
series of snickers.

The

in the

room, followed by a

beautiful "heart interest" of the
after star in Hollywood, the personification of sex appeal, had to buy her own engagement
ring! Respectable women fingered respectable rings given
them by respectable men and not yet paid for. Immediscreen, the

most sought

—

42

ately

they

felt

superior

to

the

lovely

young

star.

and brooding, back among the newspaper reporters, and wondered if Sallie Shaw could continue to hold her public. The American public could overlook a lot. It could even close its eyes when Sex raised its
exotic head but this could it be forgiven? Sallie had
hopelessly defied conventions by buying her own engagement ring. That wasn't done.
I knew this wasn't the first engagement ring that the
poor kid had bought herself. But I knew what tattle-tale
Ethel Jones didn't know. No one knew except myself and
one other man Jimmy Wallace. Ten years since Sallie or
I had heard of Jimmy, yet in a way Jimmy was the cause
I

sat still, bitter

—

—

—

—

of all of Sallie's wildness of all her disillusion. If Jimmy
hadn't been such a pig-headed fool, Sallie Shaw would not
But let
this day be suffering the tortures of the damned.
me tell you her story and you can judge for yourself.
Jim and Sallie and I grew up together in the slums of a
Dreary brownstone fronts, wailing babies.
bis city.
drunken fathers, and the everlasting odors of cabbage and

Silver Screen

" a
—

'

When Jim made

as much as twenty-five dollars a week, he
planned to marry Sallie and start housekeeping in a two
room flat. But in the meanwhile Jim was only making
fifteen a week, and Sallie was impatient for that home and
.

fireside.

Besides, she was dreaming visions of wealth, and when
saw a movie contest she sent in her picture. What's
more, she won the contest plus a couple of weeks' work
with the producing outfit that was sponsoring it. When

J

she

—

Saturday came around and they handed her fifty
poor kid nearly fell over in a dead faint. She
didn't know there was that much money in the world.
She could hardly wait for Jim to come that evening.
"Look, darling!" She fairly danced into his arms as
soon as he approached the brownstone steps of the house
where she lived. "Look, I bought you a present
watch. Isn't it gorgeous?"
Jim eyed the watch suspiciously. There were three
generations of Puritans back of big curly-headed Jimmy
Wallace. An awful curse for any boy.
the

first

dollars, the

—

THIS watch

is expensive," he said slowly. "It cost a
money. I don't accept presents from girls.
"But, Jim," cried Sallie, "I'm not just any girl now.
I'm your fiancee. See the grand engagement ring I bought
for us. Two more payments
but isn't it swell? Just look
at that diamond sparkle.
No girl on the block has as
beautiful an engagement ring as mine."
Jim's face was drained of all its color. Furiously he
seized her by her wrist.
Where did you get the money?" he shouted hoarsely.
"Why, Jim, don't get so excited. From the movie company. I won that contest. I didn't tell you about it before
because I wanted to surprise you."
"No decent girl plays in pictures," Jim roared. "Actresses are bums, all of them.
Everybody knows that.
You'll quit that work right now. I don't want my girl
earning money. How would I ever know where it came
from and for what?"
Sallie's face had turned as white as the dress she wore.
She had only meant Jim to be happy— and here he was

lot of

_

—

1

1

—

madman.

raging like a
onions and Friday's

fish.

Childhood days.

Impression-

any.

a

myth.

No wonder

We

heard about

Sallie spent

money

it,

rashly

but never saw

when

finally

it

came her way.
"What would you do with a million dollars?" was a
favorite game of ours.
"I'd buy everybody I liked a beautiful present," Sallie
would say, "and then I'd buy myself an ermine coat and
dance

all

night."

Sallie kept her

child she

word

later

on

— and didn't realize what a

was being.

Jim and

I punched each other in the nose for the privilege
of taking Sallie's books home from school. Rather painful
for me, but nothing compared to the pain I experienced
later on when I learned that Sallie and Jim were in love.
I saw him kiss her the first time and her face took
on a

heavenly glow like a window in a church when the sun
shines through it. From that day on Jim was Sallie's sun
and she shone only for him. I was so much outer ether.

—

When
rather
a slim

Sallie was sixteen she suddenly changed from a
plump little hoyden with a mass of tawdry hair into
young creature of startling beauty.

"She can't be good— she's too pretty," the neighbors
said in their customary neighborly manner.
They didn't have to wait long to say, "I told you so."

for

June 1931

'

—

able days.

Money was

"I worked hard," Sallie said, great tears rolling down
her cheeks.
'But I didn't mind because I was thinking of
all the nice things I could buy you
and the ring so we
could be engaged like other people.
do you have to
be so nasty, Jim? I haven't done anything wrong. Hon-

Why

haven't."
can I be sure?" Jim demanded. "I'm no twoyear-old. I've heard how girls get into the movies. You'll
be having an apartment on Riverside Drive next, and telling me you haven't done anything wrong. How can I
est, I

"How

believe you?"
"All right," said Sallie, suddenly angry. "You don't
have to believe me. I'm through with you, see? I'm going
to California with Splendor Films and I hope I never have
to see you again.
It was a lover's quarrel, of course
or should have been.
Up to the last minute before the train pulled out Sallie
prayed that Jim might come to her. One word from him
'

—

and she would gladly have torn up her onc-hundred-aweek contract and returned to the drabness of the tenements. But square-headed Cromwell himself was one of
Jim's ancestors. If there ever was a lad bound to be a
reformer, it was Jim. He didn't get in touch with Sallie
and he saw to it that she couldn't get in touch with him.
Sallie was a knockout in Splendor pictures from the very
beginning.

Perhaps

if

might have grown into

she had been differently cast she
a different [Continued on pa^c 70)
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ilver

creen's
A really

splendid prize-fight picture starAyres but it isn't Lew Ayres'
picture.
Robert Armstrong, as a fight
Rating:
manager, steals it. The story concerns a
Universal
fighter who is the usual dupe of a smart
unscrupulous wife who ruins him in the ring in more ways
than one. Not a new plot but the action is swift and thrilling,
and the dialogue excellent. Jean Harlow gives an interesting
performance as the unfaithful wife. You'll like this one.

THE IRON MAN

ring

—

Lew

GOOD

And

THE FRONT PAGE
Rating: GREAT
.

SHIPMATES
Rating:

GOOD

M-G-M

pep.

Bob

is

mistaken for a millionaire

comedy

still

the best newspaper story

It's

packed with drama and
It tells the
comedy.

—mostly

story of a star reporter who tries to
'
j
j
r
„
quit to get married, and oi a managing
editor who'll go to any lengths to keep him. Adolphe Menjou as the managing editor will knock you right out of your
seat! Pat O'Brien as the reporter is a little lacking in romance,

„
Untied^

Hoorah! The navy got Robert Montgomery and he started his stardom with a
"Shipmates" is one of
good picture.
those Alger-like yarns full of youth and

it's

written.

but

,

.

Arttsts

.

Mary Brian and Mae Clarke

are good.

It's a hit!

on the admiral's ship, falls in love with his
daughter and finally makes good. It's a gay, full of fun picture
that will send you away happy. Bob Montgomery is grand,
and Dorothy Jordan gives snappy support.
oil lad, gets a place

DIRIGIBLE
Rating:

GREAT

Columbia

A

There are some scenes you
thriller!
won't quickly forget the Los Angeles in
action, a monster dirigible cracking up

—

in a storm, a plane crashing.

The

story's

about a thrill-hunting cuss, played by
Ralph Graves. His wife begs him not to go to the South Pole,
but he goes. She gives him a note to be opened when he lands,
telling him she's through and will marry his best friend.
Ralph Graves and Jack Holt are great. Fay Wray's the wife.
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Here

SKIPPY

is

the kid picture of the year, a

worthy successor to "Tom Sawyer."

It

story of little Skippy, who
becomes friends with Sooky, a boy who
faramoxint
lives on the wrong side of the railroad
tracks. Together they try to save Sooky's dog from the dog
However, Skippy's dad
catcher, but they arrive too late.
straightens everything out. Jackie Cooper is a positive sensa-

Rating:

GREAT

tells

tion as Skippy, and Robert

the

Coogan

is

splendid as Sooky.

Silver Screen

—

Reviewing
Stand
IT'S A WISE
CHILD

Marion Davies has a swell comedy in this
one, although James Gleason comes near

GOOD

stealing the honors as Cool Kelly, the
iceman, who finally finds himself the
father of a housemaid's child.
At any
rate, it gives the heroine an idea on how to test the love of
her sweetie. An unexpected lad proves to be the real hero and
everything is finally adjusted. Sidney Blackmer, Polly Moran,
Marie Prcvost and Lester Vail are great.

Rating:

M-G-M

THE MILLION-

Mr. George Arliss scores again! His role
even more appealing than anything he's
done before. He's a grand old million-

^^^^

is

Rating:

GREAT

aire forced to retire because of ill-health,

Warners

but

unable

keep

to

Under an assumed name he helps a youth run

—

from

working.

a service station

and also his love affair as only Arliss can manage a love affair.
It's grand entertainment.
David Manners, Noah Beery, Tully
Marshall, James Cagney and Evalyn Knapp are all splendid.

BORN TO LOVE
Rating: GOOD

Here's

Constance Bennett playing an
American aviatrix in a story of wartime
romance, wartime marriage and a wartime baby.

It is a plot so frankly handled
offend many people, but the glamorous Connie is lovely in it and will make you cry. Joel McCrea and Paul Cavanaugh are the two men and the love scenes
are as thrilling as any screened in months. Go to this if you
like emotion, but be warned
it's highly sophisticated.

Pathe

it

may

—

QUICK MILLIONS
Rating:

GOOD

Fox

Another gangster picture-but oh what a
dandy this one is! It tells the powerful
story of a truck driver with millionaire
ambitions who rises from the gutter and

of terrific feeling and great characters shown in short, snappy
Spencer Tracy is the machine gun lad. Sally Eilers and
Marguerite Churchill are splendid.

scenes.

^

/

»•

J

UN

E

1

9 3

1

\

Rating:

GOOD

"Journey's Had" from rlic icnuiinic .ingle.
There's not a male actor in the cast
it's all girls!
It's quite an amazing ex-

periment and

Tiffany

own

gang. The
picture has been photographed like a newsreel, with highlights
finally runs afoul of his

THE MAI)
PARADE

while.
inine

wc think

it's

Tlie stor)- has to

really

do with

worth
a fem-

ambulance unit

in France during the heaviest part of the
the real traged\-, genuine horror and suffering.
Evelyn Brent plays a hard-boiled girl who is a genuine heroine.
Irene Rich, Lilyan Tashman and Louise Fazenda arc also good.

war with

all
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SILVER SCREEN'S

THE FINGER

exciting gangster film we've
seen since "Little Caesar." It tells the
story of an idealistic young reporter who
Rating:
He
is cruelly disillusioned in Chicago.
First National
turns crooked and begins collecting
bribes when he sees what a sap he was. His sweetheart, Fay
Wray, tries to make him give it up. The picture isn't plausible
Richard Barthelmess,
all the way through, but it's thrilling.
Clark Gable and Regis Toomey are grand.

The most

POINTS

GOOD

one long and
hearty laugh. Hollywood and Agua Cal-

Get your

STEPPING OUT
Rating:

GOOD

M-G-M

ribs all set for

iente serve as locales for a rip-roaring
farce of a couple of hubbies who figure

they can do some private partying with
a couple of girl friends while their wives are away. The wives
return unexpectedly and the fun begins. Charlotte Greenwood,
Cliff Edwards, Reginald Denny, Leila Hyams, Lillian Bond and
Merna Kennedy are particularly good.

CHARLIE CHAN
CARRIES ON
Rating:

GOOD

Pox
thriller.

The

makes the grade of better
an entertaining program
picture, with a sufficient number of murders to make it fairly exciting. The book
by Earl Derr Biggers was a real mystery

This

just

pictures.

story's about a

a round-the-world tour.

A

It's

group of murders that occur on
Chinese detective rounds up the

murderer. Warner Oland is good as the sleuth, who's a
too quaint. Marguerite Churchill is charming.

46

little

A gangster picture based on the story of
Jake Lingle, the Chicago reporter who
SIX
was murdered by gangsters. The story is
a little too brutal to be quite as enterRating: GOOD
taining as it should, and it's a question
whether 'Wallace Beery ought to be cast as a "yellow" killer.
There's no question, however, but that Clark Gable is destined
for a big future, after his splendid performance as a reporter in
this one and as a gangster in other films.

THE SECRET

THE PUBLIC

ENEMY
Rating:

GOOD

This gangster picture is slightly differcnt from the average run of underworld
things, but it lacks a consistent story.

It
is more of a series of episodes.
takes a group of gangsters from their
childhood days of petty thefts to the present day booze racket.
Women may not like the picture because of the many ruthless
But the performances of James Cagney, Edward
killings.
Woods, Jean Harlow and Beryl Mercer are all good.

Warners

It

BIG BUSINESS
GIRL
Rating: FAIR

Loretta Young and Frank Albertson, a
very cute couple, are teamed together for
the first time. The story's of a girl who
wants to make good in her own right,
First National
and of a boy who likes playing more than
work. The girl, however, manages affairs perfectly, eventually
boosting her husband to success and giving the villain the air.
It's a refreshing picture of young love, but there isn't much to
Ricardo Cortez and Dorothy Christy are in the cast.
it.

Silver Screen

R E V

E

I

W

N

I

THE CONAn old-fashioned Wes
OUERING HORDE mild thrills and plenty
Rating: FAIR
Paramount

The conquering horde

.

that has to be driven to
Arlen offers to help ou?
Wray, by driving the cattle; but the villain sti
the Indians. The heroine unjustly suspects the
but all's love and kisses at the end. All rigb
Adults will find it a very average and rati

THE LIGHTNING
FLYER
Rating: POOR

Once upon

a time soffi
road story concerning
of the president who

O

shift for himself.

Columbia

good on

sumed name,

his father's
captured the villain who was

pany, and married the foreman's daughter.
"The Lightning Flyer." James Hall, Dorr
Walter Miller do their best, but it isn't go(

HELL BOUND
Rating:

GOOD

Tiffany

Without Leo

Carrillo
as a sentimental Ita

would be

just a bluri

Caesar." I3ut he's so'
the picture. The sto

friends an innocent girl and murders anotj
her. She in turn marries the gangster so t'
called upon to testify against him. But she
Carrillo's fine; Lola

Lane charming; the

/orJuNEl931
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wood Shows
formal Clothes
that
e

You Smart
this

Summer

Silver Screen

Yo u

How

to

DANIELS
BEBE
models
the

shows two of the newest
pajama mode. You must
have pajamas if you would be smart. The
in

flowered chiffon pajamas look like a dinner dress

and should be worn to dinner or for dancing.
The other pajamas, with the chinchilla fur about
the neck and sleeves, have more definite trouser
lines under the overdrape of rose chiffon.
The
trousers are of silvery grey velvet.
Miss Bond
figures in another bathing suit of heavy black silk,
polka dotted in red and splashed with great yellow
flowers.

It

fits

shorts beneath

close to the waistline and has

it.

Lilyan Tashman obliges with

the final perfect note, an organdie dress with
eyelets of silver,

for

June 1931

and very short, white kid gloves
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An Old Man's Darling
Referring

— quite platonically —

Knapp and Mr. Qeorge
By Clark

to

Evalyn

Arliss

A ndrews

KNAPP has been talking
EVALYN
again.
Her mouth at times has threatened failure and again has been the
'

vehicle of her success.
Recently it talked her into being an
old man's darling a perfect triumph.
Funny how it does things for her. Pretty
as it can be, it has talked her in and out
of more jobs than any other mouth in

—

Hollywood..
Not that Evalyn talks too much. Not

No

professional jealousy here. Rather, great kindness and generosity. Evalyn Knapp was just another pretty girl until the great Arliss himself
taught her how to talk

that she talks out of turn. It's the way
she has talked which has caused her
grief one moment and happiness the
next.

"And what about
you

this 'old

man's darling' business?"

ask.

is

Well, it's this way.
Evalyn, not yet twenty-three, with very little experience
in talkies, has crashed the gates of fame and played the
romantic lead with Mr. George Arliss.
Arliss himself took her in hand. And who, in all these
United States, wouldn't like to be taken in hand by Mr.
Arliss?
Lots of girls in Hollywood tried to win that
coveted role in "The Millionaire."
The Warner Brothers studio was so cluttered up with
candidates that it looked like a seminary.
Along came Evalyn. She opened her mouth and closed
the deal. Pretty good work for a mid-western mouth, and
for a Kansas City high school dramatic course graduate.
Now, the word has gone around that she is a success
as an old man's darling
in other words, that she's so
good in her role with Mr. Arliss that she'll play a leading role opposite a certain gentleman named Lewis Stone
in "You and I."
In the meantime, her assignment under Mr. Arliss has
meant more to her than any experience she ever has had.
If you get on the right side of Mr. Arliss
if he takes an

—

—

—

50

you

—

-he'll teach you almost everything there
about acting.
For Mr. Arliss is, above all, an actor. He is a very painstaking actor. Furthermore, he is a director. He has been
on the stage and on the screen for so many years that he
has amassed considerable knowledge, naturally.
Modestly, he imparts much of this knowledge to his
cast.
His main hobby is young folks. He wants to see
them get ahead. His particular hobby at this moment is
Evalyn.
He's teaching her enunciation that's where
that mouth comes in again dramatic presence, and other

interest in

to

know

—

—

things.

You see, Mr. Arliss doesn't rush headlong into a picture.
Oh, no! The payroll for his cast is about $20,000 a week,
but does that bother him? No, indeed. He rehearses, on
an average, three weeks, and goes through his script
twice a day with all players during this period. That's
why Mr. Arliss not only gives a finished performance,
but also why his pictures are finished products.
When he wasn't rehearsing David Manners, Mrs. Arliss
and the rest of the cast, he was busy coaching Evalyn.
He is not a whole dramatic school by himself he's better
than that, if you ask Evalyn,
[Continued on fage 79]
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HE

IS

rapidly building up a reputation as one of the screen's great lovers.

hates to be called that.

even as a gag.
it

in

Except

in

"Scarlet Hours," with

It

satire,

Nancy

he

is

But he

him to be compared with John Barrymore,

infuriates

not trying to imitate anyone.

Carroll,

He

proves

by an outstanding individual performance

ON
N

I

S S

E

N

THIS and the opposite page are two
gained the success they deserve.

version of "Hell's Angels," but

footsteps.

But at last she

is

it

pictures of artists

who haven't

yet

For years Greta Nissen worked on the

was never released.

being given a chance

in

Hard

"Women

luck

dogged her

of All Nations"

CLARENCE SINCLAIR BU

\A/HEN
'

^

ELEANOR

she been

all

this

appeared in "The Great Meadow.", people asked, "Where has
time?" They forgot that she was not only an actress but a

woman, the wife of King

Vidor,

and the mother of two children.

found time to dome back to the screen.

She'll star

in

"Women

But she

has

Love But Once"

ELEANOR
B

OA

R D

MAN

LEW AYRES
HAS

refused to play saccharine

roles or

even to get very much mixed

HE

up, dramatically, with this thing called
love.

He

Man" and

plays a prize fighter

in

"Iron

hombre
called "The Baby Faced Killer."
More
success to you, Lew.
You deserve it
after that a tough

S

GLOR

I

A'

NEXT
PICTURE
HERE

the

are

first

stills

from Gloria Swanson's

new

Kent plays Gloria

younger

sister,

love with

Monroe

Sv/anson's

who

"Indiscreet."

picture,

Barbara

falls in

Owsley, with whom Gloria
had sowed a wild oat or two.

Ben Lyon

is

the

really loves, but

man
who

Gloria
finds

it

hard to forgive her indiscretion.

The

picture

blends

emotional drama with comedy

BARBARA
KENT
appearing With Gloria Swanson

^^OT only in' pictures
the face.

in

Your

foam Shampoo.

"Indiscreet"

but everywhere, lustrous hair

hair, too, will shine

and sparkle

The tiny pinch of henna

this

if

is

a flattering frame for

you wash

it

with Henna*

shampoo contains

will

not

change the color of your

sayshair

is

I

believe beautiful

the most important factor in

hair but

it

WILL

bring out

If

your dealer

coupon wifh
its

natural

lights

the

in

the touch of

henna

works wonders."

movie star—and
in

the

shampoo

most marvelous wayl

Your

dealer

can

.

.

.

supply

you with Hennafoam
Shampoo.

unable fo supply you, send

this

HENNAFOAM CORPORATION
511

the making of a

is

10 cents.

W. 42nd

Now

Street

York

Gentlemen: Enclosed is (0 cents for which please
send me your generous trial bottle of Hennafoam
Shampoo.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

/

STATE

LO D ETTA
YOUNG'S
ave
LOOK FOR THIS WRAPPER
Do
to

not permit your
use

cheap,
inferior wrappers
on your hair. They leave the hair
in a harsh, dry and strawy con-

Don't accept such statements as "just as good" or "better"
insist on a Genuine Vita Tonic
Wave.
dition.

—

THIS fascinating screen star, whose charm
and beauty have won the hearts of mil-

Hairdresser

"The secret of feminine fascikeeping your hair soft, lustrous
and naturally wavy. There is something
about soft, sparkling, flowing waves that
is irresistible. I keep an alluring
naturallooking wave in my hair by having it permanently waved with Frederics Vita Tonic
lions, says:

nation

is

Process."

You, too, can have an alluring wave, that is soft
and life-like, if you demand a Genuine Vita
Tonic Wave. We will gladly send you a free
Vita Tonic Wrapper to take with you when
going for your permanent. Compare it with the
wrappers used by your Hairdresser— assure yourself of getting a Genuine Vita Tonic
Wave. At
the same time we will send you an interesting
booklet on the care of your wave and a complete
of Hairdressers in your vicinity who give
Genuine Vita Tonic Permanent Waves. Write
list

Dept. 187,
Street,

New

E. Frederics, Inc.,

235-247 East 45th

York, N. Y.

7r^^mcAVITA*TOINIir.

WAVES

Not

Personality
that^s

—but

Personalities

Maurice Chevalier

Man With Two
A

STRAW HAT

Soul

By
a pro-

truding lower lip ....
. French accent .... and a
smile. Viola Maurice Chevalier!
He has none of the boyishness
of Lew Ayres. Or the sophistication of Bill Powell.
He
doesn't osculate like Freddie
March. Nor sing like Lawrence
Yet he is one of the
Tibbett.
most popular idols of two hemispheres, six continents, and of
fifty million movie fans who
can't be wrong.

a

d

1

e

H arris

conscientiously studying his
script.

He is determined to retire
before he finds himself slipping.
And yet, he doesn't want to
'

'fade out'

the

want

other

'

a bad picture. On
hand, he wouldn't

on

to call quits

with

a success,

these shores three years ago, he

because the temptation of topping it would be too great.
Ninety per cent of his fan
mail is written on perfumed stationery by flappers from six to
sixty.
Most of them are protestations of eternal love.
It
proves a never-ending source of
amazement to Chevalier, who
has never considered himself a
"lady killer."
It embarrasses
him, when he is fussed over by
the opposite sex.
He prefers
that privilege to be reserved for
his wife and former dancing
partner, the dark and piquant

was welcomed by Paramount

Yvonne

with

He hates romantic parts, claiming he is unsuited to them. He

Why?
The answer, mes enfants, is a
two letter word spelling charm.
And as Barrie once said, "If you
have it, you don't need to have
anything else; if you haven't it,
it doesn't much matter what
else you have."
When Chevalier arrived on

of

trumpets, a
beating of drums, and a party
at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, costmg $30,000.
I met him for the first time
that night. I have been managing to meet him ever since. In
his hotel suite.
At the studio.
On the set. In his dressing
room. And I have reached the
conclusion that Maurice Chevalier, the artist, is as completely disassociated from the
real Maurice as Dr. Jekyll was
a

blare

from Mr. Hyde.
Seeing him on the screen or on
the stage "in person," one is
immediately struck by his buoyant charm his unmistakable " joie

—

fought against making "The
Love Parade" because he had to
dress up in a uniform. It was a
box-ofiice sensation.
He was
enthusiastic about "The Big
Pond," because he wore overalls
and worked in a gum
factory.
The public preferred
"The Love Parade." In "The

The man, Maurice Chevalier, is as different from the artist Chevalier as Dr.
Jekyll was from Mr. Hyde. His next
picture is "The Smiling Lieutenant"
and he

de viire."

is

making

When

he

that million dollar smile of his, "God's in his
heaven all's right with the world."
Here is Chevalier, the actor the entertainer par excellence.
The real Chevalier is an altogether different
person.
Far from the care-free, exuberant fellow he represents,
he is the possessor of a very worrisome disposition.
Where his work is concerned, it allows him no peace.
From the day he starts a picture until its completion, he
worries about every detail of it.
Unlike a great many
other players, he doesn't fraternize in between scenes,
but is usually found in some inconspicuous corner,
flashes

—

—

Vallee.

it

"right

now"

Smiling Lieutenant," he is back
in uniform again.
He has more of the reserve of
an Englishman than the volubleness of a Frenchman. I have
seen him at various press and
social functions when he looked

about as comfortable as Marie Dressier in a Joan Crawford
model. Because he dislikes the art of making small talk,
he rarely accepts any of the invitations with which he
is deluged, begging for the "honor of his presence."
He doesn't make friends easily but when he does, his
choice is cosmopolitan. He has a small coterie of them

which include Kid

Francis, the boxer; Battaille Henri, a

Tom

Hearn, his manager, and Adolph Zukor.
But his only intimate friend in America is Douglas
Fairbanks, Sr.
He hates being alone.
He has no hobbies. He once tried golf. It lasted a
week. He doesn't know one
[Coutini/eil on pd^e 75]
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LINA BASQUETTE and Pev Marley have
i kissed and
divorced, you
quarreled!

made up. They never were
know, but oh, how they

EILERS refused to go on location to Honolulu to make "The Black
Camel" because she didn't w^ant to be
parted from her husband. Hoot Gibson.
She half expected to be fired for putting her
marriage above her career. Instead, she
was told that Hoot Gibson could go wdth
her to Honolulu at the company's expense.
Sally, by the way, has been given the
coveted title role in the talkie version of
Vina Delmar's "Bad Girl."

SALLY

—>#»—"

WHEN
mount

Powell

Bill

left the
ParaCarole Lombard asked

lot,

to be given his old dressing

room.

All Paramount thought that was a
lovely sentimental touch and gave it to the
luscious blonde.
But afterwards there was a lovers' quarrel.
Of course. Bill and Carole made up
right away.

Will

Mary Nolan, who hardknows what the word
"happiness" means.
But
ly

Wallace T. Macrery, whom
she married on March 28, at
Christ Church, Brooklyn, N.
Y., thinks he can teach her.
He's a broker, and his work
takes him far from heartbreaking Hollywood

—

TALLULAH BANKHEAD'S

first

pic-

"Tarnished Lady" being comsomebody asked Tallulah how she

ture,
plete,

liked herself in

"In the
Tallulah,
scene,

my

it.

two reels I'm terrible," said
"but when I get to the drunken
first

dear, I

am

divine

—

I

am

lutely divine."

abso-

he make her happy?

.She's

PATSY RUTH MILLER

and Tay Garher husband, are ocupying separate domiciles. The cinema village is whispering, but Patsy and Tay are very silent
nett,

about

it.

THERE

is much speculation as what
may happen to the Alfred Lunt-Lynn

Juliette Compton, who did
herself proud in "Unfaithful," shows what the latest
pajamas are made of. The
skirt is of white embroidered
taffeta,
and the waist of
black taffeta and you can
wear them any place you like
and be very correct

Fontanne marriage w^hen that united
couple reaches the Coast to begin their
first

the blonde vamp of
"June Moon," and her husband Wilbur Guethlein, are trying to beat each other
to the divorce courts. Wilbur has filed suit
in Cincinnati, but June says she sued him
first in Toledo.

This could happen only in Hollywood
asbestos factory burned down.

JOE

.

and Jack White

„<^„

are

BROWN

we

to

know

At
was dragged round the
floor by Arthur Lake, Jack Oakie, Buddy
Rogers, and loads and loads of other men.
Brian really loves?

—<#—

tract.

a recent dance she

The
etta

#

CLARA BOW has talked vaguely

lately

And now,

Bell.

shows a

said to be handling a deal whereby
Clara Bow will get control of a large cattle

ranch.

is

little

Young.,

gossip bird reveals that Lorabout-to-be-divorced

Grant Withers, has been
Ronald Colman of late.

about settling down and having
babies, but she hasn't said yet whether she
intends to do her settling down with Rex

Rex

and his business mana-

Ivan Kahn, used to be the greatest
of pals. But like all things in Hollywood,
they came to a parting of the ways and
Ivan is suing his ex-pal for commissions on
the newest Brown-Warner Brothei^s con-

— —

the

E.

ger,

have separated.
in

—

An

.

world
HOW
whom Mary

M-G-M.

of Lunt and Fontanne is
one of the traditions of Broadway. Both
great actors and great personalities, they
have played opposite each other for more
than five years, and have been married for
almost ten. It was love at first sight for
both of them and the romance has continued.
They are easily the most distinguished team on the speaking stage.

JUNE MACCLOY,

PAULINE STARKE

picture for

The devotion

girls,

we won't need

a purse to carry our

money"

"mad

Lillian Bond
specially designed

in.

handkerchief, with tiny hemstitched pockets to hold
nickels

and dimes

,

seeing

wife

a

lot

of
of

— —

MAE MURRAY

simply can't stay out

of the courts.

She was up the other day again, this
time charging some loan company with
usury. She claimed she had to pay twenty
per cent to

borrow money.
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"YES_ am 39 years
SAYS

This

charming screen star

tells

a complexion secret

od

IRENE RICH

605 of Hollywood's 613
important actresses know

"I don't mind confessing it a
Rich with her warm,

bit," says Irene

"I really

irresistible smile.

thirty-nine years old

!

am

A screen star

never worries about birthdays, you
see, as long as she doesn't look old.
To face the cruel test of the camera
she must keep the fresh loveliness
of youth.

"That

is

why

in

Hollywood we

guard complexion beauty above

all

Any woman who wants

to
hold her charm should keep her skin
else.

always

soft,

smooth, youthfully

aglow."

Photograph by
Autrey, Hollywood, 1930

How does this lovely star
guard complexion beauty?
Just as so many other Hollywood actresses do 605 of
the 613 important ones! "I
use Lux Toilet Soap regularly," she says, "and have
for years."

—

Surely you will want to
try this fragrant, delicately

white soap for

IRENE RICH

your

skin.

AND HER DAUGHTERS

twenty years
Jane (in background), fourteen,
their mother, actually 391 Still radiantly youthful, Irene Rich says: "The
right soap can do wonders for your
skin. I have used Lux Toilet Soap
(left

to right) Frances,

old,

IRENE RICH, the screen star whose loveliness has endeared
her to millions, confesses frankly to thirty-nine birthdays.
And why not? Years have only added to her charm. Above
(in the circle) is one of her most recent photographs
below it,
a picture from one of her recent films

—

regularly for years."

The caress of dollara-cake French soap

I

Lux

Toilet

Soap

lo*

—
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Robert Montgomery

1931

— He's Grand

[Continued from page 22]

And

She stayed.
and his press agent came
magazines.

them what

in

then Bob
and showed

a truthful little darling I was.

But they got what they wanted.

They

all

got introduced to the celebrity.
We three went into the dining room.

"A

nice quiet table, George," said the
press agent.
"Yes, indeed, sir," said the headwaiter
and gave us one plump in the center of the

with the lobby.
came rushing over. "Oh,
Bobby," she cried. "Do you remember

room,

An

in line

actress

when we played

Mr. Montgomery.

And

It

was

just

all

important as a
spear of grass on the eighteenth hole of a
golf course during a championship match.
Still we got in a few words.
Over our shad roe and bacon we instantly invented names for one another,
Bob calling me "Pioneer" because I said I
had been in the movie-interviewing business since the early days and usually wore a
coonskin cap, a la Daniel Boone, when I
went hunting a celebrity, and I calling him
"Ingagi" because he said he wasn't the
handsome dog he played on the screen but
really just a gorilla. And that ought to let
you know about the Montgomery charm
that I felt oh, so bright over those absurd
nicknames. We were about to get going
conversationally when the press agent announced that it was time for Bob to visit
the Board of Censors to charm them into
passing a couple of daring pictures. Two
giggling stenographers from the M-G-M
office appeared and trotted off with the star
triumphantly. I thought all was lost.
But there was a Santa Claus. That night,
after office hours, I dropped into one of
I felt

just as

—

those quiet little places where glasses tinkle
and various liquids shine like jewels in the

smoke-laden

air.

And who should

I

find

across the tiny room but Mr.
Montgomery and the faithful p. a.? We
wished the press agent and my escort on
each other and we went to it.

facing

isn't stubbornness.

me

It

honestly seems to be

a lack of interest in his own personality.
I tried all the usual dumb attacks.
'Ts your name really Henry Mont-

gomery, Jr.?"
"Yes, if you must know," said Bob.
"Don't you think 'Death in Venice' is the
grandest book of short stories you ever
read?"

"Yes,"

He said he'd just sit with us a minute if we
didn't mind. His minute was long enough
for him to eat a three-course lunch. Meanwhile there were telephone calls for Mr.
Montgomery, little notes being delivered
for

—

in stock together?"

Bobby did remember and was very polite.
The owner of the hotel appeared. He remembered things about Bob. A most important newspaper columnist came along.

dandy.

Bob won't talk about iiimself. I can tell
you that. I tried to make him and I even
succeeded in making Lon Chaney talk
about himself once. But Bob will not. It

at

I

said.

"What

did they call

you

home?"

"Harry," said Bob. "Have you been
hearing a lot of music here this winter? I
like the moderns."
"Tell me
I tried to switch the attack.
about your baby," I said.
"Her name is Martha Bryan," he said,
"but I call her Jiggs."
I asked him if she was beautiful and Bob
replied that she looked just like any other
baby. In fact, so much so that one night
he took her over to the Chester Morris's
and let her play with their daughter, with
the result that he wasn't sure he brought
home the right child.
"Were you as poor as reported or as
rich?"

I

demanded.

"No,"

"Both

said Bob.

stories are ex-

Now

aggerated.
they're saying my father
was president of the United States Rubber
Company. He was vice-president of the

NewYork Rubber Company, something else
again. And while I got hungry at times,
was on

my

own,

I never starved."
grinned. "Aw, quit
this," he said. "I really want to talk.'
So I did quit and we did talk. I can't
When a conversation is
give it to you.
really charming, you never remember it.
I only remember Bob's wit and the amazing
resources of his mind. I only remember the
perfection of taste he revealed in his choice
of books and plays and music, and his
evident flare for life. Not that he is high-

after I

He looked

at

me and

brow, heaven forbid. He is simply a young
man of intelligence and energy who wants
the best of everything,

who was

properly

brought up and who is not going to stop
thinking at this late date.
We talked about everything, except Bob.
He talked about his work, concerning
which he is serious but dubious. Metro
has bought him two fine plays, "The Man

Hair

—Your

In Possession" and "Private Lives," for his
next pictures. But even at that he isn't
too wildly hopeful. He remembers the ac-

cident of the microphone that toppled
He watches the
Gilbert off his throne.
careers of stars waning because they
haven't had good pictures. He'd like to do
serious characters but he doubts that the
public would care for him very much in
them. And besides, he doubts that he is
much of an actor, anyhow.
We even finally talked about Garbo—
because Bob said he was grateful that I
hadn t asked him about her "I respect her
as much as any woman I've ever met," he
But I
"I don't know her at all.
said.
know that she is an artist, an utterly sincere artist, and that her work is the one
great thing in her life, which no man, no
love, no other interest can ever surpass."
The hours passed. The press agent and
my escort ate their dinner, glowering, in a
far corner.
Bob and I ate our dinner. I
haven't the faintest idea what the food
was And we went on talking, until it was
time for Bob to make another public appearance at some wrestling matches.
Out of it all, I should say that this
Montgomery lad can have the world at his
but that it
feet just so long as he wishes
won't make a great deal of difference to
him whether it's there or not. He loves
.

'

.

—

life

and his work.

He

grins

and mocks

at

but he's human enough to get a kick out
of his fame. He wants money and he will
get it. He is hard-boiled in the real sense,
knowing what he wants, intending to get
it, and perfectly prepared to pay the price
of whatever it is. But if the whole thing
goes bust, it won't kill him. Somewhere,
somehow, he has gone through disillusion
and come out on the other side. Sometime
it

in his past life,

something swacked him

hard and he learned a lot of things from
He won't be hit by that
that blow.
same thing again. He'll grin at it,
thrust out that jaw of his and keep on
going up. If anything makes him stop
and do
acting, he'll do something else

—

it

—

brilliantly.

A

poet once said that

his heart

if

you opened up
it the word

you'd find \vritten on

"Italy."

Now

if

you opened up

my

heart

—ah,

well!

But really a man like that can certainly
take your mind off your work.

Finest Accessory

[Continued from page 6]

upon your age and your outlook. Things
are all topsy turvy now and short hair today means older girls and long hair means
younger. There is nothing sweeter than a
youngster with cute ears who combs her
hair back simply from her face, tucks it
behind her little ears and twists it in a
loose knot on the back of her neck.
For girls from twenty to eighty I recommend the bob. With the right barber and
enough patience, you can do anything.
Watch Garbo. \Vatch Norma Shearer.

Watch Nancy

Carroll for hair style tips.
wonders. And notice that
three of them keep the hair long enough

Those
all

girls are

to let it register variety. Very short hair
is limited in treatment.
Finally consider the color of your hair.
Very black hair seems best worn straight.

though Lorelie Lee was

lovely lustre should not be broken
waves unless they are the softest
Dress black hair simply, always.
possible.

between modes. Here is where both the
most care and the most originality may be

Its

into

Red

hair, reversely, is best

waved. And
the wave, the

fluffier, the more girlish
more charming. Red hair expresses temThe hairgaiety, youth
perament,

the

dressing should typify those qualities.
Really blonde hair should be dressed to
compliment its delicacy. A blonde sugeven
gests a fragile, angelic creature

—

a hard-headed
Here, too, soft waves
business woman.
are needed, and the simplest cut.
For the in-between shades come the in-

Because the in-between types
exercised.
are not so emphatic in characteristics, you
can be the most original and expressive.
Maybe I can advise some of you when it

comes to these

tricks.

Will you write me,

can? And till next month remember
don't be afraid to experiment with your
This way will you find the road ro
hair.
if I

beautv and distinction.

'
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Now It's FUN
To Reduce-Keep Fit-Gain Strength
. • •

5 Minutes
a Day-ai Home/
in

Copyright
1931

Patents Pending
In U. S. A. and
Foreign Countries

T,ry it 10 Days on Approval— Send
EVERYONE realizes the value of DAILY exercise.
Heretofore, it has been bothersome, took too
much time, and was too much like work! But,
wouldn't you like to recover the PHYSICAL FITif it were
NESS and the FIGURE OF
to
Wouldn't you be
actually
to do so?
and
get rid of that
the EXCESS FAT around your hips, arms, legs, neck
ENJOY
and shoulders IF
DOING IT? Wouldn't you be eager to restore
natural ELASTICITY to those sagging, flabby
HEALTH,
generate
muscles to

FUN

YOUTH—
GLAD
—
PROTRUDING ABDOMEN
YOU COULD REALLY

—

THIS

NEW

NEW

amazing invention provides the

SARY INCENTIVE

and maintain health, by making it a genuine PLEASURE to take a daily FIVE-MINUTE WORKOUT!
The action of Steelflex Five-Minute Health Builder
provides NOT ONLY the scientific rowing stroke but
also a

COMPENSATING AUTOMATIC "PULLBACK"

which

the

wellknown principle of resistance, endorsed by leading authorities.

Although

utilizes

NEW,

thousands

of

STEELFLEX FIVE-MINUTE
HEALTH BUILDERS have al-

Try this for strengthentng abdominal
muscles and back.

Wond^ful

Sor

re.

ready been purchased. A New York
Physician writes: "It will reduce abdomen, strengthen muscles of the
back and abdominal walls. Patients
A business
very enthusiastic."
man writes he reduced 13 pounds
Others say: "Rein two months.
duced waist-line 3 inches in one
month." "Five Minutes with Steel^
equal to
v-^wtu
"-^ one hour's exercise of
iiv-vi.

some

Other
^^^^^^^y

type.

(Names on

Enough To

STAMINA in your Chest,
Back, Arms, Legs, Stomach, Liver, Kidneys, and
STRENGTH,

Any

Stand

•Pull"

DOING SO WERE AS FASCINATand if all this took only FIVE
ING AS PLAY
MINUTES A DAY?
Bowels— IF

.

—

light,

.

.

—

is a new invention that takes the
at last
out of WORKOUT. Here is a
compact, Home Exercising Ma-

Here

WORK

chine that makes

REDUCING

HEALTH BUILDING AND

a delight instead of a drudge.
priced within the reach of every oneonly $9.85. Try it 10 days in your own home.
Send no money now just the coupon below.

And

it is

—

No

NECES-

to reduce, build strength,

NEW

No Money Now!
Strong

matter what part you wish

85

—

to reduce or strengthen no matter
how busy you are here is an inexway to repensive
and
gain or maintain the

—

ENJOYABLE
HEALTH
FIGURE you desire. You must

TRY
it

appreciate

its

in the morning
see
"feel like a youngster."

how

Steelflex

Try
makes you

effects.

to

—

it

just before bedtime, see
sound, natural sleep. Try
it

—and
claim,
will

if it isn't

how

it

COMPLETE

Try
Plus the small
charge

brings

days
than we
and your money
it

for 10

jdelivcry

MUCH MORE

RETURN

IT

be refunded at once.

We will send Steelflex by express, collect
on delivery, with the understanding that
your money will be refunded at once, upon
your request. It must "sell itself" to you
to
and your family. Mail coupon
The Steelflex Corporation of America,
Dept. 56, 1 783 E. Uth St., Cleveland, Ohio.

NOW

I
\

Send No Money—Just This Coupoi^
THE STEELFLEX CORP. OF AMERICA

'

.S<-n(l tin:

Dept.,

56.

1783

F.asI

lltll

Si..

Cleveland.

Ohio.

.STKELKLKX

with instructions for use. I
-posit S>'.X,S plus lU-livorv chatKos with Ex"
t inulLTstandinK that
IKiny. witli (lisLim
1"^-^^"

I

will

il,

is lo bo rctiirnrd promptly should I
to rcturu the Stccltlcx within 10 days after

oncy

|
5
I

I
|

it.

I

,

Check here

if

The

full rmviTtfi stroke. Just five minutes of this
will "work wonders
for you.

Irnnraiilfcl

Slate

our beautiful,

paramount Model
.^^ili yhit

sfteciall,

decorated

drsirra.
Price
lorv or monry
b.u k.
y inicn.
is

/-'..V5.

I

—
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The Lucky Twenty-Eight
[Continued from page 38]

Fox and Warner Brothers-First National.
Fox does not stop at instruction, but has
special dentists
teeth.

who

repair the youngsters'

Warner Brothers-First National at present have Gladys Ford, originally Mary
Blackford, and subsequently Janet Ford.
Janet

—

I

mean Gladys

high school

.

—

is

a Beverly Hills

and won't finish until
June. Scouts picked her as having possibilities after she was chosen the most popular
girl at the institution. She is seventeen.
Mae Madison was Mariska Medgyzsi, a
name which may or may not be pronounceable for her Hungarian countrymen. She
is sixteen. Her mother was a singer and her
father made violins. She is still in high
school. She went to the Fox school for a
girl

while, but didn't click. Warner BrothersFirst
National doesn't mention Fox
at all.

Eddie Buzzell, who knows about everything there is to know about the stage, was
selected by Joe Brandt and Harry Cohn,
Columbia executives, to pick talent on
Broadway. He saw one hundred and fifty
candidates and became dizzy until Susan
Fleming and Loretta Sayers walked in.
Susan is a brunette with a Broadway
background, and claims seventeen years.
She wears a large engagement ring, but
denies being in love. Someone will be sore
when he reads this. She was educated
hither and yon, partly in Alaska. After
working for Flo Ziegfeld and George
White, she is sporting a Columbia contract.
Her team-mate, Loretta Sayers, is a
ravishing blonde, with a convent and private school background. Her home was in

Ray I can't

Terrance

tell

you much about.

He worked

until 9 P.M. the night before
I was supposed to interview him, and he
was too tired to show up at noon. His

grandfather had once owned a showboat,
I'm told, and his father had once acted as
entertainer. This inspired him to histrionics which, to date, have culminated
with "Cure for the Blues" with Will
Rogers. He played in stock for some time,
and Fox discovered him when casting for
'Up the River." Before feeling the urge
to act he had planned being a minister.
Joan Castle, seventeen, born in New
York City, was a radio entertainer until
she was introduced to Gus Edwards. He
suggested her to Joe Pincus, and Pincus
signed her. She likes swimming and ping
pong, puts her career ahead of anything
else, and is glad she met Mr. Edwards.
She has been in Hollywood nine months
and has "Mr. Lemon of Orange" and
"Cure for the Blues" to her credit.
Peggy Ross is eighteen, and she is from
Vancouver, B. C. Private schools in Los
Angeles claimed her, but she always
wanted to write until a friend in the
theatrical business saw stills of her and
arranged for tests. She has been under contract to Fox only a short time and spends
most of her spare moments attending
dramatic school. She has had no previous
dramatic experience.

parts.

Marion

not yet twenty, has
the stage behind her. She
has clicked consistently since her initial
appearance before the camera because she
Shilling,

fifteen years of

is
both sensible and serious.
She first
did "Wise Girls" for Metro. "Lord Byron
of Broadway," "Shadow of the Law%"

"On Your Back" and "Beyond Victory"
have given her an opportunity to show her
ability as a feminine lead. Her father,

Edward

Shilling,

a

is

well-known pro-

ducer in the Middle W^est, which accounts
for both her ability and her training. She
and her father are great pals, and he's still
coaching her, in spite of her increasing
success.

When
Marsh,

she was nine

months

old,

Joan

now with Metro-Goldwin-Mayer,

made

a film debut.
Her father, Charles
Rosher, camerman, used her in a small part.
She played children's roles until she was
eight. Then, for the next eight years she
went to school. At sixteen she posed for
posters advertising "All Quiet on the
Western Front' and was given a screen
test by Universal. She was used in a few
bits and then Metro snared her. She tells
me she neither smokes nor drinks, not
because she is morally opposed to either,
but because she doesn't think either
would advance her career or improve her

versions.

record of trouping.

May.

high

m

'

last

in

school in Oklahoma City and playing all
the parts herself. She sings, dances and
paints. Radio is casting her in minor

Of them all, I'll place my bets on Conchita Montenegro. This young lady, born
San Sebastian, Spain, September 11,
1912, will probably have her name changed
to May June or some such monicker, but
should get by with almost any name. She
went to grade school in San Sebastian,
high school in Madrid, and started dancing
when she was eight. Her older sister, a
dancer, got Conchita her first position.
She traveled through Europe as an entertainer and was spotted by Hunt Stromberg,
Metro executive, as having the personality
and the beauty and the other ingredients
which make for screen success. Five
months later she had mastered the English
language. She was snapped into the English
version of "Never the Twain Shall Meet"
as a result, after doing three Spanish

—

Fox

appeared
audiences
has both
in Hollyrecord of

health.

—

for

Prior to her arrival here, she
before clubs, societies and school
with marked success, for she
poise and beauty. She has been
wood since last July. She has a
staging a one act play while

'

Larchmont, N. Y., until three months ago.
Without previous dramatic experience, she
found herself a leading lady with Buck
Jones in "Red River Rogues." A friend
introduced her to Buzzell. She was afraid
of the camera, she told me.
Another Columbia contribution is Constance Cummings, whose big chance was
in "The Last Parade." She was then loaned
to Radio for "Traveling Husbands" and
seems to have a good future in the face
of the fact that she was brought out here
by Sam Goldwyn for a lead opposite
Ronald Colman and was let out before
she started. She was seen on Broadway in
"The Little Show," "This Man's Town,"
and "June Moon" before she got her first
break opposite Phillips Holmes in "The
Criminal Code."
Yvonne Pelletier is a rave with the critics
right now. She was born at Port Henry,
British Columbia, nineteen years ago. She
first appeared on the stage when four. Sid
Grauman gave her chances in prologues.
She played a child's role with J. Stuart
Blackton, and also appeared in 'Children
of Divorce" and in "Crystal Cup." She
is a talented dancer. She may seem new
to you in her new roles, but she has a

Roxanne Curtis, seventeen, has tried
fashion modeling, dramatic school and
high school. She was born in Edgewater,
New Jersey, and got her first chance with a
stock company at Hackensack. Her family
didn't know it, but eventually found out.
They let her continue. She went to work

Minors are barred from the legitimate
and that is the reason why Rochelle
Hudson is in Hollywood and under contract to Radio Pictures as a featured plaj'er.
stage-

Maureen O'Sullivan recently paid
a visit to the home folks in Ireland, but here she is returning to
our shores. She has come back
to

Hollywood

ready for a
latest

is

and

new

is

getting

picture.

Her

"A Connecticut Yan-

kee," with Will Rogers

She looks like a smash.
Folks are talking about her around the
lot, and that's the healthiest sign.
Behold the best bets of 1931, the youth
of

Hollywood.
Maybe, if you'd

like to have some studio
place a bet on you, you'll get an idea on
how to do it from this story. But, if you
do, you're better than I. A chance in the
motion picture business is like lightning
it never strikes twice in the same place.
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QUALIFY FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
TO WIN f700.00
hunt
about to
The hounds have been
THE
unleashed and are impatient to pick up the scent.

new latest model,
many extra prizes

Somewhere

being prompt

is

start.

in the pack are two dogs exactly alike-identical to the eye in size, pose, markings on the legs, bodies,
heads and tails. How well developed are your powers of
observation? How quick is your eye? Can you find the
cost you nothing to try for the Grand
be awarded according to the contesstandings when the final decision is made.

twin dogs?
Prizes
tants'

It will

which

will

If you can find the twin dogs send the numbers together
with your name and address. Six thousand dollars to be
paid in 10 equal first prizes. Each one $600.00 or a brand

—

1931, Chevrolet, 2-door sedan, with
of $100.00 each you can win one by
making a total first prize of $700.00 cash

—

In addition to the first prizes there are dozens of other well chosen prizes which will be given to
the winners in this unique "advertising-to-the-public"
program. Duplicate prizes will be awarded in case of ties.
Solutions will not be accepted from persons hving in Chicago, or outside the U. S. A. Mail your answer today.
if you prefer.

W.

Room

C.

392, 502 N. Dearborn Street,

DILBERG,
Chicago, Illinois

—

—

•

.
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My Life— Nancy

Story of

Carroll

[Continued from page 18]

We continued to go to our respective jobs every morning and to regreatest thrill over
hearsals at night.
being a part of the "Passing Show of 1923"
was the thought of seeing Atlantic City,

minute.

My

Washington, Baltimore, Boston perhaps
for I

knew

that every large musical

—

show

opened out of town and was shaped up for
a few weeks before encountering the blase

was crazy to travel.
So you'll laugh when I tell you that the
"Passing Show of 1923" was practically

Broadway

Oilis
DoWell in
YOU

like to draw? Develop
talent, make the most of

Do

your
your natural ability! Get into
Commercial Art a field where youth
is
an asset, not a handicap, and
where you are paid as much as a man

—

of equal

ability.

—

girls as

well as

men— are

making $2,000, $4,000, $5,000 and
$6,000 yearly some much more.
Art is a vital part of modern business

—

are paid yearly
— millions of dollarsdesigns.
for illustrations

Learn at

and

Home

in Spare

Time

spend your time in wearisome rouMany
tine work that gets you nowhere?
Federal students have quickly doubled and
thorThe
incomes.
former
tripled their
ough Federal Course prepares you quickly.
get
You
artists.
leading
by
Contains leasons
personal criticisms on your lessons.

Why

Test Your Ability Free
Test your natural sense of design, proFind out
portion, color, perspective, etc.

how much

talent

you have

Send for Art

We will also send
Questionnaire today.
"Your Future," explarntng the
our book,
Federal Course in detail.

Use
NOW!

Coupon

the only big revue in history that never did
travel but opened cold on Broadway.
Maybe you've heard what the night beI was so tired I
fore an opening is like.
could hardly stand up.
"Go to your dressing room and grab a
few minutes sleep," Mr. Shubert ordered
me. "You've got to stay here until six in
the morning." Terry and I gasped in dismay. What would our parents say? We
still hadn't breathed a word to them about
the show.
Thoroughly frightened and almost dead
for want of sleep, we got home early the
next morning along with the milkman
and there was mother waiting up for us
with Duty written all over her face. How
father happened to miss out on this I don't
know, as he was usually on all the reception committees and wielded a wicked

—

below

to bed at once," my mother commanded. "I'll attend to you night-birds

"Go

Gosh, I was glad to get some sleep. And
by the time I woke up the morning papers
had been read by the entire family as well
On the theatrical page
as the neighbors.

—

large picture of me very much resembling the Campbell Soup Kid. "Nancy
Something
Carroll the Baby Cherub.
new in chorus girls."
The show had been running for many
months when one day mother casually
remarked, "You kicked your limbs too
high, Nancy." After doing a little sleuthing and probing I discovered that she had
been there at least nine times in the balcony but had never mentioned it. One of
my brothers consented to attend a performance. His only comment was, ""You
had too much make-up on and looked
funny." From this you can gather that
as an actress I was a big success with my

was a

—

—

—

family.

When the show went on the road I quit,
by parental request, and went into the
"Topics of 1923," where in one sketch I
impersonated Madame Du Barry.
love came into

CbmmercialDesi^iii^ --

179 Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send me your Art QucBtionnaire and book,
'Your Future," without coat or obligation.

Name
Present

Age
Address.

Occupation

And with

my

life.

Soft

the millionaires and titles hanging around the theatres
giving out ermine coats and Rolls-Royces,
wouldn't it just be my luck to fall in love

music, please.

School

—

As they were excellent seats, I thought
Jack must be in the money, so after the
play I was all ready to go places and eat
and dance. As we left the theatre, there
was an awful pause. Finally, Jack magnificently bought me a soda.
Another
awful pause. Poor Jack had only about a
quarter in his pocket and he was trying to
gather up courage to take me home on the
subway. I must have shown my disdain
for the soda, as Jack at last shoved me into
a taxi and we drove down to Park Row to
his newspaper office where he had to
I
finish up a little work
so he said.
thought he was being quite grand when he
But the
told the taxi driver to wait.
driver knew more about newspaper reporters than I did, for he settled himself
comfortably on the back seat.
Jack parked me at his desk while he
scrambled around trying to round up

—

enough money to take me home in style.
To entertain myself while I was waiting, I
poked about in his top drawer and what
did

hand.

And then

— C/of

I

later."

Federal Graduates Are Successful
Many Federal school students and
graduates

audiences.

I blinked my eyes at him and
Socrates.
rescued him from the Italian Renaissance
and the other woman.
Our first date was rather amusing. Jack
was with the Daily News at that time and
got some passes to a show. I didn't know
they were passes until later when I
learned about newspaper men from Jack.

all

But I've
with a poor newspaper man.
never had any regrets! I met Jack Kirkland
at a Park Avenue party one evening and I
believe in love at first sight. Jack says I
was very aloof when I first met him, so to
interest me he picked out another girl and
began discussing Literature and Art with
I was
her in a high and mighty voice.
terribly intrigued and decided that this
brninv young man must be second only to

I

I

find but a picture of

thought

it

was a

Nancy

Carroll.

plant, but nevertheless

I

was well pleased that the bookish Mr.
Kirkland should care for my photograph.
Later Jack told me that he had selected me
as the "one and only" months before he
The Shuberts sent him
even met me.
dozens of pictures every week for the
paper, but he tossed them all into the
waste paper basket until one day he
came across mine. Then and there he
resolved to marry me or so he told me.
Of course. Jack did the noble thing and
frankly assured me that, with all the opportunities I would have of marrying millionaires, I would be idiotic to waste my life on
a newspaper reporter who was making $65
and always owed that. He gave
a week
me a harrying description of all the horrible things that happen to the wives of
newspaper men. But he couldn't frighten
me. What's a gutter more or less when

—
—

—

you're in love?
We married in June, 1924, and decided on
Akron, Ohio, for our honeymoon, as Jack

had a college chum there. Jack borrowed a
few hundred dollars and bought a secondhand Studebaker and we started off on our

honeymoon

in

it

in great spirits despite a

We

hadn't sloshed
began to suspect
And pretty soon my suspicions
things.
My new husband might
were verified.
know a lot of things about books, but he
knew practically nothing about a Studebaker. Then, too, I discovered that some
of the old Southern gallantry of the Mississippi Kirklands was still alive in Jack and
that he was too much of a gentleman to
hold up the man back of him, who was

persistent

downpour.

along very far before

I

evidently in a hurry. We jolted over those
Jersey roads at fifty and I had to keep my
head out of the side of the car, in all that
rain, to warn him about curbs and turns.
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By the time we reached Trenton we were
wet and mad and convinced that our marriage was the colossal mistake of the
century.
But the next morning the sun was shining and everything looked brighter. Jack
wasn't quite so gallant about holding up
the man back of us, so often we did only a
mild forty. The man behind us cheerfully
drove right into us and the Kirkland honeymoon express was wrecked. But it so happened that the man was a Studebaker
dealer and when he learned about our shattered bridal tour he was very sympathetic
and made us take his Studebaker for the
trip.
So we arrived in Akron in a decent
looking car. Jack grabbed his golf clubs
immediately and hurried off to the club
house. Then I knew why all the women
in the audience used to laugh so feelingly
at the Golf Widow jokes.

Back

in

hunting.

New York we went apartment
We both wanted to live in Po-

mander Walk, for that quaint little Bohemian block in the midst of the respectability of upper West End Avenue had a
fascination for both of us.
"Interesting"
people lived there the kind who write
books, and the kind that books are written
about.
On Jack's salary we could only
afford an apartment that overlooked Po-

—

mander Walk

—but we were

just as thrilled

over that.

Jack had to work at night down at the
Neivs office and I was rather lonely, so
when an opportunity came to be a featured
dancer in the "Passing Show of 1924" I
gladly accepted it. Besides, a little extra
money wouldn't do us any harm.
We had been married nearly a year when
Jack came to me one day grinning from
ear to ear.

"How much money
bank?" he asked.
"Nine hundred dollars
I

—

—and

no cents,"

replied.

tear off these shackles that bind us to the

and set our
some place."
soil

"Sure,"

I

We

spirits free.

agreed.

must go

"Where?"

croissants in our coffee."
For a second I hesitated.

In six

a baby.

But

"

leave?

"Next week."
Can you imagine two such

days

make Kotex more

idiots

!

Here

to start out into unknown
lands with only nine hundred dollars (of

which some steamship company would relieve us of a goodly portion) and a babv
due in six months. It didn't occur to us
that we were doing anything the least bit
out of the ordinary. It didn't occur to us
that lots of things lay ahead that might
not be so pleasant. We were in love
and life was wonderful and it was just as
well we couldn't look into the future.

—

Next month in the July vSilver Screen
you will read of the difficulties that
faced Nancy and her husband when
they went to Europe, and went broke.

.

.

.

.
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vacation

AS vacation-time approaches, daintijC\ ness and comfort are more and more
important

.
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an apparent softness that soon packs into
chafing hardness. It stays soft.

Kotex njay be ivovn on

hygienic
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The Kotex
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the protective surface delicate and comfortable for hours.
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cool and delicate.

many

hospitals use great quanof Kotex and the delicate absorbent of which it is made. They buy
enough annually for millions of pads.

it is

Kotex, for one thing, is treated to deodorize ... a real necessity on warmer
days.

Our leading

tities

sanitary

in

feel immaculate,

at ease, all of the time. That's
wise to specify Kotex.

laid

we were ready

.

than ever necessary.

months

after all,

according to statistics, babies are born in
France just as they are in America.

"When do we

Warmer
plans

protection.

"Europe," he announced dramatically.
"We'll live in a garret in Paris and dunk

was going to have

stays comfortable
even in warmer weather

have we in the

"Don't remind me about the sense.
Nine hundred dollars! Whew! That's a
lot of money. It isn't right that the Kirklands should have so much wealth.
We
must rid ourselves of this curse. We must

I
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Strange Case of Gavin

Gordon

[Continued from page 39]

fought for everything he has, and everything he is going to get, those gods have
not been for him but against him. He has
not been their darling he has been their
plaything from the time he first wanted
to step before the footlights.
And he is a typical example of the
strange twists that Fate can take in Holly-

—

—

HAIRS

wood.
They called him "lucky" when he got
that leading role in "Romance" with
Garbo. Stories were flashed to ail parts of
the world telling of this 'Tennessee mountaineer" who spoke with the dialect of a
hill-billy. Nothing could be farther from
the truth than these misstatements. Gordon, who embodies all the "do-or-die"
spirit of a Horatio Alger hero, is a polished actor and a gentleman.
Some of you who look longingly at

can never

'

grow again
A

Written Guarantee

assures permanent re>

moval oF unwanted

hair

THOUSANDS ofwomen both here and abroad
now know the joy of an alluringly smooth
and beautiful skin, forever free from the regrowth of ugly unfeminine hair. The Koremlu
Cream Method based on the discovery of a
noted French scientist
removes the hair for

—

—

all time,

Koremlu

a delightfully fragrant quick-drying cream, applied to the skin and left on all
night.

is

The Koremlu Cream Method may be

used with positive effectiveness on the

face, legs,

arms, and undersirm.

The Koremlu Cream Method is not to be confused with temporary correctives, nor is it to be
confused with any other method. The Koremlu
Method gives permanent results. It removes the
hairs by weakening the follicles that hold the
hairs in the roots, so that they are most easily
lifted out. A number of applications definitely
destroys the growth of hair. The Koremlu Cream
Method, used regularly for a definite period as
directed, is guaranteed by a signed, money-back
guarantee to achieve the permanent results you
have always hoped for the complete and lasting removal of superfluous hair.
Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of all
unwanted hair. Send the coupon today for our
booklet containing full details of The Koremlu

—

Cream Method.
Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading depeurtment stores (ask them for booklet). If you find
that you cannot get Koremlu Cream in your
locality, you may order direct from us.

KOREMLU INC

,

11

W. 42nd

St.,

New York

Hollywood will understand how much
plain guts Gordon has when you learn that
he was born at Chicora, Mississippi, that
he saw every road show which visited the
that he played in Y. M. C. A.
little town

—

theatricals

of permaneni
hair removal
KOREMLU

Inc., 11

West 42nd

New York, N.Y.
me booklet

Kindly send

i

envelope) giving full
information about Koremlu Cream for Ihe guaranteed
removal of superfluous hair.

I

Name

!

I

j

—

That grocery store ending would dismost youngsters, but Gordon

didn't know what the word meant. He got
a job as a file clerk with the Mobile and
Ohio railroad at forty dollars a month, and
out of this saved enough money to study
under a dramatic teacher and, in addition,
to go to night school and learn stenog-

raphy.

At 19, he was secretary to the vice-president of the railroad, which was a feather
in anyone's cap. But he wasn't satisfied.
He wanted to be an actor, and he was goEverything militated
ing to be an actor.

THE $500
SLOGAN CONTEST
WINNER
REMEMBER

we promised

to print the picture of the

winner of SILVER SCREEN S
great slogan contest? Well, here
She's Mrs. Ina E. Barres

New York, who
submitted the slogan, "Reflectof Rochester,

ing the Magic of Hollywood."

from her pica charming
woman, rather motherly and
Can't you just

ture

that

tell

she's

She's

a

housewife

and has two children, a
and a boy. This is the

first

contest she ever entered.

It is

girl

little

own a
home in the suburbs. The

prize

money

the

to
Address^

oratorical contests

courage

friendly?

St.

(in plain

won

store.

it is.

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD

and

only to end in Mobile as a clerk in a grocery

dream

help

of her

fulfill

is

life to

going to be used

that lovely

dream

against iiis chances. He finally, however,
got a pass to Chicago, and landed a position as travellers' secretary on the Broadway Limited, operating between that city

and

New

York.

"I thought that would be a good wav to
meet people," he told me. "People of influence."
It

was.

He met Grant

Mitchell, the noted actor,

who encouraged

him. At this time, he was
and no one could have been much
farther from being an actor than he was.
He found time for further study in New
York City, and eventually ended with the
Bonstell Stock Company at thirty-five
dqllars a week. He was willing to sacri21,

fice much of his salary to get a start in
dramatics.
At 23 he was playing the lead in "Whispering Wires," and drawing one hundred

and fifty dollars a week. Following his
success in this, he was with Jane Cowl in
"Paris," with Florence Reed in "Annie
Dear," and with Henrietta Crosman in
"Crashing Thru." Next he did "The Cardboard Lover" and "Among the Married"
with Edward Everett Horton.
From this brief biography, it is hard to
understand why he should be branded a
"lucky Tennessee mountaineer" when he
landed opposite Greta Garbo in "Romance."
It was natural that he should attract attention in these important roles, and he
did. He found himself headed for motion
pictures and thrilled with the prospect.
Everyone wanted to get into them. He
had worked hard and felt that he deserved
to be rewarded for the efforts he had made.
When he was approached, he felt that his
years of struggle were over.

"

—
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In December, two years ago, the motion
pictures recognized his talent and he was
signed to a contract with Fox.
"I thought that was the greatest break
I ever had," Gordon told me as we sat
with his elder sister in the garden behind
"It was,
his home in West Hollywood.
with the exception of the auto crash while

working with Garbo, the worst.
"I found, when I went to work, that I
was under terrific nervous tension. I tried
with all my might to do my best work,
but I knew nothing of motion picture
technique. Above all, I believed that the
Fox organization over-rated my ability.
"I couldn't relax.
"I was supposed to play the part of a
suave and gentlemanly man of the world.
I tried to be suave and gentlemanly, but the
director insisted that I show all the delicacy and tact of an ice man or a taxi driver.
After days of fighting, I broke up a couple
of chairs, told the director to get out of
my sight, and walked all the way from

Fox

Hollywood.

Hills to

'The next day I told Fox executives that
I thought I wasn't fitted for the part and
they agreed unanimously. From that time
until my contract expired, I had the most
'

minor parts."

THEN,

out of a clear sky, came the
chance to play opposite Greta Garbo.
"After months of idleness and recrimination, and believing that I never could
amount to anything in motion pictures
I was offered that chance of chances,"

Gordon

said.

—

like,

and

after

this

came "The Great

Meadow."
Then

and cosmetics

safely^^

—

—

idleness.

—

Finally, that noble gesture
that attempt to sacrifice prestige and salary and,
to a certain extent, self-respect, to get into
a picture with Miss Garbo again. Then
came a bit in 'Shipmates" with Bob Montgomery and that's that.
"It has been reported that you love Miss
Garbo," I told Gordon. "Is that true?"
Gordon studied a picture of his lead in
"Romance" and smiled.
"She's one of the finest persons I've ever
known. Certainly she's the greatest ac'

Says VniversaVs lovely

star,

Even such dramatic beauty

that start

metics just don't have a chance
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interesting
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statement
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—

the beautiful

starred so brilliantly

in "Resurrection."
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says:

"One

of the

learn in a screen career

first
is

things

we

Kleenex for removing creams and

Gordon

stared at the photograph.
he said, "may look at a queen."

"A cat,"

so

soft

.

and gentle,

.

.

and

absorbs so quickly."

Kleenex does away entirely with the
"cold cream cloths."
Kleenex saves towels from cosmetic
stains and grease.
ugly, germ-filled

For handkerchiefs

cos-

metics."

Why

Doctors and health authorities discovered that Kleenex is a health necessity,

the pores.

to replace handkerchiefs. And now thousands of people will use nothing else.
It prevents self-infection from germs in
handkerchiefs. It is discarded after a

do you suppose screen actresses
are so insistent on this matter of Kleenex ?
It's because they know that you simply
t?uist get cold cream and dirt out of
Kleenex does. It is far more absorbent
than towels or "cold cream cloths."

Kleenex comes in packages
25 cents, 50 cents and $1.00. Prices

single use.
at

are the same in Canada. At drug, dry
goods or department stores.
.)
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KLKENEX rOMP.\NY.
Chicago,
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Lake MichiRan

BldK.,
Plea.se send free .sample of Kleene.x.

SN-6

—

pursued.

is

the use of

She is kindly and considerate and
thoughtful and tolerant. She
"You haven't answered my question," I
tress.

VELEZ

l^Uf*E

As Miss Velez says, "The blemishes
from embedded dirt or cos-

as hers needs the protective
cleansing of Kleenex!

HOW

• • •

remove creams

to

—

"I had always admired Garbo I'd never
missed a picture in which she had appeared.
She seemed to embody all that was fine in
acting. I realized that I could get to the
very top of my profession, in one leap.
"Then came the accident the days of
pain the kindness and sweet consideration
of Garbo in holding up shooting until I recovered sufficiently to get back on the lot.
I came back as quickly as I could. Perhaps,
too quickly.
"With my body wrapped in yards of
adhesive tape, and with an ache in every
muscle, I worked. I worked harder than
I'd ever worked in my life.
"You couldn't see the bandages, naturally, in 'Romance'
the actual bandages.
But if you'd ever seen me in anything else,
you'd have known they were there."
Following "Romance," Gordon appeared in "The Silver Horde," in a heavy
and overpowering part which he did not

Kleenex

trust only
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In Canada, address: jjo Bay Street, Toronto, Ont.
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The Love Sap
{Continued from page 43]

sort

She really could act

of person.

anybody with half an eye could

see that

and given the chance she could easily have
become one of the leading emotional acBut Splendor needed a wild
tresses.
flapper the wilder the better. And they
never missed a chance to show as much of

—

the old sex appeal as the censors would
Sallie's legs were known the
permit.
world around.
It was a nimaber of years before I saw
By the time I drifted
Sallie herself again.
to Hollywood to become a studio press
agent, she had become a famous star and I
wasn't sure but that she would ritz me as
one of the many who "knew you when."
But not Sallie. I found her as impetuous
and generous as she was as a child. In a
few weeks our old friendship was resumed.
Bathing in Sallie's million dollar pool, or
driving in one of her Rolls-Royces, or sipping cocktails in her English garden, we
We'd
gossiped about our school days.
"Do you remember the time " all over
the place. But I noticed that Sallie never

—

mentioned Jim.
"Jim Wallace moved away with his
family to the Middle West right after you
left,"

I

said finally.

from him

"I've never heard
Sort

Funny duck, Jim.

since.

of fancied himself a Savonarola."
"Jim knew more about the movie industry than we gave him credit for," Sallie
said, with a slight sneer in her voice. "He
was right about a lot of things."
SomeI didn't ask her what she meant.
how, I didn't wish to know.

—

"I wonder where Jim is and what he
thinks of me now," Sallie continued
"He probably thinks I'm the
softly.
blackest of the black."
You're
"Aw, forget that cluck, I said
the most popular star in America. You've
got everything in the world."
"I haven't anything," said Sallie. "You
I have only the things
can't kid me.
money can buy. Even my friends are
bought. I haven't love, a family, or a real
home. None of the things that really
count."
"Aw, snap out of it," I growled. "You
get no sympathy out of me, young woman.
A million red-blooded
That's hokum.
Americans in love with you and you try to

—

'

'

'

.

'

pull a poor little rich girl on me. It's none
of my business, of course, but why don't
you marry one of these love-sick dopes?"

"I don't know. I guess I haven't been in
Silly, isn't it, with my
love since Jim.
screen reputation?"

"Some day

"And

I

you'll fall

hard,"

said.

I

hope he's the right kind of

a

guy

for you, Sallie."

SALLIE did fall — but he wasn't the right
kind. That was Sallie's sort of luck.
The guy's name was Archie Kendall.
Archie Kendall, Broadway actor, had
been signed for a picture because he had a
smooth voice and personality whatever
that is. But off the Main Stem no one had

—

ever heard of Archie. So the publicity department knew that to put him over in
pictures they had to break something big.
They did. They decided to have him engaged to Splendor's most popular star.

There's nothing like sweet romance to
make the public sympathetic and there's
nothing like a sympathetic public to make
Sallie agreed to be engaged to
a picture.
Another engageArchie sight unseen.
ment was nothing in Sallie's life, as she
served as a sort of love diploma for every
ambitious male star.

—

with her the night she met Archie
I WAS
Kendall. It was at Dorothy Dare's

He was at the piano singing a blues
song when we entered the room.
"Who is that
Sallie clutched my arm.
man?" she whispered, and I noticed she
was trembling all over.
"Oh, that that is your newest fiance.
Haven't you read the papers? But why the
party.

—

excitement?'

"He looks like Jim," she said. "The
same curly hair and blue eyes. I believe
I'm going to like being engaged this time.
Take me over and introduce me.
Archie did resemble Jim so far as physical
appearance went, but it ended there. Debonair Archie was the gay dilettante, the
'

gilded playboy, the

man

of

many

an-

nounced with the usual ballyhoo, and the
couple were snapped together at least twice
a day. No one in any part of the country
need wonder what Sallie's fiance looked
like.
And Archie was the perfect lover—
as long as he didn't have to pay for anything.
He certainly made a Sunbonnet
Susie out of Sallie, and when I tried to remonstrate with her she effectively told me
Sallie had
the way to the nearest exit.
fallen for Archie's line.

After five lonely

years, she was in love again
Yes, Sallie was in love. You could read
You could see it in her upit in her eyes.

You

could hear it in the very
the sidewalks.
Her laughter ran
Sallie was in love.
She
out, constantly, about the studio.
worked incredible hours without tiring.
She threw herself into her pictures with an
abandon, a vitality, that made your own
heart sing to see such joy of living. She
had always been popular on the lot, but
now she became irresistible. The electricians grinned at her as she passed, and she
grinned back. The grips couldn't do
enough for her. Dick Evans, her director,
thrust chin.

way

was

her

little heels hit

in a state of bliss.

He knew what

successful production Sallie

a

was making

And Archie Kendall was on the
set every moment of the time he wasn't
working on his own picture, and he and

for him.

Sallie

kissed

to the tune of a

hundred

cameras.

Of course, it was all so apparent to us,
standing by and looking on. It was all so
apparent that Archie Kendall was acting,
charmingly to be sure, but acting, neverHe said the utterly right thing—
theless.
when he was where he could be overheard.
He did the utterly right thing when he
was where he could be seen. Only Sallie
I suppose the
did not seem to know.
answer on it was that, while her mind
knew almost too much about life and its
bitterness, her heart was still that of a
child. She was like a baby, who delightedly grabs a stick of candy, without ques-

—

it

comes from or

why

it is

Sallie was photographed with Archie
Kendall placing on her finger the ring
which she had purchased herself. Sallie
was photographed giving Archie a watch
which she was billed for. Madness, of
course, yet there was in it a touch of something divine.
Archie Kendall was really an awful egg
and yet he had good manners. Sallie's
manners improved steadily. Archie could
barely add above four figures but he knew
how to wear clothes. The change in
Sallie's costuming was startling and re-

No man

fining.

really brings

any

woman

anything, I suppose; but he can sometimes
touch that hidden spark which brings out
in her the qualities that approach perfection.

Meanwhile Archie

finished his picture

and waited for the premiere they had
promised him at the Beverly Circle. Sallie
went with him on the opening night.

The picture flopped cold. I don't know
why.
The audience was friendly

just

Archie registered okay. There
But the picture was on
reel to the last.
Archie
sought me out after the show.
"Sallie and I v^dll drive you home," he

enough.

loves.

The Shaw-Kendall engagement was

tioning where
being offered.

was a good plot.
ice from the first

said.
I

wondered

at that.

"I have to go back to the studio and do

some work,"
"Forget

him come

I lied.

it," said Archie.

"You make

along, Sallie."

soon
out about
I FOUND
when sat in the limousine
it

I

enough,
between

the two of them.
"Well, I'll be back to Broadway tomorrow, sweetness," said Archie to Sallie.
"You're leaving?" Sallie stammered.
"When I pack the twenty trunks,
precious," said Archie.
Sallie laughed up at him suddenly.
"You mean you want us to get married
in the East instead of here."
Archie's face got a little white.
"I
"It was publicity love," he said.
thought you understood, Sallie."

"But when we were away from the
cameras those things you said to me
."
were they

—

.

.

"You're a darling, Sallie," said Archie,
"and we're actors, both of us. Please
remember that and don't think too badly
Here's your house. Let me kiss
of me.
you good night and say good-bye."

A woman

over her first disappointnot over her second.
What happened to Sallie was that she went
into a rage and when, upon entering her
library, she beheld her secretary, Ethel
Jones, rifling the drawer where she had
kept Archie's love letters, she started
Ethel had her own
hurling things.
temper and she was guilty as the devil, so
they began a free-for-all which ended in
the police appearing and Ethel's being
locked up for disturbing the peace. Sallie
had to appear to testify, of course, and
Ethel read the letters she had found.
A love letter is so lovely in its intimacy

ment

in

when

it is

cries

love

a

—but

message between two people.
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so ridiculous when it is broadcast to a world
eager to ridicule every word.

Linit

-"r/ou will like t\iz

The newspapers had a grand time of it,
o/ course. There was no sense in the whole
p-ocedure. If the letters had been written
between two unknown people, they would
never have been mentioned, much less
heard.
But the court was supplying the

Beauty BatK tecause

world with good newspaper copy
The sympathy was with Ethel because
she was making Sallie look ridiculous.
"She had to buy her own engagement
ring," whispered women in the crowded
courtroom.
And they laughed among

results are

tlic

immeJiate

-j-

-i-

themselves proudly.

Everything went against Sallie until
Ethel read a letter that Archie had written
the little star, a letter where he had talked
about
It

Sallie's

was

becoming

his wife.

Sallie herself that turned the tide

OU need

Y

of feeling and she did it just because she
was so completely herself for a moment
that she forgot the whole world. As that
pathetic, sham love letter was read to the
court, she began to cry. She cried without
any gestures, without any affectation, as
simply as a child cries when it has smashed
its favorite doll.

^

some

your

skin.

an

is

but

ical,

was those tears that tore at all of us.
was no longer a motion picture star,
someone to be envied and admired. She
was just a girl with a generous, broken
heart. The judge rapped sharply, scolded

The

or more

bathe

skin

—

of

—

with me, Sallie?"
"Aw, go on," said Sallie. "I can't fall
in love with you.
You've already got a
watch."

soothing,

the usual

thin

luxurious

a package

half

naked eye.

—

your tub

in

way, using your

— and

and

then feel your

satiny smooth!

coating of

the skin which

is

comes

Linit left

on

invisible to the

This coating of

Linii

ad-

heres well, never comes off on the
clothing

— eliminates

"shine" and

harmlessly absorbs perspiration.

THIS TEST

PROVES

TO YOU

IT

After dissolving a handful or so of
Linit in

a basin of

warm

water,

wash

your hands. The instant your hands

come

in

contact with

you are aware
like rich

cream

I

hate all the time. Now I've loved Archie
Kendall.
And I had a swell time this
time, too.
Archie didn't love me and
look at him. He's a flop. The big thing is
not in whom you love but in loving. Do
you get me?"
"I wish I could get you," I said. "I'm
a good guy.
Why don't you fall in love

amazingly econom-

Linit

soap

soft

from a

j

said.

is

—

This soft, velvety "fmish"

—

I

in

favorite

—

"No,"

Beauty Bath

Merely dissolve

antechamber outside.
But Sallie didn't
notice any of it.
She just walked along
with the tears making white furrows
against the rouge on her cheeks.
I got to her in a few seconds and we
stepped out, among the crowd on the courthouse steps, to go to her car.
Sallie
shrank back a little, but she didn't need to.
The crowd began cheering.
"Hi, Sallie," they called, "you're our
star always."
"Never mind that Ethel
She wasn't any good."
Jones, Sallie.
"That Kendall was a bum."
I wedged a way through the crowd
quickly and got Sallie inside her limousine.
"Don't be blue," I said to her, pulling
her close to me and patting her pretty head
down on my shoulder.
"I'm not," said Sallie. "I'm happy."
"You're what?" I asked.
"Happy," said Sallie.
"Honestly, I
am. I found out something in that blasted
courtroom. I found out I'm just a love
sap and that it doesn't matter if I am. I
found out that the important thing is
"
loving do you understand?"

in

are IMMEDIATE.

results

Ethel Jones, scolded her attorney, stopped
the whole silly persecution.
A big, fat
motherly matron hustled over to help
Sallie from the courtroom into the little

for

beauty secret

Linit

the

It

"Don't be dumb," said Sallie. "Listen.
I loved Jimmy, back there in our kid days.
Well, while it lasted, I had a swell time.
He never did. He didn't love and so he
was tortured and twisted with worry and

it

weeks

improvement

sign of

outstanding

not only

Sallie

not wait

}

of a

— and

the water

smoothness

after

you dry

your handoyourskin has a delightful

softness.

You'll

be convinced!

,
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What Men Should Know About Women
[Continued from page 24]
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"Today women are personages instead of
The great mistake men make
in thinking of them for purely physical

W'inx

— so

ique you
ent

it

different

is

'They should never take seriously the
things w-omen say in anger. Women will
say things in a moment of emotional flareup that they will regret immediately afterwards.

reasons, and in not taking their judgment
seriously.
"The tendency of men is to avoid telling
their wives of the problems they face outside the home.
"A woman loves to share a man's
troubles, and can be of great help to him.
Men make a mistake in not telling women
of their difficulties and taking them into
Men do not take from
their confidence.
women all the qualities of mind and heart
and soul that women have to offer.
"The judgment of a woman means something. If her opinion is not highly colored
by emotion, a woman can see things much
more clearly than a man can. Of course, I
think the idea that women possess intuition is silly, if by intuition you mean some
mystic power of the mind. But women
probe more deeply into a problem. They
go under the little corners in thinking

things out.

"Men

may have

— because

it

?

The new Liquid

from any cosmetused before. Differ-

gives lashes a Double

Treatment First

it

darkens

— then

softens. Lashes are accentuated

it

— always

with a smart, natural good taste effect.
Eyes take on new sparkle. And no

—

matter

how

often

you use Winx,

You don't

lashes

are more apt to take things at face
Just because another man is nice to
on the surface, a man will say, 'He's

him

my

pal.'

they

mean 'yes.'
"They have accused them

Ross Company, Dept. F-2

243 West 17th Street, New York
new Vanity Size Liquid
Brown....
Winx. Black
enclose 10c for the

Name

.

——

IN

15 DAYS

Clear your complexion of pimples, blackheada,
whiteheads, red spots, enlarged pores, oily Bkia
and other blemishes. 1 can give you a complexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your
fondest dream. And I do it in a few dam. My
method is different. N> cosmetics, lotions,
salves, snaps, clay, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks, vapor sprays, massage, rollers or
other irapiements. No diet, no fasting. Nothing
to take. Cannot injure the mnst delicate skin.
Send for my Free Booklet. You are not obligated. Send no mnneii. Juat get the facts.

Dorothy Ray, 646 N. Michigan Blvd., Suite 34A1, Chicago

There's going to be
an all -dog version of

"Trader Horn"!
It'll be called
Airedale"
"Trader
and it's expected to

make

the folks roll
over in their seats!
In this still you see
(Jiggs)

trial bottle if

your druggist can not supply you.

B. S. McKEAN, Inc., Dept. 62
Park Ave. at 130 St., New York City

when

comforting

the terrified Nina-T
(Oscar) as they face
the perils of the
jungle

'

"Women
men.

are much more emotional than
Love touches them more deeply.

"When

woman falls
may not

a

so hard that she

in love, she falls
stop to reason. A

man

never forgets everything for a woman,
but a woman may lose her sense of values
because she loves a man.
"Men seem to be able to get over things
more quickly than women do; women take
them more to heart. That's why men
should be more tolerant and charitable in
their attitude

"It

takes

toward women.
very

so

woman. Women

little to satisf}- a
are so easily pleased that

seems strange sometimes that men do nor
take the trouble to pay them the little attentions that mean so much to them.
It
would not cost a man much or take much of
his time or energy to bring home flowers
occasionally if he'd only stop to think of
it

it,

and yet

it

would mean so much

to the

woman.
"And then

there is that other matter of
taking a woman into his confidence and
sharing his troubles with her. I have noticed that all men who have made companions of their wives have stayed married,
even when they engaged in terrific flirtations for a short time. Men who have depended on their wives for counsel and help
and relied on their good judgment have

found that their wives might even underof changing

quite so bright as men that their reasoning processes are not so clear and logical.
How often we hear a man say, 'That's a
woman's way of reasoning.'
"The truth is that women are far more
nervously and sensitively attuned than
men. Emotion touches them very deeply.
"Men have far more control over their

Trader Airedale
'Every Swallow
Brings Relief"
Dr. Taft's Asthmalene still
the standard remedy forAsthma
and Broncliitia after sixty years. Relief is prompt
and effective. Guaranteed harmless. Used by thousands all over the country. Send 50e for generous

of saying
'no'

minds suddenly and without cause.
"They have hinted that women are not

jiddresJ

Beautiful Complexion

that.

their

—

Liovely leashes

uuinx
I

She
Sometimes, of

"Men have accused women
when they mean 'no' and

Would
you like to try this new Liquid Winx ?
Just send 10c for the new Vanity Size.
For

won't do

women.
'yes'

to be afraid of "brittle" lashes.

A woman

searches below the surface.
course, she probes too deep, searches too
far, and finds things that aren't there.
Then, naturally, difficulties begin.
"In the course of centuries, every weakness under the sun has been attributed to

ever have

stay soft and silky.

little

more understanding about women.

bit

value.

Have you tried

nerves and so they should try to be a

just persons.

stand their flirtations!
"Women also like to flirt casually with
every man they meet, but fundamentally

they are more

monogamous than men. Thev

are satisfied to

paid them; but

have pretty compliments

men

are likely to

want the

go further.
"Women, like men, can be divided into
the romantics, the schemers, and the doflirtation to

mestic type.

"There are the

women who

are

too

—

•
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They expect too much of a man.
They may expect him to be at their feet all
romantic.

the time, to think of nothing else but them.
to learn that it is a mistake to
expect too much attention from a man,
just as it is to go on making a terrific fuss
over a man at times when all he wants is to

They ought

be

let

THERE

NOW

IS

alone.

"The scheming woman is the one who
marries just to get a meal ticket. She is not
interested in love just as long as she gets
a good home.
'The ideal mate for a man is the domesthe woman who is interested in
tic type
home and children, and whose love for her
husband is the guiding light of her life."

A NEW FREEDOM

'

—

What Women

WOMEN

FOR

THE SHACKLES OF FEAR, DISCOMFORT,
UNCERTAINTY ARE GONE.'

Should

Know About Men
[Continued from page 2J]

manage him

after marriage, his wife must
be very diplomatic, for he is likely to be
exceedingly temperamental and moody.
"The type of woman who appeals to the
dreamer (jcs, I'll confess, that's my type)

who

is exceedingly feminine and
Personally I don't care for the
clinging vine.
I always think of her as
sappy. She's likely to whine and nag, and
hang on to a man's coat-tails. But neither
would I be likely to fall in love with a
business woman or one who was achieving
splendid things in politics.
"I know that there are some business
women whom a man could just love to
death, but usually they give up their career
is

one

womanly.

when they marry.

had married a
woman in business and she had continued
with her work, I shouldn't have liked it.
I don't think most men do.
I rather believe that a woman should marry and have
children; but if she works after marriage,
how can she have children, or be fair to
them if she does have them and continues
If

I

working?

"Of

course, that

may

reaction. I'm not very

And

be just a personal

good

at speaking in

can only vouch at first
hand for the reactions of the dreamer
the man to whom music and poetry are the
food of love and life.
"1 know little about the schemer and
that only from observation. He is a wilful
philanderer, out for gain and for no particular good. He is profligate with his attentions, but he means scarcely a word he
There is no sincerity in him. He
says.
always has an ulterior purpose in mind.
Women are lucky if they can detect the
schemer.
"The practical man is a marvellous person. His love for the woman he chooses is
as deep and beautiful as that of the dreamer,
but he hasn't the faculty of painting the
picture quite so glowingly and he isn't as
romantic. Their love is likely to be more
placid, reaching neither the heights of
ecstasy nor the bitter moments of despair
that the dreamer feels. But the business
man is just as sincere in his love, even if he
is less demonstrative.
generalities.

I

—

—

"To
type of
is

different types of

man might

at all successful

women a different
When marriage

appeal.

and

lasts, it is

because

shackle of womanhood
THE
The shackle that has held

is

broken.

them

for

ages, in fear, discomfort, uncertainty!

Today

all

women

can

poise and the peace of
perfect protection.

know

at all times the

mind that come from

Active, athletic women, too, can be free
today to pursue their sports at any time.
Free, to wear filmy frocks on any occasion.

For there is now an utterly neiv and
hygiene for women.

This softness comes because of its totally
new construction— as well as its rayon
cellulose filler— as you will note the moment
you see it and compare it with any other
see at once why it is preferable.
not made from mere layers of crepe
paper as in old-type sanitary methods.

You

pad.

For

it is

Once the discriminating woman

tries one,

she never goes back to old ways. Its
is

name

Veldown. Most stores can now supply you.

totally

Effective

Hours Longer

different

It also has another important feature. It

Not merely another sanitary pad, but an
immaculate and complete protection! A sanitary napkin that is New in design; New in
material; New and remarkable in the results it gives.
It is so unique that we want to send you a
sample free of charge (in plain wrapping, of
course). So you can examine it fully. Judge

for yourself its two distinct advantages that
have never before been offered to women.

is

absolutely protective for the reason that the
outer side has been specially treated to make it

moisture-proof and impenetrable.

This innovation makes Veldown 5 or more
times more absorbent than other sanitary
methods. And it gives Complete Safetv
and protection Hours Longer than other
ways. Hence a danger that every woman
carries in her mind is absolutely eliminated.
And no other protective garments are necessary.

Ends All Chafing— AU

Irritations'.

and thus ends even

as gentle as fluffed

tissue.

silk.

with a deodorant
danger of em-

It is specially treated

Made under rigid U. S. Patents, it is pure
Rayon cellulose filled. And you will find it

barrassment.

slightest

Discards, of course, easily as

Accepf

Go today

to

Trial

any drug or department

store.

Obtain a box of Veldown. You will find that
it is a Vast and Great Improvement on any
other pad you have ever worn.

you prefer to investigate before buysimply write us for a trial pad free. For
the sake of your own comfort and safety,
don't delay to learn the unique advantages
of this remarkable new invention.

Or,

if

ing,

two people who are congenial and who
have much in common have come to-

Veldown Company,

gether."

of the International

Street,

Inc., 220

East 42nd

New York City. One of the Dinsions
Paper & Power Com pany.
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FRECKLES

Not Your Age But What You Can Do

It's

Remove The Ugly Mask

That Counts

Way

This

[Continued from page 35]

they never know when they're
never have, and my life hasn't
always been a bed of roses.

Not Marie. She bought

"There are three great things you have
got to have in life. Health is the most important. You can't go very far without it,
and, believe me, I try to take care of mine.
Then you've got to know how to laugh and
have a good time.
A sense of humor
helps you a long way up the ladder of

out on her own. And she made money.
Out of her forty years in the theater she
has been headlined for thirty-five.
No
wonder that Hollywood says that Marie
is one of the most democratic stars in the
business.
Her name was in the electrics
before the present generation of stars were

success.

born.
"I've kept many of my old theories now
that I'm working in pictures," she told
me.
"I used to forget the bald-headed
gentleman who had paid three dollars for
his front row orchestra seat. I pla)'ed to
the little twenty-five cent fellow way back
in the gallery. I wanted to sweep him off
his feet. If I could do that, I knew that I
could get the bald-headed gentleman on
the way. It's like that in pictures. I'm
not trying to please just the critics. What
the high brow critics call the low brow
audience is a pretty good judge of motion
pictures."
Marie's enthusiasm and her gratitude
for the little things that people do for her
is refreshing in a town where people take
things pretty much for granted. I was with
her one night when she picked up a San
Francisco paper. In it was a tribute to her
work in "Anna Christie." I cannot remember exactly how the paragraph was
worded, but I do remember that it was the
most beautiful tribute to an actress that I
have ever read. The writer had seen moonlight over the Taj Mahal. He had seen the
warm glow of sunset on the Matterhorn.
He had seen Duse at her height, and he had
listened to the golden voice of Melba. All
of these thrills had paled into insignificance

that

is,

licked.

Only that freckle-mask keeps you from a lovely
complexion. Get rid of those homely spots and
your skin will look soft and fine instead of dry
and harsh; clear, fresh and young instead of
rusty, patchy and old.
What you need is Othine-double strength.
After a few nights' use of this dainty white
cream, you should find that even the worst
freckles are disappearing while the lighter ones
have vanished entirely. It seldom takes more
than an ounce jar of Othine to fade out those
homely blemishes and restore the natural
beauty of your skin.
Be sure to ask for Othine-double strength at
any drug or department store. Money back if
it does not remove even the worst freckles and
leave your complexion soft, clear and beautiful.

PHOTOS

16x20 inches
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Dept. G-13S1, Chicaeo,

III.

Best Instruction Ever Offered The
American Public. Send 20c for first
lesson or ^1.98 for complete course.
Money back after 5 days if not satisfied,

TAP

AND

CLOG

BALLROOM

/

(

Mark

St.,

ART,

Inc.

San FranciscO/ CatiforrviA

your own home. Simple easy method
No medicine, no grrease,
nothing to wipe off. Results where neededArms, Legs, Neck, Bosom, ANY part. Send
10c for Full Information and a. Big Four Dram
successful 2S years.

Box (note the size) of my PEERLESS WONDER
CREAM, the oriuinal All-in-one Cream, Remember
lOc, NOT 50c. Wrap coin or send stamps, but do
now. MADAME WILLIAMS.

CLK-3.

BuHalo,

N.

Y.

N ew Perfume
The most

exquisite perfume in the world!
Sells at $12 an ounce— $2.50 for bottle
containing 30 drops.

Rieger's Flower Drops are the most refined
of all perfumes. Made from the essence of
flowers, without alcohol.

ROMANIA
(7he or/stocraf of perfumes)
Hence very economical. Never anything like this before!
single drop lasts a week.

TRIAL BOTTLE

Send only 20c
Paul Rieger

&

(silver

Co.,

or stamps) for a

170

First St.,

—

her?"

in

^^o"'

fear.

"

X for the

course desired.

DANCEOCRAPH DANCE

A

—

them, either.
"I wash everyone would listen to me
about this, not that I think I have a divine appointment to give lectures. People
should learn how to play when they are
young. They should play bridge and knowhow to dance. Then they aren't left alone
when youth begins to fade. I hate to ask
people to my house who don't know how
I'd feel pretty embarto do anything.
rassed if I ever overheard a friend saying
'Marie is coming. Now what can I do with

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY

it

—

—

^3,',';

555 Sutter

—

have it's religion. Everyone should have
There are many
it, no matter what it is.
roads to God. He is a refuge and a comfort.
Somehow you don't seem to need
religion so much when you are young. It
doesn't seem to me that I thought a great
deal about it when I was twenty. But I do
now. It's a wonderful thing."

is it that a woman wants?" she
asked, indignantly. "If she wants a good
time I'm having a perfectly elegant time.
If she wants attention from men
I get
more attention from men now than I ever
did. Maybe they don't want to flirt with
me, but then I don't want to flirt with

enlargement we will send Free
a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of photo sent, Take advantage now of this amazing
oSer — Bend your photo today.
St.,

you

tell

you'll be surprised when
the third thing you've got to

"What

SEND NO MONEY

900 W. Lake

I

with

Just mail photo or snapshot! any
size) and within a week you will
receive your beautiful life-liko
enlargrementsize 16x20 in. guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman
98c plus postage or send $1.00
with order and we pay postage.

Special Free Offer

"Now maybe

snorted at least it sounded
awfully like a snort when she began to talk of people who dread age so
intensely that the heart becomes warped

Same price for ftill
length orbustform,
groups, landscapes,
pet animals etc. or
enlargements of any
part of groap picture. Safe return of your ow
orig-inal photo guaranteed.
,
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MARIE

ENLARGED
Size

if

trial bottle.

San Francisco

Marie says the "past" is something that
scenario writers use in motion picture plots.
She lives in the present and future. Her
past is dead and buried, and she wouldn't
be particularly anxious to travel back over
the years as gloriously crowded as her

—

life

has been.

Perhaps her past is buried, and yet that
past of Marie Dressier tells why she is such
It tells of that indomita success today.
able, fighting will of hers. She was never
but she had a great deal more
a pretty girl

—

than sheer beauty. She had brains, and as
she says, she never knew when she was
licked.

Several years ago she stood on a London
stage and listened to the hisses and catA stand she had
calls of a big audience.
made against her British manager had
brought the disfavor of London and she
was a star from across the seas. She didn't

—

leave the stage, and the hisses and cat-calls
changed to applause.
Once again, in America, she had manHer theatrical tour was
agerial trouble.

cancelled.
Did Marie Dressier sail for
Europe until the argument was settled?
a tent,

at Marie's performance
O'Neill play.

MARIE

read

were tears

it

the

in

through,

in her eyes

and started

Eugene

and there
she had

when

finished.

"That is the most touching thing that
"I
has ever happened to me," she said.
want to wTite that man and tell him."
With her enthusiasms, her interest in
people, and her young heart, Marie has
found the secret of youth. She can't understand why there is anything more
unusual about being young at 58 than
at 18.
is unbounded in her work on
She wants to do a lot of pictures, and she has never refused a role, no
matter how small, because she thought she
was too big for it. If it were left strictly to
her, she would rather have people laugh
at her than cry with her. And she is not
coasting along on her successes in "Anne
Christie," "Min and Bill," and the more
recent "Reducing." She's forgotten them
in thinking of the new stories to come. It
is possible that Marie and Polly Moran will
appear in one of Mary Roberts Rinehart's

Her

interest

the screen.

"Tish"

stories.

"There's another thing that I've learned
about this acting game," she concluded,
"you've always got to have an encore."

—
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The Man With Two

Souls
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[Continued from page 59]

card from another. He is too restless to
concentrate on any other reading matter
than the daily newspapers and fan magazines.
He never smoked until he arrived
in this country.

He

is

an inveterate theatre-goer.

Last year, he

made

a special trip from

Paris to London to see Sophie Tucker perform at the Kit Kat Club. When he was
asked the reason for his interest, he answered, "She isn't young and she weighs
over 200 pounds. Yet all London is at her

want to know why!"
of his favorites on the screen are
Greta Garbo and Marlene Dietrich. On
the stage Bert Lahr and Jimmie Durante
win his heartiest laughs.
His "million dollar" smile is no mere
figure of speech. There's gold in them that
dimples! Three thousand dollars a radio
broadcast.
Twenty- five thousand for a
week at the San Francisco Auto Show.
Fifteen thousand for personal appearances
at the Paramount Theatre.
It wasn't so many years ago that he
received three francs an evening (all of
nine cents) singing at the Casino de
Tournelles.
Because of the fabulous salaries he demands (and gets) for his services, he is
often accused of being mercenary. Yet, he
maintains a hospital in France, the Dispensaire Maurice Chevalier, from the profeet.

I

Two

ceeds of a great many checks he receives.
I have seen Chevalier perform at the
Casino de Paris on the Ziegfeld Roof
at the Fulton Theatre
in Carnegie Hall,
when his combined earnings could feed
half of starving Armenia, but I have never
seen him work as hard or give a more inspired performance than one evening in
the Blossom Room of the Roosevelt Hotel
when he had volunteered his services for
the benefit of the Actor's Relief Fund and
his own Dispensaire.
He never advertises in any theatrical
sheet.
Or sells his name for testimonial
purposes.
And although he could be
presented with all his suits gratis in Paris,
he prefers to pay eighteen pounds for them
in Hanover Square, London.
He owns no property in the United
States, living in a small hotel suite in New
York and in a rented bungalow in Beverly
Hills.
He has had a beautiful chateau in
southern France for the past five years and
has only spent five weeks in it.
He wears no jewelry except a combination lighter-watch given him by Douglas

—

Fairbanks.

He

his life

—

has no car, valet or Russian

wolfhound.

He hasn't the typical French gourmet's
love for extravagant cooking. His "plat
du jour" is a Swiss cheese sandwich on rye
bread and a cup of coffee.
One of the greatest disappointments of

"I
year.

Three years ago he

want to return to Paris at least once a
I do not want to estrange myself

my country like so many other actors
who come to America from foreign lands
from

and never return.
If I make good in
America, France will be proud of me. I
want to share that pride with her."
Through fortuitous circumstances, he
has been able to fulfill that desire. Each
year that he has gone back, he has received
a tremendous welcome .... until this year.
There were undercurrents of disapproval.
Rumors of an inflated ego. When he appeared at the Chatelet Theatre and the
price of admission was tripled. Chevalier's
countrymen considered it the final straw.
The yellow journals dipped their print in

And Chevalier, heartbroken, returned to America.
He will never sing in the large music
halls of Paris again.
He will never sing
anywhere in Paris again unless it is at a
theatre where the prices are the cheapest
to be found in the length and breadth of
France.
In the meantime, he remains in America.
Although he likes our sky-line and admires
our women, he is convinced that the greatest American institution is a plate of
vanilla and coffee ice-cream mixed.
vitriol.

^^^^^^

^^1^

Beech-Nut

was the reception accorded him on

his last visit to France.
said to me:

Gum

MAKES THE NEXT SMOKE TASTE BETTER
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FREE

Repair Service.
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Full Length.
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per Pair.
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CO.

New York

414 Madison Avenue
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it,

made Lew Ay res.

A

great star can be killed by poor stories.
Her whole fan army is solidly in back of
Clara Bow. They sympathize with her and
pity her for the raw deal she got at the
hands of her ex-secretary. But they will not
go to see her pictures, so long as she is cast
in insipid roles of the "No Limit" type.
"Her Wedding Night" was the most successful of Clara's recent films
and it

—

Bad publicity will not ruin Clara Bow.
stories may.
Buddy Rogers used to be one of Paramount's biggest box-office stars. He made
"Wings." He was a sensation. Then he
made "Safety in Numbers." The ardor of
his fans cooled. Paramount put him in
"Along Came Youth," expecting his fine

be duplicated withPenny Waves. Nogrease

not delighted with

it

But poor

— No torturing irons. Ordinary wind, perBpiration will not affect them. Absolutely
harmless — lasting. Will not discolor hairif

was: "Great exploitation and advertising,
but they don't seem to want it."
The public pays to see stars. It pays to
see them in stories packed with drama or
comedy.
If the story is great enough, it can get by
without star names. "All Quiet on the
Western Front" contained no great names.
People went to see it because it was a
magnificent picture. Itmadestzts. Notably,

wasn't so hot.

%

Free S'DavTrlal
^

Gets Your Movie Money?
[Continued from page 21]
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Eiiclose$1.00today

useitfree— 5days
we refund monev_

UGEN PENNY, 117 N.Wells, Chicago

personality to carry that drivel. It didn't.
he's on ice. He's only a featured

Now

player, not a star in his next picture, 'The
Lawyer's Secret."
Even Joan Crawford, who is now running neck to neck with Garbo as a boxoffice attraction, was almost killed by poor
'

After "Montana Moon" the word
went round that one of two things must
happen. Either better stories must be
found for Joan, or else she must be dropped
from the roster of M-G-M stars altostories.

Good and
Good for You.

gether.

The result was that Joan Crawford was
given the greatest picture of her career,
"Paid." And in it she proved herself one
of the greatest dramatic personalities in
movies. Which shows that the finest boxoffice formula in the world is a great star

your favorite
lfMO\
bvie star^^^
^eet

ftU ongrnal photoe of your favorite etara, size
8 X 10, glossy printa. 25c each, 5 for Jl.OO. Your
favorit* ecenes from any of the recent photo
playe. 25c each. 12 for 52.50. Potiiivdy the finest
obtainable anywhere.
have the largest collection of movie photos in the country. Just name
the etar or ecenfs you want. Remit by money
- "
rU. S. 2c stair

We

BRAM STUDIO
630 9th Avenue

Studio 320A
New York City

Are YouAlways Excited?Fatigued? Worried?
'Gloomy? Pessimistic? Constipation, indigestion
I

NERVE

and sex weakness are caused by
Ionics
and medicines cannot help
how to regain Vigor, Calmness and
Send 25 cents for this amazing book.

cold sweats, dizzy spells

EX H A U STI O N
weak,
Self

sick

nerves!

Confidence.

-

Drugs.

Learn

RICHARD BLAGKSTONE, H-5D6

Flallron BIdg., H. V. C.

Mme Adele

WONDER>
PEEL
PASTE
Home
1-Day

Treatment

for

pimples, blackheads,
enlarged pores, wrinkles, pits,
scars, puffs. Acne condition of
back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste gives
new life and youth to aging faces. No failure, no redness afterwards.
Price $5.
freckles,

DEPT.
1005

40

BRACK SHOPS

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

drawing card, but she will soon begin
pictures for Warners' and we can't

making

what kind of stories they will give
two pictures, "The Right
To Love" and "Unfaithful," were not so
yet

tell

her. Ruth's last

popular as some of her previous pictures.
It isn't as yet easy to determine how

much Marlene

Dietrich's name means at
the box-office. Certainly, her success has
been phenomenal; but "Morocco" had
Gary Cooper's name as a drawing card^
and "Blue Angel" didn't do so well at
the box-office.
Marlene's current picture, "Dishonored,"
is the one that really establishes her right
to be called a star. Though critics have
panned it, it's going over big.
Marlene Dietrich is not as popular in
the small towns as in]the big cities. She has
really shot up to success like a comet; but
the box-office figures don't prove as yet
that she is a rival Greta Garbo need fear.
Janet Gaynor was elected queen of the
movies in a recent popularity poll, but
her name means most when she is teamed
with Charles Farrell. As a team they're
great. Separately, neither does as well.
Everyone admitted that "The Man Who
Came Back" was an impossible story. The
critics said that Charlie and Janet made a
Mother Goose fable out of the story of a
hop-head and a gin-fiend. But the fans
were so glad to see Charlie Farrell and
Janet Gaynor together that they caused
riots at the box-office.
The exhibitors were promised Charlie
Farrell and Janet Gaynor together again in
"Merely Mary Ann." When they heard
that another leading man was going to
take Charlie's place, they refused to buy
the picture that had been sold to them
as a Gaynor-Farrell special. So Gaynor
and Warner Baxter will make "Daddy-

Long Legs"
Montgomery

is
at present the leading
juvenile in pictures. Second to him comes

in a great story.

Lew

William Haines used to be a sure moneymaker for M-G-M. That was back in
about 1929. Things moye fast in two years.
Do you suppose "Way Out West" and
"Remote Control" netted Metro very
much money? Hardly.
The Jack Oakie vogue began about the
time William Haines' popularity began to
die down. He took the same kind of wise-

he's

cracking, smart aleck part.
For a time Jack Oakie pictures went like
a house on fire. The producers gambled on
that. They saddled Jack Oakie with pictures like "Let's Go Native" and "Sea
Legs." The result? All over the country
theatres are reporting, "The Jack Oakie
name doesn't mean much here any longer."
With all these changes taking place, who
are the stars who are drawing 'em in at the
present time?

Greta Garbo, Joan Crawford and

Norma

Shearer are three of the most potent names
with the box-office gods. They run almost
neck to neck in popularity.
Paramount's best bet among the women
is Nancy Carroll
provided she is given a
good story. Ruth Chatterton is a great

—

instead.

Judging by the best available box-office
reports from all over the country, Robert

—

Ayres. Charles Farrell's third when
teamed with Janet Gaynor. Not so

hot alone. Gary Cooper and Ramon
Novarro are always box-office attractions.
The only fault the fans find with Ramon
is that he doesn't make enough pictures.
Ronald Colman maintains his popularity.
"Devil to Pay" is reaping more at the
box-office than any of his other talking
pictures, all of which were successful.
Maurice Chevalier's last few pictures have
disappointed the fans. They liked him best
in "Innocents of Paris" and "The Love
Parade."
Richard Dix has suddenly come back to
rousing popularity with "Cimarron."
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is almost as
popular as the hero of his real-life romance
with Joan Crawford as he is as an actor.
Richard Barthelmess is Good Old Reliable. His pictures always meet with at
least fair success, and some of them are
box-office winners. "Son of the Gods,"
which was panned by the critics, did a
knockout business. It looks as if "The
Finger Points "will meet the same fate
Some of the most popular of the recent
pictures were:

—

.
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Little Caesar, Dracula,
Sawyer, Devil's Holiday,
the Cocoanuts, City Lights, Hell's Angels,

Dawn

Patrol,

Office Wife,

Common

Tom

Clay, Her Man, The Man
East Lynne, The Easiest

Came Back,

Min and

Whoopee,

Paid,

Bill,

Who

Way,

Trader

Horn, Inspiration, Big House.
Practically all of these pictures have big
names.
Three are melodramas revived from the
days of our grandmothers "Common
Clay," "East Lynne," and "The Easiest
Way." But they touch fundamental emotions. The stories are pure hokum, but
star

—

cry real tears. And all three
were well acted by great box-office stars,

they

excitement, just as men do.
Two pictures got into the big-money
class because they were absolutely different
from any other films on the market. "City
Lights" has Chaplin and silence. People
have been waiting for years to see what
Chaplin could do with a silent picture in
this era of talkies. There have been plenty
of aviation pictures before "Hell's Angels,"
but none that have been quite so spectacular
And people go to see what this great

$4,000,000 production is like.
"Tom Sawyer" brings the children back
to the theatre.
"Office Wife" is the Cinderella type of
picture. Every stenographer and office girl
in the audience could identify herself with
Dorothy Mackaill.
People have gone to see "Trader Horn"

"The Cocoanuts" and "Whoopee" for laughs, "Her Man," Big House"
and "Paid" for drama.
"Min and Bill" had Dressier and Beery,
for thrills,

two

big box-office names in a swell though

"Inspiration" has Garbo. In addition,
one theatre in Seattle reported, "Folks
seem to like this sort of dish, not mere
dabs, but whole gobs of hot romance."

as

success of

"Dracula" was

a surprise.

Universal recently put out two films which
reversed all expectations. They thought
that "Resurrection" was going to be a
great box-office picture. It had John Boles
and Lupe Velez. It had been a tremendous
success as a silent with Dolores Del Rio
in the cast. It had, they thought (heaven
knows why) a title that would attract
all the young folks.
"Resurrection" was a tremendous flop.
It had been made and re-made till people
were sick of it. Most of the music had been
taken out of the picture. Lupe Velez's
name no longer attracted golden shekels
at the box-office. The critics said that Lupe
out-did herself. The public didn't care.
Universal feared "Dracula" might flop
with a dead thud. There wasn't a box-

77

name in the picture. Lugosi, though
a splendid stage actor, w-as unknown to
movie audiences. The title of the picture
didn't mean a thing to anyone who
hadn't read the book by Bram Stoker or

It

The

picture could hardly
entertainment.
pleasant
could hardly be considered entertain-

seen the play.
be considered

ment

at all.

Yet "Dracula" has knocked all the boxoffices in the country for a loop! It is
grossing as

"All

than

much money
Quiet on

—maybe
the

more

Western

Front."

Why?

It is different. It is full

of horror.

has a fascination that is almost inhuman.
From the day it was first shown at the
Palace Theatre at Yonkers, gasps went
through the audience.
It is causing people all over the country
to shiver. It is giving them a thrill they
never got before.
It doesn't matter so much whether a
It

drama or comedy. If it is comedy,
hard. If it is
it must make you laugh
drama, it must wring every bit of emotion
in you. If it is a picture of horror, it must
make you shiver as you never shivered

picture

is

—

before.

And that is why certain pictures have
been failures. They didn't give you enough
of what they gave you. They didn't make
you cry enough or laugh enough or shiver
enough.
Some of the biggest recent flops were:
Big Money, The Lottery Bride, Eyes
of the World, Resurrection, Big Boy,
Numbered Men, Girl of the Golden West,
One Night

at Susie's.

Hardly any of them have big star names.
"Big Boy" had Al Jolson. His vogue is
dying out. He has gone back to New York

"The Wonder Bar."
"Numbered Men" and "Big House"

to star in a play,

prison pictures. But "Big
a success because it gave you
drama, gobs of it, while "Numbered Men"
was simply a parade of prisoners.

were

both

House" was

grim story.

The

1931

office

make you

Constance Bennett and Ann Harding.
Two of the big successes, "Dawn
Patrol" and "Little Caesar," have practically no woman interest. But women
went to see them. Women like thrills and

a

Ann Harding couldn't put over "Girl
of the Golden West." It was a revival of
an ancient melodrama, like "East Lynne,"
but it didn't wring your emotions the

way "East Lynne"

did.
unfair to put Douglas Fairbanks.
Jr., in cheap claptrap like "One Night
His is such a popular name
at Susie's."
at the box-office that his company wanted
to take advantage of it by putting him in
as many pictures as possible. It began turnIt

GROW-^
most marvelous discovery has been made—
THE
way to make eyelashes and eyebrows actually

Now if you want long, curling, silken lashes,
you can have Ihem and beautiful, wonderful eye-

grow.

—

brows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how
scant the eyelashes and eyebrows, I will increase
tlieir length and thickness in 30 days
or not accept
a single penny. No "ifs," "ands," or "maybes." It
is new growth, startling results, or no pay. And you
are the sole judge.

—

Proved Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt
Over ten thousand women have tried my amazing
discovery, proved that eyes can now be fringed with
long, curling natural lashes, and the eyebrows made
intense, strong silken lines
Read what a few of
them say. I have made oath before a notary public
that these letters are voluntary and genuine. From
Mile. Hefflefinger, 240 W. "B" St., Carlisle, Pa.:
"I certainly am delighted ... I notice the greatest
difference ... people I come in contact with remarls
how long and silky my eyelashes appear." From
Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., W. Phila.,
Pa.: "I am greatly pleased. My eyebrows and
lashes are beautiful now." From Frances Raviart,
R. D. No. 2, Box 179, Jeanette, Penn.: "Your eyelash and eyebrow beautifier is simply marvelous."
From Pearl Provo, 2954 Taylor St., N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.: "I have been using your eyebrow and
eyelash Method. It is surely wonderful." From
Miss Flora J. Corriveau, 8 Pinette Ave., Biddeford,
Me.: "I am more than pleased with your Method.
My eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."
I

was

ing them out like sausages. But stars must
be put in good pictures for their names
to mean anything at the ^box-office. You
pay your money to see a big star,
but if the story in which he acts is dull,
you'll stay away from his next picture.
For that's the one point the box-office
proves that any time a producer thinks
the public is getting stupid, he'd better

—

Grow

Eyelashes
and Eyebrows like this
in 30 days

Yes,

Results Noticeable in a

Week

—

—

In one week sometimes in a day ot two you
notice the effect. The eyelashes become more beautiful
like a silken fringe. The darling little upward

—

curl shows itself. The eyebrows become sleek and
tractable
with a noticeable appearance of growth
and thickness. You will have tlie thrill of a life-

—
know that you can have eyelashes and eye—
brows as beautiful as any you ever saw.

time

Remember ... in 30 days I guarantee results that
will not only deliglit, but amaze. If you are not
absolutely and entirely satisfied, your money will
be returned promptly. I meanjust tliat no quibble,
no strings. Introductory price S1.9S. Later the
price will be regularly $5.00.
55.00.^

—

Grower will be sent C. O. D. or you can send
money with order. If money accompanies order
postage will be prepaid.

get wise.

LITILLK YOt'NG.

"SIX

WEEKS OF HELL MADE ME AN ACTRESS!"

the strange statement made by a woman who is now being
starred. Who is she and at what does she hint? You can read
her story for yourself in the July issue of SILVER SCREEN on
sale on all news stands June 10th.

That

(>.53li Lucille YouiiK BulldlnK. Chlcaso. 111.
Send me your new dLscovery for growlni! eyeIf not alisolutcly and entirely
lashes and eyehrows.
satisfieil. I will return it within 30 days and you
ivill rviuT'n iiiv money without question.
I'llri' ^. o. D. is $1.9,') plus few rents postnue.

If

money sent with order price Is $1.95 and Dostprepaid.
State whether money enclosed or you want order

aRi' Is

is

f.

St.

0. D.

.

Address.

City

—
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Own your own

Ramon Novarro Today

PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO

[Continued from page 19]

trained men and women earnings
of $1,500 to 57,000 a year. Open a photographic
studio of your own. or enter one already estab-

New

field offers

ished. Opportunities everywhere for motion picture,
commercial and portrait photographers.

Many

successful

photographers started with little capital.
Previous experience
unnecessary. Train
v _ J'
L;**.-..
through our Simplified System. E^m while you leam.
Life Membership FREE of extra
charge m Personal Service Bureau which helps
you start your studio or puts you in touch with
opportunities.
Hundreds of N. Y. Institute
Send for
Graduates have won quick success.
FREE Book, telling how to qualify for
Motion Picture Photography or Projection
Commercial and Portrait Photography or
Photo-Finishing.
...

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY

D ept. AG -7854.

West 33rd

10

SONGS

New York

St.

City.

TALKING

FOR

PICTURES

Radio Broadcast and commercial usage bring big
returns. Writers of WORDS or MUSIC should send
for FREE copy of ZO-page instructive booklet giving
We
full details of opportunities in song writing.
revise, arrange, secure U. S- Copyright, broadcast your
song over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Studios here in Hollywood. Write Today.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE
604 Meyer BIdg.. Western

&

Sierra Vista Avenue, Hollywood, California

TO LOSE FAT
SansOReducingBathSoap will wash
your fat away while you bathe.
Pleasant and healthful as your bath
itself.
You can quickly be pounds
and look years younger. SimplyuseSansO whenyoubathe. Truly
a wonder soap to reduce and leave a
smooth, unwrinkled skin. Reduce
Special price,
any part desired.
three full size 60c cakes of SansO,

Foot^Ease

SHAKE IT INTO YOUR SHOES
Makes new or tight shoes feel
easy. Soothes tired, aching feet

and stops the pain of corns,
bunions and calluses. A Foots
Ease Walking Doll Free, address
FOOT°EASE. LE ROY. N. Y.

MISERY

Many

people wltli defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventorwho was himself deaf.

A. 0.

LEONARD,

Inc., Suite

985,70 5tb Ave.,

New Yoric

WANT A STEADY JOB ?

Work

for^^UncleSam'*
$1260 to $3400 year

MEN— WOMEN 18 to 50. Common
Education usually sufficient. Short
Vacation with full pay.
hours.
Write immediately for free 32 page
book, with list of positions and full
particulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. C308

I

Rochester. N. Y.

Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-

— quickly,
while

tilap;e
'

safely,

painlessly,
you
sleep or work. Lasting
results.
Doctors praise

Gold Medal Winner.
87,000 users. Write for

it.

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE, F-96

Anita Bids.

—

—

have heard

Newark, N. J.

Ramon

who are nuns.

—

talk about his

two

There was pure beauty

—a beauty of expression which

in his face

Rochester, N. Y.

IS

—

sisters

SANSO SALES COMPANY

DEAFNESS

You see, his sense of the dramatic is extraordinarily keen and in the past he has
not always limited it to the screen. Ramon
is prone to take things big
to dramatize
his own moods and problems. It is a tendency which he will probably never completely overcome.
Not that Ramon isn't sincere in these
intense moods of his. He is desperately
so. When he plays he plays with the complete reckless abandon of a child.
When
he flies into a tantrum it is a good thorough
tantrum. When he talks of religion, of
art, or of his love for his family
the three
things closest to his heart he talks with a
vital glowing forcefulness that sweeps you
I

refunded.

ALLEN'S

artistic sensibility.

off your feet.

$1.25. Results guaranteed or money

Allen's

—

—

lighter

Dept. 77A

the man, that he has discovered a method
of expression which satisfies him that he
has found himself.
For life, in spite of the great success that
has been his, has not always been kind to
Ramon Novarro. Few people know of the
struggles he has had, the battles he has
fought within his own soul. His quality of
youthfulness has prevented people from
ever taking him very seriously. This, in
spite of his unmistakable intelligence and

put to shame any mere regularity of feature.
One story in particular I have never forgotten.
He was speaking of the sister
whose tragic duty it is to care for the insane in an institution in the Canary Isles.
A patient in the home, a woman, addressed
her one day. "Sister, have you a home of
your own?"
"Yes." "Have you a
"Yes."
family?"
"Do you love them
very much?" "Yes very much." "Have
they money and are they kind to you?"
"Yes." "And yet you stay here?" "Yes."

—

"Ah,

Sister

—

it

you who

is

are

mad

not I."
Several

years

'

ago when Ramon was
he spent many months

making Ben Hur
in Rome. During
'

,

'

'

that period his dramatic
flourishes, his devout and intensely sincere
piety, his small boy sulks, and his utter
grace, charm and intelligence, were the
alternate joy and despair of the rest of
the company. No one ever knew what
Ramon was going to do next. One can't
be too sure even now. He was and still
an amazing combination of mischievis
ous small boy, ascetic and madman.
One can picture him in Rome, wandering
through the many churches, wrapt and upSitting for hours at the piano,
lifted.
while his eyes contemplated through a
neighboring window the panorama of the
Eternal City. Straying off to ransack the
rustic shops of neighboring towns. Dressed
in a most disreputable pair of trousers and
an antique sweater and with the unkempt
beard required by certain sequences of the

—

—

people.
of him,

In order to understand this side
see him in relation to his

you must

family and background. You must catch a
glimpse of Ramon, the father.
For since
his success on the screen he has stood in
that capacity to his brothers and sisters
even to his parents. There were fourteen
children originally. Now there are ten

boys and five girls. Three are older
than Ramon the two sisters who are nuns
and one who is married. But the rest the
younger ones are his children his responsibility.
He has educated them and
supported them, as well as caring for his
father and mother.
This he loves doing
for his life is bound up with them, and
his first thought is always for his own
flesh and blood.
There is an almost
Jewish clannishncss about the Samaniegos
family. Yet it is not surprising that when
Ramon is not in his own home he throws
aside responsibility and becomes a child.
It is particularly understandable when
you remember that Ramon began to work
for his family while he was still in his
teens.
And that during his boyhood his
father was very ill and the shadow of
death lay over the household. He was
never able to be carefree to play as it is
his nature to play.
And so, when the
chance came, when, still in his twenties,
he found himself well able to care for his
family and with plenty of money in his
pockets, he became the child he had never
had the chance to be.
For a long time religion dominated
five

—
—

—

—

—

—

He was

often moody, silent
Then the other side of
He
his nature gained the ascendancy.
began to go out to parties. He was some-

Ramon's

life.

and uncongenial.

gay, a little too abandoned.
once or twice in a manner that
was foolish and unwise. And Hollywood,
not pausing to analyze and understand,
passed around the word that Ramon
Novarro had gone haywire. But that
period, too, is passing and Ramon is
gaining a real balance, adjusting for the
first time the two conflicting sides of his
With his richly emotional disnature.

times a

little too

He behaved

position, his fine intelligence, his creative
genius and his indomitable will to learn,
he should, given half a chance, emerge as
one of the outstanding figures in the

modern world of art.
Remembering Ramon's past obsessions,
you may hesitate to take his consuming ambition to direct as serious. You may say,
"Ah, yes, but there was a time when every
fan magazine printed the fact that Novarro
wished to give up the world and enter a
And there was also a time
monastery.
when his one desire was to go into grand

True enough. And Ramon was
both ambitions at the time.
It is no reflection on him that he has outgrown both and turned to a new and what
he now considers a more comprehensively
opera."

sincere in

—

picture.

He would

creative aim.

window

gazing,

Ramon no longer wants to enter a
monastery, although his religious sense
He still
is as deep and strong as ever.
would like to sing in grand opera provided he could plan and direct his own proHe has a unique and modern
ductions.
conception of "Tosca" which he would

spend blissful hours
haggling with shop-

and finally bearing his loot
Gifts
triumphantly back to the hotel.
for his mother and father, his brothers and
sisters, treasures to beautify his home.
keepers

Ramon

frequently displays a childishboy spirit of play, that amazes

ness, a small

—

"

"

'

Silver Screen for June
He
like some day to give to the world.
would sing one of the roles himself but
that would not be the important thing.
That would be only one thread in the

—

—and

the pattern as a whole,
which now
its conception and execution
absorbs Ramon's interest whether it be
grand opera or pictures.
Ramon's contract with M-G-M is up
If he signs again,
after his next picture.
it will undoubtedly be in the capacity of
pattern

it is

—

An

—

director as well as actor,

probably on the former.

1931

with the

Ramon

For

has found himself

79

stress

50 Ibs.Oii

should not be
at all surprised to see him produce independently in the near future. Nor s.hould
I be surprised to see him achieve great
I

things.

—

—

"

—both

-safely/

in

And
relation to his work and his life.
while there are still problems to be solved
and the struggle is never-ending, he knows
now, for the first time, where he is going.

Old Man's Darling
[Continued from page 50]

who, with only a few months of Hollywood, is "on the top of the heap."
Now we've laid the groundwork of this
story about Evalyn and this wayward
mouth of hers, and have given you an idea
of what a real opportunity she has, we'd
go back to the beginnning.
Here we are!
Evalyn was born in Kansas City, MisShe didn't get
souri, on June 17, 1908.
stage-minded until she entered high school.
After she was graduated from junior college
she got a job in a Kansas City stock company under Robert P. Noble, a British
director. He got up on his ear one day and
announced to her:
"You've got a sweet mouth and a nice
better

—

—

voice but you can't talk. I don't mean
you're dumb, but your enunciation is positively awful. If you're going to continue
acting, you'd better learn to speak English.
Your accent is mid-western. You're nasal.
You have a twang. Your mouth seems to
be full of boiled potato.
This was five years ago.
Score one bitter, heart-breaking, tearjerking disappointment for little Eva.
She spent six months in New York City
learning how to speak the King's English.
She got the potato out of her mouth.
Then, one day, she was given "a chance
in the movies." What a moment! Pathe
liked her, and shot her into twenty-nine
shorts. In one of these shorts, she had to
talk "gaga." "Gaga" is motion picture
'

English for baby talk.
She'd learned "gaga" from her role as
"Baby Talk Lady" in "Seventeen." One
of the big shots heard her "baby talk"
through a short and summoned her to sign
a long-term contract with Warner Brothers.
She put her name on the dotted line last
April in

New York

City, and sailed for

California.

Score a victory for that mouth!
When Evalyn arrived in Hollywood she
was ushered before Darryl Zanuck, Warner
executive.
Evalyn's mouth started moving. That
was just too bad!
"Why, you don't talk 'gaga' at all,"
"I had a 'gaga'
said Zanuck eventually.
part lined up for you, but now
well, I'm

—

—
sorry

His face

fell,

but not half as far as Eva-

lyn's did.

"I'm sorry," confessed Evalyn. "I guess
got the contract under false pretenses."
Chalk up a disappointment, and charge
it to that mouth, please.
However, a contract is a contract, even
in Hollywood.
Evalyn was tossed into an
emotional role in "Sinner's Holiday."

I

e i g h e d
16
pounds," says Mrs.
F. B. McC, of Philadelphia.
"Now I weigh

Iw

Next in short order came "Fifty Million
Frenchmen" and "River's End," to say
nothing of "Mothers Cry."
Mark up a series of triumphs, based on
that mouth.
Then the big chance! The opportunity
to be an old man's darling, with Mr. Arliss
as the benevolent gentleman!

look like a chance at

It

all, at first.

much
I

List another grievous item against that

"You go over and see Mr. Arliss," said
Zanuck, when she, trembling, arrived at
his office.

Mr. Arliss was quite put out.
"I can't find anyone who can speak prop"I thought I might
said Mr Arliss
erly,
try you. Read the part, please."
All excited, Evalyn did so. She hadn't
read a line for three months, and she had
stage fright, and she was worried and wondering. Who wouldn't be stirred up under
'

.

.

the circumstances?
To make a long story short, Evalyn got

away with

With

—
"You're slovenly in your enunciation
it.

reservations.

Arliss.
That mouth again!
"However," he added, "you have possi-

began Mr.
bilities."

Night and day
more than worth it. The mouth

put her to work.

grind, but

no longer enunciated in a slovenly manner.
"Working with Mr. Arliss was a marvellous experience," she told me. "He believes in the perfection of every detail, and
he demands that every member of his cast
not only know his or her lines but how to
read them how to put real feeling into
them and how to pantomime before

—

—

are
so
that
stout

feel

know

never

be

only one of
of other letters in my files (always
givinspection),
open to
ing actual evidence of
sure
results
with
my

This is
hundreds

reducing

methods.
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boundless
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Over
weakening fat.
40,000 women have bene-

of

my way. You can,
too
you can regain
slendorsmart,
graceful
ness and Tceep your figure
I* 11
the way you want it.
show you how.

—

fited

'

need

safe

mouth!

I

better.
relieved to

didn't

ately.

He

measurements

Michael

Curtiz wanted her for "The Devil to Pay"
and Evalyn wanted the part.
She was told, however, that her voice
might not fit. She was told, further, that
Mr. Zanuck wanted to see her immedi-

my

and

pounds

130

;

Nothing "tricky,
dangerous

dithcult

or

my methods.
I
you only the simple fesf
natural way I myself discovered and used for 1 9 years to keep my own figure correctly proportioned
it hasn't changed more than an inch
or a pound.
Whether you are generally overweight or
just a "little plump"
in spots
arms, shoulders, chest,
waist, hips, ankles
at least investigate my methods without obligation.
See what they can do in y&ur case.
about
offer

——

—

FREE "The Body Beautiful"
Simply send for my free book "The Body Beautiful."
With it I'll send you full facts about my easy, scientific
way to reduce— a way that will appeal to your own commonsense as the pleasantest, safest, fat-banishing method

And

imaginable!

the

sooner

you

ACT

the

quicker you

will be able to slenderize your figure and gain increased
Mall
vitality at the same time.
There is no obligation.
coupon below or write a letter TODAY. Address Annette
Kellermann. Inc.. Suite 026. 225 W. 39th St.. N. Y. C.

Annette Kellermann,

Inc., Suite 926

225 West 39th Street, New York City
pounds.
Tell
Dear Miss Kellermann: I want to lose
me about your method and send me your booklet, "Tlie
Body Beautiful." There is no obligation on my part.

Name.

State.
{Please print plainly)

City

.

The next

.

.

issue of

SILVER SCMEEN

—

Will be on sale June 10

work

really begins.
"It's the greatest training I've ever had,
and probably ever will have. Mr. Arliss

not only
but ivhy.

kV^

one what is right and wrong
This is the key to progress in

tells

^/N

acting.

"He

frank and, at times, outspoken.
However, he never raises his voice and
never becomes the least bit excited.
"His criticism is just. He has a tendency

you emotions which surprise
you. He makes you do things which you
believe you cannot."

to pull from

Evalyn's

mouth stopped suddenly.

"Gee," she
again

—

said,

"I've

And so she had been.
And her enunciation was

—

K>

is

been

talking
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Talkies in Tabloid
[Continued from page 10]

PLEASURE or PROFIT
A fasciDStiDj? hobbp or s profitable bnsinees

can now be yourB, Prepare quickly at borne
under the personal gmdance of leadin^r experts in tbe fine art of photography. No
experience necessary. Fuil or spare time.
Many earn while learning. Our thorough
Btudio method also qualifies you to fill a well
paying position upon graduation. Send coupon below at once for FREE booklet, Opportunitiea in Modem Photography *

I

3601 Michisan Avenue

Chicago, III,
Dept. 443-A
Send booklet, Opportunitiea in Modern Photograph t/. and full infor-
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City....

..State...
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in

light

a

comedy about the sap who

{Paramount)

tried to be a song writer.
hit has been changed somewhat,
amusing, though it lacks brilliance

The Broadway
but

it's still

and polish.

GOOD

as

a slap-

comedienne
does
some good work, with
Mary's
her leading man.
stick

(United Artists)

who

tries to

vamp

the

HAME

AT

i.
YOU

canvassing.
plete outfit

and supply you with work.
free booklet.

MM *

Mercolized Wax
Keeps SkinYoung
blemishes and discoloration by regularly using pure Mercolized Wax. Get an ounce, and use as
directed. Fine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck
off, until all defects, such as pimples, liver spots, tan.
freckles and large pores have disappeared. Skiu is beautifully clear, soft and velvety, and face looks years younger.
Mercolized Wax brings out the hidden beauty. To quickly reduce wrinkles and other age lines, use this face
lotion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxolite and 1 half pint witchhazel. At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.

Absorb

(Radio Pictures)

as

—

MENHENITT COMPANY,

Limited
252 Dominion Bldg., Toront o, Ont.

"

all

Song-Poem Writers
If we compose music to your words we
guarantee that the song will be accepted for
publication by a New York music publishing
company. Mail your best song-poem to us

LONELY WIVES

today.

National Composing Studios
1475 Broadway, Dept. 106, N. Y. City
Obtain

A Better Looking Nose

#

(PatM)

depending upon how much you like broad,
farce. Three women and a man with a
dual nature are jumbled together. The cast is
tears,

Not

adjustments which only my new
patented Model 25 Nose Shaper possesses, make results satiafactory and
lasting. Worn night or day. Over 100,000 users. Send for free book to

M. TRILETY, Pioneer
Specialist, Dept. 251,

No3e.^haping

Binghamton, N. T.

LEG TROUBLES VANISH!
Don't suffer any longer. The LIEPE
beneMETHOD relieves and permanently
fits Varicose Ulcers, Enlarged and Swollen
Veins. Eczema, etc., while you walk. Aspecial prescription for each case.

success Praised
I

40 years ot

and endorsed by thousands.

FREE. Ju3t eeod name and

address. Write today.

LIEPE METHODS INSTITUTE
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SINGLE SIN

Kay Johnson's considerable

POOR

talents are wasted by casting her as a drunken sin-

{Tiffary)

ner

who

reforms.

"Should

The

story raises the question,
Tell?" but doesn't answer it.

A Woman

STRANGERS MAY Norma Shearer comes
KISS
in a swell dramatic
GREAT

story about a modern

back
love
girl

who violates conventions
for the sake of a great love. Norma's perfectly
grand, and so are Bob Montgomery and Neil
Hamilton.

—

TAILOR MADE

William Haines does some

how

are

TEN CENTS
A DANCE

William Powell as William
Powell but you know

WORLD
GOOD

—

This
nice that is.
time he's a newspaper
owner, preying upon society. Comes love and
A beautiful production and exreformation.
(Paramount)

citing.

The

Wynne

Gibson.

girls

Carole

Lombard and

—.0
GOOD

(Columbia)

The

plot and situations in
are the same as in

this

"Honor Among Lovers."
Even the dialogue

MANY A

A

SLIP

story about the intimate love affairs of a
iXJniversaX)
boy and girl, to which
Lew
some clever comedy has been added.
Ayres and Joan Bennett are the lovers.

GOOD

is simiwell staged, but the acting is
You can't help sympathizing with the
better.
character of the dance hall hostess Barbara
Stanwyck creates. She's great.

lar.

It isn't as

THREE GIRLS

MEN CALL
LOVE
GOOD

IT

Quiet, slow-paced triangle
story of married life, intelligently

(M-G-M)

treated.

The

triangle consists of Leila
Hyams, good; Norman Foster, the husband,
fair; and Adolphe Menjou, the philanderer,

—

swell.

PARLOR, BED-

ROOM AND BATH
(M?8-M)

This

is

furious,

f^^^
ter

LOST

FAIR
(Fox;

The story of three girls who
get
the

mixed up with love and
Chicago underworld.

The

are

girls

Loretta

Young, Joan Marsh, and Joyce Compton. John

Wayne

The

UNFAITHFUL

There

is the hero.
well produced.

story hasn't been too

^
very rough fun.

Keaton

ladies

are

It's

with Bus-

GOOD

Paramount

as the lad the

mad about

be-

Bedcause of his reputation as a great lover.
room farce, which pleases those who like slapstick.

THE

ANSWER

FREE— Money

BRADLEY,H-515, NEW TON, MASS.

ing. It's wartime romance,
with more romance than war. There are some
swell scenes of the battle at sea. George O'Brien
heads the cast.

excellent acting in this
one.
Instead of being
forced to play a smart
aleck, he's a tailor who falls in love and gets
Dorothy Jordan's the
into money difficulties.

Lure of Love!
its

adventure story that
the children will find thrill-

(M-G-M)

3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Dept. F-29
Milwaukee. Wis.

Can Science explain the
Is It truef
love lure of tascinating, seductive, enCan anyone explain
ticing perfume?

in

GOOD

Improve Tour Personal Appearance
free book tells you how I guarantee

cise

laid

An

(Fox)

MAN, A

for children.

My

to improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy parts,
quickly, safely, and painlessly, or refund your money. The very fine, pre-

BENEATH
GOOD

SEAS

bedroom

MAN

film

the jungles of Sumatra. It
contains some marvellous
camera shots, but it's thrilling only in spots and
dull at other times. Rango, the baby ape, is the
star of the cast.

(M-G-M)

hard to rate this one,
as you'll either laugh hilariously or be bored to
It's

FAIR

will

How To

Slowness of action keeps
this from making the grade
Betty
of better pictures.

FAIR
self

We

Write to-day for

REFUSES,

Compson is her usual vivid
an underworld girl hired to lure an
Englishman's weak son when he is already
Gilbert Emery and John Darrow are
straying.
fair as the men.

money in drawing at
display cards. No selling or
instruct you, furnish com-

can earn good

home making

The

_

LADY
THE

Educational

{Paramount)

—

producer.

MaNEYFZiRYiau

RANGO
GOOD

—•<«>—
Mary Pickford

Reginald Denny as
cast as the chorus girl

....

Oakie

Jack

GOOD

KIKI

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Addreea

MOON

JUNE

TO

LAST MONTH'S
MOVIE FAN'S

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

it.

isn't

much

to this,

but Ruth Chatterton will
make you take it and like

She's practically the

whole

picture,

though

Paul Lukas does some good work. Ruth plays
an idealistic wife who pretends to be unfaithful
to hide her husband's escapades.

—

—
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Waist and Hips
Quickly Reduced

Garbo Doomed?
[Continued from page 23]

patient to conserve his or her strength by
rest and seclusion. I would urge absolute

temperance."

Think these things over
exercise,

warmth.

Diet.

Light
Sunshine and

carefully.

such as walking.

Freedom from

without dieting f drugs or exercises

excite-

Rest and seclusion.
While the story of Garbo 's illness has
been guarded carefully, a few intimates
have known of the terrific heart-breaking
struggle she has maintained to keep her
health and to continue with her work.
There has been some fear that if the truth
were known about her physical condition

WAIST

and hips 2 to 4 inches smaller in 10 days.
That's what the new Perfolastic Reducing Girdle
has done for thousands of delighted women. We urge
you to try it, too at our risk.

ment.

Made

of finest quality, fresh, live Plantation

Rubber

by the famous Goodrich Rubber Co., Perfolastic reduces
by automatic massage. With every breath you draw,

her fans might lose interest. And yet, in
the face of it, those who are devoted to
her, in all parts of the world, will understand and will sympathize with her in
even greater measure than ever before.
No one can help but admire courage and
fortitude, and Garbo has the grim, fighting

its continuous gentle pressure lireaks up
moulds away flabby flesh as an expert masseuse would
as 9>4
Cool, comfortable, light— some models weigh as httle
ounces (garters included)— full of tiny holes to let skin breathe.

every step you take,
fat cells,

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET

gives full details about this
marvelous girdle and particulars of our 10-day trial offer with
monev-back guarantee that protects you from all risk. Send for
No obUgation. Simply fill out coupon and mail to Perit today.
New York City.
folastic, Inc., Dept. 446, 41 East 42nd Street,

her Viking forbears.
Garbo's illness first became known to
one prominent magazine writer several

spirit of

writer knew a physician
in consultation with a
noted European specialist on the case.
Her diet was made public at this time,
but Garbo was only a struggling actress,
just on the threshold of the career which
has made her the favorite of millions, and
it did not attract wide attention.
Few understand the graveness of perni-

The
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who was working
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For this reason, even in
later years, little attention has been paid
to her illness by those who come in contact
with her.

cious anemia.

If

the physicians are correct in their
Garbo has suffered much unfair

diagnosis,
criticism.

Her quest for seclusion has had an unShe has been called
favorable reaction.
temperamental and exclusive. The press
has been active in its condemnation because she has excluded it from her scheme
of things.

Those who have sought to entertain
and to win the friendship of Garbo, on
being repulsed, as it were, have not understood the rebuff and have charged her with
an exalted ego and with other uncomplimentary traits. All very unjustly.

On the set,

State
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What* s Happening
to Richard Aden?

Ideas $$

$$ Photoplay

For Silent and Talking Pictures
Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios
Not a school no courses or books to
You may be just as capable of
sell.
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
Plots acideas are what is wanted.
cepted in any form. Send for free booklet giving fuil details.

Once he was Paramount's

—

most promising star. Great
things were predicted for him.
Fans and critics were wildly
enthusiastic. Now he is cast in
horse operas. He is the hero of
dull and mediocre Westerns.

Universal Scenario Company

Why? Read

the July issue of
SILVER SCREEN for the answer.

(Established 19i7)

504 Meyer Bldg., Western aud Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

she has conserved her strength

tremendous scenes which she has
gone through in the making of some of
the greatest romances which have ever
And yet
been brought to the screen.
there are those who have been barred, who
have said:
"She's high-hat."
But, after all, whether or not she has
been unjustly criticized whether she is
liked or disliked by those who would like
she is a great
to know her but cannot
She is an artist and a genius,
actress.
whether or not she suffers.
Perhaps she will retire within a year,
if she loses the fight which she is making.
Perhaps she will be lost to the screen

for the

—
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WILL HE BECOME THE MOST FAMOUS SCREEN KID
IN

THE WORLD?

It 11
for yourselt.
story on Jackie Cooper and judge
all news stands June la
appear in the July issue of SILVER SCREEN on sale on

Read Silver Screen's

—

:

NEWEST

note on the Garbo menaces. Pola
Negri has returned to Hollywood to star for
Radio pictures, the argument being that no company's program is now complete without an exotic

Paramount has its Dietrich. Fox has
Landi, and the others are busily shopping.
What Garbo has to say about all this is what she
always says which is nothing.

foreign star.
its

—

THEODORE

DREISER,

returning from Holly-

wood, threatens

THIS

will give you a faint idea of what an
editor is up against.
From the publicity department of Warner
Brothers recently came this little note:
Will you kindly note the following title changes
"The Genius," starring John Barrymore, becomes

"The Mad Genius."
"The Idol," starring Edward G. Robinson, becomes "The Four Flusher."
"Woman of the World," starring Bebe Daniels,
goes back to its original title, "The Maltese
Falcon."
"Virtue's Clothes," formerly "Jackdaw's Strut,"
starring Constance Bennett, becomes "Bought."
"Upper Underworld," starring Walter Huston

and Loretta Young, becomes 'The Menace.
William Powell's first picture with us is not to be
"Heat Wave" but "Co-Respondent."
"The Passionate Sonata," starring Dolores Costello, becomes "Expensive Women."
"Spent Bullets," starring Richard Barthelmess,
has become "Spent Heroes."
Whereupon Warners' publicity director, famed
for his grand sense of humor, adds, 'I hope this does
not confuse you more than it does us."
Well, it doesn't confuse us so much. We're used
All the companies change titles restlessly,
to it.
with Fox leading the pack. But it may explain to
fans why sometimes they see pictures reviewed in
Silver Screen, under one title, which reach them
named something else again.
Of course, our favorite title change will always
remain that of M-G-M's in the silent days when
they changed the name of "Annie Laurie," starring
Lillian Gisli
a film and a performance about as
exciting as a nice cup of cocoa to "Ladies From
'

'

—

—

Hell."
82

to sue Paramount if the picturization of his novel, "An American Tragedy," is
not satisfactory to him. He says Hollywood is
"just a small town with notions" and that "motion pictures are making the American mind smaller
than it is, if that is possible. I am not interested in
what they are doing to the children of America. I
am not interested in children. But motion pictures
are making the kind of persons one sees in motion
pictures."
To which we can only say that we hope Mr.
Dreiser is right. We hope all the kids growing up
are as human and lovable and genuine as Mitzi
Green, Jackie Cooper, the Coogan brothers and
that elegant bunch "Our Gang." We only hope
that the girls growing up have the exquisite beauty
of a Loretta Young, the grace of a Joan Crawford,

the subtle minds of a Swanson or a Shearer. And
the younger crop of boys are pretty grand, too
Lew Ayres, Billy Bakewell, Bill Janney, to mention just a few and leaving out the electric Montgomerys, Colmans and the like.
race of men that
grew up in that mould wouldn't be so bad.
But chiefly and here we expect to draw down
all of Mr. Dreiser's scorn on our unimportant head
we'd think it was pretty wonderful if the movie
ideals could be generally accepted; if people could
die for the finer ideals and live for the greater ones;
if life could be so beautifully managed that romance and loyalty and beauty and courage as the
movies give them to the world could become the
common property of all of us.

A

—

—

This

life color

makes
ALL THE TINTS and
OFmake-up
might
color

is

as

but one true
life... a

shades in which
liquid,

be presented, there

life color. Soft, illusive,

sought and at

last discovered

—Phantom Red.

Clip and mail the coupon below. For 10c,

(First

Phantom Red Lipstick and
Make-up Book will be mailed to you. Dainty
models of Phantom Red Rouge Compact,
Phantom Eye Shadow, and Phantom Brow,
the vanity size

National)

In any light, on any skin, with any costume,

the white skin of fairest blondes,

the tint of primroses
it

;

it

brings

to skin of ivory tone,

brings a golden blush

tanned shades,

it

;

to brunettes of sun-

LORETTA

YOUNG
(First

are 10c each additional Address Carlyle Lab.

National)

oratories, Inc., 67 Fifth

Avenue,

New

York.

gives that brilliance and

may

depth that only such complexions

use.

For Phantom Red accents with color while
reveals your

Phantom Brow

and mirror, brown or black, 75c.
LILA LEE

this phantom-like color holds its fresh bloom.

To

or black, 75c.

love-

beauty chemists long

liness ... a color that

brown

mascara cake, in smart container with brush

yet real

charm and

color that breathes

you

lovelier
a loveli

own complexion

it

tone, blending

perfectly, giving individual beauty.

This marvelous
yours, in

life

-color

may now

be

Phantom Red Lipstick and Rouge

Compact — and with the equally smart Phantom Eye Shadow and Phantom Brow, your
make-up necessities are complete. They are
sold at leading toilet goods

counters,

prices:

at

the

following

Phantom Red Lip-

stick in smart red

MARY PHILBIN
(Universal)

and black

swivel case, $1.00. Junior size,
50c.

Phantom Red Rouge

Compact, 75c. Phantom Eye
Shadow, paste form in enamel
case, blue -gray or brown,
$L00. Stick form in enamel
case, 50c.

Phantom Brow,

\^
DOROTHY MACKAILL
{First

National)

\y

CARLYLE LABORATORIES,

Inc.,

Enclosed please find

(

Lipstick

Name

To realize your ideal
mail this coupon today

t

i^-I

Address

cents

Rouge

i

67 Fifth Avenue,

New York

lOc each) for the items

Brow Liquid
_
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have checked below

Eye Shadow
_
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ANY shade of HAIR

or

These three charming
all

girls

featured

Quick,

are Esther Ralston, Patsy Ruth Miller and Laura La Plante,
in the Pathe Feature Film, "Lonely Wives''

^ew Beauty

No

matter what your shade of hair, you can quickly give
charm and beauty by caring for it the Jo-cur' Way. It can
ways be soft, silky and lustrous clean, fragrant and abso-

it

I

new

al-

—

from dandruff, with a lasting finger-wave that is simply
fascinating! And you can do every bit of it at home
quickly
and what's more, economically. First, a Hot Oil Treateasily
lutely free

—

—

ment, that discourages dandruff, gives

— new

and youth

new

health to the scalp

Then a fragrant, luxurious
shampoo with Jo-cur' Shampoo Concentrate* gives your
hair the flufTy softness, the satiny sheen that mean perfect
cleanliness. Then a lovely, lasting wave with Jo-cur' Wavethe finger- waving liquid that sets alluring, naturalset
life

to your hair.

—

looking finger-waves for over a million

a touch of

women. And

finally,

Jo-cur' Brilliantine to bring out the captivating

wave. Each of these marvelous prepacan be used easily at home each is composed of
the best material money can buy, regardless of price
and
each can be obtained in generous sizes at most 5 and 10c
stores. 25c sizes at your druggist's. Tryjo-cur' Beauty Aids tonight!
loveliness of every

—

rations

economy

is

At most 5 and 10c stores

—

fashionable now/
25c

sizes at

your druggist's

p-cur
jBeautyMzds
Jar The Tfair

'.'•Entirely different!

After wetting your

heir a
will

spoonful
you a

give

uxuriously lathering

shampoo.
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Laura La Plante
Columbia

NO

heat, no cosmetics!

between

Anybody can do

it.

Just

slip

your lashes

and your lashes are
beautifully!
See how your eyes sparkle! How much larger,
curled
You display greater charm, more personality. Even
deeper, darker!
short lashes appear long. The brilliant effect is lasting. Use of Kurlash
promotes growth of lashes. No wonder hHollywood make-up artists
use Kurlash on movie stars.
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Kurlash's rubber pads, press gently,

Other Kurlash Products
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Lashpac Compact with brush and stick mascara.
Kurlene to grow long, luxuriant lashes.
Lashtint
perfumed waterproof liquid mascara.
Shadette intensifies eyes' natural color.
Tweezettc automatic painless tweezer.
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At beauty
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drug and department stores, $1.00 each.
How to Have Them." Eye beauty secrets
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summer

idea

thrift

You save on every purchase during July and August
2 BOXES OF MODESS
12 Regular

1

TRAVEL PACKAGE
6 Modess

.

90^

.

25^

in each

.

'^-'JlJ

Curnfiact

Total Value

ALL THREE FOR

$1,15
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Vacation Special —
OUR
Modess Compact and

a travel

package of six

two boxes of Modess
Regular was so popular last summer that we decided to offer it again. It has all the charm of an
irresistible bargain
$1.15 worth for 79c.
And the two types of Modess featured in this
Special are a perfect combination for summer
comfort. Modess Regular is standard thickness. The
Compact is Modess Regular, gently compressed. It

—

—

is

designed to supplement the Regular for wear

when
The

less

thickness

necessary.

is

package of Modess Compact

travel

useful thing.

The amount

traveling bag

is

room

it

is

a

You can tuck

It comes
few extra Modess to
it

away

a very

takes in a

hardly noticeable.

handy when you need
through.

of

in a bureau

in very

you
drawer

see

it for a guest accommodation.
worry about summertime protection? You
can wear Modess under your sheerest dresses with

and save

Why

an easy feeling of perfect safety

— perfect comfort.

The softly fluffed filler is cool and evenly absorbent.
Modess will never be conspicuous, because the edges
and corners are carefully rounded and
fits

to the figure. It

it
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is
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Very '^uch Prettier

By

Mary Lee
These

Delightful dress shoes of
soft suede. Very smart,

Prince

Wales

of

Oxfords are ideal for
sports or country hiking

but not for walking
^haes cmrtisy pf
I.

YOUR
your

face

MUler

& Co

And

like all neglected relations,
they repay care with such gratitude that they can contribute to

depends upon

feet.

If you think that's a silly
statement, just examine the faces
of your unfortunate friends who
have neglected their feet and got
themselves an ugly crop of weak

all our lives.
Unfortunately, you can't sepa-

our comfort

rate modern feet from modern
shoes, though they should be separated. I mean, modern feet ought
to be allowed out in public life
once in a while. But practically
the only time they can make a per-

arches, bunions and such annoyances. You'll always see the strain
You'll see
visible in their faces.
them constantly wrinkling their

brows in pain.

and

so horrid
you will only

It's all

so unnecessary if
little care of yourself— and

take a

your shoes.

Aren't these pretty? And how
they aid your foot health!

Now before you think I'm going
maiden-auntish on you and going
to advocate those broad-toed, flatheeled shoes no girl ever wants to
wear, I'll tell you I'm not. I don't
like such shoes myself. But I am
going to tell you about shoes that
are both smart and sensible; when
and how to wear them; and give

all

part of the
the metatarsal arch. When
it becomes weakened it is responsible for corns and bunions (because it allows the toes to spread
and they are, in turn, cro\vded
against the sides of the shoes, making your feet harder and harder
to fit). If you discover that your
shoes are never quite comfortable
and that tliey are getting, pair by
take this as
pair, harder to

foot

learned the elementary rules for
caring for oiu' hair, our eyes, our
teeth, our skin, our bodies as a
whole, as represented in what we
eat and drink and how we sleep.
But to our poor feet which we trot

as the figure does.

figure

They

affect the

and the face tremendously.

kinds of surfaces.

The most important

you some foot exercises, too.
It's funny that when we know
so much about the rest of our
beauty, we seldom know the least
thing about our feet. We've all

about on constantly, which we
use and use, we pay no attention.
Actually, the poor things need
care and exercise c|uite as much

sonal appearance is in bed or the
bathtub. The feet need air and
And quite the finest
sunshine.
exercise you can give them is to
walk them about, barefooted, on

Walking
fortable

shoes can be

and

smart,

comtoo

BARGAINS IN BEAUTY
Mary Lee has lots of beauty bargains to offer.
Do you want a nice clear skin, shining hair, a
slender figure, a pleasing personality? She
will be elad to give you rules of attaining them
exchange for a mere stamped, self-addressed envelope. Write Mary Lee, SILVER
SCREEN, 45 West 4Sth Street, New York.
in

is

a warning. It means your metaarch is weakening and
tarsal
you'd better do something about
it right away.
But what, you ask? I'll tell you.
First,

shoes.

you need several types of
Second, you need foot ex-

ercise.

The kind of shoes you wear depends, naturally, on what you do
with your

them one

feet.

If

you just cross
on page 70]
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BARBARA
\

STAIMWVCK
BEN LYOIS
JOAN BLONDELL
From the

novel Night Nurse by
Dora Macy .... Screen play

by Oliver H. P. Garrett ....
Additional dialogue by Charles
Kenyon .... Directed by

WILLIAM WELLMAN

IMIGHTNLR^E
Utterly revealing! JSight Nurse, by the author of Ex-Mistress,
the story of the woman who must do
is a human document
men's bidding in the long watches of the night . . . After the
first hundred shocks nothing gets under her skin . , . She

—

learns
"

Vitaphone " is the registered trademark of The Vitaphone Corporation

how

to take

them or

thousand and one nights!

them off ... A nurse's
Not to be missed! . . .

to laugh
.

.

.
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a real fan department —Love
THIS
on one side and Hisses on the other.
is

Write what you think about pictures
you've seen and players you've heard
and don't pull your punches. Three
prizes each month for letters not longer
than 200 words.
$15 First Prize; $10
Second and $5 Third.

"SINGING A SONG TO THE STARS"

New Haven,

Conn.

"Ninety-Nine Out of a
Greta Garbo
Hundred"
"When You're Smiling" Maurice Chevalier
"My Ideal"
Ruth Chatterton
"So Beats My Heart For
You"
Robert Montgomery
Ann Harding
"Hello Beautiful"
"My Baby Just Cares
For Me"
Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.

Marie Dressier
Bert Wheeler and
Robert Woolsey

"Bye, Bye Blues"

"Laughing

at Life"

Me

"You're Driving

Little Words".
Janet Gaynor
"I Still Get A Thrill". .John Boles
"Cheerful Little Earful" Joan Bennett
"Be Careful With Those

"Three

.

.

.

Eddie Cantor

Eyes"
"Sing Song Girl"

Carmel-by-the-Sea, Cal.
ome days are tiresome
hardly know what to do.
ike a great many people, I long for
ariety

!

!

!

verything about the house
eminds me of dull routine.

o on such days, there

is

you know what
ush down town and
ertainly

one diversion
I mean,

MOVING

PICTURE THEATRE!
nter a
agerly I seek a seat,
ot wishing to lose a second's time.
erry makers

romp

for

me

nd
Marlene Dietrich
Stuart Erwin

Crazy"
"Blue Again"

WAR

THIRD PRIZE

FIRST PRIZE

Jeanette

loomy, hard luck victims on the screen
re besought by villains vile
ealous plain clothes men and gangsters
nteresting beyond description

— —

onchalantly appear and disappear until
vening steals upon me and "DAY IS

DONE!"

MacDonald

Ruth W.

Bitterlick

Mrs. A. Burns

THE FIRST LADY OF THE
SCREEN

WHAT'S

SECOND PRIZE
Salisbury,

FRANKLY
speak

and

my piece.

I

am

Maryland

am

going to
fed up with and suf-

fearlessly I

from hearing arguments here, there and
everywhere about the merits and demerits of
this and that movie. Down here we have two
small picture houses; we take what we can get
and like it or else! But why pick them all to
pieces? Maybe they should be better, but if
any of us theatre goers can write better ones, or
act better than the actors, why not go Hollywood? (That goes for the critics, too!) Oh,
I'm not so broadminded as to like all the tripe
they shove down this way; but I don't think
everyone else who does like what I don't is
weak minded. Everyone loved "Common
Clay." I did not. What does that make me?
I used to enjoy Jack Oakie.
Some people still
do. I woulciii't miss a Greta Garbo film. Few
of my friends care about her.
My greatest
weakness is Chester Morris.
fering

—

Anyway,
but

I'll

stars will

keep on going

and awful because

come and

stars will go,

to the movies,

I like

good, bad

'em.
Sylvia Bartlci'

8

Washington, D. C.
the matter with Ruth Chatterton?
I have seen every picture she has made
since "Sins of the Fathers" and have exulted
since "The Doctor's Secret" because I'd admired her lovely voice on the stage long before
the screen won her.
With the showing of "Anybody's Woman"
I felt a vague uneasiness which was accentuated in "The Right to Love" and climaxed in
"Unfaithful."
I have a feeling that she is either growing
careless (Heaven forbid!) or is deathly tired.
True, the stories she has had of late have not
been worthy of her talents, but a good actress
can lift an unworthy vehicle out of the mire of
routine by the sheer beauty of her performance.
I'm not a 'prude' but I cannot countenance

any such 'Dietrich' tactics
employed in "Unfaithful"
to the production.
Chatterton is billed as

as Miss Chatterton
as being necessary

"The First Lady of
a title which is affectionately
conceded by the majority of fans, a title which
is her own, for to so many she represents the
true gentlewoman, and in this hurrying,
thoughtless, metallic age, isn't that an enviable
title and worth holding?
Kay 1 arbomugh
the Screen,"

PICTURES
Holl^'wood, Cal.
the lady
Give us not

emphatically disagree with
I MOST
from Baltimore
wails

—

who

war, but laughter.
Hollywood overdoes everything, no doubt,
in its effort to please the public, but some of
these great war stories have combined tears,
laughter, love and hate in emotions so poignant as to make the next war harder to put
across.

War

stories will

help abolish war!

A

prob-

lem is never solved by shoving it into the background of our minds. A. room is not cleaned
by sweeping the dirt under the sofa. The
greatest tragedies of history have happened
because some of a nation's ascetics were too
good to hear the truth of the happenings that
went on right under their noses. Bring it to
light, say I.
Show us the horrors: show us the
beauty, not of war, but of humans under the
stress of

And

war.

whose great
acting abilities we might have missed had it
not been for the war stories.
Leslie M. Rose
then, too, there are stars

HAVE YOU NOTICED THESE
THINGS?
San Francisco, Cal.
peeve and get it

GOING to air my pet
I AM
out of my system.

The screen needs a director of Technical
Directors some person with sense enough to
know that Winchester repeating rifles were not
invented in time to be used by the whites who
battled Indians on the plains during the Gold
Rush Days and this is but a minor mistake.
Traffic in England tra\-els on the left-hand
side of the street, but our Technical Directors
never seem to think of that when making an
In horseEnglish street scene in .\merica.
racing, also, the English horse runs around the
track in the same direction as a \vatch hand
travels, while in America the reverse is practised
but whoever saw an English racing
scene pictured correctly?
sometimes pity the poor Northwest
I
Movmted Policeman of the pictures. He travels about in forty below zero weather with a
broad-brimmed Stetson hat and high, oiltanned boots. I lived in the Northland long

—

—

—

enough

to

know how soon he would

ha\'e

frozen ears and feet if so dressed.
So let's have a director to show these Technical Directors how tilings are done.
Jeanne Rnwlinsnn

Silver Screen
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DOROTHY

11i;iCK)^IU

THE K.trKtl£^^ HOUR
JOAN BLONDELL
WALTER BYRON
JOE DONAHUE
DOROTHY PETERSON
Based on Arthur Richmon'e play.
Ambush. Adapledby Florence Ryereon*

A

John Francis Dillon Production

Love and
with one

lies

lead her to the reckless

man—to

Too proud

to

marriage with another

she pays the check, and sets out to collect
.

.

.

But her desires

are stronger than her hate.

gowned Dorothy Mackaill
*'Vitaphone"

is

the registered trade-

A
for

FIRST

. . •

accept a marriage bargain,

from the world of men

mark of The Vitaphone Corporation

hour

who makes her

reckless

Gorgeously

as the

model

hour pay dividends.

NATIONAL ^ VITAPHONE PICTURE

August 193
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ITS

WRITTINAe STARS
J

F only you could

scope with Leo, what a

watching
writers

Leo*s crown

fits

him

take a peek through the tele-

M-G-M's

and

technical experts

greatest production
this

better than ever!

company.

ing season

Week

new M-G-M
known

that miracle city

stars,

—

program
after

you would have

thrill

brilliant

all

directors,

busy on the

in the history of

week during the comhits will

come out of

M-G-M

as the

Mighty productions that are destined
their place with such

seasons as

M-G-M

"The Secret

Divorcee,"
Kiss,"

stars

that

"Min and

to take

triumphs of past

Six," "Reducing,"

Dancing Daughters," "Anna

May

Studio.

Bill,"

"Trader Horn."

Christie,"

"Our
"The

"Paid," "Strangers
It's

written in the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

prove during 1931-1932 that

it

is

will

again

the greatest

producing organization in motion pictures.

^

"More

Stars

Than

There are in Heaven''

WkM
||f |

W% ^% "
[
t %
"TT
I

—

r

1931-1932

Will

Be M-G-M's

CROWNING GLORY

You'll

These famous

APPLAUD

stars

and featured players

will

make

the coming

year the greatest in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer history:

DAVIES

Marion
in "Five

Joan CRAWFORD
John GILBERT
Robert MONTGOMERY

Marion DAVIES
Wallace BEERY
Marie DRESSLER Greta GARBO
William HAINES
Buster KEATON

Marie

Charles Bickford
Lilian

Bond

Phyllis Elgar

Madge Evans

MONTGOMERY

Helen Hayes

Ray Milland
Marjorie Rambeau
C. Montenegro C. Aubrey Smith
Polly Moran
Ruth Selwyn
Karen Morely Gus Shy
Conrad Nagel Lewis Stone

Hyams

»

Hedda Hopper
Leslie Howard

Irene Purcell

Dorothy Jordan Ivor Novello
Ernest Torrence
Monroe Owsley Lester Vail
Joan Marsh
Charlotte Greenwood Adolphe Menjou Anita Page
Robert Young

In stories by the world's most brilliant writers. Directed by

men who

are

making screen

Robert
in "The Man
Greta
in

in Possession"

GARBO

"Susan Lenox, Her Fall

and Rise"

and many others

Edwina Booth
Clark Gable
John Mack Brown Ralph Graves
Janet Currie

MORAN

in "Politics"

John Miljan

Leila

DRESSLER

Polly

Neil Hamilton

Jean Hersholt

and Ten"

Norma SHEARER
in "A Free Soul"

Ramon NOVARRO Norma SHEARER Lawrence TIBBETT
Alfred LUNT
Lynn FONTAINE
Dorothy Appleby Reginald Denny
Lionel Barrymore Kent Douglass
Edwin Bartlett
James Durante
William B.ikewell Cliff Edwards

Soon

history.
^

GOLDWYN-MAYER

IC Sally roRXH
chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,
THE
will be glad to answer your questions

SCHLESINGER:

ESTELLE

Do

you

know more people have asked me about

Marlene Dietrich's piano playing than
about anything else this month? Well, to answer you and everybody else in the same
breath, Marlene really did the piano playing
herself.
She is an accomplished musician and
originally studied at Berlin for the concert
stage.
The only reason she abandoned the

idea of a musical career was because she injured her left hand through over-practising.

And now to get down to brass tacks, one of
the piano pieces played by Marlene Dietrich
in "Dishonored" was the "Danube Waves
Waltz," by Ivanovici, published by Carl
Fisher.
The other was an original piano composition
by a Paramount composer, which was written
especially for "Dishonored," and has not been
published in any shape, form or manner.

CALLY BEARD:

Borden

married
Theodore Spector, a stockbroker, on March
I have no record of his having been pre28.

^

Olive

viously married.

about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
But she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can't give hotne
addresses or advise anyone how to break
Write Sally at SILVER
into the movies.
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

HARTFORD:

Hedda Hopper played the
part of the woman who acted as Connie
Bennett's hostess at her country home in "The
Easiest

Way."

having been born in
Pennsylvania. Her real name is Elda Furry.
Lilyan Tashman was born in New York
City, and is Mrs. Edmund Lowe in private life.
Winnie Lightner's real name is Winifred
Hanson, and she is married to George Holtrey.
Warner Baxter is married to Winifred Bry-

She

is

an American

girl,

seen on the screen in "Hunchback of Notre Dame" and other pictures. She
also had quite a successful career on the stage

son,

who was

and

in vaudeville.

Constance Bennett was born in New York
and Joan Bennett in Palisades, N. J., but their
official biographies don't give any more about
Next to
their nationalities than just that.
getting information about the stars' home ad-

CONNIE
and only

New

JOAN: Well, you've certainly
GRETA ANDup-and-coming
young man in

picked an
Clark Gable. He's the hero of the month,
judging by the way the inquiries are rolling in.
Ah, me! He's got that certain something.
To get down to dry statistics, he is thirty
years old, is six feet one inch tall, weighs 190
pounds, has brown hair and gray eyes.
He was born in Cadiz, Ohio, which makes
him American by birth, but he's German by

July

descent.

much

of a secret, but the lad

A NOVARRO FAN:

So when you heard that

pretty

married.

Ramon Novarro was making no more Eng-

in the

March and June

TORETTAOF LEXINGTON:
-•—' roll

works

for the

Paramount Studio, 5451

You can get a
Street, Hollywood.
picture of Elissa Landi by writing to the Fox
Studios, 1401 North Western Avenue, Hollywood, Cal.

Marathon

12

I

He

tion of the stories in

is

Nancy Car-

issues.

Joan Crawford's hair is reddish in color,
but she goes blonde in her latest picturesj|
"Laughing Sinners" and "This Modern .\ge."^
I've heard the rumor that Chester Morris
might do "The Sheik," but I don't think it's
At present Chester is scheduled to aptrue.

issue.

ten
years old, about 53 inches tall, and Mitzi
She was named after Mitzi
is her real name.
Mitzi takes her
Hajos, the Hungarian star.
surname from her mother, Rosie Green; but
if she were called after her father, she'd be
Mitzi Keno.

Well,

know.

appeared in musical
York and entered pictures

Mitzi Green

cried.

going to make
If you
will be well.
is

Gloria Swanson works for United Artists.
Marlene Dietrich is twenty-six years old.
She and Garbo have not met yet, so far as

pear in "Corsair."

GEORGE

down and

There was a large
picture of Gloria Swanson in the art section of the May issue of Silver Screen, and
interesting pictures of Joan Crawford appeared

He

BAGLEY:

1

GLORIA'S ADMIRER:

You can find out lots of things about Chester
Morris's career in Silver Screen's article on
its

the least bit

He's a big shot on Broadway, but so
far as movie fans went, he wasn't popular.
Someone might bite my ear off" for saying that,
but s" help me, it's the truth.

of good.

"Son of India" and all
haven't yet seen Ramon in "Daybreak," his
latest picture, a treat awaits you.

I

in 1924.

Chester in

On The Ritz,"

him

Ramon

career, though, and maybe that will help.
His real name is James Brown and he was
born in Dallas, Texas, on October 22, igoo.
He was educated at Thornton, Texas, and at

comedies in

flicker effort, "Puttin'

lish pictures, you sat
dry your tears, for

have wanted to help
" you, but you didn't send your full address or
enclose a stamped addressed envelope, so I
couldn'twriteyou personally, and I couldn't tell
from your letter just what you wanted to know
about James Hall and Chester Morris. You
said, "I believe you know what I want," but
believe me, I didn't.
I'll tell you a little about James Hall's

Military School.

i

B.: I don't think Harry Richman
pictures, since his one

flickered out without doing

-tl

"Anna Christie" in German is the
only talking picture in a foreign version in
which she has thus far appeared.

it

make any more

will

is

silence.

religions, the hardest questions to
their nationalities. In

m.ost of us so many strains ha\-e mingled that
is hard to say just what we are.

L.:

TIMMIE NOWLIN:

and

answer are those about

It's still

Greta Garbo appeared in only one
talking picture in a foreign language, although she made several foreign pictures on
the continent before coming to this country
with Stiller. But those were in the days of

H.

dresses

Edna Best,
who ran away from

Remember
the girl

little

John Gilbert and talkies to
get back to her husband in
New York? Well, here's the
husband, handsome British
Herbert Marshall making his
American picture debut in
"Secrets of a Secretary" for

Paramount

has a hand in the selec^
which he appears,^ and

don't think he'll ever consent to "The Sheik."
He isn't trying to be a second \'alentino, you^

know.
once upon a time a school
MORY: Therein was
the East conducted by the
of acting

Paramount Company, but

it

went out of exist-

ence a couple of years ago.
There's a casting office at the Paramount
Studios at .Astoria, L. I., but there's practically no chance for a newcomer without stage
or screen experience to break in.

Silver Screen
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T..Hv's volcanic

specode

in all

.«

MlU10N"...Gre».

dramatic

»<•««'•*

-FRONTIER" . . .
,:„„.,u.us pan.'-•he

»«"

fj isENE DUNNE.

RICHARD OIX, IR"«

"MIRACLE CITY"

•

•

tHeGl-mcur^.H««sy;;

retrnH.Coo-'«Houses!

"MARCHETA'

•

&«esrrMa-H-.
COMING SOON
"ARE THESE OUR

CHILDREN?"
who moo*

—.^n

"TRAVEllNG HUSBANDS"

SPOKEN"
"SPHINX HAS
Aooip
With iHy Domlta,
Eric

TUNE

IN! on the "R. K.

to Coast

for

August 1931

O. THEATRE

Network EVERY FRIDAY

OF THE AIR"

NIGHT

10:30

P.

Von Stroholm.

over N. B. C. Coast

M.,

New

York Time
13

—

„

""
.

."

Talkies in
Tabloid
(Revieu'lets of pictures previously reviewed at length
that tell you in a second
which are the best films to
or to stay away from.
see
Use these as your guide to
entertainment.)

—

A

BEYOND

war yarn about four
American boys who tell

VICTORY
Fair

bits

(Pathe)

during a

of their

life

fair
(First

siege.

Loretta Young and Frank
Albertson are teamed together in this refreshing

GIRL
Nat.)

picture of young love. Its
weakness lies in the slimness of its plot, which
deals with the way in which a girl boosts her

husband

to success.

—

BORN TO LOVE A

sophisticated story so
frankly handled that it
j^^y offend many people.

Good
(Pathe)

However, the glamorous Constance Bennett is
in it, and she'll win your sympathy and make
you cry. She plays an American aviatrix who
loves not wisely but {oo well.

Joel

McCrea

and Paul Cavanaugh are the men.
„

— —
.|>,

CHARLIE CHAN
Good

looking for a
mystery picture with a
sufficient number of mur-

(^""^

ders to

CARRIES

If you're

ON

make

it

fairly ex-

Warner Oland plays the
here it is.
Chinese sleuth who uses Oriental
cunning to round up the murderer.

citing,

quaint

—

.t>.

Gary Cooper

CITY STREETS
Good

in a picture

which combines romantic
j^^g interest with an ex-

(Paramount)

He

gets into a racket to
citing gangster
get his girl out of jail, and then it looks as if
both of them will be "put on the spot." Sylvia
plot.

Sidney and Gary are splendid.
.

—

CONQUERING
HORDE
Fair
(Paramount)
It's

ults,

An

#—

stories

Interesting in spots, but in spite of Bill Boyd's fine
acting, not great enough to make the public
go for another war picture.

BIG BUSINESS

has had an affair. You'll like Ramon
Novarro and Helen Chandler as the lovers.

whom he

old-fashioned Western

do much for
any member of the cast,
^ot even Richard Arlen.
that doesn't

and mediocre entertainment for adthough children may find the fight with

dull

Thrilling, exciting, with
air scenes that make you

DIRIGIBLE
Great

(Columbia)
It's
catch your breath!
the story of a dash to the South Pole, and of an
aviator who almost lost his wife in his mad
Ralph Graves, Jack
pursuit of adventure.

Holt and Fay

Wray

all

»—"#

perform well.

—

DUDE RANCH

Jack Oakie kids the great
Wild West. He tries to
Good
(Paramount)
drum up business on a
dude ranch by posing as a wicked killer, and
puts it over till some real bad men show up.
Oakie's good and Mitzi Green helps out plenty.

Good

(M-G-M)

The romance
dering
learns

after leaving the girl

14

who

of a philanlieutenant
who

about heartbreak
him and with

loves

INDISCREET

Marion Davies in a rolcomedy about a

A WISE
CHILD

IT'S

licking

Good

girl

(M-G-M)

who

says she

is

about

become the mother of a
child in order to get rid of an unwelcome
suitor. James Gleason contributes some grand
comedy as Cool Kelly, an iceman who becomes
.

Great
(M-G-M)

— —

triumph for Norma
Shearer and Lionel Bar-

rymore,

who

plays

a

drunken attorney who teaches his daughter to
The scenes bebelieve in freedom of love.
tween Norma Shearer and Clark Gable as a
gangster with whom she becomes im'olved are
tremendous, and there is a gripping courtroom climax in which the honors go to Lionel
Barrymore.

tickling

entertain-

dramatic as
"The Trespasser," but a
grand mixture of farce, slapstick, musical
comedy and drama about a woman who almost loses her own fiance while trying to save
her sister from the man who ruined her past.
Gloria Swanson is good, though a bit kittenish
at times, and Ben Lyon's grand.
as

IRON MANv THE A worth-while
Good

prize-fight

about a prizefighter whose career in the
ring is hindered by an unscrupulous wife.
While Lew Ayres is the star of the picture,
Robert Armstrong as his manager practically
picture

Universal)

steals the honors.

FINGER POINTS, An

exciting gangster film

which carries a thrill even
though it lacks plausibilRichard Barthelmess
jjy

Good

„,^.

A

-

ment. Not

(United Artists)

THE

involved with the housemaid.

FREE SOUL. A

Rib

Good

(

(FnstNat.)

plays an idealistic young reporter who is corrupted by bribes and unfair treatment by his

newspaper.

When

his

newspaper breaks a
is "put

story he had promised not to print, he
on the spot" by gangsters.

Clara Bow goes dramatic
but Regis Toomey gets all

KICK IN
Good
(Paramount)

ex-convict

who

the breaks.
tries to

He

plays

an

go straight, and Clara's

Opinion will be divided on this,
but given a better break and a more modern
story, it looks as if Clara will crash through in
her next drama. Regis Toomey steals this one.
his loyal wife.

FRONT PAGE,
THE

The rowdiest, fastest moving, most riotous comedy

Great

of newspaper

(United Artists)

been our good fortune

life it's

ever
to

performsee. Adolphe Menjou turns in a
ance as a managing editor who'll stop at nothing to keep his best reporter from leaving him
and getting married. Mary Brian's the girl.
slick

the Indians exciting.

DAYBREAK

This is really a one-man picture, and
sar."
that one man makes it well worth seeing. The
rest of the cast is ordinary, but you mustn't
miss Carrillo's acting.

HELL BOUND

Leo

Carrillo's

fine perItalian

Gopd

formance as an

(Till any)

gangster saves this picture

from being a mere blurred copy of " Little Ca;-

LADIES'

MAN

Fflir

(Paramount)

William Powell in an unsympathetic role which
^^.^^^
cannot make ap-

He's a gigolo who accepts money
pealing.
from a married woman and also makes lo\-e to
her daughter, imtil his Big Moment, Kay
Francis, comes along. Kay, with a new coiffure, isn't as smart in appearance as usual.
[Continued on page 63]

Silver Screen

its

FUN

qou're after^

''Those Mack Sennett Comedies
with Andy Clyde, Marjorie Beebe and
Harry Oribbon are the funniest tworeelers being produced today.''
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette

IN

your

city,

and every other

city, critics

side-splitting, laugh-till-you-cry

More

acclaim the

comedy

hits

from

than vitamins are laughs. And
naturally the world's largest comedy producers,
Educational,

vital

and furious fun, give you the biggest
and best laughs always. Watch for the theaters that
show them. Tell the managers how much you like
them. Then you'll see more of these funstars as shown
specialists in fast

below in ^''Ghost Parade",
one of EducationaVs

—

r

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc. £.

/orAuGUSTl931

IT.

H/lMMOiVS, PresWent, Executive Offices:

1

SOI

^^<>a<l^^a^, N<-^v

York

15

—

1

A MoviE'Fan's C ROSSWORD

Pi
rUZZLE

Alma Talley

By

1

36

15 Across

DOWN

ACROSS
I

Mrs. Ben Lyon

5 Trite
10 What producers call their big
pictures
1 5 America's sweetheart
1

9

Leading

man

in

"Broadway

Scandals"
20 A camera man's term

23 Sennett

comedienne,

4 Hostility

Bow

5 Mrs.

72 Gaining by

film

work

6

76 Except when
77 A game played by stars' children
78 An English actor's afternoon

80

now

25 New star of "Body and Soul"
27 Songs
29 Very black
30 Girl Chevalier "discovered"
31 Open space
32 What a girl needs to be to
pass a screen test

laments

woman

44 Stars get this way lying on
the beach at Malibu
45 The M-G-M lion
47 Shoulder piece of a dress
48 Native mineral
49 River in Italy
51 Russian star of "A Dangerous

Woman"
52 Clara's boy friend
53 Jean Hersholt's native country

57 Mr. Vilma Banky
59 Leading lady of Chaplin's
"The Circus"
63 Malarial fever
64 Groups of musicians

66 A scenario writer's first need
67 The colleen in "Song O' My
Heart"

82 Stratagem
83 Hindu god of departed spirits
85 No as Ernest Torrence said
it back in Scotland
86 A constant traveler
90 Sleeping quarters in those

—

94

college films
D. W. Griffith
picture

A

.Jeff's

9
10

pal

14

final fade-out
113 Monkeys
114 Not dangerous
115 What an actor plays
116 Greek portico

to play

down
West

in

hit in

"Finn

last reel

35

To

trudge

Uncommon
Theme

of "Journey's

End"

and "All Quiet on the Western Front"
36 Star of "East Lynne"
37 Wing of a house
38 Something you walk on
bulls

do

if

Famous book by Zola
64 What the heroine calls the
villain in melodramas
65 In place of
67 Star of "Seven Faces"
68 A page from M-G-M"s

you make

ways claim to be
74 Approaches
75 A color
77 Large fish
79 Andy's pal
82 Fast automobiles
84 A covered walk
87 Where birds live
88 Silkworm
89 To free from
91

50
to

51

A color
A freak

54 Female horse
55 Grows old

excess

served

next

month

The answer

A

cat's favorite

word

92 Mrs. John Gilbert
93 Something an actor has on

95 The Boop-boop-a-doop baby
96 Near
97 A long time in a film star's
life

44 Captured
46 Paramount's comedian

Mr. Bebe Daniels
2 What most actors have

list

of stars
69 Final
73 What gangsters on trial al-

his car

41 Pieced out
42 Kind of films that get censored

1

once por-

62

them mad

(In rcspnsc to your rquest the puzzle answer isn't in this issue.

16

Kid who made a
and Hattie"

40 What

DOWN
is

soft

34 World's most famous garden
_

a film does at the

liquor

hope

A

32
33

sunny California

Where

duck with
Greek letter

24 Insect
26 A lacy fabric
28 Star once known as "Cuddles"

107 Old

3

extras

A

Roman Emperor

trayed by Jannings

15 Illness
16 After the manner of (French)
color
17
18 What She says to Him in the

104 Something seldom seen in

no What

What

61

number

12 Part of to be
13 American island
Indies

patriotic

95 Mrs. Kenneth MacKenna
98 Travelogue films
99 Apart
100 Consumed
101 Cognizant of
102

7

Continued
56 Regrets
58 On top of
60 Kind of cheese

Rod La Rocque
Mack Sennett comedian
No good (slang)

8 Entire

1

One who

81 Insect egg

dead

35 Spendthrift
39 Ridges
43 A well-born

A

measure

meal

To

give forth
22 On the sheltered side
21

70 Printer's
Clara
71

Down

star

Mamma

102
103 Above
105 Scoriated lava
106 Provided that
108 To move
109 Swede comic
1 1 1

H2

—

Perform
Something bathing beauties
must have (abbreviation)

and a brand new pn

—

Will he pnntcii

)
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WE

go to press, rumor persists that Clara Bow
has been signed by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for

a series o£ pictures.
Perfectly grand, if true.

For when you think how
company has handled such diverse actresses as Garbo, Shearer and Crawford, you can
imagine what they could do to the girl who still has

skillfully

this

plenty of Art as well as

WHISPERS well

It.

up, also, that things aren't happy

is

claiming.

It

seems

chap named Bolton Mallory Nancy's
been seeing a lot of, and some people do say that
Nancy may be Mrs. Mallory shortly after she ceases to
there's a writing

be Mrs. Kirkland.

Garbo
WILLOminous,

really retire?
if true, is the news that Garbo will
appear in a stage play in Austria this summer. Max
Reinhardt wants her to play as a tragedienne under
his direction, and the Austrian newspapers say that
They say that she
she has accepted his invitation.
will give the

opening performance

at

Max

Reinhardt's

private open air theatre in Leopoldskron, and
that she will later appear on the stage in Vienna and
Berlin.
Garbo got her early theatrical training at the Royal
Dramatic School in Sweden, while La Dietrich attended Max Reinhardt's school of drama.
But since the Sphinx herself has told the world
nothing of her plans, we can only hope that the Austrian papers are all wet.

new

for

August 1931

later.

M-G-M

isn't

letting

Renee Adoree
and

she's pluckily fighting for health

and laughter down

at a sanatorium at Prescott,
She got her car out of storage the other day,
wanting to sell it because she needed the money. The
boys at M-G-M decided they could get more money
for her by raffling it off instead of selling it outright, so

life

Arizona.

that's

one of

what

they're doing.
his service stations

CARMEL

comes the hint that maybe Nancy Carroll

quite as heart free as she

be back

at

—

J isn't

she'll

gang
THE
down while

—

with "Merely Mary Ann" and Janet Gaynor.
This is to be the first Gaynor-Farrell picture since
Charlie's marriage to Virginia Valli.
The first cause of trouble came over the casting of
Beryl Mercer as a hard-hearted little old lady who
pushed Janet and Charlie around. Janet didn't like
that idea and intimated she might go back to Honolulu.

LIKEWISE

DANIELS has just finished "The Honor of
the Family" and is J;emporarily retiring from the
Her reason is the same that Norma Shearer
screen.
had for going into temporary retirement— she's expecting the arrival of the stork. And like Norma Shearer,

BEBE

Charles Bickford took

and put

—'^
MYERS, who

—

it

in

first class

it

to

shape.

played the jilted gal in
Barrymore's picture, "Svengali," was attending an

opening recently when someone in the crowd

yelled,

"Hello, Joan."
"Hello, yourself," said Carmel.
"Why did you do that?" her escort asked her. "They
think you are Joan Crawford."
"I know," retorted Carmel, "but I don't want them
to think that Joan is high-hat."

SPEAKING

Joan, her trip abroad is postponed
She and Doug Junior planned three
months in Europe and worked their heads off nights
and Sundays to get their pictures finished in time.
When the pictures were all finished, they called Joan
back for retakes because they didn't like the work of
one of her leading men, Johnny Mack Blown. He was
of

indefinitely.

taken out of the cast of "Laughing Sinners" and all
Joan's scenes with him had lo be remade with Clark

Gable

in the part, instead.

Young Doug

didn't want to go abroad without Joan,
two of them are going to get right back to work
without any vacation in Europe at all.
[Afo/r Mov/rlou'}! TojHrs on page
so the
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Lo ve

Cjarbo

s

By

Adele

One

Whitely

of

GARBO
GRETAused
.

she

to

isn't

—the 1931 Garbo, the woman

this
Is she,
change her?
glamorous girl, a mere stepchild of

love?
I remember her so well before she
became Hollywood's mystery woman.
I remember interviews she gave and
all manner of news photographs for
which she posed. And I also have
my own pet theory about what
has turned the human, naive Swedish
girl who arrived in New York City
on the S. S. Drottingholm in the

summer of 1925 wearing casual sport
clothes and devoid of any make-up
into an enigmatic recluse with a
mouth like a scarlet stain.
and who
If you're interested
isn't when it's Garbo being talked
about— let me remind you, first of

—

of the old Garbo. She probably
very different from the present Garbo at that, except on the sur-

all,

isn't so

face.

18

Knew

in

the

1925

—

Woman She Knows ToJiay

who

is

a

law unto

herself

heavens to stake her claim to the
brightest star of all, Greta Garbo
was definitely an individual.
As I write I see again the drawing-room of her suite in a midtown
hotel.
It was filled with flowers.
Greta was so pleased about them.
The extravagant gestures of our
movie producers where their boxoffice attractions are concerned were
new to her. She didn't pretend she
was accustomed to hundreds of dollais' worth of the hothouse varieties
in her rooms, and you liked her for
it.
You liked her tremendously.
She gave you every opportunity to.
She had just come in from a
shopping expedition that day. She
w^as wearing her hat, a black turban
threaded with gold like her hair.
Her black suit had leopard fur on it.
It wasn't an especially well-fitted
or distinctive costume but she gave
it importance.
Because she spoke only a few words
of English, Mauritz Stiller acted as
an intermediary in our conversation.
I've often thought in the last two or
thiee years what a pity it is that he
didn't live to see all of his hopes

the girl

They called her the Norma
Not that she
Shearer of Sweden.
looked remotely like our own Norma. Not that she looked remotely
That was
like anyone but herself.
only a line to pique the public's interest, as if Greta wasn't quite capable of doing that by herself. For even
when she was a stranger in America,
before she had reached into our film

the

of the world

Did love

be.

Analysts

Motion Pictures writes of

and

evolution of a Swedish girl

Greatest

tJic

Garlo She

Fletcher

The

of

for

The shy Greta

of 1925,
obediently doing what she
was told, even to hugging
lion cubs for publicity

his

lovely

protegee

realized.

Garbo had gained

a good measure
of success before he died, of course,
but the talkies hadn't yet increased
her fame. She hadn't yet become as

Silver Screen

hild?

te P

much of a legendary figure as the older stars. Perhaps
he knew how it would be, though.
They were both so happy that day. They stood on
the threshold of even greater fame than they had known
in Europe.
I asked where Greta had been since arriving in New
York and what she had seen. And she was frank
enough to explain that the evening before they had
gone to the Ziegfeld Follies. Having heard about the
Follies beauties for years, she had been curious to see
how she would compare with them.
Human enough. There was no suggestion of a
sphinx about Greta in those days.
In spite of the indirect conversation there was someUndoubtthing very personal about that interview.
She had
edly, Greta was largely responsible for this.
her great damask chair pulled up so it would be part
of a friendly group and while Mr. Stiller explained to
her what I had asked she would look at me and smile
or nod in the friendliest way. And once, I remember,
she pushed her little hat back on her head as if it was

tight.

Gloria Swanson was one of her favorites. And she
said she wanted to play parts like those Gloria played,
silken ladies who wore beautiful, luxurious clothes.
Either that or she wanted to do "funny acting."
However, eager as Greta was to get to the film capital,

she must have been

a

Mauritz
lived

Stiller,

who

and died for Garbo

[Continued on page 76]

Garbo and Gilbert enriched the romance of the world by love scenes such
as this in "The Flesh and the Devil"

for
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5iHE

Loves

Good
And

a

Fight

Ina

Clam Has

Won Her Hardest One
Against

Hollywood
Itself

By

Allan Jordan

came to Hollywood and there she flopped dismally.
"The Awful Truth," which introduced her to motion

she

picture fans, was not accorded runs in the front rank
theatres of the big cities. In small towns she was billed
merely as "Mrs. John Gilbert." Ina Claire, whose very
name had packed houses in every gieat metropolis in

America!
"It wasn't a

PERHAPS
tioning

will get smacked down for even men^
but of the many women I have met
from the world of make-believe— the theatre or the
screen, as you will— two stand out above all others in my
memory as possessing the steadfast purpose, the intel-

ligence,

I

it,

and the all-compelling love

of acting

which

never admits defeat.
Mary Pickford is one, and Ina Claire is the other.
Ina Claire lives for her work. I blush when I write
it.
That phrase has become positively nauseous in
Hollywood. It has been prattled by dozens of dizzy
blonde damsels who didn't have a brain in their pretty
heads. It is really true of Ina Claire, one of the least
understood, and most misquoted of stars in the empire
of the cinema.
If you are to understand how Ina Claire changed her
first defeat in the studios to striking success, or why her
marriage failed with the silent screen's greatest lover,
Gilbert, you must know something of the real Ina.
She has fought her way to the very top rung of success
on the New York stage. There is no more brilliant
actress in the American theatre. Ticket agencies in New
York guaranteed her every play for six weeks. Whether
the vehicle was good or bad, Ina Claire's name brought
the public to the box-office. She won her place in the
sun by work. She studied costuming, set designing, play
writing and acting. She is a devout student of things
theatrical. And yet, one of the first ladies of our theatre,

John
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^

bad picture," Ina

told me.

"It

came

just

before the era of popularity for smart, sophisticated high
comedy. I could also tell you that the picture was terribly weakened in the cutting. Motivating scenes were
left out. But the fault was mine, too. I played the role
much better on the stage. I was too brittle on the screen.
I don't think even yet that
I didn't seem myself at all.
At least, I am not
I have given my best to the screen.
satisfied."

When the picture was released, Pathe bought up Ina's
unfinished contract. They had no intention of starring
her in any other pictures. Not another studio made her
an offer. Did Ina go back to New York where stage producers were still clamoring for her? Not Ina Claire.
Shanty Irish she calls herself, and she's a
She's Irish.
fighter. She wasn't going to be licked, and by that time
she was tremendously interested in the new medium.
She did "Rebound" on the Los Angeles stage. Most
of her stage hits of the past also played Los Angeles, but
it was "Rebound" that convinced Hollywood producers
that she was something more than the girl who married
John Gilbert. That play won her one of the most important roles in Paramount's "The Royal Family." It
was the first offer that came along for another picture.
She had courage enough to play a woman in early middle age, a glamorous figure of the theatre, but the mother
of a grown daughter. After that came the starring role
in the picture adaptation of "Rebound" at RKO-Pathe,
the same studio that had bought up her contract a year
She now has a five-year contract with Samuel
before.
Goldwyn, and her first picture will be "The Greeks Had
A Name For Them."
"I've had a lot to learn, and a lot to unlearn," she told
me. "I had to learn to underact. Pictures are still a
pictorial art. It was like taking [CmUimied on page 71]
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future

Bill's

Lombard

Bill Powell and

M arquis

By
ILL POWELL,"

B'

gant

like,

I

"When

asked
are

real

you

no reason

girl

The last is an important factor to him.
He had absolutely no voice in the matter

he has known.

to believe that

Busby
and he has the power

"I don't know that we will ever marry.
If we don't, we will always be good
(Where, oh where have I
friends."
"If we do marry,
heard that before?)
Bill
here's wishing luck to both of us.
is a grand person to know and be with."
Bill says that Carole is the frankest, the
is

Future

His

ele-

Carole—

So there

Carole

would give a "run-around" answer.
But right after this— maybe it was my
influence— Bill and Carole came out in public
and all the papers announced they
would be married before the leaves begin
tumbling off the trees this season.
That being the case, and me always being
interested in what fate has in store for a
beautiful blonde, I decided to find out
about what the prospects of the beautiful
blond's fiance are.
Well, they look pretty good to me.
For the first time in several years William
Powell's career in pictures is sailing the

on

last

stories.

pictures

Paramount, was a regrettable
error in judgment. Thousands of
fans thought so, and so did Powell.
He portrayed a man who lived on
at

the gifts of women.
There is no
polite word in the plain-spoken
U. S. A. for the male gold-digger.
"Americans can never forgive
such a character," he said.
"In
Europe the gigolo is more or less
accepted, but not in this country.
You can find some redeeming traits
in a man who steals, takes dope,
drinks too much, beats children, or
murders his wife, but there are none
for the type of character I played
in T-adies' Man.'
He's something
you find when you turn over rotten
logs.

"Some of my other stories at Paramount were not much better. I never
received a dime more in salary when
I

was raised

come any
in

to

stardom.

It

that I would not bericher, and if I kept on

those roles, I soon
a professional

would not

have

either.

began

me

to look to

seemed

It

reputation
to
time

change jobs.
'Under my new contract I
have the power of veto on
stories.

dictate

contract to Warner Brothers-First
National. His salary is a great deal
more than it has ever been before,

have

August 1931

of veto

of stories at Paramount.
"Ladies' Man," one of his

smooth waters, if I may juggle my
metaphors a bit. He is now under

for

called Carole

and

Carole Lombard going to get
hitched?"
"I don't know," said Bill. "We're always
too busy making pictures. Carole has made
four this year at Paramount, and has
That
four more to make before fall.
doesn't leave much time for extra-curAnyway, it will be a
ricular activities.
long time."
1 went and asked Carole the same'
question. Quoth the blonde and lively

most straightforward

is

and she's just
promised
to
marry Bill

I

don't

what

I

expect

will do,

to

and

I
think I
acting long

will not do, btit

been

enough

to

know what

can't [Colli, on

l)(Jg<-
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STARS

wh

WhmArcThcy
Hpw, Those Old
Here

Favorites^

Are

the

Stories

of Greatness

Ten

Years After

Charlie

Bushman, the mighty,

now
the

—

Ray

plays

Jobyna
Ralston makes a
career of her
marriage

in stock.
is

offering himself to
highest bidder in

marriage

Marguerite Clark
other day I heard a
youngster say scornfully,

has become a languid lady of the

"Maurice Costello—

Old South

THE

who's he?
him!"

I

never heard of

To that youthful movie fan
of today the handsome, curlyhaired matinee idol of a generation

ago

memory.
great ones

wasn't

even

a

And those other
who once filled the

coffers of the

box

idols.

Perusing that scrap book raptly, I came across a })age
of movie ads— a vivid record of the names which were
drawing crowds into moving picture theaters thirteen
years ago. And unless you're still losing your baby teeth,
the chances are those names will stir you as they did me.
Look:

22

Marguerite

office-

Marguerite Clark, Theda Bara, Robert Warwick and
Francis X. Bushman— had he never heard of them?
Ah, well— twenty years from now some fresh-faced
heir to the earth will say, "Constance Bennett— who's
she? I never heard of her!"
With that fourteen-year-old's words ringing in my ears
I turned to an old scrap book of my mother's, just to
reassure myself that there were movies in the days that
young man was whining in his cradle. I may not be
far past twenty myself— but darn it, I remember Bushrnan and Bayne's love-making and Pearl White's dareThose "old timers" were my first
devil escapades.

"Bab's

Clark in
Burglar;"

Hart

in

Wm.

"The

S.

Ar-

Ray
"The Hired
Douglas
Man;"
in
Fairbanks

yan;" Charles
in

"Swat the Kaiser"
(yes, there was a
war in those
Louise
days)
B 1 a u m in "An
;

Alien Enemy;"
Charlie Chaplin
in "A Dog's Life"

("repeated by

popular
quest")

;

reEthel

Clayton in "The

Silver Screen

Used To B
Witch Woman;" Dorothy Dalton

in "Unfaithful;" Har-

"The Landloper;" Mary Pickford in
"Amarilly of Clothesline Alley;" Norma Talmadge in
"By Right of Purchase;" Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in "With Neatness and Despatch;" Mary
MacLaren in "Her Bargain;" Alice Brady in "Woman
and Wife;" Clara Kimball Young in "The Reason
Why;" Pauline Frederick in "Tosca;" Enid Bennett
in "The Keys of the Righteous;" Jack Pickford in
"Tom Sawyer;" Fatty Arbuckle in "A Small Town
Bully;" Wallace Reid and Kathlyn Williams in "The
Thing We Love;" Elsie Ferold

Lockwood

in

guson in "Rose of the
World;" Henry B. Walthall
(beloved "Little Colonel"
—can there be anyone who
doesn't

remember you?)

s

f

in

"His Robe of Hon-

Norma Talmadge

or."

was

a great box-

office star.

And where are
they now— these idols

So was

William Farnum.
Their recent "Du

another year? Of
course there's Doug,
golfing and hunting
his way around the
threatening
globe,
never to make another picture; while
son,
talented
his
of

Barry" was

a

failure

Do you

recognize

grown up and mar-

Ulrich Haupt,

ried, steps into star-

Bryant

dom. There's Mary,
struggling to hang
on with the disappointing "Kiki. "

burn, Helen Fer-

and June
Walker in this old
still from "Skin-

guson

ner's Dress Suit"?

There's Charlie,

flying

Wash-

single-

handed the banof

with "City Lights," dining with prime ministers and receiving the accolades of greatness.
(Is he greater than
when he made those joyously vulgar two-reelers?)
Theie's Norma Talmadge, disheartened by "Du Barry,"
but still talking of making another picture, though she
has asked for and received her release from United Artists.
But where are the others? Their fame was no less
great a decade ago— but where are they today?
I went out to hunt down some of these old timers and
found that they divide into two groups— those who
still manage to make a living somehow— and those who
don't. I'll take the first group first this month.
The past year has brought many a favorite back to us. Studios seem to be vying with one another in bringing back former
Perhaps because the talkies have proved the need of
stars.
real acting ability— and these old timers— many of them old
only in point of screen experience— were real troupers. Perhaps because producers know the sentimental value of a oncebeloved name. Bryant Washburn in "Skinner's Dress Suit"

silence

was once a name

RKO

gives Bryant a stipto conjure with— so
porting role in "Kept Husbands."
The same picture inClara of the magcludes in its cast Clara Kimball Yoinig.
But hers is a
nificent eyes once headed her own company.
ray
minor role in "Kept Husbands."
also gave Mae
a chance to come back in "Bachelor Apartment" and liked
But the
the result so well that they put her inider contract.
spectacular starring days of "Peacock Alky and "Fascination"
are over and the lady of the bceslung [Conlinucd on pc/i^r ()8]

Mm

RKO

Ethel Clayton's

beauty

shop failed

for
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The Story
Read

My Life

of

]\lancys

Story of the

Death

m

of Love

Hollywood

Is

This the Price of Fame?

and Wife

J WAS

—

Once They Were Sweethearts and Husband
Now They Are Separated

Jack Kirkland and Nancy Carroll.

York's Tenth Avenue, one of the eight young La
and I got our first glimpse of the white lights in
"The Passing Show of 1923." I met a young newspaper man, Jack
Kirkland, fell in love with him and married him. We went to Europe
Hiffs.

on.

born on

My

New

sister

nothing but ronmnce, spent several hectic

months

traveling

about

WITH

nothing to gain and everything to lose,
I wanted above
out on Paramount.
else in the world just at that time to
play the part o£ Rosemary in "Abie's Irish Rose" but
if Paramount needed a telescope to see me, why I
needed a telescope plus a couple of lorgnettes to see
them. Silly, isn't it? But I'm made that way, and
"Can't
as that line in Marlene Dietrich's song goes:
help it." I suppose it's the Irish in me, sort of a hangover from those early La HifiFs who went swashbuckling

walked
SO anything
I

'

all

over Ireland thumbing their noses at English kings;

but there's something in

me

that just won't let

me

crumbs that fall from the table.
Jack knew I was furious with pictures after that
set-to with the powers-that-be, so he didn't say a word
to me about the Christie test that he had given to
Paramount. He wasn't a bit sympathetic that night
He sat there
at dinner while I was airing my woes.
with the superior smile of a magician who at any moment might pull a rabbit out of his hat. And that's
exactly what he did.
The next morning the 'phone
rang and I was informed that Anne Nichols, author of
"Abie's Irish Rose," had seen my Christie test on
the Paramount lot and that Victor Fleming, the diI
rector, wanted me to appear at the studio at once.
was to have the coveted ic")le of Rosemary— thanks to
Jack who knows about kid gloves, and Anne Nichols
who knows what she wants.

grovel, or eat

24

America to have our baby. Jack got a chance to
After making a couple of
Hollywood and I tagged along.
pictures for Fox, I took some tests ^to Paramount but they refused to
I lost my temper but Jack had more sense and showed
look at them.

and

then returned to

write in

—

them a duplicate

set.

As you know. Buddy Rogers played opposite me
"Abie's Irish Rose," and

I

liked

him

the

first

day

in
I

met him. I knew nothing about kissing— on the screen
—and Buddy was as bashful as a high school boy, so
love scene was an awful flop. The sequence
be shot again and again, for Buddy would gi^e
me a chaste little peck which most likely landed on
my nose, and I would respond with the passion of a
congealed goldfish.
The director tore his hair in despair at our acting
and finally swore that he would "lam 'em to get hot."
He put the cameraSo he played a trick on us.
men wise, and the rest of the cast who gathered
around to see the fun; and then he informed Buddy
and myself that he was i-eady to shoot a passionate
love scene and if we didn't put more warmth and feeling into it, he would fire us both. For at least twenty,
minutes without a break he had us kissing and embracing in a love scene that would have put Garbo and Gilbert to shame. That sequence would never have passed

our

first

had

to

the censors. But Buddy and I weren't thinking of the
censors then— we were thinking only of our jobs, which
we didn't want to lose. By the time we were so exhausted we couldn't cling to each other any longer,
the director shouted, "April fool," and the cast gave
Naturally, not a camera had
us the merry ha-ha.
clicked— thank goodness for that. Well, Buddy and I
learned about screen kisses [Contiiuied on page 72]
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The Er ror
That

Ah out
to see

a

Ways

His

Perfect Actor, Adol^hc

Mcnjou, Admits

M-G-M
I WENT

of

B

He Was Wrong

Clark

Njimhcr of Things

Adolphe Menjou on the

lot to find out, if I could,

thereafter,

why

A ndre ws

Menjou made money

he deserted pictures so mysteriously
two years ago and why recently he came

got sick of each other."

back.
In

1927,

parts as

actors aren't really sup-

you know. They are
supposed to take things and
they come. And more

posed to be

French pictures. Menjou found
the company he signed with
couldn't

was completely out of the world
of affairs for four months.
He
enjoyed a period of rest and recreation and finally returned to
America. And then he came
back cured in more ways than

three sensational performances, the outstanding one being that of the
hard-boiled editor of "The Front
Page." He's sitting pretty now with
contracts and starring offers. So I
thought maybe the inside story
belt

one.

We
lot

"Paris

Paramount, and

spill a lot of
didn't get it.
But I got
facts— lots of facts and the impression of an actor who is both a student and a gentleman— rare combination that, in Hollywood— plus
being a good business man and a
sensitive performer.
It takes character to admit your
own mistakes. Menjou admits his.
I

anything

know
They haven't any

We

have learned, "and
from both
countries from a directorial and
photographic standpoint."
He started his comeback,
strangely enough, with Paramount. He did a French version and a Spanish version— he
nings.

He

speaks English, French, Spanish,

more fame and more money. He found
out he was wrong on all accounts.
He himself more or less gave the impression that "he was kept out of pictures." He had been in movies since
1912 when he played with the old Vita-

But his real success
didn't arrive until he made "A Woman
of Paris" and Chaplin selected him as
a man-of-the-world type.
For years,

August 1931

else.

will learn, a great deal

thought that over there he could gain

for

nice place for a

and they haven't any actors—with the exception of Jan-

America, he conwith some very peculiar notions.
thought Europe could produce bet-

graph Company.

a

stories

He went away from

than Hollywood.

is

direction, but they don't

fesses,

ter pictures

sat on the sunny M-G-M
and discussed it.

home," Menjou said. "Europe
is a marvelous place in which
to live.
But if .one is to make
motion pictures there is only
one place to do it— Hollywood.
"The Germans and the Russians know photography and

could be told.
I expected a load of dirt.
I expected Menjou to land on his old

He

pictures, and, fur-

He had signed for four years.
He quit after one production.
He was overtaken by illness and

But he has returned. He has
tucked away beneath his per-

hate.

make

ther—he found that no one in
all France could make pictures.

trees.

fitting

to Europe in 1926 and
and had talked motion pictures with

producers there.
So when his difficulties
started here, he decided he would appear in

artists,

less

or less, they do.
Menjou was a big star with a
big following when he suddenly
refused to obey the bosses of the
cinema village. He packed up
and went to Europe. He said
he was through with pictures
and that he wasn't returning to
our gob of sunshine and palm

outfit.

I

Menjou had been
Hollywood

more or

fectly

for Para-

mount, who first starred him.
Then, as he puts it, "Paramount and

German and Italian fluently.
Then Josef von Sternberg demanded him for "Morocco."
Menjou

left

America

to

create

bigger and better pictures. But
he's staged his triumphant return
in Hollywood
and he's going to
stay

—

He found himself a "man-ofthe-world," right back where he'd
started again.
He carried off with some glory
the role of the wealthy trifler
Avho stepped aside when he saw
real

[Couliuued

0)i

page 80]
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Cinderella
Miriam Hopkins
IrresistiWe,

^uite

is

Pepp)^,

]\[auglit)'

and Most Intoxicating

Albert
you haven't seen Miriam Hopkins in
But you will. You'll go to "The
Smiling Lieutenant" to see Maurice Chevalier,
and you'll go away remembering Miriam Hopkins— her
smile, the funny way she crinkles her nose when she
cries, and how darn cute she is.
She's just as cute off-screen. She has silver blonde hair
of thistledown fluffiness, and it's all curls. Her eyes are
blue. She wore beautifully colored pajamas when I saw
her, and they were gorgeous.
She likes pink cocktails because they look pretty and
She likes Bacardis because
are bound to taste good.
they look like strawberry ice cream sodas and don't

PERHAPS
pictures

taste like

yet.

them.

she can get someone to talk with, she will stay up
all night and sleep all morning.
She never does things because she ought to do them,
but does them because she wants to. If she makes an
engagement for a big dinner party and decides at the
last minute that she doesn't want to go, she won't go.
She'll call up and tell a little white lie-about being ill
If

or something.
All of which is quite naughty— but nice. I hate perfect
people, don't you?
Miriam Hopkins doesn't pretend to be perfect. It's

much more

fun being herself.
She has an apartment in New York just off Washington Square, a Pierce-Arrow car, a maid named Cassie
(maybe it's Callie), and a wire-haired terrier called Jerry.
She has a chauffeur, but she likes to drive her own
car.

married to Austin Parker, the novelist.
said that the only really worth-while
topic in the world was how John Jones happened to
marry Elizabeth Smith. So I'm going to be a dutiful
little darling and tell you all about how Miriam Hop-

She

is

Someone once

kins got married.

French army during
the war, came over from Paris about three years ago.
He wanted to study American life and maybe put some
Aiistin I'arker,

of

it

who was

in the

into a novel.

Miriam Hopkins met him
26

at a party in

New

York.

Miriam has only made two pictures but
the wise boys are whispering she'll soon
be starred. She's blonde and blue-eyed
and beautiful

"Everybody else bored me," she related, "and he was
and we sat and talked till the party broke up.
Then we went to Childs' and we talked some more. I
got home at seven o'clock in the morning.
"Well, Austin was planning to join a party and make
gave
a trip up the Nile in a couple of months, but he
instead."
blonde
got
a
and
trip
up the
there,

Austin Parker is now writing dialogue for RKO. He s
writing the storv for Connie Bennett's "Dangerous To
Love""and he's plotting a scenario for Ann Hardmg, too.
Miriam Hopkins is'appearing in pictures like "Fast
and Loose" and "The Smiling Lieutenant," but she also

wants
tures.

forget

do some acting on the stage in between picThe people at Paramount keep saying no-she 11
the stage after one more picture— and Miriam

to

keeps saying yes— she'll never forget the stage.
While I was sipping sherry [Couliuucd on page 66]

WALLACE BEERY
BOYS

will

Here's

be boys, even when they're actors.
Wallace Beery.
boy,
big
the

"Sea Eagles." He's a
tough on the screen, but off screen he has never
recovered from the love of adventure that originally made him run away from home and take
Wallace's new picture

is

care of a herd of elephants

LEON JANNEY
BOYS

be boys.

will

Janney,

may emote

This

small

for the

boy,

Leor

camera and

his

pay check, but when summer days come he becomes just a normal youngster who likes to go
fishing with his
is

dog by

"Penrod and Sam."

his side.

He

His next picture

collects

stamps and

he enjoys riding and swimming

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
FIRST NATIONAL
mess "Old
tennperamental

make money.
Dick

has

calls

Richard Bar+hel-

Reliable," since he's never

and
Most

lasted

his

pictures

stars

thirteen.

last

He

and sea-going yachts.
friends are Ronald Colman and

talkies,

He's very happily married.
ous

title

changes,

his

always

five years.
likes

life,

His

best

Bill

Pov/ell.

After numer-

next picture

"The Last Flight"

w\\\

be

You

Are

Self'Cori SCIOUS ?

Joan Crawford Admits She

Always

Is

— and

By

Reveals

John

the Secrets of Poise

An bn

r

n

to myself:
TALKING
"Actors are

self-con-

tained. Never let anything
Never self-conscious.
worry 'em.
Let's see— who's the most self-certain

and most controlled actress? I've got it!
Joan Crawford. Cool as a basket of cucumbers.
Title? That's easy— How I Overcame
Self-Consciousness, by Joan Crawford.
A natural

."
.

.

Business of hiking between a maze of Metro sound
stages.
Further business of swinging open heavy sound
door and slipping onto padded stage.
Eager glance
around for Miss Crawford. Miss Crawford located in
dressing room, taking life ea^sy.
"Miss Crawford," I begin, "in as many words as possible, tell me, how did you overcome self-consciousness?"
Something happens in the dressing room. Blonde tresses—they used to be titian, by the way— seem to leap in
the air and young tigress looks at me through great big
I am about to remind her that I am
eyes.
I shuclder.
not playing heavy opposite her, but am only a struggling
writer.
Just when I change my mind and decide to run
for it, she answers.
"Who's been kidding yoti?" she asks.

"Why— why,

Miss Crawford,"

I

stammer

"You mean

I

"I

"

myself. I— I
Joan looks sorry for me.
"I never overcame self-consciousness,"
"Self-consciousness overcame me."
I gasp.

up

she

thought

it

confides.

your wonderful self-control isn't?"
"Isn't is correct. I'll tell you something confideniially. When
go to work in front of a camera, I'm a wreck. My leg muscles
all

so there are times when I can't stand up.
Many of my
close-ups are shot while I hang onto the back of a chair for
support or sit on a stool.
"Lack of self-control gets me so badly that at times I stutter,
and have to do my lines over. I often become hysterical and

weaken

Contrast these
two girls. Today's
reclines
Joan
gracefully.

ter

of

learning

how to stand still
changed
her
whole career

blow up completely."
As she tells me this, I grope for names. Names of other players
who seem to have overcome every vestige of sell-consciousness. I
think, of course, of Garbo.

Yes-

terday's Joan,
shown alongside,
hopped about.
The simple mat-

[Coiiliniied on page GG]
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crvm
An

Inside

View

of Picture

From Those

Personalities

Who

th

Gather the Star Dust

He

was too perfect. He followed the art of bulling
to a perfection which proved a strain on human
nerves.
Though reared on army dignity and discipline, Ann Harding Bannister never felt that she

could live up to Gus. He -tvouldn't even let them pour
themselves a drink of water. The most simple service must be accompanied by cut-glass or sterling.
Fong, a China-boy, now rules the Bannister hilltop
home, and Ann and Harry breathe more naturally.
The Fairbankses, however, retain domestic formality.

The

thirteen servants

who keep

"Pickfair" spic

and span are paid thirty thousand dollars a year. All
are under the watchful eye of Albert, the major-domo,

»

who has never been guilty of a mistake. The
dukes and countesses who visit Pickfair never
faze Albert.
Nothing fazes him. He keeps
on all bills and delivers
them to the Fairbanks' office,
where they are paid. He draws
three hundred dollars a month.
tabs

Before you see Charlie Chap-

you must pass the scrutiny
Kono, his Japanese bodyguard and manservant.
For
sixteen years Kono has been
at the temperamental comedian's side, ever alert to cope
with each new whim.
He
waits long hours with interminable
patience,
cotmsels,
chides and buoys the mercurial
lin,

of

"I

still can't get used to her
appetite," says Esther Heinrich about Lilyan Tashman

YOU

IF favorite

want
stars

to

of his master.
He supervises the work of the five
other servants at the square

moods

yellow house atop a Beverly
hill, and places the comedian's
bedroom slippers at the xery
spot where his morning bare

know what your

are

like,

question

feet

strike

the

floor.

Each

their servants.
If their servants are always leaving,

duty is performed with an humble affection, almost reverence.
you can be sure they are temperaInto seven years Hilda Austin has
mental and difficult, no matter what
Ida Terry takes Kay
packed mtich obeisance at the shrine of
little angels they appear on the screen.
Francis' pup out ridBebe Daniels.
This tall and angular
But when their servants stay, serving
ing in her own priEnglishwoman is an institution in Hollymeals at the erratic hours movie work
vate flivver
wood.
She is Bebe's Avatch-dog, otherdemands, doing the labor of the crazy
mother, maid and nurse. To her, Bebe
entertaining Hollywood favors, meetremains, "Just my little baby. I've tended
ing the strained nerves and disturbed dispositions
her lovingly and consoled her thiough the bad times,
scenes cause, you know those stars aie grand human
crying with her; I'm joyful when she's happy."
beings no matter what stories you hear.
Even the desire for marriage and children cannot
Not, of course, that all the servants themselves are
lure her away!
perfect.
"To leave Miss Daniels would be like cutting myself
There was Cut-Glass Gus, the Harry Bannisteis' man. into two pieces," she says.
36
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SilverScreen

STARS
By

M yrtle

Gebhart

Women

today carve careers. Hilda's career is Bebe.
She sees that Bebe arrives punctually for all appointments.
'Phone calls must pass Hilda's barrage of
questions.
When studio conferences come up, only
her likeable qualities prevent her from getting in bad
on the lot, for her opinions are unguarded and
vehement.
"My poor baby! Why do they bother her with business?" Hilda's gray-blue eyes register indignation. "She
should be telling them what to do! She gives so mtich
of herself to her acting. Ah, I wish I hadn't told her
they wanted to see her!"
To Bebe's food she gives the same slavish attention.
"She eats until I'm worried," Hilda says. "1 want
Miss Daniels to be healthy, but she is so
beautiful and slim and it is my duty to
keep her that way. Sometimes, she says I

am an

awful pest; but when I must forbid her some sweet, I would deny myself,
too, if she would let me.
Yes, she eats
whatever I prepare, except that she must
have many cups of hot, black coffee, of
which I disapprove.
"Then, there's her shoes. She wears size
three-and-one-half. And her heel is narrow
and her toe isn't. I have them made special.
She's not going on any movie set
in uncomfortable shoes while I'm around!"

George Jenner is a gentleman's gentleman. He
serves
George Arliss
and knocks out prize
fighters

"On f ormal occasions, she must
wear orchids. 1 order them several hours ahead and keep them
on ice 'till Mr. Lyon pins them on
her wrap. Once she was going
to a fine dinner at Miss Marion
Davies' house and the orchids
didn't arrive on time.
I
kept
dropping the comb, getting so
nervous, and finally sent the
chaulfeiu- after another corsage.
Maybe I didn't give that florist
a piece of my mind!"
Doubtlessly, Hilda is overzealous in her care of Bebe. But
Bebe's appreciative.
Last siuitmer she staked Hilda to a trip
to

England.

Mamie Cox,

a wholesome colwoman, has been Marie
Dressler's shadow for eighteen

ored

To

she does would
foster-mother,
maid and nineteen other things,
besides being an animated diary.
She recalls, upon demand, the
date [Continued on l>(if:;c 78]
years.

tell all

take pages. She

Jerry and Mamie Cox have been comic Marie Dressshadows for eighteen years. Yet they're

ler's

pessimists

for

August 1931
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p ortrait

of a

Dark-Haired

Lad y
Loves and Hates
By

Wick
/

Evans

Ev

BRENT loves her
EVELYN
hvisband (Harry Edwards),
her Malibu Beach home,
candied yams, baked chicken and
chocolate ice cream.
She has three pet aversions.
The dripping of water, the ticking of clocks— and cats! She won't
allow one of the animals on the

Evelyn Brent hates the dripping
of water, the ticking of clocks,
and cats; but she loves her husband, baked chicken, her puppies, and chocolate ice cream

where she is working and if
she meets one on the street she
set

will

go

far out of

her way to avoid

One

slipped into her apartment one day, and inside of two
minutes she was swinging from
chahdeliers and things.
She adores exotic perfumes.
Her collection (she has only 147
it.

different varieties) cost her 10,000 dollars, including, of covuse,
the weird and bizarre jars and
bottles in which she keeps the
odors.
She hates noise of any sort.

She once moved fiom a very comfortable home because an apartment building was being erected
next door.
She has a passion for good
books, but dislikes modern fiction—only reading it when the

book is so much talked of that
she would be conversationally
"out" if she didn't.
In spite of her dislike of fiction,
her best friend is a writer, whose
books are nothing if not modern.
She is not jiarticularly interested
in music, although there are cer38

tain selections from Chopin and
Liszt that she adores.
She loves to dance but prefers
the slower waltzes to modern

numbers.

Bacon and eggs are one of her
weaknesses— she

frequently goes
out late at night to some obscure

place where they make a
specialty of such fare.
She Avon't let her chauffeur
puttees— saying that she
\vear
doesn't like the mark of servitude.
She can dri\e a car if necessary
but pi"efers to sit back in her limousine and Avatch the passing
throngs.
She plays bridge frequently.

little

She

is

crazy about horses

rides often

and

and

^vell.

not interested in golf or
but she is an excellent
swimmer, spending most of her
leisiue time in the summer in a
bathing suit.
She loves to get
tanned regardless of what the
fashion experts say about the
matter. [Coulhiued on page 68]

She

is

tennis,

Silver Screen

"Who s ays

Hollywood
His Pals Kidded

By

Lew Cody Well

B et ty

HOLLYWOOD
another good
For

was

won

has

L ova 1?
Mo

r r

1

s

Their marriage, entered into
held firmly through
their illnesses by the delicate
thread of their mutual sense of
humor, was the most solid

lightly,

fight.

his

pals'

devotion

that

it

good-humored

I sn t

pulled Lew Cody from the
dark valley of illness.
Lew's pals, and the memory

thing

ever happened

that

to

Lew.

of little Mabel Normand.
The story of Lew and Mabel
is one of those great stories of
Hollywood, and you can't tell
the story of one of them without telling the story of the

It started

was

more

on impulse— which
like Mabel, who

loved a dare, than like the
worldly Lew. At a party, some-

body

Two years ago when Lew
Cody's emaciated form was car -

kidded them into an
elopement.
They had met
along about 1915, when he was
making a coinedy at Sennett's,
where her friendly wit ruled

ried

from the train^ nobody
thought he would ever walk
again.
Even after he had

all
hearts.
They had gone
around in the same crowd, but
he never had been her special

grown

escort.

other.

better, the idea prevailed that he was "through."
The answer to that one is
that he has made ten pictures
in a little over a year and his
work shows no signs of letting up.

Mabel's
background
had
been the camaraderie and picturesqueness of the early

It was Gloria Swanson who
gave Lew his first chance at a
comeback.
Gloria heard he
had recovered from his illness

sent for him
casting "What

and

A

Lew

suggested

cation; she

a few voice tests for her first.
I imagine that suggestion hurt
him some. He had known years
on the stage before he went
into pictures.
But in his recent attempts to find work,
producers had insisted upon his
trying out like the veriest ama-

regard

it

with

terrific

serious-

ness.

At
sion

La Swanson.

child.

Lew, who had had many experiences, had been married
Dorothy Dalton),
(twice
to
and who doubtlessly did not

teur.

qualities about

was a

In September, 1926, on the
spur of the moment, they motored to Ventura, late at night,
and were married. I fancy
that the drama of the thing appealed to Mabel, whereas the
novelty of it probably amused

when she was
Widow."
that he make

Gloria was different. A sublime tact is one of the finest

flick-

Lew's had been the
more cosmopolitan world of
the theatre.
He was sophistier studios.

He's made ten productions in a
He's fought his
over a year.

little

way

was the impresprevailed in Holly-

least, that

that

wood.
But things went badly for
them— and perhaps that saved
their love!
Mabel was innocently mixed up in the Taylor

she said to Lew.
back to health. Result, Lew Cody
"Are you trying to insult me?
has new thoughts on happiness
We start rehearsals Monday."
murder case.
Her pictures
But before that lovely gesdidn't go well.
Her health
ture of Gloria's there were the other friends— and Mabel.
broke. With a tube in her lung, draining the tuberLet me tell you of Mabel first.
cular infection, Mabel tried to romp through a comedy
Mabel was the early, laughing Hollywood, the boom
Lew's picIt was her last pic lure.
for Sam Goldwyn.
town of joyous courage and intense enthusiasms and
A stupid publicity campaign
tures didn't go either.
simple hearts. And it was that courage and enthusiwhich called liim "The Buttcrlly Man" hurt him. He.
asm and simplicity that Mabel becjucathed Lew.
They [Coiiliiiucd on page 64]
too, lost his health.
"Tests?"

for
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woo d'
It

Used To Be A Rowdy

Town,

l^ow

It's

Caviar, Art and

All

Opera

becoming one
HOLLYWOOD
elegant
in the world.
is

cities

Ivan Lebedeff

fast

The

of the

place

is

most
going

highbrow. Culture, with a capital C, has insidiously invaded the one-time rollicking, carefree little
movie colony.
The pop bottle has gone, to be replaced by afternoon

kissed the

hand, Madame, and
what he

tea.

started!

Dove, a star who once painted pansies on
is now reading "The History of Hindu Philosophy" and going in for a little light sculpturing.
Estelle Taylor is going to sing in a concert at the
very smart Los Angeles Philharmonic Auditorium.
Wally Beery has a valet.
The small exclusive dinner party has superseded the
whoopee gathering of silent vintage.
The musical evening— string quartets, lady sopranosis the thing in some Beverly Hills mansions.
Interior decorators, in these so-called hard times, are
so busy they have waiting lists.
Billie

plaques,

Billie

Dove

is

no longer content just to be
beautiful

Some stars— Norma Shearer, Esther Ralston, Bebe
Daniels— are even going in for that fashionable early
American custom of growing families.

Lawrence Tib-

bett upset
many

a party

by merely
opening

his

mouth

John Boles
proves you

can be
male and
yet like
music

40

Silver Screen

Going Highbrow!
Muriel B abcock

By

Time

in Hollywood.
movie tolks are growing up. Those simple conversational phrases which once sufficed— "Thank you, ginger ale,"
or "White Rock for mine"— have given way to Serious Talk. Talk
about Art, the Opera, Period Furniture, Europe and Paris frocks.
In pre-sound days, there wasn't much for the stars to talk about
except themselves. When, wham! came a lot of very swanky folk
from the stage, many of whom had been brought up in the stage
It's

Culture

No

fooling, the

tradition to study architecture, interior decoration,
music, languages, to read the classics, to verse themselves in Shakespeare even as they learned their lines
for a smart new Broadway play. People who had been
places and done things, who not only could tilt a highball glass at the proper angle, but who could balance a

/,

teacup correctly.

Hollywood
cided

it

sat

down and

could do things, too.

took stock of

itself.

It de-

Everything was merely a

matter of training

and hard work.

Ladies went

downtown and
bought

books

French,

free

on

verse
and modern etchings,
and discovered they didn't

bring wrinkle"

to

the face.

Gentlemen
bought

tailcoats

and found
went
well

with

highbrows

and

long

they

faces.

And— well-

Chatterton, the actress, and Chatter-

Seriously, a great

ton, the

woman,

are very different

change has come
over Hollywood. A

great cultural
wave
oped

has
it.

It is growing up.
on character, form, style.
Hollywood players are doing
is
passe.
things and going places. Not just to Reno to watch
the divorce mill grind, or to Hawaii to bask in the
sun, but to Paris to the art galleries and to Vienna to

ing

envel-

Rowdyism

It is tak-

C

I

i

V e

Brook not
only reads
but writes

Constance Bennett, beautiful

and brainy and
bejeweled

new plays.
Estelle Taylor, Doris Kenyon and Julia Faye are
taking a trip to Einope this summer, which reminds
one of nothing so much as the sabbatical jaunts of
They are being chaperoned on a
school teachers.
visit to Germany and Fiance by their
She
singing teacher, Madame Major.
will meet them in Salzburg at the annual
music festivals, tell them what to hear,
what to see and what to do so that they
may get the most actual cultural value
When she comes
out of their journey.
l)ack, Estelle is going in for concert singthe

ing.

Doris Kenyon has been singing

all

this year.

Although Constance Bennett will augment the family treasiny by making a
couple of extra [Coul'niucd on fxigr

for
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More Movie
[Continued
RKO.

Mile. Helbin French talkies for
ling is one of France's prize peaches,
for she won a beauty contest in her native
land, and was breathlessly nominated

"Miss Alsace."

Ona Munson REALLY marries
IFErnst
Lubitsch, it will break Eddie
Buzzell's heart.

hot and
newspapers are
THE
bothered about the attentions Wesley
all

It's

baby adoption

in Hollywood!
Harold Lloyd, Connie
Bennett, and the Neil
Hamiltons have made
it a Hollywood custom. That wee mite
in the center is baby

time

Patricia Louise,

whom

Neil Hamilton and
the Missus have just

adopted

IN HOLLYWOOD:
HEARTS
The heavy romance between Lew
Ayres and Lola Lane

is

as cold

as a mid-winter night in Alaska.

Lola's been seen around with Herbert
Somborn, Gloria Swanson's second hubby.

SPEAKING

of ex-husbands, Lothar
Mendes, Dorothy Mackaill's ex, is all
set to marry Lady Inverclyde as soon as her
divorce from Lord Inverclyde becomes

a chance that Loretta
Young, while on location in Reno for
"The Merry Wives of Reno," a First
National picture, will remain long enough
to secure her divorce from Grant Withers.
Meanwhile, Grant Withers is going
around with Betty Compson again.
This is a renewed romance quite heavy
just before Grant married Loretta. Well,
at the time Grant had extra heart flutterings over Betty she was still married to
James Graze, but she's free now.

"There

maybe

ain't

there

no truth in

it,

darling!" So

isn't.

McCORMICK, Colleen Moore's
JOHN
ex-husband, recently married Mrs.
Janet Hamilton Gattis in Honolulu.
She is a widow and a leader in fashionable
Washington, D. C, society. They were
supposed to have been married a few days
before the ceremony actually took place,
but there was a hitch in the proceedings.
Colleen Moore hadn't filed the proper
papers for the final divorce. When Colleen
heard that she was holding up the wedding, she at once filed the papers, and in
that way helped her ex-husband get married again.

final.

And

the Marquis (ex-Swanson) Falaise,
Connie Bennett has cut out for
Joel McCrea, is paying plenty of attention
to Mile. Jeanne Helbling, who is appearing

whom

THERE'S

Ruggles has been paying to little Arline
Judge, and they are reporting them engaged. But says Arline to Silver Screen,

JEANETTE LOFF

has deserted Holly-

Broadway. One of the reasons is a Schwab and Mandel musical
comedy. The other is Walter O'Keefe.

wood

for

—

JAMES LYONS CRANE, son of the late

Dr. Frank Crane, actor of stage and
screen and former husband of Alice
Brady, recently married Ruth Wanda
McCoy, also a professional.

J

UNE COLLYER'S

having quite

a

romance with Stuart Erwin.

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN has picked

Lew Schreiber, former associate of
Al Jolson, to run around with.

FIFI DORSAY'S

quick romance with
Terrance Ray, featured player at the
Fox Studio, came to a sudden end shortly
the

after

couple

had announced

their

engagement.
Fifi

refused to discuss the break,

and

Terrance had nothing to say.

COLLEEN MOORE
deny
Al Scott.
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— her

won't admit—or

impending marriage

to

One Winner Looks at Another. Dark-haired Ursula Parrott,
who wrote "Ex-Wife" and "Strangers May Kiss," likes blonde
Frances Dean's name. And why not since she gave it to her
herself?
The little Dean girl's real name is Betty Grable and
she was chosen from a thousand girls by Samuel Goldwyn to be
groomed for stardom

Silver Screen

.

Town
from page

i
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ESTELLE TAYLOR,

Lupe Velez and
Gaiy Cooper are a friendly threesome,
and before Gary sailed for foreign shores,
they spent a

lot

of Sundays picnicking to-

they had so much
lunch and baggage that they put it all into
a Ford and told the houseboy to take it up
for them. He tried to follow them but failed
and they lost him, lunch and all. They
would have gone hungry but for a package
of weenies Estelle had tucked into her car.
gether.

One Sunday

They dined on

cold weenies,

and

liked

it.

Hollywood

»—

AT THE New York premiere of "A Free
fx.

Soul,"

Irene Fenwick was so over-

come by her husband's, Lionel Barrymore's, performance, that she remained
sobbing in her seat, long after the rest of
the audience had filed out.
Ivor

Novella,

M-G-M's

newest star,

has

And
Goulding's beach home.
Joan Crawford and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
rented

Edmund

are showing

him

gets another Starr. The lady
in H. B. Warner's
arms is Frances Starr,
one of Broadway's

most famous actresses.

She's

making

her talkie debut in
"Five Star Final" in a
role originally intended for Alice Joyce

the sights.

darkest moment!
about
TALK
When Claudette Colbert and Norlife's

man Foster returned from their six months'
trip around the world last Fall, Norman
was immediately sent to Hollywood while
Claudette remained at the Astoria studios

And with the exception of a
three days' reunion in Chicago several
months ago, they have been separated ever
in the East.

since.

Both Mr. and Mrs. Foster were beginning to think that the author of "Patience

a virtue" was an optimist, when Norman
word that he could have
a two weeks' leave of absence in between
pictures to visit Claudette.
He planned

IS

finally received

—
—

another honeymoon in Bermuda he
planned seeing all the new shows he
planned
And then, he arrived in New York to
find Claudette laid up with a bad case of
tonsilitis that lasted two weeks.

THE Eastern Paramount Studio on
IFLong
Island actually closes down as
rumored. Paramount

will

have

to

go into

the real estate business as a side issue.
George Cukor, who has been in the East
directing "The Royal Family" and "Tarnished Lady," had just moved into a penthouse apartment for the summer months
when he was switched to the coast to
megaphone "Cobra" with Kay Francis

and Paul Lukas.

Paramount

ing the rent until a
found.

new

is

now

foot-

tenant can be

likewise compelled
duplex apartment on Waverly

Miriam Hopkins was
to leave her

Place when she was sent to Hollywood to
appear opposite Phillips Holmes in "The
Man I Killed." Another headache for
Paramount.

Claudette Colbert, who has just furnished a brand new apartment on Central
Park West, has a three year lease. Ditto
Ginger Rogers, who lives in the same house.
Fredric March's lease on his Great Neck
home doesn't expire until October.
But Tallulah Bankhead and Maurice
Chevalier live at hotels with no long term
leases.

So there

is

a Santa Glaus after

all!

-—"«>"—

Mary Duncan
out letting anyone

visited

know

Gotham

—
—

sotlo voce with-

but Winjield Sheehan.

BENEDICT

write a letter which starts "Dear Joan Crawford,"
the tall dark gentleman at the left is the one who reads it. His
name is Luitpold Blembel, and he's Joan's private secretary. So,
you'd better make your notes interesting if you want him to
bring them to the attention of M-G-M's dancingest daughter

When you

for
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GIMBEL, Jr., of Philadelphia, on June 5 anklcd up the altar
with Sally Phipps, ingenue lead in the
Broadway production of "Once in a Lifetime" and former Fox Film player.
After a private ceremony at the home of
the bridegroom, Mr. and Mrs. Gimiiel
sailed for a honeymoon trip abroad. Uijon
their return, they will reside in Philadel[More Movietown Topics on fnigc 60]
phia.
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ilver

creen's
THE VICE
SQUAD
Rating:

Based on the recent vice squad exposures, this story carries a lot of suspense.
It concerns a man, once a gentleman,

GOOD

forced to become a stool pigeon to escape
a charge of manslaughter. He despises
and tries to kill himself, but a young girl saves him. Then she
Paul Lukas accomplishes
is framed by other police officers.
the impossible and wins some measure of sympathy for the stool
pigeon. Judith Wood, a newcomer, is grand.

Paramount

DADDY LONG
LEGS

with whimsical humor. Janet Gaynor is
an orphan who is sent through college
Fox
by Daddy Long' Legs, who hides his
identity from her. She falls in love with a young society man,
but is afraid he'll give her up when he finds out she's an
orphan. He turns out to be Daddy Long Legs. Janet Gaynor

Rating:

THE LAWYER'S
SECRET
Rating:

GOOD

Paramount

Buddy Rogers acts! You may or may
not like the new Buddy, for he has a very
unsympathetic role. Buddy is an accomholdup which ends in murder.
innocent man, Richard Arlen, is

You'll love Janet Gaynor in this! It's
a Cinderella story, but told charmingly,

is

GREAT

ideally cast,

and Warner Baxter's pretty grand,

too.

plice in a

An

sentenced for the murder. Buddy has told his secret to a lawyer,
but won't permit him to reveal it. Clive Brook as the lawyer
But Buddy Rogers, Jean Arthur and
isn't up to his usual self.

Richard Arlen

all

UP POPS

THE DEVIL

act well,

and make the

story

seem

exciting.

A

light, pleasant comedy-drama that
makes a nice evening's entertainment.

The

about a

man who

reluctantly
the wage-earner so
Paramount
that he can write a novel at home. He
has to do the housework, too, and the most amusing scenes are
Norman Foster
those that show him trying to cope with it.
turns in his best performance since "Young Man of Manhattan," and Carole Lombard makes a charming heroine.'

Rating:
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GOOD

story's

lets his

wife

become

YOUNG DONO

Richard Dix is billed as the star, but
though he turns in a grand performance,
it is little Jackie ("Skippy") Cooper who
Rating:
will wring your heart and make you
Radio Pictures
reach for your handkerchief. The story's
about a youngster left in the care of a gangster. The boy worships the gangster and copies him in evei-y way. The gangster
reforms to keep the boy from going into his racket. The picture
is dramatic, touching, and very human.

VAN'S KID

GOOD

Silver Screen

Reviewing
Stand
YOUNG

This

SINNERS
Rating: FAIR

picture,

is

Thomas Meighan's comeback

he's grand, but the picture
a typical stoiy about youth,
Meighan plays the part
jazz and gin.
Fox
of a physical culture trainer who takes
in hand a young lad disappointed in love who is trying to drown
Meighan brings the boy back to normal,
his sorrows in drink.
and the boy wins back his sweetheart. Hardie Albright, a
newcomer, clicks as the lad. Dorothy Jordan's the girl.

THE MAD
GENIUS
Rating:

GOOD

Warners

and

It's

isn't.

turns in another impressive performance. It's a powerful, at
times horrible picture, but it carries a big
Barrymore plays the illegitimate
thrill.
son of a ballet dancer, born with the soul

John Barrymore

of an artist but the body of a cripple. All his dreams of being
he trains, and
a great dancer are fulfilled in a foundling
whose romance he wrecks, so that nothing will stand in the way
of his art. The climax is blood-curdling.

whom

LAUGHING
SINNERS
Rating: FAIR
M-G-M

"Torch Song" remade with Clark Gable
instead of Johnny Mack Brown. But it's
Joan Crawford
still not a good picture.
tries

hard as a cabaret

girl

defeated in love

joins the Salvation Army and then
Joan's
falls from grace again; but the story doesn't ring true.
new blonde personahty seems artificial, particularly since she's

who

a brunette in some scenes.
Hamilton, are miscast.

The men, Clark Gable and

Neil

mm

Chevalier's best picture since "The Love
naughty, sophisticated,
It's
Parade."
and delightful. Chevalier is the smiling
lieutenant whose wink and smile are inParamount
tercepted by the wrong woman, a dowdy
princess instead of his sweetheart. He is compelled to marry
the princess, but walks out on his bride the night after the marriage. Claudette Colbert is lovely but too ladylike as the sweetheart. Mirian Hopkins is utterly delicious as the princess.

THE SMILING
LIEUTENANT
Rating: GREAT

for
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SMART

Chalk up another high-pressure story for
Edward G. ("Little Caesar") Robinson.
The yarn's about a small town barber
Rating:
who trims all the local lads in gambling
Warners
Then he starts
with cards and dice.
out for the i)ig town and pulls a Rothstcin. The District Attorney eventually gels him and makes him sign up for the Big
House. The story's full of holes, but fascinating. James
Cagney and the star turn in good performances, as usual.

MONEY

GOOD
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SILVER SCREEN'S

ALWAYS
GOODBYE

Elissa

Landi

is

more

interesting in this

picture than she was in "Body and Soul."
On the whole, it's a somewhat better
Rating:
picture, too, though rather slow-moving.
Fox
young woman of breeding is innocently made the tool of a crook, who is planning to rob their
host. The girl falls in love with this host, and he with her; but
he also is led to believe that she is out to rob him. Lewis Stone
as the host turns in a fine performance.

GOOD

A

PARTY
HUSBAND
Rating:

FAIR

First National

Lack of proper story material handicaps
Dorothy Mackaill. The story deals with
a modern marriage in which the husband
and the wife decide to allow each other

a great deal of freedom. Though they
love one another, their marriage almost goes on the rocks, because each is hurt by the other's affairs. The girl's mother
patches up matters at the end with a lecture on marriage.
Neither Dorothy Mackaill nor James Rennie quite click.

A

JUST A

feeble attempt at breezy humor that
never comes oflf. Even devoted William
Haines fans will be disappointed. Billy
Rating:
Haines has to play a lad who poses as a
M-G-M
gigolo in order to find out if the woman
his uncle wants him to marry is pure.
The plot revolves then
around the question, "Will he get the girl?" The girl, Irene
Purcell, unfortunately does not photograph well, so that she

GIGOLO

POOR

doesn't appear as attractive as on the stage.
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WHITE
SHOULDERS

is red-blooded drama, absolutely
implausible, but absorbing. It concerns a
husband, who when his wife runs away
Rating:
with the other man, forces them to live
Radio Pictures
together. The lovers grow to hate each
other, but the husband's vengeance pursues them and keeps
them from leaving when they are fed up. Ricardo Cortez
is grand as the lover who is also a crook, and Mary Astor and
Jack Holt turn in good performances.

This

GOOD

WOMEN OF

A

ALL NATIONS

lines of

n

•

TiATn

Fox^'

good picture built along the
a burlesque show. It's more of a
show than a story. It continues the
adventures of Flagg and Quirt (McLaglen and Lowe) who join the marines and
fairly

and chase after the same women. They particularly
chase after Greta Nissen, who is given more of a chance to
show her figure than to reveal acting ability. However, the
picture has humor, even if the fun is rough, rowdy and obvious.

fight over

Lowell Sherman turns in a good performance in a picture that's just fair. He
plays a young man whose older brother
Rating: FAIR
has married a baby-talking vamp. The
Radio Pictures
wife is the accomplice of a crook who is
trying to get the older brother's money. Lowell Sherman discovers the whole plot and forces the vamp to clear out of the
picture. Mae Murray is very good indeed as the vamp, but the
film as a whole is nothing to get excited about.

HIGH STAKES

Silver Screen

REVIEWING STAND
J-

life

4

THE SHE
WOLF

The Story is antique melodrama; the
dialogue creaks with age; yet note the

The picture deserves this
rating because of just one thing May
Robson's acting. Her performance may
be exaggerated, but it is so full of lusty life that it makes
this third-rate story worth seeing.
She plays a very wealthy
woman, who's harsh to her children, but in the end you find
she has a heart of gold and has done it all for their good.
Rating:

GOOD

rating, please.

Universal

LOVER COME
BACK

—

This is Betty Bronson's comeback picture,
but Betty ("Peter Pan") Bronson is mis-

baby vamp, and lays it on thick
and heavy. The story's about a man
who passes up a swell girl in his own office
to fall for a baby vamp. He marries the vamp; she proves unfaithful; and he realizes the true value of the girl he jilted.
Constance Cummings does rather well and Jack Mulhall has
his moments; but the picture's repetitious and dra^s l:)adly.

Rating:

FAIR

cast as a

Columbia

BROAD
MINDED
Rating:

Too much
•

FAIR

first National

talk and too little action keep
from being as funny as it should.
Many of the gags fall flat and the diathis

logue's a little weak. The story's about
a rich young man whose father sends him

out of town to get him away from women. Joe E. Brown is his
guardian. But they meet Ona Munson and Marjorie White,
and they both fall hard. There are some laughs, but they're
too few and far between, and it's all only mildly humorous.

for
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EVERYTHING'S

Robert Woolsey without Bert Wheeler

ROSIE

nothing to turn cartsprings about. The
team is funnier together than separated.
Woolsey plays the part of a medicine man

Rating:

FAIR

Radio Pictures
assistant.

who raises an orphan girl, Rosie, as his
Then she falls in love with another man, and Woolsey
But, of course, eveiything turns out
as the girl, hut. the picture's

gets into lots of trouble.

Anita Louise
only mildly funny.
Rosie.

GOLD DUST
GERTIE
P

.

is

is

charming

In spite of Winnie Lightner's and Olsen
^nd Johnson's combined efforts, this one
j*^^^

T>r>r»p

barely endurable.

^^""^

W^?ners

'"^''^

*''^'''

The
*°

slapstick

^unny.

Winnie Lightner plays a gold digger who
tries to collect alimony from her two divorced husbands.
But business is bad because their boss sells only old-fashioned
bathing suits, so Winnie tries to vamp the boss and make him
sell

more modern

THE LADY

suits.

The

dialogue

is

feeble.

not Billie Dove's comeback picone of the last pictures she
made for First National. It just gels by.
Rating: FAIR
Billie Dove plays the wife of a diplomat
First National
in South America. She goes to the apartment of a smuggler to recover some photographs being used to
blackmail her. Her husband comes in search of evidence and
threatens to break down liie door behind which she is hiding.
The smuggler saves her by confessing where his stull is hidden.

WHO DARED

This

is

turc, but just
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J_^ARS
DoY<OUR E
You
to

Bet They

Talkies

Do

— But

IJ

You Go

You'll

Un-

derstand Their Tricks Better

After

Reading This Article

Murray Spivack

is sound engineer for RKO. The gadget
he's holding is just a whole lot
of wind. The two in the oval
are listening to a "playback"
of a scene just taken

DON'T
A

believe all you hear.
noise may be just a noise to you, but it can
be a nightmare to the sound engineer of a talkie
studio. And frequently is.
That rat-tat-tat of a machine gun that punctuates the
semi-darkness of a gangster's hideout may be the noise
of a riveting machine or just the judicious tapping of a
You can rest asfingernail on tin, for all you know.
sured that things are not the way they listen.
The sound engineers of the talkies are resourceful
fellows and the mystery of their ways is fearful and wonderful.

For instance, in "The Case of Sergeant Grischa,"
there was a shot of some soldiers marching over a snowcovered trail. Herbert Brenon, the director, suddenly
interrupted the scene with a request for a playback of
A noise like the Sidetheir feet crunching the snow.
walks of New York on New Year's Eve blared forth.
Murray Spivack, the sound engineer, looked wildly
about him for a substitute noisemaker. Thousands of
not his job, depended upon his ability to
He spied a piece of canvas lying on the
ground, and whisking it up, rubbed it together in front
of the mike, keeping time with the feet of the marching
soldiers. The recording was perfect.
Then there was the time when a minor character in
"The Conspiracy" was called upon to crack his fingers.
He cracked them successfully in several trial shots, but,
dollars,

think

if

fast.
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by the time the director was ready for the take, he had
run out of cracks. Try as he would, he could not get a
sound out of his joints. Again, Spivack was called upon
to produce a substitute. He took out a piece of chewing
gum and broke it apart in front of the mike. The crack
recorded exactly right.
In "Young Donovan's Kid," Richard Dix knocks a fellow downstairs. The scene was made without sound.
One of the sound technicians watched the scene while
it was being taken, then went upstairs and watched the
rush when it was run in the projection room, until he
had recorded in his mind's eye every bump and moveof the man on the stairs. Then, he made a similar
benefit of the sound track and timed his movements so that they would coincide with the fall in the
scene. When the sounds were dubbed in, nobody could
tell diat it had not been done at the time of the action.
This gives you just a faint idea of the quick thinking

ment

fall for

sound men have to do.
Wherever it is possible to use real sounds, the studios
do so, but there are and always will be occasions when it
will be impossible to record things "as is."
thunder is needed in a scene, a company can't
wait until a real thunderstorm puts in an appearance.
So very good thunder is obtained by shaking a vertical

When

piece of tin and rolling a kettle-drum for the deeper
reverberations.
Still, all studios have a sound library in which they

Silver Screen

D ECEIVE
YOU?
M ary

onaron

Eddie Quillan does a

little

piping for you and alongside you "see" the sound as
it appears
in your local

theatre. Below,

RKO's

"noise factory," full of
whistles, bells and bellows

keep the elements in stock ready for emergency calls.
They keep on their payroll cameramen who are continually scouting around lor unusual or elemental
noises. They have roll upon roll of real thunder, rain,

wind and

water.

In the beginning, thunder was of too low frequency,
and when an attempt was made to record it, the sound
track remained as silent as Greta Garbo on her love
life.

But when the Bill Boyd company was on location in
Arizona for "The Painted Desert," a thunder storm of
unusual intensity came up and an enterprising sound
engineer obtained enough thunder to last the studio for
several months.
That thunder will probably roll
around in Pathe pictuies for years.
In "Morocco" they made irse of real wind. A strong
wind blew in across the desert, and a microphone was
placed at the corner of the largest building so that it
recorded the gust. The higher tones of the wind did
not record, but the low whistling sound was so satisfactory that enough was taken to put in the Paramount
sound library. Now, whenever a director needs wind,
all he does is put through an order for fifty or sixty
feet of "Morocco" wind and back comes the necessary
strip to be dubbed in wherever needed.
Artificial wind is made by revolving a cylinder from
which hangs a piece of weighted canvas. The sound of
the canvas rubbing against the wooden slats makes an

for
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ideal wind. The nice thing about artificial wind is that
intensity can be regulated. It can be a sighing May
breeze or a tropical cyclone.
its

When the heroine is put out in the cold, wet night,
they drop peas on chicken wire for rain. And for closeups of her tragic face when the rain must furnish a sad
obligato, they run water down on cotton or blotting
paper to get the correct splashy sound.
When it comes to flying pictures, the whir of an aeroplane motor records satisfactorily, but for close recording, they race a Fordson tractor.
The whistling noise of the drop of a super-charger
from a plane is obtained by turning an electric fan so
that the wind from it hits sc]uarely into the mike. The
whistling sound is increased or diminished by changing
the distance of the fan from the mike.
Those sounds, you see, are pretty easy, but there arc
some that are always difficult.
The snap of a whip is one of the hardest sounds lo
record, on account of the slap that follows the initial
crack. A smart hand slap, followed by a single sound
of a slap stick such as is used in an orchestra, makes an
ideal substitute.

Body blows in fight scenes do not record well. For
one thing, the blows are never so heavy as they look
and often only a faint sound accom|)anies them. Where
blows are faked, the noise that accompanies them must
be faked also.
[Con iuiird on j)aty(' 77]
I
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'MONe

Take a chance

$1,500
for

in

PRIZES

Correctly Solved
Puzzles

HAVE
new

you

entered

Silver

Screen's

contest yet?

month Silver Screen

started
(the first was our highly
successful slogan contest, you remember).
This second contest is called "Scrambled

Last

its

second contest

and it is even more fun than the first
and there are heaps of prizes.
Wouldn't you like to win one of the prizes?
Why not take a chance? Although the contest started in last month's— the July— issue, it is not too
late for you to start, for no entries will be considered
The contest closes at midnight
until August tenth.
of September tenth. That gives you plenty of time to
Stills"

prepare your entries.
Here's the big idea. In the July, August and September issues Silver Screen is publishing scrarnbled
There will be
stills from popular motion pictures.
four scrambled stills in each issue, or twelve stills in

A

the entire contest.

still,

you know,

is

just a scene

this

The

month.

You

first

was published in July.

set

don't have to buy Silver Screen to enter the

contest, nor do you have to be a- svibscriber to this
magazine. You may examine copies of Silver Screen
at public li'braries, or at the New York office of the publication, free of charge, and copy or trace the pictures

from the

originals.

pages 52-53 and you'll see this month's
Study the suggestions that appear
scrambled stills.
beneath them. They'll help you in assembling the

Turn

to

and in identifying the stars and the pictures.
There are thirty-two prizes, beginning with a first
There are six prizes of $100 each, ten
prize of $500.
prizes of $25 each and fifteen prizes of $10 each, all
stills

from a movie.

They are all mixed up now like jigsaw puzzles, but
the game is to unscramble them and assemble them
Under each complete still write the name
correctly.
Save your
of the star and the name of the picture.
Resolutions until all twelve stills have appeared.
member this is the second set of stills being published

worth trying

for.

Now

study the rules and go to it! Thirty-two people will win. Don't you want to be one of them?

RULES OF CONTEST
1.

Thirty-two cash prizes

Screen Magazine as

will

First Prize
Six Prizes of $100 each
Ten Prizes of $25 each
Fifteen Prizes of $10 each
2.

be paid

by Silver

follows:

$500.00
600.00
250.00
150.00

In three issues (July, August and September numSilver Screen Magazine is publishing
bers)
scrambled stills from well-known motion picFour complete stills appear in each issue.
tures.
If
IJach still is a scene from a popular movie.
combined correctly, four complete scenes may be
the
pictures
from
y)roduced. You may copy or trace
the originals in Silver Screen Magazine arid
assemble them. $1,,500 in prizes as specified in
rule No. 1 will be paid to the person sending in
the nearest correctly completed, named and neatly
arranged set of twelve stills.
Do not submit any solutions or answers until
after the third set of scrambled stills has appeared in the September issue. Completed scrambled stills must be submitted in sets of twelve

Identifying names of the star and of the
only.
picture should be written or typewritten below
each completed still. At the conclusion of the
contest all solutions should be sent to the

50

.

Scrambled Stills Editor. Silver Screen, 45 West
45th Street, New York City. Be sure that your
full name and complete address is written on, or
attached to. your entry: that your entry is securely
packed to guard against damage in transit: and
that it carries sufficient postage to avoid delay.
Bear in mind that it costs absolutely nothing to
enter this contest. Indeed, the contest is purely
an amusement. You do not need to be a subscriber or reader of

Silver Screen Magazine

to

compete. You do not have to buy a single issue.
Copies of Silver Screen Magazine may be exat the New York office of the publication,
or at public libraries, free of charge.
Aside from accuracy in completing and identifying
the scrambled stills, neatness in contestants'
methods of submitting solutions will be considered in awarding prizes. Your solution of the
twelve scrambled stills should be pasted or pinned
together, with the names of the star and the
picture written or typewritten below.
The judges will be a committee of members of
Silver Screen Magazine's staff. Their decision
No relatives or members of the
will be final.
household of anyone connected with this publicaOtherwise, the contion can submit solutions.

amined
.

.

test is
7.

open to everyone everywhere.
ties for any of the prizes

offered, the
of the prize tied for will be given to

In the case of
full

amount

each tying contestant.
contest will close at midnight on September
All solutions received from the time the
10th.
third set of scrambled stills appears to the moment of midnight on September 10th will be
No responsibility in
considered by the judges.
the matter of mail delays or losses will rest with
Silver Screen Magazine. Send your answers as
soon as possible after the last set of scrambled
will
stills appears in the September issue, which
be for sale on the news stands on or about August
in
announced
"The prize winners will be
10th.
the January 1932 issue of Silver Screen.
Contestants may study <lic descriptive sentences in connection with the scrambled
These are the indicators for identifying the
stills.
8.

The

SUGGESTIONS—

stills

and

stars

and winning

prizes.

...

their
It is suggested that contestants merely pin
solutions together until the three sets of stdls are
complete. This will permit the shifting and changing
about of pictures as the contest progresses— and will
give lime for lengthy consideration and study.
Each still is a scene from a popular motion picture.

HURRELL

LUPE VELEZ
end
WILL "The Squawman" mean the
Lupe
rocket?

Gaucho"
a

thrill.

As you can

see,

with Douglas Fairbanks.

Still,

Lupe

is

new career for this little Mexican skyhas never appeared more radiant since the days of "The
or the beginning of a

M-G-M

claims her performance as the love-lorn

going a-vaudevilling for

RKO. And Gary Cooper

is in

little

Indian

the East without her

girl is
,

.

.

TURN BACK TO PAGE

50

FOR RULES ON THIS CONTESTl

ONEdrama. from
One
still is

the year's finest pioneer drama.
is

a society

from a very cold country.

drama

One

is

from a

talkie

with a lovely lady playing the lead.

And remember,

all

the pieces

fit.

They'll

based on a very old melo-

The fourth

make

just

four

stars a very hot star

—and no more

stills

CLARA BOW
THE

girl

who

lost

the breaks. She

lost faith in friendship

lost

romance when her engagennent with Harry Richman broke up. She
DeVoe affair. She lost her healtli and is resting in a sanatorium.

with the Daisy

And now

she's lost her contract with

her fans.

SILVER SCREEN hopes, Clara, that

Paramount.
you'll

But she hasn't lost her courage, or her beauty, or

soon be back, the same radiant, peppy kid of old

RICHEE

PEGGY SHANNON
THE

girl

who got

the breaks.

A newcomer from the

stage.

Peggy Shannon was suddenly rushed

into

Clara Bow's role In "The Secret Call" when Clara collapsed. This is the second time good roles have
been taken away from Clara. The first time Sylvia Sidney took her place in "City Streets." Peggy

Shannon,

like

Clara Bow,

is

a redhead, has

appeared

in

Earl Carroll's "Vanities,"

and has gray-blue eyes

RICHE

PHILLIPS

HOLMES

ON

THIS and the opposite page

wood

prefers.

Phil

is

single,

but you seldom see him alone with a

cated at Princeton.

He

young man and a blonde young wonnan whom Hollyand very much of a recluse. He goes to the theatre,

a blonde

eligible,
girl.

He was

has captured one of the

born

season's

in

Grand

best roles

Rapids,
in

Michigan,

and edu-

"An American Tragedy"

looks very content and why not? She is the fair-haired child of the Warner Bros,
You saw her in "The Millionaire" and you're going to see her in "Fame," with Lewis Stone.
name is Evalyn Pauline Knapp; she is Swedish-American. She likes corned beef and cabbage,
parsnips above all!
skating; but dislikes microscopic mustaches on men and parsnips

EVALYN KNAPP
lot.

Her

real

and

ice

—

E

VA

LY N

KNAPP

GARY COOPER

!s sailing for Algeria, China, and lands, far, far removed from Hollywood. Before he sailed he made "I Take This Woman." He has been ill. His romance
At thirty, how does he look
with Lupe Velez has not yet developed into marriage.
on life? You'll find the answer in our "request interview" with Gary on the opposite page

G

Despite the gossip
that there was a
lot of jealousy in

Coo

ar

making "Morocco," Gary says it
was his favorite
picture

F aces Thi
The Big Boy
From Montana
Love,

Discusses

and Hollywood

Life

By

Edward Churchill
lOMETHING'S

happening

to

Gary Cooper" was

the whisper that went around the studios
"City Streets" was being made.

when

S'
"Something

to talking or
to putting their ideas into words. And there are a few
—a very few— like Gary, who are simple and diiect, who

enough human beings but not very used

lot of thinking, who are pretty honest about what
they give to the public, and who want whatever they
give to be their best.

happens to everyone who spends six
years in Hollywood" was the usual cynical reply.
The thing that was happening to Gary was overwork. For six years now he has been one of the silver
The public has
screen's most popular leading men.
demanded him, and his producers have complied with
the recjuest. Gary has worked steadily, until in "City
Streets" Paramount noticed that six-foot-two Gary was
down to one hundred and fifty-eight pounds in weight.
Then, much against his protests, they sent him off to

do a

a hospital for a rest cure.

'shell

it.
He hated lying still.
He
sent him away for ten days in Arizona.
liked that better. He selected Arizona himself, because
the houses are far apart there and the stars hang down
from the skies at night and the air is fine.
He came back to Hollywood ten pounds heavier,
much rested and feeling different.
I went around to see him then, to find out what six

Gary hated

They

have really done to him.
Now, an interviewer's
^——^^—^•'^^'•^^^
,-,()( always an easy
Jq(-

years in the

THIS

story

cinema

on

village

Gary Cooper

is

SILVER SCREEN'S "request
interview" for this month. Each month
will publish a
SILVER
request story on the star who gets the
So tell us
that
month.
most votes for
whom you'd like to read about, and
we'll do the rest. Send your vote to

SCREEN

Sally Forth,

SILVER SCREEN, 45 W.

45th

St..

New York.

one.

There

stars

who

are plenty of
give you a pain
There are
in the neck.
the phony stars who ritz
you, or do a lot of acting for your alleged benThere are other
efit.

stars

who

are

grand

Gary is not much of a talker, really. His words come
He scowls and twists about, trying to say exslowly.
actly what he thinks.
So when I asked him about what his six years of star-

dom had done
as the devil

to him, he didn't
tried to answer

and

duck

it.

He

got earnest

it.

"Six years in Hollywood," he said, "make a person
up'-crawl into a hole. You harden and you grow
old fast-mentally, at least. The reason you do is because somebody is always staring at you, talking to you,
or trying to sell you something you don't want.
I've tried not to, but I know that
"I've 'shelled up.'
It's the fault of those who
It's not my fault.
I have.

have tried to make a sucker out of me."
tautness and reserve that so
about lately. It only
talking
many people have been
goes for people he distrusts. With others, he's regular.

That explains Gary's

"It's easy to

become conceited,

I

guess," he continued.

to fight against that. It's natural to begin to
You not only get a
believe your own press notices.
false concept of yourself but of other people as well.

"I've

It's

had

hard to help

Gary paused
"You know,"

it."

a

moment.

"I've got a hirinula for licking
of my
I just remember that in fifty per cent
conceit.
props
the
knocks
That
work.
rotten
done
I've
pictures
out from any feeling of self- [Coiilinurd on /wgc 74]
lie said,
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[Continued from page 43]

IRENE

RICH'S

daughter, Frances,

who

graduated from Smith College in June,
will attempt to follow in mamma's footsteps this

summer.

NOW

that Tallulah

—Jackie

life.

He

—

all his

—

his

smash-hit performance in

XA- "Cimarron," Richard Dix

Cooper.

is

receiv-

ing lots of offers which would take

away from Radio, and

it's

him

costing Bill

LeBaron plenty of do-re-mi to keep him
Dix has an agent for the first time

there.

since he

.

ARLINE JUDGE, whom we

to him that has happened
broke the pledge. Too bad

AFTER

Bankhead has met
Robert
Montgomery and Gary
Cooper, she wants to meet her third favorite actor

happened

listed in

jLX. our June issue as one of the lucky
twenty-eight youngsters who are getting
the breaks in Hollywood, got a bad break
recently. The old gag about the face on
the cutting-room floor came true about her.
She worked eight days in "An American
Tragedy," went to the preview and found
that she didn't show at all.

A

came

SWEET

to

Hollywood.

—

^-

young thing who had just a
small part in "Bachelor Apartment"
had stage fright and pasted her lines in a
locker. She had to open the locker as she
spoke and the camera was so placed the
lines wouldn't show in the finished picture.
But Lowell Sherman got wise and he made
her repeat her lines by heart for half an

hour, while he patiently rehearsed her.

Harold Lloyd is building a beach house near
Marion Davies' place at Santa Monica so his
joung family can be near the water and catch
the sea breezes.

AFTER

six

—

SOMEWHERE

around the time when
Richard Barthelmess quit Inspirational

Pictures for First National, a lad

months

in jail for driving

l\.

while intoxicated, Jimmy Murray
took a two year dry pledge. He was the
lad, you know, who did that dandy piece
of acting in "The Crowd." He was all set
for a comeback, too, but the same thing

named

Gardner James was "discovered" in Hollywood.
He was the current rave, the
Richard Cromwell of the year.
Great
things were predicted for him. He could
hold Hollywood in the palm of his hand,
and Hollywood would like it.
A few days ago a young man on his way

Garbo? Nope. Look again.

It's

Juliette Compton revealing her
art for you.
But doesn't she

look

like

the Swedish
heart here?

Sweet-

to Universal Studios for a talking test was
slugged by a crook and robbed of his entire capital

—twenty

Today he

is

cents.
in a hospital with a possible

fracture of the skull.
Yes, of course, you guessed

young
Fiji

man

The

it.

Gardner James.

is

Dorsay has been dropped by Fox.

cause given.

No

Fiji will take a fiing at vaudeville

and maybe she'll go on the stage in something
light and gay like the "Scandals."

LANGDON and
wife are
HARRY
suing
Dickason, millionaire
his

James

F.

owner, for $500,000 damages

real estate

for false arrest.

The coy funny man was buying

a

home

on the time-payment plan
and an argument arose over a payment or
something. Anyway, Dickason had Langdon arrested.
So Harry's feelings have been hurt. He
in Beverly Hills

claims

loss

of sleep.
.

MOVIE
the

— —

folk just

limelight,

Ken Maynard

is one of the finest heroes of the wild-open-spacesbut at home he's a quiet gentleman who's been happily
married for seven years. Maybe that's because Mrs. Ken takes
no part in her husband's professional life but is glad to stay in
the background!

talkies,

can't help being in
or at least fooling

around something about dramatic art.
Helen Ferguson, May McAvoy, Gleen
Tryon, Carmelita Geraghty, Ruth Clifford,
Theodore von Eltz and Lloyd
Hughes, all residents of Beverly Hills,
have been helping the Community Playei-s'
Theatre get started. They've been coaching the new and younger actors who have

much ambition
knowledge.

but

little

professional
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40 years old

am over
stage

and
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M OVA

I

w

Famous

1931

//
!

screen

star declares years need

not rob you of Youth
who looks
ONLY theto woman
admit her age," says

it is

afraid

Nazimova. "But

— look at me —
"It

is

I

I am proud of mine
am over forty!

easy to be lovely at sixteen,

but to be

still

lovelier at forty

well, that is easy, too, if a

.

woman

.

.

is

wise! Actresses rarely look their age,

you notice. Like me, they guard their
complexions with

Lux

Toilet Soap.

"It is a marvel, that soap. For
years I have been faithful to it and
my skin is so soft, so smooth.
woman's age is not the measure of
her charm oh, no."

—

A

—

How 9

out of 10 screen stars
guard complexion beauty

Nazimova

is only one of countless,
perpetually youthful stage and screen
stars who use Lux Toilet Soap to
guard complexion beauty.

In Hollywood, actually 605 of the
613 important screen actresses use
this fragrant white soap regularly.

NAZIMOVA.

Who would guess, looking at this recent photograph, that she is over 40! More fascinating than ever she seems, this star who won early
stage fame in The Doll's House, became a favorite
of the screen in such hits as Salome, and returned
to the stage recently in The Cherry Orchard.

LuxToilet Soap..104

—

—

-
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Talkies in Tabloid
[Continued from page 14]

LAUGH AND

A

GET RICH

about

Fair
(T<^0)

grand

as

get
you least exvi\\o

Hugh Herbert is
who gets rich quick.

a ne'er-do-well
is

people

when

rich
pgj,(

Edna May Oliver

homey comedy

nice

all right,

but she was cer-

"Cimarron." The
entertaining but not a laugh riot.
tainly funnier in

picture's

PUBLIC ENEMY, A

THE

gangster picture graph-

SUBWAY

and tensely told. It
a group of gangsters

EXPRESS

ically

Good

takes

(Warners)

^^^^ childhood days to
the present day booze racket. It's underworld
a

all right,

cause

little

chills

Cagney

is

too horrible perhaps, but will

up and down your back, James

splendid.

Hall, Dorothy Sebastian
and Walter Miller do

Poor
(Columbia)

jpjgjj.

ijggj

^ijjj

road story, but it's not good enough to be
worth seeing. It's all about the worthless son
of the president who makes good on his father's
road.

QUICK
MILLIONS

graphed

like a newsreel,

with short, snappy scenes.
Spencer Tracy does fine
work as the lad who uses a machine-gun as a
short cut to millions.
Sally Eilers and
guerite Churchill also do good work.

Enemy"

Public

A

war picture from the
woman's angle, with not a

THE

powerful story photo-

(Fox)

"The

MAD PARADE,

more

is

MarBut

vivid.

•—"<#>—«

the cast.

—
MALTESE
FALCON
Fair
(Warners)

Bebe Daniels

is

the

nom-

inal star of this mystery
picture, but she hasn't

^^^^

SECRET

SIX,

THE

An

exciting gangster picwhich misses being

ture,

Goofl!

great because it's a little
hTut&l and melodramatic. The secret six is a tribunal banded together to destroy gangsters. Leagued against
them are Wallace Beery and his vicious gang.
The cast is great, with Clark Gable turning in

(M-G-M)

a performance you'll never

murders committed

in an attempt to get hold
of the Maltese Falcon, a statuette filled with
precious stones.

MEET THE WIFE A

bedroom

Fair

wife

(Columbia)

fact

who

farce about a

aware of the
that she has two husisn't

Laura La Plante tells her second husband how good her first hubby was, and the
pay-off" comes when she learns that her first
husband is stiU alive. If you like farces with a
great deal of galloping around through hallways and bedrooms, you may like this one.
bands.

—
MILLIONAIRE.

THE
Great

George

Arliss scores again
in a delightful character-

ization.

He

(Warners)

plays
a
millionaire

old
grand
forced to retire by his doctor's orders, but unable to keep from working and from managing
David Manners,
his daughter's love affair.
Noah Beery and Evalyn Knapp are all in the
cast, but Arliss is responsible for the picture's
real

MY PAST
Fair
(Warners)

A

denatured version of

"Ex-Mistress."

Some

-

y,^^^ Bg{,g Daniels doesn't
photograph as well as usual, and she doesn't
get across the idea of red-hot sex appeal. She
plays the ex-mistress of a business man, who
falls in

love with his junior partner.

NEVER THE

TWAIN SHALL
MEET

Fair

A

South Sea islands picabout the white,
wealthy young chap in
love with the half Polyture

(MG-M)
nesian girl. Two things
save the picture from being utterly mediocre the acting of Leslie Howard, Conchita Montenegro and Karen Morley, and the

—

photography.

of John Barrymore's
best bits of acting.
He
(Warners)
^^y.^^
character of
Svengali a truly haunting one. There is excellent photography to help out his brilliant performance as the hypnotist under whose power
Trilby deserted her sweetheart to rise to greatMarian Marsh is a bit imness as a singer.
mature but lovely as Trilby.

An

interesting

new

star

makes her debut in a slow
Fair
The
and silly picture.
(Paramoiim)
^j^^,
Tallulah Bankhead, who is the only redeeming feature of the
picture. The story is about a girl who marries
a rich man to save her mother, though she
When her husband loses his
loves another.
money, she learns his true value.

Here's a wild wooly one
for the Buck Jones fans.
It's really much better

Good
( Columbia)

A

SEED

tear-jerker

Good

women

(Universal)

^^^^

just sentimental tripe.
sing but goes dramatic.

will

which most
enjoy and

consider
doesn't
His childhood sweet-

John

Boles

heart understands his yearning to write, so he
leaves his wife and children and goes with her.
In later years he returns and realizes what a
bitter mistake he has made. Lois Wilson gives
a touching performance as the wife.

than the average Western.
sent out to capture a girl suspected of murder. Of course, he falls in love
with her, and also of course, she turns out to
be innocent. But the acting of the cast is
good enough to overcome this trite plot.

Buck Jones

is

—

i

THREE ROGUES The

rogues

Victor

are

McLaglen, Lew Cody
and Eddie Gribbon. The

Fair
(Fox)

about a valuable map in the possession
of the heroine, Fay Wray. There's fast shooting, fast riding, and a land rush in this one.

story's

SHIPMATES
Good

Robert Montgomery's

Dorothy Jordan is
love with his daughter.
charming as the daughter; and Bob Montgomery is grand.

— —
great kid story!

darned

human

this

so
you'll

It's

laugh and cry at the same time.

It's

just a plain drama of kid worries, laughs, joys,
It shows
disappointments and heartbreaks.
how parents may fail to understand children.
Jackie Cooper is a positive sensation as Skippy,

and Robert Coogan has a
own.

OUT

One

wistful appeal all his

long and hearty
Charlotte Greenlaugh.
Good
(M-G-M)
wood is the merriest of
fun-makers in this rip-roaring farce about a
couple of husbands who flirt around a bit with
a couple of girl friends while their wives are
away. The wives return unexpectedly and the
fun begins!

STEPPING

If you like a picture

changes

which

from

Fair

farce to
tragic melodrama in five

(RKO)

reels,

you may want

to

rate this as "good." Evelyn Brent's performance deserves praise, at any rate. The story
starts off as a comedy about a traveling salesman but ends up with a shooting, melodrama

^—

Don't you dare miss

(Paramouni)
to

TRAVELING
HUSBANDS

and mystery.

Great

want

.

A

starring picture.
gay, full of fun picture
that'll send you away happy. Bob plays a poor
boy who's mistaken for a millionaire oil lad,
gets a place on the Admiral's ship and falls in
first

SKIPPY

charm and humor.

suddenly killed
Lacking

One

THE

(M-G-M)

.

man was

in the train as the lights went out.
in variety and inaccurate in details.

TEXAS RANGER,

Ricardo

is interesting as a fast-thinking detective
solves the mystery behind a number of

I

forget.

Cortez

who

I

TARNISHED
LADY

Good

male actor in the cast.
(Tiffany)
j^^^
about a feminine
unit
in
ambulance
France during the heaviest
part of the war.
Evelyn Brent, Irene Rich,
Lilyan Tashman and Louise Fazenda are in

(Columbia)

York. Jack
the mystery of how a

Great

A

Good

jl^jg

mystery picture whose
entire action is confined
^'^ what happens in a subexpress train in New
Holt as a police inspector solves

SVENGALI

Not recommended. James

LIGHTNING
FLYER, THE

A

A farce about a man who
VIRTUOUS
HUSBAND, THE tried to treat his wife according to directions from
his mother, a lovelorn adHe was entirely too bashful a brideviser.
groom, until a vamp stepped in and taught
him some things not in the lovelorn columns.
Elliott Nugent, Jean Arthur and Betty Compson are in the cast, but the comedy's not as
spicy as it sounds.
Pair

(Universal)

A feminine spy
WOMAN OF
EXPERIENCE, A past falls madly

with a
in

love

with a nice chap, William
His folks obBakewell.
ject until her dangerous duties lead to her
being shot, and then they let the tvvo marry
because the spy has only six more months to
Helen Twelvetrees does right by this
live.
yarn, but this yarn doesn't do right by Helen.
Fair

(Paihe)

.
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bedhead? ^rownette?

blonde? brunette?

What

August 1931

for

Your Type ii^^^

is

MAKE-UP?
hike
a Screen Star
Max Factor, HollyMake-Up Genius,

...Have

wood's

Create Your True Color Har
mony in the Society Make-Up
Ensemble, and Discover Holly-

Magic

v^'ood's

Way

Accept This Priceless Qift

to Beauty.

Now

.

.

.

Mail Coupon

JOAN CRAWFORD

OUT
comes

of the motion picture world which is Hollywood
the most revolutionary beauty discovery ot the age

...color

harmony

in

make-up individualized

M-G-M Slar in

Yol/ll Discover

tor every type

blonde, brunette, redhead and brownette. Powder, rouge, lipstick,
eyeshadow. .. the complete ensemble called Society Make-Up..
to blend with every variation in complexion coloring.

Created first for the stars of the screen by Max Factor, Hollywood's
Make-Up Genius Now you, yourself, may discover what wonders this new
kind of make-up will do to enhance your beauty and emphasize the charm
and fascination of your personality.
.

.

its

by

96%

of

all

all

big

Hollywood

Hollywood's Screen

studios, in all

ettes

should not use the same

Make-Up which has been

color

harmony

make-up.

a great aid in both my

and

screen

in

BroiL-nettes

Titians

Hon- to make-up a dry

Technicolor Pictures, and

stars, will

skin.

The difference beticeen ihcaand street make-up.

/rical

'

•
,

Three secrets ofsuccessful every

day make-up.

so exquisitely

Ansive?-s to tu-elve troublesome
^VX?.

,

feO

make-up problems.
Hoic new beauty

JEAN H.4RL01V
effects

are

the screen stars.

Mr. Max factor

Make-Up.

Please send

priceless beauty gift for the asking .. .just mail the

Mjix F.iifor

Mj^-L'p

coupon

— Mjx

me

"Osmetics of the Stars
96%

of

all

Society
^Tii?

d Studios

is

Gfnirii

iipp/yiftg

lottes.

Miniature Powder

Compact... FREE
U-S-U
illu.'itratcd book, "The New Art of

Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

a copy of your 48-pagc

Up," personal complexion analysis and make-up color harmony
(com or stamps) to cover cost of post.ige .md handling

COLOR

IMS

COLOR LASHl

S

COLOR HAIR
O.rV

Max

lyjl

XION

Njtrie _

HOLLYWOOD
;

Six"

Huttywooii^s

chart, (bhclose loc

MAKE-UP

make-up including Technicolor used by Hollywood's Screen St.rrs
(toi Angetet Ctiamlier of Commerct Statistits)

Srcrri

—
—

f.}ie pa-.ider in the (orrr.t color

COMI'1.1

TMAX FACTOR^S

M-G-M' i"Th€

COURTESY COUPON

analyze your complexion and chart your

Society Aidke-

A

:n

luirmony

individual color harmony, for both daytime and evening

wear, in Society

social

Hois: to make-up an oily skin

What a revelation in new beauty your own color harmony in Society Make-Up will be to you. And Max Factor,
who for twenty years has been personal make-up advisor to
Holly wood's

work and

ruin beauty icith "off-

created in the laboratoryfor

own

Max Factor's

,

How to acquire a perfect skin
forfaultless everyday make-up.

Stars.

emphasizing
every natural bit of beauty that even the blazing motion
picture lights, bright as the sun, cannot find a flaw to
expose to the searching lens of the camera.

harmony,

a real pleasure to

recommeyid

color" make-up.

Colors in powder, rouge, lipstick, etc., so alive with natural beauty
as to give a new radiance to the star herself Texture so fine as to blend
indetectably with the skin. Adherent qualities so wonderful that make-up
appears always as a part of nature's artistry. And the make-up ensem
ble so lovely in color

is

I'll

may

Before your very eyes, in hundreds of feature pictures, you have seen
magic influence in creating faultless beauty, for Max Factor's is used

exclusively in

"It

Blondes or all Brun-

IVhy

Why

.

iDance Fools, Datice

Factor's.

t^tix Fiictor
j

Si., :.

Anitrcr

teitK

Ch«<k Mark

)

I
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Who

Says Hollywood

Isn't

1931

Loyal?

[Continued from page 39]

went, those strange two, to the sanatorium
together.

For

of Mabel's illness. Lew
Each sent the other cheery

many months

also lay abed.
messages, claiming an improvement in
health; neither would worry the other.
They did not publicize affection; they
practised it.
Mabel died February 23,
1930.
For Lew there were nine months of pain
followed by three of convalescence. For
a while a numb grief folded a gentle mantle over him.
pervading emptiness,
rather. There suddenly didn't seem to be
anything to do. And no one to ease his

Nick Lucas would sing, Van and
Schenck would play the uke, and the Duncan Sisters would sing 'Remembering.'
"I have a keener appreciation of friendship now. Every one was true-blue. They
speak of kind acts returning a hundredfold.
But I had cast no bread upon the
saults,

—

waters, especially. I didn't deserve it.
"All indicated that I could have money
if I needed it.
Fortunately, I had a little
income. Away back, my manager put me

No Mabel to baby, no Mabel to
chide and fight with, to laugh over him.
It was then that his actor pals rallied to

on an allowance."
But even at that there were difficult
days, full of pain and unhappiness.
But
when he got into one of those moods. Lew
would think of Mabel.
"She never outgrew her childlike spirit.
I always had to bring her puzzles and toys.

his side.

How

A

loneliness.

In a twinkling, it seemed that every one
was there, kidding him well.
"Norman Kerry, Mickey Neilan, Renee
Adoree, Dot Sebastian, Roscoe Arbuckle,
Allan Dwan—oh, dozens of them would

—

day
me.

sacrifice the rare free

Springs,"

Lew

told

"Marion Davies

to drive to

sent a projection

Palm

ma-

an operator and films twice a week.
I saw more pictures than I would have, had
I been at work.
Mary and Doug sent a
print of theirs by special messenger. The
publicity gang at M-G-M would barge in
chine,

frequently for a lot of tomfoolery. Each
day there were notes and ridiculous wires.
Many brought cakes; Lowell Sherman
never came without a kidney-pie.

"No one

sympathized.

They would

gloat over their highballs, laughing at the
old soak with his peanut-bars and popcorn. All offered me their cellars, knowing they were safe. They would deride me
for being a 'softie,' when they had to work
'like slaves.'

We

"What a grand crowd!
laughed at
the same old jokes, for they were a loved
part of our association—like comfortable
pillows. Buster Keaton would do somer-

she loved surprises!

"She made make-believe real. A huge
box containing in its center some ten-centstore trifle would delight her. I must have
jokes ready.
'Bring me three gags,' she
would whisper.
"From a benefit show at San Quentin
I brought her doilies the women convicts
had made. She would arrange them on the
bed and pretend to give a dinner party.
Mabel was so loved because she loved
people.

"But I have tried not to grieve. We were
fond of each other; we understood each
other. I feel that if I were glum, Mabel
would dance into the room, her hair all
awry, her eyes snapping, and give me a
saucy, 'What are you trying to act now, a
"
tragedy? Oh, my Hamlet!'
Thus Lew learned to laugh at his own
troubles.

Now

with health and success returned,
Beverly Hills home.
The home's real heart is downstairs. The
old bar adjoins a den.
On the twangy
piano many a song hit was first pounded
At the long table, with its liquidout.
proof cover, he seats twenty-six convivial

he

lives quietly in his

souls

at

his

famed "stinking dinners."

Barrymore, Neilan, Sherman and others

whose "favorite menus" make dainty
reading, guzzle corned-beef and cabbage.
Gloria Swanson once entered wearing a
gas-mask!

On

the walls are framed old theatre bills
mementos.
wire, signed
"Jack Barrymore" and received last year,
extends congratulations on Lew's "thirtysecond birthday," adding, "I looked us
both up in the World Almanac and find
that I'm thirty-one."
Countless similar tokens from hearts
that have bridged the years are dear to
him.
And there is the famed door for
which Rudolph Valentino offered him five
thousand dollars, a precious, scarred relic,
scrawled over with names of the famous.
The signatures of Jim Corbett, who posed
for the first pictures that moved, and of
Lew Ayres are side by side.
Hollywood itself is there, many seasons,
in mute eloquence.
Norma Talmadge's

and

A

historical

name, Rudy's

characteristic hand-writing,
"Nazi's" definite strokes. Bill Russell's
neat signature, Mabel's round childish
script.

Somehow, those who are with
more seem to sit with Lew and his
His

play-porch

is

us no
guests.

hodge-podge of

a

puzzles, baseball boards and trick games.
Mabel gave him that spirit of play.
Despite those gray-streaked temples,
Lew looks enthusiastically into the future.

"Just

an old

"My work

—"

he exulted.
Dialogue
movie's burden of pan-

fire-horse

really

is

a lark now.

eases the silent
tomimic interpretation.
It is
teresting than ever. I want to

more indo farce."
In "Beyond Victory," "Not Exactly
Gentlemen," "The Common Law," "Meet
The Wife" and "A Woman of Experience,"
you will see the Lew of old, debonair and
ironic. But if you are one of those people
blessed with the gift for looking beyond the
image for the reality, I believe that you
will also see the gaiety that is Mabel.

Hollywood's Going Highbrow!
[Continued from page 41]

pictures a year at Warners', she has insisted that her contract be worded so as to
permit her annual Paris trip.
Ruth Chatterton, an early talkie invader, can be credited with causing as
much upheaval as any single stage person.
When she first became important in pictures, she was resented terribly.

Hollywood heard she gave very small
dinner parties not more than eight or ten

—that

—

she used only white orchids
and white lamps in her drawing room,
that she spoke French like a native, that
charades was her favorite parlor game and
that playwrights, men of letters, of wit and
distinction loved to be her guests. Holly-

guests

wood mimicked Ruth's broad

a's

and

snickered.
It was not long, however, before the
small dinner parties was the rage, and
other ladies began to collect writers,

musicians and smart young men.
Basil Rathbone and Ouida Bergere were
also donors of a good many shocks. They
gave Hollywood Bowl parties, taking as

many

as one hundred and fifty guests on
one occasion to hear Wagnerian strains
under the stars.

almost
unintentionally,
Basil,
quite
caused a social revolution on the Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer

lot.

o'clock afternoon tea

He

liked

and had

it

his

four

on the

set

even when working. The tea habit spread
like wildfire through the studio and there
was such a rush on the commissary that
an executive decided the girls and boys
were wasting too much time and issued
an edict. An occasional coca cola or bottle
of pop was all right but none of this every

day tea.
However, tea

now

at

is served every afternoon
Esther Ralstpn's beauty parlor,

little Chinese maid making the rounds of
the patrons. And John Farrow, a scenario
writer, sent a cocktail party hostess into
a dither not long ago by demanding tea
instead of gin.
There wasn't any in the

a

—

tea, I mean.
Rathbone did much to give the valet
idea impetus. Ronald Colman, Bill Powell and Richard Barthelmess always had

house

valets, of course,

but

now

Wally Beery has someone

I

am

told even

to tie his ties

his bath water. And Ivan Lebedeff has popularized hand-kissing by reducing it to a fine art.
The Lawrence Tibbett influence is felt
in the increased interest in the musicale,
the opera, the Bowl and the Philharmonic
It was the Tibbetts who introconcerts.
duced the musical evening.
There's much greater elegance in dress
today. Movie queens used to like to dress

and draw
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movie queens. Color, dash and extravagance in cut and material were important. Lilyan Tashman, who goes in for
odd, bizarre effects and really can herself
wear "different" things, had been considered a model.
Miss Bennett hove upon the scene in
like

simple, Paris frocks.

Everyone knew the

Bennett clothes cost money, lots of it, so
they drew attention. Constance, who has
reduced the science of dressing to fine art,
gave them all sorts of ideas with her simplicity.
And Ina Claire, who dared wear
a tailored tweed to the Embassy for
luncheon instead of something picturesque,
was also food for thought. Marie Dressier
in her simple black evening dresses with one
string of pearls gave Polly Moran ideas.

Gradually, Hollywood took the cue.
has grown much more subdued and is in
much better taste now, as a whole, although occasionally a star will be a star.
Recently at a benefit tea to which a
number of prominent movie personages
lent their presence, Thelma Todd appeared in a pink and white sports outfit.

Try

It

luxurious,

t\\is

inexpensive Beauty
Batli tliat gives

She had to leave early.
"Don't go," pleaded one of the hostesses.
"Do stay around and let people look at
You're so picturesque. You look
you.
Thelma
like a motion picture star."
didn't like the remark very well, and went
right along.

Possibly Ann Harding and Helen Hayes,
two charming and accomplished young
women from the stage, who prove conclusively that an actress may have both a
career and babies, are responsible for the
revival of that fine American custom of
having babies. At any rate, there's the
Thalberg heir and the fact that both Esther
Ralston and Bebe Daniels are expecting.
Bill Haines is making money out of his
and the movie colony's interest in the arts.
He "interior decorates" and he planned
and designed several rooms in Joan and

Doug

Fairbanks'

new

house.

He

lERELY dissolve

also

an antique shop which is thriving.
And I know two other interior decorators
who have waiting lists. Hollywood wants
its home done up right.
Clive Brook has written short stories
and sold them.
Charles Rogers is studying French.
The Dominos club women screen players' group
has French and fencing classes
Also, it goes in heavily
for its members.

Kalf

a paclcase

does not clog the pores but absorbs

lias

—

—

large afternoon affairs.
Recently it
threw a party for the press reputed
never to take anything but Bourbon or
Scotch and served tea in fragile china

for

—

—

cups and dainty sandwiches.
more, the press, forewarned,
enjoyed themselves.

What

is

tract

more of

way,

usual

and then
your
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note the remarkable

effect

—

on

left
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came and

are getting into clubs, there's the
Embassy where the stars may go and eat
and not be stared at. It is quiet, exclusive,
closed to the public.
(In the old days,
try and sell a star on the idea of going
somewhere she wouldn't be seen and atIf

or

L,init

powder

is

absolutely harmless

—

mend

it

for the

sensitive skin of

tender

young

and

super=>

babies.

The monthly Mayfair

parties, for that matter,

have almost put

the hotel dancing contests and parties out
of business.
Yes, indeed, even pleasure has been
refined, and gilded. There's a new speakeasy on DeLongprere, which, I am told,
boasts footmen in livery. And the stars go
to Agua Caliente instead of Tia Juana.
There have been changes lots of them.
Culture holds the spot in Hollywood today.

—

•ftf

smoo^/t. »Ctin

"
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Cinderella

{Continued from page 26]

with Miriam at her apartment, the 'phone
kept ringing. It was the day after the preview of "The Smihng Lieutenant," and it
seemed as if all the theatrical producers in
town had plays in which they wanted
Miriam to appear.
"Isn't it funny?" she sighed. "When you
can get one job, you can get fifty. A few
years ago I trudged all over New York
looking for a job, and I couldn't find one.
I came to John Golden's office about three
or four times and each time his secretary
that Mr. Golden couldn't see me
that they weren't doing any casting.
Finally, I got angry and I promised myself
that I would never call again at that office,
but that some day I would make Mr.
Golden send for me. Well, a few days ago
a card arrived, asking me to call. I shall
call, but I shan't be in any hurry about it.
I'm going to make him wait."
At the outset of her stage career Miriam
Hopkins played in a lot of heavy tragedies
told

me

and

like

"Excess Baggage."

Now

and cheers.
"Tragedy does your soul a

she's going

in for light lines

however," she

said.

lot

of good,

"When you can go

around the theatre saying, 'Oh, my God!'
I'm always pleasit's an emotional outlet.
ant around the house when I'm playing
emotional parts in the theatre. When I'm
playing in comedies, I'm always a little
disagreeable around the house."
I hate to think of what she must have
been like when she was playing in "The
Smiling

Lieutenant."

delightful

comedy.

And now

It's

a

wickedly

suppose you'll be wanting to
of life about Miriam.
Miriam Hopkins is her real name. She

know

the

I

facts

was born

in

Georgia on October

18,

about

twenty-five years ago. She comes of an old
Southern family, but way back she's of
French and English ancestry.

Her

folks

wanted her

to

be an old-fash-

ioned Southern girl, with all the good old
accomplishments. Her mother made her
practise the piano faithfully. She hated it.
Now she has a player piano.
She went to Goddard Seminary in Vermont and graduated on crutches. She had
broken her ankle in between acts in the
class play, but had been so excited that she
went on with the next act without noticing
that anything was wrong.
She studied dancing and got a job in a
ballet company that was going to South
America. On the day the boat sailed she
broke her ankle again.
She gave up dancing, got a job in vaude-

and later went on the stage.
Her movie debut was made in "Fast and

ville,

Loose," a sprightly but unimportant little
comedy. "The Smiling Lieutenant" is her
second picture.
Before entering the movies she had seen
about four pictures. Now she sees lots of
them. She never wears mascara when she
goes to the movies because she cries very
easily.

like to see Garbo appear on
She thinks that the Viking
Venus has a quality that would shine
pantomime, the
through
anything
movies, the stage, even grand opera.
Miriam Hopkins also admires Joan
Crawford tremendously.
She would walk a mile to see Menjou.
But her favorite of favorites is little
Robert Coogan, who appeared in "Skippy."

She would

the stage.

—

"I think I'll sit down and write Master
Bobby Coogan a fan letter," she said.
"He gave me more of a thrill than John
Gilbert ever did. I've stuck Bobby's picture over a mirror on my dressing table."
Besides the movies, painting is one of her
hobbies, and another is sitting in a dank
corner of a speakeasy and talking till all
hours of the morning. She really doesn't
drink much just romantic liqueurs like
champagne, sherry and Bacardis but she
likes
talking in out-of-the-way places.
At the movie studio she loves to sit around
and talk to electricians and prop boys.
She's thinking of buying a little farm in
Tuxedo, N. Y. She isn't sure whether she
wants to get it because she likes farms, or
because gardening clothes this season are
so scrumptious.
She isn't sure whether she wants babies
or not, but when she sees the darling baby
things in department store windows, she
feels that she ought not to deprive them of
those lovely things.
Miriam Hopkins has a swell library of
books.
Once she used to collect a few
rare books, but after spending something
like $240 for James Joyce's "Ulysses," she
decided she was silly and gave it away.
When she's feeling blue ("low in the
head" she calls it) she'd like to have someone sit and play to her on the violin.
She likes to have men make a fuss over
her and tell her that they've been dying

—

—

meet her. And that's naughty.
But underneath it all, she's deeply in
love with her owm husband. And that's
to

nice.
I like people
don't you?

who

are naughty but nice,

,

Are You Self-Conscious?
[Continued from page 55]

"Are other players nervous and shakI demand.
"Most of them the ones who really

ing?"

—

try to act."

"How

about Garbo?"
suffers more than anyone on the
"Garbo has been critilot," she tells me.
Truth
cised for being temperamental.
of the matter is that she's scared to death

"Garbo

every time she starts working.
"Garbo puts opaque screens, called
'flats,' around her so that even those workWhen
ing with her cannot see her.
Douglas was working with her in 'A
Woman of Affairs,' I went to her set to

watch

her.

"The

'flats'

went up

in

my

face.

I

un-

I
I felt very sorry for her.
derstood.
Later, when she
left the set immediately.
learned that I had been trying to watch
her and Doug, she became terribly upset

and asked me to tea."
About this time, I give up. Joan is a
very convincing young woman. The best
part about interviewing her is that you
don't have to ask questions.
"I'm worse on some days than on
others," she says. "There are times when
I can't stand the sight of workers on the

I keep hearing voices which say
told her she can act,' 'Isn't she awful,' 'I could do better myself
Edmund Goulding, the director, once

stage.

to rehearse.

'Who

work

—

saw Joan standing on one foot. She used
to do that in the early days, from sheer
nervousness.

"Stand on both your feet," Goulding
"Never get into the habit
of standing on one. When your feet aren't
both on the ground and planted far apart,
you haven't any control over yourself"
She took his advice and that helped.
" 'Paid' was the hardest picture I ever
made," she explains. "It was eighteen
years old, and practically every leading
dramatic actress in America had played it
I was desperately
at one time or another.
afraid I couldn't measure up to previous

commanded.

performances of those

stars.

day the first day of
I was frightI tried and tried.
'Paid.'
ened to death. Every leading studio executive came onto the set and tried to encourage me. Nothing did any good. At
6:30 at night I was carried off the stage
in hysterics and not one take had been
made."
Self-consciousness makes it hard for Joan
"I

worked

all

She puts

when
many
less.

much

into her
that
for actual takes, too
so

—a nervous energy, so

to

speak

—

the time comes
rehearsals make her limp and listHer first attempt is usually the one

used in a picture, no matter how many retakes are ordered by the director.
Music helps her with her work.
"I wish the audience might understand
feel," she says.
"One who is selfconscious not only has a hard time registering in front of a camera, but also is affected
by the reactions of those who later see the
picture.
kindly word in a letter may
mean a successful day at the studio, while
an unkind letter, received in the morning,
may blight all the activity of the next
twenty-four hours."
Joan doesn't know Charlie Bicklbrd
veiy well.
But she thinks the world of
Charlie because of his thoughtful treatment of her on one occasion when they

how we

A

were virtual strangers. She was having
a tough time with the most highly dramatic
She had done it
sequence in "Paid."
again and again.
Bickford was watching her.

know
tears

it.

and

She didn't
action called for
she gave them. She didn't think

The dramatic

"

Silver Screen for August
she was doing good work. At the end of
the umpty-seventh take, when she could,
she thought, stand the strain no longer, she
ran from the stage, went behind the

and continued to cry.
Suddenly, she felt an arm about her.
"There, there, Joan," said a man.
"Don't cry. It's all right. You're doing

scenes;

great, kid."

The man was

She looked up.

Charlie

1931
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mwm COSTUME
SLIMNESS

every smart

in

The new costumes

Bickford.

His understanding of her feelings and
his attempt to comfort her stopped the
Work continued happily.
tears.

"Sympathy

makes

like that

life

involved.
yes!

ah

must glow

we grope with

while

And

after all, what's the good of
your health to regain your
figure? So simple a thing as the addition of Kellogg's All-Bran to an
adequate reducing diet will work
wonders. All-Bran itself isn't the
least fattening. But it adds the
"bulk" your system needs to keep

losing

improve."
Self-consciousness has haunted her footsteps ever since she was a child. When,
as a little girl in Kansas City, she used
to "play show," she was good until she

it

realized how many people were watching
her. Then she used to become frightened.
She couldn't stand harsh criticism.
"Today, when I stand in front of a
camera, harsh criticism is what I fear

regular and healthy.

Nothing causes more unpleasantness than improper elimination.
Pimples, sallow skins, headaches,
are
wrinkles, backaches, dizziness
only a few of the most common

—

most," she explains. "On the other hand,
There is a
I don't care for false praise.
great deal of hollow applause in Hollywood. I don't like gushy tributes and
I remember, not long
obvious flattery.
ago, seeing Ina Claire in 'The Royal
Family of Broadway.' I thought her work
was miraculous. But I didn't feel like
running up to her and gushing.
"I was so overcome by her work that I
couldn't say anything, in fact. I just took

symptoms.

Why

not prevent them by enjoyAll-Bran every day?
It is so much wiser than taking dangerous pills or drugs. For All-Bran
not only adds bulk it also contains
iron which brings rosy color to the

ing Kellogg's

—

complexion.

hand and kissed.it."
Joan has just signed a

her

Many

five-year contract
glad that Louis B.

is

We

more

slender,

calories!

"One who is
better work," she says.
afraid that he is not doing well is bound to

She

are getting

must be

But rounded.

with health

worth

while," she says.
Joan wishes she weren't sensitive and
self-conscious, but she knows that to have
these reactions is best for her.
"They whip me and goad me into doing

with Metro.

We

attractive

recipes

on the

red-and-green package. At all grocers.
Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

Irving Thalberg have so much
and recognizes this as a tribute.
However, she is unhappy because the
contract bars her from stage appearances.
"I believe that stage work would drive
some of this self-consciousness out of me,"

Mayer and

faith in her,

"Doug, Jr., is self-conscious,
she declares.
but doesn't suffer as I do. He says that
the reason for this is the experience which
he has had behind the footlights."
She gets a call to go to work. Nick
Grindy, the director, knows how to handle
her for the scene, which is a dramatic
one.

WRITE

"Play some show music on that panatrope," he calls.
Quiet again. The work goes on.
She comes
After a while, she finishes.
back to her dressing room.
"Do you mind extras on the set?" I ask.
"I think, perhaps, they might be the ones
who would say, 'I could do better my"
self—'
"No," she replied. "They are players,

and they understand how

how hard
make it

I try.

It's

hardest.
difficult to please.

I

feel

mo!)ESn'"'HOUBt|

Leading motion-picture actresses
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close-ups," wearing the costumes
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and

the stage hands who
They are the most
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KELLOGG COMPANY

probably never get over being selfconscious. However, there'll be one great

Dept. D-8, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send me a free copy of your booklet,

"I'll

victory in

my

"When'U

"When
that

I

I

life

—

that be?"

"The Modern
I ask.

do such a good job of acting
the workers around the set

make

either laugh or cry."

FOR FREE BOOK.LET
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—

—
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The

Stars

Who

Used

to

1931

Be

[Continued from page 2^]

now

lips is

a featured player doing char-

acter roles.

Paramount's "Skippy" gave us Enid
Bennett and Helen Jerome Eddy as the
mothers of Skippy and Sooky. In "Skippy" they support a star who had not yet

made
when

his initial appearance on earth
they were headliners eight-yearold Jackie Cooper. Mae Marsh, the poignantly appealing "Little Sister" in Griffith's "Birth of a Nation," comes back to
us as the mother in Fox's talkie version of
"Over the Hill." Happily married to
Louis Lee Arms and the mother of three
children, it took the most tempting of
roles to lure Mae back to the screen.
Thomas Meighan, who retired three years
ago a wealthy man, has also been coaxed
back by Fox.
Remember Tommy as
Pauline Frederick's leading man and later
as a star in his own right? The character
part of the trainer in "Young Sinners" is
his

—

comeback

role.

But there are former stars who do not
even enjoy the dignity of a "comeback."
They cannot come back because they have
never really been away. They plug along
in small parts, bits
even extra work.
Their glory is dimmed sometimes ex-

—
—
tinguished altogether — yet they
the profession which they

love.

cling

to

It's

in

They

prefer the faded remnants of a screen career to better paid and
less precarious work in any other field. Their
names often not on the cast sheet are
legion.
Probably you do not even recognize them during their fleeting and infrequent moments on the screen. But watch
sharply and perhaps you'll catch a glimpse
of Helen Holmes.
Remember how you
waited eagerly for the next chapter of her
their blood.

—

—

breath-taking railway serial?
How you
marvelled at her daring? Or Grace Cunard and Francis Ford, serial co-stars,
perhaps you've seen them playing a bit
or a small role in some current star's
picture.

Remember when you saw Harry Myers
and Rosemary Theby in "A Connecticut
Yankee"? Rosemary, a famous vamp in
the days when vamping was less subtle
but more picturesque, plays small roles
now and then. Harry Myers has fared
somewhat better his role was second to

—

Chaplin's in "City Lights." In the silent
version of "A Connecticut Yankee," however, he was second to none.
Yet today
his superb portrayal of the ingenious Yankee is only an object of reminiscent comparison with Will Rogers' more recent one.
Henry B. Walthall (have you forgotten
"The Tell-tale Heart"?) is playing father
roles now.
And Robert Warwick as a
leading man, he caused a good deal of
heart trouble a decade or so ago is play-

—

—

ing heavies.

No matinee idol ever had a more fanaticdevoted following than Francis X.
Bushman. His romance with his co-star
Beverly Bayne was the Gaynor-Farrell
idyll of an earlier day.
Even though Bushman was married to another woman and
had five children, his fans persisted in
ally

linking his name romantically with his
lovely leading lady's.
Eventually he
actually did divorce his wife and married
Beverly. They are divorced now. Bushman recently appeared to advantage in

"Once a Gentleman," but Edward EverHorton was the

star of the picture.
has been scarce for the once famous
screen lover. So scarce that not long ago
he advertised that he was willing to sell
himself in matrimony to the highest bidder
a gesture which brought him much unfavorable criticism.
There was a day when William Farnum
ett

Work

—

had

his

own

unit at

Fox and drew down

Sio,ooo a week. His he-man portrayals
made him a great favorite with both men
and women. Not long ago Bill appeared
in support of Norma Talmadge in "Du
Barry" and more recently with Tom Santschi (shades of "The Spoilers" ) in "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room." His salary, needless to say, was considerably below the
five figure class.
Many of the old favorites, of course, have
definitely retired.
There's the inimitable
Marguerite Clark, living in New Orleans

with her husband. Lieutenant Williams.
Few people realize that Marguerite was
28 when she made "Snow White." Beloved for her engaging little-girl quality,
she would today undoubtedly be facing
the problems which are breaking Mary
Pickford's heart

had she remained on the

Portrait of a Dark-Haired

Connie Talmadge is content to be simply the wife of Townsend Netcher.
She
proved her preference for marriage as a
career not long ago by turning down a
Katharine MacDonald,
"American Beauty," and her equally
famous sister, Mary MacLaren, both deserted the screen for matrimony. Katharmarvelous part.
the

ine, married for the third time, is now the
wife of a wealthy Santa Barbaran. Mary,

separated from her British

army

officer

husband, is back in Hollywood running
a decorating shop. Then there are Dorothy Dalton, Anita Stewart, Shirley Mason
all concentrating on being wives.
Business, too, has claimed many. You've
heard of Kathleeen Clifford's florist shop,
Katharine MacDonald's cosmetics, Ruth
Roland's real estate.
But not all the retired stars are content
with their lot.
Many still hanker for

—

their make-up boxes.
Ruth Roland has
more money than she knows what to do
with yet she tried to make a comeback
•

—

"Reno." Bill Hart comes down to
Hollywood from his big ranch occasionin

He visited M-G-M during the filming of "Billy the Kid," and though he
said nothing, there was a yearning look in
ally.

Belle Bennett and Blanche Sweet
have turned to vaudeville but only until
movie producers remember what fine
actresses they are. Ella Hall is working as
a salesgirl in Magnin's, an exclusive
his eyes.

—

Hollywood shop, only because extra work
proved

too

Beautiful

scarce.

Bayne sought a return

Beverly

to the screen via the

stage route but the play was still-born.
Charlie Ray has been playing in stock
but not from choice.
In their hearts I
believe all of them cherish dreams of a
screen comeback. They may not admit it
even to themselves but the longing
and the hope are there.
This, then, is the happiest group of the
stars who once were.
But there is that
other crowd, a pathetic little band who
have faced poverty and neglect and are
now facing loneliness and old age. Their
stories are better though sadder histories.

—

—

—

Florence Turner, Mary Alden, Louise
Huff, Pauline Starke, Mildred Harris,
Pauline Frederick, to mention just a few.
I'U tell you more of them next month.

Lady

[Continued from page 38]

Having her fortune told is her idea of a
good time. She is always visiting some
fortune
it

teller's

booth, sometimes leaving
been recog-

in a rage because she has

nized and kowtowed to.
She has a few pet "don'ts" that are
small but very important to her.
Her

husband

—

will

vouch

for

that.

For

in-

stance "I hate being rushed when I am
dressing and being told that I'm wrong,
even if I am.
I prefer discreet, rather
than blunt, comment. Most of all I dislike being told that I'm too lircd to go out
when 1 want to go out. Chiefly, I suppose.

because

I

am

too tired to argue convinc-

ingly."

She is five feet two inches tall, weighs a
hundred and twelve pounds, wears a size
four shoe and six glove. She is known to
be one of the best dressed women in HollyShe never appears in anything
wood.
that is obtrusive or offensive. The sophisticated simplicity of her costume is more
striking than if she had been blatant in her
choice of dress.
Her appearance on the screen is usually
the opposite of her own dress. In pictures

she usually wears very exotic, mysterious

and "vampish" gowns.

Her dark beauty

producers) is a splendid background for the ornate, and she is often
asked to wear feathers, which she loathes.
Her hair is bobbed has been bobbed
and will remain bobbed
for several years
as long as the Brent likes, regardless of the
dictates of Dame Fashion.
She chooses few friends, and those that
She apshe does have she never loses.
pears in public but seldom, and prefers the
discreet atmosphere of an exclusive club to
the popular eating places. Not that she
is snobbish,
but she can't stand noise.
(so think the

—

—

—
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A
the screen she is baffling— intriguing
Vivid yet sombre. Actumysterious.
unassuming intense.
ally she is quiet
She hates being placed in the same sort
of role time after time. She once secured
a release from a company because they
were featuring her in so many pictures
that were all alike that she was in danger of

—

On

—

—
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being "typed."

She is frank—too frank. Her bluntness
There are tinies
sometimes is painful.
when her remarks could be tempered with
a smile to her own advantage.
She hates having "still" pictures made,
and is almost invariably late to such an

—

appointment.
punctual and
else

At other times she

is

strictly

intensely

if

anyone

dislikes

it

not.

is

She once posed for James Montgomery
Flagg, and her face was as well-known on
the covers of magazines as it is in motion
pictures today.

She has played everything from "atmosphere" to leading lady.
She has appeared on the legitimate stage
in Europe. Her first stage appearance was
made in "Ruined Lady" in London. It
was this play that attracted so much attention in that country that an English
movie company persuaded her to play the
lead in several pictures there. More than
once she was tempted to give up pictures
altogether but she came back for more.
Contrary to public opinion, she was not
born in England but in Tampa, Florida.
Her ancestors were southerners (New
Orleans), and it is to them that she owes
the suggestion of French, or rather Creole,
coloring.

She works with

fierce intensity

and

is

putting aside anything that
She actually
interferes with her work.
She somerevels in being "dog tired."
times loses as much as ten pounds in the
making of a picture. She is almost never
ill, and considers trivial an ailment that
might send another person to bed.

ruthless

in

temperamental. She is prone to
quick rages and as prone to forget
and forgive, although she is capable of
harboring a grudge. Someone once said
of her, "She is temperamental like a kid."
She has been married twice.
Her favorite colors are black and white,
although she is able to wear any color
Her dark hair and eyes enable her
well.
to wear such striking colors as flames
blues greens and reds.
She has a favorite word which she uses
a great deal "regular." "I would rather
be called regular than anything else I can
think of," she says.
That is about as good a word as any to
She is a regular person.
describe her.
She has been "broke" has known hunger
and suffering. She has reached the pinnacle of success and still she takes it all
She
like the swell trouper that she is.
doesn't show the unhappy side of her past
much but there are times, when she is
unaware of prying eyes, that the shadows
far back in her eyes mirror the suffering of
the past. There is that cynical quirk of
her mouth the ironical lines at the corners of her eyes a smile that seems wry
but is really only wistful the independent
that all go to show the
tilt of her chin
unfathomable part of her personality. It's
like trying to describe red to a blind man
One just has to
to describe Evelyn Brent.
say she's an elegant gal.

She
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Footnotes of Beauty
[Continued from page 6]

over the other and deposit them in the bottom of a limousine or even a sports roadster, you can wear the highest heeled
slippers

made and

it won't make much
For you won't be using your

difference.

except for exhibition purposes and you
might as well make them appear fragile
feet

and

useless.

you walk on them, do wear medium,
Cuban, square or flat heels; shoes that are
light in the sole and in the material used;
If

shoes that fit correctly, neither too tight
nor too loose. The Oxfords shown with this
article, or the sport shoes are both excellent.

The Oxfords will go nicely with your street
clothes, when you're being dressy, too.
If you stand a great deal, get a heel

toe that are low

where your

and broad, and

won't be

if

and a
you are

a wise
idea to get a high, laced shoe to save your
ankles. These shoes aren't pretty, of course,
but they will save you much in energy.
Remember, most of us need a broader
shoe in summer than in winter and that
shoes ought always to be made so that the
foot can get some air.
I like particularly
the new shoes made of different fabrics,
such as crepe de Chine and various linens
and those delightful little sandals made of
woven straw. These latter are ideal summer footwear because they are cool, lowheeled, smart and inexpensive.
I always
have dozens of pairs of them myself.
feet

visible, it

is

Stockings should follow the rule of not
being too long or too short and they ought
to be changed at least once a day, and
twice is better.
Always wash out your
stockings after each wearing.
This may
sound like a lot of trouble, but it makes
your hose wear much longer and it is good
health insurance. You'll be washing your
feet daily, of course, when you take your
daily bath; but for feet which perspire
unduly, more frequent foot baths with a
good deodorizing soap and a final dusting with powder are sensible attentions.
Finally, here are some excellent foot
exercises.
If your feet are in bad condition, it may hurt you slightly to do them.
In such cases, begin easily and gradually
build

up the number

exercises as

your

of times

you do these

feet get stronger.

—

on the back on an exerhope, but a heavy rug on the
bend the knees as far back
floor will do
as possible and keep the soles of the feet,
which should be bare or in little cotton
socks, flat on the floor. Now curl the toes
First, lying flat

cise

mat,

under

I

—

as tightly as possible

time contract the

and

abdomen

at the

same

as flatly as

toward the

Stand facing a wall or a door
where your hands can
support your body. With the toes on the
floor, roll the whole right foot around in a
circle, that is the heel in toward the left,
then back, then right, in an unbroken circle.
Repeat with left foot. Do four times, rest
Third.

jam

—somewhere

and repeat four times. Build up gradually
until you can do it in groups of six.
Fourth. Take five slow steps forward
with this routine. Step and curl the toes
under. Relax and repeat the step. When
you have made five steps, walk back five
steps on the heels, with the toes high off the
floor.
Then walk forward in the same
maimer with the other foot and back
again on the heels. This is a particularly
splendid exercise.
Finally,

don't

on the

floor

with

Beech-Nut

to

walk with

lines.

of five.
lying flat

remember always

the foot straight out from the body. Don't
toe out or in but keep the feet in parallel

is,

Still

as

Then

times.

Relax and repeat. Do it five
times, rest, and repeat five times. Build up
gradually to doing it five times in groups
Second.

and up toward the body

slowly curl the toes
tightly.
Relax and repeat with left foot;
Alternate six times. Rest and repeat six

Now,

possible.

legs stretched out, turn the right foot in

left

far as possible.

too,

As

doesn't that all sound easy?

—woof—how

and
me,

it

It all

wdll help you!

can help you any further,
write me your little
I'm so glad to answer.
See you here next month.
for

if I

hesitate to
troubles, will you?
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[Continued from page 20]

up the study of photography to learn graceHnes for the camera. A player must
be picturesque to a certain extent.
"Then, too, I discovered that I wasn't
expected to give advice. I was supposed
In the theatre we have to
to keep still.
David Belasco was
think for ourselves.
not above discussing problems with a charwoman. I guess we New Yorkers are
always a little nouveau in Hollywood.
We just aren't used to the tropics."
To Ina it seems that her marriage to
John Gilbert must be stale news by now.
She has dreaded interviews for the simple
reason that no one wanted to talk of anyIncidentally, most interviewthing else.
ers have succeeded in putting a diflferent
ful

aspect

on the

been no

There have
toward divorce. Ina

entire matter.

steps taken

I don't quite
says that she plans none.
believe that. She is too practical to leave
anything so important as matrimony in

an unsettled state.
That Ina Claire and John Gilbert would
fall in love was inevitable from the moment they met. Both are electric, vital,
glamorous. John is handsome and he is
still one of the most romantic men in
People either love him or
screendom.
hate him, and John himself has a great
deal to say about which it shall be. John
had never known anyone like Ina Claire.
She has a marvelous wit, as keen as a

and she has a delightful sophistication without being in the least "hard."
At another time their marriage might
have succeeded, but both of them were
Ina,
going through dreadful turmoil.
the favorite star of Broadway, was not sucrapier,

ceeding in the new medium. Perhaps no
one will ever know what black hell Jack
was living in at the time. Talking pictures
had cast him from his throne to practical
oblivion. Each of them tried to help the
other, to advise

and

correct

little

faults.

Ina tried to laugh at
had played her. Jack

Neither succeeded.

the trick fate
couldn't laugh.
The separation

when Ina went

to

became

permanent
do "The

New York
When she

to

returned to
Royal Family."
Hollywood Jack did not even meet her.
Jack is living now in Beverly Hills.
Occasionally he is seen with Joan Bennett.
Ina has a beautiful house on Santa Monica
Sometimes she is seen at the
Beach.
They were
theatre with Robert Ames.
friends in New York. However, Ina goes

out very little now.
has been trying to ward off a nervous
breakdown. She says it has been in her
system for a year.
"It is all so different here from what has
been my life before," she said. "In New
York, of course, I knew many actors.
We all had the same kind of jobs, and we

In the

first

place, she

were working toward the same goal. When
I went to parties I met many people not of
the

theatre.

about that

They

little

world

didn't
in

know much

itself.

We

talk of other things, books, music,

had

to

world

I had to have outside contacts.
I
couldn't play a variety of roles unless I
knew a variety of people. Hollywood,
after all, is a small place.
People have to
talk about themselves.
They know each
other so well. Very brilliant people are

events.

seldom brilliant with their close friends."
A stubborn will to conquer obstacles
along the road to fame has marked Ina's
She began her footlight
entire career.
She did imitations.
life in vaudeville.
Harry Lauder was her prize subject. She
says that she will never cease to be amazed
that he didn't sue her.
Her first important success came when a
New York producer attempted to introduce Follies Bergere entertainment in
America. Tables were placed in the orchestra section and the convert was something like 3520. The prices were prohibitive even in New York and the producer
It was
lost a fortune on his innovation.
a lucky occasion for Ina, however. During most of the entertainment the diners
Ina
clattered away with their dishes.
made them put down their knives and
She was on for fifteen minutes and
forks.
she held their attention.

That appearance won her the name role
in "The Quaker Girl," and later she was
a Follies star. She has never been a chorus

Among
girl despite the prevalent report.
her successful plays were "Polly With a
Past," "The Gold Diggers," "Our Betters," and "The Last of Mrs. Cheney."
There seems to be a general impression
that she takes her position as a star with
alarming seriousness. Ina Claire has too
She glanced
much humor for that.
through a group of new portraits while I
was

diMimerthw

BATHS

For

more enjoyable evenings

a bath to relieve after-work weariness.
Especially helpful in summer. Starts warm,
ends cold ( see booklet ). Makes you look better,

Here

is

feel better.

An

early morning eye-opener

The "wake-up bath" is particularly refreshing
after sultry summer nights. Similar to the afterwork bath above, see page 6 of booklet below.

there.

"Now,

isn't that just too beautiful," she
laughed, holding up one for inspection.
"I look as if I have a Marlene Dietrich
If there's anything I haven't got,
figure.
it's a figure."
She knows better. After all, wasn't she

in the Follies?

She isn't a beautiful woman, but she
has something so much more important
than beauty. She has loads of charm, and
she is one of the most striking women I
Her eyes are blue-gray, no
have met.
mistaking the Irish ancestry there. Her
hair is good, old-fashioned blonde no
platinum shades. She speaks very rapidly.
If her enunciation were not perfect, it
would be difficult to follow her quick, staccato conversation.
Interviewing is a cross which she bears.

ter

Depend on

strenuous exercise

this

one throughout the year

I

For,

as our free booklet explains, hot water relaxes
muscles, relieves fatigue, prevents soreness.

—

She believes that

it

is

bad

for

an

actress

to be too well publicized.

"How can an audience judge your
work," she asks, "if it knows what you
eat for breakfast, the names of your children,

if

any, and

your shoes?

It's

how much you pay
like

for

going to see your

or brother."
she is interviewed, however, she
becomes interested in the personality of
her interviewer and is prone to reveal
things she regrets later.
"I always think that the interviewer is
on my side, and I forget that I'm really
When it
talking to thousands of people.

This interesting

book

is

FREE

The summertime baths above are just three of
the many helpful suggestions contained in The
Book About Baths. Send for your copy of this
unusual and interesting booklet. It is free.

sister

When

I'm
comes out in print, I'm amazed.
theatrical enough to appreciate the value
of a colorful story, however."
If

I

pull at my venerable whiskers
into the cards, I'll bet the puiilic

may

and gaze

more anxious about Ina
Claire news when "Rebound" gets about.

will

be even

She's that good.
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And I Teach You Fascination
YouT physical beauty is not all. I give you, tooj
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this priceless art in

my sensational book "How

to Fascinate Men." In an hour you will learn
marvelous things you could not discover your^
a lifetime. You will learn how the world's

self in

sirens make men their helpless slaves, learn to
love, to control men, to pick and choose at
These secrets are free to every woman with
beauty aids. Remember, you
her free trial of
have everything to gain absolutely nothing to
lose. So

win

will.
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self across the continent to be there at the
opening. Paramount had ordered me not
to bring Patsy with me, as I was supposed
to be an ingenue, not a madonna, but
when the time came to leave her I simply
couldn't do it. So, disguised as a roll of
newspapers and six magazines, she was

slipped aboard the train and was just as
jubilant over the prospect of going native
again as her mother was.
So Nancy Carroll, a bit breathless, came
back to old Broadway—in a Patou model
and orchids.

The Winter Garden Theatre, where only
a few years before I had danced nightly in
the chorus for forty dollars a week, leered
insolently at the Rialto marquee, where
my name was in lights. I was proud of
those lights, and my mother and I would
stand across the street in Times Square and
gaze at them rapturously for minutes at a
time. I couldn't believe that it was myself.
Nancy Carroll in lights on Broadway!
I wondered why traffic didn't stop and
stare, too. How could everyone be so calm
when I was simply seething with emotions!
I wanted to laugh, I wanted to sing, I

Rewaids
Ifyou are interested—

—

—
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and
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to cry.
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A little boy getting
into the big money.

Jackie "Skippy"
Cooper and Louis
B. Mayer, head of
M-G-M, go into a
heavy conference,
with contracts and
things.

Jackie in

two years
will earn more
the next

than a gentleman

named Hoover who

Good and
Good for You.

cheerful, irresponsible
sible that I no longer

With the

who

lives in Washington

romance.

Jack

—was

knew how

tragic hopelessness of a

pos-

it

to play?

woman

clings desperately to the illusions of a

love that no longer exists, I tried to play
again. But my laughter was too loud; my
gayety too forced; my feet too tired to
dance in the moonlight.
I stopped to
count the cost.
Those two idiotic kids.
Jack and Nancy, had grown up. They had
found the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow- but the rainbow with its promise of
happiness they never found.

—

—

Perhaps it was Hollywood, with its artificial people and its exaggerations.
Perhaps it was Fame. Perhaps it was Success.
Perhaps it was just one of those things.
But in the hard brilliant glare of the California sun the beautiful misty veil of our
love seemed to drift away. Again I cried
because beautiful things never lasted, and
again I tried to pretend it was all a mere
delusion.
I still loved Jack, and he still
loved me. But somehow or other, we no
longer needed each other, we were hope-

asked

UATd

—and

had changed at all. And then one day I
discovered to my horror that I had forgotten how to play! I who had romped
gloriously and recklessly with the carefree
abandon of a gay young gipsy, first with
my brothers and sisters, and then with

I often wonder now what happened to
that wide-eyed, frightened little girl, who,
holding tight to her mother's hand,
counted over and over again the lights in
her name, and cried because they were so
beautiful,
and beautiful things never
lasted. She was lost some place on the way
to Fame, somewhere midst the money
marts of Hollywood, along with youthful
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illusions

so gradually that it was months,
perhaps a year, before I realized that I

lessly

Beautiful Complexion

ideals,

changed

they meant Success StarIn the years to come
they were to mean other things to me
tears that come in the shadows of night, a
heart that aches in silence, a soul that burns
with shame and ridicule, and a laugh that
But happiness
covers wounded pride.
seemed so close then, so like a beautiful
rainbow, and all I'd have to do would be
to stretch out eager fingers and wrap its
lovely gossamers around my shoulders.
But happiness is as elusive as the rainbow
itself. Only the light of heart find it on the
road that leads to Nowhere.

—Happiness.

conversation to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read

5

—Nancy

dreams,
I

dom-

to develop the ability to speak
effectively in public or in everyday
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There haven't been any com-

With much ballyhoo "Abie's Irish Rose"
opened at the Rialto Theatre in New York,
and Anne Nichols rushed Buddy and my-

lights!

State

^

Life

plaints since.

I

^

~

that day.

any way,

I

My
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develop hidden beauty. My startling results
with more than 100,000 women prove that
_^
Gny one can be given beauty. No matter how \
/
way of making women
hopeless, write me.
/
over completely is amazingly different. ThouV .^a^
Bands write me that results are almost beyond
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is scientific
known
to act for all alike. That is why I can guarantee your absolute
eatisfaction. Not a penny to pay unleaa I give results you
Bay are marveloits*

BE RID OF

of

1931

involved in the petty details of living,
longer shared things our secret
hopes and ambitions, our disappointments
and heartaches, and our last dimes we

—

we no

—

had both become successful celebrities.
We who had once been wild young vagabonds with star dust in our hair had sold
our souls and freedom to the great god
Business.
And Business and Romance,
alas, simply will not mix, no matter how
hard you try.
But I'm getting ahead of my story.
While I was in New York, Walter Wanger of the Paramount office called me and

me

to

make

of the studios that
sound apparatus.

a movietone

test at

one

had been equipped with
All the movie execu-

were shaking their heads over the new
talking pictures which had suddenly burst
forth from their hiding places and were
trying to revolutionize the film industry.
Pictures with sound were all right but
Millions of dollars
pictures that talked?
tives

—

I
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were at stake. Millions of jobs. And would
the millions of movie-goers like talking

Mr. Wanger told me how imwould be, for Paramount
was one of the undecided companies. I
met Eddie Goulding, who later directed
me, at the studio, and he arranged the test
and
I sang "In the Gloaming"
for me.
wondered if my picture career which had
just started was in the gloaming? Suppose
my voice didn't register? Suppose Suppose Suppose. That test was just about
the end of me, but not the end that I had
been fearing. When I left the studio it was
pouring down rain and as usual not a
taxi in sight. By the time I got home I was
wringing wet, and the next morning I
found myself the recipient of an excellent
case of flu. I was sick and mad. What a
with a
terrible way to spend a vacation
thermometer in my mouth! But I was
greatly cheered when I heard that Schulberg had liked my test.
As soon as I was able to navigate
properly on legs that wanted to wobble all
over the place, I kissed my mother goodbye, and with Patsy returned to the West
Coast and to turmoil. Talk about your
Wall Street crash well, you should have
seen Hollywood when talkies started a
bear market in stars.
Musical effects were immediately put
into "Abie's Irish Rose," and after that I
was given a part in "The Water Hole"
with Jack Holt. This turned out to be the
most exciting picture I have ever made,
for we had to go on location to Death
Valley where the temperature was 130 in
the shade, but try and find the shade. It
was against the law to go into the Valley
pictures?

portant

PHILIP MORRIS Makes and Recommends

this test
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—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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in safety

and enjoyment

more

5 cents
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only

in price*
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time of the year, but what's a law,
nore or less, among movie directors. Into
the Valley we went, and the cameraman
promptly went crazy and had to be bound
with ropes. It was so hot that the tires of
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at that

We

the trucks would blow out.
had to get
up at four in the morning and put our
make-up on by the headlights of the cars.
By eleven it was too hot to work, so we
stayed inside an old ranch house and sipped
tomato juice and tea until sunset. Jack
Holt was marvelous. He kept kidding us
and making wisecracks and kept us so well
entertained that often we'd forget how

much we were

suffering.

But

finally I

could bear that heat no longer. I passed
out completely. And when I came to I
was in a car with a doctor bending over
me and was raving at the top of my voice
about Leo, the M-G-M lion. Which wasn't
exactly loyal to Paramount, I must admit.
If

you think making moving pictures is
making one in Death

just lots of fun, try

Valley sometime.
After "The Water Hole," I made "Manhattan Cocktail," in which I sang two
songs and danced.
Then came "Shopworn Angel," which
I liked more than anything I have ever
done.
I
loved that role.
wish I
I
would be given another like it sometime.

chance I had to show
that I could do something besides sing
and dance and look cute, and I made
the most of it.
As a result I was "discovered" again when the picture was reIt

Was the

first

New York chorus, and I had red
hair and a round baby face. So I was the
goat. I had to be cute and coy and kittenI've often wondered what my screen
ish.
career might have been if I hadn't been
side-tracked just then by those darn
musicals.
It was after I made "Sweetie" that I became a star. There was no fanfare of
trumpets, or dancing in the streets. There
was no popping of champagne corks, or
seven course dinners, or demands for
"Speech, Speech" from my frenzied admirers. I was working on the set one day
when a prop boy merely said in passing,
"They made you a star yesterday. Miss
Thus are stars made. DisilCarroll."
lusioning, isn't it? If it hadn't been for the

from the

might never have known.
Paradise" was my first
starring picture and one of the poorest I
The entire company
have ever made.
went to Catalina on location and I remember being miserable all the time I was
Then I made another musical,
there.
"Honey," and later "The Devil's Holinice prop boy,

"Dangerous

I

—

As Hallie
day" and "Follow Thru."
Hobart, the manicurist whose hard little
soul received a severe jolt, in

"The

had another of those rare
When that picture was re-

Holiday"

I

chances to

act.

leased, the critics "discovered"

again,

me

Devil's

me

all

over

and predicted a bright future

for

But "Follow

leased and the critics said, "Watch
Carroll." But my doom was sealed.

Nancy
"The

Broadway Melody" had gone over
every company immediately began

big, so

in technicolor and me being cute
again in Scotch plaids sort of squelched

to turn

their enlhusiasm.

out musicals as

fast as

they could.

I

was

along dramatic

lines.

Thru"

After "Follow

Thru"

I

was sent East in

the Spring of 1930 to make "Laughter,"
followed by "Stolen Heaven," "Night
Angel" and "Personal Maid," at the Paramount Studios on Long Island. Jack was
transferred to the Eastern studio, too, so
once more the Kirklands settled their
Lares and Penates and toothbrushes in
New York. Jack was hard at work on a
play that he was getting into shape for

Broadway.

When

I

first

returned after

those years in Hollywood, I had a
grand time looking up old friends and
old places and asking "Do you remem." But somehow the old illusions, the
ber
old raptures, were gone. Old friends were
rather disappointing, too, for they seemed
far more interested in "new lows" and the
"worse season in years" than they did in
recalling the good times we had had together. The old life was a closed book
decided to think only of the future.
Jack and I took an apartment on West
Fifty-ninth
Street overlooking Central
all

—

Park

—but we were rarely in

it.

his plays, his scripts, his stories.

Jack had

And

I

had

rehearsals, fittings, interviews, and all the
thousand and one things that arc involv-

ed in making pictures. Business. Ahs ays
There was no place for Romance.
Jack and I decided it was for the best interests of both to separate.
Life
I do not know what lies ahead.
does things to us over which we have little
Business.

control.

But no matter what the future holds for
I shall try never to hide from life, but
to welcome all its emotions, all its joys,

me,

and

all its

sorrows.
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Bill

Powell and His Future
[Continued from page 21]
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Naturally, the producers
type of characterizations and stories the public seeks in
entertainment. I don't propose to have a
word to say in that matter."
The suave, dignified Philo Vance, of the
S. S. Van Dine murder mysteries at Paramount, will make three pictures yearly for
Warner Brothers-First National.
His
first one is "The Other Man," if they don't
get around to changing the title.
studio
executive is authority for the statement
possibly
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that Powell is photographing better and
acting more adroitly and convincingly
than in his entire previous career. Good
news to Bill and good news to his fans.
With everything under control, as you

—

Stillm

say, Powell has no thought of retirement to a quiet life on the Riviera. There
was a time, however, when he entertained

might
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Occasionally, Carole and Bill go to the
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comment on current productions is
extremely pertinent and highly amusing.
In spite of that aristocratic reserve which
marks his screen personality, he is an exceedingly human person with a grand sense
of humor. I've heard that he is high-hat,
but then I've heard that about Mitzi
Green, too. It is just one of those remarks
made in Hollywood when people run out
In other towns
of anything else to say.
they fall back on the weather, or the hard
times. Anyway, I don't believe it of Bill.
He divides his time between the home of

Bill's

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY

Mm
St.,

tired of

Few stars

nches
Size 16x20 inches
Same price for fall

W. Lake

become

one place."
lead a simpler or more sensible
life than Bill Powell.
He doesn't make any
excursions into the night life that Hollywood and Los Angeles provide. Even
Carole Lombard has forsaken the Cocoanut Grove, the Biltmore and the Roosevelt, where she used to dance night after
night.
Carole and Bill dine frequently

mm
900

such an idea.
"Retirement is all right," he smiled, "as
long as it is far enough in the future. I
would be very unhappy about it if I
thought I were facing retirement tomorrow. Anyway, I don't think I would like
to live all the time on the Riviera, or anywhere else. I like Europe while I am there,
but I want to be free to move the minute
I

AnyPHOIO

—

Dept. K-1351, Chicago,
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mother and father, and his own apartment in Hollywood. The Powell family
his

distinctly different. It is a business corporation in itself. Horatio Warren Powell, Bill's dad, handles the business affairs
of his son. He places the money in good,
safe stocks and bonds, and pays off the
bills.
Once Bill decided, to play the stock
market, and speaking inelegantly, he lost
is

his shirt.

Mrs. Powell, Bill's mother, makes most
of his appointments, and takes telephone

She is a lovely little
and she thinks the sun rises and sets
on William Horatio Powell. I'll wager a
new hat you didn't know his middle name
before this. Bill is an only son, and his

messages for him.
lady,

father says
He doesn't

he has always been

mean

a word of

spoiled.

it.

It was Bill's mother who told me that her
son Jiad a habit of making midnight raids
on the ice-box. Mr. and Mrs. Powell
usually dine out, but the ice-box is never
neglected. There's usually a leg of lamb,
or a cold chicken, put away for the midnight prowler. Bill is also fond of chutney. He has the rep.utation of being quite
a connoisseur 'when it comes to food. At
least, over at Paramount, they always
kept truffles in the larder especially for
him. Anyone who eats truffles, and appreciates them properly, must be a cormois-

seur, that's all.

Occasionally he plays tennis with Color Barthelmess. He admits that he
can't work up the proper degree of enthusiasm about tennis.
He doesn't take it

man

and it shows in his game.
"It isn't conversational enough, I guess,"
he laughed. "You just don't discuss a certain serve, or a particularly good play in
tennis. Now I like golf, although I'm a dufseriously,

You have time to enjoy
the scenery, and the nineteenth hole is
always a cheerful prospect. You get together with a few friends and review the
entire morning's play. Bridge is about the
only other game in which you can indulge
in such fascinating post-mortems."
He thinks that "Street of Chance" is his
best talking picture to date.
He gets
tired of always playing a man with a blot
on his 'scutcheon. He wants to know if I
don't get tired talking to actors who talk
only of themselves. And I want him to
know that I wouldn't get tired of William
Powell talking of himself if I listened all
day. If he has to do it, he can accomplisl
it with more grace and ease than ninetynine out of a hundred in Hollywood.
fer at that, too.
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Gary Cooper Faces Thirty
[Continued from page 59]

Absorb

The

next issue of

SILVEE SCREEN
Will he on sale August 10

importance which a man might have."
A ticklish
I asked Gary about love.
subject, of course, since Gary's name has
been linked with that of Lupe Velez, the
fiery little Mexican actress, for such a long
For months the rumor has been
time.
about Hollywood that they are married.
"I'm in love," Gary told me. "I'll never
be any more in love as long as I live."
"Are you and Lupe married?" I asked
pointblank.

"No," said Gary. "I won't contemplate marriage for a long time.
I don't
think this business and marriage fit.
It
brings personalities too close."
I changed the subject.
I asked him
about his illness and what got liim that

way.

He went out on location with the "Fighting Caravans" company, it seems. He, by
the way, likes Westerns because he naturHe
ally craves the wide, open spaces.

—
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"SHE CAN'T PLAY

spent three days on location near Sonora.
His costume was a two-piece buckskin
In the dead of winter, he
garment.
plunged into an icy lake more than a

NOTE'

mile above sea-level and swam on several
occasions, as a part of his work. From this
point, he went to an elevation of 9,500 feet
and worked in the snow.
"This wouldn't have been so bad if I
had had sense enough to keep myself in
good physical condition," he explained,
''but I had gotten careless. I'd spent too
much time working in the warmth of

on sound

artificial lights

The immediate

stages."

result

was an attack of

influenza, which he believed he conquered
He
in short order. Actually, he hadn't.
returned and after a short rest and period
of recuperation he went to work in "City

your

'

In his weakened condition, he
was prey for almost any sort of a microbe,
germ or bug. Influenza got him again,
but he didn't flinch.
On the heels of this came jaundice.
It was jaundice which knocked the
props from beneath him.
"There are times when I've worked as
long as twenty-three hours at a stretch,
and I'll have to do it again." ; Fourteen
and sixteen hours are common. It's all
in the day's work. From now on I'm going
to be prepared for this sort of thing."
That's a lesson six years have taught
him.

Sally's Secret
'You may laugh when

likes to work for
believes that he did his
best work opposite Marlene Dietrich in
"Morocco," but he also liked his roles in

Gary

likes

work and he

He

Paramount.

"The Virginian" and "The Shopworn
Angel."
He is getting a great deal of kick out of
the i6-cylinder car which he purchased
recently, and reports excellent performHe contemances over Arizona roads.
plates another trip soon and spends most of
his time looking over ranch properties.
Some day, he is going to have a ranch on
which he will spend half of each year.
The other half of each year, he'll spend

how

to

Thisll be Funny
5at

down

we're stuck right here in the
club for the afternoon," sighed Jane,
as' the rain began coming down in torrents.
"I suppose this means more bridge, and
I'm tired of that," said John Thompson.
"Can't we find something unusual to do?"
She
"Well, here comes Sally Barrow.
might offer a solution to the problem," suggested Jimmy Parsons.
Poor Sally! Unfortunately she was considerably overweight. Nevertheless the boys all
she was so jolly and full of fun.
liked Sally
"Hello everybody," came Sally's cheery

1

—

greeting,

However,
tion struck everybody as a joke.
didn't mind being laughed at as
Sally

—

long

PICK YOUR

John Thomp-

as

laughter.

INSTRUMENT
.Mr

Organ

Clarinet
Flute

John

— more

liked

Sally

she

tlian

cared to admit.

non-

walked

iSaliy

Piccolo

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

chalantly over to the
Carelessly, she
piano.
played a few chords.
Then, just as if she

Guitar

'Cello

had played

Ukulele
Cornet

Trombone

Hawa

Steel Guitar
Sight S
Piano Accordio

Italian

and

Gem

Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Drums and Traps

Harmony and
Composition
Automatic Finger
Control

Banjo (Plectrum,

means to be imposed upon and buncoed, and I'm glad of

String or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

it

Sally
latest

broke

years,
into the

for

Broadway

and

I'll

"When

I

around any longer—"
And now you know what six years of
stardom and Hollywood have done to
Gary Cooper.
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rose
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Finally

Thompson was
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Address.
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side immediately.
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I

sent

Why,
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Instrument?
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it

I

I
was playing simple tunes by
It
note right from the start.
was just as simple as A-B-C to
picprint
and
follow the clear
that
came
illustrations
ture
Now I can
with the lessons.
classics
by note
play many
and most all the popular music."
Today, Sally is one of the most popular gids
And we don't need to tell you that
in her set.
she and John are now engaged!
The amazing success of
This story is typical.
the men, women and children who take the U. S.
School of Music course is largely due to a
newly perfected method that really makes reading
and playing music as easy as A-B-C.
First you are told how to do it, then a picture
sAows you how, and then you do it yourself and
hear it.
Thus you teach yourself in your spare time
right in your own home, without any long hours
of tedious practice.

Have You

For Silent and Talking Pictures

without complaining.
don't like it, I won't stick

keep doing

was,

hit.

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios
Not a school no courses or books to
sell.
You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
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I

came and

all

for the complete course.

listeners couldn't
ears!
their
Sally continued to
play one lively tune
after another.

$$ Photoplay

miss a lot of fine folks.
But I'll never go back to that. There's
too much routine, and I've learned to live
on excitement."
Gary paused a moment.
"I like my woi-k, and as long as I like it,
country,

it
it

believe

that.

"I've learned to like Hollywood and
everyone in it."
I asked Gary if he ever got homesick.
"Of course I do," he said. "I miss the

When

Her

from tne piano.
S-

it.

saw how easy

Free Book and Demonstration Lesson

"What's new?"

"That's just it, Sally, we've just about
reached the end of our rope," replied John.
"Would it surprise you if I played a tune
or two for you on the piano?"
"You play, Sally? Don't be funny!" The
very idea of Sally having talent in any direc-

Piano

for

to play
6ut a minute later.

"T GUESS

it.

"I've learned what

Sally

a U. S. School of Music adIt offered a Free
vertisement.
Demonstration Lesson, so I wrote

they shouted as she

son didn't join in the

do

you,"

learned

traveling.

"After six years in Hollywood, I've
learned a great many things," he said.
"I've learned to take care of myself
physically, and that's most important,
because when you lose your health you
lose your capacity to enjoy everything.
"I've learned what love is, and there's
a sweet lesson in that.
"I've learned the meaning of fame, and
how to keep a level head on my shoulders.
"I've learned what hard work is, and

I

explained.
to play at
"But I
home, without a teacher.
You see, I happened to see
tell

Streets."

^

State.

City

HOME-STUDY
BUSINESS TRAININ<S
Your opportunity can never be bigRer than your
preparation. Prepare now and reap the rewards in
earlier and larger success. Free O-i-Page Books Tell
Ilmo. Write nine for book you want, or mail coupoa
with your name and address in margin today.
O Hijlhcr Accountancy <) Business Mftm't
O Mod. Salesmanship <) BuNinc^s Corrcs.

O Traffic Manattemcnt O Credit and Collection
Correspondence
O f,aw Oeftrecof LL.B.
O Modern Foremanshlp
O Commercial Law
O Personnel Mtim'r
O Industrial Mftm't
O BankiniiandFlaancc U Erpert Bookkeeplaii
O C. P. A. Coachinft
O TeleUraphy
U Rail. Station M|!m't O Business Eniillsh
O Railway AciountlniS () Commercinl Spanish
O Paper Salesnian,ihlp O Effective Speakinii
LA SALLE EXTEMSIOn UtllVERSITV
:

Dept. 8420-R

Chicago
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Why

GIRLS

IS

Garbo Love's

MAKE

\Continued from page

MONEY

little

critics

illustrafors ... interior

decorators...
..

modern

are making good money in art. Girls trained
in art are needed. Many Federal Studentsare now
earning $2500 to $6000 a year . . . others more.
girls

Through the Federal School of Illustrating you
can learn the principles of drawing at home.
More than fifty famous artists share with you

experience

in Cartooning, Lettering,
Designing, etc. Send now for Free
Art Test. From it our artists will judge your
drawing ability. "A Rood to Bigger Things"
Illustrating,

be sent you

free.

FEDERAL SCHOOL
OF ILLUSTRATING
8941 Federal Schools Building

MINNESOTA

MINNEAPOLIS,

Maybelline Eyelash Darkener
will instantly transform your
lashes into a dark, luxuriant
fringe, making them appear
longer. Harmless and easy to

A touch of Maybelline
Eye Shadow to your eyelids
add depth, beauty and
"expression," Form the
brows with the clean, smooth
use.

will

Maybelline Eyebrow Peucil
then you will have re-m-ide
your eyes into soulfuj tjiol"!
of loveliness. Insist upon the
genuine
preferred by millions for over fifteen years.

—

FREE

Trip to

HOLLYWOOD
Anyone

in

U.

S.

A.

Here is your golden opportunity to
beauty and gayety the home of the

eligible.

visit this alluring city of

—

motion picture stars and studios, in the land of golden sunshine
and exotic flowers. Write for full details of this great offer.
Nothing to sell. Your inquiry does not obligate you in any way.
Hollywood Baine Co., A-1, 1558 N- Vine St., Hollywood, Calif.

SuporfluoujHAIRallGONi
Mahler method,

whicli kills the hair

prevents hair from growing

root,

again.

Use

it

privately

in

your

home.

Wc Teach

Beauty Culture

Send today 3 red stamps for
Free Booklet
D.

J.

Mahler Co., 498

B,

—
^—

WONDEK
PASTE
PEEL
Home
Treatment

for

pimples, blackheads,
enlarged pores, wrinkles, pits,
freckles,

scare, puffs.

Acne condition

of

back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste gives
new life and youth to aging faces. No failPrice $5.
ure, no redness afterwards.

DEPT.
IOCS

40

BRACK SHOPS

ssi.';'

Mahler Park, Providence, R.

Mme Adele
1-Day

of her in

lay success or failure.
Her first picture, "The Torrent,"
pretty close to settling all doubts.

fabric designers... stiow card writers.

will olso

Ahead

and Kleig lights and
geraniums growing in palm trees lay her
urgent need to prove that she was all
Stiller had insisted she was.
Ahead of her

ART
their

apprehensive, too.

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

came
The
were much impressed with it and

said so in their most authoritative manner.
There was no longer the least need for
Metro's press department to compare this
golden Viking with Norma Shearer or

anyone else.
Garbo, than
none greater.

And

She stood on her own as
there soon was to be

whom

time she was a normal
All this time she
She
the things other stars do.

all

this

enough young woman.

did all
posed for portraits and news pictures. And
she gave interviews. I remember one picture of her in running shorts, ready for
the race, with the track coach of the
University of California standing by. She
Returning
is no mean athlete, by the way.
from Sweden the last time, she outplayed
men on shipboard at deck tennis.
I remember, too, when she lived in the
Swedish colony at Santa Monica and was
arrested for speeding and fined ten dollars.

Then Greta met John Gilbert. Or perhaps it would come closer to the truth to
say then John Gilbert met Greta. And
then love began treating her strangely.
John Gilbert, screen lover extraordinary
and romantic enough in person, too! A
bon vivant, John ... in love with life
.

.

.

unwilling to sacrigreedy foi' nappiness
fice today for any dead yesterdays or unwas inevitable
It
certain tomorrows.
that Greta should attract him. She used
to wear simple little blue suits and
starched blouses with Byronic collar effects.
She used to pull her little felt hats
jauntily over the soft gold of her hair.
She used to sit quietly in that noisy studio
restaurant, her gray-green eyes sometimes
very wise and sometimes very wistful.
She was a contrast to the women John
had known, preening birds in bright
plumage.
I don't pretend to know anything about
the bond between Garbo and Mauritz
Stiller but I think it likely enough that she
loved him without being in love with him.
Stiller
But John Gilbert was young.
wasn't. In John's eyes she found a chalIt must have thrilled her to find
lenge.
him watching her from the sidelines, following her to her car. She didn't have to
be fluent in his language to understand
he really meant something very different
when he stopped her on the lot to pass the
time of day.
In no time at all Greta and John started
going places and doing things together.
.

.

.

At openings, those theatrical, sensational,
unbelievable Hollywood openings, they
would step from John's car to face a battery of news photographers and flashlights.
And Greta wore ermine, and she was
Greta wore orchids on her
smiling.
shoulders, and her arm was linked in
John's.
Preposterous to think of her as a recluse
It isn't when Life is fulin these days.

i

Stepcliild

g]

their dearest dreams that people
shut out the world.
However, those who watched John and
Greta together in those ecstatic days feared
for the future.
They were so different.
It seemed reasonable that in the first
excitement of love Greta might make an
effort to keep pace with John.
But the
fact stood that she came from an older
race, a race that counted tomorrow as
important as today. Surely in time she
would try to bring John around to her
way of living. The way women will.
What then? John, they felt, would laugh
that laugh of his that mocked the gods.
I wonder if it does still.
Perhaps not.
Things haven't gone too well for John in
the last few years. And even if their natures didn't part them, would John ever be
faithful, year in, year out, to one woman?
The only safe measuring stick for the future
is the past.
No one woman ever had held
filling

that city of glass roofs

in

As fashion

1931

-

John

before.

In the meantime, Greta and John
played together in love stories. Because
of which this grim old \vorld was richer.
Clarence Brown, who directed "Flesh and
the Devil," insisted that this picture held
the finest love scenes ever photographed.
And no one contradicted him.
I remember an interview Greta gave
at this time, while she sat on the sidelines
with John. She didn't insist upon enclosed
sets then.
It wasn't necessary.

She

really

seemed

to

marvel at American

life.

"I do not know," she said, "how in
America you can work so hard and play so
much. I cannot go to the big party and in
the morning at eight o'clock be at the
I cannot."
then John who always had gone to
parties said very decidedly that he, too,
felt it best to stay away from most of them.
Oh, they were both trying hard to accept
the other's point of view. No doubt about

studios.

And

Of course, John was sincere enough
what he said. Right then Greta was
enough to fill his life. More than enough.
He told me, during this love affair, that he
that.

in

felt

something

was lived
grand guy!
life

like

ninety per cent of your
John's a

in your heart.

Greta wasn't the typical woman in love.
She wasn't concerned with clothes to make
herself beautiful for her lover.
Perhaps
she felt the attachment between her and

John stronger than those

light fancies that
are influenced by pretty bows and ruffles.
And I think it was.
"I wish we could wear big bags," she
said, "bags that we could jump into.
Me, I have no time to think what I shall
wear.
In the mornings always I must
hurry.
In America always everybody

And everybody is young and
happy, too."
During that old interview, too, Greta
spoke with vehemence about the roles in
which she was being cast.
"I want to play good women," she said,
"good women who are interesting. But
always they make me play the other woman because they say I am that type. I do
not think I am.
I do not like to have
people think me that type. And they do
hurries.

—

^
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when they see me play the
I know.
They write me."
Which goes to show how much

think so

parts

I play.

you can put

in

They will tell
own way in the
what she

stock

rumors that get around.
you that Garbo gets her
studios, that she decides

do and what she won't do.
Yet you'll notice she still is playing the same
roles for which she expressed such a dislike.
And all the "funny acting" she's had any
will

opportunity of doing has been sprinkled
sparsely
through the most dramatic
dramas.
They cater to Greta's wishes

whenever

possible, I'm sure, exactly as
they cater to the other stars.
But it's
a sort of "Now be a good little girl and eat
your spinach and you can have a chocolate

cream drop" catering. If you know what
I mean.
Exactly what happened to end the
Garbo-Gilbert affair nobody seems to
know, although everybody has a different
theory about
it did end.

it.

All that

is

definite

is

Whereupon Greta went

that
into

retirement. Looking at her, you can tell
she is a woman who v/ould love deeply.
It is part of her Scandinavian heritage.
As far as her personal conduct is concerned if
in no other way I think Greta Garbo may be
compared to Eleanora Duse. You will remember it was after Duse parted from Gabriele
D'Annunzio that she retired from all but
professional contacts.

Do Your

And something Garbo said to a leading
man who worked with her recently substantiates

my

theory.

She intimated that she

had found she wasn't one to play at love with any
success and said that she had, therefore, determined to concentrate entirely upon her work
while she worked adding that she hoped
an enduring love would come to her at some

—

later day.

two years and more now since
herself away in the comparatively modest house behind the eucalyptus
trees and the high hedge.
At first, I be^
lieve she wanted only to be left alone.
Then came the need for long hours of study
in order that she might perfect her English
and temper her accent. For the talkies
had come. And soon after this Mauritz
It

is

Garbo hid

Garbo

much

that

tainly,

If

greater.

is of too low frequency to
record.
simply doesn't crackle as you think it

does.

phane

The sound made by

crackling cellobetween the fingers dubs in per-

fectly.

On the other hand, letters and papers
crackle too much. The average ear doesn't
hear this. But the microphone does. So
when they are used in a scene they are first
dampened.
Hail is made by dropping peanut shells
on a drum, and horses' hoofs are recorded
by dropping cocoanut shells on the same

drum.

Upon occasion, they still rely upon buckshot rattled around in a tub to produce the
musical sound of a waterfall. For waves
of the sea they roll it back and forth.
Telephone bells do not record right.
There is an after jangle that ruins the
effect.
For a long time, they dubbed in
the ringing of a telephone off the set and
cut off the sound by inserting cotton as soon
as it jingled.
This proved unsatisfactory
and difficult. Now, a hand machine consisting of a bell mounted on revolving
wheels is used.
Since all doors do not sound like doors,
each studio has a prop door built over a

about three feet deep and this is used
wherever it is necessary to record the closing or slamming of a door.
One good
reason for dubbing this sound is that all
doors are not of,-the proper thickness and
resonance to sound like doors, and another
very good reason is that most sets are built
in a flimsy, temporary manner, and if a
door were slammed sufficiently hard to
pit

record correctly, the entire side of the set
would shake or possibly fall down. So it's
nothing to have one door appear in a dozen

and now those

.

UGLY HAIRS

felt

At the time,

newspapers suggested that

save her work.
She is a strong and brave woman, Greta
Garbo. I do not believe she has a broken
heart. She is too honest for the attitude of
self-pity that a broken heart demands.
But I am quite convinced she is a great
artist cherishing romance and fully aware
of how great a thing love can be.

all in

same day.

A

sound track was made of the chimes
of the famous Big Ben in London for
"Bulldog Drummond," but for ordinary
purposes, the sound of chimes is obtained
from a series of steel bells built upon a
rack and tuned up to the proper pitch.
Did you enjoy Robert Woolsey's little
ditty on the spark plugs in, "Half Shot at
Sunrise"?
You never knew that spark
plugs would sound like that, did you?
Neither did he. Murray Spivack rigged
up a lot of pipes off stage, tuned them up
and played upon them for the mike, keeping time to Woolsey's movements.
The
synchronization was perfect.
Voice doubling is resorted to regularly,
but the studios are cagey about giving
OHt this information.
In "Her Man," Phillips Holmes was
required to sing some doggerel sailor
songs. He hasn't a good singing voice, but
he has an excellent sense of rhythm. So

were made of singers who possessed
tonal range as Phillips does. At
last, a radio singer was engaged and when
his voice was doubled in, it proved exactly
tests

the

A

same

right.

Sometimes a scene is pre-scored before
is
shot.
This was done in Eddie
Quillan's "Whoop-te-do Kid." The orchestra leader was given headphones in order to
keep in time with the action of Eddie during the rehearsal.
Rhythm and memory
it

are the biggest factors in successful pre-

of women both here and
abroad now know the joy of an alluringly smooth and beautiful skin, forever free
from the regrowth of ugly unfeminine hair.
The Koremlu Cream Method based on the
discovery of a noted French scientist re-

—

The sound

trade is still in its infancy but
getting smarter evciy day. Maybe the
camera doesn't lie very often. But a good
sound track lies all the time and makes

—

it.

—

confused with temporary correctives, nor is it
to be confused with any other method.
The

Koremlu Method

gives permanent results. It
removes the hairs by weakening the follicles
that hold the hairs in the roots, so that they

are most easily lifted out. A number of applications definitely destroys the growth of
hair.

The Koremlu Cream Method, used

ularly

for

a definite period

as

reg-

directed,

is

guaranteed by a signed, money-back guarantee
to achieve the permanent results you have
always hoped for the complete and lasting
removal of superfluous hair.
Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of
all unwanted hair.
Send the coupon today
for our booklet containing full details of The

Koremlu Cream Method.
Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading department stores (ask them for booklet). If
you find that you cannot get Koremlu Cream
in

your

locality,

KOREMTU

you may order direct from

INC.. II

W

t:.'iid

Si.,

us.

Nfw York

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD
oi permaneni
hair removal
KOREMI.U
New York.

Inr..

U

West 42nd

St.

N. Y.

mr

booklet (in plain envelope) giving full
information nhoui Kori-uiUi i>cam for tho guaranteed
reniovnl of supernuous liiiir.

it's

like

hair

THOUSANDS

Kindly send

scoring.

you

Guarantee assures the

Written

permanent removal of unwanted

moves the hair for all time.
Koremlu is a delightfully fragrant quickdrying cream, applied to the skin and left
on all night. The Koremlu Cream Method
may be used with positive effectiveness on the
face, legs, arms, and underarm.
The Koremlu Cream Method is not to be

You?
the

grow again /

Stiller

all

pictures

can never

cer-

had died of a broken heart.
Shortly
thereafter Jack
Gilbert
married Ina
Claire and Garbo retired definitely from

Ears Deceive

Fire

,

her love affair
had cost her this dear friend, her grief was
Stiller died.

{Continued from page 49]
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Serving the Stars
[Continued from page 37]

circumstance, and conversational
trimmings, of an event in the past. It's
Mamie-this, and Mamie-that; and Mamie
never fails.

and

THE
GRAND CENTRAL
IX

A

pessimist, Mamie's policy is to anticipate the worst; that way, life is a series of
"Yessum," she will
pleasant surprises.
wail, darkly, "we's supposed to leave for
Europe on Friday, but heaps of things can

SECTION
INear

to everything in

minals,

New York.

happen 'twbct now and then. 'At's three
days, ma'am."
Marie Dressier may be fifty-eight years

..railroad ter-

Times Square, Fifth Avenue shops,

homelike as though you had planned

it

etc.

As

but to Mamie she's only a baby.
runs the home, plans the household's routine, does her mistress' banking
and much of her shopping, and looks after

yourself.

old,

Mamie

Radio in every room.

a

800
ROOMS

f3.oo
PER DAY

AND UP

many

SOOBATHS^

rooms $
Double rooms
Single

'.

to $5 per
to $6 per

day
day

so she

Sts.,

oa Lexington Ave.
CITY

Gregory Taylor, President
Oscar W. Richards, Manager

S.

DEAFNESS

^eetyour favorite

Iflox

BRAM STUDIO
Avenue

Why

MISERY

Studio 332-A
New York City

LEONARD,

Ine.. Suite

985,70 5th Ave.,

New Yerk

Price 25c. each. Sample free.
Address : "Cntlcura," Dept 5K^alden,MasB.

mild, Jenner

is

as

fiim as the

London

He buffets the world— solidly,

but
His employer shall not be inconvenienced even slightly.
At three-thirty, he brings the tea-tray.
Watch in hand, he appears on the dot at
four-thirty, remarking right into the scene,
under the microphone, that it is quitting
time.

And

it

is.

Spare monocles for the Arliss eye are
always in his pocket. Cooling drinks on

Tolerate Pimples

Quickly Relieves

her adored one needs

correctly.

days, a coat if the day is cool; anything needed is at hand as though by
The studio policemen couldn't
magic.
chase him as much as ten feet away from

warm

and Blackheads when

crxicuRA
Them

if

always in the house or at the studio, with
Miss Dressier.
And there is Jenner. Very much there
is Jenner, when the cameras call George
It has been said
Arliss to Hollywood.
that, with all due respect to the gifts and
charm of the cultured English actor, "the
most remarkable thing about Mr. Arliss
is Jenner."
George Jenner is a gentleman's gentleman and has served his master for almost a
quarter of a century. While Mr. Arliss is

Tower.

use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
lesemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No -wires, batteries or head piece.
,
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of pptjt>1
the inventor who was himself deaf.

original photos of your favorite stars, size
8 X 10, cloHfiy prints. 25o each, 5 for Jl.OO. Scenes
recent
from any of your favorite
photo
playe. 250 each, 12 for $2.50. Poiitively the finttt
obiainahle anywhere. We have the largest collection of movie photos in the country. Just name
the etar or acenee you want. Hemit by money
order or U. S. 2o stamps.

630 - 9th

IS

people -witli defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they

Many

all

can hear

Mamie's husband, Jerry, is houseman
and general factotum. One or the other is

MeNTCiAlIIt
NEW YORK

—

anything.

MOTH
49th to 50th

Eveiy night she

business matters.

up until Marie is in bed, turns out the
refusing to occulights and sleeps nearby
py the servants' quarters over the garage

waits

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly ounne
spare time. Also earn wwhile you learn. No experience
like it.
necessary. New easy method. Nothing elseJHodern
Send at once for free book, Opportunities in

^

Photography, and full particulars.
ftMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Cuicago,
Dept. 443-C, 3601 Michigan Ave.

U. 5. A.

his master.

Once Jenner himself rose to fame.
mind having the story told.

doesn't

He
Just

he had "taken a place" with Mr.
Jenner had enjoyed two glasses of
beer at Joel's bar, in New York (He is
specific about the number, too) when a
man called him a name, an ugly name.
He let go with his left. A second man
Surveying the two
Ditto.
objected.
knockouts, he dusted his hands and deNext evening he was invited to
parted.
a dinner in his honor, given by the barIt seems one of the men he had
tender.
knocked out was young Jim Corbett, the
champ.
John Barrymore has had his valet for
after

Arliss,

"I'M

THROUGH WITH LOVE
Says Clara

Bow

AFFAIRS!"

in the

August issue of Screenland
NOW ON SALE AT ALL NEWSSTANDS
Read the startling feature
called "Help Save Clara Bow!" in The Smart Screen Magazine.
To say nothing of "New Men Wanted in Hollywood"— Gloria
"I'm

tired of being the It Girl!"

life

— Phillips Holmes'
a Second Coogan?" and many
including news — reviews —

own frank opinion
story— "What Chance has

Swanson's

more

live features,

of her future

fiction.

eleven years and his make-up man for
twelve years.
Lew Cody and his colored man, James,
are "we." James will say, "We have to go
to the dentist this mawnin'," or "We are
Lew
all well again now, thank you."
returns the courtesy, in regarding his
manager and James as family.
James' strong arms carried Lew's body,

.

.

Screen

Silver
worn

For him,
frail by pain, for months.
no world exists except that bounded by
Lew's needs.
For nine years now James and his wife,
the cook, have managed Lew's home and
him. They have telephone tact, and they

know how

to get

Lew

out of corners

when

the occasion arises.

James

Told

to get kippered
they sell it by the
package?" and was informed, "It comes in
a barrel." Next morning a barrel of kippered herring was delivered.
Lew's corned beef and cabbage, codfish
balls, spaghetti and cheese, chicken a la
king, or Spanish omelettes, are tastily
prepared.
When he is working, James
is

literal.

herring, he asked,

cuts

down

his

"Do

diet, or

adds

to

as he

it,

and the actor never questions

thinks best,

judgment.
"James knows what is best," Lew says.
"If he comes to take me home from a
party, I go immediately; he knows what I
have ahead the next day, and how much

his

rest I

need."

Originally hired as chauffeur, his
versatility has

own

promoted Lee Conger,

in

nine years, to a trusted position as Richard Dix's all-around aide. He pays bills,
types answers to fan mail; he is valet; he
drives. Being a single man, he must step
out now and then, and Richard often
lets him have the car to take his current

weakness driving.
"One great guy!" The clean-cut Lee is
enthusiastic about his boss. "Takes him a
while to size you up. But once you prove
you're looking after his interests right,
nothing can shake his confidence in you.
When he's sore at anything or anybody
else, he never takes it out on you.
And
he hates to be yessed if you know
different."

Much

is
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1

a severe critic of her boudoir's condition.

Not a trace of powder dare she find;
must look as if no one had ever dressed

it

in

her room five minutes after her toilette is
completed. And I still can't get used to
her appetite.
She has three, hearty
'squares' a day. But I like working for her.
She is very fair."
"Mr. Lowe is a real guy," according to
Ed's chauffeur, Jim Hilyer.
"Either he
sits

in front

and

and

He

I talk.

talks to
likes to

Girls
lest^urArt Abi li^

me or else he drives
hear all about my

—

He don't like to be driven says
he'd lose his self-respect if he always rode
around in the back seat. He dusts the
plans.

highway plenty, and

—

for all I admire him
keep hold of the door-handle. When
he's tired and I take the wheel, he goes to

—

I

sleep.

"Whenever

I

take

him and Missus Lowe

to a

show, he nearly always

and

says,

'Go

slips

me a

YOU LIKE TO
IFDRAW, here is your

btick

see a picture.'

"One

thing, though: I sure do have to
keep his cars shining. I look twice in the

opportunity to find
out how much talent you
have. Test your natural
sense of design, propor-

mirror when I answer his- call; I'd better
not turn up in a soiled uniform."
Dora Pinter has been Constance Ben-

maid

nett's

for eight years,

accompanying

our simple
Ability
Art
scientific
Questionnaire. Learn if
your talent is worth deYou will be
veloping.
frankly told what your

Norma Shearer has had her personal
maid, Ursula Whitfield, for six years.
"Ursula has developed an uncanny inknowing what

ask for it,"

Norma

I

want before

I

score

says.

Helen Chandler's maid worries over her
mistress' erratic diet. Ask Helen what she
had for breakfast, and she will most likely
say, breathlessly, "Coca Cola."
Kay Francis depends upon Ida Terry.
Ida takes care of bills and 'phone messages,

responsibility

falls

upon

the

young

Are Successful

Many Federal School students and graduates girls as
men are making
well
as

which

is

a task in

$2,000,

$4,000,
yearly.

$5,000,

and

In Commercial Art work you can earn as
vmch as a man of eqval abiliiy.
Millions are paid yearly for
$6,000

illustrations

and designs. Learn

The
at home in spare time.
Federal Course contains lessons by the leading artists,
gives you personal criticisms,
and leads rapidly to practical

itself.

"Miss Francis knows what she wants,
trusts my judgment and never nags," Ida
says.

work.

All these servants deserve

good

refer-

ences.

But then

—

—

with costuming, attends to menus
and flowers, and serves luncheon in the
dressing room.
She goes shopping in a
Ford which the actress has given her.
She matches materials or chooses gowns to
be sent out for Miss Francis' final selection.
And she looks after Kay's menagerie of
pets,

is.

Federal Graduates

assists

but capable shoulders of Esther Heinrich,
housekeeper for the Edmund Lowes, a
position she has filled for three years. Her
most important duty is the care of the
Tashman wardrobe. She has equipped a
room for cleaning and pressing and, with
the help of an extra maid by the day, goes
over every garment after it has been worn
before replacing it for future wear.
She
accompanies her mistress to the studio
each day.
"Miss Tashman gets up at six, breakfasts at seven, and is through with the
day's orders by eight," Esther says. "She

with

etc.,

dresser to secretary.

stinct for

perspective,

color,

tion,

her on her travels. The blonde star elevated Gladys Young from studio hair-

Send

think the stars they serve deserve pretty good references, too, don't

for

Free Art Questionnaire

I

By

all

—

means get

this

free

send now for your
we will
Questionnaire and
also send our book, "Your
showing work of
Future,"
Federal Students and explaintest

you?

—

ing the course in detail. Please
^tate age and occupation.

THE

iilBa

BQISIIpQa

BEIQQB

ANSWER
TO

LAST MONTH'S
MOVIE FAN'S

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE

C/ofCbmineicialDcsi^niii^
87-A Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.
PIcaat;

send

I'Vee

Art Questionnaire aud book,

"Your Future."

IWamc
Present

Age
\,i,/res

Ocrttpiiliori

-
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of His

Ways

[Continued from page 25]

Enough in his work, critics said,
him back to his outstanding

love.

to

bring

position as a portrayer of such

0i

w.

lO
"THE BEST AT

ANY

Louis

come

powder
wide range

in a

tints

and are

individually packed

in trans-

of captivitating

parent

sanitary

wrappers.

COLUMBIA PLUSH &

PRICE"

PUFF

CO.

bombshell.

with him.
I did note

Menjou's small coterie of friends were
the only ones in Hollywood who did not
They knew that his father was
gasp.
French but that his mother was Irish.
They knew that Private Adolphe Menjou
went to Italy with the Ambulance Corps
and worked himself up to the rank of cap-

And anyone who knows

boys

OTJ

will

world"
such a

A man has to be plenty tough for

old character
again.
He is the great lover in "The
He wears a satin lined
Great Lover."
velvet dinner jacket of dark blue and
makes velvet love to many women.
"I don't care what kind of parts I get
these days," he told me. "I've shown that
he's

back

in

can play anything which is thrown at me.
"I don't want to be a star, either. The
I've found
depreciation is too rapid.
that out."

—

Glancing back over the years nineteen
he finds that he likes "The Woman
of Paris" and the role he played therein
better than anything else he has done. He

Come down By

the

Sea to
a
good
Hotel Where Comfort and Courtesy

.5

are Yours at

—

proud of "Service for Ladies," "The
Marriage Circle" and "The Front Page."
also

is

He

still

He
I did not find him so.
said to be a stickler for details. I did
not notice this during the visit which I had

opinionated.
also

is

And

his

yet

this

high polish.
is
not an

outstanding

characteristic.

Beneath the smooth and glossy shine
a brittle surface.
risk of breaking down a longstanding impression, I beg to report that
I found him the most unromantic player of
romantic parts I've ever had the pleasure
This is a left-handed comof meeting.
pliment, for it attributes to him an ability
to act. One who is not basically romantic
must assume a romanticism. He has done

there

is

At the

retains his reputation for being
man of the screen, at

the best-dressed

Menjou

his

I

in all

I

this excellently.

feat.

Now,

Gib,

his doughyou that a "man-of-the
the type to rise from private to

tell

isn't

captain.

powde/^puffj

tailors.

found him a very pleasant, affable person, quick with his answers, direct with his
He has been accused of being
ideas.

tain.

Brooklyn, N. y.

expensive

had the role of
"The Front Page," directed by Lewis
Milestone for Howard Hughes. Wolheim
was taken ill and passed on. Then an announcement from the youthful and unfathomable Hughes hit the industry like a
Adolphe Menjou was to play the role
which death had snatched from Wolheim!

Blue Bird sterilized
puffs

men.

Wolheim was to have
the managing editor in

The beloved

work or away from it even if some other
male players have made inroads into
his position with extensive wardrobes and

is

is

at heart a business

an executive.

success

as

He would

the president

man.

of a

furniture

manufacturing company at Grand Rapids,
Michigan, or as the head of an agricultural
organization
fornia.

He

in Imperial Valley, Calipossesses executive ability

combined with a rare judgment of commercial values.
In Hollywood, he lives quietly in a small
but exquisite home which he owns. He
chooses his friends carefully, and has but a
small circle of intimates.
He has been married for five years.

The Mayor

of Paris officiated.
the screen, Menjou is suave, sophisOff the
ticated, and a perfect actor.
screen, he is suave, sophisticated and

On

nobody's

fool.

Most

Reasonable Rates.
Booklet 24 on Request. T. E. Randow, Mgr. H. B.

Richmond,

Ou

Prop.

a.

can earn ^ood money

canvaaaing.

iti spare lime ai
cHsplay cardn. No selling or
We instruct you. furnish com-

I

plete out&t

and supply you with work.

I

Write to-day for

I
J

y

home making

free booklet.

The MENHENITT

L-

—

COMPANY Limited

252 Dominion BIdg.. Toronto. Ont

—

NOSE
Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-

—

quickly, safely,
tilage
while you
painlessly,
sleep or work. Lasting
Doctors praise
results.
it.

Gold Medal Winner.
Write for

87,000 users.

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE, H-96

Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

Because it's
is this church in a motion picture magazine?
a movie theatre, that's why. It's even a very highbrow movie
theatre, called the Cape Cinema. It's at Denis, Massachusetts
and its proud boast is that it is the most beautiful little theatre
in America

Why

He

have been a

!
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TO W'N
$2500.00==QuALiFY For It!

\ /\EW OPPORTUNITY
In our new campaign to advertise

are going to pay seventyanswering our offer. First
prize will be $1785.00 (or a 1931 Studebaker eight-cylinder Sedan)
and $715.00 in addition for promptness, making a total capital prize
There is absolutely no charge to you for trying for
of $2500.00.
these prizes which will be given in accordance with the contestants'
standings when the final decision is made.
eight

hundred

v^^e

dollars in prizes to those

How often have you studied and tried to identify friends of
yours out on a bathing beach? The artist, perceiving how difficult
this was, conceived the idea of drawing up a bathing scene which
would at the same time be a difficult observation test. He has placed
on the beach in the picture above twin bathers who are exactly
alike.
Try this yourself and see if you can find these important
twins.
They are wearing bathing suits which are exactly alike,
In
they are in exactly the same posture, they are the same size.
Can you find them? If
fact they are identical in every detail.
you can, mark them with a cross and rush this ad to me by the very next mail. $2500.00 to yon if you send
correct anszver and are prompt and zmn first price or, if you prefer, tlic 193 Studebaker and $715.00 /// cash.

ilic

1

I'll tell you tKis mucK, that the lar^e figure of the g,irl
carefully now.
in the £oreg,round is not to be considered in the search for the twins, but
you had better observe the others closely if you hope to find the real twins.

Look

lose no time, but mark them with a cross and mail the advertisement
Duplicate prizes will be paid in case of ties and the prizes will all be given free of charge and prepaid.
Answers will not be accepted from persons living outside U. S. A. or in Chicago.

If

you think you have found them,

to me.

RUSH

T. A.

HUGHES, Adv. Dir., Dept.444, 500

N. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

III.

A

A RE YOU

I

bored with new discoveries in pictures?
am.
Would you like to see your established favorites in pictures worthy of them instead of
watching some newcomer glittering in the middle of a fine production?
I

would.

It isn't

anything.

often that

But

this

I

get myself

month I'm

worked into a froth about
annoyed and bothered.

all

I've been seeing stellar productions— very fine actors in
very poor productions— and I think something ought to
be done about them.
Note the pretty picture alongside this bleat. No, it is
But I'm
It's Harpo Marx's,
the editor's picture.
just using it to illustrate my own idea of how the average
picture producer seems to go about getting somewhere.

NOT

He feels like Napoleon, but when he jumps on a high
horse, he sits backwards and proceeds to ride off in the
general direction of nowhere.
Right now there is a clamor about new faces. But what
about the faces that the public is interested in, that it
would like to see in productions worthy of them?
Jack Oakie is out at Paramount— but think of the last
few Oakie pictures. Jack's fault? I doubt it.
Joan Crawford gives up her European vacation to remake "Torch Song" and "This Modern Age." But they
are still both sick pictures.
Buddy Rogers is demoted from stardom and put in a
supporting role in "The Lawyer's Secret," in which he
Whether or not you were a
gives a great performance.
Rogers fan, it would have been difficult to discover if the
boy could act in the pictures like "Along Came Youth" that were given him.
Richard Dix, after a series of indifferent pictures at RKO, is pronounced "through."
Then they give him "Cimarron," and they say he came back big. I don't believe
Richard "came back." I don't think he ever was away. He's always been a good actor, but just as bricks can't be built without straw, so actors can't act without something to act about.
The one thing the motion picture producer has to sell is personality in a surrounding
Some time ago somebody kicked up a fuss because it was
that means entertainment.
M^ell, pictures
said no motion picture company's name was an established trademark.
will go
public
The
names.
trademarks
are
star
Those
trademarks.
established
have
to see almost anything marked Garbo, Shearer, Colman, Chatterton and such. That
standard, just as it will buy
is, it will "buy" a picture so long as the goods are up to
Campbell's Soup, or Ivory Soap, or Colgate's Tooth Paste as long as they are up to
standard. When they aren't, the trade is reluctantly taken somewhere else.
But actors can't be canned like so much corned beef. The things they give are temperament and enthusiasm and beauty and brains. And if they have their little foiA contented star i ives plenty to the box-office.
bles, they should certainly be- coddled.
But how can a star work when, after several seasons on a lot, he sees some newcomer
elevated to stardom, given all the publicity, handed the finest stories and the best

~

directors?

For the discovery of a Dietrich, a
Jackie Cooper, a Clark Gable, there is
rejoicing in the hearts of the fans. But
I believe there is a crowd, among whom
I'm numbered, who don't want to see
our Gary Coopers, our Colmans, our
Chatter tons and even our Clara Bows
Editor.

neglected,
R2
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Marvelous Color Principle
IN

with

fectly
It

is

Tangee changes

an amazing way,

you apply
the

it

your

to

your

own

one perfect

lips

.

.

individual

natural,

for

lipstick

color

as

and blends per-

.

coloring.

blonde,

brunette

or red-head!

You

can see the color come to your

so lovely, so natural that

In truth

it is,

for

it

Tangee

is

lips

.

.

.

color

seems a very part of you.

permanent and leaves no

coating or greasy smear!

Unlike other
base, soothing

lipsticks,

Tangee

and healing

has a solidified cream

to the lips.

And

it

outlasts

several ordinary lipsticks!

New! Tangee Theatrical, a special dark shade of
Tangee Lipstick for professional and evening use.

Tangee Lipstick
Rouge Compact,

$1.

75c

most permanent of all
and clinging, blended

The same marvelous color principle in
..
Creme Rouge, the most natural and
rouges, $1.
Tangee Face Powder, soft
.

to

match

used also for tinting the hair, $1.

SEND 2Qi FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
Containing

miniature Lipstick two Rouges,
Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make-Up"

The George W. Luft
417 Fifth Avenue
Name.
Address

Co., Dept.

SS6*

New York

your

natural

skin

tones,

$1.

Tangee Night Cream, for both cleansing and nourishing, $1.
Tangee Day Cream, to protect the skin and as a powder base, $1.
Tangee Cosmetic, a new "mascara," does not smart the eyes,

—

ANY shade of HAIR

hr

These three charming
oil

girls

featured

are Esther Ralston, Patsy Ruth Miller and Laura La Plante,
in the Pathe Feature Film, "Lonely Wives"

Quick New Beauty
No

matter what your shade of hair, you can quickly give
charm and beauty by caring for it the Jo-cur' Way. It can
ways be soft, silky and lustrous clean, fragrant and abso-

it

I

new

al-

—

a lasting finger-wave that is simply
quickly
fascinating! And you can do every bit of it at home
and what's more, economically. First, a Hot Oil Treateasily
ment, that discourages dandruff, gives new health to the scalp
—new life and youth to your hair. Then a fragrant, luxurious
shampoo with Jo-cur' Shampoo Concentrate* gives your
lutely free from dandruff, with

—

—

hair the fluffy softness, the satiny sheen that

wave

mean

perfect

Wave-

Then a
finger-waving liquid that sets alluring, naturallooking finger-waves for over a million women. And finally,
a touch of Jq-cur' Brilliantine to bring out the captivating
loveliness of every wave. Each of these marvelous prepa-

cleanliness.
set

lovely, lasting

with Jo-cur'

— the

—

can be used easily at home each is composed of
money can buy, regardless of price and
each can be obtained in generous sizes at most 5 and 10c
stores. 25c sizes at your druggist's.TryJo-cur' Beauty Aids tonight!
rations

—

the best material

econonny

is

At most 5 and 10c stores

fashionable now/
25c

sizes at

your druggist's

Entirely different!

After wetting your

jBeautyMids
for The Tfair

hair a

spoonful
you a

give

will

uxuriously lathering
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INC.,
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MODESS
summer comfort

perfect

Modess, you

know how

use
IF youand
soft

it is

clean

you haven't

safe

it feels. If

— how cool and
tried

it,

now's your chance. Our summer
offer
featured as Modess Vacation
Special
is a grand buy. You get a
Travel Package of six Modess Compact and two boxes of Modess Regu-

—

—

lar for 79c.

The standard

these 3 boxes

The two
in the

is

price of

Modess featured

Vacation Special are a perfect

combination for summer comfort.
Modess Regular is standard thickness. The Compact is Modess Regular,

SPECIAL

a special summer price
space

it

You save on every purchase
during July and August

takes in a travel bag. As a

reserve package for guest use

add to your reputation
hostess. You'll find

venience

many

it

it

will

as a perfect

2

J2 Regular

a great con-

during

times

the

summer.

1

.

9 0^

....

25^

To/o/ Value

$1.15

BOXES OF MODESS
TRAVEL PACKAGE
6

.

.

in each

Alodess Compact

You can really wear Modess without worrying about

The

it

in

any way.

cool, evenly absorbent

filler

besides being safe and comfortable

$1.15.

types of

at

VACATION

gently compressed. It

is

fits

so smoothly that Modess won't

spoil the line of
If

any frock.

you're a thrifty soul you'll buy

several of these useful combinations,

and save them for future

use.

designed

to supplement the Regular at times

when

less

thickness

is

The Travel Package
its

uses.

desired.

certainly has

You won't begrudge

the

World's largest makers of surgical dressings,
bandages,
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Xhey laughed right out
loud, .wlieii

I

offered to play
Then

—but a moment
Jell

ovei^

all give my country cousin a great
I—' big hand!" cried Helen, dragging me
out to the center of the room.
Everyone at the party started to clap.
"What's he going to do?" someone called
out. "Are we going to be entertained with
an exhibition of fancy hog-calling?"
"No cousin Ned claims that he can play
the piano," replied Helen, "but I'm sure
he's fibbing. I happen to know that there
isn't a piano teacher within miles of his home

—

town."
"Just the same I'd like to see if you bigtowners can dance as well as you can wisecrack," I retorted not taking any offense.
"For goodness sakes, please don't play
'Turkey In The Straw'
you know this
is no bam dance," one of the boys pleaded.
.

I

Let

.

.

Them Have

Their Fun
was a "hick"

"Keep

—

—

up

—

"Yes, please don't stop," begged Helen,
to dance."
No second invitation was needed. I
played every number that they placed before me and if they had had their say I
would have been playing until morning.

"we want

But finally
Then they

had to beg for an intermission.
started to pump me with ques-

I

tions.

"Put one over on us, didn't you, Ned?"
said Helen. "You're certainly the last person at this party I thought could play.
about being a good sport and letting us in
on the secret?"

How

No

—

it

plays

And without any

—

listen!"

prelimi-

naries, I broke into a medley
of popular songs.
There
wasn't a sound in the room.

could have seen
their faces for I knew that I
had given them quite a sur-

only wish

I

Secret

of the U. S. School
asked.
my friends nodded. "That's a
correspondence school, isn't it?" they exclaimed.

of

Music?"
A few of

I

"Exactly," I replied. "They have a surprisingly easy method through which you
can learn to play any instrument by mail in
just a few months without a teacher."
"It doesn't seem possible,"

Pick Your Instrument
Piano

Organ
Ukulele
Cornet

Trombone
Piccolo

Violin
Clarinet

Flute

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Guitar
•Cello
Hawaiian St !el Guitar
Sight Singing
Piano Accordion
Italian

of the

riding.

someone

razz"Hey there that's a
ing.
piano bench not a milk-stool."
"No fooling and this is a
piano, not a writing desk.

Honestly,

—that's great, Ned," shouted

who had been doing most

cousin Helen.

But they kept up the

I

it

the chap

and German

Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum. 5String or Tenor)
Juniors* Piano Course

prise.
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told

them how

down

I

said.

"That's what I thought,
too. But the Free Demonstration lesson which they mailed
me on request so opened my
eyes that I sent for the complete course.
"It was simply wonderful
no laborious scales no heartfear of
less exercises.
notes disappeared at the very
beginning. As the lessons came
they got easier and easier.

—

—

*

*

*

not the story of just one isolated
case. Over 600,000 people have learned to
play by this simple method. You can, too.
Even if you don't know one note from another you'll grasp it in no time. First it iells
you how to do a thing then it shown you
how in pictures then you do it yourself and

This

is

—

—

hear

it.

—

—

yourself right at home without any uninteresting finger exercises, tedious scales or other humdrum methods.

You teach

Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson
To prove how practical this course is, the U. .S.
School of Music has arranged a demonstration
lesson and explanatory booklet which you may have
Free. They show how anyone can learn to play his
favorite instrument by note in less than half the
time and at a fraction of the cost of old slow methods.
The booklet will also tell you all about the amazing
new Automatic Finger Coyitrol!
Don't delay act at once fill in and mail the
coupon below today no obligation whatever. (Instrument supplied if desired, cash or credit.) T'. S.
School of Music, 1199 Brunswick BIdg., New York

—

—

—

City.

U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

1199 Brunswick Building, New York City
Plea.se send nie your tree book, "Music Lessons In
Your Own Home." with Intrortuctlon by Dr. Frank
t'rane. Free Demonstration Lesson and particulars of
I
am Interested In tlie folyour easy payment plan.
lowing course:

Have You

Instrument.'

My

Before I knew
all the pieces

had always

at the piano and play
some old sweet song or perhaps a beautiful classic, a bit from an opera or the latest
syncopation how when I heard others
playing I envied them so that it almost
spoiled the pleasure of the music for me
how I was jealous because they could entertain their friends and family.
"Music was always one of those never-tocome-true dreams until the U. S. School
came to my rescue. Believe me, no more
heavy looking-on for me, even if 1 do come
from the country."
sit

—

"Have you ever heard

So they thought I
that
folks from the country couldn't learn to play
music just as well as people in the city. They
thought, too, that they were giving me a
great kidding. If they only knew how I had
been toying with them right along.
I started to pull out the piano bench and
someone started to "moo". "S-h-h-h! let
him have his httle joke," said

my

Later a husk

the entire crowd.

"JET'S

I

longed to

it I

Name.
.\(ldress

was playing

I liked best."

City

State.

'

Looki
Beauty
the

HAD

only two aids to beauty— two make-up aids,
I could choose from out the whole
world, I'd choose lipstick and eyeshadow. And if I
could have only one I'd concentrate on the eyeshadow.
For the beauty of the eyes is less dependent upon shape
or color for beauty than upon expression. And just a
clash of make-up can help your expression to be any
little thing your heart desires it to be!
That old, old line about eyes being the windows of
I

the soul

is

that

still

The eyes
your emotions and many other

just as true as

it

ever was.

recoid your thoughts,
things that perhaps you do not lealize they reveal. If
you are tired or ill or discouraged or sleepy, your eyes
will give you away just as plainly as they will if you
have been weeping. While all of us admit that they
show emotions, not many of us are aware that they
show the state of our health. Nor is that all. There
are times when our eyes look dull and tired
when we really don't feel that way at all and
when we don't know that we are going around
looking as though we'd lost our last dollar.

Now

there's

beauty in your

and

eyes, cherie, as

sit

Eye

Mary Lee

By
IF rather,

m

if you have the courthem rest. If you have a tendency
under your eyes, see a physician. It

quietly with your eyes closed,

age.

Either way,

toward

little

puffs

let

means you aren't in the best of health.
These things you must just do automatically.

Now

for the little refinements.

Do

you keep your

fectly clean?

eyes,

Lots of

and the skin about them perdiscouraged from wash-

girls get

ing around their eyes. They're afraid they'll get soap
into them. That is disagreeable, I'll admit, but it isn't
nearly as unpleasant as darkened, neglected skin about
the eyes. The sight of last night's mascara in a line
under the lashes can ruin an otherwise perfectly
groomed appearance.
To wash the eyes themselves, after a train journey
or a jaunt in an open car, a few drops of very, very
lightly salted water is excellent.
Use a good nourishfng cream to cleanse the eye-sockets and the eyelids and never,
under any conditions, allow mascara to remain on the eyelashes
over night.
The eyebrows, of course, must
be cared for. No well groomed
girl
lets
her brows scraggle
Skin? Eyes? The best
Make-up?
to wear?
about.
To brush them once or
Lee knows all the antwice a day takes only an in-

^

WHAT'S YOUR
WORRY?

you are a wise little cherie, you'll find out how to emphasize it.
Hair?
If you neglect your eyes and let them stay dull,
colors
or unnecessarily strain them, or merely let
Mary
powder flake along your lashes and dim them,
swers and she will be glad to
stant but works marvels with
you are being careless with one of your finest
send them to you if you will
your appearance. And for mypossessions— and why should you be that?
write her. Send her a stamped,
self, I'm very much in favor of
I'll now begin my usual act of telling you
addressed envelope for perplucking the brows. But you've
well
as
eyes,
as
that you must, for beautiful
Address Miss
sonal replies.
got to tise good sense about that.
beautiful faces and figures, keep yourself in
Mary Lee, in care of SILVER
Too hea^y brows overbalance
the finest trim. The eyes in particular need
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street,
the face. Too thin brows, where
eight hours of sleep just as many consecutive
New York
they have been plucked to a sinnights as possible, and if you can catch an
m^mat^^^^^mmm^
glg^ almost invisible line, give
occasional nap at noon or before dinner at
you a silly look.
Have them
night, that's just so much beauty dividend.
plucked in a line that follows
Avoiding eyestrain isn't always easy, if
their natural curve and neither too thick or too thin.
you're a business girl whose desk is in a crowded
If you can afford it, it is best to have a professional
corner under artificial light. The only thing to do in
beauty operator do this for yoti. It is awfully hard to
such cases is to take better care of the eyes than ever.
Train yourself to look up from time to time during see your own brows when you are working on them
and one hair pulled incorrectly can spoil the whole
the day. Look as far away as possible, to change the
line.
If, however, you prefer to do them )oin-self, apply
focus of the eyes, out of the window or up at the ceiling.
Going home at night, don't read on the car. Rest witch hazel o\'er the brows first. Let it soak in thoryour eyes again by looking at distant objects. Or just otighly, then pluck the hairs [Continued on page 77]
the old song has

it,

if

Silver Screen

.

Sold!
"Love would have been
such an honest reason
.

But you sold yourself,"

WARNER
BROS.
presents:

S^l, BOUGHT
A

loved but not loving!
who takes but never gives!
engaged but not married! . . bought but not paid for! . .
JACKDAWS STRUT from which this great production comes has
Aitd
created more talk than any other novel of modern life
more emotionally
Constance Bennett more gorgeously gowned
more dramatically supreme makes it the finest
satisfying
Directed by ARCHIE MAYO.
picture play of her career
.

beautiful girl

.

.

.

.

—

—

.

"yiuiphone"

is

.

—

.

.

.

.

the registered trademark of The Vitnphone Corporation

A WARNER BROS. & VITAPH0N9 PICTURE
for

September 1931
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YOU HAVE
J^L

Di^TE

...and whaf a date!

A

date with Janet Gaynor and Charles

Farrell

and the golden world of sweetheart time... a date with Will Rogers
and the laughter that sweeps you free of worries like a clean, strong
wind. You have a date with a dazzling company of great stars, with
the glamorous magic of great stories that

will

carry you out of a

workaday world to a land of enchantment.
You have a date with Fox pictures, a date for night after night of thrills
and tears, love and laughter— the biggest date on your calendar for
some of the most marvelous hours of your life.

Silver Screen

i

Skyline, with Hardie Albright, Thomas Meighan
and Maureen O'Suliivan .the way of a man of
the four hundred with o maid of the four million.
.

-^^NLY

Fox with

its

stars, directors

matchless array of

and

writers

— only

She Wanted a Millionaire,

with Joan Bennett,
Spencer Tracy and James KIrkwood
lavish
drama of a bathing beauty who got what she
.

wanted

.

and

technical re-

many

— could

.

Feel, with Will Rogers going places
Fifi Dorsay.

and doing things with

Bad

sources of Movietone City

.

?

. .

Young as You

the incredible creative

.

Girl... Vina

Delmar's sensational novel pul-

sates with life itself as Sally Ellers enacts the
fill

so

hours with such superb delights. To

role with the newest screen find...

title

James Dunn,

Over the Hill, with Mae Mar'h and James Kirkwood
.

.

.

epic of tears

and laughter and the

heart's

deepest passions.

make

sure you don't miss a single one of

Sob

Sister, with Linda Watkins

and James Dunn.

Riders of the Purple Sage. Zone Grey's great

fhese great Fox pictures, ask your favorite

theatre

when they

will

be shown — and

story with

The Yellow
Farrell

and

The Brat,

the date

for

is

on!

September 1931

George O'Brien and Virginia
Ticket,

with

Elissa

Landi,

Cherrill.

Charles

Lionel Barrymore.

with Sally O'Neill

and Frank Albertson.

—

—

you tninK aoout pictures
you've seen and players you've heard
and don't pull your punches. Three
prizes each month for letters not longer
$15 First Prize; $10
than 200 words.
Second and $5 Third.
we came

FIRST PRIZE
San Francisco, Cal.

I

WOULD like

seedy

to the city,.

— thanks to the

quick-starring system. Tiie system is this:
player of a small featured or character
The
role plays that role particularly well.
critics immediately announce that such and
such a player has "stolen" the picture from the
The
star, and heap adjectives on this player.
producers, seeing the adjectives and enthusiasm, star the player. As soon as the player

Mary

their adjectives on.

who had been

thus starred
starts to slip, and often vanishes completely
from the screen. Whereas, had the producers
allowed him to keep on in the character parts
for which he was fitted, he might have had a

longer career.

Paramount

thinking of starring
Stuart Erwin. This seems to be one of those
"Stu" is fine in the supporting parts
cases.
A star? Perhaps, but for how
he plays.
long?
I hope producers think twice in the future
before they star players who are not quite
ready to wear the starry mantle.
M. K. Clement
I

see that

is

SECOND PRIZE
"Mt.

Vernon, Wash.

NEVER
I moved
to

appreciated the movies until I
While
a small Western town.
there I forgot that there even were such
things as baths in a porcelain tub, or frocks
that came from any place but Willat's Style
Shop. My time was spent in seeing that the

cows didn't consume too much alfalfa, that
Dale had eight sandwiches in his lunch-box,
and that the children didn't play with the
Twice a week the
town's "skim-milk."
picture-show was opened. I didn't know how
precious those pictures were until the theatreBut when the
owner closed the show.
theatre
was reopened talkies at popular
prices

— how

I

cheered!

was able to hear good music; I was given
ideas on rearranging my bungalow and on
improving my appearance. Subtle but important little things of life were suggested by the
I

Ruth Chatterton's golden voice retalkies.
minded me that I was permitting my own
voice to park in a rut. The pictures made me
forget that for past eons I had been milking
cows, feeding chickens, and worrying about
hard water. And when, a few months ago,

10

Abject Pleas:

— Give us more — and

then more
of Paul Lukas; do not insult our inhave some) by
telligence (yes, we
advertising any future pictures of Tallulah
Bankhead's with such hysterical raving
unless it happens to be better than her

To Paramount

—

pan him, and
pick out some other featured player to heap
player

experiences the same feeling toward
her men-folk.

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Some

one.

— Let

Warner Baxter have the title
Elmo" (yes, there was such a
book, and Oh, how the girls sobbed over
it and how they would flock to see the
picture); use Marjorie White more often;

role of "St.

give our Eddie Lowe a fine picture (just
and incidentally to surto surprise us
prise poor Eddie).
To Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer Wake up to the fact
that Hedda Hopper can take care of a
large part; use force if necessary in order
to put a little fat onto the framework of
Joan Crawford; give Lewis Stone a
woman in a picture now and then (he is
still vurra, vurra romantic to some of us
older girls).

—

—

To

So, to me, "Cimarron" is one of the best
pictures ever shown, because it gives us a
great message the unshakeable love of a
great woman, old as Eden but ever new.
Vivian Williams Ulley

—

DO

first

To Fox

understood that the great desire to be in unEvery true
tried paths was in his blood.

woman

Frances Doner

THIRD PRIZE

starred, the critics start in to

The

didn't appear very

to voice a protest against the

A

is

we

talkies.

Universal

— Scout

around

for

some new

material (both in actors and stories);
don't do thataway to Charles Murray,

George Sidney and Slim Summerville
(what did they do to you?); tell Graham
McNamee to get some new jokes.
Dorothy

M.

Springer

RICHARD ARLEN
Auburn, N. Y.

TF DISTANCE

didn't intervene, I'd say to
-L Edward Churchill, "Shake."
His article
about Dick Arlen was so very true. I was interested in Mr. Arlen's screen work even before "Wings," and have been a One Star

Fan

A BREAK!

CIMARRON

Elizabeth G. Winter

Rock, Ark.
a grandmother and teacher of a SunI
day School class. With age comes reason
and sober judgment. To one who has run the

ANOTHER VIEWPOINT

Little

AM

of human experience, the truth to life
of the movies is beyond question.
Richard Dix and Irene Dunne in "Cimarron" portray the average man and woman ot
Richard, strong, courageous, with
all time.
an overwhelming desire to pioneer, to break
the way, to trace unknown routes, represents
His love of family was
the average man.
great, but not as great as his love of untested

gamut

experiences.
very
Irene's
Her
thoughts.

betrayed
expressions
love for her husband

ever since.

have been lucky in having had many of
my fan letters published and have hoped that
perhaps my "boost" was helping my favorite
a bit. The greatest moment was when Mr.
Arlen acknowledged a letter of mine and
Since then I
thanked me for my loyalty.
have heard from both Mr. and Mrs. Arlen
from time to time, and we feel like old friends.
Therefore, it is with more than a fan's regret
I have seen Dick kept in Westerns, and read
in the newspapers how he was unable to
One of my
accept this or that good part.
"groans" was answered with "What does it
matter as long as he turns in a ne plus ultra
I felt like retorting, "What
performance?"
does a ne plus ultra performance matter if
there is no one to witness it?"
But I'm glad to find someone coming out
and begging with me to GIVE DICK ARLEN
I

her

was

paramount to all other emotions. She could
succeed without him, but to the world and in
her own heart, he still held first place. She

Santa Monica, Cal.

THE July issue of Silver Screen Edward
INChurchill
sends out an S. O. S. to the
goddess of Luck for Richard Arlen, "a regular,
unadulterated fellow who hasn't been getting
the breaks."
No breaks for Dick Arlen? Well, there's a
He cant act. He just
reason. A good one.
hasn't got

it.

nothing in his eyes. Nor his face.
does not feel.
Hasn't he walked down the road of life far
enough? Or in walking hasn't he stopped b>the wayside to grasp enough of the joys and
sorrows to bring out at least a spark of the
divine fire which smolders in every artist?
Mollie Emerson

There

is

He

Silver Screen

.

Adventure

in

an oasis of missing

men and women
You have always loved
Samuel Goldwyn's pictures
•

You have always looked

forward to seeing

RONALD COLMAN
•

You

will never forget

.

.

.

"RAFFLES"

"BULLDOG DRUMMOND"
and now— during a time when theatre goers are selecting their pictures

as they have never done before

Samuel Qoldwyn p^ents

RONALD COLMAN
A

new, adventurous

ture to thrill

different pic-

you who have demanded

more than the ordirmry
•

. . .

.

.

the unusual.

Samuel Goldwyn has once again

created superb entertainment

. . .

swash-

buckling excitement, with Ronald

Colman

.

.

.

gentleman adventurer in

the oasis of "THE

on the edge
• There

UNHOLY GARDEN"

of the Sahara.

you

will

meet "The Unholy

Family" ... a dozen unforgettable
gathered together in this refuge

souls,
.

.

.

with

beyond the reach of the law ... to
plot new murder, robbery and rapine.

A
A

Story by

United Artists Picture

for

GEORGE

ESTELLE

WRAY

and

TAYLOR

Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur

FITZMAURICE

September 1931

FAY

PRODUCTION
11

rORTH
TpHE

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,
be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
But she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can*t give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
Write Sally at SILVER
into the movies.
will

SCREEN,

FORD:
JOAN
best answers
comphment.

So you think

letter.
But
back marked "Unclaimed" so
I'm answering you here instead.
Nancy Carroll was born in New York
City on Sixty-eighth Street and Tenth Avenue on November 19, 1905. You can read
life
all about it in Nancy Carroll's own
story which began in the June issue of Silver
Screen and concluded in the August issue.

45 West 45th

Street,

New

York

Buddy
H.:
DIANengaged.

City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped ad-

give the
Thanks for the
of all!
I was so flattered that I
I

dressed envelope.

rushed right off and wrote you a

came

it

Nancy

her fan mail pretty carewouldn't say that she answers
most of it. She just hasn't the time. She
answers a few letters, however, that appeal
to her very much.
Charles Rogers occasionally goes out with
Mary Brian, but not with serious inten-

fully,

reads

but

I

He

celebrates his twenty-seventh birthday

on August 3.
He was born
1

His

in Olathe, Kansas.

latest picture

is

"The Lawyer's

FRIEND:
YOUR
answer you
the

Secret."

was impossible to
August issue. Your
letter came in June, and by that time my
page for August had already gone to the
printer's.
You see, magazines have to be
It

in

made up
She's

is

thirty years old.
pretty off screen

just as
actresses are.

as

VICTOR

VERONICA

PEDERSON:

Sue Carol was
by Radio Pictures, and
has been signed up by Universal Studios
released

lately

"Graft" opposite Regis Toomey.
She was born in Chicago on October 30,
1908, educated at Kemper Hall, Kenosha,
Wisconsin, and the National Park Seminary,
Washington, D. C.
She married Nick
Stuart on July 28, 1929.
for

Mary Brian goes out quite a bit
with Jack Oakie, and they're even been
rumored engaged.
Anita Page occasionally goes out with Carl

IRENE:

AND JEAN: Well, once in
a while an actor uses his real name on
the screen, too. That's true of Warner Baxter.

Warner Baxter is thirty-nine years
and is married to Winifred Bryson.

^p^OLLY:

Robert

more

is

married to Harry Bannister, and

old

Montgomery entered

pictures in January, 1929.
His wife is Elizabeth Allen, and as she is a
non-professional, I can't give you any personal information about her.

ELIZABETH: Edmund Cobb
part of

to

Goldwyn-Mayer,

so I don't see why
give to the glamorous Garbo.
had a story about Mitzi

we

We

gan

is

sixteen;

12

fourteen.

Penrod
Sam."

in

"Penrod and

JUNE STADTLER:
Nancy

Carroll's

sis-

Terry, had only a
bit in "Stolen Heaven,"
so it was impossible to
distinguish her from the
other extras; but you'll
be able to see her in
"Personal Maid," playing opposite Nancy Carroll in the same role she
has in real life, as her
ter,

sister.

KATHRYN:

The

title

"Girls Together"
has been changed to

"This Modern Age."
Don't blame me if by
the time the picture's
they've found
released
still another title for it.

movie star, you know,
an answer lady try-

married.

Leon Janney

Green, Jackie Coogan and Junior
Durkin will a!' appear in "Huckleberry
Finn." Junior Durkin will have the title role.
Leon Janney will play

The

just

not

in

Mitzi

mailing and handling.
I'm sorry but I don't
send out any pictures of
myself.
I'm
not
a

is

Green

our May issue and one about Jackie Cooper
in our July issue.
We also published a full page picture
of Leon Janney last month.
Mitzi Green is ten years old; Jackie Coo-

Cal., enclosing a
quarter to cover cost of

Rogers

played the

"The Indians

Screen does carry a
the juvenile players,
you fret over the space

City,

BLONDIE OF MINNESOTA: Buddy

Williams in

Silver
RD.lotP.:ofWell,
news about

MetroCulver

ing to get along.

Bill

Are Coming."
He also appeared in "Beyond the Rio
Grande," which was released last year.

is vacationing in Hawaii, but your
letter will
be forwarded if you write to him
in care of Warner Bros.
Studios.
Sunset
5842
Boulevard. Hollywood.
Bob Montgomery has
a cute little daughter
named Martha Bryan.
The studio for which
he works sends out pictures of Bob Montgom-

Write

has blue eyes and blonde

hair.

Laemmle, Jr.
Ben Lyon

ery.

in pictures.

Ann Harding

on.

on either side.
Janet Gaynor's next picture will be
"Merely Mary Ann," in which she and
Charles Farrell will be teamed together
again. By the way, have you seen "Daddy
Long Legs"? Janet's simply grand in that.

tions

married

isn't

has one daughter, Jane.

Occasionally the camera intensifies the beauty of a star, but
even more often it cannot even dimly capture it.
One instance of this is the case
of Claudette Colbert, who is pretty enough
on the screen but simply stunning when
you see her in person.

Most

pear once

She

a long time in advance.

Bebe Daniels

Rogers

or
He has brown eyes and black hair.
I don't see how you can believe anyone
silly enough to say that Buddy is a roughHe's a fine clean-cut boy, and a
neck.
good actor, too, when he's given half a
You mightn't think so from such
chance.
pictures as "Heads Up," but didn't he
prove it in "The Lawyer's Secret"?
Nils Asther has signed a contract with
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and will soon ap-

No walking home on a dark night from an auto ride for
Karen Morley. When this distinguished young newcomer
goes out at night, she has a flashlight attached to her bag,
Cute?
so that she can count her change and take a taxi!

leading players are

Hamilton,

Neil
rie

Marjo-

Rambeau and Mon-

roe Owsley, Joan
ford, of course,

Crawis

the

star.

Silver Screen
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LALKIES

)

in

Tabloid
(Revietvlets of pictures previously reviewed at length
that tell you in a second
which are the best films to
see
or to stay away from.

—

Use these

as

your guide

to

entertainment.)

ALWAYS
GOODBYE

Landi and Lewis
Stone make you overlook
the flaws in a story about
Elissa

Good

a young woman who is
suspected of trying to rob the man she really
loves. Miss Landi gives an even better account
of herself than in "Body and Soul," but once
again the story doesn't measure up to her

DUDE RANCH

Jack Oakie kids the great
Wild West.
He tries to
(Paramount)
drum up business on a
dude ranch by posing as a wicked killer, and

Good

puts i over till some real bad men show up.
Oakie's good and Mitzi Green helps out plenty.
;

EVERYTHING'S

talents.

Robert Woolsey without
Woolsey
Bert Wheeler.
as a medicine man who
(RKO)
raises an orphan girl, only
to lose her when love comes along, gives a

INDISCREET

Rib

tickUng

-

entertain-

Gcod

ment. Not as dramatic as
(United Artists)
"-pj^^ Trespasser," but a
grand mixture of farce, slapstick, musical
comedy and drama about a woman who almost loses her own fiance while trying to save
her sister from the man who ruined her past.
Gloria Swanson is good, though a bit kittenish
at times, and Ben Lyon's grand.

ROSIE

BROAD
MINDED

Too much
little

Fair
{First

Brown

Nat.)

talk and too
action.
Joe E.
plays the guardian

of a young man whose
father sends him out of town to get him away
from women. Many of the gags fall flat, and
the picture's only mildly humorous.

—

Good

He

gets into a racket to^
get his girl out of jail, and then it looks as if
both of them will be "put on the spot." Sylvia

citing gangster plot.

Sidney and Gary are splendid.

CONNECTICUT
YANKEE, A
Great
^^"^^

Arthur's

A

from start to finish,
with Will Rogers great as

the Yankee who finds
himself a prisoner in King
kingdom.
The picture has been

brought up

to

date,

the

and

it's

snappy and

Farnum

as

King

DADDY LONG

Bring the whole family to
LEGS
see this.
Janet Gaynor
Great
has a wistful, haunting
(Fox)
appeal as the orphan who
falls in love with Daddy Long Legs, her benefactor. The picture has pathos; it has humor;
Warner Baxter makes an
it has everything.
interesting leading man, but it's Janet's pic-

forced

Fair

The romance
dering

(M-G-M)

learns

of a philanlieutenant
who

Good

after leaving the girl

he has had an

who
affair.

about

heartbreak
loves him and with
You'll like Ramon
as the lovers.

Novarro and Helen Chandler
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rather
picture
poses as

is

this

who

about a lad

(M-C-M)

Haines seems self-conscious as the man, and

[Columbia)

against a breaking

either.

say

we

didn't

Irene

Purcell

warn you.
.

Good
(Paramount)

A triumph for Norma
Shearer and Lionel BarGreat
(M-G-M)
rymore, who
plays
a
drunken attorney who teaches liis daughter to
The scenes bebelieve in the freedom of love.
tween Norma Shearer and Clark Gable as a
gangster with whom she becomes involved are
tremendous, and there is a gripping courtroom climax in which the honors go to Lionel
Barrymore.

ex-convict

Feeble

GERTIE

stick,

Poor
(

Warners)

a bathing
.sell

The

pretty

weak

tries to

vamp

a gold digger

is

a

who

(RKO)

manufacturer

Opinion

will

be divided on

this,

LADIES'

MAN

Fair
(Paramount

William Powell in an unsympathetic role whicli
even he cannot make ap-

He's a gigolo

who

from a married

woman and

her daughter,

until

Francis,

accepts

also

money

makes love

to

Moment, Kay
Kay, with a new coif-

his

Big

comes along.
smart in appearance as usual.

fure, isn't as

in

Lowell Sherman turns in
a fine performance in a

picture that's just fair.
plays a young man who saves his older
brother from the crooked .schemes of a baby
vamp he married. Mae Murray is rather good
as the vamp.

He

plays an

go straight, and Clara's

but given a better break and a more modern
story, it looks as if Clara will crash through in
her next drama. Regis Toomey steals this one.

LADY
Fair

He

the breaks.
tries to

order to get him
that don't hide a maiden's ankles.

suit

suits

Olsen and Johnson.
result

comedy about

dialogue,
slapWinnie Lightner,

who

his loyal wife.

pealing.

GOLD DUST

much,

Clara Bow goes dramatic
but Regis Toomey gets all-

KICK IN

— —

matters

^.<f>

Anyway, don't

direction.

help

doesn't

Perhaps something went

story.

the

levee

WHO

DARED, THE

DAYBREAK

in

Monte Blue and EleaBoardman struggle

and a dull
wrong with

to

humor

nor

HIGH STAKES

for

The

GIGOLO

Poor

ture.

whom

JUST A

^ gigolo in order to test
the purity and virture of the woman his uncle
William
has picked out as his future wife.

girl.

FREE SOUL, A

riot

smart. You'll like William
Arthur.

is

in a picture

which combines romantic
j^^g interest with an ex-

(Paramoitnt)

mildly interesting performance, but nothing to
throw your hat in the air about. Anita Louise

FLOOD, THE

Gary Cooper

CITY STREETS

Fair

Fair

This

isn't

comeback

Dove's

Billie

picture.

May-

be good, but
this isn't. It's an invoK ed
story about a smuggler who falls in love with
the wife of a diplomat, and makes a great sacriBillie Dove hasn't much to do but
fice for her.
(First

Nat.)

be

that'll

look pretty.
[Continued on page G4]
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MoviE'Fan's Crossword Puzzle

50 Across

Her

real

name

is

Evelyn

Lederer
6
ID

Her real name is Pomares
The men who man a ship

14 Perspiration
19 Apart
20 At a distance
21

Her

real

Appel
22 Mountain
23

24

name

Augusta

is

lakes

A spot
A temperamental

star often

one of these
25 Something you see in jungle
gets in

films
perfect

Page
26 A
27 Toward
28 To speak
30 Mr. Tellegen
32 To intone
35 Edge
37 A number
38 The final close-up
39 A metal
40 This always shines in Cali-

One — in

43
44
46
48
50

tongue
Conjunction
Small handbags
Insect's egg
Spanish version of river
Loretta Young's boy friend
in

Dietrich's

native

"Kismet"

52 Short literary composition
53 Barrymore's pal in "A Free

Soul"
55

What you do

at a sad pic-

ture

56 "Mammy's" boy
57 Perform
59 A watering place

{The answer

14

to

last

List of characters in a film

2

Paramount's

A

A narrow

To embrace

3

71

Article

4 Widespread

fish

73 To irritate
75 A rodent
76 Be under obligations to
77 One of the Moore brothers
78 Sea weed
80 Made a mistake
82 Compiler of figures
85 What comes on top of milk

86 Fragrance
87 Window ledge
88 Part of ear
89 To lift
90 Machine to generate

What you do

93
94
95
96
98

Part of a foot

at a dull

movie

used to catch animals

possess

fixed
1

7

13

A

shoes

tear

on

this (abbrevi-

someone

to

do

15 Wishes
16 Silkworm
17 Spanish actor once famous in
18

Emperor

29

A

31

Burden

119 Man's nickname
120 All right
121 French unit of area (plural)
122 Manuscripts (abbreviation)
123 Street (abbreviation)
124 That old sun god again
is

on

pa_ge

71.

The

—

Upon
peer

was

born

in

this

month
60 Stars on a diet can't eat
6

1

Genus of plants
Each film you see has been
this

74
79
81
83

This follows
Sloping

1

3

down

Barrier

Ink on a contract
with this

is

dried

Rudy

Vallee and other saxophone players
85 Greek letter
91

Away

94 Dietrich's role in "Dishonored"
97 That famous Elinor Glyn

What

attracts you to a mo^•ie
101 Native mineral
102 Hero and heroine do this at
end of a mo\'ie

Constellation The Bear
42 Printer's measure
43 Mrs. Ben Lyon
44 The fish that slips into every
cross word puzzle
45 Charlie Chaplin's brother
47 Famous Pickford role

54 Evident
56 Gains
58 Gaynor

dinner

pronoun

41

A

71

72

99

trip

33 Indigo dye
36 Hotels

51

his

67 Distributed, as playing cards
69 A set of traditions
70 Part of to be

choose
star hires

travel
ation)

laced

are

this

49

A blond male star from Iowa

month's ^uzzlc

actor's

silents

villain uses often

103 Stern of ship
104 To color slightly
108 To color less slightly than
104
1 10 Born (French)
113 Hero in "Kick In"
115 Even stars' autos must take
these when roads are being
1

12

To
To

elec-

100 Note of the scale

To

An

through these
10 Heroine of "Big Boy" and
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs"

Within
is

dislike

7 Conscious of
8 Something you laugh at in
comedies

9

You

64 What a star does to
65 Might be able to
66 A hooting bird

inlet

5 Catholic stars observe this
6 Every film star once had these

1 1

Did wrong

This

63

Island

14 Oliver Hardy's pal

92

What

Long

home

65
68

101

fornia

42

1

60 Bachelor of Science
62 Garbo's favorite hat

tricity

34 Conjunction

Down

DOWN

ACROSS
I

43

this

103 To inquire
105 Possessive pronoun
106 What Garbo says to interviews
107 What Frank Morgan chews
while working
109 Printer's measures
Ever, as a poet says it
1 1 1
112 Note in Guide's scale
114 Peacock butterfly
115 What baby says in a talkie
116 What stars go to Europe on
(abbreviation)
1
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Near

Regretful

ansivcr to this month's

puzzle will

ai^i^car

next

momh.)

Silver Screen

—

THE

WISE ones are nodding their heads and
saying, "I told you it couldn't last," referring, of
course, to the great romance between Lupe Velez

and Gary Cooper.
Lupe had been away from Hollywood only two days
when Gary surprised her with a telegram informing
her that he was going to Italy, Morocco and way
They may go through a few more quarpoints.
their friends say but the
rels and reconciliations,
Strength is added to the
affair is quietly dying out.
report by the announcement that Lupe will join a
New York show while Gary may be paged as usual at
the Hollywood Paramount Studio after his return.
And thus endeth one of the hottest love affairs ever
enjoyed in the film colony.

—

«#»

GOLDWYN strolled
SAM
Eddie Cantor picture

onto the set where the
being made and found
Eddie and several members of the cast playing ball.
"Well," Sam stormed, "this is pretty nice, isn't it?
While the $22,000 a day overhead goes on, you boys
is

play ball."
"Shshshsh!" shushed Eddie, "you
to talk

A

about money."

And

know

it

isn't

nice

continued his game.

"—<*>"—"

YOUNG

chap accosted Stuart Erwin on the street,
told him a hard luck tale and asked for money
to buy a meal. Stuart listened and then said:
"Here is ten dollars. Buy yourself a good meal and
then take the first train home. Now, do as I tell you.
Get out of Hollywood."
Two days later he met the boy on the street.
"I thought I told you to go home," Stuart said.
"What are you doing here?"
"I took the ten dollars and went into business," the
boy replied. "Look!" and pulling Stuart along, he led
him over to the entrance to one of Hollywood's most
popular restaurants and displayed a tiny gardenia stand
where he does a big business each evening selling his
flowers to the patrons of the cafe.

for

September 1931

MAUREEN

O'SULLIVAN'S friends complain that
she ruins their address books by moving frequently. During her fifteen months' stay in Hollywood
she moved eight times.
"The wall paper gets on my nerves," Maureen explained, "or sometimes I decide I am spending too
much money and
never like the

less

move to a less expensive place. I
expensive places, so I have to move

I

again."

Well, that's one way to see Hollywood.

EVERY day at lunch

time Genevieve Tobin's mother

seen leaving the Assistance League Tea
Room with her hands full of little pots and pans which
she packs carefully into her car and takes away. Investigation disclosed that ever since Genevieve tasted
the food there she has refused to eat her lunch any
place else. When she is working at the studio, lier
mother gets her lunch at the tea room and takes it to

may be

her.

This tea room is the favorite haunt of the tourists,
for there they may not only see their favorite stars but
also be waited upon by them. The place is run by a
group of prominent women; the actresses donate their
services and every cent of profit goes to charity.

MORRIE

RYSKIND,

was brought

to Hollyto write the story for
Eddie Cantor's next picture. After working a week
Ryskind announced that he had a story idea ready to,

writer,

wood by Samuel Goldwyn

submit and was told to go to Mr. Goldwyn's office at
two o'clock and read it to him.
Ryskind entered Mr. Goldwyn's office as instructed,
and there sat twenty-eight people, who had gathered
at Mr. Goldwyn's suggestion to hear the story read.
Unused to the ways of Hollywood producers, R)skin<I
was, to say the least, surprised. However, he quickly
regained his composure and, in a most apologetic manner, said, "I am so sorry my wife couldn't come with
[More Movieloion Topics on page ./oj
me."
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Silver Screen

T

gLEVEN

h

G ENTLEMEN

/H OLLYWOOD
Many

stars

arc called,

chosen for this
the

select

THE
many

amazing thing

not

how

who

they

is

them eligible? A he-man,
Perhaps Nature's gentleman
after

I

sisters. Not poor reassemblyman. Just six
unornamental middle-aged fans
from Iowa.
But unhappily Bancroft has been
guilty of appearing coUarless in a

small-time sob
lations of an

have myself

Douglas Fairbanks might have
if he had
without
wanting to; poor Doug wanted to
slipped amongst the elite
niet
the
Mountbattens

Who

ptiblic place.

To

is

THE ir^

too long.
are credibly
John Gilbert?
informed that on being shown his

We

second talkie our John permitted himself the bourgeois
luxury of tears.
Ivan LebedefF, then? But oxie is not a gentleman
merely (perhaps especially) because one has a suit lor
every day of the month and kisses hands.
What! Five of Hollywood's gallants and not one of

September 1931

not,
for nothing,

of a scene in "Scandal Sheet" to set
chairs for six homely feminine visitors from the Middle West. Not

Who

seen him kiss a star in a public restaurant without saying so much as
"hello" to her husband at her side:
Ralph Forbes, of course, is only a
featmed player.

synonym

a

all,

then
is

George Bancroft held up shooting

Let us tell the truth though motion pictures perish. There are only
eleven gentlemen of Hollywood.
are they?
Clive Brook? He has all the reserve to qtialify, but not the necessary technique of talking to a lady
with a cigar in his mouth— which
consists of removing the cigar.

William Powell?

m

the gentleman

are.

for

lesson

Donovan Pedelty

y

there are but

And

position.

few survwors are a fne

what mar]is

B

hut few arc

explore

still

less

promising

depths. Cliff (Ukulele Ike) Ed^vard's
—on his own di\'orce cotu t testimony
—does not even aspire to be kno\vn
as Mister, which is making a ^ irlue
of necessity.
Whatever claims to the nobler
title might be advanced by Ernst

John Barrymore, Noah
Jolson, Rex Lease, Hal
Duncan, Jim Tully, Myron SelzLidjitsch,

Beery, Al

nick and Grant 'Withers were nullified on fistic occasions which caused their names to be struck off the
invitation lists of high-hat Hollywood hostesses. To be
socially black-listed in the movie menagerie is equivalent to being called a nig|;(

Let us have done with

r

a kanaka.
[Con liii iicd on fxigr

1)\

this
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OVELORN
Pola ]N[egn Returns

—

Witli Her Heart
Broken Once Again

crush an ordinary person, because
she views her tragic moments and
her climaxes as glorious parts to be
played. And how she plays them!
She talked to me in pitiful, little
broken sentences about Valentino
and how much he had meant in her
life.

Pola Negri isn't weeping over
the failure of her marriage to
Prince M'Divani. It's Over Another Love

THE

"new" Pola Negri, who has just returned to
Hollywood, is no different from the "old!"

To know Pola is to pity her. There is something so infinitely tragic and appealing about her. And
she has such high courage.
To a woman of her temperament, love must always
stand supreme. Pola is always either falling in or out of
love. And she is always getting hurt in the process.
Right now she has been through it again.
She
I remember vividly my first meeting with her.
was recovering from the shock occasioned by Valentino's death. She was working on a closed set making
"Barbed Wire." Tension was in the air. Everyone was
going around on tip-toe. La Belle Negri was suffering
and everyone else was suffering with her.
Pola is like that. She can no more help sharing her
griefs and sorrows than she can help breathing.
She drooped on the bench before her dressing table
while she talked to me. Like a wilted poppy. The
heavy folds of yellow taffeta that framed the long, beveled mirror made a glittering backdrop for her dusky
loveliness. Her beauty was breathtaking. Glossy, black
hair. Brooding eyes. Full, red lips. Tapering fingers
curled like petals in her lap.
Like most persons of genius, Pola dramatizes herself.
She is always the actress. Perhaps this is the secret of
her courage. She bears up under blows that would
18

I

was so sorry for

her.

But

it

wasn't long before she married
Prince Serge M'Divani and was being universally quoted that he was
the one great love of her life.
And now they are divorced and
Serge is married to Mary McCormick.
So I wondered what she would
say about her wrecked marriage,
when I called upon her at the beach
home she has taken for her second
invasion of Hollywood.
I heard her coming down the stairs.
Quick, tripping little steps. The door opened and she
came across the room, her hands outstretched in
friendly greeting. A more beautiful, more vital Pola
than the one I remembered. Black, bobbed hair drawn
back from her face and held in place by a scarlet silk
kerchief, knotted gypsy fashion over her forehead. The
same brooding, wistful, gray eyes, fringed with h.ea.\)
Small toes peeping out from little brown sanlashes.
dals. Nails gleaming rose, the same high shade as her
fingertips and her brightly louged lips.
I will never again think of feet as being ugly, now
They are as distinctive and
that I have seen Pola's.
beautiful as her face or her figure. And nothing could
be more luscious than Pola's figure in the form-revealing, brown hostess pajamas she was wearing when I
interviewed her.
Practically every time I have seen Pola alone, she

When I menhas been wearing something brown.
tioned it, she insisted that she loathes color. That she
much prefers greens and golds.
Tate Sydka did a portrait of her in a warm green
wrap and gown. It is a real masterpiece and hangs in
her li\'ing room at her beach home. Pola is as proud
peacock of it.
She drew all the curtains and adjusted the lights,
showed me the proper way to stand to get the full effect
of the eyes, the gown and the [Continued on page 79]
as a

Silver Screen

Better
Jackie
That's Young Rolcrt

Of

Coogans Cnticim

Own

His

Acting

Mayh Hcs

and

—

Right
The

By

a c

J

Grant

k

taken to the projection
to see himself for the first
_ time on the screen. Robert is now five, eleven
years the junior of his brother, Jackie Coogan. He
made his motion picture debut in "Skippy" at exactly
the same age that Jackie originally flashed into fame
with Charlie Chaplin in "The Kid."
Robert sat silently by his father's side while the
He saw himself— heard
day's rushes were being run.
his own words, so painstakingly learned, reproduced.
Surely this was an experience which comes once in a
lifetime.
last

scene was over

and the

lights flashed

up

Robert glanced at his
father expecting the word of praise he felt he now so
richly deserved. But his father said nothing.
Robert waited. The others were leaving the theatre.
Finally he could contain himself no longer.
"Daddy," he said, "do you know what I think? I'm
in the studio projection

room.

better'n Jackie."
Up to that moment Robert (no one calls him
"Bobby") had heartily disliked the business of being an
actor since the first day he entered the Paramount
studio. Calling him an actor
invitation to fight.

had always been an open

Before a scene had been taken for "Skippy," young
Robert marched over to the man who was to be his
director and asked:
"Mr. Taurog, will you do me a favor?"

"What
"I

Robert?"
go home."

is it,

want

to

"Don't you 'want to become an actor?" queried Taurog
in amazement.
"No, sir. Anybody who does is crazy."
In vain they exphtined that Jackie Coogan, whom
Robert adores with the adoration of the typical small
brother, is an actor. All Robert would reply was, "He

for

and

is

Headed for

the Stars

COOGAN was
ROBERT
room where he was

The

Million Dollar
Brother of the MilDollar "Kid"
lion
Started in "Skippy"

September 1931

can have

it."

Not very

flattering

to

the

Coogans.

Somehow or other during the first day of shooting
they kept him from exercising his Garbo complex for
going home. Then Robert saw himself on the screen
and to his mind he was "better'n Jackie." It made things
a litde easier, though even to this day he continues to
This despite the fact that
bristle at the hated epithet.
Robert is now under long-term contract to Paramount
as a result of his success in his debut performance.
"Don't call me an actor," he says time and again. He
emphasizes his words with a downward swing of the
"It makes me mad. Anybody who thinks hef
hand.
wants to be an actor doesn't know. It's a lot of bother.
^
-

The]
to play with the dog and what happens?
Why:
lunch.
'til
wait
to
have
I
So
says
'No.'
director
can't they take pictures at lunch time when I'm through
I

want

:

playing?"

was only by making a game of acting that Robert
He
at all by Norman Taurog, his director.
guided
was
won the boy's esteem by being a delightful pla) mate, and
by making it fun to play the role of Sooky, the pal of
It

"Skippy."

While "make believe" is pretty real to a five-year-old,
there were some things Robert did not want to do. For
instance, when told he was to fight with Jackie Searl, lie
protested, "But I can't fight my pal."
However, the boys were finally jjcrsuaded to go
through their paces. Toward the end of the take, Robert
had the misfortune to ste]) into a hole and fell towartl
a punch Jackie Searl couldn't pull in time. It landed
squarely on his nose.

Not remembering

the microphone, Robert turned to
"Now you see what being an

his father and observed,
actor gets a fellow into."

Floiding the injured, (hough not bleeding, member,
he walked out of the scene. As he ])asscd the director, he
muttered, "Gosh, I wish I was [Continued on page ;6]
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The Hollywood Bowl,

There's a swell dance orchestra in the Supper Room
at the Biltmore, one of the more conservative places

where the highbrows go

What

the

H ollywo

OH,woodIT

isn't such a one-horse town this Hollyof ours. Every once in a while somebody
starts the story that the stars sit around their
homes until nine o'clock reading Thackeray, or maybe
it's Elinor Glyn.
Promptly, when it strikes nine, according to the prevailing tone of most of the stories
about Hollywood, the darlings of the screen yawn prodigiously, wind the clock, put the cat out the front
door, and climb the marble staircase to shut-eye land.
It's all

The

hooey!

have that old Saturday night itch to go
and see people, just like you and
me. It isn't confined just to Saturday night either.
Not by a jug-full. And, moreover, while I hate to shatter any cherished illusions, as a rule they don't get
home at nine o'clock.
Maybe I shouldn't tell this, but there are even three
or four speakeasies not more than a thousand miles
from H oil)' wood. There are two or three high class
gambling joints, to say nothing of an elegant gambling
barge, anchored five miles off the Southern California
stars

places, ring doorbells

coast.

I'm not inferring that picture people go there.
town, and I value my
neck even if it isn't any use to anyone else.
There are lots of places to go in

I

have

Hi nc

Lilyan

tors and writers at the fights.
After
the battle is over, people invariably
drift over to the Brown Derby or
Henry's for a goodnight "snack."
If

20

of the stars
a good, bloody

you

Henry's eatorium vou
Chaplin.

select

will very likely see Charlie

While some

of the stars are straintheir larynxes over at the stadium, three or four of the
best
ciance
orchestras
in
Ameiica are hard at work
in the Cocoanut Grove of
the Ambassador, the Blos-

Hollywood American Legion
Stadium there is always a
good weekly card of ring

Many

little

Oakie, Lew
Cody, and an assortment of direc-

Friday night is traditional
'Tight Night" in the cinema
town— not of the domestic
type, however.
Over at the

see

T own

Tashman and Edmund Lowe, Jack

plex about being ogled by the dear
public. In fact the oglier the
merrier.

to

'Clock

N^o

Some of them even enjoy mixing in
private brawls to which the public is
not invited. Anyway, you read about such things in
the Los Angeles morning papers from time to time.
The dignified Constance Bennett is a great fight fan,
and she has a line of snappy ringside repartee not entirely in keeping with her dulcet, blase screen conversation. Lupe Velez and Gary Cooper show up on Friday
nights, too. Lupe sits right at the ringside and gets so
excited that she is actually a menace to everyone sitting within a radius of forty feet.
Usually she picks
the best looking fighter for a favorite. She isn't very
faithful, for she will change her favored gladiators a
dozen times in six rounds. At the end she is always
looting for the winner. Wise Lupe!
You often see Kay Francis, Kenneth MacKenna,
personally at

Hollywood where it is respectable
and safe to be seen. Most of the
stars have no definite Freudian com-

fisticulfs.

d Is

nose occasionally.

to live in this

like

Do

Stars

som
and

The Brown Derby

as

it

used

to look in the good old days

Room

at the Roosevelt,

Room at the
Biltmore.
Mary Brian, June Collyer,
Frances Dee, Buddy Rogers,
the

Supper

Silver Screen

If you can get into the Cocoanut Grove at the Ambassador on Tuesday
nights, you're practically a star. "Bing" Crosby croons love tunes there

with

their

EVENINGS

B

M arquis

Busb y

Jack Oakie and Stuart Erwin dance quite a lot. You
frequently see at these places, Constance Bennett and
Joan Bennett, seldom together, as the sisters aren't
exactly passionately devoted; Marilyn Miller, when she
is in town; Betty Compson, with Hugh Trevor or Grant
Withers, depending upon which swain is in favor, and,
of course, the active younger

set.

They

are Arthur

"Bing" Crosby, the recording star crooning his love
tunes at the Cocoanut Grove, is as popular in Los AnHe draws a lot
geles as is Rudy Vallee in New York.
of picture customers to the Ambassador.
Quite frequently the orchestras herald an entering
I've heard them plav
star by an appropriate tune.
"Sweet Sue" for Sue Carroll; [Continued on page 70]

and

Florence Lake, Sue Carol and Nick Stuart, Marguerite
Churchill, Dixie Lee, Billy Bakewell, etc. That crowd,
by the way, also goes in for beach suppers. There is
nothing so appetizing as a hot-dog smothered in sand.

The Roosevelt, where sound

started. All
the song writers used to congregate here;
but when theme songs went out, the
song writers stopped coming in. But
the Roosevelt manages to struggle along.
(Left): The interior of the Roosevelt

for
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Clara

Bow
Past^

^

Present
(and

Future)

Clara's first
close - up.
^

0^°

Notice how
d a r k h er
-^&\ hair was!
\

,

Clara Bow, locking the
door of her Hollywood
home, going to Rex Bell's
ranch to recover her health.

Her first pay check
was for fifty dollars.
Her last was for $50,000 from Paramount.

C

LOSE

the door and turn the key— Goodbye
gallant days, and happy nights— goodbye
love, goodbye old friends of the gay, gay

days!

The key turns in the lock with grating, shuddering suggestiveness. Soon the real estate agent
will shout through the empty rooms— the retired plumber from Baltimore will move in— the
personal auia of Clara Bow will fly from the
nooks and crannies and in the night no sound
will tell of the days when life was good.
Darn Clara anyway! That would have been
a swell story, but she ups and laughs on me.
Why couldn't she wilt and be licked, cave in and
let

me

pity her.

But oh no— not Clara.
There's a smile, a fighting smile, on her face
in her heart there is more than just a determination or a hope, there is a habit and that's
the greatest thing of all.
Clara Bow has the
habit of success. She is free, unsigned and open
for suggestions. And is she getting them!
Earl
Carroll is trying to sign her for Vanities and
are quoted as bidding.
Finished? Bless your heart, Clara Bow is just
fairly well started, just beginning.
Now she is
ready for this here now career business.
She
is known,
I'll remark; she can act and she is
free.
Probably she is just waiting for the farewell tears to dry off before she decides whether
to run for president or something.

and

MOM

Clara's first scene in professional movies.
was "Down to the Sea in Ships" and Clara
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The film
was a riot

Silver Screen

5tream
Line

Ladies
At Best a Picture GirVs
Chances arc Slender

B

Ha

y

THIS
motor

is

D.

r r

the speed age.
boats,

Wilson

Motion picture
and racing

aeroplanes

stars, like

cars,

are

on greyhound lines.
They must dance, swim, run and jump— wear everything from a one-piece bathing suit to a coronation
built

robe.

few years ago screen beauties were more generous
Now, diet, exercise and masseurs
play important parts in the demand for faster figures.
Among the beautiful stars who are outstanding in
meeting the present requirements are Billie Dove, Lilyan Tashman, Dolores Del Rio, Constance Bennett,
}ean Harlow, Joan Crawford, Lily Damita, Carole Lombard and Norma Shearer.
Their combined weight tips the scales aroud 950
pounds— an average of 105 pounds per beauty.
A few like Constance Bennett, Jean Harlow and Lilyan Tashman are nature's pets. They can face any
apprehensive
full course dinner menu without an
Caviar, pate de foies gras, bisque of lobster,
quiver.
roast gosling, alligator pear salad, chocolate mousse,
petit fours— none of these enemies of the svelte line
causes this trio to deny themselves in the slightest. Eat
and grow thin seems to be their motto. But just let
Billie Dove allow her taste to run riot along such lines
and, oh dear, it would be too bad. Billie is naturally
the voluptuous type once so dear to the hearts of conAlas, those days have
noisseurs of feminine beauty.

A

in build than today.

Billie must bow to the demands of the present
and follow a simple diet.
"I have learned to deny myself everything but plain

past.

"I play tennis, live in
food," says this beautiful star.
the open air and exercise as much as I possibly can.
The result is I am wonderfully well and can keep my
weight down to a little over one hundred pounds. Fruit
and a fresh vegetable diet has played an important part
in

my

for

reducing

efforts."

September 1931

of Jean
Harlow's rise to leading roles is explained by the speedy lines of the

The record breaking speed
body design

In

Hollywood

the weighing machines
stop at
obeisance to the
Goddess of Grace. Ar-

Judge,

the dust

less

If

you are over that you

An

line

125 pounds.

wont

than

and getting

he there for long

lesser

This American Beauty has learned self-control in the race
greyhound silhouette.
Joan Crawford is another girl who has had to mind her
diet p's and q's.
Joan, a restless dynamic type, uses so much energy she needs
plenty of food to keep her vibrant, self satisfied and healthy.
She must choose well what she eats, for in no time she would
gain the full quota of pounds noimal to her height. Unfortunately, one cannot be normal in pictures.
The camera is a
for that

great exaggerator.
"Starches, sweets and butter are taboo for me," laughs this
alluring star.
"Exercise too, has been forbidden.
Dancing hardened my
muscles, adding to my line and weight— so that's out, excepting
for picture purposes. After all, self-denial has its reward.
It's
wonderful to know I can wear the beautiful gowns Adrian
creates for me. I must keep thin to do them justice."
Norma Shearer started life a chubby little girl. She is
now the envy of thousands.
Her charm increases with every

new picture.
clothes more

She

wears

her

and more becomingly.

motherhood did not destroy her

E\en

sylph-like

figure.
It's system that is keeping Norma thin.
Every morning no matter how strenuous her
work has been the previous day. Norma
spends fifteen minutes in setting-up exercises.
She believes that touching your toes without
bending your knees at least twenty-five times
is one of the principal exercises for a slim
Brisk walks, never a nibble bewaist line.
tween meals and a normal amount of food
three times a day achieve satisfactory re-

sults.

Dolores Del Rio, exotic-eyed lady of the
has to build-up, rather than tear down
her weight, especially
since her recent illness.
films,

While others
moaning the

are

bethat
they cannot eat this, that
and the other thing, Dofact

must have plenty
of nourishing food.
Sometimes her appetite
lores

Damita ex-

Lily

hibits

the

ished

product,

and
all

it's

the

fin-

worth
trouble

Arline Judge
poised, not

avoirdupoised
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Screen

The High
of
the Silhouette
Priestess

Constance
Bennett

Dorothy Lee doubles up and doubles

her

beauty

miration of the fans are Kay Francis, Greta Garbo, Marion Davies,
Fifi Dorsay, Ann Harding, Claudette Colbert, Helen Twelvetrees,
Natalie Moorhead, Mona Maris, Margaret Livingston, Ruth Chatterton and many more.
Hedda Hopper, who has maintained an envied position as a fashion leader of the films, gives a splendid suggestion to keep within
the desired movie measurements.
"Cut out eating entirely one day a week," says Hilda. "Drink unsweetened fruit juices only on that day. You'd be surprised with the
results, especially if, during the rest of the week you say 'no' to any
form of cake or pastry. That's easy, isn't it?"
Elissa Landi, the brightest star of the Fox galaxy, believes her
diet ideas are infallible.

"Fresh fruits, excepting bananas, and all the raw vegetables you
care to eat, preferably grated, with a dressing of lemon juice and a
slice or two of lima bean bread lightly buttered if at all, is a champion weight-reducer. Good for your teeth, too," laughed Elissa.
Even the beauties of the stage have fallen in line with the decree
An outstanding instance is Marjorie Rambeau.
for slim figures.
ever, she has a figure that any woman would
than
beautiful
More
envy.

I do it?" says Marjorie, "I eat about half as much as 1
really like to— in other words, I'm a strong-minded woman
It's the second
it comes to saying 'no' to a second helping.

"How do
would

when

helping that does the damage."

[Couiinued on page 75]

Then her mother superinjaded.
is
tends the preparation of her daughter's
favorite

Mexican

dishes.

me

my

baby,"
to tempt
as I caught her one
day making a special delicacy that never
fails to tempt the Del Rio palate.
Dolores spends many an hour at the
R-K-O studios' special gymnasium built
to maintain the health and happiness o£

"Leave

said Mrs.

the

it

to

Asunsolo

Radio

stars

and

executives.

Not

only does Dolores avail herself of this
completely equipped "health resort," but
Dorothy Lee, Irene Dunne, Richard Dix
and Mary Astor are among others to be
found swinging the clubs or pulling the
pulleys and doing any one of a dozen or

more stunts.
Other studios should follow this gymnasium idea. When Radio executives
built it, cheers echoed from all corners
of the lot.
stars

It

who now

filled

the need of busy

can exercise without

much

effort or loss ©f time.

Other

for

girls

whose

figures are the ad-

September 1931

Claudia Dell rowng for the honor
of dear old svelte
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A N me

to

Five

Siren
After Studio

Becomes
By

NATALIE

A

Hours

]\[atalxe

Moorhcad

Most Devoted Wife

Wick E vans

MOORHEAD

has forty pairs of
shoes, a butler named Erick Von Husenpopper, a roadster the color of her hair and a bowl
of goldfish.

When she talks, the most intriguing dimple plays
around the corner of her mouth— a dimple so fascinating to watch that one forgets she must be thinking
as she talks— "If he drops that tea cup I'll scream!"

Nathalia is her real name but she will not use it
because it is so different from her real personality. She
is a person of moods!
She has very violent likes and
dislikes, but is continually on her guard. Beneath an
exterior of calm sophistication, she's a very turbulent
person.
She either likes or dislikes a person on sight. There
are no half-way measures with her. She thinks "first
impressions" are lasting, and even if she tries to overcome an impressional dislike, she finds it impossible.
She wears her hair back of her ears because she "likes
it that way" and because she realizes that it shows off
her profile to advantage. In spite of the fact that she
always presents a blandly flawless appearance on the
screen, her hair doesn't always stay in perfect order.
lock of it came loose while she was talking— reducing
me to a nervous state for fear she would notice and
replace it before it really fell about her face.
Her favorite jewels are diamonds and emeralds.
Diamonds are really her favorite stone, but she thinks
that unless they are combined with the warmth of the
vivid green they are too cold to be really beautiful.
She wears a single ring— a huge diamond that her
husband, Alan Crosland, gave her for their engagement present. It is cut and set quite simply; in fact
it is rather startling in its simplicity.
Natalie Moorhead thinks that there is nothing that spoils the appearance of the well-dressed woman as much as gaudiness in the choice of jewelry.
She adores costume jewelry and has, according to
Crosland, "tons of it about the place." She can't resist
a striking piece when she sees it in a Boulevard shop,
but soon discards it in favor of something "different."
Her appearance is rather diamond-like, in that her
coloring is so blonde that it gives the impression of
coldness. She hates being called an icy blonde because
she really possesses a \ery warm personality.
She reads continually and alwa)s chooses a book that
is an exact opposite of the mood that she is in.
If she
has had a hard day at the studio and is very tired, she
selects something that is light and invigorating, but if
she is fully rested she usually finds something that is
rather "stiff." Her library includes everything from
Groucho Marx's "Beds" to the "Decameron" of Boc-

A

cacio.

Bridge interests her but she prefers backgammon.
She and Alan play it so much that it has grown to the
|)r()p()rtions of a family feud [Coutiuued on page jS]
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She star+led you with her fragile beauty
THE discovery of the year.
with William Powell, for Ivan Sinnpson himself

in "Trilby."
is

She'll

coaching her.

be

Her

still

real

greater

name

is

"The Other Man."
can make heavenly fudge, but hates salads,
Violet Krauth: she was born in Trinidad; she is seventeen. She
has blonde hair, gray eyes and dimples
She
napping.
crowds, and people who wake her up when she's
in

ALEXANDER

HE WENT

info pictures to get

away from the

old

and hated the sight of sheep.

Valley, California,

home

ranch.

He made

He was

born on one

quite a success

in

in

Squaw

pictures

and

somehow, but he's glad
then Paramount put him into "Dude Ranch." He
instead,
"Come On, Marines"
briny
sea
the
of
that his next picture is going to be
lived

'

through

it,

DE BARRON

A

SPICY

She's married to Mr. Jack Pepper.

They must be

a hot pair.

Her

real

name

is

She was Paramount's pet comedThe show was a hit. and so was Ginger.

and Ginger was a teacher's pet name
and then she went into a stage show, "Girl Crazy."
she's been signed up by RKO-Pathe to play opposite Eddie Quillan

Virginia,

ienne,

Now

girl.

for her.

in

"Eddie Cuts In"

—

LILLIAN

BOND
LILLIAN used

be Metro-

to

Goldwyn-Mayer's
she had a part in

and

pet,

"Just

A

Gigolo."

Warner's signed her.
They were going to star her in-

stead of Marilyn Miller

in

"Safe

and then they decided
on Barbara Stanwyck. Then they
changed their minds again and
In

Hell,"

said they'd
in

it

after

put Marilyn Miller
all.

Now

they've

suspended production on it.
you see, Lillian Bond's next
ture

is

"Safe

in

Hel!"

So
pic-

ANITA PACE

AT LAST
in

Anita

is

going to have a real part again,

The blonde pride of the
name) deserves the breaks.

"Boarding School."

Pomares tribe (her real
She was twenty-one on August

4,

and

she's

been

in

Papa
her make a few

pictures since 1927, giving her best to them.

and

Mama

Pomares are

letting

dates for herself now, and most of them are with
Carl Laemmie,

Jr.,

Crown

Prince of Universal

RONALD
COLMAN
HOLLYWOOD'S
mystery.

man

His

Richard Bar+hel-

friends are

mess and William Powell.
is

separated from

Thelma Ray.
half a year,

of

best

He

his

He

wife,

only works

and fakes a vaca-

tion

the

other

next

will

be

half.

"The

His

Unholy

Garden"
ALEXANDER

NOEL
FRANCIS

A

BEAUTIFUL graduate
the Follies school.

made

a

hit

cigar counter

as

of

She

Marie, the

girl,

who took

Edward G. Robinson for a
buggy-ride in "Smart Money."

Now

Warners'

putting

her

is

in

proudly

"Larceny

Lane," with James Cagney.
She's about five feet three

and has melting blue eyes
and real blonde hair

RUTH CH ATTERTON
The enticements of Warners' were in vain. Ruth is staying with Parais solved.
"The Magnificent Lie," and that's for Paramount. What she'll do after that only
Ruth knows, and she's keeping everybody in suspense. The world really doesn't know as much about Ruth as it
Her real life story has been disguised and changed. You'll find the truth on the opposite page
thinks it does.

THE

great Chat+erton mystery

mount.

Her next

picture

is

The

Unknown
Ruth Chatterton
Here, for the first time,
the true story of the

greatness of character
that has

made Ruth

Chatterton "tke First

Lady of the Screen'

B

D ana

y

R

U

S
was love at first sight for Ruth Chatterton and Ralph Forbes. But when they
played together in "The Man With a
Load of Mischief," the course of love
began running roughly!
It

THERE
The

an unknown Chatterton.
Ruth Chatterton you know is a young
girl of wealth and position, who went to an exclusive private school, and then got a job with a stock
company as a lark. No struggles. No heartbreak.
Everything came easily to her.
That's the story of Ruth Chatterton as her official

biography
It's

of

the

Ruth

is

tells

it.

work of

who want you
manner born.

press agents

as a lady to the

to think

introduce you to a much greater
Ruth Chatterton who faced privation and poverty even as a girl and who emerged
triumphant.
For a prologue we have a scene of twenty years ago
in a side street in Old Chelsea of New York City. Rows
of brow.nstone houses line the street.
It is twilight
time of a winter evening in the early 1900's.
The
street lights blink through the softly falling snow.
The door of one of the houses opens and a woman
and child enter the vestibule. The woman is blonde,
pretty in a distinctly feminine way.
The child has
a wistful face— but the blue eyes are tempered with a
sturdier light, which may mean courage. She, too, has
light blonde hair— two long golden plaits hang down her
back. The woman carries a valise and the child has a
white cat of the alley species tucked tightly under hci

This story

will

Ruth Chatterton,

a

arm. The woman looks fearfully out into the street,
smothers a sob, takes a step backward as if she would
reenter the house. The little girl, who is only eleven,
catches her hand. "Don't be afraid. Mummy," she says
in a little Eva-like voice. "We'll be all right— I'll take
care of you."
The woman looks down into the brave little face
and somehow she knows that the child will stand between her and the workl, which she faces for the first
time unprotected. If there had been a cast sheet for
our prologue the names of the actors would read as
follows:

Mother
Child
The world knows
promise.

Tillie Chatterton

RiUh Chatterton

how

well the child fulfilled her

That "Little Eva" voice is now called the gohlen
voice of the screen. And Mama Tiliie's home at Beverly Hills, while not so large as the English manor
house of her famous daughter, is pictiuesquc and boasts
of a butler and chaulleur.
35

Julia Dean, who was playing in a stock company. One
week the company presented "The Prince Chap" and
Ruth was given one of the child parts. She was four-

teen at the time.

Her success won her other engagements and several
seasons in stock in other cities brought her back to
New York a girl in her 'teens.
Then came the red letter day when an agent sent her
to the famous Henry Miller's office. Henry Miller saw
something in those courageous blue eyes w^hich made
him take the young girl under his wing. And on
Ruth's part began a child hero worship of the most
popular matinee idol of the day.
Co-starring with Henry Miller in "Daddy Long
Legs" won her fame on the New York stage and she
was hailed as a star. Then came the realization of
stardom in "Come Out of the Kitchen."
And so the curtain on the first act finds her making
good her promise to Mama Tillie when she was a little
with two golden plaits and clung fiantically to
That cat, by the way,
the little alley cat.
traveled with her when she rose to fame in "Daddy
Long Legs." In fact, it lived to
be nine years old, which is a long

girl

Tommie,

life for a

tomcat.

When

died,

it

Ruth cried real tears and buiied
him in state in the Canadian
town which saw

The

his demise.

we have been

years

pass-

ing through were crowded with
work— study. Nothing left unlearned. Lessons in French, Italian, lessons in fencing, dancing,
voice training, philosophy, the
Ruth's young
opera, history.
mind was eager to grasp all tire
knowledge it could gain, and
somehow, in the search for
knowledge, she temporarily lost
the human touch.
She tried to take the place of

Maude Adams in plays indelibly
associated with her name— plays
like Barrie's "The Little Minister." The press and the public
would not accept her in these
roles.

She turned to arty plays,
which would show oft the culShe
ture she had acquired.
translated "La Tendresse" from
French into English, and she
and Henry Miller produced it
together. They met with a heavy

Ruth was not

a child of
wealth, as has been told,

but a child
she

is

Legs,"

in

her

actress.

Here

"Daddy Long
first

hit

on

Ruth lost almost
her money.
She found the adulation which

financial loss.

Broadway

all

But we are telling the end of our
play, which is not the way of playwrights, even though they do dramatize from life.
Shortly after she had been left
alone in the world with her little
daughter, Mrs. Chatterton found a
home for herself and the child with
Ruth, like
a sister in Washington.
Little

Orphan Annie, helped

to

a successful star recei\es, the pretty
things which money will buy, slipping.

Something had

The

Ruth who prommother she would

little

ised her

pay

Ruth's press-agent biography speaks!
It was whiie she was in Washington that she met

They decided
of

the

to

be done to

Chatterton-Miller
to revive

Kitchen,"
high-brow.

look out for her

her board and keep by washing and drying dishes and
brushing the crumbs away.
And this was the vacation in Washington of which

36

the
accounts.
trieve

even

re-

bank

"Come Out
if

it

wasn't

But Ruth was like a child playing
She still wanted to show the public
She had studied
that she had been learning things.
dancing, had her voice trained— and so a musical version, "The Magnolia Lady," which would give her a
chance to strut her stuff, was made.

with

new

toys.

Silver Screen

to cast the play herself. Many young
applied for the part of leading man. Then one
day a blond young Englishman, exceedingly good to
look at, walked into the office.
Ruth did not dream that he would help her to find
again the art she had smothered under other things.
Ruth did not know that she would love deeply, and
suffer, and in this way, find again the human touch
she had lost. But she gave Ralph Forbes, the unknown
Englishman, the role as her leading man.
He worshipped
It was love at first sight for him.
Ruth. She didn't understand at first. But the older
eyes of Henry Miller saw and feared the younger man.
One day he made a scene during a rehearsal in a the-

Ruth wanted

men

atre in

Washington.

Miss Chatterton was seated in the director's chair.
As the seat next to her was occupied, Ralph Forbes in
order to be near her, had been forced to seat himself
on the floor— at her feet. Miller stormed and raised a
scene— and for the first time Ruth turned to look at the
boy— for the first time saw him as a man.
Six weeks later they were married in the Chapel of
The Beloved Disciple.
A year of happiness followed, and then heartbreak.
Things weren't going well for Ruth on the stage. She
appeared in "The Man With a Load of Mischief,"
which was severely criticized by the press. She saw what
was happening. More money lost. The Chatterton
prestige slipping. No offers from Broadway producers.
No money to produce on her own.
In the meanwhile, Ralph Forbes' star was rising. He

received an offer from the movies

and accepted

it,

but

i-

•

.

.

.

Ruth Chatterton was always beautiful and at sixteen she was facing
the world courageously

Ruth wouldn't accompany him. She would have noth-

Henry

Miller, artist,

gentleman and

producer, and a great influence in
Ruth Chatterton's early life

for

Septembhr 1931

ing to do with the movies.
A year passed. Ralph Forbes was in Hollywood.
Ruth Chatterton in New York. The letters and long
distance calls urging her to follow were growing farther
apart. And still no offers from the producers of legitimate plays. Things were in a bad wayl
But Ruth is not easily beaten. There was one last
chance for her in the theatre. She decided to take that
—vaudeville.
The tryout of the vaudeville act was in Brooklyn.
She and her talented mother, Tillie, decided to save
money and get a breath of fresh air by walking across
Brooklyn Bridge. Tillie was carrying the pocketbook.
It contained all of their wealth— nine dollars and sixtynine cents. Half way across the bridge a man brushed
up against them and, seizing the pocketbook, ran off
with it.
"Oh— our money!" shrieked Mrs. Chatterton. But
Ruth lost no breath in useless exclamations. Swiftly
she ran after the man— and got the pocketbook!
But the vaudeville tryout was a failure. The vaudeville booking never materialized.
And so estranged from her iuisband, deserted by the
theatre, financially embarrassed, Ruth Cliaiterton laced
life— and faced it with high coinage. She might have
asked for alimony, but her sense of fairness told her the
fault was her own. Ruth Chatlerion had suflered; she
was humbled; but she felt tiiat she must fight alone to
win back the success and love she had lost.
.d on (nio^c 73]
It takes courage with a \Cr'-''
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He's

Got His

O wn Numb
Richard Barthclmcss

Is

Hollywood Phenomenon

He

Understands

A

—

Himself

By

Syl via
AFTER
Richard

Con

fifteen years in pictures

can't think of

anything but a prodrolled up in tin cans and sold whole-

Barthelmess

uct that's

I

r a

as

sale to the theatres."

That's a curious way for a man to talk about himself,
But Dick Barthelmess is unusual for an actor.
He's a regular guy. An actor who doesn't act olf-screen.
A man who can look at himself as impersonally as

phenomenon

isn't it?

is

though he were talking about some outsider.

dramatics and fireworks in a big way off-screen.
I went to see Dick Barthelmess because he's been a
success for fifteen years.
I wanted to see for myself

And

that

a

in

Hollywood, which goes in for

what made the man click.
Almost since I cut my first

down successes. I used
made glass eyes, did deep sea
ing

eye-teeth I've been trackto interview women who

diving, made blankets for
elephants in the circus or painted dogs for a living.
I pursued women whose planes took them high above
the earth and tracked down women who had gone down
to the depths of the sea.
And always I asked, "How
did you do it?"
"Hard work," said the woman who made blankets
for the elephants.

woman who painted dogs.
"Concentration" said the aviatrix.
I began to interview business men.
A man famous
all over the world for his photography.
A man who
was known as the Henry Ford of handbags because
he sold more of them than any other individual on
earth. A reformed criminal who worked on leather
"Perseverance," said the

goods.

"How did you do it?" I asked.
And always I got the same answers.
Perseverance.

I grew tired of business men.
mance.

I

Hard work.

Concentration.
I

ached for

ro-

I had done plenty of interviews so why couldn't
write about movie actors, I wondered.
There I

would

find romance.

Glamour,

I

might even

dis-

cover some spectacular secret of success.
Dick Barthelmess was the goat. After fifteen years

In his marriage to Jessica Haines Sargeant
(shown above) Dick is finding the happiness
he missed in his first marriage
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of success he ought to know the royal road to fortune's favors.
He did. He told me it. And, Oh,
what a disappointment!
For Dick, the swashbuckling hero, didn't have
anything romantic to say.
[Co)ili7iucd oti l)oge 80]
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Screen

The Stars
Still

Who

Used To Be
By

Young They Look Wistfully

Bach

to

Harriet

Their Movie Days

1\ST

month I told you o£ those who have come to
grips with time and managed to hold their own
if only in a small way. But there are others— others
who have bowed before the passage of the years, whose
portion has been defeat, humiliation, even poverty.
Not long ago I had a talk with Frankie Bailey.
Frankie who was once the toast of Broadway, who had
She made
the most famous pair of legs on the stage.
money— lots of it for those days— and spent it freely on
her friends. But she is no longer young. She has no
money today— and the friends have somehow disap-

^

peared.
All that she has to remind her of the old days is an
apron which bears the autographs of the great ones
of the world. Actors, statesmen, publishers, authors-

arsons

world-famous celebrities in every walk of life pencilled
their names on beautiful Frankie Bailey's apron— and
Frankie painstakingly embroidered over each signature

to

make

it

Today

indelible.

those

names are

poignant reminders of the illustrious company of which
she was one.
From time to time she has sought out

some of the still famous whose names are on that
apron— and encountered only their secretaries. It has

made her

bitter.
For Frankie isn't a beggar. All she
work.
The other day she got a job— playing atmosphere in
Marie Dressler's picture, "Politics." Marie knows something of the heartaches that come to old-timers. She
had a bad siege herself before her sudden and miracu-

wants

is

lous success in pictures.
.

.

-

There were three other
tras in "Politics"

who know

exall

about heartaches. On the set
one day were Barbara Tenant,
Ella Hall and Florence Turner. All three were great favorites in
pictures.

the

early days

They

of
received the

same [Continued on
Pauline Starke
in

September 1931
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still

lives

the memories of "silent" picture fans

More Movie
[Continued

CLARK
were

GABLE
married

and Ria Langham

a year ago,
but Gable wasn't sure whether his divorce
decree was final at the time, so they pulled
secretly

a Helen Twelvetrees-Frank
remarrying on June 19.

Woody by

Now
Jimmie

Dorothy Lee's marriage to
Fidler is on the rocks, who's
going to take Jimmie's place? That's
what Hollywood is asking. Dorothy Lee
was seen on the beach at Malibu recently
with Marshall Duffield, football hero.
that

Can he be
news!
Phillips Holmes
is escorting Ethel Sutherland, ex-wife
of Eddie Sutherlatid, to lots of places.

the one?

Kerens

Frank Albertson and
getting along,

despite

his wife are
rumors to the

contrary.

WHEELER and his wife had
BERT
and people said that
temporary
tiff,

was

all

over between them.

asked Bert.

and came

to

a
it

"Is zat so?"

He and his helpmate made up
New York together, thus fool-

ing everybody.

HERBERT SOMBORN, Gloria
second,
Wallace Beery, her
son's

Derby.

A

Even

siren returns.

a

No

hard

recently
at

first,

Swanwelcomed
the Brown

feeling there.

happy

YOLA

D'AVRIL,

pretty French act-

and her song-writer husband,
Eddie Ward, have agreed to agree again.
At least, they've made up and will try
marriage on the level again.
They had a spat that lasted about a
month.
ress,

KEITH and his wife, the former
IAN
Ethel Clayton of screen fame, have
separated again
they say.

—but

it

is

just temporary,

marriage isn't keeping Olga
Baclanova from coming back in

to
CLARA BOW refuses
Rex

"The Great Lover," with

going to announce any more engagements. "It has got so," she says, "people
just laugh at me when I do. When I get
married I'm just going to go ahead and

says,

do

Fenton seems to be at an end.
Leslie is taking Judith Wood, new Paramount leading lady, around places.

Adolphe Menjou

HOLLYWOOD:
HEARTS IN
romance
There's

in

the

to

Irv-

ing Ascher.

JEANETTE MACDONALD

Pauline will have to
get along on $400 per month alimony.
Jack White and Blanche Mehaffey
got a divorce.

ESTEELE TAYLOR'S

didn't get

marry her business manager, Robert
Ritchie, in June after all.
The wedding isn't off definitely, just de-

CHARLES KENYON,

layed, says Jeanette.

Beverly

to

White and Pauline Starke

Ian doesn't worry about the breaks, he
because they always manage to
patch up things.

romance with

Leslie

it."

offing

between Loretta Young and

Jack

engagement

announce any
Bell.
She isn't

arist

writer

scen-

and playwright, married Mrs.

Ann Ransom the other day.

are nova going places together.

LOTS OF

romances have curdled in
Hollywood lately.
Mervin Le Roy, film director, and Edna
Murphy, actress, have decided to separate.
So have Dorothy Lee and Jimmie Fidler,
J

Robert Armher press agent husband.
strong's wife has left for a nice long vacation in China, and there may be a divorce.
And ZaSu Pitts and Tom Gallery have
come to the parting of the ways.

STUART ERWIN

is

reported That

Way

about June Collyer, but Russell Gleason is giving him some good, healthy
competition.
Walter Winchell reports that Bill
Boyd is terribly fond of VirBill (screen) Boyd
ginia Whiting.
loves his wife, Dorothy Sebastian.
{stage)

REMEMBER

the quarrel Ernst Luhad with Hans Kraly, the
screen writer, at the Embassy Club? He
was peeved because he felt that his wife
had given him the air for Kraly. Now it's
^ bitsch

reported that the ex-Mrs. Lubitsch will
Kraly. And, of course, Hollywood's expecting the romance between
Ernst Lubitsch and Ona Munson to lead
to marriage.

wed Hans
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Lucile Brown, once just an
Just another movie Cinderella.
Her
artist's model, makes her film debut in "Danger Island."
stage training with Richard Bennett helped. Now they're both
in the movies

Silver Screen

—

.

Town
from page
her

Topics
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MARGARET
named

LIVINGSTON

new apartment

has

building

"Colonial House."
Every apartment is
rented and most of them to motion picture

Lola Lane, Hale Hamilton,
Grace LaRue, and E. H. Griffith are some

people.

"No, Mr. Lyon," the cook replied.
"That is my dinner."
Ben wanted to taste it and did.
"You eat what we were going to have
for dinner and give this to Mrs. Lyon and
me," Ben said.

—

—

of her tenants.

Margaret's own apartment is strictly
colonial with white painted woodwork,
brass andirons and early American furnishings.
And, incidentally, it is very
charming.

LITTLE
i

"Peaches"

child star,

to read.

up her

—

WINIFRED

resorts

papers print reports of his engagements to
this and that beauty, Georgia Hale re-

mains in Hollywood, comforted by the
receipt of two or three cables each week
from him.

BEN
got out of

his

driveway,

his car and started around
the house when he was halted by the most
intriguing odors coming from the kitchen.
He went in and saw a stewish looking dish
simmering on the stove.
"Is this what we are going to have for
dinner?" he asked the cook.

KINSTON, widow

Carmen Runyan, wealthy Hollywood

Runyan was a

close friend of

recently sold his

of

real

BEN
has

home

to

Farnum's.

John Mc-

tenor.

—

TURPIN,

.f>.—

comedian,
completely recovered from his
major operation of several weeks ago.

He

cross-eyed

Erin O'Brien Moore, who made
a hit in "Street Scene," has been

by

signed

Rogers,

Hobari

MAY sound funny, but Mrs. Edwin
ITCarewe,
wife of the director and pro-

Bosworth,

Monte Blue, Hoot Gibson, and
Harry Carey have promised to ride in
the Beverly Hills

—

DAVID
blonde

for

ducer, was stricken with appendicitis
after eating dinner at the home of Mr. and

Horse Show.
..f>.

MANNERS

dyed

his

hair

a role in "Safe in Hell"

and then production on the picture was
postponed.

And

does he regret

it

Metro-GoldwynMayer

will return to the films.

Will

drove into

film career, too.

estate broker.

Cormack, noted
holidays in
the news-

former

the late Dustin Farnum, married

He

Charles Chaplin
WHILE
European
and

Jackson,

i8 years old, surprised

man.
She's given

doesn't like
Hollywood and particularly dislikes
Hollywood parties.
But her husband,
Frank Fay, adores them, so Barbara, being
a good little wife, goes to the parties with
Frank and takes along an interesting book

now

the local folks by running away and marrying Joe Grasse, Long Beach business

BARBARA STANWYCK

LYON

!

Mrs. John Boles.
She was operated on successfully that
night

and

is

THERE

quite well again.

considerable
Sternberg
sparkling actress of Frances

Joseph

is

von

talk

about

making a
Dee in "An

American Tragedy."

Some say he did it just to show Marlene
Dietrich he could take any girl and make
her famous.
E. BROWN, the awning-lipped
JOE
comedian, amused spectators in a

Los Angeles court, where he appeared as
a prosecuting witness against a chap who
signed Brown's name to a $500 check.
Although the matter was quite serious,
Joe managed a few laughs for the folks.

EVERYTIME

Marshall Neilan, once a

big-shot director, gets a dollar
one is standing near to take it away

some
from

him.
Neilan's been having difficulty getting
picture jobs during the past two years

and

almost Si 0.000 behind in alimony
who has a son by him.
A local judge granted Neilan several
months time to make up the back payments, hoping his financial standing
would improve.
is

to his wife,

THE

stork brought twins, a boy and a
George Fit/.maurice, tiic screen
director, and his wife, Diana Kane, the
girl, lo

Breakfast for two? Why not, when the two are Hollywood's
newest couple? William Powell and Carole Lombard got mar- ^
ried July 27, and dashed off for a Honolulu honeymoon

for

September 1931

But the boy died when he was
two weeks old. The girl has been named

actress.

Patricia. [More Movietown Topics on /mi^e Go]
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ilver

creen's
THE COMMON

LAW

Connie Bennett once again plays in a
sophisticated picture.
She is
an artist's model in love with the artist
who paints her. His folks oppose their

frankly

Rating: GOOD
RKO-Pathe

marriage, although she has given herself
She is willing to live with him.
But he wants her as his wife. When his parents understand
how enduring his love is, they give in. Joel McCrea is once
more cast as Connie's leading man, and he's fine.
to him, loving

him

utterly.

AN AMERICAN A gripping, unusual picture. Though
achieves distragic and depressing,
TRAGEDY
tinction because of two things: beautiRating: GREAT
sincere direction, and superb acting.
it

it

is

ful,

Paramount
All

CHERI-BIBI
Rating:

GOOD

John

Gilbert's

recent

films

have

The most terrific part is the sensational courtscene. Here you will find some of the finest acting of the
season. Phillips Holmes and Sylvia Sidney are splendid.

been billed

marrying her.

tures,

room

as great "comeback" picand some of them have been pretty

disappointing. This one is surprisingly
good. No longer the great lover, John
His makeup is
Gilbert proves himself a darn good actor.
excellent. He plays a young magician convicted of the murder of his sweetheart's father. How he escapes, finds the real
murderer and wins back the girl makes an exciting story.

As you probably know, the story conwho murders a factory girl to escape

cerns a sex-starved boy

M-G-M

CONFESSIONS
OF A CO-ED

as the movies see it. Phillips
a college youth who falls for
a pretty co-ed, but doesn't realize that
Bating:
he's really in love with her. She believes
Pa ra mo lint
he is, and the inevitable happens. He
leaves her and she marries a friend of his. When her true love
returns several years later, he wins her back. Sylvia Sidney
Phillips Holmes
gives a very fine and sincere performance.
and Norman Foster are fair.

FAIR
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College

Holmes

If

life
is

REBOUND
Rating: GOOD

you

to like

like sophistication,

"Rebound."

If

you are bound
you don't, you

may

be bored to tears. Ina Claire plays
the part of an ultra-modern girl in love.
RKO-Patbe
She doesn't know how to make up her
mind, and even in the end one is never sure she is wholly
satisfied. The dialogue is smart, but underneath the brilliance,
there are parts of the story which aren't believable. Ina Claire
and Robert Ames give fine performances.

Silver Screen

Reviewing
Stand
WOMEN LOVE

This brings Eleanor Boardman back to
the limelight in splendid fashion. The
story's not unusual, but it's well diRating:
rected.
An artist is given a chance to
Paramount
study in Paris by a society woman, and is
unfaithful to his wife
Just as the wife is about to secure a
divorce, the death of their little girl brings them together
In addition to Eleanor Boardman's interesting peragain.
formance, Paul Lukas and Juliette Compton do fine work.

ONCE

GOOD

THE MAN IN
POSSESSION

This is pleasant, light entertainment,
with Robert Montgomery as a gay, irre-

sponsible lad whose father turns him out
of the house. He becomes a sheriff's asM-G-M
sistant and takes possession of the home
of a young woman until her debts are paid. She's the woman
his brother is trying to marry, believing her to be rich. Montgomery poses as her butler before his own father and brother.
He's grand. Irene Purcell is his leading lady.

Rating:

GOOD

Rating:

GOOD

GOOD

for

September 1931

is

story.

National

A

A

night nurse gets involved in strange
adventures.
She is sent to take care
of two youngsters who are ill.
The
Rating:
chauffeur, Nick, is deliberately keeping
Warners
their mother drunk and starving the children so as to get the trust fund left them by their father.
When the nurse tries to call a doctor, Nick strikes her on the
chin and carries her back to her room. Barbara Stanwyck,
Clark Gable and Ben Lyon give good performances.

ful

too obvious to carry much suspense. Two
brothers who are both English officers
are in love with the same girl. She is engaged to the seriousminded one, but loves the other lad. Doug, Jr., who is starred,
very likeable and appealing, and Anthony Bushell and
is
Rose Hobart also give good performances.
First

NIGHT NURSE

an interesting but not a powerThere are some fine war
scenes and a nice love story, but it's

This

CHANCES

NEWLY RICH
Rating: GOOD
Paramount

grand burlesque on Hollywood child

with Jackie Searl as the pampered
lad wilh golden curls.
He talks constantly of his public.
Mitzi Green and
her mother (Edna May OIi\er) get enstars,

vious and pack off for Hollywood, where Mitzi becomes
Jackie's leading lady. Finally, they get mixed up with royalty
and a juvenile king. There's a swell melodramatic climax.
The cast, which includes Louise Fazenda, is great.
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LVER SCREEN'S

Ramon Novarro

SON OF INDIA
FAIR

Rating:

M-G-M
Later in

life

he

is

handi-

hopelessly

capped by an involved and implausible
story.

Ramon

plays the son of a jewel

merchant of India. As a youth Ramon
is saved from tragedy by an American.

falls in

love with the American's

but the

sister,

American begs them not to marry. Out of gratitude for a past
kindness, Ramon gives up his love. They form a suicide pact.
The ending is happy, however. Madge Evans is the girl.

I

TAKE THIS

WOMAN

GOOD

Rating:

This
it's

isn't

an extraordinary picture, but

well directed

probably

like

and well

it.

spoiled society gal

The

acted.

story's

You'll

about a

whose father sends

Paramount

her West to tame her. Of course, she
All that's old stuff, but the interesting
angle is what happens after the marriage. All the girl's hardships are shown. It's one of Carole Lombard's best performances. Gary Cooper is good, but looks very ill.

falls for

a cow-hand.

THE SQUAW

have been crying over this for
eighteen years, and it's still a touching
You'll sympathize with Lupe
story.
Rating: FAIR
Velez as the Indian girl who falls in
^-G-M
iQ^g Wiih and marries a white man. They
have a little son, Hal. When the father decides to send the
boy to England away from the influence of his wife's race,
she is bewildered and heart-broken. Lupe and Warner Baxter
are very good, but the picture is too long drawn out.

j^^j^
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Autli( IK cs

GOLDIE
Rating:

FAIR

This will remind you of "The Cockeyed
World," but the performers aren't as
good. Warren Hymer and Spencer Tracy
are teamed in

somewhat the same man-

Vox

ner as McLaglen and Lowe. Hymer falls
for a girl (Jean Harlow) in a big way, but she's just a golddigger. Tracy tries to warn him, but Hymer thinks his pal is
trying to steal his girl. Their friendship turns to enmity, until
Hymer gets wise to Goldie. The humor is broad.

Dolores Costello's comeback picture is a
disappointment. The dialogue is pretty
weak and the story's no better. Dolores
Rating: FAIR
is in love with a man who is unhappily
Warners
married. The boy's father, a famous crimBut he
inal lawyer, makes her promise to give his son up.
later changes his mind when Dolores saves his son from a
charge of murder. He urges them to leave together, but she
refuses, realizing that the man she loved is a weakling.

EXPENSIVE

WOMEN

TRANSGRESSION
Rating: fATU
FAIR
•

Radio Pictures

high-powered drama, this
The story's about a wife
w'lih a Spanish philanderer
vvhile her husband's away in India on
business.
She writes to tell her husIntended

misses

as

fire.

that she is going to get a divorce, but later discovers
Paul Cavanaugh gives a rather
that she really loves him.
sympathetic performance as the husband; Kay Francis is tair;

band

and Richard Cortez

far

below

his usual standard.

Silver Screen

REVIEWING STAND

THIS

MODERN

AGE

brilliant star,

struggles to rise

Rating:

FAIR

M-G-M
finds

Joan Crawford,
above mediocre material. Joan and her mother go with a gay
crowd in Paris. Joan doesn't know that
her mother is having an affair. When she
Again a

she gives

out,

up her respectable

disillusion goes off with a lad

fiance,

and

in her

who isn't so respectable. Touched
Monroe
he proposes marriage.

by her inherent goodness,
Owsley is the sjay lad and Neil Hamilton the pure youth.

THE NIGHT
ANGEL

A

FAIR

THE RULING
VOICE
Rating:

National

First

a truce.
late.

GOOD

He

story,

with

Nancy

in Prague.

GOOD

Marion Da\ies

isn't a gangster film exactly, but
Walter
deals with food racketeering.
Huston plays the racketeer who has only

one soft spot, his daughter. When his
enemies plan to kidnap her, he declares

even decides to give up the racket, but it is too
shot while strolling down the street. Walter Huston

September 1931

Loretta

Young and David

is

al a total loss in this

AND TEN

heavy drama. She's terribly miscast as
the daughter of a wealthy chain store
Rating: FAIR
magnate who falls in love with another
M-G-M
girl's fiance and goes after him hammer
and nails. The picture is supposed to prove the curse of wealth,
with Marion getting involved in scandal, her mother going off

FIVE

with a gigolo, and her brother killing himself.
does particularly fine work.

This

and Doris Kenyon do fine work.
Manners are the love interest.

for

A

He
is

Talk about your mixups. Just wait till
you see this!
Jeanette MacDonald is
charming as Annabelle, but Roland
Rating:
Young manages to get most of the laughs.
Fox
He's after some mining shares of stock
which Jeanette holds, and which were given her by her husband
(McLaglen), a primitive, illiterate miner she hasn't seen in
eight years. He's changed so she doesn't recognize him when
she meets him. and the complications are grand.

AFFAIRS

nicely photographed, unevenly acted

and hopelessly unbelievable

Carroll as the star. The setting is
vice prosecutor (Fredric
Paramount
March) falls in love with the daughter of
a woman who runs a vice den, commits murder to protect the
girl and himself, and is saved by her testimony. Nancy Carroll
shows powerful dramatic talent at times; at other times she
overacts terribly and sounds utterly insincere.

Rating:

ANNABELLE'S

HUSH MONEY
Rating: GOOD

Leslie

Howard

Not a spectacular picture, but still \cry
satisfactory entertainment. Joan Bennett

does nicely as the poor girl, broke and
hungry, who innocently becomes the tool
Fox
She gets a jail sentence.
of a crook.
Upon her release she falls in love with and marries a wealthy
young man, and everything is fine until her old associate gets
out of jail and tries to blackmail her. You'll like Hardie Albright as Joan Bennett's husband.
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Joan

Crawford

IT'S

didn't diet herself
into illness

The

On Some
Hollywood Myths

The Lowdown

HOLLYWOOD
creating new

always
myths.
Not that it has any
need of them. The old myths
are constantly repeated until
they become legends, and
then the legends are repeated
until they become traditions.
Many of the things you've
is

heard about just aren't so.
For instance, have you
heard the one about how
Charles Farrell came to Hollywood as valet to Little Billy,
the midget? Interesting, isn't
But as a matter of fact,
it?
Charles Farrell was not Little
Billy's valet. He was his manager when the midget played

Janet Gaynor

isn't nursing a broken heart

Now that Charles Farrell
has married Virginia Valli, all sorts
of sob stories are printed about Janet.
Poor Janet is so tired of having to explain that her loyal friendship to
Charles Farrell was different from

heart.

in vaudeville.
Many of the myths spring
up because the fans can't help
thinking that some of the situations they see in pictures
are repeated in real life. For
instance, the rumor has gone
rounds that Edmund
the

Lowe and

Victor

man-and-woman

McLaglen

are enemies in private life just
as they are on the screen. As
a matter of fact, they're very

good friends. When Victor
had an operation on his arm
recently, Edmund Lowe was
person to visit him,
bringing with him a large
basket of all kinds of fruit.
the

first

Charlie Farrell never valeted
a midget

of a legend built upon a
screen situation is the story that Janet Gaynor and
Charles Farrell have been and still are in love with
each other. On the screen they are among the world's
most romantic lovers. The fans couldn't help hoping
and dreaming that the romance would come true in
real

life.
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When
they

is

just

fans will go on believing what
they want to believe, and that is that
Diane and Chico belong to each other

many

But the prime example

married,

love, that she

not giving out any more interviews.
The Gaynor-Farrell romance rumors should have been dispelled by
their both marrying different people.
But human nature being what it is,

Janet Gaynor and Lydell Peck got
grieved for Charles Farrell's broken

daydreams with reality.
go on believing, too, that John Gilbert's
has been thwarted ever since Garbo decided to go

They
life

It is all an example
until eternity.
of wish fulfillment, and of confusing

will

Legend' pictures John Gilbert as a
discouraged, broken man who shuns people.
True, he has taken a bitter dose of medicine, but he
has swallowed it like a man. His whole life has been
changed by the little gadget known as the microphone.
But he has gone on making pictures. He has faced one

her

way— alone.

lonely,

Silver Screen

BUNK!
By

Dora Albert

Lew Ayres

isn't

Garbo

married

disappointment after another, yet he
is not trying to run away from life.
On the contrary, he is the life of
many parties; he is going out a great
deal and entertaining both in his Beverly Hills home and in his new beach
house.

The story of Garbo is, of course,
the greatest myth in Hollywood.
She is so marvelous an actress that
wc are prone to forget sometime that
hardly think
she is also a woman.
of her as a woman; she almost represents Mystery in the abstract.
Yet all those who know her at all
insist on her delightful sense of humor, her winsome youthfulness. She
plays such sophisticated women of
that
screen
the
world
on
the
those who see her off-screen catch
their breath at seeing how young
she really is.
People are always asking whether
she is as much of a hermit as legend
pictures her.
Well, she knows who
her friends [Continued on page 68]

We
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J

eats apples

on the

lot

The
THE home
IN surroundings
of every movie
star you find a
their
of
little
recharacters

To whom

flected.

could

HOUSES
THAT

cool

this

and lovely garden belong but to
Garbo, the re-

MOVIE'

cluse?

jack

BUILT

The

off-screen

William
Haines reveals
side of

his

itself

in

early

Amer-

ican house, a
prize example

of expensive
simplicity

Ona Munson

is

laughing,

a

girl.
dancing
So her home is

gay and

differ-

ent.

Not Span-

ish,

or English

—

just

Holly-

woodish
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Silver Scretn

Quiet, talented Fay
Wray, married to the
equally quiet and talented John Monk Saunders, has a beautiful,
reserved English house

Now

Miriam Seegar
has a house as is a
house. It is on a mountain top and has a
drawbridge.

It

also

has a moat (which is
Ritz for mudpuddle).
And in the backyard,
believe it or not, there
is an old oaken bucket

for

September

19

3

1

Sophisticated simplicity expresses
Kay Francis. It expresses her house,
too. Both are just

grand
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Yourself

Some
Gold!
You

don't have to be a gold-digger to do it!
Just enter Silver Screen's contest, and win some
of that $1,500 we're offering.
This month Silver Screen publishes the last set of
stills in its great contest, which gives you a chance to
see how smart you are and make a mint of money for
yourself into the bargain.
You're a fan, aren't you? Then do your stuff.
All you have to do is turn to pages 52 and 53 and
find this month's scrambled stills. Then assemble them
the way you think the scenes should look. Under each
complete still write the name of the star and the name
of the picture.
Do the same thing with the stills you found in the
July and August issues of Silver Screen. You don't have
to buy the magazines to enter the contest. If you wish,
you may examine copies of Silver Screen for July,

August and September at public libraries, or at the New
York office of the publication, free of charge, and copy
or trace the pictures from the originals.
Four scrambled stills were published in July, four in
August, and the last four are in this issue. Be sure to
complete all twelve stills and send them in together.
You have plenty of time to find out how smart a
movie fan you are. Entries will be considered until
September 10. That gives you a chance to prepare
your entries carefully, and to be neat and accurate,
virtues which will help you to win those prizes.
There are thirty-two prizes, you know, beginning
with a first prize of $500. There are six prizes of $100
each, ten prizes of I25 each and fifteen prizes of $10
each.

No

entries can be returned.
Here's your chance to get into the smart money!

RULES OF CONTEST
1.

Thirty-two cash prizes

Screen Magazine as

will

First Prize
Six Prizes of $100 each
Ten Prizes of $25 each
Fifteen Prizes of $10 each
2.

3.

be paid by Silver

follows:

$500.00
600.00
250.00
150.00

In three issues (July, August and September numbers) Silver Screen Magazine is publishing
scrambled stills from well-known motion picFour complete stills appear in each issue.
tures.
Each still is a scene from a popular movie. If
combined correctly, four complete scenes may be
produced. You may copy or trace the pictures from
the originals in Silver Screen Magazine and
assemble them. $1,500 in prizes as specified in
rule No. 1 will be paid to the person sending in
the nearest correctly completed, named and neatly
arranged set of twelve stills.
Do not submit any solutions or answers until
after the third set of scrambled stills has appeared in the September issue. Completed scrambled stills must be submitted in sets of twelve
Identifying names of the star and of the
only.
picture should be written or typewritten below
At the conclusion of the
each completed still.
contest all solutions should be sent to the

50

4.

Scrambled Stills Editor, Silver Screen, 45 West
45th Street, New York City. Be sure that your
full name and complete address is written on, or
attached to, your entry; that your entry is securely
packed to guard against damage in transit; and
that it carries sufficient postage to avoid delay.
Bear in mind that it costs absolutely nothing to
enter this contest. Indeed, the contest is purely
an amusement. You do not need to be a subscriber or reader of

Silver Screen Magazine

to

compete. You do not have to buy a single issue.
Copies of Silver Screen Magazine may be ex-

5.

6.

New York

of the publication,
or at public libraries, free of charge.
Aside from accuracy in completing and identifying
the scrambled stills, neatness in contestants'
methods of submitting solutions will^ be considered in awarding prizes. Your solution of the
twelve scrambled stills should be pasted or pinned
toe^ther, with the names of the star and the
picture written or typewritten below.
The judges will be a committee of members^ of
Silver Screen Magazine's staff. Their decision
No relatives or members of the
will be final.
household of anyone connected with this publicaOtherwise, the contion can submit solutions.

amined at the

office

7.

open to everyone everywhere.
In the case of ties for any of the prizes offered the
full amount of the prize tied for will be given to
each tying contestant.

8.

The

test is

contest will close at midnight on September
All solutions received from the time the
10th.
third set of scrambled stills appears to the moment of midnight on September 10th_ will be
No responsibility in
considered by the judges.
the matter of mail delays or losses will rest with

Send your answers as
soon as possible after the last set of scrambled
issue, which will
September
the
in
stills appears
be for sale on the news stands on or about August
announced in
will
be
winners
prize
The
10th.
^he January 1932 issue of Silver Screen.
SUGGESTIONS— Contestants may study the descriptive sentences in connection with the scrambled
Silver Screen Magazine.

stills.

stills

These are the indicators
and stars and winning prizes.

for identifying

the

suggested that contestants merely pin their
solutions together until the three sets of stills are
complete. "This will i>crmit the shifting and changing
about of pictures as the contest progresses and will
give time for lengthy consideration and study.
Each still is a scene from a popular motion picture
It is

—

I,

HURRELL

JOAN
CRAWFORD
THIS the future Joan Crawford? First they
she was a model wife and knitted
hooked rugs. And now they're telling her,
"Set hot, Joan, get hot." M-G-M has decided that Joan must be sexed up, and this is
the first movement in the campaign. You'll
see the new Joan Crawford in "This Modern
Age," and she'll be blonde-haired and pashy
is

said

BACHRACH

DOLORES DEL RIO
shadow

above defeat. Above an unhappy marriage that cast a
THE woman who rose Above
and pain. Above disappointment and heartbreak
illness
over her girlhood.
lost her contract with United Artists.

when she

to Cedric Gibbons, triumphant over

illness,

And now

she returns, happily married

more radiant than ever

in

"The Dove"

GEORGE BANCROFT
THE

storm center of Paramount.

Hollywood's he-man.

He's calmed down.

After threat-

ening to go with Warners', bad boy Bancroft has signed a new contract with Paramount,

and at a nice increase, too.
daughter.

You'll

Bancroft's happily married to Octa/ia Broske, and has a lovely

soon be seeing

his first picture

under

his

contract,

"Rich Man's Folly"

ANN
HARDING

ANN

HARDING,

plane,

her
and her husband,

Harry Bannister.
the things

Ann

Those are
has to

her happy. Aviation, a

marriage,

interest;
tie.

Yet

happy.

she

isn't

a

make
new
deep

utterly

The story across the

page

tells

you why

Ann Hardin
Isnt

Contented
The

Story

That She

Has Been Published

is

too

Many Times. We re Sick
of

Here 5 the Truth

It.

because
JUST
husband who

Ann Harding has a
idolizes her, a palatial

home, a beautiful baby and a
cessful

career,

Though Ann
has a husband
who adores her
and a beautiful
baby, Jane, she wants
things she doesn't possess

don't think

suc-

that she has

everything.
If that were true, she might just as well
call it a day and quit.
Whenever a person reaches the
point where there is nothing left in the world for them
to daydream over, they are done.
Finished.
Washed
up. And Ann Harding is none of these things.
Ann is vital, poised and charming, but beneath her
cool exterior there burn the unsatisfied fires of ambition and desire.
She has never reached the goal she
originally set for herself. She may never reach it. She
still wants things she doesn't possess.
Ann is one of those girls who will always be wanting
something she doesn't possess. Reaching one goal, to
find there is another more desirable one a bit farther
on.
This is the thing that makes for progress and

achievement.
Whenever one is really satisfied, he
ceases to grow.
Ann is still growing. Still achieving.
There is so much in Ann's background that is different and distinctive, so much that shows the character
and the will of the woman, it is hard to understand why
interviewers

insist

on tagging her normal and

cir-

cumspect and contented.

To
this.

tell

the truth,

Ann

For contentment

is

herself is partly to blame for
a credo of hers. She probably

is a contented person.
signed her first picture contract, she insisted that she be presented to the public as a perfectly
normal person. She refused interviews at first on the
plea that she was too ordinary to be interesting. The
angle was different enough to catch the popular fancy
and Ann went over big as the one really ordinary person in Hollywood. But Ann isn't normal and she isn't
ordinary.
She is an unusual young girl. She knows
what she wants, and she goes after it and she usually
gets it.
But she doesn't always do what she wants to
do.
She isn't always happy and contented with her

believes that she

When

lot.

She

sItc

isn't

smug and complacent and

self-satisfied.

bet every penny of your mad money on that.
There have been several bitter disappointments in

You can
Ann's

life,

in spite of all publicity stories to the con-

trary.

"I have no deep-seated yearnings," she tells you
quietly.
"I live each day to the fullest and I don't
think too much about tomorrow. I have no physical,
mental or spiritual problems to solve. I love outdoor
sports and play tennis, ride, drive, and now I am
learning to fly. I study and read a great deal. Play
the piano several hours each day. And I don't bother
my head over religious questions. I let my conscience
be my guide, because I haven't tried to decide whether
there is a future life or not.
worrying over the
question won't solve it or help me in any way. So I let
If there is a future life, it is there.
If there
it alone.
When
isn't, I'm not going to worry about that, either.
I first asked my mother to let me try out for a stage
career, she told me that I was too normal to be a successful actress.
I know I am poor copy because I

My

haven't any great urge behind me and never have had.
I am happy and contented with my lot."
And she believes it, too. Then, in the next breatli
she tells you how she has always wanted to be a great
pianist. How she can play beautifully when she is alone
and that it has been the biggest disappointment in
her life that she cannot give her soul in music when
others are present. She has tried time and again, but
she always succumbs to stage fright in rive presence of
an audience, whether it be composed of musicians or of
friends.
Being imable to o\erc<)nie this fear, she has
relinquished her dream of being a famous pianist. But
music is still first in her heart and always will be.
She has a beautiful ebony Beckwith piano, handmade and gold-plated, the [Con i n iird on jxii^c j /]
I
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Are you looking for a new hairdress?
Just part your hair on the right

Doris Kenyon introduces this new one for evening wear.
over the left ear, and expose the right ear

side, fluif it

More Movietown

Topics

[Continued from page 41]

TWELVETREES was named
HELEN
because
damage
a

CINEMA

her car struck another and caused a slight

them when pets are concerned.
The famous Hollywood Pet Cemetery is
in the hands of receivers, and several

injury to one of the passengers.
Helen got the suit dismissed finally but
that's what happens when one is a star.

—

—#

.

arrived in Hollywood
recently looking like a young lady in
her early thirties, but admitted she was
Her sixteen-yearthirty-nine years old.
old daughter, Patricia, accompanied her.
Maybe Billie will stay long enough to do
a picture or two after her stage appearance
in "The Vinegar Tree." She's married to

Florenz Ziegfeld, you know.

Rumors have been going the rounds
Dove and Howard Hughes,

that Billie

news from

the

have split up
says

inside

it

—

but

isn't

true.

A

—but

we

can't

quite

blame

lights are fighting to keep the
ground intact. The pets of Clarence
Brown, Gloria Swanson, Rudolph Valentino, Louise Dresser, and Corinne Griffith

stellar

burial

BILLIE BURKE

eccentric producer,

sometimes

are

stars

sentimental

suit

Si 00,000

in

burglar robbed the home of Reeves
director, and secured the amaz-

are buried there.

—

HOLLYWOOD

REPORTED

that before he went
Douglas Fairbanks asked a lawyer how he could get a
Doug and Mary, who
nice divorce.
joined each other abroad, deny the whole
thing. But just the same the rumor grows
stronger and stronger that there will be a

IT'S

off

on

his trip to India,

Doug is very much inLady Mountbatten, an English
noblewoman whom the Fairbankses have
divorce and that
terested in

entertained at Pickfair, their Hollywood

a wicked place.
three favorite pastimes of the
is

home.

The
moment are

jig-saw puzzles, backgam(you call it bah-gammon) and badminton, which is a form of miniature

Because of an abscessed tooth, John
Boles can't star in ''Strictly Dishonorable," and Paul Lukas has been bor-

tennis.

rowedfor

mon

—

the most exciting rumor
OUITE
Hollywood in a long time, even

in

AS

if it

±\.

is that Greta Garbo is going to
get married to a Swedish merchant named
Andersson. What does Garbo say? Well,
it's reported that she says no, but even that

isn't true,

may

the part instead.

..f,

be a rumor.

YOU may remember, when Richard

Barthelmess and Mary Hay were
divorced in 1926, it was decided that each
parent could have six months' custody of
the child until she's nineteen. She's now
with Dick and Mrs. Barthelmess, 2d
(Jessica Haines Sargeant) undl Christmas.

Eason,

ing loot of sixty pennies.

——

.

A

%>.

certain red-haired star telephoned

Sylvia, Hollywood's

famous reducing

and asked if her neck
muscles could be taken down.

artist,

recently

Sylvia, who is not afraid of the biggest stars, reminded the star that her

and other parts of her body needed
plenty of work.
The star hung up the phone quickly.
hips

tINA BASQ,UETTE,
gown

started out to run

shop on Wilshire
J an exclusive
boulevard for film stars and society matrons, but the building wasn't completed
when she wanted it, so now she seeks a
return of her down payment of $2,000
from the owners.

TALLULAH

B^SsIKHEAD

told

a

newspaper that whenever
she's feeling blue she decides to end it all
by getting married. She's been in America
now for half a year and she hasn't thought
once of getting married.

New York

AN ACTOR'S

f\

suade Clara

roll's

come

"Vanities."
along, too.

agent

is

trying to per-

Bow

to join Earl CarHe'd like Rex Bell to

the rumors that Chester
"The
_ Morris was going to play
Sheik"? Well, Chester laughed them off
and now the new candidate for the role is

who was imported by

opposite Claudette
Paramount
Colbert in "Secrets of a Secretary."
to

who's a swell
scored such a success as an
Free Soul" that he's been over-

J director,

actor in

"A

whelmed with

parts

and hasn't had a

chance to go back to the megaphone.
He'll have an important part in "Guilty
Hands" and will portray a villainous Russian baron in Elissa Landi's picture, "The
Yellow Ticket."
the
CONCHITA MONTENEGRO,Janet

REMEMBER

Georges Metaxa,

LIONEL BARRYMORE,

play

hot Spanish girl, is playing
Gaynor's role in "Daddy Long Legs" in
the Spanish version.

WAYNE has made "Arizona" for
JOHN
Columbia, after having been dropped
by Fox.

[More Movietown Topics on page 62]
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Fascinating stage and screen star has
a Complexion Secret you,
I AM over forty years old,"

too,
says

Pauline Frederick. But who
would believe it looking at the recent
picture above!

"And I am now realizing that birthdays do not count if a woman keeps
her youthful complexion.

PAULINE FREDERICK

in her present stage

success, Elizabeth the Queen, transforms her
face with the versatility for which she is famous.

Lux

"After every performance of my
present stage vehicle, Elizabeth the
Queen, I use Lux Toilet Soap to
cleanse my skin of makeup. Not only
does it remove every trace of grease
paint, but it protects my complexion
and leaves my face feeling fresh and
invigorated.

can share!
"For a long period I have used this
soap regularly and find that it does
wonders for my skin."
Countless other beautiful women
of the stage and screen agree!

Hollywood's favorite

Complexion Care
In Holly^vood, of the 613 important
actresses (including all stars) 605 use
fragrant white Lux Toilet Soap
regularly The Broadway stars, the
European stars, too, are devoted to
it. Surely you will want to try it!
.

Toilet Soap-io^

—

.
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Are you looking for a new hairdress?
Just part your hair on the right

Doris Kenyon introduces this new one for evening wear.
over the ieft ear, and expose the right ear

side, fluff it

More Movietown Topics
[Continued from page 41]

TWELVETREES was named
HELEN
because
a $100,000' damage

CINEMA

her car struck another and caused a slight

them when

injury to one of the passengers.
Helen got the suit dismissed finally but
that's what happens when one is a star.

in

in

—

—

sometimes

are

—but

we

pets are concerned.

The famous Hollywood
the

quite

blame

can't

hands of

Pet Cemetery

and

receivers,

is

several

lights are fighting to keep the
ground intact. The pets of Clarence
Brown, Gloria Swanson, Rudolph Valentino, Louise Dresser, and Corinne Griffith

stellar

burial

.

BILLIE BURKE

arrived in Hollywood
recently looking like a young lady in
her early thirties, but admitted she was
Her sixteen-yearthirty-nine years old.

old daughter, Patricia, accompanied her.
Maybe Billie will stay long enough to do
a picture or two after her stage appearance
in "The Vinegar Tree." She's married to

Florenz Ziegfeld, you know.

are buried there.

Rumors have been going the rounds
Dove and Howard Hughes,

that Billie

—

but
eccentric producer, have split up
news from the inside says it isn't
true.

burglar robbed the home of Reeves
director, and secured the amaz-

went
Douglas Fairbanks asked a lawyer how he could get a

on

off

divorce.

nice

that before he

his trip to India,

Doug and Mary, who

joined each other abroad, deny the whole
thing. But just the same the rumor grows
stronger and stronger that there will be a
divorce and that Doug is very much interested in Lady Mountbatten, an English
noblewoman whom the Fairbankses have
entertained at Pickfair, their Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

a wicked place.
The three favorite pastimes of the
moment are jig-saw puzzles, backgammon (you call it bah-gammon) and badminton, which is a form of miniature
is

home.

— —

.

Because of an abscessed tooth, John
Boles can't star in ''Strictly Dishonorable," and Paul Lukas has been bor-

rowedfor

the most exciting rumor
OUITE
Hollywood in a long time, even

in

if it

that Greta Garbo is going to
get married to a Swedish merchant named
Andersson. What does Garbo say? Well,
it's reported that she says no, but even that

isn't true, is

may

REPORTED

IT'S

tennis.

#

A

stars

sentimental

suit

be a rumor.

AS

the part instead.

YOU may remember, when Richard

/\ Barthelmess

and

Mary Hay were

divorced in 1926, it was decided that each
parent could have six months' custody of
the child until she's nineteen. She's now
Dick and Mrs. Barthelmess, 2d
(Jessica Haines Sargeant) until Christmas.

with

Eason,

ing loot of sixty pennies.

a
told
TALLULAH BANKHEAD whenever

New York

A

certain red-haired star telephoned

Sylvia, Hollywood's
artist,

recently

famous reducing

and asked if her neck

muscles could be taken down.
Sylvia, who is not afraid of the biggest stars, reminded the star that her

and other parts of her body needed
plenty of work.
The star hung up the phone quickly.
hips

newspaper that

she's feeling blue she decides to end it all
by getting married. She's been in America
for half a year and she hasn't thought
once of getting married.

now

—

AN ACTOR'S

iV

suade Clara

roll's

come

"Vanities."
along, too.

agent

is

trying to per-

Bow

to join Earl CarHe'd like Rex Bell to

started out to run

shop on Wilshire
J an exclusive
boulevard for film stars and society matrons, but the building wasn't completed
she wanted it, so now she seeks a
return of her down payment of $2,000
from the owners.

when

REMEMBER

the rumors that Chester

"The
^ Morris was going
Sheik"? Well, Chester laughed them off
and now the new candidate for the role is
Georges Metaxa, who was imported by
to

play

opposite Claudette
Paramount to
Colbert in "Secrets of a Secretary."

play

who's a swell
scored such a success as an
actor in "A Free Soul" that he's been overwhelmed with parts and hasn't had a
chance to go back to the megaphone.
He'll have an important part in "Guilty
Hands" and will portray a villainous Russian baron in Elissa Landi's picture, "The
J director,

Yellow Ticket."
the
CONCHITA MONTENEGRO,
playing Janet

i>.

tINA BASQUETTE,
gown

LIONEL BARRYMORE,

hot Spanish girl, is
Gaynor's role in "Daddy Long Legs" in
the Spanish version.

WAYNE has made "Arizona" for
JOHN
Columbia, after having been dropped
by Fox.
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Fascinating stage and screen star has
a Complexion Secret you,
I AM over forty years old,"

too,
says

Pauline Frederick. But who
would believe it looking at the recent
picture above!

'And I am now realizing that birthdays do not count if a woman keeps
'

her youthful complexion.

PAULINE FREDERICK

in her present stage

success, Elizabeth the Queen, transforms her
face with the versatility for which she is famous.

Lux

"After every performance of my
present stage vehicle, Elizabeth the
Queen, I use Lux Toilet Soap to
cleanse my skin of makeup. Not only
does it remove every trace of grease
paint, but it protects my complexion
and leaves my face feeling fresh and
invigorated.

can share!
"For a long period I have used this
soap regularly and find that it does
wonders for my skin."
Countless other beautiful women
of the stage and screen agree!

Hollywood's favorite

Complexion Care
In Hollywood, of the 613 important
actresses (including all stars) 605 use
fragrant white Lux Toilet Soap
regularly The Broadway stars, the
European stars, too, are devoted to
it. Surely you will want to try it!
.

Toilet Soap-io4

—

—

—

.
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More Movietown

Topics

[Continued from page 60]

WHEN Warner

Baxter and the Missus
(Winifred Bryson) went on their
vacation, they sailed for Honolulu and occupied Janet Gaynor's beach home there,
which makes it look as though Janet had decided to be a good girl and finish work on

10UELLA

PARSONS, the movie coland her husband. Dr. Harry
W. Martin, went to Hawaii with Bebe
Daniels and Ben Lyon, and our own Harj umnist,

Parsons pinch-hits for Louella during
her mother's absence.
riet

"Merely Mary Ann." You may remember
that she was furious with Fox for casting
Beryl Mercer in an unsympathetic part in
the picture, because Beryl's always played
a lovable little lady. But Beryl is still in
the picture and so is Janet, and Fox doesn't
know anything about the report that
Janet didn't like that bit of casting.
^.

CHARLES FARRELL

said that

when

they returned to Hollywood, Virginia

home.

Valli and he would live at his
Virginia said no they would live at hers.

—

They compromised. They're living at
Virginia Valli's home in Beverly Hills.
Zelma O'Neal has moved into Charlie
Farrell's

former

home

—

at

Toluca.

REMEMBER our story on
^ the

Fight"?

August
Well,

it

issue,

Ina Claire

in

"She Loves a Good

looks as

if she'll

have one.

She's telling Sam Goldwyn just what she
thinks of the idea of having Lowell Sherman direct her in "The Greeks Had a

Name

For

Them" and

co-star with her at
you might guess, she

the same time. As
doesn't like the idea one little bit. Conferences about it are going on behind
closed doors.

.

^,

WHEN

Constance Bennett switched
her affections from the Marquis de
la Falaise to Joel McCrea and proclaimed
him the ideal leading man, it didn't
hurt Joel any, for he's now being groomed
for stardom.

—

JULIA SHAWELL tells this story

Leon Janney and Junior Coughlan

about

Marie Dressier.
Three women who were flaunting their
feathers in fine society invited Marie to
dinner. She accepted.
One of the women was Princess Zika,
another Madam Ruska, and the third the
princess's sister.

The princess and Marie arrived first.
The princess was dressed to kill. She wore
an aigrette-trimmed turban and long earrings. Marie was dressed simply, as usual.

"You look lovely," said Marie.
The princess smiled condescendingly.

are going in for baseball.

Alice W'hite dangle a wedding
DOES
ring on a chain around her neck,
or has someone been seeing things?

back!
WESTERNS are coming
gets through with

As soon

work

his

as

"You both look lovely," said Marie.
The princess's sister made the last and
She had
most impressive appearance.
even more aigrettes than the others and
wore longer earings.
She greeted Marie patronizingly.
"My heavens," said Marie, "all three of
you look wonderful. But why didn't you
girls tell me this was going to be a masquerade? I would have dressed up for it, too."

Tom

make six Westerns for Universal.
Carl Laemmle says, "It may occur to

Mix

will

some that

it is

significant that Universal

to return to a field in

Madam Rushka was the next to arrive,
and she also had a turban, aigrettes and
wore long earrings.

he

for the Sells-Floto Circus,

which

preeminent but whichi

doned

last year.

it

it

is

was formerly

entirely aban-

It is significant.

We dis-

covered, to our amazement, that the field
for Western pictures is a very great one,
and one which fills the need of a large
section of the moving picture-going public
for legitimate and uncensorable excite-

ment."

"T TOSS

X

X.

operas" are in fashion again.
his horse Tarzan

Ken Maynard and

George
are doing their stuff for Tiffany.
Duryea is going to be starred as a Western

by RKO-Pathe and he's even been
new name, Tom Keene. Ted
Thomson, brother of the late Fred Thomson, is carrying on, and Silver King, his
brother's horse, is an important part of this
star

given a

act.

—^

I

AT
first

LAST

Alice White comes back! She
has been signed by Tiffany, and her
picture under her new contract will

be "The Monster Kills."

The same company has also signed BesLove, who hasn't had a good picture
since "Broadway Melody," for "Morals for
Women" opposite Conway Tearle.
sie

BELL, Clara Bow's current boy
REXfriend,
featured in "Batding With
is

^

Buffalo Bill."
^.

OAKIE said to have made up
JACK
The trouble arose
with Paramount.
is

over his having too many agents and wanting a larger salary so that he'd have someHis pictures
thing left over for himself.
haven't been doing well enough at the
box-office to justify the amount he asked,

Paramount. But it's all been settled
by Paramount buying off some of the agents.

said

-i^

Director Archie

Mayo

and

the

cameraman
photograph

a

close-up over
Connie Bennett's
shoulder in

"Bought"

The

first

thing

—

Jackie ''Skippy"

Cooper did after signing his new contract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer was
to start a football team on the studio
Wallace Beery and Buster Kealot.
ton were the first to join.
,

— —

—

Bell will marry Clara Bow
say '"yes."
if he can persuade Clara to

Rex

.
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Screen Star Types

to

A New

.

.

.

Kind of

Make-up
Now

Ready for You

Individual color harmony in everyday make-up for every variation in blonde, brunette, redhead and brownette
.no more
off-colors ...no clash in colors ...no harsh, grotesque effects
.

.

.

.

perfect blending of color harmony and texture so that make-up
beautifies indetectably . . lastingly perfect uftder most trying
.

created to the matchless beauty of screeft star
proved perfect by the host of Hollywood stars I

conditions

.

and

types

.

.

COLOR HARMONY

the magic artistry to accentuate alluring

is

new kind of make-up
Hollywood's Genius of Make-Up, for the
beauty in

This new idea
stick

in Society

Make-Up

and other requisites important

Max

certain in beauty results that

Max

originated by

a

screen stars

... in the

.

.

.

Factor,

and for you.

powder, rouge,

your every-day beauty ...

to

Factor's

make-up

Hollywood

"The

so

beauty insurance

is

in the wonderful, thrilling productions costing millions released
all

lipis

from

Studios.

beauty effect of make-up depends on color harmony in the

make-up ensemble,"

Max

says

Factor.

"No more

beauty in pictures

is

risked to the haphazard selection of a face powder, or rouge or lip-

BETTY COMPSON,

stick.

star, writes

to

famous
"I adore the lovely
soft colorings in make-up which I
know are possible to gain only
with Max Factor s Society

Make-Up." yo

^

•fjhu-lnOW-h^^
I

The complete make-up

is

developed in perfect color harmony

blend with the colorings of the individual, whether she be blonde,

brunette, redhead or brownette."

Now
X"""" ''^^

you by

you may share

this priceless

harmony

individual color

Max

Factor

.. .just as

Make-Up ensemble

.

.

.

though you were

powder, rouge,

You may have
Make-Up created for

beauty secret.

in Society

screen

a

lipstick,

star.

eyeshadow,

A

harmony, in texture, in velvety smoothness

perfect in color

Society

etc. ... so

that the

complete make-up will blend perfectly with the skin texture, enhancing natural beauty without visibly revealing make-up.

now what Hollywood's Make-Up

Discover
to

you personally

EyALYN KNAPP
First National Star,
tor,

Hollywood' s

and

Max

Max Fac-

Make-Up

harmony

Genius,

Society

using the correct color harmony shade
in

discovery will bring

added charm and fascination. Just mail coupon to
Factor for your complexion analysis, make-up color
in

chart and copy of his book,

Make-Up".

filmland,

face powder.

,. a

gift

"The New Art

prized by famous

stars

of
of

and perhaps the most important you may

ever receive.

Evalyn Knapp says:
"I have found that my individual
color
is

harmony

in Society

JOAN BLONDELL,

Make-Up

absolutely faultless."

First

National

star, says:

"Max

tor's color

harmony

'the discov-

is

Fac-

I

ery' of the day from every woman's
viewpoint."

MAIL FOR YOUR COMPLEXION ANALYSIS~~*

I

Mr. Max Factor— Max Factor Studios, Hollywood,

I

Send me, without

harmony

chart,

obligation,

and 48-pagc

my

Calif.

illustrated

book, "The

New

I

Makc-Up".

MAXiFACTOR'S
^^W^netics of the A^r^
of all Make-Up used by Hollywood's
( Loi Angclii Chamber of Commerei Slaliiliii )

95%

Society

MAKE-UP

I

enclose 10c (coin orstamps) foe postage

COMPLEXION

is

Max

Drr

COLOR HAIR

Oil,

b

SKIN
Do.

18umui<Fobd.« Sanitation J

Factor

LIPS

COLOR LASHLS

Medium

Factor's.

@ igjl Max

COLOR EYES

M..,

RuJdy

Stars and Studios

Art of Society
and handling.

I

Fjlr

HOLLYWOOD

17-9-42

complexion analysis, make-up color

S.llo,
Oll.r

AGE
Aiuxr >uh Check Mark

—

..
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Talkies in Tabloid
[Continued from page

A

LAUGH AND
GET RICH
Fair

(RKO)
grand

rich

homey comedy
who get
when you least ex-

pect

it.

nice

people

about

as a ne'er-do-well

Hugh

Herbert

is

who

gets rich quick.
Oliver is all right, but she was cerfunnier in "Cimarron." The picture's

Edna May
tainly

entertaining but not a laugh riot.

PARTY
HUSBAND

1

3]

Not

precisely a triumph
Dorothy Mackaill.
fair
The pattern of this one is
{Fnst Nai.)
similar to all the other
stories that have preceded it about the futility
of trying to make marriage more modern. It's
the story of a marriage that almost goes on the
rocks because the husband and wife permit
for

much

freedom. James Rennie
doesn't click as the husband.

each other too

LAUGHING

may draw fans on
the strength ofJoan Crawford's acting, but it isn't
{M-G-M)
up to the standard of her
recent pictures. She plays a cabaret girl who
joins the Salvation Army to blot out the
memory of a great sin. But when she meets the
man she loved, she falls again. Clark Gable
and Neil Hamilton are the men.
This

SINNERS
Fair

You don't have to be a
Buddy Rogers fan to ad-

LAWYER'S
SECRET,
Good

THE

his simple and sinacting in this one.
He's no longer a sweet youth, but a coward
willing to see an innocent man sentenced for
murder rather than confess his own complicity.
Clive Brook is a little too self-righteous as the
lawyer, and Richard Arlen has only a small
part, so Buddy walks off with the picture.

mire

{Paramount)

cere

SEED
Good
(Universal)

A

tear-jerker

which most

Lois Wilson gives a touching performance as
the wife.

May

SHE WOLF,

Robson's acting will
repay you for sitting
Good
through a picture that
Universal)
without her wouldn't be
worth anything. This grand old trouper exaggerates her performance, but she gives it life
and she gives you laughter. The story's about
a wealthy old woman who imderneath her
harshness has a heart of gold.

THE
(

women will enjoy and
most men will consider

sentimental tripe.
John Boles doesn't
sing but goes dramatic. His childhood sweetheart understands his yearning to write, so he
leaves his wife and children and goes with her.
Sometimes they call this "field work for material."
Oh these writers! However, he has
his fling at life and the ink pots, and after he
has cooled ofif a bit he remembers the little wife
In later years he returns and
at home.
realizes what a bitter mistake he has made.
just

.

SMART MONEY

Edward

Good

high
ance in this story of a
small-town gambler who invades the big cities
and makes good also as a gambler. But he's
nuts about blondes, and through them the
District Attorney gets him and signs him up
for the Big House.
This picture is almost as
powerful as "Little Caesar." James Cagney is
good in a minor role, but Robinson is just
grand.
-

—

i—"fx—
SMILING LIEU-

Chevalier's

TENANT, THE

since

Great

Fair
{Columbia)
all

Bronson as a

vamp?

she's

Well,

ribly miscast,

over the place

till

ter-

and she

acts

you're ready to scream.

story's about a man who marries a baby
vamp in preference to a real girl. The vamp
proves unfaithful and he goes back to the girl
he should have married in the first place.

The

Jack Mulhall

is

fair as the

directed

—.^>—
A

SUBWAY

mystery picture whose
entire action is confined
to what happens in a subway express train in New
as a police inspector solves

EXPRESS

man.

Fair
(Columbia)

MAD

A

GENIUS,

THE

he

his

He plays a
formance.
who longs to be a great dancer and fulown dreams through a foundling whom

trains.

There

is

man was

in the train as the lights

Warners)

(

cripple
fils

York. Jack Holt
the mystery of how a

jwwerful picture with

John Barrymore turning
an impressive perin

Good

It's sophisti-

it.

cated entertainment about a lieutenant who
loves an entertainer in a beer garden but is
forced to marry a princess. Claudette Colbert
is lovely as the lieutenant's real sweetheart;
but Miriam Hopkins plays the part of the
princess with both humor and pathos.

Can you imagine

Betty
designing

picture

best

"The Love Parade."

Only Lubitsch could have

{Paramount)

LOVER COME
BACK

Robinson
G.
a fascinating and
powered perform-

gives

(Warners)

in variety

and inaccurate

went

suddenly killed
Lacking
out.

in details.

.—«$>—»

a blood-curdling climax.

One

of John Barrymore's
He
best bits of acting.
(Warners)
makes the character of
Svengali a truly haunting one. There is excellent photography to help out his brilliant per-

SVENGALI
'Great

nom-

]y[j^LTESE

Bebe Daniels

FALCON

inal star of this mystery
picture, but she hasn't

Fair
(Warners)

is

the

^^^^

as the hypnotist under whose power
Trilby deserted her sweetheart to rise to greatMarian Marsh is a bit imness as a singer.
mature but lovely as Trilby.

formance

Ricardo

Cortez is interesting as a fast-thinking detective
who solves the mystery behind a number of
murders committed in an attempt to get hold
of the Maltese Falcon, a statuette filled with
precious stones.

MEET THE WIFE A
Fair
(Columbia)

wife

who

farce about a
isn't aware of the

fact that she has

An

TARNISHED
LADY

bedroom

Fair
(Paramount)

two hus-

Laura La Plante tells her second husband how good her first hubby was, and the
pay-off comes when she learns that her first
husband is still alive. If you like farces with a
great deal of galloping around through hallways and bedrooms, you may like this one.

head,

bands.

who

is

interesting

new

star

makes her debut in a slow
The
and silly picture.
^^^j.
Tallulah Bank-

the only redeeming feature of the

picture. The story is about a girl who marries
a rich man to save her mother, though she
When her husband loses his
loves another.
money, she learns his true value.

— —
-^si

NEVER THE

TWAIN SHALL

MEET

Fair

(M-G-M)

South Sea islands picabout the white,
wealthy young chap in
love with the half Poly-

photography.

THE

ture

nesian girl. Two things
save the picture from being utterly mediocre the acting of Leslie Howard, Conchita Montenegro and Karen Morley, and the

—

TEXAS RANGER,

A

Good

Marie Prevost as "Rosalie" in
"Lullaby," a Metro-GoldwynMayer picture featuring
Helen Hayes and directed by
Edgar Selwyn

Here's a wild wooly one
for the Buck Jones fans.
It's

really

much

better

(Columbia)

than the average Western.
Buck Jones is sent out to capture a girl suspected of murder. Of course, he falls in love
with her, and also of course, she turns out to
be innocent. But the acting of the cast is

good enough

to

overcome

this trite plot.
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THREE ROGUES

a

he

are

rogues

Victor

McLaglen, Lew Cody
and Eddie Gribbon. The

Fair
(P'"''>

about a valuable map in the possession
of the heroine, Fay Wray. There's fast shooting, fast riding, and a land rush in this one.
story's

FASHIONS
am

TRAVELING
HUSBANDS

If you like a picture which
changes from farce to
Fair
tragic melodrama in five
(RKO)
reels, you may want to
rate this as "good."
Evelyn Brent's performance deserves praise, at any rate. The story
starts off as a comedy about a traveling sales-

man

aa€cm

63

^mmme

Mary

Astor, charming Radio Pictures player, knows the value oj sophistication in an evening gown. She
chooses black, cut on simple flowing lines. Black again is her choice jor town in this smart dressmaker suit,

banded

in flat jur.

but ends up with a shooting, melodrama

and mystery.

UP POPS THE

Light, pleasant comedy-

DEVIL

drama.

Good

Carole

Lombard

and Norman Foster give
charming performance as

(Paramount)

who run into difficulties when
the wife becomes the breadwinner and the
husband tries to write a novel at home and to
do the housework. Skeets Gallagher, Stuart
Erwin and Joyce Compton help keep the
comedy light and gay.
a young couple

VICE SOUAD,

This carries a

THE

lot of sus-

though it might
have been more powerful
{Paramount)
if the romantic side of the
story had been soft-pedalled. Paul Lukas has
the difficult and trying role of a man who becomes a stool pigeon to escape a charge of
manslaughter, and who has a chance to come
back to his own world if he lets an innocent
girl be framed.
Kay Francis has a rather
wishy-washy part, and the feminine honors go
to Judith Wood, a newcomer.
pense,

Good

WHITE

This just scrapes into the

SHOULDERS

class

Good

of better

There's

(RKO)

pictures.

any atplausibility, but

hardly

tempt at

A

the story has a new twist or two.
husband
forces his errant wife to live with her lover,
who turns out to be a crook. Ricardo Cortez
gives the best performance, and Mary Astor

and Jack Holt do

fairly well.

CURRENT

WOMAN

A

OF

EXPERIENCE, A

feminine spy with a

past

madly

falls

in

love

with a nice chap, William
Bakewell.
His folks object until her dangerous duties lead to her
being shot, and then they let the two marry
because the spy has only six more months to
live.
Helen Twelvetrees does right by this
yarn, but this yarn doesn't do right by Helen.
^g''',

,

(Pathe)

STYLES are built on youthful

your system with

contours. Curves are the mode. But

Far more pleasant

must be delicate, graceful
combined with rounded slimness.
they

Richard Dix

DONOVAN'S KID

billed as
of this picture.

the star
gives a

He

^n^Q)

is

good perform-

ancebutJackie("Skippy")

Cooper almost breaks your heart. You have
eyes and ears only for him. Jackie plays a
youngster left in the care of a gangster. He
worships the gangster and is heart-broken
when a judge sends him away. If this one

make you

doesn't

wrong with your

cry,

there's

something

tear-ducts.

—
YOUNG SINNERS

Thomas Meighan

is great
a story that's just
'
average.
He plays a
physical culture trainer who brings back to
normal a young lad who has been disappointed in love and who has taken to drink as

Go<"^

Hardie Albright and Dorothy Jordan
are supposed to be the young sinners, but
they're so nice and clean-cut, you just don't
result.

believe

Complexions become sallow.
Eyes are dulled. Wrinkles and pimples
appear, together with headaches, loss of
energy, and even serious disease.
there's

no need to run

this risk.

Two

tablespoonfuls of Kellogg's

Bran

daily will guarantee proper elimi-

nation.

Isn't this

much

and drugs?
Because you'll

never lose your appetite for Kellogg's
Serve with milk, in fruit
juices, clear soups, etc. Use it as a cook-

All-

safer than dosing

ing ingredient.

Kellogg's

All-Bran

is

not fattening.

Look
At all

for the

grocers.

red-and-green package.
Made by Kellogg in

Battle Creek.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
"THE MODERN FIGURE"
Leading motion-picture actresses are shown to you in "fashion close-ups," wearing the
costumes that millions of critical eyes will see on the screen.
Everything from sports-togs to
evening gowns. In addition, the booklet
full of valuable information on how to reduce wisely. Free upon retjuest.
i-i

in

'

a

that happens, poisons remain in

the body.

Yet

too.

All-Bran.

So we hurry to diet and exercise. But
you should have plenty of "bulk" to
complete the adequate reducing diet.
For without this vital necessity, improper elimination soon develops.

When

YOUNG

— and

pills

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. D-9, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send
let,

me

a free

copy of your book-

"The Modern Figure."

Name

it.

Address,
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The Eleven Gentlemen

w shoulduse

GENUINE
MAYBELLINE

suspense. The eleven gentlemen are RonMoore,
ald Colman, Lewis Stone,
William De Mille, H. B. Warner, James
Gleason, Adolphe Menjou, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and that as yet comparatively

Tom

the benefit of the doubt.
Lewis Stone's unimpeachable behaviour
in fifteen years of public motion picture
life, allied with his perfect manners on the
screen, needs no support. One may say the
same of Adolphe Menjou, forgiving him
his gum, and of H. B. Warner, discounting
the unfortunate circumstance that Cecil
De Mille cast him as Christ, and totally
ignoring the publicity story that he left the
cast of "The Prodigal" rather than slap a

woman's

face.

William
count for.

De

Mille

is

more

difficult to ac-

Being an unspectacular di-

rector, his personality

is

unknown

to the

Being a gentleman, his private
public.
views are hidden by reserve. Yet his personal contacts leave an indelible impression
of polished gentleness.
In spite of his almost hermit existence,
it is not to be thought that Ronald Colman's quality of gentleness is purely negative.
The guest of honor at a London
party, he found himself besieged by beau-

and accomplished women. There was
did not approach him. She was
in that company pitifully
ugly, and
tiful

one

who

—

—
sought her

conscious of the fact. Colman
out and devoted most of his evening to her
an act of graciousness which would not
have occurred to any man to whom "Hollywood" attaches as an adjective.
The story which attests James Gleason's
qualification is of how an American's
gentlemanliness overcame an EnglishGleason was walking down the
man's.

—
Every girl and woman can enhance
her beauty by bringing out thelovehness in her eyes. For, when she
transforms her lashes from scantiness to rich dark fringe with Maybelline Eyelash Darkener, her eyes

Hollywood

[Continued from page 17]

unknown newcomer, Jameson Thomas,
who is a star in his own country.
You may reasonably object that these
names total only nine. The other two are

POPDLAB ACTRESS FEATURED IN RADIO PICTURES

of

Waterloo Road in London, England, when

glance was arrested by the appearance
of a shabby young man with his hands in
his pockets, standing on the sidewalk staring fixedly at nothing. Gleason approached
him with his mind made up.
"Got a match?" he said.
"No," said the young man. "I'm sorry
I haven't." His speech was the cold, impersonal drawl of a 'Varsity Englishman.
"Cigarette?"
"No, thanks."
"I'd like you to have a drink with me."
his

The Englishman looked at Gleason as if
he were not there.
"I don't drink with strangers."
In any other circumstances Gleason
must have apologized and gone his way.
But he had from the first recognized
the unnatural glow in the young man's
eyes.

"You're going to have a drink with me
have to drag you into a pub." He
looked as if he meant it and a gentleman
instinctively avoids a brawl. The Englishman accompanied him with an air which
Gleason
was a contemptuous rebuke.
took it on the chin. He ordered whiskeys
and soda. His efforts to draw the stranger
into conversation met with little success.
if I

—

Until, in pulling out his handkerchief, the
Englishman spilled a half dozen full boxes
of matches from his pocket and left them
on the floor, with a flush rising in his thin

—

cheeks.

Gleason took the offensive.
"You're a 'Varsity man?"
"Yes."
"Married?"
"Yes."

"Any

children?"

"Two."

"You were in the army?"
"The Guards." A little defiant, this.
"Then what in hell are you doing selling
matches?"

The

stranger rose, swayed a

little

become infinitely more expressive.
And when she blends a bit of
Maybelline Eye Shadow on her upper eyelids, she lends her eyes a note
of the exotic, thereby making them

more

interesting.

finishing touch to the perfect eye
is provided by the new indestructible Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil.
Smooth, clean and easy to use.

The

make-up

You'll like genuine, harmless Maybelline preparations. You'll prefer them
just as the many famous stars of the
and just as milstage and screen do
lions of smart women have preferred

—

them

—

for over fifteen years.
All toilet goods counters have both the
solid and waterproof liquid lorms of Maybelline Eyelash Darkener in Black and

—

the Eye Shadowln Blue.Mrown,
Black and Green, and the Eyebrow PenInsist upon
cil In Black and Brown.
the eenuine.

Bnnvn

m

EYELASH DARKENER
EYH SHAOOVV

EYEBROW PENCIL

All Mnybollino
p' epar:\tionH
7(»c

nro

exccDtintt the

Moybclline Co.

CbicHKO

Neil Hamilton, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer featured player, stops
for a cup of coffee at one of California's many roadside coffee
and sandwich shops

on

his

—

"
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feet

and found himself pushed back

67

in his

chair.

"I'm a business man," said Gleason,
"and I lend money as a business proposition. I'm going to lend you five pounds
at interest. And you'll pay it back." He
scribbled an I.O.U. "Sign that. Sign it."
The young man struggled with himself.
"I

may

not

—

Return it to me at the MayHotel, when you can."
He forced the money (equivalent to $25)
into the young man's hand, took the I.O.U.
and strode out.
Jimmie Gleason does not yet know the
He was
address of the Mayfair Hotel.
staying in a house near St. James' Palace.
Under his own not the fictitious name, he
gave help to a starving ex-officer of the

"You

will.

fair

—

Guards.
is a Regency air about the beau
Jameson Thomas. Thomas was
accompanying Alice Joyce to a very fash-

There

geste

of

ionable theatre. While standing talking in
the brilliantly lighted lobby, what appeared to be a teddy slid to the floor round
Miss Joyce stepped out of it.
her feet.
Thomas stooped and swiftly, nonchalantly,
put it in his pocket. It transpired that the
garment was an afternoon frock which
Alice Joyce had, in her haste to change,
unfastened but not removed before slipping
on an evening gown and hurrying to the
theatre. But the cool savoir faire displayed
by Thomas, and typical of the man, was
no less evidential of good breeding than if
the garment had been much nearer and
dearer to his companion's self-respect.
It is impossible not to include Douglas
It would be
Fairbanks, Jr., in this list.
enough to cite his tactful handling of innumerable occasions when he has been
goaded with silly questions about his life

with Joan Crawford and their love.
there

was

also that hot, stifling

Motion

picture actresses

and

di-

rectors long ago discovered that

and lustrous hair is one of
the most important factors in the
bright

success of the stars.

Not every woman
movie

star

become

will

a

through the use of

Hennafoam Shampoo, but every
woman, and child as well, can
have

just as bright hair as the

most

beautiful star.

But

noon when

he had been consistently, insidiously insulted for nearly two hours by a journalist
After revisiting the First National lot.
ceiving a more than usually poisoned
thrust, young Doug waved a hand at the
blistering sunshine.

"Bloody hot!
Isn't it?" he said, and
smiled, with sincere, generous sympathy.
After he left, that journalist wished he had
asked the pardon of a very polished young
gentleman.
I know, because I was the

%

t^ADE MARK REG.

^^^'^M.M

Shampoo

journalist.

In portraying a great gentleman on the
no actor has ever equalled the perfection of Lewis Stone. His Count Pahlen
in "The Patriot" is still the exposition par
excellence of motion picture aristocracy.
But no actor in Hollywood exceeds Tom

screen,

Mooi^e in instinctive, superlative gentlemanliness in private life.

Years ago as a peasant boy in Ireland,

Tom Moore

opened gates

for the

Meath

When

he returned to Ireland on
a visit nearly two decades later, he rode a
blood hunter with the same hounds, and
with the flower of the county aristocracy.
"Do you know the country?" he was

Hunt.

asked.

"Why,

yes!" he confessed, smiling, "I
used to open gates for this hunt."

They loved him

for

it.

In their different ways, these nine

men

cjualify.

The

other two?
You'll have to
yourself.

figure

those

out

for

If your

coupon

dealer is unable
10 cents.

to

supply

send

you,

this

luith

Hennafoam Corporation
511 W. 42nd Street

New York
Gentlemen: Enclosed is 10 cents for which
please send me your generous trial bottle of

Hennafoam Shampoo.
NAME

.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

.

—

,
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"It's

S-M

L-fl

The Bunk"

{Continued from page 47]

and trusts them. She visits their homes
and entertains them in hers.
If any of them prove not to be real
friends; if they try to cash in on friendship
by writing about her private Hfe for the
papers, she drops them. She beUeves that
are

her private affairs should be kept private.
It's true that she doesn't allow strangers
to crash the gates and watch her at work.
It's true that people can't meet her just
because they want to. But all this stuff
about her holding herself apart from everyone and maintaining a grand aloofness
For, while she is making a picisn't true.
ture she walks around the lot with members
of her company, eating apples, laughing,
talking.

Dorothy

Farnum,

Have

Curling Lashes Instantly

with

KURLASH

ANYBODY can do it No heat,
no cosmetics! Just slip the rubber Kurlash pads over your lashes
and press gently. At once you have
curling lashes, sparkling eyes,

more

charm, greater personality.

No

wonder Hollywood make-up artists
use Kurlash on movie stars! Curl
own lashes today. At toilet
counters everywhere^ $1.00.

your

for

Kurlene
growing long lashes

This European discovery promotes
growth of Jong lashes.. Keeps them
brilliant and free from granulation.
Tubes 50c; jars $1.00.

M-G-M

scenario

looked upon
as a sophisticated type, yet she has the
naivete of a child, the same reaction of
simple diversions. She likes to take long
walks alone. She is mediumistic, nervous,
but at the same time placid and reserved."
In other words, Garbo is a grand actress
and the greatest thing that has ever happened to Hollywood, but she isn't a myth.
I'm not saying this to "debunk" her. If
she isn't a goddess but a grand human
being with a sense of humor, that only
makes her the more lovable.
Apart from the Garbo and the GaynorFarrell traditions, there are plenty of
minor myths that are the bunk.
Many fans believe that El Brendel is
He isn't. He was born in
a Swede.
Philadelphia and for quite a time did
German impersonations on the vaude-

writer, said of

Garbo, "She

is

intensifies

eye color

Just a touch of Shadette on upper
lid makes your eyes' natural color

and

How

IVrite for booklet **Fascinating €yes and
told in pic-

To Hare Them." beauty secrets
trailed free.
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HOW I
WORK
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- N.Y.

Joan Marsh, Me-

Rewarfs

If you are interested
—to develop the ability to speak

Mayer featured
player, helps out
in the railroad

yards

i

Howto Work Wonders With Words

WITH

I

WORDS

now sent free.
This new booklet, "recently

\

1:

tro-Goldwyn-

effectively in publicorin everyday
conversation to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read

—

_

pub-

lished, points the road that thouBands have followed to increase
quickly their earning power and

popularity.
It also explains liow

new, easy

Jioine

you

can,

by

.1

study method, be-

come .in outstandinp; speaker and conquer st aRo Iriglit
and fear. To read this booklet will prove to bo
an evening wcUspcnt.
Simply send' name and address and this valuable free
timidity

booklet will be sent at once.

No

obllcatlon.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave,

Dept. 4436, Chicago, Illinois

Warner Baxter is supposed to be terribly
romantic and temperamental. Well, he
may be romantic but he is not temperamental. He is extremely punctual and
he is very fussy about his belongings.
Joan Bennett is lonely, shy, and misunderstood.
She is considered high-hat.
She uses a lorgnette not to "high-hat"
people, but because she is short-sighted.

THE CUTEST THING IN OVERALLS

stick mascara.

liquid mascara.-
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good family.

that something's wrong.
Charles Bickford talked

— perfumed, waterproof

THE KUM-flSH

Greta Nissen, who often gets credit
being a Swede, is really a Norwegian.
Of course, for a long time Fifi Dorsay was
supposed to be French. By this time most
of her fans know that though she has
French mannerisms and a French accent,
she was born in Montreal, Canada. The
myth of her being French started with a
press agent who believed that was the
only way to put Fifi across.
There's a myth to the effect that Maureen O' Sullivan was an unsophisticated
country girl in Ireland. As a matter of
She was
fact, she was nothing of the sort.
brought up in Dublin and comes of a very

It
turned to Swedish dialect instead.
proved so successful that he has continued

Tweczette— automatic, painless
Each SI .00.
tweezer.

tures,

And

for

During the war the Germans
became very unpopular, and El Brendel

richer, deeper. Improves appearance remarkably. Four colors. Compacts, $1.00. Sold everywhere.
Lashpac —Compact with brush
Lashtint

Swede.

Many actors and actresses get a reputation for being temperamental because they
speak their minds honestly instead of swallowing their resentment when they feel

ville stage.

Shadette

use ever since. He gets so much fan
mail from people who assume that he is a
Swede and write to him in that language,
that he is forced to employ a Swedish
secretary to answer them.
Warner Oland also suffers from a bit of
confusion about his nationality. A great
many people think he is Chinese because
he plays so many Chinese villains and detectives on the screen; but he is really a
its

the

so that
roundhouse

boys could go
to the movies.
They all stuck

around though
and every crew
was late to the
switch

honestly and

—
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openly.

He was

Hollywood's

bitterest

The

story of his refusal to obey
studio rules and regulations was broadHis own studio says
cast everywhere.
these rumors are the bunk. It points out
that Bickford takes his acting as a business
proposition and is always on time on the
set, never causing delay in production or
loss of time or money to the studio.
Pola Negri, who has recently signed a
rebel.

three-year contract with RKO-Pathe, got
the reputation of being temperamental
because of a bitter feud with a rival actress.
The rival star ordered black cats placed
in Pola's path each day as she left her
dressing room. This was in the old days
when acting was more spectacular than it is
today and less of a business.

Pola Negri was superstitious.

As soon

as

she saw the black cats, she went back to
her dressing room and did no more work
for the day.
That was what the rival star
counted on.
Of course, I don't think that Pola is

wholly without temperament.
She is
smouldering fire within, though today she
is a little more subdued than in the old
days. Stars adapt themselves to the times.
If they were as temperamental as rumor
whispers, they wouldn't possess so much

afterwards turned out to be her double.
After her return from making "Trader

Horn"

in Africa,

Edwina Booth was

said

There were
stories of her illness, stories that she was
dying, even stories that she was dead.
As a matter of fact, she was a pretty sick
girl, but she was never in danger of death.
She is in excellent health now.
Hints
rumors
hints. How bitter
they are when they swirl about you in an
endless eddy, and it seems as impossible
for you to stop them as it was for King
Canute to command the waves of the
ocean to cease rolling
And now they
swirl around Joan Crawford.
Hints conto be at the point of death.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cerning her health.
Hints that she has
dieted herself into dangerous illness. Hints
that she has starved herself into thinness.
All this because Joan appeared as a shopgirl in "Paid," looking thin and gaunt, as
a shop-girl on starvation wages would.
If she hadn't made up for the part, she
would have been criticized. Because she

have been these insistent
about her health. You're damned
did, there

stories
if

you

do and you're damned if you don't.
Anyway, I saw Joan just after she made
that picture and she looked grand and not
a

bit

underweight, either.

She weighs exactly what she should ac-

adaptability.

Another item of gossip which the stars
have plenty of cause to complain is that
the reports of their deaths are often grossly
exaggerated. At one time the news that
Gloria Swanson was dead swept through
the country like wildfire.
I
think it

cording to standard charts; she diets only
sensibly and merely to keep herself at the
right weight; and she's getting along nicely,

thank you.

A number of fans have written to Silver
Screen

to ask if

it's

true that Bela Lugosi

69

mad as the result of playing
the part of Dracula. Silver Screen has
assured them that the gossip was not true,
that Lugosi was not confined to a sanitarium, as the gossip-mongers had told them,
and that he was even at that moment signing contracts to make new horror pictures,

went raving

notably "Frankenstein."
Universal laughed when

I told them the
said it sounded like a good publicity story
probably invented by some
sort of local publicity man.
Cupid also is notoriously unreliable, and
he does get his facts mixed.
There was the time a reporter asked

story

and

—

Bill

Haines

if

he had any news.

"Any news?" echoed Bill. "I don't
know if you'd call it that, but I'm ento Polly Moran."
Result the news of the William HainesPolly Moran engagement spread everywhere; and it so amused the two principals that they kept up the story as long as
they could.

gaged

—

It was once rumored that Lew Ayres had
gotten married, and some fan magazines
even printed the name of his wife, but it
turned out to be the wife of the man who
wrote one of his starring pictures. It's all
very confusing, isn't it?
Of course, all this gossip is silly and people ought to verify these rumors before
they start spreading them, but, by the way,
have you heard the rumor that Garbo is
going to make only one more picture and
then pouf! go off to Sweden.
I don't
know whether it's true or not but

—

—

AFTER
YOUR EVERY

SMOKE

.

Beech-Nut Gum
MAKES THE NEXT SMOKE

TASTE BETTER^^^>.

in the summer sunshine and enjoy a lazy smoke — make
moments more enjoyable with the cool refreshment of Beech-Nut Gum.
Its zestful flavor stimulates your taste sense and makes the next smoke taste like
the first one of the day — each smoke a fresh experience. Motorists will find
BEECH-NUT GUM especially enjoyable it keeps the mouth moist and cool while
driving. Remember always there is no other gum quite so flavorful as Beech-Nut.

When

you pause to bask

the stolen

—

Made by

the Beech-Nut

Packing Company

— Also

Makers of Beech-Nut

Fruit

Drops and Mints

Peppermint,
Wintergreeu and
Styeijrmint flavors.
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What

the Stars

Do With

Their Evenings

[Continued from page 2
for Bebe Daniels;
the Painted Doll" for Bessie
Love or Anita Page and the song hits from
"Sunny Side Up" for Janet Gaynor or

Strains of

"Rio Rita"

"Wedding of

Once when Marion
Charles Farrell.
Davies was a dinner guest at one of the
big hotels, the orchestra practically con"Marianne."
Los Angeles dance places

fined itself to

—

wonderful eyebrows.
I say to you in plain English that no matter how scant
your eyelashes and brows, I will increase their length
and thickness in 30 days or not accept one penny.
No "ifs", "ands" or "maybes" you actually see
Btartling results— or no pay! You be the judge.
Prove It
Over XOfOOO
prove beyond a doubt that this astounding new
discovery fringes the eyea with long, curling natural
ful,

—

•

—

Women

—

lashes— makes eyebrows lovely, silken lines. Read
what they say sworn to under oath before a notary
public. From Mile. Hefflefinger, 240 W. "B" St.,
Carhsle, Pa. "I certainly am dehghted . . . people now
remark how long and silky my eyela-shes appear."
From Naomi Otstot, 5437 Westminster Ave., W.

—

;

My

eyePhiladelphia, Pa.; "I am greatly pleased.
brows and lashes are beautiful now." Frances Raviarfc
of Jeanette, Pa. says: "Your Eyelash and Eyebrow
Beautifier is simply marvelous." Flora J. Corriveau,
Biddeford, Me., says "With your Method my eyelashes are growing long and luxurious."

Results Evident In

—

One Week

—
—

you see the lashes
often in a day or so
become more beautiful, hke silken fringe! The darhng
little upward curl shows itself and eyebrows become
when you have
sleek. It's the thrill of a lifetime
lashes and brows as beautiful as any ever seen.
Remember I guarantee you satisfactory results in
In one week

—
——

30 days or your money refunded in full. I mean just
that no quibble, no strings.
Send today. Special Intro'
ductory Price only $1.95
.i^/^
NOW! Later $5.00. Order ^/^l^^f^
at low price.
Or if money accomSent C. O. D.
panies order postage will be prepaid.

X

NOW

—

lllllllllllllilllllllU
iilllliliilllilllllllll
6559 Lucille Yoimg Bldg., Chicago, Z
: Lucille Young,
ISend me your new discovery for growing eyelashes Z
:and eyebrows. It not entirely satisfied, I'll return ;

in

30 (lays and you refund my money.
Price C. O. D. is S1.95 plus few cents postage
11 SI .95 sent with order postage will be paid.
or C. O. D.
Cnecli if money enclosed

;
_

;
;

Name
St.

wood. As would be expected in a community of theatrical people, the motion
picture stars seldom miss the opportunity
of seeing a good play. Edmund Lowe and
Lilyan

Tashman are
They usually

is

pretty

much

of a recluse

do see him regularly at the
theatre.
Sometimes he is with a married
couple, but seldom alone with a girl.
Once, at least, he did beau Jean Arthur
to a play.
I think it was at "Street

ANEASYfUy^PF
WAV Tn X
.

NOSE

Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-

—

tilage
quickly, safel,v,
painlessl.v,
while you

sleep or work.

Lasting

Doctors praise
Gold Medal Winner.
87,000 users. Write for
FTiKR BOOKLET.
INSTITUTE. K-9G Anita Bide-. Newark, N. J.
results.

it.

inveterate theatre-

attend the opening
night performance, but not always. Their
theatre broker always gets them the same
"up-front" seats.
Norma Talmadge, usually with Gilbert
Roland, and Constance Talmadge with
her husband, Townsend Netcher, as a
rule select a quiet night at the theatre.
They seldom wear evening clothes. Indeed, Norma appears actually shabby on
occasions.
As a rule you will see them
hurry from the theatre before the lights
go up.
Gloria Swanson is a frequent patron of
the theatre.
Gloria, excepting on opening
nights when she has her reputation to consider as a best-dressed lady, wears smart,
simple street clothes with a small hat
There have
pulled well over the eyes.
been many nights when she passed ungoers.

but you

State.

Good and
Good for You.

ANITA

into the

noticed.
Phil Holmes

Address

City

and

You

makes eyelashes and eyeMarvelous new discovery
brows actually grow! Now as never before you can
positively have long, curhng, silken lashes and beauti!

fold early,

wee hours.
are liable to see almost anyone in
the motion picture world at Olsen's artmodern club. I've seen John McCormack,
the Irish tenor, Grace Moore, Bebe
Daniels and Ben Lyon, Colleen Moore,
Thomas Meighan, Charles Farrell, Robert
Montgomery, Sally O'Neill and Molly
O'Day, and a score of other luminaries.
There are usually three or four stage
plays running in Los Angeles and Hollyon

Grow

Eyelashes and Eyebrows like this in 30 Days

Yes,

]

the night around the fire
She has the
faculty of drawing about her the most inPerhaps she comes the
teresting people.
nearest to holding what is termed so
grandly, a salon.

they

last far into

in Ruth's upstairs library.

Time was when Carole Lombard visited
the dance places, but now William

all

then people hit the night club trail. There
are the fashionable Olsen's Club and the
rowdy, merry Cotton Club. Both cafes
have elaborate floor shows at midnight and

Grow

i

Scene."
Jetta Goudal, when she was a De Mille
star, was always a glamorous figure at
opening nights. I'll never forget the time
when her chauffeur got mixed in the time,
and piloted the limovisine up to the curb at
the end of the second act. Jetta was cold
and furious. However, all chauffeurs get
Hail Columbia if they aren't first in line
at the close of a performance.
Unlike New York, Hollywood people
give their dinner parties in their homes as
a rule. There are many successful hostesses, and an unending round of parties in
the movie city.
Ruth Chatterton has numerous dinner
Some of
parties, always in small groups.
her friends include Lois Wilson, Frances
Starr, Mrs. Leslie Carter, and visiting
Conversation
celebrities in the theatre.
is the entertainment at these affairs, and

Powell and she might be an old married
couple.
They belong to the exclusive
little coterie which revolves around Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Barthelmess, Ronald
Colman, and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Torrence. They entertain back and forth all

Clive Brook invites his friends
the time.
over for tennis on his electrically lighted
courts.

Mary Pickford does a lot of entertaining
in her home, changing off with big parties
at the Mayfair and Embassy Clubs.
Mary's parties, you know, are durned ex-

When you are invited up to Pickyou can snub Mrs. Vanderbilt.
Marion Davies, Bebe Daniels, Pola Negri
and Constance Talmadge entertain in
their beach homes at Santa Monica.
You'd expect Harpo Marx to do utterly
insane things, but his major vice is backclusive.

fair

gammon.
Just recently he invited a young lady out
They went to the home
of a friend of Harpo's, and the comedian
and the host played backgammon until
The young lady was left to
all hours.
twiddle her thumbs or play mumbly-peg
on the front lawn.

for the evening.

Leave it to Louise Fazenda to find an
unusual way to spend the evening. She
gets herself all rigged up in outlandish
clothes and visits the state society meetings
She has a grand
or the lonesome clubs.
time exchanging recipes for preserves with
Iowa housewives, or talking about the

corn crop with Illinois farmers.
sounds like a press agent's dream, but

happen

to

know

it is

It
I

true.

Greta Garbo often drops into a little
neighborhood theatre for a view of new
pictures.
Once, I remember, she caused
a sensation by paying an unannounced
visit to "Anna Christie" while it was
showing at a big theatre in Los Angeles. I
have seen her in public in the evening but
Once at the opera in the company
twice.
of John Gilbert, and once at the Puppet

Mexican quarter of
puppeteers had designed a
Garbo figure and placed it in the act.
Greta was fascinated, and she went again

Show
the

in the quaint

city.

The

and again.

The public doesn't see much of Marlene
Dietrich, either. Here is a star who does
go to bed early. However, she does frequent the theatre.

Most of the stars visit the small, outlying
neighborhood picture houses. They sel-

dom

venture into the bright lights of
Recognition
Los Angeles.

do^vntown

means mobs of people.
Holl>'-vvood isn't entirely frivolous.

You

see a glittering galaxy of famous personages at the opera, the concerts, and during
the summer, at the open air concerts in the

Hollywood Bowl.

"Symphonies Under

Stars" they arc called, which is dressing up the staid symphony with a little
motion picture flaniboyancy. Argentina,

The

—

—
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of picthe dancing star, brings out scores
Heifetz,
ture people, as do Rachmaninoff,
Kreutzberg and Georgi, and several

New

irdle
reduces waist dnd hips

favorite luminaries of the opera. Ramon
Novarro is always on hand, and so are
Dolores Del Rio, Gloria Swanson, Mr,
and Mrs. Lawrence Tibbett, John Boles,
and Lilyan Tashman and Edmund Lowe.
Eddie
In fact, as nearly as I can figure,
and Lil take in everything from soup to

—Often Two

Four Inches in

to

TEN DAYS

a wonderful new
HERE'S
makes you look slimmer

ventilated girdle thai
instantly and actually
reduces your bulky hips and waist often from
2 to 4 inches in 10 days.

nuts.

old days.
It used to be gayer in the
Champagne flowed like water at the Vernon Country Club, The Ship, Levy's,
The Tavern, and Green Mill—forgotten
names now. Prohibition came along, and
There are many
stars had to be careful.
interesting reminiscences to be told of the
its
old B. P. era, but let the dead past bury

—

Perfolastic is a cool, comfortable, light-weight girdle made ot
finest quality, pure, live, fresh plantation rubber— a product of

famous Goodrich Rubber Company. It fits with glove-like
smoothness, closely encircling waist, hips and thighs, so that
your figure takes on instantly straight, slender, youthful lines.
And with every breath you draw every step you take its constant, gentle massage-like pressure breaks down the fat cells
which are 85% water— and moulds away unwanted flesh just as
a skilled masseuse would.
to wear the smart newIf you want to regain a slender figure
styles effectively /f;;rf ou/ more ahniit this marvelous Perfolastic
Girdle. FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET gives full details and
particulars of our 10-day trial offer with money-back guarantee
that protects you from all risks. Send for it today. No cost or
the

—

—

dead.

Hollywood, still, is no nine o'clock town.
There's more doing than in all of Barnum
and Bailey's rings, and don't let anybody
Where there is youth
tell you differently.
and beauty there will always be gaiety.

Nine o'clock in Hollywood?
Things haven't even warmed up

71
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The

Stars

Freckles

Who

EMOVE

those embarrassing freckles.
Surprise your friends with a new
velvety soft, crystal clear complexio!i.

You

—

—secretly

too.

can
with Stillnnan's Freckle
Cream.
It bleaches them out while
you sleep. Done so quickly and easily

•

The first jar proves its
At all drug stores.

magic worth.

Stillmans

Skin

Removes Freckles

Aurora.

Beauty

—

III., U. S. A.
Dept. 23, send free
why you have
how to remove them.

Tells

Mr.

Miss,
or

—

A

young Emory Johnson, director, was
one of the first great romances of the
But success fled, and with it
screen.
romance. Two shattered careers and a
shattered marriage. Both Ella and Emory
found themselves on the fringes of Hollywood, living, figuratively speaking, in the
slums of failure instead of the mansions of

—

The Stillman Company,
booklet.
freckles

adulation that comes to Constance Bennett, Joan Crawford and Barbara Stanwyck today.
Florence Turner was one of the first
She was a pioneer
great screen stars.
one whose personal popularity did much
to establish the infant movies in the public
affections.
Then the movies swept ahead
and left Florence behind. In recent years
she has had a struggle to provide for her
invalid mother.
Just a few days extra
work now and then not enough for a
decent living.
Ella Hall? The Janet Gaynor of fifteen
lovely appealing little
years ago.
thing, adored by her fans. Her marriage
to

^f\\
t/U
—Whitens

Freckle Cream

Mrs

J^Address

fame. They hung on desperately, praying
for a comeback.
Then Ella gave up. Extra work was
One can do without
too hard to get.
cake but not without bread. She got a
job as a saleswoman in a Hollywood
woman's shop. Beyond even the fringes
of filmdom cut off from even a humble
part in the fascinating business of making
and a
It was a living wage
movies.
but the former star must
certain one
have preferred even the most uncertain
contact with pictures, for she is back in the
extra ranks again. These movie folk cling
to their profession. It's pathetic how they

—

pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once foe* free book, OppoFtunities in Modera

Make money taking

Pfmtographv- and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGB4PHV
Chicago.
Dept. 4436, SeOl Michigan Ave.

U. S. A.

—

—

—

And Emory Johnson?

Tiffany gave

him

a chance to direct "The Third Alarm" not
long ago. It was one of his silent successes.
But little has been heard of the talkie
version.
It

isn't

you

glory,

who fall from
Time and the constant

only the stars
see.

shuffling of the deck in Hollywood plays
havoc with great directors, too. There's

a

new

deal

every

same cards turn up

—sometimes

day

again.

the

Often they do

not.

new freedom

— this

—

—

seems too good to be true.*--*
a fact, as thousandsof women know
who take Mylin each month. Immediately,
harmlessly, with no drowsiness or after
enables
effects, Mylin stops the pains
you to go about your work or play as
Be prepared
normally as at other times.*this time.. If your druggist cannot supply
you, do not accept substitutes for Mylin.
write your name and
Tear out this ad
address plainly on the margin, and mail
it to
us with stamps or money order for

and
Yet

girls

this

is

—

—

10 cents, for your trial

Please

(e// us

(he

package

of Mylin.

name and address

of your favorite druggist,

MIFFLIN CHEMICAL
1920

Delaware

Look through the files of the Standard
Casting Directory. Among those listed for
small parts, bits, extra work anything
you'll find many former directors. You'll
find Jerome Storm, who directed Charlie
Ray in the famous pictures he made for

—

miraculous

release from monthly periods of excruciwhich Mylin brings to women
ating pain

Ave.,

CORPORATION
Philadelphia,

Pa.

Mcikeis of Mifflin -"The Nafional Rub-Down"
The world's finest lubbing Alcohol
Mifflin Mouthwash and Mifflin Lotion

Be

Ince. And Edmund Mortimer, who also
directed for Ince; Edward Le Saint, a
former Fox director; and Fred Wright
and Chet Withey. They used to stand
behind the megaphone and give the

Probably
orders.
structed the extras.

from

Charlie was playing in stock. And Jerry
was operating the heavy door on one of
He does extra
the RKO sound stages.
work when the opportunity offers.
Picture folk in the old days didn't save
money. It wasn't altogether their
fault.
It was hard for them to realize that
the seemingly inexhaustible source of
Betheir revenue could ever fail them.
sides, Hollywood's code demanded that
the successful put up a big front, live in
gorgeous houses, drive elaborate cars, wear
expensive clothes, give largely to charity,
throw big parties, and be opened-handed,
whether they could afford it or not. Times
Since the talkie
are changing now.
revolution Hollywood has grown more
more aware of the uncertainties
sensible
But for many the
of the movie game.
change comes too late.
For Mary Alden, for example. At the
height of her fame Mary's salary was
$1,500 a week. .Just a few years ago she
was still in the big money. Yet today she's
broke.
Mary has been in pictures from the very
beginning. She was the half-breed girl in
"The Birth of a Nation." She was one of
Some years
Griffith's finest actresses.
later she scored as the mother in "The Old
Nest." So realistic and touching was her
portrayal that she became stamped as a
mother type, although she was still young.
And that did Mary great harm. Casting
directors wouldn't give her a chance at
any other kind of role. The fact that she
had proved her versatility in the past
didn't seem to count. She couldn't get a
their

—

job.

saved her money.
has had to sell her
jewelry, her books, her paintings. That's
why she, too, is doing extra work.
Pauline Starke hasn't suffered from
financial trouble, but she's had enough
hard luck to break anyone's heart.
Pauline, too, was a Griffith protege. She
was a fine little trouper with a quality of
poignant tragedy about her that should
have made her one of the great emotional
But, somehow,
actresses of the screen.
after her first big breaks there never
seemed to be a place for Pauline. She was
always missing big parts by the skin of her
Opportunity after opportunity
teeth.
loomed promisingly and then failed to
materialize. And there is nothing which
so tears down courage as a succession of
Recently Pauline and her
near-breaks.
producer husband. Jack White, have been
divorced with a good deal of bitterness on
both sides. Pauline has been ill. She has
never gained a foothold in the talkies.
That haunting, pathetic expression of hers
is more than justified these days.
Alice Brady, too, has been dogged by
failure.
A great favorite in the early days
of films, Alice returned to the stage when
her father, W. A, Brady, left the Old
World Film Company, Seemingly Alice
had everything it takes for success. She

And

cling.

This

to

{Continued from page 39]

VANISH LIKE MAGIC

T>

Used

their

Now

assistants

in-

they take orders

assistants.

Jerry Storm met with the same unkind
fate that toppled his star, Charlie Ray,

from the heights. Both had made huge
sums of money. Both fell upon evil days.
But tlie money which should have tided
them tlirough was gone. Where? Poor
investments, heavy demands and heavy
Charlie and Jerry used to
expenditures.
be among the highest salaried in their reYet not so long aaio
spective lines.

That's

she

hadn't

why Mary Alden

—

had great talent, an interesting personality
and beauty. Her producer father was an
important figure in both the stage and
Yet recent years have
film worlds.
brou<;ht Alice Brady nothing but un-

—

—

-
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She and her husband, James
Crane, parted to the tune of much unpleasant gossip, after a married life that
was wretched for Alice. She has never
quite gotten over it. As for her career
she has had a succession of unfortunate
And the most brilliant actress in
plays.
the world cannot survive poor vehicles

happiness.

indefinitely.

In

my

last article I

spoke of the number

who have made comebacks
There are others who have tried

of old-timers
recently.

come back and failed. Ethel Clayton
used to draw a weekly salary of $5000.
to,

A year

or so ago she played an unimporBut the
tant role in "Hit the Deck."
talkies seemed to rob her of the great

73

charm which characterized her

in silent
the role wasn't a fair test.
But it was a fatal one.
Perhaps the luckiest of the stars of
yesterday are those for whom there is no
Handsome
question of a comeback.
Wallie Reid will never know the heartache
of those bitter words, "Too old for the
Debonair Harold Lockwood will
part."
never have to face the humiliation of a
Lockcasting director's "Name please?
wood never heard of it." No one will
ever say to shy Bobby Harron, "Weren't
you in pictures?"
They are gone now and it is sad to die.

Of course

films.

—

But sometimes

it

infinitely

is

Nobody,^

Sends
Flowers
to a

FAT

sadder to

GIRL!

live.

The Unknown Ruth Chatterton
[Continued from page 37]

capital

"C"

to

admit we were wrong in

our opinion and turn about face. Valiant,
gallant courage! Ruth Chatterton has it.
Not that she is conscious of that virtue
nor does she parade it. It is an innate
quality that comes to her aid in the crises
of life.
She decided to make her way to Hollywood. She pawned her jewels, sold some
of the fine furniture in her home, and set
forth for Hollywood. She had scraped together a little capital of eight hundred

—

dollars all told.

She rented a bungalow in Hollywood
arid started to look for work.

rolled

into

—

A

Ruth Chatterton had met many
fluential

people

during

her

in-

eighteen

She hadn't
months of patient waiting.
been able to do much for herself. But perhaps she could help her friend.
Seeking some way to introduce her to
the inner circle, she decided to give a
dinner.
An elaborate dinner

some

twenty

to the dinner given with her
dollar to aid a friend, she found
among the guests Emil Jannings.
"I want you for the leading woman in
my next picture, 'Sins of the Fathers,' "
he announced, dramatically.
"Meaning me?" she asked, her eyes
shining.

—

To

quote

ya

literally,

was ordered

for

carefully selected
people of the film colony. Her money held
out until it came to the buying of the dessert.
She didn't have a cent left but a
delicious and expensive confection had
guests,

—

been ordered. It arrived during the serving
of the soup course.
The delivery boy
wanted cash. The butler whispered the

bad news. Under the cover of the general
conversation, she asked one of her more
intimate friends if she had ten dollars. A
ten dollar note was drawn on the Ladies'
National Bank, and Ruth transferred it
to the waiting hand of her butler.
Her
poise was not disturbed.

And now,

with her tongue in her cheek,

—

tures.

But the dinner proved to have something
else in store for

must

Ruth Chatterton.

back to a scene a few
hours previous to the dinner.
It is the
cocktail hour in the home of Ronald Colman. Ralph Forbes drops in for a cocktail. One of the guests, addressing Forbes,
says, "By the way, your wife
or should I
say 'ex-wife' is giving a dinner this evening are you invited?"
"Invited?
No but. Hell, I don't
need an invitation to my wife's dinner
flash

—

—

—

parties."

And Ralph Forbes
home for the first time

entered his wife's
two years as the
after dinner coffee was being served in the
drawing room. The next morning he was
still there, and the next.
Those two who
had been parted came to an understanding together. They had learned tolerance
for each other's point of view.
And so
Ruth Chatterton won back the love she

had

in

story of
has been told

You

how she won back success
many times. That is the

Ruth Chatterton you know.
The unknown Ruth Chatterton

is

who

the

faced poverty and privation even
and stood between her mother
and the world she faced unprotected.

—

"I was terribly anxious to reduce, but
everyone warned me against the iU effects
that follow from the use of 'anti-fat' nostrums and violent exercising machines. I

was desperate and didn't know what to do.
"Then a kind friend told me of Miss
Annette Kellermann and her M^onderful reInterested at once, I
ducing methods.
wrote her and soon received her fascinating
book, 'The Body Beautiful' and a lovely
personal letter, explaining how I could
easily reduce six to eight pounds a month
safely. I followed her instructions. In only
4 months I took off 30 whole pounds, and
regained my youthful figure. Life is once
more worth living and now I have the thrill
of being run after; instead of the sting of
being run away from."
"The Body Beautiful" and you

WHY?
—
10 Cents

At

it

contains the latest ncivs of the players beaiitiNeifs : Clean, intelli-

all

Newsstands

will

for her new book
be told, without

obligation, all about methods of reduction in a 8an»,
the way that will inrna^c
sensible, beneficial way
your vitality and your strength, as it has over 40,000

—

women.

Send the coupon today.
Address Annette Kellermann, Suite 249, 225 West
31)th Street,

New York

City.

Annette Kellermann, Suite 249
225 W. 39th Street, New York City
Dear Mls.s Kellermann:
Khidlv send

NEWSSTAND CIRCULATION
OF ANY SCREEN MAGAZINE

SILVER SCREEN HAS THE LARGEST
Becau.se

if

—

other overweight

in girlhood,

fully illustrated and glowingly told.
gently told news.

CAN'T make

a hit with the
you're FAT. How they
do run away from big hips, thick ankles,
and double chins! And how they do step out
the girl
after the slender, graceful dancer
who looks her best in a bathing suit! /
know, for only four months ago I weighed
167 pounds (30 pounds too much for my
height). Believe me! all I got was secondhand romance watching the other girls get
bids to dances and parties, and having to
hear about their 'crushes' afterwards!
just

boy-friends

Simply write to Miss Kellermann

lost.

The

girl

^..thewayl didV^

"

Ruth Chatterton tells how Paramount
had made a test of her before Jannings
had given her his stamp of approval and

We

REDUCE

he answered, "Ya,

reported that she was unsuitable for pic-

a year and hilf
way round again. Almost every dollar of
her available capital was gone. Then ca ne
the beau geste which proved to be the turnfriend arrived
ing point in her career.
who was looking for a small part in the
movies.

Months

Going back

last

"The

inc. entirely

Holly HcautltuI".
WeI^^ht Ueduclny.

I

without cost, your new book

am

particularly Interested la

Name.

—
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—Out the 10th of each Month — 10 Cents
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WHOSE EYES?
LOOK AGAIN!

Ann Harding

Isn't

[Continued from page 59]

same model
families

as the one used by the royal
She plays several
of Europe.

hours each day upon it and draws much
But her
inspiration from her music.
dreams of a musical career have been laid
away.
Ann is by nature a restless soul.
seeker.
She has always been at war with
She is one of
someone or something.
those courageous souls who will fight and
die, if need be, for her convictions.
When she decided to go on the stage,
her father would not hear of it. Brought up
under army regime, she loathed the
thought of the countless dinners she would
be asked to grace as Major Harding's
daughter.
She simply had to do something besides party and entertain officers,
Being
their wives and their daughters.
Ann, she did. But she became estranged
as a result from her father. He refused to

A

These tragic blue eyes belong to a youthful

who

rapidly gaining fame as
a dramatic actress. She has flaming red hair, is
5 ft., 5 in. tall, and weighs 120 lbs. Name below*.

RKO-Pathe

star

is

soothing to
hay fever eyes
your annual hay fever attack is
accompanied by itching, burn-

If

ing, watering eyes, here's welcome news for you. All you need
do to gain relief is apply a few
drops of soothing Murine from
time to time. Almost immediately the irritation will cease,
and before long your eyes will
stop watering. This widelyused formula of a veteran eye
specialist costs only 60c at all
drug and department stores.
*Helen Twelvetrees

Soothes

.

.

Cleanses

.

.

.

Contented

give in that she was right about the career
she had chosen. They had been so close
to each other before the breach occurred
that there were times when it seemed impossible for Ann to carry on with her plans.

And

you think she has always had
things drop in her lap, you should hear her
She
tell about those months of struggle.
went to the mat for her principle and she
won the good fight. But there were weeks
and weeks when she rode busses because
she was counting her nickels and dimes.
When she went without her lunch and ate
if

malted milks for dinner, because the funds
in her exchequer were running low.
It would be hard to believe that Ann is

an impulsive young woman If you met her
on the studio set or at an Embassy dinner.
But she harbors low moods and sudden
impulses just the same as the Negri's and

They

are probably farther
just the same.
She was superb in "Holiday," because
she felt the part she played.
She had

Swanson's.

apart, but they

known what

it

happen

means

to

want

to get

When

she finished a season at Detroit

where she had been playing in stock all summer, she found herself facing one of those
low moods. She found herself staring at a
loose end, and she had six thousand dollars
in the bank.
She suddenly realized that
she did not need to do anything just because it was expected of her.
She had
sufficient money to take her anywhere in
the world. She was very, very tired, and
she was sick of working just for the sake of
getting somewhere and making money.
She decided that the game was not worth
the candle. She would go far away and
lose herself for awhile.

When
where

to

her maid

have

came

in

and asked her

their trunks forwarded, she

said "Java." She seized upon it out of the
This, being the first faraway spot she
air.

could think

of.

The maid looked

at her as if she stispected her of suffering from the heat, but
she didn't say anything. And Ann didn't
tell her what port in Java to address the
trunks to. She thought she would probably catch up with them somewhere and
if she didn't, it wouldn't make much dif-

Beautifies
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Talkies, RaJio,
id Opera, for Stage,
Teaching, directing and social training. TheaNew York aptre and student etock company.
PUPILS': Mary Plckford.
pearances while learning.
Fred and Adele Astaire. Lita Johann, Una Merkle,
Peggy Shannon, Alice Joyce, Claiborne Foster. For
Catalog 71 apply to
S. S. COE. Secretary, 66 West 85th St., N. Y.
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Make money in advertising. Prepare quickly ouring spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
"Win Success in Advertising", and full
free booklet
particulars. No obligation.

—

3601

Page-Davis School of Advertising
Michigan Ave., Dept. 4436, Chicago, V. S. A.

The

next issue of

Will he on sale SepL 10

the new Madge Evans. They are rehearsing for "The Son of India" which gives Ramon a chance to sing
"Pale Hands I Loved" and Madge a chance to make good in a
big way. Rumor says that Madge is one of the brightest bets

Ramon Novarro and

away

from everything.
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And that was sane, sensible,
normal Ann.
As it happened, she didn't go, because
the maid took charge of her and bundled
her on to the train for New York. She

ference.

got

Ann

clerk put

registered at a hotel and had the
an extra bed in the room. And

she watched Ann and tendered her as if
she had been a sick baby. The following
afternoon a prominent theatrical man
heard that Ann was in town and offered
her the lead in a play he was launching.
Ann accepted and began rehearsals the
And that was the
following afternoon.
end of her runaway impulse.
One thing must be said of her, she makes
a business of being happy. The secret of
real happiness and contentment is work.
And Ann manages to keep busy every
..

When

minute.

she

is

between pictures,

she takes up some hobby to fill her hours.
And she is in perfect balance. She doesn't
overestimate the importance of her career
If she were forced
in relation to her life.
to give up acting tomorrow, she would
regret the step but she would not be lost.
She would have several things to fill the

place it now occupies.
Last summer, while she was idle, she
took up delphinium culture and she experimented and tended her flower garden

until her

i.

y j
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l

delphinium exhibit carried off

honors at the local flower show.
At present, she is wrapped up in aviation.
She flies her own plane and will
soon have enough hours in the air to her
credit to win her license.
Most people are surprised when they
meet Ann, because she looks more like a
charming young matron than a successful
She doesn't dress to fit her role.
actress.
She wears plain, tailored things. And she
never uses make-up for the street or curls
She favors green and brown.
her hair.
She looks amazingly lovely in feminine
lacy gowns, but she won't be bothered
with frills and furbelows. She has never
worn a gown too expensive or elaborate to
permit her to take her baby girl up a moment and fondle her before going out.
She personally answers her fan mail.
If she cannot find time to do so, it goes unanswered. She does not think it fair to
first

have someone

else

do

it

for her.

She wants
her, I think.
the best out of life and she gives only the
best to it. When she can't, she goes with-

That "types"

She doesn't compromise.
it's that lack of compromise that
makes her great. For only a great person
can take that attitude and get away

Here is Edwin McTeer (address on request)
and some of his vjork. The crude pen drawing was made before he had any training
and the striking story illustration (worth
$100) loas

made

Home Study

he took the Federal

after

Course.

out.

And

—

with

it.

He<ilditWtydoiityou?
Edwin McTeer is only one of the hundreds
of young men (and young women, too) who
are succeeding in commercial art with the
help of the practical training offered by the
Well trained
Federal Home Study Course.
artists earn $50, $75, $100, and $150 a week
and more.

Streamline Ladies
[Continued from page 25]

What was
hound

responsible

silhouette?

Was

it

the greyfashion or the
for

camera?
According to the cameramen, girls of
generous lines photographed like baby
Directors discovered this to be
grands.
Then they cried for slimmer
true.
The junoesque type was out.
princesses.
The pleasingly plump began to search
Highfor the best reducing methods.
powered diet experts flocked to Hollywood. Sweden sent her finest masseurs.
Manufacturers reaped a harvest in every
conceivable weight-reducing device. Beach
Riding
clubs gained in membership.
Tennis and badacademies flourished.
minton became popular in the film colony.

Drug stores featured entire windows of
Epsom salts and other reducing remedies.
Radios blared forth advice on the subBeauty surgeons pocketed fat fees
ject.
for removing slices of unwanted anatomy.
No dinner party was complete unless somebody sprang a new reducing diet. The
mania almost caused an industrial war
between tobacco and candy firms. Cigarette companies started propaganda that
smoking should replace sweets, thus aiding
the preservation of milady's lines.
Where will this craze end? Or will it
ever end while motion pictures are the
world's great diversion and speed is

every pound of flesh. "It is my fortune,"
Trixie Friganza is another
she laughs.
laugh-provoker who glories in her excess
baggage. Beryl Mercer and Vera Gordon
need weight to give that comfortable
mother look that makes their work so
Louise Fazenda is a law unto
realistic.
She verges on the pleasingly
herself.
plump and always wins favor in her
character roles.
On the other hand,

some of our

Winnie Lightner, when
grace a-plenty.
she left the stage for pictures, had to do
some strenuous reducing. Now she shines
with the best of them.
Swimming and horseback riding are
two favored Hollywood sports both great
Fame has a way
for reducing purposes.
of demanding sacrifice from its favored
ones. Many a fair movie Miss, deep in her
heart, prefers a tiled bathroom with nice
warm water in the tub to a rough tumbling
in the surf, but it's the waves that pound
Others who are
off the dreaded weight.
seen riding along the bridle path would
tell you they enjoy a bridge party in preference to the saddle, but again, sitting at
a bridge table is no way to keep that
necessary contour.

Dressier,

for

instance,

values

"I was not very talented when I entered this training with you people as
you certainly know, and I had not even
had high school training and I know
any one with a love for the work can

accomplish
will

Stars

just

even

more than

you

let

people,

Schools, help them.
"I suppose you

my own

greyhound

silhouette.

I

the

they
Federal

if

remember

independent

I opened
commercial art

studio and to make a long story short,
my earnings are now at the rate of over
$10,000.00 a year."

Send for "Your Future"

—

you like to draw send for book "Your
Future" and find out wliat amazing progress you can make with the
Use the
right art training.
coupon now, giving
age and occupation.
If

Sc

may have diamond

Those whose fame depends upon pound-

Marie

when he

—

greatest pleasures in life— the enjoyment
and satisfaction of a normal, healthy apIt's a case of fame versus food
petite.
these days if the stars wish to retain that

age are the only remaining advocates for
superfluous weight.

Mr. McTeer was thirty years old
clipped a coupon like the one at
the bottom of this ad, and took up the
He progressed rapidly, inFederal Course.
creasing his earnings each year until at the
end of five years he was making around
$10,000 a year. Read what he wrote us:

training.

comediennes have wonderful figures. Polly
Moran can wear an evening gown with

The

next generation will probably look
upon hips as something belonging to a
Try and find a girl on the
dark past.
screen today with a Venus de Milo figure!

with a liking for drawing and the
ambition to follow through with the right

best

necklaces,
high-powered motor cars, a retinue of
servants and all that sort of thing, but if
they have the tendency to put on weight,
they must deny themselves one of the

king.

Success in Commercial Art
begins

^fCbrnmeicialDesi^mii^
97A Federal Schools Bldg.,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
rieaso send

me "Vour Future."

Name
Present

Age
A.l<ire

Occupation
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Better

Than

Jackie

[Continued from page 19]

cameraman 'stead of an actor!"
Five minutes later Robert and Jackie
were playing a game of their own devising.
They were pals again and the fight was

quired impatiently, "Tm up on my part."
Some days later it was Robert's turn to
make mistakes. He couldn't seem to get
Finally Taurog spoke
anything right.

forgotten.

rather sternly.

a

The

JUNE COLLVeW

^^^^^

^^^^^

izes lines is

MILLIONS CALL IT
FUEE/
a pticeless sectei - and
it's

Imagine a discovery that transforms

dull, lifeless hair
a few lucky girls

into lovely, radiant hair such as only
are born with
Yet so subtle is this new loveliness that
it seems only to accent the natural sheen of your hair!
!

Magic? Yes, the magic of just one Golden Glint
shampooing! For Golden Glint is far more than a
cleansing, film-removing shampoo ! It imparts just the
touch of a tint— ever so little— but how exquisitely
other
accents the natural beaury of your hair!
shampoo— anywhere like it! 25c at your dealers', or

least

No

it

send for free sample.
J.

W. KOBI

Wash.

Seattle,

FREE

CO., 633 Rainier Ave., Dept. J
FUase send a free sample.
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Name
Address
.State-

City

my

Color of

hair:

Would you BELIEVE
3

to

4

inc hes reduction

with which Robert memorreally remarkable.
He can't

"Robert," he ordered, "kindly keep your

facility

read yet himself, so the words of his part
were read to him line by line from the
So rigorously was he schooled
script.
that he came to regard that thing called
"the script" as something sacred and one
day refused absolutely to make a change
dictated by Sam Mintz, who did the
screen play of "Skippy." It was explained
that Mintz could change it if he liked. All
of which meant nothing to Robert.

"The

line isn't in

my

script,

Mr. Tau-

rog," he said. And that was that.
Just as easily as he learned lines, Robert
acquired a vocabulary of movie terms.
Jackie "Skippy" Cooper on one occasion
had difficulty in reciting an unusually
long speech, which ran into some thousand words. Robert had to say only four
words, "Oh, I don't know."
Three times they went through the
difficult business that might have stumped
older troupers and three times Jackie
Cooper made a slight mistake. Robert
was rather annoyed.
"What's the matter with you?" he in-

mind on your lines."
The boy was unfazed.
about

Most of the things the youngest Coogan
says are put with considerable naivete.

He

never is consciously funny. Yet one
other time he wisecracked so decisively
that they are still wondering if he intended

be satirical.
In a close-up where he was supposed to
stand still, he persisted in moving about
restlessly.
Finally they drew a small circle
and demanded he stand within its conRobert took his place but not until
fines.
he delivered hirrself of a bon mot.
to

"And

they call this a moving picture!"
like a veteran, cues are slightly more difficult.
In one sequence, Taurog was explaining
Robert's cue. "When you hear George say
'sociological juxtaposition,' you look surNow reprised; then you say your line.
member, look surprised."
"I can
"I will," replied Robert.
hardly say that myself."
When they first started shooting, Taurog

While Robert takes direction

it?

IMMEDIATELY!

AND

SO good looking. Dr. Walter's latest
dainty
. REDUCING BRASSIERE is so
that women often wear it over the loveliest
underthings. It reduces most quickly when
worn next to the skin gives you that trim,
youthful figure that the new styles

—

demand Send your bust measurement.
— and IMAGINE it costs

—

ONLY » 2.25

TO

OBTAIN

slender

ankles and calves try
Dr. Walter' s special extra strong fleshcolored rubber ankle bands. They will
support and shape the ankles while reducing them. Can be worn un- $0
0*iO
der the hose and fit like a glove.
Send ankle and calf measure, per pair
Dr.

JEANNE

S.

M. WALTER, 389

Fifth Ave.,

N

money
order

no cash

IkMeetyour favorite
JjMOvie star^^^
oriffinal photoB of your favorite stare, size
8 X 10, elOBSy prints. 2&o each, 5 for $L00. Scenes
from any of your favorite
recent photo
pla.vB, 25o each, 12 for $2.60, po$itive!v the finett
obtainable anvwhtre. We have the larReet collection of movie photoe in the country. JuBt name
the Htar or ecenes you want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2o etamps.
all

BRAM STUDIO

630 - 9th

Avenue

Studio 334-A
New York City

Mme Adele

WONDEK
PASTE
PEEL
Home
Treatment

1-Day

for

pimples, blackheads,
enlarged pores, wrinkles, pits,
Acne condition of
puffs.
scars,
back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste gives
youth
and
to aging faces.
No faillife
new
Price $5.
ure, no redness afterwards.
freckles

DEPT.
1005

40

BRACK SHOPS

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

Lillian

Bond

fell

"And what

my acting?" he questioned.

down on

the cover charge

—
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bribing the boys into doing their
Robert was the cause of his abandoning the bonus system.
Early in the game Taurog asked Robert
specific bit of
if he thought he could do a
action for a dime.
"For a dollar," came the counter protried
best.

posal, "I

can do anything you want."

Occasionally, however, not even for dolperform as
lars or doughnuts, could Robert
On location, one day, the
required.
business demanded that Sooky be hit with
an over-ripe tomato. You probably remember the scene.
Taurog stood directly behind the
camera to throw the tomato and Robert,
despite valiant attempts, could not help

but wince when he saw the director's arm
Such expectancy spoiled the
descend.
scene and Taurog had to resort to subterHe gave an assistant a second tofuge.
mato and planted the chap where Robert
couldn't see him.

"Now," Taurog

called, "we'll take

it.

Robert, keep your eyes on nie and look
mad when I hit you."
At the right moment Robert got the
He looked startled, mad and
tomato.
Moreover
everything else they wanted.
he continued mad after the call of cut.
He wouldn't have anything to do with the
director, in fact, didn't even speak to him
to ask the return of his cap pistol, which
had been given to Taurog to hold until the
scene was completed.
On the way home on the bus, Robert
was still sulking. His father asked him

what was the matter.
"Oh, it's Mr. Taurog," the youngster
answered. "I never knew he was such a
He double-crosses little
mean man.

boys."

Then, apparendy as an after-thought,
"and, besides, he stole my cap pistol."
Robert makes friends with everyone.
The property men and "grips" spent
every spare moment whittling geegaws for
The still photographer
his amusement.
was an especial pal— he could make great
whistles out of sticks. This ability, added
to the habit of allowing Robert to take
a portrait of the photographer for every
picture the cameraman took of him,
solved the problem of stills. What matter
Robert didn't
if the camera was empty?

know

it.

He

cried,

"Now me?"

just as

delightedly after every pose. And he demanded that the still photographer call
"cut" after taking the portrait, just as the
movie cameramen do.
Robert's success on the screen (if the
enthusiastic reviews "Skippy" received are

a criterion, Robert is a success) may be
attributed to the fact he knows nothing
and cares less about the so-called art of
acting.

boasts incessantly to
It's "my brother this"
the other bovs.
and "my brother that." Jackie can throw
a hat up in the air and catch it on his
head. He can bounce a ball under his
As far as that
legs while doing a dance.
goes, he can do almost anything better
than anyone else, according to Robert's
hero worship of an older brother.

Of Jackie, Robert

There is only one httle matter in which
To him, a
Robert believes he excels.
As an
quite unimportant little matter.
actor, he's "better'n Jackie."

But he would probably rather do his
Or bounce a ball
hat trick.

brother's

while dancing.

UGLY
HAIRS
can never

grow again
A

Written Guarantee

assures permanent tz-

moval oF unwanted

hair

of women both here and
abroad now know the joy of an alluringly smooth and beautiful skin, forever free
from the regrowth of ugly unfeminine hair.
The Koremlu Cream Method—based on the
discovery of a noted French scientist re-

IHOUSANDS

^

—

moves the hair for all time.
Koremlu is a delightfully fragrant quickdrying cream, applied to the skin and left
on all night. The Koremlu Cream Method
may be used with positive effectiveness on the
face, legs, arms, and underarm.
The Koremlu Cream Method is not to be
confused with temporary correctives, nor is it
The
to be confused with any other method.
gives permanent results. It
removes the hairs by weakening the follicles

Koremlu Method

Looking Beauty

that hold the hairs in the roots, so that they
number of apare most easily lifted out.

A

Eye

in the

plications
hair.

[Continued from page 6]

with good, strong tweezers. Don't do too
many at a time. It will make your eyes
if you do.
Your smartest eye make-up should be

tired

saved for evening, when you'll probably
be making your eyes do their most fatal
work. But during the day, when you are
wearing one of those ofF-the-face hats, a
dash of eyeshadow will give you a very
chic appearance indeed.
Be careful to get just the right shade. It
should match the shadows under the eyes,
not the color of your eyes themselves, unless both happen to be the same. Apply the

eye-shadow very carefully, and lightly over
the upper lids, darkest where the lashes
grow, and paling back into the eyesocket.

may

Or,

if

you are very blonde, you

prefer to use
vaseline over the

a tiny bit of white

powderThis adds no color, but makes the
ing.
Both are good
eyes seem to glisten.
lids

after

tricks.

Mascara may be either brown or black.
Be governed in your choice by the shade of
your eyes and the color of the gown you
Don't get your lashes too
are wearing.
black, when you are wearing light things.
Some girls like to wear blue mascara.
This

is

just as artificial looking as very

dark

growth of
reg-

a definite period as directed, is
guaranteed by a signed, money-back guarantee

of course, you know
enough to make up your eyes after all your
other make-up is finished, particularly all
look.

And

the powdering.

advise eye-exercises. On
don't believe you'll need
good rest is the best eye-cure. But
them.
you haven't
if your eyes are over tired and
time for a nap, I know this exercise will
help you.

Some people

the whole,

I

A

Look as far right
without moving your head,

Hold your head
as

destroys the

The Koremlu Cream Method, used
for

ularly

red polish on your finger nails and just
exotic
as effective if you are one of those
girls who can get away with such things.
Be very, very cautious about making up
the brows. To draw a hard black line
through them is to give your face a hard
artificial

definitely

possible

erect.

then as far left. Now describe a complete
circle with your eyes, again without moving the head. Count ten and repeat, count
another ten, repeat.
Finally, there's that simple little trick to
be practised while dressing for dinner or
the heavy date. Dip cotton pads into cool
witch hazel and apply over the eyes as
in a dark room

compresses. Lie still
or more minutes.
That, I assure you, will
look beautiful.

to achieve the permanent results you have
always hoped for the complete and lasting
removal of superfluous hair.
Rejoice that you can now be forever rid of
Send the coupon today
all unwanted hair.

The
Koremlu Cream Method.
Koremlu Cream is for sale at leading department stores (ask them for booklet). If
you find that you cannot get Koremlu Cream
for our booklet containing full details of

in

your

W 42ud St..

us.

New York

o{ permanent
hair removal
KOREMl.U

Inc.. 11

West 42nd

St.

NpwYork, N.Y.
pivino full
Kindly send me bookli-t (in plain envelop?)
guaranteed
inforniQlion obout Koremlu Cream for the
huir.
superlluoua
removal of

Nome
eyes

you may order direct from

INC., tl

KOREMLU
CREAM METHOD

for ten

make your

locality,

KOREMLU

I
,

'

—
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•

—

—

—
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A Nine
$$ Photoplay

Ideas $$

to Five Siren

[Continued from page 26]

For Silent and Talking Pictures
Accepted in any form for revision^ criticism^
Copyright and submission to studios

Not

— no

courses or books to
sell.
You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas are what is wanted.
Plots accepted in any form. Send for free booklet giving full details.
a school

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer BIdg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

Beautiful Complexion
m 413
C

9

^\ A^^^2

Clear foot complexion
ofpimples.blackfaeads, III
whiteheadB. red Bpots,
.
enlarged pores, oily ekin and other blemieoes. lean
eive you acompiexion soft, rosy, rlear, velvety beyond your fondest dream .Atulldoitin a few days.
lotions.
My method is so ditferent. No coBmeticB,
Balves. soaps. ointments, plasters, bandages, masks,
vapor sprays, massage, rollers or other implements.
No diet, no fasting. Nothing to take. Cannot mjore
the most delicate skin. Send for my Free Booklet.
Vou're not obligated. SeJMi Tto mon^. Get the facts.
Mlchisan Blvd.
DIIV

nnOATUV
IIUKIIIni KAT

BEST

Dept. 3461, Chicago

WAY TO A MAN'S HEART

99 out of 100 are loved. Why not you? A photograoh
can be the best Ambassador if it can be seen as detailed in the dark, and made with the most luminous
product in the world.
Just mail Photo, negative or
snapshot and within a few days, your post-man will
deliver you
Guaranteed same as Original with it untouched. Your
money back if not satisfied.
Money order $1.00, C.O.D.
Free sample on demand.
$1.00 plus postage.
A. J. GROSZ. 255 W. SStfi, New York City. N.Y.

YOUR OWN LUMINOUS PHOTO.

SMOOTH
La

ICS

(they keep a record of the games each wins
loses) and is a source of numerous
practical jokes among their friends.
Croquet is also an obsession. She has a
croquet court at her home, and, no matter
how tired she is, she will always accept a
challenge to a game.
She doesn't care particularly for the
"siren" roles that she usually plays on the
screen but prefers even a "heavy" part to
more sympathetic ones that do not give
her a chance to express herself.
Her idea is that "it is the parents who
should be made to eat the spinach not
the children." She pays little attention to
her figure because she doesn't have to.
She watches what she eats and her food is
always what a normal person should have.

and

—

She "has never gone on a rigid diet and
never will."
She gives the impression of being very
tall
even when sitting down although
she is only five feet one and a half. She
dresses to accentuate the quality of height
and chooses colors with the same purpose.
Even in a bathing suit, however, she looks
at least three inches above her real height.
Pastel shades appeal to her in everything except evening gowns and she prefers black or blue in them.
Black she particularly likes because it is such a perfect
contrast for her blondness.
She likes sport clothes better than others
and also likes California because it is a
perfect place to wear them.
Her birthplace was Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and she spent practically all her
life there, until she came to California;
but she refuses to go back east now for
more than a two weeks' visit.

—

—

•

A

They

possess a quality as in-

describable and irresistible
as the

bouquet of

wme

a

sense of

ful

a

shmmg,

beauti-

smoothness

ReflcJ

a})Out

screen girls
this

the

new

who have

modern quality of

''Smootlt' Ladies
in

SILVER SCREEN
for

October,

lo Cents

humor

is,

to her,

the

most

valuable characteristic of one's personality,
and she has a very keen one herself. "Perhaps even more than a sense of humor,"
she says, "is the ability to laugh at one's
self.
Those who cannot do that are rarely
successes."

An open

fireplace she thinks ideal, espe-

when

She spends a
she is "low."
great deal of her leisure time curled up in
a huge chair before the fire. Sometimes
when she is reading she finds herself so
intent on watching the flames that she has
forgotten the book she has in her hand.
"Going out" doesn't appeal a great deal
to her and she prefers a good game of backgammon or bridge to the average party.
She is quite frankly mad about her director husband and, although she is calm
in her afi^ection (at least publicly), sincere
admiration is quite evident.
She loves chocolates, partly because
they make her think of an incident that occurred while she was still in school and
which, incidentally, was the beginning of
her stage and screen career.
She had gone, with two other girls, to a
After the
football game near her home.
game the group decided to go on to New
York City for what reason none of them
quite knew except "to look at some
cially

They have

—

—
—

clothes."
She paints a very amusing picture of the
three girls sitting in the middle of the bed
of a New York hotel, eating chocolates,
smoking cigarettes, and imagining that

they were

the devils in the world while

all

and frantic parents were sending
telegrams and dragging rivers for their
their irate

bodies.

They were finally found, or rather located, but after much cajoling their parents allowed them to remain in New York
a week.

for

The adventure turned

out to be something of a shopping tour, and it was while
they were visiting the smart shops that
Natalie won her first part.
While trying on hats one afternoon her
striking blonde beauty attracted the attention of the owner, and thinking that he had
a stage star in his shop, he engaged her in
conversation.
In the conversation he gave her a letter
of introduction to a friend of his who was a
producer.
More as a lark than anything else, she
took the card that he oflfered her to the
producer and was immediately offered a
job in, of all things, "Abie's Irish Rose."
She accepted knowing that her act
would call down the wrath of God on her
head from her mother but she was bored
with Pittsburgh society and besides she
"could quit and go home whenever she

—

—
—

wanted to."
Her surmise as to the way her mother
would receive her act was correct more

—

—

than correct for she (her mother) established a record of the things that can be
said in a ten-word telegram. Miss Moorhead was very promptly ordered to come
home or "never darken my doorstep

— —

again."

That was too much for Natalie's pride
she had to stay then. Two weeks later she
was walking across the stage twice daily in
"Abie's Irish Rose" for the magnificent
sum of twenty-five dollars a week.
Things happened fast and furiously for
the next three years things that were not
all the ease and luxury that her family
would have given her. "It wasn't so pleasant living on twenty-five dollars, and
less, a week after I had been used to having
everything that I wanted but I had a lot
of pride, and I guess I wouldn't trade that

—

—

—

experience for anything now. If I had it
all to do over again, I wouldn't hesitate a

moment."

—

She still loves the theatre the smell of
grease paint although she wouldn't exchange the old place on the stage for the
present one in the talkies.
She still has the first make-up box that
she ever owned, and sometimes, when she
is feeling blue and depressed, she gets out
the old box. "Then I have a good cry and
feel loads better," she says.

—

She smokes "Spud"

cigarettes

and won't

use a holder.

Turquoise blue, beside being her favorcolor, is also her omen of good luck.
She never appears without a touch of it

ite

somewhere in her ensemble.
She hates being awakened from a sound
sleep
and thinks that rain is good for the

—

complexion.

—

Swimming is her favorite sport and she
adores "Scotty" dogs.
.^.11 in all, Natalie Moorhead is a pretty
grand person ask .'Man Crosland.

—

—
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Lovelorn
[Continued from page i8]

Any other woman would
background.
Not
have stood convicted of conceit.
Her egotism is refreshingly naive.
Pola.
When she is talking about her beauty, her
ability and her charm, she speaks in such
an impersonal manner that you feel as if
she is discussing a third party. She simply
good and she takes it for
granted that everyone else knows it.
After all, it would take a remarkable
girl to do all the things that Pola has done.

knows that she

is

a bleak beginning in Poland, she
climbed to a position of power on the
stage in Warsaw. She was acclaimed as an
artiste and star, with her name in lights, at
She fluttered over Europe, leavsixteen.
ing a trail of broken hearts in her wake.
She established a Salon in Paris and became the idol of the continental world of

From

UFA

signed her to a
and letters. Then
contract and she became the film sensation
of the hour when "Passion" was released.
During the war, she met Count Dombsky under dramatic circumstances and
married him. But she did not love him.
It was his position and title that drew her
to him. Too, he interfered with her career,
so the marriage was doomed from the beart

ginning.

There have always been men in love
with Pola, but only three have really
counted with her. And all of these have
been snatched from her arms by death.
Small wonder that she is a fatalist!
Before fame came to her, she fell in love
with a young artist in the Latin Quarter
of Paris. They dreamed dreams together.

They

suffered the direst poverty together.

And

Divinely so.
they were happy.
Then, he contracted tuberculosis and died
Pola has never gotten over
in her arms.
the shock of it. Today, her face shadows
when she talks of him.
Valentino was her second and probably
He, too, sickened and
her greatest love.
died when their romance was at the peak.
And now, it has happened again. For
the third time, death has taken a lover
from her. And Pola, mindful of the ugly
publicity that resulted when she let the
world know of her grief at Valentino's
death, is keeping her sorrow to herself.
Only a few of her intimate friends know of
the circumstances.
She hadn't intended to tell me, at first.
She talked in circles for several minutes.
Of course, she
It was good to be back.
had known all along that she could come
back whenever she wished. But she hadn't
wished. She had been on the stage. She

had been ill. And unhappy.
I remembered and spoke of that
time when I had found her unhappy.

last

You get

PROOF

the

7 Days

She curled up in a corner of the divan.
"I have been in love again," she con-

I

fessed.
I felt it

coming.

appealing, tragic look in her eyes.
We never get
"First loves are great.
over them. But that doesn't keep us from
loving again. I have loved only three men
And all three of them
in my whole life.

died too soon."
A sad little pause ensues. I say nothing.
The banjo clock on the wall ticks too
loudly. And the surf booms on the shore

first

can make

YOU
NEW MAN

There was that same

a

beneath the window.
"What about Serge?" I venture and my
question seems to hang suspended for an
instant.

"Oh, Serge!"

She turns over her hand
"I married

in a gesture of indifference,

of a certain physical appeal and because I was lonely. He offered
me consolation when I was grieving for
Rudy. I did not love him. I have already
forgotten him."
"You mentioned three loves," I prompt

him only because

her.

A
an

spasm of pain contracts her face

for

instant.

"I cannot tell you his name. You probably know who he is," she says after an
"I have promised
interminable pause.
He was
myself not to talk about him.
killed on the fifth of May, while trying to
make an airplane record on a London-toAfrica flight."
She leans forward, cupping her face in
her hands. Her little body tense.
"I am fated to be unhappy in love. I
know it. Each time that I meet someone
whom I truly love, something happens.
I could
It isn't that men do not love me.
have any man in the world right here at
my feet." She points to the floor with a
queenly gesture. You can picture them
groveling at her feet for her favor. "But
I have no interest in
I don't want them.
them, now. Perhaps, if I could have had

would have been happy like
other women. But even that was denied
children,

me.

me

I

shall not love again, for it brings
only pain and loneliness in the end.
I

I
"I am going to work, work, work.
am going to do vampish women of intellect.
I am going to vamp with my mind
as well as my body. I am exotic and I am
going to play exotic roles, but I am not
going to be like Dietrich or Garbo or anyone else. I am going to be myself."
The "new" Pola Negri is no different
from the "old" Pola.
But maybe that's just as well. Pola is
Pola and her emotional storms are more
than half her charm.

—

Tragedienne of the Screen
She has the most important role in recent pictures
Her portrait has been painted for the Silver Screen

She's the First

cover

Read
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the intimate interview with Sylvia Sidney in October
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CHARLES

ATLAS
Holder of the

title:

"World's (most Perfectly Developed cfTlSlan"
helped thousands of
I'VE
men young and old

—

underweight and over-

weight— weaklings

even

and

rectors

men" and other physical diwho wanted my kind of Muscle

Power.

Now

"strong

sure

way

to

I'll

show

rebuild

YOU my

quick,
yourself a new

body and make "o new man"
in

of yourself.

Spending just a few minutes a day
your own home, doing what 1 tell

you, without tricky apparatus, starving
or gorging, using only my natural

methods

of

Dynamic-Tension— in

ONE

you begin to SEE and FEEL
the difference in your bodily condition
and physical appearance.

WEEK

And my methods will dig down into
your system, banishing such ailments as
constipation, pimples, skin blotches
and the others that do you out of the

good things and good times of life. Your
new health, pep and vigor will show even in
your eyes, your hair, and the way you carry
yourself. If you're timid and bashful, you
you have a new more forceful
lose all that
M.\N!
you become a
personality

—
—

NEW

Gamble a Ze Stamp
Send Cor

my FREE Book

(I
a shame if you are being held back b.y a
bclow-par body— now that you can so easily
and quickly make this new man of yourself.
Do what my thousands of other pupils did—
It's

send for a free copy of my large illustratitl book.
"Everlasting Health and Strength." Loam how I built
myself up from a weak, no-uuiscle, always-tired "runt"
to winner of the title, "The World's Most Perfectly
Spend 2c to mail my couponDeveloped Man."
to learn how YOU can win the biggest prize in life
a handsome, healthy, husky body. Address CHARLES
ATLAS Dept. 65-J, 133 East •23rd Street, New York City.

CHARLES ATLAS,

Dept. 65-J
133 East 23rd Street, New York City.
will make a New Man
I want proof that Dynamic-Tension
of me— give me a healthy, husky body and big nnisole development. Send free book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."

Name
Address
City and State
'Please print or write plainly,
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[Continued from page 38]

Come down By
Mi

He, too, talked of concentration, perseverance and hard work! Just like an
ordinary business man!
"Don't you take your work too seriously?" I asked.
"I'm paid to do that."
"But can't people be successful and still
not take their work seriously?"
"No, you've got to concentrate to be a
success.
If an actor forgets his wardrobe,
arrives late on the set, or does anything else
that holds up production, he won't last

the

Sea
to
a
good
Hotel Where Comfort and Courtesy
are Yours at Most
Reasonable Rates.

long.

Booklet 24 on ReT. E. Randow, Mgr. H. B.
quest.

Richmond,

Prop.

This two billion dollar industry offers

(hroughoiiriiinpliftalmefhod

(DepLGO) New
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X''
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Y*rfe, N. Y.

PERSONAL STATIONERY
• Made

"Just for

You!"

V

doing

1

An ideal gift with your friend's name.
Promptness and satisfaction guaranteed. ($1.10
west of Mississippi River and outside U. S.)
prefer.

Signet Stationery Co., S C Binghamton, N. Y.

HAVE LUCK!-$
Unlucky in Money Games*
Love or Business? You should
carry a pair of genuine

BRAHMA RED
HIGHLY MAGNETIC

MYSTIC
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what

I'm

others

think.

He knows what
up

"I

no

have

about

illusions

acting.

a picture in which I
don't believe, I'm miserable.
"I was wretched, for instance, when I
was making an asinine picture called
'The Drop Kick.' It was a college foot-

Now

football is always interesting when it's real but never in a picture.
The director had never been to college
ball story.

Write

161, San Diego, California

I've

imagine

how

played
I felt

football.

about

You can

it.

"I wasn't very happy either when I was
The
making a picture called 'Drag.'
I didn't.
critics liked it,
Any juvenile
could, have walked through that part as
well as I. I like an exacting role.
"I'm much more interested in the inception of pictures than in acting in them.
I always have my fingers in the pie.
"If I could make as much money as a
producer as I do by donning the grease
Some day I
paint, I'd give up acting.
hope to go into production actively, when
I can afford it."
"Would you give up acting definitely in
that case?" I asked.
"Yes, I would. Of all the people who

have

mind

his

tried

to

combine producing and
Chaplin and Harold

way

to

He

it.

search yours through and through.
If he were to allow emotions to dominate
his life,

he might wreck

it.

But he never

will.

he wants and he knows

the price he must pay.
He pays it and
never repents it. He is not a rebel. He
is not bitter.
He's just a square-shooter.
And this is the way he analyzes himself:

"I'm not a lazy person but I love to
I like to lie on the beach, to swim, to
lie under gorgeous jjalm trees, to view the
world idly from the deck of a boat.
"I would have made a grand beachloaf.

comber.
"I like hard play, hard work and hard
rest.

"I'd prefer peaceful to exciting surroundings as a steady diet. And by peaceful surroundings I mean places where
trees grow, and there is rest and quiet.
"Last year my wife and I spent two
glorious months with the Clive Brooks in

Vancouver, Canada.
We rested. The
year before I went to Havana and played.
But idleness is fun for a longer period than
play and ex;citement."
People often accuse Barthelmess of
taking himself too seriously. But mostly
they're people who haven't seen him at
,

He

play.

takes

his

work

seriously,

of

course. But that's a different matter.
His favorite hobby is boating. He also

swimming, and tennis.
he lik.es hunting
but dislikes fishing. He says that shows
how much reliance you can put in a press

likes fishing,

A

press story says that

story.

He was

very much hurt by one story
was printed saying that when he got
back to Hollywood after a short trip to
New York he and his daughter were going
She is
to appear together in a picture.
that

eight years old.

"What

acting, only Charlie

Lloyd have succeeded.
"I'd hate to produce from an office, like
I'd like to produce
Adolph Zukor.
actively, to be right on the battlefield, like
Howard Hughes."
"Is all this a definite plan?" I asked.
"No, if I had given up acting, I'd form
a plan. Now it's just an urge. But I expect to do it, if I don't get lazy about it.

he wants and he makes

as to what's the best

reeks with intelligence.
I think that underneath that intelligence
there is a strong emotional quality.
You
can read it in his eyes, dark brown,
bottomless, which mirror his own soul and
get

When I'm making

since

people
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CHARM,
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make money,"

and didn't know anything about it. And
I hate to tell you how many years it is

Am-
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in this business to
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Rare,

Compelling,
azing,
LIVE
these
ive
Occult

crooked

slow

his

he confessed.
"I know that most men
think that putting on grease-paint and
mugging for the camera is anything but a
he-man's job. But as long as in my own
heart, I
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does when you don't quite expect it. You
don't expect it of an actor. Dick Barthelmess is not only honest with interviewers;
he's honest with himself.

He knows what

Barthelmess

OVVA
HottoiiPtctvtCucraiBWiaBdPrelecttowbl
10 West 33r4

because I'd enjoy it."
Dick Barthelmess possesses a remarkable
faculty for self-analysis.
Talking to him,
feeling the impact of his logic is like getting
under an icecold shower. For honesty and
sincerity such as his give you the same
stimulating sensation that ice-cold water
this,

asked.

splendid opportunities

0"SUU" Pbotograpbcr aad Plwl*

I don't expect to get lazy about it.
I
might get lazy about acting, because lots
of the time I don't like it. But not about

business.

Make PHOTOGRAEHy
Career!
FIUVE*

"I have no illusions about the picture
I know that acting is devilishly
hard work without any glamour to it. You
work under hot lights, and at 9 a.m. you
put on evening clothes and pretend it's
three o'clock in the morning.
"I have no illusions about press agent
stories either.
I know most of us are not
half as interesting as our press agent
stories make us out to be."
"Well, if you feel that way about it all,
why have you stuck for fifteen years?" I

And

am

sort of a

person must they think

like that?" he asks.
not bitter about it—just hurt. He
knows that this sort of thing is part of the
price lie must pay.
I

He

to

do a thing

is

"Knowing what you do about acting,
would you be willing to see a son or
daughter of youi-s follow it?" I ask.
"Yes, if they were a success at it. You
can't deny success, no matter what calling

—

mm

Silver Screen for September 1931
is now happily married to Jessica
Haines Sargeant.
You've heard that his best friends are
William Powell and Ronald Colman.
"We're very good friends," he says,
"though to read newspapers you'd think
we saw each other all the time and never
went out with anyone else. I have lots of
other friends, and see a lot of Clive Brook,
Ernest Torrence, Corinne Griffith arid
Walter Morosco, Gene Markey, Gloria
Swanson, Helen Hayes and Charles

That he

it's in.

"I'm not very tolerant of people who
No matter what occuaren't successes.
pation you're in, you ought to be grand m
If you're a street cleaner, you ought to
it.
be a good one."
In a sense, it is an accident that Dick
If he had
Barthelmess is an actor.
picked out any other calling, he would
have been a success at it. He gets out of
life exactly what he wants because he goes
He wanted sucafter it so intelligently.
cess.

His mother, Caroline Harris, was an
When
actress on the speaking stage.
Nazimova first came to America, she
taught her to speak English.
After Barthelmess graduated from Trinity College, Nazimova offered him a
chance to play in the screen picture, "War

—

you're not likely to try to get very close to

them.

But

if

you meet them under amus-

He

we were on

A

A

daughter, and the marriage was unhappy.

The VOICE you wanti

"I think friendship depends a lot on
where and how you meet a person. If you
meet them under trying circumstances,

Brides."

A

NOW! you can have

Mac Arthur.

stimulating circumstances, it boosts
the friendship along.
"Bill Powell and I met together when

That was his first screen role.
forged ahead steadily. Came "Tol'able David" and stardom.
charm is expressed in his
Dick's
strange dark eyes and in his slow crooked
smile.
He only smiles at intervals. You
It seems to touch
wait for his smile.
note of sympathy.
something in you.
chord of sadness. It is almost as though
Barthelmess had learned to smile after
unhappiness. It is almost, like his way of
letting his intellect decide life for hini, a
protection from what might
protection.
happen if one were ruled by emotion.
You probably know the little there is to
know about his private life. That he was
married to Mary Hay, that they had a

81

ing,

the boat to Havana to play
together in 'The Bright Shawl.'

"I met Ronnie Colman in New York,
but didn't really get to know him until
we were both out together in Hollywood.
"Powell, Colman and I have the same
but different temperaments.
interests
Ronald is staid and quiet. I move someWilliam Powell moves
what faster.
of all."
guy, Richard Barthelmess. The
most sincere and least actory actor I ever
fastest

A swell

met.

He can size himself up honestly. You
can believe what he says. He's got his own
number. And it's a pretty grand number,
too.
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matter how hopeless
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the party of the first part and the party
of the second part?" asks Jackie "Skippy" Cooper as he shows
contract to Wally Beery
his

"When do we have

MOM

Voitt

O Singing

Stammoring

Speaking

Addr»»»
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Kay Francis and
Paul Lukas in "The
Vice Squad" spreads
ing their insidious
influence

LARGEST

WHAT IS

After the press agent's
adjectives have bogged
down, after the photographs, portraits and
publicity stills are forgotten, then comes the crucial
test which makes or breaks them all, and we mean all.
No one can survive if the public rejects him, and
just as truly if the public (you and you, too,) says
O. K., there is nothing anyone can do to set the
decision aside. The big salary, the beach house, the
special sets and the finest of directors and stories,
these are but the well earned deserts.

is the superlative that is the
goal of all human striving. It is
the reward of the ambitious and
when it is a statement of fact, it is not boastful. So
Silver Screen has the
let us modestly proclaim
newsstand circulation of any screen magazine. We nod to the Empire State building with its
head lost in the clouds, another Largest, and in behalf
of the writers, correspondents and associates we take
expect any
the bow which they have earned.

This

YOUR OPINION?

LARGEST

We

moment

a dirigible will

come up and anchor

Much

THE INFLUENCE
OF THE MOVIES

is

to us.

Recently Janet Gaynor made "Daddy Long Legs"
and now your opinion of her performance "lies beYou, the Grand Jury, have
fore me as I write."
rendered your verdict and no pull or influence, no
press agent or ballyhoo can change or alter it.
Janet Gaynor right now is as good as the best in the

said about the

screen's influence and
"The
enjoying
after

Vice Squad" we hope it
In this story a man of honor lives according to the code of a gentleman and protects the innoNow when some
cent with no thought of himself.
small boy refuses to tattle on a playmate, declines to
lie to save himself and holds his honor proudly, let
the screen be given the credit.

is all

true.

Montreal, June 29.
f??C .?
Paiace (PF) (2,700; 75)
Secret" (Par)
Heller may get- hi ^Jn^.'"^*^
for possible $10,00t).
Last week
"Daddy Ijonj? Legs" (Fox) headed
everything to 't'dws wiUi $13,000.

Seattle,
.

(2.400;

(FOX)

000

world.

if,

Big
.Ust9-c-

Terminal
tor'?

:

'

~

jyue

'

„g

:

29.

week was a bust as far as the
ahow houses .were concerned. MInnesota was the only theatre to
prosper with "Daddy l^nsr jSegs"
last

;

Ne-nwk.. JVinc 2|.
(Fox) (I.IUH); 25-50^-*

"Daddy Long Legs" ^I'"i^>- .p"-^'),';ff
week ought to get a profitable |.>.00O.
Last week a good ?7,800; fourth
week is a -possibility.

°"-

Minneapolis, June

'V^^V*^'

"Daddy,
^^^'^aSiV

stage sno-.
f -"^
e^^pectcd
^8.000
8,000

(3,000;
Loi>" Le•S^" ^'^^ntU

Fox

..pad"5

^ot

=

.vinne';

earning' the credit.

This aptly might be called ICay
Francis week. Miss Francis Is being featured at no less than three
loop first runs. She Is not a strong

draw

here.

Estimates fop This Week
Minnesota (Publlx) (4,200; 75)
Squad" (Par) and Publix
onlt.
Not received too well and
Paul Lukas, Its star, no magnet
here;
cool temperature theatre's
best asset this week; present indications point to around $20,000.
Last week "Daddy Long Legs"
"Vice

(Fox)_ close to $35,000,

Indianapolis. J'jnc

29,

(Drawing Population, 450,000)
flicker
houses going great
guns on publicity to draw during
the hottest June In local history

AU

Bright light last week was the closing of "Daddy Long Legs" at
tlie
Apollo after three weeks. Pull toi
'^^^ extremely good around

Clippings from Yariety,
paper
the showman's
that "tells all"

%^«Vv

"^-^

vs..,.
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TAKE A LION WITH YOU

ON YOUR VACATION
WANT
this

to

make

sure of a roaring good time

summer? Looking

for thrills, adventure,

romance, fun? Remember Leo, the

Look him up wherever you may be
camp,

at

home

a few miles
greatest

or abroad

away from

—

M-G'M

lion!

at seashore or

the greatest stars

on the screen today

you

that

represent

the

you

— acting

in
to

"This Modern Age"

"Susan Lenox, Her Fall
and Rise"

John

where the world's

motion pictures are being shown! Drop

pictures

in

—you're seldom more than

a theatre

CRAWFORD
Greta GARBO

Joan
ill

to see Leo. He'll be delighted to introduce

in

A Few M G-M Hits
Coming Soon!

KEATON

in

Buster
"The Sidewalks
Marie

and Polly

for

GILBERT

in "Cheri Bibi"

of

Neu' York"

DRESSLER

MORAN

in"Politics"
the funniest ficture you ever satv

and many, many others!

world's best

entertainment.

More

stars

than there are in heaven

ETRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

.

Cool...
as

a Woodland Pool
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freshing
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Life
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rings of sweetness
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to the nerves

Savers . .
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.

mint

.
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the

quieting

soothing to the
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of a nation . . . aids digestion .
after eating . . . sweetens breath
.

, . .

after

smoking.
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You'll find real contentmint in

other flavors of Life Savers, too .
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.
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Cinn-O-mon, Vi-O-let . .
and the delicious Fruit Drops

rice,

.

with the Hole. ..Lemon, Orange,

Lime and Grape ... a foursome
popular with millions.

All

candy products having
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of Life

Savers are manufactured by
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Inc.
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HIS QUAINT HUMOR IS SCREAMINGLY FUNNY...
m
HIS ''POP MARTIN" CHARACTER IS DELICIOUSLY HUMAN

AM

The

ost lovahlk

comedy character

^
In a great

new

series of short

comedies produced by Mack Sennett

MACK SENNETT

Andy Clyde achieves new heights of laugh supremacy in
these uproarious new two-reel comedies.
The screen's grand "young-old man" in his inimitable
role of "Pop Martin" is a gay grandaddy with bad-boy instincts. His inability to avoid awkward predicaments will
delight you. His pathos will tug at your heart strings. You'll
love him while you laugh at him
and agree Avith the
critics that Andy Clyde is a laugh-master without equal.
Any Mack Sennett Andy Clyde Comedy is worth the price
of admission. And so is any other Educational short feature
or novelty. "The Spice of the Program," Educational Pic.

C

O

M-E

DIES

WATCH FOR

'^ii£es

.

.

you laughs and thrills in abundance. Watch for
your neighborhood theatre.

give

Sli^5i^qL*at

^^'THE CANNONBALL''
First of the new series of Mack Sennett
Andy Clyde Comedies; loaded with laughs
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SUDs

20 minutes reading will make
your whole life more enjoyable ....
.... 384,000 men and
women have

sent for this

free book about baths
can help us in many, many
more ways than most of
us ever imagined One kind of bath, for
example, quiets and rests us; another
brings new energy and new enthusiasm.

BATHS

ways. In

!

And, because baths can help us so
much in everyday living. The Book
About Baths is a most valuable booklet. It tells all about baths, what kind
to take and when and how to take them.
For instance, the wake-up bath or
energizer is described on page 6. It

we

think you'll appreciate baths

turns dull, tired mornings into bright

booklet

and cheerful ones. It starts warm and
ends with a quick cold splash.
Another popular one is the afterwork freshener. It soothes tired nerves,
brings new energy; makes evenings

you never have before. You'll depend on them more and more. They
will make you feel better, look better
in fact, they will make your whole life
more enjoyable. And you will, we are
sure, see a new connection between
careful cleanliness of body and clothes
and your comfort, health, and happiness.
So send for your free copy now. Use
coupon below.

more enjoyable.
Then there's a bath

to

ward

off colds,

and one
For each one The

a bath to bring sound sleep,
for after-exercise.

Book About Baths gives many sugges-

as

tions (temperature, toweling, soaping).
It's

FREE

After you have

SSIO 31
CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE, Dc-pi. Q-10,
New York. N. Y.
Please send me free of all cost "The Book About Bathu/

45 East 17lh Street,

read this unusual

CLEANLINESS INSTITUTE
Established to promote public welfare
hv teaching the value of cleanliness
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Helen Chandler plans her campaign for
the rout of last sunrmer's tan and freckles

Beauty

Bottles

in
By

THERE
on

is

only one red door

Fifth Avenue!

It

is

set

Mary Lthe

exclamation point
into a black and white marble
It is a dream-palace of
facade.
luxury devoted to the beauty and charm of women.
Here complexions are cleared, faces are firmed, and
bodies are made lithe and lovely in surroundings of allike

an

most fantastic splendor.
Six floors of lush loveliness so exquisite that it is
caressing— so expensive that it is dramatic! One hears
walls of mirrors, fixtures of crystal, silken treatsatin exercise pads and all its smart appointments cost its owner well over a million dollars.
Through that red door pass women whose names
represent the greatest fortunes in the world, famous
women, and then those like ourselves who go when we
can afford it— to luxuriate where fragrant creams and
skillful hands make us look and feel beautiful!

that

its

ment rooms,

Beauty!
All of us intent upon preserving youth!
Health! For as these slip slowly away from us, so slip our
chances for happiness and success. Very worth-while is
the struggle to hold them— and Joy of Joys! we may even
reclaim them— and in some cases actually create them.
Such is the science of beauty-building today. Nothing sudden and magical, understand— but neither is the
process very slow. At once there is a noticeable iinprovement and almost anything can be accomplished in a
reasonable time.
It matters not whether you want to look your best
to be presented at Court or to apply for a position in

store— your chances
favorable impression depend upon your appear-

"p "p

J-J

-L-'

ten-cent

for creating a

ance.
It

silken

and

matters not

if

your skin

as fine-pored as a rose-petal,

modern

is

as

living

conditions will destroy it unless you guard it with care.
But for those of us who cannot go to crystal palaces
for our beauty treatments, it is possible to achieve the
same, or very nearly the same, result at home; IF we
are sensible enough to buy the right cosmetics and intelligent enough to use them correctly and regularly.
The best beauty specialists will tell you that it is the
home care that counts!

But

let

me

tell

you that

won't count for much
unless your dressing-table
conveniently arso
ranged that it invites and
reminds you to care for
your beauty. Convenience
is not so much a matter

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

it

of
of

money as it is of brains.
At this season most
us

are

thoughts

homes

after a

to

summer

thinking outward to
resorts

having

and

our
our

turning

inward

trips,

sport.

settled

of

And

ourselves

[CouUnued on page

Mary Lee Will Help
You to Beauty Free
Mary Lee and
you with your
personal problems of beauty
weight, skin, hair. If you
would like her personal advice send her a stamped and

Just write to
she will help

—

envelope.

addressed

Lee's address
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Silver Screen

H.

B.

WARNER

MARIAN MARSH
ANTHONY BUSHEU
GEORGE

E.

STONE

FRANCES STARR
Ona Munson

Frank!

Powerful!

Realistic!

cross-section of modern
on the emotions

life

—

—

A

Robert

Elliott

lieart-stirrins

that fairly

hammers

A

sweeping drama of
betrothal and betrayal
pathos and passion
honor and hypocrisy with lives and loves
sacrificed to the Juggernaut of newspaper circulation
Greatest picture of the year
with the outstanding screen actor of the day,
and a powerful supporting cast. « « « «

—

;

—

with the mo^t versatile actor

on the screen today..

Edw.6.R0BINS0N
A

FIRST

NATIONAL s^VITAPHONE PICTURE
"yUaphonr**

October 1931

iit

the registered trademark of The Vitaphone Corporation

Hundreds of letters

"

i

%

this

month about Joan Crawford. And
Clark Gable is getting plenty too. Norma

/

boy a break and

that

and Joan have given

own

the fans have boosted him on
Gable is dynamite—
shoulders. From now on Clark
fans do crowd anyone
the bi^ 'est star possibility. How you
Bow and no matter
Clara
wl o bleac'hes a hair, that is all except
cry. That s O. K. witt»
will
who
million
a
are
there
what she does

Th™ Garbo';rmy

is

organizing

their

to

and putting up
THree

''''i'^ytusttJ:'^Z:ZTre%^^^^^^

a ballyhoo

which Garbo,

month

prizes

true

for letters not

Second and $5 Third.
longer than 200 words. $15 First Prize: $10

FIRST PRIZE
Rock, Mass.

Among

"Honor
INRoyal
Family",

Lovers"

and

"The

was delighted with the
performance of Fredric March. Here at
spontaneity,
last was an actor with charm,
and sophistication; an actor who could give
an
the right touch to smart dialogue and
I

could raise the intellectual standard of the movies above the moron level.
His work was brilliant, clever and charming.
He seemed to be an expression of the modern stage taste which has shown itself in
fondness for Noel Coward and Frederick

actor

who

Lonsdale productions.
In "The Royal Family" he was the epitome of smartness and brilliancy. People
formerly disgusted with the movies for their
obvious cheapness and lack of artistry began
outto feel more hopeful for the intellectual
look of the movies.

Then came "The Night

Ol all
melodramatic

.Angel!"

the stupid, inane, cheaply
It was,
tripe, this was perhaps the worst.
talents
indeed, a horrible thing to place the
kind.
of this clever actor in rubbish of this
dull,
Sloppy, sentimental and sickeningiy

movie was a disgrace to American culture and ideals.
Please— whoever is responsible for this sort
his former
of thing-reinstate Mr. March to
position which he held so admirably.
^
Grace Ativood

this

unknown.

j

,

THIRD PRIZE
the
WHICHordoes
a great
story

Minneapolis, Minn.
public want, a great
Rather, would
star?

poor story
the public prefer a great star in a
or mediocre players in a great story?
With many, the star is the whole show.
With others, a good story is the thing. Now,
were sitting in
I would enjoy Garbo if she
best story of
a rocking chair knitting. The
it
if
the season would not appeal to me

had a poor
I

realize

a

shame

tell

maintain

How

like

the cast,

dom and made
the stars?

if

no one worth seeing

in it."

.

do other readers feel about this
good
question? The ideal combination is a
we can't
star in a good story; providing
what
always have that much desired thing,
do we want most, good stars or good stories?

How

to play roles in support of
own idea to prove his

Is this his

dramatic actor or are the Paramount executives to blame? Is it possible
Buddy who
they think him unimportant?
caused near-riots and traffic jams while makYork.
ing personal appearances in New
Buddy, unfortunately, has been cast in too

worth

as a

unimportant productions; and although he has always given very enjoyable
and entertaining performances, his roles
sort
have been limited to the light, playboy
Give him roles worthy of his
of thing.
Buddy, plus more mature and dratalent.
bear
malic vehicles and the box office, will
Buddy went dramatic in a big
watching.
picway in Tlie awyer s Secret", stoic the
performture ami leiulercd one of the best

many

l

/.

Neiuton

say

I

received

Okla.
Well, I

mine from no one

except that Clark Gable. Could anv
in
other man put more appeal and reality
Clark.
one picture than the one and only
is good,
Fans will admit that Norma Shearer
male
and no doubt she is, but, it takes the
what the
part in the picture to bring out
Give Clark
fans call a box office attraction.
reach
pictures and you will see a man
else

the
the ladder of success,

if

he has not alreach

knockout he gave you in
t
"A Free Soul", and what a wallop he dea
lo tell
you in loan Crawford's last picture,

done

so.

What

a

but
the truth, that is only
going somewait, my stars, this Gable man is
Clark
where and I can sec through the glasses
is headed for stardom.
W. R- Julien
the

first

Buffalo, N. Y.
don't the stars stay natural?
that thev
I suppose the answer is
bethink thev are improving themselves by
are they?
in.ff dramatic or prettier, but
When Nancy Carroll first came into the
short
movies, wasn't she sweet with her
dark hair? Now it is bleached to look lighter
on the screen. Joan Crawford with her light
Dorothy Lee with light hair and
hair
Clara Bow now a
not half so sweet
About the only natuplatinum blonde.

WHY

coat,

.

.

.

.

girl

.

on the screen

.

is

Ruth Chaterton.

most alwavs the same. Ruth looks
meet while
just like any girl you might
walking down the street.
old crab, but it
I don't mean to be an
makes me angry to see my favorite stars getShe

Bartlesville,

INSPIRATION.

an

BLEACHED BLONDES

ral

CLARK GABLE

WHAT
must

Fay Bennett

it's

in a cheap story, still I
many
the star that draws the crowds.
how
times have we heard, "I don't know
good that picture may be, but I like her
on, let's go?
'(or him) in anything, so come
And how manv times it is said, "I think
but I
that would be an interesting picture,

J.

you can, why Buddy
has been demoted from star-

me

Ho\\ever, I still
anyone something new.
maintain that she is nothing short of marmav
velous. Actresses may come and they
worship
go, but Joan still holds her own. I

to waste a brilliant

star

don't

is

at her shrine!

cast.
it's

SECOND PRIZE

NOW,
Rogers

Cookeville, Tenn.
are
a letter of praise and there
no hisses at all. I want to express mv
admiration of Joan Crawford and would
I think
like to do so through your magazine.
actress
Miss Crawford the most brilliant
the pleasthat the American fans have had
on
ure and privilege of seeing and hearing
of
our screen. She is the personification
everything that any girl could ever desire
beautiful, has a
to be. She is sophisticated,
charming voice, and dances like nobodv s
telling
business! I have no idea that I am

THIS

Myrtle Wiegand

C.

Newark, N.

JOAN CRAWFORD

the
ances of the month. He is no longer
debutante's delight, but a first class actor,
taland if starred in pictures worthy of his
heights
ent and acting ability will soar to

is

A little criticism, meant
ting so artificial.
them.
to "be helpful, won't hurt
C. A. Beuche

ANOTHER SOS
Waterbury. Conn.
you should be spanked
done
.rood and hard. ^Vhat have vou
"Laughing Sinto vour beautiful hair? In
vou ha\c turned into one of those
ners
Mv
very unnatural blondes. It's a shame!
how.
crowd thinks your a knockout. And
bleaching
But go back to normal and let

MRS.

Doug

Jr.,

"

alone.

hee Cronin

Silver Screen
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I^IL

B.

DE MILLE

Master

of

Spectacular

Productions presents his
yDreatest Dramatic Triumph!

BRANDED
HIM A THIEF
FATE

AND THEN MADE HIM AN

but only one could be answered...

ENGLISH PEER!

As man of mystery, he comes to

officer

America's frontier of fate and

... He was an
and a gentleman. To him
honor meant more than anything
else

or

— more

than friends, country,

life itself...

And

yet he accepted

dishonor to save the honor of his

enemy He
.

England's

left

life

— but England sought him out, and
fate

made him

tune —where he battles racketeers
—where he defies the law at pistol
point — until destiny plays an unexpected ace!

of

luxury for America's wildest West
a peer of the realm!

for-

A

THRILLING

ALL STAR CAST
With such distinguished players as

WARNER BAXTER, LUPE
VELEZ,

TWO WOMEN
LOVED HIM
His wife and the wife of another
— the woman who gave up every,
thing for
for

whom

The

first

—

ond

told

see

him

drama

saved his

life

twice

—and

The

sec-

him she never wanted
again

— yet

to

she crossed

October 1931

R C ES

SWAYED HIM
"wanting

said,

And

should he do?

.

.

.

commanded, "Go!" His
pered, "Stay!"

Two

the

sensational

ter-

.

.

.

His honor
love whis-

fates called

.

.

Directed by the master hand of

CECIL

her eyes

pleaded with him to help her

What

made

the screen's greatest director

woman who loves you,"

ribly to play fair."

is

love-adventure film of the year.

Yvi Q —p O

him and the woman
he gave up everything. his goddess had

half the world to find him.

for

MAN, CHARLES BICKFORD
and ROLAND YOUNG, this epic

"I'm just a

twice he drove her away.

ELEANOR BOARD-

B.

DE MILLE

-

Talkies in
Tabloid
{These

huf

enough

to

reviews arc just long

point your

way

sign

as

serve

to

the

hoards;

to

pctures that

especially enjoy)

you will

Joel
all

Landi and Lewis
Stone make you overlook

ALWAYS
GOODBYE

Elissa

the flaws in a story aboiit

Good
(Pox)

young woman who

a

count of herself than in "Body and Soul,'
but once again the story doesn't measure up
to her talents.

AN AMERICAN

gripping, unpicture that will

TRAGEDY

a

is

usual

you with its sin{Paramount)
cere direction and superb
boy who
acting. It's the story of a sex-starved
murders a factory girl to keep from marry
not sorino- her. Tragic and depressing, but
Holmes are
did. Sylvia Sidney and Phillips
Great

CONFESSIONS OF College life as the movies
see it. A college youth
A CO-ED
Fair
(Paiamount)

falls

a pretty co-ed,
inevitable hap-

for

is

suspected of trying to rob the man she really
Miss Landi gives an even better acloves.

This

McCrea looks up
must worship, it

thrill

pens. Svlvia Sidney gives a fine performance

but you won't be impressed with the story.
Phillips Holmes
boy friends.

and Norman Foster are the

DADDY LONG

Bring the whole family
to see this. Janet Gaynor
has a wistful, haunting
appeal as the orphan

Great
(Fox)

ith Daddy Long Legs, her
picture has pathos; it has
humor; it has everything. Warner Baxter
makes an interesting leading man, but it's
falls in

love

^\

Janet's picture.

splendid.

ANNABELLE'S

Here's entertainment for

AFFAIRS

you

if

you

like

Good
(Fox)

keep them straight but who
MacDonald is charming as Annabelle and
cares. Jeanette

McLaglen as her illiterate, primitive
is
husband she hasn't seen in eight years,
Victor

great.
.

Good

i^'ar

National)

(First

—

"A
because

is

an

interesting

story but too obvi(o carry much sus-

Fairbanks, Jr. and Anthony
the
Bushell are two brothers in love with
know
same girl. Rose Hobart. Well, you

what happens.

Good

—A# —

THE

Good
(R.K.O.-Pathe)
artist.

frankly sophisticated
Connie
with
picture
Bennett playing an artist's

model who

marriage so that's where the old common
law cnTeis. Connie again glorifies sin, makis the
ing it most attractive. Joel McCrea
artist.

of the

"Women

AND TEN

Fair

mits suicide. But there's a happy ending.

Fair
(Warners)

Love Once"
is

remind
you of "The Cock-eyed
isn't

it

Hvmer and

Here's a pleasant picture

with Joan Bennett doing
nicely as the poor girl,
broke and hungry, who innocently becomes
out of
the tool of a crook. AVhen she gets
young man whom
jail she marries a wealthy
until
she adores and everything is all right
hei.
her old associates start blackmailing
husYou'll like Hardie Albright as the young
band.
(Fox)

of a phil-

favor.

fast-moving

that will

Good

^

mcnt.

Good

She

women who

a

entertain-

Rib-tickling

INDISCREET

^

jj,

rowdy,

comedy

(United Artists)

plays one of those very feminine

Norma

for

^
A

HUSH MONEY

his xvay to

Dolores Costello's comeback picture is pretty
weak melodrama with
u^^jj,

triumph

nearly so funny. WarSpencer Tracy are the
naughty sailor boys who go in for broad
humor and bad ^^'omen. Jean Harlow, someplentv.
thing classy in blondes, trims them
Good entertainment for hot weather.

anderiiig lieutenant who
(Al-G-AI)
learns about heartbreak
and
after leaving the girl who loves him
with whom he has had an alfair. You'll like
Ramon Nos arro and Helen Chandler as the

WOMEN

A

Shearer and Lionel Bar(Al-G-Af)
rymore, who plays a
drunken attorney who teaches his daughter
love. The scenes
to believe in the freedom of
as
between Norma Shearer and Clark Gable
involved
a trancrster -svith whom she becomes
gripping
are tremendous, and there is a
court-room climax in which the honors go to

ren

Good

EXPENSIVE

— —

A

Great

World," but

a million

lovers.

.

FREE SOUL,

(Fox)

about

The romance

a

as

daughter of a millionaire, gets involved in
her mother
a scandal with Leslie Howard,
comruns off with a gigolo, and her brother

Fair

"Young Donovan's Kid"

DAYBREAK

Marion Davies,

and bonds.

stocks

they

clothes

back

falls in

His folks oppose their

This picture is supposed
to prove the curse of
(M-G-M)
wealth and make you
lot of
^lad you aren't burdened with a

FIVE

Lionel Barrymore.

tic

COMMON LAW.

reason.

GOLDIE

— because Eleanor Boardman

Gary Cooper in a picture
^vhich combines roman-

love interest with an
racket
exciting gangster plot. He gets into a
it looks as
to get his girl out of jail, and then
"put on the spot."
if both of them will be
Sylvia Sidney and Gary are splendid.
(Paramount)

year

Free Soul"

—Jackie Cooper on

CITY STREETS

love with an

the best of the

are all talking

Doug

pense.

MISS-

"Daddy Long Legs"

—perhaps

— —
This

CHANCES

DO NOT

your com-

edy light and frothy. So
manv mix-ups you can't

aches disafter a lot of agonizing and heart
the man
covers that she really didn't love
for no good
after all. There's a murder in it

The

benefactor.

whom

"The Common Law"

is

-

LEGS
who

Connie Bennett,

to

grand mixture

Not

as

dramatic

as "The Trespasser," but
of farce, slapstick, musical

a woman who alfiance while trying to save

comedy and drama about
most
her

loses her

sister

own

from the man who ruined her
[Coiitiuucd on page 78]

past.
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LOOR-Miss Nobody thinks
can play

someone whispered

— but when she sat down at the piano
HOW

wonderful

it

all

was!

And what

Eileen had never exa surprise, too.
pected to be asked to Grace Williams' party.
Grace Williams the leader of the most ex-

—

It was like a dream!
clusive set in town.
Eileen was thrilled beyond words yet so
What dress would she wear?
frightened.
Would it be smart enough for such a wonWould she feel out of
derful gathering?
place in such exclusive society ?

—

Gordon's invitation, and now
she'd have to go through with it.
That night Bill called for
Bill

"You

her.

look

positively

Eileen
adorable," he told her.
knew that Bill was proud of
her but how would the others

—

feel

about her?

The party was in full swing
when they arrived. Everything
stopped while Eileen was introduced.

As she found her-

Organ

Trombone

face

to

Piccolo

Guitar

the reply.
Eileen blushed to the roots of her hair. So
that's what they thought of her!
Eileen
suddenly grew indignant. She'd show them.
Little did she realize how soon her opportunity to "show them" would arrive. Soon
the bridge tables were pushed away.

or

October 1931

that she had to go through with
she sat down nervously at the
Hesitantly she played a
piano.
few chords then broke into the
haunting strains of "The Pagan
it,

—

Love

Song".

Her

listeners

sat

spellbound as her fingers skipped
Never had
lightly over the keys.
she played with such inspiration
in herconfidence
such complete
self.

Tenor)
Piano Accordion
Italian and German
Accordion
Harmony and Composition
Juniors' Piano Course
or

could play a little if you're not
too critical."
There was an embarrassing mo-

ment of silence. Eileen proniptly
became panicky — but realizing

Piano
'Cello
Hawaiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing
Voice and Speech Culture
Drums and Traps
Automatic
Finger
Control
Banjo (Plectrum. 5-String

!

j

i

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

face
with the
in
celebrities
smartest
social
town Eileen suddenly realized she had never
But that
felt more uneasy in all her life.
was only the beginning. Later, as conversation lulled, Eileen felt that everyone's eyes
were on her. Yes, Eileen admitted to herOh, if this
self, she did feel out of place.
evening would only end!
It was while they
And then it happened
were playing bridge.
Eileen couldn't help
but overhear.
"Who is that girl with Bill?" she heard
someone whisper.
"I never saw her before.
Bill met her
some place or other.
Seems nice enough
but nobody of importance, I guess," came
self

"I think

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Ukulele
Cornet

he

"If

some music."
"Jim had to go out of town on business,
came the answer. Here was Eileen's chance.
She'd show this smart set a thing or two.
Summoning all her courage she spoke somewhat timidly:

Pick Your
Course

Well, she had already accepted

Blake tonight?" someone
were here we could have

Jim

"Where's
asked.

she

As she struck the last chord
there was a burst of loud ap"More, more," everyone
plause.
It was almost an hour becried.
fore they permitted her to rise
from the piano. As Eileen stood
up she found herself the center of an admiring
group. A glow of pride suffused Bill's face.
"Why. Eileen. I never knew you could play a
note," he exclaimed.
"Well to tell you the truth, I have really only
been playing a short while," she answered.
"Why, you play as if you had studied for
years. Who was your teacher?" someone asked.
"I had no teacher," Eileen replied.
"Well, how in the world did you ever do it?"
they asked.

And no amount
"It's a secret," said Eileen.
of teasing would make her disclose it.
For Eileen, this night was just the beginning
She became one
of a new world of pleasures.
of the most admired girls in the smartest of
society.
And all because she found this new
secret to i)opularity.
On the way home, Eileen finally gave in and
told Bill the whole story.
I

Now I can play several classics
with the lessons.
by note and most all the popular music. And, do
you know, it only averaged a few cents a day!"

This story is typical. The amazing success of the
men, women and children who take the U. S. School
of Music course is largely due to a newly perfected
method that really makes reading and playing music
as easy as A-B-C.
Even if you don't know one note from another,
you can easily grasp each clear inspiring lesson of
You can't go wrong. First
this surprising course.
you are lold how to do it, then a picture shows you
how, and then you do it yourself and hear it.
Thus you teach yourself in your spare rime right
without any long hours of
in your own home,

—

—

tedious practice.

Free Book and Demonstration
Lesson
Our wonderful illustrated Free Book and our Free
Demonstration Lesson explain all about this remarkThey prove just how anyone can
able method.
learn to play his favorite instrument by iioie in almost no time and for a fraction of what old. slow
methods cost. The book will also tell you all about
the amazing new Automatic Finger Control.
Forget the old fashioned idea that talent means
everything. Read the list of instruments, decide what
you want to play, and the U. S. School of Music will
do the rest. At an average cost of only a fete cents
a day! Act now. Clip and mail this coiipon today,
and the fascinating Free Book and Free DemonstraInstrution Lesson will be mailed to you at once.
No
ments supplied when needed, cash or credit.
obligation.
U. S. School of Music, 1 1910 Brunswick
Bldg., New York City.

U.

S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

11910 Brunswick Bldg., New York City
Please send me your Free Book "Music Les-

sons in Your Own Home" with introduction by
Dr. Frank Crane. Free Demonstration Lesson
and particulars of your easy payment plan. I
am interested in the following course:
H.ive you
Instrument?

Taught Myself

"You may laugh when

I tell you." Eileen belearned to play at home, without a
myself
when I first saw the
teacher.
I laughed
IT. S. School of Music advertisement. However I
sent for the Free Demonstration Lesson. When it
came I saw how easy it all was. I sent for the
complete course. What pleased me so was that T

gan, "but

. .

playing simple tunes by note from the start.
Why. it was just as simple as A-B-C to follow
the clear print and picture illustrations that came
.vas

Name

I

Address
City

State.
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By

ALLY

Forth

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,
THE
will be glad to answer your questions

about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
But she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can't give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
into the movies. Write Sally at SILVER
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

The svelte
mount's Long Island studio.
Claudette Colbert will have the feminine
lead though doubtless she won't be so svelte
in Singapore. The Claudette-Gary team has
never been used before but it looks like a
grand combination to me. Hope you will

William Janney and Leon Janney are not brothers.
Joan Crawford's latest picture is called
"This Modern Age", another one of those
flaming youth affairs, and you'll have to
admit that Joan flames beautifully. When
this one is finished she will start on "Mirage".
Monroe Owsley, ye old cup-bearer of the
films, plays opposite Joan in "This Modern
Age", and sobers up enough in the end to

like

marry the

So you are crazy
OI' ST. PAUL:
about Clark Gable, are you? Well, Fm
afraid you have lots of rivals for about fifty

KITS

million gals, myself included, grow pale
when that big heart-throb of the moment
comes on the screen. Here are the details
you wanted: Clark is six feet one inch tall,
\veighs 190 pounds, has brown hair and gray
His forebears are all Pennsylvania
eyes.
Dutch. He was born February 1, 1901 in
Cadiz, Ohio, but was educated in the gramschools of Hopedale, Ohio, where he
lived 17 years. He took a business course at
Akron University, but got stage fever and

mar

joined a repertory company where he played
everything from Romeo to old Scrooge. He
became a'star overnight in New York when
he played "Killer Mears" in "The Last
Mile". Pathe signed him for "The Painted
Then M.G.M. signed him under
Desert".
a long term contract. He will play opposite
in "Susan

Garbo

Lenox" which

will

be

re-

leased just any day now.

RUTH

Joel McCrea was born in Los

S.:

California,

-Angeles,

on

November

5,

1905. He is six feet two inches, weighs 185
pounds, and has blue eyes and brown hair.
He appears in "The Common Law" with
Constance Bennett-by request. Miss BenConnie seems to like Joel
nett's request.
right well and they are seen lots of places

PHILIP;

it.

know

who

has a birthCooper on the
day on May
seventh and Richard Barthelmess on the
ninth is as near as I can get to it.
I

A

don't

of any star
Gary
8th.

Yes, I think "Dance, Fools, Dance,"
should be classified as a gangster picture.
Clark Gable, who is causing all the feminine
hearts to go pit-a-pat, was the bad man who
put Joan Crawford on the spot.

FAN:

James Cagney made
to date in

his

success

biggest

"The Public Enemy".

He had

the leading role with Jean Harlow, Leslie
Fenton, Mae Clarke and Donald Meek supporting him.
Really now do you mean to say that you
don't know who played opposite Janet Gaynor in "The Man Who Came Back?" And
you call yourself a fan? Why Charlie FarAnd it should have been
rell, of course.

too-ether, but the Marquis is still on hand
Connie hasn't announced any engagetoo.

ments yet.
Connie was born October 1905. She has
blonde hair and blue eyes and a figure that
brings tears of envy to these old eyes. Her
latest picture is "Bought," made by Warner
Brothers, with Ben Lyon as her leading man.

called

the

the-woman-who-came-back,

first

picture Janet

made

for

it

was

after her long

pout with Fox.

JEANETTE

B.:

Those directors certainly
gal.
to "shoot" Monroe in his cups, don't
they? Ever since he played the inebriated
lad in "Holiday" so perfectly he has been
in great demand for those teetering roles.
But at least he's allowed to get the girl in
this picture, and the girl being Joan, that's
a real break. There's a swell story on Mon-

like

Don't
roe in this month's Silver Screen.
miss it.
Tallulah Bankhead has finished "My Sin"
at the Paramount Long Island studios and
is planning to spend a month on a dude
ranch in the wild and wooly West which
will be quite a novel experience for the
Mayfair lady. It isn't Gary Cooper s
that Tallulah has designs upon
for Lupe to gnash her teeth.
Tallulah's next picture will be "Woman
Against Woman and will be made at the

effete

dude ranch
so no need

"

Long Island

studios.

CANADA

ELEEN: Yes, I think it is a
that Richard Cromwell was given
such a long rest after "Tola'ble David" for
he is certainly a capable lad. He had to sit
around on the Columbia lot twiddling his
thumbs for eight months, then all of a
shame

John Arledge played the

part of Jimmy MacBride in "Daddy Long
Legs". I think he's awfully attractive too.
A letter will reach him if you send it to the
Fox Studios, 1401 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood.

sudden Columbia seemed to remember him
and rushed him into three pictures. He has
already finished "Fifty

Fathoms Deep

SOPHIE
March

H.: Fredric

"When

five feet,

Loose",

is

inches,

eleven

^Vrite

Robert

H.: So far
Gloria has had
three husbands, AVallace Beery, Herbert

Montgom-

Somborn and the

ery is six feet one
inch, and weighs 165

Marquis de Falaise
la Coudraye. more

de

pounds.

E.

jiopularlv

"Hank

That

Gary
six-footer
is in foreign
])aMs right now but is
due back in New York
His next picsoon.
liuc will be "Sa! of
Singapore" (ni;iv get

be niatle out at Para-

12

known

as

".

|eanette MacDonald did not marry

Clooper

a new name before
released) which will

at

HELEN

still

girl.

SAYRE:

Cromwell

the Columbia Studios.
Street,
1438 Go^^•er
Holly\vood.

engaged to Gary Cooper— so says the

whoopee

"

Generation".

Bennett and Adrienne
Morrison.
is

and
Broke

and is now
working on "Guilty

and

170 pounds.
The three Bennett
sisters are American,
daughters of Richard

weighs

Lupe Velez

Hell

Robert Richie in
June as she had
The wedplanned.
ding

featured player, wears a combination sport
When the sun comes out unexpectedly
and presto! She is ready for a sun-tan
zipper
the
Janet uses

Janet Currie,

M-G-M

and sun-back

dress.

—

isn't

off,

savs

feaneltc, just delaved.

Lew Ayres
married.

is

not
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Waist and Hips
Quickly Reduced
without dieting^ drugs or exercises
Waist and hips 2 to 4 inches smaller in ten days.
That's what this wonderful new ventilated girdle
has done for thousands of delighted women. We
urge you to try

girdle that
HERE at — that a seems
to mould
last

rea/Iy

is

reduces

fleshy hips and waist almost
by magic and quickly gives you
the slim, youthful figure you desire.

away
as

if

Perfolastic

is

entirely

different

from any other reducing girdle you
have ever seen lighter in weight,

step you take, Perfolastic
exerts a continuous, gentle massage
that takes off flesh.
In an amazingly short time bulky
hips and waist become slim and
shapely your figure regains the
you
slender, straight lines of youth

every

—

more comfortable, more

derizing.

Some models weigh

slen-

DAYS.

—

And

No

Rubber

No

Co.)

to reduce

our
ing

is

through massage, which breaks up
the fat cells so that they can be absorbed and carried off by the circuPerfolastic reduces through

risk.

—Write

today for interest-

FREE BOOKLET

about

this

telling

remarkable girdle

more
and

many delightful Permodels, also giving full details about the lo-day trial off'er and
Money Back Guarantee. No obli-

picturing the
folastic

lation.

mas-

Don't delay. Mail coupon
Address Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 4410, 41 East 42nd
Street, New York, N. Y.
gation.

It
fits
massage.
with glove-like smoothness, closely

sage

matter how much overweight

you are, no matter what other
methods of reducing you have tried,
no matter what other girdles you
have worn give Perfolastic a trial at

elasticity

Long experience has shown that

way

With

Send today for Free Booklet
and 10-Day Trial Offer

Perfolastic reduces

the safest, surest

bitter

attempt to get

Perfolastic you can now
a slender, youthful figure
without the slightest discomfort.
thin.

with extraordinary strength.

How

means! No
no more

regain

pure Plantation Rubber (a product

wonderful

this

dieting,

self-denial in a vain

—

combines

—no exercises

tiresome exercises, no more

Perfolastic does not bind or conBend,
strict the figure in any way.
twist, turn, exercise as vigorously
Perfolastic "gives"
as you choose
with every movement of your body.
Made of finest quality, fresh, live

it

dieting

Think of what
more wearisome

so comfortable!

of the famous Goodrich

feel

TEN

as lit-

nine and a half ounces (garters
And it's ventilated full
included).
of tiny holes to let the skin breathe
and the pores function properly.
tle as

—

years younger. Many
women have found, to their astonishment and delight, waist and hips reduced two to four inches in

look and

—

cooler,

at our risk.

too

it,

automatic

below

NOW.

encircling waist, hips and thighs. The
instant you put it on you look slimmer, for it gently straightens
PERFOLASTIC, Inc., Dept. 4410,
out fleshy curves, gives you
41 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
length of line, helps you stand
Without oblieation on my part, please send me
And, better still, with
erect.
FREE BOOKLET describing and illustrating the

every breath you draw, with

new

Perfolastic

Reducing Girdle and particulars

of vour lo-dav Trial Offer.

PERFOLASTIC,
DEPT.

4410, 41

Inc

EAST 42nd STREET

Name

,

.

Address,

NEW YORK CITY
City..,.

]

or
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MoviE'Fan's Crossword Puzzle
By

H, Bryant

J.

23

29
35
41

Down

27

31

98

39 Across

7 Across

DOWN

ACROSS
1.

To

4-

Cry

7-

"The

10.

give birth to

Star Witness"

Part of the verb to be
Initials of a

IS-

A

19-

21.

2324.
26.

Swedish

star

huge jungle beast (abbr.)
Mrs. Kenneth Hawks
Girl's name, possessive

A
A

an angle again

set at

Nothing

name of Mr. King
This actress has two large
daughters (initials)

29-

Knock

Christian

name
name

3'-

Girl's

33-

Christian

34-

Elegant

35-

Town and

41.
4446,

50.
51-

down

(abbr.) of

state

Studios

l

coin

37- Italian

40.

name

of

comedy

61.

A

62.

Young Manners
Narrative poem
More than just

The. French Fem.

65.

You can

A

variety of these bulbs

named
737475-

wrote "The Raven"
awfully long time
This bird makes good hunting,

and eating too

77-

What

78.

He

oil

of gore

what

is

his first

name?
55-

Swedish name

56.

Co-star in

leaf of a fern

of a

Cooper

be

"Fame"

An

87.

Part of verb "to be"

89.

Fate of movie actors

(abbr.)

4g-

addition to a letter

9.

Not Laic

51

rests

98.

Dolores Del

gg-

Edible shell

13.

Surname

66.

The

greatest

What
across

13

down

and

13

Played opposite 13
In the direction of
Bennett, not Connie,

Joan nor Barbara
Composed of two lines
A variety of palm

to last

small boy
(abbr.)

state

pincher
actors ^s•ho are in jobs,

67.

What

68.

After August

69.

Ex-Heavyweight champ.

shown

the flops are

(abbr.)

70. She's in Trans-.Atlantic
71- Star of
72.
76.

"Holiday"

Ken Maynard rides one
One makes things more
comfortable
Miss Oliver's parents
her this

named

Merit
This is what the censors do

"

34-

36.

A state,
On your

Era

A falsehood
A German man's
simply

isn't

The

90.

in

Donald

non-alcoholic drink

gi-

Underhanded

gs

Initials

gaged

bird so useful to puz-

is

.A.

the

42. This style of doing the hair
has come hack

month's ^uzzXc

(abbr.)

head

Jeannette
Christian

zlists

Dooley in "Honey-

4G

is

Cultivated
27. Star of "Five and Ten"
30. Trees dates grow on
32. Paradise
33. Christian name of author
of play "Green Pastures

40.

but never again

of

slang

best families

moon Lane"

57-

star

39. It
fish

of

Beak

63.

name

Holds film

54-

Feminine termination

38.

g5- Seize

name

Christian

12.

20.

lot

down

59-

the

"Salvation

these

Domini
Changed to "Sadie Thomp-

of

again

One who has ideals
The talkies have a

A
A
A

11.

22.

specialties of artists
"

97-

46.

Hunters"
Feminine star in "Fame"

47-

Company (abbr.)
Hour (abbr.)

10.

To overthrow
The star in

25.

86.

101

successful films have,

8.

7.

21.

man's nickname

(TKe answer

14

will

this

Mexican star
Prefix meaning "out"

100

man

6.

18.

next birthday
81. A health resort
82. ^Vhere wise money goes

"Our

the detectives do in

Each

16.

on these

crime films

5.

14.

wrote fables

gs-

What

45-

43-

slang

contracts are signed

79- Jackie
on his

A

mistake
exclamation
Naldi

son"

85- Initials of

to

The

is

Mary Pickford

He
An

To add

53-

after

4.

72- Steps

The

Shy,

Kay

pick these in
Francis' rose garden

ga-

is

mankind

64.

To
An

3.

prop in "Hell's Angels"
Pertaining to one of the

Claudette Colbert's favorite
egg dish

He

young Irving

great races of

84.

Having an excess
Lounging robe

What

of

1.

2.

in
of 27

(abbr.)

Nat

First

39-

Mother

69.

scar

28.

27.

60.

college degree

To

Christian

producer

IS-

17-

58

of

a

star

not en-

Lupe
"The Mighty"

to

94'

Star of

95-

Onw^vard

96.

Live

on page 71.)
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A

happy moment for

hammock with Anita Page

us, in the

WHEN

the King and Queen o£ Siam and the
royal party of Siamese (none of them twins)
recen tly visited the Paramount Long Island

m

"My
studios they found Tallulah Bankhead deep
be
to
want
didn't
she
that
Tallulah
was
deep
So
Sin".
disturbed so when she was summoned to meet the King
she merely lowered the famous Bankhead eyes to halfmast and said, "Aw Nuts". However, she changed her
as host had something to do with
it— anyway she finally consented to give the King one of
her best St. James curtsies. And the next day the Queen
went up in the air in the Zeppelin.

mind, or maybe Zukor

same boat going to Europe! Tsch! Tsch!
batted them baby blue eyes and saicl,
poor taste to talk about marrying a man who isn't

sage on the

Then Connie
"It's

completely divorced yet." Something's wrong with that
picture.
-

pooh-poohed the reports that she had
been sweethearting with handsome Joel McCrea,
her leading man in two pictures. Just another coincidence? Wonder what Joel thought when he read about
that? Perhaps it wasn't Connie, Joel, maybe it was a
trick done with mirrors.

CONNIE

also

—

#•

was granted her divorce from John Gilbert on August 4, so now Jack is just what he was
way back in 1914— a bachelor. In court Ina testified that:
"Despite my efforts to soothe my husband, he had a bad
temper. We separated and went back together about
eight times." Jack had a few things to say too.

SYLVIA SIDNEY,

DESPITE rumors that the Claudette Colbert-Norman Foster marriage vehicle is creaking the young
couple have been spending the summer together at
Montauk Point, Long Island, and never seemed happier.
But the lovely Claudette is just one mass of freckles. As
the shooting starts on "Sal of Singapore" next week she

eat).

INA

CLAIRE

—

all

is

now

in the process of being de-freckled.

—

<#>

THAT

long arm of coincidence is quite elastic when
it comes'to Connie Bennett. When luscious Connie
and Le Marquis Henri la Bailly de Falaise de la Coudraye (aw, just call him Hank) arrived in New York
together on their way to Europe the press simply danced
circles about them asking all kinds of pointed questions.
Connie was so surprised. Why how could the naughty
Why it was merely a
press think such awful things!
coincidence that she and Le Marquis had arrived on
the same train from the West! Why it was merely a
coincidence that she and Le Marquis had engaged pasf

r

October 1931

Paramount's fair-haired child,

tells

Sylvia arrived in the old
to be present at the opening of

a funny one on herself.

home town this week
"An American Tragedy". It was her first trip home
since she made good in them thar movies. Being a person of importance now she felt the need to cash a check
(you know how those fan magazine writers do like to
As she walked along Broadway three girls gave her
the oooh-a-celebrity look and nudged each other. "Ha,"
haed Sylvia, "guess I'm a movie star," and up went her
pretty little head. But when she arrived at the bank
no one would cash her check! "I'm Sylvia Siclney, thelocal-giii-who-made-good-in-pictures," she said in a
quavering voice. "Never heard of you," the cashier assured her, and ditto the rest of the staff. Finally a third
assistant paying teller identified her. And the check was
cashed and the fan magazine writer fed.
poor Joan

LOOKS like eight to twelve weeks for
ITBennett
who was thrown from her horse

receiuly.

That's a long time to stay in a hospital. Joan insisted on
iding an unmanageable horse in a film scene. He shied
and bolted into a clump of trees. Joan suffered fractures
l

of the spine.

ton

Downey)

sister Barl)aia (Mrs. Mor\oik lo her bedside.
Movictou'u T ojHi.s on Ixii^r .\^\

Her mother and
flew

from

New

\j\}(>ye
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Even Heroes
]\[o one.

thing shows the advance of screen

standards more than the hero of today

when

contrasted

with

the

perfect

\i\y

white he-man of the pctures of yesteryear

It

Leslie

Howard

has

made

a great

and taught the
world to be broad minded at
the same time
reputation

^

i

CREEN

heroes aren't what they
used to be— a girl can't trust a
one of them any more!
For the 1931 model hero is a devastatingly dangerous individual who
garners primroses along with his laurel
wreaths and never mentions orange
blossoms to the fair maiden by his
side!
(After all, orange blossoms— the
old-fashioned kind, I mean— are going
out of style, aren't they?)
In fact, we girls don't know which
way to turn to be safe— but who wants
to be safe, anyway? Not that we always
felt this

way-

[f

Neil Hamilton

shows

days when "Broncho
Billy" Anderson rode the range and
rescued damsels in distress there were
certain standards by which every well-trained hero
could be recognized. He was always big and strongcalm in the face of danger— reverent to women. Temptation was just a word in the dictionary to him.

Back

in

the

any

more

weaknesses he will
become our favorite
human being

course, as the years rolled on, taste in movies
changed. The horse-opera, the drawing-room drama,
war spectacle and gangster film followed each other in
successive cycles and many new favorites replaced the
But regardless
grizzled veterans of a thousand chases.
of the time, the place or the film, a hero was a hero
still and his motives were not to be impugned.

Of

Francis X. Bushman, Harold Lockwood and Wallace
Reid, our first real "matinee idols" followed the good
old tradition that heroes be both virile and virtuous.
And even "The Sheik" had strictly honorable intentions.

Phillips

Holmes strug-

to

be detestable

gles

finally, in keeping with this modern age, the
grew up! Audiences suddenly became tired of
heroes that were too good to be true, and with a newly-

Until

mo\'ies

awakened adult intelligence, called for screen characThis heralded the advent of
ters who were human.
our current favorites, each in his way unique, each
with his own individual appeal, yet each epitomizing a
different phase of frailty mixed ^vith heroism.
For instance, there is fair-haired young Phillips
Holmes of the boyish smile and tragic eyes. In most
of his films Phil has portrayed characters possessing
some inherent weakness— yet you condone rather than

condemn him.
In "The Devil's Holiday" he

\\'as the country lad
pro\ ed an easy dupe in the hands of the scheming
The role of an ill-fated habitue of a
little manicurist.

who

When Valentino died, and with him the vogue for
Latin love, John Gilbert and Ronald Colman became
the leading exponents of nobility and unimpeachable

"The
of vice was his in "Her Man".
Criminal Code" saw him as an vmfortunate victim of
circumstances while his part in "Stolen Heaven" was

character.

that of a thief.

16
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Silver Screen

Are Getting

Human
B7

L aura B

e

n h

a

m

Morris makes such
weaklings that he
usually wins our forgiveness

Chester

likeable

Another example of the new trend
is Robert Montgomery, the
With a savoir
debonair and casual.
faire unusual in one so young, Bob's
appeal is that of sophistication and
in heroes

He is the type
devil-may-care charm.
who loves wisely but not too well and
most of his cinematic sweethearts have
no end of trouble in holding his errant affections.
In "The Divorcee", his nonchalant
love-making

By

the time Robert

Montgomery

Clark Gable soon will
have to call for his
with a Mack
mail

Shearer's

life.

almost

Only

wrecked

Norma

after withstanding

most seductive blandishments did
Joan Crawford march him to the altar
just a word back in the dicTruck
He also
in "Our Blushing Brides".
tionary
holds the distinction of having resisted
the charms of the one and only Garbo
His role in "The Big House" was
"Inspiration".
in
with
a
roles
imbue
his
But Phil manages always to
that of a weakling and a coward— yet he made even
pathos and sympathy that rob them of their stigrna.
And in "Shipthat despicable character sympathetic.
There is something so fresh and wholesome about him
mates", his first starring picture, he had his weak mo—his youthfulness is so authentic— that his screen
ments, too.
characterizations are alive with the poignant suffering
As a general rule. Bob behaves as no self-respecting
and soul-stirring struggle that confront all youth.
in the past would have done— yet he makes oui
hero
sweetheart,
girl's
every
He is every mother's son—
hearts go pit-a-pat, because we know there are men
therefore, not to be judged too harshly.
Of course, if they tried their wiles on us—!
like that.
There is a trick to it, of course, and it requires real
Well, anyway—
acting. Our new, 1931 model hero may be a weakling,
Of an entirely different type is Fredric March whn
Perhaps we women have
but he must be lovable.
cannot rightly be called a "weakling"- even a lovable
something to do with that. We don't want screen
one, though he has little in connnon with heroes of the
heroes who are too perfect for words (some of us have
Rather, it is a (pialiiy of lUter irresponsibility
past.
husbands of our own at home), but we don't want
brought him the most distinction.
has
that
woman's
"nice"—
aren't
a
who
either,
screen heroes,
Freddie appeared in any number of straight-froiiiThat is, we don't want a hero
definition of "nice".
thc-shoulder leads and was "just another leading man"
with whom we can't sympathize. He can't be vicious
he ran
We want to feel that he's misim- until "Laughter" came along. In that, thoughGalahad
or nasty or mean.
all precedents of how a gallant
contrary
to
mightthere
we
were
that
if
we
and
perhaps,
derstood,
should act, he was delightfully [Continued on page 6(3]
well— mother him— you knowis

for

satisfied,

"constancy" will be

October 1931
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GARBO
the

"

aaye

Ljame

Look where She

Is

Now!

IS the business of every publicity department to "build up" the
to the public. To get these
well
shots o£ the hopefuls
the still
in the company of the great, or in comedy poses, leaving on planes, or
kissing locomotives. Anything, in order to get the girl's face and name
printed. When Garbo was unknown, when instead of being the ideal
and worshiped model for all American girls, Greta was just a little
girl from Sweden, the publicity photographers bossed her around and
posed her this way and that. And because the Great Garbo was truly
great, she saw the wisdom of the plan and did her best to suit them.
These publicity still photographers are imaginative boys, who aspire
to be great cinematographers; but the lad who posed Greta Garbo as
a runner about to enter a race must have had the foresight of a crystal
Enter the race
gazer.
she did, and in but a
few years she has placed
herself so far ahead of
any star that ever lived
that she has become a
cult, and almost a legendary princess in her
seclusion.
But those were the
days! Imagine ordering
the Garbo to come out
into the studio yard
and be jumped over!
But she did it. She did

known
they become
ITnames printed
photographers take
girls until

of the UniverSouthern California
gave Greta the gun and
how she has been going

The coach
sity of

ever since;

not decide to go home
when there was necessary

work

to

do.

If

Can

you imagine
Garbo pUnk-plunkOr Uned up
ing?
with John Burk and
(Cute
mates?
Yet once
time they
jumped over her!
now
Garbo, who
towers above all, an

his
IS.

shorts)
upon a

inaccessible star!

SiLNHR Screen

Interesting Publicity Stills oj

Screens

the

When

She

Greatest

Was Just a

Star
Girl

Tr)/ing to Get Along

Eliot

By

Keen

one admires the great art of this actress,
one must also admire the humble willingness of Greta from Scandinavia. In
very strange part of a strange land,
she did as she was told to do. She filled
the little spot they had chosen for her,
but ever thinking in her own mind that
a'

she

would "show them" sometime.

that day came she found that a
hundred humiliations had given her

When

Art a smoldering intensity. And sure
enough, as the parts got better, Greta
proved herself to be so great an actress
that no longer could any one command
her. The camera boys felt dumb in her
presence and doors swung open before
her as she moved through the studio,
respected by all because she was and is
a great artist.

Greta Garbo has not made a "Publicity Still" for

three years.

successful, talented Garbo, for
in "Mata Hari" the great Novarro
will become just a leading man

Beautiful,

whom

Whooo-oo! Friendly Greta and
the new fur coat. At the right
the Metro lion notes the beginning of the Garbo withdrawal

for

October 1931
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The

Little Girl

With

the Big

Emotions
when

Just

the lig authors have gone

in for drama along comes Sylvia to

make

these suffering girls seem

and

real;

very

Art

that's

By

H arris

Radie
MEMORIES.
Six years

ago ... a performance of "Prunella" given by the Theatre Guild School
in the audience— fond parents, doting relatives, third
string critics and a few Broadway scouts ... on the
stage— a fifteen-year-old neophyte playing in the title role
... an exquisite interpretation
everyone anxious
to learn her identity
finding it on the program
Prunella
Sylvia Sidney.
year later
the opening night of "Crime" at
the Morosco Theatre
with a Broadway cast
James Rennie, Chester Morris, Kay Johnson, Kay
Francis and Kent Douglass
Al Woods worrying
about his ingenue lead, a newcomer, Sylvia Sidney
the last act
cheers, bravos, curtain calls for the
newcomer
Al Woods puffing contentedly on
.
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in the midst of

.
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it.

tied in superlatives
overnight,

FAME

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

press notices
bouquets
"local girl makes good".
So
.

.

.

.

and not even old enough

be

to

kissed!

More memories.
A summer stock engagement

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

at the Elitch

.

.

.

with Charles Bickford
Alexander Woollcott calling her "a miniature Cornell"
"Nice Women"
George Jean Nathan, breaking
all precedent by remaining for" the third act
"Bad
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Hollywood.
So overnight a

Gardens
her leading man, a charming albeit
named Fredric March
"Gods of

actor,

the Lightning"
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.

.

next morning

Denver

Vanity Fair giving her a full page portrait.
winter of '29
turning down the leading
role in William Brady's production of "Street Scene"
to accept a motion picture contract with Fox Films
appearing briefly in "Thru Different Eyes".
Three months later
returning to Broad^vay
loathing Hollywood
vowing ne\er to return.
The winter of '31
returning to Hollywood
replacing Clara Bo^v in "City Streets"
lovingGirl"

The

.

unknown

at

.

.

After the play
a party given in her honor by
her parents
crowds of Important People
adulation and homage
Sylvia, falling sound asleep

in

Room

.

his cigar.

.

Dressing

.

.

.

1

Paramount now.
Previous tenants
were Clara Bow, Pola Negri and
Gloria Swanson

.

.

.

The

She has the No.

.

.

.

.

.

.

star of Paramount importance
and not even old enough to be kissed!
Such are the memories that surge kaleidoscopically
through my mind as I try to put S) h'ia Sidney on paper.
Although of Russian descent, Goya miglit have
.

.

.

painted her—jet-black hair— eyes, pools of Mediterranean jade— luscious vermilion lips— and a figure as
well curved as the Indianapolis [Continued on page 68]

Silver Screen

In This Lies

TRAGEDY
The

Dregs of Uis

Bitter

Unhai^^y Love Affairs

Have

Poisoned
Gilbert's

John

Self-resj^ect

By

Edward
THIS

Churchill

the tragic story of a

is

tragic figure.

is the bitter chronbeloved character in motion pictures who today holds the

This

This scene from "The Phantom of Paris" might well be
an oif-stage picture of the
great star who thinks himself
forgotten

icle of a

sympathy of the world in his
hands and who sees those hands
as

empty.

tale of one of
the most glamorous, colorful, brilliant and misunderstood men of
It is the pitiful

When
mentally and physically.
he infrecjuently visits those who
know the fineness and the goodness in him, he comes quietly and
soon leaves.

the screen.

The man
been called

He

is

I

selfish,

and

actually

sensitive

scious,

about has

write

shy,

and

insipid.
self-con-

easily hurt.

But his heart and his soul and
he may
his spirit, no matter
seek as a companion, still walk

Today, he is one of the most
talked about men in motion pictures and he stands at a dividing
point in the highways of his life,
alone and disheartened.

The man
John

of

whom

write

I

whom

alone.

This

He

is

which

Gilbert.

has worked for fifteen dollars a week.
is

working for ten thousand

dollars a week.

For months
not worked at

at a

time,

all.

And

he has
it

irks a

man

not to work.

gone out of his work and
he isn't quite sure why he is working today.
He has turned in performances which would have
damned an extra. He has scored with performances
which will be marked down as among the greatest in

He

finds that the joy has

the history of the silver screen— we all remember
Merry Widow", the Gilbert-Garbo pictures and

Big Parade".
He was once an idol.

He knows

He

"The
"The

that.

still is an idol and won't admit it to himself.
His strange feeling of inferiority, the weight of one
disappointment after another, the shattering of his
illusions and his beaten heart conspire to make of him
a self-ordered and self-imposed hermit. He is a hermit.

for

October 1931

is

him to deand too deep to

too great for

feat, of himself,

He

He

is the Gilbert of today.
harbors an unhappiness

be explained to those who are
nearest and clearest to him. The
tragedy of this is that they might
be able to help him lift himself
out of his mood. But Gilbert's friends are helpless.
What his end will be I cannot predict. Nor can those
who know him better than I. Of himself, commenting
on his entry into pictures years ago, he has said:
Ariel had
"I had found a job in motion pictures.
begun to play for me, and I, sure of his capture, chased
madly after him. But I did not catch him. I never
will."

Ariel stands for a song of peace, happiness and
content.
Today, the man who penned these prophetic and
pathetic lines lives akme in a lonely house on the
deserted reaches of Malibu Rancho. He is alone with
the boom of the surf and the fainter, mellower sounds
He is silent— [Coiilimicd u)i page 74]
of memory.
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Dove has prematurely gray
hair and has had for years. Does
she hide it? No, it is a part of her
personality

Billie

defects in people often make
IITTLE
them more human and lovable.

^

Little defects in motion picture
worth a million dollars.
crooked smile, a touch of gray in
the hair, a snub nose, an extra large
(passionate) mouth, a high cheek bone,
even a generous supply of avoirdupois,

stars are often

A

Did you know that Joan
Crawford is far from be-

or the reverse, a skinny figure, have been
worth many thousands of dollars in the

ing a perfect beauty?

film market.

sometimes a pair of
do not quite
match, a wrinkled brow, deep hollows
in the cheeTcs, or under the eyes, have
pointed up otherwise classically perfect

Sometimes

bee-stung

features

teeth,

lips,

the profile of a Garbo, as you
gnashed your teeth and lamented
your penchant to freckle, as you
cursed the scales the day after a
big chocolate fudge spree, that the

eyes that

and made them individual,

teresting, intriguing

in-

on the screen.

loveliest creatures of filmland are

women

usually lovely because they are not

Long, long ago, clever

learned

classically perfect?

that wlrat might on the surface appear
to be a serious flaw in countenance or
fieure, could be turned into a terrific

That most

asset.

Nov; here has this age-old secret of

charm been more exemplified than

in

the picture colony.
Did you ever stop to think, as you bemoaned your snub nose, and sighed for

22

Although too old for

little girl

Mary

has
Pickford
been obliged to play roles with
parts,

which she has

little

sympathy

of

them woukin't

stand a chance in a national beauty
That they couldn't get
contest?
within a mile of the judges' stand
in a Miami pulchritude event?
That they wouldn't stand a ghost
of a show to ^vin a blue ribbon
when posed beside Miss Long

Silver Screen

Million Dollar Defects
It

takes talent to succeed

Hollywood lut
to

B

y

capitalize

it

m

takes genius

a

Ixandicap

Muriel Babcock

overhearing two of mother's callers discuss them, of hearing one remark thoughtfully, what a shame it was that
Mrs. Swanson's little girl had such big teeth, that they
would handicap her all through life. I didn't tell
mother, but I cried for days."
"Even today," Miss Swanson confided, "some people
think my teeth false, and one of my
most embarrassing moments occurred not long ago, when a young

man who had imbibed
rushed up to me at a

too freely,
party,

and

pleaded in a thick voice, 'lemme see
"

those false teeth of yours!'
Yet, analyze the Swanson face.
What makes it the tremendously interesting thing it is?
The languorous, graceful Billie
Dove, with the soft melting eyes,
and the curving figure, has gray hair.
Not black flecked with gray, but out
and out gray, such as your grandmother and great aunt possess.
Does this bother Billie? Does she
No,
resort to the dyeing parlors?
she keeps it gray she says because:

Gloria Swanson has never lost
consciousness of her one great
physical defect

Beach, Miss Oklahoma, or
Miss Atlantic City?
The majority of the
charmers of the screen are
definite and vivid personal-

"The [Continued on page

ities, who have capitalized
what might (by some) be

considered

glaring

,

flaws,

who have made

their particular defect the object of adoration of thousands.

Did you have a childish
complex about your beauty?
Did you ever feel that because of this or that irregular feature, you were

homely uninterestdoomed to go through
ing woman, unattractive to men, left out of the
gay good times of others more fortunate?
Perhaps then, you can sympathize with an early
life,

tragedy in the

a

Gloria Swanson, the lovely
one of the most poised, beau-

life of

Swanson who now

is

women in the world.
Gloria has big teeth. When she was in her
teens, she was terribly self-conscious about them.
Until she was almost twenty, she had a self-conscious habit of keeping her hand over her mouth
when she talked, of never showing her teeth when
she laughed.
"My teeth," she told me one day, "were the bigI will never forget
gest tragedy of my girlhood.

Bebe Daniels has

succeeded in
making her one
fault forgotten
in the blaze of
her personality

tiful

for

October 1931

If

Dolores Cos-

tello hadn't
hated her nose
so much perhaps
she

would not

have married
the perfect profile
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T
Linda Watk ms
Shcs

a

Modern Girl

with a Starry Future
IINDA appeared

at a

New York party

last

winter with a beau-

Chanel gown on backwards. (It wasn't a backless
model, thank goodness!) A Paramount scenario writer thinking
(oh, yes, they do) that poor little Linda didn't know about such
things took her in the corner and told her about Chanel models.
"I like it this way," Linda informed her and that settled that.
And that explains a lot about Linda.
She was born in Boston, Mass., May 23, 1909, but when she
was only a gurgling tot of four weeks her family moved to New
York and brought her along. Even then she was planning to
become a screen actress some day. She was educated at Lincoln
School, Teachers College and the Theatre Guild School where
she showed much promise. Her first play was "The Devil and
the Cheese" in which she played neither the devil nor the cheese.
Then came "The Ivory Door", a season of stock in Columbus,
Ohio, and "Trapped" in Chicago. This led to a season of Ibsen
revivals with Blanche Yurka, and New York began to Oh and
Ah about the litde Watkins girl. Her big stage success in the
leading role in "June Moon" brought her a Fox contract. Her
first assignment was the title role in "Sob Sister".
Linda is five feet, four and a half inches, weighs 108 pounds,
has blonde hair and blue grey eyes. She is unmarried and lives

j

tiful

with her mother.

Irene Purcell
From Indiana, l^ow,
Hoosicr Favorite
IRENE PURCELL'S

earliest ambition was to be a nun or a
was almost certain she would be an actress. Mr.
and Mrs. James Purcell did right by their little Irene and sent
her to the best schools in Hammond, Indiana, where she was
born, and then on to St. Mary's Convent in Wisconsin, and thence
It was here that Irene began to
to Anna Morgan's School.
wonder about footlights and experiment with grease paint.
Irene arrived at her screen job by way of the modern ladder.
The days when the girls went in for extra jobs having passed,
she went for stage experience and sought it where variety would
be the handmaiden of knowledge, and that is "in stock". There
were parental objections, of course, but when Irene got a job
with George Arliss in Chicago the frowns turned to smiles, and
even to proud beams.
She served her apprenticeship in stock companies and graduated from small parts to the leading roles in "The Great Neckcr",
"Cross Roads", and the Belasco stage success "Dancing Partner". It was while she was appearing on Broadway in the latter
that M-G-M, who always has an eye out for little reddish blonds
who weigh 1 08 pounds, invited her to make a screen test. Came
"Just a Gigolo" with William Haines and "Man in Possession"
with Robert Montgomery. That screen test must have been suc-

nurse.

So

it

cessful.
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Silver Screen

ooks

Over

Debs

till

Judith

Wood

Her Success
Sire's

a

is

Certain,

H_cw Yorker

WHEN

for
Judith was seventeen her mother took her to Paris
Paris she
in
Americans
most
UnUke
art.
study
to
years
two
in her
learned to speak fluent French which uUimately resulted
Paramount contract. As the bogus countess with the perfect
ParaFrench accent in "It Pays to Advertise" she caused the
up.
sign
and
up
sit
to
executives
mount
while she was waiting for opportunity to knock she m,

.

•

But
posed
dulged in nearly every type of commercial art work. She
and her face
for magazine illustrations and advertisements
it is now on
rapidly became as well known in the magazines as
costumes for the
the screen. In her off moments she designed
as a
Cherry Lane Theatre in New York and became an actress
she decided to try
side line. The critics gave her rave notices so

leading
her luck in Hollywood and after a screen test won the
she has appeared in
role in "Children of Pleasure". Since then
"The Divorcee", "Soldiers and Women", "It Pays to Advertise",

"The Vice Squad", and "Women Love Once".

pounds.
Judith has blonde hair and green eyes and weighs 20
She was born in New York City and her father is Merle Johnson,
well-known cartoonist. She's just past the voting age.
She started in pictures as Helen Johnson, but the old numerher
ology bug must have bitten her for soon after she signed
Paramount contract she blossomed out as Judith Wood.
1

Pe22V
ggy Sh annon
Shcs Good Uollr
wood 'Nsws Already
people live in New York apartments for years and
SOME
know anything about the family next door except that they
never

of Grade B
have a loud speaker on their radio and get a quart
up on the
brought
been
had
Shannon
every morning. But Peggy
that made
back fence social life of Pine Bluff, Arkansas, the state
somebody. She
the slow train famous, and she just had to talk to

chose the

girl

next door.

with
Her new acquaintance invited Peggy to go back stage
thrill and knock
her for the thrill of it and just to complete the

from the country out cold introduced her to ZiegEarl
in person. "Who's Ziegfeld?" asked Peggy.
maestro
the
feld,
never
but
question—
that
asked
have
White
Carroll and George
oh-so-pretty figure
before has a beautiful red head with an
This immediately made Peggy a
shown such ignorance.
picture with the
novelty and a roving publicity man took her
with their cusnewspapers
the
day
next
The
great Glorifier.
Beauty
tomary accuracy announced "Ziegfeld Signs Arkansas
eggy
and Ziegfeld, being a gentleman and a scholar, had to put 1
out a he.
in his show to keep from making the newspapers
lailures.
Peggy went dramatic and played in fifteen successive
arrived
Paramount signed her and sent her west where she^
ihen
Call.
just in time to replace la Bow in "The Secret
the

little girl

,

"Silence" and

for

"The Road

to

Reno."

October I93i
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moo th
When
and

tlicy possess

di
aaies
a quality as mdcscnhahlc

irrcsistilk as the louf'ict

they art "swootk".

It is

of a

wim

the latest slang

—

and

the highest comjilimmt

Adele

By

\A/^hitely
HE

Queen

is

Fletcher
dead!

Long

live

Tallulah Bankhead has the
fire of the true artist that
warms you to admiration

the Queen!

Once again
stars

changes

And
modern

.

.

the style in screen

.

looks very much as if the
Circe would prove the most

it

potent charmer of them all.
Long ago we had Theda Bara, Virginia Pearson, and Louise Glaum.
We had generously curved ladies with
big smudgy eyes who wore gowns
that had flowing trains and sleeves,
but which were noticeably inadequate otherwise.
They were supposed to be ladies with a Way about

who

Mary Brian never

has been

a

spotlight claimer
some folks love her
better for it

and
the

conventional.
Then, quite recently, we had
Clara Bow and Alice White and a
long procession of Cuties who
rolled their big blue, black, green
or brown eyes and kept their hips
syncopated. Flaming youth! It!
Need I go on?
We had, too, the little flapper,
charming enough in her own way
but completely lacking in individuality. Cast in a mould. A pretty
little puppet who waited aroinid
in a more or less appealing and decorative manner until the handsome hero was ready to take her
into his strong arms for the fadeout.

Fay Wray

is

so happily

married that studio
seem
portant

stuff doesn't

so

im-

Marlene Dietrich has the
dramatic aura that wins
the critics and the little-

Today, however, another quality
is

the key that unlocks the golden

door

Fame.
Something else
Something very different.

to

again.

Ruth Chatterton has it. Greta
Garbo. Norma Shearer. Tallulah
Bankhead. ALarlene Dietrich. Constance Bennett has it too. It's an
indescribable quality as subtle and
as the bouquet of
wine or the seasoning of

irresistible

rare

girl-at-home manner

chefs sauce.

that wins

scribed,

all

us
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But I've never met the man
actually wouldn't have run
away from their cotmterpart as if
she were a plague. Men, generally speaking, prefer their women
straight and at least seemingly
them.

the rest of

ing

I

a

a
de-

It can best be
think, as a beautiful shin-

\C/>)ili>iut'd

on

pngc

72]

TAR
RISING
th

West
GRETA CARBO
FROM respectful fans the Garbo admirers
have changed to violent partisans.

much

so that

Garbo moved

So

her Hollywood

residence again.
She resented the sightseeing busses.
How Garbo-like and ladylike for her to withdraw quietly, having no

controversy with the vulgar

CLARENCE SINCL/lm BULL

—

ANNA MAY WONG
AFTER

her sensational cinema

umphs

tri-

London and Berlin,
Anna returns to America in the
"Daughter of the Dragon." Her
real name is Wong Lu Tseng and
she was born in Los Angeles, the
Can you guess?
daughter of a
laundryman.
Anna when twelve
i

in

—

years old broke into pictures with

Nazimova in "The Red Lantern"
and became our first Chinese star.
Last Winter in "On the Spot" on
Broadway a Paramount contract
found her again

JOAN CRAWFORD
BLONDE

Joan

in a

pretty frock

to her dancing toes

way down

our best ad for
marriage and stardom. She has been called
the Venus figure of the screen and that's
flattery for Venus. She has danced in many
a night club and in many a picture, and still
dances but mostly for joy. "The Mirage"
is
her next adventure In giving delightful
reality to ethereal visions

—

is

ADOLPHE MENJOU
PiHsburgh of French parents. His college was Cornell. Menjou enlisted at the
war as a private and returned* from the war a captain,^ having served in
Menjou can
(Did you read Hemingway's "Farewell to Arms"?)
Italy.
in
the ambulance corps
Lover"
whisper in English, German, French, Spanish and Italian. He has just finished "The Great

WAS born
HE beginning

in

of the

BELA LUGOSI
mysterious Lugosi
now
THE
now a naturalized American

bachelor for the fourth time, and still some mystery left. He is
although his Hungarian childhood made him familiar with
witch tales and vampires.
He eats neither sugar nor butter. "Dracula" has established him,
and his appearance In "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" is awaited with shudders 'of delight
is

a

citizen,

ELEANOR

BOARDMAN

an authority on interior
decorating -but for exterior
decorating she just climbs on the
wall and finishes off the whole
do not relandscape.
If you
member her in "The Crowd" you
can see her now in "Women Love

SHE'S

Once",

and more delightful
"Dover Road" next.

than ever.

CLARENCE SINCLAI

MADGE
EVANS

number of pictures already and you no
"Son of India", "Guilty Hands", "Sporting Blood", or "Hell Divers" or perhaps in all. She knew them when,
which perhaps has helped to keep her unspoiled with her sudden success

has played
SHEdoubt
saw

in

quite a

her, either in

MADGE EVANS
She Used

to

Toddle Onto the

Set; l^iow

MR.

sit

ought to
down and talk with

little

For she

is

Madge

Evans.
a Be-

certainly

in a scene from "Sporting Blood"
teaches her Thoroughbred how to step,
and that gal knows.
Her next is
"Heartbreak" opposite Charlie Farrell

von Sternberg as a cutter; Clarence Brown herding
extras; Evelyn Brent as Betty Riggs
ad infinitum.
Motion pictures have grown up since Madge first
toddled on the set of the old World Film Corporation
over in Fort Lee, N. J., to play in "Sudden Riches".
So has Madge. Like the film industry, there are some
.

would

.

.

like to forget.

For instance:

You surely remember the blue-eyed elf who perched
upon a snowy bar of soap, gazed appealingly at countless

By
Frank Wheelwright

Madge

lieve-It-Or-Not girl if there
ever was one.
For six years she was a motion picture star yet never
saw Hollywood until a few months ago.
Her film career began as far back as 1917 yet she
isn't quite twenty-one now.
John Barrymore's leading lady at the age of thirteen.
She remembers John Gilbert as a script clerk; Josef

tilings she

Troup

She

Could Strut a Bit Only She Isnt that Kind

RIPLEY

Veteran

millions of people in subways, trains, street cars,

and in magazines and billboards, asked:
"Have You a Little Fairy in Your Home?"
Well, hide Madge's blushes, she was the fluffy

darl-

ing!

"Now, a leading lady experiencing a meteoric ascension to new fame in talkies, Madge wants to leave
those childhood things behind for the moment.
"I would like to become known for something be-

sides soap,"

"Ah,"

Madge

pleaded.
"But

we reminded.

think of poor Leila Hyams—
they still call her the 'Listerine

on Broadway!"
know," she murmured,
"but there's something else I haven't told ..."
Relentlessly, we dragged the truth from her reGirl'

"I

luctant

lips.

"I also advertised beer!" she

moaned

weakly.

"But was it— er— good beer?"
"Oh, yes. The best"— (this somewhat proudly)— "It
was Anheuser-Busch beer
you remember that?"
.

.

W^e did
"Well, Anita Stewart and I posed for their calendar.
She was sixteen. She posed as my mother. It really
was artistic— even if it was for a brewery. But why
must I bring all those things up again? Yes, I posed
for Charles Dana Gibson but that was sometime later,
after I made my debut on the stage."
Oddly enough, while Madge was telling of playing
with John Barrymore in "Peter Ibbetson", a silent
picture, she was dabbing make-up on her face to make
ready for a scene in "Guilty Hands", a Bayard Veillcr
mystery drama, in which she is leading lady with
Lionel Barrymore.
Before that she had played with Ramon Novarro in
"The Son of India"— the film that marked her return
.

.

.

to the screen.

"Everything is changed," she went on.
out here to work [Continued on

started

"When
page
35

I

70]

The

C OOK'S N IGHT
B

Harry D. Wilson

THE
Hollywood

cook's

night out in
the big night

is

Many of the
of the week.
best known stars are excellent
cooks. They can toss an omelet
or concoct a new spaghetti dish
along with the best of highpowered chefs.
While they are seen several
nights a week dining in some
smart cafe or club, they generally
gather a few choice friends
around when the cook steps out
and make kitchen whoopee with
great results.

When

Caruso

was

the

big

opera personality, his fame as a
chef was secondary only to his
golden tenor voice. Enrico never
boasted about his voice, but he

would certainly tell the gang
how good he was at making a

Marie Dressler

invites

her

sauce that turned spaghetti into

friends

to dinner en casserole

a

savored with a
hearty welcome

the style for artists indulging in
kitchen orgies, the struggle for
cooking supremacy goes on merrily in the film colony.

A

proud mother and cook
(Buddy) Rogers
whose chef d'oeuvre is
Charles

Oysters Louisianne

36

wondrous food.
Whether or not Caruso

set

Dolores Del Rio pretends there is nothing
to eat so that she may
prepare "Huacamole"

Silver Screen

When

the

Stars Try

Out Their

Favorite
Recives

when Gary Cooper
and

his

mother, Mrs.

Henry Cooper, confer about a real
Montana rancho
meal

Only a few weeks ago Leo
Carillo put on a barbecue at

Monica rancho that
being talked about.
Carillo is one of the best cooks
his Santa
still

is

in the colony, specializing in

Spanish dishes that are his
by virtue of recipes inherited
from a long line of Spanish
ancestors.

Leo has

Chinese chef

who

a faithful

has almost

forgotten

the art of oriental
cooking for the fiery Spanish
dishes that tickle his master's

Irene

Dunne says you can
tell when a girl is

always

happy by the sound she
makes with a chopping bowl

palate.

According

to

Harry Bannis-

cook's night out means the
best meal of the week for him. For then his famous wife, Ann Harding,
slips into the role of chef, displaying a rare culinary flair.
Ann does not pay a great deal oi attention to the kitchen activities
of her home except one night each week— Tliursday.
She is a firm
believer in hiring capable employees and letting each one attend to
the department of which he is in charge, and believes this principle
should apply to die home as well as aiiy Inisiness enterpri.se.
On Thursday nights however, Ann prepares a meal fit to tempt a
king-or what is niore imixntant to her, one that delights the palate
of Harry. Thick, juicy steaks, French fried potatoes, onion .soup, a salad
ter,

Dick Arlen

is

a yachts-

man and knows how
to make a galley
smell .most inviting

wuh
or
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roquefort dressing-are some of her [Couliuucd on

jxigr
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HE'S Sore h ccausc
HE'S A Hit

A

FEW

months ago the

public,

outside

the

area,
metropolitan
had never heard o£ Monroe
The sensationally
Owsley.
successful "Holiday" was re-

leased and, in the role of the
sottish brother, he scored
almost as great a success as
Ann Harding. Since then
he has worked with scarcely

This Interview with
Monroe Owsley

most

Word

S

.

R

.

M

rapid succession.
"But," Monroe groans, "I've played exactly the same
It's— it's— it's ossifying,^ if
part in every one of them.
you know what I mean. And I'm sick of it. They're
not going to 'type' me. I'll go back to the stage first,
and do the things I know I can do, even if it means
giving up my contract."
The day on which this interview took place, his

were

at

an ebb.

It

was the day

after a

double

holiday and, according to Monroe, he had spent it in
sleepless worry over what course to take.
It
"Life out here," he continued, "is de-vitalizing.
isn't only the climate that saps your strength and energy, it's the treadmill you're on in this business.
"You make a hit in a part and you think 'Fine. Now
It is—
I've got a swell start, it'll be easy from here on.'
Because you happen to be good in one
like fun.
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Word

By

in

spirits

Al-

He burning ?

and was

a day off between pictures.

"Ten Cents A Dance", "Free
Love", "Honor Among Lovers", "Indiscreet" and "This
Modern Age" have followed

for

is

o o k

particular part, producers think
you can't do anything else and
they go blithely on, casting you
in carbon copies of that same
part. You stagnate.
"I was all puffed up about the
part in 'This Modern Age' and

gave it all I had. It was something different. I got the girl in

the end.
Now, they've rewritten
the whole thing ancl Neil Hamilton gets her. That burns me up. I never get a girl.
"Wheit 1 signed this contract they promised me I
wouldn't be typed. But look what's happening."
I pointed out that the most successful people in pictures aie those who confine themselves to the parts they

can do best.
"I can do other parts equally well," he persisted, "if
I did romantic parts on the
they'd gi\e me a chance.
stage before I came into pictures."
"Yes," I argued, "btu the picture public doesn't

know

Certain people like to see you play heavies and they
go to see a picture feattning )ou because they're tired
of seeing sugary heroes. If you change your type they'll
be disa])])ointed and you'll have to build up an entirely
it.

new
"I

public."
don't mind

playing

[Continued

imgc
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g nvironmcnt

J

Youthful
Memories
Flower

Into

Great Screen
Performances

Ivan Lebedeff kissed hands
it meant something

James Cagney knew
some model murderers

when

'AMES CAGNEY was onh

J

eight years old

—dangerous things at the best
—that "make" and "break" our

when he

developed some playmates

idols!

who

later ended their careers
in electric chairs.

Jimmy and Mae and Ivan
and Joan can tell you more

At the age of twelve, Mae
wanted a new dress,
and she became a soda-jerker
and a candy-packer before she

about that situation than any
other four persons in Cinematown. They have just eased

Clarke

accumulatecl the necessary cash.
Ivan Lebedeff might still

themselves

Joan Bennett's runaway mar-

into starrinsf contracts as a result of their early

up-bringing
Jimmy at Warner Brothers due to his outstanding work as the hoodlum
make her an actress, but they
in "The Public Enemy"
contributed to her heritage
revolution taken place.
Mae at Uni\ersal because of
Joan Bennett never went
her superlative performance in
hungry, because both her father
"Waterloo Bridge"
Ivan,
and mother were stage stars— and the combined weekly "to the manor born," offspring of the privy counsellor
income was sufficient to send her to a finishing school
to the Czar and Czarina of Russia
Joan, brought
in France.
into the world as one of three sisters by Adriennc Morrison, the wife of Richard Bennett, both of them drawing fleshy pay checks from footlight producers.
Famous criminologists often have commented
So we'll cut back to this fellow Cagney, first!
upon the subject. "Birds of a feather" etc., is an ancient "saw".
was born in New York City July 17, iqo.!.
Yet background means a great deal to those who are
His father was an auditor employed by a chain of
coming into the movies nowadays. It's the role you
drug stores.
really make good in that' is hailed by Hollywood as
But Cagney, Sr., lost his position.
the one that revealed your true personality.
There were four boys and an infant daughter. Pa
In other words those who
Cagney, being old-fashioned, enscore today, must live rather than
joyed his glass of beer on the way
play their characterizations.
home each evening.
He purThe public talks about "types"
( based
it
at the corner saloon.

have been kissing hands at the
throne of the final Czar of Russia had not an inopportune

.

riage and her baby at eighteen
were not events arranged to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ENVIRONMENT!

JIMMY

Bv

j

or
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Bob Moak
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Environments Shape

Jimmy's dad told his troubles to the owner of the
neighborhood "oasis". He offered the auditor work
as a bar-keep.

Because he was somewhat more brilliant than his
brothers of that white-coat-and-apron period, it wasn't
long before a brewery financed the elder Cagney in a
"place" of his own.
That epoch brought about an exodus of the Cagneys
from the lower East Side to the Yorkville district of
New York. Perhaps the infant James didn't appreciate
it at the time, but it was the acquaintanceships he developed theie that provided him with the understanding of life that finally led to his screen prominence.

The "gang" went

to

school— and fought each other's

battles at recess and after hours. The "toughest" members of that "outfit" of Jimmy's succeeded in a business
way or in the professions.
Jimmy, too, grew up, and, graduating from Peter

Stuyvesant High, entered Columbia University. Meanwhile, he had been working his way, first as an office
boy on the New York Su?}, then wrapping packages in

department

a

He

store.

insisted

upon being an

artist— paint

know— so

you

He

he enrolled for the
was well on his

fine

portraits,

arts

course.

the

Greatest Screen Roles

It was rather a jolt to
of his playmates in Yorkville.
this Columbia student to find the newspapers featuring
the tragic end of one of his boyhood pals.
Jimmy's nine was sent to Sing Sing shortly afterward.
There they were to play the prison team— inside the

stone walls, of course.
Before the contest the visitors were

shown about the
had been reached.
"Hi, Cagney, what's the idea of hi-hatting me," came
a voice from the "row".
Jimmy turned, and there,
institution.

The

with only the
Heslin,

death

steel

condemned

bars separating them, he saw Peter
to die for the shooting of a police-

man in Brooklyn.
Jimmy shook hands with the blue-eyed lad he had
known years before.
The ball game got under way, and Jimmy was at bat.
The arm of the Sing Sing pitcher wound for a speedy
curve.

"Want

it

fast or slow,

called the convict-

Jimmy

took a second look at the fellow.
Before him stood "Red" Russell, another of his childhood crowd. "Red" it seems, had been Peter Heslin's
companion the night the Brooklyn cop was killed.
Peter
Johnny
.

"Red'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

gone the

murderers alll
route
"Certainly, I should
be able to play gangster roles," the atiburnhaired Jimmy told me
the other day as we sat
in the living room of his
.

His father died.

meant

Jimmy?"

twirler.

way when tragedy hit
Cagney domicile.
the

That

cells

Jimmy

not only had to finance
his education, but also
contribute to the support of his mother, a
trio of brothers and a

Hollywood

baby sister. Never had
he found time to partici-

apartment,
from the big front window of which he gazes

pate

up into the

in

sports,

college

but that didn't

mean he

ford

As a matter of fact, he
was drawing ten dollars
a game as shortstop on a
semi-professional team.

More income was
would continue

he

if

Columbia. A friend asked
him if he could dance.
at

floor.

That

in
as

him in 'Alibi'. I'
takes a comedian to do
the job and put feeling
into it. That's why I say
Jimmy Gleason plays the
role on the screen the
wa)' those playmates of
mine did it in real life.

the

comedy hit.
But he didn't give up
his place on the team.

"The gangsters,
know them, are

TOHNNYRUSSOwent
to his death in

New

penalty for
slain a bank

Jersey— the

having

cashier.
Jimmy Cagney
knew that killer as one

40

'The Secret Six' and
Chester Morris por-

trayed

re-

chorus of "Pitter-Patter,"
Broadway
musical
a

cl

resi-

"A gangster isn't the
hard-boiled person
W^ally Beery made him

sponse, however, led to

Jimmy joining

the

tions.

this
"Sure," replied
confident Jimmy who up
to the moment had
never taken a step on a

ballroom

hills that af-

for

dences of Ann Harding
and Jack Gilbert and
John Barrymore. "But
being a picture addict
myself I can find many
a laugh in the fellows
who ha\'e scored success
in such characteriza-

wasn't a baseball player.

necessary, though,

sites

Mae Clarke's youthful environment
moved the glamorous figure of a bad girl.
Mae studied her between serving orders
In

for ice cream sodas

as

I

soft-

spoken, charitable to the
extreme— except when a
'job' is to be done.
"As I look back to
[Continued on page 80]
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says Pat, "I

"Ij^"

then

Pat

—

Just luck you

of the

Now

some

folks

say that there

is

no such thing as
you were to talk
from now until doomsday
Fate.

"

If

kadnt hccn then, and IF he hadnt Icen

M

M

no cndit

see,

to

him

By
a r

u

1

s

B

u

s

face.

The

the

how

I

role I

had

was asked

had played
one of Hildy's scenes on
the stage. Then I had to
tell them that I had ap-

just

Irish sort of be-

I

peared as Walter Burns,
the
magaging editor,
and the role Adolphe
Menjou played on the
screen.
Milestone was

heritage of Celtic lore in
his blood, there is little
reason to wonder that he
feels grateful to a kindly
Fate for guiding Fame-

Probably

astonished.

was just

not to his doorstep but to
the theater where he was
playing in New York.
A year or so ago Lewis

as well that

into the picdon't know, but

^vere

far

ture.

I

it

it

we

might have made

a

difference."

"When Pat told me his
birthplace
I
couldn't
help laughing. He was
boin
in
Alilwaukee.
Patrick
\Villiam
O'Brien coming from the

Milestone, Marion Davies,
and a group of Hollydiscus-

German
kee!

city of

Now

Milwau-

know

that
the \Visconsin metropo-

The front page of Pat O'Brien whose
work in "The Front Page" and "Personal
Maid" got him this page for himself

some nearby playhouse
and joining them later. Across the street twinkled the
lights of "The Up and Up".
Milestone went in, and what is more important to
iliis story, he saw Pat O'Brien in the play.
He did not
forget him when he began to cast about for a player to
fill the Hildy Johnson role in "The Front Page," that

amazing, bombastic comedy of newspaper men.
"That's how I got the assignment," Pat explained.
"It sounds like the long arm of coincidence, doesn't it?
If my play hadn't been right across the street from
'The Green Pastures', and if Milestone hadn't already
seen that, it isn't likely that I would be in Hollywood
now. I never dreamed of pictures as a career.
"Of course it helped, too, when I discussed tlie pictme with Howard Hughes' representatives, that J had

October 1931

what

telling

played.
"Finally

wee small folks,
will o' the wisps and banshees that howl in the
dead of night. With that

for

on

never both-

I

used to ask me about
point on the
stage, I always avoided

all

sing a play to attend that
night
in
New York.
"The Green Pastures"
was their choice. Milestone had already seen it,
but he rode to the theater with his friends, planning on dropping into

role

and

this or that

in

wood people were

b

played 'The Front Page'
in stock.
They never
asked me whether or not
I had played the Hildy

ered to explain. I hope
I'm not too dumb that
way.
Later, Milestone

over Pat's good looking
lieve

all.

Johnson

Others aren't Irish at all
and look it. Pat is Irish
and he looks it. And how!
Speaking of the map of

stamped

at

stage,

leading part in his career.
To begin with Pat is
Irish.
Some, people are
Irish and don't look it.

is

all,

O'B riens

ilwaukee

you couldn't convince Pat
("Front Page") O'Brien
that Fate hasn't played a

Erin— it

at

I

imdoubtedly has a
big
Irish
population.
.\ny city has. They say
lis

God must have

loved

the Irish.
At least he
made many of them. They are everywhere, from
Maine to San Diego, but I still can't reconcile myself
to O'Brien of Milwaukee.
It would be like Toijliisky
of Belfast.
After grammar and higli school Pat entered Marquette University in Milwaukee, and started to study
law. It didn't interest him but football did. O'Brien
was a mainstay of the Marquette teams, and his picture landed on the sporting pages long before it a])pearcd in the dramatic sections.
Routine coinses never held his interest. He admits
that he changed his college comscs every semester, but
he tried to stick it out to please his father and mother.
"I suppose the show business was in my blood," he
•-'
said.
"It has always fascinated [Continued on Ixigc 7-^1
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N ames

that

Hollywood Local J^cws Often

Reads Like World Beating
Sensational Stories

On

January lo, 1930, Robert Montgomery, motion picture
was arrested for appearing on the streets of Hollywood
He pleaded Guilty, with exin an intoxicated condition.
tenuating circumstances, claiming the liquor was given to
him on a motion picture set during a banquet scene. The,
judge was well aware that intoxicating liquors are prohibited in the studios. In pronouncing a ten day sentence
actor,

his

Honor

declared the defense insufficient.

Two weeks later, Hollywood newspapers featured in banner lines the
tragic suicide of Dorothy Lee, who
killed her lover before turning a
pistol on herself. The item created a

Dorothy Lee had the ghastly experience of receiving the funeral
flowers sent to her home

sensation in the film colony, where

Dorothy was born and

I WALKED
my
ber

into a

Rudy,

mer, stared at

Hollywood

bar-

one day recently and

shop

favorite chop-and-trimas if I were a ghost.

me

"I thought you were dead!" he ex-

remonstrated, "but
."
this depression continues
I

.

"The newspapers
killed her lover,"
"I knew she was

thought

if

.

said

Dorothy Lee

Rudy

interrupted.

your wife

and

.

"Just another case of mistaken idenlaughed. "Two Dorothy Lees,
It is hard to appreciate how
I mean.
often such similarities cause confusion
tity," I

penalty of a longer sentence.

I

."
.

Hun-

on Doug and provided him free board
at the county workhouse for thirty
days.
Following his release, Fairbanks was warned never to return on

claimed.

"Not quite,"

raised.

dreds of sympathetic notes and myriads of beautiful flowers were sent to
the home of Dorothy's parents.
On the very same day, Douglas
Fairbanks was jailed for vagrancy.
One lone, thin dime represented his
worldly capital. The judge took pity

Proves 3aiy Clwe
Discord Cavs- -sag

According to Hollywood police,
William Boyd is a bad actor. Last
year he committed almost every minor
crime in the category, ranging from

petty thievery to wife beating.
Six
different times he was sent to jail, the
aggregate of his sentences being seven
in Hollywood.
Clipping from the
months with no time off for good be"What do you think, for instance,
Hollytvood News
havior.
when I tell you that Robert MontgomWhile returning from Agua Caliery once spent ten days in jail for
ente, John Gilbert partook too often
drunkenness? Will you believe me if I
Someof moonshine in San Diego and was arrested.
swear that Douglas Fairbanks was sentenced for vathing was done about his case and he escaped punishgrancy by a Hollywood police judge and William
Haynes narrowly escaped being imprisoned for bur- ment. The police records of the city make no mention of the incident, which probably makes John
glary?
happ)'.
"This is no joke; it is gospel fact. Those thmgs
B. Washburn became a suspicious character in Los
actually took place. The cited cases are not only auHe was apprehended
Angeles on St. Patrick's day.
thentic but many others, involving equally famous
while loitering around an exclusive girls' school.
screen names, appear on the Los Angeles police dockWashburn claimed to have been there on business but
ets."
the judge decided it was monkey business. For ogling
Before I left the barber shop, I promised Rudy I
the pretty students, Washburn was fined twenty-five
would discover as many strange name mix-ups as posdollars.
sible in order to prove to him that a rose by any other
William Haynes' arrest for burglary came as a dename may not be so innocent.
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laugh
cided shock to his friends.

No

one suspected that he

had suffered so severely in the stock market. Friends
came to Bill's rescue and convinced the court of his
innocence. He was released with a reprimand.
Clara K. Young, actress, was docketed in the Los
Angeles police court last November on a charge of shop
lifting.
She was caught sneaking out of a department
store with a valuable fur concealed on her person.
Clara's plea was that she needed the fur for motion picture scenes. After taking her story under advisement,
the judge sentenced her to prison.
She was later
paroled under promise of future good behavior.
A few weeks ago Tony Moreno engaged in a sixround boxing contest at the Hollywood fight stadium.
Not being as good as his opponent, Tony was knocked
out in less than three rounds.
Fortunately, all of the above facts, while they involve
famous names, do not actually refer to the stars in
person. The truth is that they are other people with

names similar to the cognomens of screen celebrities.
Most of their stories were confined to Hollywood
papers, due to the fact that there is little outside interest in criminals merely because their names happen to
be similar to those of film kings and queens.
There are many humorous instances of name mixups.
When Frank Keaton, in prison and condemned
for the murder of a Los Angeles business man, was adjudged insane, the newspapers carried banner lines.
Buster Keaton received scores of newspapers from

for

October 1931

jokesters.

Unfortunately, thousands of people outside

Hollywood did not realize that "Buster" is Keaton's
real name.
Therefore, because the comedian happened to be featured in newspapers about that time
of

with one Kathleen Key, fans throughout the world decided that the insane man was none other than their
favorite laugh doctor.
Esther Ralston recently opened a beauty
Hollywood.
At its inception, she called

shop in
it

"The

Ralston Shop". So many letters reached Jobyna Ralston praising her shop that the owner of the place
shortly changed its name to "The Estlier Shop".
On Hollywood boulevard there is a ladies' dress store
bearing the name "The Rita Roy Shop".
Tourists
confuse this name with that of Rita LaRoy, Radio
Pictures actress. Every week she receives scores of letters from people seeking knowledge about gowns sold
at her shop, clesiring positions or wanting advance information about new fashions.
In the everyday walks of life, numerous anuising
similarities may be found. In addition to Robert .\rnistrong, the screen actor, there is a Robert /Vrmstrong
who sells bonds. The John Boles who operates a [Messing and cleaning esiablishnient is not the John Boles

who

sings beautiful love songs in sound pictures.
Chailes C^haplin and Charles Farrell are realtors.
Neither is intciestcd in a film career. Gary Cooper, according to printed records, is a married man and lie
pilots a l()(()moti\e lor the [Con iniicd on jxigr GS]
/
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ilver

creen's
best seller has been
brought to the screen despite its
The picture is
rathe^r daring theme.
Rating: 'siPTlutLi\uiu
^jj^^ ^.^^^ ^ constant stream of wisetox
cracking and quarrelling between a
young husband and his wife, all because they are about to become a father and mother. But underneath all the smart re-

Vina Delmar's

BAD GIRL

FTMnm

marks you

will find a lot to think about.

Sally Eilers

and a new-

comer, James Dunn, are the young couple.

SUSAN LENOX, HER
FALL AND RISE
Rating: SPLENDID
M-G-M
falls

has been glorified and
now the horse must have his day. Of
course, it's another race-track yarn, but
Rating:
one so thrilling and so full of heart interM-G-M
The
est that you will be crazy about it.
up
story's about a horse and a girl (Madge Evans) who meet
with a crooked gambler and sink to the depths of shame; but
both are thoroughbreds and both come through with flying
Lew Cody and Clark Gable give good performances.
colors.

SPORTING

Everything

else

BLOOD

GOOD

This is a brilliantly directed study of
modern evangelism that is bound to
cause a lot of discussion. It's a powerRating:
ful story of regeneration that is full of
Columbia
In this
pathos and human appeal.
picture Barbara Stanwyck plays the role of a young daughter of
a clergyman who is killed by hypocrisy. In her resentment she
becomes the tool of an unscrupulous show man. But love
straightens out everything. David Manners is the boy.

THE MIRACLE

WOMAN

SPLENDID

in love

Another Greta Garbo hit. Another
Garbo
Clark Gable sensation.
runs away on her wedding day,
falls for another man and runs

away again. Joining a circus, she
another disappearance; then marriage, then love

agam. Sounds confusing," doesn't it? But it is all beautifully
done in the usual grand Garbo manner. Clark Gable is marvelous. Jean Hersholt, John Miljan and the entire cast are
Garbo-Gable what a team!
perfect.

—

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON
Rating:

EXCELLENT

Warners

George Arliss again gives one of his
superb performances, and again
reminds you that he is one of the
greatest of motion picture stars.
The stoiy deals with the life of the

Hamilton is
statesman of the nineteenth century.
one of
"framed" for political reasons by the supposed wife of
He reveals all, at the risk of losing everythmg
his henchmen.
Dudley
he holds dear, to protect his country. Doris Kenyon,
the cast.
Diggs, June Collyer and Montague Love are in

great

Silver Screen
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Reviewing
Stand
Sally O'Neill in her

THE BRAT

Here she plays a

come-back

little street

picture.

waif

who

is

GOOD

shoved into a night court for failing to pay
for a meal. Of course, she is taken in by a
Fox
handsome author and given free reign of
his estate.
She repays him for his kindness by spreading a
PoUyana-like sunshine about the place. The story is rather
silly in places, but you will love Sally.
Allan Dinehart and
Frank Albertson are good in support.

Rating:

WATERLOO

Here

BRIDGE

drama

Rating:

is

a fine, beautifully enacted
of the late war. The story
hall girl,

EXCELLENT

"'"Au^'''^
who, with
the war, is going down
and down, finally plying "the
oldest trade" on Waterloo Bridge. She meets a young, idealistic soldier who doesn't know what she is.
He falls desperately
in love with her and she hasn't the heart to reveal her past.
Finally there is no way out and then the tragic end. Mae
Clarke and Kent Douglass are grand.
Universal

—

BOUGHT

Sophisticated C^omiic l^mni
best picture.
The story
iiTiportant one
the girl

ti

Marie Dressier and Polly Moran, having
done nobly by the stock market in
"Caught Short", now go in for politics.
Rating:
Marie, with Polly as her capable manager,
M-G-M
runs for the Mayorship of a small town
and gets involved in all sorts of political and household battles.
There's a small riot of laughter as Marie and Polly are at their
best.
There's a nice little romance running through it with
William BakewcU and Karen Morley as the love interest.

POLITICS

GOOD

in

TRANSATLANTIC

an everwho wants
Rating: SPLENDID
lovely things, social position, and all
Warners
that. But there must be "no shadows
on the wall" when she marries. This, however, doesn't work
out just as she had planned. Miss Bennett is perfectly grand in
this picture with plenty of allure.
Ben Lyon is the boy who
waits, and Raymond Milland is the social scoundrel. Richard

This is another crook picture but far bettcr than any you have seen in a long time.
1-owe plays the part of a suave,
r'"^^'"""."^
Ratine:
interesting chap of shady dealings.
Earle
Foxe heads a gang of tougiicr gentlemen
of the gats who arc after a certain banker and liis securities on
board a big boat ix)und for I'.urope. Jean Hersholt, as an an-

Bennett, Connie's real father, plays her reel father.

and Greta Nissen

for

October 1931

—

is

GOOD

cient lens grinder,

is

mixed up in the affair.
good jjerformances.

also

gi\ e

Lois

Moran
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THE GREAT
LOVER

FULL OF

Wheeler and Woolsey

He's a gay, adventur'-'^^ opera singer who falls in love with a
P
r^rtoTi
Kating. IjUU
pretty American girl who is studying
^^"^
music. To win a place on the opera stage,
according to the story, one must first surrender to the delightful
Menjou. The girl has a sweetheart and the old battle of career
versus love is fought again. Irene Dunne, Baclanova, Ernest

NOTIONS

ville actors

Torrence and Neil Hamilton make up the well selected

cast,

.

Adolphe Menjou
"^o^^ i'^ '^his

is

in just the right sort of

picture.

_

cast.

Louise Dresser brings that grand character
of Calamity Jane, a tough gal of the Wild
West, to the screen in magnificent fashion.
Louise heads a band of bad bandits, and
Paramount
a noble youth (Richard Arlen) seeks to
capture her, not knowing that she is his mother. She saves his
There
life and is last seen riding away, still sought by the law.
Frances Dee is the girl. Louise
is a bit of romance interwoven.
Dresser gives a splendid performance.

CAUGHT
Rating: GOOD

In this picture Winnie Lightner has the
proper locale of a circus for her roughhouse antics. But alas, she turns out to be
one of those sappy heroines who gets the
Warners
Winnie plays a
right man in the end.
general roustabout, doing everything from the bearded lady to
high diver when necessary. She's keeping a kid sister in school,
but the lass joins the show and falls for a barker, giving Winnie
plenty of heartaches. Evalyn Knapp is the kid sister.

SHOW
Rating: GOOD

SIDE
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Rating:
R-K-O

FAIR

—

as a couple of vaudeout of work manage to get hold
of a drug store which they proceed to run
The vilin a rather hysterical manner.

lain

wants control of the store and gets

In fact
all of which causes much laughter.
in trouble
Mr.
it's all quite crazy, but the laughs are there, so what?
Wheeler and Mr. Woolsey have some new wise-cracks, and the

them

including Dorothy Lee and Jason Robards,

LASCA OF THE
RIO

GRANDE

is

okay.

Those who enjoyed "In Old Arizona" may
There isn't much to
like a similar yarn.

—just

the story of a girl (Dorothy Burusual comUniversal
plications, some rather well done and
Leo Carrillo is a fascinating villain, and
others
^„ not so hot.
Johnny Mack Brown always manages to be a pleasing hero.
Slim Summerville almost steals the show with his comedy.
nice picture if you haven't anything else to do.

Rating:

FAIR

it

gess)

who lures all men with the

A

—

MURDER BY

As a mystery

thriller this picture is great!

with the opening scene
an eery graveyard and from then on
i^-iu,-ders happen with breath-taking reguParamount
To reveal the plot would spoil all
larity.
your fun, so better run see it for yourself. And see it from the
beginning so you won't lose any of the thrills. Irving Pichel is
grand as a half-wit, and Sally O'Neill and Regis Toomey,
Lilyan Tashman and WiUiam Boyd have the leading roles.

THE CLOCK
Rating: GOOD

The

shivei-s start

—

Silver Screen

REVIEWING STAND

THE SECRET
CALL

This picture is important only because it
introduces Peggy Shannon, Clara Bow's

successor, to the screen. The story's about
Ratine:
^ '^^^ politician who has ruined the girl's
Paramount
father; the girl seeks revenge by becoming
a telephone operator in the politician's hotel. She
holds the key
to a mystery with a phone number. Good old

FAIR

melodrama, and

really exciting in spots. Richard Arlen is the love
interest.
Sparks as a hard-boiled reporter gets most of the laughs.

Ned

THE MAGNIFI
CENT LIE

This picture is Ruth Chatlerton and
nothing else. If you're a Chatterton fan
you will hug it to your heart, if not, you'll
Rating: FAIR
probably be bored. There's a weak story
Paramount
and it unwinds at a slow pace with little
action.
Series of circumstances entwines a wise cafe singer
(Ruth) into impersonating a French actress to appease a blind
boy. Of course, she eventually falls in love with the man she
is
fooling.

Ralph Bellamy and Stuart Erwin are splendid.

THE WYOMING

you

hard -riding, plenty of action,
and the average
Western story, thj;n put this one on your
Rating: FAIR
preferred list.
There is a mystery to
Fox
intrigue you, and daring leaps with
horses to send cold shivers down your back. Galloping
George
O'Brien is at his dare-devil best in this picture and is well sup-

WONDER

If

ported by Sally Eilers,
safe bet for the kids.
j

or

like

beautiful scenic shots

Rita

LaRoy and James Kirkwood.

October 1931

A

THE GIRL
HABIT
Rating:

Charley Ruggles' fault that this
isn't particularly funny.
Poor
Charley is given no support at all. And
a ham sandwich in
an automat. Charley is cast as a rich
It isn't

comedy

POOR

Paramount

young man who

likes to flirt, and his bride-to-be is trying to
cure
Gangsters and Sing Sing get involved in the idea. In fact,
all kmds of goofy things happen but they
prove only mildly
amusing. Don't blame this on Charley.

him.

LULLABY
Rating: POOR
M-G-M
.

Get our your handkerchiefs, girls, this is
a weepie. Neil Hamilton is up to his old
tricks

again

—luring

a pretty girl

on the pretense of marriage.
Paris,

this

time.

He

away

And

disappears,

Lewis Stone

to

and

is left to look after comely Helen
Hayes who has a
baby and a lot of disillusions. Helen has to become a bad girl
to be a good mother, or something like that.
It's all so very
sad. When the boy grows up he believes his mother
dead. Ooohl

THE ALBANY
BRANCH
Rating: GOOD
Ediicatioual

Here is a genuine rib-tickling, short
comedy, guaranteed to bring out the
laughs. Tom Dugan, a sporty salesman
^'^'^i^y^ and his sweetie, Pert Kelton from the Hve-and-tcn, are invited to a

swanky social function by his employer. The comedy
revolves
around the blunders made by the two in the frigid
atmosphere
ol lugh society.
Frank Eastman is the hero. Pert Kelton is
highly amusing.
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Kay

Francis with the tiger
a little publicity to

to give

Mr. MacKenna's rug

HEAVY

ROMANCE NOTES—

about - to - be Loretta Young,
divorced wife of Grant Withers, is
doing the heart-fluttering over Ricardo
Cortez, 'tis heard about the gossip centers.
Ricardo, you probably remember,
widower of the late Alma Rubens.

the

is

COOK, new Warner BrothDONALD
leading man, has been paying

Director Sidney Franklin, Lynn Fontanne and Alfred
Lunt during the filming of the great Theatre Guild
play "The Guardsman"

ers

Knapp,

constant attention to Evalyn
pretty player whose back was
injured in a fall from a cliff.

We

hear

it

is

wedding

severely

bells for

them

she has completely recovered.

when

APPARENTLY the heavy love affair
jt\. between Howard Hughes and Billie
Dove has cooled.
Howard is paying a great deal of attention to Lillian Bond, pretty player who is
said to have spoiled a Warner Brothers
picture to the extent of $75,000. At least,
the picture is to be re-made and Lillian
will not be in the cast.

MARKEY, who used to be in
GENE
love with Ina Claire, has been taking
'

Gene

rated as
Hollywood's most fascinating bachelor.
Lois

Moran around

a

lot.

is

Funny thing, but Joan Peers is also in
comedy and Phillips Holmes, who used

the
to

be quite daffy about Ginger,
on Joan at the studio.

is

now

calling

THE

Jail House Blues.
Lloyd Hamilton shivered when he

thought of the local hoosegow. In
the comic almost laughed out of the
fact,

other side of his mouth.
It seems that Lloyd is $15,000 behind in
his alimony and ex-wifey was in a nasty
mood so much so that she promised him
a nice long period in jail if he didn't pay.

but that kind of publicity doesn't do anybody any good. Sally's quite mad about
the whole thing.

BOW came back to the Land
CLARA
Nod (yesman's heaven) for some
of
dental work.

doors

divorce

to think about.

John Dilloway and Dorothy Jordan

The heavy romance between Lew
Ayres and Lola Lane is as cold as a

are our newest sweeties.

HOLLYWOOD
finger.

—

is

Ernst

is

his

new
48

is

picture.

we

likes

Lew

quite a bit,

hear.

old meanie got Sally O'Neil in
SOME
seems there was an auto
bad again.
It

young
his

director,

wife,

Edna

paying considerable attention
10 Ginger Rogers, hey-hey girl who is
playing leading lady to Eddie Quillan in

Murphy,

doesn't seem to care very

—

mentioned.

LeROY,
MERVYN
separated from

Hollywood

much, though.
Joan Bennett

and exceed-

quite a dashing stone
Anyway, Ona Eddie
ingly expensive.
Buzzell's ex—just blushes prettily when
It

Young

from

finally filed suit

Grant

Withers.

for a

for
She

David Manners, handsome
man in papa's pictures.

leading

villain'' s heart.

is all excited over the
pearl-shaped diamond ring Ernst
Lubitsch placed on Ona Munson's engage-

ment

didn't like the

girl

waited months after their separation,
hoping there might be a reconciliation.
Doris Warner, pretty daughter of
H. M. Warner, president of Warner
Brothers, is getting that way about

came nearer slamming on

Lloyd than he cares

"It"

it

Loretta

—

The jail

The

was absolutely necessary.
She's gone back to Rex Bell's ranch
long stay and to finish her life story.

idea, but

accident in which a young woman was inAccused of being a hit-and-run
volved.
driver, the pretty young thing gave the
name of Sally O'Neil and disappeared.
Cops were looking for Sally, who really
didn't
for

know anything about

two days.

She

finally

the accident,

proved an

alibi,

THE
Mr.
was

eight

-

months-old
Robert

and Mrs.

critically

ill

for several

daughter

of

Montgomery
days, and Bob,

devoted father that he is, remained at the
bedside, refusing even to think about
studio work.

— —
DISNEY,
WALTER
happy rodent

creator of that
of the screen, Mickey
Mouse, lost his voice and was rushed to the
Hollywood hospital for an emergency

operation.
Walt's doing nicely
happy again.

and Mickey

is

quite

Silver Screen

.
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Anita Page with one of those
doggie cocktails

Charlie Farrell co-starring picture, and it
sounds good to me.
George and Ira
Gershwin wrote the music. Lines form

on the right

WELL,
view.

for

two blocks down,

it all

please.

depends on the point of

When Mr. Rudolph

Seiber
(Mr. Marlene Dietrich) arrived in New

York recently from Berlin he went

wedding
and Carole Lombard annoyed the local newspaper men
partially secret

considerably— in fact, the
Fourth Estate are mad.

lads

of

the

Bill and Carole tried to hide out and were
successful, displaying their disdain for any
publicity. It will be just too bad for these

two when they want anything from the
papers in the future.
^.

—

ANOTHER of Hollywood's perfect mar-

writer.

Dot and Jim had a whirlwind courtship
two years ago when the latter was handling publicity for the former. Their marriage was "one of those sweet things" that
would last but not forever, apparently.

—

sirable pubUcity.
late

''^nothing

GRETA GARBO

walked out on the
"Susan Lenox" set exactly six times.
And "Susan Lenox" is exactly six times a
better picture than it would have been.

doing."

Mrs. Lubitsch
claims, and

likes

freedom

will

never

she

again.
.

best,

marry

^

— —

JOSEPHINE DUNN,

former featured

player, has to go to work again.
Josie quit pictures upon marrying Clyde
Greathouse, but marriage didn't take.
She got a divorce and $75 per month ali-

mony, which,

as

its actual value.
All of Mabel's personal knick-knacks

and

Hills

—much below

you know,

isn't

enough

to

silk stockings.

THE
has

vivacious Conchita Montenegro
made a bargain with Warner
Baxter whom she is appearing opposite in
"The Cisco Kid". In return for corrections on her English she is helping Baxter
brush up on his Spanish accent.
As a
Spanish brusher-upper I know of none

October 1931

DELICIOUS."^ Um-um.
No—

World-Telegram suggests that Marlene
"Legs" Dietrich be changed to Marlene
"Eggs" Dietrich. There's nothing like a
member of the family to scatter romantic
the

illusions.

would marry Hans Kraly, for-

in
for

for

vorce,

better than Conchita.

Mabel Normand's home
was auctioned off

$24,000

Despite the current rumors around
that Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch,
now suing the famous director for di-

Hollywood

keep the pretty player in

VALENTINO'S

brother,
Albert, had his nose re-built so he
could work in pictures, but the jobs were
never forthcoming, so Al just forgot to
pay the doctor.
Doc got a little mad and sued. Collected $200 when Al was given the unde-

THE
Beverly

large collection of antiques went under the
hammer. Lew Cody, the widower, failed
to show up at the auction. Sight-seers and
tourists purchased the treasures greedily.

mer writer for her hubby, she says

JTx. riage ships went on the rocks when
Dorothy Lee, pretty star, separated from
James Fidler, press agent and magazine

RUDOLPH

—

—

quiet and
THE
of William Powell

into

over his wife's "eierkuchen"
(something you do with eggs and flour).
"She is a beautiful cook," he said in a
secred culinary voice that would make a
dyspeptic hungry.
"She is the greatest
cook I ever saw. She is a fine how do you
say housewife!" So that's what you are,
Marlene. And here we thought you were a
mysterious, exotic, languid siren, the very
quintessence of romance. Earl Sparling of
ecstacies

Helen Hayes, Marie Prevost and Neil Hamilton made "Lullaby"
but when it was shown Miss Hayes did not like it and so now
it is
bemg made over. We hope this charming scene is in the re-take

Maplenut sundae with whipped cream?
better!
It's the next Janet Gaynor-

Barbara Stanwyck says she's through
with pictures
and Columbia who has
the Stanwyck name on a contract savs
she isn't.
Only time will tell.

—

#

CH.^NGING

Thelma Todd's name

to

Lloyd, due to Roland West's
belief in numerology has developed a new
kind of war. Hal Roach says he will still
call her Thelma on his title credits in
spite of West's billing in "Corsair."
The
fans know her and like her as Thelma
Todd. Hasn't that anything to do with it?
.Alison

.

— —

CLARA BOW,

Fay Wray, Mary Brian,
June Collycr, Jean
.Xrthur,
Fifi
Dorsay and June MacCloy have all been
released from contracts.
This depression
is certainly getting annoying.
I liked all
those gals, didn't you?
[Alore

Movietown Topics on page Go)
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J

ressed in

Di

nity
and

Much

]S[ot

Fans Demand

Commg

May

to,

to

Else

Know What We Arc

and Stri^j^ed of Pcrsijlage,

Say Frankly,

We

We

Are Coming

to

Jean Harlow,

J EAN HARLOW

discovered about bodies.
seems that other people had bodies but there
must have been something wrong with them for
they kept hiding them and wearing clothes, until it
seemed as if those girls at the Follies were the only ones
that were built that way.
But Jean changed all that. And this revolutionary,
fresh and enthralling viewpoint was just as natural to
Jean as to a baby. Jean had been in Mack Sennett's
bathing pool and had cavorted about for more than one
picture and what good did that do? It did this much.
It enabled Jean to think things over and when her
chance came Jean let 'em have it, right in the eyes.
"Platinum" Jean! The name went round the lots by
the grapevine telegraph of Hollywood, and even set the
fan magazines a-flutter. Who was she? Imagine a girl
having white hair! After they got through imagining
a girl with white hair, the picture "Hell's Angels" came
along and they didn't have to imagine any more.
Nothing was left to the imagination.
And was she an explosion? She made front pages, and
fronts of theatres. And here's [Continued on page 66]
It

Do You Think

These

Letters

Are

Fair?

Cleveland, Ohio

Deaf Editor: It is generally conceded that Norma Shearer is one of the
With such
most beautiful and talented actresses on the screen
valuable assets as ability, beauty and popularity why must she resort to
the cheap trick of a vulgar gown such as she wore in "A Free Soul"?
Why not leave the obvious and vulgar tactics to her less
lorrunate sisters who have only physical charms with which to attract
success.

Irene R.

Washington, D. C.
Will some kind soul tell Norma Shearer that her dinner
that she is
revolting;
gown in "The Free Soul" was simply
Jean was the first to think about
stealing Jean Harlow's thunder.
clothes,
cut
attracting the public by the clever trick of wearing daringly
so let her have the honor of wearing nothing and looking well in it.
Laura Carter

Dear Editor:

Jean Harlow, the girl who put
"Platinum" into the movies
50

McAfee

NORMA
^^£^^[^^1^

Free Soul" Norma sought to create a character unconventional and Independent. To this
end she summoned the great coutourier Adrian and instructed him to make such a gown for her
which would In the latest fashion express Jan Ashe.
This is intelligent and sympathetic use
I

N "A

of the

skilled

assistance that a

lavish

studio provides for the creation of an

artistic

triumph

WAS
HEwood

born one of the Van Mattimores of Virginia, but as an Arlen of Hollyhe receives a fan mail that testifies to his tremendous following. Dick was a
member of the Royal Flying Corps in wartimes but now he is the skipper of a 52-foot
Jobyna
sloop which he pilots as skillfully as he does his own matrimonial craft "The

HELEN
TWELVETREES
It'S

all because

of a yacht-

sequence in her latest
itarring production "The Mad
Marriage" that Helen has
gene nautical, you nautical
igiri you! These Brooklyn girls!
IWhen Miss Jergen married
ing

I

Mr. Twel vetrees,

she recog-

was a good idea
;bu+ that a slight error had
;been made; so then she married Mr. Woody and
now
all is oak
Inized

that

it

CLARENCE SINCLAIR BULL

GRETA CARBO
HE little hat of "Romance" has turned the heads of all
the girls into "Empress Eugenics". Garbo did it. Look
it's
at the portrait above and admire the new hair style,
the latest and will undoubtedly go over with a bang as did
with bangs, in fact
the Garbo bob
I
•

—

Have you
steady increase
the
THE
cigarettes proves one
in

of Camel
beyond a

sales

fact

doubt.

you

try Camels, the odds are very
against your ever going back to your
old brand.

If

much

So great is the contrast between the deof perfectly conditioned Camels fresh
from the protection of the new Humidor
Pack and the harsh, hot smoke from stale
dried-out cigarettes, that your decision will
be immediate.
lights

The

quality

is

there in the

first

place, for

Camels are a blend of choice Turkish and
mild Domestic tobaccos.
In

prime condition, with their
and their natural moisture still
they are a joy to the smoker.

factory-

rare flavor
intact,

Tune

in

Now

.

.

yi»

this flavor

is

air-sealed-in by an outer

wrapping of moisture-proof Cellophane, so
that no matter where you buy Camels, in
any land, in any climate, you are always
certain to get fresh cigarettes in factory-

prime condition.

;

And

there are other advantages as well.
For the Humidor Pack aVso protects the

from dust and germs and
weather conditions.
Start the day on Camels. See how much
cigarettes within

milder they are, how much more flavorful
they are, how cool they are to the throat.

No

peppery dust

membrane.

No

to

sear the throat.

Switch to Camels for a day, then leave

them

—

if

you can.
Wons

featuring Morton Downey and Tony
Columbia Broadcasting System — every night except Sunday

.\

FT K H -T.% K T K

delicate

harsh,

CAMEL QUARTER HOUR

CIGAHICTTY

irritate

hot smoke from
dried -out tobacco to burn the tongue or

Camels
3tild

Camels?

tried

*

// is

by

the

mark of ti

means of

considerate hostess,

Humidor Pack, to
cigarette." Buy Camels

the

"Serve u fresh
this cigarette u ill reby the carton
main fresh in your home and office

—

IMl. K.J.

Kr.wiol<l> Tiiliarco C.

>.

V

in-loii-Salrm. N. C.

DOROTHY MACKAILL
PjOROTHY

is wearing a pale blue satin negligee with a fit+ed
bodice and cowl neckline. It is fastened by a rhinestone buckle
Dorothy's in Honolulu on vacation. This question of
at the side.
which man to marry is keeping her slim and lovely with worrying

e
IT

SEEMS

kaill

is

that Dorothy

Mac-

contemplating mar-

riage.

Even

as these lines are written

may be

she

standing before the

Honolulu, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Tia Juana, Agua
Caliente or wherever else she

altar in

may happen

Dorothy Macliaill
Cant Take a Joke,
Espeaially

columns

in the papers. It is confusing, of course, but at the same

a

B nan

Km

unquestionably proves that romance is not dead.
But to delve deeply into the matter, I was first surprised to learn that Miss Mackaill was to wed a handsome
young actor in a current picture at the First National
studio. Then it was off. Just as I was well over the shock
she was reported engaged to another actor playing with
her in "The Reckless Hour". This, I thought, must be the
real thing. Not a flash in the pan like the first romance.
Then the Mackaill went to Honolulu. Press disit

patches announced that she had found a

new young

man who pleased her and would wed him in Honolulu.
The actor left behind in Hollywood was as puzzled and
confused as you must be

if you've read this far.
But
Honolulu found himself waiting at the church while our Dorothy sat serenely on
the sun deck of a steamship bound for Hollywood.
She blithely reported at the studio and was informed
that her next picture would not go into production for
several months.
So she booked passage to Honolulu
again and before sailing she announced her engagement to still another film actor. He remained in

the

new young man

of

Hollywood.
That's the way the matter stands.

Husband

By

to be.

You've probably heard something about it.
If you haven't
you simply don't follow the news

time

arric

to

r

I

think I've done

ley

pretty well in straightening it
out for you. It's contradictory,
but that's like Dorothy Mackaill.

The young lady experimented
with marriage some years ago as
you probably remember. "It was
a rainy day and I was terribly
lonesome," she explains.
The
marriage was a failure.
Since
then she has declared that she
will never, never try it again.
Well, hardly ever.
But with all of this going on

Dorothy is quite calm and colPerhaps I should say diverted and serene. It
was only a short time ago that this reporter found her
going over some notes concerning ancient marital superstitions.
You can see that the study of marriage must
interest her. I asked her what she was reading.
"Some very interesting facts on married life and its
problems," she said. "Have a cigarette?"
"Not while I'm smoking my pipe," I said.
"That's why I mentioned the cigarette," Miss Mackaill said with her usual delightful tact.
"However,
here are the facts. Listen to them and like them. Did
you know that the brides of years and years ago— it
doesn't say here how long— were the target for not
only rice, but corn, figs, dates, nuts, coins and wheat?
Also flowers. Do you know why they threw flowers?"
"No, dear, why did they throw flowers?"
"Miss Mackaill to you. They threw flowers because—
Did you know—"
"Come on," I interrupted, "why did they throw (lowers?
Don't try to back out now. You started this."
"Did you ever hear of the (juaint custom of ihro^ving
lected.

intcrvieweis?"
"Goodbye nice to have seen [Continued on (nigc
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SALLY

O'NEIL, who has a

nice

new

contract with Fox after her work in
"The Brat", was lunching in the Japanese
Garden of the Ritz in New York recently.
With her was her litde niece Pat O'Neil
who is "the spittin' image" of Molly
O'Day (as we first families of the South
would say). "I'll take a peanut butter
sandwich," said Sally to Monsieur the
waiter who immediately lifted his elegant
eyebrows, "—for the child," Sally hastily
added. "We have no peanut butter," replied Monsieur, with a shudder, as if the
very mention of the word in the Ritzian

atmosphere, might contaminate him. But
Pat was adamant. It was peanut butter
But after a long discussion
or nothing.
during which Monsieur looked most
pained, a compromise in the Pat versus
Pat
Ritz controversy was arranged.
settled for a strawberry jam sandwich,
and a movie.

Desperate Sherwood Bailey
Jr. puts 'em on the spot because someone put the spots
on him

FOR

a time it seemed that Virginia
Valli was going to be content just to
be Mrs. CharHe Farrell. But now she is

ready to start work in "Night Life in
Reno". Sorry, girls, but there's nothing
prophetic in this. Virginia and Charlie
are still most happily married.

are ways to get in pictures,
and there are ways to get in pictures.
Adrienne Ames, wife of a millionaire
broker, was precipitated into a screen
career without even the bother of lifting

She owes her
her finger, or her skirts.
present Paramount contract to Ruth
Harriet Louise, ace camera portraitist.
Pretty Adrienne went to Ruth Harriet to

rumors that Sylvia Sidney
THERE aregoing
places in Hollywood

was seen
with Junior Laemmle. But when questioned about her Hollywood companion

have some pictures made. The camera
caught her beauty so strikingly that Ruth
Harriet sent the studies over to Paramount, and Paramount wisely decided
that such beauty would be an asset and
immediately signed the amazed and
gratified Miss Ames on the strength of her
pictures completely sans screen test and

—

popular the studio of one Ruth Harriet
Louise has become. You'll see Adrienne
first

in

"Road

"Dover Road"

to

Reno" and then
we to have a series

it.

•\''allee

— —

WHEN Gary

„,*>,,

,.

Cooper landed in New
York recently after a summer vacation in Europe he was met at the boat
but not by Lupc. Maybe Whoopee Lupe
has a

mad

on.

about

Howard
get

the fan letters complimenting

did.

will not have to worry about
anything, as $3500 has been mentioned
as his weekly salary under the new plan.

where

twenty-three girls on a party
they were making "The New Wallingford" Jimmy Durante is in the picture.
.

talk

Leslie

So Buddy

T 7yi/?/£7Texplains the ivy poisoning of

—

And

the big radio folks, NBC, want him to lead
his own orchestra and they believe there is
a great future for him as a radio band
leader, playing at hotels the way Rudy

—

V

Why

"Buddy" Rogers on his
performance in "The Lawyer's Secret" probably Paramount will renew his contract,
when it expires, Oct. ist. But maybe
"Buddy" won't be interested, and it is all
because of his musical genius. It is said that

in the old

set

interest!

Charles

and here's
still has plenty of what it takes
hoping the powers-that-be give her a

show

little

year ago Leslie Howard
and directing a play on Broadway and
was muchly in need of a young man to
A young man
play the love interest.
called at the theatre and asked for a job
and the producer sent him in to talk to
Howard. Howard gave him a try-out
and then reported to the producer that the
young man he had picked up was utterly
impossible in the role of the hero whom
women adored. He just wasn't the type.

WITH

days when Theda was lolling around on
tiger skins and knocking the male population of jAmerica unconscious as the world's
deadliest vamp, she was not more seductive looking than she is now. Theda

to

a good
over a
was authoring
tells

seems that a

had to kill Clark Gable before he could
Norma! Well, we all make mistakes.

just returned to Hollywood
from a road tour with a stock company in
the Middle West and is ready to talk busi-

chance

It

—"A Free Soul".

Theda has

Even

HELLINGER

one.

together

now it's Theda Bara who wants to
stage a come-back in cinemaland.

ness with the producers.

MARK

your love

AND
±\.

in New York she merely smiled and remarked that it was a beautiful day. Well,
you know how those things are.

—

in

of
route pictures now?) and decide for yourself what you think of Adrienne's beauty.
(are

new

popular

series

So, said young man was fired. Now it so
happened that Leslie Howard and the said
young man (oh, I won't keep you in suspense any longer It's Clark Gable, none
other!) met in Holl>'^^'ood, and what's
more they were put in the same picture

Now you can well imagine how

test.

Educational's

freckle - faced
the Torchy for

all

THERE

voice

Red - headed,
Ray Cooke is

Ruth Etting having put the
Follies in their place

top)

(at the

now undertakes some
two

reelers

Which way do you prefer your Buddy,
via air or in the pictures? There is one
thing about it, if he should take the radio
job it will be very easy to visualize him

when your hear

his voice announcing his
and that's more than

tunes, or singing,

you can do with any other band

leader.

.

!
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am

Marjori

SAYS

u

e

Famous Screen Star
declares years need not

rob you of Youth

. ,

I REALLY AM
M. G. M.

star.

"And

37 years

Rambeau,

old," says Marjorie
I

don't

mind

admitting it because nowadays
isn't birthdays that count.

it

"The woman who knows how

to

keep the freshness of youth can be
charming at most any age. Stage
and screen stars must keep their
youthful charm.
"Above everything else they
guard complexion beauty. They
know that a lovely skin is always
appealing. I've discovered that regular care with Lux Toilet Soap does
wonders for my skin. I've used it
for years."

*

*

Marjorie Rambeau's complexion
secret is shared by countless other
beautiful stars of the stage
screen

and

In Hollywood of the 613 leading actresses, including all stars,
actually 605 use this fragrant
white soap. It is official in all
the film studios.

Your skin should have this gentle,
luxurious care! You will want to
keep it youthfully smooth and
fresh just as the famous stars do.

Lux

MARJORIE RAMBEAU. A recent photograph of this lovely stage favorite, who
has become a popular screen star. She

is

appearing currently

in

The Secret Six.

Toilet Soap-io*

—
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Beauty in Bottles
[Continued from page 6]

comfortably in our familiar surroundings
we look anxiously into the mirror to see
what the sun and wind and picnic food
have done to our faces. Mercy!
Well, cheer up, nothing is hopeless in
this day of science. That awful brown skin
can be changed to milky whiteness or a
Those tiny sun-baked
satiny cream.
wrinkles about the eyes can be routed.

And those pores! Poor dears! They
are as open as if they had been gasping for
breath all summer. Maybe they have.
At any rate, there's a great deal to be
done to your face and body before you
will look like the sleek, silky, ladylike you
who should smile back at you from the
mirror.
But first make up your mind to
this:

Then when

finally

your skin looks

just as

much about my complexion

day
THE
must hide

is

past
their

when women
beauty

woman who persists.
To get real results you

an

up to it and be as efficient
your strength of character will
For it does take character to see

yourself to live

about

as

it

allow.

things through.
I must stop here and tell you a little
story about Betty Compson whose soft,
blonde beauty is the misleading surface of
a remarkably strong character and a well-

organized mind.
to

I

once had occasion

comment upon her

surprised

ally thorough.

to let

feel

they

Today,

for ourselves.

The

use of creams is no longer considered
but a sensible precaution. So

artifice

spread your bottles and jars proudly on
TOP of your dressing table where they
will come most conveniently to your hand.
The more, the merrier!
The convenient dressing table will first
of all have a glass top and a good strong
light. On it will be, at least, these items
a jar of cleansing cream, ajar of skin-food,
a bottle of skin-tonic, astringent for older
faces, a bottle of eye-lotion with an eyecup, a bottle of hand-lotion, a jar for cotton, ajar for powder, a bowl for ice, a nail
file and orange stick, a tiny brush to train

I

start."

—

undertake.

But, as I

am

to

make

things easy for myself. I make it easy and
convenient to do the things I should

do."
the decision of a
THIS
successful woman.

beautiful

is

Men

talk

ficiency

of

How easy
up on

to say,

overnight.

It

will ruin the loveliest

your skin clean

complexion.

this

yourself,

much

"This one

difference.

care tomorrow."

I'll

.

.

night

make

won't
it

up

But you don't.

make

in extra

where

up your dressing
get a very attractive waste-

bits of things that clutter

table.

use

all

.

wiping

You can

you

using a bleach always protect

never forget that ice

is

one of the

and clearei-s in the world. Do
keep a little bowl on your dressing table
It will remind you to get it and
for ice.

is

—

for
roll

they can't stick together, fold up or elude
your hand. And do have a waste basket
to catch them along with combings and

And

true and all of us mean to put
on a dab of cleansing cream, if nothing
but
Well, if you
else, before retiring
have to tip-toe out in the hall to get a clean
towel, and collect your beauty tools from
the bathroom and other places before you
do it, you simply slide into bed and say to

know

The most convenient tissues
cream come on a

off surplus

best firmers

Keep

We

—

—

wind.

that

"Never leave makeclogs the pores and

—clean—clean!"

parison of quantity.
Be sure your cleansing cream is a good
one a light one that melts quickly for
most of us are pressed for time and patience.
Have absorbent cotton pads or
balls all ready to use with your skin-tonic
or astringent. You know as well as I do
that if you have to go looking for the
cotton you'll eliminate that part of the
treatment.

face with a heav^' make-up before subjecting the new, tender and perhaps
slightly irritated skin to the sun and

a great deal about the efoffices,
but in every

it is

This method makes even the most expensive preparations moderately priced in com-

WHILE
your

and

their

modern office you will find devices
make efficiency easy by convenience.

One family I
especially satisfactory.
skin-tonic by the half-gallon.

—

naturally

ways and means

is

know buys

you do other things. When you get up in
the morning cleanse your face first, then
dab on some good skin food and leave it
while you brush your teeth, take your
bath, put on your shoes and stockings and
underwear then wipe off the surplus,
dash on some skin-tonic and you are ready
for your rouge and powder. You can use
bleaches that way if you don't want to
leave them on overnight.

my greatest weakness and I
I schooled
determined to conquer it.
myself to finish everything I start even
I leave nothing unfinished.
little things.
I have driven myself to complete every-

was perhaps

I

large quantities for it saves money in the
end. Then, for traveling, I have tiny jars
that I fill from the large ones. Where there
are several in the family this buying in bulk

beauty
treatment, then see that you get it while

I

lazy, I arrange

will reproach you sufyou back if you try to pass
them by. But if you put them out of sight
you won't use them enough!
Keep your make-up things wherever
you want to. You'd use them regularly if
you kept them in the cellar!
I always buy my creams and lotions in

ficiently to call

that

like the rest
thought.)
"But," she went on, "I realized that this

thing

cream, etc.
Their gay labels

TIME means so much to you
IFcannot
devote an hour to your

(These movie stars are just

of us,

the eye-brows in the way they should go, a
small pair of scissors (good ones), a hairbrush and a comb. This is the minimum
of things to be kept on top. You, of course,
will add, if needed, pore cream, bleach

basket for ten cents, proving once more
that convenience isn't so much a matter of
money as it is of thinking.

am

always
things slide after a brave

myself to see things through.

tempted

She

thoroughness.

saying, "I am not naturI have a real battle with

me by

aids.

and bottles they
ornament milady's dressing table. There
is no need for chucking them out of sight
and therefore out of mind. Today we are
proud of being intelligent enough to care
in beautiful, artistic jars

should map out
a program of what you need, organize

as they

do."
Yes, my dear, you do think about it,
but thinking and acting are two different
Your thoughts would be transthings.
lated into action more often if you had
everything conveniently arranged to carry
them out at the moment. Your dressing
table is the answer.

Hit and miss measures won't do! They
waste your time, your money and your
courage. A little burst of interest, one or
two half-hearted passes with potions that
promise overnight miracles these are
worse than nothing. However, much joy
and rich rewards await the determined

—

much

lovely than your friend's you think
you are especially abused by fate. And you
say, "Why is it so hard for me to keep my
skin nice? The other girls look pretty w ithout so much effort. (Do they?) I think
less

oh, girls, look who's here!
Nancy's new husband, Bolton
Mallory, and isn't he just
grand!
Nancy's in Holly-

wood

now making "Mary

Makes a Call". Bolton's in
New York making long distance calls

it!

Convenience is Beauty's best friend. I
that if you will
will guarantee you this
arrange your dressing table more conveniently you will grow more beautiful for you will care for yourself more

—

regularly.

Write me your individual problems. I
am happy to help you solve them.
Next Month—The Three Most Active

Enemies of Beauty.

—
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star, says)

Enrich your

beauty with
rea

rouge
You can have color
which seems your own
but do you ? Not
mere faint tints, mind
you, but colors as deep
and rich as you desire.
,

.

.

No great tragedy, you think, if rouge
betrays itself? Possibly not. But that's
because custom sanctions it, and not
because your fastidious desire approves.
Then what if beholders especially men
might actually say of you, "she has
the most marvelous complexion," all unknowing that you used rouge. Ah, that
is a thought!

—

—

Always Complimented. Precisely this
praise is the compliment always paid

women who use Princess Pat rouge. Nor
the impossible thing it seems, judging by experience. You see there is a
curious oddity about the human skinnever before taken into account. It does
not possess definite color. Just try to
name it. Actually the skin's tones are
neutral, a background! Too, the skin is
transparent. When Nature gives you
color, she suffuses this neutral backis it

ground from within!

How
flat,

Color

Comes

to Life.

Any

harsh,

you put upon your face will
inevitably. This is known in mak-

color

clash,

ing Princess Pat

There

— and guarded

against.

are, in Princess Pat, neutral

dertones that come

to life

un-

instantly as

they are warmed by the skin.

Too, the

intense, brilliant overtones of Princess

Pat rouge have transparency, so that
they do not blot out the skin tones. And
so you have the secret, the scientific
reason. Thus does Princess Pat rouge
give its marvelously life-like color.

does it harmonize with every
skin individually. Thus
does your color
seem actually

Thus

to come from within.

It is a most remarkable and beautiful effect.

Almond Base

for the Skin. And to
crown the achievemeiat of true natural
color, Princess Pat rouge is made with

its

to

own exclusive base of precious almond,
make it good for the skin, to help keep

pores fine and the skin soft and pliant.

No woman

living can help wanting to

try a rouge with

all these advantages
one that gives beauty hitherto impossible. Of course, your favorite shop can
show all seven shades.

Week End
-SPECIAL
get this
The

Set

Pat Week End Set for
and i'Sc (euin>. Easily a month s
almond base powder and FIVE other
Princess Pat preparations. Beautifully

very popular Prineess

COVI'OM

this
supitlij of

delujhifnl

decorated boudoir box.

PRINCESS PAT
CHICAGO,

U.S.A., (in

CANADA, 93 CHURCH STREET, TORONTO)

—

of lips as well as the outside. Is truly indelible. You'll love

Name

(print).

Street

Princess Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation notliinR less. For it does what
no other lip rouge has ever done. Princess Pat I,ip RoiiRe colors that inside
moist surface

PKINCESS PAT, 2709 S. Wells St., CbicaRo.
Dept. 1.').')- \.
Enclo.scrt nnd 25c for wlilcti
send me the Princess Pat Week End Set.

it!

City and State.
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Their Million Dollar Defects
[Continued from page 23]

camera picks up

lights in

it

better.

The

re-

a more lustrous, velvety sheen than
possible with straight black or brown hair.
Besides, the gray hair is my own. It besult

is

longs to me."

Everywhere she goes,
Billie is right.
people are attracted by her striking appearance. Not because she is so lovely of
figure and face, for there are many equally
well formed, but because she has taken
what might be a terrific flaw in her appearance, and let it magnify her natural
attractiveness.

Would you let your hair
Would you be smart enough
Billie

stay
to

gray?

do what

cherubic face almost
kept her out of the movies. In fact, it did
prevent her getting a job in films for at
least a year after she had scored a sensational success in a Los Angeles stage play,
Then Anne Nichols came
"Chicago."
along and chose her as the perfect Rosie.
Look at Nancy today. Her face is her fortune.

It

Carroll's

is

sistible.

Marlene Dietrich may have perfect legs,
but did you ever notice the hollows in her
cheeks? Perhaps not, but think now? Do
they

has done?

Nancy

her more human, more real and likeable.
Mary Pickford has gone on these years
and years playing childish roles because,
well why? She has a childish figure. She
has never really grown up in person, and
she always looks like a little girl.
Ann Harding, considered artistically,
has not a perfect feature, but she has wistHer case is a grand
fulness and appeal.
example of two and two making four.
When she smiles, she is positively irre-

different.

And

did you ever notice Joan Crawford's mouth? It is the largest I have ever
Yet to
It is positively cavernous.
seen.
Joan Crawford fans it is beautiful. As a
matter of fact, it actually is. It gives character to her face and points those deep,
poignant eyes which have shone to such
effect in heavy emotional roles.
Also, did anyone ever tell you that Joan
wears size 38? Her shoulders are extremely
broad, but in line with her hips, the effect
is an even line and a boyish figure, which
looks extremely well in smart modern
clothes.

Jean Harlow and Constance Bennett
have extremely small noses and wrinkled
foreheads. The first gives them that petulant air, the second makes for sophistication "the lifted eyebrow!"
Someone remarked once facetiously of
Marie Dressier, that she rode to fame
That is unfair, of
on a hay scale.
course, because Marie is a great dramatic

—

not

her

give

haunting,

a

lovely

sophistication?

Greta Garbo is unusually tall. Yet her
height enables her to wear clothes as few
women on the screen. It enhances her
willowy, seductive quality.
Poor Polly Moran had to get false teeth
not long ago. She was very proud of them.

They were

so straight

and

regular,

and

Polly thought she looked so much better.
the studio executives saw her, they
almost died. Polly didn't look funny any-

When
more.

She had

and

him to make a funny, rabbit
on the sets.

to

go back

to her dentist

get

for use

set

Bebe Daniels used to worry about her
nose. She broke it a couple of times, and
on each occasion she asked the doctor to
tinker with it, but it has always remained
characteristically Bebe Daniels. I think it
gives her an oriental look.
Clara Bow's flapper face not a classi-

—

time represented
all that was most attractive to youthful
They copied her flamMiss Americas.
boyant makeup, her eye-rolling mannerisms, and her pouty mouth.
Dolores Del Rio and Lupe Velez are
both endowed with high cheek bones.
Neither one of them really typify, as they
are popularly supposed to, the slumberous
beauties of old Spain or Mexico. Yet the
odd unusual look with which they are both
cal line to

it,

for a long

them

for exotic roles in

actress.

blessed, has fitted

Undoubtedly, however, her extra avoirdupois hasn't hurt her one bit in picture
roles.
On the contrary, it has been a defect to be capitalized. Her weight makes

which the ordinary dark-eyed Mexican
beauty would be completely lost.
When it comes to really exotic types of
the screen,

consider Jetta Goudal.

Here's Frances Dee, Judith

La

—

—

Goudal is really sh-sh! very homely.
Her figure is not good, her eyes are slanted.

Watch

her,

delicately

made

up, beauti-

gowned, sweep magnificently across
the screen, and you think what a strange
and fascinating woman!
The best dressed woman, the one individual in Hollywood, who, year in and
year out, can be counted on to cause a
sensation when she enters a room, is
Tashman, analyzed,
LUyan Tashman.
fully

has hardly a regular feature. By doing unusual things with her clothes, and makeup,
by marvelous poise and a certain commanding vivacity, she has made herself
unique.
Winifred Westover Hart was chosen for
the prize role of "Lummox" because she
said she could take on I forgot how many
pounds, something like sixty, in a less number of days. Who is there among us girls
who would admit to a capacity for gaining

pounds?
Helen Chandler always sounds as if she
were going to weep when she speaks. To
borrow a phrase from Robert Benchley,
"Sob-in-the-voice" Chandler has gotten
sixty

many

a poignant role because of her tear-

ful tones.

Straight boyish legs won Betty Bronson
the title role of "Peter Pan", and brought
forth the remark from Sir James M. Barrie
that she was the ideal elfin type.
Bee-stung lips kept Mae Murrary a
favorite for years and years. And as you
are now seeing the Princess M'dvani again,
notice them. They're really nice.
One could go on and on. Even take up
Remember Owen Moore's
the men.
crooked smile and Victor McLaglen's
cauliflower ears? Although, of course, as
far as men are concerned, the Adonis type
is long passe, and you really have to flourish a couple or three defects to get any
attention at all.
How about it? Why not take a long
searching look into your own mirror?
Maybe that long lamented snub nose or
those deep set eyes of yours are worth cultivating, pointing up.
If they're worth money in the movies,
they ought to be valuable to you. Polish
up your million dollar flaws.

Wood and Adrienne Ames. Hold

it!

)
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,

,

Your Eyes.

, .

Your Lips

Emphasize Each Feature of Beauty

Like the Screen Stars Do
JOAN CRAIVFORB,
M-G-M Star, appro'ves her

Hollywood's

-

Genius..^

Max

explains

how you may
double your

actually

beauty with a

harmony

color

Make Up

ated by

Max

in lipstick cre-

Factor.

Factor,

BESSIE LOVE, M-G-M

Star and Max
Factor, using Face Powder.
Powder must blend perfectly with the color tone

of the skin

.

.

.

enlivening

its

beauty, but never

appearin'i noticeable.

new kind

of make 'Up
As Told To
Florence Vondelle

^^XJOW

GWEN

enhance beauty. ..how to emphasize personality... how
and fascinate. ..these are the secret problems of every
woman which we in the motion picture colony have studied for twenty
odd years," Max Factor told me. "And now we know the
answers."

AA

to

"Every girl, every woman may now benefit by what we have learned
...and thus accentuate her own natural charms; yes, actually
double
her beauty, for she has never really learned how to be more
beautiful
than she

"And

is.

this

the art of

is

make-up

... to

be more beautiful than you

Amazing
IFith Your

Scores and scores of

"Color is the life of beauty... and color harmony
perfect make-up. This we discovered in pictures. .and

feature pictures. ..milis

the secret of

created colors
in cosmetics to glorify natural beauty and to harmonize
with the subtle
change of coloring in the different types of blondes, brunettes, redheads and brownettes. Color tones in powder, rouge, lipstick,
and the
.

I

make-up. .created to living types, for such ravishing beauJoan Crawford, Anita Page, and other famous stars.

requisites of

"So,

first

tice the art

grotesque, glarin';^ colors.

Make-Up Color
Harmony Chart

actually are.

ties as

Player, and Max
Factor, using Lipstick.
Lipstick should impart a lovely, lifelike red,
blending with the rouge and powder .. .avoid

This

to attract

LEE, M-G-M

.

make-up, is your individual color harmony... then pracand technique of application:. ..how to rightly place a touch
suit your facial contour; how to deftly blend the
eye-shadow;
in

of rouge to
how to apply the lipstick to make the color permanent; how to
blend the foundation and powder to give an all-day
velvety-smooth
make-up... and then make-up becomes a magic wand of beauty.

lions of feet of film,.,

the glorious beauty of

Technicolor

have
revealed to you the
magic of make-up by
.

.

.

RACQUEL TORRES,

M-(,-M Pkyer.
and Max Factor, using Rouge.
Rouge must harmonize with the complexion
colorings, and with the make-up ensemble
. .
avoid "off colors" which mar beautv.
.

Max Factor. Now realyou may at
know Hollywood's

ize that
last

Make-Up

secret.

Realize that you yourself can create a natural,

alluring beauty of

almost indescribable

charm by working

Now

you may share, with the screen stars, this wealth of
beauty magic. For you personally. Max Factor will
create your
own individual color harmony in Society Make-Up... powder, rouge, lipstick and other requisites for
every day,
in a color harmony ensemble to effect a

wonders with everyday
make-up. Mail coupon

Max Factor,
Hollywood, Calif.

to

r

transformation
in you, to bring out every bit of beauty,
of charm, of

magnetic

I

and you will receive this book, fortyeight pages on the art and technique of make-up.
The coupon below offers you this courtesy... mail it today.
attraction...

j
y

of the Stars"

.

.

.

of

all

shadowed with Eye Shadow.

WR^6uRFdmKExidNAmi^iT~^

Max Riaor

— Max

Society

I

Sir:

COLOR LASHES

MAKE-UP

make-up used by Hollywood Screen Stars and Studios
( Los Angetti Chambir of Commrrit StaliitUs

is

17-10-29 I

Factor Studios, Hollywood, Calif,

Send mc a complimentary copy of your 48-pagc boi
of Society Mdke Up", personal complexion analysis and make- up color harmony
" enclose 10
chart. I
cents to cover cost
COMPLEXION COLOR LYES
of postage and handling.
Dear

HOLLYWOOD

MAX FACTOR'S
96%

Player, and
Factor, using Eye Shadow.
Eyes appear lovelier and seem to acquire a mysterious depth when faintly a>id artistically

Max

Max

I

'

I

''Cosmetics

Mr.

"mail

ANITA PAGE, M-G-M

Factor's

I

Ruddy

COLOR HAIR

I

C.'y_
I

Stj le _
I

-ilh

Check Mark

|
I

I
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Crazy to Get Married
[Continued from page 59]

you,"

I said,

reaching for

my hat.

the marriage."

"Oh, don't go," said Miss Mackaill.
Did you know that in
"Listen to this.
quite
England several centuries ago
before my time, my good man they would
strew the path of the bride with emblems
Shavings
of the bridegroom's calling?
were scattered for a carpenter's bride.
Sheepskins for a butcher's. Leather parScraps of iron for a
ings for a cobbler's.
blacksmith's bride. Wouldn't it be fun if
they did that today and a girl were going

She'd have

marry Charlie Paddock?

Or

to leap over hurdles, probably.
you think so?"

don't

"1 beg your pardon?"

"Did you know about the ancient superover the threshold of her new home? That has its survival
today in the not infrequent case of carrying
the bridegroom, the ushers, and some of
the guests up the aisle. And that reminds
me that another English custom was that
the bridegroom had to drink a tankard of
beer and then toss the tankard over his

stition of carrying the bride

I

Approved
BY WORLD'S GREATEST
FASHION AUTHORITIES

shoulder. If it broke, the marriage would
be a lucky one; if it didn't break, the rnarriage was doomed to failure. Once in a
while the tankard would strike the bride's
head and both the tankard and the head
would be broken. That was a calamity

indeed, for no one

knew how

HARPER'S BAZAAR, famous fCX

NEW YORK

the niode of

which blend into the

the

fit

remarkable

part,

EVERYONE

Jean has the viewpoint of the moderns.
Years ago when short skirts swirled
nonchalantly above the knees of the
post-war flappers, old folks ran screaming
"Look-look, your knees!"
in terror
"What's the matter with them?" asked

most perfectly

—

is precisely what the
Tangee preparations do."

This

JARDIN DES MODES, of PARIS,

greatest

the girl of the period.

Whether the fashions began it, or
French fashion magazine, says: "Flashy,
whether Jean Harlow had the idea first
glaring lips can ruin the prettiest and most
and Dame Fashion began tearing off her
expensive ensemble. The Fashion this season
throwing
waists and bodices,
sleeves,
Tangee
feminine.
is individual, romantic and
collars and fichus to try to catch
her
away
it
well answers these requirements, because
up with Jean, other pens must tell.
©
blends with your natural coloring."
But Jean did more than just lead in the
TATLERy/amous LONDON authority, adds:
"Tangee gives to your lips the lovely glow

much."

This reporter got up and was about to
leave, but Miss Mackaill called him back.
"So sorry. I just noticed your er
Ginger Ale or White
hangdog look.

—

Rock?"
"It
"I'm too superstitious," I said.
might mean something."
And that was the way it was. I'm telling it to you exactly the way it was. But
I cannot predict what will happen next.
I'm no fool. No one can predict what
Dorothy Mackaill will do. Perhaps she's
been and gone and went and done it already. If that's the case, and if there is a
Mr. Mackaill around her Malibu Beach
house, then this story isn't of much use to
any of us. Is it? Just the same, please
excuse me. I've been trying my best to
explain to you just how things are. The
future to me is something else again.
I'm no astrologer, I'm not even a fair
palmist.

Tangee, the world's most famous Lipstick,
Non-Greasy!
$1. Natural! Permanent!

Same Tanae© Color

Principle in

Rouge Compact

75^

^^^^^^
Ogme

Rouge

^^^^

SEND 10^ FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
Containing nniniature Lipstick, Powder,
two Rouges, and "The Art of Make-up."
Co., Dept. S S 8

Tun GnoRCE W. Luft
417 Fifth Avenue

New York

had been tucked away completely

lost to

world ever since the days of the
French court. But Jean carried it all off
with perfect aplomb.
the

Norma Shearer is rapidly taking her
place as a style leader. Like Jean she has
the

modern

angle.

the naked, untutored savages and
realize as we look at them, that it is all in

We see

what you have been taught to expect.
Well, Jean and Norma have given us a
a

new

[Continued from page

human. "The Royal
Family of Broadway" further proved his
nonflair for insane gayety and entirely

attractive, deliciously

And it
sensical behavior.
acterizations in these two films that Fredis

die will be
'1

she revealed the wholesomeness of
that made the whole thing a matter
And what poise
of everyday custom.
that required! Curves came to light that

style,

lesson.

Even Heroes Are Getting Human

natural
of youth, so rich in color and yet so
own."
that it cannot be told from Nature's

Address-

so

mind

LIKED HER!

into the fashion picture of 1931.

Name

a walk?"

like to take

"Thank you

[Continued from page 50]

natural flesh tones are the ones
which flatter all types alike,

and which

you

The rouge and

the moment.
lipstick

is

to classify

"Oh, yes, your cello imitation. Well,
noticed that you didn't write down any
of these facts I've just given you, so I've
apparently been wasting my time. Would
I

Dressed In Dignity

magazine, says:

"Natural color

"What did you say?"
"I just said h'mm."

—

—

to

"H'm.m."

remembered

for his char-

—and adored.

For while not many of us have quite the
same quaint sense of humor that he displayed in "Laughter," and fortunately (?)
few of us are able to give vent to histrionics
as he did in "The Royal Family," at some
time or other, every mother's son and
daughter of us would like to "let go" just
as Freddie did in both of these films.
Another actor who is liked more for his
weakness than for his strength is Chester

1

7]

Morris, for W\th fe\v exceptions, his roles
have been unflattering. As the ex-husband

"The Divorcee," he was anything but
an admirable individual—but who could
blame Norma Shearer for returning to
him? And in "The Big House," though

in

he finished in a blaze of glory, he certainly
got off to a bad start. Yet Leila Hyams
forgave and forgot all his sins— and didn't
we all? For there's something about
Chester Morris that "gets under your skin."
ol
His appeal is not that of the boy but
the man. He personifies the under-dog
he
the man who does wrong, not because
himhelp
cannot
he
because
but
it,
likes
He is the man that any one of us
self

—

—

.

!
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might be but for the grace of God.
And because you recognize that quahty
and are so aware of Morris' very human
frailty, you cannot find it in your heart to
blame him.
The career of Neil Hamilton offers an
illuminating

illustration

of the

present

tendency to like our heroes better for their
faults than for their virtues.
For a goodly number of years Hamilton
had played featured roles and leads always competently, always uninterestingly.
Suddenly, he changed studios and perFrom a dependable,
sonalities, as well.
too good to be true individual, he became
a perfectly charming but thoroughly unreliable person who loves 'em and leaves 'em
with grace and finesse.
As the philandering traveling salesman
in "Laughing Sinners," Neil does an excellent job of almost ruining Joan Crawbut he does it most attractively.
ford's life
And in "Strangers May Kiss," he causes
Norma Shearer more heartaches than did

—

—

—

any of her heroes in the past.
Hamilton typifies the experienced, ma-

man

of the world. His irresponsibility
that of Fredric
is more deliberate than
March, his nonchalance is the result of
ennui and not of youth, as is the case with
Hamilton is the
Robert Montgomery.
slightly dangerous man that every girl
ture

hopes in her secret heart some day to meet.
Of course, what she will do then is her

problem
In every studio in Hollywood, what hap-

pened in the case of Hamilton is happening
now, to a greater or less degree, to countSo definite
less other old-time favorites.

has become the

demand

that heroes step

at last

their pedestals that those of our
veteran Lotharios who wish to remain in

new

and new roles.
Ronald Colman, who was wont to rescue
Vilma Banky from turretted battlements
with never a doubt or qualm, cavorted
around in a most unheroic way in "The
Devil to Pay." But the heroine still purpersonalities

picture,

—

sued him.
In "Cimarron," Richard Dix, one of
our most trustworthy gallants in the past,
was utterly undependable and thoroughly
fascinating. Even our own Buddy Rogers
has succumbed to popular sin, and in "The
Lawyer's Secret," he goes weak and trembling -and becomes, for the first time, an

women

fall.
Even Norma Shearer could
not resist him in "A Free Soul," though she
should have known better. And being no
respecter of persons, Gable even put Joan
Crawford "on the spot" in "Dance, Fools,

—

Dance."

—

Lester Vail was in "Dance, Fools,
Dance," too and in that picture, though
he started out darkly, he reformed quite
nicely in the end. So nicely, in fact, that
he almost lost his eligibility to be classed as
a "lovable weakling." But in "It's a Wise
Child," he proved his fitness for the classification by walking out on his girl, Marion

—

actor.

the trend to the new movie
hero, the lovable weakling, has very definitely set in. And among the most promising newcomers who are responsible for
furthering this trend are Monroe Owsley,
Leslie Howard, Lester Vail and Clark
Gable, whom, if present indications are reand see
liable, you are going to hear
more and more during the next twelve

In

getting a break in Joan Crawford's

is

now in production. He is his
usual weak self at first, but toward the end
of the picture he wakes up, gets a grip on
himself and in the final fade-out, on the
girl, thus achieving his first happy ending.
Clark Gable is the lovable gangster the
weak in spirit if not in flesh sort of person,
obviously the unwitting victim of his own
baser nature. Yet he has the sullen appeal,
the elemental fierceness that makes us
new

down from

the starry firmament are adopting

67

fact,

Davies,

—

Tall,

when

trouble threatened.

dark and handsome, Vail

typical

is

many young men of this day and age.
Men who want to be honorable and play
the game square, but who lack the final
of

months.

Owsley has been doing bits in the past,
usually as the man who (with what a
charming gesture!) loses the girl. His rendition of Ned Seton in "Holiday" made
screen history and he was much in demand for other roles that required scintillating sinning/
But scintillating sinners and the men
who lose the girls, no matter with what
charming gestures, are not heroes. Owsley

necessary spark of strength

—

—or courage,

—

—

—

going to be a

lot

more fun now

that he's

arrived

Gum
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if

you prefer to make a go of it.
Which, perhaps, is just another way of
saying the "typical new model 1931 movie
hero the lovable weakling." Say what
you will, he's a lot more human a lot
more "real" and going to the movies is

best proposal

between smokes

.

You'll enjoy chewing Beech-Nut Gum
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refreshes your taste sense makes every

—

—

smoke taste better as good as the first
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REMEMBER
THESE EYES?

Names Are News

Their

[Continued from page 43]

Southern Pacific Railway Company. But
he is not Lupe's Gary.
John Gilbert spends his working days in
an elevator, going up and down. True,
the screen actor has been having his ups
and downs for the past two years but not
running elevators.
Ann Harding is a widow. Also, she is

—

childless.

on the stage, this blonde comedienne
winning new laurels in Warner Bros.
She is 5 ft., 4 in. tall, weighs 115 lbs,
and has sparkling gray eyes. Name below*.
First a hit

now

is

Pictures,

eyes win love
of most men
"Out
the

of every 1,000 lovers," says

New York Times, "more men

in love with women's eyes
than with any other feature."
Keep your eyes always clear,
bright and alluring by applying a few drops of harmless
Murine each day. It enhances
their sparkle and quickly
clears up any bloodshot con-

fall

dition resulting from late
hours or outdoor exposure.
60c at drug

and dept.

stores.

*Joan Blondell
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Helen Costello

is

making

her livelihood.

comedian, bows cordially to Joe E. Brown,
associate producer. William Boyd, Paramount actor, is a different person from
William Boyd, Pathe star.
Postal employes constantly mix the letters of Dorothy Lee and Dixie Lee, Sally
O'Neill, and Zelma O'Neill, Sue Carol

and Nancy

Ed Lowe,

Carroll,

scenarist,

Ed Lowe,

vera beautiful
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and

Lane, Irene Rich and Lillian Rich, Esther
Ralston and Jobyna Ralston and others.
When the Robert Montgomery story appeared in newspapers, fans all over the
country wrote the screen actor asking if it

Had

lost.

of the facts been published. Bob
would have escaped unwarranted publicity but the newspapers would have lost
a sensational news item. "Robert Montgomery, motion picture actor, jailed for
drunkenness," the headlines read. To all
lovers of pictures, there is but one Robert
all

Montgomery.
Dorothy Lee fared

better.

The

entire

how

the other Dorothy killed her
lover was printed and thus relieved the
actress of all responsibility.
Nor did
stoi-y

of

Douglas Fairbanks suffer. No one would
have believed him a vagrant even if things
had not been explained. Doug might
possibly be guilty of a hundred other offenses but vagrancy, no!

Burglar William Haynes did actor William Haines a favor by spelling his name
differently
Burglar Bill separates his
name with a "y." M-G-M's Bill parts his
name in the middle with an "i."
It was different with poor William Boyd.
Every time Boyd, chronic criminal, got
drunk or beat his wife the fans besieged
Will Hayes to put Bill off the screen.
Unless engaged in other businesses,
screen stars are not listed in the Los Angeles directory.

of their

all

Nevertheless, practically

names appear there by proxy.

No

doubt, directories in cities everywhere
are cluttered up with the names of film
favorites.
An expensive evening may be
spent looking for them. Perhaps a Greta
Garbo or Marlene Dietrich washes clothes
in

your home town.

Now that the truth is told don't make the
mistake of blaming the
others do.
lead a hectic
for mistakes

Have

faith

stars for
in them.

things

They

and can hardly be blamed
now and then. But not one
star, within the past five years, has been
guilty of a more serious offense than speedlife

They leave law-breaking to their
notorious namesakes.
I forgot to mention that Rudy, my barber, has a much grander name. Believe it
or not, he is Rudolf Valentino.
ing.

[Continued from page 20]

Speedway.

A

Fewer

striking

beauty she

ent to her looks.
if

you

tell

her

is

utterly indiffer-

She

it is

will powder her nose
shiny, but the odds are

ten to one that she has forgotten her compact. Nor does she ever feel nude without

Her long, straight hair, like
bridge, is always falling down and
her dress invariably gets as spotted as a
leopard five minutes after she has arrived
at a party. On the other hand, she always
manages to look so darn attractive that
wherever she goes, she is the cynosure of
lipstick.

London

all eyes.

Good and
Good for You.

were

tunities

Sylvia Sidney

enlarfirenient that will

'

actor,

Lola Lane and Nora

Send
will dell

hats

Elinor Faire and Lila
Lee are waitresses in small Hollywood eating houses. Elinor refuses to comment on
her job but Lila is not so reticent. "I am
certain of three square meals a day," is
the way she sizes up her position.
As a drug salesman, Harold Lloyd is a
William Powell, a janitor, insuccess.
dignantly denies ever having been in motion pictures.
Will Hays recently left
Hollywood and is not washing -windows in
Beverly Hills. He is not the Will Hays who
washes the industry's product clean of sin.
Jeanette MacDonald may sing for personal
enjoyment but she earns her living selling
hosiery in a Los Angeles department store.
Loretta Young, screen actress, probably
counts calories but Loretta Young, the
cashier in a Hollywood cafe, counts
change. Joe Brown, butcher, declares his
job is butchering meat, not film scenes.
He is married and has three sons in Hollywood High School. Charles Rogers earns
a nice salary washing automobiles. Eddie
Lowe often drives his car around for Charlie
to clean. Eddie is a chauffeur. Oh no, not
the Charles Rogers and the Edmund Lowe.
Even within the industry there are several confusing similarities.
Besides Charles
Rogers, the star, there is a Charles
Rogers, a producer. Joe E. Brown, the
for

true.
Most of them believed his explanation but some remained skeptical.
Even his grandfather momentarily lost
faith and penned a letter begging Bob to
mend his ways before his wonderful oppor-

were

Concerning her work, she

is

equally

modest.
Few actresses of her age have
attained success so early in their careers.

still,

can boast of the contacts she

has made.

At an age, when most adolescents are
hopelessly in love with Robert Montgomery, Sylvia knows and mingles with
the leading lights of the social, literary,
artistic and financial worlds.
And because she enjoys the stimulus of fine minds,
she has absorbed something from each,
so that instead of the usual foolish reactions
of a flapper, hers have always been intelligent and sane.
People who have ^vorked with her

Rouben Manioulian, Phillips Holmes,
Norman Foster and Peggy Shannon have
been enthusiastic in their praise.
"She never 'hogs' or 'upstages'

but

—

—

!

•
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always gives a 50-50 performance," NorFoster told me after playing with her
"Being a
in "Confessions of a Co-Ed."

man

trouper, she doesn't resent or envy

There

else his success.

is

room

for

—

home."
Because she

is

such a sane and

level-

headed person, she isn't excessive in her
likes and dislikes nor does she boast any
idiosyncrasies.

Books are her greatest hobby and her
pet extravagance. Whenever she moves,
she notices how much wall space there
for her bookcases
then she asks the

first

—

rent.

Sylvia and I lunched together. She talked
of her changed attitude toward Holly-

wood.

"On my

saw everything
through indigo blue glasses. I was so upset
by the unexpected way things turned out

me

I

changed from cotton to

I

changed from long hair to a bob

I

changed from croquet to golf

I

graduated from *'steno" to secretary

I

graduated from

III.

I

graduated from Fords to Cadillacs

I

graduated from

that

last

it

visit,

I

completely prejudiced

my

hose

silk

"rummy"

to bridge

all cigarettes to

Marlboros

Marlboros are modern

am

So

•

.

.

I.

»4kiL.vvy^Jy^tA>^^

MARLBORO

55% more

and
enjoyment at
in safety

only 5 cents

more

in price

viewpoint and gave me a distorted idea of
Hollywood and everyone in it. Having
profited by that first experience, I'm not
taking any chances this time. Now I'm
taking along a pair of rose-colored glasses
I can be sure to see everything in a

so

different light!"

Immediately upon her arrival she was
put to work three pictures in succession
"City Streets", "Confessions of a Co-Ed"
and "An American Tragedy". In between breathing, her first letter arrived.
It wasn't meant for publication but I am
taking the liberty of quoting from it anyway. With Sylvia 3000 miles away, the
worst I can get is a bawling out! Here

—

—

"The

directors I've

had

so far

have been

human

beings and that's a joy
to my soul!
It hasn't though, been altogether smooth
naturally, I've struck
snags darned difficult ones where there
seemed no way out but most of them
have been technical things such as camera
angles, etc.
things that I'm certain with
a little more experience and the help I've
been getting from everyone can be overcome must be overcome! Anyway, there
sensitive,

.

—

.

.

—

—

—

always seems to be someone to remind me
and give me a nudge before a scene is
taken. Gary Cooper helped a lot. That's
what has been so perfectly, perfectly marvelous the help and co-operation I've
had from everyone on the lot
from
Shulberg down to the make-up girl
barring none.
"I know you arc dying to hear about

—

.

.

.

and

have seen none of it.
an inferiority complex
about seeing myself on the screen and I'm
learning all my faults anyway!
I
don't
expect to be able to give a great performance in pictures for at least a year.
'City Streets'
I still

have a

I

bit of

.

couldn't.

.

.

You

can't realize the difference between this and the stage and with
all I have to learn, it's impossible to do
that overnight or even in one or two pictures
but I have hopes!"
I

goes:

In addition to her wonderful library,
she also has a very fine collection of records.
Which explains why a portable Sonora is
always an integral part of her travelling
paraphernalia.
Among her likes are
(listed in the order of their preference)
garlic, toy animals, drip coffee, liverwurst
on rye, antique jewelry and shopping in
the five and ten. And she confesses very
sotto voce that in her unguarded moments, she is addicted to tapestry and
petit point work.
A week before she took the trek west,

for

Miss Eileen Fitzgerald, Chicago,

is

—

is

WHyQcHANGED to MARLBORO CONTEST

89*^ Prize

anyone
all good

her credo."
Unlike a great many of her confreres,
she is proud, rather than ashamed of her
humble birth. No old Colonial mansion
nor royal antecedents from the Russian
Imperial Palace have ever been manufactured for a colorful genealogy. By her
own confession, she was born in the
Bronx and will even point out the house,
should you be interested in landmarks.
Last year, while she was appearing in
"Bad Girl," she decided to live alone.
There was no parental objection there
never has been so she moved into her own
quarters and went domestic in a Big Way.
A month later, she was signed by Paramount and sent to the coast.
Both Sylvia's mother (who with the exception of Gladys Moran, Lois's mother, is
Hollywood's youngest looking parent) and
her father (a dentist) have brought up
Sylvia with a laissez-faire attitude. Of the
Bertrand Russell school of education, they
believe in complete freedom from parental
bonds. Consequently, from the time she
has been able to think for herself, Sylvia
has been the captain of her own soul.
Of course, she has played with fire but
she has never been burned.
When she
plays, there are no headlines!
She has
never been married although a year ago
she became engaged and wore an emerald
ring for two weeks.
By the end of the
second week, she had decided that she
didn't like emeralds!
Having grown up without inhibitions
and repressions, she never resorts to feminine wile. In discussing her the other day,
a mutual friend of ours remarked, "I often
used to telephone Sylvia and extend a last
minute invitation to her. Unlike a lot of
other girls, who always pretend to be dated
up unless you call them weeks in advance,
Sylvia never once pulled that line on me.
If she didn't happen to be busy, she'd say
so without any long-winded, involved
explanation of how she happened to be
actors,

69

.

.

.

—

Another breathing space and her secAgain I quote
ond letter arrived.
again at the risk of a bawling out!
"I am now being faced with a vacation
and after nearly five months of intensive
work, I'm afraid there is going to be a
dreadful let-down. Frankly, I don't know
what I'll do with myself. I know this is
going to be a dreadful shock to all the
friends of the drama but I've practically
forgotten about the New York stage.
I
don't know what I'd do with footlights in
front of me again!
I'd miss the bedlam
of the studio!

"Hollywood as it is, I know very little
about because I have been working so
hard. Haven't even been to a Hollywood
opening yet. You see, I came out this
time with the determination to work, not
as a sightseer or tourist!
In fact, I've become quite a hermit. I live sort of high up
on a hill with a glorious view and once I'm
!"'

I don't ever want to come down
don't blame you, Sylvia.
From my
point of vievs', you're silling on top of the

up

there,

I

world

—

a
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Madge Evans
[Continued from page 35]

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer I was thrilled
beyond words. I had read reams about
California and Hollywood in particular
but had never laid eyes upon one inch of
the country before. My work on the stage
had kept me pretty much confined to
theatres, cities and stock companies.
"The day I arrived, however, was the
only day (so they said) that it had rained
in months. Everything was dripping wet,
there was no sun and besides I felt lonesome. It was a depressing event, coming
as it did as a letdown to my fanciful dreams
of what I would see when the train pulled
into the depot. I was whisked right to the

for

.and
here's another thing
YOUR BEST FRIENDS

WON'T TELL YOU!
In order not to hurt your feelings, they
say your gray hair

What

a

is

"distinguished."

mockery Gray hair
!

is

the sym-

bol of heartbreak age, the secret sorrow

of

every

woman

foolish

enough

to ig-

NOTOX. Here is the scientifically
correct tinting method for gray hair.
NOTOX re-colors your hair a decidedly
nore

way. Instead of crusting the hair
with a surface plate of dye, as do old-fashioned "clear white restorers," NOTOX
neiv

and colors

penetrates the hair

the shaft.

No

it

inside

"^/ye;/," artificial look.

—

studio many miles away, to my complete
consternation, and since then I have been
so busy with pictures I have scarcely had
time to see anything of Hollywood. I did
manage to lunch at the Brown Derby once
only to discover later it was the wrong one.
"My early screen training? It's of no
stage exvalue whatever to me now.

My

perience

is

vastly

more

useful in reading of

understanding of dramatic values
In the days I first remember
working in pictures at Fort Lee, everything
was so primitive as compared with what I
There isn't one solitary detail
find now.
I am a perfect stranger to
left unchanged.
lines,

and

poise.

new industry. Not even the camera
was familiar to me. In fact, disguised
with what they call 'bungalows', I didn't
know where the camera was when I made
my first tests with Mr. Novarro.
"I really can't compare the stars I meet
this

today with those I played with at Fort
Lee. There were Robert Warwick, Alice
Brady, Ethel Clayton, Montague Love
all those people who were so marvelous
to me. Everyone I have played with here
has been so very considerate. I do think,
however, there was much more fun or
romance, if you'd call it that in the old,
Everything was so uncertain.
silent days.

—

—

Nothing was secure or definite. Players
had to be good troupers. They were like
prospectors looking for gold. Now everything is so business-like, well-regulated,
Of
smooth and thoroughly organized.
course, I realize the necessity for economic
control in any industry. But the old hitor-miss days seemed more thrilling.
"But speaking as you were of advertisements, there was one I never have a chance
to forget posing for. It was for a hat manufacturer who put out what he wanted to
call

a 'Madge Evans' hat,

named

after

That was years ago. But every
month a check still comes with royalties!"

me.

And

your hair remains as fine, lustrous
and supple as ever. You can wash, wave
and sun NOTOXED hair without affecting its permanence and naturalness. The
apply

NOTOX.

He's Sore Because He's

and beauty shops

finest hairdressers

Resent a substitute

—

Hit
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product does not exist. Buy it for
use at smart shops everywhere.
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heavies," he shot back, "if I can play
manly heavies. It's these sissies who hide
behind their women's skirts I object to."
Monroe's mind was made up and there
Besides, other
was no placating him.
things

were worrying him.

"When
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—
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I came out here I knew a lot of
people and they began asking me around.
I tried to play and work at the same time.
Besides the late hours,
It can't be done.
it was a cocktail here and a highball there.
I'm on the
I finally had to call 'quits.'
wagon now and I've taken a house down
at the beach.
The next time you come
down, you'll drink lemonade and like it.
Moreover, we go to bed at nine o'clock.
"It seems to me that everybody out here
worries more than is good for anyone.
They worry over parts, they worry over
pictures, they worry over publicity and
they even worry seriously over whether
they look their best when they go out anywhere. It's beginning to hand me a big

—

—

laugh.
"I've reached the point where I can't
worry any more.
I haven't got any
nerves: they're numb."
Monroe is one of the most highly strung
people I've ever met. He moves at a high
tension all the time.
Even when he sits
down there is nothing relaxed about him.
He was born in Georgia. His father was
a manufacturer but Monroe's ambition
was to become a second Ty Cobb. In
evei-y one of the several cities in which he
lived
Atlanta, St. Louis, El Paso, Hartford and New York he immediately
identified himself with a ball team. Later,

—

—

he played football and went out for track
at West Philadelphia High, Loomis InHe prepped for
stitute and Bristol High.
Yale, became a member of the Sigma
Lamba Nu fraternity and then went into
Yale never saw
the R.O.T.C. in 1918.
him.
His

first job was on a newspaper as a reporter and he pounded out copy while
playing semi-pro baseball on the side.
As he puts it, he wasn't setting the woods
on fire as a reporter and through one of
those freaks of circumstance that happen
only in New York and Hollywood, suddenly found himself playing in vaudeville.

His bookings completed, he looked around
vainly for a job. The pantr)' grew emptier
and emptier. Then a friend told him of a
tent show company that was being organized to take "The Meanest Man in the
World" on tour. Monroe got the lead and
trouped with them for a season.
Afterwards he doubled in "Merton of
the Movies" and got his first real break.
This was followed with the "Sky Hawk,"
"The Best People," "Young Blood," "The

Goose Hangs High," "The Great Gatsby"
and "Holiday," interspersed with about
fortv-nine weeks of stock work for Stuart
Walker.
His rendition of the part of Ned Seton
in the stage production of "Holiday"
brought him to the attention of filmland
and he came to Holly^vood to re-create the

same part

in the picture.

"Here's another thing,"

Monroe

said,

reverting to his grievances. "On the stage
You read it and
they hand you a part.

—!

I
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A SCREEN

way it stands. If you like it, you
and if it doesn't appeal to you, you
it down.
"In pictures, they hand you a script.
You read it and think 'swell.' You play it
and then go to see the preview. Your best
that's the

play
turn

it

—

refuses,

he

says,

'I'll

go myself.'

Ned

laughs at him, locks the door and cuts the
telephone wires, grabs a glass and says
'To Linda.'
"It was a grand finish because it shows
that Ned wasn't basically a weakling and
that he was capable of doing something
as big for his sister as she had tried to do
for him. But that scene was cut out pretty
quick in the picture, I can tell you.
"In another picture in which I worked,
Although I was
I had a terrific scene.
doing all the talking, the camera was focussed on the pretty lady lying on her bed
with cushions piled all around to frame her
beauty and you saw only the back of my
head.
"I've got to get back to the set," he finished suddenly, "or they'll be waiting for
me and raising cain about that."
ConI watched him depart regretfully.
versation with Monroe is never boring.
He says what he thinks, regardless of
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toes he treads upon.
Russell Gleason dropped his lean length
into the chair opposite me. " 'ow-che-do?"
he grinned.
But I was in no frame of mind for perI

^

how

of just

whose

siflage.

STAR'S SECRETS

[\ntimate details

In 'Holiday'
scenes have been cut out.
the stage instead of ending where
Linda rushes out the door to the taxi, it
ends with the old man telling Ned to go to
When Ned
the pier and stop the boat.

—on
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"You know Monroe Owsley?"

asked.

"Sure," said Russ. I think Russ must
He
in Dr. Stork's delivery room.
knows everybody.
"Well, tell me something about him," I
live

demanded.
"There isn't much to tell," said Russ.
"He's just like anybody else: a nice guy,
plays a fairly good game of tennis
mean, he can beat me and he lives on the
same street I do. That's about all, I

—

—

guess."
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But it doesn't seem to be all to me. It
seems to me that a darned fine actor is
being spoiled because the people who run
the treadmill are too busy getting up speed
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"Smooth" Ladies
[Continued from page 26]

ly

"smooth".

They are her ideal.
her a few things.
They accept Life as if it were a gorgeous
game. They play hard. They see to it

is

"Smooth" according to my dictionary
"That which has a surface without ir-

Watching them

smoothness. The new star is "smooth".
That's it. Shiningly "smooth". Beautiful-

regularities; not

Why eyes linger on
her Blonde Hair
golden radiance! No wonder
SUCH irresistible
look and look! That always happens

men
when girls use Blondex. This

special shampoo
makes blonde hair sparkle with new beauty,
new gleam and lustre! Prevents darkening—

safely restores natural golden color to dull, faded
light hair. Not a dye. No harmful chemicals.
Blondex blonde is always in
Fine for scalp.
demand. At all drug and department stores.
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send Free
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UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY

900 W. Lake

St.,

point
who has made up her clear
thinking mind where she is going in Life
and is confidently on her way.
When a gripping, dramatic story places
one of these new stars in a difficult situation she faces it with a bon mot instead of
.

Special Free Offer ^JJS
enlargement we

very high degree so as to be lustrous to the
eye."
Could there, I ask you, be a more perfect description of the new screen stars?
Let us consider them for a minute.
They are girls you feel would prove equal
They keep themto any circumstance.
They ride superbly. Their
selves fit.
well kept hands rest confidently on the
wheel of a car or the stick of a plane.
They have brains. And they use them.
are chic. They have humor. They
have courage. They have glamour. They
Their lure
modern Circe.
the
are
isn't a superficial thing lying in sloe eyes
and exotic trappings. Or in the transient
beauty and enthusiasm of slim years alone.
The lure of the new star, the "smooth"
It is the fasstar, is an enduring thing.
cination of an individual who, physically
and mentally, has attained her highest
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groups, landscap'
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and manages

to

be one hundred

percent convincing.

No wonder

these poised girls are crowdothers off the screen. Just as in
reality the girls who have "polished them-
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all

selves to a

very high degree so as to be

lustrous to the eye" are overshadowing
all the others who thought because a
pretty face and slim curves had been

enough they always would be enough.
Alas, for the
Alas, for flaming youth!
pretty little flappers! They are too obvi-
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ous to hold the proverbial candle to this
rising race of "smooth" young women.
As far as the screen is concerned the
public, that final and absolute authority
behind the crowning and abdicating of
movie queens, no longer supports a star
who isn't "smooth". Miss America will
pay the price of admission only to see
lovely

"smooth" young women handling

kinds of adult situations as gallantly and
masterfully as she fully intends handling
any similar situations that arise in her
all

own

life.

the contracts of Mary Brian and
Fay Wray, two pretty flappers, expired
Mary
recently they were not renewed.
and Fay are sweet and demure but a girl
has to be more than this much more to
stake any serious claim to glamour these
days. The sweet and demure type simply
doesn't fit in with the modern trend.
The Paramount Company, which didn't
renew the Brian and Wray contracts, is
enthusiastic about Tallulah Bankhead and
They make it very
Marlene Dietrich.
evident that they consider these two
"smooth" young ladies great assets.
Tallulah and Marlene are brilliant examples of what the modern girl aims to be.
Therefore they can, in all likelihood, show

When

—

—

they get the most fun out of it.
it becomes obvious to their
audiences that they've been places and
done things. That they know the answers. And because they are one hundred
percent capable of taking care of themselves and because they have an easy
they do things "ladies" once
poise,
weren't supposed to do. But they remain

that

"ladies"

still.

Tallulah Bankhead has appeared in one
picture in which she was handicapped by a
balderdash story. But she has caught the
She
public's interest and imagination.
knows how to dramatize herself. On the

When

screen.

giving interviews.

appearing in public.
portraits.

And

Tallulah's

judging from those two
ters, box-office receipts

up and coming

When

When

sitting

for

popularity,

infallible baromeand fan mail, is as

as Tallulah herself

same with Marlene DietMarlene has appeared in only three
pictures shown on American screens but
It

is

quite the

rich.

already she is very close to the top of the
There's a knowing
bright starry heap.
look in Marlene's eyes. She has about her,
off the screen and on, whatever she is
doing, the quiet power of authority.
Where Jean Arthur, Colleen Moore,
Mary Brian and Fay Wray, charming and
sweet, have one facet of color Tallulah

Bankhead, Marlene Dietrich, Constance
Bennett and all the other girls who are
"smooth" are the entire prism. Before
you have a chance to weary of one color
they flash another. They have the fascina-

They are like
tion of infinite variety.
medleys, mosaics, or mingled silken skeins.
But like the rare wines and well seasoned
sauces and like the dictionary's definition
of smooth, their many qualities are perfectly blended.
Off the screen as well as on the screen
the "smooth" stars have a way of dominating the scene. It is interesting to contrast Mary Brian and Fay Wray with
Tallulah Bankhead and Marlene Dietrich.

Mary and Fay

are nice

girls.

But be-

cause you almost always can tell exactly
what they'll do next they have no great
interest.
I know of no writer, by way of
example, who wouldn't like to do a story

Mary and Fay that would give
them a break. But really there isn't anything you can say about them. They're
pretty and they're sweet and they're well
mannered. When you've said this you've
about

said everything.
It may be, of course, that

Mary and Fay
have an individuality and a dash which
they have gone to great lengths to submerge
in order to fit into the conventional pattern of the pretty little flapper
and not interfere with their screen per-

and suppress

sonalities.

If so there's hope for them.
to the screen differ-

They may come back

ent people entirely and surprise us.

Tallulah Bankhead and Marlene Diethowever, in direct contrast are stimuThey both have
lating and interesting.
dozens of interesting opinions. Writing a
story about either of these girls is a sinecure. If their mothers were old-fashioned
rich,

—
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to teach Tallulah and Marlene
not to monopoUze the conversation they've
And you're glad!
forgotten all about it.
For they
That's the important thing!
have a great deal to say and they say it
well, always leading up to their point
Anybody can talk about
dramatically.
But it takes a girl like
herself, of course.
Tallulah or Marlene, a girl who is

enough

"smooth", to talk about herself and have
her listeners urging her on. These girls
have reached out eagerly for life with the
result that their youth is enriched by wisdom, experience, and a clear perspective.
They have all the attractiveness of a woman of the world without having any of
her unpleasant qualities.
Wherever they are, Tallulah and Marlene and all the other girls who are
"smooth" for that matter have the center
Because their magnetism
of the stage.
and personality make people yield it to
them as if they were, in truth, queens.
They have a flare for dramatizing them-

—

—

that inevitably makes them the
They have the
of all eyes.
qualities of leaders highly developed within
them in spite of their youth. They are
selves

cynosure
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at home anywhere ... in a
kitchen or a great drawing-room, at a
Sunday school picnic or at a night club.
And now I'm going to tell you something
of a studio secret. Never before have I
known the wives of leading men to go
into worried huddles over the glamorous
ladies to whom their husbands are paid to
make love. They accepted the fact that
their handsome husbands spent the best
part of their lives in the studios with the
old-fashioned, exotic vampires, the exponents of flaming youth and the big eyed

perfectly

flappers

But

without any apparent qualms.

their instincts

new "smooth"

seem to

tell

stars are far

them that the
more danger-

Not that these girls go in for husband
ous.
snatching.
It is simply that the wives, having met the new stars, recognize them as
being colorful and stimulating individuals
who well might fascinate anyone seeing
much of them. No wonder that the wives
of leading men have that worried look.
There's no doubt about it, a new era in
charmers is at hand. Today it is the girl
who is "smooth" who counts. The pretty
little flappers of the screen are completely
overshadowed by the "smooth" ladies.

choice

Pat of the Milwaukee O'Briens
^Continued from page 41]

me.

Two

of

my

cousins were the finest

Wild West Shows',
and when the show came to Milwaukee I
was in the tent as much as they were. I
used to watch the performers make up, and
follow them with my eyes as they rode
riders in 'Buflfalo Bill's

through

the

canvas

curtains

into

the

arena."

Pat dropped out of college for a time,
and did land a very small bit in "Adrianne," a musical comedy in New York.
Believe it or not, Mr. Ripley, George
Bancroft, now one of the screen's ace goodbad men, was a singing comedian in that

show.

Milwaukee remembers Pat best when he
came back from that excursion into Manhattan's

theatrical

world.

He

directed

numerous amateur productions around
Milwaukee the Association of Commerce
show, the Junior League and Milwaukee
Country Club revues, and finally the
Milwaukee Pageant of Progress.
"I had just enough taste of direction in
those days to know that I didn't want to
continue in that line. I wanted to be an
actor.
I dropped out of Marquette again
and enrolled in the American Academy of
Dramatic Arts in New York.
"My first job after I left school for good
was with a small traveling repertory com-

—

We played all over the country
down through the south in towns where
they hadn't seen a stage play in years. We
set up our scenery in cob-webby opera
houses, above butcher shops and undertaking parlors. And we never knew from
one day to the next when we would be
completely broke and out of a job.
I
learned the real rudiments of acting from
James Gleason when I joined his stock
company in Milwaukee. Lucille Gleason
and Robert Armstrong were also in that
pany.

company."
been any rose-strewn path to
theatrical fame for Pat. It took him a long
It hasn't

Like 10 million others

time to get to Broadway, the mecca of
every actor. He would be in shows during
out of town tryouts. They always turned

A

Powder Puff

which ended in
Cain's storehouse instead of those famous
showhouses which dot the white-light district of Times Square.
Then it would be

Wc'OMEN

back to stock again small cities in New
England and the middle west.
He was in "A Man's Man" in New York,
also "Henry, Behave" and a long run cf
47 weeks in "Gertie." For the first time in
his acting career he achieved mild affluence. He was able to join the Lamb's Club
and talk about show business with the

complexions

theatrical great.

ably and

is

healthier

.

Pat played

Dan McCorn

in

"Broad-

way."
You remember Dan, the softspoken cop who whispered tlie famous
words "pull yourself together, kid."
"Broadway" was an event, too, for he met

—

the pretty little actress who is now Mrs.
Pat O'Brien.
During his last season in New York before coming to the cinema coast, he played
in "Overture" and "The Up and Up."
"Overture" was not long for this world,
but his performance in it was rated as one
of the ten best of the current season.
Right now he is playing opposite Irene
Dunne in "Consolation Marriage," at the
Radio studios. He is still under contract
to Howard Hughes, but there are little
wires being pulled which may place him
permanently on the Radio roster of stars.
Pat has a rich, Irish voice. He speaks
softly, but to borrow a phrase from Theodore Roosevelt, "he carries a big stick."
An Irish temper is not to be trifled with,
and when Pat hits 'em they stay hit. He
is about thirty years old, six feet tall and of
sturdy build. He has a ruddy complexion

and auburn hair. As I have said before,
you'd almost know his name was O'Brien.
Sure and it's a gr-rand name, too. And
it's

a foine lad

who

bears

it.
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Tragedy

In This Lies

[Continued from page 2

—

forbidden morose. A melanchaly man.
Until three years ago, when talking
pictures hurled a bombshell into the business and caused the reorganization of the
greatest industry which ever has grown
from the clink of silver at the box office,
John Gilbert was an outspoken, friendly,
kindly person.

She

is

too clever to

spoil her attractiveness.

let drab, dull hair

Her
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little envy. She wouldn't think of using ordinary soaps. She uses Golden Glint Shampoo.
soft, lustrous, radiant

—

—
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merely cleanse. Golden Glint In addition to cLansing,
your hair a fashionable "tiny-ttnt"~a wee little
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"I was exhausted, and I got drunk
Leatrice Joy and I separated, and the
fault was ninety-nine and nine-tenths
mine .... The picture you mention was
applesauce, and I was most of the applesauce .... I once was a rotten director
and they wanted to get rid of me .... I
.

many

"
any
Where, in
1

633 Rainier Ave., Dept.

» « # »

fessed his weaknesses.

possess

FREE

JT

He was more than this. He was honest,
unassuming and open-hearted. The world
wanted to know about John Gilbert. He
poured out his soul, his thoughts, his
dream, his hopes. And, above all, he con-

faults

all

and few

virtues,

Hollywood today,

is

.

.

if

there

a man or woman basking in the ephemeral
glory of public approval who has the
courage to lift his voice from the housetops
in such fashion?
This was the colorful Gilbert whose
name was linked with this episode and
that episode with this woman and with
that woman and whose adventures, wild
and exotic, were on the tip of every
tongue. He measured himself as a man,

—
—

my hair:

Beautiful Complexion
IniSDAYS
Clear yoor comple
of pimples, blackheads,
wbittiheads, red spota,
enlarged pores, oily skii nd other blemishes. I
give you a complexion B
lay, clear, velvety
^
yond your fondest dream, Anrfild
Ido it in a few
days.
My method ia so different. No coBmetics, lotionp.
ealvea.aoaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks,
vapor sprays, maasaee. rollers orother implements.

No diet,

no fasting. Nothing to take. Cannot injure
the most delicate skin. Send for my Free Booklet.
Yoa're not obligated. Send no money. Get tbe facts.

DOROTHY RAY r/pS 34"7r chie?/o

and when he found something wanting,
he told the world.

Then friends and foes and press abused
these precious confidences and turned them
around and twisted them until they became boomerangs which cut deeply into a
sensitive

John

soul.

They not only abused

Gilbert's confidences

—they

abused

him.

One cannot blame

the Gilbert of today
and for turning

for shrinking inside himself

Make money in advertising. Prepare quickly auring spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free booklet
"Win Success in Advertising*', and full

—

particulars.

No obligation.

Page-Davis School of Advertising
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4437, Chicago. U. S. A.

to no one when he needs comfort and understanding and help. He who was once
the background for the Ina Claire-Gilbert
story, and the Garbo-Gilbert story, and
the Joy-Gilbert story and a dozen other
lesser tales,

is

now

in the

background him-

self.

In his life there are few high spots, when
one considers events. One must go deeper
than events to understand John Gilbert,
and his present hermit-like attitude. Of
events

His birth at Logan, Utah. His failure
manager in Spokane. His fifteen
dollar a week job at Inceville. His slow,
desperate struggle to become an actor.
His abandonment of acting because one
person branded him as "ugly". His attempts at writing and directing, in part
successful.
The unhappy years at Fox,
when he complained he worked in a factory.
Then "He Who Gets Slapped",
with Norma Shearer, which launched him
on the highroad to fame, "La Boheme",
"Flesh and the Devil", "Man, Woman and
as stage

X

•*

-«
T

'*

F'l'L Rates at This
Notable Hotel Permit you
To Live on The Famous
Coardwallc Cheaper than
You Can Live at Home,
i.ookings are now in Order
During The Beautiful Autumnal Season, and Some
Very Choice Rooms and
Suites are Available at
.

i-conomical Prices.
ican and European
Salt Water Baths.

AmerPlan.
Teas.

IMusic. Comfort. Courtesy
Service.
Booklet 24.
T.
E.
Randow, Msr.
H. B. Richmond
Prop.

Sin",

"The Snob", "Redemption", "The
lifted him

Big Parade" and others which
into

marquee

lights

and

headlines.

—
—

Then, at the peak of fame mainly because of his work with Garbo came the
talking pictures.

Fate alone knows

why

it

was that with

1
]

a thousand prominent actors ai)d actresses
Hollywood the press, the critics, official
and unofficial, and friends, chose to tear
wildly into the subject of John Gilbert's
voice. And yet they did. Cruelly and unmercifully, every agency for the propagation of news, rumor and scandal damned
his voice as impossible.
Today he has proved that that myth
about his voice is just a myth. But the
damage done to his career has been done,
and only years of successful pictures and
years of uninspiring work can wipe out this
uncalled for, unkindly, back-handed slap
in

at his brilliant career.

As has been pointed

out, John Gilbert
introspective. It is not what the public
thinks which hurts him.
It is what the
public does, what his friends do, and what
is

he himself does which build up the dam in
his soul and hold back the painful things
he might like to pour into sympathetic
ears. He is being eaten
saying goes.

away

inside, as the

Money seems to have had little to do
with his unhappiness or happiness of itself.
It has, however, played a part in the avalanche of unhappy events which, from time
to time, have almost crushed him. He is a
generous man. He has spent his money
freely. He has passed through many financial crises.

Gilbert never

He started

had much money

as a boy.

have already mentioned, at fifteen dollars a week. At one
time, forty dollars a week was a fortune,
and one hundred and fifty dollars a week
a sum realized in 19 18 was equal to a
in films, as I

—

king's estate in his eyes.

After the World War, he had a hard
finding work.
For months, he
tramped the streets and was hungry.
Then came a series of lucky breaks which
gave him a small fortune. He started investing money.
He was reported to be
interested heavily and profitably in the
Edington gasoline company, but the facts
of this relationship never were made public.
It is reported at present that he is
financially interested in the construction
of a large office building in Los Angeles.
One cannot but wonder at these things,
however, because he discusses none of his
affairs with those whom he visits
often
dropping in like a spectre out of the night
for a few hours, and departing noiselessly
after a depressing silence.
It is generally reported that within the
last two years he has faced and triumphed
over a financial crisis. Prior to the finan-

time

—

—

—

cial crash, he is said to have made heavy
purchases in an automobile stock known

for

its

tendency to fluctuate.

It

was

re-

ported that he lost $300,000 within a few
hours and that he drew ten %veeks advance
salary a total of $100,000 to cover his
margins.
This means that within the
last twenty-four months he has been as
poverty stricken as he was in 19 15, when
he first came to Hollywood to work for $15
a week.

—

—

The incident is ironic.
Wealth seems to have reached a pinnacle
at about the same time glory and love did
and then to have crashed with the other
elements in his feverish film life.
However, the main tragedy in

life

has

—

—
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been the tremendously poignant struggle
he has made to find love. It has been
futile.
It is ironic, too, that while he has been
hailed as a "great lover" on the screen,
he has been unable to hold that delicate
thing, a woman's love, in real life. This is
one of the mysteries of his perplexing

career.

His first love was a little extra girl, who
was crushed to death just as his love for
her died, at Inceville during the filming of
A wall cola spectacular production.
lapsed on her and Gilbert saw her, dying,
being carried from the debris to an ambulance.

This was his

The
him

first

great tragedy.

was desperately in love with
and he was only eighteen.
His first wife he met in a boarding house
She was genteely imbefore the war.
She was beautiful and she
poverished.
was charming. She had Mississippi mansions and plantations and southern skies as
.

.

girl

.

.

.

.

a background. He lived with her, but he
never really knew her.
At marriage, it seemed to him that he
had found love. And he, as a man, thirsted
for love and understanding just as he, as
a "great screen lover", searched on the
screen for those two divinely precious and
yet wholly ephemeral commodities.
few months revealed that although he and
his wife were physically side by side, that
mentally they walked on different sides
of the street.

A

She went away.

A

divorce followed.
Leatrice Joy, at this time,

was little
found himself attracted to her. This was the most beautiful

more than an
and the

He

extra.

least passionate of all his loves,

according to legend. As they rose to fame,
their love burgeoned.
Today, after the ashes have cooled, he
finds that Leatrice has built a wall which
separates him from her and from his child,
Leatrice II. Leatrice lives at Malibu and
studiously avoids Gilbert.
She allows
Leatrice II to play on the beach, accompanied by a guard.
Gilbert dares not
touch the child, even though he can watch
her as she romps in the sand. To friends
he has said:
"I wish Leatrice would be kind enough
to let

me

hold

my

baby

in

my

arms

just

once."

The proximity of his former wife and
make his lot a harder one.
The situation is hard to understand.
There was a time in his life when he

his

child

re-

sented Leatrice and her success.
They married. They were divorced.
And in the end she was beside him,
holding his nervous hand at his greatest
triumph the premiere of "The Big
Parade" in New York City. After that
moment, they fled the noise and the raucous tributes and spent the hours until the
dawn together in a tiny cafe.

—

—

Then came Greta Garbo. The glamorous Greta fascinated him for he saw
beneath her cool exterior, the woman.

He

thought that she might give him that
love and understanding which he so
needed. The woman who could fill this
need would become a part of him.
He did not find solace in this love he
held for Greta Garbo this love which was

—

the talk of the nation.
He
thought of a union here after
months of hoping.

abandoned
months and

must be remembered that Gilbert
Those
who find Gilbert fascinating on the screen
do not need to be told this. He is, actuIt

has the hungry heart of a poet.
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A Right Way...And SafeWay
To Take Off

a man who will roam at nights along
a lonely beach or try to find comfort in the
beauty of a sunset. He is always seeking,
searching
On the heels of these disillusions as a
tragic end to these earnest explorations
ally,

FAT-

—

—

women's souls came talking pictures.
was a crashing cacophony. And came

into
It

the perverse rumor, ever gaining in
smashing momentum, the report that
Gilbert was through.
He stood alone,
he sought no counsel, and he went
through the tortures of the damned as he
saw his reputation swept so unreasoningly
and so cruelly from. him.
Ina Claire the whimsical woman of the

—

screen

and the

woman

practical

of the

home, ex-wife of Jim Whittaker, newspaperman and playwright, was his next

—

wife.

This strange union set the colony to
and the colony has not yet
stopped talking. Gilbert, unfathomably,
lends himself unconsciously to being talked
about.
The union was a sudden one, the wedding taking place at Las Vegas, Nevada.
Perhaps Ina Claire was dazzled. No one
knows.
She merely dons a whimsical
expression and a quizzical smile when
questioned. Today, Ina Claire lives in a
twelve room home at Santa Monica,
rented from Marion Davies, as Gilbert
keeps his solitary vigil a few miles up
the sealine at Malibu. She is surrounded
by many friends. And her filing application for divorce is one more depressing
event in the life of the solitary, melancholy
talking,

Gilbert.

Gilbert lives in Beverly Hills during
the winter months. Of a cold, moonlight
night he can hear the lugubrious baying of
the Great Dane once owned by his friend,
Rudolph Valentino. In the summer, he
tries to recapture some of the glamor he
knew at seventeen, when he loved an
extra and every corner in the road of life
offered a surprise. Irony again. On his
solitary drives from the studio to his home,
he passes what once was Inceville. It has
been erased, with the memories of those
early years, and now a subdivision gaudily
caps the cliffs where Indians, soldiers and
cowboys, senators and thieves, paraded in
greasepaint.
It is strange that the Gilbert of today
finds himself, in real life, so much like the
Gilbert, hungry for love, who fascinated
the millions in his hey-day of silentscreening.
He is the woman-hungry,
companion-hungry Gilbert of the first
three reels of a Gilbert-Garbo romance
and the rest of the picture may never be
shot. He is seeking and groping to find
himself and life and love.
He wants relief from the pain of living
mentally and actually alone.
John Gilbert may bang back onto the
screen and become the glamorous person
he once was. Everyone who once worshiped him hopes that this will come to
pass.
But, whether or not John Gilbert
does or does not don the toga of glory
.

which was once

his,

.

.

he always will be

fascinating to those who know his screen
career, his real career, or both.
And he always will be chasing that
vagrant Ariel and never finding him.

—

Peggy: How did you reduce so quickly.''
a sport and 'fess up I'll be grateful for

—

Be
life.

—

Joan: Kruschen Salts, my dear and it was
inexpensive, too!
all so easy and pleasant

—

Women who've
cines,

tried all

sorts

of medi-

tedious exercises and diet fads to

lose fat

without success are overjoyed at

the marvelous, literally breath-taking results they're

obtaining by taking a half

teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass of

hot water every morning before breakfast.
Kruschen actually strikes at what usually

CAUSES fatIt's a superb combination of 6 precious,
health-giving minerals which help the
blood, nerves, glands and body organs to
function properly and eliminate poisons

and wastes which generally turn into

fat.

Soon burdensome fat disappears and what
ravishing new beauty and vivaciousness is
yours! Clear skin, bright eyes, stronger
nerves, keener intellect, wonderful energy

and new activity which emphatically bespeak your perfect functioning system and
super-health within!

Mrs. C. L. of Shepardsville, Ky., lost
14 lbs. in 31 days. Mrs. B. L. of Dayton,
Ohio, lost ID lbs. in z weeks. And you
can even doubly hasten the reducing action
of Kruschen by eating moderately and
going light on potatoes and pastry.

Don't postpone the charm of a slim,
day get Kruschen
right away! The SAFE and HEALTHY
graceful figure another

way

—

An S5C bottle (lasts 4
obtainable at any live drugstore

to lose fat.

weeks)

is

thruout the world.

KRUSCHEN SALTS
"It's

the

little

daily dose that

does

it"

—
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ARTISTIC ENLARGEMENTS

The Cook's Night Out

SIZE 16x20 INCHES
(or smaller

if

desired)

FROM ANY PHOTO

[Continued from page 37]

snapshot, tintype, etc.

only

98

main course of many

husband's most favored dishes.

While these nights are more or less of a
Send as many pictures as you lark, there was a certain summer when
wish— of Mother, Dad, Baby or cooking was a difficult task for Ann HardFriend, landscape or pet animals. You can have full figure,
ing.
It was when she was sixteen and
bust or group or any part of a
lived at an Army Post with her father,
group. High grade LIFELIKE
reproductions guaranteed.
General Harding. Her mother was ill.
Regular $5.00 Value.
beautiful It was impossible to obtain servants.
So
«iVtf^ AHighly
Glazed
Hand Painted MINIATURE through a scorching summer this future
need from your photo will also be given with
screen star presided over pots and pans
niargement ordered,
SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail us photo (any size) and in a and to make matters worse, the kitchen
week you will receive the beautifu enlargement and miniature. Pay postman 98c plug postage or send one dollar with
had a tin roof! It was nothing unusual for
order and we pay postage. Your original photo will be returned
unharmed. Money back if not delighted. Take advantage of Ann to swelter in the kitchen for two or
this AMAZING OFFER and send photo today— DO IT NOW.
preparing delicacies for
three hours,
ALTON ART STUDIOS, Dept. S,
Check Size
officers and their wives who were about to

each

:

'
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1

S707 W. Lake Street
Chicago,

Wanted
16x20 in.
10x16 in.

130 W. 42nd Street

New York

III.

City

Please send
enlargements from enclosed
photo. I will pay postman 98c plus postage for
each enlargement and miniature. (If $1.00 cash
fur each enlarKement is enclosed with this order,
we pay postage.)
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bleached or streaked hair.
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directed. Fine, almost invisible particles of aged skin fleck
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freckles and large pores have disappeared. Skin is beautifully clear, soft and velvety, and face looks years younger.

Wax brings out the hidden beauty. To quick-

Mercolized

ly reduce wrinkles and other age lines, use this face
lotion: 1 ounce Powdered Saxolite and 1 half pint witchhazel. At Drug and Department Stores Everywhere.
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K-X Powder Deodorant

is for use on Sanitary
Instantly deodorant. Perfectly harmEndorsed by Physicians. Amazing results.
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dash to her room, take a hasty bath
and then appear in the living
room, apparently quite cool and at ease,
to substitute for her mother as hostess.
Thursday is also Dolores Del Rio's
night in the kitchen.
I know, because I
called that night to find she was busy
cooking dinner. I was ushered into the
kitchen. There I found her dressed in a
simple skirt and blouse covered by a little
white apron, stirring a savory-smelling
mixture which she called "Huacamole".
It's pronounced "Walk-ah-mali" and is
served with rice.
I asked her how she made it.
"It's easy," laughed the star.
"Take
half an onion and chop it up fine.
Use
two tomatoes, one can of green Ortega
call,

and

dress

washed and chopped fine, two
mashed avacados and two tablespoons of

chili

You fry the onion in the crisco,
then add the tomatoes and chopped chili.
Cook this for ten minutes before adding
the mashed avacados. Meanwhile, make
a ring of Mexican rice on a large plate or
platter.
When the ten minutes are up,
stir quickly and pour in the ring of rice.
There you have it.
Doesn't it sound
crisco.

good?"

"What about

this

Mexican

rice?"

I

"How do you fix

that?"
"I usually use two cups of rice, one
chopped onion, two large-sized tomatoes
and four tablespoons of crisco. Fry the
rice in the crisco until it's nice and brown,
then add the chopped onion and tomatoes.
Stir for five minutes, then add as much
boiling water as the rice will absorb.
Watch carefully and add a little more
water from time to time until the rice
Then cover and place
swells and is soft.
on the back of the stove until you're ready
to serve. Be sure and keep the flame very
low during the making of this dish. It
asked.

burns easily."

Amanda, who has been in the Del Rio
household ever since Dolores came to
Hollywood, reigns over the kitchen. She
comes from Sweden and is an excellent
She has learned to make many of
cook.
the Spanish dishes Dolores delights to
serve on state occasions, but she admits
her mistress can still show her pointei"S
in this art.

Speaking of Dolores' Swedish cook reme of a favorite dish that Greta
Garbo takes pride in making. Garbo sel-

minds
Drama. Dance,
0|)era.
tre

for

Viii'al,

Slaci',

rcacliiiiK. (lircclliik'

ami

ami

ceinpany.
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PoKKy Shannon, Alice Joyce, Claiborne Foster. For
CataloK 71 apply to
S.
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COE.

Secretary,

66 West 85th

St.,
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dom

—except

for the movies.
It is
only natural that few people
know about her culinary traits. But she
has them just the same.
Here is her
talks

therefore

prized

recipe

— 'Koldommer'.

It's

the

dinners.
lips.

Or

Read

carefully
better still, try

Garbo
and smack your
it some evening.

delightful

reads like this.
Get a good cut of steak, the size depending on the number of guests. Grind
the meat and season highly with spices
and chopped onion. Mix with raw eggs
in the proportion of two eggs to every
pound of meat.
Then take the tender white leaves from
a head of cabbage and boil until the
leaves are pliable. Place the meat already
prepared on these leaves. Fold over the
leaves and fasten with tooth picks. Place
these individual cabbage leaf meat balls
in a large kettle and pour two cans of tomatoes over them. Then let the contents
simmer for two hours. The tomatoes will
gradually seep through the leaves of cabbage into the meat. Serve one to every
plate. Cover with chili sauce. It will not
It

be difficult to persuade your guests to
have a second helping of this intriguing

Garbo

dish.

When you gaze on

the fascinating Garbo
in one of her exotic love scenes, don't be

disturbed with the thought that she's a
meat-ball fan because the recipe you've
just read is really quite de-luxe-y when
it comes to tickling the palate.
When Cody's Norwegian chef, William,
steps out each week, speculation is rife
among Lew's pals as to whom he will ask
for dinner.
Lew is probably the best
cook of all the male players. He lives at
Malibu during the summer. His kitchen
is
equipped with every latest device.
Most of Lew's dishes are French. He, too,
is French.
His real name is Coty. James,
his Man-Friday who has been with Lew
for many years, is second-cook.
Jugged hare is a favorite Cody palateteaser. James' eyes sparkle and open hke
saucers when this is part of the menu.

"Everybody seems to go for it big,'*
says Lew. "I usually use a medium sized
hare, a half pound of lean round steak,
four slices of bacon, one onion and four
slices of lemon.
Two bay leaves and three
cloves in a bag, three tablespoons of sherry
wine seasoning, one can of mushroom
ends, three tablespoons of flour, a halftablespoon of Worcestershire sauce and
two cups of boiled rice.
"Then for the real job. Disjoint the
hare, wash and dry on a towel. Then dip
it in flour.
Brown in oil and season with
salt and pepper to taste.
Place it in a
roaster.
Add the steak which should be
diced, and the chopped-up bacon.
Slice
the onion fine and add to the pan, together with the slices of lemon. Then drop
in the cheesecloth bag containing the
spices.
Add enough boiling water to
cover the hare. Place in the oven, preferably in a deep casserole, and let it simmer until tender. Then remove Mr. Hare.
Also the spice bag. Boil the liquid down
and add the liquid from the mushrooms.
Cook until thick. Then add the mushrooms cut in small pieces, the Worcestershire sauce and sherry. Retmn the hare
to the graw and re-heat. Serve the works
in a ring of boiled rice."
Marlene Dietrich brought some quaint
German recipes with her and never loses

/
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an opportunity

prepare them for her
Marlene's Httle daughter
Maria lends a helping hand in shelling
peas or stemming the berries. They have
a great time together. One of Marlene's
mother's favorite dishes was German loaf
and this is always one of the popular
preparations when Dietrich is at the stove.
When I asked Marlene for the recipe, she
wrote it down carefully.
Then, fearful
that I could not make it out, she asked
one of the studio girls to type it for me.
to

circle of friends.

Here
1
1
1

1

it is.

pound ham
pound fresh pork

2

small onion

1

teaspoon pepper
teaspoons curry powder
tablespoons of sage
tablespoon of salt
White of one egg
>j cup of cream
1

Force the ham, pork and onion through
a meat chopper.
Add seasonings and
again put through the chopper. Add the
white of egg and cream and then mix
thoroughly. Place four strips of uncooked
hani fat on center of square of cheesecloth.
Press the mixture into shape and place
over the fat. Roll in ^heesecloth and tie.
Place on trivet in a kettle and add three
quarts of boiling water, one-fourth cup
of vinegar and a teaspoon of salt. Cover
and let simmer two and a half hours.
Drain, cool and put under a weight.
Serve cold, cut in thin slices.
Louise Fazenda is one of the best housekeepers in Hollywood. She supervises her
kitchen and does her own marketing.
On Thursday evenings she gives her husband, Hal Wallis, bacon and eggs a la

Fazenda.
"Break the eggs into a casserole," says
Louise. "Cover with cream topped with
a dressing of grated parmesan cheese.
Strip with bacon and place in the oven
until the bacon is cooked and the eggs set.
Be sure the oven is only at medium heat,"
cautions Louise.

When Hedda Hopper's cook takes a
night off, Hedda goes vegetarian. "That's
the night I raid the ice-box," laughs Hedda.

"I use up

all

the surplus greens
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and vege-

I'm a regular rabbit. If any of
my friends happen to drop in, they get a
very healthy dinner whether they like it
or not. Last week the victims were Billy
tables.

T. E.

Rambeau, Edgar Allen
Wolff and Laura Hope Crews.
"They had a salad of dandelion, watercress, chopped spinach and chicory with
Haines, Marjorie

lam

quartered tomatoes and diced
served this with a dressing of
Wesson oil and lemon juice, seasoned with
ground fresh pepper corns, salt and paprika. A healthy dish, all right
plenty of
roughage."

and

I

Tripling
SalarlesJ

—

Dick Arlen's specialty, when bossing
the galley of his yacht, is eggs a la WindIn spite of the aristocratic name, this
sor.
means poached eggs on toast covered with
a rich cream sauce with chopped mushrooms and a sprinkling of chopped parsley

c

Doubling

chilled
beets.

Smith

President

111 Trainlibu

chives.
Eat this if you must, but it's
a waist-line enemy.
Buddy Rogers goes in for Oysters Louisianne, a Creole dish that Buddy cooks to a
queen's taste.
His mother taught him
how. It's the favored dish on the cook's

atHometoFin

night out.
Some of Hollywood's priceless heirlooms
consist of pots and pans that have been
in the family for generations.
Marie
Dressier has a casserole that has been in her
family for years.
Skeets Gallagher still
has his old army frying pan.
He fries
eggs in it and hums "Dear Old Pal of
Mine" while the eggs are sizzling. Irene
Dunne's prized kitchen possession is a
well-worn chopping bowl in which her
mother chopped many rais'ns and nuts for
Christmas cakes and puddings.
Cooking is an art that calls for temperament, imagination and the flair for
seasoning. Great chefs, like great artists,
can throw a temperamental fit with the
best of them.
Cooks and movie stars are
somewhat like the Colonel's lady and Judy
O'Grady sisters under the skin.

inRfldio

and

—

aBIGPAVJob
YOU ARE
IFtlian
$50 a

earning a penny less
week, send for my
book of information on tlie opportunities in Radio. It's FREE.
Mail the coupon now. A flood of
gold is pouring into this new in- T!r„KlfnQti>i.r cit^
dustry.
Thousands of fine jobs
need trameu
triined
open every year. My training fits tim's
you for all lines— manufacturing, men continnallv for
selling, servicing sets, in business jobs paying $1,200
for yourself, operating on board to $5,000 a year.
ship or in a broadcasting station,
television, aircraft Radio, and many
others.
My FREE book gives you
full information on Radio's many opportunities for big success and how
you can quickly learn at home to
be a Radio Expert.

_

Many Make $50
a

to $IOO

Week

....

Aviation

Why

go along at $25, $30 or $45
a week when you can get ready in
a short time for Radio where the
good jobs pay $50, $75 and $100 n
week. Get into tliis live-wire field
of Quick success.

need-

is

"o""?, ^°.<^

^"^^

trained Radio men.
f'Perators employed
l'>r9."g" V"'." t'CT''ice Commission earn
81,620 to $2,800ayear.

Your Training Need Not
Cost You a Cent
Hold your lob.
I'll
not only
train you in a lew hours of your
spare time a week, but the (hiv
you enroll I'll show you 2S ways to
make money on the side renairlng.
IrstalUng,

selling

Radio

i=ets

•

.-^

In

your neighborhood. I give you eight Spare time set
big
Home Experimental outfits servicing is paying
that teaeh you to build and service N. R. I. men $200
ractloally every type of receiving to $1,000 a year. Full
set made.
G. W. Page, 133 Pine time men are makStreet, McKenzle, Tenn., writes: ing as much .is $65,
"I picked up S93.5 in my spare $75, $100 a week,
time while taking your course."
i

Get

ACT NOW
My Book— FREE

My book has shown hundreds of
fellows how to make more money
and win success. Investigate. Find
out what Radio offers you, how my
Employment Department helps you _ ,,
get a Job after graduation, and the Talking Movies— an
.

many

other features of my training. Mall the coupon for your copy
RIGHT NOW. ,1. E. Smith, PresI
dent. Dept. 1KR4. National Radio
Institute, Washington. D. C.

E, Smith, rrcsldent
National Radio Institute
Dept. 1KR4
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr.

Smith:

Jlf'^'"

«

.1.

.

invention made pos^ible only by Radio
T-ote/s many .fine
KV'^.'o "5"-t''ained

SS? •„

V,

„

m

«.>.

—

Send

-.

*

.

me your free book, exJBRr»!,a?Wl«iWP* «
plaining your home-studv
trainiup and Radio's o))portunities for bigger jiay.
under.stand this places me under no obligation
1
and that uo salesman will call.

Dorothy Jordan, Geo. O'Brien, Elissa Landi, Ivan Lebedeff,
Ann Harding, Carl E. Milliken, Sec'y M.P. & D., Harry Bannister.
Seated
Jackie Coogan, Jackie Cooper, Mitzi Green,
Jackie Searl and Robert Coogan at the N.E.A. convention

—

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

,

)

.
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Talkies

m

Tabloid

[Continued from page loj
Gloria Swanson

good, tliough a bit kittenl,yon's grand.

is

and Ben

at times,

i.sh

Purcell and Charlotte Greenwood helping
out with the fun.

»—
A

TAKE THIS
"WOMAN
I

James

you'll

Fair
{Paramount)

is

story's

cow-hand being Gary Cooper you can't
question her taste. Carole Lombard gives
her best performance to date, and Gary is
grand

as

usual.

JUST A
GIGOLO
of popularity

The

like.

about a spoiled society
gal whose lather sends

her out West to avoid a sfcandal. Of course
she falls in love with a cow-hand. But the

Dunn
wave

pleasing picture that

rushing

eastward from Hollywood.

The

humor

rather

is

forced

in this picture
fair
about a lad who poses as
(Paramount)
a gigolo in order to test
the purity and virtue of the Avoman his uncle
has picked out as his future wife. William
Haines seems self-conscious as the man and

Irene

Purcell

doesn't

help matters much,

either.

He

newest

the

IS

"BAD GIRL"
"OVER THE HILL" and

life, his

and

of the

work

man

in

himself will be one

Good
(Paramount)

He

^j^^

p'lavs

go straight, and
an ex-convict who
Clara's his loyal wife. Opinion will be di\ ided on this, but given a better break and a
more modern story, it looks as if Clara will
tries to

through in her next drama.

crash

Toomey

Regis

.

— —

LAUGHING

This may draw fans on
SINNERS
the strength of Joan
ffl'''
Crawford's acting, but it
(M-G-M)
jgj^.j
^y^^ standard
of her recent pictures. She pla)s a cabaret

of

who joins the Salvation Army to blot out
memory of a great sin. But when she
meets the man she loved, she falls again.
girl

the

Silver
November

You don't have to be a
Buddy Rogers fan to ad-

LA'WYER'S
SECRET, THE
Good

mire

18

usually

to

FRANKLIN INSTfTUTE

Dep't G-320

Rochester,

N. Y.

VENOSE
Nose Ad.iuster

."Vnita

flesh and cartilage
quickly, safely,
painlessly,
while you

.iliapes

—

sleep or work.
results.

Lasting

Doctors praise

Gold Medal Winner.
Write for

87,000 users.

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE.

simple and

L-06 Anita Bldg., Newark, N. J.

(

Barbara Stanwyck as a
night ninse in a big hos-

U niversal

pital gets involved in a
series of strange adventures when she is sent
to take care of two youngsters who are ill.
The lo\ely Stanwick even has to take a sock

on the chin. Clark Gable and Ben Lyon give
good performances.

PHANTOM OF

No

PARIS,

lover,

THE

Good

sin-

longer

proves

(/VI-G-AI)

good

this

himself

actor.

W arners

A powerful

picture

^^•ith

John Barrymore turning
in
an impressive per-

formance.
He plays a
cripple who longs to be a great dancer and
fulfills his own dreams through a foundling
whom he trains. There is a blood-curdling
)

climax.

MALTESE
FALCON
^,"f,'<'

Bebe Daniels

is

the

nom-

inal star of this mystery
picture, but she hasn't

,

(Warners)

Ricardo

interesting as a fast-thinking detective who solves the mystery behind a number of murders committed in an attempt to
get hold of the Maltese Falcon, a statuette
filled with precious stones.

Cortez

is

SION,

IN POSSES- Robert Montgomery

in
his second starring picture.
He's a gay, irresponsible lad in "deah

THE

^\?r^
M\
(/V1-G-/M)

old

l.unnon"

when

who becomes
urns

a sheriff's

him out

as-

of his
house. He takes possession of the home of
a yoinig society woman whom his brother
is trying to marry, believing her to lie rich.
Lots of light, amusing comedy with Irene
sistant

his father

I

a

darn

plays a

»—#>—
REBOUND
Good

If

you

like sophistication

you'll like this one. Ina
Claire plays an ultragirl in love.
Not much action but

(R.K.O.-Pathe)

modern
lots of

smart repartee.

Robert Ames

is

the

hero.

Good
(Virsi

give

up

A gangster film that's
slightly different. 'Walter
Huston is a first rate
National)
racketeer who decides to
the racket when his enemies kidnap
VOICE,

A

SEED

tear-jerker

and David

which most

women will enjoy and
most men ^vill consider

Good
(V niversal)

sentimental tripe,
fohn Boles doesn't
sing but goes dramatic. His childhood sweetheart iniderstands his yearning to write, so
he leaves his wite and children and goes w hh
Sometimes they call this "field work
her.
for material." Oh these writers! Howexer.
he has his fling at life and the ink pots, and
after he has cooled off a bit he remembers
the little wife at home. In later years he retinns and realizes what a bitter mistake he
has made. Lois Wilson gives a touching
performance as the wife.
just

SMART MONEY

MAN

He

great
Gilbert

yoinig musician convicted of the murder of
his sweetheart's father.
How he escapes,
finds the real murderer and wins back the
girl makes an exciting story. Leila Hyams
is the girl.

his

GENIUS.

the

John

MAD

in

n

50.
ComsufHc-ient.
.Short
hours.
Vacation with full
pa.v.
Write immeiliatoly for free
Ii2
page book, with list of positions
and full particulars telling
how to get them,

Education

his

cere acting

$1260 to $3400 year

MEN— WOMEN

Good

daughter. Loretta Young
Manners are the love interest.

(

mon

NIGHT NURSE

RULING
THE

Good

Work for "Uncle Sam"

hopelessly unbelievable story with Nancy
Carroll going dramatic
in a big way. It's about a
(Fredric March) who falls

one.
He's no longer a s\veet )Outh, but a co\vard
willing to see an innocent man sentenced for
murder rather than confess his own complicity. Clive Brook is a little too self-righteous as the lawyer, and Richard Arleii has
only a small part, so Buddy walks off with
the pictiue.

THE

WANT A STEADY JOB?

A

vice prosecutor
in love Avith the daughter of a woman who
runs a vice den and commits murder to protect her.
You probably won't like Nancy's
new hair cut.

Clark Gable and Neil Hamilton are the men.

(Paramount)

it.

Fair
(Paramount)

steals this one.

of the great features

for

NIGHT ANGEL
THE

"—$>—»
Clara Bow goes dramatic
but Regis Toomey gets

KICK IN
his

—

Here's a grand burlesciue
Good
on
Holly\vood
child
(Paramount)
stars with Jackie Searl
as the pampered lad with golden curls who
never forgets his "public". Mitzi Green becomes Jackie's leading lady and the fun
begins.
Louise Fazenda and Edna May
Oliver as Hollywood mothers give swell performances and you'll rock in your seats with
laughter.

discovery

and an intimate story of

<i>

NE'WLY RICH

Good

Edward
gives

a

G.

Robinson

fascinating and

(Warners)
high-poweied performance in this story of a small-town gambler
who invades the big cities and makes good—
Bin he's nuts about
also as a gambler.
blondes and through them the District .Attorney gets him and signs him up for the
Big House. This jiictine is almost as powerful as "Little Ca'sar."
in a

minor

r()le,

James Cagney

biu Robinson

is

just

is

good

grand.

—
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SMILING LIEU-

Chevalier's best picture
Love Pasince "The
Great
Only Lubitsch
rade."
(I'm amount)
,
,
could have directed it.
It's
sophisticated entertainment about a
lieutenant who loves an entertainer in a beer
garden but is forced to marry a princess.
Claudette Colbert is lovely as the lieutenant s
real sweetheart: but Miriam Hopkins pla\s
the part of the princess with, both humor and

THE

TENANT.

,

pathos.

SON OF INDIA

#
—Ramon

fair

Novarro is hopehandicapped by an
involved and implausible
lessly

(M-G-M)

Ramon

plays the son of a jewel merof India who falls in love with an

story.

chant

girl whom he cannot marry on
account of racial prejudices. Madge Evans

American
is

the

SOUAW MAN,

THE

^M^G M)'
This time it's
dian girl who

Audiences have been cry-

nobleman who comes to America
Warner Baxter is excellent.

to forget.

One

of
John Barrymore's best bits of act-

Great

This

My

VICE SOUAD,

THE

carries a lot of sus-

though it might
Good
have been more power(Paramount)
ful if the romantic side
of the story had been soft-pedalled.
Paul
Lukas has the difficult and trying role of a
man who becomes a stool pigeon to escape
a charge of manslaughter, and who has a
chance to come back to his ow n world if he
lets an innocent girl be framed.
Kay Francis has a rather wishy-washy part, and the
feminine honors go to Judith Wood, a ne\v'pense,

/

I do two things. I correct every defect. I
develop hidden beauty. My startling result!
with more than 100,000 women prove that
any one can be given beauty. No matter Low
how x
.
hopeless, write me.
way of making women
over completely is amazingly different. Thounou\^^^J
eauda write me that results are almost beyond
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is scientific
^known
to act for all alike. That ia why I can ouaTontee your absolute
eatisfaetion. Not a penny to pay unlesa I give results you
say are marvelous.

IMPROVE
Eyelashes

pletely.

Wrinkles

Muddy

Skin
Sallowness
Thinness
Fat

THIS

AGE

MODERN

Crawford

Joan

again

struggles to rise above a

Fair
(M-G-M.)

mediocre story. In this
one she and her mother
belong to a gay crowd in Paris and they
go places and do things \vhich shock Neil
Hamilton, a pure youth \\ horn Joan is
crazy about.
Disillusioned he throws Joan
over and she broken-hearted goes off with
Monroe Owsley who isn't so respectable.
You'll like Joan and bear with the picture
for her sake.

~—
TRANSGRESSION In
Fair

this picture the

Kav

tiful

(Radio Pictures)

beauFrancis does

of high-powered
with a Spanish philanderer while
her husband's away in India on business.
^

^it

flirting

Fair

.

with a nice chap, William Bakewell. His folks
object until her dangerous duties lead to
her being shot, and then they let the two
marry because the spy has only six more
months to live. Helen Twelvetrees does
right by this yarn, but this yarn doesn't do
right by Helen.
(R.K.O.-Pathe)

your word

Your physical beauty is not all. I give you, too^
the innermost secrets oi fascination. I disclose
this priceless art in
sensational book "How

my

to Fascinate Men." In an hour you will learn
marvelous things you could not discover youreelf in a lifetime. You will learn how the world's
make men their helpless slaves, learn to
win love, to control men, to pick and choose at
will. These secrets are free to every woman with
her free trial of my beauty aids. Remember, you
have everything to gain absolutely nothing to

WOMEN LOVE

fill

lose.

,

,

,

she
happily.

him so they fade-out
Paul Cavanaugh is the husband

still

loves

and Ricardo Cortez

is

the Spanish

influ-

ence.

UP POPS THE
DEVIL
Good

Light, pleasant comedy-

drama. Carole Lombard

and Norman Foster gi\e
charming performance as
a young couple, who run into difficulties
(Paramount)

So

—

TODAY—

,

rich society woman who has designs upon
him. Just as the wife is about to secure a
divorce the death of their little girl brings
them together again. Paul Lukas is the

Send Coupon For Free Trial Offer
LUCILLE YOUNG,

Bldg., Chicago,

Mm

City

State

Richard Dix

is billed as
the star of this picture.
He ^gives a good
perT.°
(Radio Pictures)
r
t
formance
but
Jackie
("Skippy") Cooper almost breaks your heart.
You ha\e eyes and ears only for him. Jackie
plays a youngster left in the care of a gangster. He \vorships the gangster and is heartbroken Avhen a judge sends him away. If
this one doesn't make you cry, there's some-

DONOVAN'S KID
,

i

'

Best Instruction Ever Offered The
American Public. Send 20c for first
lesson or ^1.98 for complete course.
Money back after 5 days it not satisfied,
AND CLOG
BALLROOM

TAP

thing wrong with your tear-ducts.

(

{

Mark

X /or

555 Sutt<r

YOUNG SINNERS Thomas Meighan is great
in

a

story

that's

St.,

rft

couuc JairrJ.

DANCEOGRAPH DANCE
Good

III.

Name
Street

.

555-A Lucille Young

Absolutely without obligation on my part, send your
wonderful FREE OFFER and Booklet. This coupon
only tells you I am interested. It does not commit mo
In any way.

artist.

YOUNG

—

is final.

And I Teach You Fascination

But on the verge of a divorce she discovers

FREE TRIAL
You can try all of my beauty aids—off
just the ones you need most absolutely
without risking a penny. I want you to
make me prove that I can take any degree
of homeliness and impart beauty instead. .
or take some prettiness and impart stunning
good looks. I will send you everylhina to try
my beauty aids full two weeks. There are no
conditions, strings, excuses. You are the sole
judge. If not delighted, you just say so
and

A feminine spy with a
OF
EXPERIENCE. A past falls madly in love

is

No

long waitinQ. In a few days cleav
End pimples, freckles,
blackheads, whiteheads, muddy skin,
oily skin, dry skin, liver spots, roughness,
redness, sallow appearance.
Banish wrinkles. Reduce fat lega, arms,
ankles, your whole body. Or build
scrawny figure to beauty. Grow ey&»
lashes, eyebrows, hair. Beautify come

Hair
Figure

This one brings beautiEleanor Boardman
9,?"'^
back to the limelight in
(Paramount)
,.
r
c-i,
splendid fashion.
She
the wife of a popular young artist who
given a chance to study in Paris by a

/

your skin.

Eyebrows

ONCE

-

AMAZINGLY QUICK

BE RID OF
Pimples, Fredties
Bladtheads, Whiteheads
Coarse Pores

WOMAN

is

:

\

—

Warners)

ing.
He makes the
character of Svengali a truly haunting one.
There is excellent photography to help out
his brilliant performance as the hypnotist
under whose power Trilby deserted her
sweetheart to rise to greatness as a singer.
Marian Marsh is a bit immature but lovely
as Trilby.
(

YOU
CM,
BE BEAUTIFUL

"—

ing over this tear-jerker
eighteen years, and
it's still a touching story.
Lupe Velez ^\•ho plays the Infalls in love with the English

SVENGALI

the wife becomes the breadwinner
and the husband tries to write a novel at
home and to do the housework. Skeets
Gallagher, Stuart Erwin and Joyce Compton help keep the comedy light and gay.

comer.

—

girl.

when

79

ART,

Inc.

San Francisco, California

just

average.
He plays a
physical culture trainer who brings back to
normal a young lad who has been disappointed in love and who has taken to drink
as a result.
Hardie Albright and Dorothy
Jordan are supposed to be the young sinners, but they're so nice and clean-cut, you
just don't believe it.

5^// PLAYING
.«.T.*L
Earn money taking

CARDS

orders among your
friends and others for the new Initial Playing Cards, and our
complete line of smart Bridge and Pinochle decks. Unique,
beautiful:popularlowpric,-8l
VPniTIP
J
Ji.f Jic
aXMLML
manufacturer for
^^^^
earning money at once.
can
start
you
outfit,
free sample
Thousands doing it now. No experience required. Send
name and address for full information and samples free.

C
9ciinpie»

S

—

General Card Co. 1201 W.JacksoD Blvd. Dept. 317, Chicago, IIL

"FLOYD GIBBONS' SUPREME THRILLS"
As

a natural reaction to gangster films and pictures wherein the dregs of our civilization are
exploited, the R.K.O.-Van Buren Corporation has produced a red-blooded, short picture,
"Floyd Gibbons' Supreme Thrills", that will make every American thrill with patriotism. "The

Star Witness" was another picture to honor the heroes who love their homeland.
These two
films stir the national pride and great credit must be given to their producers. The Floyd Gibbons' picture, "Woodrow Wilson's Great Decision", is one of thirteen in preparation under the
supervision of A. P. Waxman, and consists of carefully selected scenes of the actual events of
those drama-crowded war days when America's idealistic president sought to bring to the muddy
unwholesome ways of international diplomacy, the gentle, clean charity of brotherhood.

Floyd Gibbons talks with his well known rapid-fire radio delivery, and as the war clouds
gather, and the men come pouring into camp, we live again through his description, the fervor of
those times. The shots of the troopships, the trenches and the Armistice Day delirium lead up
to a climax to show the greatness of the man who sought to treat friend and foe alike.

We

are

who gave

proud of the producer who has attempted this and proud again of Woodrow Wilson
everything, life included, that Idealism might not perish froni the earth.

PLEASURE or PROFIT
A fascinatinK hobbv or a profitiblc business
can

ti<jw

be

yi>urs. rrcpiirt- quickly j»t homo
U-ndiriK ex-

under tho perHontil KUidanco of

ptTla in tho tino urt of photypraphy. No
or wpuro time.
experience necoaaary.
Muny cam while learning. Our thoroufrh
Btudio method also qunlilit's you to till a well
paying position upon Kraduation. Send coupon below at onco for KRKK booklet, Opportunities in Modern Photoa^aphy,

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Avenue
Dept. 4437

Chicago, III.
Send booklet, OpportunitiM in Modern Photography, and full infor-

Address
City

.

—

—

!
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Environment
[Continued from page 40]

those kid days, Johnny and Peter and
'Red' were the sissified lads in the crowd.
Quiet-voiced, gentle, kindly to the extreme.
The five or ten or fifteen cents
they had in their pocket generally went to
someone they figured wasn't eating quite
regularly.

''Knowing them

them

as I did,

I

have

tried to

the screen.
In 'Public
Enemy', I hope I supplied a composite of
those three boys."
I had been studying this actor as he
talked. We had reached the point where

carry

to

we were "trading"

cigarettes.

Our

feet

on the same table.
It was then I put the question:
"Jimmy, with the underworld cycle over,
can you remain in pictures?"
"Oh, gee! I want to do comedy! You
know every time you pull the trigger of one
of those movie blank-cartridge automatics,
it ages you
you can't help but think of
those fellows who went to the chair!"
rested

Ann
Harding

—

•

Incidentally, the

Warner family has

in-

formed Jimmy that, under his new contract, he won't have to go to the "hot

DISCOVERING
HOLLYWOOD'S
REAL
SOPHISTICATE!
^^HO

is

Norma Shearer?

Garbo?
rich?

she?

Joan Crawford?

Del

Diet-

Rio?

Guess again!
The

who

the real sophisticate of the cinema capital is not
one of the luxurious ladies, but
as discovered and revealed by
SCREENLAND
a girl who has hitherto been considered the most
domestic star in the screen colony,
a devoted wife and mother, a
quiet housewife!
girl

is

—

seat" again.

And

she turns
out to be an ultra-modern, with
daring ideas. You've never really
known Ann before. She'll surprise
you dazzle
you maybe
shock
you a little! Meet her in

—

—

The November

ScREENLAND
On

sale at

all

newsstands October

First

—

her.

Then Columbia summoned her to play
Marcia in "The Good Bad Girl". There
was a similar role in a Warner picture.
Next came the characterization of
Myra in "Waterloo Bridge", the leading
role opposite Kent Douglass.
With each short journey from Caddo
to Columbia, to Warners, to Universal
Mae found herself the "street walker". It
was because she was more interested in
those fellow-workers back in Atlantic City
than she was in that new dress that required thirty dollars!
She had played the counterpart of real
personages whom she had studied
"Waterloo Bridge" is bringing Mae a

—

stellar contract!

IN "FRONT PAGE," Mae Clarke did the

counterpart of a girl she knew in an
City soda
fountain.
Mae's
service behind the marble counter didn't
last but a few days, but she did make an
intensive study of her colleague.
It was Philadelphia that contributed
Mae to the world, but she was too young
to recall that period of her life. Her first
recollection is of Atlantic City, where the
parental fortune provided her with a
choice of vocal or dancing lessons.
One
was possible on the limited income of
Mae's father. She picked the Terpsichore.
The blonde youngster wanted a new
frock to wear to the academy. The family
exchequer couldn't stand the strain.
The twelve-year-old Mae solved that
problem, however, by the simple expedient of finding herself ten dollars a week for
mixing cooling concoctions in a pharmacy. There she was intrigued by another
girl who sought to "date" each of the male
Atlantic

patrons.

"That
known.
fiction

—

Mae told me, "held a
me that I have never since

girl,"

fascination for

I

Ann Harding!

a layer of maple creams in the wrong
carton."
From the dancing academy Mae went
to the New York stage
and from there
she came to Hollywood.
Two years of
obscurity followed her signing with Fox.
It wasn't until she played the gangster's "moll" in "Front Page" that other
producers began to give her a second
thought.
Caddo's production had made

Truth is sometimes stranger than
and Ethel was all of that.

"She actually cost me my job because
was more interested in her than I was in

the customers who were waiting for their
chocolate malted milks and strawberry
sundaes.
"It was a simple matter to find employment over at the factory where they make
That was another
the salt water taffy.
taffy
the
in
ten-dollar job packing
I'd have made good at it, had it
boxes.
not been for the fact that the girl in the
next chair was Atlantic City's outstanding
She could relate the most
coquette.
fascinating tales of modern romance as she
was living it. Of course, one couldn't
hesitate to count the men in her life!
"Well, I didn't last long in that place,
because every time the supervisor turned

—

her back, my compatriot would resume
her chat, and I would automatically put

IVAN LEBEDEFF

was born to be a
diplomat and had not a World conflict brought about a revolt that did away
with the Russian royal family, he might
now have been presiding over an embassy
in Paris or London or Berlin. Not only a
good-looking chap, but a brilliant one as
well, this LebedefT!
Hollywood femininity has been "falling"
for Ivan, who can kiss a hand with more
aplomb than the late Czar Nicholas himself.
That's been going on ever since
David Wark Griffith discovered him, a
dejected young man weeping over a table
in a Paris cafe.
The veteran director

—

handed him a roll of currency, a contract,
and brought him to the United States to
play in "Sorrows of Satan".
Ivan made good in that production with
the general public and the film capital's
portion of the "weaker sex", at the same
time.
Never, though, did you find him
entertaining at the Embassy Club or the
Mayfair.

—

Ivan's aristocratic mother and father are
poverty-stricken in Lithuania. The bulk
of his salary goes to them.
They have
been restored to the style of living to which
they had been accustomed before the
Lenin-Trotsky regime swung the axe on
kingly and queenly necks.
Underneath that frowning brow of
Ivan's, as you see it through the projection
machine, is a longing for laughter that is

unmatched
Let's

in Hollywood.
permit him to talk for a few

—

white-spatted,
immacucane-toting lad from the
palaces of old St. Petersburg.
"A Russian, I believe," he enlightens
me, "is a born actor, or at least he is born
with the love that colors everything he

seconds

this

lately-dressed,

His music is dramatized for him.
His dancing is dramatized. He goes to
almost
absurd lengths to dramatize
everything in his life.
"My own bringing up was on that
does.

'

Silver Screen for October 1931
order. It was a play begun in childhood
and lasting on when I went to the University of St. Petersburg, then on into the

Imperial Lyceum of Alexander the First.
I was trained for the diplomatic corps,
which surely is as near as acting in nature
as most things not actually connected with
the theatre.
"Going along with that, of course, was
miUtary service. At the outbreak of the
war I enlisted in the Third Regiment of
Dragoons. War is acting, too! You pretend to be brave. You convince yourself
that you have a distinguished ofhcer's

You

bearing.

dress

when

carefully,

an actor dressing for the part.
"Presently they gave me the Cross of
St. George, and I was promoted to first
officer's rank.
Then I went to cavalry
school,
and won a commission
the
flying
corps
on
the
Russian
possible, like

.

front

.

.

.

wounds

throughout

.

.

.

prison

.

.

.

.

.

Why,

never been rid
of the notion that I was playing a part!
"Then came those nomad weeks in
Paris, Berlin, Constantinople and Vienna,
until 'D.W.' sighted me at that sidewalk
table out in front of that little cafe in the
French capital a melancholy young man
still
posing
still
the actor.
He
brought me to Hollywood
you know
I've

life

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

the rest.
"All of this background of mine is
vitally woven into 'Kisses by Command',
my newest production, because I wrote the
story myself, and naturally I put into it

what

I

deemed most dramatic and

inter-

my own life. That
Radio studio executives would let me inject into it. I'm glad,
now, that they were constantly on the
alert to curb me, and separate the things
of interest to the world-at-large from those
esting

is,

from the

tale of

at least, all that

that were principally of interest to me.
"In every role I've ever played, like
your well-known silver thread, runs that
influence of the past a silver thread spun
not so much by the colorful adventures as
by the images of fancy I built at the time,
and afterwards in memory, around each

—

happening."

governess would phone, and have such a
whim delivered and charged to Richard
Bennett's account.
At fifteen, Joan had had a taste of High
school education and journeyed to Hollywood. Because she failed to enlighten
producers of the fact that Richard Bennett's daughter was in town, she passed un-

—

Lonc

—

eyela^he;

noticed.

"Pa" Dick didn't

fail to hear the deof Joan's journey Westward.
He
ordered her to pack and travel to Versailles, France.
There she was placed in
the most expensive of finishing schools.
Just before she was to receive her
"certificate", Joan
eloped with John
Martin Fox, aged eighteen. Then Adrienne was born!
Joan involuntarily divorced John and
found a way of supporting her baby.

WHEN

needs.

EY-TEB

Lashe
—
extensions
—
attached Individually to your eyelashes not your
eyelashes

tails

Richard Bennett was about to open on
in "Jarnegan".
There was a

Broadway

principal role in the vehicle that Joan
thought she could handle. "Pa" had the
same idea!

was while "scouting" the New York
that Samuel Goldwyn sighted
Joan. He signed her as Ronald Colman's
leading lady in "Bulldog Drummond".
That was Joan's beginning in the films.
From Colman she went to John Barrymore, and from there to George Arliss.
Then she trod her way to stardom in her
It

theatres,

own

of

your own

eyelids. Blend perfectly, joining
cannot be detected even on close inspection. Permanent removable only with solvent In set.
Guaranteed harmless to own lashes. Swimming,
tears, etc., do not affect them.

—

Send $1

trial

let

How

ways

—

I know how
for I had become utterly discouraged
with a heavy growth of hair on my face, lips, arms,
etc. Tried depilatorieB, waxes, pastes, liquids, electricity— even a razor. All failed. Then I discovered
a simple, painless, harmless, inexpensive method.
It succeeded with me and thousands of others. My
FREE Book. "Getting Rid of Every Ugly, Superfluous Hair," explains theories and tells actual
success.
Mailed in plain sealed envelope.
Also
trial offer.
No obligation. Address MUe. Annette
Lanzette, 109 W. Austin Ave., Dept. 767 Chicago.

One garment

gets

it.

father

and mother were

.

a proven

money maker.
Dept.
599

R

Myoar favorite
IWMOl
bvie star^'^
photos of vour favorite stars size

All original

8x10, glossy prints. 25c each, 5 for $1.00. Scenes
from any of your favorite renent photo
plays. 25c each. 12 for $2.50. Positively the finest
obtainable anywhere. Wehave thelargeat collertion of movie photos in the country. Just name
the star or scenes you want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2c jtaraps.

BRAM STUDIO
630 9th

How To

Studio 339-A
New York City

Avenue
Obtain

A Better Looking Nose
Improve Your Personal Appearance
free book tells you how I guarantee
improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy parts,
quickly, safely, and painlessly, or refund your money. The very fine, precise adjustments which only my new
I>atented Model 25 Nose Shaper possesses, make results satisfactory and
lasting.
Worn mght or day. Over 100000 users. Send for free book to
M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, Dept. 251, Binghamton, N. Y

My
to

an actor plays a part that has

own

mer-

fth Ave.. N. Y.C.

.

fallen within his

New

the country. Big

starts at once. Complete samline given free. Write today. The

CARLTON MILLS.

!

WHEN

st^'fepint;

Cash Pay
ilan's

Her

free with three.

chandise plan
ile

very indulgent in all matters save that of
her career. She is well-educated and has
spent her years as the companion of girls
from the 'upper-crust' of society.
"But it would be impossible for her to
play one of those Clara Bow roles.
"Joan portrays the characters she lived
in her earher life
beautifully-gowned,
self-contained, queenly.
Her aristocratic
mannerisms in 'Bulldog Drummond' were
natural to her."
One can learn a lot on a golf course

New Yoik

Got Rid of
Superfluous Hair

was only two days ago that Joan's
publicity man and I stepped out to knock

—

NOW, to

"IS-Stli Avenue,

I

right.

a small white pill over miles of grass.
Naturally, our discussion got around to
the topic of Joan.
Joan's press expert was talkative.
"Joan has always been in the position of
asking for what she wants and she al-

aw lica-

iacveral

lionjl or .SS for large tize.

^Y-TEB CO.

It

.

Adrienne Morrison, a stage
luminary in her own right, presented the famous Richard Bennett with
his third daughter, there was nothing to
worry about financially. Box-offices were
contributing
a surplus
beyond their

81

experience the

can sit down, throw aside his
megaphone, and let the actor do his
"stuff" secure in the knowledge that a
role
that has
once been lived can
never be artificial.
director

With father and mother drawing weekly
checks, Joan never did know the heartpangs that Mae Clarke suffered when she
wanted that thirty-dollar dress. Joan's

—
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"How

lo Soci

have grown up in our mind during the years that we have

had fan

letters

addressed to

us.

Mr. Producer, want HAPPY STORIES.
Not just a happy ending, nor a logical ending like the
electric
chair for a gangster we want HAPPY

The

fans,

—

—

STORIES!
Take "Skippy". Was

there ever a

more charming, de-

cent, clean or emotional story?

—clean, warming.

Take "Daddy Long Legs"
There may be more Art in

drama,

sexy, disillusioned

but the successful films are the decent ones.

The

fans have the
right?

money and

also they

have

ideals.

Are we

SPEAKING
member

of
the

"Daddy Long Legs" agam, you

re-

Cinderella character.
She is
picked upon and made miserable, yet under such circumstances she is kind to the asylum kids. But there
comes a moment when she can stand no more and she
relieves her mind, thus winning the notice of the man
who ends her poverty but you know the story, either
from seeing Ruth Chatterton, Mary Pickford or Janet
Gaynor in the part.
This is supposed to be a lower form of art than the
realism portrayed in "The Last Mile". According to the
realists, dull gray lives remain forever drab.
No longlegged Daddy comes to smooth the rough spots and it is
all very sad and terrible.
Perhaps they are wrong.
Perhaps the Divine Plan
does not follow so uninspiring a formula. Let us notice
particularly one exception to this familiar pattern. For
example. Janet Gaynor herself.
Once she was just a
little girl with no particular prospects; no more family
grandeur than many of us. Then the mysterious Force
that governs events stepped in and now Janet Gaynor is
known the world around, and for the rest of her life she
will be received everywhere with respect.
Always she
will have the things that she wishes for.
It doesn't seem to us that the theme of the play is any
more surprising than the actual facts in the life of the
brilliant little actress who plays the part.
little

—

Skippy" Cooper

YOU KNOW

the heroic tale of the man who
leaped upon his horse as the Johnstown Flood
started and did a Paul Revere, yelling, "Help!
Help! The dam has bust."
That's how we feel. A deluge of letters
has come down upon us and they are much alike. It is
quite a responsibility, this riding in front of the flood,
telling the movie people what the fans want, and
Silver Screen is not insensible to the honor.
The message of the letters is: "Better stories for our

THE
has

very thrilling "Star Witness" of First National
faults and all the critics will take the trouble
to point them out; but faults or not, it says something,

something so

home

rified white-collar

say that the best stories produced on

this earth are hunted down by them and purchased;
and usually the writers and all are shipped to Hollywood. Metro mentions Adela Rogers St. John, Kathleen
Norris, Ursula Parrott and many others. Paramount
lists Theodore Dreiser, Rupert Hughes, Vicki Baum and
Ernest Hemingway, among many. First National starts
oflT with Booth Tarkington and ends with Du Maurier.
United Artists has Elmer Rice, Sidney (Pulitzer Prize)
Howard, Ben Hecht, and if these names do not convince

they

also

Quiet" when

list
it

boast

Sinclair

(Nobel

Prize)

inspiring that

man

to live

up

it

brings

to the traditions of

"Come on, you. What do you want— to
He is still alive, very much alive.

pretty good.

Radio has a

and

to us

America, he makes you realize that there is something
to the heroic life that the pussyfooted and cowardly may
never know.
It reminds us of the second lieutenant who roared out
to his men as they started across No Man's Land:

We have talked it over with the producers, and corresponded with them, and were it not for the roaring
flood at our heels we would feel that their answers were

you,

true, patriotic

again the truth that the movies are the power
to lead us out of our troubles.
When the old Grand Army veteran calls on the ter-

stars."

The producers

its

live forever?"

The "Star Witness" is the most exciting lesson in
courage that we have ever seen.
=1=

*

*

"The Magnificient Lie" Ruth Chatterton

INdifficult

has the

sympathy of the audience after she has been shown making sport of a boy who
is blind from the war.
Can you conceive of a producer
thinking that the movie fans would forgive a girl who
makes a blind man ridiculous?
We remember with emotion the "Dark Angel" of
Ronald Colman and more recently Virginia Cherrill
in "City Lights" and we think the treatment of tliese
blind characters was sympathetic and true to life.
When you ridicule a blind soldier, what is that, Art?

Lewis.

and you know Universal isn't "All
comes to authors, to say nothing of Fox
too,

and Warner's.
There is something wrong somewhere.

The fans do
not like the stories although the producers have the best
ihat money can buy.
The flood has overtaken us and we are one with you.
also think that the stories are not wisely chosen and
we are going to try to put into words the beliefs that

We
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task of winning the

.
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MODERN GIRL

FOR

IS

LoRETTA Young, beautiful First National screen
modern girl in the attractive new

star, typifies the

modes, which are delightfully feminine, yet designed
for the outdoor, radiantly healthy girl of today.

Dame Fashion
tering

for

stj'les

Each

dress

has created
the modern

has

become

a

flat-

All-Bran

girl.

iron,

which helps bring color

and

lips.

subtle

revelation of gracefully rounded curves.

Gowns

swirl,

—and

cling

suggest

the

figure they adorn.

Yet, as always. Fashion smiles upon
some, frowns upon others. Those whose
contours are a little too full must diet
... or fail to achieve distinction in

new clothes.
knows that reducing

these entrancing

Every

may

be

girl

dangerous

—may

destroy

very beauty they are trying to bring.
Unless the diet contains iron and
roughage, improper elimination may
develop. Poisons seep through a weak-

ened body.
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color. Eyes look tired
and beauty
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diets
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How
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this loss
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